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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

IN this volume a mass of fragmentary material' has been reduced to method, and so harmo-

nized as to present an integral result. The student has before him, therefore, (t) a view of the
Christian Church emerging from the ten persecutions ; (2) a survey of its condition on the eve
of that great event, the (nominal) conversion of the empire ; (3) an introduction to the era of
Athanasius ; and (4) a history of events that led to the calling of the first Cathohc council
at Nicaea.

The moral grandeur and predominance of the See of Alexandria are also here conspicuously

illustrated. The mastery which its great school continued to exercise over Christian thought,
its hegemony in the formation of Christian literature, its guardian influence in the development of
doctrinal technology, and not less the Divine Providence that created it and built it up for the

noble ends which it subserved in a Clement, an Origen, and an Athanasius, will all present them-
selves forcibly to every reflecting reader of this book. One half of this volume presents the
Alexandrian school itself in its glorious successmn of doctors and pupils, and the other half in

the reflected light of its universal influence. Thus Methodius has no other distinction than that
which he derives from his wholesome corrections of Origen, and yet the influence of Origen

upon his own mind is betrayed even in his antagonisms. He objects to the excessive allegorizing
of that great doctor, yet he himself allegorizes too much in the same spirit. Finally we come
to Arnobius, who carries on the line of Latin Christianity in Northern Africa ; but even here we

find that Clement, and not Tertullian, is his model. He gives us, in a Latin dress, not a little
directly borrowed from the great Alexandrian.

This volume further demonstrates--what I have so often touched upon-- the historic fact that
primitive Christianity was Greek in form and character, Greek from first to last, Greek in all its
forms of dogma, worship, and polity. One idea only did it borrow from the West, and that not

from the ecclesiastical, but the civil, Occident. It conformed itself to the imperial plan of ex-
archates, metropoles, and dioceses. Into this civil scheme it shaped itself, not by design, but by

force of circumstances, just as the Anglo-American communion fell in with the national polity,
and took shape in dmceses each originally conterminous with a State. Because it was the capital

of the empire, therefore Rome was reckoned the first, but not the chief, of Sees, as the Council
of Niceea declared ; and because Byzantium had become "New Rome," therefore it is made

second on the list, but equal in dignity. Rome was the sole Apostolic See of the West, and, as such,
reflected the honours of St. Paul, its founder, and of St. Peter, who also glorified it by martyrdom ;

but not a word of this is recognised at Nicaea as investing it even with a moral primacy. That was
informally the endowment of Alexandria; unasserted because unquestioned, and unchallenged
because as yet unholy ambitmn had not infected the Apostolic churches.

It is time, then, to disabuse the West of its narrow ideas concerning ecclesiastical history.

Dean Stanley rebuked this spirit in his Lectures on the Eastern Church.* He complained that

"Eastern Christendom is comparatively an untrodden field ;" he quoted the German proverb, 3
"Behind the mountains there is yet a population;" he called on us to enlarge our petty Occi-

dental horizon ; and he added words of reproach which invite us to reform the entire scheme of

z See the Edinburgh series. _ See p. 3, ed. of z86_. $ "Hinter dem Berge sind auch Leutc."
v



vi INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

our ecclesiastical history by presenting the Eastern Apostolic churches as the main stem of Chris-

tendom, of which the church of Rome itself was for three hundred years a mere colony, unfelt

in theology except b), contributions to the Greek literature of Christians, and wholly unconscious
of those pretensions with which, in a spirit akin to that of the romances about Arthur and the
Round Table, the fabulous Decretals afterwards invested a succession of primitive bishops in

Rome, wholly innocent of anything of the kind.
"The Greek Church," says Dean Stanley, "reminds us of the time when the tongue, not of

Rome, but of Greece, was the sacred language of Christendom. It was a striking remark of the

Emperor Napoleon, that the introduction of Christianity itself was, in a certain sense, the tri-
umph of Greece over Rome ; the last and most signal instance of the maxim of Horace, Grcecia

cai#ta ferum victorem cepit. The early Roman church was but a colony of Greek Chnstians or
Grecized Jews. The earliest Fathers of the Western Church wrote in Greek. The early popes
were not Italians, but Greeks. The name of pope is not Latin, but Greek, the common and now

despised name of every pastor in the Eastern Church .... She is the mother, and Rome the

daughter. It is her privilege to claim a direct continuity of speech with the earliest times; to
boast of reading the whole code of Scripture, Old as well as New, in the language in which it

was read and spoken by the Apostles. The humblest peasant who reads his Septuagint or Greek
Testament in his own mother-tongue on the hills of Boeotia may proudly feel that he has access

to the original oracles of divine truth which pope and cardinal reach by a barbarous and imper-
fect translation ; that he has a key of knowledge which in the West ts on_' to be found in the

hands of the learned classes."
Before entering on the study of this volume, the student will do well to read the interesting

work which I have quoted ;' but the following extract merits a place just here, and I cannot

deprive even the casual reader of the benefit of such a preface from the non-ecclesiastical and

purely literary pen of the Dean. He says : 2 ,, The See of Alexandria was then the most impor-
tant m the world.3 . . . The Alexandrian church was the only great seat of Chnsnan learning. Its

episcopate was the Erangehcal See, as founded by the chair of St. Mark .... Its occupant, as
we have seen, was the only potentate of the time who bore the name of pope.* After the Coun-
cil of Nlcma he became the judge of the world, from his decisions respecting the celebration of

Easter ; and the obedience paid to his judgment m all matters of learning, secular and sacred,
almost equalled that paid in later days to the ecclesiastical authority of the popes of the West.
' The head of the Alexandrian church,' says Gregory Nazianzen, ' is the head of the world.' "

In the light of these all-important historic truths, these volumes of the Ante-Nicene Fathers

have been elucidated by their American editor.5 He begs to remind his countrymen that eccle-

siastical history is yet to be written on these irrefragable positions, and the future student of his-
tory will be delivered from the most puzzling entanglement when once these idols of the market
are removed from books designed for his instruction. Let American scholarship give us, at last,

a Church history not written from a merely Western point of view, nor clogged with traditional

phraseology persevenngly adhered to on the very pages whmh supply its refutation. It is the
scandal of literature that the frauds of the pseudo-Decretals should be perpetuated by modern

lists of "popes," beginning with St. Peter, in the very books which elaborately expose the em-
piricism of such a scheme, and quote the reluctant word,s by whmh this gigantic imposition has

been consigned to infamy in the confessions of Jesuits and Ultramontanes themselves.

t Late edttions are cheap m the market. It is filled wtth the author's idlosyncrasms, but it is brilliant and suggastlve
2 Leet vu. p. ,268. On the verse of Horace (E/_. i book n x55), see Dacter's note, vol ix 389.
3 He adds: "Alexandna, tall the rise of Canstanttnal)le, was the most powerful city m the East. The prestage of its founder still

dung to it."
4 That ts, of '* t_e pope," as Wellington was called "the duke." But Cyprian was called #a/_, even by the Roman clergy
s He owes his own introductmn to a just wew of these facts to a friend, of hts boyhood and youth_ the late Rev. Dr. Yifll of the Ameri-

can Mtsston m Athens. He was pemetrated vctth love for Greek Christ_m_.
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GREGORY THAUMATURGUS.

[TRANSLATED BY THE REV. S. D. F, SALMOND_ M.A.]





INTRODUCTORY NOTE
TO

GREGORY THAUMATURGUS.

[A.D. 205--240--265. ] Alexandria continues to be the head of Christian learning.' It is

delightful to trace the hand of God from generation to generation, as from father to son, inter-
posing for the perpetuity of the faith. We have already observed the continuity of the great

Alexandrian school : how it arose, and how Pant_enus begat Clement, and Clement begat Origen.
So Origen begat Gregory, and so the Lord has provided for the spmtual generation of the
Church's teachers, age after age, from the beginning. Truly, the Lord gave to Origen a holy

seed, better than natural sons and daughters ; as if, for his comfort, Isaiah had written, 2 forbidding
him to say, " I am a dry tree."

Our Gregory has given us not a little of his personal adventures in his panegyric upon his
master, and for his further history the reader need only be referred to what follows. But I am
anxious to supply the dates, which are too loosely left to conjecture. As he was ordained a

bishop "very young," according to Eusebius, I suppose he must have been far enough under
rift),, the age prescribed by the "Apostolic Canons" (so called), though probably not younger than

thirty, the earliest canonical limit for the ordination of a presbyter. If we decide upon five and
thirt),, as a mean reckoning, we may w_th some confidence set his birth at A.D. _o5, dating back

from his episcopate, which began A.D. 240. He was a native of Neo-C_esarea, the chief city of
Pontus,--a fact that should modify what we have learned about Pontus from Tertullian.3 He

was born of heathen parentage, and hved like other Gentile boys until his fourteenth year (circa
A.D. 2 I8), w_th the disadvantage of being more than ordinarily imbued by a mistaken father in the
polytheism of Greece. At this period his father died ; but his mother, carrying out the wishes of

her husband, seems to have been not less zealous in furthering his education according to her
pagan :deas. He was, evidently, the inheritor of moderate wealth ; and, with his brother Atheno-
dorus, he was placed under an accomphshed teacher of grammar and rhetoric, from whom also he

acqmred a considerable knowledge of the Latin tongue. He was persuaded by the same master
to use this accomplishment in acquiring some knowledge of the Roman laws. This is a very

important point in his biography, and it brings us to an epoch in Christian history too little noted

by any wmer. I shall return to it very soon. We find him next going to Alexandria to study
the New Platonism. He speaks of himself as already prepossessed with Christian ideas, which

came to him even in his boyhood, about the time when his father died. But it was not at Alexan-
dria that he began his acquaintance with Christian learning. Next he seems to have travelled into
Greece, and to have studied at Athens. But the great interest of his autobiography begins with the

providential incidents, devoutly narrated by himself, which engaged him in a journey to Berytus
just as Origen reached C_esarea, A.D. 233, making it for a time his home and the seat of his

school. His own good angel, as Gregory supposes, led him away from Berytus, where he pur-
posed to prosecute his legal studies, and brought him to the feet of Origen, his Gamaliel ; and
"from the ve_ first day of his receiving us," he says, "the true Sun began to rise upon me." This

Vol. il. pp. x65, 342. * Isa. lvi. 3* _ VoL hi. p. _Tz.
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4 INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

he accounts the beginning of his true life ; and, if we are right as to our dates, he was now about

twenty-seven years of age.
If he tarried even a little while in Berytus, as seems probable, his knowledge of law was,

doubtless, somewhat advanced. It was the seat of that school in which Roman law began its
existence in the forms long afterward digested into the Pandects of Justinian. That emperor

speaks of Berytus as "the mother and nurse" of the civil law. Caius, whose Ins_tules were
discovered in ,82o by the sagacity of Niebuhr, seems to have been a Syrian. So were Papinian
and Ulpian : and, heathen as they were, they lived under the illumination reflected from Antioch ;

and, not less than the Antonines, they were examples of a philosophic regeneration which never

could have existed until the Christian era had begun its triumphs. Of this sort of pagan philoso-
phy Julian became afterwards the grand embodiment; and in Julian's grudging confessions of
what he had learned from Christianity we have a key to the secret convictaons of others, such as

I have named ; characters in whom, as in Plutarch and in many retrograde unbehevers of our day,
we detect the operation of influences they are unwilhng to acknowledge ; of which, possibly,

they are blindly unconscious themselves. Roman law, I maintain, therefore, indirectly owes its
origin, as it is directly indebted for its completion in the Pandects, to the new powers and pro-

cesses of thought which came from " the Light of the World." It was light from Galilee and
Golgotha, answering Pilate's question in the inward convictions of many a heathen sage.

It is most interesting, therefore, to find in our Gregory one who had come into contact with

Berytus at this period. He describes it as already dignified by this school of law, and there-
fore Latinized in some degree by its influence. Most suggestive is what he says of this school :

" I refer to those admirable laws of our sages, by whmh the affairs of all the subjects of the
Roman Empire are now directed, and which are neither digested nor learnt without difficulty.

They are wise and strict (if not pious) in themselves, they are manifold and admirable, and, in a
word, most thoroughly Grecian, although expressed and delivered to us in the Roman tongue,
which is a wonderful and magnificent sort of language, and one very aptly conformable to impe-

rial authority, but still difficult to me." Nor is this the only noteworthy tribute of our author
to Roman law while yet that sublime system was in its cradle. The rhetorician who introduced

him to it and to the Latin tongue was its enthusiastic eulogist ; and Gregory says he learned the
laws "in a thorough way, by his help .... And he said one thing to me which has proved

to me the truest of all his sayings ; to wit, that my educaa'on in the laws would be my greatest

viaa'cum,m my _ff6&ov (for thus he phrased it) ;" i.e., for the journey of life. This man, one
can hardly doubt, was a disciple of Caius (or Gaius) ; and there is litre question that the digested
system which Gregory eulogizes was "the Institutes" of that great father of the civil law, now

recovered from a palimpsest, and made known to our own age, with no less benefit to jurispru-
dence than the discovery of the Philosophumena has conferred on theology.

Thus Gregory's Panegyric throws light on the origin of Roman law. He claims it for "our
sages," meaning men of the East, whose vernacular was the Greek tongue. Cams was probably,

like the Gaius of Scripture, an Oriental who had borrowed a Latin name, as did the Apostle of
the Gentiles and many others. If he was a native of Berytus, as seems probable, that accounts

for the rise of the school of laws at a place comparatively inconsiderable. Hadrian, in his
journey to Palestine, would naturally discover and patronize such a jurist ; and that accounts for

the appearance of Caius at Rome in his day. Papinian and Ulpian, both Orientals, were his
pupils in all probability ; and these were the "sages" with whose works the youthful Gregory

became acquainted, and by which his mind was prepared for the great influence he exerted in the
East, where his name is a power to this day.

His credit with our times is rather impaired than heightened by the epithet _-haumaturgus ,

which clings to his name as a convenient specification, to distinguish him from the other ' Grego-

x See Dam Stanl_'s _t¢_ Cli_rcA and Nesde's 1.t_l_iam.



INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 5

ties whose period was so nearly his own. But why make it his opprobrium? He is not responsi-
ble for the romances that sprung up after his death ; which he never heard of nor imagined. Like
the great Friar Bacon, who was considered a magician, or Faust, whose invention nearly cost him
his life, the reputation of Gregory made him the subject of legendary lore long after he was
gone. It is not impossible that God wrought marvels by his hand, but a single instance would
give rise to many fables ; and this very surname is of itself a monument of the fact that miracles
were now of rare occurrence, and that one possessing the gift was a wonder to his contemporaries.

To like popular love of the marvellous I attribute the stupid story of a mock consecration by
Pluedimus. If a slight irregularity in Origen's ordination gave him such lifelong troubles, what
would not have been the tumultosuch a sacrilege as this would have occasioned? Nothing is
more probable than that Phmdimus related such things as having occurred in a vision ; ' and this
might have weighed with a mind like Gregory's to overcome his scruples, and to justify his
acceptance of such a position at an early age.

We are already acquainted with the eloquent letter of Origen that decided him to choose the
sacred calling after he left the school at Ca_sarea. The .Panegyric, which was his valedictory,
doubtless called forth that letter. Origen had seen in him the makings of a _pv_, and coveted
such another T_mothy for the Master's work. But the Panegyric itself abounds with faults, and
greatly resembles similar college performances of our day. The custom of schools alone earl
excuse the expression of such enthusiastic praise in the presence of its subject ; but Origen doubt-
less bore it as philosophically as others have done since, and its evident sincerity and heartfelt
gratitude redeem it from the charge of fulsome adulation.

For the residue of the story I may refer my readers to the statements of the translator, as
follows :

TRANSLATOR'S NOTICE.

Wv are in possession of a considerable body of testimonies from ancient literature bearing on
the life and work of Gregory. From these, though they are largely mixed up with the marvellous,
we gain a tolerably clear and satisfactory view of the main facts in his history, and the most patent
features of his character. 2 From various witnesses we learn that he was also known by the name
Theodorus, which may have been his original designation ; that he was a native of Neo-C_esareia,
a considerable place of trade, and one of the most important towns of Pontus ; that he belonged
to a family of some wealth and standing ; that he was born of heathen parents ; that at the age
of fourteen he lost his father ; that he had a brother named Athenodorus ; and that along with
him he travelled about from city to city in the prosecution of studies that were to fit him for the
profession of law, to which he had been destined. Among the various seats of learning which he
thus visited we find Alexandria, Athens, Berytus, and the Palestinian Cmsareia mentioned. At
this last place- to which, as he tells us, he was led by a happy accident in the providence of
God--he was brought into connection with Origen. Under this great teacher'he received les-
sons in logic, geometry, physics, ethics, philosophy, and ancient literature, and in due time also
in biblical science and the verities of the Christian faith. Thus, having become Origen's pupil,
he became also by the hand of God his convert. After a residence of some five years with the
great Alexandrian, he returned to his native city. Soon, however, a letter followed him to Neo-
Cmsareia, in which Origen urged him to dedicate himself to the ministry of the Church of Christ,
and pressed strongly upon him his obligation to consecrate his gifts to the service of God, and in
especial to devote his acquirements in heathen science and learning to the elucidation of the Scrip-
tures. On receipt of this letter, so full of wise and faithful counsel and strong exhortation, from

s Recall Cyprian'snarrative*, vol. v.,and this volumeixfra, Life of Dionysius of Alexandria.
• Thus we have accounts of him, more or less complete, in Eusebius (tliafo_qa Ecdee., vl. 3o, vii. t4), Basil (De S_t'_qtu $amffa,
?4: E_ht'af aS, Ntis. t and •: so4, Null a; _o7, N_ 4; tttOpNura. 3* $,--Wot'ltl_ vo]. iii. pp. _t, toT, 303, 3it, etc., t_UL PmL

BB. t_o), Jerome {De oiFq# ill_#tr., oh. 65; in the Comment. in _¢ck_a*t_, ch. 4; and E#iet. Io, Num. 4, -- Works, voLL pp. 4m4
and 4t7, edit. Veron.), Rtuqwas (tI£_ Ecclt*., vii. •$), Socrates (Itiat. Bcclez., iv. g_)_ So_m_ (Hkt. 2gcclae,mv_ _)a Evsgtim
Schol_tlcus (Hia. Ecclts.j _ 3t), Suldas in his/,r.vic_ and others oi'lass mom_t.
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the teacher whom he venerated and loved above all others, he withdrew into the wilderness, seek-

ing opportunity for solemn thought and private prayer over its contents. At this time the bishop
of Amasea, a city which held apparently a first place in the province, was one named Phmdimus,

who, discerning the promise of great things in the convert, sought to make him bishop of Neo-

Cmsareia. For a considerable period, however, Gregory, who shrank from the responsibility of
the episcopal office, kept himself beyond the bishop's reach, until Phmdimus, unsuccessful in his

search, had recourse to the stratagem of ordaining him in his absence, and declaring him, with all

the solemnities of the usual ceremonial, bishop of his native city.' On receiving the report of
this extraordinary step, Gregory yielded, and, coming forth from the place of his concealment,
was consecrated to the bishopric with all the customary formalities ; 2 and so well did he dis-
charge the duties of his office, that while there were said to be only seventeen Christians in the

whole city when he first entered it as bishop, there were said to be only seventeen pagans in it at

the time of his death. The date of his studies under Origen is fixed at about 234 A.D., and that
of his ordination as bishop at about 24 ° . About the year 25o his church was involved in the

sufferings of the Declan persecution, on which occasion he fled into the wilderness, with the hope
of preserving his hfe for his people, whom he also counselled to follow, in that matter his example.
His flock had much to endure, again, through the incursion of the northern barbarians about 260.

He took part in the council that met at Antioch in 265 for the purpose of trying Paul of Samo-

sara ; and soon after that he died, perhaps about 27% if we can adopt the conjectural reading
which gives the name Aurelian instead of Julian in the account left us by Suidas.

The surname Thaumaturgus, or Wonder-worker, at once admonishes us of the mam,ellaus that

so largely connected itself with the historical in the ancient records of this man's life.3 He was
believed to have been gifted with a power of working miracles, which he was constantly exercising.
But into these it is profitless to enter. When all the marvellous is dissociated from the historical

in the records of this bishop's career, we have still the figure of a great, good, and gxffed man,

deeply versed in the heathen lore and science of his time, yet more deeply imbued with the
genuine spirit of another wisdom, which, under God, he learned from the illustrious thinker of

Alexandria, honouring with all love, gratitude, and veneration that teacher to whom he was
indebted for his knowledge of the Gospel, and exercising an earnest, enlightened, and falthfuI

ministry of many years in an office which he had not sought, but for which he had been sought.
Such is, in brief, the picture that rises up before us from a perusal of his own writings, as well as

from the comparison of ancient accounts of the man and his vocation. Of his well-accredited
works we have the following: A Declara_an of _r_atth, being a creed on the doctrine of the

Trinity; a llffretaphrase of the 2_ook of Ecclesiastes; a Panegyric to Origen, being an oration
delivered on leaving the school of Origen, expressing eloquently, and with great tenderness of

feeling, as well as polish of style, the sense of his obligations to that master ; and a CanonicaE

_pistle, in which he gives a variety of directions with respect to the penances and discipline to
be exacted by the Church from Christians who had fallen back into heathenism in times of suf-

fering, and wished to be restored. Other works have been attributed to him, which are doubtfuI
or spurious. His writings have been often edited, -- by Gerard Voss in x6o4, by the Paris
editors in x662, by Gallandi in i788 , and others, who need not be enumerated here.

t [See p. 5, sul _ra. Cave pronounces it "without precedent," but seems to credit the story.]

s [So Gregory Nyssen says It would have been tmposstble, otherwise, for him to rule his flock.]
He could move the largest stones by a word; he could heal the sick; the demons were subject to him, and were exorcised by his

fiat; he could give bounds to overflowing rivers, he could dry up mighty lakes; he could cast his cloak over a man, and cause Ins death:

once, _pending a night in a heathen temple, he banished xts dtvimtaes bY his simple presence, and by merely placing on the altar a piece of

paper hearing the words, Gregrary _o S_an --e_ter, he could bnng the premdmg demons back to thetr shrine. One strange story told of

him by Gregory of Nyssa is to the effect that, as Gregory was meditating on the great matter of the right way to worshrp the true God,

suddenly two glorious personages made tlmma_lves manifest in his room, in the one of whom he recogmsed the Apostle John, in the other
the Vtrgm. They had come, as the story goes, to solve the dlfficulues which were making him hesitate in accepung the bishopric. At

Mary's request, the evangelist gave him then all the instruction in doctnne which he was seeking for, and the sum of these supernatural

communications hem_ wrlttea down by him a_er the vtston vanished, formed the creed which is still preserved among ins writings. Such

were the wonders believed to stgnallze the hfe of Gregory.



PART I.--ACKNOWLEDGEDWRITINGS.

A DECLARATION OF FAITH.'

THEREis one God, the Father of the living Fount; Sanctity, the Supplier, or Zeader,'3 of
Word, who is His subsistent Wisdom and Power Sanctification ; in whom is manifested God the
and Eternal Image : 2 perfect Begetter of the Father, who is above all and in all, and God the
perfect Begotten, Father of the only-begotten Son, who is through all. There is a perfeet
Son. There is one Lord, Only of the Only? Trinity, in glory and eternity and sovereignty,
God of God, Image and Likeness of Deity, neither divided nor estranged.,4 Wherefore there
Efficient Word? Wisdom comprehensive s of is nothing either created or in servitude ,s in the
the constitution of all things, and Power forma- Trinity ; ,6 nor anything superinduced, zras if at
tire 6 of the whole creation, true Son of true some formerperiod it was non-existent, and at
Father, Invisible of Invisible, and Incorruptible some later period it was introduced. And thus
of Incorruptible, and Immortal of Immortal, neither was the Son ever wanting to the Father,
and Eternal of Eternal.7 And there is One nor the Spirit to the Son ; ,s but without varia-
Holy Spirit, having His subsistence s from God, tion and without change, the same Trinity abideth
and being made manifest9 by the Son, to wit to ever.x9
men : ,o Image ,, of the Son, Perfect Image of the
Perfect ; i_ Life, the Cause of the living ; Holy a.d the Spirtt is that of the Son, hb. t, Defldeorthod,.eh t3, voL

i p t5x. See also Athanasius, Ep_st. x ad Strah. ; Basd, h_a v.
cantra £u,zom, ; Cyrd, Dial., 7, etc.

t The rifle as it stands has thts addmon: "whneh he had by reve- t3 _opvty6_.
latton from the blessed John the evangehst, by the mediation of the t4 ct_ro3Otm'ptov/t_v_. See also Gregory Naslame., Or'_., 37, P.
Vtrgm Mar_., Parent of God." Gallandi, F'ettrum Patrum Bi-
6hot_., Venice, z766, p. 385. [Elu__d_t_on, p. 8, infra.] &_gtS 8o_Xov.

a /_.6voi" _dt V,6vov.
zb Gregory N*mlaatq Ore/., 40, p. 668, with reference aplmtonfl7

to our author, says: O/,_v 'r_sTp_o_ $e_Xov, ot,$t x_owov, oi_
4 A6ye4fd]_ep'_tf, erreto'o._t'tov, _l:ouo'¢t 'rw_' O_2,v'rcvO_ Ae_yov'roc--fm the TrT"_l'_
$ ¢epteKl"t_t}. there _* *t_tltdndl edtker d_ _d_ud¢ or created, or #_lbe_'_luced,
6 srotwrt_, e._ [lieardone oft!he lear_d.ay.
? _tOq _45_. 17 _lrei_ruos,.
s _wat_,v. ts In one codexwe find the followlng addition here: ot_ a_rat
9 ted_v6¢, tov&_ et_ _u_Se_ O_ _u&_ ei_ _pt_i6_--NtttAer aga_ doe# the

,o The words _k_;? ro;¢ ,_'vOOt_rot¢ are s_ui by tome to be unity grozv into duah'_y, nor _e duality tn_o trtstty; or = N¢itltar
a gloas flutt has found tts way into the text. does the condition _¢ tits on¢ gr'_u lute the cond:tion of _ t_o,

It e_,t.'."v.

,ta So.Johp of Danu.mm m the phra_, et_v M lla_'o_ b nor t_iat of t_t t_o i_o the coral, Iron of th¢ thrct.t9 ,[See valuable note and Gr_k text in Dr Schaff'sHistory,
Yto_, _a_ rot, Y,ov, _ II_*_ the Son ts the Image of the Father, vol. ii. p. 799.]



8 ELUCIDATION.

ELUCIDATION.

THE story of the "Revelation" is of little consequence, though, if this were Gregory's genu-
ine work, it would be easy to account for it as originating in a beautiful dream. But it is very
doubtful whether it be a genuine work ; and, to my mind, it is most fairly treated by Lardner, to
whose elaborate chapter concerning Gregory every scholar must refer, z Dr. Burton, in his edi-
tion of Bishop Bull's works,_ almost overrules that learned prelate's inclination to think it genu-
ine, in the following words: "Hane formulam minime esse Gregorii authenticam . . . multis
]_aud s_ernendis arguraen:is demonsgrat Laxdner." I_ardner thinks it a fabrication of the fourth
century.

Cave's learned judgment is more favourable ; and he gives the text 3 from Gregory of Nyssa,
which he translates as follows : "There is one God, the Father of the living Word and of the
subsisting Wisdom and Power, and of Him who is His Eternal Image, the perfect begetter of Him
that is perfect, the Father of the only-begotten Son. There is one Lord, the only Son of the
only .Father, God of God, the character and image of the Godhead, the powerful Word, the com-
prehensive Wisdom, by which all things were made, and the Power that gave being to the whole
creation, the true Son of the true Father, the Invisible of the Invisible, the Incorruptible of the
Incorruptible, the Immortal of the Immortal, and the Eternal of Him that is Eternal. There is
one Holy Ghost, having its subsistence of God, which appeared through the Son to mankind, the
perfect Image of the perfect Son, the Life-giving Life, the holy Fountain, the Sanctity, and
the Author of sanctification, by whom God the Father is made manifest, who is over all, and in
all ; and God the SOn,who is through all. A perfect Trinity, which neither in glory, eternity, or
dominion is divided, or departed from itself."

: C_'tdibtltty, vol, ii, _. 615. a Vol. v. p. 4:3. 3 Caw, L:_#_ o_ft_e Fat/Jtrs, vol, !. p. _:, cd. Oxford, :S4_.



A METAPHRASE OF THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES.'

CHAP. L" of is there worthy of mention, of which there hasTH_SE words speaketh Solomon, the son ,never yet been experience? For I think there
David the king and prophet, to the whole Church is nothing which one may call new, or which,
of God, a pnnce most honoured, and a prophet on considering it, one shall discover to be strange
most wise above all men. How vain and fruit- or unknown to those of old. But as former things
less are the affairs of men, and all pursuits that are buried in oblivion, so also things that are now
occupy man I For there is not one who can tell subsistent will in the course of time vanish utterly• from the knowledge of those who shall come
of any profit attaching to those things which men after us. And I speak not these things unad-
who creep on earth strive by body and soul to
attain to, in servitude all the while to what is visedly, as acting now the preacher? But all
transient, and undesirous of considering aught these things were carefully pondered by me when
heavenly with the noble eye of the soul. And entrusted with the kingdom of the Hebrews in
the life of men weareth away, as day by day, and Jerusalem. And I examined diligently, and con-
in the periods of hours and years, and the deter- sidered discreetly, the nature of all that is onearth, and I perceived it to be most various;Sminate courses of the sun, some are ever coming,
and others passing away. And the matter is like an,'/I saw that to man it is given to labour upon
the transit of torrents as they fall into the meas- iearth, ever carried about by all different occasions
ureless deep of the sea with a mighty noise. And of toil, and with no result of his work. And all
all things that have been constituted by God for things here below are full of the spirit of strange-
the sake of men abide the same : as, for instance, ness and abomination, so that it is not possible
that man is born of earth, and departs to earth for one to retrieve them now ; nay, rather it is
again ; that the earth itself continues stable ; that not possible for one at all to conceive what uttervanity 6has taken possession of all human affairs.
the sun accomplishes its circuit about it perfectly,
and rolls round to the same mark again; and For once on a time I communed with myself,
that the winds 3 in like manner, and the mighty and thought that then I was wiser in this than
rivers which flow into the sea, and the breezes all that were before me, and I was expert in
that beat upon it, all act without forcing it to understanding parables and the natures of things.
pass beyond its limits, and without themselves But I learned that I gave myself to such pursuits
also violating their appointed laws. And these to no purpose, and that if wisdom follows knowl-
things, indeed, as bearing upon the good of this edge, so troubles attend on wisdom.
life of ours, are established thus fittingly. But CHAP. n.
those things which are of men's devising, whether
words or deeds, have no measure. And there is Judging, therefore, that it stood thus with this
a plenteous multitude of words, but there is no matter, I decided to turn to another manner of
profit from random and foolish talking. But the life, and to give myself to pleasure, and to take
race of men is naturally insatiate in its thirst both experience of various delights. And now I
for speaking and for hearing what is spoken ; and learned that all such things are vain ; and I put a
it is man's habit, too, to desire to look with idle check on laughter, when it ran on carelessly ; and
eyes on all that happens. What can occur after- restrained pleasure, according to the rule of rood-
wards, or what can be wrought by men which eration, and was bitterly wroth against it. And
has not been done already? What new thing when I perceived that the soul is able to arrest the

body in its disposition to intoxication and wine-

*Gallandl,BiMiot_.V,t.P_r.,i_.38_. bibbing,and that temperancemakes lustitssub-
,[_cw_ b,_c, ofo_ra,_or_,*ore*p_rentt_ h_,iect,Isoughtearnestly_oobservewhat objectof

critic_ skill No book more likely to pu_l¢ a l_.g'-n requirer than

thb: so the metaphrase gives It me._ungand ¢onustca_.; but, over 4 _,_ _,*xk_'L_J,.and over again, not Solomon'smeanmg,l am _-nuaded. j ..
S _r_.rrv@/_at"a,for which some propose 0_.ga_'_, Iltlvauns,as r.tm S =ot,cO_rJlt,.

•=,._et are mentioned in their own place immediately. #,4vmr/_
9
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true worth and of real excellence is set before ness., And when I considered the end of each
men, which they shall attain to in this present life. of these modes of life, I found there was no
For I passed through all those other objects profit in the latter ; 2 and by setting myself to be
which are deemed worthiest, such as the erect- the companion of the foolish, I saw that I should
ing of lofty houses and the planting of vines, receive the wages of folly. For what advan-
and in addition, the laying out of pleasure- rage is there m those thoughts, or what profit
grounds, and the acquisition and culture of all is there in the multitude of words, where the
manner of frmt-bearing trees ; and am@ng them streams of foolish speaking are flowing, as it
glso large reservoirs for the reception of water were, from the fountain of folly? Moreover,
were constrncted, and distributed so as to se- there is nothing common to the wise man and to
cure the plentiful irrigation of the trees. And I the fool, neither as regards the memory of men,
surrounded myself also with many domestics, !nor as regards the recompense of God. And
both man-servants and maid-servants; and some as to all the affairs of men, when they are yet
of them I procured from abroad, and others I apparently but beginning to be, the end at once
possessed and employed as born in my own surprises them. Yet the wise man is never par-
nouse. And herds of four-footed creatures, as taker of the same end with the foohsh. Then
well of cattle as of sheep, more numerous than also did I hate all my life, that had been con-
any of those of old acquired, were made my sumed in vanities, and which I had spent with a
property. And treasures of gold and silver flowed mind engrossed in earthly anxieties. For, to
in upon me; and I made the kings of all na- speak in brief, all my affairs have been wrought
tions my dependants and tributaries. And very by me w_th labour and pain, as the efforts of
many choirs of male and female singers were thoughtless impulse ; and some other person, it
trained to yield me pleasure by the practice of may be a wise man or a fool, will succeed to
all-harmonious song. And I had banquetings ; them, I mean, the chill fruits of my toffs. But
and for the service of this part of my pleasure, when I cut myself off from these things, and
I got me select cup-bearers of both sexes beyond cast them away, then did that real good which Js
my rec'koning,- so far did I surpass in these set before man show itself to me,- namely, the
things those who reigned before me in Jerusa- knowledge of wisdom and the possession of
lem. And thus it happened that the interests manly virtue.3 And if a man neglects these
of wisdom declined with me, while the claims of things, and is inflamed with the passion for
evil appetency increased. For when I yielded other things, such a man makes choice of evil m-
myself to every allurement of the eyes, and to stead of good, and goes after what _s bad instead
the violent passions of the heart, that make their of what _s excellent, and after trouble instead
attack from all quarters, and surrendered myself of peace; for he is dtstracted by every man-
to the hopes held out by pleasures, I also made her of disturbance, and is burdened with con-
my will the bond-slave of all miserable delights, tmual anxieties mght and day, w_th oppressive
For thus my judgment was brought to such a labours of body as well as with ceaseless cares• I

wretched pass, that I thought these things good, I of mind, -- his heart moving in constant agita-
and that it was proper for me to engage in them. [ tlon, by reason of the strange and senseless
At length, awaking and recovering my sight, I laffairs that occupy him. For the perfect good
perceived that the things I had m hand were ] does not consist m eating and drinking, although
altogether sinful and very evil, and the deeds of it IS true that _t is from God that their suste-
a sprat not good. For now none of all the ob- nance cometh to men ; for none of those things
jects of men's choice seems to me worthy of which are given for our maintenance subsmt
approval, or greatly to be desired by a just mind. w_thout His providence. But the good man
Wherefore, having pondered at once the advan- who gets wisdom from God, gets also heavenly
rages of wisdom and the ills of folly, I should enjoyment; while, on the other hand, the evil
with reason admire that man greatly, who, being man, smitten with ills divinely infl_cted, and
borne on in a thoughtless course, and afterwards afflicted with the disease of lust, toils to amass
arresting himself, should return to right and much, and is quick to put him to shame who is
duty. For wisdom and folly are widely sepa- honoured by God in presence of the Lord of all,
rated, and they are as different from each other proffering useless gifts, and making things deceit-
as day is from night. He, therefore, who makes ful and vain the pursuits of his own miserable
choice of virtue, is like one who sees all things soul.
plainly, and looks upward, and who holdeth his

ways in the time of clearest light. But he, on : Thetext i_.,_ -, ,_ _ _._?¢,,_ _*__S _o__6,_
the other hand, who has involved himself in ,a_ *p_'r_,_ a_,_, forw_h ,t ,, pmpo_dtoread,*_a,¢
wickedness, is like a man who wanders helplessly TM '".... _ ._q,,, _,_ ,._ _._,_,, etc.s Or, as the Latin version puts it" And, in fine, when I eonsid-

about in a moonless night, as one who is blind, e_ the&fferencebetweenthesemodesof hfe,I foundnothing but
that, by setting myself, etc.

and deprived of the sight of things by his dark- _ .,s_,.s.
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CFL_tP. III. are alike in the judgment of God, and differ
For this present time is filled with all things from each other only in the matter of articulate

that are most contrary' to each other--births speech; and all things else happen alike to
and deaths, the growth of plants and their up-[them, and death receives all equally, not more
rooting, cures and killings, the building up and _so in the case of the other kmds of creatures
the pulling down of houses, weeping and laugh- than in that of men. For they have all the
ing, mounting and dancing. At this moment a same breath of life, and men have nothing more ;
man gathers of earth's products, and at another but all are, in one word, vain, deriving their
casts them away; and at one time he ardently present condition 7 from the same earth, and
desireth the beauty of woman, and at another destined to perish, and return to the same earth
he hateth it. Now he seeketh something, and again. For it is uncertain regarding the souls
again he loseth it; and now he keepeth, and of men, whetl_er they shall fly upwards; and
agam he casteth away ; at one time he slayeth, regarding the others which the unreasoning crea-
and at another he is slain, he speaketh, and lures possess, whether they shall fall downward.
again he is silent; he loveth, and again he And it seemed to me, that there is no other good
hateth. For the affairs of men are at one time in save pleasure, and the enjoyment of things pres-
a condition of war, and at another m a condmon ent. For I did not think it possible for a man,
of peace, while their fortunes are so inconstant, when once he has tasted death, to return again to
that from bearing the semblance of good, they the enjoyment of these things, s
change quickly into acknowledged ills. Let us CHAR. IV.

have done, therefore, with vain labours. For all And leaving all these reflections, I considered
these things, as appears to me, are set to mad- and turned in aversion from all the forms of
den men, as it were, with their poisoned stmgs, oppression 9which are done among men ; whenceAnd the ungodly observer of the times and sea- . .

some receiving injury weep and lament, who are
sons is agape for this world, _ exerting hlmself struck down by violence in utter default of those
above measure to destroy the image 3 of God, as who protect them, or who should by all means
one who has chosen to contend against it 4 from comfort them in their trouble. 'o And the men
the begmmng onward to the end.s I am per- who make might their right- are exalted to ansuaded, therefore, that the greatest good for i

............ eminence, from which, however, they shall also
man l_ cheerfulness ana well-doing, anti that th_s fall Yea, of the unri hteous "and'audaci
shorthved enjoyment, whmh alone is possible to., " .... g . . ous,

.... mose wno are oeacl tare better tlaan those who
us, comes from God only, ltrlghteousness direct are still alive And better than both the '
our doings. But as to those everlasting and .... ". . se is
incorru tlble thin s which God hath fi ' Ine wno, oemg flestmefl to be like them, has not

tabhsh_, it is no_gpossib]e either to ta_rm_Ygl]t [ Yt_ Cw°Z into being, since he has not yet touched- • • • . • _ "emaess wmcn prevaus among men. And

_°lnrt i_gemn°:allthadse ct tah_ng_,ti° tshoe_h_ arAen_leatr°it became clear to me also how great is the envy
...... _ lwhmh follows a man from his neighbours, like

ful and wonderful; _ ancl tiaose tlamgs lnaee(t the stin of a wmke" ' " -- •• • - _, , _ g ta sprat ; ana 2 saw that l_e
which have been, abide so ; and those wnmn are who recmves it, and takes it as it were into t.:_
to be, have alreadyglrw,_,_,,obeenas regards His fore-/br e ........ m_- ." . . . ast, nas nothing else out to eat his own heart.

hkans°_oeddg;sh_s"he_';e_ r' _heawmann_he°ljSe_;jpretd s and tear it, and consume both soul and body_

tohuepithuta difforon, n _o_n_,_a°fpunishment whmh receivesr_,_,,..the_mpi-I ofi_the_snC°nS_lnadbleaVweXatl_aa;nnwthoeug°°cdhof°_tUtoe
AnS_ iti;ougi;t-witt_Amyse_,°_at :vrtl_h_o_a°a_i have one of his ,,ands full, if it were with ease
thm_*_ are "ud ed and deten " , ,anct quietness, rather than both of them with

J g -nlnecl to be equal;itravall ................ , an(1 wltn tile vnlany ol a treacnerou$that the righteous and tlae unrighteous, and l • . ......
...... _ ,., spirit. Moreover, mere is vet another thing

oojects wttll reason anti witlmut reason, are aline which I know to happen contrary to what is fitin His judgment. For that thmr time is meas-
ured out equally to all, and death impends over r .........

s [The key to the interpretatmn of this book, as to much of the
them, and tn tlds the races of beasts and men bookofJob, ts foundIn the brmte_postulatlon of Jeremmh (chap.

xn t), v,here he confesses his mabthty to comprehend the world and
God's ways thereto, yet utters a profession of unshaken confidence

x The text reads dvav'r_co'r6"ro_v,for which Codex Anghcus has in His goodness, rlere %lomoo in monologue, gives vent to slmdar
evavrt_¢artov, mi_gtvlng_ : overruhng all m the wonderful ode with which the book

Or, age. concludes. I say Solomon, not unadvmedly, l
3 _rA_r_ta. 9 ,.xo/#cLv'rttav.

4 Or, Hfm. to The text ts, _¢9 xaTaBtOA_?V.evotT_t, _rattuv6t-rto_ _ _g_r
s The Greek text is, gatpoo'K67ro¢ _ *'re _*ov_p_b¢cbv a.,'ova rt_O*xt_vOrto'o.u.ev_vttt_Tob¢_rd_r_¢*r_,v.raxoOev_ar_,Xotjo.._ _s'op(a¢.

_*o_'rov *re_t,c,_C_vev' dSavt,_t l_¢r_tg'r¢tvogevos "to _'ob Oeo_ The scns¢ is not clear. It may be: who are struck down in spite of
• r&ao-gta, d_ ttg_(_f ¢t6¢_ geXpt "reZov_troAegeiv _p_a_vo_;. It ts those who protect them, and who should by all means comfort them
well to notme how widely this differs from our versmn of tit. t z : "He when all manner of trouble pt_sses them on all sides.
hath made everything beautiful m his nme,"etc, tx x too6,g_t,

caThe text Is, _ ¢_v_ ovv, gAA eo,r,_ _ &_va 6o#epd re o_ofi _a_ ta Following the reading of COd Medic. which puts "rtfda.evosfor
"r_O¢_,_vov. [ See Cyprmn, voL v. p. 493, note 7, th;* _¢rms.]
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ring, by reason of the evil will of man. He who CHAP. V.
is left entirely alone, having neither brother nor Moreover, it is a good thing to use the tongue
son, but prospered with large possessions, lives sparingly, and to keep a calm and tightly bal-
on in the spirit of insatiable avarice, and refuses anced 9 heart in the exercise of speech. '° For it
to give himself in any way whatever to goodness, t is not right to gwe utterance in words to things

Gladly, therefore, would I ask such an one for i that are foolish and absurd, or to all that occurwhat reason he labours thus, fleeing with head- to the mind ; but we ought to know and reflect,
long speed' from the doing of anything good, that though we are far separated from heaven,
and distracted by the many various pasmons for we speak m the hearing of God, and that it is
making gain. 2 Far better than such are those good for us to speak without offence. For as
who have taken up an order of life in common, s dreams and visions of many kinds attend mani-
from which they may reap the best blessings, fold cares of mind, so also silly talking is con-
For when two men devote themselves in the joined with folly. Moreover, see to it, that a
tight spirit to the same objects, though some promise made with a vow be made good in fact.
mischance befalls the one, he has st]ll at least This, too, is proper to fools, that they are unrelia-
no slight alleviation in having his companion by ble. But be thou true to thy word, knowing that
him. And the greatest of all calamities to a it is much better for thee not to vow or promise
man in ev]l fortune is the want of a friend to to do anything, than to vow and then fail of per-
help and cheer him.4 And those who live to- formance. And thou oughtest by all means to
gether both double the good fortune that befalls avoid the flood of base words, seeing that God
them, and lessen the pressure of the storm of will hear them. For the man who makes such
disagreeable events ; so that in the day they are things his study gets no more benefit by them
distinguished for their frank confidence in each than to see his doings brought to nought by God.
other, and in the mght they appear notable for For as the multitude of dreams is vain, so also
their cheerfulness.S But he who leads a solitary the multitude of words. But the fear of God is
life passes a species of existence full of terror to man's salvation, though it is rarely found. Where-
himself; not perceiving that if one should fall [fore thou oughtest not to wonder though thou
upon men welded closely together, he adopts a seest the poor oppressed, and the judges raisin-
rash and perilous course, and that it is not easy terpreting the law. But thou oughtest to avoid
to snap the threefold cord. 6 Moreover, I put a the appearance of surpassing those who are m
poor youth, if he be wise, before an aged prince power. For even should this prove to be the
devoid of wisdon, to whose thoughts it has never case, yet, from the ternble ills that shall befall
occured that it is possible that a man may be thee, wickedness of itself will not deliver thee.
raised from the prison to the throne, and that But even as property acquired by violence is a
the very man who has exercised his power un- most hurtful as well as impious possession, so
righteously shall at a later period be righteously the man who lusteth after money never finds
cast out. For it may happen that those who are satisfaction for his passion, nor good-will from
subject to a youth, who Is at the same time sen- h_s neighbours, even though he may have amassed
sible, shall be free from trouble, m those, I the greatest possible wealth. For this also is
mean, who are his elders.r Moreover, they who vamty. But goodness greatly rejoiceth those
are born later cannot praise another, of whom who hold by it, and makes them strong," impart-
they have had no experience, s and are led by an ing to them the capacity of seeing through ]* all
unreasoning judgment, and by the impulse of a things. And it is a great matter also not to be
contrary spirit. But m exercising the preacher's engrossed by such anxieties : for the poor man,
office, keep thou this before thine eyes, that thine even should he be a slave, and unable to fill his
own hfe be tightly directed, and that thou prayest belly plentifully, enjoys at least the kind refresh-
in behalf of the foohsh, that they may get under- ment of sleep ; but the lust of riches is attended
standing, and know how to shun the doings of by sleepless nights and anxieties of mind. And
the wicked, what could there be then more absurd, than with

much anxiety and trouble to amass wealth, and
.' _.,,_."_'*'_ ]keep it with jealous care, if all the while" one Is'
s ..... ,_, a_,._i,_ J_-,tx_,._o. but maintaining the occasion of countless evils

_ _.t_'_,*_-_ ,_.,_p _._6,-_, ,,._._,, forwhlchI to himself? And this wealth, besides, must needs
_rt_n _uc. re_t0,_,,_,_,, ¢,,8#_,_0_,, andoth_, *_,_-v, ] ,_erish some time or other and be lost, whether
trepvvvtoOoz. 1-" , . ' . !

_, Jerotr_ cites the _ in his Commcntar,/ on Eceleslastes ] he who has acquired it has children or not ; s
l,v. _*]. I

r Tom; _r,_ tt_t_e, rt _ The _nse _ meomplet© mad some I and the man himself, however unwillingly, is
words seem missing m the text. Jerome,. m re,ldermg this passage } --

In his Commentary on Ecclesiastes, turns it thus- tta a_te_ _t sub _ 9 _v_rra_ova'B..
sene reg'_ _;er_;af_ Sfnt ; ©tth©r having lighted on ;i better manu- I ,0 ev _ trip* A6yovt o'ttot_IJ.
sr.npt, or ttddmg som_thing of his own authority to make out the zt ,;v_p_(ot.;.
meanmg. ] t_ ,%0o_v.
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doomed todie,and returnto earthin the self-both isdeath. The foolis proved above all
same condition in which it was his lot once to[things by his finding no satmfaction in any lust.
come into being., And the fact that he is des- iBut the discreet man is not held captive by these
fined thus to leave earth with empty hands, will passions. Yet, for the most part, righteousness
make the evil all the sorer to him, as he fails to of hfe leads a man to poverty. And the sight
consider that an end is appointed for hm life sire- of curious eyes deranges 6 many, inflaming their
ilar to its beginning, and that he toils to no profit, mind, and drawing them on to vain pursuits by
and labours rather for the wind, as it were, than the empty desire of show.r Moreover, the things
for the advancement of his own real interest, iwhich are now are known already ; and it be-
wasting his whole hfe in most unholy lusts and lcomes apparent that man is unable to contend
irratlonal passions, and wtthal in troubles andwith those that are above him. And, verily,
pains. And, to speak shortly, his days are dark-inanities have their course among men, which
ness to such a man, and his life is sorrow. Yet only increase the folly of those who occupy
this is in itself good, mad by no means to be themselves with them.
despised. For it is the gaff of God, that a man
should be able to reap with gladness of mind the crlAv, vn.

fruits of his labours, receiving thus possessions For though a man should be by no means
bestowed by God, and not acqmred by force.* greatly advantaged by knowing all in this life
For neither is such a man affhcted with troubles, that ;s destined to befall him according to his
nor is he for the most part the slave of evil! mind (let us suppose such a case), nevertheless
thoughts ; but he measures out his hfe by good with the officious activity of men he devises
deeds, being of good heart 3 in all things, and means for prying into and gaining an apparent
rejoining in the gaft of God. acquaintance witia the things that are to happen

after a person's death. Moreover, a good name
CHAP.V[. is more pleasant to the mind s than oil to the

Moreover, I shall exhibit in discourse the ill- body ; and the end of life is better than the birth,
fortune that most of all prevails among men. and to mourn is more desirable than to revel,
While God may supply a man with all that m and to be with the sorrowing is better than to
according to his mind, and deprive him of no be with the drunken. For this is the fact, that
object which may in any manner appeal to his he who comes to the end of hfe has no further
desires, whether it be wealth, or honour, or any care about aught around him. And dmcreet
other of those things for which men distract anger is to be preferred to laughter ; for by the
themselves; yet the man, while thus prospered severe dispositlon of countenance the soul is
in all things, as though the only ill inflicted on kept upright.9 The souls of the wise, indeed,
him from heaven were just the inability to enjoy are sad and downcast, but those of fools are
them, may but husband them for his fellow, and elated, and given loose to merriment. And yet
fall without profit either to himself or to hm it is far more desirable to receive blame from
neighbours. This I reckon to be a strong proof one wise man, than to become a hearer of a
and clear sign of surpassing evil. The man who whole chorus of worthless and miserable men in
has borne without blame the name of father of their songs. For the laughter of fools is like
very many children, and spent a long life, and the crackling of many thorns burning in a fierce
has not had his soul filled with good for so fire. This, too, is misery, yea the greatest of
long time, and has had no experience of death evils, namely oppression ; '° for it intrigues against
meanwhile,*-- this man I should not envy either the souls of the wise, and attempts to ruin the
his numerous offspring or his length of days ; noble wayoflife t, which the good pursue. More-
nay, I should say that the untimely birth that over, it is right to commend not the man who
falls from a woman's womb is better than he. begins, but the man who finishes a speech ; ,2 and
For as that came in with vanity, so it also what is moderate ought to approve itself to the
departeth secretly in oblivion, without having mind, and not what is swollen and inflated.
tasted the ills of life or looked on the sun. And Again, one ought certainly to keep wrath in
this is a lighter ewl than for the wicked man not check, and not suffer himself to be carried rashly
to know what is good, even though he measure into anger, the slaves of which are fools. More-
his life by thousands of years.s And the end of over, they are in error who assert that a better

* Jobl. 2,; , Tim. vi. 7.
* _o=oxr,,_d in the text, for which the Cod. Medic. has &p_ax_,. e _,_rqe,_.

4 $d*,a_ov g(_pe.v o_ Aa,SwI,, _r which we must read probably It Prov. xxu. _.
Oqa_,arou,etc. 9 xa','o.oSo6rat.

S The.text _,i_, _e,_ le_ lrovqp_ . . . ,;t,o_e,rp_,o.Fe_p _ya(Io- to Calumny, o'vxo_at,.r_a.
_'a _n errt,/v_,, for which we may read either qTep T_ srov'_,p . . . tl ivo'rao'u,.
_,l#.e'rpqo'_.,t,o_ . . . _rtTv,e_ or better+ . . . aJ,_tt_'p_o'attevo? u ;_6"yeav_*, etc. But Cod. Med_. _. , _6yo,, _e, etc, _ _¢ a
• . . /_-_T_,at. right to commend a speech not m tts begmmng, but m tts end.
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manner of life was given to those before us, and him on bound with chains. 8 And from her
they fail to see that wisdom is widely different you can secure your deliverance only by findang
from mere abundance of possessions, and that a propitious and watchful superintendent in
it is as much more lustrous' than these, as silver God ; 9 for he who is enslaved by sin eannot
shines more brightly than its shadow. For the (otherwise) escape its grasp. Moreover, among
life of man hath its excellence * not in the acqui- all women I sought for the chastity ,o proper to
sition of perishable riches, but in wisdom. And them, and I found it in none. And verily a per-
who shall be able, tell me, to declare the provi- son may find one man chaste among a thousand,
dence of God, which is so great and so benefi- but a woman never. H And this above all things
cent? or who shall be able to recall the things I observed, that men being made by God mm-
which seem to have been passed by of God ? ple ,2 in mlnd, contract,3 for themselves manifold
And in the former days of my vanity I considered reasonings and infinite questlonmgs, and while
all things, andsaw a righteous man continuing in professing to seek wisdom, waste their life in
his righteousness, and ceasing not from it until vain words.
death, but even suffering injury by reason thereof, CHAP. vln.
and a winked man perishing with his wickedness.
Moreover, it is proper that the righteous man Moreover, wisdom, when it is found in a man,
should not seem to be so overmuch, nor exceed- shows itself also In its possessor's face, and
ingly and above measure wise, that he may not, makes his countenance to shine ; as, on the

as in making some slip, seem to sin many times i°ther hand, effrontery convicts the man in whom
over. And be not thou audacious and precipi-i it has taken up its abode, so soon as he is seen,
tate, lest an untimely death surprise thee. It is as one worthy of hatred. And it is on every ac-
the greatest of all good to take bold of God, and Icount right to give careful heed to the words of

the king, and by all manner of means to avoid
bv abiding in Hip.', to sin In nothing. For tO]a n
touch things undefiled with an impure hand is oath, especially one taken in the name of
abomination. But he who in the fear of God God. It may be fit at the same tune to notice

, an e_fil word, but then it is necessary to guard
submits himself,3 escapes all that IS contrary, l against any blasphemy against God. For it willWisdom availeth more in the way of help than a_
band of the most powerful men in a city, and it not be possible to find fault with Him when He
often also pardons righteously those who fail in inflicts any penalty, nor to gainsay the decrees
duty. For there is not one that stumbleth not. 4 of the Only Lord and King. But it will be bet-
Also it becomes thee in no way to attend upon ter and more profitable for a man to alude by
the words of the impious, that thou mayest not the holy commandments, and to keep himself
become an ear-witnessS of words spoken against apart from the words of the wicked. For the
thyself, such as the foolish talk of a wicked ser- wise man knows and dlscemeth beforehand the
rant, and being thus stung in heart, have re- judgment, which shall come at the right time,

and sees that it shall be just. For all things incourse afterwards thyself to cursing in turn m
many actions. And all these things have I _the life of men await the retribution from above ;

• _ • • . ibut the wicked man does not seem to knowknown, havino received wisdom from God, which, .......
_. _ • , . _ ..... rverily _4 tl_at as there is a mighty prowdence overalterwarus L 1os¢, amt was no tonger able to oel .... ..

the same ..............6 For wis_iom fled fro°m me to an] lalm,Iknowethn°thinnotgindeedinthe thetUturethlngsShallwhich'behidshall,beVie,
infinite distance, and into a measureless deep, so]
that I could no longer get hold of it. Whe,_-,._ for no man shall, be able to announce any one

r _of them to him duly for no one shall be foundfoe afterwards I abstained altogether from seek-
.... t so stron as to be able to prevent the angel whomg it ; and I no longer thought of considenng g
the follies and the vain counsels of the impious, spo!ls him of his life ; ,5.neither shah any means be

w I devised for cancelling m any way the appointedand their eary, distracted life. And being thus
disposed, I was borne on to the things them- time of death. But even as the man who is
selves ; and being seized with a fatal passion, I captured in the midst of the battle can only see
knew woman--that she is like a snare or some
such other object. 7 For her heart ensnares those * xct,,xe, _ ,i. This use or _ ,, is charactertsuc of Gregory

Thaumaturgus. We find tt agmn in his Panegyr ad Orzg, ch 6_
who pass her ; and if she but join hand to hand, _ ....... _a 7rdvras,etc. It maybe added,therefore,to theproofs
she holds one as securely as though she dragged .... ppo,tor, co_-_on*utho*_h_pforthe_ t_.... ungs

zo *o,_bpoa'uv'nv
xt [Our English version gives no such idea, nor does that of the

x dp_ve_aTf_, for which CaJ, o._pct is proposed. LXX. The Grtodppocruv-q of our author is discretion, or perhaps
2 7reptytyve'r_t, entire balance of tndnd. Wordsworth gives us the thought better

3 _etKwv. m his verse: "Aperfect woman, nobly planned." It was not m
( s King_ viii. 46: = Chron. vt 36: Prov. xx. 9" s John i. 8. Judaism to give woman her place: the Magntflca_ of the Vxrgm
S ttt,_rl_oo_ , celebrated the restoratton of her sex.j
b ouoto_. 12 Upright, 6=Ao_.
7 The text is evldenfly corrupt: for *hi, yuva;xa, T_v *tv_, etc., t5 i_rt¢_r&_rat.

Cotelenus proposes, "¢_v 'yu_,_..bca.,_tT_tn, p, T_v,;_ etc.; and Bsugel) z4 ALly.
_V_V xtva, etc. t$ O/uX,_v"
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I

flight cut off on every side, so all the impiety of i be driving toward the same end, a certain sinis-
man pensheth utterly together. And I am aston- ] ter opimon stole secretly into my mind, that
ished, as often as I contemplate what and how all men come to their end in a sm_ilar way.
great things men have studied to do for the hurt But now I know that these are the reflect,ons of
of their neighbours. But this I know, that the fools, and errors and deceits. And they assert
impious are snatched prematurely from this life, largely, that he who is dead has perished utterly,
and put out of the way because they have gzvenl and that the living is to be preferred to the
themselves to vanity. For whereas the nrovlden- ' dead. even thou,h he mav lie m darkness and• . _ ) 1 . o J ,

taal judgment' of God does not overtake all lpass his life-journey after the fashion of a dog,
speedily, by reason of His great long-suffering, IwMc], zs better at least than a dead hon. For
and the wicked is not punished Immediately on I the hying know this at any rate, that they are
the commission of his offences, -- for thi_ reason to die ; but the dead know not anything, and
he thinks that he may sin the more, as though rthere is no reward proposed to them after they
he were to get off with _mpunity, not understand- [have completed their necessary course. Also
ing that the transgressor shall not escape the!hatred and love with the dead have their end;
knowledge of God even after a long interval., for their envy has perished, and their life also
"I'h_s,moreover, is the chief good, to reverence" is extinguished. And he has a portion in noth-
God; for if once the impious man fall away ling who has once gone hence. Error harping
from Hun, he shall not be suffered long to m_s- Isnll on such a string, gives also such counsel
use h_s own folly. But a most vicious and false Ias th,s : What meanest thou, O man, that thou
opinion often prevails among men concerning dost not enjoy thyself delicately, and gorge thy-
both the righteous and the unrighteous. For iself with all manner of pleasant food, an_ fill
they form a judgment contrary to truth regard- [thyself to the full with wine? Dost thou not
ing'each of them ; and the man who _s really perceive that these things are given us from God
r,ghteous does not get the credit of being so, for our unrestrained enjoyment? Put on newly-
wh,le, on the other hand, the nnp_ous man ls lwashed attire, and anoint thy head w_th myrrh,
deemed prudent and upright. And this I judge land see this woman and that, and pass thy vain
to be among the most grievous of errors. Once, Ihfe vainly: For nothing else remameth for thee
indeed, I thought that the chief good consisted !but this, neither here nor after death. But ava,1
m eating and dnnkmg, and that he was most ithou thyself of all that chanceth; for neither
highly favoured of God who should enjoy these' shall any one take account of thee for these
things to the utmost m his hfe; and 1 fancied :things, nor are the things that are done by men
that th_skind of enjoyment was the only comfort i known at all outside the circle of men. And
in hfe. And, accordingly, I gave heed to noth- IHades. whatever that may he, whereunto we are
ing but to th_s conceit, so that neither by night Ismd to depart, has neither wisdom nor under-
nor by day d,d I withdraw myself from all those standing. These are the things wh,ch men of
things which have ever been discovered to rain- !van,ty speak. But I know assuredly, that neither
i_ter luxurious delights to men. And this much ishall they who seem the swiftest accomphsh that
I learned thereby, that the man who mingles in Igreat race ; nor shall those who are esteemed

these things shall by no means be able, however mighty and tenable in th_ judgment of men,sorely he may labouI with them, to find the real overcome in that terrible battle. Neither, again,
good. t,s prudence proved by abundance of bread, norL . .

CHAr. _X. i is understanding wont to consort w_th riches.

Now I thought at that ume that all men were _Nor do I congratulate those who think that all
judged worthy of the same things. And,if any shall find the same things befall them. But cer-
wise man practised righteousness, and w,thdrew rarely those who indulge such thoughts seem to
himself from unnghteousness, and as being saga- me to be asleep, and to fail to consider that,
cious avoided hatred with all (wh,ch, indeed, is caught suddenly like fishes and birds, they will
a thing well pleasing to God), th_s man seemed be consumed w,th woes, and meet speedily their
to me to labour in vain. For there seemed to be proper retribution. Also I estimate wisdom at
one end for the righteous and for the impious, so h,gh a pnce, that I should deem a small and
for the good and for the evil, for the pure and poorly-people_t city, even though besieged also
for the impure, for h_m that worshipped _ God, by a mighty king with his forces, to be indeed
and for h,m that worshipped not. For as the great and powerful, if it had but one wise man,
unrighteous man and the good, the man who jh°wever poor, among its citizens. For such a
sweareth a false oath, and the man who avoids man would be able to deliver his city both fromenemies and from entrenchments. And other
swearing altogether, were suspected by me to

men, it may be, do not recognise that wise man,

1 _tpovoL_

2 _Aa_KO_eVOV. 3 The text gives) x_x_n/u _ _aT"o._o_) etc.
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poor as he is; but for my part I greatly prefer beginning, or what shall be m the future. For
the power that resides in wisdom, to this might who shall be the declarer thereof? Besides, the
of the mere multitude of the people. Here, man who knows not to go to the good city, sus-
however, wisdom, as it dwells with poverty, is tains evil in the eyes and in the whole counte-
held in dishonour. But hereafter it shall be nance. And I prophesy woes to that city the
heard speaking with more authoritative voice king of which is a youth, and its rulers gluttons.
than princes and despots who seek after things But I call the good land blessed, the king of
evil. For wisdom is also stronger than iron ; which is the son of the free : there those who
while the folly of one individual works danger are entrusted with the power of ruhng shall reap
for many, even though he be an object of con- what is good in due season. But the sluggard
tempt to many.' and the idler become scoffers, and make the

CHAP. x. house decay ; and misusing all things for the

Moreover, flies falling into myrrh, and suffo- purposes of their own gluttony, hke the ready
cated therein, make both the appearance of that slaves of money, s for a small price they are con-
pleasant ointment and the anointing therewith tent to _1oall that is base and abject. It is also
an unseemly thing ; 2 and to be mindful of wls- right to obey kings and rulers or potentates, and
dom and of folly together is in no way proper, not to be bitter against them, nor to utter any

offensive word against them. For there is ever
The wise man, indeed, ]s his own leader to right the risk that what has been spoken in secret mayactions; but the fool inchnes to erring courses,
and will never make his folly available as a guide somehow become public. For swift and winged
to what is noble. Yea, his thoughts also are messengers convey all things to Hifn who alone
vain and full of folly. But if ever a hostile spirit is King both rich and mighty, discharging there-
fall upon thee, my friend, withstand it coura- in a service which is at once spiritual and rea-
geously, knowing that God is able to propitiate 3 sonable.
even a mighty multitude of offences. These clcAP, xI.

also are the deeds of the prince and father of all Moreover, it is a righteous thing to give (to
wickedness : that the fool is set on high, while the needy) of thy bread, and of those things
the man -richly gifted with wisdom is humbled ; which are necessary for the support of man's life.
and that the slaves of sin are seen riding on For though thou seemest forthwith to waste it
horseback, while men dedicated to God walk on upon some persons, as if thou didst cast thy
foot in dishonour, the wicked exulting the while, bread upon the water, yet in the progress of
But if any one devises another's hurt, he forgets time thy kindness shall be seen to be not un-
that he is preparing a snare for himself first and profitable for thee. Also give hberally, and give
alone. And he who wrecks another's safety, a poruon of thymeans to many; for thou know-
shall fall by the bite of a serpent. But he who est not what the coming day doeth. The clouds.
removeth stones, indeed shall undergo no light again, do not keep back their plenteous rains,
labour ; + and he who cleaveth wood shall bear but dmcharge their showers upon the earth. Nor
danger with him in his own weapon. And if it does a tree stand for ever ; but even though men
chance that the axe spring out of the handle,S he may spare it, it shall be overturned by the wind
who engages in such work shall be put to trou- at any rate. But many desire also to know
ble, gathenng for no good 6 and having to put to beforehand what is to come from the heavens ;
more of his iniquitous and shortlived strength: and there have been those who, scrutinizing the
The bite of a serpent, again, is stealthy ; and clouds and waiting for the wind, have had nought
the charmers will not soothe the pain, for they to do with reaping and winnowing, putting their
are vain. But the good man doeth good works trust in vanity, and being all incapable of know-
for himself and for his neighbours alike; while ing aught of what may come from God in the
the fool shall sink into destruction through his filture ; just as men cannot tell what the woman
folly. And when he has once opened his mouth, with child shall bring forth. But sow thou in
he begins foolishly and soon comes to an end, season, and thus reap thy fruits whenever the
exhibiting his senselessness in all. Moreover, it time for that comes on. For it is not manifest
is imposmble for man to know anything, or to what shall be better than those among all natural
learn from man either what has been from the things.9 Would, indeed, that all things turned

out well! Truly, when a man considers with
, _av ¢o_a¢ _,,_,o, _ .o t_ co_ l_,al.i_. _d t_ himself that the sun is good, and that this life

Cod. Medic. re._d. But other+ rettd tro_.+_= an object of great con-
ttm_t. For ,_'r._p6t, rrr_. theCod.Medic. r_cls .r_,+t'r+t¢Nt_r_. is sweet, and that it is a pleasant thing to have
u_ _ text gtvos X_.¢',_, for which Cod. Medic. roads gp_¢¢,,,, many years wherein one can delight himself

3 tA_r_tO'_t,

$ O'TtAIOVpfor which others rtmd O"'°AdXO_+. | _+_"/t'#'.p_+/16_tp.Ot.
+'O;'X_rr' -'y+t+t(,o_++ot+i_t,v. 9 _ro_+x at_-r_v *eo.t _/.+efit,oJ 1"GvCu_l._lov_ l_rha_ m WhiCJtOf
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continually, and that death is a terror and an have been left in the hollow, when the course of
endless evil, and a thing that brings us to nought, time comes to its end 3 and the ablution-bearing
he thinks that he ought to enjoy himself in all period of a life that is like water has passed away.4
the present and apparent pleasures of life. And And for men who lie on earth there is but one
he gives this counbel also to the young, that they salvation, that their souls acknowledge and wing
should use to the uttermost _ the season of their their way to Him by whom the)' have been made.
youth, by giving up their minds to all manner of I say, then, again what I have said already, that
pleasure, and indulge their passions, and do all man's estate is altogether vain, and that nothing
that seemeth good In their own eyes, and look can exceed the utter vamty which attaches to
upon that which dehghteth, and avert themselves the objects of man's inventions. And superflu-
from that which is not so. But to such a man I ous is my labour in preaching discreetly, inas-
shall say thls much: Senseless art thou, my much as I am attempting to instruct a people
friend, in that thou dost not look for the judg- here, so indisposed to receive either teaching or
ment that shall come from God upon all these healing. And truly the noble man is needed
things. And profligacy and licentiousness are for the understanding of the words of wisdom.
evil, and the filthy wantonness of our bodies Moreover, I, though already aged, and having
carries death m it. For folly attends on youth, passed a long life, laboured to find out those
and folly leads to destruction, things which are well-pleasing to God, by means

of the mysteries of the truth. And I know that
CHAP. Xn. the mind is no less quickened and stimulated by

Moreover, it is right that thou shouldest fear the precepts of the wise, than the body is wont
to be when the goad is applied, or a nail is fast-

God while thou art yet young, before thou g_vest ened in lt.s And some will render again those
thyself over to ewl things, and before the great wise lessons which they have recewed from one
and terrible day of God cometh, when the sun
shall no longer shine, neither the moon, nor the good pastor and teacher, as if all with one mouth
rest of the star_, but when m that storm and and in mutual concord set forth in larger detail
commotion of all things, the powers above shall the truths committed to them. But in many
be moved, that is, the angels who guard the words there is no profit. Neither do I counsel
world ; so that the mighty men shall fail, and thee, my friend, to write down vain things about
the women shall cease their labours, and shall what is fitting, 6 from which there in nothing to
flee into the dark places of their dwelhngs, and be gained but weary labour. But, in f_e, I shall
shall have all the doors shut. And a woman shall require to use some such conclusmn as this : O
be restrmned from grinding by fear, and shall men, behold, I charge you now expressly and
speak with the weakest voice, lake the tiniest shortly, that ye fear God, who is at once the
],lrd : and all the impure women shall sink into Lord and the Overseer 7 of all, and that ye keep
the earth; and cities and their blood-stained also His commandments; and that ye believe
governments shall wait for the vengeance that that all shall be judged severally in the future,
comes from above, while the most batter and and that every man shall receive the just recom-
bloody of all tmaes hangs over them like a blos- pense for has deeds, whether they be good or
soming almond, and continuous pumshments whether they be evil. s
Impend like a multitude of flying locusts, and s "rh_te_t i_,_ ,_ _o,a,_,, ,_,,_ xp_o_ ,, ,_e_.._-
the transgressors are cast out of the way like a _,_,,for which we may read. _v _r,,_,cota'."V.a'r*,=ttvo'a_zev_¢Xpbvcov

¢e *r_pt_po_. Others apparently propose for _ao_a4xe_j _a_e*
black and despicable caper-plant. And the good vf_,=atthehollowofthe cistern.

man shall depart with rejoicing to his own ever- , Thete_t....... _ *,' _0_,o,¢._, ..po*,_. .... , ,o_Xo_,_-6ooow all, roe. Bantus understands the age to be called X_urpo_6pot_,
lasting habltataofi ; but the vile shall fill all their because,a_longas we are m life ,t ts posmbteto obtainr¢mtssmn
places with waihng, and nelther silver laid up in fo,a_ysin,o*as _emng totheme or baptism.s .OAte igTr_pov_?Oevra. The Septuagint reads, g6_/o__o$_v _ "r&
store, nor proved gold, shall be of use any more. eov,rsvtpct,m.id,,_Ao,tteet_¢¢v_¢vot,likenadsplanted,etc. Othersread _,=vm_vot , ig'_itL The Vulg. has, ¢uast clapt fn al_m
For a mighty stroke _ shall fall upon all things, a_A.,i. , , .
even to the pitcher that standeth by the well, _ _,o_,_ ,,oo_o_. fo, which*ore*ra_d,_ ,o ,_o_,o_,beyond or contrary to what xs fitting.
and the wheel of the vessel which may chance to , ;.i.,_,.

* [The incomparable he.auty of our English version of this twelfth
chapter of IFokeletA ts heightened not a httle by comparison with

I _araXp_Oat. this turgid metaphrase.. It fails, in almost every instance, to extract
a xaO,_eet_X_?-/_. CEcolampadius renders it, mag_u* esimfon*, the kernel of the successive _r¢tXot of tMs superlauvely poeuc and

evidently reading t',r/6. -- &dacuc thrnnode. It mutt have been a youthful work..]



CANONICAL EPISTLE.'

CANONL [ tures in which not robbe D- alone is declared to
THn meats are no burden to us, most holy [ be a thing horrible and to be abhorred, but m

father) if the captwes ate things whmh their tgeneral the grasping mind, and the disposition
conquerors set before them, especmlly smcel to meddle with what belongs to others, m order
there as one report from all, viz., that the barba- 1to satisfy the sordid love of gain. And all per-
rianswho have made inroads into our parts have I sons of that spirit are excommumcated from
not sacnficed to idols. For the apostle says,! the Church of God. But that at the tm_e of the
" Meats for the belly, and the belly for meats : irruption, m the madst of such woful sorrows
but God shall destroy both it and them." s But and b_tter lamentations, some should have been
the Saviour also, who cleanseth all meats, says, audacaous enough to consider the crisis whmh
" Not that whmh goeth into a man defileth the brought destruction to all the very period for
man, but that which cometh out."4 And this their own private aggrandazement, tl_at is a thing
meets the case of the captive women defiled by whmh can be averred only of men who are ira-
the barbarians, who outraged their bodies. But p_ous and hated of God, and of unsurpassable
if the prewous hfe of any such person convicted mNuity" Wherefore it seemed good to excom-
him of going, as it is written, after the eyes of mumcate such persons, lest the _rath (of God)
formcators, the habit of formcauon evidently be- should come upon the whole people, and upon
comes an object of suspicion also m the t_me of those first of all who are set over them m office,
captivity. And one ought not readily to have and yet far to make mqmry. For I am afraid,
communion with such women in prayers. If as the Scripture says, lest the amplous work the
any one, h_wever, has hved m the utmost chas- destruction of the righteous along with h_s own. 6
taty, and has shown in ume past a manner of "For formcatlon," it says,7 " and covetousness
life pure and free from all suspicion, and now are things on account of whmh the wrath of God
falls into wantonness through force of necessaty, cometh upon the children of disobedience. Be

not ye therefore partakers with them. For ye
we have an example for our gmdance,-- namely, were sometimes darkness, but now are ye hght
the instance of the damsel an Deuteronomy, an the Lord. walk as children of hght (for thewhom a man finds in the field, and forces her,
and hes w_th her. "Unto the damsel," he says, frmt of the hght s as an all goodness, and right-
"ye shall do nothing; there is in the damsel no eousness, and truth), proving what is acceptable
sm worthy of death : for as when a man nseth unto the Lord. And have no fellowship with
against has neighbour, and slayeth him, even so the unfruatful works of darkness, but rather re-

prove them ; for it is a shame even to speak of
is this matter: the damsel cued, and there was those things whach are done of them an secret.
none to help her." s But all things that are reproved are made mare-

canon II. fest by the hght." In thas rose s_oeaks the apos-
Covetousness is a great evil; and it is not tle. But ff certain partaes who pay the proper

possable m a single letter to set forth those scrip- penalty for that former covetousness of thears,
which exhibited itself an the t_me of peace, now

x Of the holy Gregory, archbishop of Neo-C_esareia, surnamed
Thaurrlaturgus, concermng those who, m the inroad of the barbart- turn aside again to the indulgence of coveteous-

ans, ate things sacrtficed to idols, or offended m certain other rrlatter_, hess in the very tnne of trouble (a.e., in the
Gallandi m p 400 [Written A o 258 or 262 I There are schoha
in I atm by Theodorus Balsamlon and Joannes Zonaras on these troubles of the inroads by the barbarmns), and

canons Thenoteof theformleronthe lastcanonmaybecited -- make gain out of the bldod and rum of menfhe present saint has defined shortly five several posmons for the pen-

itent, but he has not mdmated e_ther the ttmes appointed for thetr who have been utterly despoiled, or taken cap-
exeretse, or the sins for which dtsciphne is determined Basd the
Great,again,has handeddownto ..... c .... te a_eountof these tive, (or) put to death, what else ought to be
thmgsm h_s canonical eptstles. [Eluctdatmn II. l Yet he, too. has expected, than that those who struggle so hotly
referred to episcopal decision the matter of recovery through penalne_
It e, to the declsmn of his corrlprovmeml btshops as m Cyprian's for covetousness should heap up wrath both for

example See voL v. p. 4x5, Eluctdatmn XIII.. also Eluctdauon I, themselves and for the whole people ?_zo,tn ra
P' * [_cidatton III. p. =0.]

3 t Cor. yr. z 3. It Gem xvm =3, _5-

a Matt xv. _. 7 Eph. v _-x 3.
5 Deut. xxai. a6, a7. tt _'o_ ¢oro_ for the received _'y,nle.='r,_.

=8
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CANONnI. lade in old age, Euphrosynus, with this view,
Behold, did not Achar ' the son of Zaxa tram- that he may deal with you in accordance with

gress in the accursed thing, and trouble then our model here, and teach you against whom
lighted on all the congregation of Israel ? And you ought to admit accusations¢ and whom you
this one man was alone in his sin ; but he was ought to exclude from your prayers.
not alone in the death that came by his sin.
And by us, too, everything of a gainful kind at CANON Vl.S
this time, whmh is ours not in our own rightful Moreover, it has been reported to us that a
possession, but as property strictly belonging to thing has happened in your country which is
others, ought to be reckoned a thing devoted, surely incredible, and which, if done at all, is
For that Achar indeed took of the spoil ; and Mtogether the work of unbelievers, and impious
those men of the present time take also of the men, and men who know not the very name of
Sl0Ofl. But he took what belonged to enemms ; the Lord ; to wit, that some have gone to such
while these now take what belongs to brethren, a pitch of cruelty and inhumanity, as to be de-
and aggrandize themselves with fatal gains, mining by force certain captives who have made

their escape. Dmpatch ye commissioners into
CANONIV. the country, lest the thunderbolts of heaven fall

Let no one deceive himself, nor put forward all too surely upon those who perpetrate such
the pretext of having found such property. For deeds.
it is not lawful, even for a man who has found CANON vn. 6

anything, to aggrandize himself by it. For I)eu- Now, as regards those who have been enrolled
teronomy says. "Thou shalt not see thy broth- among the barbarians, and have accompanied
er's ox or his sheep go astray In the way, and them in their irruption in a state of captivity,
pay no heed to them, but thou shalt in any w_se and who, forgetting that they were from Pontus,
bring them again unto thy brother. And if thy and Christians, have become such thorough bar-
brother come not mgh thee, or if thou know barrens, as even to put those of their own race
hlm not, then thou shalt bring them together, to death by the gibbet 7 or strangulation, and to
and they shall be _ath thee until thy brother show their roads or houses to the barbarians,
seek after them, and thou shalt restore them to who else would have been ignorant of them, it
hm_ again. And m like manner shalt thou do is necessary for you to debar such persons even
wath hts ass, and so shalt thou do with his ra> from being auditors in the public congregations, 8
ment, and so shalt thou do with all lost things of until some common decision about them is come
thy brother's, which he hath lost, and thou may- I to bv the saints assembled
est find "_ Thus much m Deuteronomy And i _. e .............. A___,. m council, and by- the Hu,y ov,._ au_c_cuc,uy to them.
m the book of Exodu_ it is said, with reference
not only to the case of finding what is a friend's, ! CANONvln. 9

but aNo of finding what Ja an eneray's. "Thou! Now those who have been so audacious as to
shalt surely bring them back to the house of invade the houses of others, if they have once
their ma._ter again "3 And if it is not lawful to I been put on their trial and convicted, ought notaggrmdlze oneself at the expense of another,'.

to be deemed fit even to be hearers in the pub-
whether he be brother or enemy, even in the'_li c congreganon. But if they have declaredtnne of peace, when he 1_hying at his ease and,
delicately, and without concern as to his prop-i themselves and made restitution, they should
erty, how much more must it be the case when I be placed in the rank of the repentant. '°
one is met by adversity, and is fleeing from his I CANONIX.it

enelme_, and has had to abandon his posses- Now, those who have found in the open field

slon_ by force of clrcumbtances '. or in their own housos anything left behind themCANONV. by the barbarians, if they have once been put

But others deceive themselves by fancying l°n their trial and convmted, ought to fall under
that they can retain the property of others the same class of the repentant. But if they
which they may have found as an equivalent for i

_, ,;_v _ r&¢ xarrrtop_a,; _poo'_eoOat.
their own property whmh they have lost. In s Concerning thosewhoforcibly detaineaptlvese_.:apedfromthe
this way verily, just as the Boradi and Goths barbarians'_ Concerning those _ ho have been enrolled among the barbarmns,

brought the havoc of war on them, they make andwhohavedaredtodocertainmonstrousthingsagainstthoseof
the same race with themselves.

themselves Boradi and Goths to others. Accord- 7 to*._.
mgly we have sent to you our brother and corn- 8_,po,_,,_,¢.

9 Concerning those who have been so audacious as to invade the
houses of others in the mrnad of the barbarians.

t J_sh vii. to "r,ov v_ocrrpctbovTlav
1,cut xxn t- 3 tt Concerning those who have found m the open field or in private

3 Lx XXll[ 4. houses property left behind them by the barbarla" mh
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have declared themselves and made restitution, to implore the faithful as they enter to offer up
they ought to be deemed fit for the privilege of prayer on his behalf. Waiting on the word,7
prayer., again, takes place within the gate in the porch, s

C.JL_ONX. where the offender ought to stand until the cate-

And they who keep the commandment ought chumens deDart, and thereafter he should go
to keep it without any sordid covetousness, de-forth. For let him hear the Scriptures and
manding neither recompense, 2 nor reward,_ nor doctrine, it is said, and then be put forth, and
fee? nor anything else that bears the name of reckoned unfit for the privilege of prayer. Sub-
acknowledgment, mission,9 again, is that one stand within the gate

CANONXLs of the temple, and go forth along with the cate-
chumens. Restoration ,o is that one be associated

Weeping 6 takes place without the gate of the with the faithful, and go not forth with the care-
oratory ; and the offender standing there ought chumens ; and last of all comes the part/cipa-

t [Partially elucidated below m (the spurious) Canon Xl. See tion in the holy ordinances, t'
Marshall's Penz'tcnltal Discipline ¥ eke Prtmzttv¢ Churck.]

= _l, lvuvi_t, the price of mforlnatlorl
3 o'_cr*p% the reward for brmgmg back a runaway slave.
4 e,)m_r_, the reward of discovery s _v Y_ vg#h_gt.
S [Th_ canon ts rejected am sptmotts. Lardl_r, CredO[7., ii. p. 9 b_rd_r_,t*o't,.

io frvgr_rao.t_.
6336 ]

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(The title, p. zS.)

Tins is a genuine epistle, all but the eleventh canon. It is addressed to an anonymous bishop ;
one of his suffragans, some think. I suppose, rather, he consults, as Cyprian did, the bishop of

the nearest Apostolic See, and awaits his concurrence. It refers to the ravages of the Goths
in the days of Gallienus (A.D. 259--_67), and proves the care of the Church to maintain disciphne,
even in times most unfavourable to order and piety. The last canon is an explanatory addition

made to elucidate the four degrees or classes of penitents. It is a very interesting document
in this respect, and sheds light on the famous canonical epistles of St. Basil.

II.

(Basil the Great, p. x8,note.)

The "Canonical Epistles" of St. Basil are not private letters, but canons of the churches with
which he was nearest related. When there was no art of printing, the chief bishops were

obliged to communicate with suffragans, and with their brethren in the Apostolic See nearest to
them. See them expounded at large in Dupin, gc¢lesias_'cal Wdltrs of/he Fourth Century,

Works, vol. i., London, x693 (translated), p. i39 , etc.

III.

(Most holy father, p. 18.)

This expression leads me to think that this epistle is addressed to the Bishop of Antioch or
of some other Apostolic See. It must not be taken as a prescribed formula, however, as when we

say "Most Reverend" in our days ; e.g., addressing the Archbishop of Canterbury. Rather, it is
an expression of personal reverence. As yet, titular distinctions, such as these, were not known.

In the West existing usages seem to have been introduced with the Carlovlngian system of digni-
ties, expounded by Gibbon.



THE ORATION AND PANEGYRIC ADDRESSED

TO ORIGEN.'

ARGUMENTI. -- FOR EIGHTYEARSGREGORYHAS tOO, this little mind of man -- two accomplish-
GIVEN UP THE PRACTICEOF ORATORY,BEING ments, whzch are the gifts of two distinct per-
BUSIED WITH THE STUDY CHIEFLY OF ROMAN sons, and which are, in truth, most contrary to
LAWAND THE LATIN LANGUAGE. each other. For silence is indeed the friend mad

AN excellent 2 thing has silence proved itself helpmeet of thought and invention. But if one
in many another person on many an occasion, aims at readiness of speech and beauty of dis-
and at present it befits myself, too, most espe- course, he will get at them by no other disci-
cially," who with or wzthout purpose may keep pline than the study of words, and their constant
the door of my lips, and feel constrained to be practice. Moreover, another branch of learning
silent. For I am unpractised and unskilled s in occupies my mind completely, and the mouth
those beautiful and elegant addresses which are brads the tongue if I should desire to make any
spoken or composed m a regular and unbroken* speech, however brief, with the voice of the
train, in select and well-chosen phrases and Greeks; I refer to those admirable laws of our
words ; and it may be that I am less apt by sages 6 by which the affairs of all the subjects of
nature to cultivate successfully this graceful and the Roman Empire are now directed, and which
truly Grecian art. Besides, it is now eight years are neither composed 7 nor learnt without diffi-
since I chanced myself to utter or compose any culty. And these are wise and exact s in them-
speech, whether long or short ; neither m that selves, and manifold and admirable, and, in a
period have I heard any other compose or utter word, most thoroughly Grecian ; and they are
anything in private, or deliver in public any lau- expressed and committed to us in the Roman
datory or controversial orations, with the excep- tongue, which is a wonderful and magnificent
tion of those admirable men who have embraced sort of language, and one very aptly conform-

the noble study of philosophy, and who care less able to royal authority,9 but still difficult to me.
Nor could it be otherwise with me, even though

for beauty of language and elegance of expres- I might say that it was my desire that it should
sion. For, attaching only a secondary impor- be., ° And as our words are nothing else than atance to the words, they aim, with all exactness,
at investigating and making known the things kind of imagery of the dispositions of our mind,

we should allow those who have the gift ofthemselves, precisely as they are severally con-
stituted. Not indeed, in my opinion, that they speech, like some good artists alike skilled to

the utmost in their art and liberally furnished indo not desire, but rather that they do greatly
desire, to clothe the noble and accurate results the matter of colours, to possess the liberty of
of their thinking in noble and comely s language, painting their word-pictures, not simply of a

uniform complexion, but also of various descrip-
Yet it may be that they are not able so lightly to tions and of richest beauty in the abundant mix-
put forth this sacred and godlike power (faculty)
in the exercise of its own proper conceptions, ture of flowers, without let or hindrance.
and at the same time to practise a mode of dis-

6 [See my introductory notc,su/_'a. He refers to Caius, Pa-
course eloquent in its terms, and thus to com- pinian:Ulpian, all,probably, of $yrmnortffin, und usingtheGreek
prehend in one and the same mind -- and that, _sth=r ve_a_r.]

7 cruy_ti_vo,, which _ rendered by _vzne conduntur t by others
c_ectoe sunt, and by others still co,nl_onanl*r, harmonhred,--the

t Delivered by G_,ory Thaumaturgus in the Palestmian C_esarem, reYerencethen being to the difficulty experienced in learning the law%
when about to |cave for his own country, after many years' mstrucuon in the way of harmoni_ang tho_¢ which alppa-rentlyoppo6e each other.
under that teacher [Circa A.D. a38] Gallanch, 02_era _ p. 4x3. s _x#,_t_,, for which Get Vosr,ltL_gxves _,0,15E,** I_OUS.

a xaA6_, for which Hceschelins has ._yc0ou. 9 [A noteworthy estimate of Latin by a Orcek._
e, x_ 0m, A_rrou,etc., for which I-Io_helius gwes o,_'_ J_n,a_rrov,s _re_oo_,forwhichHre_:helinshas_v6c_rro_. _o " • "

&g_'_, for wbach Bengel suggest_ &goAot_. etc The Latin version _ivas, non enim al_t_r se_tire a_t 2hosst
s _'t_, for whtch Get. Vossms gives &_. au_ vel_e ms unquam dtxtrim.
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ARGUMF_IT ]L- HE ESSAYS TO SPEAK OF THE had been proposed to me to speak of anything
WELL-NIGHDIVINE ENDOWMENTSOF ORIGEN IN,of that character, my speech would have had
HIS PRESENCE, INTO WHOSE HANDSHE AVOWSnone of this caution or fear, lest in any state-
HIMSELF TO HAVE BEEN LED IN A WAY BEYOND ment I might seem to come beneath the merit
ALL HIS EXPECTATION. of the subject. But now, my subject dealing
But we, like any of the poor, unfurnished with that which is most godlike in the man, and

with these varied specifics '--whether as never that in him which has most affinity with God,
having been possessed of them, or, it may be, that which is indeed confined within the limits
as having lost them --are under the necessity of this visible and mortal form, but which strains
of using, as it were, only charcoal and tiles, that nevertheless most ardently after the likeness of
is to say, those rude and common words and God; and my object being to make mention
phrases ; and by means of these, to the best of of this, and to put my hand to weightier matters,
our ablhty, we represent the native dmposinons and therein also to express my thanksgivings to
of our mind, expressing them m such language the Godhead, in that it has been granted to me
as is at our service, and endeavouring to exhabit to meet with such a man beyond the expecta-
the xmpressions of the figures* of our mind, if non of men,--the expectation, verily, not only
not clearly or ornately, yet at least with the faith- of others, but also of my own heart, for I neither
fulness of a charcoal picture, welcoming gladly set such a privilege before me at any time, nor
any graceful and eloquent expressmn whmh may hoped for it ; it being, I say, my object, insag-
present itself from any quarter, although we make nificant and altogether without understanding as
little of such.s But, furthermore,4 there m a third I am, to put my hand to such subjects, it m not
circumstance which hinders and dissuades me without reason9 that I shrink from the task, and
from this attempt, and whmh holds me back hemtate, and desire to keep silence. And, in
much more even than the others, and recom- truth, to keep silence seems to me to be also the
mends me to keep silence by all means,- I safe course, lest, wath the show of an expression
allude to the subject itself, whmh made me in- of thanksgwing, I may chance, in my rashness,
deed ambitious to speak of it, but which now to discourse of noble and sacred subjects in
makes me draw back and delay. For it is my terms ignoble and paltry and utterly trite, and
purpose to speak of one who has indeed the thus not only miss attaining the truth, but even,
semblance and repute of being a man, but who so far as it depends on me, do it some injury
seems, to those who are able to contemplate the with those who may believe that it stands in
greatness of his intellectual cahbre,S to be en- such a category, when a discourse which is weak
dowed with powers nobler and well-nigh davine. 6 is composed thereon, and is rather calculated to
And it is not his birth or bodily training that I excite ridicule than to prove itself commensu-
am about to praise, and that makes me now rate in its vigour wath the d]gmty of its themes.
delay and procrastinate with an excess of cau- But all that pertains to thee is beyond the touch
tion. Nor, again, is it his strength or beauty; of injury and ridicule, O dear soul; or, much
for these form the eulogies of youths, of which rather let me say, that the dwme herein remains
it matters little whether the utterance be worthy ever as it is, unmoved and harmed in nothing
or not.7 For, to make an oration on matters of by our paltry and unworthy words. Yet I know
a temporary and fugitive nature, which perish in not how we shall escape the imputation of bold-
many vamous ways and quickly, and to discourse ness and rashness in thus attempting m our folly,
of these wath all the grandeur and dignity of and with little either of intelhgence or of prepa-
great affairs, and with such timorous delays, ration, to handle matters which are weighty, and
would seem a vain and futile procedure, s And probably beyond our capacity. And if, Indeed,
certainly, if it had been proposed to me to speak elsewhere and with others, we had aspired to
of any of those things which are useless and make such youthful endeavours in matters like
unsubstantial, and such as I should never volun- these, we would surely have been bold and
tarily have thought of speaking of, -- if, I say, it daring ; nevertheless m such a case our rashness

might not have been ascribed to shamelessness,
z 4_p,a.... in so far as we should not have been making the

x-o_,_ _ _ ¢-x_*,_.... bold effort with thee. But now we shall be fill-
s du,rao.,;ttevot ;/_00_, t'_r¢;. Ket;._pL¢@oF_'cu,,re¢. The passage ing out the whole measure of senselessness, oris constdered by some to l_ mutated.

. 4 The text tst _bXAk?kp _,( *,o ..... _0t_ _A_._, x_oA,_,, etc. For rather indeed we have already filled it out, in
aAA(o_ Hceschehus gives -',_a /_/. Benge[ follows him, and renders
,t. ud r,,_,.,,,,,,urtlo _o, a_,,,d ,*t e.,od Fd.i_t. I_lar,e venturing with unwashed feet (as the saying
propo_, O_, v@_v,0.,o, ._o,, a,_,,. ,._.,. goes) to introduce ourselves to ears into which

6 Th_s is the rendering according to the Latin ver_tom The text the Divine Word Himself-- not indeed with

•o_'oao,.a.... _.,O,vo._,i.,_ds,_*__.._o,,_,.,.a,._,a_,.,."_'_*"_,,.,=,._,,_..o, ,_, ,_, covered feet, as is the case with the general mass
7 Gv _'*'_v _#Oov'r't¢ _¢¢t¢'_t_tav "re _<M _, Atyo#t4vt*v.

tt The text is, _-h *r*ti_uX_v _ w_prt_pov _, wharf, according to
JDengel, _._ has the force of ug non dream. 9 But the text reade,ou_ t,/_A6y_,.
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of men, and, as it were, under the thick cover- neither to neglect those who do them service,
ings of enigmatical and obscure x sayings, but nor to take their services carelessly, nor to flag
with unsandalled feet (if one may so speak) -- in heart as if they could offer nothing worthy or
has made His way clearly and perspicuously, and perfect ; but as poor indeed, and yet as of good
in which He now sojourns ; while we, who have feeling, and as measuring not the capacity of
but refuse and mud to offer in these human him whom they honour, but only their own, they
words of ours, have been bold enough to pour ought to pay him honour according to the pres-
them into ears which are practised in heanng ent measure of their power,--a tribute which
only words that are divine and pure. It might will probably be grateful and pleasant to him
indeed suffice us, therefore, to have transgressed who is honoured, and in no less consideration
thus far ; and now, at least, it might be but right with him than it would have been had it been
to restrain ourselves, and to advance no further some great and splendid offering, if it is only
with our discourse. And verity I would stop presented with decided earnestness, and with a
here most gladly. Nevertheless, as I have once sincere mind. Thus is it laid down in the
made the rash venture, it may be allowed me sacred writings,3 that a certain poor and lowly
first of all to explain the reason under the force woman, who was with the rich and powerful that
of which I have been led into this arduous were contributing largely and richly out of their
enterprise, if indeed any pardon can be extended wealth, alone and by herself cast in a small, yea,
to me for my forwardness in this matter, the very smallest offering, which was, however,

all the while her whole substance, and received
ARGUMENT HI.- HE IS STIMULATED TO SPEAK OF the testimony of having presented the largest

HIM BY THE LONGINGOF A GRATEFULMIND. oblation. For, as I judge, the sacred word has
TO THE UTblOST OF HIS ABILITY HE THINKS HE not set up the large outward quantity of the
OUGHTTO THANK _IM. FROM GOD ARE THE substance given, but rather the mind and dispo-
BEGINNINGSOF ALL BLESSINGS; AND TO HIM sit,on of the gwer, as the standard by which the
ADEQUATETHANKSCANNOTBE RETURNED. worth and the magmficence of the offering are

to be measured. Wherefore it is not meet even

Ingratitude appears to me to be a dire evil ; a for us by any means to shrink from this duty,
dire evil indeed, yea, the direst of evils. For through the fear that our thanksgivings be not
when one has received some benefit, his failing adequate to our obhgauons ; but, on the con-
to attempt to make any return by at least the

trary, we ought to venture and attempt every-
oral expression of thanks, where aught else is thing, so as to offer thanksgivings, if not adequate,
beyond his power, marks him out e_ther as an at least such as we have it in our power to
utterly irrational person, or as one devoid of the exhibit, as in due return. And would that our
sense of obhgations conferred, oras a man with- discourse, even though it comes short of the per-
out any memory. And, again, though _ one is fect measure, might at least reach the mark m
possessed naturally and at once by the sense and some degree, and be saved from all appearance
the knowledge of benefits received, yet, unless of ingratitude ! For a permstent silence, main-
he also carries the memory of these obligations tained under the plaumble cover of an inability
to future days, and offers some evidence of grat- to say anything worthy of the subject, is a vain
itude to the author of the boons, such a person and evil thing ; but it is the mark of a good
is a dull, and ungrateful, and impious fellow ; disposition always to make the attempt at a suit-
and he commits an offence which can be excused able return, even although the power of the
neither in the case of the great nor in that of person who offers the grateful acknowledgment
the small : --if we suppose the case of a great be inferior to the desert of the subject. For my
and high-minded man not bearing constantly on! part, even although I am unable to speak as the
his lips his great benefits w_th all gratitude and matter merits, I shall not keep silence ; but
honour, or that of a small and contemptible man when I have done all that I possibly can, then I
not prmsing and lauding with all his might one imay congratulate myself. Be this, then, the
who has been h_s benefactor, not simply in great method of my eucharistic discourse. To God,
services, but also in smaller. Upon the great, indeed, the God of the universe, I shall not
therefore, and those who excel in powers of think of speaking m such terms : yet is it from
mind, it is incumbent, as out of their greater Hi m that all the beginnings of our blessings
abundance and larger wealth, to render greater come ; and with Him consequently is it that the
and worthier praise, according to their capa- beginning of our thanksgivings, or praises, or
city, to their benefactors. But the humble also, laudatlons, ought to be made. But, in truth, not
and those in narrow circumstances, it beseems! even though I were to devote myself wholly to

that duty, and that, too, not as I now am _ to
x _,aa_v. But Ger Voss has _o6_,_,:,v, safe.

Reading o¢co, wRh Hcaschelius, Be.ngel, and the Pans editor,
while V0ss. reads or,. 3 Luke xxl. a.
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wit, profane and impure, and mixed up with and made Him one with Himself, and through Him
stained by every unhallowed' and polluting evil all but completes the circle of His own being

but sincere and as pure as pure may be, and objectively, _ and honours Him with a power in
most genuine, and most unsophisticated, and all respects equal to His own, even as also He
uncontaminated by anything vile ; -- not even, I is honoured ; which position He first and alone
say, though I were thus to devote myself wholly, of all creatures that ernst has had assigned Him,
and with all the purity of the newly born, to this this Only-begotten of the Father, who is in Him,
task, should I produce of myself any suitable and who is God the Word ; while all others of
gift in the way of honour and acknowledgment us are able to express our thanksgiving and our
to the Ruler and Originator of all things, whom piety only if, in return for all the blessings which
neither men separately and individually, nor yet proceed to us from the Father, we bring our offer-
all men in concert, acting with one spirit and ings in simple dependence on Him alone, and
one concordant impulse, as though all that is thus present the meet oblation of thanksgiving
pure were made to meet in one, and all that is to Him who is the Author of all things, acknowl-
diverse from that were turned also to that ser- edging also that the only way of piety is in this
vice, could ever celebrate in a manner worthy of manner to offer our memorials through Him.
Him. For, in whatsoever measure any man is Wherefore, in acknowledgment of that ceaseless
able to form right and adequate conceptions of providence which watches over all of us, alike
His works, and (if such a thing were possible) in the greatest and in the smallest concerns, and
to speak worthily regarding Him, then, so far as which has been sustained even thus far, let this
that very capacity is concerned, m a capacity with Word s be accepted as the worthy and perpetual
which he has not been gifted by any other one, expression for all thanksgivings and pr_ses,- I
but which he has received from Him alone, he mean the altogether perfect and living and verily
cannot possibly find any greater matter of thanks- animate Word of the First Mind Himself. But
giving than what is implied in its possession, let this word of ours be taken primarily as an

eucharistic address in honour of this sacred per-
ARGUMEm"IV.m THE SON ALONEKNOWSHOWTO sonage, who stands alone among all men ; _ and

_Is_ THE FATHERWOaTmLV. m CHRISTAND if I may seek to discourse s of aught beyond this,
By CHRIST OUR THANKSGIVINGSOUGWr TO B_ and, in particular, of any of those beings who are
gE_VEREV TO THe- FATHER. 6EECOgV ALSO not seen, but yet are more godlike, and who have
OreES THANKSTO HLSGUAgWU_NA_GEL,_ECAUSEa special care for men, it shall be addressed to
HE WAS CONDUCTED BY HIM TO ORIGEN. that being who, by some momentous decision,
But let us commit the praises and hymns in had me allotted to him from my boyhood to rule,

honour of the King and Superintendent of all and rear, and train,-- I mean that holy angel of
things, the perennial Fount of all blessings, to God who fed me from my youth,6 as says the
the hand of Him who, in this matter as in all saint dear to God, meaning thereby his own
others, is the Healer of our infirmity, and who peculiar one. Though he, indeed, as being him-
alone is able to supply that which is lacking ; to self illustrious, did in these terms designate some
the Champion and Saviour of our souls, His angel exalted enough to befit his own dignity
first-born Word, the Maker and Ruler of all (and whether it was some other one, or whether
things, with whom also alone it is possible, both it was perchance the Angel of the Mighty Coun-
for Himself and for all, whether privately and sel Himself, the Common Saviour of all, that he
individually, or publicly and collectively, to send received as his own peculiar guardian through
up to the Father uninterrupted and ceaseless his perfection, I do not clearly know),--he, I
thanksgivings. For as He is Himself the Truth, say, did recognise and praise some superior angel
and the Wisdom, and the Power of the Father as his own, whosoever that was. But we, in ad-
of the universe, and He is besides in Him, and dition to the homage we offer to the Common
is truly and entirely made one with Him, it can- Ruler of all men, acknowledge and praise that
not be that, either through forgetfulness or un- being, whosoever he is, who has been the won-
wisdom, or any manner of infirmity, such as derful guide of our childhood, who in all other
marks one dissociated from Him, He shall either matters has been in time past my beneficent
fail in the power to praise Him, or, while having tutor and guardian. For this office of tutor and
the power, shall willingly neglect (a supposition guardian is one which evidently can suit 7neither
which it is not lawful, surely, to indulge) to praise , tx,¢_,, in the text,forwhichBengel "v_d_.m_* a word
the Father. For He alone is able most perfectly _ f_e._y by t_,_hor. I_Dom,_,t ,__pai_d _ =_',-r

owt of gimse_ in order to cmbr'ace a_ encom_pas$ Ht.tse_. So_
to fulfil the whole meed of honour which is proper t_ D_t_ _ftk, _,,.,._,,,¥ c/,.i,,, A. H. p. ,Ts (C_k).

tO Him, inasmuch as the Father of all things has • [_'i_ ,nfo_ theok_ziaaml.d.of.._,uth i$_ t-tm_d.].

• u'e.seVe_',which in the lezicons is given as bearing only Gcn. xlv_. *S. Ljacob _ to me jetmvan-Anget.j .
TI_ text gives _*o_,etc,. . . o_gq_epo_e,va_ _a_

good_mm, z//-_z//m_d,lintwhichhere_vidcadyisudum m _ Bengd% klcaofth_sm*m isfollowodinflsctmmlatlm_opp0m_.
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me nor any of my friends and kindred ; for we age ? Yet from this very time this sacred Word
are all blind, and see nothing of what is before began somehow to visit me, just at the period
us, so as to be able to judge of what is right when the reason common to all men attained its
and fitting; but it can suit only him who sees full function in me ; yea, then for the first time
beforehand all that is for the good of our soul : did it visit me. And though I thought but little
t]u_t angel, I say, who still at this present time of this in that olden time, yet now at least, as I
sustains, and instructs, and conducts me ; and ponder it, I consider that no small token of the
who, in addition to all these other benefits, has holy and marvellous providence exercised over
brought me into connection with this man, which, me is discernible in this concurrence, which was
in truth, is the most important of all the services so distinctly marked in the matter of my years,
done me. And this, too, he has effected for me, and which provided that all those deeds of error
although between myself and that man of whom which preceded that age might be ascribed to
I discourse there was no kinship of race or blood, youth and want of understanding, and that the
nor any other tie, nor any relationship in neigh- Holy Word might not be imparted vainly to a
bourhood or country whatsoever ; things which soul yet ungifted with the full power of reason ;
are" made the ground of friendship and union and which secured at the same time that when
among the majority of men. But to speak in ithe soul now became endowed with that power,
brief, in the exercise of a .truly divine and wise Ithough not gifted with the divine and pure tea-
forethought he brought us together, who were son, 4 it might not be devoid at least of that fear
unknown to each other, and strangers, and for- which is accordant with this reason, but that the
eigners, separated as thoroughly from each other human and the divine reason 5 might begin to
as intervening nations, and mountains, and rivers act in me at once and together, -- the one giving
can divide man from man, and thus he made help with a power to me at least inexplicable, 6
good this meeting which has been full of profit though proper to itself, and the other receiving
to me, having, as I judge, provided beforehand help. And when I reflect on this, I am filled at
this blessing for me from above from my very] once with gladness and with terror, while I re-
birth and earliest upbringing. And in what man- joice indeed in the leading of providence, and
ner this has been realized it would take long to yet am also awed by the fear lest, after being
recount fully, not merely if I were to enter mi- privileged with such blessings, I should still in
nutely into the whole subject, and were to attempt any way fail of the end. But indeed I know not
to omit nothing, but even if, passing many things how my discourse has dwelt so long on this mat-
by, I should purpose simply to mention in a sum- ter, desirous as I am to give an account of the
mary way a few of the most important points, wonderful arrangement (of God's providence)

in the course that brought me to this man, and
ARGUMENT V.--HERE GREGORY INTERWEAVES THE flnxlous as nevertheless I formerly was to pass

NARRATIVEOF HIS FORMERLIFE. HIS BIRTH with few words to the matters which follow in
OF HEATHEN PARENTS IS STATED. IN THE their order, not certainly imagining that I could
FOURTEENTHYEAR OF HIS AGE ME LOSES HIS render to him who thus dealt with me that tril>
FATHER. HE IS DEDICATED TO THE STUDY OF ute of praise, or gratitude, or piety which is due
ELOQUENCE AND LAW. BY A WONDERFUL LEAD- tO him (for, were we to designate our discourse

ING OF PROVIDENCE, HE IS BROUGHT TO ORIGEN. in such terms, while yet we said nothing worthy
of the theme, we might seem chargeable with

For my earliest upbringing from the time of arrogance), but simply with the view of offering
my birth onwards was under the hand of my par-
ents ; and the manner of life in my father's house what may be called a plain narrative or confes-
was one of error, _ and of a kind from which no sion, or whatever other humble title may be
one, I imagine, expected that we should be deliv- given it. It seemed good to the only one of my
ered ; nor had I myself the hope, boy as I was, parents who survived to care for me D my moth-
and without understanding, and under a super- er, namely m that, being already under instruc-
stitious father. 2 Then followed the loss of my tion in those other branches in which boys not
father, and my orphanhood, which s perchance ignobly born and nurtured are usually trained, I
was also the beginning of the knowledge of the should attend also a teacher of public speaking,
truth to me. For then it was that I was brought in the hope that I too should become a public
over first to the word of salvation and truth, in speaker. And accordingly I did attend such a
what manner I cannot tell, by constraint rather teacher ; and those who could judge in that de-
than by voluntary choice. For what power of de- partment then declared that I should in a short
cision had I then, who was but fourteen years of period be a public speaker. I for my own partknow not how to pronounce on that, neither

[The force of the original m not opprobrious ] 4 A,_ov.Word.
s Reading _ _. Others.give _ _; ot.he_, _; m_d the conjec- [ The text. however, glv_ _f_._are _ _, "'or my youth," m also ,_a,.
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should I desire to do so ; for there was no ap- The then governor of Palestine suddenly took
parent ground for that gift then, nor was there possession of a friend of mine, namely my sister's
as yet any foundation for those forces _ which husband, and separated him from his wife, and
were capable of bringang me to it. But that carried him off here against his will, in order to
divine conductor and true curator, ever so watch- secure his help, and have him associated with
ful, when my friends were not tliinking of such a him in the labours of the government of the
step, and when I was not myself desirous of ]t, country ; for he was a person skilled in law, and
came and suggested (an extension of my studies) perhaps is still so emiMayed. After he had gone
to one of my teachers under whose charge I w]th him, however, he had the good fortune in
had been put, with a view to instruction in the no long time to have his wife sent for, and to
Roman tongue, not in the expectation that I was receive her again, from whom, against his will,
to reach the completest mastery of that tongue, and to his gnevance, he had been separated.
but only that I might not be absolutely ignorant And thus he chanced also to draw us along with
of it; and this person happened also to be not her to that same place. For when we were
altogether unversed in laws. Putting the idea, minded to travel, I know not where, but certainly
therefore, into this teacher's mind, 2 he set me to to any other place rather than this, a soldier sud-
learn in a thorough way the laws of the Romans denly came upon the scene, bearing a letter of
by his help. And that man took up this charge instructions for us to escort and protect our sis-
zealously with me ; and I, on my side, gave my- ter in her restoration to her husband, and to
self to it m more, however, to gratify the n_an, offer ourselves also as companion to her on the
than as being myself an admirer of the study, journey ; in which we had the opportunity of
And when he got me as his pupil, he began to doing a favour to our relative, and most of all to
teach me with all enthusiasm. And he said one our sister (so that she might not have to address
thing, which has proved to me the truest of all herself to the journey either in any unbecoming
his sayings, to wit, that my education in the laws manner, or with any great fear or hesitation),
would be my greatest viaticum s__ for thus he while at the same time our other friends and
phrased it -- whether I aspired to be one of the connections thought well of it, and made it out
public speakers who contend in the courts of jus- to promise no shght advantage, as we could thus
rice, or preferred to belong to a different order, visit the city of Berytus, and carry out there with
Thus did he express himself, intending his word all diligence 7 our studies in the laws. Thus all
to bear simply on things human ; but to me it things moved me thither,-- my sense of duty 8to
seems that he was moved to that utterance by a my sister, my own studies, and over and above
diviner impulse than he himself supposed. For these, the soldier (for it is right also to mention
when, willingly or unwillingly, I was becoming this), who had with him a larger supply of pub-
well instructed in these laws, at once bonds, as it lic vehicles than the case demanded, and more
were, were cast upon my movements, and cause cheques 9 than could be required for our sister
and occasion for my journeying to these parts alone. These were the apparent reasons for our
arose from the city Berytus, which is a city not journey; but the secret and yet truer reasons
far distant 4 from this territory, somewhat Latin- were these, -- our opportunity of fellowship with
ized,s and credited with being a school for these this man, our instruction through that man's
legal studies. And this revered man coming means '° in the truth '_ concerning the Word, and
from Egypt, from the city of Alexandria, where the profit of our soul for its salvation. These
previously he happened to have his home, was were the real causes that brought us here, blind
moved by other circumstances to change his resi- and ignorant, as we were, as to the way of secur-
dence to this place, as if with the express object ing our salvation. Wherefore it was not that
of meeting us. And for my part, I cannot ex- soldier, but a certain divine companion and
plain the reasons of these incidents, and I shall beneficent conductor and guardian, ever leading
willingly pass them by. This however is certain, us in safety through the whole of this present life,
that as yet no necessary occasion for my coming as through a long journey, that carried us past
to this place and meeting with this man was other places, and Beryms in especial, which city
afforded by my purpose to learn our laws, since at that time we seemed most bent on reaching,
I had it in my power also to repair to the city
of Rome itself. 6 How. then. was this effected ? _._',ci. S.-:o.d._._k. _t...Z_ c_.,*__a,o _,c_,_,_ ,_t

qflcua#ossem 2#e_"lege_ _ta$lra$ ad Romanorum cz_iztatem 2#ra-
zscL

| _:_-t_v, eaus¢_ [ 7 The text gives _lrov_rarr_. Casaubon reads _xtroL_j_rorre;.
= Reading ,ot;_-te &r__ _X6v. [ s _xo.tov"

a The text is ,;,rox_o,tra. H_eschelius giwm ,:tr_Xov*:. [ to & _t_rov. Be;gel understamfls this to refer _ the aMdter.
5 'Pwgo_Jc,o,-dO_t_r_. I u The text is, _-_v_.A,#_ &"_t,-rov Trtp__-_tTot_Ao_tou_ta0_/z_t_-a.
6 The text is, o_v o_*'_; _it,ay_o_ov _v _o'ov _rrt _'oi* t,6_tot¢[ Bengel takes thL_as an elhpsis, like _'_v 6au_'o_,"riw _lv peon, and

i]_*_, $t_v¢t-rb_,_v xtt't i,ri _4w "Pt*#ai_t, *i_o_OO._ltrttt_r6Mv. Bengel mmdar phrases, _,we._v or b_o_. or some such word, vemg suppmm.

takea 6zrovas _raOdh/¢ov. M_gne renders, nullam eifuisst ttec_ssl- ] .C_ubon conjtctmes _ta_4AqO0, for whw.h Beng¢l would p.,_fer*ffitattmlttw_enitndi, ddxc_nd:lege_cauaa_$z_Faid_mgomamf_o*_t _x_e_.
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and brought us hither and settled us here, dis-void of reason, and neither know themselves
posing and directing all things, until by any what is good and what is evil, nor care at all to
means he might bind us in a connection with learn it from others, but toil feverishly in quest
this man who was to be the author of the greater of wealth, and glory, and such honours as belong
part of our blessings. And he who came in such to the crowd, and bodily comforts, and go dis-
wise, that divine angel, gave over this charge i traught about things like these, as if they were
to him, and did, if I may so speak, perchance the real good. And as though such objects
take his rest here, not indeed under the pressure were worth much, yea_ worth all else, they prize
of labour or exhaustion of anykind (for the gen- the things themselves, and the arts by which they
eration of those divine ministers knows no weari- can acquire them, and the different lines of life
ness), but as having committed us to the hand which give scope for their attainment, -- the
of a man who would fully discharge the whole military profession, to wit, and the juridical, and
work of care and guardianship within his power, the study of the laws. And with earnest and

sagacious words he told us that these are the
ARGUMENT VI. _ THE ARTS BY WHICH ORIGEN objects that enervate us, when we despise that

STUDIES TO KEEP GREGORYAND HIS BROTHER reason which ought to be the true master within
ATHENODORUSWITH HIM, ALTHOUGH IT WAS US.4 I cannot recount at present all the addresses
ALMOSTAGAINSTTHEIR WILL; AND THE LOVE of this kind which he delivered to us, with the
By wmcrt BOTH ARE TAKEN CAPTIVE. OF view of persuading us to take up the pursuit of
PHILOSOPHY,THE FOUNDATIONor PIETY. wrrH philosophy. Nor was it only for a single day
THE VIEW OF GIVING HIMSELF THEREFORE that he thus dealt with us, but for many days,
WHOLLYTO THAT STUDY,GREGORYIS WILLING and, in fact, as often as we were in the habit of
TO GIVE UP FATHERLAND, PARENTS, THE PUR- going to him at the outset ; and we were pierced
SUIT OF LAW, AND EVERY OTHER DISCIPLINE.by his argumentation as with an arrow from the
oF THE SOUL AS THE FREE PRINCIPLE. T_E very first occasion of our hearing him s (for he
NOBLER PART DOES NOT DESIRE TO BE UNITED Was possessed of a rare combination of a certain
WITH THE INFERIOR, BUT THE INFERIOR WITH sweet grace and persuasiveness, along with a

THE NOBLER. strange power of constraint), though we still

And from the very first day of his receiving wavered and debated the matter undecidedly
us (which day was, in truth, the first day to me, with ourselves, holding so far by the pursuit of
and the most precmus of all days, if I may so philosophy, without however being brought
speak, since then for the first time the true Sun thoroughly over to it, while somehow or other
began to nse upon me), while we, like some we found ourselves quite unable to withdraw

from it conclusively, and thus were always drawn
wild creatures of the fields, or hke fish, or some towards him by the power of his reasonings, assort of birds that had fallen into the toils or nets,
and were endeavouring to slip out again and by the force of some superior necessity. For

he asserted further that there could be no gem
escape, were bent on leawng him, and making
off for Berytus 2 or our native country, he studied uine piety towards the Lord of all in the man

who despised this gift of philosophy,--a giR
by all means to associate us closely with him, [which man alone of all the creatures of the earth
contriving all kinds of arguments, and putting ]has been deemed honourable and worthy enough
every rope in motion (as the proverb goes), and
bringing all his powers to bear on that object, to possess, and one which every man whatsoever,be he wise or be he ignorant, reasonably embraces,
With that intent he lauded the lovers of philos-
ophy with large laudations and many noble who has not utterly lost the power of thought by
utterances, declaring that those only hue a life some mad distraction of mind. He asserted,
truly worthy of reasonable creatures who aim at then, as I have said, that it was not possible (to
living an upright life, and who seek to know first speak correctly) for any one to be truly pious
of all themselves, what manner of persons they who did not philosophize. And thus he con-
are, and then the things that are truly good, tinued to do with us, until, by pouring in upon
which man ought to strive after, and then the us many such argumentations, one after theother, he at last carried us fairly off somehow or
things that are really evil, from which man ought other by a kind of divine power, like people
to flee. And then he reprehended ignorance with his reasonings, and established us (in the
and all the ignorant: and there are many such,
who, like brute cattle,3 are blind in mind, and practice of philosophy), and set us down with-
have no understanding even of what they are, out the power of movement, as it were, beside

and are as far astray as though they were wholly - • _ te_._ _ _ _,_p _"_. _,,,,:, ._*'_Y**_._ _._'
_O._ "r_Xv_ _ lrou n0u_rd_l_v p _t,_% _wv tu _g._i, M_ov_ 8_0,_-

1:0;.KO?,'Ott_a.l,. 17at'YU.S.
. 2 [I think Lardner's inclination to credit Gregory _ some s The text g_ves _K_rO*_ _?,K;ctg,which Bengel taker to be. an

claim to be an alumntts ot'Beryms,ls very fmrly sust_ned.j error for the absolute _ _r_, to which _'_.0_ would be supplied.
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himself by his arts. Moreover, the stimulus of is represented as there to you by a sort of second
friendship'was also brought to bear upon us,-- reason. But for all that, it is by no means pre-
a stimulus, indeed, not easily withstood, but keen cluded from subsisting anywhere according to its
and most effective,--the argument of a kind own determination ; nay, rather it is both able
and affectionate disposition, which showed itself to be, and is reasonably believed to be, there
benignantly in his words when he spoke to us alone and altogether, wheresoever and in con-
and associated with us. For he did not aim nection with what things soever those actions
merely at getting round us by any kind of rea- which are proper only to it are in operation.
soning; but his desire was, with a benignant, Wherefore, what I experienced has been most
and affectionate, and most benevolent mind, to dearly declared in this very short statement,
save us, and make us partakers in the blessings that "the soul of Jonathan was knit with the
that flow from philosophy, and most especially soul of David ;" objects which, as I said, can-
also in those other gifts which the Deity has not by any means be forced to a separationI
bestowed on him above most men, or, as we may !against their will, and which of their own incli-
perhaps say, above all men of our own time. I nation certainly will not readily choose it. Nor
mean the power that teaches us piety, the word iis it, in my opinion, in the inferior subject, who
of salvation, that comes to many, and subdues to Iis changeful and very prone to vary in purpose,
itself all whom it visits : for there is nothing that and in whom singly there has been no capacity
shall resist it, inasmuch as it is and shall be itself of union at first, that the power of loosing the
the king of all ; although as yet it is hidden, and sacred bonds of this affection rests, but rather in
is not recognised, whether with ease or with dif- the nobler one, who is constant and not readily
ficulty, by the common crowd, in such wise that, shaken, and through whom st has been possi-
when interrogated respecting it, they should be ble to tie these bonds and to fasten this sacred
able to speak intelligently about it. And thus, knot. Therefore it is not the soul of David that
like some spark lighting upon our inmost soul, !was knit by the divine word with the soul of
love was kindled and burst into flame within us, onathan ; but, on the contrary, the soul of the

a love at once to the Holy Word, the most latter, who was the inferior, is said to be thus
lovely object of all, who attracts all irresistibly affected and knit with the soul of David. For
toward Himself by His unutterable beauty, and the nobler object would not choose to be knit
to this man, His friend and advocate. And with one inferior, inasmuch as it is sufficient for
being most mightily smitten by this love, I was itself; but the inferior object, as standing in
persuaded to give up all those objects or pur-need of the help which the nobler can give,
suits which seem to us befitting, and among ought properly to be knit with the nobler, and
others even my boasted jurisprudence,--yea, fitted dependently to it: so that this latter, re-
my very fatherland and friends, both those who taming still its sufficiency in itself, might sustain
were present with me then, and those from whom no loss by its connection with the inferior ; and
I had parted. And in my estimation there arose that that which is of itself without order 2 being
but one object dear and worth desire,- to wit, now united and fitted harmoniously with the
philosophy, and that master of philosophy, this nobler, might, without any detriment done, be
inspired man. "And the soul of Jonathan was perfectly subdued to the nobler by the con-
knit with David." * This word, indeed, I did straints of such bonds. Wherefore, to apply the
not read till afterwards in the sacred Scriptures ; bonds is the part of the superior, and not of
but I felt it before that time, not less clearly than the inferior ; but to be knit to the other is the
it is written : for, in truth, it reached me then part of the inferior, and this too in such a man-
by the clearest of all revelations. For it was ner that it shall possess no power of loosing itself
not simply Jonathan that was knit with David ; from these bonds. And by a similar constraint,
but those things were knit together which are then, did this David of ours once gird us to
the ruling powers in man--their souls, _ those himself; and he holds us now, and has held us
objects which, even though all the things which ever since that time, so that, even though we
are apparent and ostensible in man are severed, desired it, we could not loose ourselves from his
cannot by any skill be forced to a severance bonds. And hence it follows that, even though
when they themselves are unwilling. For the we were to depart, he would not release this soul
soul is free, and cannot be coerced by any means, of mine, which, as the Holy Scripture puts it, he
not even though one should confine it and keep holds knit so closely with himself.
guard over it in some secret prison-house. For
wherever the intelligence is, there it is also of its ARtUOMWrrVII._ THE WO_ERVUL sKrLL WITH
own nature and by the first reason. And if it WINCHORIGENPREPARESGREGORYANDATHENO-
seems to you to be in a kind of prison-house, it DORUS FOR PHILOSOPHY, THE INTELLECTOF

i x S._m.xvll},, x. ffi_-cu_Tov.
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F.ac_ xs zxERcisF_ FIRSTm LOGIC,a2_-DTI_Z to bear on us, and wrought upon our mind.
MEREATTENTIONTO WORDS]ISCONTEMNED. And thorns and thistles,2 and every kind of wild
But after he had thus carried us captive at herb or plant which our mind (so unregulated

the very outset, and had shut us in, as it were, and precipitate in its own action) yielded and
on all sides, and when what was best' had been produced in its uncultured luxuriance and native
accomplished by him, and when it seemed good wildness, he cut out and thoroughly removed by
to us to remain with him for a time, then he took the processes of refutation and prohibition ; some-
us in hand, as a skilled husbandman may take times assailing us in the genuine Socratic fashion,
in hand some field unwrought, and altogether and again upsetting us by his argumentation
unfertile, and sour, and burnt up, and hard as a whenever he saw us getting restive under him,
rock, and rough, or, it may be, one not utterly like so many unbroken steeds, and springing out
barren or unproductive, but rather, perchance, of the course and galloping madly about at ran-
by nature very productive, though then waste dora, 'untilwith a strange kind of persuasiveness
and neglected, and stiff and untractable with and constraint he reduced us to a state of quie-
thorns and wtld shrubs ; or as a gardener may tude under him by his discourse, which acted
take in hand some plant which is wild indeed, like a bridle in our mouth. And that was at first
and which yields no cultivated fruits,though it an unpleasant position for us, and one not with-
may not be absolutely worthless, and on finding out pain, as he dealt with persons who were un-
it thus, may, by his skill in gardening, bring some used to it, and still all untrained to submit to
cultivated shoot and graft it in, by making a reason, when he plied us with his argumenta-
fissure in the middle, and then bringing the two tions; and yet he purged us by them. And
together, and binding the one to the other, until _whenhe had made us adaptable, and had pre-
the sap in each shall flow in one stream,2 and pared us successfully for the reception of the
they shall both grow with the same nurture : for words of truth, then, further, as though we were
one may often see a tree of a mixed and worth- now a soil well wrought and soft, and ready to
less 3 species thus rendered productive in spite impart growth to the seeds cast into it, he dealt
of its past barrenness, and made to rear the liberally with us, and sowed the good seed in
fruits of the good olive on wild roots; or one season, and attended to all the other cares of
may see a wild plant saved from being altogether the good husbandry, each in its own proper sea-
profitless by the skill of a careful gardener ; or, son. And whenever he perceived any element
once more, one may see a plant which other- of infirmityor baseness in our mind (whether it
wise is one both of culture and of fruitfulness, but was of that character by nature, or had become
which, through the want of skilled attendance, thus gross through the excessive nurture of the
has been left unpruned and unwatered andwaste, body), he pricked it with his discourses, and re-
and which is thus choked by the mass of su- duced it by those delicate words and turns of
perfluous shoots suffered to grow out of it at reasoning which, although at first the very tim-
random,* yet brought to discharge its proper plest, are gradually evolved one after the other,
function in germination,Sand made to bear the and skilfully wrought out, until they advance to
fruit whose production was formerlyhindered by a sort of complexity which can scarce be mas-
the superfluousgrowth.6 In suchwise,then, and tered; or unfolded, and which cause us to start
with such a disposition did he receive us at up, as it were, out of sleep, and teach us the art
first; and surveying us, us it were, with a hus- of holding always by what is immediately before
bandman's skill, and gauging us thoroughly, and one, without ever making any slip by reason
not confining his notice to those things only "either of length or of subtlety. And if there
which are patent to the eye of all, and which are was in us anything of an injudicious and precipi-
looked upon in open light, but penetrating into tate tendency, whether in the way of assenting
us more deeply, and probing what is most in- to all that came across us, of whatever character
ward in us, he put us to the question, and made the objects might be, and even though they
propositions to us, and listened to us in our re- proved false, or in the way of often withstanding
plies;and whenever he thereby detected any- other things, even though they were spoken
thing in us not wholly fruitless and profitlessand truthfully,m that, too, he brought under disci-
waste, he set about clearing the soil, and turning pline in us by those delicate reasonings already
it up and irrigating it, and putting all things in mentioned, and by others of like kind (for this
movement, and broughthis whole skill and care branch of philosophy is of varied form), andaccustomed us not to throw in our testimony at

, To,,X,ro,. one time, and again to refuse it, just at random,
* The text #yes o.v/_crat,.ra *$9,for which Casau_ p_ and as chance impelled, but to give it only after

vFSov.
, Tht textgi_ _,,_,_ which_ ..a_ m_ carefulexamination not only into things mani-
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lest,but alsointothosethatare secret.*For lecficsto regulate;3 but he alsotook in hand
many thingswhich are in high reputeof them- thathumble capacityof mind,(which shows it-
selves,and honourableinappearance,havefound self)inouramazement atthemagnitude,and the
entrancethrough fairwords intoour ears,as wondrousness,and themagnificentand absolutely
thoughtheywere true,whileyet theywere hol- wiseconstructionof theworld,and in our mar-
low and false,and have borne off and taken yellingin a reasonlessway, and in our being
possessionof the suffrageof truthat our hand, overpoweredwithfear,and in our knowing not,
and then,no long time afterwards,they have]likethe irrationalcreatures,what conclusionto
been discoveredtobe corruptand unworthyof come to. That,too,he arousedand corrected
credit,and deceitfulborrowersof the garb of by otherstudiesin naturalscience,illustrating
truth; and have thustoo easilyexposed us as and distinguishingthevariousdivisionsofcreated
men who are ridiculouslydeluded, and who objects,and with admirableclearnessreducing
bear theirwitnessinconsideratelytothingswhich them totheirpristineelements,takingthem all
ought by no means tohave won it. And,on the up perspicuouslyin his discourse,and going
contrary,otherthingswhich are reallyhonour- overthe natureof the whole,and of each sev-
able and the reverseof impositions,but which eralsection,and discussingthe multiformrevo-
have not been expressedinplausiblestatements,lutionand mutationof thingsinthe world,until
and thushavethe appearanceof beingparadox- he carriedusfullyalongwithhim underhlsclear
icaland most incredible,and which have been teaching; and by thosereasoningswhich hehad
rejectedasfalseon theirown showing,and held_partlylearnedfrom others,and partlyfound out
up undeservedlyto ridicule,have afterwards,on forhimself,he filledour minds with a rational
carefulinvestigationand examination,been dis-insteadof an irrationalwonder at the sacred
coveredtobe thetruestofallthings,and wholly economy of theuniverse,and irreproveablecon-
incontestable,thoughforatimespumed and reck- stitutionof allthings.Thisisthatsublimeand
oned false.Not simply,then,by dealingwith heavenlystudywhich istaughtby naturalphil-
thingspatentand prominent,which are some- osophy--a sciencemost attractiveto all. And
times delusive and sophistical, but also by teach- what need is there now to speak of the sacred
ing us to search into things within us, and to put mathematics, viz., geometry, so precious to all
them all individually to the test, lest any of them and above all controversy, and astronomy, whose
should give back a hollow sound, and by instruct- course is on high ? These different studies he
ing us to make sure of these inward things first imprinted on our understandings, training us in
of all, he trained us to give our assent to out- them, or calling them into our mind, or doing
ward things only then and thus, and to express with us something else which I know not how to
our opinion on all these severally. In this way, idesignate rightly. And the one he presented
that capacity of our mind which deals critically !lucidly as the immutable groundwork and secure
with words and reasonings, was educated in a ra- foundation of all, namely geometry ; and by the
tional manner ; not according to the judgments other, namely astronomy, he lifted us up to the
of illustrious rhetoricians--whatever Greek or things that are highest above us, while he made
foreign honour appertains to that title * -- for heaven passable to us by the help of each of these
theirs is a discipline of little value and no neces- sciences, as though they were ladders reaching
sity : but in accordance with that which is most the skies.
needful for all, whether Greek or outlandish,
whether wise or illiterate, and, in fine, not to ARGUMENTIX. F BUT HE IMBUES THEm MINDS,
make a long statement by going over every pro- ABOVE ALL, WITH ETHICAL .SCIENCE; AND HE
fession and pursuit separately, in accordance DOES _OT CONFINE mMSELF TO DISCOURSrN¢.
with that which is most indispensable for all ON THE _¢-IRTUESIN WORD, BUT HE RATHER
men, whatever manner of life they have chosen, CONFIRMSHIS TEACHINGBY HIS ACTS.
if it is indeed the care and interest of all who Moreover, as to those things which excel all
have to converse on any subject whatever with in importance, and those for the sake of which,
each other, to be protected against deception, above all else, the whole 4 family of the philo-

sophical labours, gathering them like good fruits
_G_ENT VIII._ THEN _r DUE SUCCESSIONHE produced by the varied growths of all the other

INSTRUC'rsTHEM IN Pm'SICS, GEOMETRY,,_'_D studies, and of long practised philosophizing,_
_rRo_o_. I mean the divine virtues that concern the moral

nature, by which the impulses of the mind have
Nor did he confine his efforts merely to that their equable and stable subsistence,_ through

form of the mind which it is the lot of the dia- these, too, he aimed at making us truly proof

5 The text is, K_ _ _ro_"_) ._,k_ 6_aAe._-L,cqxaa'or,eo{,v _.d_-q
• The words _.; _er,;_p4a_ are omitted by _p,s and e_q_((._mL
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against grief and disquietude under the pressure to be done, and what ought not : for that would
of all ills, and at imparting to us a weU-disci- be indeed a vain and profitless study, ff there was
plined and stedfast and religious spirit, so that we simply the doctrine without the deed ; and worth-
might be in all things veritably blessed. And this less would that prudence be, which, without do-
he toiled at effecting by pertinent discourses, of a ing the things that ought to be done, and without
wise and soothing tendency, and very often also turning men away from those that ought not to be
by the mostcogent addresses touching our moral done, should be able merely to furnish the knowl-
dispositions, and our modes of life. Nor was it edge of these things to those who possessed her,
only by words, but also by deeds, that he regu- a though many such persons come under our
lated in some measure our inclinations, -- to wit, observation. Nor, again, did he content himself
by that very contemplation and observation of with the mere assertion that temperance is sire-
the impulses and affections of the mind, by the ply the knowledge of what ought to be chosen
issue of which most especially the mind is wont and what ought not ; though the other schools of
to be reduced to a right estate from one of dis- phtlosophers do not teach even so much as that,
cord, and to be restored to a condition of judg- and especially the more recent, who are so forci-
ment and order out of one of confusion. So that, ble and vigorous in words (so that I have often
beholding itself as in a mirror (and I may say been astonished at them, when they sought to
specifically, viewing, on the one hand, the very demonstrate that there is the same virtue in God
beginnings and roots of evil in it, and all that is and in men, and that upon earth, in particular,
reasonless within it, from which spnng up all the wise man is equal4 to God), and yet are
absurd affections and pasmons ; and, on the incapable of delivering the truth as to prudence,
other hand, all that is truly excellent and reason- so that one shall do the things which are dictated
able within it, under the sway of which it remains by prudence, or the truth as to temperance, so
proof against injury and perturbation in itself', that one shall choose the things he has learned
and then scrutinizing carefully the things thus by it ; and the same holds good also of their
discovered to be in it), it might cast out all those treatment of righteousness and fortitude. Not
which are the growth of the inferior part, and thus, however, in mere words only did this
which waste our powers 2 through intemperance, teacher go over the truths concerning the virtues
or hinder and choke them through depression, with us ; but he incited us much more to the
--such things as pleasures and lusts, or pains practice of virtue, and stimulated us by the deeds
and fears, and the whole array of ills that accom- he did more than by the doctrines he taught.
pany these different species of evil. I say that
thus it might cast them out and make away with ARGUMENTX. -- HENCE THE MERE WORD-SAG_
them, by coping with them while yet in their be- ARE CONFUTED,WHO SAYA_9 YET ACT NOT.
gmnings and only just commencing their growth, Now I beg of the philosophers of this present
and not leawng them to wax in strength even by time, both those whom I have known personally
a short delay, but destroying and rooting them myself, and those of whom I have heard by re-
out at once ; while, at the same tim,, it might port from others, and I beg also of all other
foster all those things which are really good, and men, that they take in good part the statements
which spring from the nobler part, and might pre- I have just made. And let no one suppose that
serve them by nursing them in their beginnings, I have expressed myself thus, either through
and watching carefully over them until they simple friendship toward that man, or through
should reach their maturity. For it is thus (he hatred toward the rest of the philosophers ; for
used to say) that the heavenly virtues will ripen if there is any one inclined to be an admirer of
in the soul : to wit, prudence, which first of all them for their discourses, and wishful to speak
is able to judge of those very motions in the well of them, and pleased at hearing the most
mind at once from the things themselves, and honourable mention made of them by others, I
by the knowledge which accrues to it of things myself am the man. Nevertheless, those facts
outside of us, whatever such there may be, both (to which I have referred) are of such a _nature
good and evil ; and temperance, the power that as to bring upon the very name of philosophy
makes the right selection among these things in the last degree of ridicule almost from the gre_t
their beginnings; and righteousness, which as- mass of men; and I might almost say that I
signs what is just to each ; and that virtue which would choose to be altogether unversed in it,
is the conserver of them all -- fortitude. And rather than learn any of the things which these
therefore he did not accustom us to a mere pro- men profess, with whom I thought it good no
fession in words, as that prudence, for instance, is longer to associate myself in this life, -- though
the knowledge3 of good and evil, or of what ought in that, it may be, I formed an incorrect judg-

ment. But I say that no one should suppose
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that I make these statements at the mere prompt- whom he describes in his discourses as the por-
ing of a zealous regard for the praise of this son who shall lead a noble life, and he ever ex-
man, or under the stimulus of any existing ani-hibited (in himself), I would say, the pattern of
mosity' towards other philosophers. But let all the wise man. But as our discourse at the out-
be assured that I say even less than his deeds set proposed to deal with the truth, and not with
merit, lest I should seem to be indulging in vain-glorious language, s I shall not speak of him
adulation ; and that I do not seek out studied now as the exemplar of the wise man. And
words and phrases, and cunning means of lauda-i yet, if I chose to speak thus of him, I should
tion -- I who could never of my own will, even i not be fax astray from the truth. 6 Nevertheless,
when I was a youth, and learning the popular I pass that by at present. I shall not speak of
style of address under a professor of the art of him as a perfect pattern, but as one who vehe-
public speaking, bear to utter a word of praise, mently desires to imitate the perfect pattern,
or pass any encomium on any one which was not: and strives after it with zeal and earnestness,
genuine. Wherefore on the present occasion, even beyond the capacity of men, if I may so
too, I do not think it right, in proposing to express myself; and who labours, moreover, also
myself the task simply of commending him, to to make us, who axe so different, 7 of like char-
magnify him at the cost of the reprobation of acter with himself, not mere masters and appre-
others. And, in good sooth, 2 I should speak henders of the bald doctrines concerning the
only to the man's injury, if, with the view of impulses of the soul, but masters and appre-
having something gander to say of him, I should henders of these impulses themselves. For he
compare his blessed life with the failings of pressed s us on both to deed and to doctrine,
others. We are not, however, so senseless.3 and carried us along by that same view and
But I shall testify simply to what has come with- method,? not merely into a small section of each
in my own experience, apart from all ill-judged virtue, but rather into the whole, if mayhap we
comparisons and trickeries in words, were able to take it in. And he constrained us

also, if I may so speak, to practise righteousness
ARCa/MEaCrXL--OmOEN IS THE FIRSTAND THE on the ground of the personal action of the soul

ONLY ONE THAT EXHORTS GREGORY TO ADD TO itself, '° which he persuaded us to study, drawing
ACQUrREME_CrsTHV STUDYOF PHrt_SOPmG US Off from the officious anxieties of life, and

AND OFFERS HIM IN A CERTAINMANNER AN from the turbulence of the forum, and raising us
EXAMPLEm HIMSELF. OV JUSTICE, PRUDENCE, tO the nobler vocation of looking into ourselves,
_PER_CE, AND FORTrrUDE. _-IV. MAXIM, and dealing with the things that concern our-
KNOWTHYSFZ_F. selves in truth. Now, that this is to practise

He was also the first and only man that urged righteousness, and that this is the true righteous-
me to study the philosophy of the Greeks, and ness, some also of our ancient philosophers have
persuaded me by his own moral example both asserted (expressing it as the personal ac_'an, I
to hear and to hold by the doctrine of morals, think), and have affirmed that this is more profit-
while as yet I had by no means been won over able for blessedness, both to the men themselves
to that, so far as other philosophers were con- and to those who are with them," if indeed it
cerned (I again acknowledge it),--not rightly belongs to this virtue to recompense according
so, indeed, but unhappily, as I may say without
exaggeration, for me. I did not, however, asso- 5 The_._ is, a_' _,_. _0,,_: _._,, o_,_.,,;_.;_r_;_-.,.

A6?ot: &v_d_v. The Latin mndpnug ,$,.*ed_za verlta_m _z.s,
ciate with many at first, but only with some few ,,o,,t_,-#,- a o,,a,m _o,,_,to_t,o ,.__ord:o. _........

T_ _l_ _, ECATO& yt etlTet$_ IOe_V qELVLLL5'G _w_,
who professed to be teachers, though, in good _l,**the, _ p_t_, oris ,.,_o, fo,_, amcle,7 a._/_*..The.
sooth, they all established their philosophy only a,_, ta _*_, a_,, he takesto be ,_ use of the in_n,,v*which

occursin suchphrasesas0¢*_rS_,h,_,, tin'rio,_,_vav_,, I,be.-
so far as words went._ This man, however, was _,,, ,_ _ _. _,,.._¢ _,-o, _z.: _d, g,vmg,S¢_,,¢the ,_
the first that induced me to philosophize by his of_._[A/_,,makesthewholc_Andy_Ishal[speaktruth¢ . .The toxt is, ,¢-_,1_ t_,t_ov_. Ô�(�L�phrasemayDe,as tt ,s
words, as he pointed the exhortation by deeds #,_ ,bo_,,, d_ _ of ai_,_, o,, my W_h_p,
before he gave it in words, and did not merely _ _=_t,,d,.-d_¢_, r_ _ F,,,ch a ,,_, _,-,,. Ot_,r_d, ,_s__&__ _0o_. . , , ,
recite well-studied sentences; nay, he did not s There,din,inthe_xtgiv_o_._._ :,_._,y,,._._,¢,_-
deem it right to speak on the subject at all, but avx,0,, et_ _ wouldarrm_. _ .w_le passaged_nm.uy,
with a sincere mind, and one bent on striving t_,: ,,# _,-,, _ _.._ ..... _,, ,-.,_w*,- ,o_.._T,o_,.&vxw,,.K-,,_*c. _,c_._m,oadus_ndm.s_,amot/l,,_,d
ardently after the practical accomplishment of ._,-,, ,:_.,,.,,,.,,,,_._,_ _,,o,v,,,.,,,.ppm_a_.. R_._._._.
the things expressed, and he endeavoured all the f_.,s'_,,m_,--_ usld_t_i#_'"M_rt_...'_""_=_a_"_" _'Z""_"dlfac_ltTa_,_,-b_
while to show himself in character like the man _ smett _ _ =#.._t to o__.ov,..,._._-,, ._, ,-_-

m_,o_t... %._T.,vv..v oe_._ q,._¢t,t _,_ _._ov_.. We
Im._adoptedthisasthenmstevidentsense. Thus_?x_vm.m.

t _,_,._% forwhichCtAow_xZ_isre_L minedtm_, andistakenmsa lmr_l]tlto t_. followinl["
• Thetext m, _ xs_&,_&,,_A_,to,,,etc. The Greek.¢}and the pie_tn$1eo,o.,, andas beanng,therefore,a meaningsomethingLat_,,wt amfotmdsomeamesthuswitha forcebotdenagoatimt thatof _,,t_. Set Bengtl'snoteinMigus.
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to desert, and to assign to each his own. For the power. We are also by no means so favour-
what else could be supposed to be so proper to ably constituted for them by nature, neither do
the soul ? Or what could be so worthy of it, as we yet profess ourselves to be worthy of reaching
to exercise a care over itself, not gazing out- them ; for through our listlessness and feebleness
wards, or busying itself with alien matters, or, to we have not done all these things whmh ought
speak shortly, doing the worst injustice to itself, to be done by those who aspire after what is
but turning its attention inwardly upon itself, noblest, and aim at what is perfect. We are not
rendering its own due to itself, and acting there- yet therefore either righteous or temperate, or
by righteously ? ' To practise righteousness after endowed with any of the other virtues. But this
this fashion, therefore, he impressed upon us, if admirable man, this friend and advocate of the
I may so speak, by a sort of force. And he virtues, has long ago done for us perhaps all that
educated us to prudence none the less, _ teach- it lay in his power to do for us, in making us
ing to be at home with ourselves, and to desire lovers of virtue, who should love it with the most
and endeavour to know ourselves, which indeed ardent affection. And by his own virtue he cre-
is the most excellent achievement of philosophy, ated in us a love at once for the beauty of right-
the thing that is ascribed also to the most pro- eousness, the golden face of which in truth was
phetic of spirits * as the highest argument of shown to us by him; and for prudence, which
wisdom-- the precept, Kna'w thyself. And that is worthy of being sought by all ; and for the
this is the genuine function of prudence, and true wisdom, which is most delectable ; and for
that such is the heavenly prudence, is affirmed temperance, the heavenly virtue which forms
well by the ancients ; for in this there is one the sound constitution of the soul, and brings
virtue common to God and to man ; while the peace to all who possess it ; and for manliness,
soul is exercised in beholding itself as in a mzr- that most admirable grace ; and for patience,
rot, and reflects the divine mind in itself, if it is that virtue peculiarly ours ; 6 and, above all, for
worthy of such a relation, and traces out a cer- piety, which men rightly designate when they
tain inexpressible method for the attaining of call it the mother of the virtues. For this is the
a kind of apotheosis. And in correspondence beginning and the end of all the virtues. And
with this come also the virtues of temperance beginning with this one, we shall find all the
and fortitude: temperance, indeed, in conserv- other virtues grow upon us most readily: if,
ing this very prudence which must be in the soul while for ourselves we earnestly aspire after this
that knows itself, If that is ever its lot (for this grace, which every man, be he only not abso-
temperance, again, surely means just a sound lutely impious, or a mere pleasure-seeker, ought
prudence) :s and fortitude, in keeping stedfasfly to acquire for himself, in order to his being a
by all the duties, which have been spoken of, friend of God and a maintainer7 of His truth, and
without falling away from them, either voluntarily while we diligently pursue this virtue, we also
or under any force, and in keeping and holding give heed to the other virtues, in order that we
by all that has been laid down. For he teaches may not approach our God in unworthiness and
that this virtue acts also as a kind of preserver, !impurity, but with all virtue and wisdom as our
maintainer, and guardian, best conductors and most sagacious priests.

And the end of all I consider to be nothing but
CROOME_crXII._ GREOORVDISALLOWSANYATTAIN- this : By the pure mind make thyself like s to

MENT OF THE VIRTUESON HIS PART. PIETY m God, that thou mayest draw near to Him, and
BOTH THE BEGINNING AND THE END, AND THUS abide in H_m.
IT IS THE PARENT OF ALL THE VIRTUES.

It is true, indeed, that in consequence of our ARGtYM_rrxm. _ ThE _mTI_OD WHICH omOEN
dull and sluggish nature, he has not yet suc- USED IN HIS THEOLOGICALAND METAPHY$1C.AL
ceeded in making us righteous, and prudent, INSTRUClXONS.HE COMMEm_STHE s'rUDV Oi*
and temperate, or manly, although he has laboured ALLwRrlxES, THE ATHEISTICALOI_EEXCE_mD.
zealously on us. For we are neither in real pos- THE MARVELLOUSVOWXR OF _RSU_O_
session of any virtue whatsoever, either human SPEECI_. THv FAC'mn_OF THE MINDm GnrmG
or divine, nor have we ever made any near ap- rrs Assm_rr.

proach to it, but we are still far from it. And And besides all his other patient and laborious
these are very great and lofty virtues, and none efforts, how shall I in words give any account of
of them may be assumed by any common per-
son, s but only by one whom God inspires with *_ ten _, h-o.,e_¢ ,_a,. voui_ andotUm _it th,

_d,t. The Stuttgart editor gives this .nott: *_it _ not appe_..
that tl_ sho_l be cottnec_, ob7 _. m.th atom {_

t .The matt is, "rbtrp_ _awr_i, tT.mu.. Migne propoaea either to heSS). But tJregoty, tater t_ tour vtrm_ wI_te.nl_. at*atermcl _.t, ro_, or to _pply _v _,uX_.
• &a_ _d* _3o.*Iz6vov_;_ _u'rtKw'rd,'r_ _vcvc[.$,'r_. as cardiffal, adds two wh;c,h are properly C_r_t_ Vm._.
a r_kpoo._v_, o.t,_t_ ,t.v& .t_t_pr_a_, tm _tolz_imd plly. and that whlch is the hin_ o_ all -- #_0..*'
4 _wt*'qhn_r&iv. . .. 7 The word is *r_. It nmJbe t st the Xattlnv_titm putt
i The t_xt k, o_ _ ¢t_l_t. M'tgtm m_Ig_t_ of_M ,¢_ _tt it,_milla_,_alnfalkzm_pwlth'G_k

t't_iv=norlsit lcgi_ forawyotmtoattahithem. _ _tr_o_t,O_t_v. Oth,mtmmlL_M_tf_.
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what he did for us, in instructing us in theology of man is withal a thing easily deceived by
and the devout character ? and how shall I enter speech, and very facile in yielding its assent ; and,
into the real disposition of the man, and show indeed, before it discriminates and inquires into
with what judiciousness and careful preparation matters in any proper way, it is eamly won over,
he would have us familiarized with all discourse either through its own obtuseness and imbecility,
about the Divimty, guarding sedulously against or through the subtlety of the discourse, to give
our being in any peril with respect to what is the itself up, at random often, all weary of accurate
most needful thing of all, namely, the knowledge examination, to crafty reasonings and judgments,
of the Cause of all things ? For he deemed it which are e#roneous themselves, and which lead
right for us to study philosophy in such wise, into error those who receive them. And not
that we should read with utmost diligence all only so ; but if another mode of discourse aims
that has been written, both by the philosophers at correcting it, it will neither give it admittance,
and by the poets of old, rejecting nothing,' and nor suffer itself to be altered in opinion, because
repudiating nothing (for, indeed, we did not yet it is held fast by any notion which has previously
possess the power of critical discernment), ex- got possession of it, as though some inexorable
cept only the productions of the atheists, who, tyrant were lording over it.
in their conceits, lapse from the general intelli-
gence of man, and deny that there is either a ARGUMENTXIV._ WHENCETHE CONTENTIONSOF
God or a providence. From these he would PHILOSOPHERSHAVE SPRUNG. AGAINSTTHOSE
have us abstain, because they are not worthy of WHOCATCHAT EVERYTHINGTHAT MEETS THEM,

being read, and because it might chance that AND GIVE IT CREDENCE, AND CLING TO rr.
the soul within us that is meant for piety might ORIGEn WAS IN THE HABIT OF CAREFULLY
be defiled by listening to words that are contrary READn_GAND EXPLAININOTHE BOOKSOF THE
to the worship of God. For even those who HEATHENTO mS DISCteLES.

frequent the temples of piety, as they think them Is it not thus that contradictory and opposing
to be, are careful not to touch anything that is tenets have been introduced, and all the conten-
profane.* He held, therefore, that the books of tions of philosophers, while one party withstands
such men did not merit to be taken at all into the opinions of another, and some hold by certain
the consideration of men who have assumed the positions, and others by others, and one school
practice of piety. He thought, however, that attaches itself to one set of dogmas, and another
we should obtain and make ourselves familiar to another? And all, indeed, aim at philosophiz-
with all other writings, neither preferring nor re- ing, and profess to have been doing so ever since
pudiatmg any one kind, whether it be phlloso- they were first roused to it, and declare that
phical discourse or not, whether Greek or foreign, they desire it not less now when they are well
but hearing what all of them have to convey, versed in the discussions than when they began
And it was with great wisdom and sagacity that them : yea, rather they allege that they have
he acted on this principle, lest any single saying even more love for philosophy now, after they
given by the one class or the other should be have had, so to speak, a little taste of it, and
heard and valued above others as alone true, have had the hberty of dwelling on its discus.
even though it might not be true, and lest it sions, than when at first, and without any pre-
might thus enter our mind and deceive us, and, vious experience of it, they were urged by a
in being lodged there by itself alone, might sort of impulse to philosophize. That is what
make us its own, so that we should no more they say ; and henceforth they give no heed to
have the power to withdraw from it, or wash our- any words of those who hold opposite opinions.
selves clear of it, as one washes out a little wool And accordingly, no one of the ancients has
that has got some colour ingrained in it. For ever induced any one of the modems, or those
a mighty thing and an energetic is the discourse of the Peripatetic school, to turn to his way of
of man, and subtle with its sophisms, and quick thinking, and adopt his method of philosophiz-
to find its way into the ears, and mould the ing ; and, on the other hand, none of the rood-
mind, and impress us with what it conveys ; and eros has imposed his notions upon those of the
when once it has taken possession of us, it can ancient school. Nor, in short, has any one done
win us over to love it as truth ; and it holds its so with any other.s For it is not an easy thing
place within us even though it be false and de- to induce one to give up his own opinions, and
ceifful, overmastering us like some enchanter, accept those of others ; although these might,
and retaining as its champion the very man it perhaps, even be sentiments which, if he had
has deluded. And, on the other hand, the mind been led to credit them before he began to phi-

losophize, the man might at first have admired
t _v_, a.tm,_. Catmuhtmmarksthis as a phrase taken

fxzml law, lind _w,t _ _¢_:_iJalie_m a _i$ du_te$. .
• The text is, _ _t*t-_t. We t_tmderwtth Bengel The Iaatm i s [Tim ultimate subjugatiou of I.Atin theology b)rAristotelima phi.

int-_reter makes it = Rven thotm who frequent the temples do txot ] losophy, is a deplorable instance of what is here Mnted at, and what
¢ltma it c0mhittnt with ttBgkm to touch anything at all profmt¢. I ttippolyttm Immwotk_:l out, Compalm Col. iL 8.]
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and accepted with all readiness: as, while the more on the open plain,3 but is baffled in his
mind was not yet preoccupied, he might have purpose by the extent and thickness of the
directed his attention to that set of opinions, and wood. And turning in a variety of directions,
given them his approval, and on their behalf op- and lighting on various continuous paths within
posed himself to those which he holds at present, it, he pursues many a course, thinking that by
Such, at least, has been the kind of phflosophiz- some of them he will surely find his way out :
ing exhibited by our noble and most eloquent but they only lead him farther in, and in no way
and critical Greeks: for whatever any one of open up an exit for him, inasmuch as they are
these has lighted on at the outset, moved by all only paths within the forest itself; until at
some impulse or other, that alone he declares last the traveller, utterly worn out and exhausted,
to be truth, and holds that all else whmh is seeing that all the ways he had tried had proved
maintained by other philosophers is simply delu- only forest still, and despairing of finding any
sion and folly, though he himself does not more more his dwelling-place on earth, makes up his
satisfactorily establish his own positions by argn- mind to abide there, and establish his hearth, and
ment, than do all the others severally defend lay out for his use such free space as he can pre-
their peculiar tenets ; the man's object being pare in the wood itself. Or again, we might take
simply to be under no obligation to give up and the similitude of a labyrinth, which has but one
alter his opinions, whether by constraint or by apparent entrance, so that one suspects nothing
persuasion, while he has (if one mayspeak truth) artful from the outside, and goes within by the
nothing else but a kind of unreasoning impulse single door that shows itself; and then, after
towards these dogmas on the side of philosophy, advancing to the farthest interior, and viewing
and possesses no other criterion of what he im- the cunning spectacle, and examining the con-
agines to be true, than (let it not seem an struction so skilfully contrived, and full of pas-
incredible assertion) undistinguishing chance. _ sages, and laid out with unending paths leading
And as each one thus becomes attached to those inwards or outwards, he decides to go out again,
positions with which he has first fallen in, and is, but finds himself unable, and sees his exit com-
as it were, held in chains by them, he is no pletely intercepted by that inner construction
longer capable of giving attention to others, if which appeared such a triumph of cleverness.
he happens to have anything of his own to offer But, after all, there is neither any labyrinth so
on every subject with the demonstration of truth, inextricable and intricate, nor any forest so dense
and if he has the md of arg_]ment to show how and devious, nor any plain or swamp so difficult
false the tenets of his adversaries are ; for, help- for those to get out of, who have once got within
lessly and thoughtlessly and as if he looked for it, as is discussion, 4 at least as one may meet with
some happy contingency, he yields himself to it m the case of certain' of these philosophers.s
the reasonings that first take possession of him. 2 Wherefore, to secure us against falling into the
And such reasonings mislead those who accept unhappy experience of most, he did not intro-
them, not only in other matters, but above all, duce us to any one exclusive school of philoso-
in what is of greatest and most essenual conse- phy; nor did he judge it proper for us to go
quence -- in the knowledge of God and in piety, away with any single class of philosophical opin-
And yet men become bound by them in such a ions, but he introduced us to all, and determined
manner that no one can very easily release them. that we should be ignorant of no kind of Grecian
For they are like men caught in a swamp stretch- doctrine. 6 And he himself went on with us,
ing over some wide impassable plain, which, preparing the way before us, and leading us by
when they have once fallen into it, allows them the hand, as on a journey, whenever anything
neither to retrace their steps nor to cross it and tortuous and unsound and delusive came in our
effect their safety, but keeps them down in its way. And he helped us like a skilled expert
soil until they meet their end ; or they may be who has had long familiarity with such subjects,
compared to men in a deep, dense, and maiestlc and is not strange or inexperienced in anything
forest, into which the wayfarer enters, with the
idea, perchance, of finding his road out of it __s_,_-7_,. Simondus#_e,_roc,._,. R_m_,
again forthwith, and of taking his course once ,*_,,g _.o,,_,_,,-o _,,. _.g_t t_ke,,_,o,,,On,,,, -- c_nv-attvely = den_u_,fuJulua, regto *e_ha m_dta.

4 ^oyo_. . . , • .

_'_v:roo_,_-_ ¢_?_a_,a_ _=_ ra_-_a _6ygat*'_taAoyov_p_v" xM Bengel suggestsxs*=vr_v.
_o_.#xv _v.o_e_ _,OGv (t_n =ata_ol/ov d_re.Zv_) 0¢,_ .'_g_v _ _v I 6 [Beautiful testm_ony to the worth and chatact¢r of O.ng._a.!
¢t_0_'ov *'ugly. Voc_tus would read, ,r_¢ .r_ _k_Aoro4_/aa¢_ta_*_ ] After St. Bernard, who g/teuKAt he wa_. t__rtptural,bat was bt,in(htd
ca_ _-&_:_r_ Mi_'ne makes it=nul/a el crag al_ se_ten_i_ ] by the Dzct_tals (no fault ta A,m), F_ert_ure and tegtmony (as de-
(_e_m e_g dke_d_a) _ti,i crocus dle $timulu* qua ante #_tTo. fined to be the rule of faith by Temallma aM Vlnce_t) cemmd to gov.
$_#_i¢e stud£._ _n ista act.s era/#la_ita: negro alt'_dfudfciu_e ] ern in the W_t: and by ayllosqsra# (sen vol v. p. :oo) the _
eoru_.f gge _era 2#utaret (he mi_m git diet=) _dd fertu_.ae re- ] system was blllit uj_. This heCatl_ t_t cre_d of a .o_g C_Lt_h O_l-
_,_a,. Ben_l.wouldread._0_*_ .*,_.oye¢_,,.. . t=atto_createdat) .rent,all tl,e 4e._.m_o_otf_ff.c_ _.. p_ _ mad

• The text m,t=e, _o_ it0o_0_r_, e_wr_ Xnq_r_./_o_ ' x_ _t8¢- [ cte_i.. Thus the .R_. _thoh¢ _.hurch'_ (so _u_ w.lma ct_
_o_ tuc_ _'_p _ppaaov;*o;¢ w_tauX_#o_gtv _dcrbvX_totv. ated) ls a torte crt_g*on (of &.O. t_64) , tit oOc_ e_er _tz_.. _
_engel _ d_,/_X6taa_,m¢ _,,m.ov_ U:,_ _ur_'r_- [ i_g', which has the least clalm to anttqmty of troy t-imtctt Pttmtatilalg
t_a_. " " " I toApostolicon#a.]
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of the kind, and who therefore may remain safe !enunciated, He imparted to this man the gift of
in his own altitude, while he stretches forth his Iinvestigating and unfolding and explaining them :
hand to others, and effects their security too, as so that, if there chanced to be any one of obtuse
one drawing up the submerged. Thus did he and incredulous mind, or one again thirsting for

deal with us, selecting and setting before us all t instruction, he might learn from this man, and
that was useful and true in all the various phi- in some manner be constrained to understand
losophers, and putting aside all that was false, iand to decide for belief, and to follow God.
And this he did for us, both in other branches iThese things, moreover, as I judge, he gives
of man's knowledge, and most especially in all forth only and truly by participation in the Di-
that concerns piety, vine Spirit : for there is need of the same power

for those who prophesy and for those who hear
ARGUI_ XV._THE CASE OF DMNE I_TrERS• the prophets ; and no one can tightly hear a

ONLY COD AgD _IS r,gor-dgrs AgE TO _E prophet, unless the same Spirit who prophesies
ri_aD j_ TrmS_. THE I'ROPHm_ A.'_D THEm' bestows on him the capacity of apprehending His
auDrroR.s AREACiD ON BYTOE SAMEAVrtaTUS. Iwords• And this principle is expressed indeed
oRm_'s EXCm.t_r_CE I_ THE ttcrERPRZrATIO._ in the Holy Scriptures themselves, when it is said
or scmm_dm_, that only He who shutteth openeth, and no other
................ one whatever ; 3 and what is shut is opened when

them, not even though they were attested as , gr . g ........ _ a,. , - .. . . . ;ann mat noDlest or all enaowments ne nas nan
lnost wise Dy all men, out to aevote oursewes to bestowed u on him from heaven fat " h "_
God alone, and to the prophets And he him-i--" . . p .... , _ .he s out_....... - . . , .De an mteroreter ot the oracles ot t_,oa to men,
self became ttle interpreter oI tt_e prophets to i ..... " ' -- _ ...... c-^a

- - • - - . • . • iann mat ne might unuerstano me woms ot _,_,u,us, anti explalneo whatsoever was oarg or emg- _ .. _ _ .... . . . _.. . • .. _ .. _. ._ even as 1t kJoo, spaKe mere to him, ann mat ne
maucat in mem. for mere are many things or • . ................. _m_ght recount them to men in such wine as that
mat tuna m me sacrea woms ; annawnetner It be i the ma hear them with intelli enee s There
that God is pleased to hold communication with ',. Y . y ..... g. " , -

iore to us there was no mrnlaoen suoject ot
nmoetne_eSruch aa_ae_ a_nthdattnhevde/e_ne_OrdanmuanY_speech ;6 for there was no matter of knowledge

....... - _hidden or inaccessible to us, but we had it in

_hO_aw_lOUeivSrUyCt_iaSnmarnYc_res?r _tneotwhner_tat_Oreei _)oU;ePOWeart_ (leraer_ke_tYh kinidriLd,s:oUr_oef iboth
most clear and perspicuous, it seems obscure i. t.g_,.. _. , p ttp tlcal?- _ - , . • .. . . _Do n cuwne ann human ; anti we were permitted
:nnc__arav_e t_oU_' _hn°/a_av_tap°_ta_ze_ntr°_hrto'°_ !with all freedom to go round the whole circle of
-: ..... Y...... g .g knowledge, and investigate it, and satisfy our-

_la_eem_a_ as_._n_' c_nit°_tet_at ttl_tern°_eero_e selves with all kinds of doctrines, and enjoy the.............. isweets of intellect And whether it was some
woras really enlR'matlcaI, ne exDlalneo all such. i" . . . 7 .

.... _ ...... •.... ,. ' ancient system of truth, or whether it was some-
ann set tnem In the light, as Being ntmsett a j_ ............

• ,.. * ...... . _ • , [nll'lg one might otherwise name mat was oemre
sgmea anti most mscernmg nearer ot t_,o_a; or [us we had inh ....• • • , _m an apparatus ann a power at

ltf_rboew_atatn°renet_ef;hwerme_:o _ll)u'°btCl_i_b_ne I°n;e ad_:_abtloe a_edafUilln °_ri:hfe _°Stasbet_ffUal

tw°ih_r_hwohm°_°_eve°_a_smel_n_°fth:,pr, e,sent_nSiparadise to us, aft_ the similitude of the para_se

of whom I have heard by the report of others, i°f God, wherein we were not set indeed to till
- _ • .., . .. , . , . ,me sou oeneatn us, or to make ourselves gross

On_c_Os_e_:l?a_tleLtn_lcletoaneato_U_me°vU: Wclthui_inlY g?rmtUnr_,_/t_tal?nlygo e _n_tase .the
their meaning into his own mind, and to convey q , g s a njoy-
• ment, _ _antin, so to speak, some fair growths
R to others. For that Leader of all men, who ou ely p " g" .......
ins"ires _ God's dear ro hets and su e . rs es, or nawng them pmntea m us Dy the

p p. p , _. fig sts au Author of all things
their prophecies and their mystic ann neavemy
words,has honoured thisman as He would a _C,V'MEs'rXVL--ORgOORV L_'crs ms DEPART-
friend, and has constituted him an expositor of trgz u_rvr_.RA TagEgrOt.O CO_AmSOS ; raZES-
these same oracles ; and things of which He m-o IT TOADAM'SDEPARTUREOUT.OF PARADISI_
only gave a hint by others, He made matters of
full instruction by this man's instrumentality ; - _ -._ _ii.._; R_. i_.7- [_at_ _m a the S_ipc_m
and in things which He, who is worthy of all a t_ _i, _ _
trust, either enjoined in regal fashion, or simply _ _ ,.-.t siw ,_ S_o.,._,., withv._ md Sa,t_L

_Ba&a.,im.
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, t
TO THE PRODIGALSONS ABANrl)ONMENTOF HIS country far distant from his father ; and, living

FATHER'S HOUSFmAND TO THE DEI_RTATION OF it here in riot, he scattered his ancestral sub-
THE JEWS inTO _mVLO_. i stance, and utterly _ntsted it ; and at last, under

. . Ithe pressure of want, he hired himself as a swine-

Here, truly, is the paradise of comfort ; here herd ; and being driven to extremity by hunger,
are true gladness and pleasure, as we have en-
joyed them during this period which is now at i he longed to share the food given to the swine,
its end--no short space indeed in itself, and l but could not touch it. Thus did he pay the

yet all too short if this is reMly to be its conclu- i penalty of his dissolute life, when he had to ex-
sion, when we depart and leave this place behind i change his father's table, which was a princely

......... one, for something he had not looked forward
us. pot I Know not what has possesses me, or _. ., . . . . . -- .

.... ... - - - - • to--me sustenanceotswlneanoserts. &howe
what ortence has oeen commttte(1 oy me, tlaat i _ ........
" '" ow be -nan - awa- that I should no_ ! also seem to nave some SUCh fortune oetore us,

a . -- , ' . " ;. . ' .
Y_oa:!k.n_m°Sk:::! s_ca_anr_a:is_ ulmdt_ °!_!!:_Un!:Pr_°i_:tPa_atl_a__ihtbegnn

" " "" li" -- w " "ut a "listener :nevertheless going away leaving beh" d •exce|tent mtgnt mv le oe, ere t o i • ,. . . . _ ' . . .. a
- is noble anti Gear wtth you anti oesloe you, ann

to the addresses of my teacher, and silent my- .. .
self ! Would that even now I could have learned ta_.m.g m exchange only what is inferior. For
to be mute and speechless, rather than to present all things melancholy will now meet us in suc-
this new spectacle of making the teacher the cession,-- tumult and confusion instead of peace,
hearer t For what concern had I with such a and an unregulated life instead of one of tran-

harangue as this ? and what obligation was there quillity and harmony, and a hard bondage, and

upon me to make such an ,address, when it be- the slavery of market-places, and lawsuits, and
came me not to depart, but to cleave fast to the crowds, instead of this freedom ; and neither

pleasure nor any sort of leisure shall remain to
place? But these things seem like the transgres-
sions that sprung from the pristine deceit, and us for the pursuit of nobler objects. Neither
the penalties of these primeval offences still await shM1 we have to speak of the words of inspira-
me here. Do I not appear to myself to be dis- tion, but we shMl have to speak of the works of
obedient ' in daring thus to overpass the words men, _ a thing which has been deemed simply a
of God, when I ought to abide in them, and bane by the prophet, * _and in our case, indeed,

hold by them? And in that I withdraw, I ,ee _°_t of _liaCkeedofa_n. a2dndatr_ly2e:h;_ehaVef
from this blessed life, even as the primevM man...g , P,. . .Y ..........
fled from the face of God and I return to the _the ctear ngnt ann gnet msteaa ot me testtve

• ' ....... assembly ; and in place of a fatherland, a hostile
soil from which I was taken, lnerelore snau t - .............
have to eat of the soil all the da ,s of m life country will receive us, m wmcn I sna, nave no

... ): - Y libertv to sing my sacred song, 3 for how could
there, and I shall have to till the soil _ tl_e very.. -.. y ........

Which produces thorns and thistles for me, _ne soourncr._ nave ,,J ,_-_,,,_,,,,,_,_,,.,.,,-,,'t'_mg:t_)-n-a--lan_'str-ang_e_t_°imY_s°u_l'2n_n2_
soil

that is to say, pains and reproachful anxieties_ .. ,.J.. ", v - ,_n,rn u_vv .

set loose as I shall be from cares that are good i t_oc1 _. tmtonlyotOnWe._ePe,_, ,,,,,,,_,_,_,,,_._ -0._. a_th.ing..!_e_e,
and noble. And what I left behind me before, [ ......... _5 .... ,

_r°othath_chn_carr_tUman d _o0 mthesomi_oa_n rl:la_eore' t_etaeeVemn :en:toSnncaHasl_s_d ny _';:_ d_ereaaed
' Y .... ",cit,, in which the worship of God was observed,

ships here below, and to my rather s nouse _ _,' ............

leaving the good soil, where of old I knew not l an_ a_oa_o_eL away_tsfl_nina_nn_ouO_:_,smgec_
that the good fatherland lay; leaving also the P. P2 ' - ........

relations in whom at a later period I began to I_'i_s.lS_lYeln°the_n_rle t l_len_nae_e_nthtl_:l]eaS_l,C_
recognise the true kinsmen of my soul, and the . "', . _ .......

him who i_ in truth our father, in! sm_ meu v,ne _o.g,u.-__,,ot'usea"e-ve_niwn-en--as-g--e_vy:n"e_r" conqu_o_.to.,..v'''_"_house, too, of

which the father abides, and is piously honoured g ..... g. , v __ ....... "2_
- - - " " _ _ir- country, ann nung meir harps on me wauuw-ucc_,arm revereo oy me genuine sons, wnose u e _ - " "" " " _" ' - *i'- ....

................. tot Mike ann wept oy me rivers ot thaoylon. _ g¢ oneat also Is to aDl_ae thereto, tsut I, uesut e _ _ . .. _ ,t _ t_ __ t __
" ' " rom of these I verily seem to myseu to oe, as _ ataof all metv and worthiness, am eomg forth f_ ............. .._ _.__.t

the number of these, and am_turning back to cast torm trom taus ctty, atta trom tags t,_t_u
what is behind, and am retracing my steps. It
is recorded that a certain son, receiving fitom his _. to yr.._ii.
father the portion of goods that fell to him pro- , P,, ¢._.il.

•, gmp _xlv., _x_. - .... ofR_.
portionately with the other heir, his brother, de- , _..oT_, u,_ _at_#.._*_ .m_T_7__,=2T?*_,,_- trot
parted, by his own determination, into a strange _, _a, ,_to,____....,_ s,_e, ri,,_,.,-.,, mk.Lt_"t°¢,,_ ,,_word_,*_t_,,a_.__ vtov-- .... from

t/ta.._,7,_.. Beag_ amt _ wad d_r.ad_h,,withdraw, d_, 6i_Xa_*a_,axaispin, _.¢ _h, _ _*_,_,
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fatherland of mine, where both by day and by Ibringing with us the fruits and handfuls yielded
night the holy laws are declared, and hymns and Iby these seeds, far from perfect truly, for how :_

songs and spiritual words are heard ; where also [ could they be so >. but still such as a life silent_ ,o
there is perpetual sunlight ; where by day in in civil business 4 makes it possible for us to rear,
waking vision' we have access to the mysteries though marred indeed by a kind of faculty that ._
of God, and by night in dreams 2 we are still oc- is either unapt to bear fruit altogether, or prone
cupied with what the soul has seen and handled to bear bad fruit, but which, I trust, is one not
in the day; and where, in short, the inspiration destined to be further misused by us, if God
of divine things prevails over all continually, grants us grace.S
From this city, I say, I am cast forth, and borne
captive to a strange land, where I shall have no ARGUMENTxvm.- PERORATION,ANDAPOLOGYFOR
power to pipe: 3 for, hke these men of old, I THE ORATION. :
shall have to hang my instrument on the willows,
and the rivers shall be my place of sojourn, and Wherefore let me now have done with this
I shall have to work in mud, and shall have no address, which I have had the boldness to deliver
heart to sing hymns, even though I remember in a presence wherein boldness least became me.
them ; yea, it may be that, through constant oc- Yet this address is one which, I think, has aimed
cupation with other subjects, I shall forget even heartily at signifying our thanks to the best of
them, like one spoiled of memory itself. And our ability,--for though we have had nothing to
would that, in going away, I only went away say worthy of the subject, we could not be alto-
against my will, as a captive is wont to do ; but gether silent,-- and one, too, which has gwen
I go away also of my own will, and not by con- expression to our regrets, as those are wont to
straint of another ; and by my own act I am dis- do who go abroad in separation from friends.
possessed of this city, when it is in my option And whether this speech of mine may not have
to remain in it. Perchance, too, in leaving this contained things puerile ar bordering on flattery, :
place, I may be going to prosecute no safe jour- or things offending by excess of simplicity on
hey, as it sometimes fares with one who quits the one hand, or of elaboration on the other, I
some safe and peaceful city ; and it is indeed know not. Of this, however, I am clearly con-
but too likely that, in journeying, I may fall into scions, that at least there is in it nothing unreal,
the hands of robbers, and be taken prisoner, and but all that is true and genuine, in sincerity of
be stripped and wounded with many strokes, and opinion, and in purity and integrity of judgment.
be cast forth to lie half-dead somewhere.

ARGUMENT XIX. _ APOSTROPHE TO ORIGEN, AND

PARGUMENT XVII. _ GREGORY CONSOLES HIMSELF. THEREWITH THE LEAVE-TAKING, AND THE URGENT
Lrl_ERANCE OF PRAYER.

But why should I utter such lamentations ?
There lives still the Saviour of all men, even of But, O dear soul, arise thou and offer prayer,
the half-dead and the despoiled, the Protector and now dismiss us ; and as by thy holy instruc-
and Physician for all, the Word, that sleepless tions thou hast been our rescuer when we enjoyed
Keeper of all. We have also seeds of truth thy fellowship, so save us still by thy prayers in
which thou hast made us know as our posses- our separation. Commend us and set us con-
sion, and all that we have received from thee,-- stantly 6 before thee in prayer. Or rather com-
those noble deposits of instruction, with which mend us continually to that God who brought
we take our course ; and though we weep, indeed, us to thee, giving thanks for all that has been
as those who go forth from home, we yet carry granted us in the past, and imploring Him still
those seeds with us. It may be, then, that the to lead us by the hand in the future, and to stand
Keeper who presides over us will bear us in ever by us, filling our mind with the understand-
safety through all that shall befall us; and it ing of His precepts, inspiring us with the godly
may be that we shall come yet again to thee, fear of Himself, and vouchsafing us hencefor-

iward His choicest guidance3 For when we are
t "n_ mai,, ..a _ _ _...s_ _., ._ _,,_._,/t_ _.v igone from thee, we shall not have the same lib-

aa_, .,a t,p._, _ _x_ ,ate _,._-,_i.,_ _-x._6,-_. _ iert7 tOT obeying 1-11mas was ours when we were
Fa, pe4es _nr_ for _ep, so as to keep the antithesk between _,_¢ _ _
uwtt# and mmv_ _nt_-ra_rla,_; and taking _gi_ and _ as
temporal ge_itlve_, l_ mders the whole thus: c_m i_ed_,_er 4 [He was still proposing for hlra_l_ a life of worldly occupatlom
_i_, dt_i_i_ d#r_t_ _._'ame_tis: et _ e_m _'e_._m, Here turn to Ortgen's ccounsel,_a sort cAer_plyto thlsOrauon,--voL
_ta¢ v_lega_ _ d_e al_e t_trat a_i_a, ima_ff_ dtt,_et_am_r i iv. p. 393, and Cave's Live$_ etc., vo]. i. p. 4oo.]

[" lndr_l_i_llg_Tlewthe gige_,'egc.--WILLIAMCROSW_LL_ [ $ The text ir_ _te_Oetpl,t_ev_ _ I"_ _nJ_alzet__ _e_p,_ _ e¢o._o-
='_X_,'. _ Jews h_l. the harp, and.so the word _'_*,v is ] ,td4va_ v,lli, _ _.wl:_'.t,o_Oa_o'qcro#_,v_ _ _'ap'_.v, etc. Beng¢l

used of them m the p_e_ling; But he_.,.m s.peaking cff himself, I reads ;t_ _ for _,_v v-t},and takes ;t_ _ as _ffittttm=m tw.

Gregowadop_thgt_tmo_et_tv,_tfb_iq_idemca_e_e. Ben-] _ _a,oc_,_l_m;ta_.5a._t,vdleoo. • ....su_ that the _rb ts da_. Sed m order _ convey the zd_, I. , o,l_XXo_r,t _._,_ _v #_w _ _o_, _,,_y_ _._*-ro_

tare ofjo_ _e]UIE,_reEorf _red he wo_d _ b_ unable to | d_ot_m_ _ltts g_morcm mum, _'mum,_da_o_'um t;nmz_.
playevenouthoaeo_a _tm_d tone,--[or ra anment times tl_]te.s.=and inspiri_ with the godly fear of Himadf as ottr chotcest
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with thee.' Pray, therefore, that some encour- we lose thy presence, and that He may send us a
agement may be conveyed to us from Him when good conductor, some angel to be our comrade

_ ]on the way. And entreat Him also to turn our
• o6 V,_p iv _-__e*& ¢r_ _ge_,ae0_ _al _v'r_ _sr_ucod_reaevI ¢-r,,1_,_ trr_r that i_ ,ha nna thlnt_ whlrh ahav_

•t_)T_. Bengel paraph_ it thus: _ac h6ergage quar tec_m est | _'_'_, "'_.*. --_-- _ ='*..... " ...... a "'"_** .....
care6odlgressu$; quare verear ut Deo_asg_ac_aream, n: t:mere[ all else will etlectuallv comfort us and brin_ us
8altcm raunttua fuera. [He may probably have been only a cage- | t _ - .L • " '
ok=men at th_ period. This peroration favours the sttsplcion.] | DaCK gO mee again.

ELUCIDATION.

NEAL_,in his valuable work,' does full justice to Dionysius, whose life is twinned with Grego-
ry's ; but he seems to me most unaccountably to slight the truly great and commanding genius
of Gregory. I take opportunity, then, to direct attention to Neale's candid, and, on the whole,
favourable view of Origen; but it grieves me whenever I see in critics a manifest inability to _oul
themselves &ackinto the _mes of which they write, as I think is the case, not infrequently, even
with Dr. Neale. The figure of this grand ornament of the mighty patriarchate and school of
Alexandria is colossal? His genius is Titanic, and has left all Christendom profoundly his
debtor to this day-,by the variety of his work and the versat_lty of his speech and pen. Doubt-
less the youthful Gregory's panegyric does contain, as he himself suggests, much that is "puerile
or bordering on flattery ;" but, as he protests with transparent truthfulness, "there is nothing in it
unreal." It shines with "sincerity of thought and integrity of judgment." And as such, what a
portrait it presents us of the love and patient effort of this hfelong confessor ! Let me commend
this example to professors of theology generally. All can learn from it the power of sweetness
and love, united with holiness of purpose, to stamp the minds and the characters of youth with the
divine "image and superscription."

But, as to the sharpness of modern censures upon Origen's conspicuous faults, I must suggest
three important considerations, which should be applied to all the Ante-Nicene doctors : (z) How
could they who were working out the formulas"of orthodoxy, be expected to use phrases with the
skill and precision which became necessary only after the great Synodical period had embodied
them in clear, dogmatic statements? (2) How could the active intellect of an Origen have
failed to make great mistakes in such an immensity of labours and such a variety of works ? (3)
If, in our own day, we indulge speculative minds in large liberties so long as they never make
shipwreck of the faith, how much more should we deem them excusable who were unable to con-
sult libraries of well-digested thought, and to employ, as we do, the accumulated wealth of fifty
generations of believers, whenever we are called to the solemn responsibility of impressing our
convictions upon others ? The conclusion of Dr. Neale's review of Origen balances the praise
and blame accorded to him by those nearest to his times ; 3 but let us reflect upon the painful con-
fliets of those times, and upon the pressure under which, to justify their own positions, they were
often forced to object to any error glorified by even the apparent patronage of Origen.

t Tke Pagriarchage of Alea;andria, London, x847.
a The ultunat_ influence ¢ffthe school itself, Neale pronounces "an enigma" (rot. i. p. 38). a Vol. i. p. 33-



PARTII.-DUBIOUS OR SPURIOUSWRITINGS.

A SECTIONAL CONFESSION OF FAITH.'

I. hold not the doctrine of the Trinity according

MOST hostile and alien to the Apostolic Con- to truth, as a relation consisting of three per-
fession are those who speak of the Son as sons, but impiously conceive it as implying a
assumed to Himself by the Father out of noth- triple being in a unity (Monad), formed in the
ing, and from an emanational origin ; 2 and those way of synthesis,* and think that the Son is the
who hold the same sentiments with respect to wisdom in God, in the same manner as the human
the Holy Spirit ; those who say that the Son is wisdom subsists in man whereby the man is wise,
constituted divine by gift and grace, and that and represent the Word as being simply like the
the Holy Spirit is made holy ; those who regard word which we utter or conceive, without any
the name of the Son as one common to servants, hypostasis whatever.
and assert that thus He is the first-born of the II.

creature, as becoming, like the creature, existent i But the Church's Confession, and the Creed
out of non-existence, and as being first made, that brings salvation to the world, is that which
and who refuse to admit that He is the only- deals wlth the incarnation of the Word, and
begotten Son, -- the only One that the Father bears that He gave Himself over to the flesh of
has, and that He has given Himself to be reck- man which He acquired of Mary, while yet He
oned in the number of mortals, and is thus conserved His own identity, and sustained no
reckoned first-born ; those who circumscribe the divine transposition or mutation, but was brought
generation of the Son by the Father with a into conjunction with the flesh after the mmlli-
measured interval after the fashion of man, and tude of man ; so that the flesh was made one
refuse to acknowledge that the mon of the Be- with the divinity, the divinity having assumed
getter and that of the Begotten are without the capacity of receiving the flesh in the fulfill-
beginning; those who introduce three separate ing of the mystery. And after the dissolution
and diverse systems of divine worship,3 whereas of death there remained to the holy flesh a per-
there is but one form of legitimate service which petual impassibility and a changeless immor-
we have received of old from the law and the tality, man's original glory being taken up into it
prophets, and which has been confirmed by the again by the power of the divinity, and .bein.g
Lord and preached by the apostles. Nor less ministered then to all men by the appropriation
alienated from the true confession are those who of faith.s

HI,

Par_._'Edited,662,intoLatlnfoL;gtvea_bYG_rardtminGreekV°SsinS'fromtheCo_xOP#'Greg.VaficammTka*m,byIf, then, there are any here, too, who falsify
Cardinal M_, Script. Vet., vii. p. t7o. Vo_ins has the following the holy faith, either by attributing to the divinity
argument: Tlus is a second Confess/on of Faith, and one widely
different from the former, winch this great Gregory of ours recetved as its own what belongs to the humanity -- pro-
by revelation. This seems, however, to be deslgtmt_l an _,$*¢,, _* gressions,6 and passions, and a glory comingx_t._._ipo_ *ri_r_, eith_" becauae it records and e.xpoun_, the mat-
_r_of tl_ f_th o.ly i=m,-t, or_ th*Creed_ e_p._n_ m ,t with accession 7 -- or by separating from the
6y ,_r/a. The Jesuh _ Franc. Torr_-n__ (the interpreter divinity the progressive and passible body, as ifscholmst of this $_o'_)- has, however, rendered t._ phrase
,e,i _*po¢ *naY,C.b_l tim _ fie* _= .._trsa $¢d t* _artt. subsisted of itself apart, -- these persons also are
A_d het_ we hav_ aj_l_._ _ =ni_ersa sed i_ gaffe, according to
htm,--a creed not 6_1 the dogtmm of the CImrch, but only of mine,

ia _on to the heretics who deny them. [The t_erter,vi_-w.]• + *_ _ov_, _ =o,_,o_v _0_ =_/_ _O_v_v.
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outside the confession of the Church and of idle,4 and will e.hange the Lord's order into set-
salvation. No one, therefore, can know God vitude. For the slave is one altogether under
unless he apprehends the Son ; for the Son is command, and the created is not competent to
the wisdom by whose instrumentahty all things create ; for to suppose that what is itself created
have been created ; and these created objects may in like manner create other things, would
declare this wisdom, and God is recognised in imply that it has ceased to be like the creature, s
the wisdom. But the wisdom of God is not
anything similar to the wisdom which man pos- v.

sesses, but it is the perfect wisdom which pro- Again, when one speaks of the Holy Spirit as
ceeds from the perfect God, and abides for an object made holy,6 he will no longer be able
ever, not like the thought of man, which passes to apprehend all things as being sanctified in
from him in the word that isspoken and (straight- (the) Spirit. For he who has sanctified one,
way) ceases to be. Wherefore it is not wisdom sanctifies all things. That man,-consequently,
only, but also God ; nor is it Word only, but belies the fountain of sanctification, the Holy
also Son. And whether, then, one discerns God Spirit, who denudes Him of the power of sane-
through creation, or is taught to know Him by tifying, and he will thus be precluded from num-
the Holy Scriptures, it is impossible either to bering Him with the Father and" the Son; he
apprehend Him or to learn of Him apart from makes nought, too, of the holy (ordinance of)
His wisdom. And he who calls upon GOd baptism, and will no more be able to aeknowl-
rightly, calls on Him through the Son ;.and he edge the holy and august Trinity.7 For either
who approaches Him in a true fellowship, comes we must apprehend the perfect Trinity 7 in its
to Him through Christ. Moreover, the Son natural and genuine glory, or we shall be
Himself cannot be approached apart from the under the necessity of speaking no more of a
Spirit. For the Spirit is both the life and the Trinity, but only of a Unity; s or else, not
holy formation of all things ; * and God send- numbering9 created objects with the Creator,
ing forth this Spirit through the Son makes the nor the creatures with the Lord of all, we must
creature 2 like Himself. also not number what is sanctified with what

sanctifies; even as no object that is made can
iv. be numbered with the Tnnity, but in the name

One therefore is God the Father, one the of the Holy Trinity baptism and invocation and
Word, one the Spirit, the life, the sanctification worship are administered. For if there are three
of all. And neither is there another God as several glories, there must also be three several
Father,3 nor is there another Son as Word of forms of cultus with those who impiously woro
God, nor is there another Spirit as quickening ship the creature ; for if there is a distinction in
and sanctifying. Further, although the saints the nature of the objects worshipped, there ought
are called both gods, and sons, and spirits, they to be also with these men a distinction in the
are neither filled with the Spirit, nor are made nature of the worship offered. What is recent _o
like the Son and God. And if, then, any one surely is not to be worshipped along with what
makes this affirmatmn, that the Son is God, sire- is eternal ; for the recent comprehends all that
ply as being Himself filled with divimty, and has had a beginning, while mighty and measure-
not as being generated of divinity, he has belied less is He who is before the ages. He, there-
the Word, he has belied the Wisdom, he has fore, who supposes some beginning of times in
lost the knowledge of God ; he has fallen away the life of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, there-
into the worship of the creature, he "has taken with also cuts off any possibility of numbering
up the impiety of the Greeks, to that he has the Son and the Spirit with the Father. For as
gone back; and he has become a follower of we acknowledge the glory to be one, so ought
the unbelief of the Jews, who, supposing the we also to acknowledge the substance in the
Word of God to be but a human son, have re- Godhead to be one, and one also the eternity
fused to accept Him as God, and have declined of the Trinity.
to acknowledge Him as the Son of GOd. But w.
it is impious to think of the Word of God as Moreover, the capital element of our salvation
merely human, and to think of the works which is the incarnation of the Word. We believe,
are done by Him as abiding, while He abides
not Himself. And if any one says that the .
Christ works all things only as commanded by _ _'_ _ ia_ _ t_,_.t_., .o,._ _,_,,_ ,_
the Word. he will both make the Word of God _,_t,_, _,_ _-¥_ _*o_, _" .,__- _ #_,_-." ttbrb _r/oT/_ O,Att,

6

s qu t_tv. 9 o'uz,epcSg;_,.



4 2 A SECTIONAL CONFESSION OF FAITH.

therefore, that it was without any change in the was God ;" ,s and there is a divinity present ac-
Divinity that the maarnation of the Word took cording to nature m the Spirit--to wit, what
place with a view to the renewal of humanity, subsists as the Spirit of God--according to
For there took place neither mutation nor trans- Paul's statement, "Ye are the temple of God,
position, nor any circumscription in will,' as re- and the Spirit of God dwelleth in you." ,4
gards the holy energy* of God ; but while that
remained in itself the same, it also effected the VlU.

work of the incarnation with a view to the salva- Now the person in each declares the inde-
tion of the world : and the Word of God, hying s pendent being and subsistenceJS But divinity is
on earth after man's fashion, maintained likewise the property of the Father ; and whenever the
in all the divine presende, fulfilling all things, and divlmty of these three is spoken of as one, testi-
being united 4 properly and individually with mony is borne that the property ,6 of the Father
flesh ; and while the sensibilities proper to the belongs also to the Son and the Spirit: where-
flesh were there, the divine energy maintained fore, if the divinity may be spoken of as one in
the impassibility proper to itself. Impious, there- three persons, the trimty _s estabhshed, and the
fore, is the man who introduces the passibil,ty s unity is not dissevered ; and the oneness which
into the energy. For the Lord of glory ap- is naturally the Father's is also acknowledged to
peared in fashion as a man when He undertook be the Son's and the Spmt's. If one, however,
the economy6 upon the earth ; and He fulfilled speaks of one person as he may speak of one
the law for men by His deeds, and by His suf- divimty, it cannot be that the two in the one are
ferings He did away with man's sufferings, and as one.'z For Paul addresses the Father as one
by His death He abolished death, and by his in respect of divinity, and speaks of the Son as
resurrection He brought life to light ; and now one in respect of lordship : "There is one God
we look for His appearing from heaven in glory the Father, of whom are all things, and we for
for the hfe and judgment of all, when the resur- Him ; and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are
rection of the dead shall take place, to the end all things, and we by Him." ,8 Wherefore if
that recompense may be made to all according there is one God, and one Lord, and at the
to their desert, same time one person as one divinity in one lord-

vu. ship,'9 how can credit be given to (this dtstlnc-
But some treat the Holy Trinity z in an awful tion m) the words "of whom " and "by whom,"

manner, when they confidently assert that there as has been said before ? We speak, accordingly,
are not three persons, and introduce (the idea not as if we separated the lordship from the
of) a person devoid of subsistence, s Where- divinity, nor as estranging the one from the other,
fore we clear ourselves of Sabellius, who says but as unifying them in the way warranted by
that the Father and the Son are the same. For actual fact and truth ; and we call the Son God
he holds that the Father is He who speaks, and with the property of the Father, *° as being His
that the Son _s the Word that abides in the image and offspring ; and we call the Father
Father, and becomes manifest at the time of Lord, addressing Him by the name of the One
the creation,9 and thereafter reverts to God on Lord, as being His Origin and Begettor.
the fulfilling of all things. The same affirmation
he makes also of the Spirit. We forswear this, _ IX.
because we believe that three persons- namely, [ ........
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit-- are declarea" to 1he. same posmon we. noia. respecting the

.............. Sprat, who has that umty with the Son whichvossess me one oouneao : Ior me one O-lVlnlrg . _ . . _ . ,,,, , , _

-- w " • - "me _on has witla the rather wneretore let thesho mg itself forth according to nature in the ...... " ....
,1-' '- ,o .......... tnypostams at the Father be dlscnmmatefl oylrimtv establiSheS me oneness at me nature : I ............

" • • • - " the appellation at God ; but let not the _on deand thus there is a (dlvmltv that is the) Dronertvof ] ..............
" " ,,"" __': _ I cut on tram this appeuanon, ior r-ie is ox t,ofl.the Father, according to the word, The.c ,_ t,,,c ..........

•-.__ ...... , _' .......... t&gain, let the person at the _on also De aiscrimi-t.joLt tile ratner ; ann mere is a fllVlnltV he- [ _ , . ,, .. . . . , ,
., __ ,, ._ ,_ ... ._ ,,,_, ;.. _ inaten ov the anr)ellatlon o! J._oro ; amy let notreoamry in [De _on, as ll; lS writ:ten, tile word ] _ . . _. '-'- ..... .

- I_Oa De dissociated tram that, /or tie is Lora as
ibelng the Father of the Lord. And as it is

z w,p.,x,,._,_¢_ _,_,. proper to the Son to exercise lordship, for Hes _val, tev.
3 1roArv'evo'_/_cvo_.
4 _eKp_l_evo_.
S _'b =dOo_. t3 John I. x.
6 Meaning here the whole work and business _" the tncarnaUon, x4 1[Car. ill. 6.

and the redemption through the flesh. _ MtOuL ts ,.b elvffi, _ti..rb =02 bSeo'rKva* 8_AoL
Tans. tb By the t&o_l"_ ro_ narpo_ ts meant here the divinity belong-

S _.v_s'6o"raeov. ing t to the Father --Mmstt.

_z x C.or. viii. 6. t9 _O" o #e6rn, u,a,; _vpt6.r'_ra_.
Im railway" ao ¢_ d_ttrt ¢0_ lla_,
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it is that made (all things) by Himself, and now me witness in the Holy Ghost."" And again :
rules the things that were made, while at the "Now the God of hope fill you with all joy and
same time the Father has a prior possession of peace in believing, that ye may abound in hope,
that property, inasmuch as He is the Father of by the power of the Holy Ghost." '*
Him who is Lord ; so we speak of the Trinity
as One God, and yet not as if we made the one xL

by a synthesis of three : for the subsistence that And again, writing to those same Romans, he
is constituted by synthesis is something altogether says : "But I have written the more boldly
partitive and imperfect.' But just as the desig- unto you m some sort, as putting you in mind,
nation Father is the expression of originahty becaus e of the grace that is given to me of God,
and generation, so the designation Son is the that I should be the minister of Jesus Christ to
expression of the image and offspring of the the Gentiles, ministering the Gospel of God,
Father. Hence, if one were to ask how there
is but One God, if there is also a God of God, that the offering up of the Gentiles might be• acceptable, being sanctified by the Holy Ghost.
we would reply that that is a term proper to the I have therefore whereof I may glory through
idea of original causation, 2 so far as the Father
is the one First Cause. s And if one were also Jesus Christ in those things which pertain toGod. For I dare not to speak of any of those
to put the question, how there is but One Lord, things which Christ hath not wrought by me, 's to
if the Father also is Lord, we might answer that
again by saying that He is so m so far as He is imake the Gentiles obedient, by word and deed,
the Father of the Lord ; and this difficulty shall ]through mighty signs and wonders, by the power
meet us no longer, of the Holy Sprat." ,4 And again : " Now I

x. ibeseech you, brethren, for our Lord Jesus Christ'ssake, and by the love of the Spirit." ,s And
And again, if the impious say, How will there these things, indeed, are written in the Epistle

not be three Gods and three Persons, on the to the Romans. '6
supposition that they have one and the same I xII.
divlnity?--we shall reply: Just because God is Again, in the Epistle to the Corinthians he
the Cause and Father of the Son ; and this Son says : "For my speech and my preaching was
is the image and offspring of the Father, and not not in the enticing words of man's wisdom, but
His brother; and the Spirit m like manner is in demonstration of the Spirit and of power;
the Spirit of God, as it is written, " God is a that your faith should not stand in the wisdom
Spirit." 4 And in earlier times we have this dec- of men, but in the power of God." ,7 And
laration from the prophet David : " By the word again he says : " As it is written, Eye hath not
of the Lord were the heavens stablished, and all seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into
the power of them by the breath (spirit) of His the heart of man, the things which God hath
mouth." s And m the beginning of the book of prepared for them that love Him. But God
the creation 0 it is written thus : "And the Sprat hath revealed them unto us by His Spirit : for
of God moved upon the face of the waters." _ the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the deep
And Paul in his Epistle to the Romans says: things of God. For what man knoweth the
*' But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, things of a man, save the spirit of man which is
if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you. ''8 in him? Even so the things of God knoweth
And again he says : "But if the Spirit of Him no man, but the Spirit of God." ,s And again
that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, he says : "But the natural man receiveth not the
He that raised up Christ from the dead shall things of the Spirit of God." _9
also quicken your mortal bodies by His Spirit
that dwelleth in you." 9 And again : "As many xm.
as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the
sons of God. For ye have not received the Seest thou that all through Scripture the Spirit
spirit of bondage again to fear ; but ye have re- is preached, and yet nowhere named a creature?
ceived the Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry,
Abba, Father." ,o And again : " I say the truth tt Rom.ix. ,.xa Rom. xv. r 3.
in Christ, I lie not, my conscience also bearing ,3rA _eren_ to hi, c_*_,, _rha_, recora_in _ Cot.x. :a"

t6. Compare Rom. xv. _>. The canonmts erect the discn 'm_tion
between Orders and Missqen upon these texts and (Acts xm, 2,3_

x _t_pe_y4p ,g=oa,&_ ¢b o'u_0_ret_ b_kc*'_pevor, etc.) Gal. ii 8, 9. See vol. i p. 495, note 3 ]
2 JOTS,• x* Rom. xv tS-t 9. [Concerning which renmrkable img_ge, see
a _tpX_. vol. v. p. 409. F_,lucldatJofiI. l
a John iv. _-4. xs Rom xv. 3o.

Ps. xxxill. 6. t6 lit ts evident that St. Paul founded the Church at Rome. St.
b Koo'/_ottott_g, Peter _see note t3, supra) could only have come to Rome to look after

Geu i. a { the Jewish disciples there, l_lucidation, p. 47, dnfra.]
, x_ x (2or, l..t.4, 5.

S Rom. viii. 9- ] zs x C,or, _. 9-ZX.9 Rom. vhL zz.
1o RoI_ viii. t4, x_. | t9 Z _0¢, IL 14,
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And what can the impious have to say if the God, possessing of nature the Father's divinity,
Lord sends forth His disciples to baptize in the --that is to say, being the same in substance
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of with the Father _s and one Holy Spirit, who by
the Holy Spirit ?, Without contradiction, that nature and in truth sanctifies all, and makes di-
implies a communion and unity between them vine, as being of the substance of GodP Those
according to which there are neither three divini- who speak either of the Son or of the Holy
ties nor (three) lordships ; but, while there Spirit as a creature we anathematize. All other
remain truly and certainly the three persons, the things we hold to be objects made, and in sub-
real unity of the three must be acknowledged, jection, '° created by God through the Son, (and)
And in this way proper credit will be given to sanctified in the Holy Spirit. Further, we ac-
the sending and the being sent 2 (in the God- knowledge that the Son of God was made a Son
head), according to which the Father hath sent of man, having taken to Himself the flesh from
forth the Son, and the Son in like manner sends the Virgin Mary, not in name, but in reality;
forth the Spirit. For one of the persons surely and that He is both the perfect Son of God, and
could not (be said to) send Himself; and one the (perfect) Son of man,--that the Person is
could not speak of the Father as incarnate, but one, and that there is one worship xzfor the
For the articles of our faith will not concur with Word and the flesh that He assumed. And we
the vicious tenets of the heresies ; and it is right anathematize those who constitute different wor-
that our conceptions should follow the inspired ships, one for the divine and another for the
and apostolic doctrines, and not that our impo- human, and who worship the man born of Mary
tent fancies should coerce the articles of our as though He were another than the God of
divine faith. God. For we know that "in the beginning was

xtv. the Word, and the Word was with God, and the

But if they say, How can there be three Per- Word was God." ,2 And we worship Him who
sons, and how but one Divinity ?--we shall was made man on account of our salvation, not
make this reply : That there are indeed three indeed as made perfectly like in the hke body,,3
persons, inasmuch as there is one person of God but as the Lord who has taken to Himself the
the Father, and one of the Lord the Son, and form of the servant. We acknowledge the pas-
one of the Holy Spirit ; and yet that there is but sion of the Lord in the flesh, the resurrection
one divinity, inasmuch as the Son is the Image in the power of His divinity, the ascension to
of God the Father, who is One, -- that is, He is heaven, and His glorious appearing when He
God of God ; and in like manner the Spirit is comes for the judgment of the living and the
called the Spint of God, and that, too, of nature dead, and for the eternal life of the saints.
according to the very substance,3 and not accord-
Lag to simple participation of God. And there xvT.
is one substance 4 in the Trimty, which does not And since some have given us trouble by at-
subsist also in the case of objects that are made ; tempting to subvert our faith in our Lord Jesus
for there is not one substance in God and in the [Chrmt, and by affirming of Him that He was
things that are made, because none of these is not God incarnated, but a man linked with God ;
in substance God. Nor, indeed, is the Lord for this reason we present our confession on the
one of these according to substance, but there subject of the afore-mentioned matters of faith,
is one Lord the Son, and one Holy Spirit; and and reject the faithless dogmas opposed thereto.
we speak also of one Divinity, and one Lord- For God, having been incarnated in the flesh of
ship, and one Sanctity in the Trinity; because man, retains also His proper energy pure, pos-
the Father is the Cause s of the Lord, having sessing a mind unsubjected by the natural _4and
begotten Him eternally, and the Lord is the fleshly affections, and holding the flesh and the
Prototype 6 of the Spirit. For thus the Father fleshly motions divinely and sinlessly, and not
is Lord, and the Son also is God ; and of GOd only unmastered by the power of death, but
it is said that "God is a Spirit." 7 even destroying death. And it is the true God

unincarnate that has appeared incarnate, the per-
xv. fect One with the genuine and divine perfection ;

We therefore acknowledge one true God, the and in Him there are not two persons. Nor do

one First Cause, and one Son, very God of very , Notethephrasehere,afterwardsformulated,bu.oa;_v,o_,-r_
lI_p/. [This phrase, wtth aboudant other tokens, makes tt apparent

t Matt, zxvlii, x9. that the work is not Gregory's. It Is further ewdent from secuon
2 The text is, o/_'. ?,_p (_-b_.o¢'r_,td_v) a_ _b _s'oc_J_tvo_,, xvm. I should he sly, to think otherwi_, l ,

s +_m_o< +ffit" mb'_v _ olpclav, xo _o+_m.
4 oi,o;+cr., lz ;roo¢xfJl,'+,,+_r+.v.

,.,+°h,,+++.
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we affirm that there are four to worship, viz., the Father. There is one Lord the Son ; but in
God and the Son of God, and man and the like manner there is the Spirit, who bears over 6
Holy Spirit. Wherefore we also anathematize the Son's lordship to the creature that is sancti-
those who show their impiety in this, and who fled. The Son sojourned in the world, having of
thus give the ,nan a place in the divine doxology, the Virgnn received flesh, which He filled with
For we hold that the Word of God was made the Holy Spirit for the sanctification of us all;
man on account of our salvation, in order that and having given up the flesh to death, He
we might receive the likeness of the heavenly, destroyed death through the resurrection that
and be made divine xafter the likeness of Him had in view the resurrection of us all ; and He
who is the true Son of God by nature, and the ascended to heaven, exalting and glorifying men
Son of man according to the flesh, our Lord in Himself; and He comes the second time to
Jesus Christ. bring us again eternal life.

XVlL

We believe therefore in one God, that is, in xJx.
one First Cause, the God of the law and of the One is the Son, both before the incarnation
Gospel, the just and good; and in one Lord and after the incarnation. The same (Son) is
Jesus Christ, true God, that is, Image of the both man and God, both these together as
true God, Maker of all things seen and unseen, though one ; and the God the Word is not one
Son of God and only-begotten Offspring, and person, and the man Jesus another person, but
Eternal Word, living and self-subsistent and ac- the same who subsisted as Son before was made
tiveJ always being with the Father ; and in one one with flesh by Mary, so constituting Himself
Holy Spirit ; and in the glorious advent of the a perfect, and holy, and sinless man, and using
Son of*God, who of the Virgin Mary took that economical position for the renewal of
flesh, and endured sufferings and death in our mankind and the salvation of all the world.
stead, and came to resurrection on the third God the Father, being Himself the perfect Per-
day, and was taken up to heaven ; and in His son, has thus the perfect Word begotten of Him
glorious appearing yet to come ; and in one holy truly, not as a word that is spoken, nor yet again
Church, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection as a son by adoption, in the sense in which
of the flesh, and life etemal, angels and men are called sons of God, but as a

Son who is in nature God. And there is also
XwIL the perfect Holy Spirit supplied 7 of God through

We acknowledge that the Son and the Spirit the Son to the sons of adoption, living and life-
are consubstantial with the Father, and that the giving, holy and imparting holiness to those
substance of the Trinity is one, J that is, that who partake of Him,-- not like an unsubstantial
there _s one dtvimty according to nature, the breath s breathed into them by man, but as the
Father remaining unbegotten, and the Son being living Breath proceeding from God. Wherefore
begotten of the Father in a true generation, and the Trinity is to be adored, to be glorified, to be
not in a formation by will,3 and the Spirit being honoured, and to be reverenced ; the Father
sent forth eternally from the substance of the being apprehended in the SOn even as the Son
Father through the Son, vath power to sanctify is of Him, and the Son being glorified in the
the whole creation. And we further acknowl- Father, inasmuch as He is of the Father, and
edge that the Word was made flesh, and was being manifested in the Holy Spirit to the sane-
manifested in the flesh-movement* received of tiffed.
a virgin, and did not simply energize in a man. xx.
And those who have fellowship with men that re- And thatthe holy Trinity is to be worshipped
ject the cansubstanh'ality as a doctrine foreign to without either separation or alienation, is taught
the Scriptures, and speak of any of the persons in us by Paul, who says in his Second Epistle to
the Trinity as created, and separate that person the Corinthians : "The grace of our Lord Jesus
from the one natural divinity, we hold as aliens, Christ, and the love of God, and the corn-
and have fellowship with none such.5 There is reunion of the Holy Ghost, be with you all." 9
one God the Father, and there is only one divin- And again, in that epistle he makes this expla-
ity. But the Son also is God, as being the true nation : "Now He which stablisheth us with you
image of the one and only divinity, according to in Christ, and hath anointed us, is God, who
generation and the nature which He has from hath also sealed us, and given the earnest of the

Spirit in our hearts." '° And still more dearly
x Oeo_roog3_.

+ K,z,_cr+,. [Forthespiritual_,_v_r_. vol ill note 6, p. 6"J,.]
s [Evidently after the Nicene Council; the c_ata_t_'ah_ty, as 9 •Cor. _ x3.

a phra_ and re.stof orthodoxy, ___ging to the N*_mc period j go s Cot. L sx, it.
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he writes thus in the same epistle: "When the word of wisdom; to another the word of
Moses is read, the veil is upon their heart, knowledge by the same Spirit ; to another faith
Nevertheless when it shall turn to the Lord, the by the same Spirit ; to another the gifts of heal-
veil shall be taken away. Now the Lord is that ing by the same Spirit ; to another the working
Spirit ; and where the Spirit of the Lord is, of miracles ; to another prophecy ; to another
there is liberty. But we all with open face discerning of spirits; to another divers kinds
beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, of tongues ; to another the interpretation of
are changed into the same image, from glory to tongues : but all these worketh that one and the
glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord."' selfsame Spirit, dividing to every man severally as

He will. For as the body is one, and hath many
members, and all the members of that one body,

x.xJ. being many, are one body ; so also is Christ.
And again Paul says: "That mortality might For by one Spirit are we all baptized into one

be swallowed up of life. Now He that hath body." '° And again he says: "For if he who
wrought us for the selfsame thing is God, who comes preaches another Christ whom we have
also hath given unto us the earnest of the not preached, or ye receive another spirit that
Spirit." * And again he says : "Approving our- ye have received not, or another gospel which
selves as the ministers of God, in much patience, ye have not obtained, ye will rightly be kept
in afflictions, m necessities," 3 and so forth, back." `_
Then he adds these words: "By kindness, by
the Holy Ghost, by love unfeigned, by the word xxm.
of truth, by the power of God." 4 Behold here
again the saint has defined the holy Trinity, Seest thou that the Spirit is inseparable from
naming God, and the Word, and the Holy Ghost. the divinity ? And no one w_th pious apprehen-

sions could fancy that He m a creature. More-And again he says : "Know ye not that ye are
the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God over, in the Epistle to the Hebrews he writes
dwelleth in you ? If any man defile the temple again thus : "How shall we escape, if we neglect
of God, him shall God destroy." s And again : so great salvation ; which at the first began to
"But ye are washed, but ye are justified in the be spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed unto
name of our Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our us by them that heard Him ; God also bearing
God." 6 And again : "What ! know ye not that them witness, both with signs and wonders, and
your bodies are the temple of the Holy Ghost with divers miracles, and gifts of the Holy

Ghost? .... And again he says in the same ep]s-
which is in you, which ye have of God?"r tle: ,,Wherefore, as the Holy Ghost saith, To-
"And I think also that I have the Spirit of day, if ye will hear His voice, harden not yourGod ,,8

• hearts, as in the provocation, in the day of temp-
xxn. ration in the wilderness; when your fathers

And again, speaking also of the children of tempted me, proved me, and saw my works
Israel as baptized in the cloud and in the sea, he forty years. Wherefore I was grieved with that
says : "And they all drank of the same spiritual generation, and said, They do always err in their
drink : for they drank of that spiritual Rock that heart ; for i3 they have not known my ways : as I
followed them, and that Rock was Christ." 9 sware in my wrath, that they should not enter
And again he says : "Wherefore I give you to into my rest." x4 And there, too, they ought to
understand, that no man speaking by the Spirit give ear to Paul, for he by no means separates
of God calleth Jesus accursed : and that no man the Holy Spirit from the divimty of the Father
can say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy and the Son, but clearly sets forth the discourse
Ghost. Now there are diversities of gifts, but of the Holy Ghost as one from the person of
the same Spirit. And there are differences of the Father, and thus as given expression to ,s by
administrations, but the same Lord. And there God, just as it has been represented in the be-
are diversifies of operations, but it is the same fore-mentioned sayings. Wherefore the holy
God which worketh all in all. But the mani- Trinity is believed to be one GOd, in accordance

festation of the Spirit is given to every man to with these testimonies of Holy Scripture ; albeit
profit withal. For to one is given by the Spirit all through the inspired Scriptures numberless

announcements are supplied us, all confirmatory

toot. ia _s-zs. of the apostolic and ecclesiastacal faith.
s s Cor. v. 4, 5.
a t Cot. vi.,.
4 1 Cot. vi. 6, y. zo z Cot. xil. _'3.
J z Col'. _ xr, iT. ii _a)_ _x, etXeo'0e. Re_er_ perhal_t to Gal. i. 8, 0.
6 z Cot. vi. tx. z2 I-Ieb. ii. 3, 4.

z Cot. vi. xfb x3 _,.
s t Cot. vll. 4o. z.t Itch. fii. 7-zz.
9 x C_r. x. 4. u ,title,j,.
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A FRAGMENT OF THE SAME DECLARATION of tWO persons, we should make a Tetrad of the
OF FAITH, ACCOMPANIED BY GLOSSES.z divine persons, counting that of God the Father

FROMGREGORYTHAUMATURGUS, AS THEYSAY, IN as one, and that of the Son of God as one, and
HIS SECTIONALCONFESSIONOF fAITH, that of the man as one, and that of the Holy

Spirit as one. But, again, it bears also against
To maintain two natures • in the one Christ, recognising two divine natures,_ and rather for

makes a Tetrad of the Trinity, says he ; for he acknowledging Him to be perfect God in one
expressed himself thus : "And it is the true God, natural divine perfection, and not in two ; for
the unincarnate, that was manifested in the flesh, his object is to show that He became incarnate
perfect with the true and divine perfection, not without change, and that He retains the divin-
with tWo natures ; nor do we speak of worship- ity without duplication.4 Accordingly he says
ping four (persons), viz., God, and the Son of shortly: "And while the affections of the flesh
God, and man, and the Holy Spirit." First, spring, the energy S retains the impassibility
however, this passage is misapprehended, and is proper to it. He, therefore, who introduces the
of very doubtful import. Nevertheless it bears (idea of) passion into the energy is impious;
that we should not speak of two persons in for it was the Lord of glory that appeared in
Christ, lest, by thus acknowledging Him as God, human form, having taken to Himself the
and as in the perfect divinity, and yet speaking human economy."

z From the book against the Monophysites by Leontius of Jeru- 3 _t;_.
salem, m Mat, Scrz_t. Vet., vol. vu p. '47. 4 d_lrAa¢¢do-rw_.

ELUCIDATION.

{The minister . . . to the Gentiles, p. 43.)

IF St. Peter had been at Rome, St. Paul would not have come there (2 Cor. x. i6). The two
apostles had each his jurisdiction, and they kept to their own "line of things" respectively. How,

then, came St. Peter to wsit Rome? The answer is clear: unless he came involuntarily, as a
prisoner, he came to look after the Church of the Circumcision,' which was "in his measure ;"

and doubtless St. Paul urged him to this, the Hebrew Christians there being so large a proportion
of the Church. St. Peter came "at the close of his life," doubtless attended by an apostolic

companion, as St. Paul was, and Barnabas also (Acts xv. 39, 40). Linus probably laboured
for St. Paul (in prison) among the Gentile Romans, * and Cletus for St. Peter among Jewish Chris-

tians. St. Peter survived all Ms martyred assaciates, and left Clement in charge of the whole
Church. This most probable theory squares with all known facts, and reconciles all difficulties.

Clement, then, was first bishop of Rome (A.D. 65) ; and so says Tertullian, vol iii. p. 258 , note 9.
That compendious but superficial little work, Smith's History of tke First Ttn Centuries,3

justly censures as "misleading" the usage, which it yet keeps up, of calling the early bishops of
Rome "Popes." 4 The same author utterly misunderstands Cyprian's references to Rome as "a

principal catkedra," "a root and matrix," etc. ; importing into the indefinite Latin a deflnitt

arC'de. Cyprian applies a similar principle, after his master Tertullian (vol. iii. p. 26o, this series),
to all the Apostolic Sees, the matn'ces of Christian churches.

t Origen says so, expressly. See Cave, L#oe#, i. p. 23o. s a Tim. iv. st. 3 T/ge Stude_t'a J_ccl Hkt, London_ t878.
4 It accepts the statement that tim earliest apphcati(m of this termI by way of ©_, to tim Bishop of Rome, ;- found in Evnodi_

of Pavia, circa A D. 5oo. Rohertso,, voL L p. 560.



ON THE TRINITY.

FRAGMENT FROM THE DISCOURSE. z

GREGORYTHAUMATURGL_, Bishop of Neo-C_esa- Spirit at the Jordan. And thus it was declared
reia in Pontus, 2 near successor of the apostles, to us that there is an Eternal Trinity in equal
in his discourse on the Trinity, speaks thus : -- honour. Besides, the generation of the Son by

I see in all three essentials--substance, genus, the Father is incomprehensible and ineffable ;
name. We speak of man, servant, curator (tufa- and because it is spiritual, its investigation be-
tare,O, --man, by reason of substance ; ser- comes impracticable: for a spiritual object can
rant, by reason of genus or condition ; curator, neither be understood nor traced by a corporeal
by reason of denomination. We speak also of object, for that is far removed from human
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit: these, however, nature. We men know indeed the generation
are not names which have only supervened at proper to us, as also that of other objects ; but
some after period, but they are subsistences, a spiritual matter is above human condition,
Again, the denomination of man is not in actual neither can it in any manner be understood by
fact a denomination, but a substance common to the minds of men. Spiritual substance can
men, and is the denomination proper to all men. neither perish nor be dissolved ; ours, however,
Moreover, names are such as these,--Adam, as is easy to understand, perishes and is dis-
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob : these, I say, are names, solved. How, indeed, could it be possible for
But the Divine Persons are names indeed : and man, who is hmited on six sides-- by east, west,
the names are still the persons ; and the persons south, north, deep, and sky--understand a mat-
then signify that which is and subsists,-- which ter which is above the skies, which is beneath
is the essence of God. The name also of the the deeps, which stretches beyond the north and
nature signifies subsistence ; 3 as if we should south, and which is present in every place, and
speak of the man. All (the persons) are one fills all vacuity? But if, indeed, we are able to
nature, one essence, one will, and are called the scrutinize spiritual substance, its excellence truly
Holy Trinity ; and these also are names sub- would be undone. Let us consider what is done
sistent, one nature in three persons, and one in our body ; and, furthermore, let us see whether
genus. But the person of the Son is compos- it is in our power to ascertain in what manner
ire in its oneness (gnita est), being one made thoughts are born of the heart, and words of the
up of two, that is, of divinity and humanity tongue, and the like. Now, if we can by no
together, which two constitute one. Yet the means apprehend things that are done in our-
divinity does not consequently receive any in- selves, how could it ever be that we should un-
crement, but the Trinity remains as it was. Nor derstand the mystery of the uncreated Creator,
does anything new befall the persons even or which goes beyond every mind ? Assuredly, if
the names, but these are eternal and without this mystery were one that could be penetrated
time. No one, however, was sufficient to know by man, the inspired John would by no means
these until the Son being made flesh manifested have affirmed this : "No man hath seen God at
them, saying : "Father, I have manifested Thy any time." 6 He, then, whom no man hath seen
name to men; glorify Thou me also, that they at any time, -- whom can we reckon Him to
may know me as Thy Son."4 And on the resemble, so that thereby we should understand
mount the Father spake, and said, "This is my His generation ? And we, indeed, without am-
beloved Son." s And the same ._ent His Holy biguity apprehend that our soul dwells in us in

union with the body ; but still, who has ever
z Mai, $_ictT. g_., vol. iii p 696, from the Arabic Codex, xox.
* T_ A,.bicC.o_ ,_ds _._ly,_ C.,pp,_oc_. seen his own soul ? who has been able to dis-
, o,,_fi_. _ su_ a,_,_,=--_v_,,_ cern itsconjunction with hisbody? This one

John xvli. 6.
s Matt. fii. z7 e Jolm i. x&
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thing is all we know certainly, that there is a can never fall away, but shall renmin in an ever-
soul within us conjoined with the body. Thus, lasting union. This Word created heaven and
then, we reason and believe that the Word is earth, and in Him were all things made. He is
begotten by the Father, albeit we neither possess the arm and the power of God, never to be
nor know the clear ran'ongk of the fact. The separated from the Father, in virtue of an indi-
Word Himself is before every creature meter- visible nature, and, together with the Father, He
nal from the Eternal, like spring from spring, is without beginning. This Word took our sub-
and hght from light. The vocable Word, in- stance of the Virgin Mary ; and in so far as He
deed, belongs to those three genera of words is spiritual indeed, He is indivisibly equal with
which are named in Scripture, and which are the Father ; but in so far as He is corporeal, He
not substantial, N namely, the word conceived,' is in like manner inseparably equal with us.
the word ullered, 2 and the word ar/icglaled.a And, again, in so far as He is spiritual, He sup-
The word conceived, certainly, is not substantial, phes in the same equality (ceCui_arat) the Holy
The word uttered, again, is that voice whmh the Spirit, inseparably and without limit. Neither
prophets hear from God, or the prophetic speech were there two natures, but only one nature of
itself; and even this is not substantial. And, the Holy Trinity before the incarnation of the
lastly, the word articulated is the speech of man :Word, the Son ; and the nature of the Trinity
formed forth in air (a_re e2formatus), composed remained one aLso after the incarnation of the
of terms, which also is not substantial.4 But Son. But if any one, moreover, believes that
the Word of God is substantial, endowed with any increment has been given to the Trinity by
an exalted and enduring nature, and is eternal reason of the assumption of humanity by the
with Himself, and is iuseparable from Him, and Word, he is an alien from us, and from the min-

istry of the Catholic and Apostolic Church. This
, ,_ _,¢ ;v_o.... is the perfect, holy, Apostolic faith of the holya _r_opucdv.
3a_p..... . . . God. Praise to the Holy Trinity for ever
• o_th_ t_m*,co_It th_O_k F*th*__ P_t_,_, deT,_., througl_ the ages of the ages. Amen.book w. [See Etuc_datma helow.]

ELUCIDATION.

PgrAV-ms,to whom the translator refers his readers, may be trusted in points where he has no
theory of his own to sustain, but must always be accepted with caution. The Greek Fathers in
this very series, from Justin, onward, enable us to put the later terminology to the test of earlier
exposition (see examples in the notes to the Praxegs of Tertullian, and consult Dr. Holmes'
valuable note embodied in my elucidations).2 We may go back to Theophilus for the distinction
between the/vSai0_ro_ and the wp_ko_&, the immanent and the uttered WordA Compare Ter-
tullian, also, against MarcionA Evidences, therefore, are abundant and archaic, indeed, to prove
that the Ante-Nicene Fathers, with those of the Nicene and the Post-Nicene periods, were of one

mind, and virtually of one voice.

I VoL i. pp. x64, x66, xTo, _78, xgo'-x93, 263, 272; Izemeus, I_fd., 468, 546, etc.
Vol. Ill. p. 628. Compare (fame volume) nOteSzS_p. 6o2, and z, p. 6o4.

S VoL ii. p. 98, notes z, a; also p. xo3, note $. 4 VoL ill p. a99, nnm zg.



TWELVE TOPICS ON THE FAITH.

WHEREIN IS GIVEN ALSO THE FORMULA OF EXCOMMUNICATION, AND AN EXPLI-
CATION IS SUBJOINED TO ]EACH.s

TOPIC L fuses to acknowledge that, being begotten in the
IF any one says that the body of Christ is un- flesh of the Virgin,4 He became mall and was

created, and refuses to acknowledge that He, born in Bethlehem, and was brought up in Naz-
being the uncreated Word (God) of God, took areth, and advanced in age, and on complet-
the flesh of created humanity and appeared incar- ing the set number of years (appeared in public
hate, even as it is written, let him be anathema, and) was baptized in the Jordan, and r_ceived

this testimony from the Father, "This is my
EXPLICATION. beloved Son," s even as it is written, let him be

How could the body be said to be uncreated? anathema.
For the uncreated is the passionless, invulnerable, F_Ya'LICATION.
intangible. But Christ, on rising from the dead, How could it be said that Christ (the Lord)
showed H_s disciples the print of the nails and assumed the perfect man just like one of the
the wound made by the spear, and a body that prophets, when He, being the Lord Himself, be-
could be handled, although He also had entered came man by the incarnation effected through
among them when the doors were shut, with the the Virgin ? Wherefore it is written, that "the
view of showing them at once the energy of first man was of the earth, earthy." 6 But whereas
the divinity and the reality of the body. he that was formed of the earth returned to the

Yet, while being God, He was recognised as earth, He that became the second man returned
man in a natural manner ; and while subsisting to heaven. And so we read of the "first Adam
truly as man, He was also manifested as God and the last Adam."7 And as it is admitted
by His works._ that the second came by the first according to

the flesh, for which reason also Christ is called
TOPIC IL man and the Son of man ; so is the witness given

If any one affirms that the flesh of Christ is that the second is the Saviour of the first, for
co,substantial with the divinity, and refuses to whose sake He came down from heaven. And
acknowledge that He, subsisting Himself in the as the Word came down from heaven, and was
form of God as God before all ages, emptied made man, and ascended again to heaven, He is
Himself and took the form of a servants even as on that account said to be the second Adam
it is written, let him be anathema, from heaven.

EXPLICATION. TOPIC IV'.

HOWcould the flesh, which is conditioned by If any one affirms that Christ was born of the
time, be said to be consubstantial 3 with the time- seed of man by the Virgin, in the same manner
less divinity ? For that is designated consubstan- as all men are boms and refuses to acknowledge
tial which is the same in nature and in eternal that He was made flesh by the Holy Spirit and
duration without variableness, the holy Virgin Mary, and became man of the

seed of David, even as it is written, let him be
anathema.

TOPIC HL EXPLICATION.

If any one affirms that Christ, just like one of How could one say that Christ was born of
the prophets, assumed the perfect man, and re- the seed of man by the Virgin, when the holy

x Works of Ores_r, voL xv. p. 434, Rat_bon, x74x, in £o1., from 4 Readln_ r_o$_vov for _x lr_r_.
• manuscript codex, s Ma_ ilx. x?.

* This paragraph _ want_ in a very anclcnt copy. _ z Cor. xv. 47-
S 6/aoox_a'_os. 7 x Cor. xv. 45-
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TWELVE TOPICS ON THE FAITH. 5 r

Gospel and the angel, in proclaiming the good TOPIC VIL

tidings, testify of Mary the Virgin that she said, If any one affirms that Christ is saved, and
"How shall this be, seeing I know not a man ?" ' refuses to acknowledge that He is the Saviour
Wherefore he says, "The Holy Ghost shall come of the world, and the Light of the world, even
upon thee, and the power of the highest shall as it is written,9 let him be anathema.
overshadow thee : therefore also that holy thing
which shall be born of thee shall be called the m_Puc.xno_.

Son of the Highest." 2 And to Joseph he says, How could one say that Christ is saved, when"Fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife : for
that which is conceived in her is of the Holy the Lord Himself says, "I am the life ;" '° and,
Ghost. And she shall bring forth a son, and "I am come that they might have life ;"" and,
they shall call His name Jesus : for He shall "He that believeth on me shall not see death,
saveHis peoplefrom theirsins."3 but he shallbeholdthe lifeeternal?"_*

TOPIC VIII,

TOPIC V. If any one affirms that Christ is perfect man
If any one affirms that the Son of God who and also God the Word in the way of separation,'3

and refuses to acknowledge the one Lord Jesusis before the ages is one, and He who has ap-
peared m these last times is another, and refuses Christ, even as it is written, let him be anathema.
to acknowledge that He who is before the ages
is the same with Him who appeared in these EXPLICATION.
last times, even as it is written, let him be How could one say that Christ is perfect man
anathema, and also God the Word in the way of separa-

EXPUCAa_ON. tion, when the Lord Himself says, "Why seek

How could it be said that the Son of God ye to kill me, a man that hath told you the
Itruth, which I have heard of God ?" _4 For God

who is before the ages, and He who has ap- the Word did not give a man for us, but He
peared in these last times, are different, when gave Himself for us, having been made man
the Lord Himself says, "Before Abraham was, for our sake. Wherefore He says: "Destroy
I am ; "4 and, "I came forth from God, and I this temple, and in three days I will raise it up.
come, and again I go to my Father?" s But He spake of the temple of His body." ,s

TOPIC VL TOPIC IX.

If any one says that Christ suffers change or
If any one affirms that He who suffered is alteration, and refuses to acknowledge that He

one, and that He who suffered not is another, is unchangeable in the Spirit, though cormpti-
and refuses to acknowledge that the Word, who ble ,6 in the flesh,'7 let him be anathema.
is Himself the impassible and unchangeable
God, suffered in the flesh which He had assumed ZXPUC_TION.
really, yet without mutation, even as it is written,
lethim be anathema. How couldone say thatChristsufferschange

or alteration,when the Lord Himselfsays,"I
am, and I changenot;"_sand again,"His soul

_.PLICAZZON. shallnotbe leftinHades,neithershallHis flesh
How coulditbe saidthatHe who sufferedissee corruption?" ,9

one, and Hc who sufferednot another,when TOPIC X.
the Lord Himself says, "The Son of man must
suffer many things, and be killed, and be raised If any one affirms that Christ assumed the
again the third day from the dead ; "6 and again, man only in part, and refuses to acknowledge
"When ye see the SOn of man sitting on the that He was made in all things like us, apart
right hand of the Father ;" 7 and again, "When from sin, let him be anathema.
the SOn of man cometh in the glory of His
Father? "s 9 I_. ix ; _t. b,.; Jolmi., _i.,viii.,ix.,

ao John xL 25,xiy. 6.
- John z. x_
_s John v_ Sx.

I Luke i. 34- xs &mO_r"-._.
s Luke i. 35. _ John viii. 40.
s Matt. i. ao, _. _ Or, and mco_
4 John viii. SS. _ Iolm ii. _o. _x.
s John xii ....d_ I ,, Ic_'. _h _.g ,_a_, .,_._ _ b.
6 Matt. _cvi.=_. Itm¢: the holy food m _/i Its mam'l_ Igart.J
_ Matt. xxw. 64; Mark xiv. 6s. [ zsMal.ill.6.
s Matt. xvL _7. I _ Ps. _ zo; Ac_ iL 3x.



52 TWELVE TOPICS ON THE FAITH.

E_XPUC_TION. show that He was made man in the world, and

Ho_ could one say that Christ assumed the had His conversation with men,9 yet without
man only in part, when the Lord Himself says, sin. For He was born in Bethlehem according
"I lay down my life, that I might take it again, to the flesh, in a manner meet for Deity, the
for the sheep ;" z and, "My flesh is meat indeed, angels of heaven recognising Him as their Lord,
and my blood is drink indeed;"* and, "He and hymning as their God Him who .was then
that eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, wrapped in swaddling-clothes in a manger, and
hath eternal life ?" a exclaiming, "Glory to God in the highest, and

on earth peace, good-will among men." '° He
TOPIC XI. was brought up in Nazareth ; but in divine fash-

ion He sat among the doctors, and astonished
If any one affirms that the body of Christ is them by a wisdom beyond His years, in respect

void of soul and undemmnding,4 and refuses to of the capacities of His bodily life, as is recorded
acknowledge that He is perfect man, one and_in the Gospel narrative. He was baptized in
the same in all things (with us), let into be Jordan, not as receiving any sanctification for
anathema. Himself, but as gifting a participation in sanc-

vXPUC_T*ON. tification to others. He was tempted in the
How could one say that the body of the wilderness, not as giving way, however, to temp-

Lord (Christ) is void of soul and understand- tation, but as putting our temptations before Hlm-
ing? For perturbation, and grief, and distress, self on the challenge of the tempter, in order
are not the properties either of a flesh void of to show the powerlessness of the tempter.
soul, or of a soul void of understanding ; nor Wherefore He says, "Be of good cheer, I have
are they the sign of the immutable Divinity, nor overcome the world." _* And this He said, not
the index of a mere phantasm, nor do they as holding before us any contest proper only
mark the defect of human weakness ; but the to a God, but as showing our own flesh in its
Word exhibited in Himself the exercise of the[capacity to overcome suffering, and death, and
affections and susceptibilities proper to us, hav- corruption, in order that, as sin entered into the
ing endued Himself with our passibility, even as world by flesh, and death came to reign by sin
it is written, that "He hath borne our griefs, over all men, the sin in the flesh might also be
and carried our sorrows." s For perturbation, condemned through the selfsame flesh in the
and grief, and distress, are disorders of soul; likeness thereof; _ and that that overseer of sin,
and toil, and sleep, and the body's hability tO!the tempter, might be overcome, and death be
wounding, are infirmities of the flesh, cast down from its sovereignty, and the corrup-

'tion in the burying of the body be done away,
TOPIC XIL and the first-fruits of the resurrection be shown,

If any one says that Christ was manifested in and the principle of righteousness begin its
the world only in semblance, and refuses to course in the world through faith, and the king-
acknowledge that He came actually in the flesh, dom of heaven be preached to men, and fellow-
let him be anathema, ship be established between God and men.

In behalf of this grace let us glorify the Father,
EXPLICATION. who has given His only begotten Son for the life

How could one say that Christ was manifested of the world. Let us glorify the Holy Spirit that
only in semblance in the world, born as He was worketh in us, and quickeneth us, and furnisheth
in Bethlehem, and made to submit to the cir- the gifts meet for the fellowship of God; and let
cumcising of the flesh, and lifted up by Simeon, us not intermeddle with the word of the Gospel
and brought up on to His twelfth year (at by lifeless disputations, scattering about endless
home), and made subject to His parents, and questionings and logomachies, and making a hard
baptized in Jordan, and nailed to the cross, and thing of the gentle and simple word of faith ;
raised again from the dead ? but rather let us work the work of faith, let us

Wherefore, when it is said that He was love peace, let us exhibit concord, let us preserve
"troubled in spirit," 6 that "He was sorrowful unity, let us cultivate love, with which God is
in soul," 7 that "He was wounded in body," s well pleased.
He places before us designations of suscepti- As it is not for us to know the times or the
bilifies proper to our constitution, in order to seasons which the Father hath put in His own

power,'_ but only to believe that there will come
i John x. zT.
• John,i. SS. an end to time, and that there will be a manifes-
s .John vi. S6.
4 a_tvx_, _a, _re_. 9 Baruch iii. 38.

Isa. [ifiI. 44 xo Luke it. z4.
e John xL D, xll. r/. I_1. ax. zx _ohn xvt. 33- ,..
7 Matt xx'vt, 38- is _om. v. za, vm. 3.
• ls._ I_h.5, u Acts i. 7.
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tation of a future world, and a revelation of judg- tures, in their likeness, yet without sin ; and that
ment, and an advent of the Son of God, and a He died for us, and rose _ from the dead,
recompense of works, and an inheritance in the as it is written; and that He was taken up to
kingdom of heaven, so it is not for us to know heaven, and sat down at the right hand of the
how the Son of God became man; for this is a Father, whence He sh_l come to judge the
great mystery, as it is written, "Who shall declare quick and the dead, as it is written ; lest, while
His ge=emtionP for His life is taken from the we war against each other with words, any should
earth." ' But it is for us to believe that the Son be led to blaspheme the word of faith, and that
of God became man, according to the Scriptures ; should come to pass which is written," By reason
and that He was seen on the earth, and had His of you is my name" continually blasphemed
conversation with men, according to the Scrip- among the nations." 3

2 Or, the name of God.
* Isa. hfi 8. s Isa. lit. 5.

ELUCIDATION.

THroE "twelve anathemas," as they are called, do evidently refute the Nestorians and later
heretics. Evidently, therefore, we must assign this document to another author. And, as frequent
references are made to such tests, I subjoin a list of (Ecumenical or Catholic Councils, properly

so called, as follows :--

1. JERUSALEM, against _eudaism,' A.D. 5o.
2. NICmA, " Arianism (I), s ^.D. 325 .

3" CONSTANTINOPLE (I.), " Semi-Arianism (2), A.D. 381.
4. EPHESUS, " IVestorianism (3), A.D. 431.

5" CHALCEDON, " Eutychiamsm (4), A.D. 451.

6. CONSTANTINOPLE (II), " tkIonoihhysin'sm (5), A.D. 553"

7" CONSTANTINOPLE (hi.), ,, Monothelilism (6), 3 A.D. 680. 4

These are all the undisputed councils. The 'Sa,cnth Council, so called (A.I). 537), was not a
free council, and was rejected by a free council of the West, convened at Frankfort A.D. 794. Its

acceptance by the Roman pontiffs, subsequently, should have no logical force with the Easterns,
who do not recognise their supremacy even over the councils of the West ; and no free council

has ever been held under pontifical authority. The above list, therefore, is a complete list of all
the councils of the undivided Church as defined by Catholic canons. There has been no possi-

bility of a Catholic council since the division of East and West. The Council of Frankfort is the

pivot of subsequent history, and its fundamental importance has not been sufficiently insisted
upon.

r As widely different from the other council_ as the Apostles from their successors, and part of its derasions were local and temporary.
For all that, at was the greatest of councils, and truly Genera/.

2 These numbers mdtcate the or&nary reckomng of writers, and is correct eeclestastically. The Council of Jerusalem, however, it
the base of Christian orthodoxy, and dec_ded the groat principles by which the "General Councils" were professedly ruled.

s TheolOgical students are often puszled to recall the councds in order, and not less to recall the rejected heresies. I have found two
nmemomcs useful, thus: (*) INCE and (CCC) three hundred; (z) JAS. NEMM. 2Puke ezt desipere, etc.

4 A._. 3,$ to 680 ts the Synochcal Period. Gregory I. (Rome) placed the flrst four cotmCds next to the four



ON THE SUBJECT OF THE SOUL.'

You have instructed us, most excellent Tatian, 2 poreal ; then, whether it is simple or compound ;
to forward for your use a discourse upon the next, whether it is mortal or immortal ; and
soul, laying it out in effective demonstrations, finally, whether it is rational or irrational.
And this you have asked us to do without mak- For these are the questions which are wont,
ing use of the testimonies of Scripture, w a above all, to be discussed, in any inquiry about
method which is opened to us, and which, to the soul, as most important, and as best calcu-
those who seek the pious mind, proves a manner lated to marie out its distinctive nature. And
of setting forth doctrine more convincing than as demonstrations for the establishing of these
any reasoning of man.3 You have said, how- matters of investigation, we shall employ those
evor, that you desire this, not with a view to common modes of consideration s by which the
your own full assurance, taught as you already credibility of matters under hand is naturally
have been to hold by the Holy Scriptures and attested. But for the purpose of brevity and
traditions, and to avoid being shaken in your utility, we shall at present make use only of
convictions by any subtleties of man's disputa- those modes of argumentation which are most
tions, but with a view to the confuting of men cogently demonstrative on the subject of our in-
who have different sentiments, and who do not quiry, in order that clear and intelligible 6 notions
admit that such credit is to be given to the may impart to us some readiness for meeting the
Scriptures, and who endeavour, by a kind of gainsayers. With this, therefore, we shall corn-
cleverness of speech, to gain over those who are mence our discussion.
unversed in such discussions. Wherefore we
were led to comply readily with this commission L WHEREINIS THr cRrrEmoN FOR THE APPRE-
of yours, not shrinking from the task on account HENSIO_rOF THE SOUL
of inexperience in this method of disputation, All things that ernst are either known by sense z
but taking encouragement from the knowledge or apprehended by thought. 8 And what falls
of your good-will toward us. For your kind and under sense has its adequate demonstration in
friendly disposition towards us will make you un- sense itself; for at once, with the application, it
derstand how to put forward publicly whatever creates in us the impression 9 of what underlies
you may approve of as rightly expressed by us, it. But what is apprehended by thought is known
and to pass by and conceal whatever statement not by itself, but by its operations. '° The soul,
of ours you may judge to come short of what is consequently, being unknown by itself, shall be
proper. Knowing this, therefore, I have betaken known properly by its effects.
myself with all confidence to the exposition.
And in my discourse I shall use a certain order n. WHETHERTHE SOUL EXISTS.

and consecution, such as those who are very ex- Our body, when it is put in action, is put in
pert in these matters employ towards those who action either from without or from within. And
desire to investigate any subject intelligently, that it is not put in action from without, is mani-

First of all, then, I shall propose to inquire by fest from the circumstance that it is put in action
what criterion the soul can, according to its na- neither by impulsion" nor by traction, 's like soul-
ture, be apprehended ; then by what means it less things. And again, if it is put in action from
can be proved to exist ; thereafter, whether it is within, it is not put in action according to nature,
a substance or an accident; 4 then consequently like fire. For fire never loses its action as long
on these points, whether it is a body or is incor-

t A To_'td Distxmrse by our holy father Grt_ory, surnamed 6 ,_=_JerL,
Timumaturg_ bishop of N;_7_._mr_a in Pontus, aOaressea to 7 ahr_*tt.
Tauan. s vo_rrt.

" [A person not kxtown.] _ _.,,r_o.
s [True to fit¢ tmiwrstd testimony of tim primitive Fathers as to to t_t_d,v"

lAristodc, PAj, dxa. Elucidation I.] t* _t6_,,,
54
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as there is fire ; whereas the body, when it has and dissoluble ; and what is dissoluble, on the
become dead, is a body void of action. Hence, other hand, is compound ; 6 and what is tom-
if it is put in action neither from without, like pound is separable in a threefold manner. More-
soulless things, nor according to nature, after the over, body attached to body makes weight ; 7 but
fashion of fife, it is evident that it is put in action the soul, subsisting in the body, does not make
by the soul, which also furnishes life to it. If, weight, but rather imparts hfe. The soul, them-
then, the soul is shown to furnish the life to our fore, cannot be a body, but is incorporeal.
body, the soul will also be known for itself by its Again, if the soul is a body, it is put in action
operations, either from without or from within. But it is

not put in action from without ; for it is moved
III. WHETHERTHE SOUL IS A SUBSTANCE. neither by impulsion nor by traction, like soul-

That the soul is a substance/is proved in the less things. Nor is it put in action from within,
following manner. In the first place, because like objec_animated with soul ; for it is absurd
the definition given to the term substance suits to talk of a soul of the soul : it cannot, therefore,
it very well. And that definitmn is to the effect, be a body, but it is incorporeal.
that substance is that which, being ever identical, And besides, if the soul is a body, it has sensi-
and ever one in point of numeration with itself, ble qualities, and is maintained by nurture. But
is yet capable of taking on contraries in succes- it is not thus nurtured. For if it is nurtured, it
sion? And that this soul, without passing the is not nurtured corporeally, like the body, but
limit of its own proper nature, takes on contra- incorporeally ; for it is nurtured by reason. It
ries in succession, is, I fancy, clear to everybody, has not, therefore, sensible qualities : for neither
For righteousness and unrighteousness, courage is righteousness, nor courage, nor any one of
and cowardice, temperance and intemperance, these things, something that is seen ; yet these
are seen in it successively ; and these are con- are the qualities of the soul. It cannot, there-
traries. If, then, it is the property of a substance fore, be a body, but is incorporeal.
to be capable of taking on contraries in succes- Still further, as all corporeal substance is di-
sion, and if the soul is shown to sustain the deft- vided into animate and inanimate, let those who
ninon m these terms, it follows that the soul is hold that the soul is a body tell us whether we
a substance. And in the second place, because are to call it animate or inanimate.
ff the body is a substance, the soul must also be Finally, if every body has colour, and quantity,
a substance. For it cannot be, that what only and figure, and if there is not one of these quali-
has hfe imparted should be a substance, and that ties perceptible in the soul, it follows that the
what imparts the life should be no substance: soul is not a body)
unless one should assert that the non-existent is

the cause of the existent ; or unless, again, one v. WHETHERTHE SOULIS SIMPLEOR COMPOD'ND.

were insane enough to allege that the dependent We prove, then, that the soul is simple, best
object is itself the cause of that very thing in of all, by those arguments by which its incor-
which it has its being, and without which it could poreality has been demonstrated. For if it is
not subsist.3 not a body, while every body is compound, and

what is composite is made up of parts, and is
IV. WHETHERTHE SOUL IS INCORPOREAL. consequently multiplex, the soul, on the other

That the soul is in our body, has been shown hand, being incorporeal, is simple; since thus
above. We ought now, therefore, to ascertain it is both uncompounded and indivisible into
in what manner it is in the body. Now, if it is parts.
in juxtaposition with it, as one pebble with
another, it follows that the soul will be a body, VL WHETHm_OUR SOUL m mMORTAt,.

and also that the whole body will not be ani- It follows, in my opinion, as a necessary conse-
mated with soul,4 inasmuch as with a certain quence, that what is sunple is immortal. And
part it will only be in juxtaposition. But if, as to how that follows, hear my explanation:
again, it is mingled or fused with the body, the Nothing that exists is its own corrupter,9 else it
soul will become multiplex,S and not simple, and could never have had any thorough consistency,
will thus be despoiled of the rationale proper to even from the beginning. For things that are
a soul. For what is multiplex is also divisible subject to corruption are corrupted by contra-

_,. ties: wherefore everything that is corrupted is
• _ _._.. ,,_,_po_ ob_, _,_,.6_. _o_._, h_ _v- subject to dissolution ; and what is subject to

lmtently = in turn, though usually ffiout of turn.
S The text has an appa_nt mveraioa: ,tb _v _ _ _wc4_tv _.Xoy

There is also a variety of reading: Ka/b _ *m_ e/a,4u /_ opra_- _ " _ov.' [_ areArh_de'*a_, ofwhich,_ T'aommAqai-_op.

a_,q,,vro,." hasandtheschoolmen,_im,.]
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dissolution is compound ; and what is compound son, and if these things are the discovery of the
is of many parts ; and what is made up of parts soul, it follows that our soul is rational.
manifestly is made up of diverse parts ; and the Again, that our soul is rational, is also proved
diverse is not the identical: consequently the by the fact that our senses are not sufficient for
soul, being simple, and not being made up of the apprehension of things. For we are not
diverse parts, but being uncompound and indis- competent for the knowledge of things by the
soluble, must be, in virtue of that, incorruptible simple application of the faculty of sensation.
and immortal. But as we do not choose to rest in these without

Besides, everything that is put in action by inquiry,' that proves that the senses, apart from
something else, and does not possess the princi- reason, are felt to be incapable of discriminating
ple of life in itself, but gets it from that which between things which are identical in form and
puts it in action, endures just so long as it is similar in colour, though quite distinct in their
held by the power that operates in it ; and natures. If, therefore, the senses, apart from
whenever the operative power ceases, that also reason, give us a false conception of things, we
comes to a stand which has its capacity of action have to consider whether things that are can be
from it. But the soul, being self-acting, has no apprehended in reality or not. And if they can
cessation of its being. For it follows, that what be apprehended, then the power which enables
is self-acting is ever-acting ; and what is ever- us to get at them is one different from, and supe-
acting is unceasing ; and what is unceasing is rior to, the senses. And if they are not appre-
without end ; and what is without end is incor- hended, it will not be possible for us at all to
ruptible ; and what is incorruptible is immortal, apprehend things which are different in their
Consequently, if the soul is self-acting, as has appearance from the reality. But that objects
been shown above, it follows that it is incorrnpti- are apprehensible by us, is clear from the fact
ble and immortal, in accordance with the mode that we employ each in a way adaptable to
of reasoning already expressed, utility, and again turn them to what we please.

And further, everything that is not corrupted Consequently, if it has been shown that things
by the evil proper to itself, is incorruptible ; and which are can be apprehended by us, and if the
the evil is opposed to the good, and is conse- senses, apart from reason, are an erroneous test
quenfly its corrupter. For the evil of the body of objects, it follows that the intellect 2 is what
is nothing else than suffering, and disease, and distinguishes all things in reason, and discerns
death ; just as, on the other hand, its excellency things as they are in their actuality. But the
is beauty, life, health, and vigour. If, there- intellect is just the rational portion of the soul,
fore, the soul is not corrupted by the evil proper and consequently the soul is rational.
to itself, and the evil of the soul is cowardice, Finally, because we do nothing without hay-
intemperance, envy, and the like, and all these ing first marked it out for ourselves i and as
things do not despoil it of its powers of life and that is nothing else than just the high preroga-
action, it follows that it is immortal, five s of the soul, -- for its knowlege of things

does not come to it from without, but it rather
v_. WHm'mm our SOULXSRATIONAL. sets out these things, as it were, with the adorn-

That our soul is rational, one might demon- ment of its own thoughts, and thus first pictures
strate by many arguments. And first of all from forth the object in itself, and only thereafter car-
the fact that it has discovered the arts that are ties it out to actual fact,--and because the high
for the service of our life. For no one could prerogative of the soul is nothing else than the
say that these arts were introduced casually doing of all things with reason, in which respect
and accidentally, as no one could prove them it also differs from the senses, the soul has there-
to be idle, and of no utility for our life. If, by been demonstrated to be rational.
then, these arts contribute to what is profitable
for our life, and if the profitable is commendable, _ _a _ _, ,_p_,,_ra0ao_,,v.s vo_,
and if the commendable is constituted by rea- __._. [_II.]
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ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(Substance or accident, p. 540

THIS essay is "rather the work of a philosopher than a bishop," says Dupin. He assigns it to
an age when "Aristotle began lo he in some reputation,"--a most important concession as to the

estimate of this philosopher among the early faithful. We need not wonder that such admissions,
honourable to his candour and to his orthodoxy, brought on him the hatred and persecutions of the

Jesuits. Even Bossuet thought he went too far, and wrote against him. But, the whole system of
Roman dogma being grounded in Aristotle's physics as well as in his metaphysics, Dupin was
not orthodox in the eyes of the society that framed Aristotle into a creed, and made it the

creed of the "Roman-Catholic Church." Note, e.g., "transubstantiation," which is not true if
Aristotle's theory of accidents, etc., is false.' It assumes an explode_ science.

II.

(Prerogative of the soul, p. 56.)

If this "Discourse" be worthy of study, it may be profitably contrasted, step by step, with

Tertullian's treatises on kindred subjects. 2 That the early Christians should reason concerning the
Soul, the Mind, the immortal Spirit, was natural in itself. But it was also forced upon them by

the "philosophers" and the heretics, with whom they daily came into conflict. This is apparent
from the Ant#Afarcion3 of the great Carthaginian. The annotations upon that treatise, and

those On tAe Saul's TesB'many and On the Saul, may suffice as pointing out the best sources+ of
information on speculative points and their bearings on theology. Compare, however, Athenago-

ras 5 and the great Clement of Alexandria. 6

t Sac Bacon's apophthegm, No 275, p z72, Worl_a, London, z73o.
B Vo[. ill pp I75-235 _ this sertes.

s VoL hi. pp. 463, 474; also pp. 53_, S37, 557, 57o, and $$7.
4 Compare, also, Bishop Kaye's Tertullian, p. t99 , etc.
s E.g., vol. ii, p. z57, etc,

6 Vol. il. pp. 44o, 584 (Fragraem), and what he tmyl o_'free,-wtlL



FOUR HOMILIES.'

THE FIRST HOMILY. or rather for the coming of the Lord. But our

ON THE A!_CIATION TO THE HOLY VIRGIN" MARY. 2 Lord Jesus Christ promises perpetual gladness
to all those who believe on Him. For He says,

To-I)AV are strains of praise sung joyfully by ,, I will see you, and ye shall rejoice ; and your
the choir of angels, and the light of the advent joy no man taketh from you." s To-day is the
of Chrmt shines brightly upon the faithful. To-i illustrious and ineffable mystery of Chnstians,
day is the glad spnng-time to us, and Christ the who have willingly 9 set their hope like a seal
Sun of righteousness has beamed with clear light upon Christ, plainly declared to us. To-day did
around us, and has illumined the minds of the Gabriel, who stands by God, come to the pure
faithful. To-day is Adam made anew,3 and virgin, bearing to her the glad annunciation,
moves in the choir of angels, having winged his ,, HM1, thou that art highly favoured ! ,o And she
way to heaven. To-day is the whole circle of cast in her mind what manner of salutation this
the earth filled with joy, since the sojourn of the might be. And the angel immediately proceeded
Holy Spirit has been realized to men. To-day to say, The Lord is with thee : fear not, Mary;
the grace of God and the hope of the unseen for thou hast found favour with God. Behold,"
shine through all wonders transcending imagina- thou shalt conceive in thy womb, and bring forth
lion, and make the mystery that was kept hid a son, and shalt call ,2 His name Jesus. He shall
from etermty plainly discernible to us. To-day be great, and shall be called the Son of the High-
are woven the chaplets of never-fading virtue, est ; and the Lord God shall give unto Him the
To-day, God, willing to crown the sacred heads throne of His father David, and He shall reign
of those whose pleasure is to hearken to Him, over the house of Jacob for ever: and of His
and who delight in His festivals, invites the lovers kingdom there shall be no end. Then said
of unswerving faith as His called and His heirs ; Mary unto the angel, How shall this be, seeing
and the heavenly kingdom is urgent to summon I know not a man ?" ,3 Shall I still remain a
those who mind celesual things to join the di- virgin ? is the honour of virginity not then lost
vine service of the incorporeal choirs. To-day by me ? And while she was yet in perplexity as
is fulfilled the word of David, "Let the heavens to these things, the angel placed shortly before
rejoice, and let the earth be glad. The fields her the summary of his whole message, and said
shall be joyful, and all the trees of the wood be- to the pure virgin, "The Holy Ghost shall come
fore the Lord, because He cometh." * David upon thee, and the power of the Highest shall
thus made mention of the trees ; s and the Lord's overshadow thee ; therefore also that holy thing
forerunner also spoke of them as trees 6 , that which shall be born of thee shall be called the
should bring forth fruits meet for repentance," 7 Son of God." For what it is, that also shall it

be called by all means. Meekly, then, did grace
t [This very homily has been cited to prove the antiquity of the make election of the pure Mary alone out of allfemttval of the Annunctatton, observed, in the West, March 25. But

even PeUicla objects that thts ts a spurtous work. The feast of the generations. For she proved herself prudent
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Bethlehemhadbeenfound. SeehtsSermon(^.v. 386),beaut,full:born like her in all generations. She was not
translated by Dr. Jarvm m his Introduction, etc, ]_.54x.. Compan
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no more of that day. Possibly some Sunday was assoctated wxt!
the Annonciatton. The four Sundays preceding Christmas are a] unguardedly hearkened to the word of the set-

observed by the Nestorlans m commemoration of the AnnunemUon.] ] pent, the author of all evil, and thus becamett The secondary title is: The Ftrst Dtscourse of our holyfathe
Gregory, surnamed Thaumaturgus, bishop o.fNeo-Ca:sareta m Pontus

lthe Annunciation to the most holy Vargm Mary, mother o_ God s John xvi. s_.
Works of Gre_ry Thaumaturgus by Ger.Voss, p 9" 9 _)thers, be'te_, piously.
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depraved in the thoughts of her mind ;' and fountain the streams proceed, so also from this
through her that deceiver, discharging his poison ever-flowing and ever-living fountain does the
and infusing death with it, brought it into the light of the world proceed, the perennial and
whole world ; and in virtue of this has arisen all the true, namely Christ our God. For it is
the trouble of the saints. But in the holy Virgin of this that the prophets have preached : "The
alone is the fall of that (first mother) repaired, streams of the river make glad the city of God."
Yet was not this holy one competent to receive And not one city only, but all cities ; for even as
the gift until she had first learned who it was it makes glad one city, so does it also the whole
that sent it, and what the gift was, and who world. Appropriately, therefore, did the angel s
it was that conveyed it. While the holy one say to Mary the holy virgin first of all, "Hail,
pondered these things in perplexity with her- thou that art highly favoured, the Lord is with
self, she says to the angel, "Whence hast thou thee ;" inasmuch as with her was laid up the full
brought to us the blessing in such wise ? Out treasure of grace. For of all generations she
of what treasure-stores is the pearl of the word alone has risen as a vlrgnn pure in body and in
despatched to us? Whence has the gift acquired spirit ; and she alone bears Him who bears all
its purpose = toward us ? From heaven art thou things on His word. Nor is it only the beauty
come, yet thou walkest upon earth ! Thou dost of this holy one in body that calls forth our
exhibit the form of man, and (yet) thou art admiration, but also the innate virtue of her soul.
glorious with dazzhng light."3 These things the Wherefore also the angel s addressed her first
holy one considered with herself, and the arch- with the salutation, "Hail, thou that art highly
angel solved the difficulty expressed in such rea- favoured,9 the Lord is with thee, and no spouse
sonings by saying to her : "The Holy Ghost of earth ;" He Himself is with thee who is the
shall come upon thee, and the power of the Lord of sanctification, the Father of purity,
Highest shall overshadow thee. Therefore also the Author of incorruption, and the Bestower
that holy thing which shall be born of thee shall of liberty, the Curator of salvation, and the
be called the Son of God. And fear not. Mary ; Steward and Prowder of the true peace, who
for I am not come to overpower thee wath fear, out of the virgin earth made man, and out of
but to repel the subject of fear. Fear not, Mary, man's side formed Eve in addition. Even this
for thou hast found favour with God. Question Lord is wah thee, and on the other hand also
not grace by the standard of nature. For grace is of thee. Come, therefore, beloved brethren,
does not endure to pass under the laws of nature, and let us take up the angelic strata, and to the
Thou knowest, O Mary, things kept hid from the utmost of our ability return the due meed of
patriarchs and prophets. Thou hast learned, O praise, saying, "Hall, z° thou that art highly
virgin, things whlch were kept concealed till now favoured, the Lord is with thee I" For it is
from the angels. Thou hast heard, O purest one, thine truly to rejoice, seeing that the grace of
things of which even the choir of inspired men 4 God, as he knows, has chosen to dwell with
was never deemed worthy. Moses, and David, thee-- the Lord of glory dwelling with the hand-
and Isaiah, and Daniel, and all the prophets, imaiden ; "He that is fairer than the children of
prophesied of Him ; but the manner they knew !men .... with the fair virgin ; He who sanctifies
not. Yet thou alone, O purest virgin, art now all things with the undefiled. God is with thee,
made the recipient of things of which all these and with thee also is the perfect man in whom
were kept in ignorance, and thou dost learn s dwells the whole fulness of the Godhead. Hail,
the origin of them. For where the Holy Spirit thou that art highly favoured, the fountain of the
is, there are all things readily ordered. Where light that lightens all who believe upon Him l
divine grace is present, all things are found pos- Hail, thou that art highly favoured, the rising of
sible with God. The Holy Ghost shall come the rational Sun," and the undefiled flower of
upon thee, and the power of the Highest shall life! Hail, thou that art highly favoured, the
overshadow thee. Therefore also that holy thing mead ,3 of sweet savour ! Hail, thou that art
which shall be born of thee shall be called the highly favoured, the ever-blooming vine, that
Son of God." And if He is the Son of God, makes glad the soulsof those who honour thee?
then is He also God, of one form with the Hail, thou that art highly favoured!--the soft
Father, and co-eternal ; in Him the Father pos- that, all untilled, bears bounteous fruit : for thou
sesses all manifestation ; 6 He is His image in the hast brought forth in accordance with the law of
person, and through His reflection the (Father's) nature indeed, as it goes with us, and by the set
glory shines forth. And as from the ever-flowing

Y Ps, xlvi 4.
J Or, archangcl.

x Or, ro_.r_ x_a¢ _pov_.o._% in the thoughts of her heart. 9 Or, gifted vo.th gra_.
= _w6Oc_Li,;others/_Ir_rx_r_v, the promw_, zo Or, rejol¢_.
$ =¢¢;._a_w&.6aqbwrb__.rao'_'po_r=*V. ,X Ps. xlv, a.
z Oqo_o,ov. . -. s=To_ vo,rro_ /_ "_ ,;_t-0._; others, ,_ov _ auumw_w,
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time of practme,' and yet in a way beyond na- memory of what has gone before us ; and let us
ture, or rather above nature, by reason that God glorify, and celebrate, and laud, and bless that
the Word from above took His abode in thee, rod that has sprung so marvellously from Jesse.
and folmed the new Adam in thy holy womb, For Luke, in the inspired Gospel narratives, de-
and inasmuch as the Holy Ghost gave the power livers a testimony not to Joseph only, but also to
of conception to the holy virgin ; and the reahty Mary the mother of God, and gives this account
of His body was assumed from her body. And with reference to the very family and house of
just as the pearl 2 comes of the two natures, Davld:"ForJoseph went up," says he, "from
namely lightmng and water, the occult signs of Gahlee, unto a city of Judea whlch is called
the sea ; so also our Lord Jesus Christ proceeds, iBethlehem, to be taxed with Mary his espoused
without fusion and without mutation, from the !wife, being great with child, because they were
pure, and chaste, and undefiled, and holy Virgin of the house and family of David. And so it
Mary ; perfect m divinity and perfect in human- was, that while they were there, the days were
ity, in all things equal to the Father, and in all accomplished that she should be dehvered ; and
things consubstantial with us, apart from sin. she brought forth her son, the first-born of the

Most of the holy fathers, and patriarchs, and whole creation, 6 and wrapped him m swaddling-
prophets desired to see Him, and to be eye-wit- clothes, and laid him in a manger, because there
nesses of Him, but did not attaint hereto. And was no room for them m the inn."7 She
some of them by visions beheld Him in type, wrapped m swaddling-clothes Him who is coy-
and darkly ; others, again, were privileged to ered with light as wath a garment, s She wrapped
hear the divine voice through the medium of in swaddling-clothes Him who made every crea-
the cloud, and were favoured with sights of holy ture. She laid in a manger Him who sits above
angels; but to Mary the pure virgin alone did the cherubim,9 and is praised by myriads of
the archangel Gabriel manifest himself lumi- angels. In the manger set apart for dumb
nously, bringing her the 'glad address, "Hail, brutes did the Word of God repose, m order
thou that art highly favoured !" And thus she that He might impart to men, who are really
received the word, and in the due time of the irrational by free choice, the perceptions of true
fulfilment according to the body's course she reason. In the board from which cattle eat was
brought forth the priceless pearl. Come, then, laid the heavenly Bread, '° in order that He might
ye too, dearly beloved, and let us chant the provide participation in spmtual sustenance for
melody which has been taught us by the inspired men who live like the beasts of the earth. Nor
harp of David, and say, "Arise, O Lord, into was there even room for Him in the inn. He
Thy rest ; Thou, and the ark of Thy sanctuary." 3 found no place, who by His word established
For the holy Virgin is in truth an ark, wrought heaven and earth ; "for though He was rich, for
with gold both within and without, that has our sakes He became poor, .... and chose ex-
received the whole treasury of the sanctuary, treme humiliation on behalf of the salvation of
"Arise, O Lord, into Thy rest." Arise, O Lord, our nature, in His inherent goodness toward us.
out of the bosom of the Father, in order that He who fulfilled the whole administration '* of
Thou mayest raise up the fallen race of the first- unutterable mysteries of the economy'3 in heaven
formed man. Setting these things forth, 4 David in the bosom of the Father, and in the cave in
in prophecy said to the rod that was to spring the arms of the mother, reposed in the manger.
from himself, and to sprout into the flower of Angelic choirs encircled Him, singing of glory
that beauteous fruit, "Hearken, O daughter, and in heaven and of peace upon earth. In heaven
see, and inehne thine ear, and forget thine own He was seated at the right hand of the Father;
people and thy father's house ; so shall the and in the manger He rested, as it were, upon
King greatly desire thy beauty: for He is the the cherubim. Even there was in truth His
Lord thy God, and thou shalt worship Him." s cherubic throne ; there was His royal seat. Holy
Hearken, O daughter, to the things which were of the holy, and alone glorious upon the earth,
prophesied beforetime of thee, in order that and holier than the holy, was that wherein Christ
thou mayest also behold the things themselves our God rested. To Him be glory, honour, and
with the eyes of understanding. Hearken to power, together with the Father undefiled, and
me while I announce things beforehand to thee, the altogether holy and quickening Spirit, now
and hearken to the archangel who declares ex- and ever, and unto the ages of the ages. Amen.
pressly to thee the perfect mysteries. Come
then, dearly beloved, and let us fall back on the 6 _p,o_o_o_f=,_ ,-_ ,,_,_. [o_, t_, kd_, etc.]

7 Luke ii. 4"/.
8 ps, CIV.2.
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THE SECOND HOMILY. and lived in purity and in virtues. And when
MARY' he came to her, he first addressed her with the

ON THEANNUNCIATIONTO THE HOLYVIRGIN " salutation, "Hail, thou that art highly favoured 1
D_SCOURSESECOND. the Lord is with thee." Hall, thou that art

It is our duty.to presenth to God, like sacri-, t gyhi hl favoured .f for thou doest what is worthyrices, all the festlvals and ymnal celebrations ; I of joy indeed, since thou hast put on the vesture
and first of all, the annunciation to the holy]of purity, and art girt with the cincture of pru-
mother of God, to wit, the salutation made to]dence. Hail, thou that art highly favoured!

her by the, angel, "Hail, thou that art highly If or to thy lot it has fallen to be the vehicle
favoured !' For first of all wisdom 2 and saving [ of celestial joy. Hail, thou that art highly
doctrine in the New Testament was this saluta- favoured! for through thee joy is decreed for
tion, "Hail, thou that art highly favoured!" the whole creation, and the human race re-
conveyed to us from the Father of lights. And cetves again by thee its pristine dignity. Hml,
this address, "highly favoured," 3 embraced the thou that art highly favoured I for in thy arms
whole nature of men. "Hall, thou that art the Creator of all things shall be carried. And
highly favoured "3 in the holy conception and in she was perplexed by this word ; for she was
the glorious pregnancy, "I bring you good rid- I inexperienced in all the addresses of men, and
ings of great joy, whmh shall be to all people. ''4 welcomed qmet, as the mother of prudence and
And again the Lord, who came for the purpose purity; (yet) being a pure, and immaculate,
of accomplishing a saving passion, said, "I will and stainless image 9 herself, she shrank not in
see you, and ye shall rejoice ; and your joy no terror from the angelic apparition, like most of
man taketh from you."s And after His resur- the prophets, as indeed true virginity has a kind
rection again, by the hand of the holy women, of affinity and equality with the angels. For
He gave us first of all the salutation " Hail ! "6 the holy Virgin guarded carefully the torch of
And again, the apostle made the announce-!virginity, and gave diligent heed that it should...... i

ment in similar terms, saying, "Rejoice ever- [not be extingmshed or defiled. And as one who
more : pray without ceasing : in everything give is clad in a brilliant robe deems it a matter of
thanks." 7 See, then, dearly beloved, how the great moment that no impurity or filth be suf-
Lord has conferred upon us everywhere, and in-i feted to touch it anywhere, so did the holy
divisibly, the joy that is beyond conception, and Mary consider with herself, and said : Does this
perennial. For since the holy Virgin, in the life act of attention imply any deep design or seduc-
of the flesh, was in possession of the incorruptl-tive purpose? Shall this word "Hail" prove
ble citizenship, and walked as such in all manner the cause of trouble to me, as of old the fair
of virtues, and lived a life more excellent than promise of being made like God, which was
man's common standard ; therefore the Word given her by the serpent-devil, proved to our
that cometh from God the Father thought it first mother Eve? Has the devil, who is the
meet to assume the flesh, and endue the perfect author of all evil, become transformed again
man from her, in order that in the same flesh in into an angel of light ; and bearing a grudge
which sin entered into the world, and death by against my espoused husband for his admirable
sin, sin might be condemned in the flesh, and temperance, and having assailed him with some
that the tempter of sin might be overcome in fair-seeming address, and finding himself power-
the burying s of the holy body, and that there- less to overcome a mind so firm, and to deceive
with also the beginning of the resurrection might the man, has he t turned his attack upon me, as
be exhibited, and life eternal instituted in the one endowed with a more susceptible mind ;
world, and fellowship established for men with and is this word "Hail" (Grace be with thee)
God the Father. And what shall we state, or spoken as the sign of gracelessness hereafter?
what shall we pass by here ? or who shall ex- Is this benediction and salutation uttered in
plain what is incomprehensible in the mystery? irony? is there not some poison concealed in
But for the present let us fall back upon our the honey? Is it not the address of one who
subject. Gabriel was sent to the holy virgin ; brings good tidings, while the end of the same
the incorporeal was despatched to her who in is to make mc the designer's prey ? And how is it
the body pursued the incorruptible conversation, that he can thus salute one whom he knows not?

These things she pondered in perplexity with
* "The Encommm of the same holy Father Gregory, bishop of herself, and expressed in words. Then again

Neo-C_sareta m Pontus, surnamed Thaumaturgus. on the Annun-

caauon to the all-holyMary, mother of God, and cv©r-vtrgm." the archangeladdressedher withthe announce-

* Or,beforeallwtsaom, ment of a joy which all may believe in, and
s Or, gifted with grace.
4 Lukeit. to. which shall not be taken away, and said to her,
5 john._. **. "Fear not, Mary, for thou hast found favour6 Matt xx_ll. 9.

• Theas. v. x6-xS.
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with God." Shortly hast thou the proof of what drink, shall be made glad with the products of
has been said. For I not only give you to un- the life-bearing plant. All who have preserved
derstand that there is nothing to fear, but I show the lamp of virginity unextinguished shall be
you the very key to the absence of all cause for privileged to receive the amaranthine crown of
fear. For through me all the heavenly powers immortality. AU who have possessed themselves
hail thee, the holy virgin : yea rather, He Him- of the stainless robe of temperance shall be re-
self, who is Lord of all the heavenly powers and ceived into the mystical bride-chamber of right-
of all creation, has selected thee as the holy eousaess. All who have come nearer the angelic
one and the wholly fair; and through thy holy, degree than others shall also enter into the more
and chaste, and pure, and undefiled womb the real enjoyment of their Lord's beatitude. All
enlightening Pearl comes forth for the salvation who have possessed the illuminating oil of un-
of all the world : since of all the race of man derstanding, and the pure incense of conscience,
thou art by birth the holy one, and the more shall inherit the promise of spiritual favour and
honourable, and the purer, and the more pious the spiritual adoption. All who worthily observe
than any other; and thou hast a mind whiter the festival of the Annunciation of the Virgin
than the snow, and a body made purer than any Mary, the mother of God, acquire as their meet
gold, however fine, and a womb such as the recompense the fuller interest in the message,
object which Ezekiel saw, and which he has "Hail, thou that art highly favoured !" It is our
described in these terms : "And the likeness of duty, therefore, to keep this feast, seeing that it
the living creatures upon the head was as the has filled the whole world with joy and gladness.
firmament, and as the appearance of the terrible And let us keep it with psalms, and hymns, and
crystal, and the likeness of the throne above spiritual songs. Of old did Israel also keep
them was as the appearance of a sapphire-stone : their festival, but then it was with unleavened
and above the throne it was as the likeness of bread and bitter herbs, of which the prophet
a man, and as the appearance of amber ; and says: "I will turn their feasts into afflictions
within it there was, as it were, the likeness of and lamentation, and their joy into shame." s
fire round about."' Clearly, then, did the But our afflictions our Lord has assured us He
prophet behold in type Him who was born of will turn into joy by the fruits of penitence. 6
the holy virgin, whom thou, O holy virgin, And again, the first covenant maintained the
wouldest have had no strength to bear, hadst thou righteous requirements 7 of a divine service, as
not beamecl forth for that time* with all that is in the case of our forefather Abraham ; but these
glorious and virtuous. And with what words of stood in the inflictions of pain in the flesh by
laudafion, then, shall we describe her virgin-dig- circumcision, until the time of the fulfilment.
nity ? With what indications and proclamations "The law was given to them through Moses"
of praise shall we celebrate her stainless figure ? for their discipline ; "but grace and truth" have
With what spiritual song or word shall we honour been given to us by Jesus Christ. s The beginning
her who is most glorious among the angels ? She of all these blessings to us appeared in the an-
is planted in the house of God like a fruitful nunciatlon to Mary, the highly-favoured, in the
olive that the Holy Spirit overshadowed ; and by economy of the Saviour which is worthy of all
her means are we called sons and heirs of the praise, and in His divine and supramundane in-
kingdom of Christ. She is the ever-blooming struction. Thence rise the rays of the hght of
paradise of incorruptibility, wherein is planted understanding upon us. Thence spring for us
the tree that giveth life, and that furnisheth to the Lruits of wisdom and immortahty, sending
all the fruits of immortality. She is the boast forth the clear pure streams of piety. Thence
and glory of virgins, and the exultation of come to us the brilliant splendours of the treas-
mothers. She is the sure support of the belier- ures of divine knowledge. " For this is life
ing, and the succourer 3 of the pious. She is eternal, that we may know the true God, and
the vesture of light, and the domicile of virtue.4 Jesus Christ whom He hath sent." 9 And again,
She is the ever-flowing fountain, wherein the "Search the Scriptures, for in them ye think ye
water of life sprang and produced the Lord's have eternal life." '° For on this account the
incarnate manifestation. She is the monument treasure of the knowledge of God is revealed to
of righteousness ; and all who become lovers of them who search the divine oracles. That treas-
her, and set their affections on virgin-like ingenu- ure of the inspired Scriptures the Paraclete has
ousness and purity, shall enjoy the grace of angels, unfolded to us this day. And let the tongue of
All who keep themselves from wine and intoxica- prophecy and the doctrine of apostles be the
fion, and from the wanton enjoyments of strong

S Amos wii. xo.

6 Cf. Jet xxxi
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treasure of wisdom to us ; for without the law nignity toward man, when He saw the creature
and the prophets, or the evangelists and the He Himself had formed now held by the power
apostles, it is not possible to have the certain of death, did not turn away finally, from him
hope of salvation. For by the tongue of the whom He had made in His own nnage, but
holy prophets and apostles our Lord speaks, visited him in each generation, and forsook him
and God takes pleasure in the words of the not ; and manifesting Himself first of all among
saints ; not that He requires the spoken address, the patriarchs, and then proclaiming Himself in
hut that He delights in the good disposition ; the law, and presenting the likeness of Himself*
not that He recewes any profit from men, but in the prophets, He presignified the economy of
that He finds a restful satisfaction in the rightly- salvation. When, moreover, the fulness of the
affected soul of the righteous. For it is not times came for His glorious appearing, He sent
that Christ is magnified by what we say; but beforehand the archangel Gabriel to bear the
as we receive benefits from Him, we proclaim glad tidings to the Virgin Mary. And he came
with grateful mind His beneficence to us ; not down from the ineffable powers above to the
that we can attain to what is worthy therein, holy Virgin, and addressed her first of all with
but that we give the meet return to the best of the salutation, "Hail, thou that art highly fa-
our ability. And when the Gospels or the Epis- voured." And when this word, "Hafl_ thou that
ties, therefore, are read, let not your attention art highly favoured," reached her, in the very
centre on the book or on the reader, but on the moment of her hearing it, the Holy Spirit en-
God who speaks to you from heaven. For the tered into the undefiled temple of the Virgin,
book is but that which is seen, while Christ is and her mind and her members were sanctified
the divine subject spoken of. It brings us then together. And nature stood opposite, and
the glad tidings of that economy of the Saviour natural intercourse at a distance, beholding with
which is worthy of all praise, to wit, that, though amazement the Lord of nature, in a manner
He was God, He became man through kindness contrary to nature, or rather above nature, doing
toward man, and did not lay aside, indeed, the a miraculous work in the body; and by the very
dignity which was His from all eternity, but as- weapons by which the devil strove against us,
sumed the economy that should work salvation. Christ also saved us, taking to Himself our pas-
It brings us the glad tidings of that economy sible body in order that He might impart the
of the Saviour worthy of all praise, to wit, that greater grace 3 to the being who was deft-
He sojourned with us as a physician for the sick, cient in it. And "where sin abounded, grace
who did not heal them with potions, but restored did much more abound." And appropriately
them by the inclination of His philanthropy. It was grace sent to the holy Virgin. For this
brings us the glad tidings of th,s economy of word also is contained in the oracle of the
the Saviour altogether to be praised, to wit, that evangelic history : "And in the sixth month the
to them who had wandered astray the way of! angel Gabriel was sent to a virgin espoused to a
salvation was shown, and that to the despairing man whose name was Joseph, of the house and
the grace of salvation was made known, which lineage of David ; and the virgin's name was
blesses all in different modes; searching after Mary ; "4 and so forth. And this was the first
the ernng, enlightening the blinded, giving life month to the holy Virgin. Even as Scripture
to the dead, setting free the slaves, redeeming says in the book of the law : "This month shall
the captives, and becoming all things to all of be unto you the beginning of months: it shall
us in order to be the true way of salvation to us : be the first month among the months of the
and all this He does, not by reason of our good- _ear to you." s "Keep ye the feast of the holy
will toward Him, but in virtue of a benignity )assover to the Lord in all your generations."
that is proper to our Benefactor Himself. For It was also the sixth month to Zacharias. And
the Saviour did all, not in order that He might rightly, then, did the holy Virgin prove to be of
acquire virtue Himself, but that He might put the family of David, and she had her home in
us in possession of eternal life. He made man Bethlehem, and was betrothed rightfully to Jo-
indeed, after the image of God, and appointed seph, in accordance with the laws of relationship.
him to live in a paradise of pleasure. But the And her espoused husband was her guardian,
man being deceived by the devil, and having and possessor also of the untarnished incorrup-
become a transgressor of the divine command- tion which was hers. And the name given to
ment, was made subject to the doom of death, the holy Virgin was one that became her ex-
Whence, also, those born of him were involved ceedingly. For she was called Mary, and that,
in their father's liability .in virtue of their sue- by interpretation, means illumination. And
cession, and had the reckoning of condemnation what shines more brightly that the light of
required of them. "For death reigned from s _t,otot;_vo_.

Adam to Moses."' But the Lord, in His be- _ o_,_,7, xv,_ Luke t. a6, 27. [Marak _bitterness, Exod. • _'3.1
t Rc_ v._4. s Er._ _. [TI__ Mary t_mmmttrp,_,ed,i_.f_.l
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virginity? For this reason also the virtues are nify the Lord, and my spirit hath rejoiced in
called virgins by those who strive rightly to get God my Saviour," and so forth. "He hath
at their true nature. But if it is so great a holpen His servant Israel in remembrance of
blessing to have a virgin heart, how great a His mercy, and of the covenant which He estab-
boon will it be to have the flesh that cherishes llshed with Abraham and with his seed for ever." s

virginity along with the soul! Thus the holy Thou seest how the holy Virgin has surpassed
Virgin, while still in the flesh, maintained the even the perfection of the patriarchs, and how
incorruptible life, and received in faith the she confirms the covenant which was made with
things which were announced by the archangel. Abraham by God, when He said, "This is the
And thereafter she journeyed diligently to her covenant which I shall establish between me and
relation Elisabeth in the hill-country. "And thee." 6 Wherefore He has come and confirmed
she entered into the house of Zacharias, and the covenant with Abraham, having received
saluted Elisabeth," ' in imitation of the angel, mystically in Himself the sign of circumcision,
"And it came to pass, that, when Elisabeth and having proved Himself the fulfilment of
heard the salutatmn of Mary, the babe leapt the law and the prophets. This song of proph-
with joy m her womb ; and Elisabeth was filled ecy, therefore, did the holy mother of God
with the Holy Ghost." l Thus the voice of render to God, saying, "My soul doth magnify
Mary wrought with power, and filled Elisabeth the Lord, and my spirit hath rejoiced in God
with the Holy Ghost. And by her tongue, as my Saviour : for He that is mighty hath done to
from an ever-flowing fountain, she sent forth a me great things, and holy is His name." For
stream of gracious gifts in the way of prophecy having made me the mother of God, He has
to her relation ; and while the feet of her child also preserved me a virgin ; and by my womb
were bound in the womb, 2 she prepared to the fulness of all generations is headed up to-
dance .and leap. And that was the sign of a gether for sanctification. For He hath blessed
marvellous jubilation. For wherever she was every age, both men and women, both young
who was highly favoured, there she filled all men and youths, and old men. "He hath made
things with joy. "And Elisabeth spake out strength with His arm," 7 on our behalf, against
with a loud voxce, and said, Blessed art thou death and against the devil, having torn the
among women, and blessed is the fruit of thy handwriting of our sins. "He hath scattered
womb. And whence is this to me, that the the proud m the imagination of their hearts ; "
mother of my Lord should come to me ? Blessed yea, He hath scattered the devil himself, and all
art thou among women." _ For thou hast be- the demons that serve under him. For he was
come to women the beginning of the new crea- overweeningly haughty in his heart, seeing that
tion. 4 Thou hast given to us boldness of access he dared to say," I will set my throne above the
into paradise, and thou hast put to flight our clouds, and I will be like the Most High. ''s
ancient woe. For after thee the race of woman And now, how He scattered him the prophet has
shall no more be made the subject of reproach, indicated in what follows, where he says, "Yet
No more do the successors of Eve fear the now thou shalt be brought down to hell,"9 and
ancient curse, or the pangs of childbirth. For all thy hosts with thee. For He has overthrown
Christ, the Redeemer of our race, the Saviour everywhere Ins altars and the worship of vain
of all nature, the spiritual Adam who has healed gods, and He has prepared for Himself a pecul-
the hurt of the creature of earth, cometh forth iar people out of the heathen nations. "He
from thy holy womb. "Blessed art thou among hath put down the mighty from their seats, and
women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb." exalted them of low degree." In these terms is
For He who bears all blessings for us is mani- inumated in brief the extrusion of the Jews and
rested as thy fruit. This we read in the clear the admission of the Gentiles. For the elders
words of her who was barren ; but yet more of the Jews and the scribes in the law, and
clearly did the holy Virgin herself express this those who were richly privileged with other pre-
again when she presented to God the song re- rogatives, because they used their riches ill and
plete with thanksgiving, and acceptance, and their power lawlessly, were cast down by Him
divine knowledge ; announcing ancient things from ever)" seat, whether of prophecy or of
together with what was new; proclaiming along priesthood, whether of legislature or of doctrine,
with things which were of old, things also which and were stripped of all their ancestral wealth,
belong to the consummation of the ages; and and of their sacrifices and multitudinous festi-
summing up in a short discourse the mysteries vals, and of all the honourable privileges of the
of Christ. "And Mary said, My soul doth mag-

S Luke L 46, etc.
e Gen. xviL xx; Ram. iv. ,x.I I_Jke i. 4X.

s Or, and with the bound feet of her child in the wom_ 7 Luke i. 5x.
s Luke i. O, 4_. s Isa. xi'v. x4.
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kingdom. Spoiled of all these boons, as naked binds the whole creation fast with His word.
fugitives they were east out into captivity. And She laid Him in a manger who rides seated upon
in their stead the humble were exalted, namely, the cherubim? A light from heaven shone round
the Gentile peoples who hungered after right- about Him who lighteneth the whole creation.
eousness. For, discovering their own lowliness, The hosts of heaven attended Him with their
and the hunger that pressed upon them for the doxologies who is glorified in heaven from before
knowledge of God, they pleaded for the divine all ages. A star with its torch guided them who
word, though it were but for crumbs of the same, had come from the distant parts of earth toward
hke the woman of Canaan ;' and for this reason Him who is the true Orient. :From the East
they were filled with the riches of the divine came those who brought gifts to Him who for
mysteries. For the Christ who was born of the our sakes became poor. And the holy mother
Virgin, and who is our God, has given over the of God kept these words, and pondered them in
whole inheritance of divine blessings to the Gen- her heart, like one who was the receptacle of all
tiles. "He hath holpen His servant Israel." _ the mysteries. Thy praise, O most holy Virgin,
Not any Israel in general, indeed, but His ser- surpasses all laudation, by reason of the GOd
rant, who in very deed maintains the true no- who received the flesh and was born man of
bdity of Israel. And on this account also did thee. To thee every creature, of things in
the mother of God call Him servant (Son) and heaven, and things on earth, and things under
heir. For when He had found the same labour- the earth, offers the meet offering of honour.
ing painfully in the letter and the law, He called For thou hast been indeed set forth as the true
him by grace. It is such an Israel, therefore, cherubic throne. Thou shinest as the very
that He called and hath holpen in remembrance brightness of light in the high places of the
of His mercy. "As He spake to our fathers, kingdoms of intelligence ; 7 where the Father,
to Abraham and to his seed for ever." In these who is without beginning, and whose power thou
few words is comprehended the whole mystery hadst overshadowing thee, is glorified ; where
of the economy. For, with the purpose of also the Son is worshipped, whom thou didst
saving the race of men, and fulfilling the cove- bear according to the flesh ; and where the Holy
nant that was made with our fathers, Christ has Spirit is praised, who effected in thy womb the
once "bowed the heavens and come down." s generation of the mighty King. Through thee,
And thus He shows Himself to us as we are O thou that art highly favoured, is the holy
capable of receiving Him, in order that we might and consubstantial Trinity known in the world.
have power to see Him, and handle Him, and Together with thyself, deem us also worthy to
hear Hir_ when He speaketh. And on this be made partakers of thy perfect grace in Jesus
account did God the Word deem it meet to take Christ our Lord : with whom, and with the Holy
to Himself the flesh and the perfect humanity by Spirit, be glory to the Father, now and ever, and
a woman, the holy Virgin ; and He was born a unto the ages of the ages. Amen. s
man, in order that He might discharge our debt,
and fulfil even in Himself 4 the ordinances of THE THIRD HOMILY.
the covenant made with Abraham, in its rite of
circumcision, and all the other legal appoint- ON THE_rstr_rc_mo_ TO _ HOLYvraGm _v.9

ments connected with it. And after she had Again have we the glad tidings of joy, again
spoken these words the holy Virgin went to the announcements of liberty, again the restora-
Nazareth ; and from that a decree of Caesar led tion, again the return, again the promise of glad-
her to come again to Bethlehem ; and so, as ness, again the release from slavery. An angel
proceeding herself from the royal house, she talks with the Virgin, in order that the serpent
was brought to the royal house of David along may no more have converse with the woman. In
with Joseph her espoused husband. And there the sixth month, it is said, the angel Gabriel was
ensued there the mystery which transcends all Isent from God to a virgin espoused to a man. '°
wonders, -- the Virgin brought forth and bore Gabriel was sent to declare the world-wide sal-
in her hand Him who bears the whole creation ]ration ; Gabriel was sent to bear to Adam the
by His word. "And there was no room for !signature of his restoration ; Gabriel was sent to
them in the inn."5 He found no room who a virgin, in order to transform the dishonour of
founded the whole earth by His word. She the female sex into honour; Gabriel was sent to
nourished with her milk Him who imparts sus-
tenance and life to everything that hath breath. 6 1_.w._. z.
She wrapped Him in swaddling-clothes who 7_ ,_ -'-_ _ _ _,,_,_,. o_m _a ,_,o_. i_
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prepare the worthy chamber for the pure spouse ; delivered to a man that is learned." 3 What is
Gabriel was sent to wed the creature with the meant by this sealed book, but just the virgin un-
Creator ; Gabriel was sent to the animate palace defiled ? From whom is this to be given ? From
of the King of the angels ; Gabriel was sent to a the priests evidently. And to whom ? To the
virgin espoused to Joseph, but preserved for artisan Joseph. As, then, the priests espoused
Jesus the Son of God. The incorporeal servant Mary to Joseph as to a prudent husband,
was sent to the virgin undefiled. One free from and committed her to his care in expectation
sin was sent to one that admitted no corruption, of the time of marriage, and as it behoved him
The light was sent that should announce the then on obtaining her to keep the virgin un-
Sun of righteousness. The dawn was sent that touched, this was announced by the prophet
should precede the light of the day. Gabriel long before, when he said : "This book that is
was sent to proclaim Hml who is in the bosom sealed shall be delivered to a man that is
of the Father, and who yet was to be in the learned." And that man will say, I cannot read
arms of the mother. Gabriel was sent to declare it. But why canst thou not read it, O Joseph ?
Him who is upon the throne, and yet also in the I cannot read it, he says, because the book is
cavern. The subaltern was sent to utter aloud sealed. For whom, then, is it preserved ? It is
the mystery of the great King; the mystery, I preserved as a place of sojourn for the Maker
mean, which is discerned by faith, and which of the universe. But let us return to our im-
cannot be searched out by officious curiosity; mediate subject. In the sixth month Gabriel
the mystery which is to be adored, not weighed ; was sent to a virgin-- he who received, indeed,
the mystery which is to be taken as a thing such injunctions as these: "Come hither now,
divine, and not measured. "In the sixth month archangel, and become the minister of a dread
Gabriel was sent to a virgin." What is meant mystery which has been kept hid, and be thou
by tlus sixth month? What? It is the sixth the agent in the miracle. I am moved by my
month from the time when Elisabeth received compassions to descend to earth in order to
the glad tidings, from the time that she con- recover the lost Adam. Sin hath made him
ceived John. And how is this made plain? decay who was made in my linage, and hath
The archangel himself gives us the interpreta- corrupted the work of my hands, and hath
tion, when he says to the wrgin : "Behold, thy obscured the beauty which I formed. The wolf
relation Elisabeth, she hath also conceived a son devours my nursling, the home of paradise is
in her old age : and this is now the sixth month desolate, the tree of life is guarded by the flam-
with her, who was called barren."' In the sixth ing sword, the location of enjoyments is closed.
month--that is evidently, therefore, the sixth My pity is evoked for the object of this enmity,
month of the conception of John. For it was and I desire to seize the enemy. Yet I wish to
meet that the subaltern should go before ; it keep this mystery, which I confide to thee alone,
was meet that the attendant should precede ; still hid from all the powers of heaven. Go
it was meet that the herald of the Lord's coming thou, therefore, to the Virgin Mary. Pass thou
should prepare the way for Him. In the sixth on to that animate city whereof the prophet spake
month the angel Gabriel was sent to a virgin in these words: ' Glorious things were spoken
espoused to a man ; espoused, not united ; es- of thee, O city of God.' 4 Proceed, then, to my
poused, yet kept intact. And for what purpose rational paradise ; proceed to the gate of the
was she espoused? In order that the spoiler east; proceed to the place of sojourn that is
might not learn the mystery prematurely. For worthy of my word; proceed to that second
that the King was to come by a virgin, was heaven on earth ; proceed to the hght cloud,
a fact known to the wicked one. For he too and announce to it the shbwer of my coming ;
heard these words of Isaiah : " Behold, _ virgin proceed to the sanctuary prepared for me ; pro-
shall conceive, and bear a son.", And on every teed to the hall of the incarnation ; proceed to
occasion, consequently, he kept watch upon the the pure chamber of my generation after the
virgin's words, in order that, whenever this rays- flesh. Speak in the ears of my rational ark, so
tery should be fulfilled, he might prepare her as to prepare for me the accesses of hearing.
dishonour. Wherefore the Lord came by an But neither disturb nor vex the soul of the vir-
espoused virgin, in order to elude the notice of gin. Manifest thyself in a manner befitting that
the wicked one ; for one who was espoused was sanctuary, and hail her first with the voice of
pledged in fine to be her husband's. "In the gladness. And address Mary with the saluta-
sixth month the angel Gabriel was sent to a vir- t-ion, ' Hail, thou that art highly favoured,' that I
gin espoused to a man whose name was Joseph." may show compassion for Eve in her deprava°
Hear what the prophet says about this man and tion." The archangel heard these things, and
the virgin : "This book that is sealed shall be considered them within himself, as was reason-

xLukei. 36. " luk.xxix.xx.
' I_vfi. z4. 4 Pa.b.z_ 3.
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able, and said: "Strange is this matter; pass- the tent of Abraham contain me?"4 And the
ing comprehension is this thing that is spoken, angel says: "As there were there the deeps of
He who is the object of dread to the cheru- hospitality, 0 Lord, Thou didst show Thyself
bim, He who cannot be looked upon by the there to Abraham at the door of the tent, and
seraphim, He who is incomprehensible to all didst pass quickly by it, as He who filleth all
the heavenly'powers, does He give the assur- things. But how can Mary sustain the fire of
ance of His connection with a maiden? does the divinity? Thy throne blazes with the iUu-
He announce His own personal coming? yea mination of its splendour, and can the virgin
more, does He hold out an access by hear- receive Thee without being consumed?" Then
ing? and is He who condemned Eve, urgent to the Lord says : "Yea surely, if the fire in the
put such honour upon her daughter? For He wilderness injured the bush, my coming will
says : ' So as to prepare for me the accesses of indeed also injure Mary ; but if that fire which
heanng.' But can the womb contain H_m who served as the adumbration of the advent of
cannot be contained in space ? Truly this is a i the fire of divinity from heaven fertilized the
dread mystery." While the angel is indulging bush, and did not burn it, what wilt thou say

such reflections, the Lord says to Him" : "Why [ of the Truth that descends.,, not in a flame of fire,
art thou troubled and perplexed, O Gabriel? [ but in the form of ram ? s Thereupon the angel

Hast thou not already been sent by me to Za.ch- I set himself to. carry o_lt the commission given
arias the priest ? Hast thou not conveyed to l ram, aria repa_rea to me wrgm, _,u addressed
him the glad tidings of the nativity of John ? [ her with a loud voice, saying : "Hail, thou that
Didst thou not mfl_ct upon the incredulous are highly favoured 1 the Lord is with thee. No
priest the penalty of speechlessness _ Didst longer shalt the devil be against thee ; for where
thou not punish the aged man w_th dumbness ? of old that adversary infl_cted the wound, there
Didst thou not make thy declaration, and I con- now first of all does the Physician apply the
firmed it ? And has not the actual fact followed salve of deliverance. Where death came forth,
upon thy announcement of good ? Did not the there has life now prepared its entrance. By a
barren woman conceive? Did not the womb woman came the flood of our ills, and by a
obey the word ? Did not the malady of sterility woman also our blessings have their spring.
depart ? Did not the inert disposition of nature Hail, thou that are highly favoured ! Be not
take to flight ? Is not she now one that shows thou ashamed, as if thou wert the cause of our
frmtfulness, who before was never pregnant? condemnation. For thou art made the mother
Can anything be impossible with me, the Cre- of Him who is at once Judge and Redeemer.
ator of all_ Wherefore, then, art thou tossed Haft, thou stainless mother of the Bridegroom6
with doubt ?" What is the angel's answer to of a world bereft ! Hall, thou that hast sunk in
this? "0 Lord," he says, " to remedy the thy womb the death (that came) of the mother
defects of nature, to do away with the blast of (Eve) ! Hail, thou animate temple of God !
evils, to recall the dead members to the power Haft, thou equal z home of heaven and earth
of life, to enjoin on nature the potency of gen- alike I Hail, thou amplest receptacle of the
erat_on, to remove barrenness m the case of illimitable nature T,, But as these things are so,
members that have passed the common limit,* through her has come for the sick the Physician ;
to change the old and withered stalk into the for them that sit in darkness, the Sun of right-
appearance of verdant vigour, to set forth the eousness; for all that are tossed and tempest-
fruitless soft suddenly as the producer of sheaves beaten, the Anchor and the Port undisturbed by
of corn,--to do all this is a work which, as it is storm. For the servants in irreconcilable en-
ever the case, demands Thy power. And Sarah mity has been born the Lord ; and One has
is a witness thereto, and along with her s also sojourned with us to be the bond of peace ai_d
Rebecca, and again Anna, who all, though bound the Redeemer of those led captive, and to be
by the dread ill of barrenness, were afterwards the peace for those involved in hostihty. For
gifted by Thee with deliverance from that malady. He is our peace ;s and of that peace may it be
But that a virgin should bring forth, without granted that all we may receive the enjoyment,
knowledge of a man, is something that goes by the grace and kindness of our Lord Jesus
beyond all the laws of nature ; and dost Thou Christ ; to whom be the glory, honour, and
yet announce Thy coming to the maiden ? The power, now and ever, and unto all the ages of
bounds of heaven and earth do not contain the ages. Amen.
Thee, and how shall the womb of a virgin con-
rain Thee ?" And the Lord says : " How did • G,n raa.

s ps. lxxii. 6. [A sub-alluslon, in bad taste, to Semele.]
6 vtl_¢_o_'6_¢. The Latin version gw¢_ tt as _ :j_m_a, :imul

I Or, angeltc, mater. [.Apostrophe not wor_htp.]
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THE FOURTH HOMILY. drew his right hand within his double cloak, and
ON THEHOLYTHEOPHANY, ORON CHRIST'SBAPTISM.x bowing his head like a servant full of love to his

master, addressed Him in these words: I have
0 ye who are the friends of Christ, and the need to be baptized of Thee, and comest Thou

friends of the stranger, and the friends of the to me ? 6 What is this Thou doest, my Lord ?
brethren, receive in kindness my speech to-day, Why dost Thou reverse the order of things ?
and open your ears like the doors of hearing, and Why seekest Thou along with the servants, at the
admit within them my discourse, and accept hand of Thy servant, the things that are properfrom me this saving proclamation of the baptism,
of Christ, which took place in the river Jordan, to servants ? Why dost Thou desire to receive

what Thou requirest not ? Why dost Thou bur-
in order that your loving desires may be quick- den me, Thy servitor, with Thy mighty conde-
ened after the Lord, who has done so much for scension ? I have need to be baptized of Thee,
us in the way of condescension. For even but Thou hast no need to be baptized of me.
though the festival of the Epiphany of the The less is blessed by the greater, and the greater
Saviour is past, the grace of the same yet abides is not blessed and sanctified by the less. The
with us through all. Let us therefore enjoy it hght is kindled by the sun, and the sun is not
with insatiable minds; for insatiate desire is a made to shine by the rush-lamp. The clay is
good thing in the case of what pertains to salva- wrought by the potter, and the potter is not
tlon--yea, it is a good thing. Come therefore, moulded by the clay. The creature is made
all of us, from Galilee to Judea, and let us go anew by the Creator, and the Creator is not re-
forth with Christ ; for blessed is he who journeys stored by the creature. The infirm is healed byin such company on the way of life. Come, and
with the feet of thought let us make for the Jor- the physician, and the physician is not cured by

the infirm. The poor man receives contribu-
dan, and see John the Baptist as he baptizes One t_ons from the rich, and the rich borrow not from
who needs no baptism, and yet submits to the the poor. I have need to be baptized of Thee,
rite in order that He may bestow freely upon us and comest Thou to me ? Can I be ignorant
the grace of baptism. Come, let us view the who Thou art, and from what source Thou hast
image of our regeneration, as it is emblematically
presented in these waters. "Then cometh Jesus Thy light, and whence Thou art come? Or,because Thou hast been born even as I have
from Galilee to Jordan unto John, to be baptized been,7 am I, then, to deny the greatness of Thy
of him."3 O how vast is the humility of the divinity? Or, because Thou hast condescended
Lord ! O how vast His condescension ! The so far to me as to have approached my body,
King of the heavens hastened to John, His own and dost bear me wholly in Thyself in order to
forerunner, without setting in motion the camps 4 effect the salvation of the whole man, am I, on
of His angels, without despatching beforehand account of that body of Thine which is seen, to
the incorporeal powers as His precursors ; but overlook that divinity of Thine which is only
presenting Himself in utmost simplicity, in sol- apprehended? Or, because on behalf of my
dier-like form,5 He comes up to His own sub- !salvation Thou hast taken to Thyself the offering
altern. And He approached him as one of of my first-fruits, am I to ignore the fact that
the multitude, and humbled Himself among the Thou "coverest Thyself with light as with a
captives though He was the Redeemer, and garment? "s Or, because Thou wearest the flesh
ranged Hitnself with those under judgment that is related to me, and dost show Thyself to
though He was the Judge, and joined Himself men as they are able to see Thee, am I to forget
with the lost sheep though He was the Good the brightness of Thyglorious divinity? Or, be-
Shepherd who on account of the straying sheep cause I see my own form in Thee, am I to reason
came down from heaven, and yet did not for- against Thy divine substance, which is invisible
sake His heavens, and was mingled with the and incomprehensible ? I know Thee, O Lord ;
tares though He was that heavenly grain that I know Thee clearly. I know Thee, since I have
springs unsown. And when the Baptist John been taught by Thee; for no one can recognise
then saw Him, recognising Him whom before in Thee, unless He enjoys Thine illumination. I
his mother's womb he had recognised and wor- know Thee, O Lord, clearly ; for I saw Thee
shipped, and discerning clearly that this was He spiritually before I beheld this light. When
on whose account, in a manner surpassing the Thou welt altogether in the incorporeal bosom
natural time, he had leaped in the womb of his of the heavenly Father, Thou weft also altogether
mother, in violation of the limits of nature, he in the womb of Thy handmaid and mother ; and

• "A Discourse by our sainted Father Gregory, Bmhop of Neo- I, though held in the womb of Elisabeth by
c._sa_la,surnamedThaumaturgus,on the HolyThcophany,or,as nature as in a prison, and bound with the indis-
"..he tale m ai_o given, on the Holy Laghts."

s _aT_vtremg.
s Matt. fit 13, 6 Matt lb. x4.
4 Or. armies 7 Or, because for my sake Thou hast been born as I have been.
5 Or subaltern, JJ, t"7j w.rpwrt,a_t_ _top_l_. 8 Ps. cry. 2.
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soluble bonds of the children unborn, leaped and to pass the measures of nature. I know how
celebrated Thy birth with anticipative rejoicings, great is the measure of difference between earth
Shall I then, who gave intimation of Thy sojourn and the Creator. I know how great is the dis-
on earth before Thy birth, fail to apprehend Thy tinction between the clay and the potter. I
coming after Thy birth? Shall I, who in the know how vast is the superiority possessed by
womb was a teacher of Thy coming, be now a Thee, who art the Sun of righteousness, over me
child in understanding in view of perfect knowl- who am but the torch of Thy grace. Even
edge ? But I cannot but worship Thee, who art though Thou art compassed with the pure cloud
adored by the whole creation ; I cannot but pro- !of the body, I can still recognise Thy lordship.
claim Thee, of whom heaven gave the indication I acknowledge my own servitude, I proclaim
by the star, and for whom earth offered a kind Thy glorious greatness, I recognise Thy perfect
reception by the wise men, while the choirs of lordship, I recognise my own perfect insignifi-
angels also praised Thee in joy over Thy con- canoe, I am not worthy to unloose the latchets
descension to us, and the shepherds who kept of Thy shoes; 6 and how shall I dare to touch
watch by night hymned Thee as the Chief Shep- Thy stainless head ? How can I stretch out the
herd of the rational sheep. I cannot keep si- right hand upon Thee, who didst stretch out
lence while Thou art present, for I am a voice ; the heavens like a curtain,7 and didst set th:e earth
yea, I am the voice, as it is said, of one crying !above the waters ? s How shall I spread those
in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the menial hands of mine upon Thy'head ? How
Lord.' I have need to be baptized of Thee, and shall I wash Thee, who art undefiled and sinless ?
comest Thou to me ? I was born, and thereby How shall I enlighten the light ? What manner
removed the barrenness of the mother that bore of prayer shall I offer up over Thee, who dost
me ; and while still a babe I became the healer receive the prayers even of those who are igno-
of my father's speechlessness, having received rant of Thee ?
of Thee from my childhood the gift of the mirac- When I baptize others, I baptize into Thy
ulous. But Thou, being born of the Virgin name, in order that they may believe on Thee,
Mary, as Thou didst will, and as Thou alone who comest with glory ; but when I baptize Thee,
dost know, didst not do away with her virginity ; of whom shall I make mention ? and into whose
but Thou didst keep it, and didst simply gift her ]name shall I baptize Thee ? Into that of the
with the name of mother : and neither dad her Father? But Thou hast the Father altogether in
virgamty preclude Thy birth, nor did Thy birth Thyself, and Thou art altogether in the Father.
injure her virgamty. But these two things, so iOr into that of the Son ? But beside Thee there
utterly opposite -- bearing and virginity -- har- is no other Son of God by nature. Or into that
monized w_th one intent ; for such a thing ab_des 'of the Holy Spirit ? But He is ever together
possible w_th Thee, the Framer of nature. I am with Thee, as being of one substance, and of
but a man, and am a partaker of the divine one will, and of one judgment, and of one power,
grace ; but Thou art God, and also man to the Iand of one honour with Thee ; and He receives,
same effect : for Thou art by nature man's friend. !along with Thee, the same adoration from all.
I have need to be baptized of Thee, and comest ]Wherefore, 0 Lord, baptize Thou me, if Thou
Thou to me ? Thou who wast in the beginning, )leasest ; baptize me, the Baptist. Regenerate
and wast with God, and wast God ;2 Thou who me whom Thou didst cause to be generated.
art the brightness of the Father's glory ; 3 Thou _2xtend Thy dread right hand, which Thou hast
who art the perfect image of the perfect Father ;4 )repared for Thyself, and crown my head by
Thou who art the true light that hghteneth every Fhy touch, in order that I may run the course
man that cometh into the world ; s Thou who before Thy kingdom, crowned like a forerunner,
wast in the world, and didst come where Thou and diligently announce the good tidings to the
wast ; Thou who wast made flesh, and yet wast sinners, addressing them with this earnest call :
not changed into the flesh ; Thou who didst "Behold the Lamb of God, that taketh away the
dwell among us, and didst manifest Thyself to sin of the world !" 9 0 river Jordan, accompany
Thy servants in the form of a servant ; Thou me in the joyous choir, and leap with me, and
who didst bridge earth and heaven together by stir thy waters rhythmically, as in the movements
Thy holy name, M comest Thou to me? One of the dance ; for thy Maker stands by thee
so great to such a one as I am ? The King to in the body. Once of old didst thou see Israel
the forerunner? The Lord to the servant? But pass through thee, and thou didst divide thy
though Thou wast not ashamed to be born in the floods, and didst wait in expectation of the pas-
lowly measures of humanity, yet I have no ability sage of the people ; but now divide thyself more

x Matt. iii. 3; MarkL 3; Lazke iti. 4.; John i. 23.
John 1. z. 6 Luke ;i;. z6; John i. z7.

_t Heb. |. _t, _'Ps. cir. 2.
4 Or of tfle perfect Light; to wit, the Father. s Ps. cxxxvi. 6.
5 Jo_ t. 9. 9 John i.
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decidedly,and flowmore easily,and embrace iton theheartsof men, and tosubscribeitwith

thestainlesslimbs of Him who at thatancientmy blood,3and to sea]itwith my Spirit.It
time did convey the Jews' throughthee. Ye becometh me to ascend the cross,and to be
mountains and hills,yevalleysand torrents,ye piercedwith itsnails,and to sufferafterthe
seasand rivers,blessthe Lord,who has come manner of thatnaturewhich iscapableof suf-
upon theriverJordan; forthroughthesestreamsfering,and to heal sufferingsby my suffering,
He transmitssanctificationtoallstreams. And and by the treeto cure the wound thatwas
Jesusansweredand saidtohim: Sufferittobe inflictedupon men by the medium of a tree.
so now, for thus itbecometh us to fulfilallltbecometh me to descend even intothevery
righteousness.,Sufferitto be so now ; grant depths of the grave,on behalfof the dead
the favourof silence,O Baptist,to the season who are detainedthere. Itbecometh me, by
of my economy. Learn towillwhateverismy my threedays'dissolutionin the flesh,to de-
will. Learn to ministerto me in thosethingsstroythepower oftheancientenemy,death. It
on which I am bent,and do not pry curiouslybecometh me tokindlethetorchofmy body for
intoallthatI wish to do. Sufferitto be so thosewho sitindarknessand in the shadow of
now : do notyetproclaimmy divinity; do not death. Itbecometh me to ascend in the flesh

yet heraldmy kingdom with thylips,in order tothatplacewhere I am inmy divinity.Itbe-
thatthe tyrantmay not learnthefactand give cometh me tointroducetotheFathertheAdam

up the counselhe has formed with respectto reigninginme. Itbecometh me to accomplish
me. Permit the devilto come upon me, and thesethings,for on accountof thesethingsI
enter the conflictwith me as though I were have taken my positionwith the works of my
but a common man, and receivethushismortalhands. Itbecometh me tobe baptizedwiththis
wound. Permit me to fulfilthe objectfor baptismfor the present,and afterwardsto be-
which I have come to earth. Itisa mystery stow the baptismof the consubstantmlTrinity
that is being gone through thisday in the upon allmen. Lend me, therefore,O Baptist,
Jordan. My mysteriesare for myselfand my thy righthand forthepresenteconomy, even as
own. There isa mysteryhere,not forthe fu]-Mary lenther womb formy birth. Immerse me
fillingof my own need, but for the designinginthe streamsof Jordan,even as she who bore
of a remedy forthosewho have been wounded, me wrapped me inchildren'sswaddling-clothes.
There isa mystery,which givesin thesewatersGrantme thybaptismeven astheVirgingranted
the representationof the heavenlystreamsof me her milk. Lay hold of thishead of mine,
theregenerationofmen. Sufferittobe sonow whichtheseraphimrevere.With thyr}ghthand
when thouseestme doingwhat seemeth to me layholdofthishead,thatisrelatedtothyselfin
good among theworks of my hands,in a man- kinship. Lay hold of thishead,which nature
her befittingdivinity,then attunethy praisesto has made tobe touched. Lay hold ofthishead,
the acts accomplished. When thou seestme which forthisverypurposehasbeen formed by
cleansingthe lepers,then proclaimme as the myselfand my Father. Lay hold of thishead
framerof nature. When thou seestme make ofmine,which,ifone doeslayholdofitinpiety,
thelame readyrunners,thenwithquickenedpace willsave him from ever sufferingshipwreck.
do thou alsopreparethytongue to praiseme. Baptizeme, who am destinedto baptizelthose
When thouseestme castout demons,then hailwho believeon me with water,and with the
my kingdom with adoration.When thou seestSpirit,and with fire:with water,capableof
me rame thedead from theirgravesby my word, washingaway the defilementof sins; with the
then,in concertwith thosethus raised,glorifySpirit,capableof making the earthlyspintuai;
me asthePrinceof Life. When thouseestme withfire,naturallyfittedto consume the thorns
on the Father'srighthand, then acknowledge of transgressions.On hearingthesewords,the
me tobe divine,as theequalof the Fatherand Baptistdirectedhis mind to the objectof the
theHoly Spirit,on the throne,and in eternity,salvation/andcomprehended themysterywhich
and inhonour. Sufferittobe sonow ; forthus he had received,and dischargedthe divine
itbecometh ustofulfilallrighteousness.I am command ; forhe was atonce piousand ready
the Lawgiver,and theSon ofthe Lawgiver; and to obey. And stretchingforthslowlyhisright
itbecometh me firstto pass throughallthatis hand, which seemed both to trembleand to

established,and thentosetfortheverywherethe rejoice,he baptizedthe Lord. Then the Jews
intimationsof my freegift.Itbecometh me to who were present,withthosein thevicinityand
fulfilthelaw,and then tobestowgrace. It be- thosefrom a distance,reasoned together,and
cometh me toadduce theshadow,and then the spakethuswiththemselvesand witheach other:
reality.Itbecometh me tofinishtheold cove-iWas it,then,withoutcause thatwe imagined
nant, and then to dictate the new, and to write John to be superior to Jesus ? was it without

x Or,theHe.b_w_ _ Or,withmy
= M_ _. x3. 4 Or,totheSa_s objec_
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cause that we considered the former to be of a different; of one substance with me accord-
greater than the latter? Does not this very ing to what is unseen, and of one substance with
baptism attest the Baptist's pre-eminence? Is you according to what is seen, yet without sin.
not he who baptizeth presented as the supe- This is He who along with me made man. This
riot, and he who is baptized as the inferior? is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.
But while they, in their ignorance of the mys- This Son of mine and this son of Mary are not
tery of the economy, babbled in such wise with two distinct persons; but this is my beloved
each other, He who alone is Lord, and by Son,- this one who is both seen with the eye
nature the Father of the Only-begotten, He and apprehended with the mind. This is my
who alone knoweth perfectly Him whom He beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased ; hear
alone in passionless fashion begat, to correct Him. If He shall say, I and my Father are one,2
the erroneous imaginations of the Jews, opened hear Him. If He shall say, He that hath seen
the gates of the heavens, and sent down the me hath seen the Father,3 hear Him. If He
Holy Spirit in the form of a dove, lighting upon shall sa_, He that hath sent me is greater than
the head of Jesus, pointing out thereby the 1,4adapt the voice to the economy. If He shall
new Noah, yea the maker of Noah, and the good say, Whom do men say that I the Son of man
pilot of the nature which is m shipwreck. And am?S answer ye Him thus : Thou art the Christ,
He Himself calls with clear voice out of heaven, the Son of the living God.6 By these words, as
and says : "This is my beloved Son,.... the they were sent from the Father out of heaven in
Jesus there, namely, and not the John ; the one thunder-form, the race of men was enlightened :
baptized, and not the one baptizing ; He who they apprehended the difference between the
was begotten of me before all periods of time, Creator and the creature, between the King and
and not he who was begotten of Zacharias ; He the soldier (subject), between the Worker and
who was born of Mary after the flesh, and not he the work; and being strengthened in faith, they
who was brought forth by Elisabeth beyond all drew near through the baptism of John to Christ,
expectation ; He who was the fruit of the vir- our true God, who baptizeth with the Spirit and
ginity yet preserved intact, and not he who was with fire. To Him be glory, and to the Father,
the shoot from a sterility removed ; He who has and to the most holy and quickening Spirit, now
had His conversation with you, and not he who and ever, and unto the ages of the ages. Amen.
was brought up in the wilderness. This is my
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased : my * John..3o.
Son, of the same substance with myself, and not _John.,v.9.

4 J?hn xzv. 28.
s Matt. xvl, t3.

z Matt. hi. x7, xvil. S; Mark i. xx; Luke ix. 35. 6 Matt. xvL z6.

ELUCIDATION.

I CANdo no better than follow Dupin as to the authorship of these Homilies. He thinks the
style of Proclus (of Constantinople) may be detected in them, though the fourth is beyond him
for eloquence, and has even been thought worthy of St. Chrysostom. It was produced after Nic._
and probably after Ephesus, its somewhat exaggerated praises of the 0wr&co_being unusual at an
earlier period. The titles of these Homilies are the work of much later editors ; and interpola-
tions probably occur frequently, by the same hands.



ON ALL THE SAINTS.'

GRANTthy blessing, Lord. that death is abolished, that Hades is trodden
It was my desire to be silent, and not to make under foot, that the chains thereof are broken,

a public 2 display of the rustic rudeness of my that the tyrant is bound, let him look on the
tongue. For silence is a matter of great conse- martyrs disporting themselves 9 in the presence
quence when one's speech is mean.3 And to of death, and taking up the jubilant strain of
refrain from utterance is indeed an admirable the victory of Christ. O the marvel ! Since the
thing, where there is lack of training ; and verily hour when Christ despoiled Hades, men have
he is the highest philosopher who knows how to danced in triumph over death. "0 death, where
cover his ignorance by abstinence from public is thy sting ! O grave, where is thy victory? ....
address. Knowing, therefore, the feebleness of Hades and the devil have been despoiled, and
tongue proper to me, I should have preferred stripped of their ancient armour, and cast out
such a course. Nevertheless the spectacle of the of their peculiar power. And even as Goliath
onlookers impels me to speak. Since, then, this had his head cut off with his own sword, so also
solemnity is a glorious one among our festivals, is the devil, who has been the father of death,
and the spectators form a crowded gathering, put to rout through death ; and he finds that
and our assembly is one of elevated fervour in the selfsame thing which he was wont to use
the faith, I shall face the task of commencing an as the ready weapon of his deceit, has become
address with confidence.4 And this I may at- the mighty instrument of his own destruction.
tempt all the more boldly, since the Father s Yea, if we may so speak, casting his hook at the
requests me, and the Church is with me, and the Godhead, and seizing the wonted enjoyment of
sainted martyrs with this object strengthen what the baited pleasure, he is himself manifestly
is weak in me. For these have inspired aged caught while he deems himself the captor, and
men to accomplish with much love a long course, discovers that in place of the man he has
and constrained them to support their failing touched the God. By reason thereof do the
steps by the staff of the word ; 6 and they have martyrs leap upon the head of the dragon, and
stimulated women to finish their course like the despise every species of torment. For since
young men, and have brought to this, too, those the second Adam has brought up the first Adam
of tender years, yea, even creeping children. In out of the deeps of Hades, as Jonah was deliv-
this wise have the martyrs shown their power, ered out of the whale, and has set forth him
leaping with joy in the presence of death, laugh- who was deceived as a citizen of heaven to the
ing at the sword, making sport of the wrath of shame of the deceiver, the gates of Hades have
princes, grasping at death as the producer of been shut, and the gates of heaven have been
deathlessness, making victory their own by their opened, so as to offer an unimpeded entrance
fall, through the body taking their leap to heaven, to those who rise thither in faith. In olden
suffering their members to be scattered abroad time Jacob beheld a ladder erected reaching to
in order that they might hold 7 their souls, and, heaven, and the angels of God ascending and
bursting the bars of life, that they might open the idescending upon it. But now, having been
gates s of heaven. And if any one believes not made man for man's sake, He who is the Friend

of man has crushed with the foot of His divin-
I A discourseof GregoryThaumaturguspublishedby Joanues ity him who is the enemy of man, and has borne

, T_ cade*S_vest_....._, forw_ch. read,,_,_,*_,.. _/heasmm_ad_ltt_e t ss The codex _ives _x,_, for which t_rO,_ _s read by the editor.
s Reading _*t_bolb,_'*_for Oa_e_rte_.
S This ts supposed by the Latin annotator to refer to the bishop, by the feet of man. Then the angels were

and _erhaps to Ptuedimus of A_, as in those times no one was
at liberty to make an address in the church when the bishop was

l_snt , except by his request or with his permi*_,,n. 9 tuBtovG_-t._.Or, the Word. m x Cor. xv. S$.
e_e_. Iz X_,_o._-Sr,rre_, for which, however, xo*te't6_Te_, _eni_i_, is

* Or, keys. lmggested. [Someum_aremtendedamblt_ty. ]
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ascending and descending ; but now the Angel ceaseless tears, and inconsolable weeping, and a
of the great counsel neither ascendeth nor de- sword in his heart. This sword did our Leader
scendeth : for whence or where shall He change forge against the enemy with fire in the virgin
His position, who is present everywhere, and furnace, in such wise and after such fashion as
fflleth all things, and holds in His hand the ends He willed, and gave it its point by the energy
of the world ? Once, indeed, He descended, iof His invincible divinity, and dipped it in the
and once He ascended, -- not, however, through water of an undefiled baptism, and sharpened it
any change _ of nature, but only in the conde- by sufferings without passion in them, and made
scension 2 of His philanthropic Christhood ; 3and it bright by the mystical resurrection ; and here-
He is seated as the Word with the Father, and with by Himself He put to death the vengeful
as the Word He dwells in the womb, and as the adversary, together with his whole host. What
Word He is found everywhere, and is never sep- manner of word, therefore, will express our joy
arated from the God of the universe. Afore- or his misery? For he who was once an arch-
time did the devil deride the nature of man angel is now a devil ; he who once lived in
with great laughter, and he has had his joy over heaven is now seen crawling like a serpent upon
the times of our calamity as his festal-days, earth ; he who once was jubilant with the chef-
But the laughter is only a three days' pleasure, ubim, is now shut up in pain in the guard-house
while the wailing is eternal ; and his great laugh- of swine ; and him, too, in fine, shall we put to
ter has prepared for him a greater wafting and rout if we mind those things which are contrary

to his choice, by the grace and kindness of our
z_,_a .... Lord Jesus Christ, to whom be the glory and the
s Or,_.ms_. )ower unto the ages of the ages. Amen.

ELUCIDATION.

ThE feast of ,4//Saints is very ancient in the Oriental churches, and is assigned to the
Octave of _Pentecost,the Anglican Trinity Sunday. See Neale, Eastern Church, vol. ii. pp. 734,
753. In the West it was instituted when Boniface III. (who accepted from the Emperor
Phocas the title of "Universal Bishop," A.D.607) turned the Pantheon into a church, and with
a sort of practical epigram called it the church of "All the Saints." It was a local festival until
the ninth century, when the Emperor Louis the Pious introduced it into France and Germany.
Thence it came to England. It fails on the ist of November.

The gates of the church at Rome are the same which once opened for the worship of "all
the gods." They are of massive bronze, and are among the most interesting of the antiquities of
the city.

The modern gates of St. Peter's, at Rome, are offensive copies of heathen mythology; and
among the subjects there represented, is the shameful tale of Leda, _ a symbol of the taste of
Leo X.



ON THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MATTHEW.'

(CHAPTER VI. 2,, 23. )

"The fight of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be Tto be of the light" 2 for there are those who are
single, thy whole body shall be full of light. But ii thine J • ,-_ • ".1 .., . .

t w In reamywolves, mou n me ma oe covereaeye be evil, hy hole body shall be full of darkness. If g Y Y
therefore the light that is m thee be darkness, how great is [ with sheep's clothing. Such are they who wash

that darknessl" [only the outside of t-he cup and platter, and do
THE single eye is the love unfeigned ; for when ]not understand that, unless .the. inside of these

the body is enlightened by it, it sets forth through things ts cleansed, the outside itself cannot be
the medium of the outer members only things ]made pure. Wherefore, in manifest confutation
which are perfectly correspondent with th'e inner of such persons, the Saviour says : "If the light
thoughts. But the evil eye is the pretended love, that is in thee be darkness, how great is that
which is also called hypocrisy, by which the darkness[" That is to say, if the love which
whole body of the man is made darkness. We seems to thee to be light is really a work meet for
have to consider that deeds meet only for dark- darkness, by reason of some hypocrisy concealed
hess may be within the man, while through the in thee, what must be thy patent transgressions !
outer members he may produce words that seem

2 The text is apparently corrupt here: _L_ _v o'_rouv I_
_e,'ra ivvoo_evov ,¢*oOev. &?, _i c;_v _oSev e-,O&v ,_r6¢ ,h,a.,.

I Afmgment (Gallandl, Vet. PaP.,'.BiMi_A.,xiv.p. zxg;from JoKoOvrafgodi_pol,_ilo,a_a. Mign©suggestsLvvoo_l_ev_dvand_r_-
• C.,atmmonMatthew, Cod. _s. 268, Mi_.) _eOorrct.
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DIONYSIUS.

[TRANSLATED BY THE REV. S. D. F. SALMOND_ M.A.]





INTRODUCTORY NOTICE
TO

DIONYSIUS. BISHOP OF ALEXANDRIA.

[A.D. ZOO--265.] The great Origen had twin children in Gregory and Dionysius. Their lives

ran in parallel lines, and are said to have ended on the same day; and nobly did they sustain the
dignity and orthodoxy of the pre-eminent school which was soon to see its bright peculiar star in

Athanasius. Dionysius is supposed to have been a native of Alexandria, of heathen parentage,
and of a family possessed of wealth and honourable rank. Early in life he seems to have been
brought under the influence of certain presbyters ; and a voice seemed to speak to him in a vision,
encouraging him to "prove all things, and hold fast that which is good." We find him at the feet

of Origen a diligent pupil, and afterwards, as a presbyter, succeeding Heraclas (A.I). _32) as the
head of the school, sitting in Origen's seat. For about fifteen years he further illuminated this

illustrious chair ; and then, in ripe years, about A.D. 246 , he succeeded Heraclas again as bishop
of Alexandria, at that time, beyond all comparison, the greatest and the most powerful See of
Christendom.

For a year or two he fed his flock in peace ; but then troubles broke in upon his people, even
under the kindly reign of Philip. Things grew worse, till under Decius the eighth persecution

was let loose throughout the empire. Like Cyprian, Dionysius retired for a season, upon like
considerations, but not until he had been arrested and providentially delivered from death in a

singular manner. On returning to his work, he found the Church greatly disturbed by the questions
concerning the lapsed, with which Cyprian's history has made us acquainted. In the letter to

Fabius will be found details of the earlier persecution, and in that against Germanus are interesting
facts of his own experience. The Epistle to the Alexandrians contains very full particulars of the

pestilence which succeeded these calamities; and it is especially noteworthy as contrasting the
humanity and benevolence of Christians with the cruel and cowardly indifference of the pagans
towards the dying and the dead. Seditions and tumults followed, on which we have our author's

reflections in the Epistle to Hierax, with not a few animated touches of description concerning the
condition of Alexandria after such desolations. In the affair of Cyprian with Stephen he stood

by the great Carthaginian doctor, and maintained the positions expressed in the letter of Firmilian.*
Wars, pestilences, and the irruptions of barbariaus, make up the history of the residue of the

period, through which Dionysius was found a "burning and a shining light" to the Church ; his
great influence extending throughout the East, and to the West also. I may leave the residue of

his story to the introductory remarks of the translator, and to his valuable annotations, to which
it will not be necessary for me to add many of my own. But I must find room to express my

admiration for his character, which was never found wanting amid many terrible trials of character

and of faith itself. His pen was never idle ; his learning and knowledge of the Scriptures are
apparent, even in the fragments that have come down to us ; his fidelity to the traditions received

from Origen and Heraclas are not less conspicuous ; and in all his dealings with his brethren of
the East and West there reigns over his conduct that pure spirit of the Gospel which proves that

z Epi_ to Phlkmaa, i_/ra. • VoL v. p. 39o, fig,s series.
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7 8 INTRODUCTORY NOTICF__

the vlrgin-age of the Church was not yet of the past. A beautiful moderation and breadth of

sympathy distinguish his episcopal utterances; and, great as was his diocese, he seems equally
devoid of prelatic pride and of that wicked ambition which too soon after the martyr-ages proved
the bane of the Church's existence. The following is the

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

FoR our knowledge of the career of this illustrious disciple of Origen we are indebted chiefly
to Eusebius, in the sixth and seventh books of hts f-ftstoria gcclesiastica, and in the fourteenth

book of his ]>r_paralio Evangelica.' He appears to have been the son of pagan parents ; but after
studying the doctrines of various of the schools of philosophy, and coming under the influence
of Origen, to whom he had attached himself as a pupil, he was led to embrace the Christian

faith. This step was taken at an early period, and, as he informs us, only after free examination

and careful inquiry into the great systems of heathen belief. He was made a presbyter in Alex-
andria after this decision ; and on the elevation of Heraclas to the bishopric of that city, Diony-
sius succeeded him in the presidency of the catechetical school there about A.D. 232. After

holding that position for some fifteen years Heraclas died, and Dionysius was again chosen to be
his successor; and ascending the episcopal throne of Alexandria about A.D. 247 or 248 , he

retained that See till his death in the year 265. The period of his activity as bishop was a time
of great suffering and continuous anxiety ; and between the terrors of persecution on the one

hand, and the cares of controversy on the other, he found little repose in his office. During
the Decian persecution he was arrested and hurried off by the soldiers to a small town named

Taposiris, lying between Alexandria and Canopus. But he was rescued from the peril of that
seizure in a remarkably providential manner, by a sudden rising of the people of the rural district

through which he was carried. Again, however, he was called to suffer, and that more severely,
when the persecution under Valerian broke out in the year 257- On making open confession of
his faith on this occasion he was banished, at a time when he was seriously ill, to Cephro, a

wild and barren district in Libya ; and not until he had spent two or three years in exile there
was he enabled to return to Alexandria, in virtue of the edict of Gallienus. At various times he

had to cope, too, with the miseries of pestilence and famine and civil conflicts in the seat of his
bishopric. In the many ecclesiastical difficulties of his age he was also led to take a prominent

part. When the keen contest was waged on the subject of the rebaptism of recovered heretics
about the year 256 ' the matter in dispute was referred by both parties to his judgment, and
he composed several valuable writings on the question. Then he was induced to enter the lists

with the Sabelliarts, and in the course of a lengthened controversy did much good service against

their tenets. The uncompromising energy of his opposition to that sect carried him, however,
beyond the bounds of prudence, so that he himself gave expression to opinions not easily recon-
cilable with the common orthodox doctrine. For these he was called to account by Dionysius

bishop of Rome ; * and when a synod had been summoned to consider the case, he promptly and

humbly acknowledged the error into which his precipitate zeal had drawn him. Once more, he
was urged to give his help in the difficulty with Paul of Samosata. But as the burden of years

and infirmities made it impossible for him to attend the synod convened at Antioch in 265 to
deal with that troublesome heresiarch, he sent his opinion on the subject of discussion in a letter
to the council, and died soon after, towards the close of the same year. The responsible duties

z There are also passages, of larger or smaller extent, bearing upon his life and his literary activity, in Jerome (De viv_ illustr.,
oh. 60: and Pr_fatio =d L@.p xv_., Co_t_. _x E#a,am), Athanasms (De Se_.te_h'a Diony_i, and De SO--art Ar:c_en_ D¢crcHs),

(Oa S1Mrt't_ Salwto, clL sg; E_t. ad A_iloc_., and E_-$t. 8d Ma.r,_t*m). Among modern authortfies, we may refer
_t,e.iall¥ to the _on ott his lt_ and wrltln_ by S. de M_, in the foho _-_htiontstmed under hit, care in Greek and Latin at Rome
in t796; to the account given by Basna_ in the Hi:l_'r¢ dt l'Eg_e, tomq L Iivre ii. ch. v. p. 68; to the complete collection of hts extant
_rks ln Gallart_'s Bi6tY_&_a Pa_,'_, i_. p. 48t, etc..; u well as to the accou_ in Cave's Hi_f. LiL, L p. 95, and el._where.

• [Net, howew_, utn ia/tti_, bet M me blth_ ia th_ did _ with teotlzr, and _ _ _ _ _
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of his bishopric had been discharged with singular faithfulness and patience throughout the
seventeen eventful years during which he occupied the office. Among the ancients he was

held in the highest esteem both for personalworth and for literary usefulness ; and it is related
that there was a church dedicated to him in Alexandria. One feature that appears very promi-
nently in his character, is the spirit of independent investigation which possessed him. It was
only after candid examination of the current philosophies that he was induced to become a
Christian ; and after his adoption of the faith, he kept himself abreast of all the controversies
of the time, and perused with an impartial mind the works of the great heretics. He acted on
this principle through his whole course as a teacher, pronouncing against such writings only when
he had made himself familiar with their contents, and saw how to refute them. And we are
told in Eusebius,' that when a certain presbyter once remonstrated with him on this subject, and
warned him of the injury he might do to his own soul by habituating himself to the perusal of
these heterodox productions, Dionysius was confirmed in his purpose by a vision and a voice
which were sent him, as he thought, from heaven to relieve him of all such fear, and to encourage
h_mto read and prove all that might come into his hand, because that method had been from the
very first the cause of faith to him. The moderation of his character, again, is not less worthy
of notice. In the case of the Novatian schism, while he was from the first decidedly opposed
to the principles of the party, he strove by patient and affectionate argumentation to persuade
the leader to submit. So, too, in the disputes on baptism we find him urgently entreating the
Roman bishop Stephen not to press matters to extremity with the Eastern Church, nor destroy
the peace she had only lately begun to enjoy. Again, in the chiliastic difficulties excited by
Nepos, and kept up by Coracion, we see him assembling all the parochial clergy who held these
opinions, and inviting all the laymen of the diocese also to attend the conference, and discussing
the question for three whole days with all these ministers, considering their arguments, and meet-
ing all their objectmns patiently by Scripture testimony, until he persuades Coracion himself to
retract, and receives the thanks of the pastors, and restores unity of faith in his bishopric.
On these occasions his mtldness, and benignity, and moderation stand out in bold relief; and on
others we trace similar evidences of his broad sympathies and his large and liberal spirit. He
was possessed also of a remarkably fertile pen ; and the number of his theological writings, both
formal treatises and more familiar epistles, was very considerable. All these, however, have
perished, with the exception of what Eusebius and other early authors already referredto have
preserved. The most important of these compositions are the following: I. A Trea6se on the
Promises, in two books, which was written against Nepos, and of which Eusebius has introduced

two pretty large extracts into the third and seventh books of his History. 2. A Book on Nature,
addressed to Timotheus, in opposition to the Epicureans, of which we have some sections in the
Preepar. Evangel. of Eusebius. 3. A _Vork against the Sa3elh'ans, addressed to Dionysius bishop
of Rome, in four books or letters, in which he deals with his own unguarded statements in the
controversy with Sabellius, and of which certain portions have come down to us in Athanasius
and Basil. In addition to these, we possess a number of his epistles in whole or part, and a
few exegetical fragments. There is a Scholium in the Codex Amerbachianus which may be
given here : -- It should be known that this sainted Dionysius became a hearer of Origen in the
fourth year of the reign of Philip, who succeeded Gordian in the empire. On the death of
Heraclas, the thirteenth bishop of the church of Alexandria, he was put in possession of the
headship of that church ; and after a period of seventeen years, embracing the last three years
of the reign of Philip, and the one year of that of Decius, and the one year of Gallm and
Volusianus the son of Decius, and twelve years of the reigns of Valerian and his son Galltm
(Galllenus), he departed to the Lord. And Basilides was bishop of the parishes in the Pentspo-
]is of Libya, as Eusebius informs us in the sixth and seventh books of his Ecde6asKcalltisgory.

z ltid. Ec¢lt_._ _ 7.





THE WORKS OF DIONYSIUS.

EXTANT FRAGMENTS.

PART L--CONTAINING VARIOUS SECTIONS OF THE WORKS.

L--FROM THE TWO BOOKS ON THE PROMISES.t truth is to be prized and reverenced above all

i. Bur as they produce a certain composition things else. And while it is indeed proper to
by Nepos, 2 on which they insist very strongly, as praise and approve ungrudgingly anything that
if it demonstrated incontestably that there will is said aright, it is no less proper to examine and
be a (temporal) reign of Christ upon the earth, correct anything which may appear to have been
I have to say, that in many other respects I ac- written unsoundly. If he had been present then
cept the opinion of Nepos, and love him at once himself, and had been stating his opinions orally,
for his faith, and his laboriousness, and his pa- it would have been sufficient to discuss the ques-

tion together without the use of writing, and to
tient study in the Scriptures, as also for his great
efforts in psalmody,3 by which even now many endeavour to convince the opponents, and carry
of the brethren are delighted. I hold the man, them along by interrogation and reply. But the
too, in deep respect still more, inasmuch as 4 he work is published, and is, as it seems to some, of
has gone to his rest before us. Nevertheless the a very persuasive character; and there are un-

questionably some teachers, who hold that the
! [nopposttion to No_tus, a bishop in Egypt Ensehans, H,'st. _W and the prophets are of no importance, and

Ec¢I ,vu 24 and 25. Eusebmsmtroduces th_sextract m the following who decline to follow the Gospels, and who de-
terms: "There are also two books of has on the subject of the prom-
ises. The occasion ofwrinng these was furmshed him by a certain preciate the epistles of the apostles, and who
Nepns, a bishop tn Egypt, who taught that the promises whach were have also made large promises s regarding the
given to holy men an the sacred Scriptures were to be understood
according to the Jewsh sense of the same: and affirmed that there doctrine of this composition, as though it were
would be some kind of a mdlennial period, plenished with corporeal de-
lights, upon this earth. And as he thought that he could establish this some great and hidden mystery, and who, at the
optmon of has by the Revelauon of John, he had composed a book on same time, do not allow that our simpler breth-
this question, entitled Rtfutatwa a)rthe .4 lleg_rist$ This, therefore,
is sharply attacked by Dionysius m has books on the Promises. And ren have any sublime and elevated conceptions
in theflrst of these books he states his ow_, opinion on the subject; either of our Lord's appearing in His glory andwhile in the second he gives us a discussion on the Revelation of
John, in the introducuon to which he makes mention of Nepos." [Of His true divinity, or of our own resurrection from
this No_tus, see the P/fflosop_u_ena, vol v._ thin sartes.j .

s As lets clear from this passage that this work by Diouys,ns was the dead, and of our being gathered together to
written against Nepo% it ts strange that, in his preface to the etgh- Him, and assimilated to Him, but, on the con-
teenth book of his Commentaries on lsaiah, Jerome should affirm tt
to have been composed against Iren_us of Lyons. Iremeus was cer- trary, endeavour to lead them to hope 6 for
tmnly of the number of those who held millennial views, and who had

been persuaded to embrace such by Paplas, as Jerome hunself tells us things which are trivial and corruptible, and onlym the Cata/OKUS, and as Eusebins explains towards the close o the such as what we find at present in the kingdom
thardbook of has Hi*tar 7. But that this book. by Dtonysms was i Of God. And since this is the case, it becomeswritten not against lrentens, but against Nepos, is evident, not only
from this passage in gusebtas, but also from Jerome himself, m his necessary for us to discuss this subject with our
work On F.ccksiaaticd _P'rftera, where he speaks of Dionysius. --
VmJm. [Compare (thus series, i_,__ ) the comments of Vtctormns brother Nepos just as if he were present.
ofPetau_ a w_ _ ofthe_alonuiatsubj.] After certain a/her matters, he adds thefal-$ ¢_ woggOs 0aAp._/a,. Christophorsonns mte._tx'ta this of 2.
psahn$ .anclhyumse,_omj_:medbyNepos. It w_cel_a/nlytheprlmtice lowing statement:-- Being then in the Arsino-
among tiae ancient t:ttmttans m compo_., psmras eno hymns _ honour itiC 7 prefecture -- where, as you are aware, thisof Chrlst. Eu_mbmshearswtmeastothtsmtheend0;fthe tlth book

the Council of Aouoch against ram at _amosata, arm m me penuttt. S ,rac*lra.r'_g,_ogdvwv, i.e., din ante#remltt_at ¢_ma_trada_t
mate canon of the Counral of Iaodic_., where there is a clear pro The metaphoy is taken from the myttenes of the Greeks,.who were
hibttion of the use of 9aA_e, i&avrmm m the church, Le., .of t_ahm wont to proamm groat and marveJIm_ dsscoveti_ to t_ mittama,
composed by privam redly/dusk. For this custom.had obtatamFre a then kept them on the rack bg. daily ezp¢¢tatiou t in order to contmn
ptevalenco, sothatmanTpersonscomposedpeahasmnonourmUlmst thetrjtaignmnttmdrevetmmew/sucatratpetm?mtl_couveyanen m

got them sung tn the church. It ts psalms of this kind. cotu_ know_di_e, as Tertulhan says. m Im book _almbuf #/u, Va/#_ti_sa.
quenfly, that the Fathers of the Council of Laodicea forbM to he sung -- VAt.mL [Vol. tik p. $o3.]
thereafter trt the church, destguatlng them t&oft_t?*7 Le., composed
b_tmskdledmen.andnotdictatedbytheHol_S.pmt._n.__.the
matter explained by Agoherd_ut in hk book De rit_ ca_al _tma_ _ _ _,_v o_ v_ "Apmm_. la t_e thren, .¢O_i¢_.hg_ _ w_l
i_Ecck,_a.--Vmmm. [See voL v., qm_aUon from Phw/j u io Nk:epl_m tktd _, we anti this _ _ ttts

_t ¢at_ tt_b' _ wpoa.t_ta_t't_: It may m_t_, l_rha_eff/f_# _detlt that the w_d should he mrittett 'A_nac*,*'l_, at tae _ant'tot
*mj, i,_ ad,/cA A_/an t,_ _ Age r_a _t'_r¢ _. , took m aam_ lama Quma _ --V_LtS.$.
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I
doctrine was current long ago, and caused such iJohn is the author. Nay, further, they hold
division, that schisms and apostasies took place that it can be no sort of revelation, because it is
in whole churches -- I called together the pres- covered with so gross and dense a veil of igno-
byters and the teachers among the brethren in rance. They affirm, therefore, that none of the
the villages, and those of the brethren also who papostles, nor indeed any of the saints, nor any
wished to attend were present. I exhorted]person belonging to the Church, could be its
them to make an investigation into that dogma author; but that Cerinthus, 3 and the heretical
in public. Accordingly, when they had brought sect founded by him, and named after him the
this book before us, as though it were a kind of Cerinthian sect, being desirous of attaching the
weapon or impregnable battlement, I sat with authomy of a great name to the fictaon pro-
them for three days in succession, from morning pounded by him, prefixed that title to the book.
till evening, and attempted to set them right on For the doctrine inculcated by Cerinthus is this :
the subjects propounded in the composition, that there will be an earthly reign of Christ ;
Then, too, I was greatly gratified by observing and as he was himself a man devoted to the
the constancy of the brethren, and their love of pleasures of the body, and altogether carnal

the truth, and their docility and intelligence, as lm his dispositions, he fancied 4 that that king-
we proceeded, in an orderly method, and in a dora would consist in those kinds of gratifi-
spiritof moderation, to deal with questions, and cations on _hach his own heart was set,- to
difficulties, and concessions. For we took care [ wit, in the delights of the belly, and what comes
not to press, in every way and with jealous ur- beneath the belly, that is to say, in eating and
gency, opinions which had once been adopted, drinking, and marrying, and in other things
even although they might appear to be correct, r under the guise of which he thought he could
Neither did we evade objections alleged by indulge his appetites with a better grace,5 such

others ; but we endeavoured as far as posmble to as festivals, and sacrifices, and the slaying of
keep by the subject in hand, and to establish the Ivictims. But I for my part, could not venture
positions pertinent to it. Nor, again, were we to set this book aside, for there are man), breth-
ashamed to change our opinions, if reason con,- ren who value it highly. Yet, having formed an
vinced us, and to acknowledge the fact; but idea of it as a composition exceeding my capa-
rather with a good conscience, and in all sincer- city of understanding, I regard it as containing
ity, and with open hearts* before God, we ac- a kind of hidden and wonderful intelligence on
cepted all that could be estabhshed by the dem- the several subjects which come under it. For
onstrations and teachings of the Holy Scriptures. though I cannot comprehend it, I still suspect
And at last the author and introducer of this that there is some deeper sense underlying the
doctrine, whose name was Coracion, m the hear- words. And I do not measure and judge its
ing of all the brethren present, made acknowl- expressions by the standard of my own reason,
edgment of his position, and engaged to us that ibut, making more allowance for faith, I have
he would no longer hold by his opinion, nor dis- !simply regarded them as too lofty for my corn-
cuss it, nor mention it, nor teach it, as he had I prehension ; and I do not forthwith reject what
been completely convinced by the arguments of I I do not understand, but I am only the more

those opposed to it. The rest of the brethren, ifilled with wonder at _t, in that I have not been
also, who were present, were dehghted with the able to &scern its import. 6
conference, and with the conciliatory spirit and 4- After this, he examines the whole book of
the harmony exhibited by all. llze Ra,ela_on; and having proved that it can-

3. Then, a httle further on, he streaks of the no/possibly be understood according to the bald,
Revelation of _ohn as follows: _ Now some literal sense, he proceeds thus :--When the
before our time have set aside this book, and prophet now has completed, so to speak, the
repudiated it entirely, critacising it chapter by whole prophecy, he pronounces those blessed
chapter, and endeavouring to show it to be with- who should observe it, and names himself, too,
out either sense or reason. They have alleged in the number of the same : "For blessed," says
also that _ts title is false ; for they deny that

3 This passage is given substantially by Eusebms also m book
[iii c _8.

t e, x_i _ba/vo_v*a. There is another reading, e, Jra_ _ _ba_- 4 The text gives bvetOa_'o_-t_v,for which 6v_tpo_oAe, or _vetpo-
vat.to, altkauKk tk_ _igkt not apt_ear to be correct C"hns- a-dA_tts to be read.
tophorsonus renders it: ne flhs qua_ fuerant ante ab Ipsls decreta, st s &' 6v ¢_.o'repo_, fa_'ra _'q s'opte[cOat. The old reading
qmdquara m sis veritafi repugnar¢ wdcretur, rnordmus adha:rerent was _b#vt.td'rspov; but the present reading is given m the Mss._ Cod:.
prmcavehant. Maz., and Med., _s also in Eusebius, ifi. _8, and m Nmephorus, m z4.

/_ra_wevat_ rage xaO&ttt¢. Christophot_nus render_ it,.k_rt'$ So Rufinus renders _t et u/ alt_utd sacrattns de, ere *,td_relur.
erga Deum a_ *dm_licff_tg a_dmis; Musculus gaves, cardgbu$ ad le_tles afe_ag festtz,tlateg rursum celt_randa$, [Thesegrussvtews
_eum e.r_n¢.,a; and Rufinus, t_atefacti* cordtbus. [The picture _of mtllenmal perfectton entailed upon _ubscquent ages a reactionary

neglect of the study of the Second Advent A Papal aphorism pro-

here gtven of a pumitive synod tmarehlng the Scriptures under such served by Roscoe, ernbod_es all this: Sub umbflmo nulla ruhgao.a pre._tdeney, and eahibRing such tokens of brotherly love, mutual " '* " " '°
ttttbotdlnatton (x Pet. v. 5), and a prevailing love of the truth, ts to , It was fully eternphfied, even under Leo X. l
me one of elm most fascinating of lmtrtstt¢ sketches. One cannot s [The humility which moderates and subdues our author's pride

of intellect in this passage is to me, most instructtve as to the hm_t$
but reflect upon the contrast presented in every r*slmct by the late pre.sctabcd to axgument in what Coleridge calls" u_¢faa_hof reason.' ]C._meala' _ V_cam]
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he, "is he that keepeth the words of the proph- was in the isle that is called Patmos for the
ecy of this book; and I John who saw and Word of God, and for the testimony of Jesus
heard these things. ''t That this person was Christ." 6 And likewise toward the end he
called John, therefore, and that this was the speaks thus: "Blessed is he that keepeth the
writing of a John, I do not deny. And I admit sayings of the prophecy of this book ; and I
further, that it was also the work of some holy John who saw these things and heard them."'
and inspired man. But I could not so easily That it is a John, then, that writes these things
admit that this was the apostle, the son of Zebe- we must believe, for he himself tells us.
dee, the brother of James, and the same person 5. What John this is, however, is uncertain.
with hxm who wrote the Gospel which bears the For he has not said, as he often does in the Gos-
ntle accarding to _ohn, and the catholic epistle, pel, that he is the disciple beloved by the Lord,
But from the character of both, and the forms of or the one that leaned on His bosom, or the
expression, and the whole disposition and exe- brother of James, or one that was privileged to
cution 2 of the book, I draw the conclusion that see and hear the Lord. And surely he would
the authorship is not h_s. For the evangelist have given us some of these indications if it had
nowhere else subjoins his name, and he never been his purpose to make himself clearly known.
proclaims himself either in the Gospel or in the But of all this he offers us nothing ; and he only
epistle, calls himself our brother and companion, and

And a little further an he adds :--John, the witness of Jesus, and one blessed with the
moreover, nowhere gives us the name, whether seeing and hearing of these revelations. I am
as of h_mself directly (in the first person), or as also of opinion that there were many persons of
of another (in the third person). But the writer the same name with Johnl the apostle, who by
of the Revelation puts himself forward at once their love for him, and their admiration and
in the very beginning, for he says : "The Reve- emulation of him, and their desire to be loved
]atmn of Jesus Chnst, which He gave to him to by the Lord as he was loved, were induced to
show to H_s sen'ants quickly; and He sent and embrace also the same designation, just as we
signified it by His angel to His servant John, find many of the children of the faithful called by
who bare record of the Word of God, and of the names of Paul and Peter.Z There is, besides,
his tesnmony, and of all things that he saw." 3 another John mentioned in the Acts of the Apos-
And then he writes also an epistle, in which he tles, with the surname Mark, whom Barnabas and
says : "John to the seven churches which are Paul attached to themselves as companion, and of
in Asia, grace be unto you, and peace." The wtiom again it is said : "And they had also John
evangehst, on the other hand, has not prefixed to their minister. ''8 But whether this is the one
his name even to the catholic epistle ; but with- who wrote the Revelation, I could not say. For
out any circumlocution, he has commenced at _t is not written that he came with them into
once with the mystery of the d_vme revelation Asia. But the writer says : "Now when Paul
itself m these terms : "That which was from the and hxs company loosed from Paphos, they came
beginning, which we have heard, which we have to Perga m Pamphylia : and John, departing
seen with our eyes."4 And on the ground of from them, returned to Jerusalem."9 I think,
such a revelation as that the Lord pronounced therefore, that it was some other one of those
Peter blessed, when He said : "Blessed art thou, who were in Asia. For it is said that there were
Snnon Bar-jona, for flesh and blood hath not two monuments in Ephesus, and that each of
revealed it unto thee, but nay Father which is in these bears the name of John.
heaven." s And again in the second epistle, 6. And from the ideas, and the expressions,
which is ascribed to John, the apostle, and m and the collocation of the same, it may be very

the third, though they are indeed brief, John is Ireasonably conjeetured that this one is distinctnot set before us by name ; but we find s_mply .......
the anonymous writing, "The elder." This other 6 R,, i 9

I _' It 1_ worth while to note thi_ passage of Dionysius on the nnclent
author, on the contrary, did not even deem it practice of the Chtastmn% in giving their chddren the namesof Peter

[ and Paul, which they did both in order to express the honour and
sufficient to name himself once, and then to affecttoe, in which they held tbe_,e saints and to _cttre that their

proceed with his narrative ; but he takes up his cht|drenrmghtbe dearandacceptableto God.just as tho,_ saints
name again, and says : " I John, who also am were Hence It is that Chry_ostom in his first volume, in hit; orationon St. Meletms, *avs that the people of Antioch had _uch love and

your brother and companion in tribulation, and ' e_teern for Meletitts, that the parents called their chddrert by his
I name, in order that they might have their homes adorned by hi_ ores-

in the kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ, ence. AndthesameC'hry_estominhistwenty-firsthomilyon _ene-
sis exhorts ht_ hearers not to call their children carelessly by the

[ names of their grandfathers, or great-grandfathers or men of" fart_
but rather by th© names of saintly men, who have been shining pat-

t Rev xxii 7, 8. terns of virtue, in order that the children might be fired with the de-
2 &,_ay6c,g_¢ Atyop.ttv.t_ ]tCllusculus renders It tractalum ht_r[," sire of virtue by" their example -- VALI_c, [A chapter in the history

Chrlstophorsonus gives dt$curxum, and Valeslus takes tt as equlv- of ctvthzatlon might here be given ot_ the origin of Christian names
al¢nt to _,L_ovov.tav_ as _¢t_ayaye;.v LS the _aw_e as _*otK¢*v. and on the motives which should mfluence Christians in the bestowal

3 Rev i. I.a. of names. The subject m treated, alter Plato, by [M Mamre.]
* x |ohn L t. s Acts gill
S Matt. _ x7. I 9 Acts xuL z 3.
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from that., For the Gospel and the Epistle tion or evince any notion of the Revelation ; and
agree with each other, and both commence in the Revelation, in like manner, gives no note of
the same way. For the one opens thus, "In the the Epistle. Whereas Paul gives some indlca-
beginning was the Word ;" while the other opens tion of his revelations in his eptstles; which
thus, "That which was from the beginning." revelations, however, he has not recorded in
The one says : "And the Word was made flesh, writing by themselves.
and dwelt among us ; and we beheld His glory, 7- And furthermore, on the ground of differ-
the gloryas of the Only-begotten of the Father. ''_ ence in diction, it is posstble to prove a dastmc-
The other says the same things, with a slight taon between the Gospel and the Epistle on the
alteration : "That which we have heard, which one hand, and the Revelation on the other. For
we have seen with our eyes, which we have the former are written not only without actual
looked upon, and our hands have handled, of error as regards the Greek language, but also
the Word of life : and the hfe was mamfested."3 with the greatest elegance, both in their expres-
For these things are introduced by way of prel- sions and in their reasonings, and in the whole
ude, and in opposition, as he has shown in the structure of their style. They are very far indeed
subsequent parts, to those who deny that the from betraying any barbarism or solecism, or any
"Lord is come in the flesh. For which reason he sort of vulgarism, in their diction. For, as might
has also been careful to add these words : "And I be presumed, the writer possessed the gift of
that which we have seen we testify, and show unto both kinds of discourse, s the Lord having be-
you that eternal life which was with the Father, stowed both these capacities upon hun, viz., that
and was manifested unto us : that which we have of knowledge and that of expression. That the
seen and heard declare we unto you."4 Thus author of the latter, however, saw a revelation,
he keeps to himself, and does not diverge incon- !and received knowledge and prophecy, I do not
sistently from his subjects, but goes through them deny. Only I perceive that his dialect and lan-
all under the same heads and in the same phrase- guage are not of the exact Greek type, and that
ologies, some of which we shall briefly menaon, t he employs barbarous idioms, and an some places
Thus the attentive reader will find the phrases, lals° solecisms. These, however, we are under
"the life," "the light," occurring often in both ; Ino necessity of seeking out at present. And

and also such expressions as fleezng/rom dark-lwould not have any one suppose that I have said
ness, holdtng the truth, grace, Iby, the flesh and these things m the sprat of ridicule ; for I have
the blood of the Lord, the judgment, the remzssion done so only with the purpose of setting right
o/sans, the love of God toward us, the command- ! this matter of the dlasamflarlty subsisting between
menlo/love on our side toward each other; as i these writings. 6
also, thatwe ought to keep all the commandments,
the conviction of the zoorld, o/the devd, o/Anti- II.--FROM THE BOOKS ON NATURE r
christ, the promise of the Holy Spiral, the adair-
two of God, the/aith required of us in all things, I. ry OPPOSITIONTO THOSE OF THE SCHOOLOFEPICURUS WHO DENY THE EXISTENCE OF A PROVI-
the Father and the Son, named as such every-
where. And altogether, through their whole DENCE, AND REFER "/.HE CONSTITUIION OF THE

course, it will be ewdent that the Gospel and UNIVERSETO ATOMICBODIES.
the Epistle are distinguished by one and the Is the universe one coherent whole, as it seems
same character of writing. But the Revelation tto be in our own judgment, as well as m that
is totally different, and altogether distract from iof the wisest of the Greek philosophers, such as

this: and I might almost say that it does not Platoand .Pythagoras, and the Stoics and Hera-
even come near it, or border upon it. Neither/chtus. or is at a auanty, as some may possloly
does it contain a syllable m common with these_ . . . _ [ $ The old reaamg was, roy _6yov, 'r_v yv_,a_*,, vamsms ex.

other books. Nay more, tlae Epistle -- mr 1 say /punge_ the r_v 7v&cr_u, as dLsturbing the sense, and as absent nt
nothing o f the Gospel-- does not make any men- various codxces. Instead al_o of the reading, coy _-e7;7_¢o¢,c_, ¢o*,z,.r:_¢_v,_G.e_oq,the same editor adopts _-o*,_'e 'r_ y*,d,o'e_o_,rdu _._¢_¢

_b0d_'eeo¢pwhich asthe reading of various manuscripts, and is accepted
In the translatmn Valeslus understands that by the *_a¢*Oov ao-yov* This is the second argument by which Dmnysms reasoned that

the Revelatmn and the Gospel of John are not by one author. For Dmnysms means the hoyos ,v6tg0e-tos and the Aoyos Iroo_op_x.o_,
the first argument whtch he used m proof of this Is drawn from the that is, the suhject,ve discourse, or reason m the mind, and the objec-
character and usage of the tv,o writers; and this argument Dlonysms tire discourse, or utterance of the same.
has prosecuted up to this point Now, however, he adduces a second 6 [The jealousy with which, whde the canon of New Testament
argument, drawn from the words and adeas of the two writers, and Scripture was forming every claim was sifted, Is well dlustrated m L
from the collocation of the e.xpresstons. For, wRh Ctcero, I thus m- thin remarkable essay. Observe tts crmcal sk_ll and the fidehty
terpret the word ,_vt,¢_.. See the very elegant book of Dmnysms w_th which he exposes the objectmns based on the style and Oassi-
Hal. entitled n(pt e-t,v_-d_¢ 6voga¢*av _ On the Collocation of cahty of the Evaugehst. The Alexandtaan school was one of bold
Names, although in this passage o-t;v-ra_ appears to comprehend and ortgmal mvesttgatton, always subject in sprat, however, to the !
the dtsposttion of sentences as well as words Further, from this great canon of Prescrtptlon ]
passage wecan see what experxence Dtonysms had m crmctsm; for 7 Against theEpteureans. InEusebms, Pr_e_ar _z_angel.,book
xt is the crittc's part to examine the writings of the ancients, and dts- try. ch _3--_7. Eusebms lntrodoces thts extract m terms to the fol-
tlagmsh what is genuine and authenuc from what ls spumous and owmg effect: It may be well now to subjoin some few arguments out i
counterfeR.--V^L_S, ff the many whtch are employed in hts dtsputat*on against the Epicu-

John _. x4. reans by the b_shop Dmnysms, a man who professed a Chr_stmn ph_-
* t John i, t, a. tosophy, as they are found m the work which he composed on Nature. ,
4 t John I. _, 3. But peruse thou the water's statements In hts own terms.

_f
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have conjectured ? or is it indeed something the analogies even of small familiar things which
manifold and infinite, as has been the opinion might come under their observation at any time,
of certain others who, with a variety of mad and from which they might learn that no object
speculations and fanciful usages of terms, have of any utihty, and fitted to be serviceable, is
sought to dwide and resolve the essential matter ' made without design or by mere chance, but ]s
of the universe, and lay down the position that wrought by skill of hand, and is contrived so as
it is infinite and unoriginated, and without the to meet its proper use. And when the object
sway of Providence ? a For there are those who, falls out of service and becomes useless, then it
giving the name of atoms to certain imperishable also begins to break up indeterminately, and
and most minute bodies which are supposed to to decompose and dissipate its materials in every
be infinite in number, and positing also the ex- casual and unregulated way, just as the wisdom
istence of a certain vacant space of an unlimited iby which it was skflfully constructed at first no
vastness, allege that these atoms, as they are longer controls and maintains it. For a cloak,
borne along casually in the void, and clash all for example, cannot be made without the weaver,
fortuitously against each other in an unregulated as if the warp could be set aright and the woof
whirl, and become commingled one with an- could be entwined with it by their own sponta-
other m a mulutude of forms, enter into combi- neous action ; while, on the other hand, ff it Is
nation with each other, and thus gradually form once worn out, its tattered rags are flung aside.
this world and all objects in it ; yea, more, that Again, when a house or a city is built, it does
they construct infinite worlds. This was the not take on its stones, as ffsome of them placed
opinion of Epicurus and Democritus ; only they themselves spontaneously upon the foundations,
differed m one point, in so far as the former sup- and others lifted themselves up on the several
posed these atoms to be all most minute and layers, but the builder carefully disposes the skil-
consequently imperceptible, while Democritus fully prepared stones in their proper positions ;
held that there were al_o some among them of while if the structure happens once to give way,
a very large size. But they both hold that such the stones are separated and cast down and
atoms do exist, and that they are so called on scattered about. And so, too, when a slup is
account of their indissoluble consistency. There built, the keel does not lay itself, neither does
are some, again, who give the name of atoms the mast erect itself in the centre, nor do all the
to certain bodies which are indivisible into parts, other timbers take up their positions casually and
while they are themselves parts of the universe, by their own motion. Nor, again, do the so-
out of which in their undivided state all things called hundred beams in the wain fit themselves
are made up, and into which they are dissolved spontaneously to the vacant spaces they severally
again. And the allegation is, that Diodorus was hght on. But the carpenter in both cases puts
the person who gave them their names as bodies the materials together in the right way and at
indw]sible into parts.3 But it is also said that the right time. s And if the ship goes to sea
Herachdes attached another name to them, and and is wrecked, or if the wain drives along on
called them "weights;"4 and from him the land and is shattered, their timbers are broken
physician Asclepiades also derived that name. s up and cast abroad anywhere, -- those of the

former by the waves, and those of the latter by
n. A REFUTATION OF THIS DOGMA ON THE GROUND the violence of the impetus. In like manner,

OF FAMILIARHUMANANALOGIES. then, we might with all propriety say also to
How shall we bear with these men who assert these men, that those atoms of theirs, which re-

that all those wise, and consequently also noble, main idle and unmanipulated and useless, are
constructions (in the universe) are only the works introduced vainly. Let them, accordingly, seek
of common chance? those objects, I mean, of for themselves to see into what is beyond the
which each taken by itself as it is made, and the reach of sight, and conceive what is beyond the
whole system collectively, were seen to be good range of conception ; 9 unlike him who in these
by Him by whose command they came into ex- terms confesses to God that things like these had
istence. For, as it is said, "God saw everything been shown him only by God Himself : "Mine
that He had made, and, behold, it was very
good." 6 But truly these men do not reflect on r ] s Thetext ,s,_*a¢,pa¢a'vvt*6_,ut,¢ct,p*ov,forwhichVtgerpro-

; ses _t_ _roJ, _K(zr_p_¢, etei p° . • ........
x ouo-.u,. 9 The text gives, opav_o'al, 7_t# ra$ ct$_tt'rov¢ _xeo, oL, x_ ra¢
2 d=pox,6_Trol'. I ;,vonrov_ voet*oJc_av, ov x b_.o_,_ bcelv% etc. The passage seems
s "r_v a;.teF_V, corrupt. Some supply _buo-et_as the subject intended in the aBea'rovq
4 _yKou¢. I and atvo_7oo¢; but that leaves the connection still ob_ure. Viger
s _A_pom_.,/,r* ,rb _,,o_t_t. Etmeblus subjoins this l_rnark: _-a6-r" I would read, with one MS , aO¢_,ot,* instead of aSat_:rou_, and rna_es

G_*r_o_,_¢ ¢_vattrKeu&_tt _'o _o_v.a bta _roAA_av, ara O _l_6_a _'ot_r(ov, = [ this then the _nse: that those Epmureans are bidden study more

having said thus much, he (D_onyslus) proceeds to demolish th_s doc- closely the_ unregulated and stolid ((tvo)_rou¢) atomss not ]ooking at
trine by many argumnts_ and among others by what follows. -- GALL them w_th a merely eur,_ry and careless glance, as David acknowl-

Gen t. 3 t. , . edges was the case with him in the thoughts of his own _mperfect na-
T The text is, hag" of_ ,_rb ¢Gv tzt_a_v ray ¢uv_O_a_, tat t'e4oa ture, In order that they may the more readily understand how out of

such confusion as that m which they are involved nothing orderly

_68as vovOerou_r_v, etc. We adopt V_ger's suggestiO., _ read and fmmhed could possibly have originated. [P. 86, note _, t,t./ra ]
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eyes did see Thy work, being till then imper- raven, and the phoenix; and among creatures
feet." ' But when they assert now that all those living on land, there are the stag, and the ele-
things of grace and beauty, which they declare to phant, and the dragon ; and among aquatic
be textures finely wrought out of atoms, are lab- creatures there are the whales, and such like
ricated spontaneously by these bodies without monsters of the deep. And as to trees, there
either wisdom or perception in them, who can are the palm, and the oak, and the persea ;9 and
endure to hear _ them talk in such terms of among trees, too, there are some that are ever-
those unregulated _ atoms, than which even the greens, of which kind fourteen have been reck-
spider, that plies its proper craft of itself, is oned up by some one ; and there are others that
gifted with more sagacity ? only bloom for a certain season, and then shed

their leaves. And there are other objects, again
HI. A REFUTATION ON THE GROUND OF THE CON- _ which indeed constitute the vast mass of all

STITUTIONOF THE UNIVERSE. which either grow or are begotten--that have
Or who can bear to hear it maintained, that an early death and a brief life. And among

this mighty habitation, which is constituted of these is man himself, as a certain holy scripture
heaven and earth, and which is called "Cosmos" says of him : "Man that is born of woman is of
on account of the magnitude and the plenitude few days." ,o Well, but I suppose they will reply
of the wisdom which has been brought to bear that the varying conjunctions of the atoms ac-
upon it, has been established in all its order and count fully for differences" so great in the mat-
beauty by those atoms which hold their course ter of duration. For it is maintained that there
devoid of order and beauty, and that that same are some things that are compressed together by
state of disorder has grown into this true Cosmos, them, and firmly interlaced, so that they become
Order? Or who can believe that those reg- closely compacted bodies, and consequently ex-
ular movements and courses are the products ceedingly hard to break up; while there are
of a certain unregulated impetus ? Or who can others in which more or less the conjunction of
allow that the perfect concord subsisting among the atoms is of a looser and weaker nature, so
the celestial bodies derives its harmony from that either quickly or after some time they sepa-
instruments destitute both of concord and hat- rate themselves from their orderly constitution.
mony? Or, again, if there is but one and the And, again, there are some bodies made up of
same substance 4 in all things, and if there is the atoms of a definite kind and a certain common
same incorruptible nature s in all,-- the only figure, while there are others made up of diverse
elements of difference being, as they aver, size atoms diversely disposed. But who, then, is the
and figure,--how comes it that there are some sagacious discriminator, I_ that brings certain
bodies divine and perfect, 6 and eternal, z as they atoms into collocation, and separates others ; and
would phrase it, or lasting, s as some one may pre- marshals some in such wise as to form the sun,
fer to express ]t ; and among these some that and others in such a way as to originate the
are visible and others that are invisible, -- the moon, and adapts all in natural fitness, and in
visible including such as sun, and moon, and accordance with the proper constitution of each
stars, and earth, and water ; and the invisible in- star ? For surely neither would those solar
eluding gods, and demons, and spirits? For atoms, with their peculiar size and kind, and
the existence of such they cannot possibly deny with their special mode of collocation, ever have
however desirous to do so. And again, there reduced themselves so as to effect the produc-
are other objects that are long-lived, both ant- tion of a moon ; nor, on the other hand, would
reals and plants. As to animals, there are, for the conjunctions of these lunar atoms ever have
example, among birds, as they say, the eagle, the developed into a sun. And as certainly neither

would Arcturus, resplendent as he is, ever boast
t Ps. cxx_xuc,s6. The text gives, cb a_a't_p_tacTov ¢ov ;,$t,'_mv

o_ 6$0_tAv_t _ov, This strange reading, instead of the usual _o his having the atoms possessed by Lucifer, nor
_,,_0_,o,. _o_d,o_ (or,no,)o, _o, _o_,._ fouud._ h would the Pleiades glory in being constituted of
the Alexandrine exemplar of the Septuagint, whtchgtvas, vo aKav*4_-
_a¢*o_ ¢ou _,6oo-av ot 6¢#oAt_o, u.ot,, and m the Psalter of S. Get- those of Orion. For well has Paul expressed
menusin Cahnet.whichhas,fm.#er_c_ tN=m rplderuntoculi the distinction when he says : "There is onereel Vige- render_ k thus: cuod ex tui$ ofmrsb=* _snl#erfedum
ad&ucet im_ollt_sevldebalur,oc_li tandemmef_herv_ide_'_ut;glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon,
i e., Thy works, which till now _mcd imperfect and unfimsh_, my
eyes have at length discerned clearly; to wit, because being now and another glory of the stars : for one star dif-
penetrated bygreat©r hght from Thee, they have ceased to be dim- fereth from another star in glory." I3 And if the
righted. S¢e Vtger's not_ m Might.

a [The reproduction of all this outworn note©me m our age coalition effected among them has been an unin-
claims foritself the credit of#rag_t'¢sHve science. It has had its day, telligent one, as is the case with soulless'4 objects,and its dcstiay is to be spted__y wiped out by the next school ot
thinkers. Meanwhile let thc balicvcr's amwcr be found in Isa.
zxxvn, az, z3.J 9 mr_p_dn,n mm_ed tr_m of EgYpt and Pea,sin, the fruit of which

* gbp_Ov.ot_, grew from th¢ stc_.
_.ol_r,a._.. ,o Job xiv. t.
s _.;0_._¢. t_The textgives_ka4,eo#¢,forwlachriser suggests_,_t,o_.
7 _;,,6_.¢_ s_ z Cot'. zv. 4z.
s t_o_q_d_vL u dCvX_v.
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then they must needs have had some sagacious settings of the heavenly bodies, -- those of the
artificer; and if their union has been one with- sun, with all their wondrous glory, no less than
out the determination of will, and only of ne- those of the others; nor do they appear to make
cessity, as is the case with irrational objects, then due application of the aids furnished through
some skilful leader, must have brought them these to men, such as the day that rises clear for
together and taken them under his charge. And man's work, and the night that overshadows
if they have hnked themselves together sponta- earth for man's rest. "For man," it is said,
neously, for a spontaneous work, then some ad- "goeth forth unto his work, and to his labour,
nurable architect must have apportioned' their until the evening." _ Neither do they consider
work for them, and assumed the superintendence that other revolution, by which the sun makes
among them ; or there must have been one to do out for us determinate times, and convenient
with them as the general does who loves order seasons, and regular successions, directed by
and discipline, and who does not leave his army those atoms of which it consists. But even
in an irregular condition, or suffer all things to though men like these--and miserable men
go on confusedly, but marshals the cavalry in they are, however they may believe themselves
their proper succession, and disposes the heavy- to be righteous--may choose not to admit it,
armed infantry in their due array, and the javelin- there is a mighty Lord that made the sun, and
men by themselves, and the archers separately, gave it the impetus s for _tscourse by His words.
and the shngers m like manner, and sets each 0 ye blind ones, do these atoms of yours bring
force in its appropriate position, in order that you the winter season and the rains, in order
all those equipped in the same way may erigage that the earth may yield food for you, and for
together. But if these teachers think that this all creatures liVing on it ? Do they introduce
illustration is but a joke, because I institute a summer-time, too, in order that ye may gather
comparison between very large bodies and very their fruits from the trees for your enjoyment?
small, we may pass to the very smallest. And why, then, do ye not worship these atoms,

2"hen we have whatfoUows ."-- But if neither and offer sacrifices to them as the guardians of
the word, nor the choice, nor the order of a ruler earth's fruits ?* Thankless surely are ye, in not
is laid upon them, and if by their own act they setting solemnly apart for them even the most
keep themselves right in the vast commotion of scanty first-fruits of that abundant bounty which
the stream in which they move, and convey ye receive from them.
themselves safely through the mighty uproar of After a short break heproeeeds thus :-- More-
the colhs,ons, and zf like atoms meet and group over, those stars which form a commumty so
themselves with like, not as being brought to-multitudinous and various, which these erratic
gether by God, according to the poet's fancy, and ever self-dtspersing atoms have constituted,
but rather as naturally recognising the affinities have marked off by a kind of covenant the
subsisting between each other, then truly we have tracts for their several possessions, portioning
here a most marvellous democracy of atoms, !these out like colonies and governments, but
wherein frends welcome and embrace friends, without the presidency of any founder or house-
and all are eager to sojourn together in one master; and with pledged fealty and in peace
domicile ; while some by their own determina- they respect the laws of vicinity with their neigh-
tlon have rounded themselves offinto that mighty bours, and abstain from passing beyond the
luminary the sun, so as to make day ; and other boundaries which they received at the outset,
have formed themselves into many pyramids of just as if they enjoyed the legislative administra-
blazing stars, it may be, so as to crown also the tion of true princes in the atoms. Nevertheless
whole heavens ; and others have reduced them- these atoms exercise no rule. For how could
selves into the circular figure, so as to impart a these, that are themselves nothing, do that?
certain solidzty to the ether, and arch it over, But listen to the divine oracles : "The works of
and consutute it a vast graduated ascent of the Lord are in judgment; from the beginning,
luminaries, with this object also, that the various and from His making of them, He disposed the
conventions of the commoner atoms may select parts thereof. He garnished His works for ever,
settlements for themselves, and portion out the and their principles s unto their generations." 6
sky among them for their habitations and stations. Again, after a littk, he proceeds thus : m Or

Then, after certain other matters, the discourse what phalanx ever traversed the plain in such
pro,eeds thus : _ But inconsiderate men do not perfect order, no trooper outmarching the others,
see even things that are apparent, and certainly or falling out of rank, or obstructing the course,
they are far from being cognisant of things that * 1,1.¢i,.-3.
are unapparent. For they do not seem even to _ lO_,..t_,,o_,,ae,,.z_e,_o..zor_or1: .,_

com_/or,"e, the orion and the perpetuation of i*v_,,_ t Cl_.ah, a-have any notion of those regulated risings and i_ ha.th., _u_ t_ _ a" _-mA___.._'j
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or suffering himself to be distanced by his corn- of what origin were the atoms which the father
rades in the array, as is the case with that steady of Epicurus gave forth from himself when he
advance in regular file, as it were, and with close- begat Epicurus ? And how, when they were re-
set shields, which is presented by this serried ceived within his mother's womb, did they coa-
and unbroken and undisturbed and unobstructed lesce, and take form and figure ? and how were
progress of the hosts of the stars ? Albeit by they put in motion and made to increase ? And
side inclinations and flank movements certain of how did that little seed of generation draw to-
their revolutions become less clear. Yet, how- gether the many atoms that were to constitute
ever that may be, they assuredly always keep Epicurus, and change some of them into skin and
their appointed periods, and again bear onward flesh for a covering, and make bone of others for
determinately to the positions from which they erectness and strength, and form sinews of others
have severally risen, as if they made that their for compact contexture ? And how did it frame
deliberate study. Wherefore let these notable and adapt the many other members and parts
anatomizers of atoms/these dividers of the indi- heart and bowels, and organs of sense, some
visible, these compounders of the uncompound- within and some without--by which the body
able, these adepts in the apprehension of the is made a thing of life ? For of all these things
infinite, tell us whence comes th_s circular march there is not one either idle or useless : not even
and course of the heavenly bodies, in which it the meanest of them m the hair, or the nails, or
is not any single combination of atoms that such like- is so ; but all have their service to
merely chances all unexpectedly to swing itself do, and all their contribution to make, some of
round in this way ; 2 but it is one vast circular them to the soundness of bodily constltuuon,
choir that moves thus, ever equally and concord- and others of them to beauty of appearance.
antly, and whirls in these orbits. And whence For Providence cares not only for the useful,
comes it that this mighty multitude of fellow- but also for the seasonable and beautiful. 6 Thus
travellers, all unmarshalled by any captain, all the hair is a kind of protection and covering for
ungifted with any determination of will, and all the whole head, and the beard IS a seemly orna-
unendowed with any knowledge of each other, ment for the philosopher. It was Providence,
have nevertheless held their course m perfect then, that formed the constitution of the whole
harmony? Surely, well has the prophet ranked body of man, in all its necessary parts, and ira-
this matter among things which are impossible posed on all its members their due connection
and undemonstrable, mnamely, that two stran- with each other, and measured out for them
gers should walk together. For he says, "Shall their liberal supplies from the universal resources.
two come to the same lodging unless they know And the most prominent of these show clearly,
each other ?" s even to the uninstructed, by the proof of personal

experience, the value and service attaching to
IV. A REFUTATIONOFTHE SAMEON THE GROUNDSthem : the head, for example, in the position of

OF THE HUMANCONSTITUTION. supremacy, and the senses set like a guard about
Further, these men understand neither them- the brain, as the ruler in the citadel; and the

selves nor what is proper to themselves. For advancing eyes, and the reporting ears ; and the
if any of the leaders in this impious doctrine taste which, as it were, is the tribute-gatherer ; 1
only considered what manner of person he is and the smell, which tracks and searches out its
himself, and whence he comes, he would surely objects; and the touch, which manipulates all
be led to a wise decision, like one who has* ob- put under it.
tained understanding of himself, and would say, Hence we shall only run over in a summary
not to these atoms, but to his Father and Maker, way, at present, some few of the works of an
"Thy hands have made me and fashioned me." 4 all-wise Providence ; and after a little we shall,
And _he would take up, too, this wonderful ac- if God grant it, go over them more minutely,
count of his formation as it has been given by when we direct our discourse toward one who

one of old : "Hast Thou not poured me out as has the repute of greater learning. So, then, we
milk, and curdled me as cheese ? Thou hast have the ministry of the hands, by which all
clothed me with skin and flesh, and hast fenced kinds of works are wrought, and all skilful pro-
me with bones and sinews. Thou hast granted fessions practised, and which have all their vari-
me life and favour, and Thy visitation hath pre- ous faculties furnished them, with a view to the
served my spirit." s For of what quantity and discharge of one common function ; and we

z _,v a,_ _o_,,_. have the shoulders, with their capacity for bear-
* .... _,vSo_,_,_. ing burdens ; and the fingers, with their power
s This sentence, which is quoted as from the Scriptures, is found

nowhere there, at least verb,,_im el ad lalleram. [Amos m 3.l
4 Ps. exJx 73
S Job x. ro-x_. [The milky element 0'perma) marvellousty 6 [Eccles. iti. xx. Note the force of the word Cos_oa. Col-

changed into flesh, and the embrotdery of the human anatomy, are eridge'_s Aids /_ )_¢chon, p. a5 x, ed. New York, x84o. .Also,
here admirably brought out. Compare Ps. cxxxuc, x2-x6; also p. 86, Coleridge's fancy about the _'b _,ov fuaaixod_ofiv.]
not_ xm¢u_ra.] 7 eow_Yt o_o"n'_p _o/mAoyo_o'e.
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of grasping ; and the elbows, with their faculty mould even an image of clay, neither could they
of bending, by which they can turn inwardly hew and polish a statue of stone ; nor could
upon the body, or take an outward inclination, they cast and finish an idol of Sliver or gold ;
so as to be able either to draw objects toward but arts and handicrafts calculated for such
the body, or to thrust them away from it, We operations have been discovered by men who
have also the service of the feet, by which the fabricate these obiects.5 And if, even in theset
whole terrestrial creation is made to come under representations and models cannot be made
our power, the earth itself is traversed thereby, without the aid of wisdom, how can the genuine
the sea is made navigable, the rivers are crossed, _and original patterns of these copies have come
and intercourse is established for all with all: into existence spontaneously ? And whence have
things. The belly, too, is the storehouse of come the soul, and the intelligence, and the rea-
meats, with all its parts arranged in their proper son, which are born with the philosopher? Has
collocations, so that _t appomons for itself the he gathered these from those atoms which are
right measure of ahment, and ejects what is over destitute alike of soul, and mtelhgence, and
and above that. And so is it with all the other ireason ? and has each of these atoms respired
things by which manifestly the due admmlstra- him with some appropriate conceptmn and no-
tlonoftheconstitut_on of man is wlsely secured. _ non? And are we to suppose that the wisdom
Of all these, the lntelhgent and the unmtelhgent of man was made up by these atoms, as the
ahke enjoy the same use ; but they have not the ! myth of Hesiod tells us that Pandora was fish-
same comprehension of them." For there are ioned bythe gods? Then shallthe Greeks have
some who refer this whole economy to a power:to give up speaking of the vinous species of
which they conceive to be a true dlvimty, s and i poetry, and music, and astronomy, and geom-
which they apprehend as at once the highest etry, and all the other arts and scmnces, as the
intelhgence in all things, and the best benefactor inventions and instructions of the gods, and shall
to themselves, behewng that this economy is all have to allow that these atoms are the only
the work of a wisdom and a might which are muses wnh skill and wisdom for all snhjects.
superior to ever)" other, and in themselves truly For this theogony, constructed of atoms by Epi-
divine. And there are others who aimlessly at- curus, is indeed something extraneous to the
tribute thi_ whole structure of most marvellous mfimte worlds of order, _ and finds its refuge
beauty to chance and fortuitous coincidence, in the mfimte disorder3
And in addmon to these, there are also certain
physicians, who, having made a more effective iv. THAT TO WORK IS NOT A MATTER OF PAIN AND

examination into all these things, and having In- WEARINESSTO GOD.
vestigated with utmost accuracy the d_sposinon Now to work, and administer, and do good,

of the reward parts in especial, have been struck t and exercise care, and such hke actions, may
with astomshment at the results of their Inqmry, perhaps be hard tasks for the idle, and silly, and
and have been led to deify nature nself. The weak, and wicked; m whose number truly Epi-
notions of these men we shall rewew afterwards, curus reckons himself, when he propounds such
as far as we may be able, though we may only notions about the gods. But to the earnest, and
touch the surface of the subject. 4 Meantime, powerful, and mtelligent, and prudent, such as
to deal with this matter generally and summarily, philosophers ought to be-- and how much more
let me ask who constructed this whole tabernacle Iso, therefore, the gods -- these things are not
of ours, so lofty, erect, graceful, sensitive, mo- only not disagreeable and irksome, but ever the
bile, active, and apt for all things ? Was it, as most delightful, and by far the most welcome of
they say, the irrational multitude of atoms ? all. To persons of this character, negligence
Nay, these, by their conjunctions, could not and procrastination in the doing of what is good

are a reproach, as the poet admonishes them in
t The text Is, _'_ _& _AAa _d bct_v _.4Jav&_ ¢I &otx_ott; r_I¢

avOp_,ov t_etx_vTlra_ _¢avo**_¢. VI_er proposes &=t*ov_¢ for these words of counsel : --
btavov.'_¢, and renders the whole thus- ' ac cmtera quorum w hu-
man_ firmuatts et _.onservauonts ratm contmetur " "Delay not aught till the morrow." 8

2 The text as, t_v _#otca9 'rm9 d._oo'w e_(ovre,/ o1. ¢ro_o_. "ngv
_O.......... Xovu, rhv 7v& .... We adopt Vtger's suggesuon, and And then he adds this further sentence of threat-

read Xo_gtrtv forxalo,_v, ening :a We read, wRh Viger, Oe6r'orct for _Oe6rrlra. The text g_ves o_
I.t_v ".tap et_ i]v av ot_O_otrtv AOeor_/'ra_ ete , which might possibly

mean somethmgl_e this: Ther_ are some who refer the whole econ- "The lazy procrastinator is ever wrestling with mis-
amy to a power whmh these (others) may deem to be no dtvtmty, eries." 9
(but whmh is) the h_ghest mtelhgence in all thmg% and the best bene-
factor, etc. Or the sense might be = There are some who reter th_s

most lute hgent and beneficent economy to a power which they deem
to be no dwlmty, though they belmve the same economy to be the _ The text is, _¢_oovpy_o_ -¢o_',ov bn" _v#_;m_ov e_pvl_r_ _t_o_

work of a wisdom, etc. . ^ . .taro.year. Vtger proposes o,to/zarovg-go% *' hand.crafts for tl_ coD-
# The text is, _0te_ /i_ _¢rr*pov &¢ _v oto_ ee 'l_,_o_ta_'a, _tav structmn of such bodms have been &scovered by men.

iffrt_roA_g, avaO_tata_¢ota.ev. Vlgerrendersltthus: _'_oseampostea, 6 xoo'.u.tov. [See note 6, p. 88, .tulkra.]
Jejune fortassts et exditer, ut pro facuhate nostra_ prosequemur." He 7 _t_ocrt_&tv.
proposes, however, to read ern noAAo,,; (s_. O_@aot or Ao),ot_) for a Hestod's tVork* and Days, v. 408.
_n_roAf_. 9 IBM., v. 4zx.
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And the prophet teaches us the same lesson in a they laud chance" as the most intelligent." i:
more solemn fashaon, and declares that deeds Moreover, those who attend to things condu-
done according to the standard of virtue are cing to the good of life, take special pleasure
truly worthy of God/and that the man who gives m what serves the interests of those of the same
no heed to these _s accursed: "For cursed be race wath themselves, and seek the recompense
he that doeth the works of the Lord carelessly." _ of praise and glory in return for labours under-
Moreover, those who are unversed in any art, taken in behalf of the general good; while
and unable to prosecute at perfectly, feel at to be some exert themselves as purve)ors of ways and
wearisome when they make their first attempts means,'3 others as magastrates, others as phys,-
in _t,just by reason of the novelty 3 of thear ex- c_ans, others as statesmen, and even plnlosophers
perience, and their want of practice in the works, pride themselves greatly in thear efforts after the
But those, on the other hand, who have made education of men. Wdl, then, Epicurus or De-
some advance, and much more those who are mocrJtus be bold enough to assert that m the
perfectly trained m the art, accomplish easily exertaon of philosophizing they only cause das-
and succes>fulty the objects of their labours, and tress to themselves? Nay, rather they wdl
have great pleasure m the work, and would reckon this a pleasure of mind second to none.
choose rather thus, in the dascharge of the pur- For even though they maintain the opnnon that
suats to which they are accustomed, to finish and the good is pleasure, they wdl be a_hamed to
carry perfectly out what thear efforts aim at, than deny that ph|losophazing is the greater pleasure
to be made masters of all those things which are to them.'_ But as to the gods, of whom the
reckoned advantageous among men. Yea, De- poets among them stag that they are the "be-
mocratus himself, a_ it is reported, averred that stowers of good gifts," ,5 these phdosophers scof-
he would prefer the d_scovery of one true cause tingly celebrate them m stratus like these. "The
to being put m possession of the kingdom of gods are neither the bestowers nor the sharers
Persia. And that was the declaration of a man in any good thing." And m what manner, for-
who had only a vain and groundless conception sooth, can they demonstrate that there are gods
of the causes of things,4 inasmuch as he started at all, when they neither percewe their pre_ence,
with an unfounded prmcxple, and an erroneous nor d_scern them as the doers of aught, whereto,
hypothesis, and did not discern the real root and indeed, they resemble those _ho, m thear adml-
the common law a/necessity in the consututaon ration and wonder at the sun and the moon and
of natural things, anti held as the greatest wis- the stars, have held these to have been named
dora the apprehension of things that come about g_,fs,'6 from their runmng'7 such courses: when,
samply in an unmtelhgent and random way, and further, they do not attribute to them any func-
set up chance s as the mistress and queen of taon or power of operation/s so as to hold them
things unwersal, and even things davme, and en- gods ,9 from their canstztutzng:° that _s.from thear
deavoured to demonstrate that all things happen ma/ezngobjects, _' for thereby an all truth the one
by the determmat,on of the same, although at maker and operator of all things must be God :
the same ume he kept it outside the sphere of and when, m fine, they do not set forth any ad-
the life of men, and convacted those of sense- ministration, or judgment, or beneficence of
lessness who worshipped it. At any rate, at the thears m relaUon to men, so that we m_ght be
very begmmng of his .Prccc_/s6 he speaks thus : bound eather by fear or by reverence to worship
" Men have made an amage 7 of chance, as a them? Has Eptcurus then been able, forsooth,
cover s for thear own lack of knowledge. For to see beyond thas world, and to overpass the
intellect and chance are an their very nature an- precincts of heaven? or has he gone forth by
tagomst_c to each other.9 And men have main- some secret gates known to hmaself alone, and
tamed that th_s greatest adversary to intelligence thus obtained saght of the gods m the void? ''
is its sovereign. Yea, rather, they completely and, deeming them blessed an their fidl felicity,
subvert and do away w_th the one, while they and then becoming himself a passaonate aspirant
estabhsh the other an _ts place. For they do after such pleasure, and an ardent scholarln that
not celebrate intelhgence as the fortunate, '° but hfe whach they pursue in the road, does he now

The text gzves, 6_a _o _'ft_" _p_ d._/0_. We adopt Vzger's z_ e_._pov_,¢dr0v.
¢ntendatlot_, d_0_ 13 "ro_g_ovTeg.

'* [" Fehx qut potuit rerum cogno_cere causas." But see tti_- t4 The text gives, 68u _, =b7o_¢ _h,=_ _'b 6tXo_o_b_;v. V_ger sug-
/_olytlu._ (vol. v.), and compare Clement, vol. u. pp. 565-567, th_s gestsn&ov lor n_v ou.
senes.] zs <3_r_pa_ ia_,. See Homer, Ody._sey, vii_ 3_5 and 335.

"r oX_v. 16 OeOV_',
_'I_OO_K_OV. 17 _ta ro OeetV.

et_Aov. 18 _q_toupytc_ ct._'ro_q _ /¢ct'rao'_2qv.

8 wpo_cto'_,l_. 19 8_o_ot_o'uo'tv.
9 _uo'et Y&O Vv_P-_/"rux_ _.axe'r_t. Vtger refers to the parallel m _,o e_ "rob Oe_va_.

Tulhus, _'_'z_ lSfarceHa, sec 7 " Nunquam temerttas cure sapaentia zz _rot_*a_.
commtscetur, nee ad consthum casus adrmttttur," _ The text gives, of_s du .rd _evd _ay_iSt O¢o_*. Viger proposes

lo eurux_ , rou* for over,
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call upon all to participate in this felicity, and IIL--FROM THE BOOKS AGAINST SABELLIUS.*o
urge them thus to make themselves like the_oN THE NOTIONTHAT MATTERIS UNGENERATED._z
gods, preparing' as their true srmposzum of
blessedness neither heaven nor Ob;mpus, as the l These certainly are not to be deemed pious
poets feign, but the sheer void, and setting be- _1who hold that matter is ungenerated, Mule they
fore them the ambrosia of atoms _ and led_ma', allow, indeed, that it is brought under the hand

- ' P _ _i of God so far as its arrangement and regulationthem m _ nectar made of the same? However,,
in matters which have no relation to us, he lntro- Jare concerned ; for they do admit that, being
duces into his books a myriad oaths and solenm naturally passive '_ and i)hable, it y_elds readily to
asseverations, swearing constantly both nega-I the alterations m_pressed upon it by God. It is
tiveb" and affirmatively by Jove, and making' for them, however, to show us plaully how It can
those whom he meets_ and with whom he dis- possibly be that the like and the unlike should
cusses hi_ doctrines, swear also by the gods, not be predicated as subsisting together in God and
certainly that he fears them hlmself, or has any matter. For it becomes necessary thus to think
dread of perjury, but that lie pronounces all this of one as a superior to either, and that N a thought
to be vain, and false, and idle, and unintelhg_ble, which cannot legmmately be entertained with re-
and uses it simply as a kind of accomllamment gard to God. For if there is this defect of gen-
to his words, just as he might also clear his throat, eration which is said to be the thing like in both,
or spit, or twist h_s face, or move his hand. So and ff there is th_s point of difference whmh is

' conceived of besides in the two, whence has thiscompletely senseless and empty a pretence was
t .......... _ , arisen in them? If indeed God is the ungen-nl, WhOle matter Ol me naming ot tne gous, in ' , .
............ crated, and if this defect of generation is, as weBib e_gtlnatlon, but tFllb IS alSO a very patent
............ ¢. imay say, His very essence, then matter cannottact. tltat, Delug in lear oI tile ftmenlans alter. . , ....
._- , ,, e. ., , ., _ _- . • be ungeneratea • lor tJocl ancl matter are not one/me warnln_ oi) the aeam ol >ocrates, antlt _ _ •.....
being desirous of preventing his being taken for ana tlaesame, l:;ut it each subs,sp properly and

- ,, -- - . _., , .. i lnctepenoenuv-- namely, Goo anti matter -- anawnat lie reauv wa _,_ an amel>l-- me subtle i , - , . , , -
.... "....... . , ] f the oefect ol generation also belongs to t)otl_,cnanatan inventeo Ior tnem certain empty snau- ..... " . . _

ow, of un,ubstanual gods. But never surely did 'ttlmn it _sevident tlaat ulere is sometlmlg ditler-
• ent from each, and older and higher than both.he look u_) to heaven with eves of true intelh- . .....

aence so'a_ to hear the clear('oice from above IBut the alilerence ot tlamr contrastecl constitu-
_,hich another attentive spectator did hear, and tlons is completely subverswe of the idea that

............ ,_, . l these can subsist on an equahty together, andOl WhiCh ne l;CSttnt21.1wuen ne salo, lnC neav- _ .... ,
ens declare" the g-Iorv of God, and the nr_ .......m_,,,em- Imore, tlaat this one ol tlae two -- namely, matter
........ " - 4 - _ , l--can subsist of itself. For then they will have

snowetn lltlS nancllworK." Anti never surely I _ . , ., _ .. . . .,- . .. .
a'a . , _ a -, ,_, e -., I to lurnlsn an explanation ol me lact that, tnou_ni_l.ltJ n_ lOOK (lown upon _ne worlcl s surface wltn o

due reflection, for {hen would lie have learned ib°th are supposed to be ungenerated, God is
-, -, ............... Inevertheless _mpassible, nnmutable, lmperturba-slat me eartn is lull oI me goocme._s oI me ,, . ,., . . .. .

" 5 ' , Die energetic wnue matter is tile o)poslte, lmLord, and that "the earth is the Lord s, and ' ; t -
the fulness thereof;" _ and that, as we also read, _presslble, mutable, variable, alterable. And now,
" After this the Lord looked upon the earth, and how can these properties harmoniously co-exist
filled it with Hl_ blessings. With all manner of iand unite? Is it that God has adapted Himself
hying things hath He covered the face thereof" 7 to the nature of the matter, and thus has skllfully
And if these men are not hopelc_Iy blinded, wrought it? But it would be absurd to suppose
let them but survey the vast wealth and variety that God works in gold, as men are wont to do,

or hews or polishes stone, or puts His hand toof living creatures, land animals, and
winge_tianyl of the other arts by whmh different kindscreatures, al_l aquatm ; and let them understand

then that the declaration made by the Lord on of matter are made capable of recmving form
the occasion of His judgment of all things * is and figure. But if, on the other hand, He has
true : "And all things, in accordance with HI_ fashioned matter according to His own will, and
command, appeared good." 9 after the dictates of His own wisdom, impressing

upon it the rich and manifold forms produced

_v, po,a_, by His own operation, then is this account of
2 For o_routavVtger suggests &rg._v," of vapours" OUrS one both good and true, and still further
"_Or, glvmg them to drink.
,I Ps, xlx 1.

$ Ps xxxm. 5- bhnded" Epicureans of this age, let me note DaT"cutnism tested _._
0 Ps xxlv _. La_zguage, byE Bateman, bl D London, R1vmgtons, x877 ]
7 Ecclus xvL 29, 3o lo In Eusebms, Pra.¢ar E_,a_zge/, book vu ch x9
s The text is, e_r,r_ wdm'_v _p;.o'e_. Vlger suggests _cr&eet," at n Eusebms introduces this extract thus " And 1 shall adduce the

the creation of all thmg_ " words of those who have most thoroughly examined the dogma before
9 "lhe quotatmn rims thus" _ag _d_.ra _aret "nqvaf_rofz _'#dora_tv us and first of all Dmnysms indeed who m the first book of hm

_r_6_ve gaact Eu_ebms adds the remark here' " These passages E_rerctlattona aga*_zsl _abe/ltus writes m these terms on the sub-
have been culled by me out of a very large number composed against '_jeer m hand ' [Note the 2krtmary positron of our author m the
Epicurus by Dionysius a b_shop of our own time " _Among the ' refutatmn ol Sabelhantsm and see (vol v ) the *tory of CallLs,tus l
many excellent work_ v,'hich have appeared aga.mst the _' hopt:lessl t lz _ra00v_v ' "y
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one that establishes the position that the ungen- is Christ called Breath ; for "He," 6 saith He,
erated God is the hypostasls (the life and foun- "is the breath of God's power." 7
datlon) of all things in the universe. For with And again he says : --
thin fact of the defect of generation it conjoins 5. Moreover, the Son alone, always co-existing
the proper mode of His being. Much, indeed, with the Father, and filled with Him who zs, Him-
might be said in confutation of these teachers, self also is, since He is of the Father.
but that is not what is before us at present.
And if they are put alongside the most impious FROM THE SAME FIRSTBOOK.
polytheists,' these will seem the more pious in 6. But when I spoke of things created, and
their speech, certain works to be considered, I hastily put for-

ward illustrations of such things, as it were little
IV.--EPISTLE TO DIONYSIUS BISHOP OF ROME2 appropriate, when I said neither is the plant the

same as the husbandman, nor the boat the same
FROM THE FIRST BOOK. as the boatbmlder, s But then I hngered rather

I. There certainly was not a time when God upon things suitable and more adapted to the
was not the Father.3 !nature of the thing, and I unfolded m many

2. Neither, indeed, as though He had not words, by various carefully considered arguments,
brought forth these things, did God afterwards what things were more true ; which things, more-
beget the Son, but because the Son has existence over, I have set forth to you m another letter.
not flora Hunself, but from the Father. And in these things I have also proved the false-

And after a few words he says of the Son hood of the charge which they bring against me
Himself:-- --to wit, that I do not maintain that Christ is

3- Being the brightness of the eternal Light, consubstantlal with God. For although I say
He Himself also is absolutely eternal. For since that I have never e_ther found or read this word

light is always in existence, it is manifest that I in the sacred Scriptures, yet other reasonings,
its brightness also exists, because light is per- which I nnmediately subjoined, are in no wise
ceived to exist from the fact that it shines, and discrepant from this view, because I brought for-
It is impossible that light should not shine. And ward as an illustration human offspring, which
let us once more come to illustrations. If the assuredly is of the same kind as the begetter ;
sun exists, there is also day; if nothing of this and I said that parents are absolutely &stin-
be manifest, it is impossible that the sun should gulshed fi'om their children by the tact alone that
be there. If then the sun were eternal, the day they themselves are not their children, or that it
wouM never end ; but now, for such is not really would assuredly be a matter of necessity that
the state of the case, the day begins with the be- there would neither be parents nor children.
ginning of the sun, and ends w_th its ending. But, as I said before, I have not the letter in my
But God Is the eternal Light, which has neither possession, on account of the present condition
had a begummg, nor shall ever fall. Therefore of affairs ; otherwise I would have sent you the
the eternal brightness shines forth before Hun, very words that I then wrote, yea, and a copy
and co-exlsts with Him, in that, existing without of the whole letter, and I will send it if at any
a beginning, and always begotten, He always time I shall have the opportunity. I remember,
shines before Him ; and He is that Wisdom further, that I added many mmlhtudes from
which says, "I was that wherein He dehghted, things kindred to one another. For I said that
and I was daily His delight before His lace at the plant, whether it grows up from seed or from
all times." 4 ! a root, is different from that whence it sprouted,

And a little after he thus pursues his discourse although it is absolutely of the same nature ; and

from the same point :_ ]4. Since, therefore, the Father is eternal, the similarly, that a river flowing from a, spring takesanother form and name : for that neither is the
Son also is eternal, Light of Light. For where spring called the river, nor the river the spring,
there is the begetter, there is aIso the offspring, but that these are two things, and that the spring
And if there is no offspring, how and of what indeed is, as it were, the father, while the river
can He be the begetter? But both are, and _is the water from the spring. But they feign that
always are. Since, then, God is the Light, Christ they do not see these things and the like to them
is the Brightness. And since He is a Spirit-- which are written, as if they were blind; but
for says He, "God is a Spirit" s __ fittingly again they endeavour to assail me from a distance with

, ,_, ,o_ a0_,,_,_o_s,,oA,O_o_,. expressions too carelessly used, as if they were
2 I;ragments of a second epistle of Dionysm% Btshop of Alexan- stones, not observing that on things of W|llch

dria, or of the treatise whmh was inscribed the '" Elenchus et Apolo-
gia " [A former epistle was written when Dionysius (of Rome) _a_
a presbyter ] 6 Sc£l Wisdom.

3 And m what follows (says Athanasms) he professes that Christ :' Wtsd. vat 25.
is always, a_ being the Word, and the: Wt._Iom, and the Power. $ From Athan , ET_ de decret 7Vie Syn , 4 I8. [See remarks on

4 Prov viii 30. fne_,tta/_'e discrepancies of language and figurative fllustrauotm at
I john iv. "4. ' tlas formauve: pea,.x1_ vol. iv. p. 223.1
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they are ignorant, and which require interpre- tor, if He who begot is properly understood to
ration to be understood, illustrations that are not be a Father (for we will consider the latitude of
only remote, but even contrary, will often throw this word fi'atlzer in what follows)t Nor is a
light, maker a father, if it is only a framer who is

FROMTHE SAMEFIRST BOOK. called a maker. For a_ong the Greeks, they
7. It was said above that God is the spring of who are wise are said to be makers of their

all good things, but the Son was called the river books. The apostle also says, "a doer (sdl.
flowing from Him ; because the word is an ema- maker) of the law." 3 Moreover, of matters
nation of the mind, and--to speak after human of the heart, of whmh kind are virtue and vice,
fashion -- is emitted from the heart by the mouth, men are called doers (sciL makers) ; after which
But the mind which springs forth by the tongue manner God said, "I expected that it should
is different from the word which exists in the make judgment, but it made iniquity."*
heart. For this latter, after it has emitted the ii. That neither must this saying be thus
former, remains and is what it was before ; but blamed ; s for he says that he used the name of
the mind sent forth flies away, and is carried Maker on account of the flesh which the Word
everywhere around, and thus each is in each had assumed, and which certainly was made.
although one _s from the other, and they are one But if any one should suspect that that had been
although they are two. And it is thus that the said of the Word, even this also was to be heard
Father and the Son are said to be one, and to without contentiousness. For as I do not think
be m one another, that the Word was a thing made, so I do not say

that God was _ts Maker, but its Father. Yet
FROMTHE SECONDBOOK. still, if at any time, discoursing of the Son, I

8. The individual names uttered by me can may have casually said that God was His Maker,
neither be separated from one another, nor 'even this mode of speaking would not be without
parted., I spoke of the Father, and before I defence. For the wise men among the Greeks
made mention of the Son I already signified call themselves the makers of their books, al-
Him in the Father. I added the Son; and the though the same are fathers of their books.
Father, even although I had not previously named Moreover, divine Scripture calls us makers of
Him, had already been absolutely comprehended those motmns which proceed from the heart,
in the Son. I added the Holy Sprat; but, at when it calls us doers of the law of judgment
the same tune, I conveyed under the name and of justice.
whence and by whom He proceeded. But they FROM THE SAMESECONDBOOK.

are ignorant that neither the Father, in that He 12. In the be_nmng was the Igard. 6 But
is _lt/teG can be separated from the Son, for that was not the Word which produced the
that name is the ewdent ground of coherence Wordy For"the Word was with God. ''6 The
and conjunction ; nor can the Son be separated Lord is Wisdom; it was not therefore Wisdom
from the Father, for this word _zt]wr indicates that produced Wisdom ; for "I was that," says
association between them. And there is, more- He, "wherein He delighted." _ Christ is truth ;
over, evident a Spirit who can neither be dis- but "blessed," says He, "' is the God of truth."
joined from Him who sends, nor from Him who
brings Him. How, then, should I who use such FROM THE THIRD BOOK.
names think that these are absolutely diwded 13. Life is begotten of hfe in the same way
and separated the one from the other? as the Aver has flowed forth from the spring, and

After a few words he adds : _ the brilliant hght is ignited from the mextin-
9. Thus, indeed, we expand the indivisible guishable hght.9

Umty into a Trinity ; and again we contract the FROMTHE FOURTHBOOK.
Trinity, which cannot be diminished, into a
Unity. x4. Even as our mind emits from itself a

word,7_as says the prophet, " My heart hath
FROMTHE SAMESECONDBOOK. uttered forth a good word," ,o__ and each of the

io. But if any quibbler, from the fact that I two is distinct the one from tbe other, and main-
said that God is the Maker and Creator of all taining a peculiar place, and one that is distin-
things, thinks that I said that He is also Creator
of Christ, let him observe that I first called Him 3 Rom.il. '3; Jas iv. x, The Greek wordn'otg"rrt_;meaningeither maker or daer_ causes the amblgmty here and below.
Father, in which word the Son also is at the , Isa.v 7-

s Athanasms adds (ut SUlbra, 4. ut), that Dionysius gave various
same time expressed. _ For after I called the rephes to those that blamed him for saying that God _s the Maker of

Father the Creator, I added, Neither _s He Christ,wherebyheclearedhmlself.6 Iohn t L [For o_,_, see vol ii p x5, this series ]
the Father of those things whereof He is Crea- 7 _ExAthan, g/.. de decreZ. 2g/c. Syn., 4. a5 [P. 94, hotel t, =,

infra. ]
8 Prov wll 30.

t Ex Athan., g2#. de decree. 2Vat. Sin. . 4. XT- 9 Ex Athan., g_.. de decrtt. _ric, Syn., 4. xS.
l/_td, 4. 2o. to Fs. xlv. L
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guished from the other ; since the former indeed things, and an obedient servant of God, in the
abides and is stirred in the heart, while the latter Lord greeting.
has its place in the tongue and in the mouth. You have sent to me, most faithful and aceom-
And yet they are not apart from one another, plished son, in order to inquire what is the proper
nor deprived of one another ; neither is the hour for bringing the fast to a close 7 on the day
mind without the word, nor is the word without of Pentecost? For you say that there are some
the mind ; but the mind makes the word and of the brethren who hold that that should be
appears in the word, and the word exhibits the done at cockcrow, and others who hold that it
mind wherein it was made. And the mind in- should be at nightfaU.9 For the brethren in
deed is, as it were, the word immanent, while Rome, as they say, wait for the cock ; whereas,
the word is the mind breaking forth., The mind regarding those here, you told us that they would
passes into the word, and the word transmits the have it earlier. '° And it is your anxious desire,
mind to the surrounding hearers ; and thus the accordingly, to have the hour presented accu-
mind by means of the word takes its place in rately, and determined with perfect exactness,"
the souls of the hearers, entering in at the same which indeed is a matter of difficulty and un-
time as the word. And indeed the mind is, as certainty. However, it will be acknowledged
it were, the father of the word, existing in itself; cordially by all, that from the date of the resur-
but the word is as the son of the mind, and rection of our Lord, those who up to that time
cannot be made before it nor without it, but have been humbling their souls with fastmgs,
exists with it, whence it has taken its seed and ought at once to began their festal joy and glad-
origin. In the same manner, also, the Almighty ness. But in what you have written to me you
Father and Universal Mind has before all things have made out very clearly, and wath an intelh-
the Son, the Word, and the discourse,* as the gent understanding of the Holy Scriptures, that
interpreter and messenger of Himself. no very exact account seems to be offered in them

of the hour at which He rose. For the evangel-
ABOUTTHE MIDDLEOF THE TREATISE. ists have given different descriptions of the parties

_5" If, from the fact that there are three hypos- who came to the sepulchre one after another,,*
tases, they say that they are divided, there are and all have declared that they found the Lord
three whether they like it or no, or else let them risen already. It was "in the end of the Sab-
get rid of the divine Trinity altogether.3 bath," as Matthew has said ; ,3 itwas "early, when

AND AGAIN: it was yet dark," as John writes ; ,4 it was "very

For on this account after the Unity there is early in the morning," as Luke puts it; and it
also the most divine Trinity. 4 was "very early in the morning, at the nsmg of

the sun," as Mark tells us. Thus no one has
THE CONCLUSIONOF THE ENTIRETREATISE. shown us clearly the exact time when He rose.
16. In accordance with all these things, the It is admitted, however, that those who came to

form, moreover, and rule being received from the the sepulchre in the end of the Sabbath, as it
elders who have lived before us, we also, with a began to dawn toward the first day of the week,'S
voice in accordance with them, will both acquit found Him no longer lying in it. And let us not
ourselves of thanks to you, and of the letter suppose that the evangelists disagree or contra-
which we are now writing. And to God the dict each other. But even although there may
Father, and His Son our Lord Jesus Christ, with
the Holy Spirit, be glory and dominion for ever 7 _ovrl_¢l_¢_Oat_e_. GentlanusHervetusrendersthisby ]eju-nandus sit dies Pasc_e; and thu_ he translates the word by
and ever. Amen.S la_,,_r*, "to fast '" wherever it occurs, whereas it rather means

always, dejumum sal_ere, *' to have done fasting " In this sense
the won:Its used in the A_astoltc Cons/_tutw,ts repeatedly: see book

V.--THE EPISTLE TO BISHOP BASILIDES. 6 v chap x_, x8, etc. It occurs in the same sen_ n the 89th Canon
of the Concdmm Trullanum. The usage must evidently be the same

CANON I here: so that it does not mean, What L_the proper hour for fastmg
• I on the day of Pentecost _ but, What Js the hour at which the ante-

Dionysius to Basilides, my beloved son, and p_chalfastoughttobeterminated--whetheron theeveningpreced-
: _ e _1 - • _-- ._t_ _ • 1- • [ tag the paschal festival itself, or at cockcrowmg, or at anoti_er time?

my oromer, a lellow-mlnls[er wire me In holy - GALL See also the very full article m Sulcer, s _.
] e I give the be_immng of this epistle of Dton_,stus of Alexandria

t gmananl. |P 49, su#ra, and vol. hi p. _99, thts serms.] ] also as tt is found m not a few manusctapts, wz, eTre¢¢etAa*#.or . . .
a Scrmonem ISo Tertt/llian, $erma. vol ill p. a99, note a9.] ] .rfi¢o_3xao'Xa _reptAvae*,-- the common readmg being, "r_v roy _-ao-)get
s Ex Basdio, ltd. de S_ir. Sane/o, chap. 29. _t_dpav And the *repLAvc,t¢ "raft xa_rXa denotes the close of the
4 Ibid carl flenul/, p 6t. Ipaschal fast, as Eusehius (ttist. Eccles., v. 23) uses the phrase ¢tt¢
S Of the work itself Athanasius thus speaks: Finally. Dionysius rg,v do't-rt&v d_rtAtJo'*t_:_--theverbs _¢ptAvetv, afroAvetv, dwtAvetv_

complains that his accusers do not quote his opinions in their integrity, [ _araA_e_v, being often used in this sense. -- Co'r_xazmvs on the
hut mutilated, and that they do not speak out of a good conscience, 1.4_ostollc Conatt_twn*, v. iS.
but for evil mchnatton; and he says that they are hke those who ] 9 d6' d¢_r¢Oas. . . .
cavdled at the epistles of the Messed apostle. Certainly he meets ] to [Note this, and the Nicene dectsaon which made the A.lexandrtan
the mdtwdual words of his accusers, and gives a solution to all their [ bishop the authority concerning the Imschal annually, vol. n. Eluctda-
arguments, and as in those earher writings of his he confuted Sabel- | lion H. p. 343.]
hus most evidently, so m these later ones he enurely declares his own | t, wavy e._¢¢O_glv_v.
piousfaith. [Conf Her_as, vol th.p xs, note7,wtthnotea, s_pra.] ] tz xara_at_ov_t_'ttt_,
• u Con,tuning explanations which were giyen as answers to ques- ] t_ Matt xxvtii, t.
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seem to be some small difficulty as to the subject already risen long before. And Mark follows
of our inquiry, if they all agree that the light of this, and says : "They had bought sweet spices,
the world, our Lord, rose on that one night, while in order that they might come and anoint Him.
they differ with respect to the hour, we may well And very early (in the morning), the first day
seek with wise and faithful mmd to harmonize of the week, they come unto the sepulchre at
their statements. The narrative by Matthew, the rising of the sun."" For this evangelist also
then, runs thus: "In the end of the Sabbath, has used the term "very early," which is just
as it began to dawn toward the first day of the the same as the "very early in the morning"
week,' came Mary Magdalene, and the other]employed by the former; and he has added,
Mary, to see the sepulchre. And, behold, there ]"at the rising of the sun." Thus they set out.
was a great earthquake : for the angel of the ]and took their way first when it was "very early
Lord descended from heaven, and came and .Tinthe morning," or (as Mark says)when'A was
rolled back the stone, and sat upon it. And his ["very early :" but on the road and by their sta,,

o- * ' J J

countenance was like lightnint,, and his raiment at the sepulchre, they spent the time till it was
white as snow : and for fear of him the keepers Isunrise. And then the young man clad in white
did shake, and became as dead men. And the isaid to them, "He is risen, He is not here."
angel answered and said unto the women, Fear IAs the case stands thus, we make the following
not ye : for I know that ye seek Jesus, which was ;statement and explanation to those who seek an
crucified. He is not here ; for He is risen, as Fexact account of the specific hour, or half-hour,
He said." 2 Now this phrase "in the end" will Ior quarter of an hour, at which it is proper to
be thought by some to signify, according to the ]begin their reioicin_ over our Lord's nsin_ from

common use s of the word, the evening of the ithe dead. T'hose who are too hasty, an°d give
Sabbath ; while others, with a better perception Iup even before midnight,'* we reprehend as re-
of the fact, will say that it does not indicate that, ]mL_sand intemperate, and as almost breaking
but a late,,hour in the night? as the phrase "in" off from their course m their precipitation,'3 for it
the end s denotes slowness and length of time. is a wise man's word, "That is not little in life
Also because he speaks of night, and not of ew'n- ]which is within a little." And those who hold
ing, he has added the words, "as it began to iout and continue for a very long time, and perse-
dawn toward the first day of the week. And ivere even on to the fourth watch, which is also
the pames here did not come yet, as the others the time at which our Saviour manifested Him-
say, " bearing spices," but "to see the sepul- self walking upon the sea to those who were then
chre ;" and they discovered the occurrence of on the deep, we receive as noble and laborious
the earthquake, and the angel sitting upon the idisclples. On those, again, who pause and re-
stone, and heard from him the declaration, "He fresh themselves in the course as they are moved
is not here, He is risen." And to the same effect or as they are able, let us not press very hard : ,4
is the testimony of John. "The first day of the for all do not carry out the six days of fasting ,s
week," says he, "came Mary Magdalene early, either equally or alike ; but some pass even all
when it was yet dark, unto the sepulchre, and the days as a fast, remaining without food through
seeth the stone taken away from the sepulchre." 6 the whole ; while others take but two, and others
Only, according to this "when it was yet dark," three, and others four, and others not even one.
she had come in advance3 And Luke says : And to those who have laboured painfully through
" They rested the Sabbath-day, according to the these protracted fasts, and have thereafter become
commandment. Now, upon the first day of the exhausted and well-nigh undone, pardon ought
week, very early in the morning, they came unto to be extended if they are somewhat precipitate
the sepulchre, bringing the spices which they had in taking food. But if there are any who not
prepared ; and they found the stone rolled away only decline such protracted fasting, but refuse
from the sepulchre." s This phrase "very early at the first to fast at all, and rather indulge them-
in the morning"9 probably indicates the early selves luxuriously dunng the first four days, and
dawn '° of the first day of the week; and thus, then when they reach the last two days _viz,
when the Sabbath itself was wholly past, and also the preparation and the Sabbath _ fast with due
the whole night succeeding it, and when another rigour during these, and these alone, and think
day had begun, they came, bringing spices and that they do something grand and brilliant if
myrrh, and then it became apparent that He had they hold out till the morning, I cannot think

that they have gone through the time on equal
a Matt. xxw_. g-6.

got_om,_-_, xt Mark xvL x,a.
13 " " "

6 John x.x. :. x4 [z Tim. iv. 8. Mark the moderation of our author in contrst
7 _raO(t _oa_ro. . . _rpoeA_X_;Oet. with aupersutton. But in our days the peril is one of an
8 Luke _ 56, xxiv. x, _. kind. Contrast St. Paul, a Cot. xt. a7.]
9 6_ee _eoc. . . --.. zs That ts, as Bahamon e.xplams, the six days of the week of our
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terms with those who have been practising the selves to prayer, and then come together again,
same during several days before. This is the they have heard from Paul in his epistle.s
counsel which, in accordance with my apprehen-
sion of the question, I have offered you it. writ- CANONIV.
ing on these matters. I As to those who are overtaken by an involun-

tary flux in the mght-time, let such follow the
CANONlI. testimony of their own conscience, and consider

The question touching women in the time of themselves as to whether they are doubtfully
their separation, whether it is proper for them _minded 4 m this matter or not. And he that
when in such a condition to enter the house of doubteth m the matter of meats, the apostle tells
God, I consider a superfluous inquiry. For I do us, "is damned if he eat."s In these things,
not think that, if they are behevmg and pious therefore, let every one who approaches God be
women, they will themselves be rash enough in I of a good conscience, and of a proper confidence,
such a con_tltlon either to approach the holy so far as his own judgment is concerned. And,
table or to touch the body and blood of the indeed, it is m order to show your regard for us
Lord. Certainly the woman who had the issue (for you are not ignorant, beloved,) that you
of blood of twelve years' standing did not touch have proposed these questions to us, making us
the Zard Himself, but only the hem of I-Iis gar- of one mind, as indeed we are, and of one spirit
merit, with a view to her cure. 2 For to pray, with )'ourself. And I, for my part, have thus set
however a person may be situated, and to re- forth nay opinions in public, not as a teacher,
member the Lord, m whatever condition a per- but only as it becomes us with all simplicity to
son may be, anti to offer up petitions for the confer with each other. And when you have
Febtain_g of help, are exercises altogether b_me- iexamined this opinion of mine, my most lntelli-

ss. But .the ln_llVlClual who IS not per}ectly]gen t son, you will write back to me your notmn
l_.re pore in sore a.na m oofly, snan De rater- I of these matters, and let me know whatever may
amted from approaching the holy of hohes, seem to you to be just and preferable, and whether

PANV_Nin- ]you approve of my judgment in these things. 6
- . . . .That it may fare well with you, nay beloved son
Moreover, those who are competent, ana WhO' . • - - '

as you numster to the Lord m peace, _s my
are advanced in years, ought to be judges of prayer.
themseh,es in these matters. For that it is proper
to abstain from each other by consent, in order a Referring to the relatmns of marrmge, dealt with in _ Cor vn.

that they may be free for a season to give them- 5,et_
$ Rom xw _3 [Gr *a_'ax*xOt'rat = is condemned = self-con-

x To these canons are appended the comments of Balsamon and demned Wordsworth cites lElcero, _De _oflfctzs, j 3° ]

Zonara% whmh it 1_ not necessary to gl_e here. _ [The entire absence of despotic authority in these episcopal
a Matt. L_ 20, Luke _,ilt. 43. teachings Is to be noted 2 Cor. t. 24 ]

PART II.--CONTAINING EPISTLES, OR FRAGMENTS OF EPISTLES.

EPISTLE L--TO DOMITIUS AND DIDYMUS.t to the present. Wherefore He has preserved
i. But it would be a superfluous task for me me for another convenient season, of which He

to mention by name our (martyr) friends, who knows Himself, as He says : "In an acceptable
are numerous and at the same tm_e unknown to time have I heard thee, and in a day of salvation

you. Only understand that they include men lhave I helped thee. ''2
and women, both young men and old, both maid- F 2. Since, however, you have been inquiring• i

ens and aged matrons, both soldiers and private about what has befallen us, and wish to be m-
citizens, -- every class and every age, of whom formed as to how we have fared, you have got a
some have suffered by stripes and fire, and some full report of our fortunes ; how when we -- that
by the sword, and have won the victory and is to say, Gaius, and myself, and Faustus, and
received their crowns. In the case of others, Peter, and Paul _ were led off as prisoners by
however, even a very long llfettme has not proved the centurion and the magistrates, 4 and the- sol-
sufficient to secure their appearance as men ac-

2 Isa xhx 8.
ceptable to the Lord ; as indeed in my own case , Readingerre*8_?n_vOawtrOeforwhichsomecodicesgivei_-*t
tOO, that sufficient time has not shown itself up _,_,.oa_,,,o,,,.

4 o'¢pa_r.,. C'nrlstophorsonus would read o'_'po:rrt_o_, in the

[ sense of cotnraa_der But the word is used here of the duumwrf,
t Eusebltts, Hzst. 2_¢cl_a, vi_ zx. or magtstrates ol'Ale.xandria. And that the word o'_-p_'rtTo_-wasused
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diets and other attendants accompanying them, and making strict scrutiny lest any one should
there came upon us certain parties from Mare- be seen to do so. And nevertheless God im-
oUs, who dragged us with them against our parts rebel to the oppressed by the tender kind-
will, and though we were dlsmchned to follow hess and earnestness of the brethren.
them, and carried us away by force ;' and how
Gaius and Peter and myself have been separated
from our other brethren, and shut up alone m a EPISTLE II.--TO NOVATUSA
desert and sterile place in Libya, at a distance Dionysius to Novatus 5 his brother, greeting.
of three days' journey from Par_etonium. If you were carried on against your will, as

3. And a hff/e fur/her on, he proceeds lhus : you say, you will show that such has been the
And they concealed themselves in the city, f case by your voluntary retirement. For it would

and secretly visited the brethren. I refer to the have been but dutiful to have suffered any kind
presbyters Maxnnus, Dioscorus, Demetrius, and of 111,so as to avoid rending tile Church of God.
Lucius. For Faustinus and Aquila, who are FAnd a martyrdom borne for the sake of pre-
persons of greater prominence in the world, are 'venting a division of the Church, would not have
wandenng about in Egypt. ! specify also the ibeen more inglorious than one endured for re-
deacons who survived those who died in the sick- I fusing to worship idols ; 6 nay, in my opinion at
ness, 2 vlz., Faustus, Eusebms, and Ch_eremon. i least, the former would have been a nobler thing
And of Euseblus I speak as one whom the Lord i than the latter. For in the one case a person
strengthened from the beginnuag, and quahfied rgives such a testimony simply for his own mdi-
for the task of discharging energetically the ser- _vldual soul, whereas in the other case he is a
vices due to the confessors who are in prison, (witness for the whole Church. And now, if you
and of executing the perilous office of dressing can perstlade or constrain the brethren to come
out and burying _ the bodies of those perfected to be of one mind again, your upraghtness will
and blessed martyrs. For even up to the pres- be superior to ),our error ; and the latter will not
ent day the governor does not cease to put to, be charged agaanst you, while the former will be
death, m a cruel manner, as I have already said, ! commended in you. But if you cannot prevail
some of tho_e who are brought before him ; so far w_th your recusant brethren, see to it that
while he wears others out by torture, and wastes you save your own soul. My wish is, that in the
others away with nnprlsonment and t)onds, corn- Lord you may fare well as you study peace.
mandmg also that no one shall approach them,

m this _tz,*/acceptation, as well a_ m the common mtltlary apphca- EPISTLE III.-- TO FABIUS r BISHOP OF ANTIOCH.
tlon, we _ee by manye_,amples in Athanasm_, Ammlanus Mareelhnus,

and others Thus, as Vale_ms remarks, the soldzLra Iwroar*tor_v) I. The persecution with us did not commence
here will be the band with the centurion, and the attendants (u)r_p*-
,,.by) will be the civil folio .... of the magt,trates with the imperial edict, but preceded it by a

t TMs happened m the first persecution under Deems, when whole year. And a certain prophet and poet,Dionysius was carrmd off by the decision of the prefect Sabmus to

Taposms, as he reforms us in hi, ep*stle to Germanus Certamlg an enemy to this city, s whatever else he was, had
any one who compares that epi,tle of Dlonysms to Germanns wtm previously roused and exasperated against us thethis one to Dommus, will have no doubt that he speaks of one and

the same event m both Hence Eusebiu, ,s m error in thanking that masses of the heathen, inflaming them anew with
in thls epistle of Dionysius to rJomltlUS we have a narrative of the
eventsrelatm_:tothepersecutlonofValerian,--aposmonwktchmay the fires of their native superstition. Excited
.... lyhe reluted from ihony .... h .... If F ..... the persecution trader by him, and finding full liberty for the perpetra-
"Valerian, DlonyalUS was not carried off into exile under military cos-

tody, nor were there any men from Mareotls, who came and drove off tlon of wickedness, they reckoned this the only
the soldiers, and bore him away unv, lllmgly, and set him at liberty
again nor had Dtonysm_ on that occasion the presbyters Gatus and
Faustus and Peter and Paul, with him All these things happened '* Eusebms, Htxt Eccles, w. 45.
to Dionysius art that persecution which began a httle before Deems ._ Jerome, in his Catalogus, where he adduces the beginning of
obtained the empire, as he testifies himself in his eptstte to Germanns this eplstte, gives Novatlanus for Novatus So in the Chranicon of

But m the persecmlon under Valerian, DlonysltlS was accompanted I Georglus Syncellus we have Atovvc, to¢ Navawctv@ Rufinus' accountm exile bv the presbyter 31axtmus, and the deacons Faustus, and appears to be that there were two such epistles,--one to Novatus, and
]_usehlus, and Chz_renlon, and a certain IZoman cleric, as he tells us another to Novatlanus "1he confounding of tbe_e two forms seems,
in the eplsde to Germanus -- VALEqII, S however, to ha_e been frequent among the Greeks [See Lardner,

z ¢v r_ vo#_. Rufinus reads v;,t(r,_, and renders it, " But of the Credtb , sub c/ace Naval Wordsworth thmks the Greeks shortened
deacons, some dmd in the Island after the pains ot confession " But the name) on the grounds which Horace notes ad vacem "Eqllotntl-
Dionysius refers to the pestilence which traversed the whole Roman cure '" Satires, 1 v. 87 ]
world m the times of Gallus and Volustanus, as Eusebms in his 6 We read, with Galtandi, _at _v o_ aSo_ur_pa.r_ _wx_v _'o_
Chranzcon and others record See Aurelius Vmtor Dtonysms v)/ [_AoAa_p_utr_* (sic) _,vo_ev_) _ _ve_ev _ou _ _rX*_a_ _p-
make_ mention of thin sickness at;ira m the paschal epistle to the rvoga. This is substanttally the reading of three Venetian codices, as

Alexandnans, where he also speaksof the deacons who were cut off also of Sophromus on Jerome's De war. dlustr, ch 69, and Georgms
by that plague.--VALZ_S. Syncellus m the Chranog'r.. p ,374, and Nlcephorus Calhst, Hint',

3 _rt0to-_-oAa, ffr*'_Z_v. Chnstophorsonu_ renders It: "to pro- _ccles , vl 4. Pearson in the Anna/es Cyprta_t , Num x p 3x,
proposes 19oo"o* for o-_to'at_. Rufinns renders it ' et erat non infe-dPare the hnen cloths m whmh the bodms of the bIe,-sed martyrs who

eparted this life might be wrapped " In this Valestus thinks he errs nor gloria sustlnere martyrlum ne somdatur ecclesia quam est din n¢
by looking at the modern method of burial, whereas among the ancient dolts lmmoletur."
Chrtsttanstbecustomwas homewhatdtfferent, thebodlesbelagdressed 7 Eusebms, His/ Eccles.,vl. 4I, 4_ 44- Certain codices read
out m full attire, and that often at great cost, as Eusebius shows us m Fabtanus tot Fabms and that form ts adopted also by" Rufinus.
the case of Astyrms, m the azst £cdes. _.11 16. Yet Athanamns, gusebms introduces this epistle thus " q-he same author, m art
m his L_fe af A ntantus, has this sentence: " The F.4p/pttans are epistle written to Fabtus bishop of Antioch, gives the following ac-
accustomed to attend piously to the funerals of the bodies of the dead, count of the conflic_ of those who suffered martyrdom at Alexandrut."

s _rat dtOa*ra* b _ta._dw. etc. Pearson Annale* Cy_$rta_t. ad
and especially those of the holy martyrs, and to wrap them m linen _ _ . _ ,
cloths: they are not wont, however, to consign them to the earth, but ann o _49, § r renders it rather thus: ' et prmvertens malorum htuc
to place them on couches, atad keep them m prtvat* apartmmxts," ttrht rates et auctor, qmsqu._ tile fuit) commovlt) ' ©tc.
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piety and service to their demons,' namely, our even, where we could walk, whether by mght or
slaughter, by day ; for at all times and in every place they

2. First, then, they seized an old man of the all kept crying out, that if an), one should refuse
name of Metras, and commanded him to utter to repeat their blasphemous expressions, he must
words of impiety ; and as he refused, they beat be at once dragged off and burnt. These in-
his body with clubs, and lacerated his face and flictlons were camed rigorously on for a cons,d-
eyes with sharp reeds, and then dragged him off erabte tlmeZ m this manner. But when the
to the suburbs and stoned him there. Next they resurrection and the civil war in due time over-
carried off a woman named Quinta, who was a[ took these wretched people, '_that diverted their
believer, to an idol temple, and compelled her] savage cruelty from us, and turned it against
to worship the idol; and when she turned away themselves. And we enjoyed a httle breathing
from it, and showed how she detested it, they time, as long as leisure failed them for exercising
bound her feet and dragged her through the their fury against us.9
_hole city along the rough stone-paved streets, 4- But speedily was the change from that
knocking her at the same time against the nnll- more kindly reign ,o announced to us : and great
stones, and scourging her, until they brought her was the terror of threatening that wa_ now made
to the same place, and stoned her also there, to reach us. Already, indeed, the edict had
Then with one impulse they all rushed upon the arrived ; and it was of such a tenor as almost
houses of the God-fearing, and whatever pious perfectly to correspond with what was intimated
persons any of them knew individually as neigh- to us beforetime by our Lord, setting before us
bours, after these they hurried and bore them the most dreadful horrors, so a% if that were
with them, and robbed arid plundered them, set- possible, to cause the very elect to stumble."
ring aside the more valuable portions of their All verily were greatly alarmed, and of the more
property for themselves, and scattering about the notable there were some, and these a large num-
commoner articles, and such as were made of ber, who speedily accommodated themselves to
wood, and burning them on the roads, so that the decree in fear;" others, who were engaged
they made these parts present the spectacle of in the public service, were drawn Into comph-
a city taken by the enemy. The brethren, how- ance by the very necessities of their official
ever, simply gave way and withdrew, and, like Iduties ;'3 others were dragged on to it by their
those to whom Paul bears witness, 2 they took the ] friends, and on being called by name approached
spoiling of their goods with joy. And I know]__
not that any of them _ except possibly some .7 _,,,ro_.
_^r_ ..... _..,,A,,_l ,.,h_ _,, _,,_ _,a,,c_d *o fall I s aOAtov¢.ButPearsonsuggests_Oho,,,.= " whenm_urrecttonouxlt_x atJ.al _ Ja_v_ _** J* _

_y v_u_ _**_ *, y . [ andctvil war took the pla_e of the_e persecutions " Thlsv, ould agree

into their hands _ thus far has denied the Lord. [betterwiththecommonusageofOt0tO*Xovat.
"n . _ • " A .|_ _ _ A ' t.l_ 9 O.WXOA¢O.eToo _poq _pag Oo_ob AaBovTcov. "1"he Latin version

3" put tney also selzeu I.IIAL most at_tmlraotc give% "dum illorum cessaret furor" W Lowth renders, " dum non

"rain AT_n]lnnta then in advanced life and vacaret n_ts furorem _uum m has exercere "
Vl-e_--- "*l- ....... , ...... ' xo Th_s refers to the death of the Emperor Phihp, who showed a
knocked out all her teeth,3 and cut her jaws ; veryrtghteott$andkindlydispositiont .... d the Christ,arts Ac-
and then kindling a fire before the city, they cordmglythemattershererecountedbyD,ony_,ustookplacem thelast year of the Emperor Phdlp, This ts also indicated by Dionysius
threatened to burn her alive unless she would m the beginning of this eptst[e, where he sa_ s that the persecution

began at Alexandria a whole year before the edtgt of the Emperor
repeat along with them their expressions of ira- Dec,us ButChnstophorsonusnot observingth..... terpretsthe

_e¢_floA_v ¢'_* /Bao'tAe_¢tg as signifying a change m the em)6erar *
piety.* And although she seemed to deprecate s ,,,,d toward the Christians, m whtt.h error he ,s followed by Baro-

her fate for a little, on being let go, she leaped ntus,ch._o_- V*L_
eagerly into the fire and was consumed. They ,, In tins sentence the Codex Regtus reads .... pob_n0ev b,v. ,ro_Kvp_ot, _.Gv _rctpcc.BpctSvTo $og_*pco*a'rot, etc = " the one |ntlmated

also laid hold of a certain Serapion in his own heforet,meby ourLord,ve*y ..... _ the mostterr,bl.... " In
Georgtus Syncellus tt _s given as n _rctpa _#axv. But the reading m

house ; _ and after torturing him with severe thetext, a,o_ba[vov, " setting forth," is found m the Codices Maz.,

cruelties, and breaking all his limbs, they dashed Med., Vok, and Say,h,. and,t seems the best, the idea being thatthis edmt of n_clUS wa_ so terrible as In a certain measure to repre-

him headlong from an upper storey to the ground, sent the most fear/ul of all times, v;z, those of Ant,christ -- V^L_$.

And there was no road, no thoroughfare, no lane .... ,i_r,, ***,o,**.t_ el _ _oo'teuov'rt,_ b'rrb "/_v _r0d_atev _',/ov'ro This ts rendered
by Chrlstophorsonus *' aht ex pnvatis mdsbus m pubhcum raptat| ad

t *6¢t_tav roy Op_ff_*tav _a¢_dv_v. Valestus thinks the last delubra ducuntur a inagtstrattbus But 6_tocrt*vovre_; ,s the same
three words in the text ( = service to their demons) an interpolation as r, 6_tofftec _rpa'r'rm._'¢,, t e , decttrlons and magistrates For when
by some schohaqt [Note Op_ff_t*_v = col,us, Jas t. a7.] the edict of Decins was conveyed to them, commanding all to sacri-

s aeb x 3° rice to the immortal gods, these offictal_ had to convene themselves In
-_ [To th,s day St. Apollonia is invoked all over Europe; and the court-house as usual, and stand and hnten whde the decree was

votive offermg_ are to be seen hung up at her shnnes, in the form of there pubhcly recited Thus they were m a pos,tton officially which
teeth, by those afflicted with toothache ] . . led them to he the first to sacrifice The word a'pa_:¢t_; occurs often

4 _rct'r_s acr¢fleteu; K_/pu_.ffivet. What these preciselywere, tt ts n._ m the sense of the acts and administration at magistrates, thus, in
easy to say. Dion_rsios speaks of them also as _u_r_lp.a p_vmrct In Euseblus_ viii. It ; In Arts,tales, in the funeral orauon on Alexander,
this epistle, and as aO¢ot _kmv_ In that to C,ermanus. Gallandt thinks !_'a _" e_, x'pa_*s *_ _ lroAteetas, etc. There are smular passages
the reference is to the practme, of which we read also m the Acts of also in Plutarch's noA¢'rt_& wapetyr_tgwra, and m Sevenanus's sixth
Polycarp, ch 9, where the proconsul addresses the martyr with the oration on the Hexameron. So Chrysostom, tn his e_ghty-thn'd
order: Ao,6opr_aov roy Xo_¢ov--gevde Christ. And that the test homily on Matthew, calls the decunons TOt'S"'rct ycoAt'rocdt _r0_'t¢ov'/'a.¢.
usually put to reputed Christians by the early persectttors was this The word b_.oe'tsuov're¢, however may also be explained of those

eursin4g of Christ, we learn from Pliny, book x. eptst 97. [VoL t. employed in the departments of law or finance: so that the elan_
might be rendered, wRh Valesius' "aln, qtal m ptthhco versahantur,

P" 4t'_)r, shrink from rebus tpsts et r_hquorum exemplo, ad sacnficandum dttcehantur."
b _q_+ortov, for which Nicephorus reads badly, 'g_,¢crtov. See the note m Mtgne.
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the impure and unholy sacnfices; others yleldedi fermg countless agonies and inflictions of the
pale and trembling, as if they were not to offer scraper s and the scourge, were also burnt to• I
sacrifice, but to be themselves the sacrifices and iashes m an immense fire.

victims for the idols, so that the)" were jeered ] 6. And along with these there were four women.
by the large multitude surrounding the scene, Among them was Ammonanum, a pious virgin,
and made it plain to all that they were too cow- who was tortured for a very long time by the
ardly either to face death or to offer the sacra- judge in a most relentless manner, because she
rices. But there were others who humed up to declared plainly from the first that she would
the altars with greater alacrity, stoutly asserting ' utter none of the things which he commanded
that they had never been Chrlstmns at all before ; her to repeat ; and after she had made good her
of whom our Lord's prophetic declaration holds profesmon she was led off to execution. The
most true, that it will be hard for such to be i others were the most venerable and aged Met-
saved• Of the rest, some followed one or other i curia, and Dionysia, who had been the mother of
of these parties already menaaned," and some many children, and yet did not love her offspring
fled, and some were seized. And of these, some better than her Lord. 6 These, when the gov-
went as far tn keel_t'ng thetrfatth as bonds and l ernor was ashamed to subject them any further
imprisonment; and certain persons among them lto profitless torments, and thus to see himself
endured imprisonment even for several days, and i beaten by women, died by the sword, without

then after all abjured the faith before coming more experience of tortures. For truly theirinto the court of justice; while others, after, champion Ammonarium had received tortures
holding out against the torture for a time, sank lfor them all.
before the prospect of further sufferingsY 7. Heron also, and Ater,7 and Isidorus, s who

5. But there were also others, stedfast and were Egyptians, and along with them Dioscorus,
blessed pillars of the Lord, who, receiving strength a boy of about fifteen years of age, were dehv-
from Himself, and obtaining power and vigour ered up. And though at first he, the judge, tried
worthy of and commensurate with the force of the to deceive the youth with fair speeches, thinking
faith that was in themselves, have proved adlni- he could easily seduce him, and then attempted
rable witnesses for H_s kingdom. And of these also to compel him by force of tortures, fancying
the first was Juhanus, a man suffering from gout, [ he might be made to yield without much dlffi-
and able neither to stand nor to walk, who was !culty in that way, Dioscorus neither submitted to
arranged along with two other men who carried his persuasions nor gave way to h_s terrors. And
him. Of these two persons, the one _mmediately !the rest, after their bodies had been lacerated
denied Chr, st," but the other, a person named fin a most savage manner, and their stedfastness
Cromon, and surnamed Eunus. and together with :had nevertheless been maintained, he consigned
him the aged Juhanus himself, confessed the lalso to the flames. But Dioscorus he dismissed,
Lord, and were carried on camels through the[wondering at the distinguished appearance he
whole city, which is, as you know, a very large had made m public, and at the extreme wisdom
one, and were scourged m that elevated position, '_of the answers he gave to his interrogations, and
and finally were consumed in a tremendous fire, declaring that, on account of his age, he granted
while the whole populace surrounded them. And him further time for repentance. And thls most
a certain soldier who stood by them when they godly Dloscorus is wath us at present, tarrying
were led away to execution, and who opposed for a greater conflict and a more lengthened
the wanton insolence of the people, was pursued contest. A certain person of the name of Neme-
by the outcries they raised against h_m ; and this sion, too, who was also an Egyptian, was falsely
most courageous soldier of God, Besas by name, accused of being a companion of robbers ; and
was arranged ; and after bearing himself most after he had cleared himself of this charge before
nobly in that mighty confhct on behalf of piety, the centurion, and proved it to be a most un-
he was beheaded. And another individual, who natural calumny, he was informed against as a
was by birth a Libyan, and who at once m name Chnstmn, and had to come as a prisoner before
and in real blessedness was also a true Macar,_ the governor. And that most unrighteous magis-
although much was tried by the judge to per- trate inflicted on hlm a punishment twice as
suade him to make a denial, did not yield, and
was consequently burned ahve. And these were 6 Here Valesm_s adds from Rufinus the words _a, "A_v_O,ov

succeeded by Epimachus and Alexander, who, _*_o_,"and a secondAmmon_num,"as thereare fourwomeumen-ttoned,

after a long time 4 spent in chains, and after suf- , InGeorgiu_SyneellusandNmephorusitisgivenasAster. Ruff-
nus makes the name Arsmu$ And m the old Roman martyrology,
taken largely from Rufinus we find the form Arsemus.--VALES.

s In his Bt61wtkeca, cod cx x , Photms states that Isadorus wast tO.XVpt_d/_eVOt here for &¢_,Xvpt_dgevot,-- VALRS,
s _pg¢ _o _s _wov. It may also mean, " renounced the fatth full brother to Ptenus, the celebrated head of the Alexandrtan school,

in the prospect of what was before them." and his colleague in martyrdom. He also mttmates, however, that
3 A blessed one. Alluding to Matt. v xo, ta although some have reported that Pienus ended his career by martyr-
4 v.r¢& _oAvv. But Codices Med Maz, Fuk, and Savilu, as dom, others say that he spent the closing period of his life m Rome

well as Georgius Syncellus, read vt_¢' ov troA_v, "after a short Ume. " after the persocuUon abated. -- gviu_wr.
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severe as that to which the robbers were sub- to the Arabian mountain,5 and never returned.
jected, making him suffer both tortures and The brethren, too, were unable to discover any-
scourgings, and then consigning him to the fire thing of them, although they made frequent
between the robbers. Thus the blessed martyr search; and they never could find either the
was honoured after the pattern of Christ. men themselves, or their bodies. Many were

8. There was also a body of soldiers,' including also carried off as slaves by the barbarous Sara-
Ammon, and Zeno, and Ptolemy, and Ingenuus, cens6 to that same Arabian mount. Some of
and along with them an old man, Theophilus, these were ransomed with difficulty, and only by
who had taken up their position in a mass in', paying a great sum of money ; others of them
front of the tribunal ; and when a certain person have not been ransomed to this day. And these
was standing his trial as a Christian, and was'facts I have related, brother, not without a put-
already inclining to make a denial, these stood pose, but in order that you may know how many
round about and ground their teeth, and made lind how terrible are the ills that have befallen
signs with their faces, and stretched out their lus ; which troubles also will be best understood

hands, and made all manner of gestures with i by those who have had most experience of them.
their bodies. And while the attention of all was I IO. Those sainted martyrs, accordingly, who
directed to them, before any could lay hold of t,were once with us, and who now are seated with
them they ran quickly up to the bench of judg- [Christ,7 and are sharers m His kingdom, and

ment and declared themselves to be Christians, ipartakers with Him in His judgment, _ and who
and made such an impression that the governor act as His judicial assessors, Qreceived there cer-
and his associates were filled with fear ; and!tam of the brethren who had fallen away, and
those who were under trial seemed to be most iwho had become chargeable with sacrificing to
courageous in the prospect of what they were to "the idols. And as they saw that the conversion
suffer, while the judges themselves trembled, and repentance of such might be acceptable to
These, then, went with a high spirit from the Him who desires not at all the death of the sin-
tribunals, and exulted in their testimony, God ner, '° but rather his repentance, they proved their
Himself causing them to triumph glonously.s sincerity, and received them, and brought them

9. Moreover, others in large numbers were together again, and assembled with them, and
torn asunder by the heathen throughout the cities had fellowship with them in their prayers and at
and villages. Of one of these I shall give some their festivals." What adwce then, brethren, do
account, as an example. Ischynon served one you give us as regards these? What should we
of the rulers in the capacity of steward for stated do? Are we to stand forth and act with the
wages. His employer ordered this man to offer decision and judgment which those (martyrs)
sacrifice ; and on his refusal to do so, he abused formed, and to observe the same graciousness
him. When hepersisted in his non-comphanee, with them and to deal so kindly with those

his master treated him with contumely; and ] toward whom they showed such compassion? orwhen he still held out, he took a huge stick and are we to treat their decision as an unrighteous
thrust It through his bowels and heart, and slew ] one, '_ and to constitute ourselves judges of their

him. Why should I mention the multitudes of .........
those who had to wander about in desert places _ ,_ 'AndS,or _po¢. There ,s a Vans A rabzcus ment,oned by

and upon the mountains, and who were cut off IHerodotus (h. 8), which Ptolemy and others call Mons Trmcus.--VALES

by hunger, and thirst, and cold, and sickness,, 6 Thzs passage is notable from the fact that zt makes mention of
• . I the Saracens For of the writers v, hose works have come down to us

and robbers, and wild beasts ? The survivors of th...... one more anemnt than Dlon_ ...... f AI .... dna that has
such are the wztnesses of their election and their _namodtheSaracens AmmmnusMarcelhnus.however,wrztes m his

fourteenth book that he has made mention of the Saracens in the Acts

victory. One circumstance, however, I shall in f Marcus Sparttanus also menuons the Saracens m hm ,_.)ge_',
subjoin as an illustration of these things. There : and says that the R ..... oldters were beaten by them --VALES.

I" The barbarou_ Saracens: " what a nomznzs umbra projected by
was a certain very aged person of the name _'cominge_ent_."m thisblissfully Ignorantreferenceof ourauthort

¢ _1. ....... l.__t.__ --t _1_- * _* a _t , Compare Robertson, Researches, on the conquest ofleru_aiem ]
I _ll_t:_lUllltAll_ Ot_|lO ¢OI the lace caueu me, 7
• . P P . • A_ to the martyrs' mmed ate depa ture to the _ord, and tbetr

Cltv of the Nile.4 He fled along with his nartner I abode with H_m, see Tertulhan, On t/_e ]geaurrecgton of the Fles] Gd o r"
ch xhn , and On the Soul, v. 55 tyrol lU• p 576, Ib , p 23z ]

---- [ 8 That the martyrs were to be Christ's assessors, judging the
:t _rvv.reyb_¢ t a'¢p¢¢*o_¢t_6v, l_[ufinus and Chr stophorsonus make I wor d w th Him, was a common opinion among the father_ So, after

it gurr_am md_gu_. Valestus prefers mant_ulum or contuber- I Dtonysms, Euloglus, bzshop of Alexandria, in hzs fifth book, Agraznst
mum These may have been the appantors or officers of the ,#ra'- [ the _'ovatzans Photms, in h_s Btbltotheca, following Chrysostom,
rectus A ug_ustallx. Valesms thinks rather that they were legionaries, [obJects to this, and explains Paul's words m z Cor x 2 as hay ng
[rom the legion which had to guard the city of Alexandria and which I the same mtentzon a_ Christ's v,ords touchm_ the men of Nmeveh
was tinder the authority of the _rwfectu;A ug_stalts 'For at that I and the queen of the south who should rise up m the iudgmem and
tune the _refectu# ,4 ug'uztali$ had charge of mihtary affairs as well ] condemn that generatzon.

#" _o . "us upposes that what zs intended is the seat on ] l'A#acal., § a$
which the accused tat when under interrogauon by the judge. ] zo Ezek. xxxd_, z

s 8a_,tv.,_e6ov.ro , *tb¢oth:. Rufinus makes _t, "God thus trmmph- ] zz Dmnysms ts dealing here not wtth publle communion, such as
ing in them;" from which it would seem that he had read &' a_'o_,. ] was the btshop's preroganve to confer anew on the pemtent, but with
But Opta_e6atv _ probably put here for O#_¢_,_e.etv tro_e_v_ as i private fellowship among Chnsuan people.--VALES
#a¢tAe6¢tv is also used by Gregory Naztanzenus. 1 z2 _t,tov _ro_a_0_t ts the reading of Codices Mat , Med , Fuk.,

4. That is, Ntlopohs or Nilou_pohs. Eusebms, bishop of the tame ] and Saval., and also of Georgms Syncellus Others read ,;oervo_,
scat, subscnbeai the Council of Ephesus. -- RKADING. J _ro_rl_o_e0a, "we shall treat tt as inadmissible."
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opinion on such subjects, and to throw clemency Ibut do quickly what you were instructed to do,
into tears, and to overturn the estabh_hed order?' iand so let me depart." The boy steeped the

i L But I shall gwe a more partlcular account morsel in water, and at once dropped it into the
of one case here which occurred among us : _ ' (old man's) mouth ; and after he had swallowed
There was with us a certain Seraplon, an aged a little of it, he forthwith gave up the ghost.
believer. He had spent his long life blamelessly, ] Was he not then manifestly" preserved ? and did
but had fallen in the time of trial (the persecu- he not continue in life just until he could be
non). Often did this man pray" (for absolution), absolved, and until through the wiping away
and no one gave heed to him ; _ for he had sac- i of his sills he could be acknowledged _ for the

nficed to the 1dols. Falling sick, he continued many good acts he had done ?three successive days dumb and senseless Re-
covering a little on the fourth day. he called to EPISTLE IV.--TO CORNELIUS THE ROMAN
him hi_ grandchild, and sa_d, " My son, how BISHOP9

long do you detain me? Hasten, I entreat you, In addition to all these, he writes likewise to
and absolve me quickly'. Summon one of the Cornelius at Rome, after receiving his Epistle
presbyters to me." And when he had said this, against Novatus. And in that letter he also
he became speechless again. The boy ran for shows that he had been invited by t-lelenus,
the presbyter; but it was night, and the man bMaop in Tarsus of Cilicia, and by the others
was sick, and was consequently unable to come. who were with him--namely, Firmilian, bishop
But as an injunction had been issued by lne, 4 in Cappadocia, and Theoctlstus in Palestine--
that persons at the point of death, if they re- to meet them at the Council of Antioch, where
quested It then, and especially if they had ear- certain persons were attempting to establish the
nestly sought it before, should be absolved,s m schism of Novatus. In addition to this, he
order that they might depart this llfe in cheer-
ful hope, he gave the boy a small portion of the writes that it was reported to him that Fabiuswas dead, and that Demetnanus was appointed
Eucharist, 6 telhng bnn to steep it in water. 7 and his successor in the b_shoprlc of the church at
drop it into the old man's lnouth. The boy re- Antioch. He writes also respecting the bishop
turned bearing the portion; and as he came m Jerusalem, expressing hunself m these very
near, and before he had yet entered, Seraplon words: "And the blessed Alexander, having
again recovered, and said, " You have come, my been cast into prison, went to his rest in bless-
child, and the presbyter was unable to come, edness."

t The words xe't _ov Oeov _aoo_vvo_ev , " and provoke God," EPISTLE V., WHICH IS THE FIRST ON THE SUB-
are sometimes added here. but they are wanting in %odices Maz ,
/Sled, Fuk , Savll, and m Georgm, _ncellus JECT OF BAPTISM ADDRESSED TO STEPHEN_

z Eu_eblusmtroducesthlslnwordstothefollov.mgeffect "_Vnt- BISItOP OF ROME. a°
mg to this same Fablub, v.ho seemed to incline some,_hat to this

schism, Dxonys,us of Alexandria, after settm_ forth m h,s letter ..... y Understand, however, my brother," that all the
other matters which bore on repentance, and aftei de_crlbln_ the con-
flxcts of the martyrs who had recently suftered in AJexandrla. relate, churches located In the east, and also in remoter
among other thmg_ one specmlly wonderlul fact, whmh 1 have deemed dlstrlcts,,_ that were formerly in a state of division,proper for insertion in this history, and _hJch is as fi_llo_s "

3 That is, none e,ther of the clergy" or of the people were moved are now made one again ; ,3 and all those at the
b 2, his prayer_ to consider him a proper subject for absolution fc_r the
people's su(fra_.es were also necessary for the receptmn into the Churd_ head of the churches everywhere are of one mind,
of any who had lapsed,andbeenon that ....... t cut oft f.... ,t and rejoice exceedingly at the peace which has
-'*.nd _omettmes the bishop himself asked the people to allow absolu

taon to be given to the suppliant, as we _ee m Cypuan's Epistle 53, been restored beyond all expectation. I may
to Cornehus [vol v p. 336, thl_ _erlesl, and in "lertuihan. On ._[L,a"
e.cty, ch xtu [vol. iv p 86 this sene_ 1 Oftener, however, the
people themselve_ made intercession with the bishop for the adlus- _ ouoho_aO_vat Langus Wolfiu% and Museu us render it eo_-
ston of penitents, of which we have a notable instance m the Epl_.tle fi_erz, "corifess." "Chnstoph'orsonus makes _t tn numerum confe$-
of Cornelius to Fablus of Antmch about that bishop v.ho had ordalnc-d serum r_/errz " reckoned in the number of confessors, " which
Novauanus See also Cyprian, Epistle 50 [vol v p 3_5] -- VALES may be ailov, ed flit _s understood to be a reckomng by (.'h_'_s_'. For

4 in the African Synod, _h_ch met about the tllne _that Dmnystus I Dmnv_ms alludes to those words of Christ Ill the Gospel: " Whoso-
wrote, _t was decreed that absolution _hould be granted to lapsed per- ever shall confess me before men, him will 1 confess also before my
sons who were near their end provided that they had _ought xt ear- Father " -- VALEq
nestly before their Illness See Cyprian In the Epistle to Antomanus 9 Eu_ebm% His Eccles , vl 46
[vol v. p. 327, th_s series] --VALES IO In the second chapter of the seventh book of h s Ecdesrastleal

5 a$_*Oar. There ts a longer reading in Codices Fuk and Hta/ofy, Eusebms says" "To th_s Stephen Eu_eblus wrote the first
Saml , wz.t *_v Oetov 6d:O_v ¢_¢ V.er_t_otrtoJ¢ h_tolbo0a_ got ovr_ of ht_ epistles on the matter of baptism " And he calls this the_'qr'$t,
acbtt'o'0a.t_ "be deemed worthy of the imparting of the diwne gifts, because Dmnysms also wrote other four epistles to Xystus and Dmny-

and thus be absolved." , sins two of the successors of Stephen, and to Philemon, on the same
6 Valestus thinks that this custom prevailed for a long time, ana subJect of the baptmng of heretlcs.--GALLAgDt.

I_ Eusebms introduces the letter thus: " When he had addressedotes a synodical letter of Ratberms bishop of Verona (whmh has
a so been ascribed to Udalncus by Gret_erus, who has pubhshed it many reasonings on th_s subject to him (Stephen) by letter, Dmny-

sins at last showed him that, as the persecution had abated, thealong with his Z-ire of Gregory VII ), m _h*ch the practice *s ex-
pressly forbidden in these terms: "And let no one presume to churches m all parts opposed to the renovations of Novatus were at
give the communion to a late or a woman, for the purpose of convey- peace among themselves " l_me vo|. v p _75 ]
mg tt to an infirm person." , t2 got _'rt *r0oa_a¢¢Oo_. These words are omitted in Co&cos Fulk.

d._oBOe_eat. Rufinus rende_ tt by tnfundere. References to [ and Savll, as also by Christophorsonus, but are given to Codices
this custom are found m Adamanus, m the second book of the ]l[_ra- [ Reg, Maz, and Med, and by Syneellus and Ntcephorus.
cles of St Co/umba, ch. 6; m Bode, .Lz/e yf St Cuthbert, ch 3x, [ x3 Baromus refers from this epistle that at this date, ahot_t a59 ^.l_,
and in the poem on the hfe of the same, m Theodorus Campidunen- ] the Ormntal b_shops had given up tbetr "error," and fallen m "a,_th
sis Lzfe of St MaKnus_ ch. zu, m Paulus Bernnedens_s, L_fe of [ Stephen's opinion, that berencs didnot require tobe rebaptized --an
are_ar_/ll.,p, xxb. reference, however, winch Valesms deenLs false. [Undoubtedly so. I
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I

mention Demetrianus in Antioch; Theoctlstus! EPISTLE VI--TO SIXTUS, BISHOP s

in Caesarela; Mazabanes in _/Ella,' the successor! i. Previously, indeed, (Stephen) had written
of the deceased Alexander ; 2 Marinus m Tyre ; ' letters about Helanus and Flrnnhanus, and about
Hehodorus in Laodicea, the successor of the. all who were established throughout Cilicia and
deceased Thelymldres ; Helenus in Tarsus, and Cappadocia, and all the neighbouring provinces,
with hm_ all the churches of Cilicia; and FJr- giving them to understand that for that same
mihan and all Cappadocia. For I have named reason he would depart from their conmmmon,
only the more illustrious of the bishops, so as because they rebapnzed heretics And consider
neiiher to make my epistle too long, nor to ren-, the seriousness of the matter. For, indeed, m
der my discourse too heavy for you. All the the most considerable councils of the bishops,
districts of Syria, however, and of Arabia, to the as I hear, it has been decreed that they who
brethren in which you from time to time have :come from heresy should first be tramed re'Ca/h-
been forwarding supplies3 and at present have o/to doctrine, and then should be cleansed by
sent letters, and Mesopotamia too, and Pontus, baptism from the filth of the old and mapure
and Syria, and, to speak in brief, all parties, are leaven. Asking and calling hun to witness on
everywhere rejoicing at the unanimity and broth- all the_e matters, I sent letters.
erly love now estabhshed, and are glorifying God And a little after Dionysius proceeds : --
for the same. 2. And. moreover, to our beloved co-presby-

THE SAME, OTHERV*rISE RENDERED. 4 ters Dlonvsms and Philemon. who before agreed
But know, my brother, that all the churches with Stephen. and had written to me about the

throughout the East, and those that are placed same matters, I wrote pre_iously in few _ords,
beyond, which formerly were separated, are now but now I have written again more at length.
at length returned to unity; and all the pres> In the same letter, says Euseblus, _ he informs
dents s of t]zc churches everywhere think one and Xy_tus_s of the Sabelhan heretics, that they

were gainmg ground at that time, m these
the same thing, and rejoice with incredible joy words---
on account of the unlooked-for return of peace •
to wit, Demetrianus in Antioch ; Theocnstus in 3. For since of the doctrine, which lately has
Caesarea; Mazabenes in A_;lla, after the death been set on foot at Ptolemais, a city of Pentap-
of Alexander ; Marlnus in Tyre; Hehodorus m ohm, impious and flfll of blasphemy against Al-

mighty God and the Father of our Lord Jesus
Laodicea, after the death of'l'helymldres ; Hele- !Christ ' full of unbehef and D_rfidy towards Hisnus in Tarsus, and all the churches of Clhcia :I
Flrmlllanus. with all Cappadocia. And I have l°nly begotten Son and the first-born of every
named only the more illustrious bishops, lest by creature, the Word made man, and which takes
chance my letter should be made too prohx, and away the percelmon of the Holy Spirit,-- on
my address too wearisome. The whole of the either side both letters were brought to lne, and
Synas, indeed, and Arabia, to which you now brethren had come to d_bcu_s it, setting forth
and then send help, and to which you have now more plainly as much as by God's gift I was
written letters ; Mesopotamia also, and Pontus, able,--I wrote certain letters, copies of which
and Bithyma; and, to comprise all m one word, I have sent to thee.
all the lands everywhere, are rejoicing, praising
God on account of this concord and brotherly EPISTLE VII --TO PHILEMON, A PRESBYTER.9

charity. , I indeed gave attention to reading the books
t The name assigned by the pagans to Jerusalem _as mha It and carefully studying the traditions of herencs,was so called even in Constantine's time, as we see in the f'abula

Peutzngerorum and the Ittnerartum A,,lontm, written after Con- to the extent indeed of corrupting my soul wlth
stantnle's reign. Ill the seventh canon of the Nicene Council we al_o
findthenametEha. [Givenby ttadnan* D _75] their execrable opinions ; yet recmvmg from

2 The words _otg._O*vro_; 'A*ke_av6Oov are mien in the text in them th_s advantage, that I could refute them in
connection with the clause Maotvo¢ _v Tvo_o ]'he) must be lran_- '
posed, however, as m the translation, for Mazabanes had succeeded nay own mind, and detested them more heartily
Alexander the bishop of _ha, as Dmnysms informs us m his Ep,stle than ever. And when a certain brother of the
to Cornelius So Rufinus puts it also m his Latin version -- YALES

a Alludmg to the generous practme of thechurchat Romem old _ order of presbyters sought to deter me, and
times in rehewng the wants of the other churches, and in sending feared lest I should be mvoh-ed in the same
money and clothes to the brethren who were in captivity, and to those

who toxled In the names To this effect we ha_,e the _tatement of wicked filthiness, because he said that in)" mlnd
Dmnyslu% bishop of Corinth, in his Epistle to Soter, whmh Eu_eblus
eite_ m his fourth book In the same passage, Eusebtus also remarks wonld be contaminated, and indeed with truth,
that this commendable custom had been continued In the Roman

church up to his own time and V.lth that object collections wele as I myself perceived, I was strengthened by a
roadethere,ofwhichLeoMagnuswritesmhisSermones--VALES vision that was sent me from God. And a word
[Note this to the eternal honour of this See in its early purity ]

( [In vol. v , to illustrate the histotT of Cyprmn, reference is made
to this letter, and in the Clark edition another rendermg ts there given 6 Dionysius mentions letters that had been written by him as well

(a preferable one, I think) of this same letter, which I have thought to the Presbyters Dionysius and Philemon as to Stephen, on the bap-
tram of heretics and on the Sabelhan heresy.better to reserve for this place. It belongs here, and I have there

noted its appearance in this volume ] 7 Lib vu ch 6
5 [rr0oto-_r,s. See Euseb, Htst Eccles., book viii. capp. 2, .3, 8 [ i e, Slxtus II ]

ro_d 4, also voL v., tlus series, as above mentioned.] 9 Of Slxtus, bishop of Rome. [^.D. _57l.
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spoken to me, expressly commanded me, say- baptism, and utterly drives away the Holy Spirit
ing, Read everything whmh shall come into thy from them, even if any hope subsl._ts either that
hands, for thou art fit to do so, who correctest', He would abide in them, or that He should re-
and provest each one ; and from them to thee Iturn to them.
first of all has appeared the cause and the occa- [
slon of behevmg. I recexved this vxsmn as be- EPISTLE IX._ TO SIXTUS II s
ing what was m accordance with the apostolic For truly, brother. I have need of advice, and
word, which thus urges all who are endowed wath ' I crave )our judgmen't, le_t perchance I should
greater virtue, " Be ye skflful money-changers .... be mistaken upon the matters wluch m such

Then, says Euseblus, he su0joms some things I wise happen to me. One of the brethren who
parenthetically about all heresies : -- icrone together to the church, who for some time

This rule and form I ha_e received from our' has been esteemed as a behever, and who before
blessed Father Heraclus • For thou, who came my orttlnatlon, and, ff I am not decewed, before
from heresies, even ff they had fallen away fi'om even the episcopate of Heraclas himself, had
the Church, nmch rather ff they had not" fallen been a partaker of the assembly of the faithful,
away, but when the) were seen to frequent the '_hen he had been concerned m the baptism of
assembhes of the faathful, were charged with go- ' those _ho were lately baptized, and had heard
mg to hear the teachers of perverse doctrine, and [the interrogatories and their answers, came to
ejected from the Church, he did not adamt after I me in tears, and bewalhng his lot. And throw-
man)" prayers, before they had openly and pub- mg hun._elf at my feet, he began to confess and
hcly narrated whatever things thev had heard to protest that thl_ baptism by _hlch he had
from their adversaries. Then he recewed them been initiated among heretlcs was not of this
at length to the assembhes of the fmthflfl, by no kind, nor laad _t anything whatever in common
means asking of them to receive baptasm anew. with this of ours, because that at was full of
Because they had already prevaou_ly recmved l_lasphemy and nnluety. And he said that his
the Holy Sprat fr_)nl that very baptasm, soul was l_qercett wath a very bitter sense of sot-

Once more, this que_tmn being thoroughly row, and that he dxtt not dare even to lift up his
ventilated, he adds.-- eyes to God, because he had been initiated by

I learned this be_ldes, that thi_ custom xs not tho_e wicked words and things Wherefore he
now first of all n_al)orted among the Afrmans _ besought that, by this purest laver, he might
alone, but moreover, long before, in the tlmes of be endowed _lth adol)tlon and grace. And I,
former bl:hops, among most polmlous churches, indeed, ha_e not dared to do thJ_; but I have
and that when synod, of the brethren of Iconmm stud that the long course of communion had
and Svnade_ were held, at al_o pleased as many been sufficmnt for this. For I _hould not dare
as po_sable, I should be unwflhng, by overturning to renew afresh, after all, one who had heard the
their judgment_, to throw them into strafes and gwmg of thanks, and who had an%wered with
contentions. For xt is wratten. " Thou shalt not others Amen ; _ho had stood at the holy table,
remo_e thv neighbour's landmark, whmh thy fa- and had stretched forth his hands6 to receive
thers have placed." _ the blessed food, and had received _t, and for a

very long tmae had been a partaker of the body
and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ. Hence-

EPISTLE VIII.--TO DIONYSIUS* forth I bade hnn be of good courage, and ap-
For we rightly repulse Novatmn, who has rent proach to the sacred elements wath a firm faith

the Church, and has drawn away some of the and a good conscaence, and become a partaker
brethren to impmty and blasphemies ; who has of them. But he makes no end of h_s wading,
brought into the world a most impaous doctrine and shrinks from approaching to the table ; and
concerning God, and calumniates our most mer- scarcely, when entreated, can he bear to be pres-
cfful Lord Jesus Chmst as if He were unmerciful : ent at the prayers.
and besides all these things, holds the sacred
laver as of no effect, and rejects _t, and over- EPISTLE X--AGAINST BISHOP GERMANUSY

turns faith and confessaon, whmh are put before I. Now I speak also before God, and He
knoweth that I he not : _t was not by my own

z Thess v 2_ [Euseb , vx 7 The apostle ts supposed to re-
fer to one ot the re;_u_.d sayings of our Lord, V, wtr0_ _o_,_o, r_o_ choice, s netther was it without divine instruction,
rr_;rat =exa_,t'na_ores, t e , of coin% relecnng the base, and laying
up m store the precious Compare Jer xv x9 ] $ Of a man v, ho sooght to be introduced to the Church by bapttsre,

a_l find that it Is necessary to say that the "' Afrtcans" of Egypt although he sa_d that he had rece_ed baptism, with other words and
and Carthage were no more negroes than we "Americans" are red- matters among the heretics
men The Carthagmtans were Canaanites, and the Alexandrmns 6 [Vol v See a reference to Cyrd's Calecl_elfcal Z, tc/urt* ]

Greeks I have seen Cyprmn's portratt representing hem as a Moor ] _ .b..usebms_ 1test. Ecc_s., w. 4o, vn. xx
s Deut XlX 14 s ou?_e_.*av _r e_t_vrou flaAAol_¢vo_. In C._Jex Fttk and in the
'_ At that Ume presbyter of Xystus, and afterwards his _uccesser Ch ranlcon of Syncellus it is _" _gavT_. In Codme_ Maz. and Med

t-Ie teaches that Novanan _s deservedly to be opposed on account ot _t xs _rr' itx_tvrov Herodotus employs the phrase re the genmve form
his schtsm, on account of ht_ xmpmus doctrine, on accouat of the ' -- _aXAf_vo_ _4_"iau¢o¢_ rr_p_e, I',e, set._sum tn ¢onstlt_m ad_r-
repetmon of baptanm to those who came to lure. ben*, s_a a2ba_te et_ra_rto mat_fecit.
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that I took to flight. But at an earlier period/ loicings, and went m and narrated the mrcura-
indeed, when the edzctfor tAe persecution under :stances to those who were seated at the feast ;
Deems was deternnned upon, Sabinus at that Iand w_th a single nnpulse, as if it had been at a
very hour sent a certaln Frumentarms 2 to make Igiven watchword, they all .started up, and came
search for me. And I remamed in the house for[ on all in a rush, and w_th the utmost speed.
four days, expecting the arrival of th,s Frumen-I Hurrying up to us, they raised a shout ; and as
tarius. But he went about examining all other' the soldiers who were guarding us took at once
places, the roads, the rl_ers, the fields, where he ',to flight, they came upon us, stretched as we
suspected that I should rather conceal myself or lwere upon the bare couchesk For my part, as
travel. And he was smitten w_th a kind of blind- ' God knows, I took them at first to be robbers
hess, and never hghted on the house ; for he who had come to plunder and pillage us, and
never supposed that I should tarry- at home when remammg on the bedstead on which I was lying
under pursmt. Then. barely after the lapse of naked, save only that I had on nLv linen under-
four days, God givmg me mstructmn to remove, clothing, I offered them the rest of my dress as
and opening the wav for me m a manner beyond it lay beside me. But they bade me get up and
all expectation, my _tomesncs 3 and I, and a con- take my departure as quickly as I could. Then
mderable number of the brethren, effected an I understood the purpose of their connng, and
exit together. And that this was brought about cried, entreated, and mlplored them to go away
by the prmJdence of God, was made plain by and leave us alone; and I begged that, if they
what followed m whwh al_o we have been per- wished to do us any good, the_ m_ght annc_pate
haps of some service to certain parties, tho._e who led me captive, and _tnkc off my head.

2. The*_, afler a err/am/_reak, ke narrates t/w IAnd whde I was uttering such vociferations, as
ez,ents whzch aefc///um afgerhzsJlegh/, suayazm_(,_ those who _ere my comrades and partner_ m all
lhe fa//owzn_ sta/cmenl "-- Now about sunset I ' the_e things know, the 3- began to lift me up by
was seized, along _ith those who were with me, Iforce. And I threw myself down on my back
by the soldier% and was carried off to Tapo_ins. ,upon the ground ; but they seized lne by the
But by the prox_dence of (;od, it happened that hands and feet, and draggle[ me away, and bore
Tnno{heus was not present with me then, nor_me forth And those _ho were wmwsses of all
indeed had he been al)prehended at all. Reach- these things followed me,--namely, Cams. Faus-
mg the place later, he found the house deserted, 'tus, Peter, and Paul. These men also took me
and officmls keeping guard over it, and ourselves up. and hurried me off7 out of the little town,
borne mto slavery, and set me on an a,s w_thout saddle, and m that

3. And q/ter some olher mall<'rs, he procec,ts ] fashion carried me away.
I/ms :-- And what was the method of this mar- I 4. I fear that I run the risk of being charged
vellous disposition of Providence in his case) with great folly anti senselessness, placed as I am
For the real facts shall be related. When Tlmo- under the necessity, of giving a narrative of the
theus wa_ fleeing in great perturt>atlon, he _as wonderful dispensation of God's providence in
met 4 by a man from the countrv._ This person ',our case. Since, however, as one says, It is good
asked the reason for hl_ haste, and he told hnn to keep close the secret of a king, but it is hon-
the truth plainly. Then the man ( he was on Ins iourable to reveal the works of God," I shall come
way at the time to take part in certain marrmge ,to close quarters with the x_olence of (;ermanus.
festlwties, for at is thmr cuatoln to spend the I came to ._;mdmnus not alone, for there ac-
whole night m such gatherings), on hearing the compamed me also my co-presbyter Maximus,
fact, held on his course to the scene of the re-iand the deacons Faustus and Lusebms and

I Chmremon; and one of the brethren who had
t nag& xa, _rgor_pov. Chnstophorsonus and other, join the _o6r*- }come from Rome went also x_ith us. 2F.lnl]lanus,

_h I* Wlt_l the &_go_, making it mean, " before the persecution
is ,s contrary to pure Greek .... rrl and ,s also inconsistent _alth . then, d_d not lead off by saying to me, " Hold

what follows, for by the avr_s _la_tg ts meant the very hour at whmh no assembhes." That was indeed a thing super-
the edmt was decreed, &mT_6_ here ha*rag much the sense of" edmt '

fortheper_ecut,on"--VaLE: e, i fiUOUS for hnn to do, and the last thing which
2 There v, as a body of men ealledfrumenlami mtlttes, employed ,
e Iund r the emperors as secret spins, and sent through the provinces to , one would do who meant to go back to what

look after accused persons, and collect floating rumours They were I was first and of Drlme nnl)ortance : 9 for his COIl-
abolished at length by Constantine a_ Aurehu_ _,'tctor writes They _ * _ - - -

were subordinate to tl{e ,Judges or governors of the prox mceq q hus ; cern was not about our gatt_erlng others togemer
th_x Frumentarms mentmned here by l)mnvsms v.as deputed m obe- ' m assem)-l-" but about our not bem_ Clmstmns
dtence to Sabmu% the _ra_fi.ctus ..t t'_ffustafza -- VALES ] _ d ' _ . • _ . .

z oi *ra[8¢s. l_lusculus and Chrtstophorsonus make tt " chd- t ourselves. I_rom this, therefore, lie comrnano.efl
dren." Valesms prefers " domesttc_ " /

4 6._r¢lv'r,rr6 "r_s"rlov X,_ocr&v. In Codmes Maz, Med, Fuk., and
Savil., ,i_r_m'_t is written, in Georgms Syncellu_ _t _s a_vr&ro. _ io'rp_or_ov a_#_r68_av.

s X_optrGv ts rendered _ndtgenarum by ChD, stophorsonus, and _ $oO_v _ya_ov. The $ood_v may mean, as Valesius puts
incalarum, _*inhabitants," b_, the interpreter of Syncellus, but tt _t) i_ sdla, " on a stool or litter."
means rather'" lUMlCS " Thus in the Greek Coun_d_ the r_ov XoaO&v [ a q-'obtt xii 7
=pto_v_(pot,_resbytert #agorur_, are named tn_tead of XctlOtTGI_) [ 9 TO TI[A¢IJTO._OV_'lTt TO '$rplTa'l'ov&va_oeXov_t , i e,, to begin by inter-
Codices Maz., Med and Fuk read X_o#t_Gv, for thus the Alexan- ) dinting h_m from holding Chrmttan assemhhes, _hde the great ques-
drian$ named the country people, as _,e see in the tractate of Sophro- _ tion was whether he was a Chmstian at all, _ouid have been to place
lliu_ against Dloscorus_ and the C_ronaco_ of Theophanes, p x39. I first what was last m order and consequence.
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me to destst, thinking, doubtless, that if I my- for himself; for the requisite punishment will
self should recant, the others would also follow not fall. Be off, therefore, to the place whither
me m that. But I answered hm_ neither unrea- :you have been commanded to go." So he forced
sonably nor m many words. "' We mubt obey God me away. sick as I was ; nor did he grant me the
rather than men." ' Moreover, I testified openly ldelay even of a single day. What opportumty,
that I worshipped the only true God and none then. had I to think rather of holding assemblies,
other, and that I could neither alter that position ' or of not holding them ?4
nor ever cease to be a Christian. Thereupon] 6. 27wn after some other matters he sirs:-
he ordered us to go away to a _lllage near the' Moreover, we d_d not withdraw from the visible
desert, called Cephro. Iasselnbhng of ourselves together, with the Lord's

5. Hear also the words which were uttered by presence.s But those in the city I reed to
both of us as they have been put on record._ gather together wltb all the greater zeal, as if I
When Dionysms, and Faustus, and Maxlmus, :were present with them, for 1 was absent indeed
and Marcellus, and Chaeremon had been placed in the body, as I said," but present in the spirit.
at the bar, :Emllianus, as prefect, said. " I have And in Cephro indeed a con>lderable church
reasoned with you venh, in free speech,3 on the isojourned with us, composed partly of the breth-
clemency of our sovereigns, as thin have suffered Iren who followed us from the city[and partly of
you to experience it; for the 3 have g_en you those who joined us from Egypt. There, too,
power to save yourselves, if you are di._posed did God open to us a door7 for the word. And
to turn to what ]b accordant with nature, and to ' at first we were persecuted, we were stoned ;
worship the gods who also maintain them in their but after a period some few of the heathen for-
kingdom and to forget tho_e things which are sook their idols, and turned to God. For by
repugnant to nature. What say ye then to these our mean_ the word was then sown among them
thing_ ? for I by no means expect that you will for the first tnne, and before that they had never
be ungrateful to them for their clemency, since received it. And as if to show that this had
indeed what they aim at is to brmg 3ou over been the very purpose of God m conductmg us
to better courses." Dionysius made reply thus ' to them, when we had fulfilled thl, ministry, He
"All men do not worship all the gods, but differ- led us away again. For zEmdianus was minded
ent men worship different objects that they sup- to remove us to rougher parts, as it seemed,
pose to be true gods. Now we woi_h_p the one and to more Libyan-hke dlstncts, and he gave
God, who is the Creator of all things, and the orders to draw all in every direction into the
very Deity who has committed the sovermgnty Mareotic territory, and assigned _llages to each
lo the hands of their most sacred majesties Vale- party throughout the country. But he issued
rian and Galhenus. Him we both reverence and instructions that we should b'e located specially
worship ; and to Him we pray continually on be- by the pubhc way, so that we re@it aNo be the
half of the sovereignty of these princes, that it first to be apprehended ,8 for he e_idently made
may ab_de unshaken." A'hmhanus, as prefect, his arrangements and plans with a vmw to an
said to them : " But who hmder_ you from wor- eas', seizure of all of us whenever he should
shipping this god too, if indeed he is a god, along' make up his mind to lay hold of us.
with those who are gods bynature? for you have] 7. Now when I received the command to
been commanded to uorsh_p the gods, and those idepart to Cephro, I had no idea of the situation

gods whom all know ab such." Dionysius re-i of the place, and had scarcely even heard its
phed : " We worship no other one." 2Em_lianus, _name before ; yet for all that, I went away
as prefect, said to them. " I perceive that vou: courageously and calmly. But when word was
are at once ungrateful to and insensible of'the ibrought me that I had to remove to the parts
clemency of our princes. Wherefore you shall _of Colluthlon, 9 those present know how I was
not remain in this city; but you shall be de- affected; for here I shall be my own accuser.
spatched to the parts of Libya, and settled m 4Germanushad accusedD,onyslusof neglectingm hold the
a place called Cephro : for of this place I have assembhesot thebrethrenbeforethe pe*secutmnbrokeout,and of

rather providing for hl_ own safety by flight I'or _hen persecunon
made choice in accordance with the command burst on them, the b_shops were wont first to convene the people, m

of our princes. It shall not in any wise be law- order to exhort them to hold fast tht faith of Christ. then infants andcatechumen_ '.,,ere bapttred, to provide against their departing this hfe

ful for you or for any others, either to hold without baptism, and the Eucharist was given to the faRhful --VALlg$.
$ ago'O_l_ _.er_t _'ob kvpdov o'vuay_oy_.

assemblies or to enter those places whmh are n..',_g/_-o,,CodmesMazandMedg_ve,/_-_h, "so to speak; "

called cemeteries. And if any one is seen not V_k ana Sa_tl gl_e ,_ d_,_ ° ,,,_,_*o^°_,"a_ th_ apostlestud."
• . SeeontCor v. 3.

to have betaken himself to this place whither _ [Actsxav_7: Rev.lit $ If the author here quotes the Apoc-
T L ....... :_A I_,_ _tx _or_;v r_r i¢ ho |_o c]_¢. i alypse, ttts noteworthy. Eluc_dauon, p. xzo ]

covered in any assembly, he will prepare peril 9 ra KoAAovOg_vo¢,supplying UdP_,as Dionysius has already
used the phrase _-_tgtO_/r_, AqSd_,. This was a district tn the/_lar-
eottc prefecture. Thus we have mention made also of r& Bov_6Aov_

t Acts v _9, a certain tract m Egypt, der]wng Its name from the old masters of
_rOzwn, a¢&r_bo the sod. Nlcephorus writes KoAovO_ov, whmh zs probably more cor-

$ ayOd$_. --" feet, for KoAXot_O,*ov ts a denvauv¢ from Colutho, which was a cola-
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At first, indeed, I was greatly vexed, and took it have been suffering under the present severities
very ill ; for though these places happened to be of zEmilianus? But where m the world did Ger-
better known and more familiar to us, yet pep- manus make his appearance? And what men-. . t

ple declared that the region was one desutute ofl uon is made of him? But I renre from this
brethren, and even of men of character, and one huge act of folly into which I am suffering
exposed to the annoyances of travellers and to myself to fall on account of Germanus; and
the raids of robbers. I found comfort, however, accordmgly I forbear giving to the brethren,
when tile brethren reminded me that it was who already have full knowledge of these things,
nearer the city; and while Cephro brought us a pamcular and detailed narrative of all that
large intercourse with brethren of all sorts who happened.
came from Egypt, so that we were able to hold
our sacred assemblies on a more extenswe scale, EPISTLE XI.--TO HERMAMMON.6

yet there, on the other hand, as the city was m I. But Gallus did not understand the wicked-
the nearer vicinity, we could enjoy more fre- hess of Deems, nor did he note beforehand what
quently the sight of those who were the really it was that wrought }ns rum. But he stumbled
beloved, and in closest relationship with us, and at the very stone whmh was lying before hi_ eyes ;
dearest to us: for these would come and take lr,_r.vwhen his so_ erei_nty was In a prosperous
their rest anmng us, and, as in the more remote i positron, and when affairs were turning out ac-
suburbs, there would be distract and special cording to his wish$ he oppressed those holy
meetings: And thus it turned out. men who interceded with God on behalf of his

8. Then, after some other ,nailers, lee gfz,es peace and his _elfare. And consequently, per-
again thc fa/laww{¢ account of what befell hem ." securing them, he persecuted aEo the pra)ers
--Germanus, indeed, boasts hnnself of many offered in his own behalf.
professions of fiztlh. He, forsooth, is able to 2. And to John a revelanon is made in like
speak of many adverse things which have hap- manner : _ " And there was gwen unto hnn," he
pened to lnm ! Can he then reckon up in Ins says, "a mouth speaking great things, and blas-
own case as many condemnatory sentences = as phelny; and power was given unto h_m, and
we can number in ours, and confiscanons too, forty and two months." 9 And one finds both
and proscritmon% and spoflmgs of goods, and things to wonder at in Valerian's case, and most
losses of dlgmtles? and desplsmgs of worldly especially has one to consider how different it
honour, and contemnings of the laudations of _was w_th hnn before these events/°- how mild
governors and councillors, and patient subjec-land well-disposed be was towards the men of
uons to the threatenmgs of the adversaries, 4 and God. For among the emperors who preceded
to outcrie,, and perils, and persecunons, and a him, there was not one who extnblted so kindly
wandering life, and the pressure of difficulnes, and favourable a disposmon toward them as he
and all kinds of trouble, such as befell me m the did ; yea, even those who were sa,] to have be-
tnne of Decm_ and Sabmus,S and such also as I come Chnsuans openly " did not recewe them
mon name m Egypt Thus a certain poet of note m the ttme_ of with that extreme friendliness and graciousness
Anastabius, belonging to the "rheba, d. was so named, as buidas m- with whmh he received them at the beginningform_ us There was also a Coluthus, a certain schlsmanc, m Egypt,
i,, the umes of Athanasms, who is mentioned often m the Apologia:
and Gregory of Nyssa names him Acoluthus In his Contra Eun_- 6 Euseblus, Hzst. 2_ccles., vn. x, io, 23 Euseblus introduces
PPItlItlIIj book u -- VALES this extract thus " In an epistle to Hermammon, Dlony_ms makes

I Ka'rm _tepo_ rrvvayto_a_. When the suburbs were somewhat dis- the following remarks upon Gallus" the Emperor
rant from the city, the brethren res*dent in them were not compelled 7 xara vow Is the readmg m the Codlce_ Maz , Med , Fuk , and
to attend the naeetlngs of the lar_er church, but had meetings of tbelr .qawl , and adopted by Rufinus and othms But Robertus Stephanus,
own m a bandlca, or some building statable for the purpose The from the Codex Reglus, gives Kar& po&v, "according to the stream/'
Greeks, too, gave the name rrooacrretov to places at some considera- t e, favourably.
hie distance from the city, as well as to suburbs *mmedmtely connected 8 Euseblus prefaces this extract thus" " Gallus had not held the
with it. Thus Athanasms calls Canopus a rrpoaerEtov; and so government two full years when he was removed, and Valermn, to-
Daphne ts spoken of as the _rpuaarctov of Anuoch, Achyrona as that [ gether with his son Galhenus, succeeded him. And _hat l)lon)_tus
of Nicomedta. md Septtmum as that of Constantinople though these has said of him may he learned from hi_ Ep*stle to Hermammon, m
places were distant some redes from the cities. From this place R ts which he makes the following statement "
also inferred that m the days of Dtonysms there was _tdl but one ] 9 _:ovo-,ct _at _t_ve_ "r_o'c,_pa_covra_uo. Rev xlh 5. ]3aromus
church m Alexandria where all the brethren met for devotions But ] expounds the numbers as referring to the period during which the
in the t_me of Athanasms, when several churches had been built by persecutmn under Valerian contmued: see him, under the year _57
the various bmhops, the Atexandrtans met m d_fferent places, ,c_tl-a ] A D , ch 7 [See Introductory Note, p 78, supra. Here is a quota-
/x¢0o¢ _¢a_ _t_lp_/_.ev_os_ as Athana,ms _ays m his first Apology to Con- I t_on from the Apocalypse, to be noted m wew of our author's ques-
stantius; only that on the great festivals, as at the paschal season and uomngs, part i , * 5, P 83, su_6ra.] .....to
at Pentecost. the brethren did not meet separately, but all in the larger the text is, _at _-ovr_ov p_aht_rT_g Tel _rpo error _¢ ovrtoq eo'Xe
church, as Athanasms also shows US.--VALgS. o'uvvoe;.v. _o_ _rr¢os, etc GaUan& emends the sentence thus: _t,

atro_o'_ts, at)_o_ T_ p._AtctTa frpo "_ou't_*, <_ ov X ov¢_5 _o'k% _ruvvo_tv, _¢
Maxtmus, in the sehoha to the book of Dmnysius the Areopa- _=to¢, etc. Codex Regtus gives &s _._v _rto¢. But Codices Maz.

gite, 29e ca_lcstt/tterarchza_ ch 5, states that Dionysius was by pro- and Med. we et_g _rto¢, whde Fuk and Savtl give e_¢ _a0 @rrto_;.
fession a rhetor before his conversion, o -/o_v /z_3,a_ A_ovt, o-_o_; ix He means the Emperor Phdip, who, as many of the ancients
6 "AA_o.wl_petov _r¢o'K'o_ro_;, o dl¢o p_ropl_t,'_ etc.-- VALES. have recorded, was the first of the Roman emperors to profess the

4 "tGudvavr_tov &_rctAg,v. Chnstlan rehgmn But as Dtony_ms _peaks m the plural number, to
s This Sabmus bad been prefect of Egypt m the time of Declus, Philip may be added Alexander Seven_s, who had an tmape of Christ

it is of him that Dtonysms writes m hisEptstle to Fabtus, which is m the chapel of his Lares, as Lamprtdms testifies, and who favoured
given above, q_he 2Emdtanus, prefect of Egypt, who _s mentioned and sustained the ChrlsUans dunng the whole permd of his empire.
here, afterwards seized the imperial power, as Polho wnres in his It Is to be noted fttrther, that Dionysius says of these emperors only
_kf_'ly tyra_tls, who, however, call, him general (ducem), and not that tkey ¢_,ere said and thought to be Christians, not that they were
prefect of Egypt. -- VALES. _0 m reality --GALLANDt.
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of his reign ; and his whole house was filled then 4- And again, af/er some other matters, he pro-
with the pious, and it was itself a very church I ceeds thus : _ For Valerian was instigated to these
of God. But the master and president' of the. acts by this man, and was thereby exposed to
Magi of Egypt" prevailed on hlm to abandon contumely and reproach, according to the word
that course, urging him to slay and persecute ' spoken by the Zord to Isaiah : "Yea, they have
those pure and holy men as adversaries and ob- / chosen their own ways, and their own ahomma-
stacles to their accursed and abominable incanta- nanons in which their souls dehghted ; I also
tions. For there are, indeed, and there were men will choose their mockeries, i° and will recompense
who, by their simple presence, and bv merely]their sin." '_ But this man '_ (Macrianus),bemg
showing themselves, and by simply breat'hlng and imaddened with his passion for tile empire, all
uttering some words, have been able to dissipate Iunworthy of it as he was, and at the same nine
the artifices of wicked demons. But he put it having no capacity for assuming the insignia of
into his mind to practise the impure rites of imperialgovernmentJs hyreason of his crlppled i4
initiation, and detestable juggleries, and execra- ibody,'S put forward his two sons as the bearers,
ble sacrifices, and to slay miserable children, and so to speak, of their father's offences. For tin-
to make oblations of the offspring of unhappy mlstakeably apparent m their case was the truth
father% and to divide the bowels of the newly- of that declaration made by God, when He said,
born, and to mutilate and cut up the creatures "V_slting the inlqmties of the fathers upon the
made by God. as if by such means they 3would children, unto the thlrd and fourth generation
attain to blessedness, of them that hate me." For he heaped his own

3- Afterwards he subfains the fi2lh_wing.'-- iwicked passions, for which he had failed in secur-
Splendid surely were the thank-offerlngs, then. mg satlsfacnon, '6 upon the heads of hl_ sons, and
which Macrlanus brought them 4 for that empire thus wiped off,7 upon them his own wickedness,
whmh was the object of his hopes ; who, while for- Iand transferred to them, too, the hatred he hnn-
merly reputed as the soverelgn's faithful pubhc self had shown toward God.
treasurer,S had yet no mind for anything which 5 .is That man, '9 then, after he had betrayed the
wa_ e_ther reasonable in itself or conducive to the one and made war upon the other of the elnpe-
pubhc good, 6 but subjected himself to that curse [rors preceding him, speedily perished, with his
of prophecy which says, "Woe unto those who!whole hmfly, root and branch. And Galhenus

prophesy fro.m their own heart, and see not the was proclaimed, and acknowledged by all. And
pubhc good! '7 For he did not discern that he was at once an old emperor and a new; for
providence which regulates all thmg_ ; nor chd he was prior to those, and he also survived them.
he think of the judgment of Hun who is before To this effect lntteed is the word spoken by l/teI

all, and through all, and over all. Wherefore he _Lard to Isaiah : " Behokt, the tlungs which were
also became an enemy to His Cathohc Church ; ifrom the beginning have come to pa_s ; and there
and besides that, he alienated and estranged, are new things whmh shall now arlse."_° For as
himself from the mercy of God, and fled to the a cloud which intercepts the sun's rays, and over-
utmost possible distance from His salvation?; shadows it for a little, obscures it, and appears it-

And in this indeed he demonstrated the rcahty Iiself m Its place, but again, when the cloud has
of the peculiar significance of his name.9 ipassed by or melted away, the sun, whmh had

t _o_,_vo_. risen before, comes forth again and shows itself:
Baron,us thinks that thlg was that JTagus who, a httle whde SO dld this Macrianus put himself forward, _' and

before the empire of Declus, had mc_ted the Alexandnan_ to persecute achieve access 2, for hnnself even to the verythe Chrlstmn_, and of whom Dmnysms speaks m hi_ l_pl_t]e to Fablus
Vehat foll_w,s here, however, shov, s that l_,lacnanus is probably the
person alluded to, to _,_Tr_Ly_T_t.

3 e,,8_t_ov_ovea¢. So Codices Maz._ Med., Fuk, and Savd 11 Isa lxvt 3, 4.
read. others give e6_a*_ov_wavraq. It would seem ta require _t,6at. 12 Chnstophorsonus refers this to Valerian But evidently the
gov_ovza, " as if he would attain," for the reference l_ e_dently o_-o_ ,Se introduces a d_fferent subject m Macrlanus. and be_ldes,
to "Valerian himself Valerian could not be stud to have been originally unv*orthy of the

4 B) the evrois some understand _'o_ _ae_A_fio'G others better, power _hmh he aspired to
"ro_¢/_a_.oo-t, According to Valesiu_, the sense Is this that Macrlanus z_ "roy _aa_h_ov v_to6vva_ _rdo_ov.

having, by the help and presages of the demons, attained hI_ hope of j x* ava_rd_.
empire, made a due return to them, by setting Valerian In arms ts Joannes Zonaras, tn his Annals, states that Macrtanus was
against the Christians lame

_xt rGv _aOo&ov hoy_v. The Greeks gave this name to th_e offi- t_ _v _.r_¢. So Codex Resins rends But Codtce_ Maz, Med._
clals whom the Latms called ratlonales, or procuralorex s_tmmw rel and Fuk. give _b.e_% *_In which he succeeded."
"Under what emperor Maenanus was procurator, is left uncertain here t t7 e_otzoO_a¢ o

ov_ev eugoyov OV6_ _ct0oAt_ov _bp6vqaev. There is a play here ta Eusebtus introduces the extract thus' He (Dmny-ius) addressed
on the two senses of the word _0oAtxdq, as seen in the official t,tie _r* also an epistle to Hermammon and the brethren In Egypt. and aft e,
roy xaOoAoo Aoy_v, and in the note of character in ob/_e _xOoA,_ov. [ giving an account of the wickedness of Dectus alld his successors t ne
But it can scarcely be reproduced in the En_hsh. states many other circumstances, and also mentmns the peace of Gab

7 over _ot_ _9od_evov_tv d_o xap&as _v¢&v xat eb gaO6Aov ta_ I henus And it 15 best to bear his own relanon as follows.
#]At_'ovo'tF. The quotation ts probably from Ezek xlii. 3, of which [ 19 This ts rightly understood of Maenanu% by whose treacnery
Jerome gives this interpretation: Vie ht_ qut tOro_etant e_: card¢ ! Valerian came under the power of the Persians Aurelius Victor,
suoeg omnzno non _tdent i Syncellus, and otber_, testify that Valerian was overtaken by trlar

S ,r _ _ f calamtt throu h the treache of his eneralsRobertus Stephanus edits _, "awro_ g_A_u_a_ ' tom his I y g ry g .
Church," following the Codex Medtcmns. But the best manuscripts [ 2o Isa xlu. 9 ....
give O'_Oq"q_tgt_ _! _ OO'qO._. _Ut "Valesiu$ WOUl(l rtaG ¢r_oo-o--r_t¢,agl$taff$

A play u_on the name Macrta,tus as connected v.tth .... Oar, I _* _r_oag,AderaS ts the reading of three of the codices ant _ of

at a &stance." ['Flus playfulness runs through the seeuon, t l Nlcephorns; others give _rpo _ a¢a*.
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empire of Galhenus now established ; but now day by day. For as it is written in the case of
he is t/tat no more, because indeed he never was the first-born of the Egyptians, so now too a
it, while this other, i.e., Gall_enus, is just as he great cry has arisen. "For there is not a house
was. And his empire, as If it had cast off old in which there is not one dead." 6 And would
age, and had purged itself of the wickedness that even th_s were all !
formerly attaching to it, is at present in a more 2. Many terrible calamities, it is true, have
vigorou_ and flourishing condition, and is now also befallen us before this. For first they drove
seen and heard of at greater distances, and us away; and though we were quite alone, and
stretches abroad m every direction. . pursued by all, and in the way of being slain,

6. Then hefitrtAer md_cates the exact tzme at we kept our festival, even at such a time. And
which he wrote this account, as follows :--And every place that had been the scene of some of
it occurs to me again to review the days of the the successive sufferings which befell any of us,
imperial years. For I see that those most im- became a seat for our solemn assemblies, -- the
pious men, whose names may have been once field, the desert, the ship, the ann, the prison,
so famous, have in a short space become name- all alike. The most gladsome festival of all,
less. But our more p_ous and godly prince xhas however, has been celebrated by those perfect
passed his septennlum, and is now m his ninth martyrs who have sat down at the feast in heaven.
year, in which we are to celebrate the festival? And after these things war and famine surprised

us. These were calamities which we seared, in-
deed, with the heathen. But we had also to

EPISTLE XlI. -- TO TtIE ALEXANDRIANS.3 bear by ourselves alone those ills w_th which they

i. To other men, indeed, the present state of outraged us, and we had at the same time to sus-
matters would not appear to offer a fit season for tain our part in those things which they e_ther
a festival: and thls certainly is no festal tmae to !d_d to each other or suffered at each other's
them; nor, in sooth, Is any other that to them. hands ; while again we rejoiced deeply in that

peace of Christ which He imparted to us alone.And I this,say not only of occasions manifestly
] 3. And after we and the). together had en-sorrowful,4 but even of all occasions whatsoever

which people m_glat consider to be most joyous.5 _iJ°Yed a very brief season of rest, this pestilence
And now certainly all things are turned to mourn- next assailed us, -- a calamity truly more dread-
ing, and all men are in grief, and lamentation_ ful to them than all other objects of dread, and
resound through the tit b reason of the multi more intolerable than any other kind of trouble

tude of the _ead and Yof Yhose who are dyua_ t2_natS°r_)2 el t_dlra_nlsf_uln;e_, at,u,tcV, c,at.s
..... over all hope. To us, however, it was not so ;

t [Rom xin 4, 6 St Paul's strong e._presslnns m th_s place 1. * ' _ _ .... a_,,re ._.a TM oth_r :_. 1, _rov_._ ._
must expiam these expressions A prtilce wits, quoad hoe, compara- j tJUL In 11.o le_t;2) Ill't.- 23u LX_. 11 _ £t_ L i j %*U O.11

tlvely speak,ng, godly and pmus, as he " attended continually to th_s instrument for our training and probation. For
very thing " So, " most rehgtou_." m the Anglican Liturgy ]

V_'ho ever expressed himself thus,--that one after his seven It by no means kept aloof from us, although it
years was pa_smg his mnth year 9 "] his septenmum (*rrrae.rr_#t¢) spread with greatest violence among the heathen.mu_t designate _omethmg pecuhar, and different from the nine follow-

mg it It _s therefore the septennmm of _mperml power which he had 4" 2"0 these stalements he t:l _lle sztccesston
held along with his father In the eighth year of that empire, Macrta-
nu, possessed himself of the imperial honour spee,ally m Egypt After makes lhzs addztian : -- Certainly very many of
his assumption of the purple, however, Gallienus had stdl much au- our brethren, while, in their exceeding love and
thorlty m Egypt. At length, m the ninth year o[ Galhenus, that is,
m 26t, Macrianus the father and the two sons being slam, the soy- brotherly-kindness, theydid not spare themselves,
ere,gnty of Galhenus was recogmsed al_o among the l_gyptmns And but kept by each other, and visited the s_ck with-then Galhenus gave a rescript to Dionysius, Pmna, and Demetrius.

b,shops of E_ypt, to re-e,tabhsh the sacred places,--a boon which Otlt thought of their own peril, and mimstered to
he had granted m the former year The ninth year of Galhenus,
moreover, began about the nud,ummer of th_s year. and the t_me at them assiduously, and treated them for their heal-

which this letter was written by Dtonysms, as Eusebms obse .... [ing in Christ, died from time to time most joyfully
seasonmaybeofgathered262A ofr°m--P_^RSoN,that'and pfalls7• consequentlYG_LL,before the Paschal I along with them, lading themselves with pains

Eusebnts, Httt Eccles ,vu a_ Eusebms prefaces the _st derived from others, and drawing upon them-chapter of his seventh book thus: " When peace had scarcely yet

b..... tabh.hed,he (D,o_y_ius)retur.ed to alexaod.... Butwhe_ selves their neighbours' diseases, and willingly tak-
sedmon and war again broke out, and made tt impossible for him to • - "" ' r ns the t-urden of the
have access to all the brethren m that city, dtwded as they then were ] lng over to melr own pe so t)
into different parties, he addressed them again by an epistle at the ] sufferings of those around them s And many who
passover, as if he were still an exde from Alexandria." Then he In- [ _:_ " "
serts the epistle to Hlerax, land thereafter) in ch gill , introduce _, the [ _

pre:,ent excerpt thus" " After these events, the pestdence succeeding [ 6
the war, and the fesuval being now at hand, he again addressed the . E)¢ xit. 3o.

brethren by letters, m whmh he gave the foltowmg descnpttou of the [ z Dtonysms is _[ivinga sort of summary of all the calamtttes which
great troubles connected wtth that calamity " t befell the Alexaudrtan church from the commencement of hts eptsco-

'_ ou_ 6*rta_ _-ff)v _rr_h*:*r_u ts the readmg of Codices Maz , Med., pal rule namely first, persecutmn, referring to that which began
and Savtl. others g_ve, less correctly, _tt_.Ot_l-_V. I m the last year of the re_gla of Philip. then war meaning the etwl

S The text gives, (IAA' orS' *_ 'rt_ _t_OOCa#h¢ by o_O_v t*dAto'ra, [ war of which he speaks m his Epistle to Fabms. then pestilence, allud-
which ts put probably for the mere regular construction, _v oio*vro ing to the sickness which began m the time of Decms, and traversed
av gahtrtra rr_O_XaO_ Nmephorus reads e). r,_ rcep_XaO_ &_,otrtO_,_, the land under Gallus and Volusmnus. -- VALES
The idea is, that the heathen could have no real festal tlm¢ All sea- $ Ava/_ao'oob_¢vot "/'a$dA_/6dvag. Some make this equivalent to
sons, those apparently most joyous, no less than those evtdently sor- [ mitigantes It means properly to *_wtpe off," and so to become
rowful, must be times void of all real rejoicing to them) untd they [ "responsible" for. Here tt ts used apparanfly to express much the
learn the grace of God. - | same idea an the two precc_ng clauses.
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had thus cured others of their sicknesses, and I.opens up by which I can transmit such addresses.
restored them to strength, died themselves, hav- 1Easier, indeed, would it be for one, I do not

ing transferred to their own bodies the death[say merely to pass beyond the hlnits of the
that lay upon these. And that common saying, province, but to cross from east to west, than to

which else seemed always to be only a pohte travel from this same Alexandria to Alexandria.
form of address, they expressed in actual fact For the most central pathway m rials city9 is
then, as they departed this hfe, like the "off- i vaster ,o mad more impassable even than that ex-
scoltrt','_gs of all.* Yea, the very best of our tensive and untrodden desert whach Israel only
brethren have departed this life in th_s manner, ,traversed in two generations; and our smooth
including some presbyters and some deacons, land waveless harbours have become an image
and among the people those who were in high- _of that sea through wlnch the people drove, at
est reputation : so that this very form of death, I the tune when it divided itself and stood up like
in virtue of the distinguished piety and the lwalls on either side, and m whose thoroughfare
stedfast faith which were exlubited in it, ap-!the Egyptians were drowned. For often they
peared to come m nothing beneath martyrdom Ihave appeared like the Red Sea, in consequence
itself, of the slaughter perpetrated in them. The river,

5- And they took the bodies of the saints on too, which flows by the city, has sometimes ap-
their upturned hands,3 and on their bosoms, and peared drier than the waterless desert, and more
closed4 their eyes, and shut their mouths. And parched than that wilderness m which Israel was
carrying them in company,S and laying them out! so overcome with thirst on their journey, that
decently, they clung to them, and embraced they kept crying out against Moses, and the water
them, and prepared them duly with washing and was made to stream for them from the precipi-
with attire. And then m a little while after they tous" rock by the power of Him who alone doeth
had the same services done for themselves, as wondrous things. And sometimes, again, it has
those who survived were ever following those who risen in such flood-tide, that it has overflowed all
departed before them. But among the heathen the country round about, and the roads, and the
all was the very reverse. For they thrust aside any fields, as if it threatened to bring upon us once
who began to be s_ck, and kept aloof even from more that deluge of waters which occurred in the
their dearest friends, and cast the sufferers out days of Noah.

upon the public roads half dead, and left them i e. But now it always flows onward, polluted
unburied, and treated them with utter contempt i with blood and slaughters and the drowning
when they dLed, steadily avoiding any kind struggles of men, just as it did of old, when on

of communication and intercourse with death ; I'Pharaoh's account it was changed by Moses into
which, however, it was not easy for them alto- Iblood, and made putrid. And what other liquid
gether to escape, in spite of the many precau- could cleanse water, which itself cleanses all
tlons they employed. 6 !things? How could that ocean, so vast and

impassable for men, though poured out on it,
lever purge this b_tter sea? Or how could even

EPISTLE XIII. -- TO HIERAX, A BISHOP IN EGYPT, 7 that great river which streams forth from Eden, _
L But what wonder should there be if I find though it were to discharge the four heads into

it difficult to communicate by letter with those which it is divided into the one channel of the
who are settled m remote d_stncts, when it seems G_hon, 's wash away these pollutions? Or when
beyond my power even to reason with myself, iwfll this air, befouled as it is by noxious exhala-
and to take counsel w_thS my own soul? For ttons which rise m every direction, become pure
surely epistolary communications are very requi- again? For there are such vapours sent forth

/from the earth, and such blasts from the sea,
site for me w_th those who are, as it were, and breezes from the rivers, and reeking mistsmy own bowels, my closest associates, and my
brethren _ one m soul wath myself, and mere- from the harbours, that for dew we might sup-
bers, too, of the same Church. And yet no way pose ourselves to have the impure fluids '* of the

corpses which are rotting in all the underlying
elements. And yet, after all this, men are

The phrase _rept6_v.a _dvrwv refers to x Cor iv. x3 Valesms amazed, and are at a loss to understand whence
supposes that among the Alexandnans it may have been a humble and
comphmentary form of salutattort, eyu* _/_ _ept@_l_a o'ov; or that
the expressmn _¢pt_pa _dvv_v had come to be habitually aophed to 9 tt_aatvd_l r_s *tdAe_s. Codex Re#us gtves v&v _rdAetov. The
the Chnstmns by the heathen. " sedmon referred to as thus dzvtdmg Alexandria is probably that whmh

3 v_wat¢ X_pat. [See Introductory Note, p. 77-] broke out when ._mthanus setzed the soveretgnty m Alexandria.
4 _O_tpofiu'te*, See Polho's Thirty Tyrant*.

to _netpo_. But Codices Fuk. and Savll. give a_'opo_, "impractl-
6 [Compare Defoe, t_lag_,e Fn London.] cable."
_' Eusebms, Hz#t _.cde$., vn. _z The preface to this extract in x* t_*pcr6_ov. It may perhaps mean " smitten" here.

Eusebms ts as follows: "After this he (Dtonysms) wrote also another 12 "E*_v..
Paschal eptstle to Hmrax, a b_shop in Egypt, m whmh he makes the zs Written l'_v in Codex Alexaadrmtm, but re_v in Codex Vatl-
following statement about the seditton then prevatlmg at Alexandrta." canus

s Or, for. t, tX,:._._.
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come these constant pestilences, whence these EPISTLE XIV.--FROM HIS FOURTH FESTIVAL
terrible diseases, whence these many kinds of I EVlSTIm.,
fatal inflictions, whence all that large and multi- f Love is altogether and for ever on the alert,
form destruction of human life, and what reason / and casts about to do some good even to one
there is why this mighty city no longer contains [who is unwilling to recexve it. And many a ume
within it as great a number of inhabitants, tak-ithe man who shrinks from it under a feeling
ing all parties into account, from tender children of shame, and who declines to accept services of
up to those far advanced in old age, as once it] kindness on the ground of unwillingness to be-
maintained of those alone whom it called hale come troublesome to others, and who chooses
old men.' But those from forty years of age up rather to bear the burden of his own grievances
to seventy were so much more numerous then, than cause annoyance and anxiety to any one, is
that their number cannot be made up now even importuned by the man who is full of love to
when those from fourteen to eighty years of age bear with his aids, and to suffer himself to be
have been added to the roll and register of per- helped by another, though it m,ght be as one
sons who are recipients of the public allowances sustaining a wrong, and thus to do a very great
of grain. And those who are youngest in ap- service, not to h_mself, but to another, in per-

pearance have now become, as tt were, equals] mitring that other to be the agent in putting anin age w_th those who of old were the most, end to the all in which he has been revolved.
aged. And yet, although they thus see the I
human race constantly dlmimshing and wasting ] ' _ .r_¢ _;' _op_a¢_',K_¢ _e,_r_o,k_¢. From the Sacred Parallelsode_tohn of Damascus, Works, il.p 753 C, edzt Parm,_7x2. In

away upon the earth, they have no trepidauon h,sEcclesiasticalHistory,bookwi ch.uo,Euseblussays: "In
.... I addition to these epistles, the same Dionysius also composed others
In the m_dst of this increasing and advancing i about thl_ nine, designated his Fe*tt*,al E_zstles, and m these he

consumption and annihilation of their own [ says much m commendation of the Pa_.chal feast. One of these he

i addressed to Flavtus, and another to Dommu_ and Dldymus, in which

number, he gives the canon for eight years, and shows that the Paschal feast
ought not to be kept untd the passmg of the vernal equinox. And
bemdes these, he wrote another epistle to lus co-pre*by:ers at Alex-

i &V.oyeporm_ts. andrm."

ELUCIDATION.

(Apocalypse,note 7, P. Ios,and note 9, P. xo6)

THE moderation of Dionysius is hardly less conspicuous than his fearlessness of inquiry in the
questions he raises about the Apocalypse.' He utterly refuses to reject it._ He tesufies to
the value set upon it by his fellow-Christians. Only, he doubts as to (the John) the "inspired
person" who was its author, and with critical skill exposes the inferiority of the Greek of the
Apocalypse to that of the Gospel and Epistles of St. John. Obviously he accepts it as part of
the canon, only doubting as to the author. Modestly he owns that it passes h_s understanding.
So Calvin forbore to comment upon it, and owned to "headache" when he came to it.

x p. 84, note 6. _ P. 82, note 6.



THE WORKS OF DIONYSIUS.

EXEGETICAL FRAGMENTS.'

I.--A COMMENTARY ON THE BEGINNING OF this Solomon had also an experience surpassing

ECCLESIASTES'a prudence, and above the measure of all the an-
CHAP. I. i cients Consequently he shows the vanity of _t,

VER. x. " The wards of the son of David, as what follows in llke manner demonstrates:
king of Israel m Jerusalem." "And my heart uttered _ many things : I knew

In like manner also Matthew calls the Lord wisdom, and knowledge, and parables, and sci-
the son of David) ences." But this was not the genuine wisdom

3. "What profit hath a man of all his labour or knowledge, but that which, as Paul says, puffeth
which he taketh under the sun ? " up. He spake, moreover, as _t is written, 9 three

For what man is there who, although he may thousand parables. But these were not parables
have become rich by tolling after the objects of of a spmtual kind, but only such as fit the corn-
this earth, has been able to make h_mself three mon polity of men ; as, for instance, utterancesabout animals or naedicmes. For which reason
cubits in stature, if he is naturally only of two
cubits in stature> Or who, if blind, has by he has added in a tone of raillery, " I knew that

" this also is the spirit's choice." He speaks alsothese means recovered his sight _ Therefore we
ought to d_rect our toll_ to a goal beyond the of the multitude of knowledge, not the knowl-
sun: for thither, too, do the exertions of the edge of the Holy Spirit, but that which the
virtues reach, prince of this world works, and which he con-

4- "One generation passeth away, and an- veys to men in order to overreach their souls,
other generation cometh: but the earth with officious questions as to the measures of
abideth for ever" (unto the age). heaven, the position of earth, the bound_ of the

sea. But he says also. "He that increasethYes, unto the age, 4 but not unto the agesA
x6. "I communed with name own heart, say- knowledge increaseth sorrow." For they search

rag, Lo, I am come to great estate, and even into things deeper than these,--mqmrmg,
have gotten more wisdona than all they for example, what necessity there is for fire to

go upward, and for water to go downward ; and
that have been before me in Jerusa- when they have learned that it is because thelem ; yea, nay heart had great experi-
ence of wisdom and knowledge, one is hght and the other heavy, they do but

x7. I knew parables and science : that thin in- increase sorrow : for the question still remains,
deed is also the spirit's choicek Why might it not be the very reverse ?

x8. For m multitude of wisdom is multitude

of knowledge: and he that mcreaseth CHAP. II.
knowledge increaseth grief." Ver. i. "I said in name heart, Go to now,

I was vainly puffed up, and increased wisdom ; make trial as in mirth, and behold
not the w_sdom which God has given, but that in good. And this, too, is vanity."
wisdom of which Paul says, "The wisdom of For it was for the sake of trial, and in accord-
this world is foolishness with God." z For in ante with what comes by the loftier and the

severe hfe, that he entered into pleasure. And
xSee,,. t_e BrbZ,ot/,_., Vm,',,,,, P,,t,',,mor G*nand_,th_Ap- he makes mention of the mirth, which men call

pendtx to voL xtv , added from the manuscrtptl_ t after the edltor'_
death,by"an anony ..... choler SO. And he says, "in good," referring to what

2 [Compare the J:retat_hras,', p 9, st_2#ra Query, are not the_,e
twin _pectmens of exegetical, exercises m the school at Alexandrta?] men call good things, which are not capable of

3Matt i. x, giving life to their possessor, and which make
•_ EI¢ r_u¢ ai_vo.¢'.
b _'poo.tp_crt¢. $ e/yrf, for which e[6_, "dxscemed," i_.suggeste.cL
_' t C.or. ill xg. 9 z Kings Jv 3a.

Ill
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the man who engages in them vain like them- reason of these things, nor by their means did
selves, he gain friendship with God. Necessarily he is

5. "I said of laughter, It is mad;' and of led to speak al_o of the true riches and the
mirth, What doest thou ?" abiding property. Being minded, therefore, to

Laughter has a twofold madness ; because show what kinds of possessions remain with the
madness begets laughter, and does not allow the possessor, and continue steadily and maintain
sorrowing for sins ; and also because a man of themselves for him, he adds : "Also my wisdom
that sort is possessed with madness, 2 in the con- remained with me." For this alone remains,
fusing of seasons, and places, and persons. For and all these other things, which he has already
he flees from thosewho sorrow. "And to mirth, reckoned up, flee away and depart. Wisdom,
What doest thou?" Why dost thou repair to therefore, remained with me, and I remained in
those who are not at liberty to be merry? Why virtue of it. For those other things fall, and
to the drunken, and the avaricious, and the rapa- also cause the fall of the very persons who run
cious ? And why this phrase, "as wine ?"3 Be- after them. But, with the intention of instituting
cause wine makes the heart merry ; and it acts a comparison between wisdom and those things
upon the poor in spirit. The flesh, however, also which are held to be good among men, he adds
makes the heart merry, when it acts in a regular Tthese words, "And whatsoever mine eyes desired,
and moderate fashion. I kept not from them," and so forth, whereby

3. "And my heart directed me in wisdom, and he describes as evil, not only those toils which
to overcome in mirth, untlt I should they endure who toil in gratifying themselves
know what is that good thing to the sons with pleasures, but those, too, which by necessity
of men which they shall do under the sun and constraint men have to sustain for their main-
for the number of the days of their life." tenance day by day, labouring at their different

Being directed, he says, by wisdom, I over- occupations in the sweat of their faces. For
came pleasures m mlrth. Moreover, for me the the labour, he says, is great ; but the art s by the
ann of knowledge was to occupy mybelf with labour is temporary, adding 6 nothing serviceable
nothing vain, but to find the good ; for if a per- among things that please. Wherefore there is
son finds that, he does not miss the discernment no profit. For where there is no excellence
also of the profitable. The sufficient is also the there is no profit. With reason, therefore, are
opportune,¢ and is commensurate with the length the objects of such sohcltude but vanity, and the
of life. spirit's choice. Now this name of "spirit" he

4. "I made me great works; I builded me lgives to the "soul." For choice is a quality,
houbes ; I planted me vineyards, not a motion.7 And David says : " Into Thy

5. I made me gardens and orchards, hands I commit nay spirit." s And in good truth
6. I made me pools of water, that by these I "did my wisdom remain with me," for it made

mlgl_t rear woods producing trees, me know and understand, so as to enable me to
7- I got me servants and maidens, and had speak of all that is not advantageous9 under

servants born in my house, also I had the sun. If, therefore, we desire the righteously
large possessions of great and small cattle profitable, if we seek the truly advantageous, if
_.bove all that were in Jerusalem before it is our aim to be mcorrupnble, let u_ engage
me. in those labours which reach beyond the sun.

8. I gathered me also silver and gold, and the For in these there is no vanity, and there is not
pecuhar tieasure of kings and of the the choice of a sprat at once inane and hurried
provinces. I gat me men-singers and hither and thither to no purpose.
women-stagers, and the delights of the 12. "And I turned myself to behold wisdom,
sons of men, as cups and the cupbearer, and madness, and folly : for what man

9- And I was great, and increased more than is there that shall come after counsel in
all that were before me in Jerusalem : all those things which it has done ? ....
also my wisdom remained with me. He means the wisdom which comes from God,

io. And whatsoever mine eyes desired, I kept and which also remained with him. And by
not from them ; I withheld not my heart madness and folly he designates all the labours
from any pleasure." of men, and the vain and silly pleasure they have

You see how he reckons up a multitude of in them. Distinguishing these, therefore, and
houses and fields, and the other things which he their measure, and blessing the true wisdom, he
mentions, and then finds nothing profitable in has added: "For what man is there that shall
them. For neither was he any better in soul by

o Readmg_ t_,o'ttOe;G_ for _portO*_¢o_
I _ptC_Opav. 7 _¢otov ou Kts_o't¢.
2 IrEpt _#eT_t.
3 t_¢ otvov. 8 Ps xxxt: 5-
d Or, temporary, zo _ dXq=_=r_¢aL6m'i=rw ¢_ _ouX_¢ _/_e._= &ra Ewot._/_rtt,=_¢'q,"
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come after counsel ?" For this counsel instructs the fool talks over-much ; "z and by the "fool"
us in the wisdom that is such indeed, and gifts here he means himself, and every one who tea-
us with dehverance from madness and folly. I sons in that way. Accordingly he condemns

13. "Then I saw that wisdom excelleth folly, this absurd way of thinking. And for the same
as much as hght excelleth darkness." ]reason he has glven utterance to such sentiments

He does not say this m the way of comparison. _in the fears of his heart ; and dreading the
For things which are contrary to each other, and !righteous condemnation of those who are to be
mutually destructive, cannot be compared, t3ut heard, he solves the difficulty in its pressure by
his decision was, that the one is to be chosen, his own reflections. For this word, "Why was
and the other avoided. To like effect is the I then wise?" was the word of a man in doubt
saying, "Men loved darkness rather than light."' and difficulty whether what is expended on wis-
For the term "rather" m that passage expresses I dora is done well or to no purpose ; and whether
the choice of the person loving, and not the]there is no difference between the wise man and
comparison of the objects themselves. Ithe fool in point of advantage, seeing that the

x4. "The wise man's eyes are in his head, but former is involved equally with the latter in the
the fool walketh in darkness." same sufferings whmh happen m thls present

That man alwaysmchnes earthward, he means, world. And for tlns reason he says, _'I spake
and has the ruling faculty 2darkened. It is true, over-largely s in my heart," m thinking that there
indeed, that we men have all of us our eyes m is no difference between the wise man and the
our head, if we speak of the mere disposmon of fool.
the body. But he speaks here of the eyes of the i6. "For there is no remembrance of the
mind. For as the eves of the swine do not turn wise equally w_th the fool for ever."
naturally up towards heaven, just because it is For the events that happen in this hfe are all
made by nature to have an inchnaUon toward the transitory, be they even the painful incidents, of
belly ; so the mmd of the man who has once which he says, "As all things now are consigned
been enervated by pleasures is not easily diverted to obhvlon." 9 For after a short space has passed
from the tendency thus assumed, because he has by, all the thmgs that befall men m this hfe per-
not "respect unto all the commandments of the _,lsh in forgetfuh_ess. Yea, the very persons to
Lord."3 Again. "Christ _s the head of the whom these things have happened are not re-
Church."4 And they, therefore, are the wise membered all in hke mmmer, even although they
who walk in His way ; for He Hm_self has stud, may have gone through like chances m life. For
" I am the way." s On this account, then, it be- they are not remembered for these, but only for
comes the wise man always to keep the eyes of what they may ha_e evinced of wisdom or folly,
his mmd d_rected toward Christ Hunself, in order wrtue or vice. The memories of such are not
that he may do nothing out of measure, neither extinguished (equally) among men m conse-
being hfted up in heart in the t_me of prosperity, quence of the changes of lot befalhng them.
nor becoming negligent in the day of adversity : Wherefore he has added this : " And how shall
"for His judgments are a great deep," _ as you the wise man die along with the fool? The death
will learn more exactly from what l_ to follow, of sinners, indeed, is evil : yet the memory of

14. "And I perceived myself also that one the just is blessed, but the name of the winked
event happeneth to them all. is extmgmshed." '°

x5. Then stud I in my heart, As _t happeneth 2e. '" For that falls to man in all his labour."
to the fool, so it happeneth even to me ; In truth, to those who occupy their minds with
and why was I then more wise?" the d_stractmns of hfe, life becomes a painful

The run of the discourse in what follows deals thing, which, as it were, wounds the heart with

with those who are of a mean spirit as regards _ts goads, that is, with the lustful desires of in-
this present hfe, and in whose judgment the am- I crease. And sorrowful also is the sohcltude con-
cle of death and all the anomalous pains of the nected w_th covetousness : it does not so much
body are a kind of dreaded ewl, and who on]gratify those who are successful in it, as it pains
this account hold that there is no profit in a life those who are unsuccessful ; while the day is
of virtue, because there is no difference made spent in laborious/anxieties, and the night puts
in ills like these between the wise man and the sleep to flight from the eyes, with the cares of
fool. He speaks consequently of these as the making gain. "Vain, therefore, is the zeal of the
words of a madness inclining to utter senseless- man who looks to these things.
hess; whence he also adds this sentence, " For 24. "And there is nothing good for a man,

but what he eats and drinks, and what
z John i_i. z9.

s Ps. cxix. 6. 7 d_ frep,crcrewLa¢o_.
8 *rcp¢o'o'dv.a Eph. v. :3

S John x_v 6. 9 _aOd¢__ :& _rdrca i*reg_'O_l.
6 p._ sucxvl. 6. :o Prov, x. 7.
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will show to his soul good in his labour, says : "' A man that is an heretic, after the first
This also I saw, that it is from the hand and second admonition, reject." _
of God. io. "I have seen, then, the travail which God

25 . For who eats and drinks from his own hath given to the sons of men to be
resources ?" ' exercised in it.

That the discourse does not deal now with Ix. Everything that He hath made is beautiful
material meats, he will show by what follows ; in its time : and He hath set the whole
namely, "It is better to go to the house of world in their heart; so that no man
mourning than to go to the house of feasting." 2 can find out the work that God maketh
And so in the present passage he proceeds to from the beginning and to the end."
add : "And (what) wall show to his soul good in And this is true. For no one is able to com-
its labour." And surely mere material meats and prehend the works of God altogether. More-
drinks are not the soul's good. For the flesh, over, the world is the work of God. No one,
when luxuriously nurtured, wars against the soul, then, can find out as to this world what is its
and rises m revolt against the spirit. And how space from the beginnmg and unto the end, that
should not intemperate eatings and drinkmgs also[is to say, the period appointed for It, and the
be contrary to God ? 3 He speaks, therefore, limits before determined unto it ; forasmuch as
of things mystical. For no one shall partake of God has set the whole world as a realm of igno-
the spiritual table, but one who is called by rance in our hearts. And thus one says: "De-
Him, and who has listened to the wisdom which clare to me the shortness of my days."9 In this
says, "Take and eat." 4 manner, and for our profit, the end of this world

(age)--that is to say, th_s present life--is a
CHAP. In. thing of which we are ignorant.

Ver. 3. "There is a time to kill, and a time

to heal." II.--THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LUKE.
To "kill," in the case of him who perpetrates

unpardonable transgression ; and to " heal," in AN INTERPRETATION.--CHAP.XXlI. 42-48.

the case of him who can show a wound that will Ver. 42. "Father, if Thou be willing to re-
bear remedy, move ,o this cup from me : never-

4. "A time to weep, and a time to laugh." theless not my will, but Thine, be
A time to weep, when it is the time of suffer- done."

ing ; as when the Lord also says, "' Verily I say But let these things be enough to say on the
unto you, that ye shall weep and lament." 5 But subject of the will. This word, however, "Let
to laugh, as concerns the resurrection : "For your the cup pass," does not mean, Let it not come
sorrow," He says, "shall be turned into joy. ''6 near me, or approach me." For what can "pass

4. "A time to mourn, and a time to dance." from H_m," certainly must first come nigh Him ;
When one thinks of the death which the trans- and what does pass thus from Him, must be by

gression of Adam brought on us, it is a time to Him. For if it does not reach Him, it cannot
mourn ; but it is a time to hold festal gatherings )ass from Him. For He takes to Himself the
when we call to mind the resurrection from the person of man, as having been made man.
dead which we expect through the new Adam.7 Wherefore also on this occasion He deprecates

6. "A time to keep, and a time to cast away." the doing of the inferior, whmh is His own, and
A time to keep the Scripture against the un- begs that the superior should be done, which is

worthy, and a time to put it forth for the worthy. His Father's, to wit, the divine will ; which
Or, again : Before the incarnation it was a t_me again, however, in respect of the divinity, is one
to keep the letter of the law ; but it was a time and the same will in Himself and in the Father.
to cast it away when the truth came in its flower. For it was the Father's will that He should

7. "A time to keep silence, and a time to pass through every trial (temptation); and the
speak." Father Himself in a marvellous manner brought

A time to speak, when there are hearers who Him on this course, not indeed with the trim
receive the word ; but a time to keep silence, itself as His goal, nor in order simply that He
when the hearers pervert the word ; as Paul might enter into that, but in order that He might

prove Himself to be above the trial, and also
I _ra._,'a.lrro_. ' I a "
2_cl_ vii 2 ] beyond it. And surely it is the fact, that the
3 The teat glv'_z, t-w__ *to._otto trek Oeou *m'w_rwvBpwp.c*_'_vJ Vl ur a n 1

_, _,_. " " " " ....... jSa "o sks e'ther what is impossible, nor what
* Prov. ix. S. ------_- ......
s Luke vt. 25; John _ _m. n "l']t. lit to.
b John xvl 2o 9 Ps. ell. 24, r_v bA_6_'r_t,Gv _e_v e-ou &v_ethdv #or.
7 [The fa_t of the Paschal w_k, and the feast that follows, are here [ to ¢to.p_V_TKe;v.

referredto. Of course the rehglous saltatlon of the Hebrews (2 _am I It o_#¢=t. Mignesugg_tso_K#r*: " Let it no mom comenear
vt t 4) ts the thought of Kaheleth, and figttratlwly it Is here adopted | me."
fotho|ytmrth.] 1 xa t_er'm)rrv. May it be, " and next to Hi_" (tlmFathcr)_
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is impracticable, nor what is contrary to the will which He sustained, when He passed from His
of the Father. It is something possible ; for )assion to impassibility, and from death to death-
Mark makes mention of His saying, "Abba, lessness, and from the position of one judged
Father, all things are possible unto Thee."' to that of one judging, and from subjection
And they are possible if He wdls them ; for under the despot's power to the exercise of
Luke tells us that He said, "Father, if Thou be kingly dominion. And the sponge, as I think,
willing, remove 2 this cup from me." The Holy s_gnlfied the complete transfusion" of the Holy
Spirit, therefore, apportioned among the evan- Spirit that was reahzed in Him. And the reed
gelists, makes up the full account of our Say- symbolized the royal sceptre and the divine law.
1our's whole disposition by the expressions of And the hyssop expressed that quickening and
these several narrators together. He does not, saving resurrection of His, by which He has also
then, ask of the Father what the Father wills brought health to us. '*
not. For the words, "If Thou be wflhng," 43. "And there appeared an angel unto Him
were demonstrative of subjecUon and docility,_ from heaven, strengthening Him.
not of Ignorance or hesitancy. For this reason, 44. And being in an agony, He prayed more
the other scripture says, "All things are possible earnestly ; and His sweat was as it were
unto Thee." And Matthew again admirably great drops of blood falling down to the
describes the submission and humlhty 4 when he ground."
says, " If it be possible." For unless I adapt The phrase, "a sweat of blood," is a current
the sense m this way,S some will perhaps assign parabolic expression used of persons in intense
an impious signification to this expression, " If pain and distress ; as also of one in bitter grief
it be possible ;" as if there were anything _mpos- people say that the man "weeps tears of blood."
sible for God to do, except that only which He For in using the expression, "as it were great
does not will to do. But . . . being straight- drops of blood," he does not declare the drops
way strengthened in His humanity by His an- of sweat to have been actually drops of blood.'s
cestral 6 dlwnity, he urges the safer petition, and For he would not then have said that these drops
desires no longer that that should be the case, of sweat were like blood. For such is the force
but that it might be accomplished in accord- of the expression, "as it were great drops."
ance with the Father's good pleasure, in glory, But rather with the object of making it plain
in constancy, and m fulness. For John, who that the Lord's body was not bedewed with any
has given us the record of the subhmest and kind of subtle moisture which had only the show
&vinest of the Saviour's words and deeds, heard and appearance of actuality, but that it was really
Him speak thus : "And the cup which my suffused all over with sweat in the shape of large
Father hath given me, shall I not drink _t?"1 thick drops, he has taken the great drops of
Now, to drink the cup was to discharge the blood as an illustration of what was the case with
ministry and the whole economy of trial with H_m. And accordingly, as by the intensity of
fortitude, to follow and fulfil the Father's deter- the supplication and the severe agony, so also
mmaUon, and to surmount all apprehensions, by the dense and excessive sweat, he made the
And the exclamation, " Why hast Thou forsaken !facts patent, that the Saviour was man by nature
me?" was in due accordance with the requests and in reality, and not in mere semblance and
He had previously made : Why is it that death appearance, and that He was subject to all the
has been in conjunction with me all along up innocent sensibilities natural to men. Never-
till now, and that I bear not yet the cup ? This theless the words, "I have power to lay down
I judge to have been the Saviour's meaning in my hfe, and I have power to take it again," ,4
this concise utterance, show that His passion was a voluntary thing ;

And He certainly spake truth then. Never- and besides that, they indicate that the life which
theless He was not forsaken. But He drank is laid down and taken again is one thing, and
out the cup at once, as H_s plea had implied, the divinity which lays that down and takes it
and then passed away. s And the vinegar which again is another.
was handed to H_m seems to me to have been He says, "one thing and another," not as
a symbohcal thing. For the turned wine 9 indi- making a partition into two persons, but as show-
cated very well the quick turning ,o and change mg the distinction between the two natures. 's

xM_k _i_.36. And as, by voluntarily enduring the death in
*_p,_,. the flesh, He implanted incorruptibility in it; so

4 The text gives _v _-o_ _Mv _rb e&_'_&,, etc. Migne pro-

the supphcatory and docde in Him. ' " ! _, " " " • ,, " ".,,_ •
s Reading _/_¢ for o_,Te, th6 _'a.'tp,_¢/;s-.
7 John x_rlii, xz. aggerafion, if nothing more.]
s 'n'aO_A_huO,e. s,tJohn x. zS. . -.
9 _'_poTr_a, o'Lvo;, xs Thin sentence ss .upposed to be an interpolation by the con-
to ¢tma._v" structor of the Catena.
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also, by taking to Himself of His own free-will I that it is apparently not possible for any man 9
the passion of our servitudf,,' He set in it the to remain altogether without experience of ill.
seeds of constancy and courage, whereby He For, as one says, "the whole world lieth in wick-
has nerved those who believe on Him for the ledness ; .... and again, "The most of the days
mighty conflicts belonging to their witness-bear- Iof man are labour and trouble."" But you will
ing. Thus, also, those drops of sweat flowed Iperhaps say, What difference is there between

from Him in a marvellous way like great drops being tempted, and falling or entering into
of blood, in order that He might, as it were, temptation ? Well, if one is overcome of evil
drain off 2 and empty the fountain of the fear l--and he will be overcome unless he struggles
which is proper to our nature. For unless this against it himself, and unless God protects him
had been done with a mystical import, He cer- with His shield m that man has entered into
tainly would not, even had He been 3 the most temptation, and is in it, and is brought under it
timorous and ignoble of men, have been bedewed like one that is led captive. But if one with-
in this unnatural way with drops of sweat like stands and endures, that man is indeed tempted ;
drops of blood under the mere force of His but he has not entered into temptation, or fallen
agony, into it. Thus Jesus was led up of the Spirit, not

Of like import is also the sentence in the nat- indeed to enter into temptation, but to be tempted
rative which tells us that an angel stood by the of the devil. '2 And Abraham, again, did not enter
Saviour and strengthened Him. For this, too, into temptation, neither did God lead him into
bore also on the economy entered into on our temptation, but He tempted (tried) him; yet
behalf. For those who are appointed to engage He did not drive him into temptation. The
in the sacred exertions of conflicts on account Lord Himself, moreover, tempted (tried) the
of piety, have the angels from heaven to assist disciples. Thus the wicked one, when he tempts
them. And the prayer, "Father, remove the us, draws us into the temptations, as deahng
cup," He uttered probably not as if He feared himself with the temptations of evil. But God,
the death itself, but with the view of challenging when He tempts (tries), adduces the tempta-
the devil by these words to erect the cross for tions (trials) as one untempted of evil. For
Him. With words of deceit that personality de- God, it is said, "cannot be tempted of evil." ,3
luded Adam ; with the words of divinity, then, let The devil, therefore, drives us on by violence,
the deceiver himself now be deluded. Howbeit drawing us to destruction ; but God leads us by
assuredly the will of the Son is not one thing, the hand, training us for our salvation.
and the will of the Father another. 4 For He 47. "And while He yet spake, behold a mul-
who wills what the Father wills, is found to have titude, and he that was called Judas,
the Father's will. It is in a figure, therefore, that one of the twelve, went before them,
He says, "not my will, but Thine." For it is and drew near unto Jesus, and kissed
not that He wishes the cup to be removed, but Him.
that He refers to the Father's will the right issue 48. But Jesus said unto him, Judas, betrayest
of His passion, and honours thereby the Father thou the Son of man with a kiss ?"
as the First.S For if the fathers 6 style one's dis- How wonderful this endurance of evil by the
position gnome, 7 and if such disposition relates Lord, who even kissed the traitor, and spake
also to what is in consideration hidden as if by words softer even than the kiss ! For He did
settled purpose, how say some that the Lord, who not say, O thou abominable, yea, utterly abom-
is above all these things, bears a gnomic will? s inable traitor, is this the return you make to us
Manifestly that can be only by defect of reason, for so great kindness ? But, somehow, He says

45. "And when He rose from prayer, and was simply "Judas," using the proper name, which
come to His disciples, He found them was the address that would be used by one who
sleeping for sorrow; commiserated a person, or who wished to call

46. And said unto them, Why sleep ye ? Rise him back, rather than of one in anger. And
and pray, lest ye enter into temptation."i He did not say, "thy Master, the Lord, thy

For in the most general sense it holds good benefactor;" but He said simply, "the Son of
man," that is, the tender and meek one : as if

t The text is, ,_ han_ht_, Migae suggests, _¢ _*a,a, = "' the He meant to say, Even supposing that I was not
fee_,o_fear." your Master, or Lord, or benefactor, dost thou
. s _.t_tr'h, o_ ,__ e,,A6,_,o,,etc. we react,withIstill betray one so guilelessly and so tenderly
_igne et mste_ta of _. • ."

• _otethefollowi sentencewlthoutwhich*use anato this affected towards thee, as even to kiss thee m
mtght[_" quoted as a _otlttlt_e" ' statement Garbhng'xp].ts a conven-rY*th_ h,_,,r ,_¢ th,, ¢r_,-h_ _nd thnt tnn when
lent resource for those who claim the Fathers for other false systems.l ] .............. 3 ......... 3, ......... , .v_, -- _..

s_ n_'. --------
S [_ seems to be a quotation from the Alexandrian Fathers I 9 _dAte-rtt itr_ lrav-rt dt_#zr* t.

shovnng how early such questions began to be agitated. Settled m f to T John v. x_
tho Sixih Coundl, A.n. 68x, the/aat" C,eneral Cotmcfl."] [ Ix Ps. x¢. to.

7 _t_,&mmv_. [ t_ Matt. iv. t.
8 _ll_k "X_,. I x5 Jas. _. x3.
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the kiss was the signal for thy treachery? Blessed Itemptation, which He also counsels the weaker
art Thou, O Lord ! How great is this example Id_sciples to make the subject of their prayers ;
of the endurance of evil that Thou hast shown that, namely, which concerns the approach of
us in Thine own person! how great, too, the temptation: for it must needs be that offences

pattern of lowliness ! Howbeit, the Lord has come, but yet those to whom they come ought notgiven us this example, to show us that we ought to fall into the temptation. But the most perfect
not to give up offering our good counsel to our mode in which this freedom from entering into
brethren, even should nothing remarkable be temptation is exhibited, is what He expresses in
effected by our words. His second request, when He says not merely,

For as incurable wounds are wounds which " Not as I will," but also, "' but as Thou wilt."
cannot be remedied either by severe applications, For with God there is no temptation in evil ; but
or by those which may act more pleasantly upon He wills to give us good exceeding abundantly
them ;_ so 2 the soul, when it is once carried above what we ask or think. That His will,
captive, and gives itself up to any kind of3 wick- therefore, is the perfect will, the Beloved Him-
edness, and refuses to consider what is really self knew ; and often does He say that He has
profitable for it, although a myriad counsels come to do that will, and not His own will,
shotfld echo in it, takes no good to itself. But that is to say, the will of men. For lie takes
just as if the sense of hearing were dead within to Himself the person of men, as ha_ing been
_t, _t receives no benefit from exhortations ad- made man. Wherefore also on this occaslon
dresqed to it ; not because it cannot, but only He deprecates the doing of the inferior, which
because it will not. This was what happened is His own, and begs that the superior should
in the case of Judas. And yet Christ, although be done, which is His Father's, to wlt, the divine
He knew all these things beforehand, did not at will, which again, however, in respect of the
any time, from the beganmng on to the end, omit divinity, is one and the same will in Himself and
to do all in the way of counsel that depended in His Father. For it was the Father's will that
on Him. And inasmuch as we know that such He should pass through every trial (temptation),
was His practice, we ought also unceasingly to and the Father Himself in a marvellous manner
endeavour to set those right 4 who prove careless, brought Him on this course ; not, indeed, with
even although no actual good may seem to be the trial itself as His goal, nor in order simply
effected by that counsel, that He might enter into that, but in order that

He might prove Himself to be above the trial,
IlL--ON LUKE XXII.42, ETC.s and also beyond it. And surely _t is the fact

But let these things be enough to say on the that the Saviour asks neither what is impossible,
subject of the will. Th_s word, however, "Let nor what is impracticable, nor what is contrary
the cup pass," does not mean, Let it not come to the will of the Father. It is something possi-
near me, or approach me. For what can pass "ble, for Mark makes mention of His saying,
from Him must certainly first come nigh Him, "Abba, Father, all things are possible unto
and what does thus pass from Him must be by Thee ;" and they are possible if He wills them,
H_m. For if _tdoes not reach H_m, it cannot for Luke tells us that He said, " Father, if Thou
pass from Him. Accordingly, as if He now'felt be willing, remove this cup from me." The Holy
it to be present, He began to be m pain, _md to Spirit therefore, apportioned among the evangel-
be troubled, and to be sore amazed, and to be in ists, makes up the full account of our Saviour's
an agony. And as if :t was at hand and placed whole disposition by the expressions of these
before Him, He does not merely say" the cup," several narrators together. He does not then
but He indicates it by the word "this." There- ask of the Father what the Father wills not.
fore, as what passes from one is something which For the words, "if Thou be willing," were de-
neither has no approach nor is permanently set- monstrative of subjection and docility, not of
fled with one, so the Saviour's first request is ignorance or hesitancy. And just as when we
that the temptation which has come softly and make any request that may be accordant with
plainly upon H_m, and associated itself lightly his judgment, at th_ hand of father or ruler or
with Him, may be turned aside. And this _s anYone of those whom we respect, we are accus-
the first form of that freedom from falling into tomed to use the address, though not certainly

as if we were in doubt about it, "if you please ;"
x Some such clause as la#_v_ 5_w_, requlres to be supphed SO the Saviour also said, "if Thou be willing:"

hera' Readmgoi,_rtoforo6_'e, not that He thought that He willed something
3Rc_amg_.... _, ro__*,o_. different, and thereafter learned the fact, but that
4 p_ew.
5 Another f_nt from the Vatican Codex, :6xt. foL _rt. See He understood exactly God's willingness to re-

also Ma,, B,M,'ot_eca .,V'_a, yr. t. t6s. Thts ,.s.$tven he_ ,.n a Ion- move the cup from Him, and as doing soger and fuller form than m the Greek of Gallandi m hm Bi_ldel_¢ca,
xtv. Append, x, p. ttS, aswe have had it presented above., and than apprehended justly that what He wills is also
in the Latin of Corderms in his CatcMa on Luke mr. 42, etc. Th_s, possible unto Him. For this reason the othetcxt IS_qtkcll from a complete codex.
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scripture says, "All things are possible unto pleasure, in glory, in constancy, and in fulness.
Thee." And Matthew again admirably describes For John, who has given us the record of the
the submission and the humility, when he says, sublimest and divinest of the Saviour's words
"if it be possible." For unless we adapt the and deeds, heard Him speak thus: "And the
sense in this way, some will perhaps assign an cup which my Father hath given me, shall I not
impious signification to this expression "if it be drink it ?" Now, to drink the cup was to dis-
possible," as if there were anything impossible charge the ministry and the whole economy of
for God to do, except that only which He does trial with fortitude, to follow and fulfil the Father's
not will to do. Therefore the request which He determination, and to surmount all apprehen-
made was nothing independent, nor one which sions ; and, indeed, in the very prayer which
pleased Himself only, or opposed His Father's He uttered He showed that He was leaving
will, but one also in conformity with the mind these (apprehensions)behind Him. For of two
of God. And yet some one may say that He objects, either may be said to be removed from
is overborne and changes His mind, and asks the other: the object that remains may be said
presently something different from what He to be removed from the one that goes away, and
asked before, and holds no longer by His own the one that goes away may be said to be removed
will, but introduces His Father's will. Well, such from the one that remains. Besides, Matthew
truly is the case. Nevertheless He does not by has indicated most clearly that He did indeed
any means make any change from one side to pray that the cup might pass from Him, but yet
another ; but He embraces another way, and a that His request was that this should take place
different method of carrying out one and the not as He willed, but as the Father willed it.
same transaction, which is also a thing agreeable The words given by Mark and Luke, again, ought
to both ; choosing, to wit, in place of the mode to be introduced in their proper connection.
which is the inferior, and which appears unsatis- For Mark says, "Nevertheless not what I will,
lying also to Himself, the superior and more but what Thou wilt ;" and Luke says, "Never-
admirable mode marked out by the Father. For theless not my will, but Thine be done." He
no doubt He did pray that the cup might pass did then express Himself to that effect, and He
from Him ; but He says also, "Nevertheless, did desire that His passion might abate and reach
not as I will, but as Thou wilt." He longs palno its end speedily. But it was the Father's will at
fully, on the one hand, for its passing from Him, the same time that He should carry out His con-
but (He knows that) it is better as the Father lflict m a manner demanding sustained effort,*
wills. For He does not utter a petition for its and m sufficient measure. Accordingly He (the
not passing away now, instead of one for its re- [Father) adduced all that assailed H:m. But of
moral ; but when its withdrawal is now before the missiles that were hurled against Him, some
His view, He chooses rather that this should be were shivered m p:eces, and others were dashed
ordered as the Father wills. For there is a two- back as with invulnerable arms of steel, or rather
fold kind _ of withdrawal : there is one in the as from the stem and lmmoveable rock. Blows,
instance of an object that has shown itself and spittings, scourgings, death, and the lifting up in
reached another, and is gone at once on being that death,3 all came upon Him ; and when all
followed by it or on outrunning it, as is the case these were gone through, He became silent and
with racers when they graze each other in pass- endured in patience unto the end, as if He suf-
ing; and there is another in the instance of an fered nothing, or was already dead. But when
object that has sojourned and tarried with another, His death was being prolonged, and when it was
and sat down by it, as in the case of a marauding now overmastering Him, tf we may so speak,
band or a camp, and that after a tlme wlthdraws beyond His utmost strength, He cried out to
on being conquered, and on gaining the opposite His Father, "Why hast Thou forsaken me ?"
of a success. For if they prevail they do not And this exclamation was in due accordance
retire, but carry off with them those whom they with the requests He had previously made • Why
have reduced ; but if they prove unable to win is it that death has been in such close conjunc-
the mastery, they withdraw themselves in dis- tion with me all along up till now, and Thou dost
grace. Now it was after the former similitude not yet bear the cup past me ?4 Have I not
that He wished that the cup might come into drank it already, and drained it? But if not,
His hands, and promptly pass from Him again my dread is that I may be utterly consumed by
very readily and quickly ; but as soon as He its continuous pressure ; s and that is what would
spake thus, being at once strengthened in His[befall me, wert Thou to forsake me: then would
humanity by the Father's divinity, He urges the I the fulfilment abide, but I would pass away, and
safer petition, and desires no longer that that[_--
should be the case, but that it might be accom- I _ a,_,_ ,_ _+,*_
plished in accordance with the Father's good] , ,,_,_,,.

ov_. _'A_p_ _W_eL_VOV JcccTcL_oOe+_v.
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be made of none effect. _ Now, then, I entreat] or thus, "Earth thou art, and unto earth shalt
Thee, let my baptism be finished, for indeed I i thou return." s For which reason the Holy Scrip-
have been straitened greatly until it should be tures, that indicate in many various ways the dire
accomplished. --This I judge to have been the distressfulness of life, designate it as a valley of
Saviour's meaning in this concise utterance. And weeping. And most of all indeed is this world
He certainly spake truth then. Nevertheless He a scene of pain to the saints, to whom He ad-
was not forsaken. Albeit He drank out the cup dresses this word, and He cannot lie in uttering
at once, as His plea had implied, and then passed it : " In the world ye shall have tribulation." 9
away. And the vinegar which was handed to And to the same effect also He says by the
Him seems to me to have been a symbolical prophet, "Many are the afflictions of the right-
thing. For the turned wine indicated very well eous." ,o But I suppose that He refers to this
the quick turning and change which He sustained entering not into temptation, when He speaks in
when He passed from His passion to impassi- the prophet's words of being delivered out of the
bility, and from death to deathlessness, and from afflictions. For He adds, "The Lord will de-
the position of one judged to that of one judging, liver him out of them all." And this is just in
and from subjection under the despot's power to accordance with the Saviour's word, whereby He
the exercise of kingly dominion. And the sponge, promises that they will overcome their afflictions,
as I think, signified the complete transfusion of and that they will participate in tha'_ victory
the Holy Spirit that was realized in Him. And which He has won for them. For after saying,
the reed symbolized the royal sceptre and the "In the world ye shall have tribulation," He
divine law. And the hyssop expressed that quick- added, "But be of good cheer, I have overcome
ening and saving resurrection of His by which He the world." And again, He taught them to pray
has also brought health to us.* But we have gone that they might not fail into temptation, when He
through these matters in sufficient detail on Mat- said, "And lead us not into temptation ;" which
thew and John. With the permission of God, means, "Suffer us not to fall into temptation."
we shall speak also of the account given by Mark. And to show that this did not imply they should
But at present we shall keep to what follows in not be tempted, but really that they should be
our passage, delivered from the evil, He added, "But deliver

us from evil." But perhaps you will say, What
IV.- AN EXPOSITION OF LUKE XXIL 4 6, ETC. 3 difference is there between being tempted, and

This prayer He also offered up Himself, fall- falling or entering into temptation ? Well, if one
ing repeatedly on His face ; and on both occa- is overcome of evil n and he will be overcome
sions He urged His request for not entering into unless he struggles against it himself, and unless
temptation: both when He prayed, "If it be God protects him with His shield--that man
possible, let this cup pass from me ;" and when has entered into temptation, and is in it, and is
He said, "Nevertheless not as I will, but as brought under it like one that is led captive.
Thou wilt." For He spoke of not entering into But if one withstands and endures, that man is
temptation, and He made that His prayer ; but indeed tempted ; but he has not entered into
He did not ask that He should have no trial temptation, or fallen under it. Thus Jesus was
whatsoever in these circumstances, or 4 that no led up of the Spirit, not indeed to enter into
manner of hardship should ever befall Him. temptation, but "to be tempted of the devil.""
For in the most general application it holds And Abraham, again, did not enter into tempta-
good, that it does not appear to be possible for tion, neither did God lead him into temptation,
any man to remain altogether without experience but He tempted (tried) him ; yet He did not
of ill : for, as one says, "The whole world lieth drive him into temptation. The Lord Himself,
in wickedness ; "5 and again, "The most of the moreover, tempted (tried) the disciples. And
days of man are labour and trouble," 6 as men thus the wicked one, when he tempts us, draws
themselves also admit. Short is our life, and us into the temptations, as dealing lfimself with
full of sorrow. Howbeit it was not meet that the temptations of evil ; but God, when He
He should bid them pray directly that that curse tempts (tries), adduces the temptations as one
might not be fulfilled, which is expressed thus : untempted of evil. For God, it is said, "can-
"Cursed is the ground in thy works : in sorrow not be tempted of evil." '* The devil, therefore,
shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life ;" 7 drives us on by violence, drawing us to destruc-

tion ; but God leads us by the hand, training us
i [In these allegorical interpretations we see the pupil of Origen.] [ for our salvation.
3 Another fragment, connected with the p_eceding on Christ's]

prayer m Gethsemane. Edited m a mutilated form, as given by I
Gallandi, in his Bib/wtkeca, xlv. p. xx7, and here presented an its [
completeness, as found m the Vatican Codex x6xx, f.29_, b. l s Gen iii x9

Reading _ for 'W, I 9 John xvi. 33.
s i John v. *9. 1o Ps. xxxiv, xg.
6 p_ xc xo. I II Matt. iv. x.
7 Gen. m. iT. l xz Jas, L x3.
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v.- ON JOHN VIII. xa.t !conceived of as father, and that the river is what
Now this word "I am" expresses His eternal is begotten of the fountam.S

subsistence. For if He is the reflection of the
eternal light, He must also be eternal Himself. _VlI--ON THE RECEPTION OF THE LAPSED

TO PENITENCE6
For if the light subsists for ever, it as evident,
that the reflection also subsists for ever. And i But now we are doing the opposite. For
that this light subsists, is known only by its shin- _whereas Christ, who is the good S/wpherd, goes
ing; neither can there be a light that does not in quest of one who wanders, lost among the
give hght. We come back, therefore, to our'mountains, and calls hnn back when he flees
illustrations. If there is day,. there m light;' from Hnn, and l_ at pains to take hma up on
and if there is no such thing, the sun certainly His shoulders when He has found hnn, we, on
cannot be present. _ If, therefore, the sun hadthe contrary, harshly spurn _uch a one even
been eternal, there would also have been endless lwhen He approaches us. Yet let us not consult
day. Now, however, as it is not so, the day iso miserably for ourselves, and let us not in this
begins when the sun rises, and it ends when the ]way be driving the sword against oursel_ es. For

when people set themselves either to do evil orsun sets. But God is eternal hght, having neither i
beginning nor end. And along with Hml there to do good to others, what the,, do is certainly
is the reflection, also without beginning, and ever- ]not confined to the carrying out of their will on
lasting. The Father, then, being eternal, the those others ; but just as they attach themselves
Son is also eternal, being light of light; and ff to iniquity or to goodness, they will themseh'es
God is the light, Christ is the reflection; and become possessed either by dwlne virtues or by
if God is also a Spirit, as it is written, " God is a unlmdled passions. And the former will become
Spirit," Christ, again, is called analogously Spirit) the followers and comrade_ of the good angel_ ;

and both m tins world and m the other, with the
¥I.--OF THE ONE SUBSTANCE • enjoyment of perfect peace and nnmumty from

The plant that spnngs from the root is some- all ills, they will fulfil the most blessed destinies
thmg dmtlnct from that_hencelt grows up; and unto all etermty, and in God's fello_stup they
yet it is of one nature with it. And the river Ewill be for ever (in possession of) the supremest
which flow_ from the fountain is something dis-]good. But these latter will fan away at once
tinct from the fountain. For we cannot call Ifrom the peace of God and from peace with
either the river a fountain, or the fountain a !themseRe% and both in this world and after
river. Nevertheless we allow that they are both Ideath they will abide with the sprats of blood-
one according to nature, and also one m sub-;guiltiness.7 Wherefore let us not thrust from
stance ; and we admit that the fountain may be u_ those _ho seek a penitent return ; but let us

receive them gladly, and nmnber them once
t A fragment Edned from the Vancan Codex i996, f. 78, belong-

Ing to a date somewhere about the tenth century more w_th the stedfast, and make up again what
a Reading _oAXm3-/e _e[. "lhe text gtve_ 7roZ_J_,e 3e_. 1S defecuve in them.
s argt¢. If tht_ strange reading orate Is correct, there is appar-

ently a play intended on the two words 7rwt;ua and fir_%=ff God
ts a _'vef,_% which word hterally stgmfies Wind or Air, Ch11¢t, on 5 [See his exptananons in the epistle to Dmnvsm% p q2, su_ra 1
that analogy, may be called ere.{% that _s to sa2_, the Vapour or _ A fragmew, probably by the Alexandrian lholWsms Th[s
Breath of that V_md _eem¢ to be an excerpt from his works On Pe n¢ien, _, three of whmh

• That the Son t_ not different from the Father in nature, but con- are menuoned by Jerome m h_s _De Script. 2_,' . ch _ See Mal_
natural and con_ubstantmt with Him 1_ rorn the Pa_2o2_ta of _uthy- 6 lass_ca .d uctores, x 484 it is edited her_ from tht Vatican Codex.
rams Ztgabenus m the Cod xix _'au*an_ N*blzoth. ] I _'ot_ _raAct/zvatotgt_tttNoat. Or_with the demons of vengeance.

NOTE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

FREQUEYrrreferences to Gallandi, whose collection I have been unable to inspect, the cost of

the best edition being about two hundred dollars, makes it worth while to insert here, from a
London book-catalogue, the following useful memoranda: " GallandK, Cong. Orat. (Andr.)

Bibliotheca Veterum Patrum Anuquorumque Scriptorum Ecclesmsticorum Gr_eco-Latma; Opera
silicet eorundum remora ac rarlora usque ad xiii. S_eculum complexa, quorum clxxx, et amplius

nec in Veteri Parisiensi, neque in postrema Lugdunensi edita sunt. ¥enet., 1765 .
"The contents are given in Darling, col. 298-3o6. Of the three hundred and eighty-nine

writers enumerated, it appears that nearly two hundred are not in the earlier collections.
"The contents of these great collecuons are, not the works of the Great Fathers, of whose

_n'itings separate editions have been published, but the works, often extensive and important, of

those numerous Ecclesiastical writers whose works go, with the Greater Fathers referred to, to
make up the sum of Church Patristic literature."
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

TO

JULIUS AFRICANUS.

[A.D. 2oo-232-245. ] In a former volume, strengthened by aword from Archbishop Usher,' I
have not hesitated to claim for Theophflus of Antioch a primary place among Christian chronolo-
gists. It is no detraction from the fame of our author to admit this, and truth requires it. But

the great Alexandrian school must again come into view when we speak of any considerable
achievements, among early Christian writers, in this important element of all bibhcal, in fact, all

historical, science. Africanus was a pupil of Heraclas, and we must therefore date his pupilage m
Alexandria before A.D. 232 , when Dionysius succeeded Heraclas in the presidency of that school.
It appears that in ,.D. 226 he was performing some duty m behalf of Emmaus (Nicopolis) in

Palestine ; but Heraclas, who had acted subordinately as Origen's assistant as early as A.D. 2x8,

could not have become the head of the school, even provisionally, till after Origen's unhappy
ordination. 2 Let us assume the period of our author's attending the school under Heraclas to be
between A.D. 228 and A.D. 232 , however. We may then venture to reckon his birth as circa A.D.

2oo. And, if-he became "bishop of Emmaus," it could hardly have been before the year 240 ,
when he was of ripe age and experience. He adds addmonal lustre to the age of Gregory Thau-

maturgus and Dionysius, as well as to that of their common mother in letters and theology, the
already ancient academy of Pant_enus and of Clement. His reviving credit in modern times has

been largely due to the learned crlticmln of Dr. Routh, to whose edition of these Fragments the
student must necessarily apply. Their chief interest arises from the important specimen which
treats of the difficult question of the genealogies of our Lord contained in the evangelists. For

a succinct statement of the points revolved, and for a candid concession that they were not pre-
served to meet what modern curiosity would prefer to see established, I -know of nothing more

satisfactory than the commentary of Wordsworth,3 from which I have borrowed almost wholly one
of my elucidations.

The reader will remember the specimen of our author's critical judgment which is given with

the works of Origen. a He differed with that great author, and the Church Catholic has sus'Lained
his judgment as just. I regret that the Edinburgh editors thought it necessary to make the Zetfer
to Origen cancerntng the A_ocrj_]lal Hook af Susannah a mere preface to Origen's answer. It

might have been quoted there as a preface ; but it is too important not to be included here, with
the other fragments of his noble contributions to primitive Christian literature.

It does not clearly appear, from the Edinburgh edition, who the translator is ; but here follows
the

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

THE principal facts known to us in the life of Africanus are derived from himself and the
Chranicon of Eusebius. He says of himself that he went to Alexandria on account of the fame

t Vol h. p. 87, th_ serms. _ VoI. iv, p. _7. _ On St Matt. i. z-z 7. 4 Vol. iv. p. 385.

t23
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of Heraclas. In the Chranicon, under the year 226, it is stated that "Nlcopolis in Palestine,

which formerly bore the name of Emmaus, was bmlt, Africanus, the author of the Cltronaloga',

acting as ambassador on behalf of it, and having the charge of it." Dionysius Bar-Salibl speaks
of Affmanus as bishop of Emmaus.

Euseblus describes Africanus as being the author of a work called xco-roL' Suidas says mat
this book detailed various kinds of cures, consisting of charms and written forms, and such hke.
Some have supposed that such a work is not hkely to have been written by a Christian writer :

they appeal also to the fact that no notice is taken of the Karro[ by Jerome in his notice of Afrl-
canus, nor by Rufinus in his translation of Eusebms. They therefore deem the clause in Eusebius

an interpolation, and they suppose that two bore the name of Africanus, -- one the author of the

_¢c_ro[,the other the Christian writer. Sutdas identifies them, says that he was surnamed Sextus,
and that he was a Libyan philosopher.

The works ascribed to Africanus, beside the Cesti, are the following:--

i. Free Boobs of CkranaIogy. Photius * says of this work, that it was concise, but omitted
nothing of importance. It began with the cosmogony of Moses, and went down to the advent of

Christ. It summarized also the events from the time of Christ to the reign of the Emperor
Macrmus.

2. A very famous letter to Aristides, in which he endeavoured to reconcile the apparent dis-
crepancies in the genealogies of Christ given by Matthew and Luke.

3. A letter to Origen, in which he endeavoured to prove that the story of Susanna in Daniel

was a forgery. A translation of this letter has been given with the _Varhs of Origen.
The Acts of Symphorosa and her Sez,en Sons are attributed in the MSS. tO Afncanus ; but no

ancient writer speaks of him as the author of this work.

z H_st._ccl, vl 3_. 2 Cod34.
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I.--THE EPISTLE TO ARISTIDES.

I. the father of both of them; and there were

[AFRICANUSON THE GENEALOGYIN THE HOLY prophets belonging to many of the tribes, but
GOSFELS.'-- Some indeed incorrectly allege that priests belonging to none of the ttlbes_ save the
this discrepant enumeration and mixing of the Levltes only. To no purpose, then, is this fab-
names both of priestly men, as they think, and rrleatl°n of theirs. Nor shall an assertion of
royal, was made properly, _ in order that Clmst Jthis kind prevail m the Church of Christ against
might be shown rlghtfully to be both Priest and the exact truth, so as that a lle should be con-

tnved for the praise and glory of Christ. For
King ; as if any one disbeheved thxs, or had any ]who does not know that most holy word of theother hope than this, that Christ is the H_gh_

lapostle albo, who, when he was preaching and
Priest of H_s Father, who presents our prayers !proclmmmg the resurrection of our Saviour, andto Him, and a supramundane King, who rules
by the Sprat those whom He has delivered, a_C°nfidently affirming the truth, said with great

fear, " If any say that Christ _s not risen, and weco-operator m the government of all things. _ - "
assert and have believed this, and both hope for

And this is announced to us not by the cata- and preach that ver_ thing, we are false witnesses

logue of the tribes, nor by the mixing of the of God, m alleging that He raised up Christ,
registered generations, but by the patriarchs and I whom He raised not up? 6 And ff he whoprophets. Let us not therefore descend to such
religious trifling as to estabhsh the kingship and 'glorifies God the Father is thus afraid lest he
priesthood of Christ by the interchanges of the should seem a false witness m narrating a mar-

ve]lous fact, how should not he be justly afraid,names. For the priestly tribe of Levi, too, was
allied with the kingly tribe of Juda, through the who tries to estabhsh the truth by a false state-
circumstance that Aaron roamed Ehzabeth the ment, preparing an untrue opinion? For if the
sister of Naasson,3 and that Eleazar again mar- generations are different, and trace down no
ned the daughter of Phatiel,4 and begat chfl-genuine seed to Joseph, and if all has been
dren. The evangehsts, therefore, would thus stated only ruth the wew of establishing the
have spoken falsely, affirming what was not truth, posmon of H_m who was to be born-- to con-

firm the truth, namely, that He who was to be
but a fictitious commendatmn. And for thlS lwould be king and priest, there being at thereason the one traced the pedxgree of Jacob the
father of Joseph from David through Solomon i same tune no proof gwen, but the dignity of
the other traced that of Hell also, though m a the words being brought down to a feeble hymn,
d_fferent way, the father of Joseph, from Nathan --it is evident that no praise accrues to God
the son of David. And they ought not indee, ' from that, since it is a falsehood, but rather
to have been ignorant that both orders of the Ijudgment returns on him who asserts it, because
ancestors enumerated are the generation of Da- he vaunts an unreahty as though it were reality.
vid, the royal tribe of Juda.5 For if Nathan Therefore, that we may expose the ignorance
was a prophet, so also was Solomon, and so too also of h_m who speaks thus, and prevent any

one from stumbling at this folly, I shall set forth
t Th_s letter, asg_ven by Eusebius is acephalous A large por- the true h_story of these matters.]

floe of it ts supphed by Cardinal Angelo Mat In the Btbhotheca noz, a
t_atrum vol iv pp 231 and 273 We enclose m brackets the arts• • , p
wanting- m Gallandt, who copied Eusebtus (tltst Eccl i 7) On II.

thls celebrated letter of Afncanus to Aristides, consult especially
Euscbtus (tltst _ccl I 7)' also Jerome comm. on Matt t. t6; For _whereas in Israel the names of their gen-
Augustine Retract l_ 7 Piaotms cod xxxlv, p _2, and m addt.
t,onto thgse,Zacha;_s_'h_y_opol.'mBuSl./'. o. Z,,gd, _ol.... erations were enumerated either according to
p.7s_. nature or according to law, _ according to nature,2 _txagoa¢.

Ex, vi. 23.
4 Ex yr. 25. 6 x Cor xv t2, etc.
$ [Heh. ",u, t4,] 7 Here what ts given m Eusebitm begltm.
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indeed, by the succession of legitimate offspring, of her husband, from marrying another. By
and according to law whenever another raised Estha, then m for such is her name according
up children to the name of a brother dying to tradition--Matthan first, the descendant of
childless ; for because no clear hope of resur- ] Solomon, begets Jacob ; and on Matthan's death,
rection was yet given them, they had a repre- Melchi, who traces hls descent back to Nathan,
sentation of the future promise in a kind of being of the same tribe but of another family,
mortal resurrection, with the view of perpetu- I having married her, as has been already said, had
ating the name of one deceased ; -- whereas, a son Hell. Thus, then, we shall find Jacob and
then, of those entered in this genealogy, some Hell uterine brothers, though of different fatal-
succeeded by legitimate descent as son to father, lies. And of these, the one Jacob having taken
while others begotten in one family were intro- the wife of his brother Heh, who died childless,
duced to another in name, mention is therefore ibegat by her the third, Joseph-- his son by na-
made of both-- of those who were progenitors ture and by account. 6 Whence also it is written,

"An" "in fact, and of those who were so only in name. o Jacob begat Joseph." But according to
Thus neither of the evangehsts is in error, as law he was the son of Hell, for Jacob his brother
the one reckons by nature and the other by law. raised up seed to him. Wherefore also the gen-
For the several generations, viz., those descend- [ ealogy deduced through him will not be made
ing from Solomon and those from Nathan, were I void, whmh the Evangelist Matthew m his enu-
so intermingled _ by the raising up of children [ meration gives thus : "And Jacob begat Joseph."
to the childless, 2 and by second marriages, and But Luke, on the other hand, says, "Who was
the raising up of seed, that the same persons the son, as was supposed z (for this, too, he
are quite justly reckoned to belong at one time adds), of Joseph, the son of Hell, the son of

[ ""to the one, lnd at another to the other, i.e., to MelchL Foritwas not possible more distinctly
their reputed or to their actual fathers. And to state the generation according to law; and
hence it is that both these accounts are true, and thus in this mode of generation he has entirely
come down to Joseph, with considerable in- omitted the word "begat" to the very end, car-
tricacy indeed, but yet quite accurately, tying back the genealogy by way of conclusion

to Adam and to God. s
HL

But in order that what I have said may be IV.

made evident, I shall explain the interchange3 Nor indeed is this incapable of proof, neither
of the generations. If we reckon the genera- is it a rash conjecture. For the kinsmen of
tions from David through Solomon, Matthan is the Saviour after the flesh, whether to magnify
found to be the third from the end, who begat their own origin or s_mply to state the fact, but
Jacob the father of Joseph. But if, wlth Luke, l at all events speaking truth, have also handed
we reckon them from Nathan the son of David,• down the followin_ account : Some Idumean rob-
in hke manner the third from the end is Melchi, khor_ _ttn_-in,, A_'_rnlc_n _ ¢',tv c_f "Pnlo_tmo ha-

whose son was Hell the father of Joseph. For] sides other spoils whmh they took from a temple
Joseph was the son of Hell, the son of Melchn41 of Apollo, whmh was built near the walls, earned
As Joseph, therefore, is the object proposed to us, off captive one Antipater, son of a certain Herod,
we have to show how it is that each is represented a servant of the temple. And as the priest 9 was
as his father, both Jacob as descending from Solo- not able to pay the ransom for his son, Antipater
man, and Hell as descending from Nathan : first, was brought up in the customs of the Idumeans,
how these two, Jacob and Hell, were brothers ; and afterwards enjoyed the friendship of Hyrca-
and then also how the fathers of these, Matthan nus, the high priest of Judea. And being sent on

and Melchi, being of different families, are shown an embassy to Pompey on behalf of Hyrcanus, I
to be the grandfathers of Joseph. Well, then, and having restored to him the kingdom which

Matthan and Melchi, having taken the same was being wasted by Aristobulus his brother, he l
woman to wife m succession, begat children who was so fortunate as to obtain the title of pro-
were uterine brothers, as the lawdid not prevent a
widow, S whether such by divorce or by the death

6 Kant& A6yov.
? Two things may be remarked here: first, that Afncanus refers

I Reading o'vvsrrerO, d_r,. Migne would make it equivalent to the phrase "as was supposed" not only to the words" son of _oseph,"
°' supenmplexum est." Rufinus renders it, " Reconjunctum namque bat also to those that follow, "the son of Heb, " so that Christ would
est s_bi mvicera genus, et _llud per Salomonem et fllud quod per ] be the son of Joseph by legal adopuon, just m the same way as
Nathan deducnur," etc. Joseph was the son of Heh, which would lead to the absurd and im-

z &vao'vo.aeotv a__v_v. Rufinus and Damascem_s omit these mous conclusion that Christ was the son of Mary and a brother of

words in thear versions of the passage l _oseph roamed by her after the death of the latter And second, that
3 The _admg of the Codex Regius is c_o_.ou0,'a*,, i.e., succession; m the genealog_ here assigned to Luke, Melchi holds the thzrd

the other leading Mn_., give dn',_hh*t'/6v, i.e., interchange or confilsmn, place; whence R would seem eaher that Afncanus's memory had
4 But in onr text m Luke hi. 23, _4, and so, too, m the Vulgate, [ faded hlrn, or that as Bede conjectures in Ns copy of the Gospel

Matthat and Le_,_ are inserted between Heh and Melchi. It may be Melchl stood in place of Matthat (Mtgne) [A probable soluuon.]

that these two name* were not found m the cop]r used by Afrieanus. s Other _ass. read, '* Adam the son of God '" ,,
s Here Afncanus apphes the term" w_dow' (g-qp,_av_rcw) to one 9 The word "priest" _s _ here perhaps unpropcrly for ser-

dlvow.ed as wcU as to ou_ bereaved, rant of the temple, _.c._ ,*_¢ for _o_Aos.
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curator of Palestine.' And when Anfipater was in some otherway from the archives, pride them-
treacherously slain through envy of his great good selves in preserving the memory of their noble
fortune, his son Herod succeeded him, who was descent ; and among these happen to be those
afterwards appointed king of Judea under Antony already mentioned, called desposyni, s on account
and Augustus by a decree of the senate• His of their connection with the family of the Saviour.
sons were Herod and the other tetrarchs. These And these coming from Nazara and Cochaba,
accounts are given also in the histories of the Judean villages, to other parts of the country,
Greeks. 2 set forth the above-named genealogy 6 as ac-

v. curately as possible from the Book of Days.7
But as up to that time the genealogies of Whether, then, the case stand thus or not, no

the Hebrews had been registered in the public one could discover a more obvious explanation,
archives, and those, too, which were traced back according to my own opinion and that of any
to the proselytes 3_ as, for example, to Achior sound judge. And let this suffice us for the
the Ammanite, and Ruth the Moabitess, and matter, although it is not supported by testimony,
those who left Egypt along wRh the Israelites, because we have nothing more satisfactory or
and intermarried w_th them-- Herod, knowing true to allege upon it. The Gospel, however, in
that the lineage of the Israelites contributed any case states the truth.
nothing to him, and goaded by the consciousness
of his ignoble birth, burned the registers of their vL
families. This he did, thinking that he would Matthan, descended from Solomon, begat
appear to be of noble birth, if no one else could Jacob. Matthan dying, Melchi, descended from
trace back his descent by the public register to Nathan, begat Hell by the same wife. There-
the patriarchs or proselytes, and to that mixed fore Hell and Jacob are uterine brothers. Hell
race called geone.4 A few, however, of the stu- dying childless, Jacob raised up seed to him and
dious, having private records of their own, either begat Joseph, his own son by nature, but the
by remembering the names or by getting at them son of Hell by law. Thus Joseph was the son

• t So Josep.hus styles ham " procurator of Judea, and vmeroy" of both. s
(¢a-L/zeA_f_q"r_ 'lov6a_g_, and iTr_'polro_)

Thts whole story about Antlpater ts fictRious. Antlpater's s The word 8¢erlrtkruvot was employed to indtcate the Lord's
father was not Herod, a servant m the temple of Apollo but Anupa- relatives, as bem_ His according to the flesh The term means htor-
ter an Idumean, as we learn from Josephus (xtv 2) Thts Anupater ally, "those who velong to a master," and thence tt was used also to
was made prefect of Idumea by Alexander king of the Jews, andlatd szgmfy *'one's heirs."
the foundation of the power to whmh his descendants rose He ac- 6 a'poet_t_ev_v. Ntcephorus reads _rpoxetgA_v.
qmred great wealth, and was on terms of friendship with Ascalon, 7 bt _-,¢_ ptBko¢ ,fay _t*elJfov. By this" Book of Days" Afrl-
Gaza, and the Arabtaas. eanus understands those *'day-books" which he has named, a httle

s Several _ss. read dpXtwpo_-_A_,rwvfor,¢_gpta'poo'_g_'rwvt whence before thts. _tStwtut&v&sroVOo._bd¢.For among the Jews, most per-
some conjecture that the correct reading should be _gm .r_v a#Xtwpo- sons setting a high value on their lineage were m the habat of keeping
o-_AvTtov, Le., hack to the "chief proselytes," -- these being, as it by them private records of their descent copmd from the pubhc ar-
were, patriarchs among the proselytes, like Achtor, and those who craves, as we see tt done also by nobles among ourselves. Bestdes,
joined the Israehtes on thetr fl*ght from Egypt. by the msertmn of the parucle _-%which is found m all our codmes,

,t Thts word occurs ta the beptuagint version of Ex. xit x9, and and also m Ntcephorus, it appears that something tswarning m this
refers to the strangers who left Egypt along with the Israehres. For passage. Wherefore tt seems necessary to supply these words, _at
Israel was accompanied by a mixed body, constsung on the one hand _.trbttv_tt_ df6o'ov d_,xvot;vro, "and from memory," etc. Thus at
of nattve Egyptians, who are named abrdX#ove, m that passage of least Rufinus seems to have read the passage, for he renders It: Or-

Exodus, and by the resident aliens, who are called 3,et&pg*. Justin dinem suprad_ctm generauoms parttm memonter parttm etlam
Martyr has the form y_op_v m Dtalog'ue w:th Try_/w, ch. cxxn. therum hbrm, m quantum edat posstbtle, perdocebam (Mtgnc).
"rhe root of the term xsevtdendy the Hebrew 3,_, "stranger." s [FAucadattonL l

II. -- NARRATIVE OF EVENTS HAPPENING IN PERSIA ON THE BIRTH OF
CHRIST.'

THE best introduction to this production will be the following preface, as given in Migne :-
Many men of learning thus far have been of opinion that the narrative by Africanus of events

happening in Persia on Christ's birth, _ is a fragment of that famous work which Sextus Julius
Africanus, a Christian author of the third century after Christ, composed on the history of the

world in the chronological order of events up to the reign of Macrinus, and presented in five
books to Alexander, son of Mammma, with the view of obtaining the restoration of his native

town Emmaus. With the same expectation which I see incited Lambecius and his compcndiator
Nesselius, I, too, set myself with the greatest eagerness to go over the codices of our Electoral

Library .... But, as the common proverb goes, I found coals instead of treasure. This narra-
tive, so far from its being to be ascribed to a writer well reputed by the common voice of

z Edited from two Munich cedtces by J. Chr. won. Aretm, m his Be/lr_iK_ z_r G_$c_icltte _tw;Literat_', anno t8o4, p. il p. 49.
[I place this apocrypha[ fragment here as a mere appendtx to the _nealoglcal Argument. An absurd appendix, indeed.]

a Which is extant in two ass. m the Electoral Library of Mtmlch, and in one belonging to the Imperial Lihr-'a_"of V'tenna.
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antiquity, does not contain anything worthy of the genius of the chronographer Africanus.
Wherefore, since by the unanimous testimony of the ancients he was a man of consummate

learning and sharpest judgment, while the author of the Cestz, which also puts forward the name

of Africanus, has been long marked by critics with the character either of anile credulity, or of a
marvellous propensity to superstitious fancies, I can readily fall in with the opinion of those who

think that he is a different person from the chronographer, and would ascribe this wretched pro-
duction also to him. But, dear reader, on perusing these pages, if your indignation is not stirred

against the man's rashness, you will at least join with me in laughing at his prodigious follies, and
will learn, at the same time, that the testimonies of men most distinguished for learning are not

to be rated so highly as to supersede personal examination when opportunity permits.

EvEwrs IN VERmA: ing the matter plainer, Pege 4 is she who is em-
ON THE INCARNATION OF OUR LORD AND GOD AND braced; for did not Juno espouse an artificer?

SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST. And the gods say, That she is rightly called
Christ first of all became known from Persia. t>ege, we admit. Her name, moreover, is Afyrm,-

For nothing escapes the learned jurists of that for she bears ill her womb, as in the deep, a
vessel of a myriad talents' burden. And as tocountry, who investigate all things with the ut-

most care. The facts,' therefore, which are this title Pege, let it be understood thus: This
stream of water sends forth the perennial streaminscribed upon the golden plates, 2 and laid up

in the royal temples, I shall record; for it is of spirit,--a stream containing but a single
from the temples there, and the priests con- fish,S taken with the hook of Divinity, and sus-
nected with them, that the name of Christ has taming the whole world with its flesh as though

it were in the sea. You have well said, She hasbeen heard of. Now there is a temple there to
Juno, surpassing even the royal palace, which an artificer [in espousal] ; but by that espousal
temple Cyrus, that prince instructed in all piety, she does not bear an artificer on an equality with
built, and in which he dedicated m honour of herself. For this artificer who is born, the son
the gods golden and silver statues, and adorned of the chief artificer, framed by his excellent

skill the roof of the third heavens, and estab-them with precious stones, -- that I may not
waste words in a profuse description of that lished by his word this lower world, with its
ornamentation. Now about that tlme (as the threefold sphere6 of habitation.
records on the plates testify), the king having Thus, then, the statues disputed with each
entered the temple, with the view of getting an other concerning Juno and Pege, and [at length]
interpretation of certain dreams, was addressed with one voice they said : When the day is fin-
by the priest Prupupius thus: I congratulate ished, we all, gods and goddesses, shall know
thee, master : Juno has conceived. And the the matter clearly. Now, therefore, master, tarry
king, smiling, said to him, Has she who is dead for the rest of the day. For the matter shall
conceived? And he said, Yes, she who was certainly come to pass. For that which emerges
dead has come to life again, and begets hfe. is no common affair.

And when the king abode there and watchedAnd the king said, What is this? explain it to
me. And he replied, In truth, master, the time the statues, the harpers of their own accord be-
for these things is at hand. For during the gan to strike their harps, and the muses to sing ;
whole night the images, both of gods and god- and whatsoever creatures were within, whether
desses, continued beating the ground, saying to quadruped or fowl, in silver and gold, uttered
each other, Come, let us congratulate Juno. their several voices. And as the king shuddered,
And they say to me, Prophet, come forward ; and was filled with great fear, he was about to
congratulate Juno, for she has been embraced, retire. For he could not endure the sponta-
And I said, How can she be embraced who no neons tumult. The priest therefore said to him,
longer exists ? To which they reply, She has Remain, O king, for the full revelation is at hand
come to life again, and is no longer called Juno,3 which the God of gods has chosen to declare
but Urania. For the mighty Sol has embraced to us.
her. Then the goddesses say to the gods, mak- And when these things were said, the roof

was opened, and a bright star descended and
t The ross read _td#, for.
a The term in the original (_tA_A_tp_ct,¢) is one altogether foreign 4 i e., Fountain, Spring, or Stream.

to Greek, and seems to be of Arabic origin The sense, however, ts -_ The mittal letters of the Greek 'I_o-ot3¢ Xoto'*8¢ Oeo_ Yib¢
evident from the use of synonymous term_ in the context. Xo_¢_p, L¢., "Jesus Christ the Son of God the Saviour." when joined

3 There Is aplay uj_.n the words, perhaps, m the original The together, make the word t_(Ou¢, i e., fish; and the fathers ussd the
Greek term for Juno (Hoa) mat he derived f/ore ;pet, terra so that word, therefore, as a mystic symbol of Christ, who could bye in the
the antithesis intended is, " She is no longer called Earthlj, but depth of our mortality as m the abyss of the sea. [VoL h. p. a97 ]
l']Eavtxl._." 6 i.e., as sea, land, and sky.
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stood above the pillar of Pege, and a voice was be not disturbed. 4 No longer shall the Persians
heard to this effect : Sovereign Pege, the mighty exact tribute of earth and sky. For He who es-
Son has sent me to make the announcement to tabhshed these things is at hand, to bring practi-
you, and at the same time to do you service in cal tribute s to Him who sent Him, to renew the
parturition, designing blameless nuptials with ancient image, and to put image with image, and
you, O mother of the chief of all ranks of being, bring the dissimilar to similarity. Heaven re-
bride of the triune Deity. And the child begot- joices with earth, and earth itself exults at receiv-
ten by extraordinary generation is called the ing matter of exultation from heaven. Things
Beginning and the End, -- the beginning of sal- which have not happened above, have happened
vataon, and the end of perdition, on earth beneath. He whom the order of the

AI_d when this word was spoken, all the statues blessed has not seen, is seen by the order of the
fell upon their faces, that of Pege alone standing, miserable. Flame threatens those ; dew attends
on which also a royal diadem was found placed, these. To Myna is given the blessed lot of
having on its upper side a star set in a carbuncle bearing Pege in Bethlehem, and of conceiving
and an emerald. And on its lower side the star grace of grace. Judaea has seen its bloom, and
rested, this country is fading. To Gentiles and aliens,

And the king forthwith gave orders to bring salvation is come ; to the wretched, rehef is rain-
in all the interpreters of prodigies, and the sages istered abundantly. With right do women dance,

who were under his dominion. And when all ] and say, Lady Pege, Spring-bearer, thou mother
the heralds sped with their proclamations, all I of the heavenly constellation. Thou cloud that

these.assembled m the temple. And when they[bringest us dew after heat, remember thy de-
saw tl_e star aoove rege, anct the diadem with[pendants, O mistress.
the star and the stone, and the statues lying on The king then, without delay, sent some of
the floor, they said : O king, a root (offspring) the Magi under his dominion with gifts, the star
divine and princely has risen, bearing the image showing them the way. And when they returned,
of the King of heaven and earth. For Pege- they narrated to the men of that time those
Myria is the daughter of the Bethlehemite Pege. same things which were also written on the plates
And the diadem is the mark of a king, and the of gold, and which were to the following effect :-
star is a celestial announcement of portents to When we came to Jerusalem, the sign, together
fall on the earth. Out of Judah has arisen a with our arrival, roused all the people. How is
kingdom which shall subvert all the memorials this, say they, that wise men of the Persians are
of the Jews. And the prostration of the gods here, and that along with them there is this
upon the floor prefigured the end of their hon- strange stellar phenomenon? And the chief of
our. For he who comes, being of more ancient the Jews interrogated us in this way: What is
dignity, shall displace allthe recent. Now there- this that attends you, 6 and with what purpose
fore, O king, send to Jerusalem. For you will are you here ? And we said : He whom ye call
find the Christ of the Ommpotent God borne in Messias is born. And they were confounded,
bodily form in the bodily arms of a woman, and dared not withstand us. But they said to us,
And the star remained above the statue of Pege, By the justice of Heaven, tell us what ye know
called the Celestial, until the wise men came of this matter. And we made answer to them:
forth, and then it went with them. Ye labour under unbelief; and neither without

And then, in the depth of evening, Dionysus an oath nor with an oath do ye believe us, but
appeared in the temple, unaccompanied by the ye follow your own heedless counsel. For the
Satyrs, and said to the images : Pege is not Christ, the Son of the Most High, is born, and
one of us, but stands far above us, in that He is the subverter of your law and synagogues.
she gives birth to a man whose conception is in And therefore is it that, struck with this most
divine fashion.' O priest Prupupius l what dost excellent response as with a dart/ ye hear in
thou tarrying here? An action, indicated in bitterness this name which has come upon you
writings of old/has come upon us, and we shall suddenly. And they then, taking counsel to-
be convicted as false by a person of power and gether, urged us to accept their gifts, and tell
energy.3 Whereto we have been deceivers, we to none that such an event had taken place in
have been deceivers ; and wherein we have ruled, that land of theirs, lest, as they say, a revolt rise
we have ruled. No longer give we oracular re- against us. But we replied: We have brought
sponses. Gone from us is our honour. With- gifts in His honour, with the view of proclaiming
out glory and reward are we become. There is those mighty things which we know to have hap-
One, and One only, who receives again at the pened in our country on occasion of His birth ;
hands of all His proper honour. For the rest, and do ye bid us take your bribes, and conceal

4 The text gives Opo_a_i, for which Mlgne proposes Oopv_OL.

a _7TP_o_. * *L *rb e=ot*_vov, perhaps meant for, What business brings you?
.s _pm_¢ov. :r _zrep p.aJ,_'e*_¢ ap,_rr_¢ _fe# _r_*a'ro_evopxvo,.
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the things which have been communicated to us ]up. And as we had along with us a servant
by the Divimty who is above the heavens, and skilled in painting from the hfe, we brought with
neglect the commandments of our proper King? us to our country a likeness of them both ; and
And after urging many considerations on us, it was placed by our hand in the sacred s temple,
they gave the matter up. And when the king with this mscriptlon on it : To Jove the Sun, the
of Judaea sent for us and had some converse with mighty God, the King of Jesus, the power of
us, and put to us certain questions as to the Persia dedicated this.
statements we made to him, we acted in the And taking the child up, each of us in turn,
same manner, until he was thoroughly enraged and bearing Him in our arms, we saluted Him
at our rephes. We left him accordingly, with- and worshipped Him, and presented to Him
out giving any greater heed to hml than to any gold, and myrrh, and frankincense, addressing
common person. Him thus: We gift Thee with Thine own, O

And we came to that place then to which we Jesus, Ruler of heaven. Ill would things un-
were sent, and saw the mother and the child, ordered be ordered, wert Thou not at hand. In
the star indicating to us the royal babe. And no other way could things heavenly be brought
we said to the mother : What art thou named, O into conjunction with things earthly, but by Thy
renowned mother? And she says : Mary, mas- descent. Such service cannot be discharged, if
ters. And we said to her : Whence art thou only the sen'ant is sent us, as when the Master
sprung?' And she rephes: From this district Himself is present; neither can so much be
of the Bethlehemites.* Then said we: Hast achieved when the king sends only his satraps
thou not had a husband? And she answers: I to war, as when the king is there himself. It
was only betrothed with a view to the marriage became the wisdom of Thy system, that Thou
covenant, my thoughts being far removed from shouldst deal in this manner with men. 6
this. For I had no mind to come to this. And And the child leaped and laughed at our ca-
while I was gwing very httle concern to it, when resses and words. And when we had bidden the
a certain Sabbath dawned, and straightway at mother farewell,7 and when she had shown us
the rising of the sun, an angel appeared to me honour, and we had testified to her the reverence
bringing me suddenly the glad tidings of a son. which became us, we came again to the place in
And in trouble I cried out, Be it not so to me, which we lodged. And at eventide there ap-
Lord, for I have not a husband. And he per- i peared to us one of a terrible and fearful coun-
suaded me to believe, that by the will of God I : tenance, saying : Get ye out quickly, lest ye be
should have this son. taken in a snare. And we m terror said : And

Then said we to her : Mother, mother, all who is he, O divine leader, that plotteth against so
the gods of the Persians have called thee blessed, august an embassage ? And he replied. Herod ;
Thy glory is great; for thou art exalted above but get you up straightway and depart in safety
all women of renown, and thou art shown to be i and peace.
more queenly than all queens. And we made speed to depart thence in all

The child, moreover, was seated on the ground, earnestness ; and we reported in Jerusalem all
being, as she said, m His second year, and hay- that we had seen. Behold, then, the great things
ing in part the likeness of His mother. And she that we have told you regarding Christ ; and we
had long hands,s and a body somewhat delicate; saw Christ our Saviour, who was made known
and her colour was like that of ripe wheat ; 4 and as both God and man. To Hma be the glory and
she was of a round face, and had her hair bound the power unto the ages of the ages. Amen.

5 &olreve[,
t bpSz_. 6 The manuscrlvts gwe _.vrdpv=_ for which M1gne propo_s
s BI,_A_,o_n,_v. ._v_,.;J_'ov_ or a_r(p'T6-_'a_. [Unworthy, wholly so. of our author.

TMs curious specimen of the romances of arltlqmty might better have
S /ta_p,;¢ _'a¢ Xe'_pa¢ according to. Migne, instead of the reading found tts place w*th other l_rolet_angelza m vol. vm, thl_ scncs, lof the mauusc_pt, pe_p'w 'r'_v xqp_w e_o_aa.
( wtvoXpoo_. _ 7 o'v_'ra_o4*evot.

III.--THE EXTANT FRAGMENTS OF THE FIVE BOOKS OF THE CHRONOG-

RAPHY OF JULIUS AFRICANUS.

I.' [such subjects profoundly have in a summary

On the Mythical Chronology of the Egyptians and Chaldeans. way called lunar years ; and inchning no less
than others to the mythical, t]wy thznk they fall

The Egyptians, indeed, with their boastful in with the eight or nine thousands of years
notions of their own antiquity, have put forth a which the Egyptian priests in Plato falsely
sort of account of it by the hand of their astrolo- reckon up to Solon)
gets in cycles and myriads of years ; which some
of those who have had the repute of studying * T_ texti,:... ,_ .......... ;_ _,_u ,_, _.... x,_,_,,

In Georgms SynceUus, C/_ron., p. zT, ¢d. Parts, _4 Verier. p.ot;t,r,_ obg dA_Oe.ov_rt.
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(And after some other mailer :) Iv.*
For why should I speak of the three myriad] On the Deluge.

years of the Phoenicians, or of the folhes of the I God decreed to destroy the whole race of the

Chaldean.s, their forty/eight myriads ? For the Elliving by a flood, hawng threatened that men
jews, aerwing ttaelr origin from them as descend-, should not survive beyond 120 years. Nor let it
ants of Abraham, having been taught a modest be deemed a matter of difficulty, because some
mmd, and one such as becomes men, together lived afterwards a longer oeriod than that. For
with the truth by the spirit of Moses, have the space of time meant was IOO years up to the
handed down to us, by their extant Hebrew his- flood in the case of the sinners of that time ;
tories, the number of 55°0 years as the period for they were 2o years old. God instructed Nee,
up to the advent of the Word of salvation, that who pleased him on account of his righteous-
was announced to the world m the time of the ness, to prepare an ark ; and when it was finished,
sway of the C_esars. there entered it Nee himself and his sons, his

wife and his daughters-m-law, and firsthngs of
II.' every living creature, with a view to the duration

When men multiplied on the earth, the angels [of the race. And Nee was 600 years old when
of heaven came together w_th the daughters of the flood came on. And when the water abated,
men. In some cop]es I found "the sons of the ark settled on the mountains of Ararat, which
God." What is meant by the Sp]rit, in my opm- we know to be m Parthla ; s but some say that
ran, _s that the descendants of Seth are called they are at Cel_eme 6 of Phrygia, and I have seen
the sons of God on account of the righteous both places. And the flood prevaded for a year,
men and patriarchs who have sprung from him, and then the earth became dry. And they came
even down to the Saviour Himself; but that the out of the ark in pairs, as may be found, and
descendants of Cam are named the seed of men, not in the manner in which they had entered,
as having nothing divine in them, on account of VlZ., d_stinguished according to their species, and
the wickedness of their race and the inequahty were blessed by God. And each of these things
of their nature, being a mixed people, and hav- indicates something useful to us.
mg stirred the indignation of God. 2 But if it is
thought that these refer to angels, we must take v.r

them to be those who deal with magic and jug- Noe was 6oo years old when the flood came
glery, who taught the women the motmns of the on. From Adam, therefore, to Noe and the
stars and the knowledge of things celestial, by flood, are 2262 years.
whose power they conceived the giants as their vi.S
children, by whom wickedness came to its height
on the earth, until God decreed that the whole And after the flood, Sem begat Arphaxad.
race of the hying should perish in their impiety Arphaxad, when x35 years old, begets Sale in
by the deluge, the year 2397 .

Sale, when i3o years old, begets Heber in the
III.3

year 2527 .
Adam, when 23o years old, begets Seth ; and Heber, when i34 years old, begets Phalec in

after living other 7oo years he died, that is, a the year 2661, so called because the earth was
second death, divided in his days.

Seth, when 2o5 years old, begat Enos ; from Phalec, when I3O years old, begat Pagan, and
Adam therefore to the birth of Enos there are after living other 209 years died.
435 years in all.

Enos, when i9o years old, begets Cainan. Vlt'9
Cainan again, when XTO years old, begets In the year of the world 3277, Abraham en-

Malaleel ; tered the promised land of Canaan.

And Malaleel, when 165 years old; begets Vili.m
Jared ;

Of Abraham.
And Jared, when 162 years old, begets Enoch ;
And Enoch, when 165 years old, begets Ma- From this rises the appellation of the Hebrews.

thusala ; and having pleased God, after a life of For the word Hebrews is interpreted to mean
other 20o years, he was not found.

Mathusala, when 187 years old, begat Lamech. _ InGeorgmsSynceUus,C_ren.,p. 2x,eL _ty.That is, m Armenta.
Lamech, when 188 years old, begets Nee. 0 For there was a hdI Ararat in Phrygia, from which the Marmyas

issued, and the ark was declared to have rested there by the Stbylhne
oracles [But see vol. v. p t49 ]

r In GTeorgtusSynoellus. Ckron., p 83, el. 67.
I In Georgnus Syncellus, Chron., p t9, al x5. s In the tarrm,p 86, al. 68.

• _ The text here 1_ manifestly corrupt: _trt/*tX_lt1"l,ll, gt_'_v, 'rroF 9 In the same, p. 93, al. _4. [Compare vol. v p. 148 ]
tT_vo-x_l*tv fools,ta,8_t* *ov Oe6v. to In the same, p. 99, el. 79- [q_J], is the verb ]lm Georgius Sytw,eUus, Citron., p. $x, aL 65.
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those who migrate across, viz., who crossed the 2. Jacob, being displeased at what had been
Euphrates with Abraham ; and it is not derived, / done b_ S) meon and Levi at Shecem against the
as some think, from the fore-mentioned Heber./people of the country, on account of the viola-
From the flood and Noe, therefore, to Abraham's [ t_on of their sister, buried at Shecem the gods
entrance into the promised land, there axe in all which he had with hma near a rock under the
xox 5 years ; and from Adam, in 20 generations, i wonderful terebinth, 6 which up to this day is
32 77 years, reverenced by the neighbouring people in honour

IX.t of the patriarchs, and removed thence to Bethel.
Of Abrahamand Lot. By the trunk of this terebinth there was an altar

on which the inhabitants of the country offered
When a famine pressed the land of Canaan, ectence z in their general assemblies ; and though

Abraham came down to Egypt ; and fearing lest it seemed to be burned, it was not consumed.
he should be put out of the way on account of Near it is the tomb of Abraham and Isaac. And
the beauty of his wife, he pretended that he was
her brother. But Pharaoh took her to himself some say that the staff of one of the angels who
when she was commended to him ; for this is were entertained by Abraham was planted there.

the name the Egyptians give their kings. And yd.s
he was punished by God ; and Abraham, along
with all pertaining to him, was dmmissed en- From Adam, therefore, to the death of Joseph,
nched. In Canaan, Abraham's shepherds and according to this book, are z3 generations, and
Lot's contended with each other; and with 3563 years.
mutual consent they separated, Lot choosing xI 1.9

to dwell in Sodom on account of the fertilltyi From this record, '° therefore, we affirm that
and beauty of the land, which had five cities, Ogygus," from whom the first flood (in Attica)
Sodom, Gomorrah, Adama, Seboim, Segor, and derived its name/* and who was saved when
as many kings. On these their neighbours the many perished, lived at the time of the exodus
four Syrian kings made war, whose leader was of the people from Egypt along with Mosesy3

Chod611ogomor king of _/Elam. And they met (After a breah) : And after Ogygus, on account
by the Salt Sea, which is now called the Dead of the vast destruction caused by the flood,
Sea. In it I have seen very many wonderful the present land of Attica remained without a
things. For that water sustains no hying thing, i king till the time of Cecrops, i8 9 years. '4 Phi-
and dead bodies are carried beneath its depths, lochorus, however, affirms that Ogygus, Act_eus,
while the living do not readily even dip under or whatever other fictitious name is adduced,
it. Lighted torches are borne upon it, but when never existed. (After another breah) : From
extinguished they sink. And there are the springs Ogygus to Cyrus, as from Moses to his time, axe
of b_tumen; and it yields alum and salt a httle i235 years.
different from the common kinds, for they are xm.'5
pungent and transparent. And wherever fruit is
found about it, it is found full of a thick, foul i. Up to the time of the Olympiads there is
smoke. And the water acts as a cure to those no certain history among the Greeks, all things
who use it, and it is drained in a manner con- before that date being confused, and in no way
trary to any other water3 And if it had not the consmtent with each other. But these OlyJp_iads
river Jordan feeding it like a shell, 3and to a great
extent withstanding its tendency, it would have * On th,s terebinth, see Seahger (ad Grwca Euseb. p 414).Francmcus Quareslmus, m _/uctd /error sanctae ; Eugenms Ro-
failed more rapidly than appears. There is also g..... et¢; andalsoVal....... d euseb De l't_ Constant,re. 53.

notes 3 and 5-
by it a great quantity of the balsam plant ; but _Scahgeracknowledgeshimselfignorantof thisword e,_'r_va,.
it is supposed to have been destroyed by God i_ the EasternChurchIt isusedtodenoteprotractedprayers(przce$protensmres) offered by the deacon on behalf of all classes of men,
on account of the impiety of the nmghbourmg a_d the ........ ece_,t,es of humanhfe See Smear,,*b r,_,.
people. Allatms thinks the text corrupt, and would read. d_b"ov ra "reoAoKav."r,_u.ara _a* va_ ex*tr6_lSa¢ ave_bEpov= on which they offered both

X.4 holocausts and hecatombs. [ Littledale, .Eastern Offices, p. z53. ]
s In Georgms Syncellus, Chron., p xo6, al 85

Of the Patriarch Jacob. 9 In the same, p t48, al. xtS, from the Third Book of the Chra_.
of Afncanus.

x. The shepherd's tent belonging to Jacob, to_,aw_,o_.H Others write Ogyges Josephus (rn A/,:'o_tem). Euseb. (de
which was preserved at Edessa to the time of Pre_ar.) Tattoo [vol a. p 8x], Clemens [not so, vol a. p 3a4],

Antonine Emperor of the Romans, was destroyed andoth..... te Ogygus.Iz The text is, o_ ro£, wptoroO _a'raxAvo'V.o_, 7e't'ovqrve=&vu_ao_.
by a thtmderbolt.S The word .rr_vu_o_ ts suseeptthle of two meamngs, e_ther "takmg

the name from" or "giving the name to." '_yu¥_a ,tua was a pro-
verbtal expressmn for primeval ills.

t In Georgius S_rncenus, Chra_, p xooo al. 8o. _3 The text _s here, _av& roy AFtrorr'rovTo_ 7,ao¢_gt*a Me_uui#_*
a A_y_ ¢a wav¢_ u_art _a_v radvarrta, f_ov yew#Sac, for whtch we may read *:at&¢rw e_:Atyu_*ov, etc.
&_r*oo_6aa_'. x_"flyvyov"A_r'ra'_ovf_st,_rAaouo#eva"r_v6vogartov.Compare

4 In Georgms Slfncellus, Chro_, p. ro7, al. 86. xni 6, where we have "rbvyaa v.er_. "fyvyov A_era;o_, et¢
S Heliogabalus is probably intended, m whose time Africanus ts From Georg_us Syncellus, Chran , Third Book In Euseb.,

flourished. At least so thinksSyncellus Pr_eBr. , x, 4o. [Compare vol. ft. pp. 324-334 .]
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were thoroughly investigated' by manv, as the both coincides with the above-mentioned, and
Greeks made up the records of thelr history not will be established by what follows. For these
according to long spaces, but in periods of four Ithings are also recorded by the Athenian 2 his-
years. For which reason I shall select the most. torians Hellanicus and Philochorus, who record
remarkable of the mythical narratwes before the Attic affairs ; and by Castor and Thallus, who
time of the first Olympiad, and rapidly run over record Syrian affairs ; and by Diodorus, who

them. But those after that period, at least those iwrites a universal history in his Bibliothecae,.that are notable, I shall take together, Hebrew and by Alexander Polyhlstor, and by some of
events m connection with Greek, according to',our own time, yet more carefully, ands by all
their dates, examining carefully the affairs of the Ithe Attic writers. Whatever narrative of note,
Hebrews, and touching more cursorily on those !therefore, meets us in these lO2O years, shall be
of the Greeks ; and my plan will be as follows : Igiven m its proper place.
Taking up some single event in Hebrew history 4. In accordance with this writing, therefore,
synchronous with another in Greek history, and we affirm that Ogygus, who gave his name to the
keeping by it as the main subject, subtracting or first flood, and was saved when many perished,
adding as may seem needful in the narratwe, I ihved at the time of the exodus of the people
shall note what Greek or Persian of note, or re-]from Egypt along with Moses.* And this we
markable personage of any other nationality, imake out in the following manner. From Ogyo
flourished at the date of that event in Hebrew [gus up to the first Olympiad already mentioned,
history ; and thus I may perhaps attain the ob- ; it will be shown that there are 1o2o years ; and
ject which 1 propose to myself, from the first Olympiad to the first year of the

2. The most famous exile that befell the He- 55th, that is the first year of King Cyrus, which
brews, then-- to wit, when they were led captive was also the end of the captivity, are 2i 7 years.
by Nabuchodonosor king of Babylon-- lasted From Ogygus, therefore, to Cyrus are 1237. And
70 years, as Jeremias had prophesied. Berosus if one carries the calculation backwards from
the Babyloman, moreover, makes mention of the end of the captivity, there are i237 years.
Nabuchodonosor. And after the 70 years of Thus, by analysis, the sameperiod is found to the
captivity, Cyrus became king of the Perslanq at first year of the exodus of Israel under Moses
the time of the 55th Olympmd, as maybe aster- from Egypt, as from the 55th Olympiad to
tained from the Bzbhot/zecce of Diodorus and the Ogygus, who founded Eleusis. And from this
histories of Thallus and Castor, and also from point we get a more notable beginning for Attic
Polybius and Phlegon, and others besides these, I chronography.
who have r0ade the Olympiads a subject of study. 1 5- So much, then, for the period prior to
For the date is a matter of agreement among Ogygus. And at his time Moses left Egypt.
them all. And Cyrus then, in the first year of And we demonstrate in the following manner
his reign, which was the first year of the 55th how rehable is the statement that this happened
Olympiad, effected the first partial restoration fat that date. From the exodus of Moses up to
of the people by the hand of Zorobabel, with Cyrus, who reigned after the captivity, are x237
whom also was Jesus the son of Josedec, since the years. For the remaining years of Moses are 40.
period of 7° years was now fulfilled, as is nor- The years of Jesus, who led the people after
rated m Esdra the Hebrew historian. The nor- him, are 25 ; those of the elders, who were
ratwes of the beginning of the sovereignty of judges after Jesus, are 3° ; those of the judges,
Cyrus and the end of the captivity accordingly whose history is given m the book of Judges,
coincide. And thus, according to the reckoning are 49° ; those of the priests Eli and Samuel
of the Olympmds, there will be found a like are 9° ; those of the successive kings of the He-
harmony of events even to our time. And by brews are 49o. Then come the 70 years of the
following this, we shall also make the other captivity, s the last year of which was the first
narl'atives fit in with each other in the same year of the reign of Cyrus, as we have already
manner, said.

3. But if the Attic time-reckoning is taken as 6. And from Moses, then, to the first Olyrn-
the standard for affairs prior to these, then from piad there are io2o years, as to the first year of
Ogygus, who was believed by them to be an au- the 55th Olympiad from the same are x237 , in
tochthon, in whose time also the first great flood which enumeration the reckoning of the Greeks
took place in Attica, while Phoroneus reigned / coincides with us. And after Ogygus, by reason
over the Argives, as Acusilaus relates, up to the
date of the first Olympiad, from which period the _The,e isa dlmcoltyi£thete*t: Vlge,omits"At_raan."The Latm translator expunge_ the "and" (Ka0, and makes it
Greeks thought they could fix dates accurately, = more_ref_t the,, *itth*a_t,cw_te_.
there are altogether io2o years ; which number • The original here, as m the same passage above, is corrupt. Itgzves xard "r_vA_.yv_rrov, which Mzgne would either omit ©ntt_ly or

replace by -'_ A:vC,,vov.
s These words are/nserted according to V_er't propoa], as there

t _xOt,_TJ,,¢o. is a manifest omi_ton m the text..
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of the vast destruction caused by the flood, the participate m such calamity with the Egyptians,
present land of Attica remained without a king since they were supposed to be a colony from
up to Cecrops, a period of 189 years. For them, as Theopompus alleges m his Trlcarenus,
Philochorus asserts that the Act_eus who is said and others besides him. The intervening period
to have succeeded Ogygus, or whatever other tic- has been passed by, as no remarkable event is
titious names are adduced, never existed. And recorded during it among the Greeks. But after
again : From Ogygus, therefore, to Cyrus, says 94 years Prometheus arose, according to some,
he, the same period is reckoned as from Moses who was fabulously reported to have formed
to the saine date, viz., I237 years ; and some of men ; for being a wise man, he transformed them
the Greeks also record that Moses hved at that from the state of extreme rudeness to culture.
same time. Polemo, for instance, m the first
book of his Greek Htstory, says: In the time xrv.'

of Apis, son of Phoroneus, a division of the gEschylus, the son of Agamestor, ruled the
army of the Egyptians left Egypt, and settled in Athenians twenty-three years, m whose time
the Palestine called Syrian, not far from Arabia : Joatham reigned in Jerusalem.
these are evidently those who were with Moses. And our canon brings Joatham king of Juda
And Apion the son of Poseidonius, the most labo- within the first Olympiad.
rious of grammarians, m hxs book Agaznst the
_ews, and in the fourth book of his tttstory, xv.'
says that m the time of Inachus king of Argos,
when Amosls reigned over Egypt, the Jews re- And Africanus, in the third book of his ttis-
volted under the leadership of Moses. And t°O', writes: Now the first Olympmd recorded
Herodotus also makes mention of this revolt, --which, however, was really the fourteenth--
and of Amosis, in h_s second book, and m a was the period when Corcebus was victor;3 at
certain way also of the Jews themselves, reck- that tmae Ahaz was m the first year of his reign
oning them among the circumcised, and calling in Jerusalem. Then in the fourth book he says:
them the Assyrians of Palestine, perhaps through It is therefore with the first year of the reign of
Abraham. And Ptolemy the Mendesian, who Ahaz that we have shown the first Olylnpmd to
narrate_ the history of the Egyptians from the fall m.
earhest times, gives the same account of all these xvi:
things ; so that among them in general there is On the Seventy Weeks of Daniel.

no difference worth notice in the chronology. L This passage, therefore, as it stands thus,
7. It should be observed, further, that all the touches on many marvellous things. At present,

legendary accounts which are deemed specmlly however, I shall speak only of those things m it
remarkable by the Greeks by reason of their which bear upon chronology, and matters con-
antiquity, are found to belong to a period pos- nected therewith. That the passage speaks then
terior to Moses ; such as their floods and confla- of the advent of Christ, who was to manifest
grations, Prometheus, Io, Europa, the Sparti, the Himself after seventy weeks, is evident. For m
abduction of Proserpine, their mysteries, their the Saviour's time, or from Him, are transgres-
legislations, the deeds of Dionysus, Perseus, the s_ons abrogated, and sins brought to an end.
Argonauts, the Centaurs, the Minotaur, the affaxrs And through remission, moreover, are imqmties,
of Troy, the labours of Hercules, the return of along with offences, blotted out by expiation;
the Heraclid_e, the Ionian migration and the and an everlasting righteousness is preached,
Olympiads. And it seemed good to me to give different from that which is by the law, and vis-
an account especially of the before-noted period ions and prophecies (are) until John, and the
of the Attic sovereignty, as I intend to narrate Most Holy is anointed. For before the advent of
the history of the Greeks side by side with that the Saviour these things were not yet, and were
of the Hebrews. For any one will be able, if therefore only looked for. And the beginning
he only start from my position, to make out the of the numbers, that is, of the seventy weeks
reckoning equally well with me. Now, in the which make up 49 ° years, the angel instructs us
first year of that period of lO2O years, stretching to take from the going forth of the command-
from Moses and Ogygus to the first Olympiad, merit to answer and to build Jerusalem. And
the passover and the exodus of the Hebrews from

Egypt took place, and also in Attica the flood of , FromGoorgmsSyncellus,Th,rdBook In the Chran Pa*.
Ogygus. And that is according to reason. For ¢,d., p. ,o,. ca.P_r,s,S, Ve,et

a From the same, Book Ill., and from Book IV. In Syncellus,

when the Egyptians were'being smitten in the ,_7.al ,ss.anger of God with hall and storms, it was only p' aa,ete_t,_,a_=v_¢_, u =_,-_ ,_ *,*=*0,*_,*_,_,
to be expected that certain parts of the earth etc.( From Book v. In Eu_bius, Demo_*t. Evang, Book VIII.

should suffer with them ; and, in especial, it was ch ii _ 389,etc. The Latinv©rmon of thissectionis by Beroar-
dmus r)onatus of Verona, There ts also a verston by Jerome glvem

but to be expected that the Athenians should mh_ oo_e_,ta_yonDan ,_._4-
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this happened in the twentieth year of the reign the Jews insert three intercalary months every
of Artaxerxes king of Persia. For Nehemiah his 8 years. For 8 times I x¼ days makes up 3
cup-bearer besought hnn, and received the an- months. Therefore 475 years make 59 periods
swer that Jerusalem should be built. And the of 8 years each, and 3 months besides. But
word went forth commanding these things ; for since thus there are 3 intercalary months every
up to that time the city was desolate. Forwhen 8 years, we get thus 15 years mtnus a few days ;
Cyrus, after the seventy years' captivity, gave free and these being added to the 475 years, make
permission to all to return who desired it, some up in all the 7o weeks.
of them under the leadership of Jesus the high
priest and Zorobabel, and others after these XVlI.*
under the leadership of Esdra, returned, but

On the Fortunes of Hyrcanus and Anti_onus, and on Herod,
were prevented at first from building the temple, Augustus, Antony, and Cleopatra,m abstract.
and from surrounding the city with a wall, on
the plea that that had not been commanded. L Octavius Sebastus, or, as the Romans call

2. It remained in this position, accordingly, him, Augustus, the adopted son of Caius, on
until Nehemiah and the reign of Artaxerxes, returning to Rome from Apollonias in Epirns,
and the ii5th year of the sovereignty of the where he was educated, possessed himself of the
Persians. And from the capture of Jerusalem first place in the government. And Antony
that makes i8 5 years. And at that time King afterwards obtained the rule of Asia an<t the dis-

tricts beyond. In his tm_e the Jews accusedArtaxerxes gave order that the city should be l
• u . • _, _ I Herod but he put the deputies to death, andbuilt; and Nehemiah bern_ desnatched, suner-i

intended the work, and the street and the sur-l rest°red Herod to his government. Afterwards,
rounding wall were built, as had been prophesied. Ihowever, along with Hyrcanus and Phas_elus his
And reckoning from that point, we make up brother, he was driven out, and betook himself
seventy weeks to the tm_e of Christ. For if in flight to Antony. And as the Jews would not
we begin to reckon from any other point, and receive him, an obstinate battle took place ; and
not from this, the periods wdl not correspond, in a short time after, as he had conquered in
and very many odd results will meet us. For if battle, he also drove out Antigonus, who had
we begin the calculation of the seventy weeks l returned" And Antigonus fled to Herod the
from Cyrus and the first restoration, there will Parthian king, and was restored by the help of

his son Pacorus, which help was given on hisbe upwards of one hundred years too many,
and there will be a larger number if we begin promising to pay looo talents of gold. And
from the day on which the angel gave the Herod then in his turn had to flee, while Pha-
prophecy to Daniel, and a much larger number saelus was slain in battle, and Hyrcanus was sur-
still if we begin from the commencement of rendered alive to Antigonus. And after cutting
the captivity. For we find the sovereignty of the off his ears, that he might be disquahfied for the
Persians comprising a period of 23o years, and priesthood, he gave him to the Parthians to lead

into captiwty; for he scrupled to put him tothat of the Macedonians extending over 37°
years, and from that to the i6th ' year of Tlbe- death, as he was a relation of his own. And
rius Cmsar is a period of about 60 years. Herod, on his expulsion, betook himself first to

3. It is by calculating from Artaxerxes, there- Mallchus king of the Arabians ; and when he
did not receive him, through fear of the Par-fore, up to the time of Christ that the seventy

weeks are made up, according to the numera- thians, he went away to Alexandria to Cleopatra.
tion of the Jews. For from Nehemiah, who was That was the I85th Olympiad. Cleopatra hay-
despatched by Artaxerxes to build Jerusalem in ing put to death her brother, who was her consort
the iisth year of the Persian empire, and the in the government, and being then summoned
4th year of the 83d Olympiad, and the 2oth by Antony to Cilicia to make her defence, corn-
year of the reign of Artaxerxes himself, up to mitted the care of the sovereignty to Herod ;
this date, which was the second year of the 2o2d and as he requested that he should not be en-
Olympiad, and the i6th year of the reign of trusted with anything until he was restored to
Tiberius Caesar, there are reckoned 475 years, his own government,3 she took him with her and
which make 49 ° according to the Hebrew nu- went to Antony. And as he was smitten with
meration, as they measure the years by the love for the princess, they despatched Herod
course of the moon ; so that, as is easy to show, to Rome to Octavius Augustus, who, on behalf
their year consists of 354 days, while the solar of Antipater, Herod's father, and on behalf of
year boa 365¼days. For the latter exceeds the Herod himself, and also because Antigonus was
period of twelve months, according to the moon's established as king by the help of the Par-
course, by ix¼ days. Hence the Greeks and

InSyncellus,p.3o7,:d._44.

z Jerome in his version gives the x$th (¢:_i..t*em decim**m). _'*" _ _*t_'*tT_#_*;_ v_*,_*._'_ob _PX_*',etc.
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thians, gave a commission to the generals in which event is the rlth year of the monarchy
Palestine and Syria to restore him to his govern- and empire of the Romans, and the 4th year
ment. And in concert with Sosms he waged of the r87th Olympiad. Altogether, from Adam
war against Antigonus for a long time, and in 5472 years are reckoned.
mamfold engagements. At that time also, Jose- 4. After the taking of Alexandria the i88th
phus, Herod's brother, died in his command. Olympiad began. Herod founded anew the city
And Herod coming to Antony' . . . of the Gablnu, 6 the ancient Samana, and called it

2. For three years they besieged Antigonus, Sebaste; and havmg erected its seaport, the
and then brought him alive to Antony. And tower of Strato, into a city, he named it Caesarea
Antony himself also proclaimed Herod as king, after the same, and raised in each a temple in
and gave him, in addition, the cities H]ppus, honour of Octawus. And afterwards he founded
Gadara, Gaza, Joppa, Anthedon, and a part of Antipatris in the Lydian plain, so naming it after
Arabia, Trachonitis, and Auranit]s, and Sacia, his father, and settled in it the people about
and Gaulanitis ;2 and besides these, also the Sebaste, whom he had dispossessed of their land.
procuratorship of Syria. Herod was declared He founded also other cities ; and to the Jews he
king of the Jews by the senate and Octavius was severe, but to other nations most urbane.
Augustus, and reigned 34 years. Antony, when It was now the i89th Olympiad, which (Olym-
about to go on an expedition against the Parthi- piad) in the year that had the bissextile day, the
arts, slew Antigonus the king of the Jews, and 6th day before the Calends of March, -- i.e.,
gave Arabia to Cleopatra ; and passing over into the 24th of February,-- corresponded with the
the territory of the Parthians, sustained a severe 24th year of the era of Antioch, whereby the year
defeat, losing the greater part of his army. That was determined in its proper hmits3
was m the x86th Olympiad. Octavius Augustus
led the forces of Italy and all the West against XVlII.8
Antony, who refused to return to Rome through On the Circumstancesconnectedwith our Saviour'sPassion
fear, on account of his failure in Parthia, and and Hl_ L]fe-glvmg Resurrection.
through his love for Cleopatra. And Antony
met him with the forces of Asia. Herod, how- i. As to His works severally, and His cures
ever, like a shrewd fellow, and one who waits effected upon body and soul, and the mysteries
upon the powerful, sent a double set of letters, of His doctrine, and the resurrection from the
and despatched his army to sea, charging his dead, these have been most authoritatively set
generals towatch the issue of events. And when forth by His disciples and apostles before us.
the victory was decided, and when Antony, after On the whole world there pressed a most fearfuldarkness ; and the rocks were rent by an earth-
sustaining two naval defeats, had fled to Egypt quake, and many places m Judea and other dis-
along with Cleopatra, they who bore the letters
delivered to Augustus those which they had been tricts were thrown down. This darkness Thallus,
keeping secretly for Antony. And on Herod in the third book of his Z-]istorr, calls, as appears
falls S . . . to me without reason, an eclipse of the sun.

3. Cleopatra shut herself up in a mausoleum,4 For the Hebrews celebrate the passover on the
and made away with herself, employing the wild _4th day according to the moon, and the passion
asp as the instrument of death. At that time of our Saviour falls on the day before the pass-
Augustus captured Cleopatra's sons, Helios and over ; but an eclipse of the sun takes place onlywhen the moon comes under the sun. And it
Selene? on their flight to the Thebaxd. Nlcopo- cannot happen at any other time but in the in-
hs was founded opposite Actium, and the games
called Actia were instituted. On the capture of terval between the first day of the new moon
Alexandria, Cornelius Gallus was sent as first and the last of the old, that is, at their junction :
governor of Egypt, and he destroyed the cities how then should an eclipse be supposed to hap-
of the Egyptians that refused obedience. Up pen when the moon is almost dmmetncally op-
to this time the Lagid_e ruled ; and the whole posite the sun ? Let that opinion pass however;
duration of the Macedonian empire after the let it carry the majority with it ; and let this por-
subversion of the Persian power was 298 years. 6 Samariawassonamedmreferencetoit_restoratmn by Gabmms,

Thus is made up the whole period from the theproconsulof Syna SeeJosephus¢.,4nt/c.,book.... h x),who
foundation of the Macedonian empire to its states that Gabmius traversed Judea, and gave orders for the rebmld-mg of such towns as he found destroyed, and that m this way Sama-
subversion in the time of the Ptolemies, and ! r,a,A*ot.s,S_ythopol,s,Antedon,Raph,a,Dora,Marissa,andnota

few others, were restored.

under Cleopatra, the last of these, the date of , The text ts. _v OAv_a¢ p_rO',_.'rt¢fpo ,; xaAr_v_$_vMap'c,_v
t There is a break here in the original J ;v,av'r6¢. In every fourth year the 24th day of February(= vi. Cal.
g Thts ts accordmg to the rendenng of the Latin version. [ Mart ) was reckoned twice. There were three different eras of An-
3 Here again there ts a blank in the ortgmal. [ ttoch, of whmh the one most commonly used began m November 49
4 The text is corrupt here. It gaves, iv -r_ _t,0-atoM_, a word ] n.c Migne refers the reader to the notes of Goarus on the passage,

unknown in Greek Scahger _ads MatoatoAtov. Goarus prOposes / which we have not seen The sense of thts obscure passage seems
M_mo',oAa_ov,wMch we adopt m the _. a w be, that that pertod formed another fixed point m chronology.

i.e., sux and moan. I s In Georgms Syncealus, Cizm., p. 32z or 256
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tent of the world be deemed an eclipse of the And these come to s a little time. Now it hap-
sun, like others a portent only to the eye., pens that from the 2oth year of the reign of
Phlegon records that, in the time of Tiberms Artaxerxes (;as it Is given in Ezra among the
Caesar, at full moon, there was a full eclipse of Hebrews), which, according to the Greeks, was
the sun from the sixth hour to the ninth-- mani- Ithe 4th year of the 8oth Olympiad, to the i6th
festly that one of which we speak. But what lyear of Tiberius Caesar, which was the second
has an eclipse in common with an earthquake, [3,ear of the io2d Olympiad, there are in all the
the rending rocks, and the resurrection of the1475 years already noted, which in the Hebrew
dead, and so great a perturbation throughout system make 49 ° years, as has been previously
the universe ? Surely no such event as this is re- ]stated, that is, 7o weeks, by which period the
corded for a long period. But it was a darkness time of Christ's advent was measured in the an-
induced by God, because the Lord happened nouncement made to Daniel by Gabriel. And
then to suffer. And calculation makes out that Iif any one thinks that the I5 Hebrew years added
the period of 7° weeks, as noted in Daniel, is to the others involve us in an error of io, noth-
completed at this time. ing at least which cannot be accounted for has

2. From Artaxerxes, moreover, 70 weeks are been introduced. And the i½ week which we
reckoned up to the time of Christ, according to suppose must be added to make the whole hum-
the numeration of the Jews. For from Nehe- bet, meets the question about the is,years, and
rajah, who was sent by Artaxerxes to people removes the difficulty about the time ; and that
Jerusalem, about the i2oth year of the Persian the prophecies are usually put forth in a some-
empire, and in the 2oth year of Artaxerxes him- what symbolic form, is quite evident.
self, and the 4th year of the 83d Olympiad, up 4. As far, then, as is in our power, we have
to this time, which was the 2d year of the Io2d taken the Scripture, I think, correctly ; especially
Olympiad, and the I6th year of the reign of seeing that the preceding section about the vision
Tiberius Cmsar, there are g_ven 475 years, which seems to state the whole matter shortly, its first
make 49° Hebrew years, since they measure the words being, "In the third year of the reign of
years by the lunar month of 29._ days, as may Belshazzar,"6 where he prophesies of the sub-
easily be explained, the annual period according version of the Persian power by the Greeks,
to the sun consisting of 365{ days, while the which empires are symbolized in the prophecy
lunar period of 12 months has Ii¼ days less. under the figures of the ram and the goat re-
For which reason the Greeks and the Jews insert spectively3 "The sacrifice," he says, "shall be
three intercalary months every eight years. For abolished, and the holy places shall be made
8 times i i¼ days make 3 months. The 475 years, desolate, so as to be trodden under foot ; which
therefore, contain 59 periods of 8 years and three things shall be determined within 2300 days." 2
months over : thus, the three intercalary months For if we take the day as a month, just as else-
for every 8 years being added, we get 15 years, where in prophecy days are taken as years, and
and these together with the 475 years make 7° in different places are used in different ways, re-
weeks. Let no one now think us unskilled in ducing the period in the same way as has been
the calculations of astronomy, when we fix with- done above to Hebrew months, we shall find the
out further ado the number of days at 365¼. period fully made out to the 2oth year of the
For it is not in ignorance of the truth, but rather reign of Artaxerxes, from the capture of Jerusa-
by reason of exact study, 2 that we have stated lem. For there are given thus 185 years, and
our opinion so shortly. But let what follows also one year falls to be added to these-- the year in
be presented as ill outline 3 to those who en- which Nehemiahbullt the wall ofthe city. In x86
deavour to inqmre minutely into all things, years, therefore, we find 23oo Hebrew months,

3. Each year in the general consists of 365 as 8 years have in addition 3 intercalary months.
days ; and the space of a day and night being From Artaxerxes, again, in whose time the com-
divided into nineteen parts, we have also five mand went forth that Jerusalem should be built,
of these. And in saying that the year consists of there are 7° weeks. These matters, however, we
365¼ days, and there being the five nineteenth have discussed by themselves, and with greater
parts.., to the 475 there are 6¼ days. Fur- exactness, in our book On the Weeks and this
thermore, we find, according to exact computa- Praphecy. But I am amazed that the Jews deny
tion, that the lunar month has 292L days .... 4 that the Lord has yet come, and that the fol-

lowers of Marcion refuse to admit that His com-

e _...... & "r_v 6e/,v. [Volm. p 58, Eluc,d. V., this scncs, l ing was predicted in the prophecies when the
:_ _ttt _'_v A(tn-ohoytctv.
5 Or,onamble; 6, _vT0ct*¢;. Scriptures display the matter so openly to our
4 The text in the bcglnnmg of this section is hopelessly corrupt.

Scahger declares that neither could he follow these thmgs, nordtd the Ao_tctv ¢up_crxo_¢v xe, xaL _V.t_re_;/W._pa¢ xa_. vux*'b'_ &azpt@_o'_
man that dreamt them understand them. We my 5uhjoltt th_ Greek e;.¢ p._p_ o'i,'rou'r*0v _-& o • _caJ. _/J.,aru . . . Et .y[ve_ra,_ _s_t_/Jcoo'q'o_'do
text as it stands in Mmne: M¢*_u _ _ro_ A_/etv _'ov tw_o_'_v _',tp_'a_r#a.

/_ptT_v _ . . . e/-e _'& not, _.ep_t_ _'b _ctpctAA'r/Aos, e_cr_.*', _cc_._'e_'pa- 6 Dma. viii. z.
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view. And after something else : The period, words,* and are not ignorant of the grace of faith,
then, to the advent of the Lord from Adam and give thanks to the Father,_ who has bestowed
the creation is 5531 years, from which epoch to on us His creatures Jesus Christ the Saviour
the u5oth Olympiad there are t9z years, as has of all, and our Lord ; 4 to whom be glory and
been shown above, majesty, with the Holy Spirit, for ever.

XIX. x

For we who both know the measure of those 2For ,_,_.,*o,as. th,_ *ss give,_T_.. sa_,_.
3 For _.Zv ila_'pt there L_ another reading, _p._ov Trarp_gt _ tO

z In Basd, De S_iritu Sancto, ch xxm. | 73, kYork_, vol in Htm who gave to our fathers.
p. 6x, echt. Pans. [FAuculauon lI.] These words, "and our Lord," are wanting in three Mss.

IV._THE PASSION OF ST. SYMPHOROSA AND HER SEVEN SONS. _

THE text is given from the edition of Ruinart. His preface, which Migne also cites, is as
follows: "The narrative of the martyrdom of St. Symphorosa and her seven sons, which we

here publish, is ascribed in the MSS. tO Julius Africanus, a writer of the highest repute. And it
may perhaps have been inserted in his books on Ckranogra_O/_y, _ a work which Eusebius (Hist.

Eccles., vi. 3z) testifies to have been written with the greatest care, since in these he detailed the
chief events in history from the foundation of the world to the times of the Emperor Hehogaba-
lus. As that work, however, is lost, that this narrative is really to be ascribed to Afncanus, I

would not venture positively to assert, although at the same time there seems no ground for

doubting its genuineness. We print it, moreover, from the editions of Mombritius, Surius, and
Cardulus, collated with two Colbert Mss. and one in the library of the Sorbonne. The occasion
for the death of these saints was found in the vicinity of that most famous palace which was

built by Adrmn at his country seat at Tiber, according to Spartianus. For when the emperor

gave orders that this palace, which he had built for his pleasure, should be purified by some
piacular ceremomes, the priests seized this opportunity for accusing Symphorosa, alleging that the

gods would not be satisfied until Symphorosa should either sacrifice to them or be herself sacri-
ficed ; which last thing was done by Hadrian, whom, from many others of his deeds, we know to

have been exceedingly superstitious, about the year of Christ i2o, that is, about the beginning
of his reign, at which period indeed, as Dio Cassius observes, that emperor put a great number

to death. The memory of these martyrs, moreover, is celebrated in all the most ancient martyr-

ologies, although they assign different days for it. The Roman, along with Notker, fixes their
festival for the i8th July, Rabanus for the 2xst of the same month, Usuardus and Ado for the

2tst June. In the Tiburtine road there still exists the rubbish of an old church, as Aringhi states
(Ram. Su$ter., iv. i7) , which was consecrated to God under their name, and which still retains
the rifle, To tke Seven Brathers. I have no doubt that it was built in that place to which the

pontiffs in the Acta, see. iv., gave the name, Ta t]ze Seven Biot/_anati, i.e., those cut off by a
violent death, as Baronius remarks, at the year x38." So far Ruinart : see also Tillemont, Af_m,

Eccles., ii. pp. 24I and 595 ; and the Bollandists, Act. S.S. _:unii, vol. iv. p. 35o.

L When Adrian had built a palace, and wished to offer sacrifice to the idols. To him, however,
to dedicate it by that wicked ceremonial, and the blessed Symphorosa answered: "My hus-
began to seek responses by sacrifices to idols, band Gethlius,3 together with his brother Aman-
and to the demons that dwell in idols, they tius, when they were tribunes in thy service,
replied,* and said: "The widow Symphorosa, suffered different punishments for the name of
with her seven sons, wounds us day by day in Christ, rather than consent to sacrifice to idols,
invoking her God. If she therefore, together and, like good athletes, they overcame thy de-
with her sons, shall offer sacrifice, we promise moils in death. For, rather than be prevailed
to make good all that you ask." Then Adrian on, they chose to be beheaded, and suffered
ordered her to be seized, along with her sons, death ; which death, being endured for the name
and advised them in courteous terms to consent of Christ, gained them temporal ignominy indeed

! Gallandi, B[6L Patrum, vol. i. Proleg. p. txxi. and p. $u 9. S The Martyrologies celebrate their memory on the xoth June:
z See FAtsebms, LOre OJ Coz.:la_ine, n. 5o. ,n© _ the Colbert uss. give.s Zoticu._ for Ge_ultu$.
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among men of this earth, but everlasting honour 3- Then, on another day, the Emperor Adrian
and glory among the angels; and moving now ordered all her seven sons to be brought before
among them, and exhibating _ trophies of their him in company ; and when he had challenged
sufferings, they enjoy etemal life with the King them to sacrifice to idols, and perceived that they
eternal in the heavens." yielded by no means to his threats and terrors,

2. The Emperor Adrian said to the holy he ordered seven stakes to be fixed _round the
Symphorosa : " Either sacrifice thou along with temple of Hercules, and commanded them to be
thy sons to the omnipotent gods, or else I shall stretched on the blocks there. And he ordered
cause thee to be sacrificed thyself, together w_th Crescens, the first, to be transfixed in the throat ;
thy sons." The blessed Symphorosa answered: and Julian, the second, to be stabbed in the
"And whence is this great good to me, that I breast ; and Nemesius, the third, to be struck
should be deemed worthy along with my sons to through the heart ; and Pnmitwus, the fourth, to
be offered as an oblation to God ? "a The Era- be wounded in the navel ; and Justin, the fifth,
peror Adrian said : "I shall cause thee to be to be struck through in the back with a sword ;
sacrificed to my gods." The blessed Symphorosa and Stracteus," the sixth, to be wounded in the
replied : "Thy gods cannot take me in sacrifice ; side ; and Eugenius, the seventh, to be cleft in
but if I am burned for the name of Christ, my twain from the head downwards.
God, I shall rather consume those demons of 4. The next day again the Emperor Adrian
thine." The Emperor Adrian said: "Choose came to the temple of Hercules, and ordered
thou one of these alternatwes : either sacrifice their bodies to be carried off together, and cast
to my gods, or perish by an evil death." The into a deep pit; and the ponuffs gave to that
blessed Symphorosa replied : "Thou thinkest place the name, To the Seven lhoHzanaK.S After
that nay mind can be altered by some kind of these things the persecution ceased for a year
terror ; whereas I long to rest with my husband and a half, in which period the holy bodies of
Getuhus? whom thou didst put to death for all the martyrs were honoured, and consigned
Christ's name." Then the Emperor Adrian or- with all care to tumuli erected for that purpose,
dered her to be led away to the temple of Her- and their names are written in the book of life.
cules, and there first to be beaten with blows on The natal day, moreover, of the holy martyrs of
the cheek, and afterwards to be suspended by the Christ, the blessed Symphorosa and her seven
hair. But when by no argument and by no ter- sons, Crescens, Juhan, Nemesius, Primmvus, Jus-
for could he divert her from her good resolution, tin, Stracteus, and Eugenius, is held on the z8th
he ordered her to be thrown into the river with July. Their bodies rest on the Tiburtine road,
a large stone fastened to her neck. And her at the eighth mile-stone from the city, under the
brother Eugenms, principal of the district of kmgshap of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom is
Tiber, picked up her body, and buried it an a honour and glory for ever and ever. Amen.
suburb of the same city.

4 The Colbert Codex reads ' Extacteus, " Cardulus gives ' Stac.

t A Colbert MS gives "laudantes" = praising . . . teus " by which name he ts designated beneath by them all,
This response, along with the next interrogation) is wanUng in $ In one of the Co bert codices, and In another from the Sorbonne)

the Colbert manuscript, there ts a passage inserted here about the death of Adrian) which ts
-_ Sur., Card., and the Colbert Codex give "Zottcus." . said to have happened a little after that ol these martyrs,

ELUCIDATIONS.

L

(Joseph the son of both, p. IZT.)

TH_ opinion that Luke's genealogy is that of Mary was unknown to Christian antiquity. In the
fifteenth century it was first propounded by Latin divines to do honour (as they supposed) to the

Blessed Virgin. It was first broached by Annius of Viterbo, A.D. x502. Christian antiquity is
agreed that :

I. Both genealogies are those of Joseph.
2. That Joseph was the son of Jacob or of Hell, either by adoption, or because Jacob and

Heli were either own brothers or half-brothers ; so that,

3. On the death of one of the brothers, without issue, the surviving brother married his
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widow,who became themotherofJosephbythismarriage; so thatJosephwasreckonedthe
sonofJacoband thesonof Heli.z

4.JosephandMarywereofthesamelineage,buttheHebrewsdidnotreckondescentfromthe

sideofthewoman. For /hemSt.Luke'sgenealogyisthesufficientregisterof Christ'sroyal

descentand officialclaim.St.Lukegiveshisl_ersonalpedigree,ascendingtoAdam,and identify-
ingHim withthewholehuman race.

II.

(Conclusion, cap. xix. p. 1380

On Jewish genealogies, note Dean Prideaux," vol. i. p. 296' and compare Lardner, vol. ft.
129, e/alibi. Stillingfleet3 should not be overlooked in what he says of the uncer/aina'ts of
heathen chronology.

Lardner repeatedly calls our author a "great man ;" and his most valuable account? digested
from divers ancient and modern writers, must be consulted by the student. Let us observe the
books of Scripture which his citations attest, and the great value of his attestation of the two

genealogies of our Lord. Lardner dates the Letter to Origen s a.D. zz8 or _4o, according to
divers conjectures of the learned. He concludes with this beautiful tribute : "We may glory in
Africanusas a Christian" among those "whose shining abilities rendered them the ornament of
the age in which they lived, m men of unspotted characters, giving evident proofs of honesty and
integrity."

NOTE.

THE valuableworksofAfricanusarefoundinvol.ix.oftheEdinburghedition,mixedup with

thespuriousDecretalsand remnantsof precedingvolumes.I am unableto make outvery
clearlywho isthetranslator,butinferthatDrs.Robertsand Donaldsonshouldbe creditedwith
thiswork.

z Routh, Relicu. Sacra,, vol. ii. pp 233 , 339, 34:, 355. Compare also vol. ii. 334 and 346, th,¢ series.

a Also on the Seventy I{_eek_ (p. z34 , _u_ra), vol i. pp. a27*a4o and 32a.

S Orig_es Sttcr_, voL i. pp. 64-xao.

4 Works, "col. ti. pp. 457-468.

s See Introductory Notice, p. z23, note 4, _pra.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

TO

ANATOLIUS AND MINOR WRITERS.

INSTEAD of reprinting a disjointed mass of "Fragments," I have thought it desirable to
present them in a group, illustrative of the Alexandrian school. I give to Anatolius the deserved
place of prominence, marking him as the meet successor of Africanus in ability if not in the

nature of his pursuits. His writings and the testimony of Eusebius prove him to have been a
star of no inferior magnitude, even in the brilliant constellation of faith and genius of which he
is part.

These minor writers I have arranged, not with exclusive reference to minute chronology, but
with some respect to their material, as follows : n

I. Anatolius, A.D. 27O.
II. Alexander of Cappadocia, A.D. 250.

III. Theognostus, A.D. 265.
IV. Pierius, A.D. 3OO.

V. Theonas, A.D. 3OO.
VI. Phileas, A.D. 3o7.

VII. Pamphilus, A.D. 3o9 .
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ANATOLIUS AND MINOR WRITERS.

ANATOLIUS OF ALEXANDRIA.

TRANSLATOR'S BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE.

[A.D. 23O-270-28o.] From Jerome' we learn that Anatolius flourished in the reign of Probus
and Cams, that he was a native of Alexandria, and that he became bishop of Laodicea. Euse-

bius gives a somewhat lengthened account of him, 2 and speaks of him in terms of the strongest
laudafion, as one surpassing all the men of his time in learning and sclence. He tells us that

he attained the highest eminence in arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy, besides being a great
proficient also m dialectics, physics, and rhetoric. His reputation was so great among the Alex-

andrians that they are said to have requested him to open a school for teaching the Aristotelian
philosophy in their city.3 He did great service to his fellow-citizens in Alexandria on their being

besieged by the Romans in A.I). 262, and was the means of saving the hves of numbers of them.
After this he is said to have passed into Syria, where Theotecnu% the bishop of Cmsareia, ordained
him, destining him to be his own successor in the bishopric. After this, however, having occasion

to travel to Antioch to attend the synod convened to deal with the case of Paul of Samosata, as
he passed through the city of Laodicea, he was detained by the people and made bishop of the

place, in succession to Eusebius.* This must have been about the year 27o A.I). How long he
held that dignity, however, we do not know. Eusebius tells us that he did not write many books,

but yet enough to show us at once his eloquence and his erudition. Among these was a treatise
on the Chronalq¢y af _aster, of which a considerable extract is preserved in Eusebius. The

book itself exists now only m a Latin version, which is generally ascribed to Rufinus, and which
was published by 3Egidius Bucherius in his JDactrtna Temparum, which was issued at Antwerp in

1634. Another work of his was the Institutes af ,4rit/zrne_c, of which we have some fragments

in the 0,oMryo_@cvar_ @*0/_Tr_K_, which was published in Paris in 1543. Some small fragments
of his mathematical works, which have also come down to us, were published by Fabricius in his

Bibliotheca Gr_eca, iii. p. 462.

t De iilustr, vtrts., oh. 73, [The dates which are known suggest conjectural dates o| our author's birth and death I
,z In the 3ud chapter of the seventh book of his Ecdeslastical History.
.a [,, There were giants in those days " How gloriously, even in the poverty and distress of the martyr-ages, the culuvatlon of learn.

lag was establL_hed by Christianity*]
4 [Tl_ts Euseblu_ was a learned man, born at Alexandrla. l
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THE PASCHAL CANON OF ANATOLIUS OF ALEXANDRIA.'

I. I world, he speaks thus: In the (matter of the)
As we are about to speak on the subject of I day of Easter, he remarks, I do not say that it

the order of the times and alternations of the] is to be observed that the Lord's day should be

world, we shall first dispose of the posmons of dl- t found, and the seven s days of the moon which
verse calculators ; who, by reckoning only by the are to elapse, but that the sun should pass that
course of the moon, and leawng out of account division, to wit, between light and darkness, con-
the ascent and descent of the sun, wnh the ad@- [ stituted in an equality by the dispensation of the
tion of certain problems, have constructed di- Lord at the beginning of the world; and that,
verse periods, 2 self-contradictory, and such as from one hour to two hours, from two to three,
are never found in the reckoning of a true corn- from three to four, from four to five, from five
putation ; since it is certain that no mode of to six hours, while the light is mcrea.sing m the
computation _s to be approved, in which these ascent of the sun, the darkness should decreaseJ
two measures are not found together. For even . . . and the addition of the twentieth number
in the ancient exemplars, that is, in the books being completed, twelve parts should be supplied
of the Hebrews and Greeks, we find not only m one and the same day. But ff I should have
the course of the moon, but also that of the sun, attempted to add any little drop of mine 8 after
and. indeed, not simply its course in the general? the exuberant streams of the eloquence and sci-
but even the separate and minutest moments of I ence of some, what else should there be to be-
its hours all calculated, as we shall show at the] lieve but that it should be ascribed by all to
proper time, when the matter in hand demands ] ostentation, and, to speak more truly, to mad-
it. Of these Hippolytus made up a period of ness, did not the assistance of your promised
sixteen years wnh certain unknown courses of prayers animate us for a httle? For we believe
the moon. Others have reckoned by a period that nothing is impossible to your power of
Of twenty-five years, others by thirty, and I prayer, and to your faith. Strengthened, there-

s°me I fore, by tins confidence, we shall set bashfulness
therebybyelghty-fOUranexactYearS'methodwith°Ut'ofcalculatingh°wever'teachingIEaster" Iaside, and shall enter tins most deep and unfore-
But our predecessors, men most learned m the!seen sea of the obscurest calculation, m which
books of the Hebrews and Greeks,-- I mean Isl- i swelhng questions mad problems surge around us

dote and Jerome and Clement,-- although they I on all sides.
have noted similar beginnings for the months, It.

just ms they differ also in language, have, never- There is, then, in the first year, the new moon
theless, come harn_omously to one and the same of the first month, which is the beginning of
most exact reckoning of Easter, day and month every cycle of nineteen years, on the six and
and season meetmg in accord with the highest twentieth day of the month called by the Egyp-
honour for the Lord's resurrectionA But Origen tmns Phamenoth.9 But, according to the months
also, the most erudne of all, and the acutest in of the Macedonians, _t is on the two-and-twenti-
making calculations, _ a mmL too, to whom the eth day of Dystrus. And, as the Romans would
epithet XahK,w_, S is given, -- has published in, say, it is on the eleventh day before the Kalends
a very elegant manner a httle book on Easter. ! of April. Now the sun is found on the said six-
And in this book. while declaring, wRh respect and-twenueth da_ of Phamenoth not onb, as

• ' 1 J ' J
to the day of Easter, that attenuon must be having mounted to the first segment, but as
gwen not only to the course of the moon and, already passing the tourth day m it. And this
the transit of the equinox, but also to the pas-Isegment they are accustomed to call the first

sage (transcensum) of the sun, which removes I dodecatemonon (twelfth part), and the equinox,
every foul anabush and offence of all darkness, land the beginning of months, and the head of
and brings on the advent of light and the power I
and inspiration of the elements of the whole 6 Lunaevtl. Perhaps, as Bueher eonjectures, Lunae mv,,four-

I _n days, &c
........... I 7 The text I_ doubtful and corrupt here,
t First edtted from an ancient manu,,crtpt by AEgtdtus Bucherms, s Altqutd *tdgtddtt

l 9 [The Church's Easter-calculatton,, creater] modem astronomy,
I wMch passed to the Arabians from the Church. (See Whewell's

of the Society of Jesus.
a CIrculos. [Note the reference to Htppolytus ]
3 Gre*au$. Vol v. p 3. also Bunsen, _pp 33, 28t ] [ luductz_,e Srie_lces ) They preserved it, but dtd not tmprove tt, m

,t [lt s¢ems probable that the hegemony whtch Alexandria had Spare. Chrtsttanny re-adopted it, and the presbyter Copernicus
_tabhshed m all matters of learmng led to that full recognition of it. , new-created it. The court of Rome (not the Church Cathohc)
by the Counctl of Nicma, _hlch made tts bt_hop the dictator to the i persecuted Galileo, but n dtd so under the lead o[ professional
whole Chinch m the annual calculation of Eagter Vol it 343 l ] "Science," whmh had darkened the human mind, from the dayt, of

$ i.e., "srmth" or "braster," probably from his a**iduit I. IPythagoras, respecting _ moi¢ enlightened *ystem. ]
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the cycle, and the starting-point' of the course the fourteenth day of the month, in the evening,
of the planets. And the segment before this the moon will have the position diametrically
they call the last of the months, and the twelfth opposite the sun ; as is to be seen in full moons.
segment, and the last dodecatemorion, and the And the sun will thus be in the segment of the
end of the circuit 2 of the planets. And for th_s vernal equinox, and the moon necessarily will be
reason, also, we maintain that those who place at the autumnal equinox.
the first month in it, and who determine the
fourteenth day of the Paschal season by it, make v.

no trivial or common blunder. I am aware that very many other matters were
discussed by them, some of them with consider°

m. able probability, and others of them as matters
Nor is this an opinion confined to ourselves of the clearest demonstration,7 by which they

alone. For it was also known to the Jews of endeavour to prove that the festival of the Pass-
old and before Christ, and it was most carefully over and unleavened bread ought by all means
observed by them.3 And this may be learned to be kept after the equinox. B/it I shall pass
from what Philo, and Josephus, and Mus_eus on without demanding such copious demonstra-
have written ; and not only fiom these, but in- tions (on subjects s) from which the veil of the
deed from others still more ancient, namely, the Mosaic law has been removed ; for how it re-
two Agathobuli,4 who were surnamed the Mas- mains for us with unveiled face _0 behold ever
ters, and the eminent Anstobulus, 5who was one as in a glass Christ Himself and the doctrines
of the Seventy who translated the sacred and and sufferings of Christ. But that the first month
holy Scriptures of the Hebrews for Ptolemy among the Hebrews is about the equinox, is
Phlladelphus and his father, and dedicated his clearly shown also by what is taught in the book
exegetical books on the law of Moses to the of Enoch.9
same kings. These writers, m solving some ques- vI.

tions which are raised w_th respect to Exodus, And, therefore, in this concurrence of the sun
say that all ahke ought to sacrifice the Passover 6 and moon, the Paschal festival is not to be
after the vernal equinox in the middle of the celebrated, because as long as they are found infirst month. And that is found to be when the
sun passes through the first segment of the solar, thas course the power of darkness is not over-
or, as some among them have named it, the come ; and as long as equality between hght anddarkness endures, and is not diminished by the
zodiacal circle, hght, it is shown that the Paschal festival is not

IV. to be celebrated. Accordingly, it is enjoined
But this Anstobulus also adds, that for the that that festival be kept after the equinox, be-

feast of the Passover it was necessary not only cause the moon of the fourteenth, '° if before the
that the sun should pass the equinoctial segment, equinox or at the equinox, does not fill the whole
but the moon also. For as there are two equi- night. But after the equinox, the moon of the
noctial segments, the vernal and the autumnal, fourteenth, with one day being added because
and these diametrically opposite to each other, of the passing of the equinox, although it does
and since the day of the Passover is fixed for not extend to the true light, that is, the rising of

the sun and the beginning of day, will never-
t The word is _._)e_r_. which Valeslus makes equivalent to d<ber_-

p._ _he,o_o,_t_,o,_,_h,_ar_ot_t_a_r_.a_d theless leave no darkness behind it. And, in
SO=startmg-pomt.--'iR, hccordance with this, Moses is charged by the

a n'epcoOo'u.
3 _rpo_avrGv--othersread7rp6.beforethem Lord to keep seven days of unleavened bread for
,t Anatohus wrtte_ that there were two Agathobufi with the sur- the celebration of the Passover, that in them no

name Masters hut I fear that he is wrong m his opinion that they i

w ...... e ..... t than Philo and Jo_ph .... For Agathobulus, the power of darkness should be found to surpass
phtlosopber flourished in the times of Adrian, as Eusebm_ writes in
his Ck ............ d after him Georgms Syncellu_.-- V^I Es the light. And although the outset of four mghts

s A0_*oOo_ao__o__-- Ru_m,_e_ro_eou_ly_,d_rs it.4_,_- begins to be dark, that is, the 17th and 18th and
tobulum ex Paneade, Anstobulus of Paneas Scahger also, m his
A ...... d .......... Euseb ...... p x3o , strangely thinks that the text I9th and 2oth, yet the moon of the 2oth, which
should be corrected from the version of Rufious. And P_:Cie, irl his
De Raftone Cam_ult, also follows the faulty rendenng of Rufinus,
and writes .4 rlsfabulus tt Pamada, as though the latter word were _' xt,pte.xa_. ,;,'oSet_e_ Christophorsonus t_nders it rains; Ruff-
thepropcr name of a Jewish writer, finding probably In the Codex of I nus gives e_altdis$ir_a4 a_$erttanes, q he G_ks us_ _t;_o_ .m. ,hit
Rufinus,,xhichhepo_sessed, the readmg A rtstobulu$ et Paneada, sense, _vp*o_ _*_*t, fio_mt, &c.t dec_tve,_ahd, judgracnm, opmmns
which indeed ,s found in a very ancient Part_ manuscript, and al._o in &c.
the Codex Corbet*mls. But that that An.,tobulus was not one of the $ The text gives _;tr(tcrGv &v _rspt_pq_'_tt_ &c. ; various co(hc_

Seventy translators, as Anatohus writes, Is proved by Scahger m the read aft' a_rGt,, &c. Valesius now proposes _,A_t¢.._tcr_v • _ _reOt
work cited above. This Anstobulus was also surnamed O_Oacr_e_Ao*, _prrra_) l $tudl A#a$* e_ _utgkoug . . . for tke veil k re_ed/_o_

orMa,ter, as we see from tbe Maccabees,2i z. For I do not agree me. . .
with Scahger m dlstm_ulshmg this Ari_tol_ulus, of whom mention is 9 An apocryphal book of some antiquity, which professes to pro-
made m the Maccabees, from the Peripatetic philosopher who dedi- e_d from the patrmrch of that name, but of who_ existence prior to
cated his Commenlartes off eke Z¢t2o a/J[oses to Ptolemy Philo. the Chrlstmn era there _s no real evidence The first author who
metor.--VALgS [See vol. Ii p. 487, and Elucidauon II. p 52o, clearlyrtfers toltbynamelsTertulhan [Vol nt.p. 6a, andlv. 38c ]
same volume, this series ] to x v una. The Romans u_.ed thephraseluna_rima, seeu_da_

• _ ,_wqp*e. O_,v. &c, as me.anmg, the first_ Second day, _..., after _ _too'm. _ "J.'_
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rises before that, does not permit the darkness to of the feast ; which, however, is contrary to the
extend on even to midnight. Word of the Gospel which says : "Moreover, on

the first day of unleavened bread, the disciples
VlL came to Jesus."s And there is no doubt as to its

To us, however, with whom it is impossible being the fourteenth day on which the disciples
asked the Lord, in accordance with the custom

for all these things to come aptly at one and the
same time, namely, the moon's fourteenth, and estabhshed for them of old, "Where wilt Thou
the Lord's day, and the passing of the equinox, that we prepare for Thee to eat the Passover?"
and whom the obligation of the Lord's resurrec-i But they who are decewed with this error main-
t ......... c" " fe ' " th r tam this addition, because they do not knowion olnfls to Keep me t'as nat suvm on e .........

_' ...... a" " " th Itlaat the i3tn anfl 14tn , me 14tia anti IStla , the
J_,ora s flay, it is grantect tla t we may exteno e th - " th ......." " " ou " " - on t he n' I x5 and i6tn, e _0m ano 17th, the _7th anat_eglnmng ot r celenratl even o t moo s ............

twenne"' th. for.... almougn" t'he moon o_" the 2oth _xgtn,_ the, _btn_anct t9th,_ . me x9tn ano 2otn,.. the,
. . _ .... . , .. • • . ' 2oth anti 2Ist 0.avs of the moon are each muna,
floes not nil the WhOle nlgnt, yet, rising as it , - , .... .

• • • Tas may De most surely provefl, within a sin ledoes m the second watch, it illumines the greater. ....... g.
.... fay for every flay in toe recKomn ol thepart of the mght. Certainly tf the rising of the " . .... g.

zaoon should_be delayed on to the encl_of two moon floes not eno in the evening as tlae same
watches, that is to say, to midnight, the light day in respect of number, as it is at its begin-
would notthen exceed the darkness, but the dark- ning in the morning. For the day which in the
ness the light. But it is clear that in the Paschal morning, that is up to the sixth hour and half,
feast it is not possible that any part of the dark- is numbered the i3th day of the month, is found
ness should surpass the light ; for the festival of at even to be the I4th. Wherefore, also, the
the Lord's resurrection is one of light, and there i Passover is enjoined to be extended on to the
is no fellowship between hght and darkness. 2ist day at even; which day, without doubt, in
And ff the moon should rise m the third watch, [the morning, that is, up to that term of hours
it is clear that the 2ed or 23d of the moon would iwhich we have mentioned, was reckoned the
then be reached, in which it is not possible that I 2oth. Calculate, then, from the end of the i3th4
there can be a true celebration of Easter. For lday of the moon, whmh marks the beginning of
those who determine that the festival may be lthe _4th, on to the end of the zorn, at whmh
kept at this age of the moon, are not only unable t the 21st day also begins, and you will have only
to make that good by the authority of Scripture, seven days of unleavened bread, in which, by
but turn also into the crime of sacrilege and con- the guidance of the Lord, it has been determined
tumacy, and incur the peril of their souls ; mas- before that the most true feast of the Passover
much as they affirm that the true hght may be ought to be celebrated.
celebrated along with somethmg of that power
of darkness whmh dominates all. Ix.

But what wonder is it that they should have
VIII. erred m the matter of the 21st day of the moon

Accordingly, it is not the case, as certain cal- who have added three days before the equinox,
culators of Gaul allege, that this assertion is in which they hold that the Passover may be
opposed by that passage in Exodus,' where we celebrated? An assertion which certainly must
read: "In the first month, on the fourteenth be considered altogether absurd, since, by the
day of the first month, at even, ye shall eat un- best-knowla historiographers of the Jews, and by
leavened bread until the one-and-twentieth day the Seventy Elders, it has been clearly deter-
of the month at even. Seven days shall there mined that the Paschal festival cannot be cele°
be no leaven found in your houses." From this brated at the equinox.
they maintain that it is quite permissible to cele-
brate the Passover on the twenty-first day of the x.
moon ; understanding that if the twenty-second But nothing was difficult to them with whom
day were added, there would be found eight it was lawful to celebrate the Passover on any
days of unleavened bread. A thing which can- day when the fourteenth of the moon happened
not be found with any probability, indeed, in the after the equinox. Following their example up
Old Testament, as the Lord, through Moses, to the present time all the bishops of Asia_as
gives this charge : "Seven days ye shall eat un- themselves also receiving the rule from an unim-
leavened bread." _ Unless perchance the four- peachable authority, to wit, the evangelist John,
teenth day is not reckoned by them among the who leant on the Lord's breast, and drank in
days of unleavened bread with the celebration instructions spiritual without doubt- were in

x Exod. xH. xS, x_. • Matt. xxv,. i?. Mark xiv. _2; Luke xxm 7.
2 E.xod. xti. I5, l.,evh, xxm. 6. 4 But _ text gtv_ x2th.
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the way of celebrating the Paschal feast, without ! decide that _t is better that it should be extended
question, every year, whenever the fourteenth leven on to the twentieth day, on account of
day of the moon had come, and the lamb was I the Lord's day, than that we should anticipate the
sacrificed by the Jews after the equinox was past ; JLord's day on account of the fourteenth day ;
not acquiescing, so far as regards this matter, ' for on the Lord's day was it that light was shown
with the authority of some, namely, the success- I to us in the beginning, and now also in the end,
ors of Peter and Paul, who have taught all the the comforts of all present and the tokens of all.... I

churches m whmh they sowed the spmtual seeds future blessings. For the Lord ascribes no less
of the Gospel, that the solemn festwal of the praise to the twentieth day than to the fourteenth.
resurrection of the Lord can be celebrated only ForAn the book of Leviticus s the injunction is
on the Lord's day. Whence, also, a certain con- expressed thus : "In the first month, on the four-
tention broke out between the successors oftbese, teenth day of this month, at even, is the Lord's
namely, Vmtor, at that time bishop of the c_ty Passover. And on the fifteenth day of this
of Rome, and Polycrates, who then appeared to month is the feast of unleavened bread unto the
hold the primacy among the bishops of Asia. Lord. Seven days ye shall eat unleavened bread.
And this contention was adjusted most rightfully :The first day shall be to you one most diligently
by Irenmus/at that time president of a part of :attended 6 and holy. Ye shall do no servile
Gaul, so that both parties kept by their own or- work thereon. And the seventh day shall be to
der, and did not decline from the original cus-iyou more dlhgently attended7 and holier; ye
tom of antiquity. The one party, indeed, kept !shall do no servile work thereon." And hence
the Paschal day on the fourteenth day of the we maintain that those have contracted no guilt s
first month, according to the Gospel, as they before the tribunal of Christ, who have held
thought, adding nothing of an extraneous kind, that the beginning of the Paschal festival ought
but keeping through all things the rule of faith, to be extended to this day. And this, too, the
And the other party, passing the day of the most especially, as we are pressed by three dlffi-
Lord's Passion as one replete with sadness and cultles, namely, that we should keep the solemn
grief, hold that it should not be lawful to cele- festival of the Passover on the Lord's day, and
brate the Lord's mystery of the Passover at any after the equinox, and yet not beyond the limit
other time but on the Lord's day, on whmh the of the moon's twentieth day.
resurrectmn of the Lord from death took place,
and on which rose also for us the cause of ever- xn.

lasting joy. For it ts one thing to act in accord- But this again is held by other wise and most
ance with the precept given by the apostle, yea, acute men to be an impossibility, because with-
by the Lord Himself, and be sad with the sad, m that narrow and most contracted limit of a

and suffer with him that suffers by the cross, His cycle of nineteen years, a thoroughly genuine
own word being : "My soul is exceeding sorrow- Paschal time, that is to say, one held on the
ful, even unto death ; "* and it is another thing Lord's day and yet after the equinox, cannot
to rejoice with the victor as he triumphs over an occur. But, in order that we may set in a
ancient enemy, and exults with the highest tri- clearer light the difficulty which causes their in-
umph over a conquered adversary, as He Him- creduhty, we shall set down, along with the
self also says: "Rejoice with Me; for I have courses of the moon, that cycle of years whmh
found the sheep which I had lost." 3 we have mentioned ; the days being computed

before m which the year rolls on in its alternating
XL courses, by Kalends and Ides and Nones, and

Moreover, the allegation which they some- by the sun's ascent and descent.
times make against us, that if we pass the moon's
fourteenth we cannot celebrate the beginning of xm.
the Paschal feast in hght, 4 neither moves nor The moon's age setforth m theJulian Calend,_r.

disturbs us. For, although they lay it down as January, on the Kalends, one day, the moon's
a thing unlawful, that the begunning of the Pas- first (day) ; on the Nones, the 5th day, the
chal festival should be extended so far as to the moon's 5th ; on the Ides, the i3th day, the
moon's twentieth; yet they cannot deny that moon's I3th. On the day before the Kalends
it ought to be extended to the sixteenth and i
seventeenth, which coincide with the day on Iof February, the 3Ist day, the moon's ist ; on

_hich the Lord rose from the dead. But we the Kalends °f February' the 32d day' the m°°n's
t [Vol ill v 630. The cease.ire ad of Ir_us i_ thus shown [ _ Levlt. xxifi 5"7-Celeber_D_u*, honoured, solemn.

to b_2geographical, not ecclesmstacaL Vo|. t. pp. 4x5, 569 ] [ 7 Solemn.
s [The ,ancttflcatlen of the Lord's Day is thus shown to be aMatt xxvl. 3 8.

3 Luke xv 6. ]Chnsttan prmctp|¢ The least of Easter was the Great Lord's Day,
,t Lu¢idum. i but the rule was common to the weekly Easter.]
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2d ; on the Nones, the 36th day, the moon's 6th ; cycle of the years may be set forth from the corn-
on the Ides, the 44th day, the moon's i4th. On mencement.' This makes the Passover (Easter
the day before the Kalends of March, the 59th season) circulate between the 6th day before
day, the moon's 29th ; on the Kalends of March, the Kalends of April and the 9th before the
the 6oth day, the moon's 1st; on the Nones, the Kalends of May, according to the following
66th day, the moon's 7th ; on the Ides, the 74th table :
day, the moon's I5th. On the day before the
Kalends of April, the 9oth day, the moon's 2d ; _ox. _ST_R. ._Ioo_.:
on the Kalends of April, the 9Ist day, the moon's
3d ; on the Nones, the 95th day, the moon's 7th ; x SABBATH. . XVthbeforethe Kalendsof
on the Ides, the io3dday, themoon's isth. On May,,e,17thAprd.. XVII
the day before the Kalends of May, the 12oth 2 LORD'SDAY. Kalendsof Aprd, i e, xst

day, the moon's 3d ; on the Kalends of May, 3.11oDAY(rE- Aprd ....... XlV.
the I2XSt day, the moon's 4th ; on the Nones, _^L) . Xlth beforethe Kalendsof
the x27th day, the moon's ioth ; on the Ides, the .May.t.e, 2tstApril XVI.
x35th day, the moon's i8th. On the daybefore i 4 IIID rAY. ldes of Aprd, re, ,3th
the Kalends of June, the i5ist day, the moon's[ April ....... XlX.
3d ; on the Kalends of June, the i52d day, s IVTnDAy IVthbeforethe Ka]endsof

the moon's 5th ; on the Nones, the _53d day, l April...... 9thMarch . XIV.
the moon's 9th ; on the Ides, the I64th day, the 6. VTH rAY XlVthbeforethe Kalendsof May, l e, _Sth Aprd XVI. i

moon's 17th. On the day before the Kalends
of July, the 18 ist day, the moon's 5th ; on the 7. SABB^TH* VIthbeforethe KalendsofApril, Le , 27th March XVII

Kalends of July, the _82d day, the moon's 6th ; on s LoRD'sI)AV Xm K_|endsof Apr,h ,.e., ,st
the Nones, the i88th day, the moon's i2th; Aprd ...... XX
on the Ides, the I96th day, the moon's 2oth. 9. IID ray. XXIV XVIIIthbeforetbeKalend,
On the day before the Kalends of August, the of May...... 4thMarch, XV.
21_th day, the moon's 5th ; on the Kalends of xo IIID DAY. V. VllIth beforethe Ides of
August, the 213th day, the moon's 7th; on the Aprfl,te,6thAprd . XV.
Nones, the 2I 7th day, the moon's i2th ; on the ,r. IVTHDAY XVI IVthbeforethe Kalendsof
Ides, the 225th day, the moon's i9th. On Aprd'Le'29thMarch XX.
the day before the Kalends of September, the ,, VxHD^v. xxvn lind before the lde_ of
243 d day, the moon's 7th ; on the Kalends of April,t e.... th April XV.
September, the 244th day, the moon's 8th ; on _3 YITHDAY VIII. IIId befo_ the NonesofApril, l e , 3d Aprd . XVll

the Nones, the 248th day, the moon's i2th;
on the Ides, the 256th day, the moon's 2oth. On x4. S^Ba^'m . XX. IXthbeforetheKalendsofMay, * e., 23d Apr,| . . XX.

the day before the Kalends of October, the 273 d
day, the moon's 8th ; on the Kalends of October, ts LORD'SDAY I. Vhh beforethe Ides ofApril, l e , 8th April. . XV

the 247th day, the moon's 9th; on the Nones, _6. IID vA_-. . XlI. lid beforethe Kalendsof
the 28oth day, the moon's x5th ; on the Ides, the April. I e, 3xstMarch . XVl:
288th day, the moon's 23d. On the day before _7. IVTHD^V*. xxnI. XlVthbeforethe Kaie_ds

the Kalends of November, the 3o4th day, the l/ ofl_Iay...... SthApr_l_I::_"!

moon's 9th ; on the Kalends of November, tile _s VTHDAY.. IV. IId before the Nones of
3osth day, the moon's loth; on the Nones, Apra..... 4th April.
the 3ogth day, the moon's I4fl_ ; on the Ides, ,9 VlTHDAy XV. Vltbbeforetb=K_l_,d_o

the 317th day, the moon's 22d. On the day APrtl't'e'27thMarch XVlI" l
before the Kalends of December, the 334th day,
the moon's xoth; on the Kalends of Decem-
ber, the 335th day, the moon's ilth; on the xv.
Nones, the 339th day, the moon's xsth ; on This cycle of nineteen years is not approved
the Ides, the 347th day, the moon's 23d. On of by certain African investigators who have
the day before the Kalends of January, the drawn up larger cycles, because it seems to be
365th day, the moon's i ith ; on the Kalends somewhat opposed to their surmises and opinions.
of January, the 366th day, the moon's i2th. For these make up the best proved accounts

according to their calculation, and determine a
XlV. certain beginning or certain end for the Easter

season, so as that the Paschal festival shall not
The Paschal or Easter Table of Anatolius, be celebrated before the eleventh day before the

Now, then, after the reckoning of the days Kalends of April, i.e., 24th March, nor after the
and the exposition of the course of the moon,

Annorum circuli#rimr#zum imkoandum e*L
whereon the whole revolves on to its end, the _ B_tde reckomng.[Comparenotea, p. axo,$_ra.]
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moon's twenty-first, and the eleventh day before close of their festival, that is to say, the moon's
the Kalends of May, i.e., 2_st April. But we twentieth. And therefore we have said that those
hold that these are hmits not only not to be fol- parues have committed no trivial offence who
lowed, but to be detested and overturned. For have ventured either on anticipating or on going
even m the ancient law it is laid down that this beyond this number, which is given us in the di-
is to be seen to, viz., that the Passover be not vine Scriptures themselves. And from the eighth
celebrated before the transit of the vernal eqm- day before the Kalends of April, 25th March,
nox, at which the last of the autumnal terra Is to the eighth before the Kalends of July, 24th
overtaken,' on the fourteenth day of the first June, in fifteen days an hour is taken up: the
month, whmh is one calculated not by the begin- sun ascending every day by two minutes and a
nings of the day, but by those of the moon? half, and the sixth part of a minute. And from
And as this has been sanctioned by the charge the eighth day before the Kalends of July, 24th
of the Lord, and is in all things accordant with June, to the eighth before the Kalends of Oeto-
the Catholic faith, it cannot be doubtful to any ber, _4th September, m hke manner, in fifteen
wise man that to anticipate it must be a thing days and four hours, an hour is taken up : the
unlawful and perilous. And, accordingly, this,sun descending every day by the same number
only is it sufficient for all the saints and Catho- of minutes. And the space remaining on to the
lies to observe, namely, that giving no heed to / eighth day before the Kalends of January, _5th
the diverse opinions of very many, they should December, is determined in a similar number
keep the solemn festival of the Lord's resurrec- of hours and minutes. So that thus on the
Uon within the hmits which we have set forth, eighth day before the Kalends of January, for

the hour there is the hour and half. For up to
xvL that day and night are distributed. And the

Furthermore, as to the proposal subjoined to ! twelve hours which were established at the vernal
your epistle, that I should attempt to introduce I equinox in the beginning by the Lord's dispensa-
into this little book some notice of the ascent tion, being distributed over the night on the
and descent of the sun, which is made out in eighth before the Kalends of July, the sun as-
the d_stribution of days and nights. The matter cending through those eighteen several degrees
proceeds thus : In fifteen days and half an hour, which we have noted, shall be found conjoined
the sun ascending by so many minutes, that is, with the longer space m the twelfth. And, again,the twelve hours which should be fulfilled at the
by four in one day, from the eighth day before

autumnal equinox in the sun's descent, should bethe Kalends of January, 1.e., 25th December,
to the eighth before the Kalends of April, i.e., found disjoined on the sixth before the Kalends
25th March, an hour is taken up ; 3 at which of January as six hours divided into twelve, the
date there are twelve hours and a twelfth. On night holding eighteen divided into twelve. And

this day, towards evening, if it happen also to be on the eighth before the Kalends of July, in like
the moon's fourteenth, the lamb was sacrificed manner, it held six diwded into twelve.
among the Jews. But if the number went be-
yond that, so that it was the moon's fifteenth xvm
or sixteenth on the evening of the same day, on Be not ignorant of this, however, that those
the fourteenth day of the second moon, in the four determining periods? which we have men-
same month, the Passover was celebrated ; and tioned, although they are approximated to the
the people ate unleavened bread for seven days, Kalends of the following months, yet hold each
up to the twenty-first day at evening. Hence, the middle of a season, viz., of spring and sum-
if it happens m like manner to us, that the met, and autumn and winter. And the begin-
seventh day before the Kalends of April, 26th nings of the seasons are not to be fixed at that
March, proves to be both the Lord's day and point at which the Kalends of the month begin.
the moon's fourteenth, Easter is to be celebrated But each season is to be begun in such way
on the fourteenth. But if it proves to be the that the equinox divides the season of spring
moon's fifteenth or sixteenth, or any day up to from its first day ; and the season of summer is
the twentieth, then our regard for the Lord's res- d_vided by the eighth day before the Kalends
urrection, which took place on the Lord's day, of July, and that of autumn by the eighth before
will lead us to celebrate it on the same princi- the Kalends of October, and that of winter by
pie ; yet this should be done so as that the the eighth before the Kalends of January in like
beginning of Easter may not pass beyond the'manner.S

I I_ quo autumnalis t_ogs_lma _rs vg_tcfg_t'. 4 Te_orum co,J)_ia
a Lug_e orstbug, n [Compare what is said of ]-Itppolytus, vol. v. p 3, this series.

. _ Dtminuitur. [This year (x886) wc have tim lowest possible See tFm valuable work of Profo*sor Seabury on the C.al_tdar, e.d.
r..._ter ] 18"/:tl
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FRAGMENTS OF THE BOOKS ON ARITHMETIC.'

What is mathematics ? tire to each other, `° but producing, at the same
Aristotle thinks that all philosophy consisted tune, deceptive appearances, both m respect of

of theory and practice,* and divides the practi- order and position. And these are so, either
cal into ethical and political, and the theoretm as determined by the state of the heavens and
again into the theologmal, the physical, and the the air, or as seen in reflecting and all polished
mathematical. And thus very clearly and skil- surfaces and in transparent bodies, and in all
fillly he shows that mathematics is (a branch of) similar kinds. In addmon to this, they thought
philosophy, that the man ought to be versed m m_chanics and

The Chald__ans were the originators of as- geometry and dialectics. And still further, that
tronomy, and the Egyptians of geometry and he should engage hm_self with the causes of the
arithmetic .... harmonious combination of sounds, and with the

And whence did mathematics derive its name ? composition of music ; which things are bodms,"
Those of the Peripatetm school affirmed thai or at least are to be ultimately referred to sensi-

in rhetoric and poetry, and m the popular music, ble matter.
any one may be an adept though he has gone What is mathematics?
through no process of study ; but that m those Mathematics is a theoretic science _2of things
pursmts properly called studies: none can have apprehensible by perception and sensation for
any real knowledge unless he has first become a communication to others.'S And before this a
student of them. Hence they supposed that the certain person mdulging in a joke, while h_tting
theory of these things was called Mathematics, his mark, said that mathematics is that science
from/zdO_lza, study, science. And the followers to which Homer's description of Discord may
of Pythagoras are said to have given this more be applied :-
distinctive name of mathematics to geometr T and

" Small at her birth, but rising every hour,
arithmetic alone. For of old these had each its While scarce the skins her horrad (mighty) head call
own separate name ; and the)" had up till then bound,
no name common to both. And he (Archytas) She stalks on earth and-_hakes the world around."**

gave them this name, because he found science 4 For it begins with a point and a line,'5 and forth-
in them, and that in a manner suitable to man'_ with it takes heaven itself and all things wathin
study: For they (the Pythagoreans) perceived its compass.
that these studies dealt with things eternal and How many divisions are there of mathematics ?
immutable and perfect, 6 in whmh things alone Of the more notable and the earhest mathe-
they considered that science consisted. But the matics there are two principal divisions, viz.,
more recent philosophers have given a more ex- arithmetic and geometry. And of the mathe-
tensive application to this name, so that, in their matics which deals with things sensible there are
opinion, the mathematician deals not only with six divisions, v]z., computation (practical arith-
substances7 incorporeal, and falling simply within metic), geodesy, optics, theoretical music, me-
the province of the understanding, s but also with chanics, and astronomy. But that neither the
that which touches upon corporeal and sensible so-called tactics nor architecture/6 nor the popu-
matter. For he ought to be cognisant of 9 the lar music, nor physics, nor the art which is called
course of the stars, and their velocity, and their equivocally the mechanical, constitutes, as some
magnitudes, and forms, and distances. And, be- think, a branch of mathematics, we shall prove,
sides, he ought to investigate their dispositions as the discourse proceeds, clearly and system-
to vision, examining into the causes, why they atically.are not seen as of the same form and of the

As to the circle having eight solids and six
same size from every distance, retaining, indeed, superficies and four angles .... What branches
as we know them to do, their dispositions rela- of arithmetic have closest affinity with each other ?

Fabri¢ius, Bibhoth. Grttca, ed. Harles, vol fii. p. 46a. Ham- Computation and theoretical music have a closer
burg, 1793

4 'rb _-t_r'q_ortxJv. zz u_v_, substances.

? _A_v. t4 /ldadl iv. 44_,-.443(Pope).
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affinity than others with arithmetic ; for this de- disciples did so too, being wont to say that "all
partment, being one also of quantity and ratio, things fit number." 7
approaches It in number and proportion., Op- : That arithmetic has as its immediate end
tics and geodesy, again, are more in affinity with chiefly the theory of science, 8 than whmh there
geometry. And mechanics and astrology are is no end either greater or nobler. And its sec-
in general affinity with both. ond end is to bring together in one all that is

As to mathematics having its principles* in found in determinate substance.9
hypothesis and about hypothesis. Now, the Who among the mathematicians has made
term hypothesis is used in three ways, or indeed any discovery ?
in many ways. For according to one usage of Eudemus xo relates in his Astrolo_es that
the term we have the dramatic revolution ;3 and CEnopides x, found out the circle of the zodiac
in this sense there are said to be hypotheses in and the cycle ,* of the great year. And Thales x_
the dramas of Euripides. Accordmg to a sec- discovered the eclipse of the sun and its period
ond meanmg, we have the investigation of mat- in the tropics in its constant inequa!ity. And
ters in the spec;al in rhetoric ; and in this sense Anaximander'4discovered that the earth is poised
the Sophists say that a hypothesis must be pro- l in space,,S and moves round the axis of the uni-
posed. And, according to a third signification, Iverse. And Anaximenes ,6 discovered that the
the beginning of a proof is called a hypothesis, [ moon has her light from the sun, and found out
as being the begging of certain matters with a also thedway in which she suffers eclipse. And
view to the establishment of another in question, the rest of the mathematicians have also made
Thus it ]s said that Democritus 4used a bypothe- additions to these discoveries. We may instance
ms, namely, that of atoms and a vacuum, and the facts-- that the fixed stars move round the
Asclepiades s that of atoms 6 and pores. Now, axis passing through the poles, while the planets
when applied to mathematics, the term hypothe- remove from each other'7 round the perpendicu-
sis is to be taken in the third sense, lar axis of the zodiac ; and that the axis of the

That Pythagoras was not the only one who fixed stars and the planets is the side of a pente-
duly honoured arithmetic, but that his best known decagon with four-and-twenty parts.

z _voAoyLa_'.
* &pXd¢, beginnmgs 7 [Wisd xi. 20: Ecclus xxxvifi =9 and xhl. 7.]
3 _repor_ret% revergal of circumstances on which the plot of a S "c'_vdwta'r_ov_v OecaplcLv.

tragedy hinges 9 .vXaf_S_v _a'raA_,B*[v ndet,t _-_ d,ptf_tv_ obo'l_ ¢rv_Bt_xtv.
4 A native of Abdera, in Thrace, born about 46o n c , and, along to A native of Rhodes, a disciple of Aristotle, and editor of his

with Leuclppus, the founder of the phdosophmal theory of atoms, works
according to which the creation of all things was exptamed as bemg 1' A native of Chios, mentioned by Plato in connection with Anal-
due to the fortmtous combination of an mfimte number of atoms float- agoras, and therefore supposed by some to have been a coommporary
mg m mfintte space of the latter sage

s A famous physmmn, a native of Btthyma, but long resident in ,2 _p_tr'r_cr_v, revolution
great repute at Rome m the middle of the first century 8 c. He ,3 Of Miletus, one of the sages, and founder of the Iomc school
adopted the Epicurean doctrme ot atom_ and pore% and trmd to form t4 Of Mdetus, born 61o B c.j the immediate successor of Thales in
a new theory of disease, on the prmctp_e that tt might be m all cases the Iomc school of philosophy.
reduced to obstruction of the pores and irregular chstnbution of the xs u.e_'e_po_.
atoms ,6 Of Miletus, the third m the series of Ionic philosophers.

6 oyKo¢_, t? gTre_ouo'tv d.AA_AwI,.

ALEXANDER OF CAPPADOCIA.

TRANSLATOR'S BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE.

[A.D. I70-233-25L ] Alexander was at first bishop of a church in Cappadocia, but on his
visiting Jerusalem he was appointed to the bishopric of the church there, while the previous

bishop Narcissus was alive, in consequence of a vision which was believed to be divine.' During

the Decian persecution he was thrown into prison at Cmsarea, and died there,* A.I). 25 i. The
only writtings of his which we know are those from which the extracts are made._

t Euseb, Hz.rL Eccle*, vi. it [Narcissus must have been born about A.D. _2x. MqIht have known Polycarp. l

*Ibad., vt. 46. [Narcissus hwd till A.D 237 , and _ a martyr, aged rt6.]

3 [He was a pupil of Pantmnus, continued under Clement, and defended Origen against the severiW of Dememu_ Two dart* which

axe Conjectural mm adjusmd to these facts. I find it difficult to reconcile them with those imzthed by Eusebius.]
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FROM THE EPISTLES OF ALEXANDER.

L AN EPISTLE TO THE PEOPLE OF ANTIOCH.' that the friendship subsisting between us from
Alexander, a servant and prisoner of Jesus our forefathers should be maintained unbroken,

Christ, sends greeting in the Lord to the blessed yea rather, that it should increase in fervency and
church of Anuoch. Easy and hght has the Lord strength. For we are well acquainted with those
made my bonds to me dunng the time of my im- blessed fathers who have trodden the course
prisonment, since I have learned that in the proP- before us, and to whom we too shall soon go :
idence of God, Asclepiades--who, in regard to Pant_enus, namely, that man verily blessed, my
the right faith, is most eminently qualified for the master ; and also the holy Clement, who was once
office -- has undertaken the episcopate of your my master and my benefactor ; and all the rest
holy church of Antioch. And this epistle, nay who may be hke them, by whose means also I
brethren and masters, I have sent by the hand have come to know thee, nay lord and brother,
of the blessed presbyter Clement,2 a man vir- who excellest all.s
tuous and well tried, whom ye know already, and

will know yet better ; who also, coming here by w. FROMAN EPISTLETO DEM'ETRIUS, BISHOPOF
the prowdence and supervision of the Master,
has strengthened and increased the Church of ALEXANDRIA'9
the Lord. And he zo__i.e., Demetrius --has added to his

letter that this is a matter that was never heard
I1. FROM AN EPISTLE TO THE ANTI'NOITES. 3 cf before, and has never been done now,-

Narcissus salutes you, who held the episcopate namely, that laymen should take part tn tSub/ic
in this district before me, who is now also nay speaking," when there are bishops present. But
colleague and competitor in prayer for you, 4 in this assertion he has departed ewdently far
and who, having now attained toS his hundred from the truth by some means. For, indeed,
and tenth year, unites with me in exhorting you wherever there are found persons capable of
to be of one mind. 6 profiting the brethren, such persons are exhorted

by the holy bishops to address the people. Such
IIL FROMAN EPISTLETO ORIGEN.7 was the case at Laranda, where Evelpls was thus

For this, as thou knowest, was the will of God, exhorted by Neon ; and at Iconium, Paulinus
t A f_agment In Eusebms, Htst. Eccles, book v, ca. xt. was thus exhorted by Celsus, and at Synada,
2 It was the opmmn of Jerome m h]_ Catalogus that the Clement Theodorus also by Atticus, our blessed breth-spoken of by Alexander wa_ Clement of Alexandrm. Thts Clement, at

anyrate,d,dhvenptothettmeoftheEmperorSeverus.andsojournedren. And it is probable that this is done in
in these part,, as he tells us htmself in the first book of hts Slro- other places also, although we know not the,uah,t$. And he was also the friend of btshop Alexander, to whom
he dedicated h,s book On the Ecclestastzcal Canott, or Against the fact."
yeres, as Eusebtus states m hm Eccles. Htst., book vt'. ch xm
(Mlgne) [ But from the third of these epistles one would certainly
draw another utference. How could he, a pupil of Clement, describe s [This contemporary tribute confirms the cnthustastlc eulogy of
and introduce h*smasle_" in such terms as he uses here 9] the youthful Gregory. See p 38, supra ]

In Euseb, Htst. Eccles , book vt ch xt 9 In Euseb, Htst Ecch's, ch x_x
s _v*,e_:_ra_o_tevo¢ _oL 6_a r&v evX;_v. ,Jerome renders it: Salu- Io Demetrius is, for honour's sake, addressed in the third person.

tat vos Narctssns, qm ante me htc tenuh eptscopalem Iocum et nunc Perhaps _ cr_ ay*o_-_¢or some such foim pre(.eded.
mecum eundem oratlo/llhus regat. 1: ot_the_v.

5 _vu*:cos. x2 [Thm precise and definite testimony is not to be controverted.

The text g,ves ou.o,o¢ _o_ ¢bpov_era, Several of the codices It follows the tradmons of the Synagogue (Acts xm x_), and agreesand also Nlcephorus gtve the better readmg, bu.oLoJ¢_o_b_.o_pov_ra% wnh the Pauhne prescnpuon as to the use of the ctartsmata m
whtch is confirmed by the mterpretatmn_ of Rufinus and Jerome. _ Cor. x_v "].'hechiefs of the Synagogue retained the power of gtwng

7 lt_ Euseb, Ht_l. _cclcs., ch x_v, th_ hberty, and thts passed to the Lhnsttan authonues.]

NOTE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

IF Alexander died in the Deelan persecution, it is noteworthy how far the sub-apostolic age
extended. This contemporary of Cyprian was coadjutor to Narcissus, who may have seen those
who knew St. John. See vol. i. p. 4_6, note x, this series ; also vol i. p. 568, Fragment ii.
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THEOGNOSTUS OF ALEXANDRIA.

TRANSLATOR'S BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE.

[A.D. 26O. I can add nothing but conjectures to the following :] Of this Theognostus we
have no account by either Eusebius or Jerome. Athanasius, however, mentions him more
than once with honour. Thus he speaks of him as _G/p kd7_o_, an eloquent or learned man. t

And again as Ocdyvocro_ 60avt-hrLo_ K_'_owovSa_o_, the admirable and zealous Theognostus.*
He seems to have belonged to the Catechefical school of Alexandria, and to have flourished there

in the latter half of the third century, probably about A.D. 260. That he was a disciple of Origen,
or at least a devoted student of his works, is clear from Photius.3 He wrote a work in seven

books, the title of whmh is thus given by Photius : 4 The Outhnes of the blessed Theognostus, the

exegete of Alexandria. Dodwell and others are of opinion that by this term exegete, S is meant

the presidency of the Catechetmal school and the privilege of public teaching; and that the
title, Outlines, _ was taken from Clement, his predecessor in office. According to Photius, the
work was on this plan. The first book treated of God the Father, as the maker of the universe ;

the second, of the necessary existence of the Son; the third, of the Holy Spirit; the fourth,
of angels and demons ; the fifth and sixth, of the incarnation of God ; while the seventh bore
the title, On Gods Creatzon.7 Photius has much to say in condemnation of Thegnostus, who,

however, has been vindicated by Bull s and Prudentius Maranus. 9 Gregory of Nyssa has also

charged him with holding the same error as Eunomius on the subject of the Son's relation to
the work of creation. '° He is adduced, however, by Athanasius as a defender of the Homotisian
doctrine.

FROM HIS SEVEN BOOKS OF HYPOTYPOSES OR OUTLINES.

I." the sun itself, and the steam is not the water

The substance '_ of the Son is not a substance itself, nor yet again is it anything alien ; neither
devised extraneously,'3 nor is it one introduced is fie fiimself the Father, nor is tie ah'en, but
out of nothing ; ,4 but it was born of the sub- He is ,s an emanation ,6 from the substance of the

Father, this substance of the Father sufferingstance of the Father, as the reflection of light or
as the steam of water. For the reflection is not the while no partition. For as the sun remains

the same and suffers no diminution from the rays

t De D .... t Ntc Syn, _5, Works, volt part i p 23o. that are poured out by it, so neither did the
2 Epmt. 4, to Seraptou, see. 9, vol I part u. p. 7oa. substance of the Father undergo any change in
3 BzbL, cod xo6.
* ,o_ _,,,_io_ e,_,o_ "_¢_,8#_ _a _t_,o_ _=_,_- hawng the Son as an image of itself.

T6*e¢.

6 v=o'rv_r_o'eL¢. ]['[.t7
7 Ot Dee Creat_one.

8 D(ent.flt..4rw., see h. chap. *o. [Bull always vindicates Theognostus, moreover, himself adds words to

where he can do so, on the pnnc,ple ofjustaee, tor wbach I have con- this effect : He who has offended against thetended on p v (prefatory) of voL tv.]

9 D,_,_,,tr c..... , first term 's and the second, may be judged to de-
to Book tit against Eunam2us.
tt Frombook ,'t I_ Athanasms,On tat Deertts of t*t _rtcene serve smaller punishment ; but he who has also

co_d, _. _. Fromthe eamo_BB, P..... 6#. _ol.,. p*rt i. despised the third, can no longer find pardon.P. 23o Athanasms introduces thts fragment m the t'ollowlng terms:
-- Learn then, ye Chrt_t-opposing Arlans, that Th¢ognostus, a man
of learnmg dtd not dechne to use the express,on "of the substance" IS The words in italics were inserted by Routh from a Catetm tm the
(_K _-_, ov_,¢_). For wrtting of the Son in the second book of hm Eptsfle to the Hebrews, where they are arK:riled to Timog_osttmt
Outlzne$, he has spoken thus: Tke substance of tk¢ Saa. -- Ta. '" He Himself" m the Son.

t_ a_oO_v_,t._e;¢_. t_ In Adtmmsitm, Eplst. 4, to _pton, tmc. tt svOL k _ il. 1_ 703.
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For by the first term and the second, he says, is feet,* condescending to their littleness, while the
meant the teaching concerning the Father and Holy Spirit communes with the perfected, and
the Son ; but by the third is meant the doctrine yet we could never say on that account that the
committed to us with respect to the perfection, teaching of the Spirit is superior to the teaching
and the partaking of the Spirit. And with the of the Son, but only that the Son condescends
view of confirming this, he adduces the word to the imperfect, while the Spirit is the seal of
spoken by the Saviour to the disciples : "I have the perfected ; even so it if not on account of
yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot the superiority of the Spirit over the Son that the
bear them now. But when the Holy Spirit is blasphemy against the Spirit is a sin excluding
come, He will teach you. ''* impunity and pardon, but because for the im-

perfect there is pardon, while for those who
nL3 have tasted the heavenly gift,s and been made

Then he says again: As the Saviour converses perfect, there remains no plea or prayer for
with those not yet able to receive what is per- pardon.

_eZe_,o_.eL. [I e., making the disciples T_Ae_ot. Jas. i. 4.]
2 _no. xvl. ,2. 13 4 "r__AeLa.
a From Athauastas, as above, p. z55. s Heb. w. 4. [Compare Matt. xil. 3x.]

PIERIUS OF ALEXANDRIA.,

TRANSLATOR'S BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE.

[A.D. _75"] Among the very eminent men who flourished near his own time, Eusebius men-

/ions Pierius, a presbyter of Alexandria, and speaks of him as greatly renowned for his voluntary

poverty, his philosophical erudition and his skill in the exposition of Scripture and in discoursing
to the pubhc assemblies of the Church. a He lived in the latter part of the third century, and
seems to have been for a considerable period president of the Catechetical school at Alexandria.

Jerome says that he was called Or/genes,/unior; and according to Photius, he shared in some of

the errors of Origen, on such subjects especially as the doctrine of the Holy Ghost and the pre-
existence of souls.3 In his manner of life he was an ascetic. After the persecution under Galerius

or Maximus he lived at Rome. He appears to have devoted himself largely to sacred criticism
and the study of the text of Scripture ; and among several treatises written by him, and extant in

the time of Photius, we find mention made of one on the prophet Hosea. And, in addition to
the Commentary on the First EiOis/le to t/te Corinthians, 4 Photius notices twelve books of his, and
praises both their composition and their matter.S

z [See Introductory Not¢, p. z43, supra ; also p. 99, note 8, *npra.]
e H, st. Eccl., vii. 3a.

a [Perhaps only speculatively (see grag II. i, tfra), not dogmatically. Compare Wordsworth's Platonic Ode on Imraortallty ]
,6 Lardner (part n book i. chap. xxtv ) does not think that there was a commentary written by Pxenus on this epistle, but only that the

word of Paul, mentioned below, was expounded at length in some work or other by Pierius. Fabricius holds the opposite opimon. --Tn.
$ See Eusebms as abow, Jerome m the prefac.¢ to Hosoa, Pkotzu$, cod. xtS, z,9; E2_ipluznfus _ 69_ 2, gazrdner, part u. book i. chap.

a4; &c.
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I.- A FRAGMENT OF A WORK OF PIERIUS ON THE FIRST EPISTLE OF
PAUL TO THE CORINTHIANS.'

Origen, Dionysius, Pierius, Eusebius of C_esa- meaning of the apostle, and purposed to explain
reia, Dldymus, and Apollinaris, have interpreted the words, For ] wouM I/tat all men zaere even
this epistle most copiously ;* of whom Plerius, as I myselJ,_ added this remark : In saying this,

when he was expounding and unfolding the Paul, without disguise, preaches cehbacy.4
3 I Cor vii. 7.

x This very brief quotation Ls preserved in Jerome's Second Epts- 4 Vol iv p 243. edit. Benedletln [No doubt he does, as dld his
tie to Pammachius. Master Christ, before hun, and under the same lumtauoas. .Matt.

2 Latts*im¢. I xLx. x:.]

II.--A SECTION ON THE WRITINGS OF PIERIUS.'

DIFFERENTDISCOURSESOF THE PRESBYTERPIERIUS. not in the sense put on it by the adherents of
Arius. With respect to the Spirit, however, he

There was read a book by Plerius the pres- lays down his opinion in a very dangerous and
byter, who, they say, endured the conflict* for far from pJous manner. For he affirms that He
Christ, along wath has brother Isldorus. __nd he as inferior to the Father and the Son in gloryY
is reputed to have been the teacher of the mar- He has a passage also in the book 8 entitled, On
tyr Pamphllus in ecclesiastical studies, and to /he Gospel accorthng to Luke, from winch it is
have been president of the school at Alexandria. 3oss_ble to show that the honour or dishonour
The work contained twelve books) And m of the image _s also the honour or dishonour of
style he as perspicuous and clear, with the easy the original. And, again, he indulges an some
flow, as _t were, of a spoken address, dasplaymg obscure speculations, after the mannerofthe non-
no signs of laboured art,4 but bearing us quietly sense of Origen, on the subject of the "pre-ex-
along, smoothly and gently, hke off-hand speak- istence of souls." And also in the book on the
ing. And m argument he is most fertile, ff any Passover (Easter) and on Hosea, he treats both
one is so. And he expresses his opinion on of the cherubnn made by Moses, and of the pil-
many things outside what is now estabhshed lar of Jacob, m which passages he admits the
in the Church, perhaps in an antique manner ; s actual construction of those things, but propounds
but with respect to the Father and the Son, he the foohsh theory that they were given economi-
sets forth his sentiments piously, except that he cally, and that they were in no respect hke other
speaks of two substances and two natures ; using, things which are made ; inasmuch as they bore
however, the terms substance and nature, as _s the hkeness of no other form, but had only, as
apparent from what follows, and from what pre- he foolishly says, the appearance of wings.9
cedes thas passage, m the sense of person 6 and

? [Phouus must often be reoeived with a gram of salt ]
s _c; "roy Aovov. [On images, etc., Phottus is no authority, l

x From the B,blzotkeaa of Photius, cod xi9, p. 3oo, cd Hoeschel 9 The text here is evtdently corrupt. It runs thus: oL_oco_¢a¢
2 Of martyrdom. 8_ A6_,_ _vyXwp_O_vaL tzar_oAoyel _ ob,_ev "_o'=l, ;a_ e'r,_#o, r_
3 Aoyov_. yeyev_9/zdva, oar;o_,e "rulrov _gAov i¢_ep_ Ixopck_¢;,dA_.& ..ovov _'l"a=
4 d_Ll_eAe_ dv_Je_acvdta.evo_, pV.,l_aV xevoAo',/e; ¢kepetv ai_.& eXfllv.e. Hoeschcllus p_ _'¢

[e,g., hzs Plaromc zdeas, as explained ]n note 3, P. z56, ._n_.'a.] o/._;_v _o.av, ,_ i_'epo,, _¢av, d_ eye,a. &c., and he _ejects the ,_v mo_roo'vga_s. [S¢c my remarks, voL tv. p. v., introductory. ] ms ob6ev ¢v_rov on the authority of four codloes. -- T]L
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THEONAS OF ALEXANDRIA.

TRANSLATOR'S BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE.

[A.D. 3oo.] Of this Theonas we know extremely little. Eusebius' tell_ us that Maximus,

who had held the episcopal office at Alexandria for eighteen years after the death of Dionysius,
was succeeded by Theonas. That bishopric, we also learn, he held for nineteen years. His date

is fixed as from about 282 to 3oo A.D. The only thing of his that has come down to our thne is
his letter to Lucianus, the chief chamberlain, 2 and a person in high favour wlth the emperor.
This epistle, which is a letter of advice to that individual on the duties of his office, was first

published m the Spicilegium of Dacherius, and again in GallandFs 2_zbhatheca. The name of the

emperor is not given, neither does the letter itself tell us who the Bishop Theonas was who wrote

it. Hence some have, without much reason, supposed another Theonas, bishop of Cyzicus, as
the author. And some, such as Cave, have thought the emperor in question was Constantius
Chlorus. But the whole circumstances suit Diocletian best.s Some infer from the diction of the

epistle, as we have it, that it is a translation from a Greek original.

THE EPISTLE OF THEONAS, BISHOP OF ALEXANDRIA, TO LUCIANUS, THE
CHIEF CHAMBERLAIN.4

BISHOP THEONAS TO LUCIANUS, THE CHIEF tlon. For if we seek our own glory, we set our
CHAMBERLAIN OF OUR MOST INVINCIBLE desire upon a vain and perishing object, and one
EMPEROR. which leads ourselves on to death. But theglory

1. of the Father and of the Son, who for our salva-
I give thanks to Almighty God and our Lord tion was nailed to the cross, makes us safe for

Jesus Christ, who has not given over the mani- the everlasting redemption ; and that is the
festing of His froth throughout the whole world, greatest hope of Christians.
as the sole specific for our salvatlon,S and the Wherefore, my Lucmnus, I neither suppose
extending of it even in the course of the perse- nor desire that you should make _t a matter of
cutlons of despots. Yea, like gold reduced in boasting, that by your means many persons be-
the furnace, it has only been made to shine longing to the palace of the emperor have been
the more under the storms of persecution, and brought to the knowlege of the truth ; but rather
its truth and grandeur have only become always does it become us to gwe the thanks to our God
the more and more illustrious, _o that now, peace who has made thee a good instrument for a good
being granted to the churches by our gracious iwork, and has raised thee to gTeat honour with
prince, the works of Christians are shining even the emperor, that you might diffuse the sweet
in sight of the unbelieving, and God your Father. savour of the Christian name to His own glory
who is in heaven, is glorified thereby ; 6 a thing and to the salvation of many. For just the more
which, if we desire to be Christians in deed completely that the emperor hm_self, though not
rather than m word, we ought to seek and aspire yet attached 7 to the Christian religion, has en-
after as our first object on account of our salva- trusted the care of his life and person to these

same Christians as his more faithful servants, so
ma. Ecd., _i 3_ much the more careful ought ye to be, and the

2 lor_elhgsttt_$ ¢ublcttlart_rt¢_n
-_ See Neander'_ ChurJt [t_stary,_ol 1. p, 197 (Bohn). lChns- more diligent and watchful in seeing to his safety,

Uans began to be preferred for their probity. Diocleuan's retgn at and in attending upon him, so that the name of
ftrr, t gave the Church a long peace (_ee vol. iv p x26) of we!l-mgh

te_y_ar_1 Christ may be greatly glorified thereby, and His
4 In Dachertt ._pldlegium, llt pp 297-299

[tl saltttl_ nostrae tt_tlCltl_l rgtllgt_141#l.

o Matt. v 16 7 Ascri_tu$.
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faith extended daily through you who walt upon m.

the emperor. For in old times some former But because, as I apprehend it, ye are assigned
princes thought us malevolent and filled with all to different offices, and you, Lucianus, are styled
manner of crime ; but now, seeing your good the head of them all, whom, also, by the grace
works, they should not be able to avoid glorifying of Christ given you, you are able to direct and
Christ Himself.' dispose in their different spheres, I am certain

IF. that it will not displease you if I also bring
Therefore you ought to strive to the utmost before your notice, in a particular and summary

of your power not to fall into a base or dishon- manner, some of my sentiments on the subject
ourable, not to say an absolutely flagitious way of these offices. For I hear that one of you
of thinking, lest the name of Christ be thus keeps the private moneys of the emperor; an-
blasphemed even by you. Be it far from you other the imperial robes and ornaments ; another
that you should sell the privilege of access to the precious vessels ; another the books, who, I
the emperor to any one for money, or that you understand, does not as yet belong to the belier=
should by any means place a d_shonest account ers ; and others the different parts of the house-
of any affair before your prince, won over either hold goods. And in what manner, therefore,
by prayers or by bribes. Let all the lust of ava- these charges ought, in my judgment, to be
rice be put from you, wluch serves the cause of executed, I shall indicate in a few words.
idolatry rather than the religmn of Christ: No
filthy lucre, no duplicity, can befit the Christian Iv.

who embraces the simple and unadorned s Christ. He who has charge of the private moneys of
Let no scurrilous or base talk have place among the emperor ought to keep every thing in an exact
you. Let all things be done w_th modesty, reckoning. He should be ready at any time to
courteousness, affability, and uprightness, so that give an accurate account of all things. He
the name of our God and Lord Jesus Christ should note down every thing in writing, if it is
may be glorified in all. at all possible, before giving money to another.

Discharge the official duties to which you are He should never trust such things to his mem-
severally appointed with the utmost fear of God ory, which, being drawn off day by day to other
and affection to your prince, and perfect care- matters, readily fails us, so that, without writing,
fulness. Consider that every command of the we sometimes honestly certify things which have
emperor which does not offend God has pro- never existed ; neither should this kind of writ-
ceeded from God Himself; 4 and execute it in ing be of a commonplace order, but such as easily
love as well as in fear, and with all cheerfulness, and clearly unfolds all things, and leaves the
For there is nothing which so well refreshes a mind of the inquirer without any scruple or
man who is wearied out with weighty cares as doubt on the subject; a thing which will easily
the seasonable cheerfulness and benign patience be effected if a distinct and separate account
of an intimate servant ; nor, again, on the other is kept in writing of all receipts, and of the time
hand, does anything so much annoy and vex when, and the person by whom, and the place
him as the moroseness and impatience and at which they were made) And, in like man-
grumbling of his servant. Be such things far her, all that is paid out to others, or expended
from you Christians, whose walk is m zeal for the by order of the emperor, should be entered in
fmth.s But in order that God may be honoured 6 its own place by itself in the reckoning ; and
in yourselves, suppress ye and tread down all that servant should be faithful and prudent, so
your vices of mind and body. Be clothed with that his lord may rejoice that he has set him
patience and courtesy ; be replenished with the over his goods, 9 and may glorify Christ in him.
virtues and the hope of Christ. Bear all things
for the sake of your Creator Himself; endure v.

all things ; overcome and get above all things, Nor will the diligence and care of that servantthat ye may win Christ the Lord. Great are
these duties, and full of painstaking. But he be less who has the custody of the robes and
that striveth for the mastery 7 is temperate in all imperial ornaments. All these he should enter
things ; and they do it to obtain a corruptible in a most exact catalogue, and he should keep a

note of what they are and of what sort, and in
crown, but we an incorruptible, what places stored, and when he received them,

and from whom, and whether they are soiled or
t [A beautiful concern of our author for the honour of the Master unsoiled. All these things he should keep in histeems to have dictated this noble letter. Matt. v. 16.l

Zph.,. 4, s. diligence ; he should often review again, and hea Attt:dum"
4 [..Seenote t, p toS, supra.]
S _ut aelofldei mceddlta, e [A most important hint to the clergy in thear accounts with the
6 t Peter iv. xt. Church.]
7 x C.or. tx. aS. 9 Matt. xxlv. 45, 47.
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should often go over them that they may be the manners and institutions of our ancestors, and
more readily known again. All these he should show us the rule of life from the proceedings of
have at hand, and all in readiness ; and he the ancient/. On occasion also he will endeav-
should ahvays give the clearest information on our to laud the divine Scriptures, which, with
every matter on which it Jssought, to his prince marvellous care and most liberal expenditure,
or his superior, whenever they ask about any Ptolemy Philadelphus caused to be translated
thing ; and all this at the same time in such wise into our language ; 3 and sometimes, too, the
that every thing may be done in humility and Gospel and the Apostle will be lauded for their
cheerful patience, and that the name of ChaJst divine oracles ; and there will be an opportunity
may be praised even in a small matter, for introducing the mention of Christ ; and, ht-

tie by little, His exclusive divinity will be ex-
vL plained ; and all these things may happily come

to pass by the help of Christ.
In a similar manner should he conduct him- He ought, therefore, to know all the books

self to whose fidelity are entrusted the vessels of which the emperor possesses ; he should often
silver and gold. and crystal or murrha,' for eating turn them over, and arrange them neatly in their
or for drinking. All these he should arrange proper order by catalogue ; if, however, he shall
suitably, of ,them all he should keep an account, have to get new books, or old ones transcribed,
and with all diligence he should make an inven- he should be careful to obtain the most accurate
tory of how many and which sort of precious copyists ; and if that cannot be done, he should
stones are in them. He should examine them appoint learned men to the work of correction,
all with great prudence ; he should produce them and recompense them justly for their labours.
in their proper places and on their proper occa- He should also cause all manuscripts to be
sions.. And he should observ.e most carefully to restored according to their need, and should
w_om he gwes them, and at what time, and from I ............

..... l emnelnsn mere, not so mucn wltn mere super-whom he recewes them again, test there should" . ..... I stitious extravagance, as with useful adornment ;
occur an)' mistaRe or lnjurlous suspicion, or per- [__._ .L___¢__^_.^ __._.,._ __, _:._ .. _.^...__ .,._

• , . , [ _:I.11U. I,II_:IglUIIL7 IlK7 _llUUlU. IIUL _tlll[ i¢l.k lldV/J.l_ (,ll_

ha s some considerable loss m thin of value
p gs • .whole manuscripts written on purple skins and

m letters of gold, unless the emperor has Spe-
Yah cially required that. With the umaost submis-

The most resnonsible nerson however amono I sion, however, he should do ever)" thing that is
•,ou, and also the most careful, will be 'he wh_lag reeable to Caesar. As he is able, he should,

.... ., i._,.................. Iwith all modesty, suggest to the emperor that hemay oe em;rusteu 19) LH_ emperor w_tn the _u_- • o
^a. ^¢ _.:_m.._- _o ...:. _.:_r _._ r^. ! should read, or hear read, those books which suit

ttJIAt) t I-J/ Jll_ t£LIICI-I.]/. 11_ WIll llllIl_gll _K;IK_t..L IUI . .

.t.:. _a:......... ¢ ...... a _.__..._._...... _his rank and honour, and mmmter to _ood use
L[|l_ I,)IlIt*AC _1, _/_l_l_l.II UI _II,)¥KTL| IK.IIUYgJKTI.I_KT, i_. Ill_._ll [ -- " 9

• i rather than to mere leasure He should him-
grave and adapted to great affairs, and ready to t " P "'" "" " " "
reply to all applications for information, such a self first he thoroughly famflmr with those hooks,
one as Philadelphus chose for this charge, and and he should often commend them in presence
appointed to the superintendence of his most of the emperor, and set forth, in an appropriate
noble library-- I mean Aristeus, his confidential fashion, the testimony and the weight of those
chamberlam, whom he sent also as his legate to who approve them, that he may not seem to lean
Eleazar, with most magnificent gifts, in recogni- to his own understanding only.
tion of the translation of the Sacred Scriptures ;
and this person also wrote the full history of the wrt.
Seventy Interpreters. If, therefore, it should Those, moreover, who have the care of the
happen that a believer in Christ is called to thi: emperor's person should be in all things as
same office, he should not despise that secular lit- prompt ms possible ; always, as we have said,
erature and those Gentile intellects which please cheerful in countenance, sometimes merry, but
the emperor., To be praised are the poets for ever with such perfect modesty as that he may
the greatness of their genius, the acuteness of commend it above all else in you all, and per-
their inventions, the aptness and lofty eloquence ceive that it is the true product of the religion
of their style. To be praised are the orators ; of Christ. You should also all be elegant and
to be ptaised also are the philosophers in their tidy in person and attire, yet, at the same ume,
own class. To be praised, too, are the historians, [not in such wise as to attract notice by extrava-
who unfold to us the order of exploits, and the lgance or affectation, lest Christian modesty be
......... ]scandalised.4 Let every thing be ready at, itsI Murrhlne_ werefirstintroducedintoRomebyPompey.
They were valued chiefly for thear variegated colours, and were ex- _ .... -""[""_. --
tremely costly Some think they were made of onyx stone, others of ! 3 It is from the_e words that the inference is dr_wla that this ep_-

vafieSated glass: but me_t modern writers tuppose that what is meant i tie was written by a Greek.
war some sort of pon_elau_ _ [The teachings of Clement had formed the mmoz morals of

_ iAloftyspiritollibe_love_r literatut_ishereeatemplified.]Ch_tstmns.Seevol.ti.bookti.pp.z_7,284.l
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proper time, and disposed as well as possible tion, so that not one stone of yourbuilding could
in its own order. There should also be due stand upon another.
arrangement among you, and carefulness that Ix.
no confusion appear in your work, nor any loss
of property in any way ; and appropriate places And do thou, my dearest Lucianus, since thou
should be settled and suitably prepared, in ac- art wise, bear with good-will the unwise ;3 and
cordance with the capacity (ca_ta) and impor- they too may perchance become wise. Do no
tance of the places, one an injury at any time, and provoke no one

to anger. If an injury is done to you, look toBesides this, your servants should be the most
thoroughly honest, and circumspect, and modest, Jesus Christ ; and even as ye desire that He may
and as serviceable to you as possible. And see remit your transgressions, do ye aLsoforgive them
that you instruct and teach them in true doctrine theirs ;¢ and then also shall ye do away with all
with all the patience and charity of Christ ; but ill-will, and bruise the head of that ancient ser-
if they despise and lightly esteem your instruc- pent/who is ever on the watch with all subtlety
tions, then dismiss them, lest their wickedness to undo your good works and your Frosperous
by any hap recoil upon yourselves. For some- attainments. Let no day pass by without read-
times we have seen, and often we have heard," ing some portion of the Sacred S_-dptures,at
how masters have been held in ill-repute in con- such convenient hour as offers, and giying some
sequence of the wickedness of their servants, space to meditation._ And never cast off the

If the emperor visits her imperial majesty, or habit of reading in the Holy Scriptures; for
she him, then should ye also be most circumspect nothing feeds the soul and enriches the mind so
in eye and demeanour, and in all your words, well as those sacred studies do. But look to this
Let her mark your mastery of yourselves and as the chief gain you are to make by them, that,
your modesty ;' and let her followers and at- in all due patience, ye may discharge the duties
tendants markyogr demeanour; let them mark of your office religiously and piously u that is,

in the love of Christ --and despise all transitory
it and admire it, and by reason thereof praise objects for the sake of His eternal promises.
Jesus Christ our Lord in you. Let your conver- whmh in truth surpass all human comprehensionsation always be temperate and modest, and sea-
soned with religion as with salt.2 And, further, and understanding/and shall couduct you into
let there be no jealousy among you or conten- everlasting felicity.
tiousness, which might bring you into all manner A happy adieu to you in Christ, my Lord
of confusion and division, and thus also make Lucianus.
you objects of aversion to Christ and to the s _cot.xi.z9.
emperor, and lead you into the deepest abomina- , Markxz.a$

$ Rora, xvl. 20.
6 [Blessed spint of primitlve ptvtyt Is not thts rule too murat

t [Thus is reflected the teaching of St. Paul, x "lira. v. a. All_ relaxed in our own Laodicean age_]
women to he _red, and"all purity" tocharactenze socletyw_th _'Phil iv. 7- [Howmuch there is In flus letter which ought to

prick the comcmnces of wealthy and "fathhwmblt" Chris,,*-- of om

PHILEAS.

TRANSLATOR'S BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE.

[A.D. 3o7.'! From Jerome' we learn that this Phileas belonged to Thmuis, a town of Lower
Egypt, the modem Tmai, which was situated between the 'ranite and Mendesian branches of the
Nile, an episcopal seat, and in the time of Valentinian and Theodosius the Great a place of con-
siderable consequence, enjoying a separate government of its own. Eusebius' speaks of him as
a man not less distinguished for his services to his country than for his eminence in philosophical
studfes and his proficiency in foreign literature and science. He tells us further, that, along with
another person of considerable importance, by name Phlloromus, being brought to trial for his

t .O* t_'r.//,/t,*tr., chap 78. = H,'-*. F_x/u., viii. 9 and to.
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faith, he withstood the threats and insults of the judge, and all the entreaties of relatives and
friends, to compromise his Christian belief, and was condemned to lose his head. Jerome also,

in the passage already referred to, names him a /rue _hilosozoher, and, at the same ffme, a godly
martyr; and states, that on assuming the bishoi_rfc of his naKve district, he wrote a very elegant

book in ?raise af the martyrs. Of this book certain fragments axe preserved for us in Eusebius.
In addition to these we have also an epistle which the same Phileas seems to have written in the

name of three other bishops, as well as himself, to Meletius, the bishop of Lycopolis, and founder
of the Meletian schism. This epistle appears to have been written in Greek ; but we possess only
a Latin version, which, however, from its abrupt style, is believed to be very ancient. The four

bishops whose names stand at the head of the Epistle--viz., Hesychius, Pachomius, Theodorus,
and Phileas, are also mentioned by Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., viii. I3) as distinguished martyrs. This

epistle was written evidently when those bishops were in prison, and its date is determined by the
mention of Peter as the then bishop of Alexandria. The martyrdom of Phileas is fixed with much

probability as happening at Alexandria, under Maximus, about the year 307 A.D.' [But see Neale,
,Patriarchate of Alex., i. pp. 97-xoi, for his view of two bearing this name.]

FRAGMENTS OF THE EPISTLE OF PHILEAS TO THE PEOPLE OF THMUIS?

I. would suffice ? For as every one who chose was

Having before them all these examples and at liberty to abuse them, some beat them withwooden clubs, 6 and others with rods, and others
signs and illustrious tokens which are given us
in the divine and holy Scriptures, the blessed with scourges, and others again with thongs,
martyrs who lived with us did not hesitate, but, and others with ropes. And the spectacle of
directing the eye of their soul in sincerity to that these modes of torture had great variety in it,and exhibited vast malignity. For some had their
God who is over all, and embracing with willing hands bound behind them, and were suspended
mind the death which their piety cost them, they on the rack and had every limb in their body
adhered steadfastly to their vocation. For they stretched with a certain kind of pulleys. 7 Then
learned that our Lord Jesus Christ endured man's
estate on our behalf, that He might destroy all after all this the torturers, according to their
sin, and furnish us with the provision needful for orders, lacerated with the sharp iron claws s the
our entrance into eternal life. "For He thought whole body, not merely, as in the case of tour-
it not robbery to be equal with God : but made derers, the sides only, but also the stomach and
Himself of no reputation, taking upon Him the the knees and the cheeks. And others were
form of a servant: and being found in fashion hung up in mid-air, suspended by one hand

from the portico, and their sufferings were fiercer
as a man, He humbled Himself unto death, even
the death of the cross." a For which reason also than any other kind of agony by reason of the

distention of their joints and limbs. And others
these Christ-bearing 4 martyrs sought zealously were bound to pillars, face to face, not touching
the greater gifts, and endured, some of them,
every kind of pain and all the varied contrivances the ground with their feet, but hanging with allthe weight of the body, so that their chains were
of torture not merely once, but once and again ; drawn all the more tightly by reason of the ten-
and though the guards showed their fury against
them not only by threatenings m word, but also sion. And this they endured not simply as long
by deeds of violence, they did not swerve from as the governor 9 spoke with them, or had leisureto hear them, but well-nigh through the whole
their resolution, because _ect love cas_ out day. For when he passed on to others he left
fear.s some of those under his authority to keep watch

_. over these former, and to observe whether any
And to narrate their virtue and their manly of them, being overcome by the torture, seemed

endurance under every torment, what language _ _o,lot¢. What is meant, however, may be the instrument called
by the Romam e_mu_us, a kind of rack in the shape of & hor_

t [His diocese belonged to the re,on over which Ale.nm:]ria had commonly used m taking the ewdence of slaves.
the Imma_ by the "ancient umg_..:"j 7 _,a_g*_.* vw;.. .

= The text gives _ttuv_ptot¢ J*_ov, for which N,cephor=ss In $_t.iu_ Hid. J_cleL, wt. :o.
Plul. iL 6..8. reads&_vwrwuow ",'.;¢,=_.¢_,_. The -'_r-,_= were probablythe

Latin w_lt, an instrument of totl.ure like claws. So Rufmu= un-
4 x,_'t"eChi_eet. So Ignatius of Antioch was c.alled ¢=o_, God- de.r_md_ the phrase, . . ,-
It =John iv, *8. g /r_v. That b probably the Re=nanPr=tectus ,_ugusmm_
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likely to yield. But he gave them orders at the the prison, where in a few days, worn out with
same time to cast them into chains without spar- their agonies, they met their end. But the rest,
ing, and thereafter, when they were expiring, to getting sure recovery under the application of
throw them on the ground and drag them along, remedies, through time and their lengthened
For they said that they would not give them-detention in prison, became more confident.
selves the slightest concern about us, but would And thus then, when they were commanded to
look upon us and deal with us as if we were make their choice between these alternatives,
nothing at all. This second mode of torture namely, either to put their hand to the unholy
our enemies devised then over and above the sacrifice and thus secure exemption from further
scourging, trouble, and obtain from them their abominable

m. sentence of absolution and liberation, t or else to
And there were also some who, after the tor- refuse to sacrifice, and thus expect the judgment

tures, were placed upon the stocks and had both of death to be executed on them, they never
their feet stretched through all the four holes, so !hesitated, but went cheerfully to death.* For
that they were compelled to lie on their back on they knew the sentence declared fdr us of old
the stocks, as they were unable (to stand) in by the Holy Scriptures : "He that sacrificeth to
consequence of the fresh wounds they had over other gods," it is said, "shall be _tterly de-
the whole body from the scourging. And others stroyed." s And again, 4 "Thou sl_t have no
being thrown upon the ground lay prostrated other gods before Me." s
there by the excessively frequent application of
the tortures ; in which condition they exhibited z,_¢_,_ou u,,_#i¢.
to the onlookers a still more dreadful spectacle • [It ,s impo_le to accept modern theories of the tnc_atde_-b/e number of the primitive martyrs, m view of the abounding ew-
than they did when actually undergoing their dances of a chronic and eonUnuous persecution always evldeno_d I_

torments, bearing, as they did, on their bodies [c_os_E_od.fmwre,,._._ of aua_..u¢_-y. s_ ,oLiv.p. _,s.]
the varied and manifold tokens of the cruel in- 1 , Eand._. 3.
genuity of their tortures. While this state of[ s Eusebius,afterquotlngthesepassagcs,adds:--"Thesoarcthewords of a true philosopher, and one who was no less a lover of God

matters went on, some died under their tortures, [ than of wtsdom, which, before the final sentence of his judge, andwhde he lay yet m prtson, he addressed to the brethren m h_ churchj
putting the adversary to shame by their con- [ at once to represent to them m what candmon he was himself, and to

stancy. And others were thrust half-dead into [eaho. them to mmnmm r_e.adf_tly, eve.n _ hh speedy death, t.hcirpt©ty towards Christ.." -- Tg.

THE EPISTLE OF THE SAME PHILEAS OF THMUIS TO MELETIUS, BISHOP
OF LYCOPOLIS.

_E BEcrmcmc or arm EPISTLE OF THE mSHOrS'.' carried through by thee in parishes having no
Hesychius, Pachomius, Theodorus, and Phil- manner of connection with thee, we are unable

eas, to Meletius, our friend and fellow-minister sufficiently to express. We have not delayed,
in the Lord, greeting. Some reports having however, by a short statement to prove your
reached us concerning thee, which, on the tes- practice wrong. There is the law of our fathers
timony of certain individuals who came to us, and forefathers, of which neither art thou thy-
spake of certain things foreign to divine order self ignorant, established according to divine
and ecclesiastical rule which are being attempted, and ecclesiastical order; for it is all for the
yea, rather which are being done by thee, we, in good pleasure of God and the zealous regard.
an ingenuous manner he]d them to be untrust- of better things? By them it has been estab-
worthy, regarding them to be such as we would lished and settled that it is not lawful for any
not willinglycredit, when we thought of the auda- bishop to celebrate ordinations in other parishes 3
city implied in their magnitude and their uncer- than his own ; a law which is exceedingly ira-
rain attempts. But since many who are visiting portant 4 and wisely devised. For, in the first
us at the present time have lent some credibility place, it is but fight that the conversation and
to these reports, and have not hesitated to attest life of those who are ordained should be exam-
them as facts, we, to our exceeding surprise, ined with great care ; and in the second place,
have been compelled to indite this letter to that all confusion and turbulence should be
thee. And what agitation and sadness have done away with. For every one shall have
been caused to us all in common and to each of enough to do in managing his own parish, and

us individually by (the report of) the ordination in finding with great care and many anxieties

Ye t This epmtle was first odttc;dby $ctpto Maffeius from an ancient = Zela m¢ldarx_.
rona manuscript m the O85e_. Leth.r, vol. m. 1_. xl-t7, where 3 [Pnr_Ae*md_oc_ (socmlh=dttow): but th_tmm]l

t* gtventlm FraK_ext _f a Hi*_ry af the Meletla_ Sckitm. terrttorially, mut_t_,cttylmdits"bishop." _ B_ng_mn, I_kht.
_eander's important rema_ o¢I this whole doqt_ CitrcA cap. a_snd Eusob,, book v cap. aS. Comp. m t, p. to_, _,t_a. ]

Hk_,7, hL p. 3to (Bolm). -- Ta. " 4 Btm _img*
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suitable subordinates among Otesewith whom he vided certain rulers for the people. For now we
has passed has whole life, and who have been have learned, too, that there were also divisions,S
trained under his hands. But thou, neither because thy unwarrantable exercise of the right
making any account of these things, nor regard- of ordination displeased many. And thou wert
ing the future, nor considering the law of our not persuaded to delay such procedure or re-
sainted fathers and those who have been taken strain thy purpose readily even by the word of
to Christ time after time, nor the honour of our the Apostle Paul, the most blessed seer,6 and the
great bishop and father,* Peter/on whom we all man who put on Christ, who is the Christ of all
depend in the hope which we have in the Lord of us no less ; for he, in writing to his dearly-
Jesus Christ, nor softened by our imprisonments beloved son Timothy, says : "]my hands sud-
and trials, and daily and multiplied reproach, denly on no man, neither be partaker of other
hast ventured on subverting all things at once. men's sins." z And thus he at once shows his
And what means will be left thee for justifying own anxious consideration for him,8 and gives
thyself with respect to these things ? But per- him his example and exhibits the law according
haps thou wilt say : I did this to prevent many!to which, with all carefulness and caution, par-
being drawn away with the unbelief of many, ties are to be chosen for the honour of ordina-
because the flocks were m need and forsaken, tion.9 We make this declaration to thee, that in
there being no pastor with them. Well, but it future thou mayest study 2oto keep within the
is most certain that they are not in such destitu- safe and salutary limits of the law.
t-ion: in the first place, because there are many
going about them and in a position to act as THECONCLUSIONOFTHEEPISTLEOF THEBISHOPS.
visitors ; and in the second place, even if there
was some measure of neglect on their side, then After receiving and perusing this epistle, heneither wrote any reply nor repaired to them in
the proper way would have been for the repre-
sentation to be made promptly by the people, the prison, nor went to the blessed Peter. But
and for us to take account of them according to when all these bishops and presbyters and dea-
their desert.3 But they knew that they were in cons had suffered martyrdom in the prison at
no want of ministers, and therefore they did not Alexandria, he at once entered Alexandria. Now
come to seek them. They knew that we were in that city there was a certain person, by name
wont to discharge them with an admonition from Isidorus, turbulent in character, and possessed
such inquisition for matter of complaint, or that with the ambition of being a teacher. And
everything was done with all carefulness which there was also a certain Arius, who wore the
seemed to be for their profit ; for all was done habit of piety, and was in like manner possessed
under correction,4 and all was considered with with the ambition to be a teacher. And when
well-approved honesty. Thou, however, giving they discovered the object of Meletius's passion'*
such strenuous attention to the deceits of certain and what it was that he sought, hastening to him,

and looking with an evil eye on the episcopal
parties and their vain words, hast made a stealthy
leap to the celebrating of ordinations. For if, authority of the blessed Peter, that the aim and
indeed, those with thee were constraining thee desire of Meletius might be made patent, '2 they
to this, and in their ignorance were doing vio- discovered to Meletius certain presbyters, then
lence to ecclesiastical order, thou oughtest to in hiding, to whom the blessed Peter had given
have followed the common rule and have in- power to act as parish-visitors. And Meletius

recommending them to improve the opportunity
formed us by letter; and in that way what given them for rectifying their error, suspendedseemed expedient would have been done. And
if perchance some persuaded you to credit their them for the time, and by his own authority or-
story that it was all over with us,--a thing of dained two persons in their place,'3 namely, one
which thou couldest not have been ignorant, in prison and another in the mines. On learn-
because there were many passing and repassing mg these things the blessed Peter, with much
by us who might visit you,--even although, I endurance, wrote to the people of Alexandria an
say, this had been the ease, yet thou oughtest.to epistle in the following terms.,4
have waited for the judgment of the superior _a_ w,_ipt ,_d_ ,_,_',,_t,. fo,,,m_'_,,_;,,,_t, t_p,o.
father and for his allowance of this practice, po_.d.
But without giving any heed to these matters, _ Pr_',_',-pee_w r_ti_r._a_ _owu - fh_,_;_tto_,_dtl* careful foret_o=_l_t _t ma_ed out our _er cour*e d_

but indulging a different expectation, yea rather, ,,ok .,at ....:' x Tim. v. _.

indeed, denying all respect to us, thou hast pro- s _,z_ at,_,_,;,ttnu'_,.
9 The manu_m_pt gtveal ordiuaft, do iu_u_, forw_ Is prO.

posed ordi_HdL Adam_t_ama$.
x [_ _hol_ of Alexandrla are called _._t to this day, and zo Reading studeas for #ludctsr.

to from. the'_ginnlng. See voi. v. p t54.| . u Cu#iditalem.
a [ Peter succeed_ Theonas as sixteenth btshop and ,primate of t* Lit cog_scalur ¢¢r_c_tt_tcextt'a Meletlt.

O_r_era_txlk_do#r_are a_ m_e_t_romemo. ._'t cos, &.c.: on whach s_e_iany Beomder, hi. p. _tx ( • ).
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PAMPHILUS.

TRANSLATOR'S BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE.

[A.D.3o9.] Accordingto the common accountPamphiluswas a nativeof Berytus,the
modernBeirfit,and a member ofa distinguishedPhoenicianfarnily.LeavingBerytus,however,
atan earlyperiod,he repairedtoAlexandriaand studiedunderPierius,thewell-knownheadof

theCatecheticalschoolflaere.At asubsequentperiodhewenttothePalestinianCmsareia,and

wasmade apresbyteroftheChurchthereunderBishopAgapius.Incourseof the_ersecutions
ofDiocletianhewas thrownintoprisonby Urbanus,thegovernorofPalestine.Thistookplace

towardstheend oftheyear3o7A.D.,and hisconfinementlastedtillthebeginningof theyear
3o9,when hc sufferedmartyrdomby orderofFirmilianus,who had succeededUrbanusinthe

governorshipofthecountry.Duringhisimprisonmenthe enjoyedtheaffectionateattendance

of Eusebius,theChurchhistorian,and the tenderfriendshipwhichsubsistedlongbetweenthe
two is well known. It was as a memorial of that intimacy that Eusebius took the surname of
Pamphili. Pamphilus appears to have given himself up with great enthusiasm to the promotion
of Biblical studies, and is spoken of as the founder of a theological school in which special
importance was attached to exposition. He busied himself also with the transcription and dis-
semination of the Scriptures and other writings, such as those of Origen, of whom he was a
devoted follower. At C_esareia he established a great public library,* consisting mainly of eccle-
siastical writers ; and among the treasures of that library are mentioned the Tetrapla and Hexapla
of Origen, from which, with the help of Eusebius, he produced a new and revised edition of the
Septuagint. There is a statement in Jerome _ to the effect that, though he was so great a student
of the writings of others, Pamphilus, through an excess of modesty, wrote no work of his own,
with exception of some letters to his friends.3 'But there is a work bearing the title of An gx2_asi-
a'on of the Chapters of the Acts of the Apostles, which is attributed by many to him, although
others ascribe it to Euthalius, bishop of Sulce. And besides this there is also the Apology for
Origen, of which, according to the statement of Photius,4 the first five books were compiled by
Pamphilus, in conjunction wath Eusebius, during the period of his imprisonment, the sixth book
being added by Eusebius after his friend's martyrdom. Of this .42oalogywe possess now only the
first book, and that, too, only in the faulty Latin version of Rufinus. There are repeated and
warmly eulogistic references to Pamphilus in the EcdesiasKcal History of Eusebius. Thus he
speaks of him as that holy martyr of our day; s and as that most eloquent man, and that philoso-
pher truly such in his life; 6 and again, as that mast admirable man of our Kmes, that glory of
the church of Ccesareia.7 He devotes the eleventh chapter of the eighth book also to a notice
of Pamphilus and other martyrs. And besides all this he wrote a separate life of his friend, in
three books, of which, however, all has perished, with exception of a few disputed fragments. $

t [Another glorious product of the school of Alexandrla.]
2 ApoL coRtr. Ruf., book t. num. 9, Works, ti. p. 465.

Proltr_i e_'gt _.ikll omnina $cr_2badt, exce_da e2bkteli$ fua* ad a_a f_'te mittcb_t ; is ta_tum u _umth't#w d_'r¢_at,
* Bibl. Cad., exvi_, p. _95.
5 Ibid., vi. _.
e Ibid.,vU. 3s.
7 IMd., v_. x3.

* [EvldcmlyImimptmsodEmmbius asan¢xtt_ uum iaant_e ofcolomml_, _ _ _ _, _ _ _ _ _]
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AN EXPOSITION OF THE CHAPTERS OF THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.'

Having had ourselves the advantage of the and sympathizes and counsels with re-
method and model received from our fathers[ spect to his i_ salvation. And here we
and teachers, we attempt, in a modest way, to[ have* the interposition'2 of the chief
give these in this exposmon of the chapters, pnests throughjealousyofwhathad taken
entreating your forgiveness for the rashness of place, and their judgment on the miracle,
such an endeavour m us who are young m point and Peter's confession ,3 of the power and
both of years and of study, 2 and looking to have grace of Christ. Also the secnon on*
the indulgence_ of every one who reads this the unbelieving chief priests, command-
writing m prayer on our behalf. We make this ing that they should not speak boldly m
expomtion, therefore, after the history of Luke, the name of Chnst, '4 and of the dismissal _
the evangehst and historian. And, accordmgly, of the apostles. Then* the thanksglv-
we have indicated whole chapters by the letters ings offered up by the Church for the
of the alphabet, 4and their subdivisions into parts fmthful constancy of the apostles.
we have noted by means of the astensk.5 E. Of the harmonious and universal fellowship

of the believers; and also* of Ananias
A. Of Christ's teaching after His resurrection, and Sapph_ra and their miserable end.

and of His appearing to the disciples, :F. Of the apostles bemg cast into prison, and
and of the promise of the gift of the led out of it tiy night by the angel of the
Holy Ghost, and of the spectacle and Lord, who enjoined them to preach Jesus
manner of Christ's assumpuon. 6 without restraint; and* of the fact that,

]3. Peter's &scourse to those who were made on the following day, the chief priests ap-
disciples, on the subject of the death and prehended them again, and, after scour-
reprobation 7 of Judas ; 8. in this chapter grog them, sent them away with the charge
we have also the sectmn on the subsutu- not to teach any longer. Then* the
tion of Matthias, who was elected by lot truaty opinion of Gamahel touching the
through the grace of God with prayer, apostles, together with certain examples

C. Of the divine descent9 of the Holy Ghost and proofs.
on the day of Pentecost which lighted G. Of the elecnon of the seven deacons.
on them who believed. In this we have H. The rising and slanderous information of the
also* the instrucnon dehvered by Peter, Jews against Stephen, and his address
and* passages from the prophets on the concerning the covenant of God with
subject, and* on the passion and res- Abraham, and concerning the twelve pa-
urrecnon and assumption of Chnst, and tnarchs. Also the account of the famine
the gift of the Holy Ghost ; also* of the and the buying of corn, and the mutual
froth of those present, and their salva- recognmon of the sons of Jacob, and of
tion by baptism; and, further,* of the the birth of Moses and the appearance
umty of spint pervading the believers of God'6 to Moses, which took place at
and promoting the common good, and of Mount Sinm. * Also of the exodus and
the addition made to their number, and calf-making of Israel (and other mat-

D. Of the healing m (the name of) Christ of ters), up to the times of Solomon and the
the man lame from his birth ; and of the building of the temple. * Then the ae-
&scourse _oof Peter, in whmh he reasons knowledgment of the supercelestlal glory

of Jesus Christ which was revealed to
t This ;*r0¢o'_¢was edited, under the name of Euthalius, Bzslzaih

of Sulce, towards the end of the preceding century, by Lamentms Stephen himself, on account of which
Zaeagmus, m the collecuon of M ...... ta Vet .... p 428, pubhshed Stephen was himself stoned, and fell.at Rome Fabncms also compared the edition of Montfaucon with
the Roman This collatmn Lsadded here. -- MIGNg. asleep piously.

2 The text is veot Xpov_ "resta_.v.aOTII.Ld.... i,cd.o-¢ov, &c.; co, I. Of the persecution of the Church and thewhich Euthal, Xp6vcov _t x'a_ gaOrlg.d.r_ovTrap'_&v iKda'rov.
o_,-,0,*o0a, ,o,,¢_ ..... burial of Stephen ; also * of the healing

4 But Euthal.,h& _v vo_ _evo_ . .. && 8_ ¢o_ K*vv_dpe_¢,
e., by the &fferent colours of black and vermihon of many in Samaria by Philip the apostle.

These marks are wholly wanUng m the Cmslin Codex, from
which Monffaucon edRed the pmc¢. But they are found m the Vau-
can Codex. --T_. _t But Euthal.,a_'_v, ._e_r.

6 Euthal adds, _ai _re_t'r_¢ _v_d_ov _i 8¢v¢¢p_s _/,'ro_ _rapou- _ &rto'ra¢_a.
•rm¢, _ e, and of His glorious and second comm$, t_ EuthaL msert$ _r_p_.d_r_A_, and of the threatening of/he

c&ief l_r'*e_ts.
But guthaL $t_roo-rog_¢,a,po_rtlt_l_i2#, t_ _,r, *d 6vdv.a¢_; but Euthal., ;_'_ vb _vov-a.

9 _r_o,-r0_,_ms. xs Reading 6.v_crsta,with Euthal, instead of ;.vavedoffeta,_.
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J. Of Simon Magus, who believed and was bap-i miserable and fatal overthrow8 of the
tzzed with many others; also* of the m_plous Herod.
sending of Peter and John to them, and S. The sending of Barnabas and Paul bv the
their praying for the descent of the Holy Holy Ghost to Cyprus. * The things
Ghost upon the baptized, which he dld9 there m the name of

K. That the partmlpatzon of the Holy Ghost was Christ on Elymas the sorcerer.
not given ' for money, 2 nor to hypocrites, T. Paul's adnnrable '° exposition of the truth con-
but to saints by faith ; also* of the hypoc- cerning Chnst, both from the law and
nsy and the reproof of Snnon. from the prophets in their order, both

L. That the Lord helps the good and the behev- historical and evangelical ; * his use both
ing on the way to salvation, as is shown of the confuting and the argumentative
from the instance of the eunuch, mode of discourse on the subject of the

M. Of the dwme call that came from heaven for transference of the word of preaching to
Paul to the apostleship of Ctmst ; al_o* the Gentiles, and of their persecutmn and
of the heahng and the baptism of Paul their arrival at lconium.
by the hand of Ananms. m accordance U. How, when they had preached Christ in
with the revelation from God, and of his Icomum, and many had beheved, the
boldness of speech and Ins assoeiauon apostles were persecuted.
with the apostles by the instrulnentahty V. Of the man lame from his birtla in Lystra
of Barnabas. 3 who was healed by the apostles ; on ac-

N. Of the paral)tm 2Eneas who was cured by count of which they were taken by the
Peter at Lydda. Also* the account of people of the place for gods who had
Tabltha, the friend of wadows, whom Peter appeared on earth. After that, however,
raised from the dead by means of prayer Paul is stoned there by the neighbouring
in Joppa. people.

O. Of Cornehus, and what the angel said to him. W. That according to the decree and judgment
Also what was spoken4 to Peter from of the apostles, the Gentiles who beheve
heaven with respect to the calhng of the ought not to be circumcised. Here, also,
Gentiles. Then* that Peter, on being is the epistle of the apostles themselves
summoned, came to Cornelius. *The to those from among the Gentiles, on
repetmon by Cornelius of the things the subject of the thmgs from which they
which the angel said s to Cornelius hma- should keep themselves. '_ * The dzssen-
self.* Peter's mstrueuon of them m stun of Paul w_th Barnabas on account
Christ, and the gift of the Holy Ghost of Mark.
upon those who heard him, and how X. Of the teaching of Timothy, and of the corn-
those who believed from among the Gen- mg of Paul into Macedonm according
tries were baptized there, to revelation. * Of the faith and salva-

P. That Peter recounts to the apostles who con- tlon of a certain woman Lydia, and* of
tended with hlm6 all the things that the cure of the damsel having a spirit of
had happened in order and separately, i divination, on account of whmh the mas-
• Then the sending of Barnabas to the ters of the damsel cast Paul into prison ;
brethren in Antioch. and* of the earthquake and miracle which

Q. The prophecy of Agabus respecting the fain- happened there ; and how the jailer be-
ine m the world/ and the hberal rehef heved and was baptized forthwith that
sent to the brethren m Jerusalem. same mght with all his house. '_ * That

R. The slaving of the Apostle James. * Also the apostles on being besought went out
the apprehension of Peter by Herod, and i from the prison.
the account of the manner m which the Y. Of the tumult that arose in Thessalonica on

angel by divine command delivered him account of their preaching, and of the
from has bonds, and how Peter, after show- flight of Paul to Berea, and thence to
ing himself to the disciples by night, Athens.
qmetly withdrew. Also of the punish- Z. Of the inscription on the altar at Athens, and
ment of the keepers, and then of the of the philosophic preaching and piety

of Paul.
z _/ii_o_-o; Euthal. USo'rat is given.

or_ ow _pyv0_ov; Euthal., ou& _.OyvOlOV.
3 Euthal., ,5_6.B_pva_v, on Barnabas's account. 8 The text gives _¢a'tao'_tty_ ; Euthal., Ka_'o_'tpo_,_.
'_ Euthal. inserts treaty,, again. 9 Euthal , ¢tpyd_avro, they did.
._ The text zs t_v *Irr*v o .'lyy_Ao_,&C. But Euthal ,_v b ,.'y_eAo_ _o ¢bOo_.

_t_rt_aOrgO_o__a'_ _¢a_o, _ick t_e angel testt_ed a_l.dto_)td, tt Reading _vxo._'i_v wtth Euthal , instead of _uXa_v.
6 $_o._ptO_or _rOo_a6T6_, z_The text gives _avcvr_o_,]guthal., n_.v_rr_o¢. Monffau¢on
_' The text gives o;_ov_w_; Euthal _oi_ov_dv_, reads =avoid(.
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AA. Of Aquilaand Priscilla,and the unbelief vocatlontobe an apostle; *and ofwhat
of the Corinthians,and of the good-will Ananiassaidto Paul in Damascus, and
of God towardsthem accordingto fore- of thevislonand thevoiceof God that
knowledge revealedto Paul. Also* ofl befellhlm once in the temple. * And
Pnscus/the chiefrulerofthesynagogue,I thatwhen Paul was about to be beaten
who believedwithcertainothersand _as forthesewords,on declaringthathe was
baptmed. And * that a tumult being a Roman, he was letgo.
stirredup inCorinth,Pauldeparted;and GG. What Paul endured,and what he said,and
coming to Ephesus, and having dis- _ what he did exactly5 when he came down
coursed there, he left it. *And con-: into the council.
cerning Apollos, an eloquent man and a HH. Of the ambush planned by the Jews against
believer.

BB. Of baptism and the gift of the Holy Ghost [ Paul, and its &scovery to Lyslas ; * and
that Paul was sent to Ca_sareia to theconferred by means of the prayer of. governor with soldiers and with a letter.

Paul on those who believed m Ephesus, i II. Of the accusation laid by Tertullus in Paul's
and of the healing of the people. * Of I case, and of his defence of himself be-
the sons of Sceva, and as to lta not being ] fore the governor.
meet to approach _ those who have be- JJ. Of the removal of Felix and the arrival of
come unbelieving and unworthy of the Festus as his successor, and of Paul's
faith ; and of the confession of those who pIeadmg before them, 6 and his dismissal.
believed ;* and of the tumult that was KK. The coming of Agrippa and Bernice, and
stirred up in Ephesus by Demetrms, the their inqmry into the case of Paul.7
silversmith, against the apostles. * Paul's defence of himself before Agrippa

CC. Of the circuit of Paul, in which also we and Bernice, respecting his nurture in the
have the account of the death of Euty- law, and h_s vocation to the Gospel. That
thus and his restoration by prayer m Paul does no wrong to the Jews, Agrippa
Troas ; also Paul's own pastoral exhorta- said to Festus.
tions 3 to the presbyters at Ephesus ; also _tLL Paul's voyage to Rome, abounding m very
Paul's voyage from Ephesus to C_esarela many and very great perils. * Paul's ex-
in Palestine. hortatlon to those with him as to his

DD. The prophecy of Agabus as to what should hope of deliverance. The shipwreck of
befall Paul in Jerusalem. Paul, and how they effected their safety

EE. The address of James to Paul touching on the island of Mehta, and what mar-
the matter that he should not offer to vellous things he did on it.
keep the Hebrews back from the prac- MM. How Paul reached Rome from Melita.
rice of circumcision. !NN. Of Paul's discourse with the Jews in Rome.

FF. Of the tumult that was excited against Paul
in Jerusalem, and how the chief-cap-. There are in all forty chapters; and the see-
tain rescues him from the mob. * Also, tions following these, and marked with the aster-
Paul's speech 4 concerning himself and his Iisk, s are forty-eight.

t But Euthal., K0-r_ov, Crzs¢us. $ ¢_OuBdAo¢, perhaps here, as Montfaucon makes it sagadauMy.
=poffX_Oe[v; Euthal , _TXetp*_v. 6 Euthal., _" avrou, before kzm

a Euthal., _oa2vf¢,s =ot_avrtr_, ltadtoral exhortation. 7 Euthal , *ra-r& nat3Aov, aga2nst Paul
•t. x_.'r_.*raxr_.,. 8 Euthal., &a _vvaOdpe_ % witX the _err_dion.

MALCHION.

TRANSLATOR'S BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE.

[A.D. 270.] Eusebius' speaks of Malchion as a man accomplished in other branches of learn-
ing, and well-versed in Greek letters in particular, and as holding the presidency of the Sophists'
school at Antioch. Jerome 3 says that he taught rhetoric most successfully in the same city.

I HtsL Eccl., vg. 29. s iv_O rd rt _ _,_twt. _ De vzrzs illu*lr., ch 7z.
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Nor was it only that he excelled in secular erudition ; but for the earnest sincerity of his Christian

faith he obtained the dignity of presbyter in the church of that place, as Eusebms also tells us.
He took part m the Synod of Antioch, which Eusebius calls the final council, and which Gallandi
and others call the second, in opposition to Pearson, who holds that there was but one council at

Antioch. This synod met apparently about A D. 269, and dealt with Paul of Samosata, who had
introduced the heresy of Artemon into the church of Antioch ; and Eusebius says that Malchion

was the only one who, in the discussion which took place there with the arch-heretic, and which

was taken do_na by stenographers who were present, was able to detect the subtle and crafty sen-
timents of the man. Paul's real opinions being thus unveiled, after he had baffled the acuteness

of his ecclesiastical judges for some time, he was at length convicted ; and the discussion was

published, and a synodical epistle was sent on the subject to Dionysius, bishop of Rome, and
to Maximus of Alexandria, and to all the provinces, which, according to Jerome (De vir. :llustr.,

ch. 7x), was written by Malchlon, and of which we have extracts in Eusebius:

I.--THE EPISTLE WRITTEN BY MALCHION, IN NAME OF THE SYNOD OF

ANTIOCH, AGAINST PAUL OF SAMOSATA.'

To Dionysius and Maximus, and to all our which he formerly held. And now Firmilian was
fellows in the ministry throughout the world, minded to cross to Antioch ; and he came as far
both bishops and presbyters and deacons, and as Tarsus. as having already made trial of the
to the whole Catholic Church under heaven, man's infidel3 iniquity. But when we had just
Helenus and Hymen_eus and Theophilus and assembled, and were calling for hnn and waltang
Theotecnus and Maximus, Proclus, Nlcomas, and for his arnval, his end came upon him.
Aehanus, and Paul and Bolanus and Protogenes 2. After other matters again, they tell us in the
and Hlerax and Eutychlus and Theodorus and following terms of what manner of life he was :
Malchion and Lucius, and all the others who are --But there is no need of judgnng his actions
with us, dwelling m the neighbouring cities and when he was outqlde (the Church), when he re-
nations, both bishops and presbyters and deacons, volted from the faith and turned aside to spuri-
together with the churches of God, send greet- ous and illegitimate doctrines. Nor need we say
ing to our brethren beloved m the Lord. any thing of such matters as this, that, whereas

x. After some few introductory words, they he was formerly poor and beggarly, having neither
proceed thus :--We wrote to many of the bxsh- inherited a single possession from his fathers, nor
ops, even those who live at a distance, and ex- acquired any property by art or by any trade, he
horted them to give their help in relieving us has now come to have excessive wealth by his
from this deadly doctrine ; among these, we ad- deeds of iniquity and sacrilege, and by those
dressed, for instance. Dlonysms, the bishop of means by which he despoils and concusses the
Alexandria, and Flrmlllan of Cappadocia, those brethren, casting the injured unfairly in their
men of blessed name. Of these, the one wrote suit,* and promising to help them for a price, yet
to Antioch without even deigning to honour the deceiving them all the while and to their loss,
leader in this error by addressing him; nor did taking advantage of the readiness of those in
he write to him in his own name, but to the whole difficulties to give in order to get deliverance
district: of which letter we have also subjoined from what troubled them, and thus supposing
a copy. And Flrmxhan, who came twice in per- that gain is godhness.S Neither need I say any
son, condemned the innovations in doctrine, as thing about his pride and the haughtiness with
we who were present know and bear witness, and which he assumed worldly dignities, and his wish-
as many others know as well as we. But when mg to be styled procurator 6 rather than bishop,
he (Paul) promised to give up these opinions, he and his strutting through the market-places, and
believed him ; and hoping that, without any re- reading letters and reciting them z as he walked
proach to the Word, the matter would be rightly in public, and his being escorted by multitudes of
settled, he postponed his decision ; in which
action, however, he was deceived by that denier __,,q_0 ....

¢_¢_pa_*J_ar, perhaps = receiving bribes from.
of his God and Lord, and betraver of the faith 5' _T_. vLs.

" ¢_6o.K_uJ@to_, the name given under the Emperors to tho_
x In Eusebms, vit 3o [Elucldauon I , p. x72.] procurators who recesved zoo sesterua of annual salary.
s Irapo,K,_ [ffiJuns_cUon. See p. x65, note 3, _/_ra.] i 7 _¥opcvwu. [Letters, e.g, from Zenobia.]
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people going before him and following him ; so and by the presbyters and deacons with him,
that he brought ill-will and hatred on the faith i whose incurable sins in this and other matters,
by his haughty demeanour and by the arrogance, though he is cogmsant of them, and has con-I .

of his heart. Nor shall I say any thing of the !vmted them, he connives at conceahng, with the• I ....

quackery which he practises m the eccleslamcal _view of keeping the men subservient to himself,
assemblies, in the way of courting popularity and i and preventing them, by fear for their own posi-
making a great parade, and a_toundmg by such, non, from daring to accuse him in the matter
arts the minds of the less sophlstmated; nor of i of his impmus word_ and deeds. Besides this,
his setting up for himself a lofty tribunal and l he has made his followers rich, and for that he
throne, so unhke a disciple of Christ ; nor of his is loved and admired by those who set their
having a secretum _ and calling it by that name, ; hearts on these things. But why should we write
after the manner of the rulers of this world ; nor i of these things? For, beloved, we know that
of his striking his thigh with his hand and beat- the bishop and all the clergy4 ought to be an
ing the tribunal with his feet ; nor of his censur- example in all good works to the people. Nor
ing and insulting those who did not applaud him are we ignorant of the fact that many have fallen
nor shake their handkerchiefs, _ as is done in the away through introducing these women into their
theatres, nor bawl out and leap about after the houses, while others have fallen under suspicion.
manner of his pamsans, both male and female, So that, even although one should admit that he
who were such disorderly listeners to him, but has been domg nothing disgraceful in this matter,
chose to hear reverently and modestly as in the yet he ought at least to have avoided the sus-
house of God ; nor of his unseemly and violent picion that springs out of _uch a course of con-
attacks in the congregation upon the expounders duct, lest perchance some might be offended,
of" the Word who have already departed this hfe, or find inducement to ma_tate hun. For how,
and his magnifying of himself, not like a bishop, then, should any one censure another, or warn
but like a sophist and juggler ; nor of his putting him to beware of yielding to greater famihanty
a stop to the psalms sung in honour of our Lord with a woman, lest perchance he might shp, as
Jesus Christ, as the recent compositions of recent it is written • s if, although he has dlsmtssed one,
men, and preparing women to sing psalms in he has still retained two with hlm, and these in
honour of himself in the midst of the Church, the bloom of their youth, and of fair counte-
in the great day of the Paschal festival, which nonce ; and if when he goes away he takes them
choristers one might shudder to hear. And be- with him ; and all this, too, while he indulges in
sides, he acted on those bishops and presbyters, luxury and surfeiting ?
who fawned upon h_m in the ne_ghbounng dis- 4. And on account of these things all are
tricts and cities, to advance the hke opinions in groaning and lamenting with themselves ; yet
their dlscour_es to their people, they have such a dread of his tyranny and power

3- For we may say, to anticipate a little what that they cannot venture on accusing him. And
we intend to write below, that he does not wish of these things, as we have said already, one

to acknowledge that the Son of God came down might take account in the case of a man whofrom heaven. And this is a statement whmh, held Cathohc sentiments and belonged to our
shall not be made to

depend on snnple asset-l own number; but as to one who has betrayed
6

tlon ; for it is proved abundantly by those memo- the mystery (of the faith), and who swaggers 7
randa which we sent you, and not least by that with the abominable here_y of Artemas, -- for
passage in which he says that Jesus Christ is why should we hesitate to d_sclose his father?-
from below. And they who sing his praise and we consider it unnecessary to exact of him an
eulogise him among the people, declare that account for these things.
their impious teacher has come down as an angel 5. 1"hen at the close of the episfle thev add/he
from heaven. And such utterances the haughty following words :- We have been compelled,
man does not check, but is present even when therefore, to excommunicate thxs man, who thus
they are made. And then again there are these opposeth God Himself, and refuses submission,
women_ these adopted sisters,3 as the people and to appoint in his place another bishop for
of Antioch call them--who are kept by him the Church Catholic, and that, as we trust, by

the providence of God--namely, the son of
t o-_,c0rlrov (from the Latm secer'no, to separate) was the name Demetrianus, a man of blessed memory, and onegiven to the elevated place, rmled m and curtained, where the magis-

trate sat todecidecases, who presided over the same Church with dis-
2 Kar_a_,oucr_ vale 60dvat¢, alluding to the custom ofshaklng th, tinction in former times, Domnus by name, aeraria or hnen handkerchiefs as a token of applause. [Eluctd. II

3 ...... a.... s _,_,_, p_ests'-ho.sekeepersSee L_ge oi man endowed with all the noble qualities which

Nicephorus, va. 3o, and B. Rhananus on Rufinus, vii The thin
canon of the Nicene Council in the Codex Corbemnsls has this t_tle ....

De *ubtnlroduc[ts dd est adot_ttvts sororzbu$, Of t_e _ufiFntro
duced) that :s, the adol#ted sisters See also on the abuse, Jerome, ,! ;eert.r(Xov.
in the Ep:stle to Eustochfus. They appear also to have been called s Referrin$ either to Proverbs vi. or to Ecclesiasticus xxv,
commanentes and affa2#etat See the note of Valesins in M_gne. 6 i_o_X_wa_vov, danced away,
[VoL h. p. 47, and (same vol.) Elucldataon II. p. 57.] | 2 d_ot_x_uov¢a.
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become a bishop. And this fact we l-rave corn- him. And that other may write to Artemas, if
municated to you in order that ye may write it please him ; and those who thinkwith Artemas
him, and receive letters of communion' from may hold communion with him, if they are so

minded.
t Kotv_vtx& 7pd_.u.rt'r,_. On this Valesms gives the followmg note :

--The Latms call these lztterae communzcatorzw, the use of wMch
as of very ancient date m the Church. They called the same also m turn received from others, for the purpose of attesting their rater-

formalin, as Augustine wtmesses m Epistle x63 There were, more- communion, of which sort the Synod speaks here These were
over, two kinds of them For there were some which were given to usually sent by recendy-ordamed bishops _oc)n after their ordination.
the clergy and laity when about to travel, that they might be admitted Augustine, Epxstle I62, Cyprian) m the Epistle to Cornelius, p 32o.
tO commumon by foreign bxshops And there v, ere others which and the Synodical Epistle of the Council of Sardlca, appear to refer to
bishops were m the way of sending to other bishops, and which they these, though they may refer al_o to theformatae. [Vol t p xa, n,9 ]

II.--FRAGMENTS APPARENTLY OF THE SAME EPISTLE OF THE SYNOD OF

ANTIOCH; TO WIT, OF THAT PART OF IT WHICH IT IS AGREED THAT
EUSEBIUS LEFT UNNOTICED:

He says, therefore, m the commentaries (the}'l though with them, is distinct from them ; r butspeak of Paul), that he maintains the dignity of that Wisdom m verity came of itself substantially
wisdom, into His body by Mary.

And thereafter :
And after other matters :

If. however, he had been united * according
to formation and generation, this is what befalls And they hold that there are not two Sons.
the man. And again: For that wisdom, as we But if Jesus Christ is the Son of God, and if
believe, was not congenerate 3with humanity sub- Wisdom also as the Son of God ; and if the
stantially, but quahtatwely.4 Wisdom xs one thing and Jesus Christ another,

there are two Sons.

And thereafter : And thereafter :
In what respect, moreover, does he mean to

allege that the formations of Christ is different Moreover understand (Paul would say) the
and dwer_e from ours, when we hold that, in this umon with Wisdom in a different sense, namely
one thing of prime consequence, H_s constitution as being one according to instruction and par-
differs from ours, to w_t, that what in us is the ticipatlon ; 8 but not as if it were formed accord-
interior man, ]s in Hnn the Word. 6 ing to the substance in the body.

And thereafter : And after other matters :
Neither was the God who bore the human

If he means to allege that Wisdom dwells in body and had assumed it, without knowledge0
Hnn as in no other, this expresses indeed the of human affections '° in the first instance ; **nor
same mode of inhabitation, though it makes ]t was the human body without knowledge, in the
excel in respect of measure and multitude; He first instance, of dwme operations in him in
being supposed to derive a superior knowledge whom He (the God) was, and by whom He
from the Wisdom, say for example, twice as large wrought these operations. He was formed, in
as others, or an)" other number of times as large ; the first instance, as man in the womb ; and, in
or, again, it may be less than twine as large a the second instance, '' the God also was in the
knowledge as others have. This, however, the womb, united essentially with the human,'S that
catholic and ecclesiastical canons dtsallow, and is to say, His substance being wedded with the
hold rather that other men indeed received of man.
Wisdom as an inspiration from without, which,

r Ah'a est spud tpsos
a Secundum dlsctpltnam etpartzcipatlenem Paul of Samo-

t In Leontius of Byzant ....... era XVest .... book tit, towards sara used to say that tbe h .... ity ...... te:rn_th the trWtt:cs_tot_o_s
the end.

a Copulatus erie. mstrueuon (dtsct2#hna) ts united with the le y pa 'pa .
3 ConKeneratam --CAN', [See Hooker, book v. cap. 52, sec. 4.]
4 Secundum qualftate_t. 9 E.rpers
s fi'ormattonerm, to Passtoft_m, sufferings.
6 We say, that as the exterior and the interior man are one person, It 20rTncibaltter.

so God the Word and humamty have been assumed as one person, a t2 Secundarw, i.e., _ct_-& 8et;*eOov _,6Fov.--Tt/RltOtl_.
thing which Paul denies, -- CAr_. zs ewvou_r_tot_vo* r_ &vO_=ivy.
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III._FROM THE ACTS OF THE DISPUTATION CONDUCTED BY MALCHION

AGAINST PAUL OF SAMOSATA.,

The compound is surely made up of the sire- pensing, and therefore cannot be compounded ; 4
ple elements, 2 even as in the instance of Jesus and you do not consider that the divine Wisdom
Christ, who was made one (person), constituted remained undiminished, even as it was before it
by God the Word, and a human body which is evacuated itself; s and thus in this self-evacua-
of the seed of David, and who subsists without tion, which it took upon itself in compassion (for
having any manner of division between the two, us), it continued undiminished and unchange-
but in unity. You, however, appear to me to able. And this assertion you also make, that
decline to admit a constitution s after this fash- the Wisdom dwelt in Him, just as we also dwell
ion : to the effect that there is not in this person, m houses, the one in the other, 6 and yet not as
the Son of God according to substance, but only if we formed a part of the house, or the house
the Wisdom according to participation. For you a part of us.
made this assertion, that the Wisdom bears dis-

4 O_ia sapientia dtspendlura 2_atzatur e_ idea compasila esse
nan _asszt-- the sense intended being perhaps juqt that Paul alleged

t In Petrlls Dlacontts, De [ncarnat ad Fulffentt'u_t, ch. 6 that the divine Wisdom admitted of being dispensed or lmpaxted to
Among the works of Fttlgentlus¢ Epistle x0 another, but not of being substantially trotted with him. _ TR.

a Ex stm2_lzcdbus.l_t certe ¢omibo*ttum. _ Extnamsset
CO_n_e*tttonem. 6 Some read alter in altero, others alter in altera.

IV. mA POINT IN THE SAME DISPUTATION.'

Did I not say before that you do not admit existent 2 in the whole person of the Saviour ; :
that the only-begotten Son, who is from all eter- that is to say, was united with Him according
nity before every creature, was made substantially to substance ?

x From the same Acts in Leontms, as above. _ In tara Sal_atar_.

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(The epistle written by Malchion, p. 169.)

MALCmON, though a presbyter of Antioch. reflects the teaching of Alexandria, and illustrates
its far-reaching influence. Firmilian, presiding at the Council of Antioch, was a pupil of Origen ;

and Dionysius was felt in the council, though unable to be present. Malchion and Firmilian,
therefore, vindicate the real mind of Origen, though speaking in language matured and guarded.

This council was, providentially, a rehearsal for Nicaea.

II.

(Putting a stop to psalms, etc., p. x7o.)

Coleridge notes this, with an amusing comment on Paulus Samasatenus,' and refers to Pliny's

letter, of which see vol. v. p. 6o4, this series. Jeremy Taylor, from whom Coleridge quotes,
gives the passage of our author as follows : "Psalmos et cantus qui ad Dora. nostri J. C. honorem

decantari solent, tanquam recentiores et a viris recentioris memori_e editos, exploserit" (Works,

ii. p. 28t, ed. Bohn, I844). Observe what Coleridge says elsewhere * on errors attributed to
Origen : "Never was a great man so misunderstood as Origen." He adds : "The tara noumenan

was what Origen meant by Christ's ' flesh consubstantial with His Godhead.' "

x Arottt o_ Eagliz_ Divixc*, voL i. p. x99. Ibid., p. 3x3.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

TO

ARCHELAUS.

In.IS. 277"] The Manichman heresy, which was destined to operate so terribly against the
Church and the purity of the Gospel, encountered its earliest successful antagonism in the The-
_aid; and I have not doubted the wisdom of prefixing this Disputa_'on to the veritable name

and work of Alexander of Lycopolis, as important to the complete history of the great Alexan-
drian school. The Edinburgh translator of this work regards it as an "authentic relic of an-

tiquity," in spite of Beausobre, who treats it as a romance. I have forced myself, in this
republication, to reject no theory of the Edinburgh collaborators to which I have not been able

to give as much critical attention, at least, as they have evidently bestowed upon their work. It

seems to me a well-sustained presumption that the work is fundamentally real, and Dr. Neander
admits its base of fact. It is useful, at any rate, in its form and place, as here presented, and so
much may be inferred from the following :

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

A CERTAINmemorable Disputation, which was conducted by a bishop of the name of Arche-
laus with the heretic Manes, is mentioned by various writers of an early date.' What professes to

be an account of that Disputation has come down to us in a form mainly Latin, but with parts in
Greek. A considerable portion of this Latin version was pubhshed by Valesius in his edition of

Socrates and Sozomen, and subsequently by others in greater completeness, and with the addi-
tion of the Greek fragments3 There seems to be a difference among the ancient authorities cited

above as to the person who committed these Acts to writing. Epiphanius and Jerome take it to
have been Archelaus himself, while Heraclianus, bishop of Chalcedon, represents it to have been
a certain person named Hegemonius. In Photius_ there is a statement to the effect that this

Heraclianus, in confuting the errors of the Manich_eans, made use of certain Acts of the Dispu-

tation of Bishop Archelaus with Manes which were written by Hegemonius. And there are
various passages in the Acts themselves which appear to confirm the opinion of Heraclianus. 4

Zacagnius, however, thinks that this is but an apparent discrepancy, which is easily reconciled on

x Thus Cyril of Jerusalem, in the sixth book of his Catec_ese*, §_ =7 and 30, tells us how Manes fled into Mesopotamia, and was met

there by that shield of nghteousness (87thor _L_CtLOCr'JU'0*)Bishop Archelaus, and was refuted by him m the presence of n number of Greek

philosophers, who had been brought together as judges of the discus*ton. Eptphanins, in his Here*de*, lxvi., and agam m his work 2)¢

Mensurir et Poderz_us, § *o, makes reference to the same occasion, and gnves some excerpts from the Acts of tat Di$#utatzwa. And
there are also pasmges of greater or less importance in Jerome (De vzr illustr., ch )'z), Socrates (Hist Ecclea., i 2a), Heracllanus bishop

of Chalcedon (as found an Photms, Bzbllotheca, Cod. xcv ), Petrus Smulus (Historza Manicka#orum, pp. 25, 35, 37), Phottus (Adder*u*

Manlcka_os, book i, edited in the BtMzot_. Coi$lzn., Montfaucon, pp. 356, 358), and the anonymous authors of the Lt6ellu* Synodlcu*,

oh. =7, and the Historza Hwreseos Mandc_aorum m the Codex Re#us of Turin. [See Cyril's text in Routh, R. S., vol. v. pp xgS-_0s.l
a As by Zacag'mus at Rome, m x698 , in hts Collectanea Mots=mengo_'um Vetewum dEc¢le_## G#'w¢#e o_ Latium; by Fabricltm, it*

Sl#icilegTum¢Sanctorum Patru_n Swculi, lit , m his editton of Hippolytus, etc.

s Blbhotk , Cod lxxxv [Coleridge thinks " Manes" himself a myth, "n doubtful En* "']

4 See especially oh. 39 and $$. [Note reference to John de Soyres, vol. v. p. 604, this senes.]

*F5
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the supposition that the book was first composed by Archelaus himself in Syriac, and afterwards
edited, with certain amendments and additions, by Hegemonius. That the work was written

originally in Syriac is clear, not only from the express testimony of Jerome,, but also from inter-
nal evidence, and specially from the explanations offered now and again of the use of Greek

equivalents. It is uncertain who was the author of the Greek version ; and we can only con-

jecture that Hegemonius, in publishing a new edition, may also have undertaken a translation into
the tongue which would secure a much larger audience than the original Syriac. But that this
Greek version, by whomsoever accomplished, dates from the very earliest period, is proved by the

excerpts given in Epiphanius. As to the Latin interpretation itself, all that we can allege is, that

it must in all probabihty have been published after Jerome's time, who might reasonably be

expected to have made some allusion to it if it was extant in his day ; and before the seventh
century, because, in quoting the Scriptures, it does not follow the Vulgate edition, which was
received generally throughout the West by that period. That the Latin translator must have had
before him, not the Syriac, but the Greek copy, is also manifest, not only from the general idio-

matic character of the rendering, but also from many nicer indications.*

The precise designation of the seat of the bishopric of Archelaus has been the subject of
considerable dzversity of opinion. Socrates 3 and Eplphamus 4 record that Archelaus was bishop

of Caschar, or Caschara.S Epiphanius, however, does not keep consistently by that scription. 6
In the opening sentence of the Acts themselves it appears as Carchar.z Now we know that there
were at least two towns of the name of Carcha : for the anonymous Ravenna geographer s tells

us that there was a place of that name in Arabia Felix; and Ammianus Marcellinus 9 mentions

another beyond the Tigris, within the Persian dominion. The clear statements, however, to the
effect that the locality of the bishopric of Archelaus was in Mesopotamia, make it impossible
that ezther,of these two towns could have been the seat of his rule. Besides this, in the third

chapter of the Acts themselves we find the name Charra occurring ; and hence Zacagnms and
others have concluded that the place actually intended is the scriptural Clmrran, or Haran, in

Mesopotamia, which is also written Charra in Paulus Diaconus: ° and that the form Carchar or
Carchara was either a mere error of the transcribers, or the vulgar provinc]al designation. It

must be added, however, that Neander'X allows this to be only a very uncertain conjecture, while

others hold that Caschar is the most probable scription, and that the town is one altogether
different from the ancient Haran.

The date of the Disputation itseif admits of tolerably exact settlement. Epiphanius, indeed,'*

says that Manes fled into Mesopotamia in the ninth year of the reign of Valerianus and Gallienus,
and that the dzscussion with Archelaus took place about the same time. This would carry the
date back to about 262 A.D. But this statement, although he is followed in it by Petrus Siculus

and Photius, is inconsistent with the specification of times which he makes in dealing with the
error of the Manichmans in his book On the Heresies. From the 37th chapter of the Acts, how-

ever, we find that the Disputation took place, not when Gallienus, but when Probus held the

t De vir. illustr, ch 7*.
= Such as the apparent confusion between _p and _.v_0 in oh. 8_and again between Ao¢_6¢ and A_I_6_in the same chapter, and between

t-_*,trqr_and *rX_o, et in clk 9, and the retention of certain Greek words, someumes absolutely, and at other times with an explaaatmn, as
_6i, a_ocruds,etc.

s [-llst. Eccks., i. =2.
,* H=_'ea., lxvi. ch. 5 and 7, and De Mens. a Pam/.p ch. =o.
$ KctcrX_v.
6 For elsewhere(llwres., lxvL zx) he writes K_to'X_.p_v=or, according to another reading, which is held by Zacagnins to be corrupt

K=AX_v.
7 And that form is followed by Petrus Siculus (H_$t. Idanlcl_., p. 37) and Photius (hb. i., Adv. Mandch.), who, in epitomizing the

itatements of Eptphanius, write neither K=wX_v nor KaAX_4_v, but K_ox44_v.
= atogr., book ii. oh. 7.
9 Book xwiL 23, and n-v. :rap2t.

to Hist. Misc., xxiL 2o.
II Clzurc]_ History, il. p t65, ed. BohlL
za De Menaur. a Pond., ch. _o.
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empire, and that is confirmed by Cyril of Jerusalem.' The exact year becomes also clearer from
Eusebius, who 2 seems to indicate the second year of the reign of Probus as the time when the
Manich_ean heresy attained general publicity--Secundo anna Prom . . . insana Manichceorura
kwresis in cammune humani generis malum exorta; and from Leo Magnus, who in his second
Discourse on .Pentecostalso avers that Manichmus became notorious in the consulship of Probus
and Panlinus. And as this consulship embraced part of the first and part of the second years of
the empire of Probus, the Disputation itself would thus be fixed as occurring in the end of A.D.277
or the beginning of 278, or, according to the precise calculation of Zacagnius, between July and
December of the year 277.

That the Acts of this Disputation constitute an authentic relic of antiquity, seems well estab-
lished by a variety of considerations. Epiphanius, for instance, writing about the year A.D.376,
makes certain excerpts from them which correspond satisfactorily with the extant Latin version.
Socrates, again, whose Ecclesiastical History dates about 439, mentions these Acts, and acknowl-
edges that he drew the materials for his account of the Manich_ean heresy from them. The book
itself, too, offersnot a few evidences of its own antiquity and authenticity. The enumeration given
of the various heretics who had appeared up to the time of Archelaus, the mention of l_ispresence
at the siege of the city: and the allusions to various customs, have all been pressed into that
service, as may be seen in detail in the elaborate dissertation prefixed by Zacagnius in his Collec-
tanea Monumentorum Ecclesice Grtec_. At the same time, it is very evident that the work has
come down to us in a decidedly imperfect form. There are, for example, arguments by Manes
and answers by Archelaus recorded in Cyril* which are not contained m our Latin version at all.
And there are not a few notes of discrepancy and broken connections m the composition itself,_
which show that the manuscripts must have been defective, or that the Latin translator took great
liberties w_th the Greek text, or that the Greek version itself did not faithfully reproduce the
original Syriac. On the historical character of the work Neander 6 expresses himself thus:7
"These Acts manifestly contain an ill-connected narrative, savouring in no small degree of the
romantic. Although there is some truth at the bottom of it-- as, for instance, in the statement
of doctrine there is much that wears the appearance of truth, and is confirmed also by its agree-
ment with other representations : stall the Greek author seems, from ignorance of Eastern languages
and customs, to have introduced a good deal that is untrue, by bringing in and confounding
together discordant stories through an uncritical judgment and exaggeration."

x Cateckts., yr. p t4o.

a Chrontcon, lib ./,o._t., p x77.

s In ch. 24.

4 Cateck., vJ p. m x47.

-_ As m the x2th, 25th, and 28th chapters.

[Compare Routh, Relzqui_ Sacrn_, vol v. pp. 4--*o6, and hi_ everywhere learned note*.]

7 Ckurck tttstary, n. pp. z65, t66, ed. Bohn. [Compare Robert.son, vol, i. pp. x36-x44.]





THE ACTS OF THE DISPUTATION'

WITH THE HERESIARCH MANES.

I. T_E true TH_Atn_US ; 2 to wit, the Disputa- ing the treasures of his goods, he at once dis-
tion conducted in Carchar, a city of Mesopotamia, tributed the gifts of piety *among the soldiers,
before Manippus3 and _/Egialeus and Claudius and without any severe consideration of number or
Cleobolus, who acted as judges. In this city of distmction,S so that they seemed to l_e presents
Mesopotamia there was a certain man, Marcellus rather than purchase-moneys. And those soldiers
by name, who was esteemed as a person worthy were filled w_th wonder and admiration at the
of the highest honour for his manner of hfe, his grandeur of the man's piety and munificence,
pursuits, and hxs hneage, and not less so for his and were struck with amazement, and felt the
dmcretion and his nobility of character : he was force 0 of this example of pity ; so that very
possessed also of abundant means ; and, what is many of them were added to the faith of our
most important of all, he feared God with the Lord Jesus Christ, and threw off the belt of mlh-
deepest piety, and gave ear always with due rever- tary service,7 while others withdrew to their camp,
ence to the things which were spoken of Christ. taking scarcely a fourth part of the ransom, and
In short, there was no good quahty lacking in the rest made their departure without receiving
that man, and hence it came to pass that he was even so much as would defray the expenses of
held in the greatest regard by the whole city ; the way.
while, on the other hand, he also made an ample 2. Marcellus, as might well be expected, was
return for the good-will of his city by his mumfi- exceedingly gratafied by these incidents ; and
cent and oft-repeated acts of liberahty in bestow- summoning one of the prisoners, by name Cor-
ing on the poor, relieving the afflicted, and gwing tynius, he required of him the cause of the war,
help to the distressed. But let it suffice us to and by what chance it was that they were over-
have said thus much, lest by the weakness of our come and bound with the chains of captivity.
words we rather take from the man's virtues than And the person addressed, on obtaining liberty
adduce what is worthy of their splendour. I to speak, began to express himself in these
shall come, therefore, to the task which forms terms: " My lord Marcellus, we believe in the
my subject. On a certain occasion, when a large living God alone. And we have a custom of
body of captwes were offered to the bishop such a nature as I shall now descnbe, which has
Archelaus by the soldxers who held the camp m descended to us by the tradition of our brethren
that place, their numbers being some seven thou- in the faith, and has been regularly observed by
sand seven hundred, he was harassed with the us up to the present day. The practice is, that
keenest anxiety on account of the large sum of levery year we go out beyond the bounds of the
money which was demanded by the soldiers as city, m company with our wives and children,
the price of the prisoners' deliverance. And as and offer up supplications to the only and invlsi-
he could not conceal his sohcitude, all aflame for ble God, praying Him to send us rains for our
the religion and the fear of God, he at length fields and crops. 8 Now, when we were cele-
hastened to Marcellus, and explained to him the brating this observance at the usual time and in
importance and difficulty of the case. And when the wonted manner, evening surprised us as we
that pattern of piety, Marcellus, heard his narra- lingered there, and were still fasting. Thus we
tion, without the least delay he went into his

4 Pzetatls fl_'etia.

house, and provided the price demanded for the s Neenumero ahquo nee dtscretione_la distinguit.Fordistln.
prisoners, according to the value set upon them _,,,t. someproposed*strtbutte Reading commonentur, as in the text. Comma'uent_r is also

by those who had led them captive ; and unlock- ,_g_ested,= ",,e,_ deeplymo_ed."On the attttude of the Chrtsttans of the primitive Church towards

warfare, see TertuThan's De Corona JF]i/,rtts_ oh. Ix_ and the twelfth
z Of Archelaus. bishop of Car.char m Mesopotarma. canon of the Nicene Councd

2 Treasury. s [The similar msututmn of the Rogation fast,; in theWest is referred
•_ In Eplphamus, Hastes., Ixvt. to, R Is Marsipus. to the fifth century. Pethcm, p. 37 _, Hooker, book v. cap. _ a.]
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were feeling the pressure of two of the most try- lamentations, which indeed was the only thing
ing things men have to endure,- namely, fast- they could do freely. And those of them whose
ing and want of sleep. But about midnight sleep hearts were most tenderly bound up with their
enviously and inopportunely crept upon us, and offspring chose voluntarily to meet the same pre-
with necks drooping and unstrung, and heads mature fate of death with their children ; while
hanging down, it made our faces strike against those, on the other hand, who had some capacity
our knees, x Now this took place because the of endurance were carried off prisoners here with
time was at hand when by the judgment of God us. Thus, after the lapse of three days, during
we were to pay the penalty proper to our deserts which time we had never been allowed to take
whether it might be that we were offenders in any rest, even in the night, we were conveyed to
ignorance, or whether it might be that with the this place, in which what has now taken place after
consciousness of wrong we nevertheless had not these occurrences is better known to yourself."
given up our sin. Accordingly at that hour a 3. When Marcellus, the man of consummate
multitude of soldiers suddenly surrounded us, piety, had heard this recital, he burst into a
supposing us, as I judge, to have lodged our- I flood of tears, touched with pity for misfortunes
selves in ambush there, and to be persons with so great and so various. But making no delay,
full experience and skill in fighting battles ; and he at once prepared victuals for the sufferers,
without making any exact inquiry into the cause and did service with his own hand for the
of our gathering there, they threatened us with wearied ; in this imitating our father Abraham
war, not inword, but at once by the sword. And the patriarch, who, when he entertained the
though we were men who had never learned to angels hospitably on a certain occasion, did not
do injury to any one, they wounded us pitilessly content himself with merely giving the order to
with their missiles, and thrust us through with his slaves to bring a calf from the herd, but did
their spears, and cut our throats with their himself, though advanced in years, go and place
swords. Thus they slew, indeed, about one it on his shoulders and fetch it in, and did with
thousand and three hundred men of our num- his own hand prepare food, and set it before
bet, and wounded other five hundred. And the angels. So Marcellus, in discharge of a sire-
when the day broke clearly, they carned off the ilar office, directed them to be seated as his
survivors amongst us as prisoners here, and that, guests in companies of ten ; and when the seven
too, m a way showing their utter want of pity for hundred tables were all provided, he refreshed
us. For they drove us before their horses, spur- the whole body of the captives with great de-
ring us on by blows from their spears, and im- light, so that those who had had strength to sur-
pellmg us forward by making the horses' heads vive what they had been called to endure, forgot
press upon us. And those who had sufficient their toils, and became oblivious of all their ills.
powers of endurance did indeed hold out; but When, however, they had reached the fifteenth
very many fell down before the face of their day, and while Marcellus was still liberally sup-
cruel masters, and breathed out their hfe there ; plying all things needful for the prisoners, it
and mothers, with arms wearied, and utterly seemed good to him that they should all be put
powerless with their burdens, and distracted by in possession of the means of returning to their
the threats of those behind them, suffered the own parts, with the exception of those who were
httle ones that were hanging on their breasts to detained by the attention which their wounds
fall to the ground ; while all those on whom old demanded ; and providing the proper remedies
age had come were sinking, one after the other, for these, he instructed the rest to depart to their
to the earth, overcome with their toils, and ex- own country and friends. And even to all these
hausted by want of food. The proud soldiers charities Marcellus added yet larger deeds of
nevertheless enjoyed this bloody spectacle of piety. For with a numerous band of his own
men continually perishing, as if it had been a dependants he went to look after the burying of
kind of entertainment, while they saw some the bodies of those who had perished on the
stretched on the soil in hopeless prostration, march; and for as many of these as he could
and beheld others, worn out by the fierce fires discover, of whatsoever condition, he secured
of thirst and with the bands of their tongues the sepulture which was meet for them. And
utterly parched, lose the power of speech, and when thin service was completed he returned to
beheld others with eyes ever glancing backwards, Charra, and gave permission to the wounded to
groaning over the fate of their dying little ones, return thence to their native country when their
while these, again, were constantly appealing to health was sufficiently restored, providing also
their most unhappy mothers with their cries, and most liberal supphes for their use on their jour-
the mothers themselves, driven frantic by the hey. And truly the estimate of this deed made
severities of the robbers, responded with their a magnificent addition to the repute of the other

noble actions of Marcellus; for through that
:t Reading cer'z,z'clbus deKravatis et laJris, demlsso ca2_zte ,

.f,-o,aonw,ib,,, ,ha,t. a:r_t_,,tg,,_ a,,,,o-,o, whole territory the fame of the piety of Marcellus
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spread so grandly, that large numbers of men eign parts, at a hospice,--and these were inns
belonging to various cities were inflamed with whmh Marcellus himself had supplied in his large
the intensest desire to see and become acquainted hospitahty,S--on his being asked by the keepers
with the man, and most especially those persons of these hostels whence he came, and who he was,
who had not had occasion to bear penury befbre, or by whom he had been sent, he used to reply :

to all of whom this remarkable man, following "I belong to the district of Mesopotamia, but I
the example of a Marcellus of old, furnished come at present from Persis, having been sent
aid most indulgently, so that they all declared by Manich_eus, a master among the Christians."
that there was no one of more illustrious piety But they were by no means ready to welcome a
than this man. Yea, all the widows, too, who[name unknown 6 to them, and were wont some-

were believers in the Lord had recourse to lnm, [times to thrust Turbo out of their inns, refusing
while the imbecile also could reckon on obtain- Ihim ex en the means of getting water for drinking
ing at his hand most certain help to meet their purposes. And as he had to bear daily things
circumstances ; and the orphaned, in like man- Ihke these, and things even worse than these, at
her, were all supported by him, so that his house Ithe hands of those persons in the several locali-
was declared to be the hosptce for the stranger !ties who had charge of the mansions and hospices,
and the indigent. And above all this, he re- unless he had at last shown that he was convey-
ta],ned in a remarkable and singular measure his ing letters to Marcellus, Turbo would have met
devotion to the faith, building up his own heart the doom of death in his travels. "
upon the rock that shall not be moved. 5. On receiving the epistle, then, Marcellus

4- Accordingly,' as this man's fame was be- opened it, and read it in the presence of Arche-
coming always the more extenmvely diffused laus, the bishop of the place. And the follow-
throughout different localities, and when it had mg is a copy of what it contained : zm
now penetrated even beyond the river Stranga, Manichmus, an apostle of Jesus Christ, and
the honourable report of his name was camed all the saints who are with me, and the virgins,
into the territory of Persia. In this country dwelt to Marcellus, my beloved son : Grace, mercy,
a person called Manes, who, when this man's re- and peace be with you from God the Father, and
pute had reached him, deliberated largely with from our Lord Jesus Christ ; and may the right
himself as to how he might entangle him m the hand of light preserve you safe from this present
snares of his doctrine, hopmg that Marcellus evil world, and from its calamities, and from the
might be made an upholder of his dogma. For snares of the wicked one. Amen.
he reckoned that he might make himself master I was exceedingly debghted to observe the
of the whole province, if he could only first love cherished by you, which truly is of the
attach such a man to himself. In this project, !largest measure. But I was distressed at your
however, his mind was agitated with the doubt faith, which is not in accordance with the right
whether he should at once repair in person to standard. Wherefore, deputed as I am to seek
the man, or first attempt to get at him by letter ; the elevation of the race of men, and sparing, s
for he was afraid lest, by any sudden and unex- as I do, those who have given themselves over
pected introduction of himself upon the scene, Ito deceit and error, I have considered it needful
some mischance might possibly befall him. At to despatch this letter to you, with a view, in the
last, in obedience to a subtler policy, he resolved first place, to the salvation of your own soul, and
to write ; and calling to him one of his d_sciples, in the second place also to that of the souls of
by name Turbo/ who had been instructed by those who are with you, so as to secure you
Addas, he handed to him an epistle, and bade against 9 dubious opinions, and specially aga_st
him depart and convey it to Marcellus. This notions like those in which the guides of the
adherent accordingly received the letter, and simpler class of minds indoctrinate their subjects,
carried it to the person to whom he had been when they allege that good and evil have the
commissioned by Manes to dehver it, overtaking same original subsistence, '° and when they posit
the whole journey within five days. The above- the same begnnning for them, without making
mentioned Turbo, indeed, used great expedition any distinction or discrimination between light
on this journey, in the course of which he also and darkness, and between the good and the
underwent very considerable exertion and trouble.

s On the attention paid by the primitive Church to the duties of
For whenever he arrived,_ as 4 a traveller in for- hosptmhty,see Tertulhan,De .P*,'_scrl._t_anfbu_,ch so [v_. tfi.p.

25_,tMs series];Gregory'Naman_-nua,in hm F_rsI In_ectzve
t At thts pomt begins the portton of the work edtted by Valesius aga£na# _ulian; also Priorlus, De iiterds canonwta s oh. $, etc.l

from the Codex Bobtensls, which is preserved now m the Ambrosian and Thomasstn, De Tesse_ _ac2_i/alltJtzs, oh. t6.
Iabrarv. . 6 In the text, tg_ot_m: in the Codex Bobiensls, iparahtm.

2 The Codex Bobiensis reaas, Adda Tuwbonem This Adda, or _'This letter, along with the repl7 of Marcellus,ls given by gp,-
Addas as the Greek gives *t below in ch. xl, was one of those dis- phanius m hts Her¢**es, n. 6, from which the Grtek text is taken.
ctples of Manes whom he charged with the dlsseminauon of h/s heret- a 6f,_dv-o,o_. The Latin gives _/*,em'tna, rehevmg.
ical opinions m the East, as we see from ch. m. 9 The Greek text of Epiphamus gave t'9_ ¢_ _i&a_p,_'ot,. Peta.

Codex Bobmnsm adds, ad _e$_eram, towards evening, vlus substituted _r_b_*.bg_ d&d_0_rov; and that _ m confirmed
4 The text t_tves _eluti _ere_r*nan*. The Codex Bob*ensm has by the Latm, uti ne isdi#cre_os anlmo* @_ras.

_i_#e_eregtrzmgv, l. to d.lto *'offat_'ofi ¢_tilrffca..
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evil or worthless, and between the inner man An epistle written by you has come to my
and the outer, as we have stated before, and/hand, and I have received Turbowith mywonted
without ceasing to mix up and confound together ] kindness ; but the meaning of your letter I have
the one with the other. But, O my son, refuse by no means apprehended, and may not do so

thou thus thoughtlessly to identify these two l unless you give us your presence, and explain its
mings in me irrationat ana tootish ta.snlon com-, contents in detail in the way of conversation, as
mon to the mass of men, and ascribe no such you have offered to do in the epistle itself.
confusion to the God of goodness. For these Farewell.
men refer the beginning and the end and the] This letter he sealed and handed to Turbo,
paternity of these ills to God Himself,--" whose ttwith instructions to deliver it to the person from

end is near a curse."' For they do not believe whom he had already conveyed a similar docu-the word spoken by our Saviour and Lord Jesus, ment. The messenger, however, was extremely
Christ Himself in the Gospels, 2 namely, that "a ]reluctant to return to his master, being mindful
good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither !of what he had had to endure on the journey, and
can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit." 3 And begged that another person should be despatched
how they can be bold enough to call God the in his stead, refusing to go back to Manes, or to
maker and contriver of Satan and his wicked have any intercourse whatever with him again.
deeds, is a matter of great amazement to me. : But Marcellus summoned one of his young men?
Yea, would that even this had been all the length Calhstus by name, and directed him to proceed
to which they had gone with their silly efforts, to the place. Without any loss of time this young
and that they had not declared that the only- man set out promptly on his journey thither ; and
begotten Chnst, who has descended from the after the lapse of three days he came to Manes,
bosom of the Father, 4 is the son of a certain whom he found in acertain fort, that ofArablon _°
woman, Mary, and born of blood and flesh and to wit, and to whom he presented the epistle.I
the varied impurities proper to women ! 5 How- IOn perusing at, he was glad to see that he had
belt, neither to write too much in this epistle, been invited by Marcellus ; and without delay he
nor to trespass at too great length upon your undertook the journey; yet he had a presenn-
good nature,-- and all the more so that I have ment that Turbo's failure to return boded no good,
no natural gift of eloquence,--I shall content and proceeded on his way to Marcellus, not, as
myself with what I have said. But you will have it were, without serious reflections. Turbo, for
full knowledge of the whole subject when I am his part, was not at all thinking of leaving the
present with you, if indeed you still continue to house of Marcellus ; neither did he omit any
care for 6 your own salvation. For I do not "cast opportunity of conversing with Archelaus the
a snare upon any one," 7 as is done by the less bishop. For both these parties were very dih-
thoughtful among the mass of men. Think of gently engaged in investigating "the practices of
what I say, most honourable son. Mamchmus, being desirous of knowing who he

6. On reading this epistle, Marcellus, with the was and whence he came, and what was his man-
kindest consideration, attended hospitably to the ]ner of discourse. And he, Turbo, accordingly
needs of the bearer of the letter. Archelaus, on ] gave a lucid account of the whole position, nar-
the other hand, did not receive very pleasantly Irating and expounding the terms of his faith in
the matters which were read, but gnashed with the follo_ lng manner :

" I
his teeth like a chained lion, impatient to have I If you are desirous of being instructed in the
the author of the epistle given over to him. Mar- [faith of Manes by me, attend to me for a short
cellus, however, counselled him to be at peace ; r_space. That man worships two deities, unorigi-
promising that he would himself take care to se- nated, self-existent, eternal, opposed the one to
cure the man's presence. And accordingly Mar- the other. Of these he represents the one as
cellus resolved to send an answer to what had good, and the other as evil, and assigns the name
been written to him, and indited an epistle con- of Light to the former, and that of Darkness to
raining the following statements : -- the latter. He alleges also that the soul in men

Marcellus, a man of distinction, to Manich_eus, is a portion of the light, but that the body and
who has made himself known to me by his epls- the formation of matter are parts of the darkness.
fie, greeting. He maintains, further, that a certain commingling

or blending 12has been effected between the two
z _v rb ,_0, ,_,'_, ;_. C_._,b. _i.8. in the manner about to be stated, the following

The text _ves _v ¢o_s e_p_vot_ eb_t_ye,kLoL_for which *o;s
tlprlv.ivot_ dvTOt*',vea',tytAto._may be pro_

3 Matt. wl. IS.
4 John i. t8. 9 Exfluerts s=fs.
$ "_s JAA_s _vo-wa_a¢"r_ "ft,va_KGv, to Eplphanlus, under this tr_ere*y, num. 7, says that this was a
6 _b_tSll. fort situated on the other side of the river Stranga, between Persm
7 t Cot. vii. 3_. and Mesopotamia
s The text gives dxj_'endeba/: the Codex Boblensis has fn- It The section extending from this point on to ch. xli. is found

frtng_3at, lit seems to be a proverb, and I have so marked it. We word for word m the Greek of Eplphamus, hum 25.
should say, '*he ckafed like a hoo," etc.] t_ _,_v _¢ )_ro*st_p¢a*v.
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analogy being used as an illustration of the same ; in its eight species.S And the Omophorus 6 sus-
to w_t, that their relations may be likened to tains the burden thereof beneath ; and when he
those of two kings in conflict with each other, is wearied with bearing it he trembles, and in
who are antagomsts from the beginning, and that manner becomes the cause of a quaking
have their own positions, each in his due order, of the earth in contravention of its determinate
And so he holds that the darkness passed with- times. On account of this the good Father sent
out its own boundaries, and engaged m a similar His Son forth from His own bosom 7 into the
contention with the light; but that the good heart of the earth, and into these lowest parts
Father then, perceiving that the darkness had of it, in order to secure for him the correction
come to sojourn on His earth, put forth from befitting him. s And whenever an earthquake
Himself a power I which is called the Mother of occurs, he is either trembling under his weari-
Life ; and that this power thereupon put forth ness, or is shifting his burden from one shoulder
from itself the first man, and the five elenaents, a to the other. Thereafter, again, the matter also
And these five elements are wind,3 light, water, of itself produced growths;9 and when these
fire, and matter. Now this primitive man, being were carried off as spoil on the part of some of
endued with these, and thereby equipped, as it the princes, he summoned together all the fore-
were, for war, descended to these lower parts, and most of the princes, and took from all of them
made war against the darkness. But the princes individually power after power, and made up the
of the darkness, waging war in turn against him, man who is after the image of that first man,
consumed that portion of his panoply which is and united '° the soul (with these powers) in him.
the soul. Then was that first man grievously This is the account of the manner in which his
injured there underneath by the darkness ; and constitution was planned.
had it not been that the Father heard his prayers, 8. But when the living Father perceived that
and sent a second power, which was also put the soul was m tribulation in the body, being full
forth from Himself and was called the hying of mercy and compassion, He sent His own
Spirit, and came down and gave him the right beloved Son for the salvation of the soul. For
hand, and brought him up again out of the grasp this, together with the matter of Omophorus,
of the darkness, that first man would, in those was the reason ot" His sending Him. And the
ancient times, have been in peril of absolute over- Son came and transformed Himself into the
throw. From that time, consequently, he left the likeness of man, and manifested" Himself to
soul beneath. And for this reason the Mani- men as a man, while yet He was not a man, and
chmans, if they meet each other, give the right men supposed that He was begotten. Thus He
hand, in token of their having been saved from came and prepared the work which was to effect
darkness ; for he holds that the heresies have the salvation of the souls, and with that object
thelr seat all in the darkness. Then the living constructed an instrument with twelve urns, l*
Spirit created the world ; and bearmg in himself which is made to revolve by the sphere, and
three other powers, he came down and brought draws up with it the souls of the dying. And
off the princes, and settled 4 them in the firma- the greater luminary receives these souls, and
ment, which is their body, (though it is called) purifies them with its rays, and then passes them
the sphere. Then, again, the living Spirit created over to the moon; and in this manner the
the luminaries, which are fragments of the soul, moon's disc, as it is designated by us, is filled
and he made them thus to move round and round up. For he says that these two luminaries are
the firmament ; and again he created the earth ships or passage-boats.'3 Then, if the moon

becomes full, it ferries its passengers across
t rrOoBdAAet v _' a6*'ob 8dvat, t_.v, But the Codex Bobiensl_ gives toward the east wind, and thereby effects its own_roduxit tee 7,irfute, put forth from His power one, etc. The Codex

C._menaIaha_roa ...... t a e,*e_,_t_t_, etc. waning ,4 in getting itself delivered of its freight.
a The text is simply..... rnv _ma,axn*,_, *o, -m**_,_o_- And in this manner it goes on making the pas-*roy, ¢& rdwr, o'rot_ica. The Latirt j with emendations from the Codex

Bobmnsis and Eptphamus, gives qud _trtute ctrcumdedtt prtmxm

hora[nenn, qua sunt culn_ue eltmenta, ere , = with which power He
begirt the first mart, which ts the same as the five elements etc. With $ de tia_ herd,. The Latin however, g:vea et sure acre, *' and
slight differer'ces the Codex Bobmnsts reads qut_ czrcumdedzt, and they are eight;" thus apparently having read eLo't 6_ 6f*'.-'.p instead of
the Codex Casinensls, q_a_ _trtute. Petavlus pointed out that there e_ ei_iTi _¢ta.
is probably an onllsslon In the text here. And from a passage In 6 t e. one who bears on his shoulders, the upholder.
Eplphanius, H_r., lxvL n. 45, it has been proposed to _11 out the _' R_.adlng b¢ *'Gi, s6A_-tov, de stmbus suls. But the Codex
scnt_ace thus: _rpu_O,_t_, _ _avl"o_ _t_v_tt, _z_t*-__. 'r_; _¢, _a_ Bobiensts gives deflndbu*, from His own terntormth
_tvv"O_,tr;oo_e#A_¢vl_ roy a't_arov _vO_rov, _r_ _ _ _*_a ¢_¢ s The Greek text :s, 5_ro¢ ai_¢_ my =_os&oc¢mv da'tTl_.*_;t, _.
g_t¢ ¢6v .re *t_7o¢ov _ma*rov r& _dvce o'¢o_Xela. The sense might The Latan gives, " quo dlum, ut par erat, ctmrceretN The Cndd_r
then be, that the good Father out forth fromH:mself a power called Boblensts reads, "quod dlum, ut pareret, coercemtY .It IS clear
the Mot/_er of Lt.)ee that this Mother of Life put forth tbe//r._t man, also that Petawus read correctly dw_rt4zf.av for ittOvld, av m E#pha.
and that the said Mother of Life and the first man put forth (or con- mus.
stttuted) the five elements. See tim note in Routh's Reliqu_e Sacre, * v&/#..rg. *s

za _,_o'ev. The Codex Bobiensis gives, ve_it anlmam in en."
v. p _l_l_eCodex Bobiensls omits the ,_.nt_.t, wind. :* But certain codices read tt/mre_at, "and was obedient," m

,_ The Greek gives _o'¢_#,_,o'c_ _u _'u_ffr(_6p.art. The latin stead of al_t_rebat.
version has, "cructfixit cos in firmamento." And Routh aplao.rently tz ,td_ot_t.
favours the reading d_rva_rt_, _ crucified them, etc. Valesm$ and t_ _ropOwela. _ . . --

t_ i_r_o_. The Codex t.umens_ has apo_r_'_ ; bat the
the Codex Bobiensm have, "desceagle.tm oduxit prindla_ J_th ezkas Codex Bobka_ giv_ ap_rr_'_.m firmam_mtum quod eat,"
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sage across, and again discharging its freight of the soul is transfused into five bodies? First of
souls drawn up by the urns, until it saves its own all, in this process some small portion of it is
proper portion of the souls.' Moreover, he purified ; and then it is transfused into the body
maintains that every soul, yea, every living crea- of a dog, or a camel, or some other animal.
ture that moves, partakes of the substance of But if the soul has been guilty of homicide, it
the good Father. And accordingly, when the is translated into the body of the celephi;7
moon delivers over its freight of souls to the and if it has been found to have engaged
icons of the Father, they abide there in that in cutting, s it is made to pass into the bady
pillar of glory, which is called the perfect air? of the dumb. Now these are the designations
And this air is a pillar of light, for it is filled of the soul,- namely, intelligence, reflection,
with the souls that are being purified. Such, prudence, consideration, reasoning.9 Moreover,
moreover, is the agency by which the souls are the reapers who reap are likened to the princes
saved. But the following, again, is the cause of who have been in darkness from the beginning, _°
men's dying: A certain virgin, fair in person, since they consumed somewhat of the panoply
and beautiful in attire, and of most persuasive of the first man. On this account there is a
address, aims at making spoil of the princes necessity for these to be translated into hay,
that have been borne up and crucified on the or beans, or barley, or corn, or vegetables, in
firmament by the living Spirit ; and she appears order that in these forms they, in like manner,
as a comely female to the princes, but as a may be reaped and cut. And again, if any one
handsome and attractive young man to the prin- eats bread, he must needs also become bread
eesses. And the princes, when they look on her and be eaten. If one kills a chicken," he will
in her splendid figure, are smitten with love's be a chicken himself. If one kills a mouse, he
sting; and as they are unable to get possession will also become a mouse himself. If, again,
of her, they burn fiercely with the flame of amo- one is wealthy in this world, it is necessary
rous desire, and lose all power of reason. While that, on quitting the tabernacle of his body, he
they thus pursue the virgin, she disappears from should be made to pass into the body of a beg-
view. Then the great prince sends forth from gar, so as to go about asking alms, and thereafter
himself the clouds, with the purpose of bringing he shall depart into everlasting pumshment.
darkness on the whole world, m his anger. And Moreover, as this body pertains to the princes
then, if he feels grievously oppressed, his ex- and to matter, it is necessary that he who plants
hans,ion expresses itself in perspiration, just as a persea '_ should pass though many bodies until
a man sweats under toil ; and this sweat of his that persea is prostrated. And if one builds a
forms the rain. At the same time also the har- house for himself, he will be divided and scat-
vest-prince, 3 if he too chances to be captivated tered among all the bodies.'S If one bathes in
by the virgin, scatters pestilence 4 on the whole water, he freezes ,4 his soul ; and if one refuses
earth, with the view of putting men to death, to give pious regard ,s to his elect, he will be
Now this body (of man) is also called a casmas, punished through the generations, '6 and will be
i.e., a microcosm, in relation to the great cosmos, translated into the bodies of catechumens, until
i.e., the macrocosm of the universe ; and all he render many tributes of piety ; and for this
men have roots which are linked beneath with reason they offer to the elect whatever is best in
those above. Accordingly, when this prince is their meats. And when they are about to eat
captivated by the virgin's charms, he then begins

6 trG¢ t_t_r_,r_tt _ _X_t el, 7b, r¢ o_t_¢a. But the Codex
to cut the roots of men ; and when their roots Bobi_s,s_eaastransferwnfur,"andtheLatinversiongives."quo-
are cut, then pestilence commences to break rondoet amrnae in aha quoque corpora transfunduntur "= how the

forth, and in that manner they die. And if he toutsareal_otransfusedinto otherbodms7 Tim text gives xeAetaGv,whmh ts spoken of in Migne as an un-

shakes the upper parts of the root mightily,S an k,o_, ,mmL though,*_Oo*(th_ accentuated)OCCurs m ecclesms-ttcalwrlteramthesenseofale#er. It m proposed to read iAtc.bcw'r,Gv,
earthquake bursts, and follows as the conse- ,,of elephants: " and so the Codex Boblensls gqves "elephantorum

quence of the commotion to which the Omoph- corpora,"andCodexCasmensmhas "in e_an,a eorumcorpora,"which ts ._bly an error for" in elephanttacorum corpora." Routh
orns is subjected. This is the explanation of suggem.^.¢,_*..... [Rd/_. Sac.,voLv.p.SS.]

i Os_.cmo'a,reaping.
(the phenomenon of) death. _ _o0,,a,_o.,. ,po_,,,, a_,,,¢, _o_,,_. TheLatinver-

9" I shall explain to you also how it is that _o__era,,_*.* ...... p,_a,,ti_, intellect=*.cotitat*o.Pets.vius #ve_ rdcn,j ,_efia) dxffelhgenfza, cog_tatto, ratioclxatio.
zo ._;, _,ro.pX;t* o5*,, eL* fig&roy. But the Latin version gives

'" qul ex msterm ord)" etc. -- who, having sprung from matter, are in
t X'ne text _ _'_ _t_X'_. But Crom the old Latin version, darkness.

imi awimarwm) We my Conjecture that _r2-v_(n_x_. was ;t 6a_O_ov.
te Explained as a species o4"F.4gyptlantree, in which the fruit grows

t_a The Latin w_,_ has upt'r pt_cf_tus,"--a reading which is from thc stem. The Codex Casmcnms has the strange raadmg)_r
due apparently to the fact that the author had mistaken the &_p of the ..;ead illam, for1_rseam, etc. See also Eptphantus, num. 9-
Greek for imk_, [See note e, p. r#, s*_#ra.] ta ,dr ,r,__.,t cragg,_.

t b _b_ _-pXwv. The version of Petavius has, "Sic et prin- _r_r_r t. But the Latin version gives _,mlnerat, wotm_,
eet_ altert _.ssor appellatus." Perhaps the randmg should ha b from the t_admg ,rAno_cr_,. INotc _, p. x;,6, _=pra ]
_ht_w,ao_ aOXm,. . ;s e/*.o'eJSe_,.But the Latin verston give_ alime_#a.

4 _. Offer eodk_ grim famem, as reading Ate, famine, z_ et, ¢a, 7¢_ed¢. But the Latin version has "lax'_ tmbdetur
| _w _ vSt _._ _ _ff_: _r_ cr,e._et,M'iq. It my Iv" also. And r hennz" =will suff_r _ Ipamsof hell. [Comtm_ p. ;85, infra,if the t_er lamaof thercotshal_ tm_ theexcnlm. ' C,ehea*q
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bread, they offer up prayer first of all, address- ness of the darkness which arose at the beg2m.
ing themselves in these terms to the bread : "I ning. And being deceived by this spirit, they
have neither reaped thee, nor ground thee, nor have not spoken tru/A; for the prince blinded
pressed thee, nor cast thee into the baking-yes- their mind. And if any one follows their words,
sel ; but another has done these things, and he dies for ever, bound to the clods of earth,
brought thee to me, and I have eaten thee with- because he has not learned the knowledge of
out fault." And when he has uttered these the Paraclete. He also gave injunctions to his
things to himself, he says to the catechumen,' elect alone, who are not more than seven in
"I have prayed for thee ;" and in this manner number. And the charge was this : "When ye
that person then takes his departure. For, as I cease eating, pray, and put upon your head an
remarked to you a little before, if any one reaps, olive, sworn with the invocation of many names
he will be reaped ; and so, too, ]f one casts for the confirmation of this faith." The names,
grain into the mill, he will be cast in himself in however, were not made known to me ; for only
like manner, or if he kneads he will be kneaded, these seven make use of them. And again, the
or if he bakes he will be baked ; and for this name Sabaoth, which is honourable and mighty
reason they are interdicted from doing any such with you, he declares to be the nature of man,
work. Moreover, there are certain other world,, and the parent of desire ; for which: reason the
on which the luminaries rise when they have set simple 7worship desire, and hold it tO be a deity.
on our world. 2 And if a person walks upon the Furthermore, as regards the manner of the crea-
ground here, he injures the earth; and if he tion of Adam, he tells us that he who said,
moves his hand, he injures the air ; for the air is "Come and let us make man in our image, after
the soul (life) of men and living creatures, both our likeness," or "after the form which we have
fowl, and fish, and creeping thing• And as to seen," is the prince who addressed the other
every one 3 existing in this world, I have told princes in terms which may be thus interpreted :
you that this body of his does not pertain to "Come, give me of the light which we have
God, but to matter, and is itself darkness, and received, and let us make man after the form of
consequently it must needs be cast in darkness, us princes, even after that form which we have

to. Now, with respect to paradise, it is not seen, that is to say, 8 the first man." And in
called a cosmos.¢ The trees that are in it are that manner he 9 created the man. They cre-
lust and other seductions, which corrupt the ated Eve also after the like fashion, imparting to
rational powers of those men. And that tree in her of their own lust, with a view to the de-
paradise, by which men know the good, is Jesus ceiving of Adam. And by these means the
Himself, ors the knowledge of Him in the construction of the worm proceeded from the
world. He who partakes thereof discerns the operations of the prince.
good and the evil. The world itself, however, i t. He holds also that God has no part with
is not God's work; but it was the structure of the world itself, and finds no pleasure in it, by
a portion of matter, and consequently all things reason of its having been made a spoil of from
perish, in it. And what the princes took as spoil the first by the princes, and on account of the
from the first man, that is what makes the moon ill that rose on it. Wherefore He sends and
full, and what is being purged day by day of the takes away from them day by day the soul be-
world. And if the soul makes its exit without longing to Him, through the medium of these
having gained the knowledge of the truth, it is luminaries, the sun and the moon, by which the
given over to the demons, in order that they whole world and all creation are dominated.
may subdue it in the Gehennas of fire; and Him, again, who spake with Moses, and the
after that discipline it is made to pass into bodies Jews, and the priests, he declares to be the
with the purpose of being brought into subjec- prince of the darkness ; so that the Christians,
tion, and in this manner it is cast into the mighty and the Jews, and the Gentiles are one and the
fire until the consummation. Again, regarding same body, worshipping the same God: for He
the prophets amongst you, 6 he speaks thus: seduces them in His own passions, being no God
Their spirit is one of impiety, or of the lawless- of truth. For this reason all those who hope in

t But the Latin version gives, '*respondet ad eum qui ei detulit" that God who spake with Moses and the prophets

•- he makes answer to the person who brought it to htm. _:::sOe bt_bO_adtOngeotth_roWi_ _het_dc_tYl;= The text is, Jttt;.*rebXt_,tier'O,_repot x6_/_ot*rye;, _J, (J_-r'4pwt, y pe "

t_ma'_a_"o';.,_;,i.... _'_°_ .o_ta..'a*e*_'_* _ a.._u,_ eo.th,-s- truth ; for that deity spake with him in accord-
3 .Reading et•vt¢,"as in the text• Routh suggests *;. ft, = As to

_g extstmg m this world, I have told you that the body ante with their own passions. Moreover, afterhereof does, etc.
4 But the Latln has "qul vocatur," etc. = whlch it called, etc. T_lrI_ptet, in the Latin verslon Simpk'¢iorea, antme_tly

And Routh thereof proposes f_; xaA_,ctt for./t xaA_2*at, given to the Cutholms by the Ma_ichaean_ See Ducang. (;l_a_.
s Thetextgn, esstmpb/;1 -rl,t3_,_. The Codex Bobmtish has ¢t rn_mm*ddeetd_Vf_Gr_dtatda. [Routh, v.p.65,wormnotiq_.J

#¢te_u_. Hence Routh would read xa; /p 7vt_,, asd the knowl- e The text gives b _r, trp,_e* ,i,4p_n*. Routh _ t
edie. trd, etc.
• e Retaining the reading b_v, though Petavius would su'mtitute 9 Or, they.
_tt_, us. [Routh corrects Pctav., R. $,, voL v. pp. 63, 64 ] to _-' _,_-_ _t _le_._t.
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all these things, he speaks in the following terms day Manes arrived, bringing along with him cer-
with regard to the end,' as he has also written: tain chosen youths and virgins to the number
When the elder has displayed his image, • the of twenty-two.lS And first of all he sought for
Omophorus then lets the earth go from him, and Turbo at the door of the house of Marcellus ;
so the mighty fire gets free, and consumes the and on failing to find him there, he went in to
whole world. Then, again, he lets the soft go salute Marcellus. On seeing him, Marcellus at
with the new mon,3 in order that all the souls first was struck with astonishment at the costume
of sinners may be bound for ever. These things in which he presented himself. For he wore a
will take place at the time when the man's kind of shoe which is usually called in common
image 4 has come.S And all these powers put speech the quadnsole; '6 he had also a party-
forth by God, 6- namely, Jesus, who is in the coloured cloak, of a somewhat airy _2appearance ;
smaller ship/and the Mother of Life, and the in his hand he grasped a very sturdy staff of
twelve helmsmen, s and the virgin of the light, ebony-wood ; ts he carned a Babylonian book
and the third elder, who is in the greater ship, and under his left arm ; his legs were swathed in
the living spirit, and the wall 9 of the mighty fire, trousers of different colours, the one being red,
and the wall of the wind, and the air, and the and the other green as a leek ; and his whole
water, and the interior living fire,--have their mien was like that of some old Persian master
seat in the lesser luminary, until the fire shall and commandant._9 Thereupon Marcellus sent
have consumed the whole world : and that is to forthwith for Archelaus, who arrived so quickly
happen within so many years, the exact number as almost to outstrip the word, and on entering
of which, however, I have not ascertained. And was greatly tempted at once to break out against
after thesethings there will be a restitution of the him, being provoked to that instantly by the
two natures ; ,o and the princes will occupy the very sight of his costume and his appearance,
lower parts proper to them, and the Father though more especially also by the fact that he
the higher parts, receiving again what is His own had himself been turumg over in his mind in his
due possession.- All this doctrine he delivered retirement 2o the various matters which he had
to his three disciples, and charged each to jour- learned from the _ecital of Turbo, and had thus
hey to a separate clime. 'x The Eastern parts fell come carefully prepared. But Marcellus, in his
thus to the lot of Addas ; Thomas '* obtained the great thoughtfulness, repressed all zeal for mere
Syrian territories as his heritage; and another, wrangling, and decided to hear both parties.
to wit, Hermelas, directed his course towards With that view he invited the leading men of
Egypt. And to this day they sojourn there, with the city ; and from among them he selected as
the purpose of establishing the propositions con- judges of the discussion certain adherents of the
tained in this doctrine. _ Gentile religion, four in number. The names

I2. When Turbo had made this statement, of these umpires were as follows : Manippus, a
Archelaus was intensely, excited ; but Marcellus person deeply versed in the art of grammar and
remained unmoved, for he expected that God the practice of rhetoric ; _/Egnaleus,2' a very emi-
would come to the help of His truth. Arche- nent physician, and a man of the highest repu-
laus, however*, had additional cares in his anxiety tation for learning ; and Claudius and Cleobolus, _
about the people, like the shepherd who be- two brothers famed as rhetoricians. .3 A splendid
comes concerned for his sheep when secret perils assemblage was thus convened ; so large, indeed,
threaten them from the wolves. Accordingly that the house of Marcellus, which was of xm-
Marcellus loaded Turbo with the most liberal mense size, was filled with those who had been
gifts, and instructed him to remain in the house called to be hearers. And when the parties who
of Archehus the bishop J4 But on that selfsame proposed to speak in opposition to each other

t j_ *'e_._t. tS But Codex Bobiensis gives duodecim, twelve
i The text is _c._0m¢mgr_¢. _ypa_tev. 'O _r0ecr_t_*'q%etc. The t6 But the Codex Bobmnsts gives tri*oltum, the trlsole. Strabo,

Codex Bobteasls gives, "Smut tpse sensor scripsit: Cure manifestam book xv., tells us that the Persxans wore htgh shoes.
feeetis," etc ,=As the eider himself wrote: When thou hast, etc. z;, A_rina, sky-hke. {This portrait seems from hfe,]
The elder here m probably the same as the thzrd elder farther on 18 Ducange in his Glosgary, under the word E_AAts,o% shows

3 The Greek is, d$1_,t vbv _O, ov _._¢& .go5vdou atGvo,; but the from Calllsthenes that the prophets or interpreters of sacred things
carried an ebony staff. [_2-_ek xxvit, x_, Routh, p. 7t.]

19,The text is, "vultus vero ut sents Persm artlfiCxs et bellorum
Latin v_..rmonhas the strangely diverse l_ndsnng, "dimittunt animarn
qt_e ohjteatur mter medttlm novi s_cnll '"= they let go the soul that is
platted m the nudst of the new age. [Routh has ¢,y lSGAov.] duels videbatur " Phihppus Buonarruottus, m the Osaervazw_i

• _v6_d¢. *clara a&'uniframmentf di oasi aatlchz d/Vetro, Florence, tTt6 ,
$ But the Latin gives, "cure statnta venent dies" = wh*n the ap- p. 6_, thinks that this rendering has arisen from the Latin translator's

p0_nted day has come. havmg erroneously read 6_¢B_ttovpyoO _a', wrpawt/3,o_ instead of t_-
6 ..: _ _rOoSo,haI =.;wet. _ttdPXOV _al o_roac'_yo_. Taking _rOa_fyob, therefore, in the civil
_ _'_.. [See Routh, p. 68, on this _cus mitt de./,ra_agus.] sense which it bears m various passages, be would mterp_t the sen-
" _¢vJ_PvWrttt- tence thus: *' HLSwhole mien was hke that of an old Persian tr_u_e
9 vs_xo¢. . . . a_d magistrate." See Gallandi's note [m Routh, p. 7el.

1o._7_ *_o Stkrn_. But the latin vermon gives d_omm l_mA _o The text xs #ecregi_$ factum_ etc. gouth suggestsatcreti_,a
facto* etc.

_and tim Codex _ has lumiaamr_m, tim two •z _,_ CodexBobieasisreads"_gidlus."
tt Reading_Xi_ct¢_,withPetavitm,for_X_m_a. _aEpiphaniusgivesKA_d_ovAo*.
ta TheCoax Casinenstsmakesnomentionof Thomas. ss CodexC.asinenstsroadsrectorex,governors AndEplphanim,
tt HereendstheGreekof Epiphanlus. num.to, makesthefirsta professorofGenttlephilosophy,the second
t¢ Tim words, tk_ _u/_, arc omattcd in th_ Codex Boblam_ a physician, the tlurd a grammarmu, mad the fourth a rhetonda_
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had taken their places in view of all, then those sible way be either done or apprehended. For
who had been elected as judges took their seats who ought to be believed ? Should it be those
in a position elevated above all others : and the masters of yours whose enjoyment is in the flesh,
task of commencing the disputation was assigned and who pamper themselves with the richest de-
to Manes. Accordingly, when silence was se- lights ; or our Saviour Jesus Christ, who says, as
cured, he began • the discussion in the following it is written in the book of the Gospels, "A good
terms : 2__ tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a

t 3. My brethren, I indeed am a disciple of corrupt tree bnng forth good fruit," _ and who
Christ, and, moreover, an apostle of Jesus ; and in another place assures us that the "father of
it is owing to the exceeding kindness of Mar- the devil s is a liar and a murderer from the be-
cellus that I have hastened hither, with the view ginning," 9 and tells us again that men's desire
of showing him clearly in what manner he ought was for the darkness, t° so that they would not fol-
to keep the system of divine religion, so that low that Word that had been sent forth in the
the said Marcellus verily, who at present has put beginning from the light," and (once more shows
himself, like one who has surrendered himself us) the man who is the enemy of the same, the
prisoner, under the doctrine of Archelaus, may sower of tares, '2 and the god and prince of the
not, like the dumb animals, which are desutute age of this world, who blinds the minds of men
of intellect and understand not what they do, be that they may not be obedmnt to the.truth in the
fatally smitten to the ruin of his soul, in conse- Gospel of Christ? zs Is that God goodwho has
quence of any failure in the possession of further no wish that the men who are his own should be
faciliues for setting about the right observance saved ? And, not to go over a multitude of other
of divine worship. I know, furthermore, and am matters, and waste much time, I may defer t4 till
certain, that if Marcellus is once set right,3 it will another opportunity the exposition of the true
be quite possible that all of you may also have doctrine ; and taking it for granted that I have
your salvation effected ; for your city hangs sus- said enough on this subject for the present, I may
pended upon his judgment. If vain presump- revert to the matter immediately before me, and
tion is rejected by every one of you, and if those endeavour satisfactorily to demonstrate the ab-
things which are to be declared by me be heard surdity of these men's teaching, and show that
with a real love for the truth, ye will receive the none of these things can be attributed to the
inheritance of the age to come, and the kingdom God and Father of our Lord and Saviour, but
of heaven. I, in sooth, am the Paraclete, whose that we must take Satan to be the cause of all
mission was announced of old time by Jesus, and our ills. To him, certainly, these must be car-
who was to come to "convince the world of sin tied back, for all ills of this kind are generated
and unrighteousness." 4 And even as Paul, who by him. But those things also which are written
was sent before me, said of himself, that "he in the prophets and the law are none the less to
knew in part, and prophesied in part," s so I re- be ascribed to him ; for he it is who spake then
serve the perfect for myself, in order that I may in the prophets, introducing into their minds very
do away with that which is in part. Therefore many ignorant notions of God, as well as tempta-
receive ye this third testimony, that I am an elect uons and passions. They, too, set forth that
apostle of Christ ; and if ye choose to accept devourer of blood and flesh ; and to that Satan
my words, ye will find salvation ; but if ye refuse and to his prophets all these things properly per-
them, eternal fire will have you to consume you. tain which he wished to transfer ,s to the Father
For as Hymemeus and Alexander were "dehvered of Christ, prepared as he was to write a few
unto Satan, that they might learn not to bias- things in the way of truth, that by means of these
pheme," 6 so will all ye also be delivered unto he might also gain credence for those other state-
the prince of pumshments, because ye have done ments of his which are false. Hence it is well
injury to the Father of Christ, in so far as ye for us to receive nothing at all of all those things
declare Him to be the cause of all evils, and the which have been written of old even down to
founder of unrighteousness, and the creator of John, and indeed to embrace only the kingdom
all iniquity. By such doctrine ye do, indeed, of heaven, which has been preached in the Gos-
bring forth from the same fountain both sweet pel since his days ; for they verily but made a
water and bitter, -- a thing which can in no pos- T Matt vii _t8

s Pattern dial_h'.
t For prfmum the Codex Casinensis reads 2M_r/ma,=he began 9 John vtii. 44.

a lengthened statement, etc. to Referring, perhatm, to John i S. ,,
a Thus far Valesms edited the piece from the Codex Boh|.aufis. tt The text gives, nut umeqnerentur .... Verbum, et inimlcum,
3 Readmg e_enda/o. Codex Caslnmasls gives enim dato. etc. The scram s¢eras to be as above! supposing..¢ttb.cr that the verb
4 John xw 8. [,tjustitza. Thin reading, de iaj_itza, my h t_._equeremtar is mind with the tmmnmg of.astmihng, ltmtlmcutang, o¢

due to an error on the part of the smrthe, but is more probably to b that tile tt is put for tt st, as is tim calm with tim exc_at ut at tho
referred to the praettc¢ pursued by Manes in altering and corruptinl close of the _ntence.
the sacred text to smt his own tenets. See Eptphonms on this heres_ lit Matt. xlti. _$.
nura. 53, andcap. 53, infra. ["Heintrodaccdmuchncwnmttcr. t3 Eph. vt. ta; aCor. lv 4.

$ t Cor xiii 9- ,4 Rending dtJ)rerer,*. Bat Codex _ glvt_ d#_,w_m',
& t Ttm L ao. zs Tra_ujrermare.
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mockery of themselves, introducing as they did x4. The judges said: If you have any clearer
things ridiculous and ludicrous, keeping some statement yet to make, give us some explanation
small words given in obscure outline in the law, of the nature 9 of your doctrine and the designa-
but not understanding that, if good things are tion ,o of your faith. Manes replied: I hold that
mixed up with evil, the result is, that by the cor- Ithere are two natures, one good and another evil ;
ruption of these evil things, even those others and that the one which is good dwells indeed in
which are good are destroyed. And if, indeed, certain parts proper to it, but that the evil one
there is any one who may prove himself able to is this world, as well as all things in it, which are
demonstrate that the law upholds the right, that flaced there like objects imprisoned '_ in the por-
law ought to be kept ; but if we can show it to tion of the wicked one, as John says, that "the
be evil, then it ought to be done away with and whole world lieth in wickedness," ,z and not in
rejected, inasmuch as it contains the mimstration God. Wherefore we have maintained that there
of death, which was graven,, which also covered are two localities, -- one good, and another which
and destroyed the glory on the countenance of lies outside of this,'s so that, having space therein
Moses3 It is a thing not without peril, there- in Ais, it might be capable of receiving into itself
fore, for any one of you to teach the New Testa- the creature, i.e., create'on, of the world. For if
ment along with the law and the prophets, as if we say that there is but a monarchy of one nature,
they were of one and the same origin ; for the and that God fills all things, and that there is no
knowledge of our Saviour renews /he ane from location outside of Him, what will be the sus-
day to day, while the other grows old and infirm, tamer of the creature, i.e., creatwn ? where will
and passes almost into utter destruction.3 And be the Gehenna of fire ? where the outer dark-
this is a fact manifest to those who are capable hess? where the weeping? Shall I say in Him-
of exercising discernment. For just as, when self? God forbid; else He Hlmsetf will also be
the branches of a tree become aged, or when the made to suffer in and with these. Entertain no
trunk ceases to bear fruit any more, they are cut such fancies, whosoever of you have any care for
down ; and just as, when the members of the your salvation ; for I shall give you an example,
body suffer mortification, they are amputated, for m order that you may have fuller understanding
the poison of the mortification diffuses itself from of the truth. The world is one vessel ; ,4 and if,s
these members through the whole body, and un- the substance of God has already filled this entire
less some remedy be found for the disease by the vessel, how is it possible now that anything more
skill of the physician, the whole body will be can be placed in this same vessel ? If it is fulL
vitiated ; so, too, if ye receive the law without how shall it receive what is placed in it, unless
understanding its origin, ye will ruin your souls, a certain portion of the vessel is emptied ? Or
and lose your salvation. For "the law and the whither shall that which is to be emptied out
prophets were until John ; "4 but since John the make its way, seeing that there is no locality for
law of truth, the law of the promises, the law of it? Where then is the earth? where the heavens?
heaven, the new law, is made known to the race where the abyss ? where the stars ? where the
of man. And, in sooth, as long as there was no settlements ? ,6 where the powers ? where the
one to exhibit to you this most true knowledge princes ? where the outer darkness ? Who is he
of our Lord Jesus, ye had not sin. Now, how- that has laid the foundations of these, and where ?
ever, ye both see and hear, and yet ye desire to No one is able to tell us that without stumbling
walk in ignorance,S in order that ye may keep 6 on blasphemy. And in what way, again, has He
that law which has been destroyed and aban- been able to make the creatures, if there is no
doned. And Paul, too, who is held to be the subsistent matter ? For if He has made them
most approved apostle with us, expresses himself out of the non-existent, it will follow that these
to the same effect in one of his epistles, when he visible creatures should be superior, and full of
says : "For if I build again the things which I all virtues. But if in these there are wickedness,
destroyed, I make myself a prevaricator." 7 And and death, and corruption, and whatever is op-
in saying this he pronounces on them as Gentiles, posed to the good, how say we that they owe
because they were under the elements of the their formation to a nature different from them-
world, s before the fulness of faith came, belier- selves? Howbeit if you consider the way in
ing then as they did in the law and the prophets, which the sons of men are begotten, you will

t lt_armat_m. 9 Or, standard.
It t k.or. in. 7. to Tzt=/o.
3 Ca'. Heb. viii. t 3. tt Ergast=la.
4 Luke xvi. t6. t* Or, in the wicked one. t John v. t 9.
$ In inseJttas tre vultis. It is proposed to read imfcfit* = and yet t3 The text gives "extra ¢tta_." Rotith suggests Deum, outside

ye demre to aeny the truth Routh suggests, et adt'sld* et im i_$¢z- of God.
_'am irt t_ul[ls = and ye hate st, and choose to take your way into _t Va_.
Ignomno= t$ Tim text gives simply ,c quod Del substantlx, n etc. We may

• Supplying _$er'on_'* in the clause ut/*t_'_, etc. perhaps adopt wtth Routh_ "quod si Dei,'" etc.
f Pra_ardcaterm. Gal. il. t8 [Vulgate. But see p. x_]. xe Sedes. [" Thrones, as in Milton.] Routh suggests _idtral
• Gal. iv. 3- 1_
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find that the creator of man is not the Lord, but credible. Foras the powerof pronounc/ng judg-
anotherbeing,who isalsohimselfof an unbe- ment hasbeen commlttedtous,we shalldeclare
gotten_ nature,who has neitherfounder,nor what may make itselfclearto our mind. We
creator,nor maker,butwho, such as hc is,has may, however,alsogranttoArchclaustheliberty
been produced by hisown malicealone. In ac- ofspeakingtothesestatementsofyours,so that,
cordanccwith this,you men have a commerce by comparing what issaidby each of you,we
withyourwives,whichcomes toyou by an occa- may bc abletogiveourdecisionin accordance
sionof thefollowingnature. When any one of withthetruth.Archekzussaid: Notwithstand-
you has satiatedhimselfwith carnalmeats,and rag,the adversary'sintentisrepletewithgross
meatsof otherkinds,then the impulseof con- audacityand blasphemy. Manes said:Hear,O
cupiscencerisesinhim,and inthisway theenjoy-judges,what he hassaidoftheadversary.4He
mcnt 2 of begettinga son isincreased; and thisadmits,then,thattherearetwo objects.Arche-
happensnot asifthathad itsspringinany vir-laussaid: Itseems tome thatthisman isfull
tuc,orinphilosophy,orinany othergiftofmind, of madnessratherthanof prudence,who would
but infuincssof meatsonly,and inlustand for-stirup a controversywith me to-daybecanseI
nication.And how shallany one tellme that chancetospeakof theadversary. But thisof>-
our fatherAdam was made afterthe image of jcctionofyoursmay bc removed withfewwords,
God, and inHislikeness,and thathe islikeHim notwithstandingthatyou have supposed from
who made him ? How can itbe saidthatallof thisexpressionof mine thatI shallallowthat
uswho have been begottenofhim arclikehim ? thereare thesetwo natures.SYou have come
Yea,rather,on thecontrary,havewe not a great forwardwitha most extravagant6 doctrine; for
varietyofforms,and do we not beartheimpress nelthcrof the assertionsmade by you holds
of differentcountenances? And how truethisgood. For itisquitepossiblethatone who is
is,I shallexhibittoyou in parables.Look, for an adversary,not by nature,but by determina-
instance,at a person who wishesto sealup a tion,may be made a friend,and ceaseto be an
treasure,orsome otherobject,and you willob- adversary;and thus,when the one of us has
servehow, when he has got a littlewax orclay,come toacquiescewiththeother,wc twainshall
he seeksto stamp itwith an impressionof his appeartobe,asitwere,one and the same oh-
own countenancefromtheringwhich hewears;3 jcct. This accountalsoindicatesthatrational
but ifanothercountenancealsostampsthe figurecreatureshave been entrustedwith free-will,7in
of itselfon the objectin a simdarmanner,willvirtueof which theyalsoadmit of conversions.
the impressionsccm hkc ? By no means, al- And consequentlytherecannotbctwounbegottcn
though you may be reluctantto acknowledge natures,s What do you say,then? Arc these
what istrue. But ifwe arcnot hke inthecam- two naturesinconvertible? orare theyconverti-
man impression,and if,insteadofthat,therearc blc? orisone ofthem converted? Manes, how-
differencesin us,how can itfailto bc proved ever,held back, because he did not finda
therebythatwc arc the workmanship of the suitablereply; forhe was ponderingthe con-
princes,and of matter? For m due accordance clusionwhich might be drawn from eitherof
withtheirform,and likeness,and image,we also two answerswhich he might make, turningthe
existas diverseforms. But ifyou wish to bc matteroverthusin his thoughts: If I saythat
fullyinstructedas tothatcommerce which took they are converted,he willmeet me with that
placeatthebeginning,and asto the manner in statementwhich isrecordedintheGospelabout
which it occurred, I shall explain the matter to the trees ; 9 but if I say that they are not con-
you. vertlble, he will necessarily ask me to explain

15. Thejudges said: We need not in'quire as the condxtion and cause of their intermingling.
to the manner in which that primitive commerce In the meantime, after a little delay, Manes re-
took place until we have first seen it proved that plied: They are indeed both inconvertible in so
there are two natural principles. For when once far as contraries are concerned ; but they are
it is made clear that there are two unbegotten convertible as far as propertaes '° are concerned.
natures, then others of your averments may also Archelaus then said: You seem to me to be out
gain our assent, even although something in them 4 The text is *'quid dlxerlt adver_rii;" some propose '_in,u_ '
may not seem to fit in very readily with what is 0_,,¢.;a dixent,"

s The manuscript reading is, "tam sl qaldem ex hoe atbiuat_
x ZNg_z't_. est se at_rmaturum." For this it ts proposed to read, as in the
t Fructus. translamm, "tametd quidem ¢a hoc arbttratus ea me attirmaturum. _

The refcrmlce is to the ancient custom o_"mdng wax and certain e The text gives ing_tem Routh suggests iuscientem, stufid.
earths and clays for the purpose of afllxing, by means of the nng, a _ [VoL iit. 3ox-3ea. SceColendge (onDonus),Eng/_ltD&ztw*,
seal with an impression on any object which it was desired to secu_re, voi. i. p. 87 ]
Th.us Herodotus, ii. 38, tell us how the Egyptlam marked the pure I Adopl_tg the pro_ reading, "et ideo dwm ingenltm natttrm
vtcttm by wrapping it round the horns with papyrus, and then smear- esse non po_Junt." "l]_e text omits the dHae, however" and in that
in_ some scaling earth (_v oalttav'rpi&t) on tt, and stamping zt with case the serumwould he simply, And con_.quetttly there cannot be
a n ng. See also Cicero, Pro Flacco, where he speaks of the laudat.ia unbegotten nature; or perhaps . .And to th_ (the ereatul_) cazmot

_ta creta illa A,iatica; and Plautus, Pse.dol.,, Scene,, he of an unhelk'otten nature.re he mentions the ex/tresxam _n cera ex annu/o suam _A_'- 9 [Matt vn. x$.'-_,]
_rm, etc. [Compare voL v. p. 466, note 3, this series.] ta Fro_ria.
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of your mind, and oblivious of your own proposi- had not yet appeared, when the earth did not
tions ; yea, you do not appear even to recognise yet subsist, and when there was neither man nor
the powers or qualities of the very words which animal, against whom did he put his wickedness
you have been learning, x For you do not uh- in operation? whom did he oppress unjustly?
derstand either what conversion is, or what is whom did he rob and kill? But if you say that
meant by unbcKatten, or what duality implies, he first appeared in his evil nature to his own
or what is past, or what is present, or what is kin, 6 then without doubt you give the proof that
future, as I have gathered from the opinions to he comes of a good nature. And if, again, all
which you have just now given expression. For these are also evil, how can Satan then cast out
you have affirmed, indeed, that each of these Satan? 7 But while thus reduced to a dilemma
two natures is inconvertible so far as regards on this point, you may change your position in
contraries, but convertible so far as regards prop- the discussion, and say that the good suffered
erties. But I maintain that one who moves in violence from the evil. But none the more is

properties does not pass out of himself, but sub- it without peril for you to make such a state-
sists in these same properties, in which he is ment, to the effect of affirming the vanquishing
ever inconvertible ; while in the case of one who of the light ; for what is vanquished has destruc-
is susceptible of conversion, the effect is that he tion near it.s For what says the divine word ?
is placed outside the pale of properties, and "Who can enter into a strong man's house, and
passes within the sphere of accidents. • spoil his goods, except he be stronger than he ?" 9

16. The judges said: Convertibility translates But if you allege that he first appeared in his evil
the person whom it befalls into another ; as, for nature to men, and only from that time showed
example, we might say that if a Jew were to openly the marks of his wickedness, then it fol-
make up his mind to become a Christian, or, on lows that before this time he was good, and that
the other hand, if a Christian were to decide to he took on this quality of conversion because
be a Gentile, this would be a species of converti- the creation of man ,o was found to have emerged
bility, and a cause of the same.3 But, again, if as the cause of his wickedness. But, in fine, let
we suppose a Gentile to keep by all his own him tell us what he understands by evil, lest per-
heathen properties, and to offer sacrifices to his chance he may be defending or setting up a
gods, and to do service to the temples as usual, mere name. And if it is not the name but the
surely you would not be of opinion that he substance of evil that he speaks of, then let him
could be said to be converted, while he yet set before us the fruits of this wickedness and
holds by his properties, and goes on in them ? iniquity, since the nature of a tree can never be
What, then, do you say ? Do they sustain con- i known but by its fruit.
vertibility or not? And as Manes hesitated, _7. Manes sazd: Let it first be allowed on
tlrchelaus proceeded thus: If, indeed, he says your side that there is an alien root of wicked-
that both natures are convertible, 4 what is there ness, which God has not planted, and then I
to prevent our thinking them to be one and the shall tell you its fruits. Archelaus said: Truth's
same object? For if they are inconvertible, reckoning does not make any such require-
then surely in natures which are similarly incon- ment; and I shall not admit to you that there is
vertible and similarly unbegotten there is no a root of any such evil tree, of the fruit whereof
distinction, neither can the one of them be rec- no one has ever tasted. But just as, when a
ognised as good or as evil. But if they are both man desires to make any purchase, he does not
convertible, then, forsooth, the possible result produce the money unless he first ascertains by
may be both that the good is made evil, and tasting the object whether it is of a dry or a
that the evil is made good. If, however, this moist species, so I shall not admit to you that
is the possible result, why should we not speak the tree is evil and utterly corrupt, unless the
of one only as unbegotten,S which would be quality of its fruit is first exhibited; for it is
a conception in worthier accordance with the written, that "the tree is known by its fruits.""
reckoning of truth ? For we have to consider Tell us, therefore, O Manes, what fruit is yielded
how that evil one became so at first, or against by that tree which is called evil, or of what na-
what objects he exercised his wickedness before ture it is, and what virtue it is, that we may also
the formation of the world. When the heavens believe with you that the root of that same tree

t Didiclsti. But perhal_ we ought to read dt',,l't'$gt'jwhleh you 6 The text is, '_ quod si suls eum dicas extitisse malum, sine dublo
havcbeen uttenng. .ergo oatenditur dlum bonm ease naturm " Routh _uggests. "qma

• Alienaj of what is alien, istis_SULKSadversatur qui malt sunt," etc. = The fact that he m adverse
The text runs thus: "ut si dicamus, Judams, si velit fieri Chris- to those who are of his own kin, and who are evil, would be a proof

tianus I aut st Chnstianus velit ease gentifis, have spectes eat converti- that he comes of a good nature.billtatis et causa " _' Mark tit. •3.
a The text gives ro.R_ertd_fles. Routh suggests incawoertt_iles, ItOr, km to it, _icinum Aa_t interCOm.

inconvertible. 9 Mark iii27.
s The text is uaum dlcamus ingr_tit_tm. Routh suggests to The text ts," creati hominis causa invenitur exstitisse malitiz/'

waust 6onum, etc. ffi Why should we not spuak of only cmc tmbe- for whtch we read "cl_eatlo homlms_" etc.
8ot_m _ u Matt. vii. z6.
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is of that character which you ascribe to it. fruit is this? Before man was made, who was
Manes said: The root indeed is evil, and the there to be a fornicator, or an adulterer, or a
tree is naost corrupt, but the increase is not from murderer? Manes said: But if the man is
God. Moreover, fornications, adulteries, mur- fashioned of the evil nature, it is manifest that
ders, avarice, and all evil deeds, are the fruits of he is such a fruit,3albeit he may sin, albeit he
that evil root. Archt_ said: That we may may not sin ; whence also the name and race of
credit you when you say that these are the fruiu men are once for all and absolutely of this char-
of that evil root, give us a taste of these things ; acter, whether they may do what is righteous or
for you have pronounced the substance of thb what is unrighteous. Arch_us said: Well, we
tree to be ungenerate,' the fruits of which are may also take notice of that matter. If, as you
produced after its own likeness. Manes sa:d: aver, the wicked one himself made man, why is
The very unrighteousness which subsists in men it that he practises his malignity on him?
offers the proof itself, and in avarice too you x8. The judges said: We desire to have in-
may taste that evil root. Arckdaus said: Well, formation from you on this point, Manichmus,
then, as you have stated the question, those in- to wit, to what effect you have affirmed him to
iquities which prevail among men are fruits of be evil. Do you mean that he has been so from
this tree. Manes said: Quite so. _4rchclaus the time when men were made, or before that
_rocetded: If these, then, are the fruits, that is period ? For it is necessary that you should
to say, the wicked deeds of men, it will follow give some proof of his wickedness from the very
that the men themselves will hold the place of time from which you declare him to have been
the root and of the tree ; for you have declared evil. Be assured4 that the quality of a wine
that they produce fruits of this nature. Manes cannot be ascertained unless one first tast_is it ;
said: That is my statement. Arc_ielaus an- and understand that, in like manner, every tree
swered: Not well say you, That is my statement: is known by its fruit. What say you, then?
for surely that cannot be your statement ; other- From what time has this personality been evil?
wise, when men cease from sinning, this tree of For an explanation of this problem seems to us
wickedness will appear to be unfruitful. Manes to be necessary. Manes said: He has always
said: What you say is an impossibility ; for even been so. Archelaus said: Well, then, I shall
though one or another, or several, were to cease also show from this, most excellent friends, and
sinning, there would yet be others doing evil most judicious auditors, that his statement is by
still. Archelaus said: If it is at all possible for no means correct. For iron, to take an exam-
one or another, or several, as you admit, not to pie, has not been an evil thing always, but ov/y
sin, it is also possible for all to do the same ; for from the period of man's existence, and since
they are all of one parent, and are all men of his art turned it to evil by applying it to false
one lump. And, not to follow at my ease those uses ; and every sin has come into existence
affirmations which you have so confusedly made since the period of man's being. Even that
through all their absurdities, I shall conclude great serpent himself was not evil previous to
their refutation by certain unmistakeabte counter- man, but only after man, in whom he displayed
arguments. Do you allege that the fruits of the the fruit of his wickedness, because he willed it
evil root and the evil tree are the deeds of men, himself. If, then, the father of wickedness
that is to say, fornications, adulteries, perjuries, makes his appearance to us after man has come
murders, and other similar things ? Manes said: into being, according to the Scriptures, how can
I do. Archelaus said: Well, then, if it hap- he be unbegotten who has thus been constituted
pened that the race of men was to die off the evil subsequently to man, who is himself a pro-
face of the earth, so that they should not be able duction ? But, again, why should he exhibit
to sin any more, the substance of that tree would himself as evil just from the period when, on
then perish, and it would bear fruit no more. your supposition, he did himself create man ?s
Manes said: And when will that take place of What did he desire in him? If man's whole
which you speak? Archelaus said: What =is in body was his own workmanship, what did he
the future I know not, for I am but a man ; never- ardently affect in him ? For one who ardently
theless I shall not leave these words of yours affects or desires, desires something which is
unexamined. What say you of the race of men ? different and better. If, indeed, man takes his
Is it unbegotten, or is it a production? Manes origin from him in respect of the evil nature,
said: It is a production. Archelaus said: If we see how man was his own, as I have fre-
man is a production, who is the parent of adultery
and fornication, and such other things? Whose s .The.tezt.is2-sed homo a realsnamtaplasmamsmanlfesttmate qum tpse _t trt_tus_" etc.

• Roum,however,tmlutsdi_t_, _ thattherose#: Be
mmr_l thet it is _ to gi_ m imm_ etc.... _or tamt _ngen_lam. . .

t The text gives Hquoniam quod futurum est nescto, homo em.t qmdiw m"tt wln¢, ¢te.
SUm, non tamen," etc. Routh suggests"qxonant? quod futurum, s The text m, "ex hemlnll tern.pores _ cre_ti cur nmlus .oste_.
etc. = What has that to do w_th the matter? The future I know t_ datur." which m taken to be zqtavaltnt tos "cx temim_m qtm }tomi-
etc. _.m i_ crr.avstj"©to.
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quentlyshown.' For ifman was his own, he assertion,namely,thathc isdiscoveredtobc of
was alsoevilhimself,justas itholdswithour themost sensclessapprehension,and the dullest
illustrationof the liketreeand the likefruit; heart,and,inshort,ratherlikethebrutesin his
foran eviltree,as you say,produces evilfruit,naturalconstitution?But ifthe case stands

And seeingthatallwere evil,what didhe desid-thus,.again,how isitthatman, who ispossessed
erate,or in what could he show the beginningof no insignificantpower inmentalcapacityand
of hiswickedness,if from the time of man's knowledge,could have receivedhis substance
formationman was thecauseof hiswickedness?from one who thus is,of allbeings,the most
Moreover, the law and precepthaving been ignorantand thebluntestinapprehension?How
giventotheman himself,the man had not by shallany one be rash enough to professthat
any means thepower to yieldobedienceto the man isthe workmanship of an authorof this
serpent,and tothestatementswhich were made character? But,again,ifman consistsbothof
by him; and had the man then yieldedno souland of body,and not merelyof body with-
obedienceto him, what occasionwould thereout soul,and ifthe one cannot subsistapart
have been for him to be evil? But,again,if from the other,why willyou assertthat these
evilisunbegotten,how does ithappen thatman two are antagomsticand contrarytoeach other?
issometimesfound tobestrongerthanit? For, For our Lord JesusChrist,indeed,seems to mc
by obeyingthe law of God, hc willoftenover- tohave spoken of thesein His parables,when
come every rootof wickedness; and itwould Hc said:" No man can put new wine intoold
be a ridiculousthingifhe,who isbut the pro- bottles,elsethebottleswillbreak,and thewine
duction,shouldbe found tobe strongerthan the run out."_ But new wine istobe put intonew
unbegotten. Moreover,whosc isthatlaw with bottles,as thereisindeed one and the same
itscommandment--thatcommandment, Imean, Lord forthe bottleand forthewine. For ai-
whichhas been givento man ? Without doubt though the substancemay be different,yet by
itwillbe acknowledgedtobe God's. And how, thesetwo substances,in theirdue powers,and
then,can thelaw be given to an alien? orwho inthemaintenanceof theirpropermutual rela-
can givehiscommandment to an enemy? Or, tions,4the one personof man subsists.We do
to speak of him who receivesthe command- not say,indeed,thatthesoulisofone substance
mcnt, how can he contend againstthe devil?withthebody,but wc averthattheyhave each
thatisto say,on thissupposition,how can hc theirown characteristicqualities; and as the
contendagainsthisown creator,as ifthe son, bottleand thewine areappliedinthesimilitude
whilehc isa debtorto him fordeeds of kind- toone race and one speciesof men, so truth's
ness,were to choose to inflictinjurieson the reckoningrequiresustograntthatman was pro.
father? Thus you but mark out the profitless-duccd complete by the one God : forthe soul
ness*of man on thisside,ifyou suppose him rejoicesinthcbody,and lovesand cherishesit;
to bc contradictingby the lawand command- and none thelessdoes the body rejoicethatit
ment him who hasmade him,and tobe making isquickenedby the soul. But if,on the other
the effortto get the betterof him. Yea, we hand,a pcrson maintainsthatthe body isthe
shallhave to fancythe devilhimselfto have work of the wicked one, inasmuch as itisso
gone tosuchan excessof folly,as not to have corruptible,and antiquated,and worthless,it
perceivedthatinmaking man he made an ad- would followthenthatitisincapableof sustain-
versaryforhimself,and neitherto have consid-ringthevirtueof thespiritorthe movement of
ered what might be his future,nor to have thesoul,and the most splcndidcreationof the
foreseenthe actualconsequence of his act; same. For justas,when a personputs a piece
whereaseven inourselves,who are but produc- of new clothintoan old garment,the rentis
tions,there are at leastsome small giftsof made worse;S so alsothebody would perishif
knowledge,and a measure of prudence,and a itwere tobe associatcd,under such conditions,
moderatedegreeofconsideration,whichissome- with thatmost brilliantproductionthe soul.
timesof a very trustworthynature. And how, Or, touse anotherillustration:justas,when a
then,can we believethatinthe unbegottenthere man carriesthe lightof a lamp into a dark
isnot some littleportionof prudence,orcon- place,thedarknessisforthwithput toflightand
sideration,or intelligence?Or how can we makes no appearance; so we ought to undcr-
make thecontrarysupposition,accordingtoyour standthat,on the soul'sintroductionintothe

body,the darknessisstraightwaybanished,and

z The reading adopted by Migne is, "si ergo ex eo homo est one nature at once effected, and one man con-
tmala natura, demonstratur quornodo suus fuit, m f_qucnterusmndl." stituted in one species. And thus, agreeably
Othegs put the _enmnce interrogatiwly = If man takes hm ongm
from him, (and) the evd nature is thus demonstrated, m what sense therewith, it will be allowed that the ncw winc is
was man hm own, etc._ Routh suggests ex qso for ex eo _ If the
evil natara is demonstrated just from the ttme of man's cxmtelac¢
how was man, etc.? s Matt. ix. 17.

s The reading m isaltiHtattm. But Routh points oat that flus is 4 Dominalioaw ef ol_tr_atict uss.
_y th_ _ of ¢qv cu¢4Ae_av, viltYatem_ me.anna_ S Matt. xx. x6.
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put into new bottles, and that the piece of new ble of accommodating what is placed within it,
cloth is not put into the old garment. But from or that he who fashions the image should come
this we are able to show that there is a unison with something so massive and ponderous, that,
of powers in these two substances, that is to say, on its introduction into the temple, the edifice
m that of the body and in that of the soul ; of would at once collapse ? If such is not the case,
which unison that greatest teacher in the Scrip- then, with these things, let us contemplate them
tures, Paul, speaks, when he tells us, that "God m the light of what we know to be the objects
hath set the members every one of them in the and intents of antagonists. But if it is right for
body as it hath pleased Him." _ all to be disposed with the same measures and

x9. But if it seems difficult for you to un- the same equity, and to be displayed with like
derstand this, and if you do not acquiesce in glory, what doubt should we stdl entertain on
these statements, I may at all events try to make this subject ? We add, if it please you, this one
them good by adducing illustrations. Contem- illustration more. Man appears to resemble a
plate man as a kind of temple, according to the ship which has been constructed by the builder
similitude of Scripture : * the spirit that is in and launched rata the deep, which, however, it
man may thus be likened to the image that is impossible to navigate without the rudder, by
dwells m the temple. Well, then, a temple can- which it can be kept under command, and turned
not be constituted unless first an occupant is in whatsoever direction its steersman may wish
acknowledged for the temple ; and, on the other to sail. Also, that the rudder and the whole
hand, an occupant cannot be settled in the tern-body of the ship require the same artificer, is
pie unless the structure has been erected. Now, a matter admitting no doubt; for without the
since these two objects, the occupant and the rudder the whole structure of the ship, that huge
structure, are both consecrated together, how can body, will be an inert mass. And thus, then, we
any antagonism or contrariety be found between say that the soul is the rudder of the body;
them, and how should it not rather appear that that both these, moreover, are ruled by that
they have both been the products of subjects liberty of judgment and sentiment which we
that are m amity and of one mind ? And that possess, and which corresponds to the steers-
you may know that this is the case, and that man ; and that when these two are made one
these subjects are truly at one both in fellowship by union, 6 and thus posse_s a unison of function
and in lineage, He who knows and hears s all applicable to all kinds of work, whatever may
has made this response, "Let us make man," :be the products of their own operation, they
and so forth. For he who constructs 4 the tem- bear a testimony to the fact that they have both
pie interrogates him who fashions the image, and one and the same author and maker.
mqmres carefully about the measurements of zo. On hearing these argumentations, the mul-
magmtude, and breadth, and bulk, in order that titudes who were present were exceedingly de-
he may mark off the space for the foundations lighted; so much so, indeed, that they were
in accordance with these dimensions ; and no almost laying hands on Manes; and it was with
one sets about the vain task of bmldmg a temple difficulty that Archelaus restrained them, and
without first making himself acquainted with kept them back, and made them quiet again.
the measurements needed for the placing of the The judges said: Archelaus has given us proof
image. In hke manner, therefore, the mode and sufficient of the fact that the body and soul of
the measure of the body are made the subject man are the works of one hand ; because an
of inquiry, m order that the soul may be appro- object cannot subsist m any proper consonance
prlately lodged in it by God, the Artificer of all and unison as the work of one hand, if there is
things. But if any one say that he who has any want of harmony in the design and plan.
moulded the body is an enemy to the God who But if it is alleged that one could not possi-
is the Creator of my soul,S then how is it that, bly have sufficed to develop both these objects,
while regarding each other with a hostile eye, namely, body and soul, this is simply to exhibit
these two partxes have not brought disrepute the incapacity of the artificer. For thus, even
upon the work, by bringing it about either that though one should grant that the soul is the
he who constructs the temple should make it of creation of a good deity, it will be found to
such narrow dxmensions as to render it incapa- be but an idle work so far as the man is con-

cerned, unless it also takes to itself the body.
x, Car._i, _s. And if, again, the body is held to be the forma-
2 x Car. m. t7, 2 Car. _ t6
a The reading is sort et auai_ Routh somewhat needlessly .ug- tion of an evil deity, the work will also none

gases stite audit = he who hears intelhgeatly
,, ' Thecodexgives"hie emm qu .... trms." It,sp_ to,_ad the less be idle unless it receives the soul ; and,

s_cemmquiexstrmt"=Formthtsverywayhewhocomtruets, in truth, unless the soul be in unison with the
, s The.text gives "quod si &cat qms mlmieum esse eum qui body by commixture and due introduction, sop las:mavent corpus, Detts qui Creator," etc. The Codex Casincmsis

reads ,Desire. W© .adopt the emendation Deo and the altered punc-
tuatton, thus: *' quod sl dtcat quls mtmicum ess¢ cure qui plasmavcaat
corpus Deo qui creator est antm_e," etc. b Reading "20tr conjtmctionem " for the rdmple ¢onjsmctiouem,
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that the two are in mutual connections, the man left undone the weightier matters of the law ;" 7
will not exist, neither can we speak of him. Iand while devoting great care to the things which

Hence we are of opinion that Archelaus has Iwere external, they overlooked those which bore
proved by a variety of illustrations that there is Lupon the salvation of the soul. For they also
but one and the same maker for the whole man. khad respect to "greetings in the market-place," s
Archdaus said: I doubt not, Manes, that you iand "to the uppermost seats at feasts : "9 and
understand this,, namely, that one. who is born'l to them .the Lord Jesu_,_ knowing their perdition,.
and created' 2s ca!!ed the son of him who begets imade this declaratmn, that they attended to those
or creates. But i! the wicked one made man, Ithings only which were without, and despised as
then he ought to be his father, according to na- I strange things those which were w_thin, and under-
ture. And to whom, then, did the Lord Jesus i stood not that He who made the body made also
address Himself, when in these terms He taught t the soul. And who is so unimpressible and stolid
men to pray : "When ye pray, say, Our Father [ in intellect, as not to see that those sayings of our
whmh art in heaven; ''2 and again, "Pray to l /_rd may suffice him forall cases? Moreover,

• " " '_ 3 nyour Father which is in secret ? But it was of [ it is i perfect harmony with these sayings that

Satan that He spake when He stud, that He"be- Paul speaks, when he interprets to the following
held him as lightning fall from heaven ; ' 4 so intent certain things written in the law : "Thou
that no one dare say that He ta@ht us to pray shalt not muzzle the mouth of the ox that tread-
to him. And surely Jesus did not come down eth out the corn. Doth God take care for oxen ?
from heaven with the purpose of bnngmg men Or saath He it altogether for our sakes? .... But
together, and reconciling them to Satan ; but, on why should we waste further time upon this sub-
the contrary, He gave him over to be bruised ject? Nevertheless I shall add a few things out
beneath the feet of His faithful ones. However, ' of many that might be offered• Suppose now
for my part, l would say that those Gentiles are that there are two unbegotten principles, and
the more blessed who do indeed bring in a that we determine fixed localities for these: _t
multitude of deities, but at least hold them all follows then that God is separated," if He issue-
to be of one mind, and in amity with each other ; 'posed to be within a certain location, and not
whereas this man, though he brings in but two idiffused everywhere ; and He will consequently
gods, does not blush to posit enmities and ibe represe_zted as much inferior to the locality in
discordant sentiments between them. And, m iwhich He is understood to be for the object
sooth, if these Gentdes were to bring in s thelr lzohich contazns ts always greater '_ than t/te object
counterfeit deities under conditions of that kind, whtch ts contatned tn t/: and thus God is made
we would verily have it in our power to witness to be of that magnitude which corresponds with
something like a gladiatorial contest proceeding the magmtude of the locahty in which He is
between them, with their innumerable natures contained, just as is the case with a man m a
and diverse sentiments, house. I3 Then, further, reason asks who it is that

2x. But now, what it is necessary for me to has diwded between them, or who has appointed
say on the subject of the inner and the outer for them their determinate limits ; and thus both
man, may be expressed in the words of the would be made out to be the dec_ded inferiors
Saviour to those who swallow a camel, and wear of man's own power.'4 For Lysimachus and
the outward garb of the hypocrite, begirt with Alexander held the empire of the whole world,
blandishments and flatteries. It is to them that and were able to subdue all foreign nations, and
Jesus addresses Himself when He says : "Woe the whole race of men ; so that throughout that
unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for period there was no other in possessxon of empire
ye make clean the outside of the cup and of the besides themselves under heaven• And how will
platter, but within they are full of uncleanness, any one be.rash enough to say that God, who is
Or know you not, that He that made that which the true light that never suffers eclipse, and whose
is without, made that which is within also?" 6 is also the kingdom that is holy and everlasting,
Now why did He speak of the cup and of the is not everywhere present, as ,s is the way with
platter? Was He who uttered these words a this most depraved man, who, in his impiety,
glassworker, or a potter who made vessels of
clay ? Did He not speak most manifestly of the • L_hexl.4,.
body and the soul? For the Pharisees truly s Matt.xxiu 6. Markxn.38: Lukexx 46.

9 The Codex Casmensxs gtves a strangely corrupt reading here:
looked to the "tithing of anise and cummin, and "p,_mo_d_scipulossubitosm cramsquodsc_entesDominu$" It _s

restored thus: "primos dlscubitus in co_nls, quos scterm Domlntm,"
etC

t Reading "natus est et creams." The Codex Casmemis has _o x Cor. ix. 9.
_c natus est ¢reatus" It Di_idttur.

a Mutt. vl. 96! Luke xL a t2 Reading maSus for the inept malus of the Codex Casinensis.3 Matt. vL t3 Routh refers us here to Maximus, De Natura, § _. See Reld-
4 Luke x. x8. qulae Sacrw, ti. 89-9t
$ Codex Caslnea_m #yes intred_ceret ; but, ret_ining the refer- s4 The text is" muho inferior ,nrtutis human,-e," which is probably

ence to the Gentiles, we read i_trodscercnt, a Gtmcism.
b Matt. xxiii, sS: Luke xi. 39. ts Reachng ccu for the en of the Codex Casmeasis.
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refuses to ascribe to the Omnipotent God even darkness ; and it continues so until again, after
equal power with men?' the course of the inferior space has been tray-

22. The judges said: We know that a light ersed in the night, it rolls towards the east, and
shines through the whole house, and not in some is seen to rise once more in its wonted seats.
single part of it ; as Jesus also intimates when !Thus, then, the cause of the shadow and the
He says, that "no man lighting a candle puts it night is discovered in the solidity of the body
under a bushel, but on a candlestick, that it may of the earth, -- a thing, indeed, which a man
give light unto all that are in the house." 2 If, may understand from the fact of the shadowcast
then, God is a light, it must needs be that that by his own body: For before the heaven and
light (if Jesus is to be credited) shall shine on the earth and all those corporeal creatures ap-
the whole world, and not on any portions of it peared, the light remained always constant, with-
merely. And if, s then, that light holds posses- out waning or eclipse, as there existed no body
sion of the whole world, where now can there be which might produce shadow by its opposition
any ungenerated darkness ? or how can darkness or intervention ; and consequently one must say
be understood to exist at all, unless it is some- that nowhere was there darkness then, and no-
thing simply accidental ? Archelaus sazd: For- where mght. For if, to take an illustration, it
asmuch, indeed, as the word of the Gospel is should please Him who has the power of all
understood much better by you than by this per- things to do away with the quarter 8which lies to
son who puts himself forward as the Paraclete the west, then, as the sun would n_t direct its
although I could call him rather parasite than course toward that region, there would nowhere
paradlete, I shall tell you how it has happened emerge either evening or darkness, but the sun
that there is darkness. When the light had been would be on its course always, and would never
diffused everywhere, God began to constitute the set, but would almost always hold the centre tract
universe, and commenced with the heaven and of heaven, and would never cease to appear;
the earth ; in which process this issue appeared, and by th_s the whole world would be illumined
to wit, that the midst,4 which is the locality of with the clearest light, in virtue of which no part
earth covered with shadow, as a consequence of it would suffer obscuration, but the equal
of the interposition 5 of the creatures which were power of one light would remain everywhere.
called into being, was foand to be obscure, in But on the other hand, while the western quarter
such wise that circumstances required light to keeps its position, and the sun executes9 its
be introduced into that place, which was thus course in three parts of the world, then those
situated in the midst. Hence in Genesis, where who are under the sun will be seen to be illu-
Moses gives an account of the construction of minated more brightly ; so that I might almost
the world, he makes no mention of the darkness say, that while the people who belong to the
either as made or as not made. But he keeps diverse tract are still asleep, those former are in
silence on that subject, and leaves the explarm- possession of the day's beginning. But just ,o as
tion of it to be d_scovered by those who may be those Orientals have the light rising on them
able to give proper attention to it. Neither, in- earlier than the people who live in the west, so
deed, is that a very arduous and difficult task. they have it also more quickly obscured, and
For to whom may it not be made plain that this they only who are settled in the middle of the
sun of ours is visible, when it has risen in the globe see always an equality of light. For when
east, and taken its course toward the west, but the sun occupies the middle of the heavens, there
that when it has gone beneath the earth, and is no place that can appear to be either brighter
been carried farther within that formation which or darker (than another), but all parts of the
among the Greeks is called the sphere, it then world are illuminated equally and impartially by
ceases to appear, being overshadowed in dark- the sun's effulgence." If, then, as we have said
ness in consequence of the interposition of the above, that portion of the western tract were
bodies? 6 When it is thus covered, and when done away with, the part which is adjacent to it
the body of the earth stands opposite it, a shadow would now no more suffer obscuratiom And
is superinduced, which produces from itself the these things I could indeed set forth somewhat

,.t The Codex Casinensts gives "nec qu_ vellem qmdern," for more simply, as I might also describe the zodiacal
winch" nec mqualem qmdern," etc., is suggested, as m the translation, circle ; but I have not thought of looking into

2 Matt v. x6. these matters at present. '2 I shall therefore says The text gives a rue sf, etc. Routh suggests atqui *'i, etc.
4 l_ed_etaa. 7 Reading ex suimet ipsiu* umbra for e.-'wet i#aiu# uml, ra,
s Reading objectu . . . creaturarum, instead of a_teetu, etc., which is given in the C.odex Casmen_is.

in Codex Casinoasis s Flag'am.
, e The text of this sentence stands thus m Migne and Routh: 9 M:nistrantt.
' oat enlm non fiat manifestum, solem istum vtstbilem, cure ab onente to The text _ "Sioat nutem ante," etc. Routh t_, Sole

.fuent exortus_ et tetenderit iter suum ad occidentem, cure sub terram adeunt¢, etc.
lent, et Interioreffectus fuent ea quaeapud Or'.ecos a#Awra vocatur, it Reading "ex aeqno et justo, Eolis fulgore_" etc. The Codtx

tunc objectu corporum obumbratus non appareat?" The Codex Casinensts has "ex ea qno soils fulgure."
_ld_ls reads quod na_nc o_lect.u, etc. Weshouldaddthatitwas u "rhe text is nltogether oarrupt_ ud r.on iatui _tsr.c_nv_" rat_by Anaxtmander and others that there was a species d globe or sum; so that the sense can only be gtmMed at. Routh suggests
spla_ (o'_m/_) which surrounded the umverse [Vol. fi p. x36, n.a.l is_d for ingu:.
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nothing of these, but shall revert to that capital to the question, Who can have constructed the
objection urged by my adversary, in his affirming wall required for the designation of the limits
so strenuously' that the darkness is ungenerated ; of the kingdom of each of these twain ? No
which position, however, has also been confuted answer has been given. Let not this perfidious
already, as far as that could have been done by fellow hesitate, but let him now acknowlege that
us. the substance of h_s duahty has been reduced

_3. The judges saM: If we consider that the again to a unity. Let him mention any one who
light existed before the estate of the creatures was can have constructed that middle wall. What
introduced, and that there was no object in an could the one of these two partaes have been
opposite position which might generate shadow, ! engaged in when the other was building ? Was
it must follow that the light was then dlffusedl he asleep ? or was he _gnorant of the fact ? or
everywhere, and that all places were illuminated was he unable to withstand the attempt? or was
with its effulgence, as has been shown by what he bought over with a price ? Tell us what he
you have stated just now ; and as we perceive was about, or tell us who in all the universe was
that the true explanation is given in that, we as-the person that raised the construction. I ad-
sign the palm to the affirmations of Archelaus. dress my appeal to you, O judges, whom God
For If the umverse is clearly divided, as ff some has sent to us with the fullest plenitude of in-
wall had been drawn through the centre of it, telligence; judge ye which of these two could
and if on the one side the light dwells, and on have erected the structure, or what the one could
the other s_de the darkness, it is yet to be under- have been doing all the while that the other was
stood that this darkness has been brought accl- engaged in the bmldmg.
dentally about through the shadow generated in 24. The judges sazd : Tell us, O Manes, who
consequence of the objects which have been set designated the boundaries for the kingdom of
up in the world ; and hence again we must ask each, and who made the middle wall? For Ar-
who it is that has built this wall between the two chelaus begs that due importance be attached to
divisions, provided you indeed admit' the exist- the practice of interrogation m this discussion.
enceofsuch a construction, O Mamch_eus. But Manes said: The God who is good, and who
if we have to take account of this matter on the has nothing in common with evil, placed the fir-
supposition that no such wall has been built, then mament in the midst, m order to make it plain s
again _t comes to be understood that the universe that the wicked one is an ahen to Him. Arche-
forms but one locality, without any exception, laus said: How fearfully you belie the digmty
and is placed under one power ; and _f so, then of that name ! You do indeed call Him God,
the darkness can m no way have an ungenerated but you do so in name only, and you make His
nature. Archelaus said: Let him also explain deity resemble man's lnfirmxues. At one time
the following subject with a view to what has out of the non-existent, and at another time out
been propounded. If God is seated in His of underlying matter, which indeed thus existed
kingdom, and ff the wicked one m like manner before Hamself, you assert that He d_d build the
is seated m his kingdom, who can have con- structure, as builders among men are wont to do.
structed the wall between them ? For no object Sometimes also you speak of Him as apprehen-
can divide two substances except one that is sive, and sometnnes as variable. It is, however,
greater than either,* even as it is said s in the the part of God to do what is proper to God,
book of Genesis, that "God divided the light and it is the part of man to do what is proper
from the darkness." 4 Consequently the con- to man. If, then, God, as you say, has con-
structor of th_s wall must also be some one of structed a wall, this is a God who marks Ilim-
a capacity like that : for the wall marks the self out as apprehensive, and as possessed of no
boundaries of these two parties, just as among fortitude. For we know that it is always the case
people who dwell in the rural parts a stone is that those who are suspicious of the preparation
usually taken to mark off the portion of each of secret perils against them by strangers, and
several party ; which custom, however, would who are afraid of the plots of enemies, are ac-
afford a better apprehension of the case were customed to surround their cities with walls, by
we to take the division to refer specially to the which procedure they at once secure themselves
marking out of an inheritance falling to brothers, in their ignorance, and display their feeble ca-
But for the present I have not to speak of mat- pacxty. But here, too, we have something which
ters like these, however essential they may ap- ought not to be passed over by us in silence,
pear. For what we are in quest of is an answer but rather brought prominently forward ; so that

even by the great abundance of our declarations
z Codex Casmensis g,ves " omni ms_," for which we adopt "omnl on the subject our adversary's manifold craftiness

a Reading_,t_usv_e_,*ju_. TheCodexC_.asinensishas$tr'un- may be brought to nought, wath the help of the
ltse maj u,_.

The text is dicit, for wtfich dicilur may he adopted, s Reading "patefaceret " for the "partum facetet" of Codex
4 Camn. i. 4- Castuensaa.
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truth on our side. We may grant, then, that the self? Or was it that He lusted after some of the
structure of the wall has been made with the pur- possessions of the wicked one ? But if none of
pose of serving to distinguish between the two these things formed the real cause that led God
kingdoms ; for without this one division ' it is to destroy those very things whmh He had eon-
imposmble for either of them to have his own structed a tong time before with the view of
proper kingdom. But granting this, then it fol- estranging and separating the wicked one from
lows further that in the same manner it will also Him, then it must needs be considered no matter
be impossible for the w_cked one to pass without of surprise if God should also have become de-
his own proper limits and invade the territories lighted with his society;5 for, on your supposi-
of the good King, inasmuch as the wall stands ]tion, the munition which had been set up with
there as an obstacle, unless _t should chance first ]the purpose of securing God against trouble
to be cast down, for we have heard that such tfrom him, will appear to have been removed just
things have been done by enemies, and indeed because now he is to be regarded no more as an
with our own eyes we have quite recently seen enemy, but as a friend. And, on the other hand,
an achievement of that nature successfully carried if you aver that the wall was desti_yed by the
out. _ And when a king attacks a citadel sur- wicked one, tell us then how it can be possible
rounded by a strong walt, he uses first of all the for the works of the good God to be mastered
ballista 3 and projectiles ; then he endeavours to by the wicked one. For if that is possible, then
cut through the gates with axes, and to demolish the evil nature will be proved to be stronger than
the walls by the battering-rams ; and when he at God. Furthermore, how can that being, seeing
last obtains an entrance, and gains possession of that he is pure and total darkness, surprise the
the place, he does whatever he listeth, whether light and apprehend it, while the evangelist gives
it be his pleasure to carry off the citazens into us the testimony that "the light shineth in dark-
captivity, or to make a complete destructioaa of ness, and the darkness comprehended it not? "6
the fortress and its contents, or whether, on the How is this blind one armed ? How does the
other hand, it may be his will to grant indulgence darkness fight against the kingdom of light?
to the captured stronghold on the humble smt For even as the creatures of God7 here cannot
of the conquered. What, then, does my oppo- take in the rays of the sun with uninjured eye, 8
nent here say to this analogy ? Did no adversary so neither can that being bear the clear vision
substantially -- which is as much as to say, 'lof the kingdom of light, but he remains for ever
designedly--overthrow the muniment cast up a stranger to it, and an alien.
between the two?4 For in his former state- 25. _fanes sazd: Not all receive the word of
ments he has avouched that the darkness passed God, but only those to whom it is given to know
without its own limits, and supervened upon the the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven.9 And
kingdom of the good God. Who, then, over- even now '° I know who are ours ; for " my sheep,"
threw that munition before the one could titus He says, "hear my voice."" For the sake of
have crossed over to the other? For it was those who belong to us, and to whom is given
impossible for the evil one to find any entrance the understanding of the truth, I shall speak in
while the munition stood fast. Why are you isimihtudes. The wicked one is like a lion that
silent ? Why do you hesitate, Manichmus ? Yet, ] sought to steal upon the flock of the good shep-
although you may hold back, I shall proceed herd ; and when the shepherd _aw this, he dug
with the task of my own accord. For if we sup- a huge pit, and took one kid out of the flock
pose you to say that God destroyed it, then I and cast it into the pit. Then the lion, hunger-
have to ask what moved Him in this way to]ing to get at it, and bursting with passion to
demolish the very thing which He had Himself devour it, ran up to the pit and fell in, and dis-
previously constructed on account of the impor-i covered no strength sufficient to bring him out
tunity of the wicked one, and for the purpose! again. And thereupon the shepherd seized him
of preserving the separation between them ? In and shut him up carefully in a den, and at the
what fit of passion, or under what sense of injury, same time secured the safety of the kid which
did He thus set about contending against Him- had been with h_m in the pit. And it is in this

way that the wicked one has been enfeebled,
"t The text gives sine koc uno. But perhaps P.outh ts right in _ the lion, so to speak, possessing no moresuggesting muro for uno = without this wall.

2 Some sup .t_ose that Archelaus refers here to the taking of Charm capacity for doing aught injurious ; and so allby the Petsmns m the Ume of Valetaanus Augustus, or to its recapture

d restoration to the Roman power by the Eastern king Odenathusuringthe empire of Gallmnus. s The Codex Ca_;mensts has" _ _rum Imtandum est _msorfio,"
3 The baIllstawas a large engine fltted wlth cords somewhat like etc We read wtth Routh and others, aiejuscaHaortia, orguod_u*

a bow, by which large masses of stone and other mtsslleswere hurled caxsartza, etc.
to a great distance. . . b John t. 5.

4 The senscmobscurehere.. The text gives,"non substantm id _ Thetextgivesffmnply,*kutenim_¢. Routh sugg_mts _a.
e_. proposlto.adversanusquasdejectt,_etc. Mlgneedttsthesentence s Readmszllar$i*octlisfortheilllu_acullsofCodex_aadm_m_k
wlthmtt an interrogation We adopt the mterro_ative form wlth 9 Matt. xlx. it.
Routh. The idea perhaps is, Dtd no adversary with matermls such to Thetextgivesei:ja_?uM_mfortheehamtquid_mottheCod.
as the kings of earth use, and that ts as much as to say alto wtth a Casin.
determinate plan, overthrow, etc. ? xi Jotmx _7.
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the race of souls will be saved, and what once he exercised his wickedness on whatever he was
perished will yet be restored to its proper flock, able to light upon as he coursed over the peaks
Archelaus said: If you compare the wicked one of the mountains ; and if at any time food was a
to the lion, and God to the true shepherd, tell matter of necessity with him, he smzed some of
us, whereunto shall we liken the sheep and the the beasts which were under his own kingdom.
kid? Manes said: The sheep and the kid Archelaus sazd: Are these two objects, then, of
seem to me to be of one nature : and they are _one substance-- the beasts which are under the
taken as figures of souls. ArcheIaus said: kingdom of the wicked one, and the kids which
Well, then, God gave a soul over to perdition are in the kingdom of the good God ? s lIlaues
when He set it before the lion in the pit. Alines sazd: Far from it ; not at all : they have noth-
said: By no means ; far from it. But He was ling in common either between themselves or
moved by a particular disposition,' and in the!between the properties which pertain to them
future He will save that other, the soul. Arche- Iseverally. Archelaus sazd: There is but one
laus sazd: Now, surely it would be an absurd ]and the same use made of the food in the lion's
procedure, my hearers, if a shepherd who dreaded Ieating. And though be sometimes got that food
the inroad of a lion were to expose to the beast's ]from the beasts belonging to himself, and some-
devouring fury a lamb that he was wont to carry'times from those belonging to the good God,
in his bosom, and if it were then to be said that :there is still no difference between them as far
he meant to save the creature hereafter. Is not Ia_ regards the meats furnxshcd ; and from this It
this something supremely ndmulous _ Yea, there i is apparent that those are of but one substance.
is no kind of sense in this. For on the szt?e_osz-_On the other hand, if we say that there is a great
Ban tmphedtn)'our stmi/zlude God thus handed difference between the two, we do but ascribe
over to Satan a soul that he might seize and ruin. [lgnoIance to the shepherd, ° m so far as he did
But when did the shepherd ever do anything hke i not present or set before the hon food adapted
that? * Didnot David deliver a sheep out of tohlsuse, butratberahenmeats. Or perchance
the mouth of a lion or of a bear? And we again, in your desire to disseinble your real posl-
mention this on account of the expression, out tion, you will say to me that that lion ate noth-
of the mouth of the hon ; for, on your theory, ing. Well, supposing that to be the ease. did
this would imply that the shepherd can bring God then in th_s way challenge that being to
forth out of the mouth of the lion, or out of the devour a soul while he knew not how to devour
belly of the same, the very object whmh it has aught _ and was the pit not the only thing which
devoured) But you will perhaps make this God sought to emplo? with the _lew of cheating
answer, that it is of God we speak, and that He hnn ?--if indeed it IS at all worthy of God to
Is able to do all things. Hear, however, what I do that sort of thing, or to contrive deceitful
have to sayto that : Why then do you not rather schemes And that would be to act like a king
assert His real capacity, and affirm simply His. who, when war IS made upon him, puts no kind
ability to overcome the lion in His own might, of confidence in his own strength, but gets
or with the pure power of God, and without the paralyzed with the fears of his own feebleness,
help of any sort of cunning devines, or by con- anti shuts hlmself up within ttae walls of his city,
signing a kid or a lamb to a pit_* Tell me and erects around him a rampart and other for-
this, too, if the lion were to be supposed to come I tifications, and gets them all equipped, and trusts
upon the shepherd at a time when he has no ',nothlng to his own hand and prowess; whereas,
sheep, what would the consequence be? For_lf he is a brave man, the king so placed will
he who is here called the shepherd is supposed _march a great distance from his own territories
to be unbegotten, and he who is here the lion is ! to meet the enemy there, and will put forth
also unbegotten. Wherefore, when man did not[every possible exertion until he conquers and
yet exist-- in other words, before the shepherd Ibrings his adversary into his power.
had a flock-- if the lion had then come upon the I 26. The judges sazd" If you allege that the
shepherd, what would have followed, seeing that Ishepherd exposed the kid or the lamb to the
there could have been nothing for the lion to eat Ilion, when the said lion was meditating an as-
before the kid was in existence? 3fanes said. tlsault 7 on the unbegotten, the case is closed.
The lion certainly had nothing to devour, but yet i For seeing that the shepherd of the kids and

t A"reh ......... t hoc i, ...... For /,oc here Routh sue es_s ; lambs is himself proved to be m fault to them,
Mem _ ..... tothe lea" sogt'hatth........ ght i_e- _t bygth_sion what creature can he pronounce judgment,
plan the hort was caught, and hereafter He will save the soul i if it happens that the lamb which has been given2 The text as, "Quando enim pastor, nonne Davtd de ore leoms,"
etc. We adopt the amended reading," Quando emra pastor hoc feclt _ I
Nonne Dawd," etc s Routh takes It as a direct assertmn = It follow% then. that these

3 Routh would put th_ interrogatively = Can he bring out of the I two oblects are of one substance, etc
mouth or the belly of the hon what _t has once devoured? I 6 The text runs, " sed ahud alto longe dlfferre tgnoranttam paston

,t Thts seems to be the _ense intended. The text m the Codex I ascrlb_mus, " for which we adopt the emendataon, " ,,ed ahum ab aho

Casmensts runs thus: "Cur lgttur quod posslt non lllud potms asserts I longe dtgerre Sl dmamus, lgnorannam paston ascnbtmus "
quod potertt propna vlrtute vineere leonem, st et pura l)el potentaa," Mtgne reads irrueret Routh gives trruerat, had made an
etc. For st et_ura we may read *t_e2kura_ or at e*t _ura, etc. assau t.
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up ' through the shepherd's weakness has proved salvation of the souls of the faithful, and this
unable to withstand the lion, and if the conse- profession he makes as if he were somewhat
quence is that the lamb has had to do whatever super,or even to Paul,S who w_ an elect vessel
has been the lion's pleasure? Or, to take an-!and a called apostle, and who on that ground,
other instance, that would be just as if a master while preaching the true doctrine, said : 6 ,, Or
were to drive out of his house, or deliver ovel in seek yea proof of that Christ who speaks in
terror to his adversary, one of his slaves, whom me?" 7 What I have to say, however, may be-
he is unable afterwards to recover by h_s own;come clearer by such an illustration as the fol-
strength. Or supposing that by any chance at i lowing : s-A certain man gathered into his store
were to come about that the slave was recovered, 'a very large quantity of corn, so that the place
on what reasonable ground could the master in- ',was perfectly full. This place he shut and sealed
flact the torture oll him, if it should turn out that in a thoroughly satisfactory fashion, and gave dl-
the man y_elded obedience to all that the enemy' rections to keep careful watch over it. And the
laid upon hnn, seeing that at was the master master himself then departed. However, after
hamselP who gave him up to the enemy, just usa lengthened lapse of tmae another person came
the kid was given up to the hon? You affirm, to the store, and affirmed that he had been
too, that the shepherd understood the whole despatched by the mdiwdual who had locked up
case beforehand. Surely, then, the lamb, when and sealed the place with a comunsslon also to
under the la_h, and interrogated by the shepherd collect and lay up a quantity of _¢heat in the
as to the reason why it had suhumted to the same. And when the keepers of the store saw
lion in these matters, would make some such him, they demanded of hun his credentials, in
answer as this. "Thou dldqt thyself dehver me the production of the signet, in order that they
over to the lion, and thou didst" offer no resist- nnght assure themselves of their hherty to open
ance to hun, although thou didst know and fore- i the store to him, and to render their obedience
see what would be mv lot, when it was necessary i to hun as to one sent by the person who had
for me to yield myself to Ins commandments." sealed the place. And wben he could9 neither
And, not to dilate on this at greater length, we exhibit the keys nor produce the credentials of
may say that by st:oh an dlustratwn neither is God the signet, fi, r Hzdeed he had no ri,,,ht, he was
exhibited as a perfect shepherd, nor is the lion _,thrust out by the keepers, and compelled to flee.
shown to have tasted ahen meats ; and conse- IFor, instead of being what he professed to be,
quently, under the instruction of the truth itself, he was detected to be a tlnef and a robber by
it has been made clear that we ought to gwe the them, and was convicted and found out'° through
palm to the reasonings adduced by Archelaus. Ithe circumstance that, although, as it seemed,
Arche/aus saed. Considering that, on all the lhe had taken it into his head to make his ap-
points which we have hitherto discussed, the!pearance a long time after the permd that had
thoughtfulness of the judges has assigned us lbeen determined on beforehand, he yet could
the _mplest scope, it will be well for us to pass I neither produce keys, or signet, or any token
over other subjects in silence, and resen, e them iwhatsoever to the keepers, nor display any knowl-
for another period. For just as. lfa a person edge of the quantityof corn that was in store • all

once crushes the head of a serpent, he wall not i which things were so many unmistakeable proofs
need to lop off any of the other members of its i that he had not been sent across by the proper
body ; so, ff we once dispose" of this question of! owner, and accordingly, aswas matter of course, t'
the duahty, as we have endeavoured to do to the he was forbidden admittance by the keepers.
best of our ability, other matters which have been

5 ]'his seems to be the general .sense of the corrupt text here, et
maintained in connection with it may be held to ,,a,, z,,,,_el_assztez Paulus, etc, m whichwe musteithersuppose
be exploded along with it. Nevertheless I shall something to have been lost, or correct it in some such way as this:

" ut non Ionge post sit el Paulus " Compare what Manes says also
yet address myself, at least m a few sentences, of Paul and himself mch xm above h should be added, however,

to the assertor of these opinions himself, who is that another idea of the passage ts thrown out In Routh According
to this the ¢z refers to ._tsus, and the tez, t being emended thus, etsi

now in our presence ; so that it may be thor- nonZang*3ostette_ thesensewouldbe:although notlongafterHt$

oughly understood by all who he is, and whence depart.... He hadPaul ..... lect .... l, etc The a fusionthudwould be to the circumstance that Manes made such a claim as he

he comes, and what manner of person he proves did, m spite of the fact that after Christ's departure Paul was gifted
with the Sprat in so eminent a measure for die building up of the

himself to be. For he has given out that he is fa,thf_l
that Paraclete whom Jesus on His departure 6 Reading ate#at for the age3at of Codex Casmensm.

7 2 Cot xm 3 "].'he reading here is, " Aut doeumentum quaen-
promised to send to the race of man for the tls," etc. TheVulgate alsogives,z/_,ex;btrzmentum,fortheGreek

cn-_t, etc

x The text gives st causa gradztus, etc Routh su_:gests stz:e s "lhe text is, "et qmdem quod dlco tall exemplo sed clanus."
causa. Trttdztus, etc so that the _ense would be, For on what For sedlt is proposed to read,q/, or sit', or est.
creature can the shepherd of the kids and lambs pronounce judgment, 9 Codex Casmensts has qutcunque We adopt the eorreetionj
seeing that he ts himself proved to be in fault to them, or to be the _ut ¢_tm #tee.
cause of their position? For the lamb, having been given up, etc to Reading ¢onfugatu$ for confugatu$

2 Reading eum _)6.xgfor turn z)_sum It The text gives" et ldeo ut consequenter erat," ete Codex C_mi-
s Reading st Outs for the simple guts of Codex Casmensis nensis omits the ut. Routh proposes, "et ldeo consequcnter thesau-
4. - -Reading "qumsttone rejecfa " for the relec/a of Codex Casl- rus," etc. = and thus, of course, the treasure was preserved, etc

mmsts. Comp. ch xxvfi, and xxxlv
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27- We may give yet another illustration, if it from him who placed it under lock and seal ?
seems good to you. A certain man, the head Shall we not cast him off from us like a robber
of a household, and possessed of great riches, and a thief, and thrust him out of our nmnber
was minded to journey abroad for a time, and by all possible means ? Y._t this man is now m
promised to his sons that he would send them our presence, and falls to produce any of the
some one who would take his place, and divide credentials which we have summarized in what
among them equally the substance falhng to we have already said, and declares that he is
them. And, in truth, not long after that, he did the Paraclete whose mission was preslgmfied by
despatch to them a certain trustworthy and right- Jesus. And by this assertion, m his ignorance
eous and true man. And on his arrival, this perchance, he will make out Jesus Hu-nself to be
man took charge of the whole substance, and a har; s for thus He who once said that He
first of all exerted himself to arrange it and ad- would send the Paraclete no long time after, will
minister it, giving himself great labour in journey- be proved only to have sent this person, if we
ing, and even' working diligently with his own accept the testimony which he bears to himself,
hands, and toiling like a servant for the good of after an interval of three hundred years and
the estate. Afterwards feeling that his end was more. 6 In the day of judgment, then, what will
at hand, 2 the man wrote out a will, demlttmg the those say to Jesus who have departed this life
inheritance to the relations and all the next of from that time on to the present perlod_ Will
kin ; and he gave them his seals, and called they not meet Him with words like these • " Do
them together one by one by name, and charged not punish us rigorously if we have failed to do
them to preserve the inheritance, and to take Thy works. For why, when Thou dldbt promise
care of the substance, and to administer it rightly, to send the Paraclete under Tiberius C_esar, to
even as they had received it, and to take their convince us of sm and of righteousness,7 didst
use of its goods and fruits, as they were them- Thou send Him only under Probus the Roman
selves left its owners and heirs. If, moreover, emperor, and didst leave us orphaned, notwlth-
any person were to ask to be allowed to benefit standing that Thou didst say, ' I will not leave
by the fruits of this field, they were to show you comfortless (orphaned),'s and after Thou
themselves indulgent to such. But if, on the hadst also assured us that Thou wouldest send
other hand, any one were to declare himself the Paraclete presently after Thy departure?
partner in the heirship with them, and were to i What could we orphans do, having no guardian?

3 r
make his demands on that ground, they were]'_e have committed no fault, it is Thou that
to keep aloof from him, and pronounce him an ihast deceived us." But away with such a sup-
alien ; and further, t/wy were to/wld that the in- position in the case of our Lord Jesus Christ,
dlvidual who desired to be received among them I the Saviour of every soul/_ For He'did not con-
ought all the more on that account to do work.* I fine Himself to mere promises ; ,o but when He
Well, then, granting that all these things' have had once said, "I go to,, ,imYFather, and I send
been well and rightly disposed of and settled, !the Paraclete to you, straightway He sent
and that they have continued in that condition (that gift of the Paraclete), dividing and impart-
for a very long time, how shall we deal with one mg the same to His disclples,--bestowlng it,
who presents hmlself well-nigh three hundred however, in greater fulness upon Paul. ,"
years after, and sets up his claim to the heirship 7 28. A'Ianes sazd: _3 You are caught in the
Shall we not cast him off from us ? Shall we not
justly pronounce such a one an allen -- one who _ The same sort of argument t_ employed against the Montamsts

cannot prove himself to have belonged to those byTheodo_u_ofHe_cl_h o_John'_God,t, eh *l,. _7
6 It ls remarked in Migne, that it 1_ only m the he_t of his con-

related to our Master, who never was with our tention that this statement Js made by Archelaus as to the date of the

departed Lord in the hour of His sickness, who app_ .... ce of M ..... for from the death of Chnst on to the time ofthis discussion there are only some 249 years [Is tt not probable

never walked in the funeral procession of the that here Is a token of the spurious character of not a httle of this
i work?]

Crucified, who never stood by the sepulchre, 7 [oh .... 8
who has no knowledge whatsoever of the manner' s ?oh..... s

9 _P.eadang" sed abslt ho¢ a Domino nostro Jesu Chnsto Salvatore

or the character of His departure, and who, m omn,__n,me,"insteadofthecodex's" sedabslthanca DommoJesu
fine, is now desirous of getting access to the ChrlstoSalvatoreomneanima:"xo If the reference, however, Is to u Pet in 9, as Routh suggests,

storehouse of corn without presenting any token ,t may rather be = He was not slack concerning His promises The
text 1% " non eotm moratus est In promlsstombus suls " [A llote-
worthy reference to the second Epistle of St Peter For, tf this work

t The text has_"sedens lpse per se_" etc., for whichwe adopt, beamere romance, yet its undotabted antiqmt_? makes it useful, not
•' sed et lpse " etc. only in this, but in many other critical matter_ j

2 The Codex Casmensis gives, "demde die monturus," whmh it John xiv xe, xvi 28

may be either a mistake for "demde moriturus." or a contraction for 12 Reading " abundantms veto conferen_ Paulo," instead of the
•' demde die qua monturus "-- then on the day that he was about to corrupt text m the Codex Caslilensls_ **abundanttbus veto confitens
die, etc Paulo "

3 The codex has, "" Sin autem eonderem st: dmens, exposceret, x3 The opening sentences of this chapter are given in a very cor-
devttarent persequtt" etc.; which ts corrected to, "Sin autem coh_ere- rupt form m our Codex Caslnensls. Its text stands thus " Tuum et

dem se dlcens exposceret t devltarent atqtlel" etc._ which erllertdatloll IpslLI¢, tndlclO comprehensus es, h_ec enlm versum te locutus, lgnorans,
ts followed m the translation, qui dum, me vts probra conjlcere majon culpm se succumbm Die

• O#u$ autem mag_sfacert debere, age mihi studlas qua Tlberio usque ad Probum defuncti sunt, decent
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charge you yourself bring forward. For you of Zaehanas. x° And whence, then, did righteous
have been speaking now against yourself, and Abel and all those succeeding worthms," who are
have not percmved that, m trying to cast re- enrolled among the righteous, derive thmr right-
proaches in my teeth, you lay yourself under eousness, when as yet there was no law of Moses,
the greater fault. Tell me this now, I pray you- and when as yet the prophets had not arisen and
if, as you allege, those who have dmd from the discharged the funcuons of prophecy? Were
time of Tiberius on to the days of Probus are they not constituted righteous in virtue of thmr
to say to Jesus, "Do not judge us if we have fulfilhng the law, " every one of them showing
faaled to do Thy works, for Thou didst not send] the work of the law written in their hearts, their

the Paraclete to us, although Thou didst promise conscmnce also bearing them witness?" _2 For
to send Hnn, _ will not those much more use when a man "who has not the law does natu-
such an address who have departed this hfe from rally the things contained m the law, he, not hay-
the time of Moses on to the advent of Christ ling the law, is a law unto himself."'3 And
Himself? And will not those with still greater ]consider now the multitude of laws thus existing
right express themselves m terms hke these: among the several righteous men who lived a
" Do not dehver us over to torments,_ seeing ihfe of uprightness, at one time discovering for
that, we had no knowledge of Thee mlparted to themselves the law of God Implanted m their
us? And will it only be those that have dmdl hearts, "at another learning of it from their
thus far prevmusly to His advent who may be lparents, and yet again being msteucted in it
seen making such a charge with nght_ Will l further by the ancients and the elders. But in-
not those also do the same who have passed]asmuch as only few were able to rise by this

, I
away from Adam's tnne on to Christ s advent? medmm ,4 to the hmght of righteousness, that is
For none of these rather obtained any knowl- to say, by means of the tradltmns of parents,
edge of the Paraclete, or recmved instruction m i when as yet there was no law embodied m writ-
the doctrine of Jesus. But only this latest gen- rag, God had compassmn on the race of man,
eratlon of men, which has run its course from and was pleased to give through Moses a written
Tiberius onward, as you make it out, 3 _s to be law to men, since verily the eqmty of the natural
saved: for it is Christ Himself that " has re- law fared to be retained m all its perfection in
deemed them from the curse of the law ;"4 as thmr hearts. In consonance, therefore, with
Paul, too, has g_ven these further testu_onies, man's first creation, a written leg_slatmn was
that "the letter kflleth, and qmckeneth no prepared which was given through Moses in
man," s and that " the law is the ministration behoof of the salvation of very many. For if
of death," 6 and "the strength of sin." 7 Arrive- we reckon that man is justified w_thout the
laus sa,d: You err, not knowing the Scriptures, works of the law, and if Abraham was counted
nmther the power of God) For many have also righteous, how much more shall those obtain
tPoenshed after the period of Christ's advent on righteousness who have fulfilled the law which

this present perl'od, and many are still perish- t contains the things that are expedmnt for men ?
ing, -- those, to wit, who have not chosen to And seeing that you have made mention only
devote themselves to works of righteousness; I of three several scriptures, in terms of whmh
whereas only tho_e who have recmved Him, and the apostle has declared that "the law is a
yet receive Him, "have obtained power to be- mmlstratmn of death,"'s and that " Christ has
come the sons of God. ''_ For the evangelist redeemed us from the curse of the law, '''6 and
has not said all haz,e obtained that power; i that " the law is the strength of sin," ,7 you may
neither, on the other hand. however, has he put I now advance others of hke tenor, and bring for-
any hmit on the time. But this is h_s expres- ]ward any passages which may seem to you to be
stun : "As many as received Him." Moreover, written against the law, to any extent you please.
from the creation of the world He has ever been a9. Manes sa,d: Is not that word also to the
with righteous men, and has never ceased to same effect which Jesus spake to the disciples,
require their blood at the hands of the wzcked, when He was demonstrating those men to be
from the blood of righteous Abel to the blood unbeliewng" "Ye are of your father the dewl,

and the lusts of your father ye will do ?" ,s By

adJegum nohte nos judtcare," et¢ We have adopted these emenda- this He means, In sooth, that whatever the
ttons lutmet for luumet, adversun* for ¢*ersum. ,gnoraa for
tff_Otatl8 ; t_ me for _e • $_¢¢1_t$ for 8¢ SU¢¢_ll , st, _t ag$,
quia, for studzas qua ; and noh for holt&. *o Matt xm. 35

tx Reading reltfui_er ordtnem for the fui per ordi*em o_ thex Supplying missurura, whmh Is not m the codex
Reading "noh nos tradere tormenUs." instead of the meamng- codex

less "noh nostra de tormentts '" of the codex tz Rom. ii x5.
z3 Rom n. x4.3 Reading ut _zs instead of ut eas
_ Reading "per hunc modum " But the Codex Casmensis givt_Gal m. x3.

$ _Vec quemqu_m vtv_./icag, a Cor. ih 6. " per hunt mundum"-- though th_s world.
e 2 Cor. iu 7 _5 a Cor m 7-
7 x Cor. xv 56. x6 Gal. it| 13
$ Matt. xxli _9. _7 x C.or. xv. 56.
9 Joh_ a. x2. xa John vtit 44
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1
wicked prince of this world desired, and what- _,tion of the living." _ Manes said: God made
ever he lusted after, he committed to wrmnglit not; nevertheless it was made, as you admit.
through Moses, and by that medmm gave it to "Fell us, therefore, from whom it received Its
men for thmr doing• For "he was a murderer ',empire, or by whom it was created. Archelaus
from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, i saut. If I give the most ample proof of the
because there is no truth in him. When he Ifact that death cannot have the substance of an
speaketh a he, he speaketh of his own : for he'unbegotten nature, will you not confess that
is a liar, and the father of it. "'_ Aro_elalLs!there is but one God, and that an unbegotten
sa,d" Are you satisfied 2 with what you have lGod? M_a,ws sad: Continue ),our discourse,
already adduced, or have you other statements for your mm is to speak9 with subtlety. A,'che-
still to make ? YIlanes said: I have, indeed, /aus sazd: Nay', but you have put forward those
many things to say, and things of greater we@_t allegatlon_ in such a manner, as ff they were to
even than these. But w_th these I shall content serve you for a demonstration of an unbegotten
myself. Arc/zela,ls saz,/.. By all mean_. Now root. Nevertheless the positions which we have
let us select some instance from among those (hscussed above may suffice us, forby these we
statements whmh you allege to be on your side, have shown most fully that it ts nnposslble for
so that if these be once found to have been the sub._tances of two unbegotten natures to
proFerly dealt with, other questions may also be exist together.
held to rank with them; and if the case goes 30. _T/teju@es sate/. Speak to those points.
otherwise, I shall come tinder the condemna- Archelaus, which he has just now propounded.
tion of the judge,, that is to say, I shall have Archdaus sazd. By the prince of the world,
to bear the shame of defeat. 3 You say, then. and the winked one, and darkness, and death,
that the law is a ministration of death, and you he means one and the same thing, and alleges
admit that " death, the prince of this world, that the law has been given by that being, on
rmgned from Adam even to Moues ; " 4 for the the ground of the scriptural statement that it is
word of Scripture is thl_. " even over them that I" the ministration of death," as well as on the
did not sm."4 3"Za,tes sad • Without doubt iground of other things which he has urged
death did reign thus, for there is a duahty, and against it. Well. then, I say'° that since, as we
these two antagon>tm powers were nothing else have explained above, the law wlnch was written
than both unbegotten s Arc/ee/azls sazd: Tell naturally on men's hearts did not keep carefully
me this then, -- how can an unbegotten death, by the memo W of ewl things, and since there
take a beginning at a certam tune ? For "from ' was not a sufficiently estabhshed tradmon among
Adam" is the word of ScrJpture, and not " be- the elders, masnmch as hostile obhvlon always
fore Adam." 3LaTzes saul But tell the, I a_k attached itself to the memory," and one man
you m turn, how _t obtained Its kingdom over was instructed m l/ze" knare,/e@e af. t/zat [aeo by
both the nghteou_ and the sinful. A_rtaek, u¢ a master, and another by himself, it easily came
said." When you have first adlmtted that it has about that transgressions of the law engraved by
had that kingdom from a deternnnate time and nature {lid take place, and that through the wo-
not from eternity, i shall tell you that. 3/Zanes lanon of the commandments death obtained its
sued: It is written, that "death reigned from kmgshlp among men. For the race of men is
Adam to Moses." .4rdzdaus sazd. And conse- of such a nature, that _t needa to be ruled by

quently it has an end, because _t has had a iGod with a rod of iron. And so death tr>
beganning in time. *' And thl, saying is also lulnphed and reigned with all its power on to
true, that " death is swallowed up in vmtory." 7 Moses, even over those who had not smned, in
It is apparent, then, that death cannot be unbe- _the way which we have explamed, over sinners
gotten, seeing that it is shown to have both a lmdeed, as these were its proper objects, and
beginning and an end. _anes said: But m tinder subjection to it, --men after the type of
t_at way it would also follow that God was its Cain and Judas; '= but also over the righteous,
maker. ArclwIaus sa_d.. By no means ; away because they refused to consent to it, and rather
with such a supposition ! " For God made not withstood _t, by putting away from themselves
death ; neither hath He pleasure in the destruc- the wces and concupiscence of lusts,-- men

hke those who have arisen at times from Abel

t John vm 44-
2 The text _s "' suflictt ttbt haec sum an habes et aha." Routh

proposes "sul_clentta tlbl haec sunt," etc _"Wlsd t T 3
3 Routh would make it = You will come under the condemnation 9 The text gives _tlscer¢, to learn, but d_cere seems the probable

• . you wilt have to bear he suggests erzs ergo for ero ego, and reading
fetus forferam to Reading znquam for the tntquam of the Code_ Caslnensts.

_, Rom. v t4. But Routh sug_est_ znzquae, in reference to what has been said
Nec alzger ntsi eseenl tngenita Routh, however, would read towards the clo_e of ch xkvtu

e$$et for *$sent, making it _ and that death could be nothing else tt The codex g_ves, " cure eas inlmlca semper memortm ineresl_
than unbegotten sed ohh',lO, " which is co.retted thus, " cure elS lnlmlca semlr_r me-

6 Reading ear tem_art for the corrupt earem_/'o re of the codex mortae inhaeslsset obhvlo "
7 I Cor. xg 54. t2 The text wnte_ it _uda.
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on to Zacharias, ,--death thus always passing, over to death, but those who observed it, it
up to the time of AIoses, upon those after that defended from death; and these it also estab-
simlhtude. 2 hshed 111glory, by the help and aid of our Lord

But after Moses had made his appearance, IJesus Christ.
and had given the law to the children of Israel, _ 31. Listen also to what I have to say on this
and had brought into thmr memory all the re-other expre_slon winch has been adduced, viz.,

qmrements of tie law, and all that it behoved I "Christ, who ledeemed us from the curse of the
men to observe and do under it, and _hen he[law, s My _mw of tlns passage is that Moses,
delivered over to death only-those who should _that illustrious servant of God, committed to
transgress the law, then death was cut off from those who wlshed to have the right vision," an
reigning over all men, for it reigned then over emblemanc '° law, and also a real law. Thus, to
stoners alone, as the law sa_d to it, "Touch not i take an example, after (;od hail made the world,
those that keep my precepts."3 Moses there-'.and all thing, that ,ire in it, in the space of six
fore served the mm>tratlon of this word upon _days, He rebtett on the smenth day from all His
death, while he deh_ercd up to destruction4 all works; by which statement I do not mean to
others _ho were transgressor._ of the law. for it affirm that He rested because He was faUgued,
was not with the intent that death might not t.,ut that He did so as having brought to its per-
reign in an_ territory at all that Moses came, in- fectlon every creature whwh tle had resolved to
a_much a_ maltltnde_ were assuredly held under introduce. And }et m the sequel it, the new
the power of death even after Moses Anti the his,, says. " My l,ather worketh hitheito, and I
law was called a " nnnlstratlon of death" from work."" Does that mean, then, that He is
the fact that then only tran_gres,ors of the law stllI making heaven, or sun, or man, or animals,
were pun>bed, and not those who kept it, and or trees, or any such thing> Nay, but the
who obeyed and observed the things which are meaning t_, that when these visible objects were
in the law, a_ Abel did, whom Cam, who was perfectly fimbhcd, He rested from that kind of
made a vessel of the wJcked one, slew. Itow- work, while, howexer, He still continues to work
ever, even after these things death wished to at objects mwslble _ith an im_ard mode of
break the covenant uhlcll had been made bv action, '= and saves men. In like manner, then,
the mstrumentahty of Most% and to reign again the legislator desires al,o that every lndwldual
over the righteous, and with th_s object it did amongst us should be de_oted unceasingly to
indeed assail the prophet>, kflhng and _tonlng i tins kind of work, even as God Itlmself is ; and
those who had been sent by C-od, on to Zacha- ]heenjoins us consequently to rest continuously
rias. But my Lord Jesus, as mamtaualng the from secular things, and to engage in no worldly
righteousness of the law of Moses, was wroth I sort of work whatboevel ; and tins is called our
with death for its tran_gresalon of the covenant s, Sabbath. "l'laJ_ also he added in the law, that
and of that whole imm_tratlon, and condescended i nnthmg sensele>._ '3 should lit done, but that we
to appear in the body of man, with the view of l should be carefli1 and (hreet our life in accord-
avenging not Himself, but Moses, and those who' ance with what is just and r|ghteou,. Now this
in a continuous succession after him had been op- law was suspended over men. discharging most
pressed by the violence of death. That w_cked i sharply its curse against those who might trans-
one, however, in ignorance of/he meamna_ of a gre>s _t. But because _ts subjects, too, were but
dispensation of ttus kind, entered into Judas, 'men, and because, as happens also frequently
thmklng to slay Hm_ by that man., means, as,w_th u, controverbms arose and inJuries were
before he had put righteou_ Abel to death. But ; inflicted, the law hkewise at once, and with the
when he had entered into Juda,, he was over- iseverest eqmty, made any wrong that was done
come with penitence, and hanged hm_self; for _c;_l _,, ,a.
which reason also the (heine word says : " O _ Rectewdere Butperhapsweshouldread"recte wvere,'"to
death, where is the victorv? O death, _ where le_,l_nRht..... hfe• to '1hc phrase ts zmafftnartam Zegem On this expressmn there

is thy sting ?" And again " "Death _sswallowed I,_a note,nM<.e, ,_h,_b,.,_orth q,mtmg,to th,s effect Archelaus
] call_ the Old Testament an em_,'emallc or ,ma_rzrary gary, because

up of vmtory." 7 It is for this reabon, therefore, I,t wasthe type or imageof a futurenee, law 8% too,f'enus de
1 ' mi traUon'of death 'that the taw is cal ed a ' m" s , ' i Vmet,, more than once m hts Epzstle,, calls a messenger or legate a

I ]tOtllO tlnafflllartu% as Dtl (-angc obscr_e_ In hl_ Glossary, because

because it delivered sinners and transgressors t he represents the person by_horn be ,s sent, and, as tt _ere, reflects
I Ins tmage Thl_ _ord l_ also u_cd in a _imllar manner by the old m-
I terpreter of E_a_rtus the monk, m the D_se¢utagton [wt_veen Tke-

Matt xxm 35 I ophdus, Ozshop of Al_xnudr*a, and Szmon tke _e_t,, ch t3, where
e Th_s would appear to be the meaning of these words, " trans- the Sabbath _s ca-Iled the reguzes tmagznarta of that seventh day on

ferens semper usque ad tempus m samde_ dhus," ff we suppose the ', wh c 1 God rested Hence Archelau% m his answer to the presbyter
speaker still to bc keeping Rom v _z-:4 m wew. Routh suggest_ [ Dmdoru% ch xh beneath, devotes hmaseff to prowng that the Old
trangtena "lestament is not to be rejected_ because, hke'a mlrror_ it gives u_ a

Referring perhap_ to Ps cv _5 true tmage of the new law.

codex

' Readmg/m:c_z for tl.... t, of the cod ...... " netecmtr}n ..... " The Codex C ....
Mor_ Absurdum, standing probably for _ro_rov, which may also be =

r x Cor ×v 54, 55 I flagttaous
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return upon the head of the wrong-doer ; _ so Pharaoh, not knowing the strength of sin, trans-
that, for instance, if a poor man was minded gressed m the way of afflicting the children of
to gather a bundle of wood upon the Sabbath, Israel with unrighteous burdens, and despised
he was placed under the curse of the law, and the Godhead, not only himself, but also all who
exposed to the penality of instant death. 2 The were with hnn. But, not to make any round-
men, therefore, who had been brought up with about statement, I shall explain the matter briefly
the Egyptians were thus severely _ressed by the as follows. There were certain persons of the
restrlcnve power of the law, and they were un- Egyptmn race mmghng with the people of Moses,
able to bear the penalties and the curses of the when that people was under his rule in the
law. But, again, He who ab ever the Saviour, !desert; and when Mose_ had taken his position
our Lord Jesus Christ, came and dehvered those on the mount, with the purpose of receiving the
men from these paros and curses of the law, for- law, the Impatient people, I do not mean those
giving them their offences. And He indeed d_d who were the true Israel, but those who had
not deal with them as Moses did, putting the lbeen intermixed with the Egyptians, 6 set up a
severmes of the law in force, and grantmg m-icalf as their god, in accordance with their
dulgence to no man for any offence; but He!ancient custom of worshipping idols, with the
declared that if any man suffered an injury at norton that by such means they might secure
the hands of his neighbour, he was to forgive Ithemselves against ever having to pay the proper
him not once only, nor even twice or thrice, nor penalties for their iniquities 7 Thus were they
only seven times, but even unto seventy nines altogether ignorant of the strength of their sin.
seven ; 3 but that, on the other hand. ff after all But when Moses returned (from the mount) and
th_s the offender still continued to do such wrong, found that out, he issued orders that those men
he ought then, as the last resource, to be brought should be put to death with the sword. From
under the law of Moses, and that no further that occasion a beginning was made in the cor-
pardon should be granted to the man who would rect percepuon of the strength of _ln on the
thus persist in wrong-doing, even after having part of these persons through the instrumentality
been forgiven unto seventy times seven. And of the law of Moses, and for that reason the law
He bestowed His forgiveness not only on a has been called the "strength of sin."
transgressor of such a character as that, but even 32. Moreover, as to this word which is writ-
on one who did offence to the Son of man. But ten in the Gospel, "Ye are of your father the
if a man dealt thus with the Holy Sprat, He dewl,"s and so forth, we say in brief that there
made him subject to two curses, -- namely, to is a devlI working in us, whose aim it has been,
that of the law of Moses, and to that of His own ' in the strength of his own will, to make us like
law ; to the law of Moses in truth in this present hwnself. For all the creatures that God made,
life, but to His own law at the time of the judg- He made very good ; and He gave to every ln-
ment: for His word is this: " It shall not be dividual the sense of free-will, in accordance
forgwen hnn, neither an this world, neither in the with whmh standard He also instituted the law
world to come." 4 There is the law of Moses, of judgment. To sin is ours, and that we sin
thus, that In this world gwes pardon to no suc, not is God's gift, as our will _s constituted to
person; and there is the law of Christ that pun- choose either to sin or not to sin. And this
ishes in the future world. From th_s, therefore, you doubtless understand well enough yourself,
mark how He confirms the law, not only not Manes, for you know that, although you were
destroying it, but fulfilling it. Thus, then, He to bring together all your disciples and admonish9
redeemed them from that curse of the law which them not to commit any transgression or do any
belongs to the present life ; and from this fact unrighteousness, every one of them might still
has come the appellation "the curse of the pass by the law of judgment. And certainly
law." This is the whole account whzch needs be whosoever will, may keep the commandments ;
given of that mode of speech. But, again, why and whosoever shall despise them, and turn aside
the law is called the "strength of sin," we shall to what is contrary to them, shall yet without
at once explain m brief to the best of our ability, doubt have to face this law of judgment. Hence
Now it _s written that " the law is not made for also certain of the angels, refusing to submit
a righteous man, but for the lawless and d_s-
obedient, for the ungodly and for sinners." s 6 Th .... one of those passages m whmh we detect the tendeney

of many of the early fathers to adopt the pecuhar opmmns of the
In these times, then, before Moses, there was Jewmh rabbis on difficult points of Scripture See also the Dislh_-

tatzon between Theo_kdus of Alexandrza and the ]e_ Simon,
no written law for transgressors ; whence also eh. _3 In accordancewRhthe opmmnpropoundedherebyAr_he-

laus, "_e find, for instance, in the Scematk Rahda, p x57, col I, that
The codex reads, "nltmnem fecerat retorquebat." We adopt the rnakmg of the golden calf Is ascribed to the Egyptmn proselytes.

eRher " u_tmnem quam feeerat retorquebat," or " ulttonem tectt _ee the note in Mlgne [The passage m a note of annqmty and
retor uen "

ql_um xv 32 t m so far o_ authentmlty ]7 The text is zn qua nec scelerum _nas alzquando re_outtret
3 Matt. XVlU ux 8 John VIII* 44
4 Matt. xn 32, 9 Reading commo_¢n* tor communi* nt Communlens m
5 x Tim t 9 suggested.
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themselves to the commandment of God, re- :angels. Furthermore, there ts but one only m-
rested His will ; and one of them indeed fell hke icorn ertible substance, the dwme substance, eter-
a flash of lightning' upon the earth, white others.2 ;nal and invisible, as is known to all, and as is
harasaed by the dragon, sought thmr fehclty m aNo borne out bv this scripture : "No man hath
intercourse with the daughters of men? and thus seen God at any tune, sa_e the only begotten
brought on themselves the merited award of the Son. which Is m t'he bosom of the Fatl:_er." _' All
punishment of eternal fire. And that angel _1_o the other creatures, consequently, are of neces-
was cast down to earth, finding no further ad-SltV Xl,tl)Ie.--such as heaven, earth, sea, men,
mlttance into an}" of the reg_on_ of heaven, no_ angeN, ar_lmngels. But ffGod has not been seen
flaunts about among men, decmwng them, and by any lnan at any t,me, _taat consubstantmhtv
hmng them to become transgressors hke hnnself, can there be between Hnn and those creatures5
and even to this day he is an adversary to the Hence we hold that all things whatsoe_er ha_e,
commandments of God. The example of h_s m their several posmons, their own proper sub-
fall and rum, however, will not be followed by. stan(e_, atcorthng t_ thmr proper order. Vou,
all, inasmuch as to each is given hberty of wfl[. on the other hand, allege that every hying thing
For th;s reason also has he obtamed the name 'whmh moves a, made of one,'" and you sa_ that
of devu', because he has passed over from the!every object has recewed hke sub'tonic" from
heavenly places, and appeared on earth as the iGod, and that tht_ substame > capable of sm-i

dlsparager of God's commandment. 4 t.ktt be- i nmg and of being ltrou_,ht under the judgment"
cause _t was God who first gave the command- ' and you are unw_lhng to accept the word whmh
ment, the Lord Jesus Hnnself stud to the devil, declares that the devil was an angel, and that he
" Get thee behmd me, Satan:"s and, without fell m transgression, and that he Js not of the
doubt, to go behind God is the sign of being Hl_ same suhstance with ( ;od. I,ogwally, you ought
servant. And again He says. " l'hou shalt wor- to do awav with any allowance of the doctrine of
ship the Lord thy God, and Him onl', shalt thou a judgment, and that _ctuhl make ft (lear which
sen, e "s Wherelbre, as certain men were m- of us is m error. '_ If, indeed, the angel that has
chned to yield obedmnce to his wishes, they. been (reatett by God Is incalmble of falhng in
were addressed in these terms by the Saviour tran._gress;on, how can the soul. as at part of God,
"ge arc of your father the dewl, and the lusts be capable of stoning? But again, ff you say
of your father ye will do. ''_ And, m fine. when that there is a judgment for _mnlng soul_, and fi-
they are found to be actually doing his will, they you hold also that these are of one substance
are thus addressed. "O geueratlon of vipers, ruth God, and if qdl. even although you mare-
who hath warned you to flee from the wrath to tam that they art." of the dwme nature, you affirm
come > Bring forth therefore frmts meet for re- ' that, notw_thstanthng that fact. they rio not keep '_
pentance." z From all th_s, then, you ought to the commandment, of (;od, then, even on such
_ee how wmghty a matter it Js for man to have, grounds, my argmnent will pass very well J3 winch
freedom of will. However, let my' antagomstl aver._ that the devd fell first, on account of hfs
here say whether there l_ a judgment for the ifadure to keep the commandments of God. He
godly and the ungodly, or not. A[a_tes sam'. was not indeed of the _ubstance of God. And
There is a judgment. AJ_hc/aus _a_d. I think !he fell, not so nauch to do hurt to the race of
that what we _ have stud concerning the devil I man, a_ rather to be set at nought _4by the same.
contains no small measure of reason as well at ] For He "gave unto u_ power to tread on serpents
of piety. For every creature, moreover, has it, _and scorpmns, and over all the strength of the
own order ; and there _s one order for the human enemy." ,5
race, and another for ammals, and another for I

--- _ John i re
Luke x =8 _o Ex **no

a We have another instance here of a charactenstm opmmn of the _t The sense _ obscure here TEe text run% " Intenmere debes
,Jewish r_bb_ adopted by a Chrtstmn father Th_s notion as tu the ludlcu ratlone ut qms nostrum faIIat appareat " Mlgne protmses to
Intercourse of the angels wlth the daughters of men was a current In- read ratio*gem, as if the idea Intended "*'.a_ this' "J hat, consistently
terpretauon among the Je_ s from the ttme_ of Phdo and Jt_ephu% ,aith his reasonings, Manes ought not to admit the fact of a judgment,
and was followed m whole or in part by Tertulhan, Justin, Irenaeus, because tbe notmns be has propounded on the subject of men and
Clemens Alexandnnus, Athenagoras, Methadms, Cypnam Lactantm% angels are riot reconcilable v, ith _uch a behef- If this can be ac-
etc, Consult the note m Mtgne, [also p x3t, note 2, sul*ra } cepted as the probable meaning, then it wmdd seem that the use of

a We gp, e the above a_ a ,4asstale rendenng Routh, however, the verb zmer_mere may be due to *he fact that the (;reek text gave
understands the matter otherwise The text _, " aln veto m fehcttate evSt#¢**_ between the two sense_ afxvhtch-- v_z to kdl and to remove
hommurn fihabns admasu a dracone affimt_." etc tomb takes the --the translator d_d not correctly distmgmsh Routh, however, pro-
phrase t,_ felicitate as = " adhuc m statu fehm extstentes " so that poses to read tneemmi, takln R it as eqmxalent to eo*_demnarz, so
the sense would be, "others, while they soil abode m the blessed ' that the _dea might be = on all pnnctples of sound judgment you
estate, had intercourse," etc [Routh, R S, vol v pp. _8-_a2 l ought to be condemned, etc

a A_chelaus seems here to assign a tv, ofold etymology for the x2 ]'he codex reads simply, ]Jet set'dare *ttandata. We may
name devd, derlvmg the Greek 6t_oao% accuser, from otaOaaAto, adopt either ]-let non serenade ma*idata_ a_ above, or, Dez se_are
in its two senses of trajlcere and traducere, to cross over and to *eel non serware mandata, in reference to the freedom oi wdl, and
slander, so = they may or may not keep the commandments

s IMatt iv. xo . x3 The codex has 2)rwcedtt, for which flro_edtt is proposed
John viii 44 _* Reading "la_deret--tlluderetur.'" But m_ght It not rather be

7 Matt m. 7, S _ laederet-- dhderetur," not to brutse, but rather to be brmsed, etc.?
8 IZeadmg a no&s for the a vobt_ of the codex 15 Luke x _9-
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33. The judges said.. He has given demon- Talhance with himself, he might also make a part-

stratLon enough of the origin of the devil. And I ner in his own wickedness. Now as long, indeed,
as both sides admit that there wLll be a judgment, as man was not yet existent, the devil was never
it IS necessarily involved m that admission that I called either a murderer or a har together with
every individual is shown to have free-will; and lhls father. But subsequently, when man had
since th_s is brought clearly out, there can be no Eonce been made, and when further he had been
doubt that every individual, m the exercise of his I deceived by the dewl's hes and craftiness, and
own proper power of wdl, may shape his course I when the devil had al_o introduced hnnself into
in whatever direction he pleases. _ 3[anes sazd..Ithe body of the serpent, which was the most
If (only) the good is from (your) God, as you I sagacious of all the beasts, then from that time

allege, then you make Jesus Hmaself a har. _ the devilwas called a liar together with his father,
Arc/_e/aus said: In the fir._t place, admit that, and then S also the curse was made to rest not
the account of what we have adduced is true, only on hunself, but also on ins father. Accord-
and then I win gwe you proof about the " father mgly, when the serpent had received him, and
of hlm."s _¢[,lnes saul: If you prove to me lhad indeed adlnlttcd ialm wholly into its own
that his father i_ a liar, and yet show me that for! being, it was, as _t were, rendered pregnant, for
all that you ascribe no such (evil) notion to it bore the burden of the devil's vast wmkedness ;
God, then credit will be given you on all points, land it was like one with child, and under the
Archdaze_ sazd: Surely when a full account of _strata of parturition, as it sought to eject the
the devil has once been presented, and the dl_,- !agitation,6 of his mahgnant suggestions. For
pensation set forth, any one now, w_th an ord_- the serpent, grudging the glory of the first man,
narily vigorous understanding, might snnply, by made its way into paradise ; and harbounng
turning the matter carefully over in his own these pains of parturmon m _tself,7 it began to
mind, get an idea of who ttn_ is that is here produce mendacious addresses, and to generate
called the father of tue devil. But though you'death for the men who had been fashioned by
give yourself out to be the Paraclete, you come God, and who had received the gift of hfe. The
very far short of the ordinary sagacity of men devil, however, was not able to manifest hm_self
Wherefore, as you have betrayed your ignorance, completely through the serpent ; but he reserved
I shall tell you _hat is meant by this expression, i lns perfecuon for a time. m order that he might
the "father of the de_it." _.¢ancs saul: I say Idemonstrate _t through Cain. by whom he was
so4 . . . , am[ he added" Every one who is:generated completely. And thus through the
the founder or maker of anything may be called iserpent, on the one hand. he dLsplayed his hy-
the father, pare_zt, of that whmh he has made .pocnsles and deceits to Exe, while through
Archda_ts said" Well, I am verily astomshed!Cam, on the other hand, he eft'coted the begin-
that you ha_e made so correct an admission m inlng of murder, introducing himself into the
reply to what I have said, mad have not concealed ' firstlings of the " fruits," wh_cl_ that man admin-
either your lntelhgent apprehension of the affir- :istered so badly. From this the devil has been
mation, or the real nature of the same. Now, Icalled a murderer from the beginning, and also
from this learn who is this father of the devil a har, because he decewed the parties to whom
When he fell from the kmgdoin of heaven, he, he said, "Ye shall be as gods, " _ for tho_e very
came to dwell upon earth, and there he remained. !persons _hom he falsely declared destined to
ever watching and seeking out some one to whom ! be gods were afterwards cast out of paradise
he nnght attach himself, and whom, through an Wherefore the serpent whmh concewed him in

ilts womb, and bore him, and brought him forth
I Th,s appears to be the general sense of the ve_" carrupt pas- ' to the hght of day. is constituted the devil's first

sage." Quowdenturostensonulhdub,ume_tunusquisqucm q ...... I father ; and Cain is made hl_ second father, who
ounque elegerlt partem proprLa usus arbttru potestate " lu Mlgne it

as amended thus: " Quo ewdenter ostenso, nulh dubmm est, quod through the conception of mlqumes produced
unusqmsque in quamcunqueelegentpartem,propna usus fuent paros and parricide : for truly the taking of lifearbltrn poteskate "

Adopting the emendation, " s_ a Deo bonu% ut as_erls, menda- was the perpetrating of iniquity, unrighteousness,
cem esse d_xtst_ Jesum '" In the Codex Casmens_s it stands thus

"sic a Deo bonus ut as mendacem esse dtx_su Jesus" But Routh and impiety all together. Furthermore, all who

would substitute " s_ a Deo dzabolus" = ff the dewl _s from GOd recewe him, and do his lusts, are constituted his
3 The argumentatmn throughout th_s passage seems to rest on

the fact that, m support of the dogma of the ewl deity, Manes per- brothers. Pharaoh is h_s father m perfection.
verted, among other passages, our Lord's words m John vm 44. as
ff they were not only " Ye are of your father the devtl," but possibly Every impious man is made his father. Judas be-

also, " ge are of the faiher of the de_,l, " and again, " I'Ie ts a har, came his lather, since he conceived hem indeed,
and the father of h_m _s the same "' Thus what Manes trges . _ . • _ e _ _'_
agmnst Archelaus is this If only what Is good proceed_ trom the ttlougn ne mlsearnec_, lor Be (llG riot present a

])etty, and ff He Is the Supreme Good Hm_self, you make out Jesu_ I _o_-f'o,-# -,_,-turltlO n there since it was really a
to have spoken falsely, when m John s Gospel lie uses expressmns [ t"
whmh *reply that the dewl's father *s a har, and also the Creator of I . ---

the lying dewl ] - - .
4 ]'here are some words deficient m th_s sentence The text s Reading et ejq"eclum for the ug ejg"cctum ot the cooex

reads, " Manes dlxlt . dmo et adjeclt, Omms qul conditor est ] 6 Or it may be "' cogttatmns," rt.admg co.7,_¢ata for agztala.
vel Creator ahquorum pater eorum . . . condtdertt appellatur" It _ Cohcefitzs tn St dolor_bus.
is proposed to supp y jam before dzco) and quw before _ondtdemt 8 Gem m. 5.
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greater person who was assailed through Judas ; their iniquitous counsels to their consumlnation,
and consequently, as I say, it proved an abortion, was constituted the father of the crime, having
For just as the woman receives the man's seed, ]received at their hands the recompense of thirty

_pmces of sih'er for his nnplous cruelty. Forand thereby also becomes sensible of a daily i
growth within her, so also did Judas make daily I"after the sop Satan entered rata him "7 cam-
advances m evil, the occasions for that bemg rpletely. But, as we have said, when his womb
furnMaed hma hke seed by the wicked one. And. was enlarged, and the time of his travail came
the first seed of evil in him, indeed, was the lust _on, he delivered himself only of an abortive bur-
of money ; and its increment wab theft, for he ' den m the conception of unrighteousness, and
purloined the inoneys which were deposited re!consequently he could not be called the father
the bag. Its offspring, moreover, consisted of im perfection, except only at that very time when
less vexations, and compacts with the Pharisees, _the conception was still in the womb ; and after-
and the scandalous bargain for a price : yet it wards, when he betook hnnself to the hangman's
was the abomon, and not the birth, that was wit- rope, he showed that he bad not brought it to a
nessed m the horrid noose by which he met his complete birth, because remorse s followed.
death. And exactly in the same way shall it 34. I think that you cannot fail to understand
stand al_o with you : if you bring the wicked one this too, that the word "father" is but a single
to hght in ?'our own deeds, and do his lusts, you term indeed, and yet one admltt)ng of being
have conceived hnu, and WlI1be called Ins father ; understood in _arlous ways. For one _s called
but, on the other hand, ff you cherish penitence, father, as being the parent of those children
and deliver yourself of ?,our burden, you will be whom he has begotten in a natural way, another
like one that bnngs to the birth.' For, as in is called father, as being the guardian of chfl-
school exercise_, if one gets the subject-matter dren whom lie has but brought up, and some,
from the master, and then creates and produces I again, are called fathers in respect of the priw-
the whole body of an oration by himself, he is leged standing accrumg through tmle or age.
said to be the author of the colnposltmns to Hence our Lord Jesus Christ Himself is said to

which he has thus given birth, so he who has I have a variety at fathers : for Dawd was called
taken in any little leaven of evil from the prime H_, father, and Joseph was reckoned to be His
evil, is of necessity called the father and pro- , father, while neither of these two was His father
creator of that wicked one, who from the begin- i m respect of the actuality of nature. For David
nlng has resisted the truth. The ca_e may be i_s called His father as touching the prerogative
the salne, indeed, with those who devote them- i of time and age,9 and Jo._eph ISdesignated His
selves to virtue ; for I have heard the most I father as concerning the law of upbringing; but
valiant men say to God, "For Thy fear, O Lord, God Himself is His only Father by nature, who
we have conceived m the womb, and we ha_e ] was pleased to make all things manifest in short
been in pain. and have brought forth the sprat i space _oto us by His word. And our Lord Jesus
of salvation." a And so those, too, who conceive t Christ, makmg no tarrying," m the space of one
m respect of the fear of the wicked one, and I year '_ restored inultitudes of the sick to health,
bring forth the sprat of miqmty, lmlSt needs be Iand gave back the dead to the hght of life ; and
called the fathers of the same. Thus, on the[He did indeed embrace all things in the power
one hand, they are called sons of that wicked, of H s own word ,3 And wherein, forsooth, did
one, so long as they are still yielding obedaence ]He make any tarrying, so that we should have
to his service ; but, on the other hand, they are [to believe Him to have waited so long, even to
called fathers if they have attained to the perfec- [these ¢@'s, before He actually sent the Para-
tlon of iniquity. For it is with this view that Iclete?'4 Nay, rather, as has been already said
our Lord says to the Pharisees, '" Ye are of your l above, He gave proof of His presence with us
father the devil," 4 thereby making them his sons, ] forthwith, and did most abundantly impart Him-
as long as they appeared still to be perturbed s I self to Paul, whose testimony we also beheve
by him, and meditated m their hearts evil for!when he says, "Unto me only _s this grace
good toward the righteous. Accordingly, while[given." ,5 For this IS he who formerly was a
they deliberated m such a spirit with their own[persecutor of the Church of God, but who
hearts, and while their wicked devines were made I ....
chargeable upon 6 themselves, Judas, as the head srJoha,...... 7P nttentta [_ Cor vn to ]

of all the evil, and as the person who carried out ° ._Elalzsac tem_orlsprt*tleg_e.

t to Ueloezter
It _tC _n a[tq'._O remora,us.

t The text gives _arlur*es Routh nugge_t_ _ar_ur*e_t$. The x2 The text given " mter unlus anm _patmm," for which [ntra_
eta, is proposed With certain others of the fathers, Arche atlssense then might be, But if you repent, you will al_o dehver yourself]

of yO_beaUdi_i_aDtlt?ko_e orr_e_{m_:uatmO;_w:ht!i_ah£ _ecu_o_vtee: ] .... t..... gn but one year to the preaching of Christ and to His
g working of miracles. See eh xhx [Vol. i p 39 t, this senes.]

" q y . [ on ] j t3 Refernng probably to Heb t 3.
4 John viii. 44 ] 14 Mlgne gives this sentence as a direct statement. We adopt the
5 Conturbarz / interrogative farm with Routh
6 Translata$ in se [ xs Eph. m 8. Mahi autem *old, eta
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afterwards appeared openly betore all men as a lself who was in Paul, is indicated by our Lord
faithful mImster of the Paraclete ; by whose in- !Jesus Christ m the Gospel, when He says : " If
strumentality His singular clemency was made!ye love me, keep my commandments. And I
known to all men, m such wise that even to us !will pray my Father, and He shall give you
who some time were without hope the largess'another Comforter." ,2 In these words He points
of His gifts has come. For which of us could to the Paraclete Himself, for He speaks of
have hoped that Paul, the persecutor and enemy " another" Comforter. And hence we have
of the Church, would prove its defender and gwen credit to Paul, and have hearkened to him
guar&an? Yea, and not that alone, but that he when he says, " Or _3seek ye a proof of Christ
would become also its ruler, the founder and ispeaking in me ?"'4 and when he expresses him-
architect of the churches? Wherefore after lself m s_milar terms, of which we have already
him, and after those who were wKh Himself-- spoken above. Thus, too, he seals his testa-
that is, the disciples--we are not to look for ment for us as fol his fathful heirs, and like a
the advent of any other (such), according to father he addresses us in these words m his
the Scriptures, for our Lord Jesus Christ says lEpistle to the Corinthians: "I dehvered unto
of thin Paraclete, "He shall receive of mine.", iyou first of all that whmh I also received, how
Hun therefore He selected as an acceptable yes- '_that Christ died for our sins accordmg to the
sel ; and He sent this Paul to u_ in the Spirit. iScrlptures and that He was buried, and that
Into hnn the Spirit was poured; _ and as that He rose agam the third day according to the
Spirit could not abide upon all men, but only[Scriptures, and that He was seen of Cephas,
on Him who was born of Mary the mother of !then of the eleven apostles : _s after that He was
God, so that Sprat, the Paraclete, could not iseen of above five hundred brethren at once;
come into any other, but could only come upon of whom the greater part remain unto this pres-
the apostles and the sainted Paul. " For he is ent, but some are fallen asleep. After that He
a chosen vessel," He says, '" unto me. to bear was seen of James; then of all the apostles.
my name before kings an(1 the Gentries." 3 The And last of all He was seen of me also, as of
apostle hunself, too, states the same thmg in his one born out of due t_me. For I am the last
first epistle, where he says : " According to the of the apostles." _ "Therefore, whether it were
grace that is given to me of God, that I should I or they, so we preach, and so ye beheved." ,7
be the minister of Jesus Christ to the Geimles, And again, In dehvermg over to his heirs that
minlsterIng 4 the Gospel of God." 5 " I say the inheritance whmh he gained first himself, he
truth in Christ, I tie not, mv conscience also says. "But I fear, lest by any ineanq, as the
bearmg me witness m the Ho_ly (;host." _ And serpent beguiled Eve through his subtflty, so
again : " For I will not dare to speak of any of your minds should be corrupted from the sire-
those things which Christ hath not wrought by phclty that is m Christ. For ff he that cometh
me by word and deed." 7 " I am the last of all preacheth another ChnstJ s whom we have not
the apostles, that am not meet to be called an preached, or ff ye receive another Sprat, which
apostle. But by the grace of God I am what I ,ye have not received, or another gospel, which
am." s And it IS his wish to have to deal with 9 ; ve have not accepted, ye might welt bear wnh
those who sought the proof of that Christ who:him. For I suppose that I d_d nothing less for
spake in him, for thlz reason, that the Paraclete l you than the other apostles." ")
was m hm_ and as having obtained His gift of 35. These things, moreover, he has stud with
grace, and as being enriched with magnificent the view of showing us that all others who may
honourJ ° he says : " For th_s thing I besought come after him will be false apostles, deceitful
the Lord thrice, that _t might depart from me. workers, transformmg themselves into the apos-
And He said unto me, My grace is sufficient for ties ot Chnst. And no marvel ; for Satan him-
thee, for strength is made perfect in weak- self is transformed, hke an angel of light. What
ness." _' Agmn, that _t was the Paraclete Hun- great thing therefore _s _t, if his ministers also

be transformed into the ministers of nghteous-
x John XVl _4-
2 Thetext reads,"quem mtsttaa no_Paulumm Spirttuslnflux_thess ?-- whose end shall be according to their

C;pmtus," etc We adopt the emendanon, 'quem tin,it ad no_ works. _o He Indicates, further, what manner of
Paulum in Spmtu Intluxlt Spmtus," etc Routh suggests, " Paul-
um cujusln spmtum mfluxtt SplntUS"=tbls Paul, into ',_hose _pmt men these were, and points out by whom they
the Spirit was poured

3 In co_zs_eclu re_2_t rtffe_zltu,_t Acts ix 15
4 Consecrat'.s [Vol • p. 29o , note 8, also p, 409 ] 12 John xlv z5, x6
s Rom xv, _5, _6, _3 A_,_,

Cor xm 3-
6 Rom _x _ I _ Undect,,t apostolts

Rom xv x8 I _ _ Cor xv 3-9 [.Note 8, supra ]t_ x Cor xv 9, m. Archetaus here g_ves" nor,_sslmus ommum
apostolorum" for the _AdX_o'_'o_ of the Greek, and the " nnmmus" ] _z _ Cor xv II
of the Vulgate [" The last" mstead of least ] _ 18 Chrtstum

9 Mull habere. ' 19 Ntht.l mtnus feed rwbzs a ceeterts a3kos¢ol*s. 2 Cor xt. 3-5

_o Reading "magnifico hanore" for the "magmfico _oc ore" of _' 2o 2 Cor _x x_., _. The text gtves" velul ange urn ucts_" as tf
the codex _.the Greek had read _. So also Cyvnan, m the begmnm_ of his

tx 2 Cor. x_x 8, 9. ] book on The Unity of the Church "[Vol. v. p. 422, sec 3-_
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were being circumvented. And when the Gala- after all these directions, this man, who has
tians are minded to turn away from the Gospel, neither sign nor portent of any kind to show,
he says to them : "I marvel that ye are so soon who has no affimty to exhibit, who never even
removed from Him that called you unto another had a place among the number of the disciples,

gospel : which is not another ; but there be .who never was a follower of our departed Lord,
some that trouble you, and would turn vou m whose Inheritance we rejome,--thls man, I
away ' from the Gospel of Christ. But though say, although he never stood by our Lord in His
we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other weakness, and although he never came forward as
gospel unto you than that whmh has been de- a witness of His testament, yea rather, although
hvered to you, let him be accursed. ''2 And he never came even w_thm the acquaintance of
again he says : "To me, who am the least of those who ministered to Him in His sickness,
all the apostles? is this grace gwen ; "* and, " I and, m fine, although he obtains the testnnony
fill up that which was behind of the afflmuons of no person whatsoever, desires us to believe
of Christ m any flesh."s And once more, m th_s profession which he makes of being the
another place, he declares of himself that he Paraclete; whereas, even were you to do signs
was a mimster of Christ more than all others, 6 and wonders, we would still have to reckon you
a_ though after him none other was to be looked a false Christ, and a false prophet, according to
for at all ; for he enjoins that not even an angel the Scriptures. And therefore it Is well for us
from heaven _s thus to be recewed. And how. to act w_th the greater cauuon, it_ accordance
then, shall we credit the professions of this with the warning which the sainted apostle gi_es
Manes, who comes from Persm, 7 and declares us, when, m the epistle which he wrote to the
himself to be the Paraclete? By this very thing,. Coloss]ans, he speaks in the following terms :
indeed, I rather recogmse in him one of those " Continue in the faith grounded and rooted, '_
men who transform themselves, and of whom the and not to be moved away ,3 from the hope of
Apostle Paul, that elect vessel, has gwen u_ very the Gospel, which we have heard,'4 and whmh
clear mdmanon when he says: " Now in the was preached to every creature whmh _s under
last tmaes some shall depart from the faith, heaven."'s And again ; "As ye have therefore
gwmg heed to seducing sprats, and doctrines recewed Christ Iesus the Lord, so walk ve in
of devils; speaking lies in hypocrisy; hawng Him; rooted aI{d built up in Him, and _tab-
their conscience seared with a hot iron; for- hshed m the faith, as ye have been taught,

bidding to marry, and commalduzg to abstain abounding therein with thanksgwlng. Beware
from meats, which God hath created to be re- lest any one spoil you through philosophy and
cewed s w]th thanksgwmg of them whmh beheve vain deceit, after the rudiments of the world,
and know the truth. For every creature of God and not after Christ. For m Him dwellcth all
is good, and nothing to be refused, if it be re- the fulness of the Godhead "_° Aml after all

. . o._,9celved with thanksgwm.. The Spirit in the ]these matters have been thus carefiflly set forth,
evangehst Matthew is also careful to gwe note Ithe blessed apostle, like a father speaking to his
of these words of our Lord Jesus Christ : "Take ;children, add_ the following words, which serve
heed that no man decewe you : for many shall, as a sort of seal to his testament : " I have fought
come in my name, saying. I am Christ ; and a good fight, I have finished my course,'7 l have
shall decewe many. But if any man shall say kept the faith : henceforth there is la_d up for
unto you, Lo, here ]s Christ. or there ; believe, me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord,
at not. For there shall arise false Christs, and Ithe righteous Judge, shall give me at that day ;
false apostles, '° and false prophets, and shall show !and not to me only, but unto all them also that
great signs and wonders; msonmch that, ff It love H_s appearing." _s
were possible,' they shall deceive the very elect. 36. None of your party,,90 Manes, will you
Behold, I have told you before. If they shall make a Galatian ; neither will you m this fashion
say unto you, Behold, he is in the desert; go!dwert us 2° from the faith of Christ. Yea, even

_although you were to work signs and wonders,not forth : ff they shall say, Behold. he is m the t
secret chambers; believe it not." '_ And yet, although you were to rinse the dead, although

.4w_t_ _o_. you were to present to us the very image of Paul
z Gal t 6-8

3 h_rno omnium a2kostolort*_z x_- RadLcatz.
4 Eph m 8 x3 ]_t_lwbtles
$ Col i. "_4 14 A udz_tntus.
6 2 (.;or xt 23 xs Col 1 23
7 The Codex Casmensts gtves, " de Pers_da vementem monet. " _s Col n. 6-9

for which corrupt reading _t _ propo,_d to subsutute " de Perstde _z The text g_ves "aircum cueurn " perhaps for " cursum cu-
venientem Manem," etc curn " The Vulgate has " cursum consummavn

s Reading perctptendu_n w_th the Vulgate. But the Codex _s _ T_m tv 7, 8
Casmensis has perfic_endum _9 The text gives "ex vob,s " But perhaps we should read "ex

9 x T_m. iv t-4 nobts" = none of tm
_o These words /alsz aposlolt seem to be added by way of explana- _o The Codex Casmens_s has "Galatam factes wc_t, o nostras

tton, as they are not found e:ther m the Greek or the Vulgate. feras," for winch we adopt the correctmn, " Gatatam fac,es, ne_. ata
it l_latt xxlv 4, 5_ _3 -_6, nos "
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himself, you would remain accursed still., For[God forbid; but He dwides to all, and knows
we have been instructed beforehand with regard all kinds of tongues, and has understanding of
to you : we have been both warned and armed all things, and _smade all things to all men, so
against you by the Holy Scriptures. You are a that the very thoughts of the heart cannot escape
vessel of Antichrist ; and no vessel of honour, His cogmzance. For what says the Scripture ?
in sooth, but a mean and base one, used by him i"That every man heard the apostles speak in
as any barbarian or tyrant may do, who, m at- his own language through the Sprat, the Para-
tempting to make an inroad on a people living clete." 7 But why should I say more on th_s
under the righteousness of"the laws,2 sends some subject ?s Barbarmn 9 priest and crafty coad-
select vessel on beforehand, as it were destined jutor of M_thras, you will only be a worshipper
to death, with the view of finding out the exact of the sun-god Mithras, who is the illuminator
magnitude and character of the strength pos- i of places of mystm import, as you opine, and
sessed by the legmmate king and h_snation : for. the self-conscious deity ; "lo that is, you will sport
the man is too much afraid to make the inroad Ias his worshippers do, and you will celebrate,
himself wholly at unawares, and he also lacks lthough ruth less elegance as it were, his mys-
the daring to despatch any person belonging to [ teries.- But why should I take all th_s so indig-
his own immediate c_rcleon such a task, through !nantly ? Is it not accordant with all that is
fear that he may sustain some harm. And so it [ fitting, that you should multiply yourself like the
is that your king, Antichrist, has despatched you ! tares, until that same mighty father of yours
in a similar character, and as it were destined to Icomes, raising the dead, as he w_Zfprofess to do,
death, to us who are a people placed under the land persecuting almost to hell itself all those
administration of the good and holy King. And !who refuse to yield to his bidding, keeping mul-
this I do not say inconsiderately or without due ] titudes m check by that terror of arrogance in
inqmry; but from the fact that I see you per-lwhich he entrenches himself, and employing
form no miracle, I hold myself entitled to enter- I threatenings against others, and making sport of
tain such sentiments concerning you. For we lthem by the changing of h_s countenance and
are given to understand beforehand that the dewl/' h_sdeceitful deahng._ _* And yet beyond, that he
himself is to be transformed into an angel of shall proceed no further; for hls folly shall be
light, and that ms servants are to make their made mamfest to all men, as was the case w_th
appearance m similar guise, and that they are to _Jamnes and Mambres. '3 The yuc_es sa_d: As
work signs and wonders, insomuch that, if _t,we have heard now from you, as Paul himself

were possible, the very elect should be deceived.3 i also seems to tell us, and, further, as we have
But who, pray, are you then, to whose lot no learned hkew_se from the earlier account given

such position Ofn_4kmshiphas been assigned by I_m the Gospel, an introduction" to preaching, oryour father Sara For whom have you ral_ed i teaching, or evangelizing, or prophesying, is not,
from the dead ? What _ssue of blood do you ' in th_shfe at least, held out on the same terms to
ever staunch ? What s eyes of the bhnd do you Iany person in times subsequent/'o the apostle's- ,4
ever anoint w_th clay, and thus cause them to i and ff the opposite appears ever to be the case,
have vision ? When do you ever refresh a hun- i the person can only be held to be a _alse prophet
germg mulmude with a few loaves? Where do'or a false Christ. Now, since you have alleged
you ever walk upon the water, or who of those that the Paraclete was m Paul, and that He
who dwell in Jerusalem has ever seen you? O attested all things in him, how _s it that Paul
Persmn barbarian, you have never been able to himself said, "We know m part, and we prophesy
have a knowledge of the language of the Greeks,
or of the Egyptmns, or of the Romans, or of _ Acts n 6The text e3_es " Quid dlcaho," which may stand for "qmd

any other nation ; but the Chaldean tongue alone dicam. " or perhaps the translator intends to use "dicare" m the
sense of u_'ffe

has been known to you, which verily _s not a 9 Readmgbarbare,forwhmhthetextoffersbared.
language prevalent among any great number of ,o c......... [ForM_th......... l lii p 475_t In this sentence the sense l_ somewhat obscure, in consequence

people, _ and you are not capable of understand- of the corruptions of the text In the codex We adopt the emenda-

ing any one of another nationahty when he tions" logo.... _,g,_o_,_"rot ,_ya_........... d " apudcosludes" for ludzs In the end of the clause 5hgne gives as m the

speaks. Not thus _s it with the Holy Spent : translation,'" et tanquamratnuselegan%"et¢ But Routhreads
mzmus = and like an elegant pantomlmlst, etc.

x_ The Codex Casmensis g_es the sentence thus: " . . . adveniat _'

t O Satan¢ The Codex Casirlensls gives "anathema esse aria," su_cltans mortuos _ pene usque ad gehennam omnes persequens, qui
which may be an error either for " anathema es, Satana," or for _1 ut obtemperare noluerlt plurtmos deterrens arrogantt_e metu, Quod

_' anathema es et maranatha " [" O Satan" is less probable ] est lpse clrcumdatus, alas adhtbet minas vultus sui converslone clr-
z The text ts leg'um, for which reffum, kings, is also suggested cumdatm ludlficat " The emendations adopted by Mlgne and Routh

Matt xxtv _4 consist 1,a removing these two interrogative marks, and m reading qut
4 The text gives " qm neque neces_arttlm ahquem locum sort_tus $tbt for q_t st ut, noluertn_ for naluemt, qua eat for Quad esl, ari-

se%" etc. Routh proposes " necessaru "I he sense seems to be that hzben-¢ for ad/zzkel, and et ctrcumduclzane gudgeons for the last
_Manes had nothmg to prove any connection between him and Christ two words.

" 13 _ Tim lu 8S IReadmg " egos luto " etc for the '" quod luto" of the coaex ,9
6 ]Note,-aga_.nst Canon Farrar and moderns, the persuasion of 14 The sense is again obscure throughout this sentence, owing to

antlql_tty as to the mlracu otis g ft of tongues, the charismata of the state of the text. The codex gives us this clause, " rmlh aho

others, also be_,tdes the Apostles] The text Is, "qum ne in numerum atque posteruul," etc., for which "nu|h alu tuque m posterum" ts
ttldem ahquem ducltur." proposed.
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in part; but when that which is perfect is come, ',tell us which of all these he has already done
then that which is in palt shall be done away ?" ' !away with, or when he is yet to do away with any

What other one did he look for, when he uttered ione of them, in this character of the perfect one.
these words? For if he professes himself to be _Perchance he seeks some sort of truce--does
looking for some /)effect one, and if some one Ihe ? s But not thus inconsiderable, not thus ob-
must needs come, show us who it is of whom he iscure 6 and ignoble, will be the manner of the
speaks ; lest that word of his perchance appear [advent of Him who is the truly perfect one, that
to carry us back to this man, Manes, or to him is to say, our Lord Jesus Christ. Nay, but as a
who has sent him, that is to say, Satan, ac- Lking, when he draws near to his city, does first
cording to your affirmation. But if you admit Iiof all send on before him his hfe-guardsmen,7 his
that that which is perfect is yet to come, then' ensigns and standards and banners, s his generals
this excludes Satan; and af you look for the!and chiefs and prefects, and then forthwith all

objects are roused and excited m different fash-
comlngfect,of Satan, then that excludes the per- ions, while some become inspired with terror and

37. ArcheIaus said: Those saymgs which are Iothers with exultation at the prospect of the king's
put forth by the blessed Paul were not uttered Iadvent ; so also my Lord Jesus Christ. who is the
without the direction of God. and therefore it is _truly perfect one. at His coming will first send
certain that what he has declared to us is that _.on before Him His glory, and the consecrated
we are to look for our Lord Jesus Christ as the ' heralds of an unstained and untaintdd kingdom :
perfect one, who 2 is the only one that knows the and then the universal creation will be moved
Father, with the sole exception of him to whom and perturbed, uttering prayers and supphcat_ons,
He has chosen also to reveal Him,3 as I am able until He delivers at from its bondage.9 And it
to demonstrate from His own words. But let it must needs be that the race of man shall then
be observed, that it is said that when that which be in fear and in vehement agitation on account
is perfect is come, then that which as in part of the many offences it has committed. Then
shall be done away. Now this man (Manes) the righteous alone will rejoice, as they look for
asserts that he is the perfect one. Let him show the things _hich have been promised them ;
us, then. what he has done away with : for what and the subsistence of the affairs of this world
is to be done away with is the ignorance which will no longer be maintained, but all things shall
is m us. Let hun therefore tell us what he has be destroyed- and whether they be prophecies
done away with, and what he has brought Into or the books of prophets, they shall fad; whether
the s_here of our knowledge. If he is able to they be the tongues of the whole race, they
do anything of th_s nature, let h_m do at now, shall cease ; for men will no longer need to feel
m order that he may be believed. These very anxletyor to think sohcltously about those things
words of Paul's, if one can but understand them which are necessary for life ; whether it be knowl-
in the full power of their meaning, will only se- edge, by what teachers soever it be possessed, it
cure entire credit to the statements made by me. shall also be destroyed : for none of all these
For in that first Epistle to the Corinthians, Paul things will be able to endure the advent of that
speaks in the following terms of the perfecuon mighty King. For just as a httle spark, if '° taken
that is to come. "Whether there be prophecies, and put up against the splendour of the sun, at
they shall fail ; whether there be tongues, they once perishes from the view, so the whole crea-
shall cease ; whether there be knowledge, it shall tlon, all prophecy, all knowledge, all tongues, as
be destroyed: for we know in part, and we we have stud above, shall be destroyed. But
prophesy in part, but when that which is per- since the capacmes of common human nature
fect _s come, then that which is in part shall be are all insufficient to set forth in a few words, and
done away."4 Observe now what wrtue that these so weak and so extremely poor, the coming
which is perfect possesses m ,.tself, and of what of this heavenly King,-- so much so, indeed,
order that perfection is. And let this man, then, that perchance it should be the privilege only
tell us what prophecy of the Jews or Hebrews of the saintly and the highly worthy to attempt
he has done away wnh ; or what tongues he has any statement on such a subject,-- it may yet be
caused to cease, whether of the Greeks or of enough for me to be able to say that ] have ad-
others who worship idols ; or what ahen dogmas vanced what I have now advanced on that theme
he has destroyed, whether of a Valentmmn, or a on the ground of simple necessity,-- compelled,
Marclon, or a Titian, or a Sabellius, or any others as I have been, to do thus much by this person's
of those who have constructed for themselves

. I 5

their pecuhar systems of knowledge. Let him 6_d_,_g_,f,°,_ot,_p_;_z,'eo_'_'_t_.... " et..... te_d0¢ the
............... " non plane nota," ere,) of the Codex Casmen_t_

t _ Cor xm 9 to ] 'z "Protectore%"onwh_ehtermconsultDucangmsmhxsGlosgawJr.
2 Readmg "¢ui solus," for the sed, etc , of the codex. See also s Szgna, dracones, labaro*.

Luke x 22 9 Rom Vllt. 2t, 22.

s Matt xl 27 IO The text gtves stmply, sit ut enim #are,a We may adopt, with
4 t Cor xtit 8-xo. [ Routh, "SlLUt enim cure parva," etc.
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importunity, and simply with the view of show- crown of recompense. And again, m the same
mg you what kind of character he is. epistle, he also warns us not to mmd earthly

38. And, in good truth, I hold Marcion, and things, and tells us that we ought to have our
Valentmlan, and Basilides, and other heretics, to conversation in heaven ; from which also we look
be sainted menwhen compared' with this person, for the Saviour, our Lord Jesus Christ.7 And as
For they did display a certain kind of intellect, the knowledge of the date of the last day is no
and they did, indeed, think themselves capable secure position for us, he has given us, to that
of understanding all Scripture, and did thus con- effect, a declaration on the subject in the epistle
stitute themselves leaders _ for those who were whxch he wrote to the Thessalomans, thus : '" But
wilhng to hsten to them. But notwathstandlng of the times and the seasons, brethren, ye have
this, not one of these dared to proclaxm hmaself no need that I write unto you ; for yourselves
to be either God, or Christ, or the Paraclete, as Iknow perfectly that the day of the Lord so
thas fellow has done, who is ever disputing, on i cometh as a thief in the night." s How, then,
some occasions about the ages,3 and on others t does this man stand up and try to persuade us
about the sun, and how these objects were made, to embrace his opinions, importuning every m-
as though he were superior to them himself ; ]divldualwhom he meets to become a Mamch_ean,
for every person who offers an exposmon of the and going about and creeping into houses, and
method in whach any object has been made, endeavouring to deceive minds laden with sins?_
puts himself fonvard as superior to and older lBut we do not hold such sentiments. Nay,
than the subject of his dascussion. But who ' rather, we should be disposed to present the
may venture to speak of the substance of God, : things themselves before you all, and brang them
unless, it may be, our Lord Jesus Christ alone _ rinto comparison, if it please you, with what we
And, indeed, I do not make this statement on know of the perfect Paraclete. For you observe
the bare authority of my own words, but i con- ' that ,o sometimes he uses the interrogative style,
firm it by the authority of that Scripture whJch] and sometimes the deprecatory. But m the
has been our instructor. For the apostle ad- Gospel of our Saviour at lswritten that those who
dresses the fotlowmg words to us : "That ye may stand on the left hand of the Kmg will say :
be hghts m this world, holding4 the word of hfe " Lord, when saw we Thee an hungered, or
for my glory against the day of Christ, seeing athirst, or naked, or a stranger, or m prison, and
that I have not run m _am, neither laboured m did not mimster unto Thee ? .... Thus they will
valn."s We ought to understan/t what as the nnplore Hmn to be indulgent w_th them. But
force and meaning of this saying, for the word what reply is that righteous Judge and King rep-
may smt the leader, but the effectual work sims resented as making to them? "Depart from
the king. _ And accordingly, as one who lookb me into everlasting fire, ye workers of m_qmty." '_
for the arrival of has king, strives to be able to He casts them into everlasting fire, although they
present all who are under his charge as obedient, cease not to direct their entreaties to Hma. Do
and read.,,', and estimable, and lovely, and froth- you see, then, O Alanes, what manner of event
ful, and not less also as blameleba, and abound- that advent of the perfect King is destined to be ?
ing in all that as good, so that he may hnnself Do you not perceave that it wall not be such a
get commendation from the king, and be deemed :perfection, or consummation, as you allege ? But
by hma to be worthy of greater honours, ab hay- iff the great day of judgment is to be looked for
ing rightly governed the province whmh was en- / after that King, surely this man is greatly inferior
trusted to his administration ; so also does the [ to Hml. But ff he as inferior, he cannot be per-
blessed Paul give us to under._tand our position[ feet. And ff he is not to be perfect, it is not
when he uses these words : "That }e mav be as:of lnm that the apostle speaks. But ff it is not
hghts in this world, holding the word of life for of hnn that the apostle speaks, while he still
my glory against the day of Christ." For the makes the mendacaous statement that it is of
meamng of this sa)lng is, that our Lord Jesus ' hamself that the said word of the apostle was
Christ, when He colne_, will see that lus docmne spoken, then surely he is to be judged a false
ha_ proved profitable in us, and that, finding prophet. Much more, too, might be said to the
that he, the ,q_asf/c, has not run m vain, neither same effect. But if we were to think of going
laboured m vain, He will bestow on hml the over m detail all that might thus be adduced,

time would fail us for the accomplishment of so
1 Reading- "sm ut ,st,us comparatlone " for the " smut ,stms large a task. Hence I have deemed it abun-paratlone" ol the codex.

2 Reading .re duct..... forthe s_duc¢...... tc, of the codex dantly sufficient thus to have brought under your3 Secu/zs
4 (oTtlt3tg_lg*g$

-_ Phi1. i1 x3 7 Phil m 19.
•5 The precise meaning and connectmn are somewhat obscure here B z Thess "." _,

The text g*ve% " verbum emm ducxs obtmet locum, opera veto regm " 9 Atludmg to _ T*m m 6
And the _dea _s taken to be, that the actual _ork of thoroughly doing _o Routh inserts tnterdum paentget = sometames he uses the peru-
away with the _gnorance of men was something that stated only the tentml style, whmh M_gne omxts.

perfect King who was expected, and that had not been accomplished x_ Matt xxv 44
by Manes t2 Matt xxv 46, Luke xm. e7
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notice only a few things out of many, leaving the igathered a crowd of auditors around him, and
yet remaining portions of such a discussion to was haranguing r them, and putting before the
those who have the inclination to go through people who were present certain outlandish asser-
with them. tlons altogether foreign to the tradmon of the

39. On hearing these matters, those who were fathers, and in no way apprehending any opposi-
present gave great glory to God, and ascribed to tlon that might be made to him on the part of
Him such praise as .it is meet for Him to re- any of these, Diodorus percewed that he was
ceive. And on Archelaus himself they bestowed producing some effect by his wickedness, and
many tokens of honour. Then Marcellus rose resolved then to send to Archelaus a letter
up ; and casting off his cloak,' he threw his arms couched in the following terms : --
round Archelaus, and kissed him, and embraced Dlodorus sends greeting to Bishop Archelaus. s
him, and clung to him. Then, too, the children 40. I wish you to know, most pious father,
who had chanced to gather about the place that in these days there has arrived in our parts
began and set the example of pelting Manes and a certain person named Manes, who gives out
dnvmg him off; 2 and the rest of the crowd fol- that he is to complete the doctrine of the New
lowed them, and moved excitedly about, with Testament. And m the statements whmh he
the intention of compelhng Manes to take to has made there have been some things, indeed,
flight. But when Archelans observed this, he which may harmonize with our faith; but there
raised his voice like a trumpet above the din, in] have been also certain affirmauons of his whmh
his anxiety to restrain the multitude, and ad-iseem very far removed from what has come
dressed them thus : " Stop, nay beloved breth- ]down to us by the tradition of our fathers. For
ren, lest mayhap we be found to have the gmltl he has interpreted some doctrines m a strange
of blood on us at the day of judgment, for it Ifashion, imposing on them certain notions of his
is written of men hke this, that ' there must be ]own, which have appeared to me to be altogether
also heresies among you, that they whmh are iforeign and opposed to the faith. Onthe ground
approved may be made manifest among you.' "3 Iof these facts I have now been induced to write
And when he had uttered these words, the this letter to you, knowing the completeness and
crowds of people were quieted again. 4 -- Now, ]fulness of your intelligence in doctrme, and being
because it was the pleasure of Marcellus that]assured that none of these things can escape
this disputation should have a place given it,5 iyour cognizance. Accordingly, I have also in-
and that it should also be described, I could not dulged the confident hope that you cannot be

gainsay his wi_h, but trusted to the kmd consld- Ikept back by any grudge 9 from explaining these
erauon of the readers, beheving that they would _matters to us. As to myself, indeed, it is not
pardon me ff nay discourse should sound some- Ipossible that I shall be drawn away into any
what inartistic or boorish : for the great thing[ novel doctrlne ; nevertheless, in behalf of all the
whmh we have had in view has been, that the less instructed, I have been led to ask a word
means of knowing what took place on this occa- with your authority. For, in truth, the man shows
slon should not fall to be brought within the himself to be a person of extraordinary force of
reach of all who desired to understand the sub- icharacter, both in speech and in action ; and
ject. Thereafter, it must be added, when Manes mdeed his very aspect and attire also bear that
had once taken to flight, he made hxs appearance out. But I shall here write down for ),our mfor-
nowhere there again. His attendant Turbo, marion some few points which I have been able
however, was handed over by Marcellus to Arche- to retain in my memory out of all the topics
laus ; and on Archelaus ordaining him as a dea- which have been expounded by him : for I know
con, he remained in the state of Marcellus. But that even by these few you will have an idea of
Manes in his flight came to a certain village:the rest. You well understand, no doubt, that
which was at a considerable distance from the those who seek to set up any new dogma have
city, and bore the name of Dlodorus. Now in the habit of very readily perverting into a con-
that place there was also a presbyter whose name formlty with their own notions any proofs they
hkewise was Diodorus,6 a man of qmet and desire to take from the Scriptures. '° In anticipa-
gentle dlsposmon, and well reputed both for his tion, however, of this, the apostolic word marks
faith and for the excellence of h_s general char- out the case thus : "If any one preach any other
acter. Now when, on a certain day, Manes had gospel unto you than that which you have re-

cewed, let him be accursed."" And conse-
t The text gtves the plural form stolas, perhaps for stolam, quently, in addition to what has been once
a The text givesfugere, apparently in the sense offugare.
3 x (;or xl x9.
'1 [Note the testtmony against the persecuttou of heretics,--a ;' Reading condanaretur for contznuaretur

characteristic of early Christians which too soon began to disappear, 8 Thts eptstte is also menttoned_ and its argument notle_l_ by
notably m Alexandria under Cyril ] Eplphamus, ttwres , xx

S E_rctpi. 9 lnr,zdza

6 Thts Dtodorus appears to be cahed Trypho by Eplphamus, on to [Tertulhan, vol. m p. 25t, this sertes ]
tl_ Mamchmau heresy, u. xx. zt Gal t. 8.
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committed to us by the apostles, a disciple ofl He did not restrain His disciples from plucking
Christ ought to receive nothing new as doctrine.1 Ithe ears of corn and rubbing them with their
But not to make what I have got to say too long, Ihands on the Sabbath-day23 which yet was a thing

whmh it wasI return to the subject directly in view. Thin I unlawful to do on the Sabbaths.
man then maintained that the law of Moses, to IAnd why should I mention other instances? For
speak shortly, does not proceed from the good ]with many different assertions of a similar nature
God, but from the prince of evil, and that it these dogmas of his were propounded with the
has no kinship with the new law of Christ, but utmost energy" and the m_st fervid zeal. Thus,
is contrary" and hosole to it. the one being the t too, on the authority of an apostle, he endeav-
direct antagonist of the other. When I heard] oured to establish the position that the law of
such a sentiment propounded, I repeated to the I Moses is the law of death, and that the taw of
people that sentence of the Gospel in which our lesu% on the contrary,, is the law of life. For
Lord Jesus Christ said of Himself: " I am not I he based that assertion on the passage which
come to destroy the law, but to fulfil it." 2 The I runs thus "In which also mav God make us _4

man, however, averred that He did not utter this I able ministers of the New Testament, not ofsaying at all ; for he held that when we find that the letter, but of the spirit for the letter kllleth,
He did abrogate 3 that same law, we are bound I but the sprat glveth life. But if the mlmstra-
to give heed, above all other considerations, to I tion of death, engraven in letters on the stones,'S
the thing whmh He actually" did. Then he began I was made in glory-, so that the children of Israel
to cite a great variety of passages from the law, ;could not stedfastly behold the face of Moses
and also many frona the Gospel and from the for the glory of his countenance; which glory
Apostle Paul, which have the appearance of con-, was to be done away ; how shall not the mmls-I

tradmting each other. All this he gave forth at l tratlon of the Spirit'be rather gloriousa For ff
the same time with perfect confidence, and with- ' the ministration of condemnation be glory, much
out any hesitation or fear, so that I _enly beheve Imore doth the mlm_tratlon of righteousness
he has that serpent as his helper, who is ever our exceed in glory. For even that which was made

adversary We,!l, he declared that there m the glorious had no glory in the> respect, by' reason
law God said, 'I make the rich man and the Iof the glory that excelleth. For if that which
poor man ;" 4 while here m t/ze G:;l*d Jesus _shall be done away iq glorious, much more that
called the poor blessed,s and added, that no man wluch relnaineth _sgloriou_ ..... And th_s passage,
could be His disciple unless he gave up all that, as you are also well aware, occurs m the second
he had ° Again, he maintained that there Moses i Epistle to the Corinthians. Beside>, he added
took silver and gold from the Egyptians when to this another pasbage out of the first epistle,
the people 7 fled out of Egypt ; s whereas Jesus on whmh he based his affirmation that the dis-
delivered the precept that we shouM lust after c_ples of the Old Testament wele earthly and
nothing belonging to our neighbour. Then he natural, and In accordance with this, that flesh
affirmed that Moses had provided in the taw, and blood could not po_seas the kingdom of
that an eye should be given in penalty for an God J7 He aEo maintained that Paul hnnself
eye. and a tooth for a tooth ,_ but that our Lord spoke in his own proper person when he stud :
bade us offer the other cheek also to him who i ,. If I build again the tinng_ wlnch I destroyed,
smote the one. '° He tohl us, too, that there ttI make my>elf a transgressor."_s Further, t_e
Moses commanded the man to be pum_hed andaverred that the same apostle made this state-
stoned who did any work on the Sabbath, and _ment most obwonsly on the _ublect of the resur-

who failed to continue in all thInga that were irecnon of the flesh, when he also said that " he
written m the law," aa in fitct was clone to that is not a Jew who IS one outwardly, neither _s that
person who, yet being ignorant, had gathered a circumcision winch is outward in the flesh,"_, and
bundle of sucks on the Sabl/ath-day ; whereas that aceordmg to the letter the law ha> in it no
Jesus cured a cripple on the Sabbath, and ordered advantage: ° And again he adduced the state-
hnn then also to take up his bed. _ And fltrther, ment, that "Abraham has glory, but not before

God ; "_ and that " by the taw there comes only
t r

tA¢amst Scripture and the torrent of patrlstm testimony, the the knowledge of sin." -_ And many other thingsmen of this generation have st_eu new dogma_ mlposed upon a _reat

portmn of Chr,,mndom by the volte of a _mgle bl,hop, and wnnoat did lie introduce, with the vlew of detracting
synodmal dehberatton or consent The whole c!.atm to" Cathohcwy" fron'l the honour of the law, on the ground thatpen_h¢n where'_er such dogmas are a_uepted ]

2 Matt v I7.
a Resol_zsse x3 Luke w I
4 Pro_ XXll 2 14 fi'aclat Dcus

s Matt v 3 _5 /_,lztterzs formatum zn la2h_d_s
Luke x_ 33 t_ 2 Cor nl 6-TL
Reading _um pofiul_s for the cam 2_ofiulo of the text _7 _ Cor xv 46-5*

$ Ex xu 35 Is G_I n i8
q Ex Xkl 24 19 Rom n _8
m Luke _1 e 9 20 Rom _v
n Num xv 3_ Zl Rom iv
I_ Mark 11 II. _ Rora 111 _o,
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the law itself is sin _ by which statements the these you might get an idea of what that man's
simpler people were somewhat influenced, as he faith is. But as that could be done only with
continued to bnng them forward : and m ac- leisure at my"disposal, I have deemed it requisite,
cordance with all this, he also made use of the m view of the immediate exigency, to write a
affirmation, that " the law and the prophets were' short reply to you with reference to what you
until John." _ He declared, however, that John i have written lne on the subject of the statements
preached the true kingdom of heaven ; for verily i advanced by hun. I understand, then, that his
he held, that by the cutting off of has head it was ' chief4 effort was directed to prove that the law• I

sigmfied that all who went before h_m, and who of Moses is not consonant with the law of Christ ;
had precedence over him, were to be cut off, and and this position he attempted to found on the
that what was to come after him was alone to be authority of our Scnptures. Well, on the other
maintained. With reference to all these things, : hand, not only did we establish the law of Moses,
therefore, O most pioub Archelaus, send us back Lland all things which are wntten in it, by the
a short reply m wrmng: for I have heard that lsame Scripture, but we also proved that the
you have studied such matters m no ordinary l whole Old Testament agrees with the New Tes-
degree ; and that capaczt.v a,hzc/_ tog possess is i tament, and xsm perfect harmon)' with the same,
God's gift, inasmuch as God bestows these gifts i and that the)' form really one texture, just as a
upon those who are worthy of them, and who are person may see one and the same robe made
His friends, and who show themselves allied to up of weft and warp together.S For the truth
Him m commumty of purpose and life. For it ts snnply this, that just as we trace the purple
_s our part to prepare ourselves, and to approach in a robe, so, if we may thus express _t, we can
the gracious and hberal mind, _ and forthwith we d;_cern the New Testament m the texture of the
recelve from it the most bountiful g_fts Accord- Okt Testament ; for we see the glory of the
mgty, since the learning whmh I posses_ for the : Lord mirrored in the same2 We are not there-
discussion of themes hke these does not meet fore to cast a_lde the mirror,7 seeing that it
the requirements of Inv desire and purpose, for shows u_ the genuine.image of the things them-
I confess myself to be an unlearned man, I have ' selves, faithfully an/t truly ; but, on the contrary,
sent to you. as I have already said more than we ought to honour _t all the more. Think you,
once, in the hope of obtaining from your hand indeed, that the boy who is brought by his paeda-
the amplest sohmon to this question. May it be gogue to the teachers of learning s when he is
well with you. incomparable and honourable yet a very httle fellow, ought to hold that paeda-
father'. Igog/Ie m no honour" after he has grown up to

F
41. On receiving this epistle, Archelaus was ' ma{lhood, simply because he needs his services ,o

astonished at the man's boldness. But m the no longer, but can make h_s course w_thout any
meantnne, as the case called for the transmts- ass stance from that attendant to the schools,
slon of a speedy reply, he malne(hately sent off land quit kly find hl_ way to the lecture-rooms?
a letter w_th reference to the statement_ made ()r. to take another instance, would _t be right
by Dlodorus. That epistle ran ,n the following if or the child who has been nourished on milk at
terms 3__ Ifirst, after he has grown to be capable of recelv-

Archelau_ send_ greeting to the presbyter !rag stronger meats, then lnjmiously to spurn the
Diodorus, his honourable son. Ibreasts of Ins muse, and conceive a horror of

The receipt of your letter ha_ reJoiced me 'tthem? Nay, rather he should honour and cher-
exceedingly, my dearly beloved friend. I have i lsh them, and confess hlmself a debtor to their
been gwen to'understand, moreover, that thls',good serwces. We may also make use, if it
man, who made his way to me before these days, q:please you, of another illustration. A certain
and sought to introduce a novel kind of knowl- :man on one occasion hawng notmed an infant
edge here, different from what is apostolic and'
ecclesiastical, has also colne to you. To that' , Summum studmm. But the Code_ Bob_ens_ reads strum

person, Indeed, I gave no place : for presently, *_,,_.....
5 Readm_ " ex subtcgmme atque stamme." etc , v._th the Codex

when we held a disputation together, he was : Bob_ens_% instead ot "subtemme et, quae stamme."etc ,as _t ts g_ven

confuted. And I could wl_h now to transcribe :'" the CodexCaslnensl,. A beautifulannclpanonof At,gustane's
dzctum "Tide New _s zc_gtd m the Old the Old u*_ve_led m the

for )'our behoof all the arguments of which I lgc_ "]
We read here " glonam emm Domm_ in eodem speculamur "

made use on that occasion, so that by"means of Th_Cod_,Bo_*e,_-,,,, vmatedhere,gtwngglortam um Do_ntn*,
wh*ch was changes by Valesltl_ lnto_orla_lt 5re,u, etc.

I.uke xvx z6 7 Reading, w_th the Codex Bob*enms, " speculum, cure hosts

a Reading '" praeparare et prox_mos tier* bemgnae ac dl_tl mentl" _psam *magmem," et¢, instead of " speculum nob*s per _pgam _mag*-
for " praeparet proxnnus ti_rl benlgnae hac," etc , as it stands in the nero," etc

Codex Casmens_s Routh suggest_ " prmparare pro,xtmos fien be _ [Her_ xs the hteral use the word " paedagogue," with which
mgnae ac dtvltl mentl et contlnuo consequellmr = to take care Clement took hbertles VoI of P 2°9, note 3, th_ selles ] Adopt-
to dra'_ near to the gracxous and hberal mind, and then "de shall forth- mg "qut ad doctores a pa.dagogv," m_tead of "qul a doctore its a
v,_th receive steaddy from It, etc ' paedagogo "

3 This epistle ts edited not onll, from the. Codex Caslnensls, but 9 '" Dehonorare," or, a. m the Codex Boblensts, "dehonestar¢ "
also by Vale_ms from the Codex Bob_ens_s The most _mportant ao Readmg"opeta ejus non red,get " But the Codex Casmensis
vaneue_ of readmLz _hall therefore be noted gives " ore elu%" etc.
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exposed on the ground and already suffering ex- For the master said : "I will not receive him
cessively, picked it up, and undertook to rear it unless he accepts the paedagogue." And who
in his own house until it should reach the age the person is, who is spoken of under that figure,
of youth, and sustained all the toils and anxae- I shall briefly explain. There was a certain rich
ties which are wont to fall to the lot of those man, 'I who lived after the manner of the Gen-
who have to bring up children. After a time, tiles, and passed his time in great luxury every
however, it happened that he who was the child's day; ,and there was also another man, a poor
natural father came seeking the boy, and found man, who was his neighbour, and who was una-
him with this person who had brought him up.' ble to procure even his daily bread. It hap-
What ought this boy to do on learning that this pened that both these men departed this life,
is his real father? For I speak, of cotarse, of a that they both descended into the grave, Is and
boy of the right type. Would he not see to it, that the poor man was conveyed into the place
that he who had brought him up should be rec- of rest, and so forth, as is known to you. But,
ompensed with liberal gifts ; and would he not furthermore, that rich man had also five brothers.
then follow his natural father, having his proper living as he too had lived, and disturbed by no
inheritance in view? * Even so, then, I think doubt as to lessons which they had learned at
we must suppose that that distinguished servant home from such a master. The rmh man then
of God, Moses, m a manner something like this, entreated that these should be instructed m the
found 3 a people afflicted by the Egyptians ; and superior doctrine together and at once.'3 But
he took this people to himself, and nurtured Abraham, knowing that they still stood m need
them m the desert like a father, and instructed of the pmdagogue, said to him. "They have
them like a teacher, and ruled them as a magis- Moses and the prophets." For if they received
trate. This people he also preserved against the not these, so as to have their course directed by
coming of him whose people they were. And him, i.e., Moses, as by a p_edagogue, they would
after a considerable period the father 4did come, not be capable of accepting the doctrine of the
and did receive his sheel_. Now will not that superior master.
guardian be honoured an all things by him to 42. But I shall also offer, to the best of my
whom he dehvered that flock ; and will he not abihty, some expositions of the other words re-
be glorified by those who have been preserved by ferred to ; that is to say, I shall show that Jesus
him? Who, then, can be so senseless, my neither said nor did aught that was contrary to
dearly beloved Daodorus, as to say that those are Moses. And first, as to the word, "An eye for
aliens to each other who have been allied with an eye, and a tooth for a tooth," x4--that is the
each other, who have prophesied m turn for exi_ression of justice. And as to His injunction,
each'other, and who have shown signs and won- that a man, when struck on the one cheek,
ders whmh are equal and similar, the one to the ;should offer the other also, that is the expres-
other, and of like nature with each other ;s or swn of goodness. Welt, then, are justice and
rather, to speak m truth, which belong wholly to goodness opposed to each other? Far from it !
the same stock the one with the other ? For, in- There has only been an advance from simple
deed, Moses first said to the people. "A Prophet justice to positive goodness. And again, we
will the Lord our God raise up unto you, like unto have the saying, "The workman is worthy of
me." 6 And Jesus afterwards said : " For Moses his hire." ,s But if a person seeks to practise
spake of me." 7 You see s how these twain gave any fraud therein, it is surely most just _6 that
the right hand to each other, although 9 the one what he has got possession of by fraud should
was the prophet and the other was the beloved be reqmred of h_m, most especially when the hire
Son, `° and although m the one we are to recog- is large. Now this I say, that when the Egyp-
nise the faithful servant, but in the other the tians afflicted the children of Israel by the task-
Lord Himself. Now, on the other hand, I might masters who were set over them m the process
refer to the fact, that one who of old was minded of making bricks, Moses reqmred and exacted
to make his way to the schools without the the whole at once, with penalties, within one
pzedagogue was not taken m by the master, moment of time. But is this, then, to be called

l imquity? Far from it_ Surely it is the absti-
x The Codex Bobiensis reads here, "aecld_t veto post tempus ut

is qui . requireret," etc The other codex has, "' accedit vero xx Luke xvi. J9 etc
post tempus is qm . . , reqmrere '" ] x2 Infernutn [Sheol, rather, or Hades ]

Readmg#ra res#ectu with Codex Bohiensls The other codex ] I3 The reading of the Codex Casmensls as, "' rogavtt dives simul
gtves#re$#eclu. [ uno tempore ut edisceret nmaorem doctrmam " But the other codex

3 Reachng gnvengase The Codex Casmensts gives weniz$e i gives, " uno tempore dlscere malorem doctnnam ab Abraham" =
,t Routh suggests#astor, the shepherd, for#ater [entreated that he rmght learn the superior doctrine of Abraham
5 Reading eognataj with Codex Bobtensts, instead of cog_ita. [ For edtsceret we may read with Routh edzseerent
6 I_LIL XVlll 18. ] t4 Matt, v 32
;' John v. 46 [ as Matt x xo,
s We adopt the reading "w'des, instead of the faulty unde of the [ 16 The Codex Casmensis gives, "exxge ab co illa qum fraudem m-

Codex Caslnensis. ] terceperat, " the other codex glve_, " et exigl ab co ilia qum fraude
9 Readmgeuamvts for quutn. ] mterceperat " The correct reading probably would be, "extgl ab
to See Heb ill K, 6 [ eo ilia qum per fraudem anterceperat "
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nence' of goodness, indeed, when one makes charge of the bridegroom's chamber, and who
but a moderate use of what is really necessary, prepares the same with all carefulness, and does
and gives up all that goes beyond that. Let us not suffer it to be disturbed or touched by any
look, again, at the fact that in the Old Testa- stranger, but keeps it intact against the time of
ment we find the words, "I make the rich man the bridegroom's arrival ; so that when he is
and the poor man," 2 whereas Jesus calls the come, the same may be used as it pleases him-
poor blessed.3 Well, in that saying Jesus did self, or as it is granted to those to use it whom
not refer to those who are poor simply in worldly he has bidden enter along with him. And the
substance, but to those who are poor in spirit, Lord Jesus Christ Himself gave His testimony
that is to say, who are not inflamed 4 with pride, Ito what we affirm, when He said with His heav-i

but have the gentle and lowly dispositions of I enly voice, "Can ye make the children of the
humility, not thinking of themselves more than', bride-chamber fast so long as the bridegroom is
they ought to think.S This quesuon, however, ] with them ? ",4 And again, He did not actually
is one which our adversary has not propounded reject circumcision, but we should rather say
correctly. For here I perceive that Jesus also that He received in Himself and m our stead
looks on wllhngly at the gifts of the rich men, [the cause of circumclslon,'s reheving us by what

when they are put into the treasury. 6 All too l He Himself endured, and not permitting us to
little, at the same time, is it 7 if gifts are cast i have to suffer any pare to no purpose. '6 For what,
into s the treasury by the rich alone ; and so indeed, can it profit a man to circumcise himself,
there are the two mites of the poor widow which I if nevertheless he cherishes the worst of thoughts
are also recen.ed with gladness; and in that'agamst his neighbour? He desired, according-
offering verily something is exhibited that goes : ly, rather to open up to us the ways of the fullest
beyond what Moses prescribed on the subject i hfe by a brief path,'7 lest perchance, afferwe had• . ]

of the receipt of moneys. For he received!traversed lengthened courses of our own, we
glft_ from those who had ; but Jesus receives should find our day prematurely closing upon us
them even from those who have not. But this fin night, and test, while outwardly indeed we
man says. further, that it is written, that "except imight appear splendid to men's yiew, we should
a man shall forsake all that he hath, he cannot inwardly be comparable only to ravening wolves, 's
be my disciple." 9 Well, I observe again, that, or be likened to whited sepulchres. '9 For far
the centurion, a man exceedingly wealthy and !above any person of that type of character is to
well dowered with worldly influence, possessed ibe placed the man who, although clad only in
a faith surpassing that of all Israel, ,o so that, isquahd and threadbare attire, keeps no evil hid-

even if there was any one who had forsaken all, den in his heart against his neighbour. For it
that man was surpassed in faith by this centu- l is only the circumcision of the heart that brings
rlon. But some one may now reason with us lsalvation, and that merely carnal circumcision
thus: It is not a good thing, consequently, to]can be of no advantage to men, unless they
give up riches. Well, I reply that it is a good Ihappen also to be fortified with the spmtual clr-
thing for those who are capable of it ; but, at the icumcislon. Listen also to what Scripture has to
same rune, to employ '' riches for the work oi Isay on th_s subject : "Blessed are the pure in
nghteousness and mercy, is a thing as aecepta- )heart, for the), shall see God."'° What need,
ble as though one were to give up the whole at therefore, is there for me to labour and suffer,
once. Again, as to the assertion that the Sab- seeing that I have been made acquainted with
bath has been abolished, we deny that He has the compendious way of hfe, _' and know that it
abohshed it plaml_ ; _ for He was Himself also shall be mine if only I can be pure in heart ?
Lord of the Sabbath.u And th_s, the law's felt- And that is quite in accoldance with the truth
_on to the Sabba#¢, was like the servant Who has which we have learned now, to wit, that if one

prevails in the keeping of _he two command-
x We adopt the conjecture of Valesms, vtz . abshnenha The ments, he fulfils the whole law and the prophets? _

Codex Bobmnsts gives absentza
p ......... Moreover Paul, the chief of the apostles, after

3 Matt v 3-

•¢ Reading tnfla,nmantur It may perhaps be wgqantur = all these sayings, gives us yet clearer instruction
pu_edup on the subject, when he says, "Or seek yea

s Rom xn 3
6 Mark XII. 41.
z Reading e/tSa_'um kac es/, vath Codex Bobmns*s, instead of t4 Mark n. *9. [I have shghtly accommodated the trans]at|on to

the e/.#aukergm hoc e.ct of Codex Casmensls We may also render this text ]
•t as = " but *t *s far from being the case that gifts are cast," etc Is [_, stmetzfiaum causard clrcumci*fanu exct#zt..

t6 [From Job (n. to) to St Paul (Heb iv. 15 and vt to S) Scrip-
s The Codex Boblensls reads tnferuntur, the other codex gqves ture abounds m this teaching Comp Lam. 111. _3 ]aff eruntur, offered
9 Luke xiv. 33, x7 The Codex Boblensls g,ves, "vim compendtosum nobls tmmitem

to Matt vm zo. [ emonstrare " We adopt the reading, '" vim sparta coml_ndloso nobm

I1 The text glves ;edabu/f, and the Codex Bob_ensm has sed et I tramlte demonstrate."
abu/t" But the reading ought probably to be sed et u/t, or sed ettam ] ts Matt vat _5

uti Routh, however, uottces that abutar *s found with the sense of I t9 Matt xxttx 27.

utor Plane. 2o Matt. v 8• x Com_endza vta_
_3 Matt. Xll. 8. U_ Matt. vii i2.
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proof of that Christ who speaketh in me ?", i engraven ,o in letters on the stones, was made in
What have I then to do with circumcision, see- glory, so that the children of Israel could not
mg that I may be justified in uncircumcislon? stedfastly behold the face of Moses for the glory
For it is written : " Is any man circumcised ? let of his countenance ; which glory was to be done
him not become uncircumcised. Or is any in away ; .... and so on. Well, this passage at any
uncircumcxslon? let him not be circumcised, rate acknowledges the exmtence of a glory on the
For neither of these is anything, but only the countenance of Moses, and that surely IS a fact
keeping of the commandments of God." _ Con- favourable to our position. And even although
sequently, as circumcision ]s incompetent to it is to be done away, and although there is
save any, it is not greatly to be required, espe- veil in the reading of the same, that does not
clally when we see that if a man has been called annoy me or disturb me, provided there be glory
m uncircumcislon, and wishes then to be car- In It still. Neither is it the case, that whatever
cumcised, he is made forthwith a transgressor 3 is to be done away is reduced thereby under all
of the law. For If I am circumcised, I also ful- manner of circumstances to a condition of dis-

til the commandments of the law with the view Ih°n°ur"2 For when the Scripture speaks of glory,
of being in a posmon to be saved ; but if I am ist shows us also that it had cognlzance_3 of dlf-
uncircumcised, and remain in uncircumelslon, ferences in glory. Thus it says : "There is one
nmch more in keeping the commandments shall glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon,
I have life. For I have received the clrcum- and another glory of the _tar_ : for one star dif-
cision of the heart, in the spirit, and not that of fereth from another star in glory." _4 Although,
the letter m the mere ink? in which former there then, the sun has a greater glory than the moon,
IS praise, not of men, but of God.S Wherefore it does not follow that the moon is thereby re-
let no charge of this kind be brought against'duced to a cond_tlon of dishonour. And even
me. For just as the man of wealth, who pos- thus, too, although my Lord Jesus Christ excelleth

sesses great treasures of gold and silver, so that iMoses in glory, as the lord excelleth the servant,
he gets everything which is necessary for the it does not follow from this that the glory of
uses of his house made of these precious metals, IMoses is to be scorned. For in this way, too,
has no need to dasplay any vessel of earthen- i we are able to satisfy our hearers, a_ the nature
ware in anything belonging to his family, and of the word itself carnes the conviction _5with it,
yet it does not follow from this circumstance that m that we affirm what we allege on the authority
the productions of the potter, or the art of mak- i of the Scriptures themselves, or verily make the
ing vessels of pottery, _ are to be held m abhor- _proof of our statements all the clearer also by
fence by him: so also I. who have been made'illustrations taken from them. Thus, although
nch by the grace of God and who have ob-. a person kindles a lamp in the mght-tnne, after
tamed the circumcision of the heart, cannot by _the sun has once nsen he has no further need of
any means 7 stand in need of that most profit- the paltry light of his lamp, on account of that
less fleshly circumcision, and yet, for all that, it i effulgence of the sun which sendb forth its rays
does not follow that I should call it e_d. Far be all the world over ; and yet, for all that, the man
it from me to do sol If, however, any one does not throw h_s lamp contemptuously away,
desires to receive still more exact instruction on I as if it were something absolutely antagonistic to
these matteis, he will find them d_scussed with the sun ; but rather, _hen he has once found out

8
the greatest fulness in the apostle s firbt epistle, ltq use, he will keep it w_th all the greater care-

43. I shall speak now with the utmost brevity fulness. Precisely In th_s way, then. the law of
of the veil of Moses and the mlmstratlon of Moses served as a sort of guardmn to the people,
death. For I do not think that these things at like the lamp, until the true Sun, who is our
least can introduce very much to the disparage- Sawour, should anse, even as the apostle also
ment of the law. The text m question, 9 then, says to us : "And Christ shall gwe thee light." _6
proceeds thus : "But if the mlmstratlon of death, : We must look, however, to what is said further

on : " Their minds were blinded : for until this

1 2 Cor XUl _ day remaineth the same veil in the reading of
_Cot .... 8,_9- the Old Testament ; it is untaken away, because
Readmg " prm_aricator" instead of " prm&cator " The sense

would seem strictly to reqmre, a debtor to th_ law xo The Codex4 Atramentum. Casmensis hasfo_'matum, the other codex gives
5 Rom it 29 flrmalum
6 The Codex Boblensm glveq, _ figuh opus aufers attt fictlllum j xt 2 Co r nl 7

12 "
The Codex Canmensls has "figuh opus et ars aut fictthum " We 2he text g_ves, "neque veto ommgene in lgnobdttatem redtgl-
adopt "figult opus aut ors fictflmm " tur," etc The Codex Boinensis has, " neque vero omm genere in

noinhtate '7 Adopting " nequaquam" for " nec qnemquam "

s By thin he means the Epistle to the Romans, to _inch the first I x3 Reading "sclsse se dlfferentms glonm," etc Codex Boblensts
place amongthe epistles of Paul was assigned from the most ancient t gives sets ease, etc =you ]envoy that there are differences.
times In Eplphamus, under heresy 42, it is alleged as an offence I x4 x Cor xv 2x

against Marcion, that he put the Epistle to the Romans m the fourth / _s Stcu[ el _.,er[_t _fistlts _tatura l_ersuadet Reading " natura
place among Paul's epistles See a note m Mxgne [Again, tins ipersuadet." But the Codex Bobiensis gives demonstrat, demon-
expression is a note of genuine antlquity.] I strafes

toEh v x9 Reading " proposltus" for " prophetacus " l P • 4.
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it is done away in Christ.' For even unto this apostle also takes care to make this plain to us,
day, when Moses is read, the veil is upon their when he tells us that the veil is put on in the
heart. Nevertheless, when it shall turn to the reading of the Old Testament, inasmuch as they
Lord, the veil shall be taken away. Now the who are called Israel from olden time still look
Lord is that Spirit." _ What, then, is meant by for the coming of Christ, and perceive not that
this? Is Moses present wlth us even unto this the princes have been wanting from Judah, and
day? Is it the case that he has never slept, that the leaders from his thighs ; as even at present
he has never gone to his rest, that he has never we see them in subjection to kings and princes,
departed this life? How is it that this phrase and paying tribute to these, without having any
" unto this day " is used here ? Well, only mark ',power left to them either of judgment or of pun-
the veil, which is placed, where he says it is lshtnent, such as Judah certainly had, for after
placed, on their hearts in their reading. This, he had condemned Thamar, he was able also to
therefore, is the word of censure upon the chil- justify her. '3 "But you will also see your life
dren of Israel. because they read Moses and yet hang (In doubt) before your eyes." 14
do not understand ham, and refuse to turn to the 44. Now this word also has the veil. For up
Lord ; for it is He that was prophesied of by to the time of Herod they did appear to retain
Moses as about to colne. This, then, l_ the veil a kingdom in some sort ; and it was by Augustus
which was placed upon the face of Moses? and that the first enrolment took place among them,
thls also is his testament,4 for he says in the and that they began to pay tribute; and to be
law.S "A prince shall not be wanting from rated. 's Now it was also from the nme when
Judah, nor a leader from his thighs, _ until He our Lord Jesus Christ began to be prophesied
come whose he is, 7 and He will be the expecta- of and looked for that there began to be princes
uon of the nations: who shall bind s HI_ foal from Judah and leaders of the people; and
unto the vine, and His ass's colt unto the chome these, again, failed just at the approach of His
vine, He shall wash His garments in wine, and advent. If, then, the veil is taken away which
His clothes in the blood of grapes ; His eyes is put oil in that reading of theirs, they will un-
shall be suffused 9 w_th wine, and His teeth white derstand the true virtue of the circumcision ;
with milk ;" and so on Moreover, he indicated and the}" will aNo discover that the generation
who He was. and whence He was to come. For of Him whora we preach, and His cross, and all
he said : "The Lord God will raise tip unto you the things that have happened in the history of
a Prophet from among your brethren, like unto our Lord, are tho_e very matters which had been
ine unto ttim hearken ye." _° Now it is plain predmted of that Prophet. And I could wish,
that this cannot be understood to have been said indeed, to examine every such passage of Scrip-

of Jesus the soIa of Nun." For there is nothing, ture by itself, and to point out its import, as it is
of this circumcision _ found in him. After him, meet that it should be understood. '_ But as it
too, there have still been kings from Judah, and _sanother subject that is now urgent, these pas-
consequently this prophecy as far from being sages shall be discussed by us at some season of
applicable to him And this is the veil which l_ leisure. For at present, what I have already
on Mo,es. for it was not, as some among the un- said mav be sufficient for the purpose of show-
learned perhaps fancy, any piece of linen cloth, lng. that it is not w_thout reason that the veil
or any skin that cmered his face. But the is (said to be) put upon the heart of certain

persons in the reading of the Old Testament.
, Non,v_,,,z_t,,rq........ cJm_t,,&_m,_,,r But those who turn to the Lordsh all have the
2 2 Cor m. x4-I 7

E...... - 3s _Co..... 3 veil taken away from them. What precise force
•¢ 2he text is, " hoc e_t ,el ....... quod erat posttum super faclern all these things, however, may possess, I leave to

Moy_l, quod est testamehtUln ejus," etc

-, Oen _l,_ ..... the apprehension of those who have sound in-
6 The reading m the text is, " nrm defic_et pnnceps ex Juda, neque

duxdefemonbusejususquequoyen,at,"etc Codexr_oh,e..... ¢o,,- telligence. Let us come now again to that word
ctd....... lygLwng"defemoreelu*"On the_holequotat....... h,ch of Mose% in which he says "The Lord your
Is given ill forms so diverse among the old version _, and fath_.rs, see
Novatlan..De _..... ch 9 [vol v p 6iSj, and Cyp...... Adv God shall raise up a Prophet unto you, of your
yud_eos, _ 2i [_ol. v. p. 5_3J

7Thetextg..... " vernal,curesest."ere Prudentm_M.... tI_ brethren, like unto me." In this saying I per-
on Justin s .4J, vleg'y, l § 3_" _G°I t t,. _-,3, th,*_ sene-], th,nks this was i' celve a great prophecy dehvered by the servant
originally an error of transcrlptllm for .1¢2 jua 4a[. whLch reading I
would correspond very much with the d_ a_q**_rat rd som_. of the mo_t Moses_ as by one cognizant '_ that He who is to
ancient authormes See Cotelenu_ on the Const_tut .42_osto{, I _,
and the note In 3hgne

a Qut alhgab_t But Codex Cabmensls has "qma alhgabtt," and I t3 Gen xxxvm _6 We read "iusnfieare " But the Codex Cast-
Codex Bob_ensts "' qut alhgavit ' nen_ls gives "ju_tlficarl " = he Ior she) could beyus[_ed

9 SuffuSl ocuh Codex I3oblensls gives " el_U%l ocuh " See, on 14 _1he text IS, ' seal et -/ldehttt_ vltam restrain pendentern ante
the whole, Grabe's Dtssert ]h vamza wttzs LA.V znter_ret , _9, oculos vestros " The reference ts apparently to Deut xxvm 66.

p 36 ,5 Censure dare
xo Deut. xvm. •_ to Read ng" sermonem et o_tendere ut intelhgi dignum est " Th*
,t We adopt the reading "Je_u dVaz'e "' But the Cod_ex BoblellSlS Codex Bob,en_ts gives a mutdated version " _ermonem, ut mtelhgi_

gl'*es " Jesu Mane " %ee a dtscussloI3 on this rlatne by (.otelerlus on dlffflunt eat "
the Epistle of Barnabas, ch i2 [Vol I p I45, this _ene_ l -x. Readm- " Moysl sctentts," winch ts the ernendat,on of ValeslU_.

ta For ctrcumezszones Routh suggests czrcumslatzants, which But Code,. (.."abinensts g_ves "sctenttbu%" and Codex BoblelX.SL_ has
nnght perhaps be taken as = these surroundings do not smt h_rn. "sclentc_ '
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come is indeed to be possessed of greater au- with all power upon the waters.'9 There, Moses
thority than himself, and nevertheless is to suffer, gave his commands to the sea ; 2o and here, the
like things with him, and to show like signs and ILord Jesus, when he was on the sea, 2_ rose and

wonders. For there, Moses after his birth was lgave His commands to the winds and the sea. 22placed by his mother in an ark, and exposed be- ] There, Moses, when he _ as assailed, stretched
side the banks of the river ;' here, our Lord_forth his hands and fought against Amalek;2a
Jesus Christ, after His birth by Mary His mother, i and here, the Lord Jesus, when we were assailed
was sent off in flight into Egypt through the [and were perishing by the violence of that erring
mstrumentahty of an angel. 2 There, Moses led ] sprat who works now in the just, z*stretched forth
forth his people from the midst of the Egyptians, i His hands upon the cross, and gave us salvation.
and saved them ; 3 and here, Jesus, leading forth j But there are indeed many other matters of this
His people from the midst of the Pharisees, kind whmh I must pass by, my dearly beloved
transferred them to an eternal salvation. 4 There, Dlodorus, as I am m haste to send you this httle
Moses sought bread by prayer, and received it I book with all convenient speed ; and these omls-
from heaven, m order that he might feed the slons of mine you will be able )'ourself to supply
people with it in the wilderness ; s here, my Lord very eamly by your own mtelhgence. Write me,
Jesus by His own power saosfied ° with five however, an account of all that th_s servant of
loaves five thousand men m the wilderness.7 the adversary's cause may do hereafter. May
There, Moses when he was tried was set upon the Omnipotent2S God preserve you whole in
the mountain and fasted forty days ; s and here, soul and in sprat !
my Lord Jesus was led by the Spirit Into the 45. On receipt of this letter. Dlodorus made
wilderness when He was tempted of the devil, himself master of its contents, and then entered
and fasted m hke manner forty days.9 There the hsts against Manes. This he did too with
before the sight of Moses, all the first-born such spmt,-that he was commended greatly by
of the Egyptians perished on account of the all for the careful and satisfactory demonstration
treachery of Pharaoh ; ,o and here, at the time which he gave of the fact that there is a mutual
of the birth of Jesus, every male among the Jews relationship between the two testaments, and
suddenly perished by reason of the treachery of also between the two laws. _6 Dlscovenng also
Herod " There, Moses prayed that Pharaoh and more arguments for himself, he was able to bring
his people might be spared the plagues; '_ and forward rnany points of great pertinency and
here, our Lord Jesus prayed that the Pharisees power against the man, and m defence of the
might be pardoned, when He said, " Father, for- truth. He also reasoned in a conclusive manner
gwe them, for they know not what they do." _ against his opponent on verbal grounds/z For
There, the countenance of Moses shonewith the example, he argued with him m the following
glory of the Lord, so that the children of Israel manner : -- D_d you say that the testaments are
could not stedfastly look upon his face, on ac- two? Well, then, say e_ther that there are two
count of the gqory of his countenance ; ,4 and ' old testaments, or that there are two new testa-
here, the Lord Jesus Christ shone hke the sun,'S ments. For you assert that there are two un-
and His disciples were not able to look upon ibegottens _sbelonging to the same time, or rather
His face 'by reason of the glory of His counte- Ieternity ; and if there are m this way two, there
nance and the intense splendour of the hght. i should be e_ther two old testaments or two new
There, Moses smote down with the sword those Itestaments. If. however, you do not allow this,
who had set up the calf; ,6 and here, the Lord _but affirm, on the contrary, that there is one old
Jesus said, "I came to send a sword upon the testament and that there is also another new
earth, and to set a man at variance wnh his testament, that will only prove again that there
neighbour," ,z and so on. There, Moses went is but one author for both ; and the very sequence
without fear into the darkness of the clouds that will show that the Old Testament belongs to Him
carry water ; _s and here, the Lord Jesus walked to whom also the New Testament pertains. We

E_.ll. may illustrate this by the case of a man who
z Matt. ti x3.
3 Ex. xlv

4 Mark viii. i5, I9 Matt xlv e5
$ Ex. xvt 20 E_ x_v

¢0 Adopting" satmvtt," The Codex Bobiensis gives " saturawt " 21 Reading "m man " But the Codex Bobtensts has fn navz = oft
_' Matt. xlv, a ship
8 Ex. XXXlV. 22 Matt vm 26
9 Matt, iv. 2. 23 Ex XVll

xo Ex. xm 24 The text gives z_z justes But the Codex Bobtensis has in istz_

xx Matt ft. x6. = in those men The true reading may be tn znjuslts= m the
x2 Ex viii. unnghteous See Eph n 2
x3 Luke xxlu. 34. zs But the Codex Casmensis gives " Deus omnmm" =the God of
xs Ex. xxxtv. 35. all.
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16 Ex. xxxu. 27 Ex nommibus The Codex Bobmnsts offers the extraordinary
xZ Matt. x. 34- reading, ex naz,zbus.
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says to some other individual,' Lease me your Iprove that the old law belongs to no other one
old house. For by such a mode of address does than that Lord to whom also the new testament
he not pronounce the man to be also the owner Jappertains, and which it would suit us very well
of a new house ? Or, on the other hand, if he to set forth, and to make use of m a satisfactory
says to ham, Show me _ your new house; does manner. 8 Now, however, the evening prevents
he not by that very word designate him also as us from doing so ; for the day is drawing to its
the possessor of an old house ? Then, again, close, and xt is right that we should now bring
thin also as to be considered, that since there are our disputation to an end. But an opportunity
two beings, having an unbegotten nature, it is will be given you to-morrow to put questions to
also necessary from that to suppose each of them us on any points you are pleased to take up.
to have (what must be called) an old testament, And after these words they went their way.9
and thus there wall appear to be two old testa- 46. Next morning, however, Archelaus sud-
ments ; if indeed you affirm that both these beings denly made his appearance at this residence _° in
are ancient, and both indeed without a begmmng.3 whmh Dlodorus was staying, before any one was
But I have not learned doctnne lake that ; neither yet stlrnng abroad. Manes accordingly, all un-
do the Scriptures contain it. You, however, who conscious of the fact that Archelaus was now on
allege that the law of Moses comes from the the spot again, challenged Dlodorus publicly to
prince o4 evil, and not from the good God, tell engage in a dlsputauon with him ; his mtenuon
me who those were w,ho withstood Moses to the being to crush him with a verbal dislSlay , because
face -- I mean Jamnes and Mambres ? 4 For he percewed that he was a man of a rumple na-
every object that withstands, withstands not itself, ture, and not very deeply learned in questions
but some other one, exther better or worse ; as concerning the Scriptures. For he had now had
Paul also gives us to understand when he writes a taste of the doctrine of Archelaus. When,
m the following terms m has second Epistle to therefore, the multitudes had again collected in
Timothy: "As Jamnes and Mambres withstood the place usually set apart for the dmputation,
Moses, so have these also remsted the truth: and when Manes had just begun to reason, all
men of corrupt mind, reprobate concerning the on a sudden Archelaus appeared among them,
faith. But they shall proceed no further: for and embraced Dlodorus, and saluted him with
their folly _s manifest unto all men, as theirs an holy kiss. Then truly were Dlodorus, and all
also was." 5 Do you observe how he compares those who were present, filled with wonder at the
Jamnes and Mambres to men of corrupt mind, dispensation of dwlne providence which thus
and reprobate concerning the faith ; whale he provided that Archelaus should arrive among
likens Moses, on the other hand, to the truth? them at the very tame when the questmn was
But the holy John, the greatest of the evangelists, just rinsed ; for m reality, as must be confessed,
also tells us of the glwng and diffusing of grace Dlodorus, with all his religiousness, had been
for grace; 6 for he indicates, indeed, that we somewhat afrmd of the confllct. But when Manes
have received the law of Moses out of the tiff- caught sight of Archelaus, he at once drew back
ness of Christ, and he means that for that one from his insulting attitude ; and with his pride
grace this other grace has been made perfect in cast down not a little, he made at quite plain that
us through Jesus Christ. It was also to show he would gladly flee from the contest. The
thin to be the case that our Lord Jesus Christ mulutude of hearers, however, looked upon the
Himself spake m these terms : " Do not think arrival of Archelans as something like the advent
that I will accuse you to the Father. there is of an apostle, because he had shown himself so
one that accuseth you, even Moses, m whom ye thoroughly furnished, and so prompt and ready
hope. For had ye beheved Moses, ye would for a defence of the tru#z by speech. Accord-
indeed have believed me : for he wrote of me. lngly, after demanding silence from the people by
But if ye believe not his writings, how shall ye a wave of his right hand, --for no inconszderaMe
believe my words ?" 7 And besides all these tumult had artsen, --Archelaus began an address
words, there are still many other passages that in the following terms :--Although some amongst
might be adduced both from the Apostle Paul I us have gamed the honour of wisdom and the
and from the Gospels, by which we are able to meed of glory, yet this I beg of you, that you

_, retain tn your minds the testimony of those
etc. The,, C_ex C ..... sts has the meanmgl ...... d_ng, " horn,n, I thm_s whmh have been said before my arrival."
davtu, etc. _ _ _ __

2 -Pr_esga. -- .... f _,
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For I know and am certain, brethren, that I now assail them with revilings and curses. If it is
take the place of Diodorus, not on account of your intention to persecute me, I am prepared
any impossibilities attaching to him, ' but because for it ; and if you wish to involve me in punish-
I came to know this person here at a previous ment, I shall not shrink from it ; yea, if you
time, when he made his way with his wicked de- mean even to put me to death, I am not afraid :
signs into the parts where I reside, by the favour "For we ought to fear Him only who is able to
of Marcellus,_ that man of illustrious name, whom destroy both soul and body in hell." 5 Arche-
he endeavoured to turn aside from our doctrine laus sazd: Far be that from me ! Not such is
and faith, with the object, to wit, of making hJm my intention. For what have you ever had to
an effective supporter of this impious teaching, suffer at my hands, or at the hands of those who
Nevertheless, in spite of all his plausible ad-]think with us, even when you were disparaging
dresses, he failed to move him or turn him aside us and doing us injury, and when you were speak-
from the faith in any one particular. For this Iing m detraction of the traditions of our fathers,
most devout Marcellus was only found to be like t and when it was your aim to work the death of
the rock on which the house was bmlt with the ] the souls of men that were well established in
most solid foundations; and when the rain de- the truth, and that were kept with the most con-
scended, and the floods and the winds burst m scientlous carefulness; for which, in truth, the
and beat upon that house, it stood firm : for it [whole wealth of the world would not serve as a
had been built on the most solid and lmmove- sufficient compensation? 6 Nevertheless, what
able foundations.3 And the attempt thus made ground have you for assuming this position?
by this person who is now before you, brought iWhat have you to show? Tell us this,--what
dishonour rather than glory upon himself. More- ! signs of salvation have you to bring before us ?
over, st does not seem to me that he can be very I For the bare bravado of words will not avail to
excusable if he proves to be ignorant of what is I satisfy the multitude here present, neither will _t
in the future, for surely he ought to know before- [ be enough to qualify them for recognising which
hand those who are on his own side : certainly of us holds the knowledge of the truth the more
he should have this measure of knowledge, if it correctly. Wherefore, as you have got the op-
be true indeed that the Spirit of the Paraclete portumty of speaking first, tell us first to what
dwells m him. But inasmuch as he is really a tparticular head of the subject you wish us to
person bhnded with the darkness of ignorance, direct the disputation. Mal_es sazd: If you do
he ran in vain when he journeyed to Marcellus, [not offer a second time an unfair resistance to
and he did but show himself to be like the star- the positions which shall be stated with all due
gazer, 4 who busies himself with describing things propriety by us, I shall speak wnh you ; but if
celestial, while all the time he is ignorant of what Iyou mean to show yourself still m the character

is passing in his own home. But lest it should I which on a former occasion I perceived you to
appear as ff I were setting aside the question in, take up, I shall address myself to Dlodorus, and
hand by speaking in this strain, I shall now re- Ishall keep clear of your turbulence. ArcheIaus
frain from such discourse. And I shall also give [sazd: I have already expressed my opinion that
this man the privilege of taking up any point we shall be simply abusing the occasion by the
which may suit him best as a commencement to mere bandying of empty words. If any one on
any treatment of the subject and the question, our side is found to offer an unfair resistance,
And to you, as I have said already, I only address leave that to the decision of the judges. But
the request that ye be lmpamal judges, so as to now, tell us what you have got to advance.
give to him who speaks the truth the proper Manes sazd: If you do not mean a second time
honour and the pa]m. merely to gainsay the positions which are stated

47- Then Manes, after silence had been se- with all due correctness by me, I shall begin.
cured among all, thus began his address : Like Archelaus saul: " If not this," and "if not that,"
others, Archelaus, you too smite me with the are ways of speaking which mark out an ignorant
most injurious words, notwithstanding that my man. You are ignorant, therefore, of what is in
sentiments on the subject of God are correct, the future. But as to this particular thing which
and that I hold also a proper conception of you do declare to be still future, to gainsay or
Christ ; and yet the family of the apostles is not to gainsay is a matter in nay own power.
rather of the character that bears all things and How, then, will that argument about the two
endures all things, even although a man may trees stand, in which you place your trust as in a

buckler of the most approved strength? For if
x Pro i/sius t,nl_osHbzhtate. But Routh suggests that the zm- I am of the contrary side, how do you require

_ossibthtate m just an inexact translation of the d_vvar_a = zm_o-
tent ....... paclW, which may h .... tood in the Greek text. my obedience ? And if, on the other hand, there

2 Reading "Marcelh wrt dlustns gratm." The Codex Casmensts
has_ _ vlrt in legls gratta."
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is in me the disposition of obedience, how are same principles that He had brethren also by
yon so greatly alarmed lest I should gainsay you ? her. Now tell me whether these brethren were
For you mmntain that evil remains evil always, begotten by Joseph or by the same Holy Spirit.
and that good remains good always, in utter For if you say that they were begotten by the
ignorance of the force of your words. Manes I same Holy Spirit, it will follow that we have had
said: Have I employed you as the advocate of many Chnsts. And if you say that these were
my words, so that you may determine also the not begotten by the same Holy Spirit, and yet
intelligence that may suit my knowledge ? And aver that He had brethren, then without doubt
how will you be able to explain what belongs to we shall be under the necessity of understanding
another person, when you cannot make what that, m succession to the Spirit and after Gabriel,
pertains to yourself clear? But if Dlodorus the most pure and spotless virgin 7 formed an
now admits himself to be vanquished, my rea- actual marriage connection with Joseph. But if
sonmgs will then be addressed to you. If, how- this is also a thing altogether absurd-- I mean
ever, he still stands out, and is prepared to speak, the supposition that she had any manner of inter-
_[beg you to g]ve over and cease from interfering course with Joseph-- tell me whether then He
with the substantiating of the truth. For you had brethren. Are you thus to fix the crime of
are a strange sheep ; nevertheless hereafter you adultery also on her, most sagacious Marcellus ? s
will be introduced into the number of the same But if none of these suppositions suits the posi-
flock, as the voice of Jesus' also intimates, -- tlon of the Virgin undefiled, how will you make
that Jesus, namely, who appeared in the form of it out that He had brothers ? And if you are un-
man indeed, and yet was not a man. Arc]zelaus able to prove clearly to us that He had brethren,
sazd: Are you not, then, of opinion that He will it be any the easier for you to prove Mary to
was born of the Virgin Mary? Manes said: be H]s mother, in accordance with the saying
God forbid that I should admit that our Lord of him who ventured to write,9 "Behold, Thy
Jesus Christ came down to us through the natu-i mother and Thy brethren stand without?" Yet,
ral womb of a woman I For He gives us His although that was• [ man bold enough to address
own testimony that He came down from the Him thus, no one can be m_ghtler or greater

7 2 _ l
Father s bosom, and again He says, He that than th_s same person Himself who shows us His
receiveth me, receiveth Him that sent me ; " 3 imother or His brethren. Nay, He does not deign
and, "I came not to do mine own will, but the [even to hear it said that He is David's son. '° The
will of Him that sent me ; "4 and once more, Apostle Peter, however, the most eminent of all
" I am not sent but unto the lost sheep of the the disciples, was able to acknowledge Him on
house of Israel." s And there are also mnu- that occasion, when all were putting forth the
merable other passages of a similar import, which ',several opinions which they entertained respect-
point Him out as one that came, and not as one ing Him : for he said, "Thou art the Christ, the
that was barn. But if you are greater than He, Son of the living God ; .... and immediately He
and if you know better than He what is true, Inames him blessed, addressing him thus : "For

• _ " he "how do we yet believe Him> Archdaus sazd•';my heavenly Father hath revealed ]t unto t e.
Neither am I greater than He, for I am His ser- IObserve what a difference there is between these
rant ; nor can I be even the equal of my Lord, i two words which were spoken by Jesus. For to
for I am His unprofitable servant ; I am a dis- I him who had said, "Behold, Thy mother stands
ciple of H]s words, and I believe those things lwithout," He replied, "Who is my mother, or
which have been spoken by Him, and I affirm who are my brethren?" But to him who said,
that they are unchangeable• Manes said" A "Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God,"
certain person somewhat like you once said to He makes the return of a beatitude and bene-
Him, " Mary Thy mother, and Thy brethren, diction. Consequently, if you will have it that
stand without ; "6 and He took not the word He was born of Mary, then it follows that no less
kindly, but rebuked the person who had uttered than Peter, He is Himself thus proved to have
it, saying, "Who is my mother, and who are my spoken falsely. But if, on the other hand, Peter
brethren?" And He showed that those who states what is true, then without doubt that for-
did His will were both His mothers and His met person was in error. And if the former was
brethren. If you, however, mean to say that in error, the matter is to be referred back to the
Mary was actually His mother, you place your-
self in a position of considerable peril. For, _ The text gives, "Virgo castissimaet lmmaculataeeelesm,"_

the most pure virgin and spotless church. But the word *' ccclema"

without any doubt, it would be proved on the is probably an erroneous addiuon by the hand of the scribe Or, as
Routh hints, there may be an allusion, in the word eecle.*za, to the
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wnter.' We know, therefore, that there is one' judge,9 to have left those whom He was healing
Christ, according to the Apostle Paul, whose land instructing, and gone to speak with His
words, as in consonance at least 2 with Hm ad- !mother and His brethren ? Would you not by
vent, we believe. I/such a supposition at once lower the character

48. On hearing these statements, the multi- _-ofthe Person Himself? When, again, He chose
tudes assembled were greatly moved, as if they !certain men who were laden and burdened with
felt that these reasonings gave the correct ac- Isins for the honour of discipleship/° to the num-
count of the truth, and that Archelaus could ber of twelve, whom He also named Hm apostles,
have nothing to urge against them ; for this was He gave them this mjunctaon, Leave father and
indicated by the commotion which arose among [ mother, that you may be made worthy of me, "

them. But when the crowd of auditors became rintending by this that thenceforward the memory
quiet again, Archelaus made answer in the fol-_of father or mother should no more impair the
lowing manner : No one, truly, shall ever be able I stedfastness of their heart. And on another
to prove himself mightmr than the voice of our[ occasion, when a different Individual chose to
Lord Jesus Christ, neither is there found any [say to Him, "I will go and bury my father," He
name equal to His, as it is written : "Wherefore ] answered, "Let the dead bury their dead." 12
God hath exalted Him, and given Hml a name [Behold, then, how nay Lord Jesus Christ edifies
which is above every name."3 Nor, again, in lHls disciples unto all things necessary, and de-
the matter of testimony can any one ever be lhvers H_s sacred words to every one, in due
equal to Him; and accordingly I shall slmplyaccordance with what is meet for him. And just
adduce the testimonies of His own voice in an- in the same way, too, on this other occasion,
swer to you,-- first of all, indeed, with the view when a certain person came in with the mcon-
of solving those difficulties which have been :slderate message about Has mother, He did not
enunciated by you, so that you may not say, as embrace the occurrence as an opportunity for
is your wont to do, that these are matters which leaving His Father's commissmn unattended to
are not in harmony with the Person Hmaself.* even for the sake of having His mother with
Now, you maintain that the man who brought r Him. But in order to show you still more clearly
the word to Jesus about His mother and His I that this is the real account of the matter, let me
brethren was rebuked by Hma as if he was m remind you that Peter, on a certain season, sub-
error, as the writer was in error.S Well, I affirm [sequent to the time of hxs receiving that declara-
that neltherwas this person rebuked who brought i tion of blessedness from Him, said to Jesus,
Him the message about His mother and His :" Be it far from Thee, Lord ,3 this shall not be
brethren, nor wa_ Peter only named blessed unto Thee."'4 This he said after Jesu_ had an-
above him ; but each of these two parties re- inounced to him that the Son of man must go up
celved from Him the answer that was properly'to Jerusalem, and be killed, and rise again the
called forth by their several utterances, as the third day. Is And in answer then to Peter He
discourse will demonstrate in what follows. When ' said : "Get thee behind me, Satan ; for thou
one as a child, he thinks as a child, he speaks as Isavourest not the things that be of God, but
a child ; but when he becomes a mature man, !those that be of men." ,6 Now. since it is your
those things are to be done away which are Iopinion that the man who brought the me_sage
proper for a child : 6 in other words, when one about His mother and His brethren was rebuked
reaches forth unto those things which are before, by Jesus, and that he who said a little before,
he will forget those which are behind.7 Hence, "Thou art the Christ, the Son of the hying God,"
when our Lord Jesus Clmst was engaged m lobtalned the word of blessing, mark you that
teaching and healing the race of men, so that all IJesus (inay be said to have) rather preferred
pertaining to it might not utterly perish together, that person to whom He condescended to glve
and when the minds of all those who were listen- Ithe more gracious and indulgent answer, where-
mg to Htm were intently occupied with these as Peter, even after that benediction, now got
interests, it made an interruption altogether m- !no appellation expressive of Indulgence addressed
opportune when this messenger came in and putt to him, by reason of his having failed carefully
Him m mind of His mother and His brethren, to observe the nature of the announcement that

What then? Ought He, now, s yourself being
The text gives, "se lpso judLcante," for which " te lpso," etc.,

may be eubstltuted
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was made to him. For the error of that rues- certain messenger broke inopportunely in upon
senger was at once corrected by the tenor of the hnn, and began to remind him of domestic mat-
reply ; but the dulness of this apostle's appre-, ters. But he was astonished at the man's bold-
hension was condemned with a severer rebuke. _ness, and at his unseasonable suggestions, and
And from this you may perceive that the Lord thought of dehverlng such a fellow over to death.
Jesus, observing what was proper and opportune lAnd had that messenger not been one gho was
with regard to the interrogations thus addressed able to appeal to his tenderest affections in bring-
to Him, gave to each the reply that was worthy, mg the news that it was well with those at home,
of it, and suited to it. But supposing that, as and that all went on prosperously and success-
you say, Peter was pronounced blessed on the:fully there, that pumshment might have been his
ground of his having sald what wa_ true, and instant and well-merited doom. For what else
that that messenger was reproved on account of_ should be a king's care, so long as the time of
the error he committed, tell me then why it is,'.war endures, than to prowde lbr the safety of
that when the dewts confessed Him, and said, !the people of his province, and to look after
"We know Thee, who Thou art, the holy God,"' Imlhtary matters? And even thus it also was that
He rebuked them, and commanded them to be _that messenger came inopportunely m upon my
silent _ Why was it not the case, if He does! Lord Jesus Chnst, and brought the report about
indeed take pleasure m the testlmomes borne to His mother and HI_ brethren unseasonably, just
Him by thoqe who confess Hun, that He recom- when He was fighting against ills which had
pensed them also with benedictions, as He did assailed the very citadel of the heart, and when
to Peter when he gave utterance to the truth_ He was healing those who for a long tmle had
But if that would be an absurd supposition, _t been under the po_er of dlverbe infirmities, and
only remains that we must understand the words whe_ He had now put forth His utmost effort to
spoken by Him always m accordance with the lsecure the salvation of all. And truly that man
place, the tmle, the persons, the subjects, and lmight have met with a sentence like that pro-
the due consideration of the c_rcumstances.3 For nounced on Peter, or even one severer still. But
only th_s method will save us from falhng into the hearing of the name of H1b mother and His
tt-e error of pronouncing rashly on His sayings, brethren drew forth His clemency.
a_d thus making ourselves hable to merited 49- But m addition to all that has been said
chastisement: and this will also help me to already, I w_sh to adduce still further proof, so
n,ake it more and more intelhglble to you, that that all may understand what maplety is contained
tile man who brought the tidings of His mother in this assertion of yours. For if your allegation
was much rather the person honoured? How- is true, that He was not born, then it will follow
ever, in forgetfulness of the subject which was undoubtedly that He did not suffer; for it is not
proposed to us for discussion, you have turned possible for one to suffer who was not also born.
off to a different theme. Nevertheless listen to But _f He did not suffer, then the name of the
me for a brief space. For if you ehoose, indeed, cross is done away with. And if the cross was
to consider those words somewhat more care- not endured, then Jesus did not rise from the
fully, we shall find that the Lord Jesus displayed dead. And if Jesus rose not from the dead, then
great clemency in the case of the former of these no other person will rise again. And ff no one
two parties ; and this I shall prove to you by shall rise again, then there will be no judgment.
illustrations stated to your capacity. A certain For it is certain that, if I am not to rise again,
king who had taken up arms, and gone forth to I cannot be judged. But if there is to be no
meet an enemy, was earnestly considering and judgment, then the keeping of God's command-
planning how he might subdue those hostile and ments will be to no purpose, and there will be no
foreign forces. And when his mind was oc- occasion for abstinence: nay, we may say, "Let
cupied with many cares and anxieties, after he us eat and drink, for to-morrow we shall die." 6
had forced his way among his adversaries, and For all these consequences follow when you deny
when, further, as he began afterwards to make that He was born of Mary. But ff you acknowl-
captives of them, the anxious thought was now i edge that He was born of Mary, then His pas-
also pressing upon him as to how he might secure sion will necessarily follow, and His resurrection
the safety and interests of those who had toiled will be consequent on His passion, and the judg-
with him, and borne the burden of the war,s a ment on His resurrection : and thus the injunc-

tions of Scripture will have their proper value z
Lukeiv. 34 read,,g_a,,ct,, D_. b._. _ot_ re_ved text.] for us. This _s not therefore an idle question,ReaKmg _dere. The Codex Casiuens_s gives _im're, whtch may

bemeantfoe*,,,ere=_ve over. but there are the mightiest issues involved in this
_ro acctdenHum salute.

• w, ha_, ,doptodi,_,'._,_-anger,,,t oftheseci,_. Rout_. word. For just as all the law and the prophets
however, puts thtm thus: And tt*at *_ may be made more zntell*- are summed up in two words, so also all our hope
_le _o yau,¢tc ..... (fer *n fergetfulne_*,etc., yau _a_e turned

etc.), lzsttn tamt na*v /or a briejc $)#ace
Reading "pondus belh toleraverant,'" instead of the " pondus 6 t Cor xv. 3_.

belhco tolerarant "' of the Codex Casmensts. 7 Salva
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is made to depend on the birth by the blessed he that is less ,o in the kingdom of heaven is
Mary. Give me therefore an answer to these greater than he," ,1 tell me what as meant by there
several questions which I shall address to you. i being a greater than he in the kingdom of heaven.
How shall we get rid of these many words oflWas Jesus less m the kingdom of heaven than
the apostle, so important and so precise, which ! John ? I say, God forbid ! Tell me, then, how
are expressed in terms hke the following: "But/this is to be explained, and you will certainly
when the good pleasure of God was with us, He surpass yourself. Without doubt the meaning
sent His Son, made of a woman ;" ' and again, zs, that Jesus was less than John among those
"' Christ our passover is sacrificed for us ; "2 and that are born of woman ; but m the kingdom of
once more, "God hath both raised up the Lord, _heaven He is greater than he. .2 Wherefore tell
and will raise up us together with Him by His r,me this too, O Mamch_eus : If you say that Christ
own power ?" 3 And there are many other pas- ! was not born of Mary, but that He only appeared
sages of a similar import ; as, for example, this take a man, while yet He was not really a man.
which follows : "How say some among you,* the appearance being effected and produced by
that there as no resurrection of the dead? For the power that as in Ham, tell me, I repeat, on
if there be no resurrection of the dead, then is whom then was it that the Spirit descended hke
not Christ risen : and if Christ be not risen, then a do_e _ Who is thas that was baptazed by John ?
is our preaching vain. Yea, and we shall be If He was perfect, if He was the Son, if He was
found false witnesses of God ; who have testified the Power, the Spent could not have entered into
against God that He rinsed up Christ : whom He H_m ; ,3 just as a kingdom cannot enter within a
rinsed not up. For ff the dead rise not, then as kingdom. And whose, too, was that voice which
not Christ risen: and if Christ be not raised, was sent forth out of heaven, and whmh gave
yours froth as vaan ; ye are yet m your sins. Then Him this testnnony, "This as my beloved Son, m
they also which are fallen asleep m Christ are whom I am well pleased_" _4 Come, tell me,
perished. If an this life only we have hope in make no delay, who is this that acqmres'S all
Christ, we are more miserable than all men. But _these things, that does all these thmgs_ Answer
now is Christ risen from the dead, the beginning 6 me Will you thus audaciously adduce blasphemy
of them that sleep ;"7 and so on. Who, then, for reason, and will you attempt to find a place
I ask, can be found so rash and audacxous as for it _:6
not to make his faith fit in with these sacred 5o. 3/hznes sail: No one, certainly, who may
words, in which there is no quahfication 8 norlbe able to give a reply to what has just been
any dubiety? Who, I ask you, O foohsh Gala- )alleged by you need fear recurring the guilt of

has bewatched you, as those were bewitched I blasphemy, but should rather be deemed thor-tian,

"before whose eyes Jesus Christ*was evidently [oughly worthy of all commendataon. For a true
set forth, crucified _" 9 From all this I thin,: master of his art, '7 when any matters are brought

I '4that these testimonies should suffice m proof ofl under has nonce, ought to prepare h_s reply wth
the judgment, and the resurrection, and the pas- due care, and make all clearly to understand the
sion ; and the birth by Mary is also shown to be ] points that are m question or under doubt ; and
involved naturally and at once an these facts. ! most especaally ought he to do so to uninstructed
And what matters it though you refuse to acqui- {persons. Now since the account of our doc-
esce m th_s, when the Scripture proclaims the fact I trine does not satisfy you, be pleased, hke a
most unmastakeably? Nevertheless I shall again thorough master of your art, to solve this ques-
put a questaon to you, and let it please you to tion also for me an a reasonable manner. For
gwe me an answer. When Jesus gave His testi- I to me it seems but pmus to say that the Son of
mony concerning John, and said, "Among them ] God stood m need of nothing whatsoever in the
that are born of women there hath not risen a

to lvVfl_or

greater than John the Baptist : notwithstanding, tt ._att. *__*.
t2 It would seem that Archelaus read the passage m Matthew as

meamng, no_ozghstanding, he/hat ¢s less, zs, zn the hzngdam of
t Gal iv 4 The reading is, "cure autem fret Dei voluntas m heaven, greater t/tag he "l'hu% he that zs less is understood to be

nobts " The Vulgate, following the ordinary Greek text, glve_, " at yesus in His natural relations [A very lean and hungry ¢rocul-
ubI vemt plemtudo temports " And so Iren*eu% Tertullian, Cyprmn, dubw of the author ]

etc. [ Fhls should have been in the margin of the Revised Verston ] t3 Routh appends a note here which may be given It ts to this
2 z Cor v 7 effect- 1 am afrmd that Arehelaus hag not expressed with sufi_ment
3 x Cor Vl x4 The text here m*,erts the words cur,* zdo, which correctness the mystery of the Divine Incarnation, m this passage as

are found neither m the Greek, nor m the Vulgate, nor m Irenmus, well a_ ia "_hat follows; although elsewhere he has taught that the
Adtp. ttwres , v 6, 7 [vol t pp 53 o, 53_, this series], nor m Ter- Lord Jesus was conceived by dtvme power, and m ch xxxtv has
tulhan, Adv Marc , v 7, etc. [vol. m P 443, thts series I Accord- called the Virgin Mary Da Kenetrtx) O_oro_co_. For at the t_me of
ing to Sabatter, however, they are found in Jerome, Ep ad Amand the baviour's bapnsm the Holy Sptrlt was not given m Hts first com-

a Reading *n vobts. But the Codex Castnensts seems to gave munlcatmn w*th the Word of God (whtch WorS, indeed, had been
in nobt.% amongst us united wRh the human nature from the time of the concepuon ttself),

s But the Codex Casmenms seems to make _t tides nastra, our but was only received by the Christ _vOoom_wg and oi,¢o_,o_z_*_s,
froth and for the sake of men See Cyril of Alexandria, De Rect_ F*de

Inztiura. xxxav vol. v _, p x53, edtt_o .4 ubertz. [Rout.h, R.S, vol. v. p. x78.J
r x Cor xv i_-.'ao t,t Matt ill. i7.
s Dt'slzuctto is Basal

9 Gal. m. x The word m the text ts rescrilktus est The Vul- t6 Inferre ¢oueris.
gate gtves l_rwscrt_tus esL The Vetus Itala g_ves _rascrt_lus est tr Arttfex.
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way of making good His advent upon earth ; and you hold a similar view on certain other
and that He m no sense reqmred enher the dove, positions whmh you have now been discussing
or baptism, or mother, or brethren, or even may !in terms which I, for my part, altogether shrink
hap a father, -- which father, however, according ifrom repeating. '° Now, sometimes a master of
to your view, was Joseph ; but that He de-, any art happens to be compelled by the lgno-
scended altogether by Himself alone, and trans-, rance of an opponent both to say and to do
formed Himself, according to His own good things which time would make /ran decline ; '_
pleasure, into the semblance of a man, m accord- and accordingly, because the necessity is laid
mace with that word of Paul which tells us that upon me, by consideration for the multitude
"He was found in fashion as a man."' Show Ipresent, I may give a brief answer to those
me, therefore, what thing He could possibly statementswhlch have been made so erroneously
need who was able to transform Himself lnto iby you. Let us suppose, now, your allegation
all manner of appearances. For when He chose i to be, that if we understand Jesus to be a man
to do so, He again transformed this human fash-, made of Mary after the course of nature, and
ion _and mien into the likeness of the sun. But regard him consequently as having flesh and
if you gainsay me once more, and decline to blood, it will be necessary also to hold that the
acknowledge that I state the faith correctly, Holy Spirit was a real dove, and not a spirit.
listen to my definition of the position m which Well, then, how can a real dove enter into a real
you stand. For if you say that He was only man, and abide in hun? For flesh cannot enter
man as born of Mary,3 and that He received into flesh. Nay rather, it is only when we ac-
the Spirit at Ills baptism, it will follow that He knowledge Jesus to be a true man, and also hold
will be made out to be Son by increase4 and not him who is there said to be like a dove to be
by nature. If, however, I grant you to say that the Holy Spirit, that we shall give the correct
He is Son according to mcrease,s and that He account according to reason on both sides. For,
was made ab a man, your opinion is that He is Iaccording to right reason, it may be sazd/lint the
really a man, that is to say, one who is flesh and iSprat dwells in a man, and descends upon him,
blood. 6 But then it will necessarily follow that Iand abides in him ; and these, indeed, are things

which have happened already in all due compe-
the Spirit also who appeared hke a dove waS ltence,Inothing else than a natural dove. For the two and the occurrence of which 1S always
expressions are the same,--namely, "as a man" ]possible still, as even you yourself admit, t_'as-
and "hke 7a dove;" and consequently whateverlmuch as you did aforetlme profess to be the
may be the view you take of the one passage Paraclete of God, you flint, _ as I may call you,

whmh uses the phrase "as a man," you ought to iand no man, so often forgetful of the very things
hold that same view _ also of th_s other passage !which you assert. For you declared that the
m which the expression "like a dove" is used. It ISprat whom Jesus promised to send has come

is a clear matter of necessity to take these things iupon you, and whence can He come but by
m the same way. for only thus can we find out ldescendmg from Heaven? And ff the Spirit
the real sense of what is written concerning Hull 'descends thus on ti_e man worthy of Him, then
in the Scriptures. Arche/aus sazd: As you verily must we fancy that real doves descended
cannot do so much for yourself, like a thorough upon you? Then truly should we rather dis-
master of )'our art, so neither should I care to cover m you the thieving dove-merchant, '3 who
put tlns question right and with all patience to lays snares and lines for the birds. For surely
make it clear, and to give the evident solution you well deserve to be made a jest of with words
of the difficulty, 9 were it not for the sake of of ridicule. However, I spare you, lest per-
those who are present with us, and who listen to chance I appear to offend the auditors by such
us. For this reason, therefore, I shall also ex- expressions, and also most especially because it
plain the answer that ought to be given to this is beside my purpose to throw out against you
question as it may be done most appropriately. [all that you deserve to hear said about you. But
It does not seem to you, then, to be a pious let me return to the proper subject. For I am
thing to say that Jesus had a mother m Mary ; mindful of that transformation of thlne,'_ in vir-

tue of which you say that God has transformed
I Phil n 7
2 H6mcnc_n
3 HomzT_em eum tantummoda ex Marza. xo [A stgnum verecundta_ which rebuke_ the awful mqmsmve-

4 Or, effect, l_cr_rofectum ness concerning the conception of Mary which disgraced the late
s Effect [l.e , progressively ] pontiff) Plus IX To what blasphemous pruriency of thought and
6 Routh puts this Interrogatively = Is it then your position that expres,,lon has not such an invasion of decency given rise) See St

He really xs a man, that is to say, one who is flesh and blood* Well. Bernard, Oh24, tom 1. p 392 He rebukes the heresy ms profane ]
hut _f so then it will follow, etc i_ The text gives temiOus recusat Routh proposes tem2_u$ re-

7 Or, as quzrtt = which the occasion requires

a Reading "smut homo, hue opimone," for the"sictlt homoac i2 Thi_tsapurelyconjecturalreadmg,"ut dream stlex)"ete. The
Oplmone" of the Codex Casmensts Codex Casmen_ts gives, '" ut dlcam dllere non homo " But Routh, in

9 'the Codex Casmensts reads " hanc qumsttonem dtffigenter _reference to ch xv , throws out the idea that we should read dzlire_
aptare tam mamfestarem atque mamfeqte dlssolverem VCe follow I thou dotard, or, lunatic [P 19v, aupra, as tf Manes = Vravt*to_ ]

t3 Columbartum f_trem
ere.theemendatton_" bane qumsuonem dthgenter aptatam mamfestarem," i x,t The text gives suw. Routh suggests lua_.
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Himself into the fashion of a man or into that like the sun ? Was it not by reason of that tab-
of the sun, by which position you think to prove ernacle which had been made Jot Hzm of Mary?
that our Jesus was made man only in fashion and For just as no other had the capacity sufficient
in appearance ; which assemon may God save for sustaining the burden of the Paraclete except
any of the faithful from making. Now, for the only the disciples and the blessed Paul, so also
rest, that opinion of yours would reduce the no other was able to bear the Spirit who de-
whole matter to a dream, so far as we are con- seended from heaven, and through whom that
cerned, and to mere figures ; and not that only/ voice of the Father gave its testimony m these
but the very name of an advent would be done terms, "This is my beloved Son," 8 save only
away : for He might have done what He desired He who was born of Mary, and who is above all
to do, though still seated in heaven, if He is, the salnts, -- namely, Jesus. But now give us
as you say, a spirit, and not a true man. But it your answer to those matters which I bring for-
is not thus that " He humbled Himself, and ward against you. If you hold that He is man

• 1, 2 . I .took the form of a servant, and I say this of Jonly an mien and form, how could He have been
Him who was made man of Mary. For what? laid hold of and dragged off to judgment by
Might not we, too, have set forth things like those who were born of man and woman- to
those with which you have been dealing, and i wit, the Pharisees-- seeing that a spiritual body
that, too, all the more easily and the more i_cannot be grasped by bodies of grosser capaci-
broadly? But far be It from us to swerve one' ties? But if you, who as yet have made no
jot or one tittle from the truth. For He who reply to the arguments brought before you, have
was born of Mary is the Son, who chose of His now any kind of answer to offer to the word and
own accord to sustain this3 mighty conflict,-- proposition I have adduced, proceed, I pray
namely, Jesus. This as the Christ of God, who you, and fetch me at least a handful or some
descended upon him who xs of Mary. If, how- fair modicum of your sunlight.9 But that very
ever, you refuse to beheve even the voice that i sun, indeed, inasmuch as it is possessed of a
was heard from heaven, all that you can bring more subtle body, is capable of covering and
forward in place of the same as but sonie rash- enveloping you ; while you, on the other hand,
hess of your own; and though you were to can do it no injury, even although "you were to
declare yourself on that, no one would beheve trample it under foot. My Lord Jesus, how-
you. Bor forthwith Jesus was led by the Spirit ever, if He was laid hold of, was laid hold of as
into the wilderness to be tempted by the devil ; a man by men. If He is not a man, neither
and as the devil had no correct knowledge of lwas He laid hold of. If He was not laid hold
Him, he said to Him, "If thou be the Son of of, neither did He suffer, nor was He baptized.
God." 4 Besides, he did not understand the If He was not baptized, neither is any of us bap-
reason of this bearing of the Son of God by tized. But if there is no baptism, neither will
Mary, who preached the kingdom of heaven, there be any remission of sins, but every man
whose was also indeed a great tabernacle,5 and will die m his own sins. _¢lanes said; Is bap-
one that could not have been prepared by any osm, then, gwen on account of the remission of
other: 6 whence, too, He who was nailed to the sins? Archelaussazd" Certainly. 2FZanessaid:
cross, on rising again from the dead, was taken Does it not follow, then, that Christ has sinned,
up thither where Christ the Son of God reigned, seeing that He has been baptized? Archelaus
so that when He begins to conduct His judg- sazd: God forbid ! Nay, rather, He was made
ment, those who have been ignorant of Him sin for us, taking on Him our sins. '° For this
shall look on Him whom they pierced.7 But an [reason He was born of a woman, and for this
order to secure your credence, I propose this ! reason al_o He approached the rite of baptism, in
question to you : Why was it, that although His iorder that He might receive the purification of this
disciples sojourned a whole year with Him, not Ipart," and that thus the bodywhlch He had taken
one of them fell prostrate on hm face before;to Himself might be capable of beanng the Spirit,
Him, as you were saying a little ago, save only" who had descended in the form of a dove.
in that one hour when His countenance shone 5I. When Archelaus had finished this speech,

the crowds of people marvelled at the truth of
I The text L% "" non solum autem, sed adventus nomen delebttur "

It may perhaps be = and not the foundation, but the name, of an his doctrine, and expressed their vehement corn-

adventwouldbedoneaway. mendations of the man with loud outcries, so that2 Phd. n 7-

s The text gives "qua magnum," etc,, for whmh we adopt "quod they exerted themselves most energetically, andmagnum,"etc
' Matt ,*. 3 would have kept him from his return. I* There-
3 Or perhaps, = which was also, quod erat tabernaculum, etc
6 The Codex CaslnensLs glve_, " Ignorabat autem propter qua

genulsset Ffltum DeJ praedtcabat regnum omlorum, qut erat," etc. 8 Matt lit 17
We follow generally the emendations adopted m Migne. " Ignorahat 9 Pugd/um _lenum solzs tmhi a2re_- aut modzum #lecture.
autem propter quid genutsset Ffllum I)el, qut prmdtcabat regnum to _ Cor v. 21
coelorum, quod erat habRaculum magnum," etc. Routh would read it Partzs.
"genltus esset Fthus Del," etc. _2 The text is, "et ultra ei non sinerent ad proprla remeare."

7 John xla. 37. Routh suggests ultra for ultra.
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after, however, they withdrew. After some time, whole world Itself attests, and as the apostles
again, when they were gathered together, Arche- also plainly declare. Yea, further, that best
laus persuaded them to accede to his desire, and master-builder of His, Paul tnmself, s has laid
listen qmetly to the word. And arnong his audi- our foundatlonp that is, the foundation of the
tors were not only those who were with D1odorus, Church, and has put us m trust of the law, or-
but also all who were present from his province darning ministers, and presbyters,7 and bishops
and from the nelghbounng districts. When m- in the same, and describing m the places severally
lence, then, was secured, Archelaus proceeded assigned to that purpose, in what manner and
to speak to them of Manes in the following with what character the ministers of God ought
manner : You have heard, indeed, what ts the to conduct themselves, of what repute the pres-
character of the doctrine which we teach, and byters ought to be possessed, and how they
you have got some proof of our froth ; for I should be constituted, and what manner of per-
have expounded the Scriptures before you all, sons those also ought to be who demre the office
precisely in accordance with the views which I of bishop, s And all these Institutions, which
myself have been able to reach in studying them. were once settled well and rightly for us, preserve
But I entreat you now to listen to me in all silence, their proper standing and order w_th us to this
while I speak with the utmost possible brewty, day. and the regular administration of these rules
with the view of giving you to understand who alndes amongst us still. But as to this fellow,
this person is who has made his appearance Manet l)y name, who has at present burst boast-
among us, and whence he comes, and what fully forth upon us from the prownce of Persia,
character he has, exactly as a certain man of the !and between whom and me a dlsputatmn has
name of Slsinlus, one' of his comrades, has mdi- inow for the second time been stirred, I shall tell
cared the facts to me ; which individual _ I am I you about his hneage, and that, too, m all ful-
also prepared, if it please you, to summon in I ness; and I shall alao show you most lucMly the
ewdence of the statements I am about to make. I source from wtnch his doctrine has descended.
And, in truth, this person did not decline to lThis man _s neither the first nor the only origl-
affirm the very same factq whmh we now adduce,3 nator of this type of doctrine. But a certain
even when Manes was present; for the above- person belonging to Scythia, bearing the name
mentioned individual became a behever of our Scythianus,9 and living in the time of the apostles,
doctnne, as did also another person who was was the founder and leader of this sect, just as
with me, named Tmbo. Accordingly, all that many other apostates have constituted themselves
these parties have conveyed in their tesnmonv founders and leaders, who from time to time,
to me, and also all that we ourselves have dls- through the ambinous desire of arrogating post-
covered in the man, I shall not suffer to be kept nons of superior importance to themselves, have
back from your cogmzance, given out falsehoods for the truth, and have per-

Then, indeed, the multitudes became all the verted the simpler class of people to their own
more excited, and crowded together to listen to lustful appetencies, on whose names and treach-

Archelaus ; for, in good sooth, the statements ierles, however, tm_e does not permit us at pres-
which were made by him offered them the great- tent to descant. This Scythianus, then, was the
est enjoyment. Accordingly, they earnestly urged _person who introduced this self-contradictory
him to tell them all that he pleased, and all that dualism ; and for that, too, he was himself
he had on his mind; and they declared them- indebted to Pythagoras, as also all the other
selves ready to listen to h_m there and then, followers of th_s dogma have been, who all up-
and engaged to stay on even to the evening, _hold the notion of a dualism, and turn aside from
and until the lights should be lit. the direct course of Scripture : but they shall not

Stimulated therefore by their heartiness, Arche- gain any further success therein.
laus began his address with all confidence in the 52. No one, however, has ever made such
following terms : -- My brethren, you have heard, an t/nblushing advance in the promulgation of
indeed, the primary causes 4 relating to my Lord I these tenets as this Scythianus. For he intro-
Jesus,--I mean those whmh are decided out of duced the notion of a feud between the two
the law and the prophets ; and of the subsMlary unbegottens, and all those other fancies which
causes also relating to my Lord Jesus Christ, our are the consequences of a position of that kind.
Saviour, you are not ignorant. And why should This Scythianus himself belonged to the stock of

I say more ? From the lovinq desire for the s Readm_"sed et optamusarchiteetusejus,fimdamentum,"etc.
Saviour we have been called Christmns. as the The Codex Ca ........ ha_ th ...... pt lect .... "_ed et opt,m .... hl-

" tectos el fundamentum," etc [Had this been said of Peter .]
6 Cf t Cor iu io. [Had tqais been said of Peter, what t[_en?]

t Reading unu$, instead of "yes, comltthus_'" etc 7 Cf Acts xtv. _3-
a Reading "tluem euam" instead of"quze etiam." . 8 Cf. _ Tlrn ill I [Clement, cap. xliv., vol. t p iT, this series ]
3 The Codex_asinenms glves, "ipse quldem me dicere reeusavtt," 9 Various other forms are found for this name Scythlanus. Thus

etc. We adopt the correctaon tn Migne, "sed ne ipse quidem dicere we find Scuuanus and Excutianus, -- forms which may have arisen
recusavit," etc. through mere clerical errors The Codex Reg Alex. Vat. gwes

s Sulberzore$ ¢gtdem causa$ Domznz, etc StuttantLs. [But see Routh, _'.S., vol. v p x86 ]
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the Saracens, and took as his wife a certain cap- i on the mountains. A certain prophet, however,
twe from the Upper Thebaid, who per_uaded'of the name of Parcus, and Labdacus the son
him to dwell m Egypt rather than m the deserts, of Mlthras,9 charged ,o him with falsehood, and
And would that he had never been received by day after day unceasingly the)" had keen and
that province, in which, as he dwelt m it for a I elevated contentions '* on this subject. But why

period, he found the opportunity for learnmgl should I speak of that at length? Ahhough he
the wisdom of the Egyptlans_ for. to speak,was often reproved, he continued, nevertheless,
truth, he was a person of very decided talent, I to make declarations to them on matters _hmh
and also of very liberal means, as those who were antecedent to the world, '_ and on the sphere,
knew hnn have hkewlse tesUfied in accounts land the two tummarms; and also on the ques-
transmitted to us. Moreover, he had a certain' tmn whither and m what manner the souls de-

disciple named Terebinthus, _ who wrote four lpart , and m what mode they return again into
books for hm_. To the first of the_e books he _the bodies ; and he made many other assertions
gave the title of the _),slerzes, to the second Iof th_ nature, and other_ e_en worse than these.
that of the ]-]eada',3 to the third that of the Gas- i -- as, for m_tance, that war was ral_ed with God
pc/, and to the last of all that of the _Treasurv.4 'among the elements, _3 that the prophet lnmself
He had these four book% and this one disclple[lmght be behevcd. However, as he was hard
whose name was Terebmthus. As, then. these i pressed for assemons hke these, he betook him-
two persons had determined to reside alone by ij_elf to a certain wMow, alongwlth his four book_ :
themselves for a consMerable period, Scythlamls; for he had attached to himself no d>elple in
thought of making an excursion into Judea, i that same locahty, w_th the single exception of
with the purpose of meeting with all tho_e who ]an old woman who became an intimate of his. _4
had a reputation there as teachers ; but it came iThen25 on a subsequent occasion, at the earhest
to pass that he suddenly departed this hfe soon !dawn one morning, he went up to the top _'_of a
after that, without having beeu able to accom- [certain house, and there began to revoke certain
phsh anything. That &._clple, moreover, who'names, whmh Turbo has told us only the seven
had sojourned with him had to flee.S and marie elect have learned He ascended to the house-
his way toward Babylonia, a province wluch at to[,, then, with the purpose of engaging m some
present is held 6 by the Persmns. and whmh is rdigloua ceremony, or some art of his own ; and
distant now a journey of about six days and he went up alone, so as not to be detected by
mght_ from our parts. On arriving there, Terc- any one. _7 for he consMered that, if he was
bmthus succeeded in giving currency to a won- conwcted of t)laymg false with. or holding of
derful account of himself, declarmg that he wa_ little account, the rehgloua behefs of the p_ople,
replete with all the wisdom of the Egyptians, he uould be hable to be pum>hed b} the real
and that he was really named now, not Terebm- princes of the country. And as he was revolv-
thus, but another Buddas,7 and that tlus desig- mg these thmg_ then m his mind. God in His
nation had been put upon hlm. He asserted perfect justme decreed that he should be thrust
further that he was the son of a certam virgin, I t_eneath earth by a sprat ;_' and forthwith he was
and that he had been brought up by an angel _I cast down from the roof of the house, and h_

I bodv, being precipitated hfeles_ to the ground,
t Wht_ seems the general _dea meant to be conve,_ed The t¢_t, I

whtch lsevidentlyeorrupt, runs thus " In qua cure eu,n habxtaret l was taken up m p_ty by the old wonmn men-

cure Aggypuorumsapmntmmd,&c_sset.' "lh_.Cod_ _eg ai_, ;t_oned above, and was buned m the wonted
Vat reads," m qua cure habitare| et A_gvptmrum," et¢ In Mt<ne it

_s proposed to fill up the lacun,e thu, "in qua cure dm hab_*aret, place of >epulture.
_iepra-e ttu. est, cure 2:Eg,yptlorum sapmntlam dldm_sset " Routh sug-
gest% " m q..... m ea habm_ret,' etc 53" After th_s event all the effects which he

a TheCodex Casmensisrc.ad. T_r_ ....... for r, rebe_t/z .... But [thad brought w_th tam from Egvpt remained m

in Cyril of Jerusalem, in h_s Catecheszs, I_, a_ well as m other% we ,

regularlyfind _oauao,, Yer&_ae/,o,z,or Yer_&,at/t,_m,gt,en as her posse._s_on. And _he rejolcect greatly over ln_
the name of the &sc_ple of Scythmnus The form Y_rev, mu, _s i death, and that for two reasons first, because
also given, and the Codex Reg Alex Vat ha_ 7_ry/,enezis, The [

statement made here as to these hooks being written bv ]ereb'mthun I she &d not regard his arts w_th satlsfacnon, and
ts not m accordance w_th statements made by Cyld ancl others, _ho /

¢,eem t .... g .... qcyth ...... 1..... the _,thor A_ to _h..... I secondly, because she had obtained such an in-
Terebmthus itself, C Rmer, m hl_ /)_e £tupa'% etc , p 29, thinks I # " ....

io ' ....
that tt _s a Grmctzed form of a predmate of Buddha, wz . Trr,.hz*egu, [ 9 On these Persmn prmst_ see ]gp_phamus on th_s heresy, num 3-
Lord of the Hmdoos Others take it simply to be a translauon of J Reading argvct'an& w_th Routh, tar arg.e_ebat.

the Hebrew ,'1%_'t_ the tere&ntl_ See a note on this subject m ] x_ Ammosa exagyera_ao. , I2 A _z_e $¢_1¢g'1ol1

Neander's C/*urrl¢/-Iasl, n. t66 (Bohn) [Routh, ut suj_ra, p _87 ] I _3 Or, m the ongms of thmgs, a*e 2_rzr_cz_zzs.
s Ca2_tulorum x_ Pa*tzcel's <lua

Thesaurus Is Reading tu_lc for *tune

$ The Codex Reg Alex Vat. in_erts here, " ommbus quaecunque xu So/arzum quoddam e:ccelsnm
ejus fuerant congregaus" = gathenn_ together all that was his _" The Codex CaslnenslS g_ve_, " ut rode ab ahquo convmci pos-

6 Reading " habetur " But Codex Reg Alex Vat gives /aabz- mt " But the Ctrdex Reg Alex Vat read% " ut ne ab ahquo,'" etc.
talur, ts inhabited i We adopt, therefore, " n¢ ab ahquo," etc , takmjz the idea to be, as m

7 The Codex Caslnenqls gives, sed ahud cuju_dam homme r sogge_ted m Mtgne, that Maueq went tip alone, because he feared

We adopt " sed ahum Buddam nomme," wttla which the narrattve_ of ! ti_at, ff observed by Parcus and Labdacus, the pltests of l_,fithras, he
Cyril, Eptphanms, al_d others agree Routh proposes " aho Buddam I m_ght expr_se himself to punishment at the handa of the Persmn rulers
nomme'_=byanothername, Buddas IBuddhat_at_tA'_notaname _ if or an offence against their rt.ltglon [,lla*ees here seems put for

The text gives " nature esse, s_mul et ab angelo " q he Codex t "l_erebmthus !
Rcg Alex Vat. reads, " nature se esse simulabat et ab angeto " x_ St¢t, tetras eum detrud¢ _er sjbzrzlulll,
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heritance, for It was one of g-reat value.' But as ' prove himself capable of restoring the princeY
she was all alone, she bethought herself of hay- IOn the report of this, a/! at haphazard, hke the
lng some one to attend her; and she got for lmen who are accustomed to play the game of
that purpose a boy of about seven }'ears of age. cubes, whmh _sanother name for the dice, _Manes
named Corbmms,: to whom she at once gave his ;presented hmlself before the king, declaring that
freedom, and whom she also instructed m letters .he would cure the boy. And when the king
When this boy had reached his twelfth },ear the heard that, he recelved hnn courteously, and
old woman died, and left to hnn all her posses- welcomed him heartily. But not utterly to weary
b_ons, and among other things those four books' my hearers with the recital of the many things
which Scvth_antls had written, each of them con-!which he did, let me sunply say that the boy
slstmg of a moderate number of hnes. 3 When'died, or rather was bereft of life, m his hands.
his nnstress was once buried. Corbmlus began to Then the king ordered Manes to be thrust into
make his own use of all the property that had prison, and to be loaded with chains of iron
been left him. Abandoning the old locahty, he iwe@ling halfa hundredwe@m9 Moreover, those
took up his abode m the middle of the clty, !two dl_clples of ln_ who had been sent to mcul-
where the king of Persm had his residence ; and Icate h_s doctrine among the different cities were
there altering hls name, he called himself Manes ' al_o sought for with a view to punishment. But
instead of Corbmms, or, to speak more correcth. ]they took to flight, without ever ceasing, _° how-
not Manes, but Mare 4 for that is the kind c_f!ever, to introduce mto the various locahties
mflecuon employed m the Persmn language. !whmh the_ _slted that teaching of theirs which
Now, when this boy had grown to be a man of l is so ahen to the froth, and wlnch has been m-
well-mgh sixty year_ of ageJ he had acqmred isplred only by Annehnst.
great erudmon in all the branche_ of learning I 54- Eu( alter these events they returned to
taught m tho_e part_, and i m@_t almost say_thmr master, and reported what had hefallen
that m these he surpa._sed all other.,, Neverthe- [them : and at the same nine the?, got an account
lesb he had been a still more dlhgent student of i of the numerous fin whmh had overtaken him.
the doctrines contained m these four books ; and ]When, therefore, they got access to him, as I
he had also gamed three disciples, who_e names ]was saying. '_ they called his attention to all the
were Thomas, Addas, and Hermas. Then, too, suffering-_ they had had to endure m each several
ne took these books, and transcribed" them m _region, and as for the rebt, they urged it upon
._uch wlse that he introduced into them nluch ihm_ that regard ought now to be had to the
new matter whmh was sm_ply hl_ own, and which question of _afetv, _ for the?' had been in great
can be likened only to old wives' lables. Those terror It:st any of the mlsene_ which were in-
three disciples, then, he thus had attached to flitted on h_m should fall to their own lot. But
lmn as conscious paruclpants m h_s evil coun- i he counselled them to fear nothing, and rose to
_els, and he gave, moreover, h_s own name to harangue them. And then, while he lay in
the book_, and deleted the name of their former prison, he ordered them to procure copies of the
owner, as ff he had composed them all by hnn- books of the law of the Christians ; for these dis-
self. Then _t seemed good to hun to send h_s clples who had been despatched by hm_ through
disciples, w_th the doctrines whmh he had corn- _the different communme_ were held m execra-
m_tted to wrmng in the book_, into the upper ;non by all men. and most of all by those with
d_,trlcts of that prownce, and through various [whom the name of Christians was an object of
cities and villages, with the wew of securing fol- I honour. Accordingly, on receiving a small sup-

lowers. Thomas accordingly determined to take _ply of money, they took their departure for those
possession of the regions., o}" Egypt, and Addas [d_stncts m whmh the books of the Christmns
those of Scythia, wh_le Hennas alone chose to I were published 5'_ and pretending that they were
remain w,th the man himself. When these, .Chnsnan messengersJ 4 they requested that the
then, had set out on their course, the king's son books might be shown them, w_th a v_ew to thear
was seized w_th a certain s_ckness, and as the!
king was very anxious to see him cured, he pub- i , Thetext g_ves."edmtum proposmtmvata"ete For in wta
hshed a decree offering a large reward, and en- I ,t ,sproposedtoreadznvzta_s,andthat_sconfirmedby the Codex
gagmg to bebtow _t upon any one who should l Reg_Alex Wtx._e adopt the reading. "qm cubum, quod nomen est tall, ludere

! solent' The text _es, qm c_bum quod nomen e_t tale eludere

I solent" The Codex Reg Alex Vat seems to read, " qm cubum
I quod nomen est ale.. ludere solent "

t But the Codex Reg Alex Vat reads, " erat emm multum pc- ] 9 F_ rrz talento

cum_e and. "-- for she had a great greed for money I io "I he text gives. "qulque fuglentes hcet nunquam eessarunt," etc.
But Cyril. Ep_phamus, and others, make the name Cubncus Codex Reg Alex Vat has " h_et lmnquam ces_arent " etc

(Kov_o_o_) n Rea(tmg " dwebam " But the Codex Casmens_ gives ' dme-
Vo'_uu_t i bant," and the Codex Reg Alex Vat ha_ " decebat"--as became

This may express w_th sufficient nearness the original, "nee i them
Manem sed Mane_ " I Reading ' converu ad salutem," for "' conventt_" etc._ as it

s ]he Codex Casmensl_ g_ves sexagznta regularly The Cudex I given m the Codex Casmens,s

Reg 6 Alex Vat reads scpt_tag_nta, qeven D ' _ Cons_rzbebantur [Note th,s concerning the Chnsuan books.]
Tra_zsferg eos It may be al_-o " translated them " i 14 Nunuos. But Codex Reg Alex Vat g ve_" nov ttos," novices.
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acquiring copies. And, not to make a lengthened 55. On hearing this, the multitude wished to
narratwe ot this, they thus got possession of all seize Manes and hand him over to the power of
the books of our Scriptures, and brought them those foreigners who were their neighbours, and
back with them to their master, who was still m who dwelt beyond the river Stranga,3 especially
prison. On recewmg these copies, that astute as also some time before this certain parties had
personage set himself to seek out all the state- come to seek hn-n out; who, however, had to
ments m our books that seemed to favour his take their leave again without finding any trace
notion of a dualism ; whmh, however, was not of him, for at that tmae he was m flight. How-
really his notion, but rather that of Scythianus, ever, when Archelaus made th_s declaration,
who had promulgated it a long ume before him. Manes at once took to flight, and succeeded in
And just as he did m disputing with me, so then making his escape good before any one followed
too, by rejecting some things and altering others in pursmt of him. For the people were detained
in our Scriptures, he tried to make out that they by the narrative which was given by Archelaus,
advanced his own doctrines, only that the name whom they heard with great pleasure ; 4 never-
of Christ was attached to them there. That theless some of them did follow m close pursmt
name, therefore, he pretended on this account after him. But he made again for the roads by
to assume to himself, in order that the people m which he had come, and crossed the river, and
the various communmes, hearing the holy and effected his return to the castle of Arablon.S
divine name of Christ, might have no temptation There, however, he was afterwards apprehended
to execrate and harass _ those dmclples of his. and brought before the king, who, being inflamed
Moreover, when they _ came upon the word with the strongest indignation against hun, and
which is given us in our Scriptures touching the fired with the deslre of avenging two deaths upon
Paraclete, he took it into his head that he him- him,--namely, the death of h_s own son, and
self might be that Paraclete ; for he had not the death of the keeper of the prlson, -- gave
read with sufficient care to observe that the Para- orders that he should be flayed and hung befole
clete had come already, -- namely, at the time the gate of the city, and that his skin should
when the apostles were still upon earth. Ac- be dipped in certain medicaments and inflated ;
cordmgly, when he had made up these impious his flesh, too, he commanded to be gwen ab a
inventions, he sent his disciples also to proclaim prey to the birds. 6 When these things came
these fictions and errors with all boldness, and under the knowledge of Archelaus at a later
to make these false and novel words known m period, he added an accom_/ a/ them to the for-
every quarter. But when the king of Persia mer dlscusblon, so that all the facts might be
learned this fact, he prepared to inflict condign made known to all, even as I, who have writ-
punishment upon hnn. Manes, however, re- ten 7 the narrratlve of s these matters, have ex-
celved information of the king's intention, having plalned the circumstances in what precedes. And
been warned of it In sleep, and made his escape all the Christians, therefore, having assembled,
out of prison, and succeeding in taking to flight, resolved that the decision should be given against
for he had bribed his keepers with a very large him. transnnttmg that as a sort of epilogue to
sum of money. Afterwards he took up his resl- his death which would be in proper consonance
dence in the castle of Arabion ; and from that wlth the other circumstances of his hfe. Be-
place he sent by the hand of Turbo the letter sides that, Archelaus added words to the follow-
which he wrote to our Marcellus, in which letter mg effect.--My brethren, let none of you be
he intimated his retention of vtmtmg him. On incredulous m regard to the statements made by
his arrival there, a contest took place between me • I refer to the assemon that Manes was not
him and lne, resembling the disputation which himself the first author of this nnpious dogma,
you have observed and listened to here ; in but that it was only made public by him m cer-
which discussion we sought to show, as t:ar as it tain regions of the earth. For assuredly that
was in our power, that he was a false prophet, man is not at once to be reckoned the author
I may add, that the keeper of the prison who of anything who has simply been the bearer of
had let him escape was punished, and that the _t to some quarter or other, but only he has a
king gave orders that the man should be sought right to that credit who has been the discoverer
for and apprehended wherever he might be found, of it. For as the helmsman who receives the
And as these things have come under my own
cognizance, it was needful that I should also 3 ButCodexReg Alex,Vat reads"Stracumfluvmm."

,t The text gives, "evadere I)ottllt dum nemo eum msequeretur
make the fact known to you, that search is be- Seavop_l_,c_ma_ehel_,quemhbenteraudtebantrelationetenere-
ing made for this fellow even to the present day tur," etc The CodexReg Alex Vat reads,' evadeiepotmtdum

ne eum m_,ectueretur ts populus, et Archelm quem llbenter audmbant
by the king of Persia. relatmne tenerentur " Routh suggests, " dum eum nemo msequere-

tor, sed populns Archelm," etc

I The text gtves "fattgarent '" But Codex Reg. Alex. Vat gtves s The same Codex Vat reads Adrabmn here.
" fugarent"-- expel 6 The Codex Reg Alex Vat end_ wuh these words

2 The text gives " mvementes " The Codex Reg Alex. Vat. 7 [qee p i77, sul)ra A fatr discusston as to authenttctty.]
more correctly ha_ "mvemens "-- when he came upon. s /lt$¢rzfist
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ship which another has bmlt, may convey it to book of our Tractates, the wholesome word fur-
any counmes he pleases, and yet he remains one I rushed us wlth the necessary and fruitful word."
who has had nothing to do with the construction i Then he illustrates how it, the antagomsm be-
of the vessel, so also is this man's posmon to be tzz,een good and ez,il, is produced under the figures
understood. For he did not impart its origin to of a rich principle and a poor principle, of which
this matter really from the beginning: but he the latter is by nature without root and without
was only the means of transmitting to men what ]place, and only supervenes upon thmgs.s This
had been discovered by another, as we know on is the only topic6 which the book contains.
the evidence of trustworthy testimonies, on the Does it not then contain a strange z word ; _ and,
ground of which it has been our purpose to as certain parties have been thus minded, will
prove to you that the invention of this wicked- Ire not also all be offended with the book itself,i o

ness did not come from Manes,' but that it ori- which has such a beginning as this? But Basfl-
glnated with another, and that other indeed a ides, returnmg to the subject after an mtroduc-
foreigner, who appeared a long time before him. ]tlon of some five hundred hnes, 9 more or less,
And further, that the dogma remamed unpub-!proceeds thus. '" Give up this vain and curious
hshed for a time, until at length the doctrmes.variatmn, _° and let us rather find out what m-
which had thus been lying in obscurity for a cer- quines the foreJgners '_ have instituted on the
tam period were brought forward pubhcly by hJm subject of good and evil, and what opimons they
as ff they were hJs own, the title of the writer have been led to adopt on all these subjects.
having been deleted, as I ha_e shown above. For certam among them have maintained that
Among the Persians there was also a certain there are for all things two beginnings/_ to whJch
promulgator of smular tenets, one Basihdes, _ of they have referred good and evil, holding that
more ancient date, who lived no long time after these beginnings are without beginmng and un-
the period of our apostles. This man was of a generate; that is to say, that in the ongans of
shrewd disposition h_mself, and as he observed things there were hght and darkness, which ex-
that at that time all other subjects were pre- isted of themselves, and which were not merely
occupied, he determined to affirm that same ideclared to exist. '_ While these subsisted by
duahsm which was maintained also by Scythianus. themselves, they led each Jts own proper mode
And as m fine he had nothm_ to advance whmh Iof life such as it was its will to lead and such as

,. , _ ] ' . ° _ .

was properly his own, he brought the sayings of was competent to Jt ; for m the case of all thmg_others before his adversaries.3 And all his books Iwhat as proper to any one is also m amity wit
contmn some matters at once difficult and ex- 'the same, and nothing seems evil to itself. But

tremely harsh. The thmeenth book of his Trac- ' after they came to know each other, and after
gates, however, is still extant, whmh begins in the i the darkness began to contemplate the hght,

following manner: " In wrmng the thirteenth then, as ff fired with a passion for somethingsuperior to itself the darkness pressed on to
Code,_ Casmens_s reads, " non ex Manen ongmem mah huju_ ! have Intercourse with the light."

Manes e_e" We adopt the conjecture, " non ex Mane orlgmeta
mall huJu_ manasse '" '* The text is, " necessanum sermonem uberemque salutarls sertao

2 'Ihe following note on th_s Basdldeb may be given from MIgne _ pr_estawt " May n be = the word of salvatmn furtashed the word
--Although Lusebms _]4zst Ecch's., iv 7) tell_ us that the BasLhdes v,htch wa_ reqtasite, etc ?
who taught heresy shortly after the runes of the apostles was an Alex- s The text is. " per parvulam dlvms et paupens naturam sine ra-
andnan, and opened schools of error in Egypt. the Baslhdes men- dice et sine loco rebus supervementem unde punulaverlt mdtcat."
ttaned here by Archelaus taav stdl be one and the same person w_th The readtag seems defecuve But the general intention of thm_ very
that Alexandrian, notv, lthstandmg that tt ts stud that he taught hls obscure and tragmemary sentence appears to be as given above So

heresy among the Persmns For it may very well be the case that Neander understands It as conveytag a figurative descnptmn of the
Basdides left Alexandria, and made an attempt to infect the Permans two ormciples of hght and darkness, exorcised m the Zoroastrian
also with his hereueal dogmas At the same Ume, there _s no taenuon dnctnne tmtaedmtelyc_ted, -- the rich being the good prtactple, and
among ancient authonue% so far as 1 knqw. of a Persmn Bamhdes the poor the eval He also suppose_ the phrase "w_thout root and
The Alexandrmn Basdides also wrote twenty-four books on the Cos- v,_thout place" to indicate the "absoluteness of the principle, that

pel. as the same Eusebms testifies, and these do not appear to be spnngs up all at once, and talxes _tself up w_th the developtaem of
dff!:erent from those books of Tractates which Archelaus c_tes, and existence "-- See Church Hzstory. u 5_ (Bohn) Routh confess_

from the F_a:eg_tzcs, from the twenty-third book of whmh certain pa_- his mabdny to understand what can be meant by the term_arvulara,

sages are gaven b:¢ Clement of Alexandrta m the fourth book of h_s and suggests 2karabolam
Strama_ets It _s not clear, however, whether that Gospel on whmb 6 Cai_u_
Basdtdes wrote was the Gospel of the Apostles, or another which he 7 Alzu_n

made up for h_mself, and of which taentton is made in Ongen's first s Routh adopts the taterrogat_ve form here, so as to make the eot_-
I-Iotafly on Luke, in Jerome's prologue to his Commentary on Mat- necttan stand thus. But ts this the only topic -e,hlcb the book con-
thew and in Ambrose s prologue to the Gospe of Luke " We may tams _ Does it not also contain another discussion, etc q
add that Gleseler (Sludzen u_zd A'rzgzken i. x83o, p- 397) denies 9 l/¢rsz_us.
that the person meant here _s Basdtdes the Gnostm, specta y on ac- to Vartetale
count of the pecuhar designation, Basdzdes qmdam anl_quzor 1I By the #arbam here are evidently meant the Perstans
But his objectaons are combated by Baur and Neander _ee the tz Prtac_ples
Church ]-]tstary of the latter, n p. 5o, ed Bohn. x3 The text is, "¢non quae esse dtcebantur " R outh proposes,

The text _s, " ahts dlctts proposUlt adversarus " Perhaps we " non quta factm, or getatm, es._ dtcebantur_ = which were not de-
may read, "ahoruta dicta,'" etc dared to have been made.
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A FRAGMENT OF THE SAME DISPUTATION.'

The fragTnent is introduced by CyrTl zn the blinds one? For it is Paul who uses these
following terms :- He, i.e., Manes, fled from words: " In whom the God of this world hath
prison and came into Mesopotamia ; hut there blinded the minds of them which believe not,
he was met by that buckler of righteousness, _ lest the light of the Gospel should shine in
Bishop Archelaus. And in order to bring him them." _4 But Archelaus broke m and refuted
to the test In the presence of philosophical this very well, saying: Read, however, a word
judges, this person convened an assembly of or two of what precedes that sentence, namely,
Grecian auditors, so as to preclude the possl- " But if our Gospel be hid, it is hid in them that
bllity of Its being alleged that the judges were are lost." You see that it is hid in them that
partial, as might have been the case had the:r are lost. " For it is not meet to give the holy
been Christians. Then /he mattcr_raceeded as things to dogs." ,s And furthermore, is it only
we shall now indicate --- the God of the Old Testament that has bhnded

I. Archelaus sa;d to Manes : Give us a state- the minds of them who believe not? Nay, has
ment now of the doctrines you promulgate.-- not Jesus Hunself also said' ""Therefore speak
Thereupon the man, whose mouth was like an _tI to them in parables : that seeing, the), may not
open sepulchre,3 began at once with a word see?" _6 Is it then because He hated them that
of blasphemy against the Maker of all things, He desired them not to see? Or is it nat on
saying : The God of the Old Testament as the account of their unworthiness, since they closed
inventor of evil, who speaks thus of Himself. their own eyes? For wherever wickedness is a
"I am a consuming fire. ''4- But the sagacious rnatter self-chosen, there too there is the absence
Archelaus completely undid this blasphemy, of grace. " For unto him that hath shall be
For he said : If the God of the O]d Testament given, but from him that hath not shall be taken
according to your allegation, calls Himself a fire away even that which he seemeth to have." ,7
whose son is He who says, "i am come to send 3. But even although ,s we should be under
fire upon the earth _'' s If you find fault with the necessity of accepting the exegesis advo-
one who says, " The Lord kllleth and maketh cated by some,--for the subject is not alto-
alive," o why do you honour Peter, who raised gether unworthy of notme,-- and of saying thus,
Tabltha to hfe,7 hut also put Sapphlra to death? s that He hath actually blinded the minds _9 of
And if, again, you find fault with the one be- them that believe not, we should still have to
cause He has prepared a fire,9 why do you not affirm that He hath blinded them for good, in
find fault with the other, who says, "Depart from order that they may recover their sight to behold
me into everlasting fire ? ",o If you find fault things that are holy. For it is not said that He
with Him who says, " I, God, make peace, and hath blinded their soul, "_°but only that He hath
create ewl," i1 explain to us how Jesus says, " I blinded the minds of them that believe not.
came not to send peace, but a sword."'-" Since And that mode of expression means something
both persons speak in the same ternls, one or like this : Blind the whorish mind of the whore-
other of these two things must follow: namely, Imonger, and the man is saved; blind the rapa-
either they are both good ,3 because they use tlae cious and thievish mind of the thief, and the
same language; or, if Jesus passes without cen- man is saved. But do you decline to under-
sure though He speaks in such terms, you must stand the sentence thus? Well, there is still
tell us why you reprehend Him who employs a another interpretation. For the sun blinds those
similar mode of address in the Old Testament. who have bad sight, and those who have watery

2. Theh Manes made the following reply to eyes are al_o blinded when they are smitten by
him : And what manner of God now is it that the light : not, however, because it is of the na-

ture of the sun to blind, but because the eye's
t From Cyril of Jerusalem, CaZecheses. w. § 27-=9 [And see O¢,TI constitution 2, is not one of correct vision.

the Introductory Notice, p. x75 ]
a Reading o"rrhov &xrt_o_vmI¢. Others read _rc3.to=Archelaus And in hke manner, those whose hearts are

methimwiththebucklerofrighteousness. ' afflicted with the ailment of unbelief are not
sps v. 9.

* Oeut ,_ _4. capable of looking upon the rays a/the glory
5 Luke xil. 49.
6 i Sam n 6.

r Acts ix, 4o. 1_ 2 Cor IV, 4
s Acts v Io 15 Matt vii 6.
9 Deut xxxu. 22. t6 Matt xin x3, The text is, "ira BZdrrovr_¢ _z;I ,BAd.a, at.

zo Matt xxv 4x t7 Matt. xxv 29.
it Isa xlv 7- ts For e[ _e 8¢_ Kal ¢b¢, etc , various codices read ¢i _ _uca_a% etc.
xz Matt. x. 34. Various of the Mss add, _n_. ,r_v '?_v, upon the t9 vo_t_e*'ra, thoughts.

earth ao _vX_v.
x3 The text gives _a.Aol. Routh seems to prefer xaKo_, evd. 2x v*roaraaL_.
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r
of the Godhead. And again, it is not said, " He _ened, while the bhnding is for them who believe
hath blinded their minds lest they should hear not. These mysteries, which the Church now
the Gospel," but rather "lest the hght of the'. declares to you who are transferred from the
glory of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ Ihsts of the catechumens, it is not her custom to
should shine unto them." For to hear the Gos- declare to the Gennles. For we do not declare
pel is a thing committed _ to all ; but the glory the mysteries touching the Father, and the Son,
of the Gospel of Christ is Imparted only to the and the Holy Spirit to a Gentile ; neither do we
sincere and genmne. For this reason the Lord speak of the mysteries plainly in presence of
spake in parables to those who were incapable the catechumens,* but many a time we express
of hearing but to His disciples He explained ourselves m an occult manner, so that the faith-
the_e parables in private. For the lllunnnation' ful who have intelligence may apprehend the
of the glory is for those who have been enhght- _truths referred to, while those who have not that

, ,¢,_,_. ]intelligence may receive no hurt.

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(Spotless virgin, etc., p 223 and note 7.)

OH that "foolish and unlearned questions" had been avoided, as the Scripture ' bids l Surely,

we should be as decent about the conjugal relations of the Blessed Virgin as we are socmlly in all
such matters. Pearson, as in the note, says all that should be said on such a subject. Photms,

in his thlmeth epistle, expounds the text Matt. 1. 25, But it did not rest there. Let it rest here.

II.

(Get thee behind me, Satan, p. 224and note 13 )

I adopt the views of those who reverently suppose that _hen it was said, "Let us make man,"
etc., Lucifer conceived rebelhon, and said, "This be far from Thee, Lord ; " fearing the creature

made in God's own Image might outshine himself. Hence our Lord apphes the epithet "Satan"
to Peter when he ventures to u_e similar language. Possibly there lurks a reference to this m

such language as Job iv. i8. I have previously referred to the 3[efsms and .4n_-Messlas of
the Rev. Charle_ Ingham Black (London, i854 ), in which this view is singularly well argued. It
is well to halt, however, with a confession, that, while it seems intimated in Holy Scripture,

it cannot be proved as revealed. Hence let us reverently say what is said by the Psalmist in
Ps. cxxxi, i, and confess what is written in Deut. xxlx. 29. I go so far, only because the words

on which this note _s a _omment seem to authorize inquiry as to the force of " Satan" just there.

I state what seems the reference, but go no farther. Compare Dan. iv. 35.

III.

(I shrink from repeating, p. 227 and note Io.)

The delicacy of feeling here expressed is most honourable to the sentiment of the Church at
this period. Not till St. Bernard's day was it hinted,3 even in the West, that the Blessed Virgin

was conceived without trent of original sin ; and he rebukes the innovators with a holy indignation. *
It shocks him that questions were thus raised as to her parents, their amtVexus marttales, etc.

x 2 Tim u 23 , Tit m 9

2 St Bernard, O_/_ , tom. 1 Compare note xo, p _27, su2kra See the A'nbd Laborde on the Irttlkoxsibiltty, etc., translated by the

editor of this series, ed Baltimore, i855.

3 Save only by Mohammed
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IV.

(In presence of the catechumens, p. 235.)

Here is testimony to the catechumen system of the primitive Church which appears to me not
inconsistent with the period to which it is assigned. No doubt this gradual instruction of the

disciple is based upon the example of our Lord Himself, who spoke in parables/ and taught "as
they were able to hear it." But the discq)ltna arcam was designed chiefly to protect the Church

from the profaneness of the heathen, and it fell mto desuetude after the Council of Nice.

GENERAL NOTE.

As I have not infrequently treated the rise of the great Alexandrian school as an outcrop from

the learmng and piety of Apollos, I take this space to record my reasons : _. Apart from the
question in formal shape, I hold that the character and influence of this brilliant Alexandnan

must have operated upon Alexandrian converts. 2. But the frequent employment by the Alex-
andrians of the expressions (Acts xviii. 24) used concerning him by St. Luke, almost textually,

confirms my suspicion that they had his high example always before them. 3. The catechetical
school was certainly established in Alexandria from apostohc times? By whom more probably

than by Apollos ? 4. St. Mark's connection with Alexandria rests on no scriptural evidence, yet
it is credited. 5. That of Apollos is narrated m Scripture, and I can conceive of nothing so

probable as that, remembering his own instruction by Aquila and Priscilla (Acts xvfii. 26), he
should have founded catechetical schools for others. 6. All this is conjectural, indeed, but

it agrees with known facts. 7. The silence of Clement and the rest is an objection quite as fatal

to the claims of St. Mark. 8. The unanimity of the Alexandnans, from Pant_enus downward, in
assigning to St. Paul the authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews, while it was so much debated

elsewhere, suggests that they had early evidence on this point. 9- Clement's tesumony about
St. Luke convinces me that Apollos had no claim to it, but had testified to the Alexandrians that

the Apostle was the author, and St. Luke hls inspzred amanuensis, by whom the words were not
servilely taken down, but reported in idioms of his own : whether out of St. Paul's "Hebrew"

or not, is another question, io. Apollos disappears from history about A.D. 64, on his way home-
ward,3 bearing the Epistle to Titus, and (who can doubt ?) a copy of that to the Hebrews, wntten

the previous year. All these facts agree with my conjectures that Apollos closed his labours in
his native city.

x Matt. xiti 34; Marklv. 33.

See vol. u. p. _4 _, Elucidatmn II., this series. Note also, in the same volume, what is said, pp. tB6-x67.

s Lewin, SL Paul, voL ii. p. 340.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

TO

ALEXANDER. BISHOP OF LYCOPOLIS.'

[A.D. 301. -] To the following account, translated from Galland, I prefix only the general date
of Alexander's episcopate. He was succeeded in the btshopnc of Lycopohs by fhe turbulent
Meletlus, of whose schism we need not say anything here. But his early relations with the heresy

of Manes, and his subsequent orthodoxy (in all which he was a foreshadowing of Augustine),
render his treatise on the Mamchman opmtons especially valuable.

COMBErlS conjectured that Alexander was called AvKo_oMr_, ax having been born at Lycus,
a city of the Thebald, and so by race an Egyptian, and to his opimon both Cave and Fabrlcms

are mchned. But th_s conjecture is plainly uncertain, if we are to trust Photms, in his Epttome
De Adamchcezs. which Montfaucon has edited. _ For m this work Photlus, whilst speaking of the

authors who wrote against those heretics, makes mention also of Alexander as bishop of the cJty
of Lycus, _rc VflS _rdXc_ A_KoJv"AM_avSpo_ rob_ dpX_Epar_Kob_vd_ov_ _yK_Xc_pL¢_&o_.3 So that it
is no easy matter to state whether our author was called AwozroMrn,, because he was born either

at Lycopohs in the Thebaid, or at another Lycopohs in Lower Egypt, which Stephanus places
close to the sea in the Sebennytlc nome, or whether he was not rather called AvKo,roA.&_/s,as

having held the bishopric of Lycopohs. The unwonted manner of speaking employed by Photius
need not delay the attention of any one, when he makes Alexander to have been Archbishop of

Lycopolis ; for it is established that the Bishop of Alexandria alone was Archbishop and Patriarch
of the whole Egyptmn diocese. Eplphanius 4 certainly says, when speaking of Meletius,S the

schismatical Bishop of Lycopohs, _8&_t 8_ 8 MeX_}_-Los_&v Ka_h r_v A_yv_rov _po@eov, Ka't8evre-

per'ore rG Ilerp_ r_ r_l_ "AXe_av_pe(a_ Karh _qv dpxterrtcrKorrglv. And to the same purpose he says
elsewhere, McX_rtog, 6 _ A_y{rrrov dwb _TflM3o_ 3o_6v *_vat Ka'ta_rbg &pXt*_r[crKo_rog. But however
these matters are understood, it _s admitted that Alexander came just before Meletlus in the See

of Lycopohs, and we know that he occupied the episcopal char of that c_ty in the beginning of
the fourth century, in which order Le Quien places him among the Lycopolitan prelates, on the

authority of Photms.

Translated from Ganandt, IYt Parr Btbhoth. The reverend translator is styled m the Edinburgh edmon, " Curate of llmmster,

Somerset "'

z C/ Combef. Auc_ar Woz,tss, part u p 2, Cav, Dzsserl. de Scm_t. _ccl, mcert mtat p 2. FabrlcmS, #3tbL Gr., tom. v

p 287, Montfaucon, BtS/ Cotsl. p 349, seqq

s Photms, _zst de Mamck , _zSlzotheca Cotshnzana, p 354

Ep_ph., H_er, l_vm n. _, lxlx n _. Le Qmen, Omens Chrishanus, torn. n. p. 597

s Meletms of Lyeopohs, a sch_smattcal b_shop of the third and fourth eentunes Athanasms tells us that Meletms_ who was Btshop

of Lycopohs m Upper Egypt at the ume of the persecunon under D_ocletaan and hts successors, y_elded to fear and sacrificed to idols; and

being subsequently deposed, on this and other charges, m a qynod over whmh Peter, Bmhop of Alexandria, prestded, determined to separate

from the Church, and to constitute wlth his followers a separate community. Eptphamus, on the other hand, relates that both Peter and

Meletms, being m confinement for the fatth, dtffered concermng the treatment to be used toward those who, after renouncing thetr Chrtsnan

professton, became pemtent, and wtshed to be restored to the eommumon of the Church The Melenans afterwards co-operated with the

Artans m thetr hostfltty to Athanasms. -- See Art. Meletms, m Srazth's Btogra_h. Dict. -- TR.
Z39
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In the time of Constantine, the Eastern and Western Empire were each divided into seven

districts, called dioceses,, which comprised about one hundred and eighteen provinces; _ each
province contained several cities, each of which had a district 3 attached to it. The eccleslastmal

rulers of the dioceses were called patriarchs, exarchs, or archbishops, of whom there were four-

teen ; the rulers of the provinces were styled metropohtans, i.e., governors of the IzFrpdrroXt_or
mother city, and those of each city and its districts were called bishops. So that the division

which we now call a diocese, was m ancient times a union of dioceses, and a parish was a com-
bination of modern panshes. 4

But however it be, whether Alexander was called AvKorro;t_'r_/;from his birthplace, or from his
episcopal See, this _s certain and acknowledged, that he of good right claims for himself a place

among ecclesiastical writers, for he has given us an elaborate treatise against the Manich_ean
tenets, and he is therefore styled by Allatlus al_ctor eruditzsszmus et _d_o¢o_L_raro_, and his

work hbellus aureus. Allatms wrote out and brought to light two passages from it, while as yet
it was lying hid In the libraries. From the inscription of the work, we learn that Alexander was
first a pagan ; and afterwards, having given up the religion of the Greeks, became an adherent of

the Manxch_ean doctrines, which be says that he learnt from those who were on terms of familiar
intercourse with the heresiarch, ctrr; r6v 7vtop[tLcovro_ dv_pd_ ; 5 so that he would seem to be not

far wrong m his conjecture who would place our author at no very distant date from the times

of Manes himself. From the errors of this sect he was divinely reclaimed, and, taking refuge in
the Church, he exposed the scandals attaching to the hereslarch, and solidly refuted his unwhole-
some dogmas. From having been an adherent of the sect hHnself, he has given us more informa-

tion concerning their tenets than it was in the power of others to give, and on that account his
treatise seems to be held m much estimation. 6

I _totK'qO'et_.

s _raoxta_.

4 [More simply, the Church's system naturally kept to the hnes of the etwl dlvtsmns. A dz_cese was, m fact, a patriarchate ; a

provznce was prestded over by a metroflolztan ; a parzsh _as what we call a dzocese Before Constantine's ume these arrangements

extsted for convenience, but were not m'_ested with worldly consequence Neale adopts this t_ofold spelling (dzaecese and dtocese) m his

AZexandra, vol. L p xr_.

s Cf Alex , .De _Ianzch _laczt, cap. 2

6 Thts treatise of Alexander was first pubhshed by Combefis, with a Latin version, in the Auctamum novtsszmum, Bzbl S S.

Patrum, Ps n p 3- It ts puhlmhed also by Gallandl, 19ibL Patrum, vol. iv. p. 73.



OF .THE MANICHA_ANS.'

CHAP. I. -- THE EXCELLENCEOF THE CHRISTIANthere being no rule nor taw by which a solution
PHILOSOPHYj THE ORIGINOF HERESIESAMONGSTmay be obtained of the things which are called
CHRISTIANS. in question, but, as m other matters, this ambi-
m_E hiloso h of the Christians is termed tti°us rivalry running out into excess, there is

• I P_ . .P _Y ....... [ nothing to which it does not cause damage and
_lmple. put it bestows very great attention to

• - "injurythe formation of manners, enigmatically mslnu- I
ating words of more certain truth respecting
God; the principal of which, so far as any CHAP. II.--THE AGE OF"MANICH._Ub,OR MANES;
earnest serious purpose in those matters is con- HIS FIRST Dlbt.IPLES j "IHE TWO PRINCIPLES ;

cerned, all will have received when they assume MANICH._ANMkVI'ER.
an efficient cause, very noble and very ancient, So in these matters also, whilst m novelty of
as the originator of all things that have existence, opinion each endeavours to show hnnself first
For Christians leaving to ethical students matters and superior, they brought this philosophy, which
more toilsome and difficult, as, for instance, what as rumple, almost to a lmlhty. Such was he whom
is virtue, moral and intellectual ; and to those they call MamclIaeUS, 4 a Persian hy race, my m-
who employ their time in forming hypotheses structor m whose doctrine was one Papus by
respecting morals, and the passions and affec- name, and after hun Thomas, and some others
uons, without marking out any element by which followed them. They say that the man lived
each virtue _s to be attained, and heaping up, as when Valenau was emperor, and that he served
it were, at random precepts less subtle--the under Sapor, the king of the Persians, and having
common people, hearing these, even as we learn offended hma an some way, was put to death.
by experience, make great progress an modesty, Some such report of his character and reputauon
and a character of piety l_ nnprmted on their has come to me from those who were intimately
manners, quickening the moral dlsposmon which acquainted with him. He laid down two prln-
from such usages is formed, and leading them ciples, God and Matter. God he called good,
by degrees to the desire of what is honourable and matter he affirmed to be evil. But God
and good _ excelled more in good than matter in evil. But

But this being divided into many questions by he calls matter not that whtch Plato calls it, s
the number of those who come after, there arise which becomes everything when at has recewed
many, just as IS the ca_e with those who are quality and figure, whence he terms at all-embra-
devoted to dialectics: some more skllful than crag--the mother and nurse of all things; nor
others, and, so to speak, more sagacious an ban- what Aristotle6 calls an element, with which
dling nice and subtle questions; so that now form and privation have to do, but solnethmg
they come forward as parents and originators of beside the_e. For the motion which in indtvl(1-
sects and heresies. And by these the formation ual things is incomposlte, thxs he calls matter.
of morals is hindered and rendered obscure; On the side of God are ranged powers, like
for those do not attain unto certain verity of handmaids, all good ; and likewise, on the side
discourse who wish to become the heads of the of matter are ranged other powers, all evil.
sects, and the common people is to a greater Moreover, the bright shining, the light, and the
degree excited to strife and contention. And superior, all these are with God; while the

x A treatiqe on their tenets by Alexander of Lycopohs, who first a Manes or Mamch_eus, hved about ^ :o u4o He was a Persian
turned from paganism to the Mamchaean opinions by birth ancl this accounts for the Parseei_m which c'm be detected

2 [Note the _racttcalcharacter of Chnsuan ethms, which he so in hm teaching He was probably ordained a priest, but was after-
justly contrasts with the ethical phtlosophy of the heathen, "i'hl_ has wards expelled from the Chnstmn commumty, and put to death by
been f'_ely pointed out by the truly dlustnou_ Wflham Wflberforce the Per_mn govenlment His tenets spread consaderably, and were
In hm l'rarttcal Vze_, cap u (Latin nole),p 25, ed London, I8z5.] In early youth embraced by St• Augustine. [See Co_ess , m 6 ]

-_ _v _-6_¢ _0_o"_'oco_¢. The philosophers of the Megarean school, .s Plato. Timwus, 5 t.
who were devoted to dlalectacs, were mcknamed ol 'E0_a_r*_cut. See 6 In substance, but not in words, Aristotle, Meg , Book "- 4
lhog. Laertms (_o7o' b).

24 t
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obscure, and the darkness, and the inferior are Imight attract to the splendour of the sun ; and
with matter. God, too, has desires, but they the thing is manifest, as one might say, even to
are all good ; and matter, likewise, whmh are all a blind person. For the moon in its increase
evil. receives the virtue which is separated from mat-

ter, and during the time of its augmentation
CHAP. In.- THE FANCIES OF MANICH2EUSCON- comes forth full of it. But when it is full, in its

CERNINGMATTER. wanmgs, it remits it to the sun, and the sun goes
It came to pass on a time that matter con- back to God. And when it has done this, it

ceived a desire to attain to the superior region ; waits again to t;eceive from another full moon a
and when it had arnved there, it admired the migration of the soul to itself, and receiving thl,
brightness and the light which was with God. in the same way, it suffers it to pass on to God.
And, indeed, it wished to seize on for nself the. And this is its work continually, and in every
place of pre-eminence, and to remove God from age. And in the sun some such image is seen,
His position. God, moreover, deliberated how as is the form of man. And matter ambitiously
to avenge Himself upon matter, but was destI- strove to make man from itself by mingling to-
tute of the evil necessary to do so, for evil does gether all its virtue, so that it might have some
not exist in the house and abode of God. He portion of soul. But his form contributed much
sent, therefore, the power whmh we call the soul to man's obtaining a greater share, and one be-
into matter, to permeate it entirely. For it will '.yond all other ammals, in the divine virtue. For
be the death of matter, when at length hereafter he is the image of the divine virtue, but Christ is
this power is separated from it. So, therefore, by Ithe intelligence. Who, when He had at length
the providence of God, the soul was commingled '4colne from the superior region, dismissed a very
with matter, an unlike thing with an unlike. Now igreat part of this virtue to God. And at length
by this commingling the soul has contracted evil, being crucified, in this way He furnished knowl-
and labours under the same infirmity as matter, ledge, and fitted the divine virtue to be crucified
For, just as in a corrupted vessel, the contentsln matter. Because. therefore, it is the Divine
are oftentimes vitiated in quality, so, also the'will and decree that matter should perish, they
soul that is in matter suffers some such change,, abstain from those things which have life, and
and is deteriorated from Its own nature so as to l feed upon vegetables, and everything whmh is
participate in the evil of matter. But God had !void of sense. They abstain also from marriage
compassion upon the soul, and sent forth an-land the rites of Venus, and the procreation of
other power, which we call Demzurge _ that is, ]children, that virtue may not strike its root
the Creator of all things ; and when this power !deeper in matter by the succession of race ; nor
had arrived, and taken in hand the creation of', do they go abroad, seeking to purify themselves
the world, it separated from matter as much: from the siam which virtue has contracted from
power as from the commingling had contracted Its admixture with matter.
no wee and stain, and hence the sun and moon
were first formed ; but that which had contracted CHAP.v. -- THE WORSHIPOF THE SUN AND MOON
some shght and moderate stain, this became the UNDER GOD; SUPPORT SOUGHTFOR THE MAN-
stars and the expanse of heaven. Of the matter ICH._;ANSIN THE GRECIAN FABLES; THE AU-
from which the sun and the moon was separated, THORITY OF THE SCRIPTURES AND FAITH
part was cast entirely out of the world, and _s DESPISEDBY THE MANICH/EANS.
that fire in which, indeed, there is the power of These things are the principal of what they
burning, although in itself it is dark and void of! say and think. And they honour very especially
light, being closely similar to night. But in the i the sun and moon, not as gods, but as the way
rest of the elements, both animal and vegetable, iby which it is possible to attain unto God. But
in those the divine power is unequally mingled _.when the divine virtue has been entirely sepa-
And therefore the world was made, and in it the irated off, they say that the exterior fire will fall,
sun and moon who preside over the birth and land burn up both itself and all else that is left
death of things, by separating the divine virtue lof matter. Those of them who are better edu-

from matter, and transmitting it to God. icated, and not unacquainted with Greek liter-
[ature, instruct us from their own resources.

CHAP. lV.--THE MOON'S INCREASE AND WANE;I From the ceremonies and mysteries, for in-
THE MANICH3EANTRIFLING RESPECTING IT ; stance : by Bacchus, who was cut out from the
THEIRDREAMSABOUTMAN AND CHRIST; THEIR womb, IS signified that the divine virtue is dl-

FOOLISH SYSTEMOF ABSTINENCE. to the _vided Into matter by the Titans, as they say ;He ordained this, forsooth, to supply from the poet's fable of the battle with the
Giants, is indicated that not even they were

Z)ernzurge,, or Creator, another power which ]ignorant of the rebellion of matter against God.
_,o_p_. l I indeed will not deny, that these things are not
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sufficmnt to lead away the minds of those who ! unordered motion of thmgs really existent under
receive words without examining them, since the '.H_m _s matter, first, then, he unconsciously sets
decepnon caused by discourse of this sort has' up another creative cause (and yet an evil one),
drawn over to itself some of thosewho have pur- nor does he percmve what follows from this,
sued the study of philosophy with me ; but in namely, that if it Lsnecessary that God and mat-
what manner I should approach the thing to ter should be supposed, some other matter must
examine into It, I am at a loss indeed. For be supposed to God; so that to each of the
thmr hypotheses do not proceed by any leglti- creative causes there should be the subject mat-
mate method, so that one might institute an ter. Therefore, instead of two, he w_ll be shown
examination m accordance with these, nmther to give us four first principles. Wonderful, too,
are there any pnnclples of demonstrations, so is the distraction. For _f he thinks th_s to be
that we may see what follows on these ; butGod, which is good, and wishes to concmve of
theirs is the rare &scovery of those who are something opposite to Him, why does he not, as
simply sa_d to philosophize. These men, taking some of the Pythagoreans, set ewl over against
to themselves the Old and NewScnpture_, though Him? It is more tolerable, indeed, that two

'principles should be spoken of by them, the
they lay it down that these are divinely respired, _igooddraw their own opmmns from thence ; and then j and the evil, and that these are contluually
only thmk they are refuted, when it happens!striving, but the good prevails. For if the evil
tha:t anything not m accordance w_th these is were to prevail, all things would pemh. Where-
said or done by them. And what to those who fore matter, by itself, is neither body, nor is it
philosophize after the manner of the Greeks, as exactly mcorporeal, nor simply any partmular
respectb principles of demonstration, are inter- thing ; but it is something indefinite, which, by
mediate proposmons; this, with them, is the the addmon of form, comes to be defined; as,
voice of the prophets. But here, all these thmgs, for mstance, fire is a pyramid, air an octahedron,
bemg ehmmated, and since those matters, whmh ' water an mkosahedron, and earth a cube ; how,
I before mennoned, are put forward without any then, is matter the unordered motion of the ele-
demonstration, and since it is necessary to glvelments _ By itself, indeed, it does not subsist,
an answer m a rational way, and not to put for- ' for if it is motmn, it is m that which is moved ;
ward other things more plausible, and whmh but matter does not seem to be of such a nature,
might prove more enticing, my attempt is rather but rather the first subject, and unorganized, from
troublesome, and onthls account the more ardu- whmh other things proceed. Since, therefore,
ous, because it _s necessary to bring forward_ matter _s nnordered motion, was it always con-

arguments of a vaned nature. For the more ]joined with that which _s moved, or was _t ever
accurate arguments will escape the observation separate from it? For, if it were ever by _tself,
of those who have been convinced beforehand it would not be in existence ; for there is no
by these men without proof, if, when it comes _motion without something moved. But if it was
to persuasion, they" fall into the same hands. Ialways in that whmh is moved, then, again, there
For they _magme that they proceed from like will be two prlnmples--that whmh moves, and
sources There is, therefore, need of much and Ithat which is moved. To which of these two,
great dlhgence, and truly of God, to be the grade ] then, will it be granted that it subsists as a pri-
or our argument. ]mary cause along with God ?

I
CHAP. VI.--THE TW'O PRINCIPLES OF THE MANI- CHAP. VII. -- MOTION VINDICATED FROM THE CHARGR

CH,_ANS ; THEI_ISELVES CONTROVERTED _ "IHE OF IRREGULARITY ; CIRCULAR ; STRAIGHT _ OF GEN-

P'_'I'H_.GORFAN OPINION RESPECTING FIRST PRIN-I ERATION AND CORRUPTION ; Ol a ALTERATION_ AND

_.IPLF%, GOOD AND EVlL CONTRARY ; "IHE VIC- [ QUALITY AFFECTING SENSE.

_opv ON TUE S_D_ OV GOOD. ] There _s added to the discourse an appendix
They lay down two principles, God and Mat- }quite formgn to it.* For you may reasonably

ter. If he (Manes) separates that which comes _speak of motion not existing. And what, also,
mto being from that which really exists, the sup- is the matter of motion? Is _t straight or cir-
position _s not so faulty in th_s, that nmther does cular? Or does it take place by a process of
matter create itself, nor does it admit two con- change, or by a process of generatmn and cor-
trary qualitms, in being both active and passive ; ruptlon ? The clrcular morton, indeed, is so or-
nor, again, are other such theories proposed con- derly and composite, that it is ascribed to the
cerning the creative cause as _t i_ not lawful to order of all created things ; nor does this, in the
speak of. And yet God does not stand In need Mamchman system, appear worthy to be m_-
of matter in order to make things, smce in His pugned, in which move the sun and the moon,
mind all things substantmlly exist, so far as the whom alone, of the gods, they say that they
possibility of their coming into being is con-
cerned. But if, as he seems rather to mean, the . ,_ a,,_o_
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venerate. But as regards that which is straight : necessity for some thing intermediate to connect
to this, also, there is a bound. .when it reaches I them. But if something _else exists, it is neees-
its own place. For that which is earthly ceases [ sary that that something be either body or incor-
entirely from motion, as soon as It has touched [ poreal, and thus a third adventitious principle
the earth. And every animal and vegetable makes its appearance. First, therefore, if we
makes an end of increasing when it has reached suppose God and matter to be both entirely in-
its limit. Therefore the stoppage of these things corporeal, so that neither is in the other, except
would be more properly the death of matter, as the science of grammar is in the soul ; to un-
than that endless death, which is, as it were, derstand this of God and matter is absurd. But
woven for it by them. But the motion whmh if, as m a vacuum, as some say. the vacuum is
arises by a process of generation and corruption surrounded by this universe ; the other, again, is
it IS impossible to think of as in harmony with without substance, for the substance of a vacuum
this hypothesis, for, according to them, matter is is nothing. But if as accidents, first, indeed,
unbegotten. But if they ascribe to it the motion this is impossible ; for the thing that wants sub-
of alteration, as they term it, and that by whmh stance cannot be in any place ; for substance is,
we suffer change by a quality affecting the sense, las it were. the vehicle underlying the accident.
it is worth while to consider how they come to lBut if both are bodies, it IS necessary for both

to be either heavy or light, or middle ; orr one
say this. For this seems to be the principal ithing that they assert, since by matter it comes to heavy, and another light, or intermediate. If,
pass, as they say, that manners are changed, and _then, both are heavy, it is plainly necessary that
that vice arises m the soul. For m altering, it these should be the same, both among light
will always begin from the beg nning, and, pro- things and those things which are of the middle
ceedmg onwards, it will reach the middle, and ]sort, or if they alternate, the one will be alto-

thus will it attain unto the end. But when it] gether separate from the other. For that which
has reached the end, it will not stand still, at [ is heavy has one place, and that which is middle
least if alteration as its essence. But it will again, [ another, and the light another. To one belongs
by the same route, return to the beginning, and I the supenor, to the other the inferior, and to the
from thence in like manner to the end ; nor will ' third the middle. Now in every spherical figure
it ever cease from doing this As, for instance, i the inferior part is the middle ; for from this to
if a and 7 suffer alteration, and the middle is fl, iall the higher parts, even to the topmost super-

by being changed, will arrive at /3, and from ificies, the distance is every way equal, and, again,
thence will go on to _,. Again returning from :all heavy bodies are borne from all sides to it.
the e×treme 7 to/3, it will at _ome time or other ' Wherefore, also, it occurs to me to laugh when I
arrive at a, and this goes on continuously. As hear that matter moving without order,-- for this
in the change from black, the middle is dun. and belongs to it by nature, -- came to the region of
the extreme, white. Again, in the contrary di- God, or to hght and brightness, and such-like.
rection, from white to dun, and in like manner But if one be body, and the other incorporeal,
to black, and again from white the change be- first, indeed, that which is body is alone capable
gins, and goes the same round, of monon And then if they are not inter-

mingled, each is separate from the other accord-
CHAP. VIII.--IS M_/.UIERV/ICKED? OF GOD AND ing to its proper nature. But if one be mixed

MATI'ER.
up with the other, they will be either mind or

Is matter, in respect of alteration, an evil soul or accLdent. For so only it happens that
cause_ It is thus proved that it is not more things incorporeal are mixed up with bodies.
evil than good. For let the beginning of the
change be from evil. Thus the change is from CHAP.IX.--THE RIDICULOUSFANCIESOF THEMANI-
this to good through that which as indifferent. CH2EANSABOUTTHE MOTIONOF MATTER"IOWARDS
But let the alteration be from good. Again the GOD; GOD THE AUTHOROF THE REBELLIONOF
begnmmg goes on through that which is indlffer- MATTERIN THE MANICH2EANSENSE; THE LONG-
ent. Whether the motion be to one extreme or ING OF MATTER FOR LIGHT AND BRIGHTNESS
to the other, the method is the same, and this _s GOOD; DIVINEGOODNONE THE LESSFOR BEING

abundantly set forth. All motion has to do with COMMUNICATED.
quantity ; but quality is the guide in wrtue and But m what manner, and from what cause, was
vice. Now we know that these two are genen- ! matter brought to the region of God? for to it
cally distinguished. But are God and matter lby nature belong the lower place and darkness,
alone principles, or does there remain anything tas they say, and the upper region and light are
else which is the mean between these two ? For tcontrary to its nature. Wherefore there is then
ff there m nothing, these things remain uninter- attributed to it a supernatural motion ; and some-
mingled one with another. And it is well said, thing of the same sort happens to it, as if a man
that if the extremes are intermingled, there is a were to throw a stone or a lump of earth up-
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wards ; in this way, the thing being raised a when tie makes Jupiter to rejoice in the strife
little by the force of the person throwing, when and war of the gods with each other, thus ob-
at has reached the upper regmns, falls back again [ scurely signifying that the world is formed of
into the same place. Who, then, hath .ralsedlunequal elements, fitted one into another, and
matter to the upper region? Of nself, indeed, either conquering or submitting to a conqueror.
and from itself, it would not be moved by that And this has been advanced by me, because I
motion which belongs to it. It is necessary, know that people of this sort, when they are at
then, that some force should be applied to it for a loss for demonstration, bring together from all
it to be borne aloft, as with the stone and the sides passages from poems, and seek from them
lump of earth. But they leave nothing else to a support for their own opiuions. Which would
it but God. It is manifest, therefore, what fol-!not be the case with them If they had only read
lows from their argument. That God, according what they fell in wltll with some reflection. But
to. them, by force and necessity, raised matter]when all evil is bamshed from the company of
aloft to Himself. But if matter be evil, its!the gods, surely enmlation and envy ought es-
desires are altogether evil. Now the desire of Fpeclally to have been got rid of. Yet these men
evil is ewl, but the desire of good is altogether leave these things with God, when they say that
good. Since, then, matter has desired brightness !God formed designs against matter, because it
and light, its desire is not a bad one ; just as it] felt a desire for good. But with which of those
is not bad for a man hving m vice, afterwards to !things which God possessed could He have
come to desire virtue On the contrary, he is ]wished to take vengeance on matter? In truth,

• ." . [ ,

not gmltless who, being good, comes to desire I think it to be more accurate doctrine to say
what is evil. As If any one should say that God [that God is of a simple nature, than what they
desires the evils which are attaching to matter, advance. Nor, indeed, as m the other things, is
For the good things of God are not to be so the enunciation of thi_ fancy easy. For neither
esteemed as great wealth and large estates, and [IS it possible to demonstrate it simply and with
a large quantity of gold, a lesser pomon of lwords merely, but with much instruction and
which remain with the owner, if one effect a i labour. But we all know this, that anger and
transfer of them to another. But if an Image lrage, and the desire of revenge upon matter, are
of these things must be formed in the mind, I ! passions m him who is so agitated. And of such
think one would adduce as examples wisdom and a sort, indeed, as it could never happen to a
the sciences. As, therefore, neither w_sdom suf- good man to be harassed by them, much less
fers diminution nor science, and he who _s en- then can _t be that they are connected with the
dowed with these experiences no loss if another Absolute Good.
be made partaker of them ; so, in the same way,
it is contrary to reason to think that God grudges CHAP. xI. -- THE TRANSMITTEDVIRTUE OF THE
matter the desire of what is good; if, indeed, MAmCH_EaNS, THE VIRTUESOF MATTERMIXED
with them we allow that it desires it. WITH EQUALOR LESS AMOUNTOF EVIL.

To other things, therefore, our discourse has
CHAP. X.- THE MYTHOLOGY RESPECTING THE come round about again. For, because they

GODS, THE DOGMASOF THE MANICHAgANSRE- say that God sent virtue into matter, it is worth
SEMBLE THIS : THE HOMERIC ALLEGORY OF THE our while to consider whether th_s wrtue, so far
BATTLE OF THE GODS _ ENVY AND EMULATION as it pertains to good, m respect of God is less,
EXISTING IN GOD ACCORDINGTO THE MANI- or whether It is on equal terms with H_m. For
C_,EAN OPINION; THESE VICES ARE TO BE if It lS less, what is the cause ? For the things
rOUND IN NO GOOD MAN, AND ARE TO _E which are with God admit of no fellowship with
ACCOUNTEDDISGRACEFUL. matter. But good alone is the characteristic of

Moreover, they far surpass the mythologists in God, and ewl alone of matter. But if it is on
fables, those, namely, who either make Coelus equal terms with Him, what is the reason that
suffer mutilation, or idly tell of the plots laid for He, as a king, i_sues His commands, and it in-
Saturn by his son, in order that that son might voluntarily undertakes this labour? Moreover,
attain the sovermgnty; or those again who make with regard to matter, it shall be inquired
Saturn devour his sons, and to have been cheated whether, with respect to evil, the virtues are alike
of his purpose by the image of a stone that was or less. For if they are less, they are altogether
plesented to him. For how are these things of less evil. By fellowship therefore with the
which they put forward dissimilar to those ? good it is that they become so. For there being
When they speak openly of the war between two evils, the less has plainly by its fellowship
God and matter, and say not these things either with the good attained to be what it is. But
in a mythological sense, as Homer in the Iliad; _ they leave nothing good around matter. Again,

therefore, another question arises. For if some

, Ho_, Zz,_ _3-54. other virtue, in respect of evil, excels the matter
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which is prevailing, it becomes itself the presld- things come from them, what IS our expectation
mg principle. For that which is more evil will of them for the future ?
hold the sway in its own dominion.

CHAP. _KIII. _ EVIL BY NO MEANS FOUND IN THE

STARS AND CONSTELLATIONS _ ALL THE EVILS
CHAP. XlI.--THE DESTRUCTION OF EVIL BY THE

OF LIFE VAIN IN THE MANICH,_EAN OPINION_
IMMISSION OF VIRTUE REJECTED ; BECAUSE FROM

IT ARISES NO DIMINUTION OF EVIL ; ZENO_S WHICH BRING ON THE EXTINCTION OF LIFE ,
THEIR FANCY HAVING BEEN ABOVE EXPL4,INED

OPINION DISCARDED_ THAT THE WORLD WILL BE CONCERNING THE TRANSPORTATION OF SOULS
BURNT UP BY FIRE FROM THE SUN.

FROM THE MOON TO THE SUN.

But that God sent virtue into rnatter is asserted But what things does he call evil? As for
without any proof, and it altogether wants prob- the sun and moon, indeed, there is nothing lack-
ability. Yet it is right that this should have lts]lng ; but with respect to the heavens and the
own explanation. The reason of this they assert, istars ' whether he says that there is some such
indeed, to be that there might be no more evil, i thing ' and what it is, it is right that we should
but that all things should become good. It was next m order examine. But irregularity is ac-
necessary for virtue to be intermingled with evil, cording to them evil, and unordered motion, but
after the manner of the athletes, who, clasped these things are always the same, and in the same
in a firm embrace, overcome their adversaries, m i
order that, by conquering evil, it might make it i manner ; nor will any one have to blame any ofthe planets for venturing to delay at any tnne in
to cease to exist. But I think it far more dignl- the zodiac beyond the fixed period, nor again
fled and worthy of the excellence of God, at I
the first conception of things existent, to have l any of the fixed stars, as if it d_d not abide in
abolished matter But I think they could not'_ the same seat and position, and did not by clr-
allow this, because that something evil is found'l cumv°lutl°n revolve equally around the world,

moving as it were one step backward in a hun-existing, which they call matter. But it is not ldred ?'ears. But on the earth, if he accuses the
any the more possible that things should cease roughness of soine spots, or if pilots are offended
to be such as they are, in order that one should at the stormb on the sea, first, indeed, as they
admit that some things are changed into that i think, these things have a share of good m them.
which is worse. And it l_ necessary that there [ For should nothing germinate upon earth, all the

should be some perceptlcn of this, because these [animals nmst presently peribh. But this result
present things have in some manner or other iwll 1 send on much of the _lrtue wh,ch _ inter-
suffered diminution, in order that we might have imingle d with matter to God, and there will be a
better hopes for the future. For well has it been necessity for many moons, to accommodate the
answered to the opimon of Zeno of Citlum, who great multitude that suddenly approaches. And
thus argued that the world would be destroyed ithe same language they hold with respect to thebv fire : "Everything which has anything to burn sea. For it is a piece of unlooked-for luck to
will not cease from burning until it has consumed I perish, in order that those things which perish
the whole ; and the sun is a fire, and will it not ma_ pursue the road which leads most quickly
burn what it has_" Whence he made out, as to God. And the wars which are upon the earth,
he Imagined, that the unlver,e would be de- and the famines, and e_erything which tends to
stroyed by fire. But to him a facetious fellow is the destruction of life, are held in very great
reported to have said, " But I indeed yesterday, honour by them. For everything which is the
and the year before, and a tong tune ago, have i cause of good is to be had in honour. But these
seen, and now in like manner do I see, that no things are the cause of good, because ot the
injury has been experienced by the sun ; and it destruction which accompanies them, if they
is reasonable that this should happen in time transmit to God the virtue which is separated
and by degrees, so that we may believe that at from those who perish.
some time or other the whole will be burnt up.
And to the doctrine of Manich_eus, although it CHAP. XIV. -- NOXIOUS ANIMALS WORSHIPPED BY
restb upon no proo£ I think that the same answer
is apposite, namely, that there has been no dim- THE EGYPTIANS.; MAN BY ARTS AN EVIL-DOER,

mution in the present condition of things, but LUST AND INJUSTICECORRECTEDBY LAW_, ANDDISCIPLINE _ CONTINGENT AND NECESSARY THINGS
what was before in the time of the first man, IN WHICH THERE IS NO STAIN.
when brother killed brother, even now continues
to be ; the same wars, and more diverse desires. And, as it seems, we have been ignorant that
Now it would be reasonable that these things, if the Egyptians rightly worship the crocodile and
they did not altogether cease, should at least be the lion and the wolf, because these animals
diminished, if we are to imagine that they are being stronger than the others devour their prey,
at some time to cease. But while the same and entirely destroy it; the eagle also and the
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hawk, because they slaughter the weaker ani-!food?" For if animals were immortal, they
mals both in the air and upon the earth. But lwould have been set free from corruption and
perhaps also, according to them, man is for this increase ; such as the sun and moon and stars,
reason held in especial honour, because most of although they are endowed with sense. They are,
all, by his subtle mventlons and arts, he is wont however, beyond the power of these, and of such
to subdue most of the ammals. And lest he. a complaint. But man, belngable toperceive and
himself should have no portion m this good, he to judge, and being potentially wlse,--for he has
becomes the food of others• Again, therefore,, the power to become so,--when he has received
those generations are, in their otnmon, absurd, what is peculiar to himself, treads it under foot.
whmh from a small and common seed produce
what is great ; and it is nmch more becoming, CHAP. xvI.- BECAUSESOME ARE WISE D NOTHING.
as they think, that these should be destroyed by PREVE.Vrs OTHERSFROM BEING SO; VIRTUE IS
God, in order that the dlwne virtue may be TO BE ACQUIREDBY DILIGENCEAND STUDY;

quickly liberated from the troubles incident to BY A SOUNDER PHILOSOPHYMEN ARE TO BE
living in this world. But what shall we say with CARRIEDONWARDSTO THE GOOD; THE COM-
respect to lust, and injustice, and things of this MON STUDY OF VIR'IXIEHAS BY CHRIST BEEN
sort, Manlchaeus will ask. Surely against these OPENED UP TO ALL.
things dlsciphne and law come to the rescue. In general, it is worth while to inquire of these
Diseiphne, indeed, using careful forethought that men, "Is it possible for no man to become good,
nothing of th_s sort may have place amongst or is it in the power of any one?" For if no
men ; but law inflicting punishment upon any man is wise, what of Manich_eus himself? I pass
one who has been caught in the comnHsslon of over the fact that he not only calls others good,
anything unjust. But, then, why should it be but he also says that they are able to make others
imputed to the earth as a fault, if the husband- such. But if one individual is entirely good,
man has neglected to subdue it? because the what prevents all from becoming good? For
sovereignty of God, which is according to right, what is possible for one is possible also for all.
suffers diminution, when some parts of it are And by the means by which one has become vlr-
productive of frmts, and others not so ; or when tuous, by the same all may become so, unless they
at has happened that when the winds are sweep- assert that the larger share of this virtue is mter-
rag, according to another cause, some derive cepted by such. Again, therefore, first, What
benefit therefrom, whilst others against their will necessity is there for labour in submitting to dis-
have to sustain injuries ? Surely they must neces- clpline (for even whilst sleeping we may become
sarily be ignorant of the character of the things virtuous), or what cause is there for these men
that are contingent, and of those that are neces- rousing their hearers to hopes of good? For
sary. For they would not else thus account even though wallowing in the mire with harlots,
such things as prodigies, they can obtain their proper good. But ff dls-

clphne, and better instruction and diligence m
CHAP. XV.--THE LUST AND DESIRE OF SENTIENT !acqmringvirtue, make a man to become virtuous,

THINGS_ DEMONS, ANIMALS SENTIEN'I, SO ALSO• " " "" I let all become so, and that oft-repeated phrase
THE SUN AND THE MOON AND STARS, THE I otmn of matte" ' [of theirs, the unordered n " r, is

PLATONICDOCTRINE, NOT THE CHRISTIAN• ]made, void. But _t would be much better for
Whence, then, come pleasure and desire. [them to say that wisdom is an instrument given

For these are the pnncipal evils that they talk ]by God to man, in order that by bringing round
of and hate. Nor does matter appear to be. by degrees to good that which arises to them,
anything else. That these thmgs, indeed, only J:from the fact of their being endowed with sense,
belong to animals whmh are endowed with sense, out of desire or pleasure, it might remove from
and that nothing else but that which has sense them the absurdities that flow from them. For
percmves desire and pleasure, is manifest. For thus they themselves who profess to be teachers
what perception of pleasure and pain is there in of virtue would be objects of emulation for their
a plant? What in the earth, water, or air? And purpose, and for their mode of life, and there
the demons, if indeed they are living beings would be great hopes that one day evils will
endowed with sense, for this reason, perhaps, cease, when all men have become wise. And
are delighted with what has been instituted in this it seems to me that Jesus took into consid-
regard to sacrifices, and take _t ill when these ]eration ; and in order that husbandmen, carpen-
are wanting to them ; but nothing of this sort iters, builders, and other artisans, might not be
can be imagined with respect to God. There- I driven away from good, He convened a common
fore those who say "Why are animals affected council of them altogether, and by simple and
b leasure and ainU" should first make the leas conversations He both raised them to aYP P . Y . •
complaint, " Why are these animals endowed lsense of God, and brought them to desire what
with sense, or why do they stand in need of lwas good.
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CHAP. xvIi.--nmE MAmCH,eA_ mEA OF VIRTUE Besides, they do not remember that their doc-
IN MATTER SCOUTED ; IF ONE VIR'IIJE HAS BEEN trine is, that matter is unordered motion. But
CREATED IMMATERIAL,THE REST ARE ALSO that which moves of itself, and of which motion
IMMATERIAL; MATERIALVIRTUE AN EXPLODED is the essence, and not a thing accidentally be-
NOTION. longing to it--how is it reasonable to say that

Moreover, how do they say, did God send when virtue departs, that which was, even before
divine virtue into matter? For if it always was, virtue descended into it, should cease to be?
and neither is God to be understood as existing Nor do they see the difference, that every body
prior to it, nor matter either, then again, accord- which is devoid of soul is immoveable. For

plants also have a vegetable soul. But motion
hag to Manich_eus, there are three first principles, itself, and yet unordered motion, they assert toPerhaps also, a little further on, there will appear

adventitious, and that just as in a lyre which sounds out of tune,
to be many more. But if it be • - , be the essence of matter. But it were better,
something which has come into existence after- :
wards, how is it void of matter ? And if they by the addition of harmony, everything is brought
make it to be a part of God, first, indeed, by into concord ; so the divine virtue when rater-

mixed with that unordered motion, which, ac-
this conception, they assert that God is compos- . ........
•- - .... .. . . . • cording to them, is matter, should add a certainlie anti corDoreal. But this is aosuro_ anti lm- . . . _ , . .

ossible 2_nd if He fashi n ......... oroer to it m the place ot ItS innate disorder,p • t_ o eo it, and is WithOUt _ _ 11 ..........
.............. ann snouici always add it suitably to the divine

matter, i wonder mat mey nave not considered, time For I a k w w ....
neither the man himself, nor his disciples, that if ,. . ,_ , s, no as it that Manxcnmus
............... , mmselI oecame htted to treat ot these matters,_as me ormoflox say, me tnln_s mat come next _ . , .... . . .
." • .- - , and wnen at length dm ne enunciate them rin order subsist while God remains) God created I ..........
--. .- - ... _ .., . -. ..... _. t J_or they allOW that he lllmseli was an admixturetalS Virtue oI ills own iree-wnl, now is it that toe } _ .......
• • oI matter, and ot the virtue received into it.
is not the author of all other things that are made Whether therefore bein so he said these thin
without the necessity of any pre-existent matter _ . . g , gs
.......... "_in unordered motion, surely the opinion is faulty ;1he conseouences, in tram, oI mls opinion are I . _ . _ _ . ^ _ .
e "_ " _ ........ t • . Ior whether ne said them Dy means ot the divinevaaenuy aosurcl ; out wnat does iOllOW is put . • . • a ,. . •
- - . - ..... . _. . _/vlrtue, the ao_lna IS O.HD1OHSan(]. uncertain ; Iorflown next in oroer, was lt_ men, me nature oi _ o .... . . . .
.,. .__ . 1.,_ .... . ..... .. ion the one side, that ot the (llvme virtue, ne_llS vlrnle to OlIiUSe ltSell into matter._ it it WaS { . . -- _ • -- ._ ,

participates in the truth, Wnllst on the side oIcontrary to its nature, in what manner is it inter- /
• • -_, ..... _ _ . ._ .... unordered motion, he is a partaker in the othermingled wire it. J_Ut1I tnlS was in accordance

with its nature, it was altogether surely and always part, and changes to falsehood.
with matter. But if this be so, how IS it that
they call matter evil, which, from the beginmng, CHAP. xIx. --THE SECONDVIRTUE OF THE MANI-
was intermingled with the divine virtue ? In CHmANS BESET WITH THE FORMER, AND WITH
what manner, too, will it be destroyed, the divine NEWABSURDITIES: VIRTUE,ACTIVEANDPASSIVE,
virtue which was mingled with it at some time THE FASHIONEROF MATTER, AND CONCRETE
or other seceding to itself? For that it pre- WITH IT _ BODIESDIVIDEDBY MANICH2EUSINTO
serves safely what is good, and likely to be pro- THREE PARTS.

ductive of some other good to those to whom it But if it had been said that divine virtue both
is present, is more reasonable than that it should hath adorned and does adorn matter, it would
bring destruction or some other evil upon then:, have been far more wisely said, and m a manner

more conducing to conciliate faith in the doc-
CHAP. xvIn.- DISSOLUTION AND INHERENCE AC- trine and discourses of Manichmus. But God

CORDING TO THE MANICH._ANS _. THIS IS WELL hath sent down another virtue. What has been

PUT, AD HOMINEM,WITH RESPECTTO MANES,already said with respect to the former virtue,WHO IS HIMSELF IN MATTER.
may be equally said with respect to this, and all

This then is the wise assertion which is made the absurdities which follow on the teaching
by them _ namely, that as we see that the body about their first virtue, the same may be brought
perishes when the soul is separated from it, so forward in the present case. But another, who
also, when virtue has left matter, that which is will tolerate ? For why did not God send some
left, which is matter, will be dissolved and per-'one virtue which could effect everything? If
ish. First, indeed, they do not perceive that the human mind is so various towards all things,
nothing existent can be destroyed into a non- so that the same man is endowed with a knowl-
existent. For that which is non-existent does edge of geometry, of astronomy, of the carpen-
not exist. But when bodies are disintegrated, ter's art, and the like, is it then impossible for
and experience a change, a dissolution of them God to find one such virtue which should be
takes place ; so that a part of them goes to sufficient for him in all respects, so aS not to
earth, a part to air, and a part to something else. stand in need of a first and second ? And why
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has one virtuethe forceratherof a creator,CHAP XXl.-- SOME PORTIONSOF THE VIRTUEI-IAVIt
and anotherthatof the patientand recipient, C.OODIN THEM, OTHERS MORE GOOD ; m THK
SOasto bewellfittedforadmixturewithmatter. SUN AND THE MOON ITISINCORRUFr, INOTHER
For I do notagainsee here the cause of good THINGSDEPRAVED; AN IMPROBABLEOPINION.

order,and of thatexcesswhich iscontrarytoit. But ifany one were toapplyhismind towhat
Ifitwas evil,itwas not in the house of God. follows,the roadwould not appearto be plain
For sinceGod istheonlygood,and matterthe!and straightforward,but more arduouseven than
onlyevil,wc must ncccssarllysaythatthe other thatwhich has bccn passed. For theysaythat
thingsarcofa middle nature,and placedas it thesun and moon havecontractedno stainfrom

were inthemiddle. But thereisfoundto be a theiradmixturewithmatter.And now theycan-
differentframerof thosethingswhich are of a not sayhow otherthingshave become dctcrio-
middlenature,when theysaythatone cause is ratedcontrarytotheirown propernature. For
creative,and anotheradmixedwithmatter? Per- if,when itwas absoluteand by itself,the divine
haps, therefore,it is that primaryantecedentvirtuewas soconstitutedthatone portionof it
causewhich more recentwritersspeakof in the

, was good,and anotherhad a greateramount of
book _-Ep__-&v&a$op&v. But when the creativegoodnessinit,accordingto theold taleof the
vlrtuetook in hand the making of the world,centaurs,who asfarasthebreastwere men, and

then theysaythattherewas separatedfrom mat- in the lowerparthorses,which are both good
tcrthatwhlch,even in theadmixture,remained animals,but the man isthe better'ofthetwo;
initsown virtue,and from thisthe sun and the so also,in the dlvincvirtue,itisto bc under-
moon had theirbeginning. But thatwhich toa stoodthattheone portionofitisthebetterand
moderateand slightdegreehad contractedvice themore excellent,and theotherwilloccupythe
and evil,thisformed the heaven and the con- secondand inferiorplace.And inthesame way,
stellations.Lastlycame the restencompassed withrespecttomatter,theone portionpossesses,
w_thinthese,justas they might happen,which asitwere,an excessof evil; whileothersagain
are admixturesof the d_vinevirtueand of arcdifferent,and about thatotherthe language
matter, willbc different.'For itispossibletoconceive

thatfrom thebeginningthesun and moon, by a
CHAP. XX.- THE DMNE VIRTUE IN THE VIEW OF rnorcskilfuland prudent judgment,chose for

THE SAMEMANICH2EUSCORPOREALAND DIVISI- themselves the parts of matter that were less evil
BLE ; THE DIVINE VIRTUE ITSELF MA'I'FER WHICH for the purposes of admixture, that they might
BECOMESEVERYTHING; THIS IS NOT F1TFING. remain in their own perfection and virtue ; but

in the lapse of time, when the evils lost their
I, indeed, besides all these things, wonder force and became old, they brought out so much

that they do not perceive that they are making of the excess in the good, while the rest of its
the divine virtue to be corporeal, and dividing parts fell away, not, indeed, without foresight,
it, as it were, into parts. For why, as in the and yet not with the same foresight, did each
case of matter, is not the divine virtue also passi- object share according to its quantity in the evil
ble and divisible throughout, and from one of that was in matter. But since, with respect to
its parts the sun made, and from another the this virtue, nothing of a different kind is asserted
moon ? For clearly this is what they assert to by them, but it is to be understood throughout
belong to the divine virtue ; and this is what we to be alike and of the same nature, their argu-
said was the property of matter, which by itself ment is improbable ; because in the admixture
is nothing, but when it has received form and part remains pure and incorrupt, while the other
qualities, everything is made which is divided has contracted some share of evil.
and distinct. If, therefore, as from one subject,
the divine virtue, only the sun and the moon
have their beginning, and these things are differ- CHAP. XXII._THE LIGHT OF THE MOON FROM
ent, why was anything else made? But if all THE SUN_ THE INCONVENIENCEOF THE oPIN-
things are made, what follows is manifest, that ION THAT SOUI_ ARE RECEIVED IN IT; THE
divine virtue is matter, and that, too, such as is TWO DELUGESOF THE GREEKS.

made into forms. But If nothing else but the Now, they say that the sun and the moon hay-
sun and moon are what was created by the divine ing by degrees separated the divine virtue from
virtue, then what is intermixed with all things is matter, transmit it to God. But if they had only
the sun and moon ; and each of the stars is the to a slight degree frequented the schools of the
sun and moon, and each individual animal of astronomers, it would not have happened to
those who live on land, and of fowls, and of them to fall into these fancies, nor would they
creatures amphibious. But this, not even those

who exhibit juggling tricks would admit, as, I , _°_,d_,_z,_,o_,,_o_pt. P_t7
think, is evident to every one. somethingm_antmg.--T*.
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have been ignorantthatthe moon, which,ac- COMPOSITEBEING, OR A SOUL, OR MIND AND
cordingtotheopinionof some,isitselfwithout UNDERSTANDING.
light,receivesitslightfrom thesun,and thatits
configurationsarejustm proportlonto itsdis- NeitherIsthlsto be regardedwith slightat-
tancefrom thesun,and thatitisthenfullmoon tention.For ifthe dwine virtuewhich isin
when itisdistantfrom thesun one hundredand matterbe infinite,thosethingscannot diminish
eightydegrees. Itisin conjunctionwhen itisitwhlch the sun and moon fashlon.For that
inthe same degreewith the sun. Then, isitwhich remainsfrom thatfimtethingwhlch has
notwonderfulhow itcomes to pass thattherebeen assumed isinfinite.But ifitisfimte,it
shouldbe somany souls,and from such diversewould be perceivedby the sensesin intervals
creatures? For thereisthe soul of the world proportionateto the amount of itsvirtuethat

itself,and of the animals,of plants,of nymphs, had been subtractedfrom the world. But all
and demons,and amongstthesearedistinguishedthingsremain as theywere. Now what under-
by appearancethose of fowls,of land animals,standingdo thesethingsnot transcendin their
and animalsamphibious; but m the moon one mcredlbleness,when they assertthat man was
likebody isalwaysseen by us. And what of createdand formed afterthe image of matter
the continuityof thisbody? When the moon thatisseen in the sun? For images are the
ishalf-full,itappearsa semimrcle,and when itforms of theirarchetypes.But iftheyinclude
isin itsthirdquarter,the same again. How man's image m the sun,where isthe exemplar
then,and with what figure,are they assumed afterwhich hisimage isformed? For,indeed,
intothe moon ? For ifitbe lightas fire,itis theyarenot goingtosaythatman isreallyman,
probablethattheywould notonlyascendas far or dlvme virtue; forthls,indeed,they mix up
asthe moon, but even higher,continually,but withmatter,and theysay thattheimage Isseen
ifitbe heavy,itwould not be possibleforthem in the sun,whlch, as they think,was formed
atalltoreachthe moon. And what isthe rea- afterwardsfromthesecretionofmatter. Neither

son thatthatwhlch firstarrivesat the moon is can theybringforwardthecreatlvecause of all
notimmediatelytransmittedtothesun,butwaits things,for thlsthey say was sent to preserve
forthefullmoon untilthe restof the soulsar- safetytothedlwne virtue; sothat,m theiropin-
rive? When thenthe moon, from havingbeen ion,thismust be altogetherascribedtothesun;
full,decreases,where does thevirtueremmn dur- forthlsreason,doubtless,thatithappens by his
ingthattime? untilthe moon, which has been arrivaland presencethatthesun and moon are
emptiedof theformersouls,justas a desolatedseparatedfrom matter.
city,shallreceiveagaina freshcolony. For a i Moreover,theyassertthatthe image isseen
treasure-houseshouldhave been marked out iniin the sun; but theysaythatmatterfashioned

some partof the earth,or of the clouds,or m !man. In what manner, and by what means?
some otherplace,where the congregatedsoulslFor itis not possiblethatthisshouldfashion
might standreadyforemigrationto the moon. him. For besidesthat,thusaccordingtothem,
But,again,a secondquestlonarises.What then man isthe empty form of an empty form,and
isthecausethatitisnot fullimmediately? or havingno realexistence,ithasnot asyetbeen
why does itagainwmt fifteendays? Nor isthis'possibletoconcelvehow man can be theproduct
lesstobe wondered atthan thatwhich hasbeen iofmatter. For theuse of reasonand sensebe-

stud,thatneverwithinthe memory of man hasllongsnot to that matterwhich they assume.
the moon become fullafterthe fifteendays. Now what,accordingto them, isman? Is he

Nay, not even inthe tlmeofthedelugeof Deu- a mlxtureof souland body? Or anotherthing,
calion,nor inthatofPhoroneu_,when allthings,orthatwhich Issupenorto the entiresoul,the
so to speak,wkmh were upon the faceof the mind? But ifhe ismind, how can the more
earth perished,and ithappened that a great perfectand the betterpartbe the productof
quantityof virtuewas separatedfrom matter,thatwhich isworse; or ifhe be soul(forthls
And, besidesthesethings,one must considerthe they say isdiwne virtue),how can they,when
productivenessof generations,and theirbarren-theyhave takenaway fromGod thedivinewrtue,
nes% and alsothedestructionofthem ;and sincesubjectthlstothe creatingworkmanship ofmat-
these thingsdo not happen in order,neitherter? But ifthey leaveto him body alone,let
oughtthe orderof thefullmoon, nor the times them remember againthatitisby itselfimmov-
of the waning moon, to be so carefullyob- able,and thattheysaythattheessenceofmatter
served, ismotlon. Neltherdo theythinkthatanything

of itself,and itsown genius,isattractedtomat-
CHAP. XXIII.- THE IMAGE OF MATTER IN THE SLrN, ter. Nor is it reasonable to lay it down, that

AFTERWHICH MAN IS FORMED; TRIFLINGFAN- what is composed of these things is the product
CIES; rr IS A MERE FANCY, TOO, THAT MAN of this. To think, indeed, that that which is
IS FORMED FROM MATTER; MAN IS EITHER A fashioned by any one is inferior to its fashioner
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seems to be beyond controversy. For thus the opinion, will it be mind. Christ, therefore, is
world is inferior to its Creator or Fashioner, and and is not at the same time. But if, according
the works of art inferior to the artificer. If then to the more approved sect of them, mind is all
man be the product of matter, he must surely be things which are, since they assume matter to
inferior to it. Now, men leave nothing inferior be not produced, and coeval so to speak with
to matter ; and it is not reasonable that the God, this first mind and matter they hold to be
divine virtue should be commingled with matter, Christ ; if, Indeed, Christ be the mind, which is
and with that which is inferior to it. But the all things, and matter is one of those things
things whmh they assert out of indulgence, as it which are, and is itself not produced.
were, and by way of dispensation, these they do They say it was by way of appearance, and in
not seem to understand. For what is the reason this manner, that the divine virtue in matter was
of their thinking that matter has bound the image affixed to the cross ; and that He Himself did
of God to the substance of man ? Or, why is not not undergo this punishment, since it was impos-
the image sufficient, as in a mirror, that man s_ble that He should suffer this ; which assertaon
should appear? Or, as the sun himself is suf- Manich_eus himself has taken in hand to teach
ficient for the origination and destruction of all in a book written upon the subject, that the
things that are made, hath he imitated an image I divine virtue was enclosed in matter, and again

m the work of their creation _ With which of [ departs from it. The mode of this they invent.
those things which he possessed ? Was it with IThat it should be said, indeed, in.the doctrine
the divine virtue whmh was mingled with it, so of the Church, that He gave Himself up for the
that the divine virtue should have the office of l remission of sins, obtains credit from the vulgar,
an instrument in respect of matter> Is it by and appears likewise in the Greek histories,
unordered motion that he will thus give matter which say that some "surrendered themselves to
a form ? But all like things, m exquisite and death in order to ensure safety to their country-
accurate order, by imitating, attain their end. men." And of this doctrine the Jewish history
For they do not suppose that a house, or a ship, has an example, which prepares the son of Abra-
or any other product of art, is effected by dis- ham as a sacrifice to God., But to subject
order ; nor a statue which art has fashioned to Christ to His passion merely for the sake of dis-
imitate man. play, betrays great Ignorance, for the Word is

God's representative, to teach and inform us of
CHAP. XXIV. -- CHRIST IS MIND, ACCORDING TO actual verities.

THE MANICH.2EANB ; WHAT IS HE IN THE VIEW

OF THE CHURCH ? INCONGRUITY IN THEIR IDEA CHA-P. XXV._THE MANICH]EAN ABSTINENCE FROM

OF CHRIST ; THAT HE SUFFERED ONLY IN APPEAR- LIVING THINGS RIDICULOUS ; THEIR MADNESS IN

ANCE_ A DREAM OF 1 HE MANICH.'EANS , NOTHING ABHORRING MARRIAGE ; THE MYTHOLOGY OF "l'klI_;

IS ATI'RIBUTED TO THE WORD BY WAY OF FIC'I ION. GIANTS ; TOO ALLEGORICAL AN EXPOSITION.

Christ, too, they do not acknowledge, 'yet They abstain also from living things. If, in-
they speak of Christ, but they take some other deed, the reason of their abstinence were other
element, and giving to the Word, designating than it is, it ought not to be too curiously roves-
His sacred person, some other signification than tigated. But if they do so for this reason, that"
that in which it is rightly received, they say that the divine virtue is more or less absent or pres-
He is mind. But if, when they speak of Him as ient to them, this their meaning is ridiculous.
that which _s known, and that which knows, and l For if plants be more material, how is it in
wisdom as having the same meaning, they are laccordance with reason to use that which is
found to agree with those things which the inferior for food and sustenance? or, if there be

Church doctors say of Him, how comes it then I more of the divine virtue in them, how are things

that they relect all that 1_called ancient history ? I of this sort useful as food, when the soul's faculty
But let us see whether they make Him to be iof nourishing and making increase is more cor-
something adventmous and new, and which has poreal ? Now in that they abstain from marriage
coine on from without, and by accident, as the and the rites of Venus, fearing lest by the sue-
opinion of some is. For they who hold this cession of the race the divine virtue should dwell
opinion say, as seems very plausible, that about! more in matter, I wonder how in thinking so
the seventh year, when the powers of perception they allow of themselves ? For if neither the
became dastmct, He made His entrance into the providence of God suffices, both by generations
body. But if Christ be mind, as they imagine, and by those things which are always and in the
then will He be both Christ and not Christ. For same manner existent, to separate off the divine
before that mind and sense entered, He was not. virtue from matter, what can the cunning and
But if Christ, as they will have it, be mind, then subtlety of Manichmus effect for that purpose?
into Him already existing does the mind make
its entrance, and thus, again, according to their ] , G,,. ,_,i. _.
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For assuredly by no giant's co-operation does IS quite manifest from what has been said. For
assistance come to God, in order by the re- the fire existing outside the world is just that
moral of generations to make the retreat of the which they call matter, since the sun and the
divine virtue from matter quick and speedy, moon, being the purest of the pure, by their
But what the poets say about the giants is mani- divine v_rtue, are separate and distinct from that
festly a fable. For those who lay it down about fire, no part of them being left in It. This fire
these, bring forward such matters in allegories, is matter itself, absolutely and per se, entirely re-
by a species of fable hiding the majesty of their moved from all admixture with the divine virtue.
discourse ; as, for instance, when the Jewish his- Wherefore when the world has been emptied of
tory relates that angels came down to hold, in- all the dMne virtue which is opposed to it, and
tercourse with the daughters of men ; for this again a fire of this sort shall be left remaining,
saying signifies that the nutritive powers of the how then shall the fire either destroy anything,
soul descended from heaven to earth• But the or be consumed by it ? For, from that which is
poets who say that they, when they had emerged like, I do not see in what way corruption is to
m full armour from the earth, perished immedi- take place. For what matter will become when
ately after they stirred up rebelhon against the the divine virtue has been separated from it,
gods, in order that they might insinuate the frail this it was before that the divine virtue was com-
and quickly-perishing constitution of the body, mingled with it. If indeed matter is to perish
adorn their poetry in this way for the sake of when it is bereft of the divine virtue, why did it
refreshing the soul by the strangeness of the not perish before it came in contact with the
occurrence. But these, understanding nothing divine virtue, or any creative energy? Was it
of all this, wheresoever they can get hold of a in order that matter might successively perish,
paralogism from whatsoever quarter it comes, and do this adznflnttum_ And what is the use
greedily seize on it as a God-send, and strive of this ? For that which had not place from the
with all their arts to overturn truth by any means, first volition, how shall this have place from one

following ? or what reason is there for God to
CHAP. XKVI._ THE MUCH-TALKED-OF FIRE OViput Off things which, not even in the case of a
THE MANICI-I2EANS; THAT FIRE MATTER ITSELF. ! ruaxl, appears to be well? For as regards those

That fire, endowed indeed with the power of iwh° deliberate about what is impossible, this is
burning, yet possessing no light, which is out-said to happen to them, that they do not wish
side the world, in what region has it place? for that which is possible. But if nothing else,
For if it IS in the world, why does the world they speak of God transcending substance, and
hitherto continue safe ? For if at some time or bring Him forward as some new material, and

other it is to destroy it, by approaching it, now that not such as intelligent men always think to
also it is con'oined with it But if it be a art be joined with Him, but that which investigation
..... J . 7 • ._ P discovers either to be not existing at all, or tolrom It, as it were on nwn in ItS own region, .........

- - "...... ° .... ° - ] be the extreme ot all things, and whicll can withwhat Will nerealter naDDen to make it aescena ........ 1 -. • , • .
_. ._ _ *._ . ....... _dlthculty be conceIveo ot by the numan mmouoon me worlfl, ur m wnat wav Will 1_ ieave l ...... . _, - - - r _ '

..- , _ . . . - .. _ . / Vor this riFe, aevolo oi light, lS it oI more lorceits own olace, ana oV what necessity ana VlO-i .... . , _- , . ...
• _ : J . _ ,". .. - . i than matter, which is to De felt desolate oy Olvlne
fence. .'_na what suostance oI nre can oe con- . _. _ ........ ,
ceived without fuel and how ca what i moist I virtue, or is it ot less. And it it is ot less, now, n S . . .• - l wlll It overcome that which is of more? but If
serve as fuel to _t, unless what is rather phys_o-I

the it is of more, it will be able to bring it back to
logically said about this does not fall within ._. t itself, being of the same nature ; yet will it notprovince of our present disquisition ? But mis

destroy _t, as neither does the Nile swallow up
, Gen._ _ the streams that are divided off from it.

ELUCIDATION.

IF anything could be more dreary than the Manichman heresy itself, it may be questioned
whether it be not the various views that have been entertained concerning our author. I

have often remarked the condensation of valuable reformation given by Dr. Murdock in his notes

upon Mosheim, but he fails to get in the half that needs to be noted2 He tells us that "Alex-

ander of Lycopolis flourished probably about A.D. 350. '' He adds, "Fabricius supposes that he

t Moshelm, E H., vol. t. p 383, note 5, Murdock's edition, New York, x844. His references to Lardner m this case do not accord
with my cop,].
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was first a Pagan and a Manichee, and afterwards a Catholic Christian. Cave is of the same
opinion. Beausobre thinks he was a mere pagan. _ Lardner thinks he was a Gentile, but well

acquainted with the Manichees and other Christians, 2 and that he had same kna_vledge of the
Old and New Testaments, to whmh he occasionally refers. He speaks with respect of Christ and
the Christian philosophy, and appears to have been "a learned and candid man." Of an eminent

Christian bishop, all this seems very puzzling ; and I feel it a sort of duty to the youthful student
to give the statements of the learned Lardner in an abridged form, with such references to the

preceding pages as may.serve in place of a series of elucidations.
According to th_s invaluable critic, the learned are not able to agree concerning Alexander.

Same think he was a Christian, others believe that he was a heathen. Fabricius, who places him
m the fourth century, holds to this latter opinion ; s all which agrees with our CaveA Photius
makes him Archbishop of Nicopolis.S Tillemont thinks 6 he was a pagan philosopher, who wrote

to persuade his friends to prefer "the doctrine of the churches" to that of Manes. Combefis,
his editor,7 thinks him very ancient, because he appears to have learned the principles of this

heresy from the immediate disciples of the heretic. Beausobre, 8 the standard authority, is of
like opinion, and Mosheim approves his reasoning.

Nothing in his work, according to Lardner, proves that our author wrote near the beginning
of the fourth century, and he decides upon the middle of that century as his epoch.

Alexander gives a very honourable character to the genuine Christian philosophy, and asserts
its adaptation to the common people, and, indeed, to all sorts of menP He certainly is not mute
as to Christ. His tribute to the Saviour is, if not affectionate, yet a just award to Him. x° By the

"council of all together," he intends the College of the Apostles," made up of fishermen and publi-
cans and tent-makers, in wh!ch he sees a design of the blessed Jesus to meet this class, and, in

short, all classes. It Is clear enough that Alexander has some knowledge of Christ, some knowl-
edge of the received doctrine of the churches, `2 or orthodox Christians ; and he appears to blame
the Manichees for not receiving the Scripture of the Old Testament. t_

He argues against their absurd opinion that Christ was "Mind ; " ,2 also that, though crucified,
He did not suffer : '_ and he affirms _2 that it would be more reasonable to say, agreeably to the

ecclesiastical doctrine, that " He gave Hzmselffar the remisston of sins." He refers to the sacri-
fice of Isaac, '_and to the story of Cam and Ahel ; ,3 also to the mysterious subject of the angels and

the daughters of men. I4 Like an Alexandrian theologian, he expounds this, however, against the
literal sense, as an allegory.

My reader will be somewhat amused with the terse summing-up of Lardner : "I am rather
mchned to think he was a Gentile .... He was evidently a learned and rational man. His ob-

servataons concerning the Christian philosophy deserve particular notice. To me this work of
Alexander appears very curious."

I Htatozre des ,gIanichdens (Lardner's reference), pp. u36--237.

2 Credtb , vol vt]. p. 574, ed. London, t829

a Lardner's reference ts' Bzb. G., hb v. c x, tom 5, P- 29°

4 Long extract from Cave ubt supra. He quotes the Latin of Cave's D?ss. on l,Vrtttr$ o) ¢ Uncertain Date

s Lardner's reference ts to Photms, Contra Mantch., t. cap xx.

6 Lard.,er quotes from the Heat des Manieh , art. i6 , Mdmotre$, etc, tom iv.

r Reference defective See Lardner, Credfb., vol ill 269 Here will be found (p 252) a learned exammatmn of Archelaus, and

what amounts to a treattsc on these Mamchmans.

s For Beausobre's summary of Alexander's deficlencms, see condensed statement in Lardner, vol. ta. p 575.

9 Cap a p z4x, su#ra. A beautiful exordium A recent wtater, speaking of Potamimna and Herais, virgm martyrs, and catechu-

mens of Origen, remarks, that "the number of young women of high character who apprecmted the teachmgs of this great master, _¢aHy

af whom were employed as copyists of kit works, is creditable to the state of Chrmtmn soctety at that petaod " (Mahan_ C_rok ltitt.,

P" "37) It was to avoid scandal as well as temptation in his relations with these that he fell into his heroic mmtak¢.

lo Cap. xxtv p 25x , su#ra. Who can tmagine that the author of thin chapter is not a Christian? Ob_rve what he says of " the
Word."

it Cap. gvi p :z47

lz Cap Xxtv. p 25x.

x_ Note the reference to the Old and New Tcstam_ts etttlre, p. 243 , supra.

z4 Cap. xxv p. a52 , supra.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

TO

PETER, BISHOP OF ALEXANDRIX.

[A.D. 260 _ -30o--3: :.] Entering upon the fourth century, we may well pause to. reflect upon
what Alexandria has been to the Church of Christ,-- the mother of churches, the mother of saints,
maintaining always the intellectual and even the ecclesiastmal primacy of Christendom. "Ye are

the light of the world," said the great Enlightener to the Galileans of an obscure and despised
Roman province. But who could have prophesied that Egypt should again be the pharos of the

world, as it was in Moses ? Who could have foreseen the "men of Galilee" taking possession of
the Alexandrian Library, and demonstrating the ways of Providence m creating the Bible of the

Seventy, and m the formation of the Hellenistic Greek, for thmr ultimate use? Who could have
:magined the Evangelist Mark aa_d the eloquent Apollos to be the destined instruments for found-

mg the schools of Christendom, and shaping smentific theology? Who would not have looked
for all this in some other way, and preferably m Athens or in Rome ? But who would have ex-
pected the visit of God Incarnate to Nazareth, and not to Alexandria ?

In Peter's day Antioch was coming to be a school under the influence of Malchion's genius
and that of the b_shops who withstood Paulus of Samosata. Malchion had taught there in the

"School of Sciences," and learning was once more to be made the handmaid of true religion.
But Alexandria was still the seat of Christian illumination and the fountain of orthodoxy ; its very

ferment always clarifying its thought, and leaving "wine well refined," and pure from the lees.
To this subject I shall have occasion to refer again m an elucidation subjoined to the works

of Alexander (successor to Peter), in whmh, for a final view of the great Alexandrian school, I
shall gather up some fragments m brief outline. Here it may be enough to remark, that, until the

defimte development of the school of Antioch (circa A.D. 35o), I have regarded the whole Orient
as dominated and formed by the brain of the grand metropolis of Egypt and the Pentapolis. I
have considered the great Dionysius as really presiding in the Synod of Antioch, though absent m

the body, and have regarded Malchion as his voice m that council, which we must not forget was

presided over by Flrmilian, a pupil of Origen, and a true Alexandrian disciple.
Peter's conflict with Meletius shall be noted in an elucidation. We shall see that the heresy

of Paulus as well as the Meletian schism are but chapters in one prolonged history, of which the

outcrop was Arianism. Now, as to Alexandria we owe the intrepid defenders of truth in all these

conflicts, we must not forget that they are to be judged by the praduct of their united testimony,
and not by their occasional individualisms and infirmities of mind and speech while they were

creating the theological dmlect of Christendom and the formulas of orthodoxy.
Peter was able to maintain his canonical authority against the misch:evous rebellion of Mele-

tius ; and the history of this schism is forcibly illustrative of those g_pXah ¢&qwhich the Nicene
Synod recognised, confirming the primacy of Alexandria, and striving to suppress Meletianism by

* This first date _ co.jeetural.
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firm but moderate measures based upon the primitive maxims. Peter left a pure and holy mem-
ory to the Church, and sealed his test:mony in martyrdom.

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.'

EUSEmUSalone, of the more ancient writers, speaks in terms of the highest praise of Peter,
Bishop of Alexandria. He was, says he, a divine bishop, both for the sanctity of his life, and also
for h2s diligent study and knowledge of the Holy Scriptures ; _ and m another place he styles him
"' that excellent doctor of the Christian religion," who, indeed, during the whole period of his
episcopate, which he held for twelve years, obtained for himself the highest renown. He obtained
the bishopric of Alexandria next m succession to Theonas. He governed that church about three
years before the persecution broke out : 3 the rest of his time he spent in the exercise of a closer
discipline over himself, yet did he not m the meanwhile neglect to provide for the common interests
of the Church. In the ninth year of the persecution he was beheaded, and gained the crown of
martyrdom. So far we have the account of Eusebius, whom Dodwell 4 proves to have accurately
distributed the years of Peter's ep:scopate. After Peter had spent twelve years as bishop, and in
the ninth year of the persecution which broke out under Maximm, he was beheaded ; so that his
martyrdom falls in the year of our Lord 3I: --as the Egyptians reckon on the 29th day of the
month Athyr, which answers to our 25th of November, as Lequien,S after Renaudot, 6 has observed.

St. Peter wrote m the fourth year of the persecution, A.D.3o6, some Canons Penitential w_th
reference to those who had lapsed. They are to be met with :n every collection of Canons. In
the Pandecta Canonum of Bishop Beveridge,z they are accompanied by the notes of Joannes
Zonaras and Theodorus Batsamon. Upon the_e Penitential Canons, however, Tlllemont s should
be consulted. Moreover, accolding to Renaudot,9 Echmimenms, Ebnapalus, Abulfaragius, and
other Oriental Christians of every sect, make use of the testimony of these Canons ; and m the
anonymous collections of them called Resihonsa, some fragments of other works of Peter are extant.
Some of these are praised by the Jacobites, in the work which they call F_des _atrum. In
another work, entitled Urea _reh'osus, occurs a homily of Peter on the baptism of Christ.

The fragments of the other writings of this holy martyr, which have been preserved by the
Greeks, are here appended to the Penitential Canons. For instance: (:) An extract from his
book De Deitate, which is extant in the Acta Conciharum E2_heslnt et Cha&edanensis; (2)
Another fragment from the homily De Adventu Salvatorzs, c_ted by Leontius Byzantmus in h_s
first book against Nestorms and Eutyches ; (3) An epistle of the same prelate to the Alexandrine
Church recently published, together with some other old ecclesiastical monuments by Sciplo
Maffei._° Peter is said to have written this epistle after one addressed to Meletius, Bishop of
Lycopolis. In it, after interdicting the Alexandrians from communion with Meletius, he says that
he will himself come in company with some wise doctors, and will examine into his tenets, allud-
ing, most probably, to the synod held afterwards at Alexandria, in which Meletius was deposed
from his office. Athanasius says,'_ respecting this synod, " Peter, who was amongst us as bishop
before the persecution, and who died a martyr in the persecution, deposed in common council of
_he bishops, Meletius, an Egyptian bishop, who had been convicted of many crimes." But with

z [After Gallandt, by the translator, the Rev. James B. H. Hawkins, M.A ]
2 Oe_ov_Ls_6_v _(p_a, _iov va x_* apa_ _wx_ _'_ _ _&v levy Ao_v o_v_cx_sew¢. Euseblus, ttzst. Eccles., lib. ix. cap. 6,

llb vim cap. t3; lib. wi, cap. 3a, towards the end.

,_ Dodwell, Dissert. Si_g_. ad. Pearx, cap. 6, see. a_, p. 74.
Lequmn, Oreens Christ, tom. _t p 397.

6 Renaudot, H_st. Patriarch. Alex , p. 60.
Y.vvo_,_bv. Vol. it. p. 8, fol , Oxon., x67a.

a Tdlemont, M*m., tom v. p 45o.
9 Renaudot, l.¢, p. 6I, ._e¢¢.

to Maffei, Oaae_vazion¢ Lctterarit, tom fi_ p t7.
ti Athanasius, A_ol ¢ontra Ar_an, s_c 39, tom t. p. x77
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respect to the time in which the mournful Meletian schism commenced, Maffei, defends the opin-

ions of Baronius, * who connects it with the year A.D. 306, against Pagius and Montfaucon, both
from this epistle of Petrus Alexandrinus, and also from another of the four bishops, of which Peter

makes mention in his own; (4) A passage from the Sermo in Sanctum Pascha, or from some
other work of Peter's on the same subject, is given m the Diatriba de Paschate, prefixed to the

Chronicon Alexandrznum X. Paschale, and published separately in the Uranologion of Petavius,
fol. Paris, I63O , p. 396.

i Maffet, lc, p 24.

z Baromus, Ad Annum, 3o6, sec. 44 [E|ucldauon 1.]





THE GENUINE ACTS OF PETER.'

WERE all the limbs of my body to be turned cycle of two hundred and eighty-five years from
into tongues, and all the joints of my limbs to the incarnation of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
utter articulate sounds, it would noways be suffi- Christ had rolled round, when the venerable
cient to express who, how great and how good, Theonas, the bishop of this city, by an ethereal
was our most blessed Father Peter, Archbishop flight, mounted upwards to the celestial kingdoms.
of Alexandria. Especially incongruous do I con- To him Peter, succeeding at the" helm of the
sider it to commit to paper what perils he under- Church, was by all the clergy and the whole
went by tyrants, what conflicts he endured with Christian commumty appointed bishop, the six-
Gentiles and heretics, lest I should seem to teenth in order from Mark the Evangelist, who
make these the subjects of my panegyric rather was also archbishop of the city. He in truth,
than that passion to which he manfully sub- like Phosphor rising among the stars, shining
mitted to make safe the people of God. Never- forth with the radiance of his sacred virtues,
theless, because the office of the narrator must most magnificently governed the citadel of the
fail in narrating his inmost conversation and won- faith. Inferior to none who had gone before
derful deeds, and language is noways sufficient him in his knowledge of Holy Scripture, he nobly
for the task, I have considered it convenient to applied himself to the advantage and instruction
describe only those exploits of his by which he of the Church ; being of singular prudence, and
is known to have attained to the pontificate, * in all things perfect, a true priest and victim of
and after Arius had been cut off from the unity God, he watchfully laboured night and day in
of the Church,3 to have been crowned with the every sacerdotal care.
martyr's laurel. Yet this do I consider to be a But because virtue is the mark of the zealot,
glorious end, and a spectacle of a magnificent "it is the tops of the mountains that are struck
contest, sufficient for those who do not doubt of by lightning," s he hence endured multifarious
a truthful narration, which is unstained by false- conflicts with rivals. Why need I say more ?
hood. In commencing, therefore, our account He lived in persecution almost the whole of his
of the episcopate of this most holy man, let us hfe. Meanwhile he ordained fifty-five bishops.
call to our a_d his own language, in order that Meletius lastly--in mind and name most black
we may make it co-operate with our own style. --was made the schismatical bishop of the city

Alexandria is a city of exceeding magnitude, of Lycopolis, doing many things against the rule
which holds the first place not only among the of the canons, and surpassing even the bloody
Egyptians, but the Thebans also and the Libyans, soldiery in cruelty who, at the time of the Lord's
who are at no great distance from Egypt._ A Passion, feared to rend His coat ; he was so hur-

ried on by giving the rein to his madness, that,
' As interpreted by hnast ..... Bibhoth ....... hpud rd..... rending asunder the Catholic Church not onlyS/iailegTt, tom m p 67I "/hat Anastasms Blbhothecanus trans-

lated from the Greek the P ...... of St Peter, B,shop orAl .... dr,a, in the cities of Egypt, but even in its villages,
is ad_rmedby Anastasmsh.... If m his prologue,Ad P........ he ordained bishops of his own party, nor caredMartyr_m, MCCCCLXXX, pubhshed by blabdlon m the _ruseum
ttalicum, tom 1.part n p 8o " Post translat .... ead petinonem he aught for Peter, nor for Christ, who was in

sanctltaUs tom (he Is addressing Peter, Bishop of Gawnur.a), pas- the person of Peter. To him Arius, who wasslonem pr_eclpui doctor,s et martyns, Peru Alexartdrraze urbis epts-

eopi." And then an anonymousbmgrapher of John wn, in Mura. yet a laic, and not marked with the clerical ton-tor-z R. 1. S., tom. in. p 1. p z69, confirms the same. Anastasms,
the librarian of the Roman church, translated from the Greek into sure, 6 adhered, and was to him and his family
Latinthe Passianof St. Peter,Archbishopof Alexandna Butit _ most dear ; and not without reason : every ani-a matter of conjecture which of the different Passzons of St Peter
Anastasms translated. Of the Acts of St Peter, there are three dif-
ferent records. -- (t) Acla Szncera, which, according to Baromus, s Hor., Od, d _o, xL
are the most genmne. (_) A shorter Latm version, by Surtus 6 [Anastastus, more Romano, uses the Mtddle-Age terminol-
{3) A Greek version, by Combefis ogy as tf tt had extsted in the Ante-Nicene penod So all the sue*

2 [Stgmficant to find this term applted from Western thought to eessors of the apostles at Rome, including St. Peter himself, at_
this great bashopnc by such a translator as Anastasius.] transformed into " Popes " We owe this abuse to the" False Deere-

3 [See p. 257, SUlYra, and p. _53, infra, note _*. Not _s final tals," of whtch we treat hereafter. But why ts exploded ficuon and
mject_on after the Ntcene Council ] demonstrated untruth perpetuated by enhghtened historians1? S¢¢

a [He is here speakmg of its civil importance only.] voI v p. x55.]
26,
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mal, as says the Scripture, loves its like. But in fight. But that this may be understood more
upon this coming to his knowledge, the man of clearly, we must necessanly turn back to the
God being affected with grief, said that this atrocities of Diocletian, that impious one, and
persecution was worse than the former. And rebel against God, and also to Maxlnnan Gale-
although he was in hiding, yet, so far as his rms, who at that tmle, with his son Maxlmm,
strength permitted, directing everywhere his ex- harassed the regions of the East with his tyran-
hortations, and preaching up the unity of the nlcal sway.
Church, he strengthened men to withstand the For in the time of this man the fire of Chns-
ignorance and nefarious tementy of Meletms. nan persecution so raged, that not only in one
Whence it came to pass that not a few, being region of the universe, but even throughout the
influenced by his salutary admonitions, departed whole world, both by land and by sea, the storm
from the Meletian impmty, of impiety gave forth its thunder. The imperial

*Nearly about the same time Anus, armed with edicts and most cruel decrees running luther
a viper's craft, as if deserting the party of Mele- and thither, the worshippers of Christ were put
tins, fled for refuge to Peter, who at the request'to death now openly, and now by clandestine
of the bishops raised him to the honours of the snares ; no day, no night, passed off free from the
diaconate, being ignorant of his exceeding hypoc- effusion of Christian blood. Nor was the type
risy. For he was even as a snake suffused with of slaughter of one kind alone ; some were slam
deadly poison. Yet neither can the imposition with diverse and most bitter tortures ; some again,
of hands upon this false one be imputed as a that they might want the humanity of kinsmen,
crime to this holy man, as the simulated magm and burial in their own country, were transported
arts of Simon is not ascribed to Philip. Mean- to other climes, and by certain new machinations
while, the detestable wickedness of the Meletlans. of punishment, and as yet to the age unknown,
increased beyond measure ; and the blessed were driven to the goal of martyrdom. Oh, the
Peter, feanng lest the plague of heresy should horrible wickedness i So great was their impiety
spread over the whole flock committed to his that they even upturned from their foundations
care, and knowing that there is no fellowship the sanctuaries of divine worship, and burned
with light and darkness, and no concord betwixt the sacred books in the fire. Diocletian of exe-
Christ and Belial, by letter separated the Mele- crable memory having died, Constantmus Major
tlans from the communion of the Church. And was elected to administer the kingdom, and in
because an evil disposmon cannot long be con- the western parts began to hold the reins of
cealed, upon that instant the wicked Arius, when government.
he saw his aiders and abettors cast down from In these days information was brought to Maxl-
the dignity of the Church, gave way to sadness mm about the aforesaid archbishop, _ that he was
and lamentation. This did not escape the notice a leader and holding chief place among the
of this holy man. For when his hypocrisy was [ Christians ; and he, inflamed with his accustomed
laid bare, immediately using the evangelical iniquity, on the instant ordered Peter to be ap-
sword, "If thy right eye offend thee. pluck it out prehended and cast into prison. For which put-
and cast it from thee,"' and cutting off Arius pose he despatched to Alexandria five tribunes,
from the body of the Church as a putrid limb, accompanied with their bands of soldiers, who,
he expelled and banished him from the com- coming thither as they had been commanded,
munion of the faithful, suddenly seized the priest of Christ and coin-

This done, the storm of persecution suddenly mitted him to the custody of a prison. Won-
abating, peace, although for a short time, smiled, derful was the devotion of the faithful ! When
Then this most choice priest of the Lord shone it was known that this holy man was shut up in
manifestly before the people, and the faithful the dungeon of the prison, an incredibly large
began to run in crowds to keep the memory of number ran together, principally a band of monks
the martyrs, and to assemble in congregations to land of virgins, and with no material arms, but
the praise of Christ. Whom this priest of the with nvers of tears and the affection of pious
divine law quickened with his holy eloquence, minds, surrounded the prison's circmt.3 And as
and so roused and strengthened that the multi- good sons towards a good father, nay, rather as
tude of believers increased continually m the the Christian members of a most Christian head,
Church. But the old enemy of salvation of man adhered to him with all their bowels of com-
did not long remain quiet and look on these passion, and were to him as walls, observing that
things with favouring eyes. For on a sudden the
storm-cloud of paganism gave forth its hostile _ [PostNicene terminology,condemnedevenby the Galhcans,
thunder, and like a winter shower struck against as,e g, Dupm Alexandria,foundedbySt. Mark,was wrtuaily an

Apo3stohc See, though commonly called the Evangehc See ]the serenity of the Church, and chased it away ThuswatchedthefmthfulatMdanar°undAmbrose'theirbmh°P"
against whom the wrath of the Arian Empress Justma was directed,

accordm_ to the testimony of Augustane, who was an eye-wgness.
z Matt. v a 9, Cf. Con)tax, hb ix. cap. 7.
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no pagan might get an opportunity of access to Moreover they suspected that he, not without
him. One indeed was the vow of all, one their some divine notification,3 gave forth such a sen-
voice, and one their compassion and resolve to tence against Anus. But when the merciful
die rather than see any evil happen to this holy father beheld them silent and sad from corn-
man. Now while the man of God was being punction of heart, he would not persist in aus-
kept for a few days in the same stocks, with his terity, or leave them, as if m contempt, without
body thrust back, the tribunes made a suggestion satisfaction ; but taking Achiltas and Alexander,
to the king concerning him, but he, after his who amongst the priests appeared to be the
ferocious manner, gave his sentence for capitally elders and the most holy, having one of them at
punishing the most blessed patriarch. And when his right hand, and the other on his left, he
th_s got to the ears of the Chnstians, they all separated them a little from the rest, and at the
with one mind began to guard the approaches end of his discourse said to them: "Do not,
to the prison with groaning and lamentation, and I my brethren, take me for a man inhuman and
persistently prevented any Gentile from obtain- Istern : for indeed I too am living under the law
mg access to him. And when the tribunes could Iof sin ; but beheve my words. The hidden
by no means approach him to put him to death, ]treachery of Arms surpasses all iniquity and
they held a council, and determined that the imaplety,'and not asserting this of mine own self,
soldiers should with drawn swords break in upon Ihave I sanctioned his excommunication. For
the crowd of people, and so draw him forth to i ln this night, whilst I was solemnly pounng forth

]m 3- prayers to God, there stood by me a boy of

behead hml ; and if any one opposed, he should ]about twelve years, the brightness of whose facebe put to death.
Anus, in the meanwhile, having as yet been I could not endure, for this whole cell in whmh

endowed only with the dignity of a Lex Ire,' and !we stand was radiant with a great light. He
fearing lest, after the death of so great a father, was clothed with a linen tunic 4 divided into two
he should noways be able to get reconciled to I parts, from the neck to the feet, and holding in
the Church, came to those who held the chief]his two hands the rents of the tunic, he applied
place amongst the clergy, and, hypocrite that he I them to his breast to cover his nudity. At this
was, by his sorrowful entreaties and plausible vision I was stupefied with astonishment. And
discourse, endeavoured to persuade the holy when boldness of speech was given to me, I ex-

archbishop to ex_end to him his compassion, claimed: Lord, who hath rent thv tunic? Then
and to release hnn from the ban of excommum- said he, Arms hath rent it, and by all means
cation. But what is more deceptive than a beware of receiving him Into communion ; be-
feigned heart? What more s_mple than a holy hold, to-morrow theywill come to entreat you
composure ? There was no delay ; those who Ifor him. See, therefore, that thou be not per-
had been requested went in to the priest of isuaded to acquiesce: nay, rather lay thy corn-
Christ, and, after the customary oration, pros-Imands upon Achillas and Alexander'the priests,

tratlng themselves on the ground, and with]who after thy translation will rule my Church,
groans and tears kissing his sacred hands, ira-, not by any means to receive him. Thou shalt
plored him, saying : "Thee, indeed, most blessed _,very quickly fulfil the lot of the martyr. Now
father, for the excellence of thy faith, the Lord ! there was no other cause of this vision. So now
hath called to receive the martyr's crown, which I I have satisfied you, and I have declared unto
we noways doubt does quickly await thee. [you what I was ordered. But what you will do
Therefore do we think it right that, with thyl in consequence of this, must be your own care."
accustomed piety, thou shouldest pardon Arius, Thus much concerning Anus.
and extend thy indulgence to his lamentations." He can_nued: "Ye know too, beloved, and

Upon hearing this the man of God, moved [ ye know well, what has been the manner of my
with indignation, put them aside, and, raising conversation amongst you, and what conflicts I
his hands to heaven, exclaimed : " Do ye dare have endured from the idolatrous Gentiles, who,
to supplicate me on behalf of Arius ? Arius, ! being ignorant of the Lord and Saviour, do not
both here and in the future world, will always ' cease in their madness to spread abroad the fame

remain banished and separate from the glory of 3 [,, The dying are wont to vatacmate, " but the prophetic ckar_:
the Son of God, Jesus Christ our Lord." * He mata (x C ..... _t) were not yet extract m the _hurch, m art

thus protesting, all who were present, being probabdtt_, hence thi*conjecturewas natural.]'*Ko_.ofltoJ,--thls ls the tumcle, tumca, tumcella, dalmatlea. It

struck with terror, like men dumb, kept silence, ongmally had no sleeves; it Is said that wide slceves were added inthe West about the fourth century, and the garment was then called
dalmatlc, and was the deacon's vestment w_en assisting at the holy

x |i e., deacon. Ira lxvi. al. So Clement of Rome, cap. xl p communton, whtle that worn by sub-deacons, called by the Anglo-
_4, vol. i, this series ] Saxons " roe," and " tumcle" generally after the t3th century, was

2 The Acta Com[_etf*zana add, " quemadmodum ille Dei F_hum of the same form, but smaller and less ornamented (Palmer, Ortg.
a paterna glorm et substantm sequestrawt," even as he has separated Liturgical, voL n. p. 3t4). The word, m its clasdeal use, meant an
the Son of God from the glory and substance of His Father But under-garment with lt.g sleeves curtmled (_ogojSd¢)--1.e, reaching
Arius had not as yet laid hare his heresy, but had been excluded from only half down to the elbow, or entirely without sleeves [But thereference here is clearly to St John xix. z3; and the mtreductlon of
the Church for joining an the Meletian schism, and a susplctous course the medh_val dalraatzc, to translate _oAd_8_ov,LSOutOf place ]of action.
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of a multitude of gods who are no gods. Ye above all things the will of God. I know, in-
know likewise how, in avoiding the rage of my ]deed, that under their breath the tribunes whls-
persecutors, I wandered an exile from place to]per of my death with eager haste ; but I will
place. For long time I lay in hiding in Meso- Inot from this carcumstance open any communi-
potato,a, and also in Syria amongst the Pheeni- cation with them, nor will I count my fife more
cians ; in either Palestine also I had for a long precious than myself. Nay, rather, I am pre-
time to wander ; and from thence, if I may so [pared to finish the course which my Lord Jesus
say, in another element, that is, in the islands, I iChrist hath deigned to promise to me, and
tarried no short time. Yet in the midst of all ]faithfully render up to Him the ministry which
these calamities I did not cease day and night from Him I have received. Pray for me, my
writing to the Lord's flock committed to my brothers; you will not see me longer living in
poor care, and confirming them in the unity of i this hfe with you. Wherefore I testify before
Christ. For an anxious sohcitude for them con- God and your brotherhood, that before all of
stantly kept urging my heart, and suffered me you have I preserved a clean conscience. For
not to rest ; then only did I think it to be more I have not shunned to declare unto you the
tolerable to me when I committed them to the injunctions of the Lord, and I have refused not
Power above, to make known to you the things which will

"Likewise also, on account of those fortunate hereafter be necessary.
prelates, Phileus, I mean, Hesychius and The- " Wherefore take heed unto yourselves, and
odorus, who of divine grace have received a the whole flock over which the Holy Ghost has
worthy vocation, what great tribulation agitated appointed you as overseers in succession-- thee
my mind. For these, as ye knDw, for the faith Achillas m the first place, and next to thee Alex-
of Christ were with the rest of the confessors ander. Behold with living voice I protest
wasted with diverse torments. And because in you, that after my death men will arise m the
such a conflict they were not only of the clergy Church speaking perverse things, 2 and will again
but of the laity also the standard-bearers and divide it, like Meier, us, drawing away the people
preceptors, I on this account greatly feared lest after their madness. So I have told you before.
they should be found wanting under their long But I pray you, mine own bowels, be watchful ;
affliction, and lest their defection, which is tern- for ye must undergo many tribulations. For we
hie to speak of, should be to many an occasion are no better than our fathers t Are ye ignorant
of stumbling and of denying the faith, for there what things my father endured from the Gentiles,
were more than six hundred and sixty confined he who brought me up, the most holy bishop
along with them within the precincts of a dun- Theonas, whose pontifical 3 chair I have under-
geon. Hence, although oppressed with great taken to fill ? Would that I had his manners
labour and toil, I ceased not to write to them also! Why too should I speak of the great
with reference to all those predicted passages,' Dionysius his predecessor, who wandering from
exhorting them to earn the martyr's palm with place to place sustained many calamities from
the power of divine inspiration. But when I the frantic Sabellius ? Nor will I omit to men-
heard of their magnificent perseverance, and tlon you, ye most holy fathers and high priests
the glorious end of the passion of them all, fall- of the divine law, Heraclius and Demetrius,
ing on the ground I adored the majesty of Christ, for whom Origen, that framer of a perverse
who had thought fit to count them amongst the dogma, laid many temptations, who cast upon
throng of the martyrs, the Church a detestable schism, which to this

"Why should I speak to you about Meletius day is throwing it into confusion. But the grace
of Lycopolis ? What persecutions, what treach- of God which then protected them, will, I be-
ery, he directed against me, I doubt not but that lieve, protect you also. But why do I delay you
ye well know. Oh, the horrible wickedness ! he longer, my very dear brethren, with the out-
feared not to rend asunder the holy Church, pouring of my prohx discourse. It remains, that
which the Son of God redeemed with His pre- with the last words of the Apostle 4 who thus
cious blood, and to deliver which from the prayed I address you: 'And now I commend
tyranny of the devil He hesitated not to lay you to God and the word of His grace, which
down His life. This Church, as I have begun is powerful to direct both you and His flock.'"
to say, the wicked Meletius rending asunder, When he had finished, falling on his knees, he
ceased not to imprison in dungeons, and to prayed with them. And his speech ended, Achil-
afflict holy bishops even, who have a little before las and Alexander kissing his hands and feet
us by martyrdom penetrated to the heavens. Be-
ware therefore of his insidmus devices. For I, * cA x_m. _v.*.

a [Another anachroaxlsm but noteworthy as applied to the See of
as ye see, go bound by divine chanty, preferring Alexandria Seep.a6,, note u. I

4 Cf St. Paul's farewell address to the elders at Miletus, Acts ax.
aS. IAcLs xx. 3_ The whole of this affecung address is borrowed

z Of Scripture. feomthe touching eloquence of St. Paal.l
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and bursting into tears sobbed bitterly, specially elder, obeying the commands of this most holy
grieving at those words of his which they heard man,--for so great a father could not be con-
when he said that they should henceforth see him tradicted, m departed to the tribunes, and made
in this life no more. Then this most gentle the intimation to them as he had been corn-
teacher going to the rest of the clergy, who, as I manded. They, when they had received it, were
have said, had come m to him to speak in behalf exceedingly rejoiced, and taking with them some
of Arius, spake to them has last consoling words, stonemasons, came about the dawn of the day
and such as were necessary ; then pouring forth without their soldiers to the place which had
his prayers to God, and bidding them ad.ieu, he been pointed out to them. The man of God
dismissed them all in peace., had passed the whole night as a vigil, without

These things having thus ended, it was every- sleep, m prayer and watchfulness. But when he
where published far and wsde that Arius had not heard their approach, whilst all who were with
been cut off from the Catholic unity without a him were rapt in slumber, with a slow and gentle
divine interposition. But that contriver of de- :step he descended to the interior part of the
ceit, and disseminator of all wickedness, ceased prison, and according to the agreement made,
not to keep hidden his viper's poison in the made a sound on the wall; and those outside
labyrinth of his bosom, hoping that he should hearing this, forcing an aperture, received this
be reconciled by Achillas and Alexander. This athlete of Christ armed on all sides with no
is that Arius the heresiarch, the divider of the brazen breastplate, but with the .virtue of the
consubstantial and indivisible Trinity. This is icross of the Lord, and fully prepared to carry
he who with rash and wicked mouth, was not out the Lord's words who said, "Fear not them
afraid to blaspheme the Lord and Saviour, be- which kill the body, but are not able to kill the
yond all other heretics ; the Lord, I say, and soul : but rather fear Him which is able to de-
Saviour, who out of pity for our human wander- strov both soul and body in hell." 4 Wonderful
ings, and being sorely grieved that the world was_the occurrence ! Such a heavy whirlwind of
should perish in deadly destruction and condem- wind and rain prevailed during that night, that
nation, deigned for us all to suffer in the flesh, no one of those who kept the door of the prison
For it is not to be believed that the Godhead could hear the sound of the excavation. This

which is impassible was subject to the passion, martyr most constant too, kept urging on his
But because the theologians and fathers have murderers, saying, Do what ye are about to do,
taken care in better style to remove from Catho- before those are aware who are guarding me.
lic ears the blasphemies of this nature, and But they took him up and brought him to the
another task is ours, let us return to our sub-iplace called Bucolia, where the holy St. Mark
ject. underwent martyrdom for Christ. Astonishing

This most sagacious pontiff 2 then, perceiving is the virtue of the saints! As they carried
the cruel device of the tribunes, who, in order him along, and beheld his great constancy and
to bring about his death, were willing to put to strength of mind when in peril of death, on a
the sword the whole Christian multitude that sudden a fear and trembling came upon them to
was present, was unwilling that they should such a degree, that none of them could look
together with him taste the bitterness of death, istedfastly into his face. Moreover, the blessed
but as a faithful servant imitating his Lord and martyr entreated them to allow him to go to the
Saviour, whose acts were even as his words, tomb of St. Mark, for he desired to commend
"The good Shepherd giveth His life for the himself to his patronage.S But they from con-
sheep," 3 prompted by his piety, called to him fusion, looking down on the ground, said, "Do
an elder of those who there waited on his words, as you wish, but make haste." Therefore ap-
and said to him : "Go to the tribunes who seek proaching the burial-place of the evangelist, he
to kill me, and say to them, Cease ye from all embraced it, and speaking to him as if he were
your anxiety, 1o ! I am ready and willing of mine yet alive in the flesh, and able to hear him, he
own accord to gave myself to them." Bid them prayed after this manner : "O father most hon-
come this night to the rereward of the house of ourable, thou evangelist of the only-begotten
this prison, and in the spot in which they shall Saviour, thou witness of His passion, thee did
hear a signal given on the wall from within, there Christ choose, who is the Deliverer of us all, to
let them make an excavation, and take me and be the first pontiff and pillar of this See ; to
do with me as they have been commanded. The thee did He commit the task of proclaiming the

faith throughout the whole of Egypt and its

, [Act_zx. 3S. an_,_nt orI_as _d of Poly_n_is _ boundaries. Thou, I say, hast watchfully fulfilled
clearly to be recogni_l in the fourth century, ] that ministry of our human salvation which was

2 [Another anachronism; but, as applied to the Alexandrian
primate, tt is a concession to truth. The word was already used in
the West, but not cxclumwly with t=tqa_t to the AIpOstohc S:_. _ 4 Matt. x. 2S,
real v p. 27o, noto t.] $ [Another anachronism. No s_h savoc,_,i0u M saints at tl_

3 John x tL p_'io_. See note 6, p a6x, sul_ra.]
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J
intrusted to thee; as the reward of this labour'erence to himself. He inquired of them on the
thou hast doubtless obtained the martyr's palm• i instant, "Are ye Christians?" And they rephed,
Hence, not without justice, art thou counted l"Yes." Then said he, "Whither are ye going>"
worthy to be saluted evangelist and bishop. Thy And they replied, "To the market in the city tc
successor was Anianus, and the rest in descending sell these things that we are carrying•" Then
series down to the most blessed Theonas, who. the most merciful father answered, " My faKhful
disciplined my infancy, and deigned to educate]children, God has marked you out, persevere
my heart. To whom I, a sinner and unworthy, iv,nth me." And they immediately recognising
have been beyond my deservings appointed as[him, said, "Sire, let It be as thou hast corn-
successor by an hereditary descent. And, what ]mar_led." Then turning to the tribunes, he said,
is best of all, lo ! the largeness of the divine ' "Come, do what ye arc about to do, and fulfil
bounty has granted me to become a martyr of the king's command, for the day is now on the
His precious cross and joyful resurrection, giving, point of breaking•" _ But they, suffenng violence
to my devotion the sweet and pleasant odour of as it were on account of the winked decree of
His passion, that I should be made meet to pour i the prince, brought him to a spot opposite to
out unto Him the offering of my blood. Andthe sanctuary of the evangehst, Into a valley
because the time of making this offering is now Inear the tombs. Then sald the holy man,
instant, pray for me that, the divine power asmst- ]" Spread out, thou aged man, the skins which
mg me, I may be meet to reach the goal of this i thou earnest, and thou too, O aged woman, the
agony with a stout heart and ready faith. I com- linen sheets." 3 And when they had been spread
mend also to thy glorious patronage the flock of Iout, this most constant martyr, mounting-upon
Chnst's worshippers whmh was committed to my Ithem, extended both his hands to heaven, and
pastoral care ; to thee, I say, I with prayers com- Ibendmg his knees on the ground, and fixing his
mend it, who are approved as the author and !mind upon heaven, returned his thanks to the
guard°an of all preceding and subsequent occu- Almighty Judge * of the contest, and fortifying
piers of thas pontifical chair, and who, holding himself with the sign of the cross, said, Amen.
its first honours, art the successor not of man, Then loosening his omo2M_orwn 5 from his neck,
but of the God-man, Christ Jesus." Saying he stretched it forth, saying, "What is corn-
these words, _ he went back to a little distance manded you, do speedily."
from the sacred tomb, and, rinsing his hands to Meanwhile the hands of the tribunes were
heaven, prayed with a loud vome, saying : "O paralyzed, and looking upon one another in turn,
thou Only-begotten, Jesus Christ, Word of the each urged his fellow to the deed, but they were
Eternal Father, hear me invoking Thy clemency, all held fast with astonishment and fear. At
Speak peace, I beseech Thee, to the tempest length they agreed that out of thmr common
that shakes Thy Church, and with the effusion stock a reward for the executmn should be ap-
of my blood, who am Thy servant, make an end pointed, and that the man who should venture
to the persecution of Thy people." Then a cer- to perpetrate the murder should enjoy the re-
tain virgm dedicated to God, who had her cell ward. There was no delay, each of them
adjoining to the tomb of the evangelist, as she brought forth five solidi. 6 But, as says the
was spending the night in prayer, heard a voice heathen poet, --
from heaven, saying. "Peter was the first of the
apostles, Peter as the last of the martyred bishops * [_ ........ 6.]
of Alexandria." 3 The Latin reads here: " Spread out, ye aged men, the skins

whmh ye are carrying."

Having ended his prayer, he kissed the tomb 4hy_voo,_q_-thepresidentof the Grecianga.... the judge.
of the blessed evangelist, and of the other pen- 5 [Probablyhe wore ordznarily what afterwardsbecameanecclesiastical ornament So the casula and other vestments were

tiffs who were buried there, and went forth to retainedby the clergyaftertheyce=edtobe commonlyworn, Mar-
rlott, Vestzar Chrzsti_n., p x98 ] The omel)horzen, which is worn

the tribunes. But they seeing his face as it had )bye_e_yF_tern b,_hop...... blesthe Latinpall.... exceptthat ,t

been the face of an angel, being terror-stricken, ,s broader, and tied round the neck in a knot Cf following passage
from Neale's Inlroduttzen go gtte Translattau of the Eastemt

feared to speak to him of his instant agony. Lzturg,es " But whdethe Gospelis beingread,the bishoplay*
Nevertheless, because God does not desert those as,dehiso,.o#o_,o., therebymakangprofessionofhisservme to the

Lord For since It t_ the Lord who is represented as speaking by

who trust in Him, He willed not to leave His the 6ospel,a.d ..... it .... H.... If p ..... t, the bishopat that
time ventures not to be arrayed with the symbol of His mcarnanon

martyr qcithout consolation in the moment of so _ i mean the omaf_horion ; but taking _t off from his shoulders, be

great a trial. For lo ) an old man and an aged g_.... t to the d....... ho holds It folded m h.... ght hand, h .... If• standing near the bishop, and preceding the holy gifts "When he has

virgin, coming from the smaller towns, were has- finishedtheliturgy,andcomesto thecommunion,he againassumes.
the o_o_horton, mamfestmg that before this he was one of the rain

tening to the city, one of whom was carrying ,stets and wasaf_atdto put .pon himselfthat holygarment But
four skins for sale, and the other two sheets of whenthework,saccompished,a_dhe go_so. to elewtetbe bread,

and to divide it into parts, and to recet_e it himself, and distribute it
linen. The blessed prelate, when he perceived toothe_, ,t is.e_ssary thatheshouldput on all the sacredsymbols
them, recognised a devine dispensation with ref- i of hi. digmty,and since the omop]_ortants theprincipalvestof a

pontiff, he necessarily a_urnes that, and m that is partaker of the
....... most divine things " JAil this unknown to antiquity

I [Wholly apocryphal in all probabihty, or based on a mere _' A sohdus or aureu$ worth 25 denarll, denarius being 8_d ' it
apostrophe. Such '* patronage" was yet unknown, l was worth x7, 8_d, fivesohdl,£4, gs 6_d [More than Sao j
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,,Quid non mortaha pectora cogls, i gaged in the pubhc transport service, seeing what
Aun sacra fames _" i Lhad happened, for they were near the sea. pre-

one of them, after the manner of the traitor;pared a boat, and suddenly seizing upon the
ludas, emboldened by the desire of money, drew sacred relics, they" placed them m it, and scahng
his sword and beheaded the pontiff, on the 25th ,the Pharos from behind, by a quarter whmh has
clay of November, after he had held the ponnfi-'the name of Leucado, they came to the church
cate twelve years--three of which were before of the most blessed lnother of God, and Ever-
the persecution, but the nine remamlng were Virgin Mary, which, as we began to say, he had
passed by him under persecutions of &verse constructed an the western quarter, in a suburb,
kinds. The blood-money being instantly claimed for a cemetery of the martyr_. Thereupon the
by the executioner, these wicked purchasers, or throng of the people, as if the heavenly treasure
rather destroyers, of man's hfe qmckly returned, had been snatched from them, some by strmght
for they feared the multitude of the people, since, roads, and others by a more devious route, fol-
as I have stud, they were w_thout their mihtary lowed with hasty steps. And when they at length
escort. But the body of the blessed martyr, as arrived there, there was no longer any altercatmn
the fathers affirm who went first to the place of_lwhere he was to be placed, but by a common
execution, remained erect, as if instant an prayer, and unnnpeachable counsel they agreed first to
until man)" people, coming together, discovered' place hnn in h_s episcopal chair, and then to
it standing _ m the same posture : so that what _bury hun.
was his constant practme whilst hying, to this his ] And this, most prudent reader, I would not
mannnate body testified. They found also the [have you regard as a wild fancy and SUl)erstition,
aged man and woman watching with grief and since, ff vou learn the cause of this novelty, you
lamentation the most precmns relic of the Church. iwill adml"re and approve of the zeal and deed of
So, honouring him w_th a triumphal funeral, they Ithe populace. For th_s blessed priest, when he
covered his body w_th the linen sheets, but the, celebrated the sacrament of the divine mysteries,
sacred blood whmh had been poured forth, thev ldid not, as lb the ecclesiastical custom, sit upon
collected reverently in a wallet. ] his ponnfical throne, but npon its footstool un-

In the meanwhile an innumerable mulntude derneath, whwh. when the people beheld, they
of either sex, flocking together from the popu- disliked, and complainingly exclaimed, "Thou
lous city, with groans and ejaculations asked oughtest, O father, to sit upon thy chair;" and
each other m turn, being ignorant, in what man- iwhen the)' repeated this frequently, the nnntster
ner this had happened. In truth, from the least i of the Lord rising, calmed their complaints w_th
to the greatest, a very great grief was prevalent I tranqml voice, and again took hls seat upon the
amongst all. For when the chief men of the same stool. So all this seemed to be done by
city beheld the laudable importunity of the mul- him from motives of humility. But upon a cer-
titude, who were busied in dividing his sacred taln great fesnval it happened that he was offer-
spoils to keep them as relics, they wrapped him up ing the sacrifice of the mass,S and wished to do
the tighter in the skins and hnen sheets. For the i this same thing. Thereupon, not only the people,
most holy mlmster of God was always clothed in lbut the clergy also, exclaimed with one voice,
sacerdotal vestments of a white colour 3__ that is, [" Take thy seat upon thy chair, bishop." But
with the tunic, the kola3eon, and the omaphorwn, he, as ff conscious of a mystery, feigned not to
Then there arose among them no small conten- hear this ; and giving the signal for silence, _for
tlon, for some were for carrying the most sacred no one dared pertmacmusly to withstand him,
hmbs to the church which he had himself built, he made them all quiet, and yet, nevertheless,
and where he now rests, but others were endeav- sat down on the footstool of the chair ; and the
ouring to carry hun to the sanctuary of the evan- solemnmes of the Inass _ hawng been celebrated
gehst, where he attained the goal of martyrdom as usual, each one of the faithful returned to his
and since neither party would weld to the other own home.
they began to turn thmr rehgious observance into But the man of God sending for the clerg3,,
a wranghng and a fight. 4 In the meanwhile a with tranquil and serene mind, charged them
spirited body of senators of those who are en- with rashness, saying, " How is it that ye blush

not for having joined the cry of the laity, and
, V,rg,1,Arn, book., 56 -- reproaching me ? Howbeit, since your reproach
"o sacredhungerof permcmusgold, flOWSnot from the muddy torrent of arrogance,Whatbandsof faithcanmlptouslucrehold9" -- Dryden.

[Here "' standmg"=continuing,He knelt, no doubt,to be but from the pure fountain of love, I will unfold
beheaded,butthecorpseremainedm thisposture A noblehorse,
shoton the fieldofAntmtam,remmnedon thefieldmanatutudeof
raisinghimselffromthe ground,as I sawit myself] s [Anotheranachromsm,andOccidentalal_o] .. ..

3 ['rhl_maybecredttedSeeCypnan'sPasswnButtheteehmcal 6 [Seevol v p a56,note6,andp _59,Eluctdatmnxi, _ltssa;
names-whmhf,onow_eeman anachromsmffte_lzntcal/;vunderstood] aLgtmword,hasclearlynoplace,heresave.by_the Roman,ruleol
1saythiswth nospratofobjeetmnto thesevestments,however] [ readingmodernrites intoanuqmty. "Ihus,mRaphaels ptctu{e

4 [SeeKmgslev'sHypatta In Cynl'sttmethismtghthavehap- [ tllustranngthe_toryof_Macc ill 15,theJewtsh mgn-pnesttsmaae
petled onetruststhat f-orPeter'sdaythxs,too,ts ananachromsm,]I aRomanponttff.Comparenote6, I_.26x_su_bra3
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to you the secret of this mystery. Very often cry, that is Arius, covered with a sheep's skin,
when I wash to draw near to that seat, I see a/entered into the Lord's fold to worry and tor-
virtue as it were sitting upon it, exceeding radiant ment it, or in what manner he was enabled to
with the brightness of its light. Then, being in attain to the dignity of the priesthood, let us
suspense between joy and fear, I acknowledge employ ourselves in relating in brief. 2 And this
that I am altogether unworthy to sit upon such not to annoy those who ventured to recall to the
a seat, and if I dad not hesitate to cause an oc- threshing-floor of the Lord those tares of apos-
casion of offence to the people, without doubt tacy and contagion that had been winnowed out
I should not even venture to sit upon the stool of the Church by a heavenly fan ; for these are
itself. Thus it is, my beloved sons, that I seem without doubt reckoned eminent for sanctity,
to you, in this, to transgress the pontxfical rule. 1 but thinking it a light thing to believe so holy a
Nevertheless, many times when I see it vacant, a man, they transgressed the injunctions of the
as ye yourselves are witnesses, I refuse not to sit divine command. What then ? Do we repre-
upon the chair after the accustomed manner, hend them ? By no means. For as long as this
Wherefore do ye, now that ye are acquainted corruptible body weighs us down, and this earth-
with my secret, and being well assured that, if I ly habitation depresses the sense of our infirmity,
shall be indulged, I will sat upon the chmr, for many are easily deceived in their amaginations,
I hold not in slight esteem the dignity of my and think that which is unjust to be just, that to
order, cease any further from joining an the ex- be holy which is impure. The Gibeonites who,
clamations of the populace." This explanation by the davine threatenings, were to be utterly
the most holy father, whilst he was yet alive, was destroyed, having one thing in their wishes and
compelled to give to the clergy. The fmthful another in their voice and mien, were able
of Christ, therefore, remembering all this with quickly to deceive Joshua,s that just distributor
pious devotion, brought has sacred body, and of the land of promise. David 4 also, full of
caused it to sit upon the episcopal throne. As prophetic inspirataon, when he had heard the
much joy and exultation arose then to heaven words of the deceitful youth, although it was by
from the people, as if they were attending him the inscrutable and just judgment of God, yet
alive and in the body. Then embalmmg him acted very differently from what the true nature
with sweet spices, they wrapped him in silken of the case required. What also can be more
coverings ; what each one of them could be the sublime than the apostles, who have not removed
first to bring, this he accounted to himself as themselves from our infirmity? For one of them
greatest gain. Then carrying palms, the tokens writes, "In many things we offend all ; "s and
of victory, with flaming tapers, with sounding another, "If we say we have no sin, we deceive
hymns, and with fragrant incense, celebrating ourselves, and the truth is not in us." o But
the triumph of his heavenly victory, they laid when we repent of these, so much the more
down the sacred relics, and buried them in the readily do we obtain pardon, when we have
cemetery which had been long ago constructed sinned not willingly, but through ignorance or
by him, where too from henceforth, and even to frailty. And certainly offences of this sort come
this day, miraculous virtues cease not to show l not of prevarication, but of the indulgence of
themselves. Pious vows, forsooth, are received compassion. But I leave to others to write an
with a propitious hearing ; the health of the im- apology for this ; let us pursue what is in hand.
potent is restored ; the expulsion of unclean After that magnificent defender of the faith,
spirits testifies to the martyr's merits. These Peter, worthy of his name, had by the triumph
gifts, 0 Lord Jesus, are Thine, whose wont it is of martyrdom, etc.
thus magnificently to honour Thy martyrs after
death : Thou who with the Father and the Holy THE REST IS WANTING,
Consubstantial Spirit livest and reignest for ever-
more. Amen, • Achdlas. the successor of Peter, adrmtted Arius to the priesthood.3 Cf" Joshua tx.

After this, how that wolf and framer of treach- , Perhaps Absalom, or it may be Z_ba, is referred to. (a Sam.
xiv. 33, xvt 3.)

s asld2

x [See note 2, p. _,6S,_u_'a.] 6 _ John I. 8.



THE CANONICAL EPISTLE,'

COMMENTARIES OF THEODORE BALSAMON AND JOHN ZONARAS.

THE CANONS OF THE BLESSED PETER, ARCHBISHOP OF ALEXANDRIA, AS

THEY ARE GIVEN IN HIS SERMON ON PENITENCE.*

CANON I. who after many torments have sacrificed to the gods,
not being able by reason of fradty to persevere, and who

BUT since the fourth passover of the perse- have passed three years m pemtence, other forty days
cut]on has arrived, it _s sufficient, in the case of should be enjoined, and that then they should be ad-

those who have been apprehended and thrown mltted into the Church. Observe these present canons
which lay down various and useful rules in favour of

into prison, and who have sustained torments those who have demed their God, and seek for repent
not to be borne, 3 and stripes intolerable, and ance, and concerning those who have of their own ac
many other dreadful afflicttons, and afterwards cord sought martyrdom, and have lapsed, and then have

have been betrayed by the frailty of the flesh, again confessed the faith, and other things of the likenature. Consult also, tot you will profitably do so,
even though they were not at the first received manv canons of the Council of Ancyra.
on account of their grievous fall that followed, ZON_RAS. Amongst those who in these turbulent
yet because they contended sorely and resisted t_mes demed the faith, the holy Petel makes a dmtinc-
long ; for they did not come to this of their own t_on, and says, that upon those who had been broughtbefore the tyrant, and thrown into prison, and who had
will, but were betrayed by the frailty of the flesh ; endured very grievous torments, and intolerable scour-
for they show 111their bodies the marks of Jesus? gings, and such as could be cured b'_ no care or medicine
and sopae are now, for the third year, bewailing i (for ,_Ko_signifies medical care, and dv/7_ea_ov is the same

as ]mmedlcabde), and other dreadful aflhctlons, and after-
their fault : it is sufficient, I say, that from the _ards yielding, sacrificed to the gods, being betrayed as
time of their submissive approach, other forty it were by the weakness of the flesh, which could not
days should be enjoined upon them, to keep hcfld out under the pare unto the end, that for them the
them in remembrance ot these things ; those time past should suffice for punishment ; since, indeed,

says he, the fourth passover has now past since they
forty days during which, though our Lord and made this very grievous fall. And although perhaps at
Saviour Jesus Christ had fasted, He was yet, first, when they approached m penitence, they were not

after He had been baptized, tempted of the recetved, yet because they did not of their own free-will
dewl. And when they shall have, dunng these proceed to sacrifice to the gods, and resisted long, andbear about w_th them the marks of Jesus, that is to say,
days, exercised themselves much, and constant- the scars of the wounds which, in behalf of Christ, they
ly fasted, then let them watch in prayer, medl- have endured, and the third year has now elapsed since

taring upon what was spoken by the Lord to hxm they first bewailed their fail, he decrees that, as an adch-
who tempted Him to fall down and worshtp tional punishment, other forty days from the time that

they came asking to be admitted to communion should
him : " Get thee behind me, Satan ; for it ]s be enjoined on them in the place of any further seventy;
written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, during which they should exercise a still greater degree

and Him only shalt thou serve." s of penance, and should fast more earnestly, that is, with
more attentive care, keeping guard over themselves,

B.*,LSAMON. The present canons treat of those who being watchful In prayer, meditating upon, that is, turn-
have in the persecution denied the faith, and are doing ing over perpetually in their minds, and saying in words,
penance. And the first canon ordains, that upon those the text quoted by the Lord against the tempter, "Get

thee behind me,'Satan; for it is "aritten, Thou shalt

X[The Canonical Eptstlesof Basil have been heretofore men- worship the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou
ttOned. Vnl v p 572 elucidauon ] serve."

a These Canonsof 'Petezof Alexandrtaare interesting as bearing CA_NONII.
upon the Controversybetween Cyprianand the clergy of Carthage,
with regardto the treatmentof the lapsed. They also bear uponthe
subject-matterof the Novarianschlsm But in the ease of those who, after that they

3 Anotherreading is dv'o,c,o'rou_, "which cannot be cured." were thrown into prison, and in the dungeon,
4 The marks of Jesus, ¢'rt'yp.o.va. Cf. Gal ,a. x7.
SMart .... o, as in a place besieged, endured afflictions and
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nauseous odours, but afterwards, without the con- if it bear fruit, well ; and if not, then after that

flict of torments, were led captive, being broken ] thou shalt cut it down." Keeping this before
in spirit by poverty of strength, and a certain ] their eyes, and showing forth fruit worthy of re-

blindness of the understanding, a year in addl- t pentance, after so long an interval of time, they

tion to the foregoing time will suffice ; for they will be profited.

gave themselves up to be afflicted for the name BALSA_ON. Those who from fear only and timidity
of Christ, even though in their dungeon they deserted the faith, and then had an eye towards repent-
enjoyed much consolation from their brethren ; ance, the canon pumshes with three years' exclusion,
which, indeed, they shall return many fold, de- according to the parable ot the fig-tree in the Gospels.
siring to be set free from that most bitter cap- For the Lord said, Three years I come to it seeking

frmt, and find none ; but the vine-dresser rephes, Lord,
tivlty of the devil, especially remembering Him let it alone this year also.
who said : "The sprat of the Lord is upon me, ZONARAS. But those, he says, who hawng suffered
because He hath anointed me to preach the no hardness, have deselted from fear only and timidity,
Gospel to the poor, He hath sent me to heal in that the) of their own accord have approached to

wickedness, and then looked towards repentance, their
the broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to the case the parable of the fig-tree in the Gospels wdl exactly
captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, suit. Let them keep th_s before their eyes, and show

to set at hberty them that are bruised ; to preach Iforth for an equal period labours worthy of penitence,

the acceptable year of the Lord, and the day of ]and they shall be profited, that _s, after the fourth year.For the Lord said, Three years I come to it seeking

recompense unto our God."' fruit, and find none, and the wne-dresser answered,
_BALSAMON. Thia canon enacts that those who have Lord, let it alone this year also.

only been evil entreated in prison, and who without tor- I
ment have lapsed, should be punished after the three I CANON IV.
years with an additional year. For though they obtained
consolatmn, certain ot the faithful ministering to them[ To those who are altogether reprobate, and
the necessaries of hfe, vet they ought to obtain pardon, Iunrepentant, who possess the Ethioplan's un-
as being those who have suffered severely for the faith changing skin, _ and the leopard's spots, it shall

ZONARAS. In the second order, he places those who be said, as it was spoken to another fig-tree,
have only been thrown into prison, and evil entreated in i ,,
the dungeon, and vet, though harassed by no torments, i Let no fruit grow on thee henceforward for
have offended; up'on whom, besides the time past, the ' ever ; and it presently withered away." 3 For in
three years, namely, of whmh we have spoken, he pro- them is fulfilled whatwas spoken by the Preacher :
poses to inflict the penalty of an additional year, since "That which is crooked cannot be made straight ;

they also, says he, have for Christ's name endured hard- and that which is wanting cannot be numbered."*hess, even though it may be that they obtained some
consolation from the brethren whdst m prison. For it For unless that which is crooked shall first be

is probable that the fmthful, who were not in cnstody, made straight, it is impossible for it to be adorned ;
ministered to those m bonds the necessaries of hfe, and and unless that which is wanting shall first be
brought to them some alleviation of their lot Which
things, indeed, they shall return many fold; for those made up, it cannot be numbered. Hence also,
consolanons which they enjoyed m prison they shall in the end, will happen unto them what is spoken
vex themselves with penance, and afflict themselves in by Esalas the prophet : "They shall look upon
d_verse ways, if they wish to be set free from the cap- the carcases of the men that have transgressed
t_vity of the devil, having becoine his captives and slaves '
by their demal of Christ I-Ie subjoins the words of the against Me ; for their worm shall not die, neither
prophet, taken from Isamh, whmh he says that they shall their fire be quenched ; and they shall be an

ought to keep in remembrance, abhorring unto all flesh." s Since as by the same
also has' been predicted, "But the wicked are

CANON m. like the troubled sea, when it cannot rest, whose

But as for those who have suffered none of waters cast up mire and dirt. There is no peace,

these things, and have shown no fruit of faith, smth my God, to the wicked. ''6

but of their own accord have gone over to wick- I_ALSAMON. "_Vhat has been previously said of the
edness, being betrayed by fear and cowardice, lapsed, has been said of the repentant. But against
and now come to repentance, it is necessary and those who are unrepentant, he brings forward the curs-

convenient to propose the parable of the unfruit- ing of another fig-tree, to which the Lord said, becauseof its unprofitableness, "No fruit grow on thee hence-
ful fig-tree, as the Lord says : " A certain man forward for ever."
had a fig-tree planted in his vineyard ; and he ZONARAS. What has been previously said of the

came and sought fruit thereon, and found none. lapsed, has been said of the repentant. Against those
Then said he unto the dresser of his vineyard, whom, from desperation or depraved opinion, are im-

penitent, and carry about with them perpetually the
Behold, these three years I come seeking fruit inherent and indelible blackness of sin, as of an Ethio-
on this fig-tree, and find none : cut it down ; pmn's skin, or the leopard's spots, he brings forward the

why cumbereth it the ground? And he answer- cursing of another fig-tree. To which the Lord said for

ing, said unto him, Lord, let it alone this year 2 J_r. ,,_ ,3.
also, till I shall dig about it, and dung it. And 3 i,n **_ ,0.4 EcclesL zS_

S Iea lxvt._4-
x Isa. lxi. t,._; Luke tv. IS,'L 9. 6 Isa lvtt 2o, 2L
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its barrenness, "Let no fruit grow on thee henceforward they offered sacrifice ; for them, he says, a period of six
for ever. And he says that in them must be fulfilled months will suffice for penance. For although they did
that word of the Preacher. "That which is crooked can- not sac^rice, yet because they promised to sacrifice, or
not be made straight ; and that which is wanting cannot sent others to do so in their place,' they are thought to
be numbered." Then ha-,mg explained these things, he stand m need of repentance, even though some of those
subJOinS the words of Isaiah. who have given their testimony for the faith have par-

doned mdwlduals of them. He compares them to chil-
dren, as not having manfully withstood the idolaters,

CANON V. but to prudent children, because by artifice they avoided
But upon those who have used dissimulation doing sacrifice.

hke David, who feigned himself to be mad' to ZONARhS. But if any have pretended to approachthe altars, or to write their denial of the faith, but have
avoid death, being not mad m reahty ; and those not nakedly written down their abnegation, that is, not
who have not nakedly written down their demal manifestly, not openly; but by a sort of trick have
of the faith, but being in much tribulation, as boys cheated those who offered them violence ; as David,

endowed with sagacity and prudence amongst who while he was flying from Saul, and had come

foolish children, have mocked the snares of their i inam°ngstthlswayStrangeavoidedPe°ple'death.feignedTheyhUnselfmockedt°bemdeed,mad,andhe
enemies, either passing by the altars, or giving a says, the msid_bus devices of their enemies ; as prudent

wrmng, or sending heathen to do sacnfice instead Ichildren, endowed with wisdom and sagacity, and those
of themselves, even though some of them who Iwho skitfully take counsel, deceive foolish children.
have confessed have, as I have heard, pardoned Now he compares those to prudent children by whomthe impious heathen were deceived, and those who
m&wduals of them, since with the greatest cau- though they did not sacrifice, yet seemed to sacrifice,

non they have avoided to touch the fire with prudent indeed, as having thus far avoided sacrificing;
their own hands, and to offer incense to the xm- but children, in that they did not show forth a matureand manly sprat, and d_d not nobly resist the worship-
pure demons ; yet inasmuch as they escaped the pers of idols, but covenanted to sacrifice, even though
nonce of their persecutors by doing this, let a they suborned some in their places, heathens, forsooth,

penalty of six months' penance be imposed upon and infidels, and when these sacrificed, they were con-s_dered to have sacrificed. For men of this sort, he
them. For thus will they be the rather profited, says, a period of mx months wdl suffice for penance.
meditating upon the prophet's words, and say- For although they did not sacrifice, yet because they
rag, "Unto us a child is born, unto us a Son is covenanted to sacrifice, or suborned others to do so, and
given, and the government shall be upon His thus themselves appeared to have sacrificed, they werejudged to stand in need of repentance; even though
shoulder: and His name shall be called the some confessors might have pardoned individuals of
Messenger of My mighty counsel." * Who, as them ; for some of those who witnessed to the faith and
ye know, when another infant m the sixth month3 isuffered for it, pardoned those who by an artifice, as has
of his conception had preached before His i been said, escaped offering sacrifice, and admitted themto commumon with the faithful, because they studiously
coming repentance for the remission of sins, was avoided offering sacrifice to demons. And on account
himself also conceived to preach repentance, of the fixing of thin term of six months, he calls to re-
Moreover, we hear both also preaching, in the membrance the annuncianon made by Gabriel, in the
first place, not only repentance, but the kingdom sixth month of the concepnon of the Forerunner, inwhich the Lord was conceived. Then he subjoins the
of heaven, which, as we have learned, is within words of the apostle.
us, 4 for the word which we believe is near us,
in our mouth, and in our heart ; which they, be- CANON VI.

mg put in remembrance of, will learn to confess In the case of those who have sent Christian
with their mouths that Jesus is the Christ ; be- slaves to offer sacrifice for them, the slaves in-

lieving m their heart that God hath raised him deed as being in their master's hands, and in a
from the dead, and being as those who hear, that manner themselves also in the custody of their

"with the heart man believeth unto righteous- masters, and being threatened by them, and
hess; and wtth the mouth confesston is made from their fear having come to this pass and

unto salvation." s having lapsed, shall during the year show forth

BALSAMON. But if any have pretended to approach the works of penitence, learning for the future,
the altars, or to write their demal of the faith, and have as the slaves of Christ, to do the will of Christ
not done this nakedly and openly, but by feigned arts and to fear Him, hstening to this especially, that

have flluded those who offered them violence, as David , whatsoever good thing any man doeth, the
did, who, when he was flying from Saul, and was _mongst
strangers, feigned himself to be mad, and thus escaped same shall he receive of the Lord, whether he
death. So they mocked the snares of their enemies, as be bond or fi'ee." 6
children endowed with wisdom and prudence mock fool-
ish children ; for they deceived the impious heathen, in BALSAMON. The slaves who under the commands
that they seemed to sacrifice, although they did not sac- and threatemngs of their masters offered sacrifice, this
rifice, or perhaps they suborned heathens and infidels to father punishes with a year's exclusion ; yet he pardons
take their place, and by these means they thought that them as having acted under the orders of a master, and

does not inflict a heavy punishment upon them. But
i Cf x Sam.xxt. x3. yet since they are much more the servants of Christ,
2 Isa _x 6. even as they ought to fear Him more, he imposes on
3 Luke i. 76, 77.
4 Luke xvti. at.
-_Rora,x. 8-xo. 6 Eph.vi. 8.
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them a moderate punishment ; for, as says the great I municate to them in all things, both in t)raver.
Paul, "whatsoever good thing any man doeth, the same and in nartakin_ of the bed- an-d bl ^^-_ of %_-L" "
shall he receive of the Lord, whether he be bond or .........
free" ano in hortatory fllSCOurse j m oroer that con-

7.OI_ARAS. Some have sent their own Christian ser- [ tending the more constantly, they may be counted

rants, even against their will, to offer sacrifice in the!r [worthy of "the prize of their high calling." 4 For
stead. These servants, therefore, although not of tbelr [, ee_,-n tim-¢" he ¢-,_¢ "_ iuet ._.n _'.ll.th .._a
own free-will, but being compelled by their masters,[ ._ "._ " _? ,.. "_._" .-J, _',":_'" .'.'_'."_".-_
they offered sacrifice, this father ordalns shall pass a [nseth up again;" _ wmcn, mfleefl, it all that have

ar in penance, and enjoins them to remember that, ! lapsed had done, they would have shown forth a

ing of the number of the faithful, they are the servants most perfect penitence, and one which pene-
of Christ, and that Him they ought rather to fear ; for trates the whole heart.
"whatsoever any man doeth," says the great apostle,
"the same shall hc receive, whether he be bond or
free." ]_ALSAMON. Some had had information laid against

them before the tyrant, and had been dchvered up, or
CA.NON VII. themseh, es had of their own accord given themselves

But the freemen shall be tried by penance :up. and then being overcome by their torments, had

for three years, both for their dissimulation, and failed in their testlmony. Afterwardsrepenting, and
acknowledging what was right and good, they confessed

for having compelled their fellow-servants to themselves to l)e Christians, so that they were cast into
offer sacrifice, inasmuch as they have not obeyed prison, and amlcted wlth torments. These this holy
the apostle, who would have the masters do the man thinks it right to receive with joy of heart, and to

same things unto the servant, forbearing threat- confirm m the orthodox falth, and to commumcate with,
both in prayers and in partaking of the sacraments, and

ening ; _ knowing, says he, that our and their to exhort with cheering words, that they may be more
Master is in heaven ; and that there is no re- constant in the contest, and counted worthy of the
spect of persons with Him. 2 Now, if we all have heavenly kingdom. And that it might not be thought
one Master, with whom is no respect of persons, that they ought not to be received, because they hadlapsed, he brings forward the testimony of Scripture to
since Christ is all and in all, in barbarian, Scyth- the effect that "seven times," that is, often, "the just
Jan, bond or free,3 they ought to consider what man falleth, and riseth up again." And, says he, ff

they have done, wishing to preserve their own all who have failed in thelr confession had done this,
namely, taken up their struggle again, and before the

lives. They have drawn their fellow-servants to tyrant confessed themselves to he Christians, they would
idolatry who would have been able to escape, have shown forth a most perfect penitence. The sub-
had they given to them that which is just and jeer, therefore, comprehended in this canon differs from

equal, as again says the apostle, that contained in the first canon, for there indeed those
who by reason of their torment l_d lapsed, were not

BALSAMON. But upon the freemen, or the masters converted so as to confess the falth before the tyrants;
of the servant compelled to sacrifice, he enjoins a pun- but here those who by reason of their torment have
ishment of three years, both because they pretended to lapsed, wlth a worthy penitence, confess the Lord before
sacrifice, and seemed to assent to it; and also because the tyrants, wherefore they are reckoned not to havefallen
they compelled their fellow-servants to offer sacrifice,
and did not obey the apostle, who ordered them to ZONARAS. But, says he, if any have had information
forbear threatening thelr servants, inasmuch as they laid against them before the tyrants, and have been de-
themselves, the maste-s, are the servants of God, an_I livered up, or have of themselves given themselves up,
fellow-servants with their own domestlcs And then and being overcome by the violence of their torments
they have made haste to preserve their own lives, and have failed in their testimony, not being able to endure
have driven their fellow-servants to Idolatry who mlght the distresses and afflictions with which in the dungeon
have escaped, they were afflicted ; and afterwards taking up the con-

ZONARAS. But upon the freemen, that is, the mas- test anew, have confessed themselves to be Christians,
ters of the servants who were compelled to sacrifice, he so that they have been again cast into prison and af-
enjoins a penalty of three years, both because they pre- flicted with torments: such men this holy martTrjudges
tended to sacrifice, and altogether appeared to succumb ; it reasonable that they should be joyfully received ; and
and also because they compelled their fellow-servants that they should be strengthened, that is, have strength,
to offer sacrifice, and did not obey the apostle's injunc- spirit, and confidence added to them, in order that the),
tion to forbear threatening their servants ; since they may confess the faith, and that they should he commum-
also, the masters, are the servants of God, and the fel- cated with in all things, both in prayer, and in partaking
low-servants of their own domestics. And they indeed of the sacraments, and that they should be exhorted
made haste to preserve their own lives, and drove their with loving words, to rouse themselves to give testimony
fellow-servants, who might have escaped, to idolatry, to the faith, that they may be more constant in the con-

test, and counted worthy of the heavenly kingdom. And
that it might not be thought by any that they ought not

CANON VIII. to be received from the fact that they had lapsed, and

But to those who have been delivered up, and sacrificed to the idols, he brings forth this testimony
have fallen, who also of their own accord have from Holy Scripture : "Seven times," that is, often, "the

just man falleth, and rlseth up again." And, says he, if
approached the contest, confessing themselves all who have failed in their confession had done this,
to be Christians, and have been tormented and that is, after their fall, taken up the contest afresh, and
thrown into prison, it is right with joy and ex- confessed themselves to be Christians before the tyrants,
ultation of heart to add strength, and to corn- they would have given proof of a most perfect repent-ance.

z Eph.vi, 9"
a Rom. ii. xz. 4 Philipp. ili x4.
3 Col. ill. Ix. _ Prov.xmv.x6.
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cn_os IX. being of Herod apprehended, was beheaded

With those also who, as it were from sleep, with the sword. Thus Peter, the first of the
themselves leap forth upon a contest which is apostles, having been often apprehended, and
travailing long and likely to be protracted, and thrown into prison, and treated with igomiuy,
draw upon themselves the temptations as it were was last of all crucified at Rome. IJkewise also,
of a sea-fight, and the inundations of many the renowned Paul having been oftentimes de-
waves, or rather are for the brethren kindling hvered up and brought in peril of death, having
the coals of the sinners, v,nth them also we must endured many evils, and making his boast in
communicate, inasmuch as they come to this in his numerous persecutions and afflictions, in the
the name of Christ, even though they take no same city was also himself beheaded ; who, in
heed unto His words, when He teaches us "to the things in which he gloried, in these also
pray that we enter not into temptation; "' and ended his hfe ; and at Damascus he was let
again in His prayer, He says to His Father, down by night in a basket by the wall, and es-
"and lead us not into temptation, but deliver caped the hands9 of him who sought to take
us from evil." * And perhaps also they know him. For what they set before themselves, first
not that the Master of the House and our Great and foremost, was to do the work of an evan-
Teacher often retired from those who would lay gelist, and to teach the Word of God, in which,
snares for Him, and that sometimes He walked confirming the brethren, that they might con-
not openly because of them ; and evenwhen the tinue in the faith, they said this also, "that we
time of His passion drew on, He delivered not must out of much tribulation enter into the
up Himself, but waited until they came to Him kingdom of God." ,o For they sought not what
with "swords and staves." He said to them was profitable for them, but that which was

therefore, "Are ye come out, as against a thief, profitable for the many, that they might be
with swords and staves, for to take Me?" 3 And saved, and that they might be enabled to say
they "delivered Him," He says, "to Pilate." 4 unto them many things conducing to this, that
As it was with Fhm it happens to those who walk they might act suitably to the Word of God,
keeping Him before them as an example, recol- "unless," as says the apostle, "the time should
lecting His divine words, in which, confirming fail me in speaking.""
us, He speaks of persecution : "'Fake heed unto BALSAMON.Those who have but just arisen from
yourselves, for they will deliver you up to the sleep, and especially if they were weighed down with a
councils, and they will scourge you in their heavy and profound sleep, have no constant reason, butone perturbed and unsteady. To such as these this
synagogues." s Now, He says, they will deliver blessed martyr likens those who, not m due order, but
you up, and not, ye shall deliver up yourselves ; rashly and inconsiderately, thrust themselves upon the
and "ye shall be brought before rulers and kings contest, which is as it were in travail, and delayed and
for My sake," 6 but not, ye shall bring yourselves, protracted, inasmuch as tt has not yet burst forth openly,but meditates and delays, hesitating in truth to bring
for He would have us pass from place to place forth the combatants, who bring temptation upon them-
as long as there are those who persecute us for selves, or draw it towards them. Now these especially
His name's sake ; even as again we hear Him are, for the rest of the faithful, kindling the coals of thesinners, that is to say, the punishment of the tyrants.
saying, "But when they persecute you in this But although he reprehends those who act so, yet he
city, flee ye into another."7 For He would not enjoins the faithful nevertheless to communicate with
have us go over to the ministers and satellites of them, because on account of Christ they have under-
the devil, that we might not be the cause to them gone the contest, even though they have ignored His

teaching ; for He teaches them to pray that they may
of a manifold death, inasmuch as thus we should not be tempted ; and He did not dehver up Himself, but
be compelling them both to be harsher, and to was delivered up_ and we are not to go over to the tor-
carry out their deadly works, but He would have mentors, that we may not be the cause of bringing upon

them the guilt of many murders, as those do who incite
US to wait, and to take heed to ourselves, to them to inflict punishment upon the godly. The canon
watch and to pray, lest we enter into tempts- brings forward different examples from Holy Scripture.
tion.X Thus first Stephen, pressing on His foot- ZONAR_S Those who have recently arisen from
steps, suffered martyrdom, being apprehended sleep, espqcially ii they were oppressed with a heavy
in Jerusalem by the transgressors, and being sleep, have no steady reason, but one inconstant andperturbed. To men of this sort this holy martyr likens
brought before the council, he was stoned, and those who rush upon the contest, that is, tho_ who, not
glorified for the name of Christ, praying with in due course, but rashly and inconsiderately, intrude
the words, "Lord, lay not this sin to their themselves upon it. It is, as it were, in travail, and de-
charge. ''s Thus James, in the second place, layed and protracted, inasmuch as it has not yet burstforth openly, but meditates and delays, and hesitates to

xMatt.xxvl.4z. bring forth the combatants, who bring temptation upon
a Matt.,n. x3. themselves, that is, draw it towards themselves, or
3 Matt.xxvi: 55. rather, for the rest of the faithful, kindle the coals of the4 Matt.xxva 2.
$ Mattx. xT.

Matt.x. x_. s 2Cor.xi.32,33.
7 Matt.x. 23. soActsziv. 22.
8 Actsvit.59" It Heb.xt 3a.
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sinners, the torments, namely, which are by the tyrants from this world ; and also lest any of the lapsed
inflicted. But although he finds fault with those who should have a pretext for being remiss by occa-
act in this way, he nevertheless decrees that the faxthful
must communicate with them, because in the name of sion of the punlshrnent. And these indeed will

Christ they come forward to this, trusting, that is, in reap more shame and ignominy than all others,
Christ, or in His name demandiug this trial for them- even as he who laid the foundation and was not

selves, even though, perhaps, they are not obeying His able to finish it ; for '" all that pass by," He
precepts ; for He taught them to pray that they might
not be tempted ; and they are ignonng the fact too that says, "will begin to mock him, saying, "This
the Lord retired from those who were laymg snares for man laid the foundation, and was not able to
Him, and was wont sometimes to walk not openly; finish it."
neither did He give up Himself to His passion, but was
given up by others; and He commanded His dmmples, BALSAMON. The father having spoken of those who
when their enemies persecuted them, to fly from clty to of their owu accord went over to the contest of martyr-
city, and not of their o_n accord to glve themselves up dora, now also speaks of those of the clergy who are in
to the tormentors, lest they should be the cause of brmg- such a case, and he says, that if any clergyman hath of
fag the guilt of much blood upon their heads, irritating his own accord sought the contest, and then, not being
them as it were to inflict punishment upon godly men. able to bear the tortures, has fallen, but returning to
And he brings forward the example of the apostles, of himself, has recanted his error, and before the tyrants
Stephen, of James, and the chiefs of the order, Peter confessed himself a Christian, such a one shall no
and Paul. _longer discharge his sacred ministry, because he hath

deserted the Lord's flock, and because, having of his
CANON X. own accord sought the contest, through not being able

to endure the torment, he hath brought reproach upon
Whence it is not right either that those of the himself For to neglect the teaching of the people, and

clergy who have deserted of their own accord, to prefer their own advantage, th_s did not the apostles.

and have lapsed, and taken up the contest afresh, i For the mighty Paul, after that he had endured many
should remain any longer in their sacred office, torments, though he perceived that it was far better toleave this life, yet chose rather to live and to be tot-
inasmuch as they have left destitute the flock of mented for the salvation and instruction of the people.

the Lord, and brought blaine upon themselves, They are therefore altogether devmd of perceptmn who
which thing did not one of the apostles. For seek the sacred ministry from whmh they have fallen of

when the blessed apostle Paul had undergone their own accord. For how is it that they seek for thatwhich they have left, when the}, are able "m this season
many persecutions, and had shown forth the of persecution, that is, to be useful to their brethren ?
prizes of many contests, though he knew that it If indeed they had not fallen, of that which they had
was far better to "depart, and to be with Christ," done contrary to reason, their spontaneous flight for m-

stance, or thelr slackness in teaching and confirming the
yet he brings this forward, and says, " Neverthe- brethren, of these thmgs indulgence would be extended
less to abide in the flesh is more needful for you." _ to them But if from their own arrogance and conceit

For considering not his own advantage but the they have lapsed,--for of such a nature IS it rashly to
advantage of many, that they might be saved, he venture to expose themselves to tortme, and not to beable to endure _t, and thus a trmmph has been gained
judged it more necessary than his own rest to over them,-- they cannot an)'longer execute their sacred
remain with the brethren, and to have a care for office. Wherefore let them the rather take heed that

them ; who also would have him that teacheth they perfect then confession by hmmhtv, ceasing from
to be " in doctrine "2 an example to the falth- the vainglory of seeking for the sacred mlmstry; forcommunion {vlth the fmthful is sufficient for them, whmh

ful. Whence it follows that those who, contend- is gIanted for two reasons, with ddlgent caution, and
ing in prison, have fallen from their ministry, just judgment. For if we say that we will not hold them

and have again taken up the struggle, are plainly to be commumcants, we shall both afflict them with
wanting in perception. For how else is it that grief, giving our sentence as it were that they shoulddepart this hfe with violence ; and we shall cause others
they seek for that which they have left, when in also, who may have lapsed, and wish to return to what
this present time they can be useful to the breth- is right, to be neghgent and remiss in this respect, hav-
ren_ For as long as they remained firm and mg as a pretext, that they will not be admitted to com-" mumcate with the fmthful, even though after their fall
stable, of that which they had done contrary to they should confess the faith, who, if they are not con-
reason, of this indulgence was accorded them. verted, will undergo more shame and ignominy than
But when they lapsed, as having carried them- others, even as he who laid the foundation, and did not
selves with ostentation,3 and brought reproach finish the building. For such a one do those resemble,who, for Christ's sake indeed, have offered themselves
upon themselves, they can no longer ,discharge to be tormented, and having laid as it were a good foun-
their sacred ministry ; and, therefore, let them dation, have not been able to perfect that _hlch is good
the rather take heed to pass their hfe in humility, by reason of their fall Observe, then, that not even

ceasing from vainglory. For communion is suf- confession for Christ's sake restores him who has oncelapsed and thus become an allen from his clerical office.
ficlent for them, which is granted them with ZONARAS The father having spoken of those who

diligence and care for two causes ; both that have of their own accord exposed themselves to the
they should not seem to be afflicted with sorrow, contest of martyrdom, now begins to discourse about

and hence by violence seize on their departure those of the clergy who have done the same thing; andsays that if any clergyman has of h_s own accord given
himself up, and then, not being able to endure the rio-

t Phdipp. i _3, 24. leuce of the torment, has fallen, and again recollecting
1_ Tit h 7"
S Cf St Paul's descrlpUonof chanty, x Cor. Xlik 4" "Chanty himself has roused himself afresh to the contest, and

vautttethnot ttaetf,"or)7r_Orr*_tueTat. has confessed himself a Christian before the tyrants, a
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man of this sort is not any longer to be admttted to the pastor, who ought to lay down his life for the sheep,
sacred ministry. And the reason of this he subjoins ; when he has deserted the flock that was committed unto
because he has forsaken the Lord's flock, and because htm, and repudiated Its care and admmtstratlon, and as
having of his owu accord offered hmtself to the enemy, far as m him hes given it over to the wolf, be thought
and not having with constancy endured h_s torments, worthy to retain the digmty of the sacred mimstry, and
he has brought reproach upon himself. But that they not rather be judged x_orthv of the severest pumsh-
should despise the instruction of the people, and prefer ments for deserting the peoi_le entrusted to his care
their own advantage, this dtd not the apostles. For the Nay, but he will den,and a _ewatd for th,s thing, or
m_ghty Paul, though he had endured many torments, and rather he will h_mself supply it to himself" refusing that
felt that it was better for him to leave th_s hfe, preferred which brings labour to them, namely, the office of teach-
to live and to be tormented for the salvation and mstruc- mg and of correcting wce; but embracing that whmh
tton of the people. Wherefore he demonstrates those gains for them honour and glory, Inakmg tt their own,
to be altogether devoid of perceptmn who ask for the keeping hold of tt with their teeth as it were, and not
sacred ministry from _hich they have voluntarily fallen letting tt go in the least. For if m the case of the clergy
For how is it, says he, that they ask for that wtnch they it be called an action contrary to reason to desert the
have left, when in a season of this sort, ot ragtag perse- people, and to go away from them to the contest m the
cutmn forsooth, they can be of great asmstance to the cause of p_ety; how much more contrary to reason
brethren ? As long as they were free from the charge shall tt be judged for a btshop to desert Ins people, not
of having lapsed, they would have ohtamed pardon for m order that he may contend m a contest, but that he
thmr actmn that was rashly undertaken, that, namely, may deliver himself up to ease and indolence, and lay
of voluntarily offering themselves to the adver,arv, or asLde and escape entirely from h_s cares for the salva-
their neghgence m instructing the brethren. But since tnm of souls? The s_xteenth canon also of the Seventh
they have fallen, inasmuch as they have acted ostenta- (Ecumemcal Councd _ gravel) accuses those of folly
ttousl¥ they are not to be permttted any longer to dr,- who decree that the d_gmty of the sacred ministry can
charge thelr sacred functions. If, says he, that they had be retained by a bishop who has repudmted tus bishop-
not fallen they would have obtained pardon for their nc. For ff according to the sentence of the aforesaid
action whmh was devoid of reason ; calhng that actmn canon, a b_shop who has been absent from his See mote
devotd of reason, not only because they gave themselves than six months, unless some one of the causes there
up to the enemy, but rather because they deserted the enumerated shall haxe intervened, has both fallen from
Lord's flock, and did not remain to guard tt, and to con- the episcopate and the h_ghest d_mty of the priesthood,
firm the brethren who were harassed m this tmle of per- and is depr_ved of both, how shall he who has repudv
secutmn. But ff they have fallen, from the fact that ated the episcopate, and refuses any longer to feed the
they have carried them_dves vauntmgly, and he here flock entrusted to hm_, and despises the care of it
calls pride and arrogance 7r_prrepeta,because it is from through his desire of an easy hfe, be held to be of
arrogance that they have put confidence m themselves, the number of b_shops _ For tf he who has committed
and have put an end to the contest, and have brought the te_ser fault, of leawng formore than six months the
reproach upon themselves, that is, by reason of thetr people placed under htm desmute of the care and ad-
fall, they have contracted a blemish and stare, tt _s not mm_stratmn of a pastor, incurs the pnvat_ou of the

lawful for them any longer to be occupied m the sacred episcopate and of his sacred d_gmty, he who offends
mlmstry. Wherefore let them study, says he, to perfect, m a way greater and much more grievous, namely, m
thelr confession by humility, ceasing forsooth from all Ideaertmg altogether the multitude whmh the glace of
vainglory For m" that the:v seek to be enrolled m the I the Holy Sprat has commttted to h_m to be cared for
sacred mmistr;', thts proceeds from ambmon and self- I and guarded, shall deservedly be punished with greater
seeking. For commumon ts sufficient for them, that the I severtty, and will pay the heavier penalty of losing, as
fatthful should eommumcate w_th them, and pray wuh far as he is concerned, the flock of which he was up-
them, and that thev should pamclpate m the sacred '_pointed shepherd by the great and chief Shepherd and
mysterms. And thls Chould be granted with dthgent i H_gh Priest But those who decree the d_gnity of the
cautmn and care, both test the'v should seem to be ]priesthood to hm_ as a reward and honorarmm for de-
afflicted w_th grief, semug on a d'_ssolutton of th_ hfe, / chnmg his office, m my opmmn make both themselves
lest, that _, as he says, being overcome _th grief, the) Iand him obnoxious to the judgment of God
should depart and get free from the body, that _, go out 1
from it, from the violence of the torment and affi_ctnms ]
•,_hmh they undergo m the lmbon; and that none should CANON XL

have the pretext of their pumshment for carrying them- For those who first, when the persecution
selves dissolutely and cowardly m the contest of confes- t waxed warm, leaped forth, standing around themon, and thus fall a'aay Who wdl the rather be put
to shame, according to the savmg m the Gospel, " Who judgment-seat, and beholding the holy martyrs

_My_ii " who were hastening to the "prize of their high

calling, _ then, fired with a holy zeal, gave them-
Iselves up to th_s, usmg much boldness, and es-

pecially when they saw those who were drawn
astde and lapsed, on their account they were

to the contest of confession, and who, when tormented, roused mightily within, and, as it were by some
failed m constancy and y_elded, and afterwards returned
to the contest, ff to them indulgence ts scarcely granted, inward voice, _mpelled to war down and subdue
because they deferred to execute their ministerial duties; the adversary who was exulting ; for this they
nor, m the opinion of this d_vine father, is any thing earnestly contended, that he might not seem "to
else objected to them but that they deserted the breth- be wise in his own conce_t," 4 on account of those
ren, when in adverse and turbulent t_mes they might
have been useful in confirming them m the fatth, and things in which by reason of his subtlety they
that after that they had been counted worthy to bear appeared to be inferior to him, even though it
testimony to the fatth, and carried about m their flesh
the marks of Christ; how shall that chief priest and _ [Not ('Ecumemcal]

3 Phthpp ut 14
t A digressionwhich followsts enttrely dtrected agamstMuzalon 4 Nora xu x6
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i
escaped his observatmn that he was overcome ]decreed; and it can by no means be hurtful to sympa-

by those who with constancy endured the tor- i thlze m their sorrow and affliction with the parents orother relatives in behalf of those who have given their
ments of the lash and scourge, and the sharp ]testimony and undergone martyrdom, but have lapsed
edge of the sword, the burning m the fire, and !jby the arts and snares of the devil. For we know that
the immersion in the water. To those also who many have obtained the goodness and compassion of

entreat that the prayers and supphcataons of God by the prayers of others. Therefore we will pray
for them that remission of their sins be granted them by

faith should be made elther m behalf of those God ; and with the others who have lapsed, and have
who have been punished by lmpn_onment, and afterwards recanted their error, and confessed godhness,
have been delivered up by hunger and thirst, or we will communicate, being mindful of those contests

for those who out of prison have by the judges', which before their fall they sustained for God's sake,
and also of their subsequent worthy repentance, and

been tortured w_th whippings and seourgmgb, that they testify that on account of their sin they have
and afterwards have been overcome by the m- been as _it were aliens from thelr city; and we will not
firm_ty of the flesh, at is right to gave our consent only commumcate with them, but pray also for their

reconcfliatmn, together with other things that are con-
For to sympathize with the sorrow and affliction venIent, either with the good works _hich ought to be
of those who sorrow and mourn for those who done by them--fasting, for instance, almsglving, and
in the contest have been overcome by the great penance, by which things He who is our Advocate

strength of the evll-contrlwng devil, whether at makes the Father propitious towards us. Then he
makes use of a passage of Holy Scripture, and this is

be for parents, or brethren, or children, hurts no 'taken fIom the first catholic epastle of the holy apostle
one. For we know that on account of the froth Iand c_angell_t John
of others some have obtamed ti_e goodness ofl ZONA_AS. The meaning of the present canon is as
God, both m the remission of sins, and m the i follo,_s:--Those, he says, who set m the fervour of the

persecution, that is, In its greatest height and most vehe-
health of thmr bodies, and in the resurrection of _ment he_t, beheld the martyrdoms of the saints, and how
the dead. Therefore, being mindful of the many : eageily they hastened to receive tile celestial crown, fired
labours and distresses whmh for the name of with a hol? emulation, gave themselves up to martyrdom,

Christ they ha_e sustained since they have them- I leaping as it were mto the contest with much boldness,' - in mutation of the samts who suffered, and offered them-
selves also repented, and have bewailed that selves readily for the confirming of the faith by their
which was done by them through their being tesnmonv, ai_d on that account especially, because they
betrayed by the languor and momficatlon of the beheld r{lanv who were dra,_n aside, that is, led astray,

body, and since, besades thi_, they testify that !denying their faith. Whereupon they being Inflamed,i that is, fired In heart, endeaxoured to subdue the adver-
in their hfe they have as it were been ahens from i sarv that was hostile to them, that he might not, as a
thear city, let us pray together with them and victor, exult over the godt?. Although it escaped him

entreat for their reconciliation, together with that he was rather conquered bv them, many even unto
cr I

other thin_b that are befitting, through Him who _death showing forth constancy for the falth They has-

is " our ._dvocatc w_th the Father, and makes tened, therefore, saw he, to do this, but overcome bythevioleiIce of their toIments, by reason of the infirmity of

propitiation for our sans " "And ff any anan the flesh, being some of them evil entreated m prison,
sin," says he, '" we have all Advocate with the Iand others punished bv decree of the judges, and not

Father, lesus Christ the righteous: and He is being able to endure "their punishment It is meet,
sakes. Now -they mourn, says he, some the lapse of

the prop'_tiation for our sins. I therefore, to sympathize with those who mourn for theirparents, others o_ brethren, and others of children To
Ba_L_A.MON The saint having said before that those mourn, therefore, with those who bewail the lapsed,

who of their own accord entered upon the contest and hurts no one; neither to join in prayer and grief wlth
lapsed, and dJd not repent nor recant their error, _ ould those who pray for themselves, together with other things
be covered wlth more shame, as being hke men _ho did that are reasonable namely, that the}" who have lapsed
not go on wtth the budding beyond the ioundation, that may show forth other thin_s that are consistent with
is, dad not perfect that _hleh is good, now brings for- penitence, such a_ are fasting and tears and other hu-
ward a confirmation of th_s and other matters, saying, mihations, and observe the punishment inflicted on them,
Those ,_ho taking their stand m the fcivour and vehe- and, If their means allow, besto,_ money upon the poor;
mence of the persecutmn, seeing the holy mart,,rs and b_ which means He who _s the Advocate in our behalf
with what divine zeal they contended to receive the wdl render the Father piopmou_ to us. Then he brings
celestial crown, gave themselves up to martyrdom with forward a passage from Holy Scripture, ,_hich is taken
much boldness, and especially when they" saw some from the first epistle of the holy apostle and evaigelist
dragon aside, that is, led astray and deluded by the devil, IJohn.
and lap_mg or denying godhliess; wherefore being to-
wardly inflamed, and _ith hearts enkindled, as hearing CANON XII.
that they by this means should war down and subdue Against those who have given money that they

the proud adversar_ the devil, were eager to undergo might be entirely nndisturbed by evil, * an accu-
martyrdom lest the devil should boast and seem "to be
wise in his own conceit," as having by his subtlety and satlon cannot be brought. For they have sus-
mahce overcome those who of their own accord sought tained the loss and sacrifice of thear goods that
martyrdom: even though it escaped hnn that he _as they might not hurt or destroy thelr soul, whmh

rather overcome by those combatants who biavely "Mth- others for the sake of filthy lucre have not done ;
stood the torments. Therefore to the faithful who pray
for those who are enduring punishment, and afflicted by and yet the Lord says, "What is a man profited,
it, it l_ right to assent or to concur m this, whmh is also if he shall gain the whole world, and lose has owIl

i John II. I, Iii _10[J¢_lO_,
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soul ?" ' and again, "Ye cannot serve God and t life ; look not behind thee." s Let them recall
mammon."2 In these things, then, they have I to their minds also how Peter, the chief of the
shown themselves the servants of God, inasmuch apostles, " was thrown into prison, and delivered
as they have hated, trodden under foot, and de- to four quaternlons of soldters to keep him ; " 9

sp_sed money, and have thus fulfilled what is of whom, when he had escaped by night, andwntten "The ransom of a man's life are his had been preserved out of the hand of the Jews
riches." 3 For we read also m the Acts of the by the commandment of the angel of the Lord,
Apostles that those who in the stead of Paul and It is said, "As soon as it was day, there was no
Sflas were dragged before the magistrates at small sttr among the soldiers, what was become
Thessalonica, were dismissed with a heavy fine. of Peter. And when Herod had sought fo%him,
For after that they had been very burdensome and found him not, he examined the keepers,
to them for his name, and had troubled the peo- and commanded that they should be put to
ple and the rulers of the city, " having taken death, .... on account of whom no blame is attrib-
secunty," he says, "of Jason, and of the others, uted to Peter, for it was in their power, when
they let them go. And the brethren immediately they saw what was done, to escape, just as also
sent away Paul and Silas by night unto Berea." 4 all the infants in Bethlehem," and all the coast

BALSAMON.After that the saint had fimshed h_s thereof, might have escaped, if their parents had
discourse concerning those who of thmr own accord known what was gonlg to happen. These were
had offered themselves to martyrdom, he stud that thobe put tO death by the murderer Herod, m order
were not to be reprehended who by a sum of money to secure the death of one Infant whom he
paid down freed themselves from the affllctmn of perse- sought, which Infant itself also escaped at thecutmn. For they preferred to make a sacrtfice of their
money rather than of their souls Then he confirms commandment of the angel of the Lord, who
this, _.nd brings forward different Scnpture examples now began quickly to spoil, and to hasten the
from the Acts of the Apostles concerning the blessed prey, according to the name whereby he was
apostle Paul and others

ZONARAS. But those, he says, are not to be repre- called, as it is written, "Call his name Maher-
hended who have prod money down, and thus escaped, shalal-hash-baz • for beforff the child shall have
and maintained their piety, nor for thts thing may any knowledge to cry, My father and nay mother,
one bring an accusatmn against them For they have the riches of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria
preferred to lose their money rather than their souls,
and have shown that they wtsh to serve God and not shall be taken away before the king of Assyria." _*
mammon, that is, rtches. And he brings fotward the The Magi then as now haling been despoiled
words of Scrlptme, and the example, as m the Acts of and dtvtded for a prey, humbly, and in the guise
the Apostles, of the blessed apostle Paul and others, of supphants, adore the Child, opening their
Now, when it is said that they have been undtsturbed
by all evil.s it is to be so taken, euher that they have treasures, and offering unto Him gifts most op-
been left undisturbed, so fat as the denial of the fatth :portune and magnificent--gold, and frankin-
is concerned, whmh overcomes all ewl,5or he means 6 cense, and myrrh--as to a king, to God, and
the afflictions of persecutions to man, whence they were no longer willing to

return to the Assyrmn king, being forbidden toCANONXIII.
do so by Prowdence. For "being warned of

Hence neither is tt lawfii1 to accuse those who }od m a dream," he says, "that they should
have left all. and have retired for the safety of not return to Herod, they departed into their
their life, as ff others had been held back by I own country another way." '_ Hence the blood-
them. For at Ephesus also they seized Gains thlrsty "Herod, when he saw that he was
and Aristarchus instead of Paul, and rushed to mocked of the wise men, was exceeding wroth,
the theatre, these being Paul's companions in and sent forth, he says, "and slew all the chil-
travel,7 and he wishing himself to enter in unto ldre n that were in Bethlehem, and in all the
the people, since it was by reason of his having coast thereof, from two years old and under,
persuaded them, and drawing away a great mul-' according to the time that be had diligently
t_tude to the worship of the true God, that the ,, i4 "required of the wtse men. Together with
tumult arose. "The disciples suffered him not," whom, having sought to kill another infant that
he says. "Nay, moreover, certain of the chief had been previously born, and not being able
of Asm, who were his friends, sent nnto him, to find him, he slew the child's father Zacharias
desiring hnu that he would not adventure him- between the temple and the altar, the child
self into the theatre." But ffany persist in con- having escaped with his mother Elisabeth.'5
tending with them, let them apply their minds
with sincerity to him who says, "Escape for thy s G...... 7.

9 Acts xa 4
i Matt. xvt 26, to Acts xn iS, x9

2 Matt.yr. 24. it Matt.it 13-t6
3 Prov.xtll.8. 12Isa wn 3, 4- The hteralmeamngof thenameMaher-shalal-
4 Actsxvn 9, to, hash-bazis," In speedspotl,bootyhastens."
$ _o_g¢_t. 13 Matt II II--I 3

6 By _a*cta_. 14 Matt n t6
7 Act_ x_x. _6-3o IS [Matt. xxm 35 ]
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Whence these men that have withdrawn them- hooks or pieces of iron put into their mouths to keep
selves are not at all to be blamed, them open, and then the tyrants poured wine down their

throats, or threw into them pieces of meat ; or putting
BALSAMON. But if any, says he, have left their good hot coals into their hands, together with incense, they

and gone away, lest they should be detained and brought compelled them to sacrifice, --_f they were clergymen,
into peril, as being those perhaps who m_ght not be able the canon decrees that they should each m his own de-
to persist in their confession to the end, on account of gree be ranked amongst the confessors; but if laymen,
the cruelty of their tormentors, they shall not be found that they should be reckoned as martyrs, because they
fault with, even though others ha_e been detained on d_d not these things of their o_1_ free-will, nor did they
their account. And he brings forward as an instance at all assent to the action. As also amongst the con-
on this score Galus and Arlstarchus, who were detained fessors are to be reckoned those who from the extremity
instead of Paul; the sold,ers who kept Peter ; the in- of the tortures lost their strength of body, and were not
fants*who were massacred by Herod ou account of able to resist those who ooured into their mouths the
Christ ; and Zacharias, the father of the revered and wine of the libations. A_ad next m order he speaks of
blessed forerunner those who give the tesnmony of a good conscience, and

enumerates them amongst the confessors.ZONARAS. But if any, says he, have left their pos-
sessions, and have gone away, lest being detained they ZOhARAS. Those who chastmed the blessed martyrs)
should be endangered, and because, perhaps, they would after many torments, m the case of some wolently
not be able to persist m theJr confesmon unto the end, poured into their mouths the wine of the hbations, or
on account of the cruelty of the tormentors, they are even crammed into their mouths some of the meat that
not to be accused, even ffothers are detained and pun- had been offered to idols, and putting incense into their
ished on their account. And, again, he brings forward hands, they dragged them to the altars, and theu wo-
an example from the Acts of the Apostles, saying that lentlv semng on their hands, they either sprinkled the
at Ephesus also Gaius and Anstarchus were appre- incense upon the altar, or placed hot coals together with
hended m the stead of Paul, and that Paul was not the incense into their hands, that, not being able to
blamed for this ; nor was Peter, when he was brought bear the pare of the burning, the), might drop the m-
forth out of prison by an angel, and escaped the danger, cense together with the coaI_ upon the altar ; for they
and the soldlers who guarded him were on his account were constrained by them. Men of this sort, he affirms,
punl._hed Then he clte._ another example from the can remain emolled in,the sacred ministry, or rather be
Gospel, namely, the infants who were put to death by placed m the rank of confessors. For they did not by
Herod; on account of which, says he, our Lord wa_ not their o_n choice either taste the libations, or place the
blamed And when Ehsabeth had taken to fhght with incense upon the altar, but being compelled by _lolence,
John, and had preserved him, his father Zacharias was their reason not consenting to the action, a_ also those
put to death, the child being demanded of him ; nor was who from the extremity of the suffering lost their bodily
this mlputed as a crime to John. wgour, so as neither to be able to speak or move, nor

to resist those who were violently pouring Into their
mouths the wine of libations, these also are to be placed

CANON XIV. amongst the confessors. And next m order he dis-
courses of those who gwe the testimony of a good

But if any have endured much violence and conscience, and places them also m the number of
the strong pressure of necessity, receiving into confessors.

their mouths iron and chains, and for their good CANON XV.
affection towards the faith have bravely borne the

burning of their hands that against their will had No one shall find fault w_th us for obserwng

been put to the profane sacrifice, as from their the fourth day of the week, and the preparauon,_
prison the thrice-blessed martyrs have written to on which it is reasonably enjoined us to fast

me respecting those in Libya, and others their according to the tradition.3 On the fourth day,
fellow-mimsters ; such, on the tesumony of the indeed, because on it the Jews took counsel for

rest of their brethren, can be placed in the ram- the betrayal of the Lord, and on the sixth,
istry amongst the confessors, as those who have because on it He himself suffered for us. But

been mortified by many torment% and were no the Lord's day we celebrate as a day of joy,

longer able either to speak, or to give utterance, because on it He rose again, on which day we
or to move, so as to resist those who vainly of- have received it for a custom not even to bow
fered them violence. For they d_d not assent to the knee.

their impiety ; as I have again heard from their BALSAMON Conformably to the sixty-fourth Apos-
fellow-ministers, they will be reckoned amongst tohcal canon, which decrees'that we are not to fast on
the confessors, as also he who hath after the ex- the Sabbath, with one exceptmn, the great Sabbath;

ample of Timothy ordered his life, obeying him and to the mxty-mnth canon, which severely punishes
those who do not fast in the Holy Lent, and on every

who says, "Follow after righteousness, godliness, fourth day of the week and day of preparation. Thus
froth, love, patience, meekness. Fight the good also does the present cauon decree.
fight of faith, lay hold on eternal hfe, whereunto ZO_ARAS. Always, says he, are the fourth and sixth
thou art also called, and hast professed a good days ot evely week to be kept as fasts; nor will any

one find fault with us for fasting on them; and the
profession before many witnesses." ' leasons he subjoins But on the Lord's day we ought

not to fast, for it is a day of joy for the resurrection of
BALSAMON. Those who by the wolence of the tyrant the Lord, and on It, says he, we have received that we

seemed to eat meat that had been offered to idols, or to ought not even to bow the knee. Thxs word, therefore,
drink wine from the Greek hbations, -- for It happened
sometimes that they were thrown upon the ground, and

The sixth day, the day before the Hebrew Sabbath.--T_:.
[The Parasce_e ]

* t Tim. vl tl, t2 3 lStauonary aays See Vol i[p 33)note 6 ]
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is to be carefully observed, "we have received," and annexes also the causes for which it was forbidden to
"it is enjoined upon us according to the tradition." bend the knee on the Lord's da_:, and from the Passover
For from hence it ts evident that long-estabhshed cus- to Pentecost. Read also the sixty-sixth and slxty-ninth
tom was taken for law. z Moreover, the great Basil Apostolical canons. 2

, [Vol.v. pp. 382,57z, thenotes.] _ [So called. Vol. viii., this series. ElueuiationII.]

NOTE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

HERE may be noted the historic fact that this terrible epoch of persecutions had driven many
to the deserts, where they dwelt as hermits.' It now introduced monasticism, in its earliest and
least objectionable forms, into Egypt, whence it soon spread into the Church at large. For a
favourable view of the character and life of St. Antony, see Neale's history 2 of this period ; but,
if he turns it into an indirect plea for the subsequent history of monasticism, we shall find in Canon
Kingsley's tt)patm a high-wrought testimony of an antagonistic character. Bingham,3 avoid-
mg the entanglements of primitive with lnedi_eval history, affords a just view of what may be said
of the rise of this mighty institution, based upon two texts 4 of Holy Scripture, proceeding from the
Incarnate Word Himself, which impressed themselves on the fervid spirit of Antony. Who can
wonder that fire and sword and ravening wolves predisposed men and women to avoid the do-
mestic life, and the bringing of hapless families into existence as a prey to the remorseless cruelty
of the empire ? Far be it from me to forget what the world owes, directly and indirectly, to the
nobler and purer orders, -- what learning must ever acknowledge as its debt to the Benedictines of
the West.5 But, on the other hand, after the melancholy episcopate of Cyril, we cannot but trace,
m the history of Oriental monasticism, not only the causes of the decay of Alexandrian scholarship
and influence, but of the ignominious fate of the Byzantine Empire, and of that paltry devotion
to images which seemed to invoke the retributions of a "jealous god," and which favoured the
rise of an impostor who found in his "abhorrence of idols" an excuse tbr making himself the
"Scourge of God."

x Luke x. 8% xx. to, Gal. _ x7 But compare _ Kings xlx. 9

2 Patriarchate, etc., vol. 1 p. xo 7. Antony was born czrca ^ v 25t , died a D, 356.

3 _n@u , book Vii cap i
4 Matt xtx 2x and Matt. vi. 34

5 Montalembert's 3lank* of t]*e L_'e*t Is but a fascinating rommlce, but is well worthy of attentlon
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L- LETTER TO THE CHURCH AT ALEXAN- the virgin, saying, "Hail, thou that art highly
DRIA't favoured, the Lord is with thee." Now when

PETER, tO the brethren beloved and estab- Gabriel said, "The Lord is with thee," he meant
lished in the faith of God, peace in the Lord. God the Word is with thee. For he shows that
Since I have found out that Meletius acts in no He was conceived in the womb, and was to be-
way for the common good, -- for neither is he come flesh ; as it is written, "The Holy Ghost
contented with the letter of the most holy bish- shall come upon thee, and the power of the
ops and martyrs,-- but, invading my parish,* hath Highest shall overshadow thee ; therefore also
assumed so much to himself as to endeavour to that holy thing which shall be born of thee
separate from my authority the priests,3 and shall be called the Son of God ; .... and after-
those who had been entrusted with visiting the wards other things. Now God the Word, in the
needy ; 4 and, giving proof of his desire for pre- absence of a man, by the will of God, who
eminence, has ordained in the prison several easily effects everything, was made flesh in the
unto himself; now, take ye heed to this, and womb of the virgin, not requiring the operation
hold no communion with him, until I meet him of the presence of a man. For more effica-
in company with some wise and ,discreet men, cious than a man was the power of God over-
and see what the designs aze which he has shadowing the virgin, together with the Holy
thought upon. Fare ye well. Ghost also who came upon her.

II._ON THE GODHEAD. s 11I.--ON THE ADVENT OF OUR SAVIOUR. t*

Since certainly "grace and truth came by And He said unto Judas, "Betrayest thou the
Jesus Christ," 6 whence also by grace we are Son of God with a kiss?" t3 These things and
saved, according to that word of the apostle, the like, and all the signs which He showed,
"and that not of yourselves, nor of works, lest and His miracles, prove that He is God made
any man should boast ; "7 by the will of God, man. Both things therefore are demonstrated,
" the Word was made flesh," s and " was found that He was God by nature, and that He was
in fashion as a man." 9 But yet He was not _man by nature.
left without H_s divinity. For neither "though
He was rich did He become poor" ,o that He IV.--ON THE SOJOURNING OF CHRISTWITHUS. t4
might absolutely be separated from His power Both therefore is proved, that he was God by
and glory, but that He might Himself endure nature, and was made man by nature.
death for us sinners, the just for the unjust, that
He might bring us to God, "being put to death V.--THAT UP TO THE TIME OF THE DESTRUC-
m the flesh, but quickened by the Spirit ;" and TION OF JERUSALEM, THE JEWS RIGHTLYAPPOINTED THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF THE

afterwards other things. Whence the evangelist FIRST LUNAR MONTH.
also asserts the truth when he says, "The Word
was made flesh, and dwelt among us ;" then in- ijs
deed, from the time when the angel had saluted i. Since the mercy of God is everywhere

great, let us bless Him, and also because He
t FromGallanfllus. has sent unto us the Spirit of truth to guide us

ddactse2[Seep.24o,su2_ra'Inancmnt terminology.]Butn°te' thelbariak was greater than the into all truth. For for this cause the month
3 [Presbyters.]
4 [I_acons.] tt Luke i 35
S A fragment from hlsbookt from the Acta of the Council of Ephe. zz A fragment from thehornily. Apud Leontmm Byzant., llb. i.,

tats, I and vii. 2.- GALLAND. contra Nestor et Eutych., tom. t. Thes. Cants., p. 550.

6 John t xT. t3 Luke xxit. 48. l .7 Eph. il. 8, 9. x4 A fragment from the homt y. Ex Leontlo Hlerosolymltano, con-
s John a, t¢. tra Monophysttas, ,4# Mai. Scrd#L. l.'tt., tom vii. p. 134.
9 Phd. It. _. 15 Apud Galland, Ex Cttrontca Paschal., p. x, seqq., edat Venet,
xo a Cor. vhi. 9. t729 •
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Abib was appointed by the law to be the begin- 5. And He says as follows : "All these things
ning of months, and was made known unto us will they do unto you for My name's sake, be-
as the first among the months of the year ; both cause they know not Him that sent Me." 6 But
by the ancient writers who lived before, and by if they knew not Him who sent, and Him who
the later who lived after the destruction of Jeru- was sent, there is no reason to doubt but that
salem, it was shown to possess a most clear and they have been ignorant of the Passover as pre-
evidently definite period, especially because in scribed by the law, so as not merely to err in
some places the reaping is early, and sometimes their choice of the place, but also in reckoning
it is late, so as to be sometimes before the time the beginning of the month, which is the first
and sometimes after it, as it happened in the amongst the months of the year, on the fourteenth
very beginning of the giving of the law, before day of which, being accurately observed, after
the Passover, according as it is written, "But the the equinox, the ancients celebrated the Passove_
wheat and the rye were not smitten, for they according to the divine command ; whereas the
were not grown up." ' Whence it is rightly pre- men of the present day now celebrate it before
scribed by the law, that from the vernal equinox, the equinox, and that altogether through negii-
in whatsoever week the fourteenth day of the gence and error, being ignorant how they cele-
first month shall fall, in it the Passover is to be brated it in its season, as He confesses who in
celebrated, becoming and conformable songs of these things was described.
praise having been first taken up for its celebra- 3- Whether therefore the Jews erroneously
tion. For this first month, says he, "shall be sometimes celebrate their Passover according to
unto you the beginning of months," 2 when the the course of the moon in the month Phamenoth,
sun in the summer-time sends forth a far stronger or according to the intercalary month, every third
and clearer light, and the days are lengthened year in the month Pharmuthi,7 matters not to us.
and become longer, whilst the nights are con- For we have no other object than to keep the
tracted and shortened. Moreover, when the new remembrance of His Passion, and that at this
seeds have sprung up, they are thoroughly purged, very time ; as those who were eye-witnesses of
and borne into the threshing floor ; nor only this, it have from the beginning handed down, before
but also all the shrubs blossom, and burst forth the Egyptians believed. For neither by observ-
into flower. Immediately therefore they are mg the course of the moon do they necessarily
discovered to send forth in alternation various celebrate it on the sixteenth day of Phamenoth,
and diverse fruits, so that the grape-clusters are but once every three years in the month Phar-
found at that time ; as says the lawgiver, " Now, muthi ; for from the beginning, and before the
it was the time of spring, of the first ripe ldvent of Christ, they seem to have so done.
grapes ; "s and when he sent the men to spy Hence, when the Lord reproves them by the
out the land, they brought, on bearers, a large prophet, He says, "They do always err in their
cluster of grapes, and pomegranates also, and heart ; and I have sworn in My wrath that they
figs. For then, as they say, our eternal God shall not enter into My rest. ''s
also, the Maker and Creator of all things, framed 4- Wherefore, as thou seest, even in this thou
all things, and said to them, "Let the earth bring appearest to be lying greatly, not only against
forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit men, but also against God. First, indeed, since
tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in this matter the Jews never erred, as consorting
in itself upon the earth." Then he adds, "And with those who were eye-witnesses and ministers,
it was so ; and God saw that it was good." 4 much less from the beginning before the advent
Moreover, he makes quite clear that the first of Christ. For God does not say that they did
month amongst the Hebrews was appointed by always err in their heart as regards the precept
law, which we know to have been observed by of the law concerning the Passover, as thou hast
the Jews up to the destruction of Jerusalem, written, but on account of all their other disobe-
because this has been so handed down by the dience, and on account of their evil and un-
Hebrew tradition. But after the destruction of seemly deeds, when, indeed, He perceived them
the city it was mocked at by some hardening turning to idolatry and to fornication.
of heart, which we observing, according to the 5- And after a few things. So that also in this
law, with sincerity have received; and in this, respect, since thou hast slumbered, rouse thyself
according to the Word, when he speaks of the much, and very much, with the scourge of the
day of our holy festivity, which the election hath Preacher, being mindful especially of that pas-
attained : but the rest have become hardened, s sage where he speaks of "slipping on the pave-
as said the Scripture ; and after other things, ment, and with the tongue." 9 For, as thou

6 Tolm xv _x. fro"Is_,z F-,xod ix 3_. _'_Vol. _ p. 333, note 4. Clement is always _ notmgo2 Exod xtl 2.
3 Num xn. 24. influence u; thus tz'___-',e_m__l_evtt'y widely in the mdy lltmatum.]

PS. zo t IX.
4 Ge .......... [A $ " in summer-tlme," probablT, ] : F..,c;_xtmc_."xx. xS.S l_m. xl 7 ["Our h°lyftmttvitY"=Easttr'l
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seest again, the charge cast by thee upon their but to fulfil them," the Saviour Himself said in
leaders is reflected back ; nay, and one may sus- the Gospel.
pect a great subsequent danger, inasmuch as we But after His public ministry He did not eat
hear that the stone which a man casts up on of the lamb,' but Himself suffered as the true
high falls back upon his head. Much more reck- Lamb in the Paschal feast, as John, the divine
less is he who, in this respect, ventures to bring and evangelist, teaches us in the Gospel written
a charge against Moses, that mighty servant of by him, where he thus speaks : "Then led they
God, or Joshua, the son of Nun, who succeeded Jesus from Calaphas unto the hall of judgment :
him, or those who in succession rightly followed and it was early ; and they themselves went not
them and ruled ; the judges, I mean, and the into the judgment-hall, lest they should be de-
kings who appeared, or the prophets whom the filed, but that they might eat the passover. ''_
Holy Spirit inspired, and those who amongst And after a few things more. "When Palate
the high-priests were blameless, and those who, therefore heard that saying, he brought Jesus
in following the traditions, changed nothing, forth, and sat down in the judgment-seat, in a
but agreed as to the observance of the Pass- place that is called the Pavement, but in the
over in its season, as also of the rest of their ! Hebrew, Gabbatha. And it was the preparation
feasts, of the passover, and about the third hour," 3 as

6. And after other things. But thou oughtest the correct books render it, and the copy _tself
rather to have pursued a safer and more auspi- that was written by the hand of the evangelist,
cious course, and not to have written rashly and which, by the divine grace, has been preserved
slanderously, that they seem from the beginning, in the most holy church of Ephesus, and is there
and always, to have been in error about the Pass-, adored by the faithful. And again the same
over, which you cannot prove, whatever charge evangelist says: "The Jews therefore, because
you may wish to bring against those who, at the it was the preparatmn, that the bodies should
present time, have erred with a grievous wander- not remain upon the cross on the Sabbath-day
rag, having fallen away from the commandment (for that Sabbath-day was an high day'), besought
of the law concerning the Passover and other Pilate that their legs might be broken, and that
things. For the ancients seem to have kept it they might be taken away." 4 On that day,
after the vemal equinox, which you can dis- therefore, on which the Jews were about to eat
cover if you read ancient books, and those the Passover xn the evening, our Lord and Saviour
especially which were written by the leamed Jesus Christ was crucified, being made the victim
Hebrews. to those who were about to partake by faith of

7. That therefore up to the period of the the mystery concerning Hml, according to what
Lord's Passion, and at the time of the last de- is written by the blessed Paul : " For even Christ
struction of Jerusalem, which happened under our Passover is sacrificed for us;" s and not as
Vespasian, the Roman emperor, the people of some who, carried along by ignorance, confi-
Israel, rightly observing the fourteenth day of dently affirm that after He had eaten the Pass-
the first lunar month, celebrated on it the Pass- over, He was betrayed ; which we neither learn
over of the law, has been briefly demonstrated, from the holy evangehsts, nor has any of the
Therefore, when the holy prophets, and all, as _blessed apostles handed it down to us. At the
I have said, who nghteously and justly walked time, therefore, in which our Lord and God
in the taw of the Lord, together wsth the entire Jesus Christ suffered for us, according to the
people, celebrated a typical and shadowy Pass- flesh, He did not eat of the legal Passover ; but,
over, the Creator and Lord of every visible and as I have said, He Himself, as the true Lamb,
invisible creature, the only-begotten Son, and the was sacrificed for us in the feast of the typical
Word co-eternal with the Father and the Holy Passover, on the day of the preparation, the
Spirit, and of the same substance with them, ac- fourteenth of the first lunar month. The typical
cording to His divine nature, our Lord and God, Passover, therefore, then ceased, the true Pass-
Jesus Christ, being m the end of the world born over being present : "For Christ our Passover
according to the flesh of our holy and glorious was sacrificed for us," as has been before said,
lady, Mother of God, and Ever-Virgin, and, of and as that chosen vessel, the apostle Paul,
a truth, of Mary the Mother of God ;,and being teaches. 6
seen upon earth, and having true and real con- _ [Butco,np_,__rewne,O2 th, Th,rty-,;,_ A_t_'d_,p 7_7.
verse as man with men, who were of the same no_ 3, American edition, ;874. ]

John xviti. 28.
substance with Him, according to His human 3job. xu¢ *3, x4. And about the sixth hour m the r_admg of

nature, Himself also, with the people, in the] °u__ug,,_h,_,_,oo. Acco_d,_gto St. _a*k, th__ru¢,_*,outoo_
i place at the third hour (chap xxv 2._) Eusebms, Theophylact, and

years before His pubhc ministry and during His !s_,_u, (m theC,te_a,_d L_ck_,,i ) _,,pv_ that th_ has _
public ministry, did celebrate the legal and so.... ,i early erratum.... copies, St*' Alford'snoteonthepassage

shadowy Passover, eating the typical lamb. For • John_i*.s'
5 i Cor. v. 7.

"I came not to destroy the law, or the prophets, 6 [CompareAontolius,p. '5', s**/.ra.]
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n.' that God observes the mind, and hears the

Now it was the preparation, about the third voice of the soul. I turned consciously to sin,
hour, as the accurate books have it, and the auto- saying to myself, God is merciful, and will bear
graph copy itself of the Evangehst John, which with me ; and when I was not instantly smit-
up to this day has by divine grace been preserved ten, I ceased not, but rather despised His for-
in the most holy church of Ephesus, and is there bearance, and exhausted the long-suffering of
adored * by the faithful. God.

VI.--OF THE SOUL AND BODY. 3 VIIL--ON ST. MATTHEW. 6

The things which pertain to the divinity and And in the Gospel according to Matthew, the
humanity of the Second Man from heaven, in Lord said to him who betrayed Him: "Be-
what has been written above, according to the trayest thou the Son of Man with a kiss ?"
blessed apostle, we have explained ; and now we which Peter the Martyr and Archbishop of Alex-
have thought it necessary to explain the things andria expounding, says, this and other things
which pertain to the first man, who is of earth like, "All the signs which He showed, and the
and earthy, being about, namely, to demonstrate miracles that He did, testify of Him that He is
this, that he was created at the same time one God incarnate ; both things therefore are to-
and the same, although sometimes he is separately gether proved, that He was God by nature, and
designated as the man external and internal, was made man by nature."
For if, according to the Word of salvation, He
who made what is without, made also that which
is within, He certainly, by one operation, and at IX.--FROM A SERMON._

the same tame, made both, on that day, indeed, In the meanwhile the evangelist says withon which God said, " Let us make man in our
image, after our likeness ;" 4 whence it is maul- firmness, "The Word was made flesh, and dwelt
fest that man was not formed by a conjunction among us." 8 From this we learn that the angel,
of the body with a certain pre-existent type. when he saluted the Virgin with the words,
For if the earth, at the bidding of the Creator, " Hail, thou that art highly favoured, the Lord
brought forth the other animals endowed with is with thee,"9 intended to signify God the
life, much rather did the dust which God took Word is with thee, and also to show that He
from the earth receive a vital energy from the would arise from her bosom, and would be
will and operation of God. made flesh, even as it is written, "The Holy

Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power of
VII._FRAGMENT.S the Highest shall overshadow thee; therefore

also that holy thmg which shall be born of thee
Wretch that I am ! I have not remembered shall be called the Son of God." '°

I Apud Galland, Ex Chranfco Paxchal p x75, 15
[Adored, 1e etymologzcally, = kissed ]

3 Ex Leontn et Joanms Rer Sacr, tb i1 Apud Mai, ScrtfiL 6 From the Treatise of the Emperor Justmian against the Monoph-
Vet, tom. vu p 85 From his demonstration that the soul was not ysRes Apud Mat, Script. Vet, wi 3o6j 3o7 .
pre-existent to the body 7 Or, from a treatise on theology.

4 Gem L 26 8 Johni z4.
s F_x Leontto et Joanne Rer Sacr., lab n. Apud Max, Scrz/g. 9 Luke a 28.

/-'et._ tom. vu. p. 96 to Luke 1. 35-

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(Meletmn schism, p. 259. )

THE date of the Meletian schism is very much in need of elucidation. I follow Neale, how-

ever, as follows : Athanasius places its origin i.D. 3o6 (according to Tillemont and Baronius) or

i.D. 3ot ; the latter more probable, as demonstrated by the Benedzctine editors. But the dates
are, perhaps, the least of the difficulties which encumber the whole matter. Somewhat distrust-
fully I have, after several efforts to construct an original elucidation, adopted the theory of Neale,

as a diligent and conscientious inqmrer whose Oriental studies qualify him to utter almost a
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decisive voice, albeit he never forgets his Occidentahsm, and hence fails to speak with absolute
fidelity to the spirit of Catholic antiquity.

We know something of Lycopolis from the blessed Alexander ; it seems to have been a sort

of centre to the bishoprics of the Thebais. It was just the sort of centre, m a region sufficient for

a separate patriarchate, to suggest to an ambitious and unscrupulous prelate an effort at independ-
ency. Meletius, who succeeded the good Alexander, was just the man to set up for himself; a man

not unlikely to be stimulated by the bad example of Paul of Samosata, and by the ingenuity that

triumphed over the first council that called Paul to account. Bearing all this in mind, we may
accept Neale's conviction that Meletms had long been a scandal to the churches, and m the

time of persecution had lapsed, and sacrificed to idols. Peter summoned him to a council, by

which he was convicted and degraded j whereupon he not only refused to submit, but arrogated
to himself the cathedra of Alexandria, and began to ordain other bishops, and, m short, to re-

organize its jurisdiction. _ Owing, I think probable, to the exceptional and overgrown extent of
this enormous "patriarchate," as it was called a little later, the schism gained a considerable

following. The distance of Lycopolis from Lower Egypt must have favoured the attempt, and
Peter's recent accession made it easy for Meletius to circulate evil stories against him. The

schism, as usual, soon developed into heresy, which even the Nicene Synod failed to extinguish.
Arius had joined the first outbreak, but conformed for a time, and was ordained a deacon by

Achillas. His troublesome spirit, however, soon showed itself again after his ordination to the

priesthood ; and the remnant of the Meletians made common cause with him after his condemna-
tion at Nicaea. Of Peter's legitimate exercise of authority, and of the impurity and wickedness of
Meletius before his invasion of Alexandria, there is no reason to doubt ; but for the details, re-

course must be had to Neale. 2 The famous Sixth Canon of Nice finds its explanation in this
rebellion ; but, incidentally, it defines the position of other great centres, which now began to

be known as patriarchates. Neale's remarks 3 on the excessive leniency of the council in settling
the case of Meletius, are specially to be noted.

II.

(Canonical Epistle, p. 279. )

The judgment of Dupin is so exceptionally eulogistic touching these canons, that I quote it,
as follows : 4

"Of all the canons of antiquity concerning the disciphne of the lapsed, there are none more

judicious or more equitable than those we have now described. There appear in them a

wisdom and prudence altogether singular in tempering the rigours of punishment by a reasonable
moderation, without which justice would be weakened. He examines carefully all the circum-

stances which might augment or diminish the quality of the crime ; and as he does not lengthen

out penance by methods too severe, so neither does he deceive the sinner by a facility too
remiss."

Like the famous Canonical Epistles of St. Basil, however, these are compilations of canons
accepted by the churches of his jurisdiction. Dupin says of those of Basil 5 (To AmpMlocMus),

"They are not to be considered as the particular opinions of St. Basil, but as the laws of the
Church in hts/irae; and therefore they are not written in the form of personal letters, but after

the manner of synodical decisions."

x He reported to the Nicene Council that he had ordained twenty-eight bishops and eight priests or deacons.
* Patriarchate of Ale.randria, vol. i pp. 9 x, 146.

Ibid., p. x46.
4 Eccl. Hist. Cent IV, sub tit. " Peter of Alexandria."
s [Md, sub Ut. " Basil."
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THE ROMAN EMPERORS.

IN the study of these volumes a table is useful, such as I find it convenient to place here,
showing the Ante-Nicene succession of Caesars.

A D A,D,

I. AUGUSTUS ............. 1 23. HELIOGABALUS ......... 218

2. TIBERIUS ............ 14 24. ALEXANDER SEVERUS ......... 222

3" CALIGULA ......... 37 25" MAXIMINUS ............. 235

4. CLAUDIUS ............. 41 26. GORDIAN ............. 23S
5- NERO ........... 54 27" PUPIENUS (BALBINUS) ......... 235

6. GALBA .......... 68 28. GORDIAN THE YOUNGER ........ 238

7" OTHO .............. 69 29. PHILIP .............. 244

8. VITELLIUS ............. 69 3 o. DECIUS ............ 249

9- "VESPASIAN ...... 69 31. GALLUS (VoLuSIANUS) ........ 25I

IO. TITUS ..... 79 32. VALERIAN .............. 254

II. DOMITIAN ............. 8I 33" GALLIENUS ............. 260

I2 NERVA .............. 96 34- CLAUDIUSII ........... 2C_
13. TRAJAN ............. 98 35- AURELIAN ............. 270

14. HADRIAN .......... 1I 7 36. TACITUS (PROBUS) ..... " ..... 275

15. ANTONINUS PIUS ........ 138 37' FLGRIAN ............. Z76
I6. MARCUS AURELIUS .......... 161 38. CARUS (CARINUS, NUMERIAN) ...... 282
17. COMMODOS ............ 180 39" DIOCLETIAN ............ 284

18. PERTINAX ............ 192 40. MAXIMIAN (GALERIUS) ........ 286

19 DIDIUS JULIANUS (NIGER) ....... I93 41. CONSTANTIUS CHLORUS ........ 292
20. SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS ........ 193 42, MAXIMIN ............. 306

21. CARACALLA (GETA) .......... 2II 43, CONSTANTINE THE GREAT (LICINIUS, etc.) . 3o7

22. MACRINUS .......... 2I 7

Suetonlus includes Julius, and therefore his Twelve C_esars end with Domitian, the last of

the Flavian family. With Nerva the "five good emperors" (so called) begin, but the "good
Aurehus" was a persecutor. St. John, survwing the cruelty of Domitian, lived and died under
Trajan.

The "vision of Constantine" is dated, at Tr6ves, A.I). 312.
The Z,abarum became the Roman standard thenceforth.

The Dominical ordinance dates from Milan, June 2, A.D. 32i.
He founds the city of Constantinople A.D. 324, convokes the Council of Nicaea A.D. 325 .
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INTROI)UCTORY NOTICE
To

ALEXANDER, BISHOP OF ALEXANDRIA.

[^.D. _73 '-313-326.] The records of the Ante-N_cene period, so far as Alexandria is con-
cerned, are complete in this great primate, the friend and patron of Athanasius, and, with him,

the master-spirit of the great Council of Nicaea. I have so arranged the " Fragments" of the

Edinburgh series in this volume as to make them a great and important integer in rounding out
and fulfilling the portraiture of the school and the See of Alexandria. The student will thus

have at hand the materials for a covetable survey of the Alexandrian Fathers, -- their history, their
influence, and their immense authority m early Christendom. In an elucidation 2 I venture to

condense my thoughts upon some points which it has been the interest of unbelievers to misrep-
resent, and to colour for their own purposes. But, as the limitations of my editorial duty do not

allow me to enter upon a dissertation, I am thankful to refer the reader to the truly valuable
though by no means exhaustive work of Dr. Neale on The Patriarchate of Alexandria. His

statements are not, indeed, to be received with unreservmg confidence ; for, In spite of has pure
and lofty purposes, his mind had been formed under the strong bias of a transient fashion in
divinity, and he always surveyed h_s subject from an Ckcidental if not from a Latin (I do not

mean a strictly Roman) point of view. To other popular historians I need not refer the student,
save, by anticipation, to the list of authorities which will be furnished in the concluding volume
of this series?

Let us reflect, then, upon the epoch to which we have now come The intense sufferings,
labours, and intellectual as well as moral struggles, of the three heroic centuries, are closing, and
Alexander of Alexandria is the _and figure of the period. Diocletian is preparing to let loose

upon the sheep of Christ the ferocious wolves of the tenth persecutlon. Lucian is founding the
school of Antioch,4 revising the New Testament, and, m fact, the whole Bible of the Fathers,
for his labours included the version of the Seventy. Unhappily, the ambitious Arius, who calls him

master, has begun to trouble the evangehcal See of St. Mark; and Achillas, notwithstanding the
warnings of Peter, has laid hands upon him, and made him a presbyter. He aspires to be made

a bishop. But anon a boy is playing on the shore at Alexandria in whom a flaming genius for
the pnesthood already manifests itself. Alexander, looking forth from his windows, sees hint

" playing church" with h;s schoolmates, and actually dipping a young pagan in the sea, " in the
name of the Father," etc. No doubt something of the kind did occur, and thus was the boy

Athanasius brought to the notice of his bishop. But even Dupin rejects the rest of the story,

L The first date is conjectural.
" Elucidation !

3 For hberal references, consult Hagenbach, Tett-Baok o/the History of Daetrs_e; by all meant uslrtg Prof_t,,or Smith's edition,

New York, x861

4 For the matter_ touching the theology of the Imrtod. the student _hould prepare himself by consultang Waterland, Hi&tor_ of t_e

Athonaszan Creed (H/orks, vol tv , London), and Van Oosterzee, Ckrtsttan Dog,_nattcs, New York, _874. 1 wonder that Professor
Swath could, so unreservedly, commend Hagenbaeh
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that Alexander decided the question of the boy-baptism in favour of its validity, as the iatins
would have us believe. Anyhow, we have this miracle of precocity attending Alexander as his
deacon at the Council of Nlcma, and then soon after succeeding to his episcopal chair. Athana-

sius is the grandest figure of the pnmitive ages after the apostles fell asleep. Raised up to com-

plete thelr testimony to the eternal Logos, and to suffer like them, we soon behold him the noble
example of constancy against the new penis of the world's favour and the patronage of the

C_esars. "Athanasius agaznst the world" was in two senses his great encomium, and the epitome
of his glorious life and warfare. Not less was it "Athanasmsfor the world." Alas T the majestic

school of Pant_enus and Clement soon after comes to _ts emgmatmal decline. Some plants,
when they have borne their superlative flower and fruit, mysteriously decay. It was so, alas !

with the great Christian academy that not improbably owes its beginnings to Apollos.

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

ALEXANDERwaq appointed successor to Achillas,' as Bishop of Alexandria, about A.D. 312.
The virtues of this prelate, which Eusebms has passed over entirely without mention, other eccle-

stastical writers have greatly extolled. For on all sides he is styled " the staunchest upholder of

evangelical doctrine," "the patron and protector of apostohc doctrine, " and "that bishop of
divine faith, full of wisdom and of zeal enkindled by the Holy Sprat." He was the first to detect
and to condemn Arms ; 2 and taking his stand upon passages of Holy Scripture, as Theodoret

remarks.3 he taught that the Son of God was of one and the same majesty with the Father, and
had the same substance with the Father who begat Him.

At first he sought to bring back Arms from his heresy. But when he perceived that he openly

and obstinately taught hts false doctrines, he assembled a first and then a second synod of the
bishops of Egypt, and degraded him from the order of the priesthood, 4 and cut him off from the
communion of the Church. This proving ineffectual, the Council of Nicaea was convened, in

whmh he was finally condemned. In combating the Arian heresy, Alexander endured, although

at a great age, many trials, and died shortly after the holding of the council.

* [Here given .4chilies ; but I preserve umty of usage in tins respect, the rather as Achilles LSthe name of a contemporary heretic.]
[he., m Ins great and final heresy. Of his former condemnauon, see pp 262-263, _upra ]

s H E.,*.2.

* [To winch Acinllas had admttted htm. See p. a68, supra. In spite of the warnings, pp. =63- tt65, _u#ra.'[



EPISTLES I ON THE ARIAN HERESY

THE DEPOSITION OF ARIUS.

I.--TO ALEXANDER, BISHOP OF THE CITY OF [of our Saviour, and preaching that He is only
CONSTANTINOPLE the equal of all others. And haX'mg collected

Ta /he rues/ rez,erend and Itke-mznded _ro/,:wr. all the passages whmh _peak of Ht_ plan of sal-
Alexander, M/examler sends greeting zJz /hi IvaUon aud Hh hmmhatlon for our sakes, they
Zard" endeavour from the_e to collect the preaching
I. THF ambmous and avaricious will of wicked iof thclr mlplet 5, lgnonng altogether the passages

men is ahvavs wont to lay snares against those ]m whmh H1_ eternal Godhead and unutterable
churches whmh seem greater, by various pre- glor_ w_th the Father _s set forth. Since, there-
texts attacking the ecclesmsncal p_ety of such. forel they back up the nnpious opinion concern-
For melted by the devil who works in them, to !mg Christ, whmh is held by the Jews and Greeks,
the tuft of that whmh is set before them, and 'm every i)osblble way they _tnve to gain their
throwing away all rehgious scruples, the)- trample iapp r°val ' bubylng themselves ahout all those
under foot the fear of the judgment of (;od thmg_ which they are wont to deride m us, and
Concernmg whmh things, I who suffer, ha_e dmly >tlrrmg up against us sedmona and perse-
thought it necessary to show to )-our piety, in (un°n_ And now. indeed, they drag us before
order that you may be aware of such men, le>t the tnbunal_ of the judges, by intercourse with
any of them presume to set foot in your dioce%es, _Ilv and &sorderlv women, whom they have led
wl_ether by themselves or by others, for the_e into error, at another nine they cast opprobrium
sorcerers know how to use hypocrisy to carry and mfmny upon the Chn>tmn rehglon, their
out their fraud ; and to employletters composed young mmdens disgracefully wandering about
and dressed out with lies, which are able to de- every wllage and street. Nay, even Christ's

- . - - . -, --._,lndiwsfl_le tunic which U_s exeeuuoners were
celve a man WhO is intent upon a slnl|ne anu

........ _ _ _"-s _ Iunwilling to d_vlde, these wretches have daredsincere ialtn. ._xrlus, mereIore, anu 24xC11111_. ,

having lately entered into a conspiracy, emulat- ]to ren(1.4
". 2 And we, indeed, though we discoveredmg the ambmon of Colluthus, have turned out "

........ • :_ -,_ _._ _._ Irather late, on account of their concealment,iar worse man ne. for _OIIU_nU% lnu_eu_ Who
re .... men found som- retext i their manner of hfe and their unholy attempts,

prenenos mese very , " P ' s "
for his evil ,_ur_ose • hut the_e, beholding his _ iby the common suffrage of all have cast tiaem
ba " ' 2" _r " ' - "ured _ no lon er to be forth from the congregaaon of the Church whichtiering ot t_nrist, ena g ...........

aoores the Goaneao ot Clmst But me ,runsubject to the Church; but building for them- • Y -
selves dens of thaeves, they hold their assem-ining h_ther and thither against us, have begun
bites m them unceasingly, mght and day direct- to betake themselves to our colleagues who are
ing their calumnies against Christ and against of the same mind w_th us; m appearance, m-
us For since they call m quesnon all p_ous deed, pretending to seek for peace and concord,
and apostohcal doctnne, after the manner of but in reality seeking to draw over some of them
the Jews, they have constructed a workshop for by fmr words to their own diseases, asking long
contending against Christ, denying the Godhead wordy letters from them, in order that reading

these to the men whom they have deceived, they
x [A D 3_ ] Apud Theodontum, H_st Eccl, book _. chap. 4. '

[See p. _9 o, note x, supra.] ] ( [Perhaps a quotation, and hence a token of verity as to what tt
Colluthu% being a presbyter of Alexandria, puffed up with afro- t narrated of Peter. p 263, note 4, sud#ra ]

gance and temerity, had acted as a bmhop, and had ordained many 1 s It _s inferred from thes_words that this letter of Alexander was
priests and deacons But m the synod that was assembled at Alex- written after the Synoa ol &nexanana In wmcn Anu_ and nts com-
andna all his acts of ordmatton were rescinded, and those who had pamon were condemned. But Alexander convened two synods o_

been ordmned by htrn degraded to the rank of laymen -- 1R I the bishops of Egypt against Anus and Ms friends -- "I_'_
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k

may make them impenitent m the errors mtolhave been no difference between their sonshq)
Much they have fallen, and obdurate in impiety, iand His. And to confirm this insane doctrine.
as if they had bishops thinking the same thing', playing with Holy Scripture, they bring forward
and siding with them. Moreover. the things!what Is said m the Psalms respecting Christ
whmh amongst us they have wrongly taught and i "Thou lovest righteousness, and hatest winked-
done, and on account of which they have been_ness: therefore God, Thy God, hath anointed
expelled by us, they do not at all confeas to!Thee w_th the oil of gladness above Thy fel-
them, but they either pass them over m sdence, _lows."-"
or throwing a veil over them, by feigned words ' 4. But that the Son of God was not made
and writings they decewe them. Con(eahng, " from things which are not," and that there was
therefore, their pestilent doctrine by their spe- no " time when He wa_ not," : the evangehst
c_ous and flattering discourse, they' c_rcumvent John _uffic_entl 3 shows, when he thu_ writes con-
the more snnple-mmded and _,mh as are open cernmg Hun : "The only-begotten Son, who _s
to fraud, nor do the,,, spare in the meanwtnle to m the bosom of the Father."4 For since that
traduce our piety to all. Hence _t cornea to t>a_ dwlne teacher intended to ',how that the Father
that some. subscrflnng their letter_, recewe them and the Son are two thmg_ inseparable the one
into the Church, although m my opimon the from the other, he spoke of Him as being m the
greatest guilt hes upon those mmisters who yen- boaom of the Father. Now that aNo the Word
ture to do this ; because not only does the apo_- of God is not conaprehended m the number oI
tt)hc rule not allow of it, but the working of the thmg_ that were cr,.'ated " from things whmh are
devil m these men agam,t ('hnst Js by this mean_ not," the same John says, "All th',ngs were made
more strongly kindled Wherefore w_thout de- bby Him." For he set forth His proper person-
lay, brethren beloved, I have stirred myself up. ahty, saying, " In the beginning _a_ the Word,
to sho_ you the fmthlessness of these men who 'and the Word wa_ with God, and the Word w:k.
say that there was a tm_e _hen the Son of God _God. All thmgs were made by Him, and w_th-
was not, and that tie who was not before, came ',out Him was not anything made that was made." s
into existence afterwards, becoming such, when, For ff all things were made by Htm, how come_
at length He was made, even as every' man as _t that He who gave to the things whmh are
wont to be born. For, they say, God made all ] made their ex_stem e, at one t_me Hunself wa_
thmg_ from things which are not, comprehend- not. For the Word whmh makes _s not to be
mg even the Son of God m the creauon of all defined as being of the same nature with the
things, rational and _rrational. To whmh things things whmh are made ; since He indeed was m
they add as a consequence, that tfe _sof mutable the beginning, and all things were made by Ham,
nature, and capable both of wrtue and v_¢e. _n(1 fashioned "' from things whmh are not."
And th_s hypothesl_ being once assumed, that I Moreover, that whmh es seems to be (ontrary to
He _s " from things which are not," they over- and far removed from those things whmh are

turn the sacred wrmngs concerning H_s etermty, i made " from things _hich are not." For that
whmh s_gmfy the mamutabihty and the Godhead i indeed shows tha( there _s no interval between
of W_sdom and the Word, whmh are Christ. i the I"ather and the Son, since not even m thought

3- We, therefore, say" these wicked men, can [ can the mind maagme anydlstance between them
also be the sons of God even as He. For it Is[ But that the world was created " from tiungs

written, " I have nourished and brought up chfl- whmh are not," indicates a more recent a anddren." ' But when what follows was objected to later origin of substance, since the umverse re-
them, "and they have rebelled agamst me,"!ce|ves an essence of th_s sort from the Father
whmh indeed is not applicable to the nature oIiby the Son. When, therefore, the most p_ou.,
the Saviour, who is of an immutable nature, John contemplated the essence of the d_wne
they., throwing off all religious reverence, say that IWord at a very great d_stance, and as placed
God, since He foreknew and had foreseen that beyond all conception of those thmgs that are
H_s Son would not rebel against Hnn, chose begotten, he thought _t not meet to speak of
Hnn from all. For He did pot choose Hun as [ H_s generation and creatton, not daring to
hawng by nature anything specially beyond H_s designate the Creator in the same terms as the
other sons, for no one _s by nature a son of God,' things that are made. Not that the Word _s un-
as they say ; neither as having any peculiar prop- ] begotten, for the Father alone is unbegotten, but
erty of H_s own ; but God chose H_m who was I because the inexphcable subsistence of the only-
of a mutable nature, on account of the careful- ] begotten Son transcends the aeutecomprehensxon
ness of H_s manners and His practice, whmh m I of the evangelists, and perhaps also of angels.
no way turned to that which is ewl ; so that, if _-

Paul and Peter had striven for this, there would _ e_ ,l_
a [']-he two tests) ot criteria, of Armmsm. The Ax,aans _q]rmed

(x) the formula _ o_x _v'_(uv and (2) the _ *ro't_ o,r¢ o_r _v.]

* John i x8a Isa t 2 _ Jonn i i-3
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5. Wherefore I do not think that he IS to be lspeakmg Paul _avs of Hnn "Whom He hath
reckoned amongst the pious who presumes to 'appointed hell o1: all things. By whom also He
mqmre into anything beyond these things, not imade the worlds. But by Him also were all
hstening to this saying " Seek not out the things things created that are m heaven, and that are
that are too hard for thee, neither search the m earth, vlalble and lnwslble, whether they be
tinngs that are above thy strength '" ' For il the. thrones or doinmlons, or tmncipalmes, ol pow-
knowledge of many other things that are mcom- er._, all thmgs were created by Him, and for
parably inferior to this, are lndden from human :Him, and He Is before all things."
comprehenb_on, such as in the apostle Paul, '" Eye 7. Wherefore, _mce _t appears that th_s hy-
hath not seen. nor ear heard, nmther have entered pothesl, of a creation from things _,hmh are not
into the heart of man, the thmg_ whmh God hath is mo_t miplous, it is necessary to say that the
prepared for them that love Hml"-" As also Father 1_ alwav_ the Father. But Hc 1,_ the
God said to Ahraham, that ""he could not num- Father, brace the Son is always w_th Him. on ac-
ber the stars, " _ and that passage, " Who can ;count of whom He is called the Father. Where-
number the sand of the sea, and the dropa of, fore, since the Son ts always with Hml, the Father
ram. ,'4 How shall any one be able to lnvesti-_is always, perfect, being destmlte of nothing as
gate too ctiriouslv the sdh,_tem e of the divine ' regards good, who, not in rune, nor after an Ill-
Word, unless he be smitten with frenzy? Con- ',ter_al, nor from things whmh are not, hath be-
(ernIng which the Sprat of prol)hec,, say s, "' Who igotten His only-begotten Son. How, then, is it
shall declare his generation )" s .\nd our Saviour. not impmus to say, that the w_sdom of God once
Himself. who blesses the tnllars of all things In _was not, which _peaks tim, concerning itself' "'I
the world, _ought to unburden them of the know] iwab wlth Hm_ fornnng all things, I was H> de-
edge of these things, ba.vmg that to comprehend ihght ," s or that the power of God once dut not
th> was quite beyond then lmture, and that to, evst, or that H_s Word was at an}, tm_e mut>
the Father alone belonged the knowledge of thlb _lated, or that other things were ever wanting
most dMne mystery ""For no man," .-a_s Ile, from which the Son is known and the Father
'" knoweth the Son, but the Father ; nmther know-, expressed ? For he who demes that the tmghl-
eth any man the Father, sa_e the Son. ''° Of,ness of the glory ext,,ted, takes away also the
tins thing also I thmk that tt_e Father apoke, m primitive hght of wh_( h _t is the brightness. And
the word_, " My _ecret _ to Me and Mine. ' ff the nnage of t ;od wa_ not always, _t is clear

6. Now that it _ an msane thing to think that also that He _as not always, of which _t is the
the Son was made from things whmh are not, tnlage. Moreover, m saying that the character
and was in b_.mg In tnnc, the expressmn, ""from of the sut_s_tence of God was not, He al_o is
things whmh are not," itself shows, although the_e done awax _ _th who _ perfectly expressed by _t.
stupid men understand not the msamtv of thmr Hence one may see that the Sonslnp of our
own words. For the exprebsam, "wa_ not," Saviour has nothing at all m common w_th the
ought either to lie reckoned m time, or m some son_hq_ of the rest. For JUSt as it has been
place of an age. But ff _t be true that"all thnIgsl shox_n that HI_ mexphcable subsistence excels
were made by H_m," _t _s estabhshed that bothby an incomparable excellence all other thmg_
every age and tnne and all _pa(e. and that to winch He has g_ven existence, so also Hl_
"'when " in whmh the '" wa_ not " _s found, x_a_ ' S_mslnp, which l_ according to the nature of the
made by H_m. And _s_tnot absurd that He who Godhead of the Father, transcends, by an in-
fastnoned the tnne_ and the ages and the sea- effable excellence, the sonshlp of those who have
sonb, m whmh that "was not" _s m_xed up, to been adopted by' Hm_. For He, mdeed, _s of
say of Him, that tie at some tnne was nota:an lmmutallle nature, every way perfect, and
For _t _s devoid of sense, and a mark of great wanting m nothing ; trot the_e, since they are
Ignorance, to affirm that He who _s the cause of_ rather way subject to change, stand in need of
everything is posterior to the ongm of that thmg. ihelp from Hnn. For what progress can the
l_or according' to them, the space of rune m wisdom of God makea What mcrease can the
which they say that the Son had not vet been truth itself and God the Word receive? In what
made by'the Father, pre_ eded the w_sdom of respect can the life and the true light be made
God that fashioned all things, and the Scripture _better? And ff th_s be so, how much more un-
speaks falsely accordmg to them, which calls Inatural is _t that w_sdom should ever be capable
Him "the First-born of ever_ creature." Con- Iof folly, that the power of God should be con-
formable to whmh, that which the majestmally-I_joined'with infirmity ; that reason should be oh-
-- I soured bv unreason ; or that darkness should be

I

l_kch,s _..... [Compareth_¢_o_,c,_leq_,_¢,_t,e_ _**x,._ J l m_xed up w_th tile tn_e hght ? And the apostle

t;.... s says, on th_s place, "'What commm_ion hath light
-_ lsa Im 8 7 Col _ _6, _7

e Ma_t x| a 7 I _ Prov vm 30 (LXX),
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with darkness? and what concord hath Christ is that of Ebion and Artemas; nor is it aught
with Belial?" ' And Solomon says, that it is not :else but an imitation of Paul of Samosata, bishop
possible that it should come to pass that a man ',of Antioch, who, by the judgment and counsel
should comprehend with his understanding "the ]of all the bishops, and m every place, was sepa-
way of a serpent upon a rock," which is Christ, rated from the Church. s To whom Lucian suc-
according to the opinion of Paul. But men and jceedlng, remained for many years separate from
angels, who are Hm creatures, have received His the comnmnlon of three l)lshops.9 And now
blessing that they might make progress, exercls- lately having drained the dregs of their nnplety,
ing themselves m virtues and in the command-there have arisen amongst us those who teach
ments of the law, so as not to sin. Wherefore t this doctrine of a creation from things whmh arc
our Lord, since He is by nature the Son of the lnot, '° their hidden sprouts, Arm; and Achlllc,.
Fathei, is by all adored. But the_e, laying aside and the gathering of those who join in their
the spirit of bondage, when by brave deeds and wickedness. And three blshopa in Syria, having
by progres_ they have received the sprat of adop- been, m some manner, consecrated on account
tion, being blessed by Him who is the Son by of their agreelnent with them, incite them to
nature, are made sons by adoption, worse things. But let the judgment concerning

8. And His proper and pecuhar, natural and these be reserved for )'our trial. For they, re-
excellent Sonslup, St. Paul has declared, who tainmg in their memory the words which came
thus speaks of God : " Who spared not His own , to be used w_th respect to His saving Passion.
Son, but for us," who were not His natural sons, !and abasement, and examination, and what the)
"delivered Him up. ''_ For to distinguish Hm_ call His poverty, and in short of all tho_e things-
from those who are not properly sons, He said Ito which the Saviour submitted for our sakes.
that He was His own Son. And in the Gospel bring them forward to refute His supreme and
we read. "This is My beloved Son, in whom I eternal Godhead. But of those words which
am well pleased."3 Moreover, m the Psalms :s_gnify His natural glory and nobility, and abld-
the Saviour says. "The Lord hath said unto Me, ing with the Father, they have become unrnlnd-
Thou art my Son." 4 Where, showing that He ful. Such as this. " I and My Father are one,""
_s the true and genuine Son, He sigmfies that, which indeed the Lord says, not as proclannlng
there are no other genuine sons besides Hirnself.' Himself to be the Father, nor to demon,trate
And what, too, is the meaning of flus : " From'that two persons are one ; but that the Son of
the womb before the mornmg I begat thee"? 5 the Father most exactly preserves the expressed
Does He not plainly indicate the natural sonship, likeness of the Father, inasmuch as He has l_y
of paternal bringing forth, which he obtained not nature vnpressed upon Him His snnlhtude in
by the careful framing of His manners, not lly. every respect, and l_ the unage of the Father in
the exercise of and increase m v_rtue, but by no way discrepant, and the expressed figure of
property of nature ? Wherefore, the only-begot- the pnmmve exemplar Whence, also, to Phflq_.
ten Son of the Father, indeed, possesses an in- :who then was desirous to see Him, the Lord
defectible Sonship ; trot the adoption of rational shows this abundantly. For when he said.
sons belongs not to them by nature, but is pre- " Show us the Father," '_ He answered : " He
pared for them by the probity of their life, and that hath seen Me, hath seen the Father," since
by the free gift of God. And tt is mutable as the the Father was Hnnself seen through the spot-
Scripture recognises: " For when the sons of, less and living mirror of the divine image.
God saw the daughters of men, they took them Similar to which is what the saints say In the
wives," 6 etc. And in another place : " I have iPsalms : " In Thy light shall we see hght." ',
nourished and brought up children, but they Wherefore he that honoureth the Son, honouretb
have rebelled against Me," 7 as we find God, the Father also ; " ': and with reason, for ever?"
speaking by the prophet Isaiah. Imaplous word which they dare to speak against

9. And though I could say much more, breth- i the Son, has reference to the Father.
ren beloved, I purposely omit to do so, as deem- i io. But after these things, brethren beloved.
mg it to be burdensome at great length to call what is there wonderful in that which I am about
these things to the remembrance of teacher_ito write, if I shall set forth the false calumme_
who are of the same mind with myself. For i agmnst me and our most pious laity? For those
ye yourselves are taught of God, nor are ye lg- '1who have set themselves in array against the
norant that this doctrine, wlfich hath lately! Godhead of Christ, do not scruple to utter their

raised its head against the piety of the Church, ungrateful ravings against us. Who will not

gore. vnt. 32. t nons three bishops were necessary to ordain one to
3 Matt. m. 17. the eptscopate, nor wa._ commumon with. fewer than these Cathohc.l
,t Ps xl 7. to [See p 292, note 3_ sul bra ]
-_ Ps. cx. 3 (LXX.), n John x 3o.
6 Gen. ",1 2. t_ ,lohn x_v 8, 9
7 Isa i.u. I x3 1% xxxw. 9
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either that any of the ancients should be com- but of Him who is the Father ; not m a corpo-
pared with them, or suffer that an), of those real manner, by excision or division as Sabelhus
whom, from our earhest years, we have used as and Valentmus thought, but in a certain inex-
instructors should be placed on a level with them. pllcable and unspeakable manner, according to
Nay, and they do not think that any of all those the words of the prophet cited above : " Who
who are now our colleagues, has attained even shall declare His generation ?" 2 Since that His
to a moderate amount of wisdom ; boasting them- subsistence no nature which is begotten can m-
selves to be the only men who are w_se and d> vesngate, even as the Father can be Investigated
vested of worldly possessions, the sole discoverers by none, because that the nature of rational
of dogmas, and that to them alone are those beings cannot receive the knowledge of Ht_ d,-
flungs revealed which have never before come vine generation by the Father. But men who
into me mind of any other under the sun. Oh, are moved by the Spirit of truth, have no need
the _mplous arrogance v Oh, the immeasurable to learn these things from me, for in our ears
nladness ! Oh, the vainglory befitting those that are sounding the words before uttered by Christ
are crazed '. Oh. the pride of Satan wlnch has on th_s xery thing, ' No man knoweth the Father,
taken root in their unholy souls. The rehg_ous save the Son, and no man knoweth who the Son
perspmmty of the ancient Scrlpmre_ caused them l_. _a_e the Father." 3 That He is equally with
no shame, nor did the con_entlent do(trine of the Father unchangeable and immutable, wanting
our coIleagues concerning Christ keep m check m nothing, and the perfect Son, and hke to the
their audacit) against Hm_. Their m_plet._ not Father. we hax e learnt, in this alone is He inferior
even the demons will bear, who are ever on the to the Father, that He is not unbegotten. For
watch for a blasphemous word uttered against He is the vmv exact m_age of the Father, and m
the Son. nothmg dffferh_g from Hun. For it is clear that

L And let these things be now urged accord- tte > the mlage fully containing all things by
mg to our power against those who, with respect which the greatest slnuhtude _s declared, as the
to matter which they. know nothing of, have, as Lord Hm_self hath taught us, when He says, "My
_twere, rolled in the du_t against Christ, and have _Father is greater than I." 4 And according to
taken in hand to calummate our piety towards this we beheve that the Son is of the Father,
Him. For those inventors of stuDd fables say, always existing. " For He is the brightness or"
mat we who turn away"with aversion from the nn- His glory, the express Image of H_ fi'ather's
pious and unscriptural blasphemy against Christ, person." s But let no one take that word ahvars
of those who speak of Hlb coming from the so as to raise susplcmn that He is unbegotten,
things which are not assert, that there are twoas they m_agme who have thmr senses bhnded.
unbegottens For they ignorantly affirm that one For nmther are the _ords, " He was," or " al-
oi two thmgs must necessarily be said, either xxa-_s,' or "before all worlds," equivalent to
that He is from things which are not, or that uni_egotten. But nmther can the human mind
there are two unbegottens ; nor do those ignorant employ any other word to s_gnlfy unbegotten.
men know how great is the difference between And thus I think that you understand It, and I
the unbego_ten Father, and the things which trust to .your right purpose in all things, since
were by' Him created from things which are not, the_e word._ do not at all signify unbegotten. For
as well the rational as the irrational. Between these words seem to denote sm_ply a lengthen-
_hich two, as holding the middle place, the onl) mg out of tm_e, but the Godhead, and as it were
begotten nature of God, the Word by which the :the ant_qmty of the only-begotten, they cannot
Father formed all things out of nothing, was!worthily s_gm_,, but the}" have been employed
begotten of the true Father Himself. As in a_lby holy men, whilst each, according to his capa-
certain place the Lord Himself tesufied, saying, ic_ty, seeks to express this mystery, asking indul-
" Every one that loveth Him that begat, loveth !gence from the hearers, and pleading a reasonable
Him also that is begotten of Hnn." ' excuse, in saying, Thus far have we attained. But

_2. Concerning whom we thus beheve, even if there be any who are expecting from mortal
as the Apostolic Church believes. In one Father lips some word which exceeds human capacity,
unbegotten, who has from no one the cause of saying that those thmgs have been done away
H_s being, who is unchangeable and immutable, which are known in part, it is manifest that the
who is always the same, and admits of no increase words," He was," and "always," and "before all
or diminuuon ; who gave to us the Law, the ages," come far short of what they hoped. And
prophets, and the Gospels ; who is Lord of the whatever word shall be employed is not equiva-
patriarchs and apostles, and all the saints. And lent to unbegotten. Therefore to the unbegotten
in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son
of God ; not begotten of things which are not, = I,_ lii,.s.
__ _ 3 Matt, xi u7.

a John xiv. 28.
John v z. s lleb. _, 3
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Father, indeed, we ought to preserve His proper fwhich is according to godliness; he is proud.
dignity, in confessing that no one is the cause of I knowing nothing," 4 and so forth• These, there-
His being ; but to the Son must be allotted His ] fore, who have been anathemauzed by the
fitting honour, in assigning to Hma, as we have brotherhood, let no one of you receive, nor ad-
said, a generation from the Father without begin- mit of those things which are either sa_d or writ-

hing, and allotting adorauon to Him, so as only. I ten by them. For these seducers do always he,
piously and properly to use the words, " He was," inor will they ever speak the truth. They go
and "always," and "before all worlds,",w_th re- ' about the cities, attempting nothing else bu( that
spect to Him ; by no means rejecting His God- under the mark of friendship and the name of
head, but ascribing to Him a similitude which]peace, by their hypocrisy and blandishments,
exactly answers in every respect to the Image they may gave and receive letters, to decetve by
and Exemplar of the Father. But we must say [means of these a few "silly women, and laden
that to the Father alone belongs the property of with sins, who have been led captive by them," s
being unbegotten, for the Saviour Himself said, and so forth.
"My Father is greater than I." ' And besides 14. These men, therefore, who have dared
the pious opmion concerning the Father and such things against Christ; who have partly in
the Son, we confess to one Holy Spirit, as the i pubhc derided the Christian rehglon ; partly seek
divine Scriptures teach us ; who hath inaugurated _,to traduce and inform against its professor_ be-
both the holy men of the Old Testament, and [ fore the judgment-seats ; who in a tm_e of peace.
the divine teachers of that which is called the as far as in them lie_, have stirred up a per_ecu-I .

New. ._aad besides, also, one only Catholic and' tlon against us ; who have enervated the ineffable

Apostolic Church, which can never be destroyed, Imystery of Christ's generation ; from these, I say,
though all the world should seek to make war beloved and hke-mmded brethren, turning away
with it; but it is victorious over every most ira- in aversion, give your suffrages with us agam%t
pious revolt of the heretics who rise up against!their mad daring ; even as our colleagues have
it. For her Goodman hath confirmed our minds ! done, who being moved with indignation, have
by saying, " Be of good cheer, I have overcome _both written to us letters against these mei_, and
the world. ''_ After this we know of the resur- have subscribed our letter. Which also I have

rection of the dead, the first-fruits of which was [sent unto you by my son Apron the deaco_, be-
our Lord Jesus Christ, who m very deed, and ling some of them from the whole of Egypt and
not in appearance merely, carried a body, oflthe Thebaid, some from Libya and Pentapohs.
Mary, Mother of God, who in the end of the!There are others also from Syria, Lyeia, Pare-
world came to the human race to put away sin, ] phyha, Asm, Cappadocia, and the other neigh-
was crucified and died, and yet did He not thus ibourmg provinces. After the example of which
perceive any detnment to His divinity, being! I trust also that I shall receive letters from you.
raised from the dead, taken up into heaven, seated IFor though I have prepared many helps towards
at the right hand of majesty. Icuring those who have suffered injury, this is the

x3. These things in part have I written in this Iespecial remedy that has been devised for heahng
epistle, thinking it burdensome to write out each ]the multitudes that have been deceived by them,
accurately, even as I said before, because they !that they may comply with the general consent
escape not your religious diligence. Thus do we of our colleagues, and thus hasten to return to
teach, thus do we preach. These are the apos- ]repentance. Salute one another, together w_th
tolic doctrines of the Church, for which also we Ithe brethren who are w_th you. I pray that ye
die, esteeming those but little who would corn-Imay be strong in the Lord, beloved, and that• I

pei us to forswear them, even ff they would force !I may profit by your love towards Christ.
us by tortures, and not casting away our hope in
them. To these Arius and Achilles opposing II. -- EPISTLE CATHOLIC.6
themselves, and those who with them are the To o_r beloved and most reverend fel!ow-mims-
enemies of the truth, have been expelled from

lets of the Cathohc Church in every place,
the Church, as being Miens from our holy doc-

Alexander sends greettng tn lhe f.ord:
trine, according to the blessed Paul, who says,
' If any man preach any other gospel unto you x. Since the body of the Catholic Church is

one/ aa_d it is commanded in Holy Scnpturethan that ye have received, let him be accursed ;
even though he feign himself an angel from that we should keep the bond of unanimity and
heaven." z And also, "If any man teach other- peace, it follows that we should write and signify
wise, and consent not to the wholesome words to one another the things which are done by each
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the doctrine

4 x Tim va. 3,4-
$ 2 Ttm. m. 4

t John xt*. 28. I 6 Taken from the Works of St. Athanasiu% w_l |, part ]. p. 397.

2 John xvt 33- [ seqq , edtt Benedtc Pains, t698.
3 Gal t. 8, 9 [Eluctdation lI ]
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of us ; that whether one member suffer or re- He is by His very nature changeable and mu-
joice we may all either suffer or rejoice with one table, equally with other rational beings. The
another. In our diocese, then. not so long ago, Word, too, _s ahen and separate from the sub-
there have gone forth lawless men, and adversa- stance of God. The father also is ineffable to
ries of Chnst, teaching men to apostatize ; which ! the Son ; for neither does the Word perfectly
thing, with good right, one might suspect and ! and accurately know the Father, neither can He
call the precursor of Antichrist. I indeed wished perfectly see Him. For neither does the Son
to cover the matter up m silence, tbat so perhaps _indeed know His own substance as _t is. Since
the evil might spend itself m the leaders of the He for our sakes was made, that by Him a_ by
heresy alone, and that it might not spread to an instrument God might create us. nor _ould
other places and defile the ears of any of the;, He have existed had not God wished to make
more simple-minded. But since Eusebius, the _us. Some one asked of them whether the Son
present bishop of Nicomedla, Imagining that of God could change even as the devil changed ;
with him rest all ecclesiastical matters, ' because, land they feared not to answer that He can ; for
hawng left Berytus and cast his eyes upon the _smce He was made and created, He is of muta-

church of the Nicomedians, and no pumshment Ible nature."
has been inflicted upon him, he is set over these _ 3. Since those about Arms speak these things
apostates, and has undertaken to write every- i and shamelessly maintain them, we, coming to-
where, commending them, if by any means he i gether with the Bishops ef Egypt and the Llbyas,
may draw aside some who are ignorant to this [ nearly a hundred in number, have anathematized
most disgraceful and Antichnstmn heresy ; it be- ! them, together with their followers. But those
came necessary for me, as knowing what _s writ- ' about Eusebius have received them, eauaestly
ten m the law, no longer to remain silent, but to i endeavouring to mix up falsehood with truth,
announce to you all, that you may know both. mlptety with pmt_. But they will not prevail;
those who have become apostates, and also the. for the truth prevails, and there is no commumon
wretched words of their heresy, and if Eusebm_ I betwixt hght and darkness, no concord between
write, not to give heed to hma. i Chnst and Behal. 3 For who ever heard such

2. For he, desmng by their assistance to renew :things ? or who, now hearing them, ,s not aston-
that ancient wickedness of his mind, with respect ]1shed, and doe_ not stop his ears that the pol-
to which he has for a time been silent, pretends _,bmon of these words should not touch them?
that he is writing in their behalf, but he proves iWho that hears John saying, " In the beginning
by his deed that he is exerting hnnself to do Iwas the Word," _ does not condemn tho_e who
this on his own account. Now the apostates_ay there was a tmle when He was not? Who
from the Church are these : Ariu% Achille% -_i that hears these words of the Gospel, "the only-
A_thales, Carpones, the other Arms, Sarmates, :begotten Son ;" s and, "by Him were all things
_ho were formerly prxests, Euzoms, Lucms, Ju- made," 6 will not hate those who declare He is
hus, Menas, Helladius, and Gains, formerly den- one of the things made ? For how can He be

ons ; and with them Secundus and Theonas, :one of the things made b) Hnn _ or how shall He
who were once called bishops. And the words] be the only-begotten who, as they say, is reck-
invented by them, and spoken contrary to the oned with all the re_t, ff indeed He _s a thing
mind of Scripture, are as follows : -- made and created ? And how can He be made

"God was not always the Father ; but there of things which are not, when the Father says,
was a time when God was not the Father. The " My heart belched forth a good Word ; "7 and,
Word of Cod was not always, but was made "From the womb, before the morning have 1
' from things that are not,' for He who is God begotten Thee ?" s Or how is He unhke to the
fashioned the non-existing from the non-existing ; substance of the Father, who is the perfect
wherefore there was a time when He was not. nnage and brightness of the Father, and who

For the Son is a thing created, and a thing made : Isays, "He that hath seen Me hath seen the
nor is He like to the Father in substance ; nor [Father ?" 9 And how, if the Son is the Word or
is He the true and natural Word of the Father ; iWisdom and Reason of God, was there a time
nor is He His true Wisdom ; but He is one of lwhen He was not ? It is all one as if they said,

the things fashioned and made. And He IS'l,t that there was a time when God was without
called, b a misapplicatmn of the terms, the reason and wisdom. How, also, can He be
Word a_c_ Wisdom, since He is Himself made changeable and mutable, who says indeed by
by the proper Word of God, and by that w_sdom Himself: "I am m the Father, and the Father
which is in God, in which, as God made all other s _cot. ,_ _,.
things, so also did He make Hxm. Wherefore, , Joh,, _.

s John _. _8
...... 6 John _. 3

[Imagining Compare H_ppolytus, vol. v. pp. _56 and x58, _ P_ xlv x.
• uf_ra. Thtsexpressaon seems to have been a sortofformula ] _ Ps. cx 3; Heb. _ 3.

2 [See p. ago , note x, supra ] 9 John x_v. 9
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in Me," ' and, "I and My Father are one ; "* from the faith, giving heed to seducing spmts_
and by the prophet, "I am the Lord, I change and doctrines of devils which turn away from
not?" 3 For even though one saying may refer the truth." "
to the Father Himself, yet it would now be more 6. Since, therefore, our Lord and Saviour Jesus
aptly spoken of the Word, because when He Christ has thus Himself exhorted us, and by His
became man, He changed not ; but, as says the apostle hath signified such things to us ; we, who
apostle, "Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, to- have heard their impiety with our own ears, have
day, and for ever."4 Who hath reduced them consistently anathematized such men, as I haze
to say, that for our sakes He was made ; although already said, and have declared them to be aliens
Paul says, "for whom are all things, and by whom from the Cathohc Church and faith, and we have
are all things ?" 5 made known the thing, beloved and most hon-

4- Now concerning their blasphemous asser- outed fellow-mm:ster_, to your piety, that you
tlon who say that the Son does not perfectly should not recewe an)" of them, should the)"
know the Father, we need not wonder: for venture rashly to come unto you, and that you
having once purposed m their mind to wage war rshould not trust Eusebms or any one else who
against Christ, they impugn also these words of writes concerning them. For it becomes us as
His, "As the Father knoweth Me, even so know Christians to turn with aversion from all who
I the Father." _ Wherefore, ff the Father only speak or think against Christ. as the adversaries
m part knoweth the Son, then it is ewdent that of God and the destroyers of souls, and "not
the Son doth not perfectly know the Father. even to wlsh them Godspeed. lest at any tnne
But ff it be wicked thus to speak, and :f the we become partakers of thew evil deeds," _-"as
Father perfectly knows the Son, it is plain that, the blessed John enjoins. Salute the brethren
even as the Father knoweth H_s own Word, so who are with you. Those who are with rne

also the Word knoweth His own Father, of whom salute you.He is the Word.

5. By saying these things, and by unfolding] SIGNATORS.
the divine Scriptures, we have often refuted' I PRESBYTERSOFALEXANDRIA.
them. But they, chameleon-hke, changing thelrl
sentiments, endeavour to claim for themselves I I, Colluthus, presbyter,,3 give my suffrage to
that saymg: "When the wicked cometh, then _the things which are written, and also for the
cometh contempt." 7 Before the:::, mdeed, many deposmon of Arms, and those who are guilty of
heresies existed, whmh, having dared more than impiety w_th him.

was right, have fallen into madness But these Alexander, presbyter, lnlike Arpocration, presbyter, in
by all their words have attempted to do away manner, hl:e manner
w_th the Godhead of Christ, have made those i)_o_corus, presbyter, m like Agathus, presbyter.
seem righteous, since tile,/have come nearer to n:anner Nemebm% presb}ter.- , Dmn}sms, presbyter, m like Longu% presb?ter
Antmhrlst. Wherefore they have been excom-, manner. Sllvanus, presbyter.
mumcated and anathemahzed by the Church.S I Eu_ebms, presbyter, in like Perous, preabyt'er.
And indeed, although we grieve at the destruc- manner. Apts, presbyter.
tion of these men, especially that after having 'Alexander' presbyter, m like Proterms, presbyter.

manner Paulus, prebbyter.

once learned the doctrine of the Church, they Nflaras, presbyter, in like Cyrus, presbyter, in like
have now gone back ; yet we do not wonder at manner manner.
it; for this very thing Hymenmus and Phfletus
suffered,9 and before them Judas, who, though DEACONS.
he followed the Saviour, afterwards became a Ammonms, deacon, m hke Ambyt_anus, deacon.
traitor and an apostate. Moreover, concerning manner. Gaius, deacon, in like
these very men, warnings are not wanting to us, Macarms, deacon manner.
for the Lord foretold : "Take heed that ye be Plstus, deacon, in like man- Alexander, deaconner. Dionysius, deacon.
not deceived • for many shall come m My name, Athanastus, deacon. Agathon, deacon.
saymg, I am Christ ; and the time draweth near Eumenes, deacon Potybms, deacon, in like
go ye not therefore after them." ,o Paul, too, Apollonius, deacon, manner
having learnt these things from the Saviour, Olympius, deacon. Theonas, deaconAphthonms, deacon. Marcus, deacon.
wrote, " In the latter times some shall depart Athanasius, deacon, u Commodus, deacon.

Macanus, deacon, in like Serapmn, deaeon.
x John xlv.:o.
John x 3o. manner. Nilus,deacon.

3Malm 6. Paulus, deacon. Romanus, deacon, in hke
• Itch.xiit.8. Petrus. deacon, manner
S Heb. xl. xo.

6 ,_ohnx. x._.
7 Prov. xvisi. 3, xz x Ttm iv. :.
t [See the stgnators to this _ m the subjoined fr_gmcnt.] x2 2John x
9 2 Tim. u x7. x3 [See p 29x, note3, su_ra.]

so Luke xm. 8. st [Note th_s name J
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PRESBYTERY OF MAREOTIS, IV.-- EPISTLE TO 3EGLON, BISHOP OF CYNOPO-
LIS, AGAINST THE ARIANS 2

I) Apollonius, presbyter, gave my suffrage to
the things which are written, and also for the From a letter of St. Alexander, bishop ot
deposition of Arius, and of those who are guilty Alexandria, to A?;glon, bishop of Cynopolis,
of impiety with him. against the Anans.

i. Natural will is the free faculty of every in-
Ingemus, presbyter, m like Dioscorus, presbyter, telhgent nature as having nothing involuntary

manner Sostras, presbyter which is m respect of its essence.
Ammontu% presbyter. Theon, presbyter.
Tvrannus, presbyter. Boccon, presbyter. 2. Natural operation is the innate motion of
Copres, presbyter Agathus, presbyter, all substance. Natural ot)eratlon is the substan-
Ammonas, presbyter. Achilles, presbyter, tim and notlfymg reason of eve D"nature. Natu-
Ormn, plesbyter. Paulus, presbyter, ral operahon is the notifying virtue of every
Serenus, presbyter. Thalel_eus, presbyter, substance.
Dldymus, presbyter. Dionysius, presbyter, in
Heracles, presbyter, like manner.

V.--ON THE SOUL AND BODY AND THE PAS-

DI_ACONS SION OF THE LORD. 3

Sarapmn, deacon, in like Dtdymus, deacon. I. The Word which is ungrudgmgly sent down
manner. Ptollanon, deacon, from heaven, is fitted for the lrngatmn of our

Justus, deacon, in like man- Seras, deacon, hearts, ff we have been prepared for His power,ner. Gaius, deacon
Dldvmus, deacon. Hmrax, deacon, not by speaking only, but by hstenmg. For as
Demetrms, deacon. Marcus, deacon the rmn without the ground does not produce
Mauru% deacon Theonas, deacon fruit, so nmthcr does the Word fructify without
Alexander, deacon. Sarmaton, deacon. ' hearing, nor hearing without the Word. More-Marcus, deacon Carpon, deacon.
Comon, deacon. Zoflus, deacon, in like ] over, the Word then becomes frtntful when we
Tryphon, deacon, manner, pronounce it, and in the same way hearing, when
Ammonius, deacon, we hsten. Therefore since the Word draws

forth its power, do you also ungrudgingly lend
III.--EPISTLE. x your ears, and when you come to hear, cleanse

yourselves from all fll-wflI and unbehef. Two
Alexander, ta the )Oriesls and deacons, of Alex- very bad things are ill-will and unbehef, both of

andria and 3fareotlr, being )oresent to them whmh are contrary to righteousness, for ill-will
;bresent, brethren beloved an the Zord, sends is opposed to charity, and unbelief to faxth ; just
gree_ng: m the same way as b_tterness is opposed to

Although you have been forwdrd to subscribe sweetnes% darkness to hght, ewl to good, death
to life, falsehood to truth. Those, therefore,the letters that I sent to those about Arius, ur-

ging them to abjure their mapmty, and to obey Iwh° abound m these vines that ,are repugnant
the wholesome and Cathohc faith; and m th_s to virtue, are m a manner dead; for the mahg-
manner have shown your orthodox purpose, and nant and the unbehe_mg hate chanty and froth,
your agreement m the doctrines of the Catholic and they who do this are the enemies of God.
" _. Smce therefore ye know, brethren beloved,
Church; yet because I have also sent letters to that the mahgnant and the unbeheving are the
all our fellow-mmxsters in every place with re-
spect to the things whmh concern Arms and h_s enennes of righteousness, beware of these, em-
compamons ; I have thought it necessary to call brace faith and chanty, by whmh all the holy
together you the clergy of the c_ty. and to sum- men who have existed from the beginning of
mon you also of Mareotis ; especially since of the world to thas day have attained unto salva-tmn. And show forth the frmt of charity, not
your number Chares and Pistus. the priests
_rapion, Parammon, Zosimus, and Irenmus, the in words only, but also in deeds, that is, m all
deacons, have gone over to the party of Arius, godly patience for God's sake. For, see ! the
and have preferred to be deposed with them; Lord Himself hath shown His charity towards
that you may know what is now written, and that us, not only in words but also m deeds, since He

you should declare your consent in these matters, _ Two fragments from an epistle St Max,m, Tkeologzcal and
and give your suffrage for the deposition of those .Doze......_,1470_-ks,vol li pp 152-i55 Edit Paris,I675.

3 Many writings of the ancient% a_ Cardmal Mm has remarked,
about Arius and Pistus. For it is right that you maybe disinterredfromthe Orientalmanuscnptsm the Vaucan
should know what I have written, and that you hbrary, some ofwhmh have been brought to hght by that eminentscholar. In an Arabic MS he discovered a large portmn of the fol-
should each one, as if he had written it himself, l.... g&...... bySt AI.... der,the pamarchofAlexand..... hlch
retain it in his heart. , he afterwards met with entire in the Synan Vancan manu_rlpt 368.The Greek version being lost, Mm, wttk the assistance of the erudite

Maromtes, Matthaeus Scmbuanus, and Franelscu_ Mehasebus, trans-
lated the chscourse into Latin and his version has been chxefly fol-

,r t Athanas ibid. p 396. On the deposttaon of Arius and lus lowed m the followmg translanon Of its genuineness there ls no
ollowers by _tiexander, archbishop of Aleam.udrla. doubt, and u is qmte worthy of a place among hl._other wrmngs
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hath given Himself up a, the price of our sal- cast down to the lower regions, it was made the
ration. Besides, we were not (reared, like the footstool of death, and despmable to all.
rest of the world, by word alone, but also by 4. Man went forth from paradise to a region
deed. For God made the world to exist by the [which was the sink of unnghteousness, fornlca-
power of a single word, but us He produced by Itlon, adultery, and cruel murder. And there he
the efficacy ahke of His word and working, ifound hl._ destruction, for all thtngb conspired to
For it was not enough for God to say, " I,et us his death, and worked the ruin of ham who had
make man "in our image, after our hkeness,"' hardly entered there. Meanwhile man wanted
but deed followed word; for, taking the dust some consolanon and assistance and rest For
from the ground, He formed man out of it, con- when was it well with man? In has mother's
formable to His image and simihtude, and into womb? But when he was shut up there, he
him He breathed the breath of life, so that differed but httle from the dead. When he was
Adam became a living soul. nounshed with milk from the breast? Not even

3. But when man afterwards by his fall had then, indeed, did he feel any joy. Was it rather
inclined to death, It was necessary that that form whilst he was coming to maturity_ But then,
should be recreated anew to salvation by the especially, dangers impended over hml from has
same Artificer. For the form indeed lay rotting youthful lusts. Was at, lastly, when he grew old?
in the ground, but that inspiration which had Nay, but then does he begin to groan, being
been as the breath of life, was detained separate pressed down by the weight of old age, and the
from the body in a clark place, whmh is called expectation of death. For what else is old age
Hades. There was, therefore, a division of the but the expectation of death? Verily all the
soul from the body ; It was banished act tnferos, inhabitants of earth do die, young men and old,
whilst the latter was resolved into dust; and httle children and adults, for no age or bodily

there was a great interval of separation between [ stature is exempt from death. Why, then, is man
them; for the body, by the dissolution of the ltormented by this exceeding grief? Doubtless

flesh, becomea corrupt ; the soul being loosened the very aspect of death begets sadness, for we
from it, it_ action ceases. For as when the kmg behold In a dead man the face chanaed, the
is thrown into chauls, the city falls to rum; or figure dead, the body shrunk up with emacm-
as when the general is taken captive, the army is tlon, the mouth silent, the skin cold, the carcase
scattered abload, or as when the helmsman _s prostrate on the ground, the eyes sunken, the
shaken off, the vessel is submerged; so when limbs immoveable, the flesh wasted away. the
the soul l_ bound an chains, its body goes to veins congealed, the bones whitened, the joints
ple_ e-, as the city without its king, so Its mem- dissolved, all parts of hnn reduced to du_t, and
bers are dissolved ; as _s the case with an army the man no longer existing. What, then. as
when ItS general a_ lost, they are drowned in man? A flower, I say, that is but for a little
death, even as happens to a vessel when deprived time, which in hi_ mother's womb is not appar-
of its helmsman. The soul, therefore, governed ent, in youth flourishes, but which in old age
the man, as long as the body survived, even as withers and departs m death.
the king governs the city, the general the army, 5- But now, after all this bondage to death
the helmsman the ship. But It was powerless to and corruption of the manhood, God hath visited
rule it, from the time when _t was lmmoveably His creature, which He formed after His own
tied to Jt, and became immersed in error; there- image and similitude, and this He hath done
fore it was that it declined from the straight that it might not for ever be the sport of death.
path, and followed tempters, giving heed to Therefore God sent down from heaven His m-
fornication, idolatry, and shedding of blood, Iicorporeal Son to take flesh upon Him m the

by which ewt deeds it has destroyed the proper[Virgin's womb ; and thus, equally as thou, was
manhood. _Nay, but itself also being carried at I He made man ; to save lost man, and collect
length to the lower regions, it was there detained ! all His scattered members. For Christ, when
by the wicked tempter. Else was it wont, as' He joined the manhood to His person, united
the king restores the ruined city, the general ' that which death by the separation of the body
collects the dispersed army, the sailor repairs'had dispersed. Christ suffered that we should
the broken ship, even so, I say, the soul used to live for ever.
minister supplies to the body before that the! For else why should Christ have died? Had
body wa_ dissolved in the dust, being not as yet He committed anything worthy of death ? Why
itself bound fa_t with fetters. But after that the'did He clothe Himself in flesh who was in-
soul became bound, not with material fetters but vested with glory ? And since He was God,
with slns, and thus was rendered impotent to'why did He become man? And since He
act, then it left its body m the ground, and being reiened m heaven, why did He come down to

I ¢_ • • ,

!earth, and become incarnate In the wrgm s
, G.... 6. lwomb? What necessity, i ask, impelled God
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to come down to earth, to assume flesh, to be i the heavenl) powers wondered, the angels were
wrapped in swaddling clothes in a manger- aston,shed, the elements trembled, ever)' crea-
cradle, to be nourished with the milk from the. ture wa_ shaken whilst they looked on th_s new
breast, to receive baptism from a servant, to be ! mystery, and the terrific spectacle which was
lifted up upon the ero_s, to be interred in an being enacted in the unlverbe. Yet the entire
earthly sepulchre, to rise again the third day peop e, as unconscious of the m)stery, exulted
from the dead?' over Chri._t in derlsLon, although the earth was

What necessity, I say, impelled Him to this? _rocking, the mountains, the valleys, and the sea
It is sufficiently discovered that He suffered lwere shaken, and every creature of God wa_
shame for man's sake, to set him free from bmltten with confusion. The hghts of heaven
death ; and that He exclaimed, as in the words were afraid, the sun fled away, the moon dlsap-
of the prophet, " I have endured as a travailing peared, the star_ withdrew their shining, the day
woman." _ In very deed dM He endure for our came to end ;: the angel in astonishment de-
._ake_ sorrow, ignominy, torment, even death parted from the temple after the rending of the
itself, and bunal. For thus He sayb thmself by veil, aim darkness covered the earth on which

" t . S
the prophet. " I went down into the deep." 3 its Lord had closed His eye_. Meanwhile hell
Who made H_m thus to go down? The mapaous wab with hght resplendent, for thither had the
people. Behold, ye sons of men, behold what]star descended. The Lord. indeed, dM not
recompense Israel made unto Him ) She blew I descend into hell m Hi, body but in I-hs Spirit.
her Benefactor, returning evil for good, afflie- He for-ooth it working everywhere, for whfl._t
tion for joy, death for life. They slew by nail- He rinsed the dead by Iql_ body, by His spint
,ng to the tree Him who had brought to hfe was He hberatmg their ._otfl_. Fol when the
their dead, had healed their malmed, had made body of the Lord was hung upon the cross, the
their lepers clean, had given light to their blind, tombs, as we have saM, were opened ; hell wa_
Behold, ye sons of men i behold, all ye people, unbarred, the dead recewed their life, the souls
these new wonders ! They suspended Hml on were sent tiaek again mto the world, and that
the tree, who stretches out the earth; they because the Lord had conquered hell, had
tranbfixed Him with nails who lind firm the trodden down death, had covered the enemy
foundation of the world ; they circumscribed iwith shame, therefore was it that the souls came
Him who circumscribed the heavens ; they iforth from Hades, and the dead appeared upon
bound Hnn who absolves smners ; they gave lthe earth
Him vinegar to drink who hath made them to i 7- Ye see, theretore, how great was the effect
drink of righteousness, they fed Hnn with gall of the death of Chn% for no creature endured
who hath offered to them the Bread of Life ;I His fall with equal mind, nor did the element,
they caused corruption to come upon His hands His Passion, nmther did the earth retain His
and feet who healed their hands and feet; they body, nor hell His Spint All things were in
violently closed His eyes who restored mght to the Passion of Chr,st disturbed and couwflsed.
them ; they gave Ham over to the tomb, who iThe Lord exclaimed, as once before to Lazarus,
rinsed their dead to life both m the time before Come forth, ye dead, from your tombs and your
His Passion and also whilst He was hanging on secret places ; for I, the (<trust, give unto you
the tree. resurrectmn For then the earth could not long

6. For when our Lord was suffering upon the hold the body of our Lord that in it wa_ buried ;
crobs, the tombs were burst open, the infernal but it exclaimed, O nay Lord, pardon mine m-
region was disclosed, the souls leapt forth, the lqumes, save me from Thy wrath, absolve me
dead returned to hfe, and many of them were from the curse, for I have received the blood of
seen in Jerusalem, whilst the mystery of the the righteous, and yet I ha_e not covered the
cros_ was being perfected ; what time our Lord bodxes of men or Throe own body ! What is at
trampled upon death, d_ssolved the enmity, length this wonderful mystery? Why, O Lord,
bound the strong man, and raised the trophy dMst Thou come down to earth, unless it was for
of the cross, His body being lifted up upon it, man's sake, who has been scattered everywhere :
that the body might appear on high, and death for in ever)" place has Thy fmr nnage been d_-
to be depressed under the foot of flesh. Then seminated? Nay ! but if thou shouldest give but

one little word, at the instant all bodies would
1 ]'he passage as far as to "rise again the third day from the

dead," is generally marked with mverted commas, and Mai remarks stand before Thee. Now, since Thou hast come
that at had been al.eadv brought to hght by him under the name of
the _ame Alexander, "m the Siktcdeg Roraan., volm p 699, to earth, and hast sought for the members of
amongstsomeextractsoftbeVath*rs_mmtheA_ab,_Wt,ca. Co_e,., Thy fashioning, undertake for man who is Thine
xox, m which is contamed the celebrated Monophys_te work ent_tle<a
F_des l°atrum It ts estabhshed therefore that this dtscourse was own, receive that which is committed to Thec,
written in Greek by Alexander, and afterwards translated not only
into the Syrtac, but also into the Arahic language. [I have made this 4 [Vol ill 58 thl _, series The patristic testimony is overwhelm-
passage into a paragraph dtstanct from the rest.] mg and sufficmnt See Afrtcanus. p z_6, sulSra, and a full dtscus-

2 I_a xht. x4 _ton of h_s statemeut m Routh, ]t £._ u p. 477 ]
Jonah it. 4 s Hades
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recover Thine image, Thine Adam. Then the up to the tomb who raises the dead. The
Lord, the third day after His death, rose again, powers were astonished, the angels wondered, the
thus bringing man to a knowledge of the Tnnity. elements trembled, the whole created universe
Then all the nations of the human race were was shaken, the earth quaked, and its founda-
saved by Christ. One submitted to the judg- tions rocked ; the sun fled away, the elements
ment, and many thousands were absolved, were subverted, the light of day receded ; be-
Moreover, He being made like to man whom cause they could not bear to look upon their
He had saved, ascended to the height of heaven, crucified Lord.' The creature, in amazement,
to offer before His Father, not gold or silver, or;said, What is this novel mystery? The judge
precious stones, but the man whom He had is judged and is silent; the invisible is seen

formed after His own linage and simihtude ; and [and is not confounded ; the incomprehensible is
the Father, raising Him to His right hand, hath, grasped and is not Indignant at it ; the naameas-
seated Him upon a throne on high, and hath urable is contained in a measure and makes no
made Him to be judge of the peoples, the lead- iopposition ; the impassable suffers and does not
er of the angelic host, the charioteer of the avenge its own injury; the immortal dies and
cherubim, the Son of the true Jerusalem, the complains not ; the celestial is buried and bears
Virgin's spouse, and King for ever and ever. it with an equal mlnd. What, I say, is this
Amen. mystery? The creature surely is transfixed with

amazement. But when our Lord rose from
VL--THE ADDITION IN THE CODEX, "WITH A death and trampled at down, when He bound

VARIOUS READING. the strong man and set man free, then every
God, therefore, washing to visit His own form creature wondered at the Judge who for Adam's

which He had fashioned after His own image sake was judged, at the Invisible being seen, at
and sumhtude, hath an these last times sent into the impassable suffering, at the immortal dead,
the world His incorporeal and only Son, who at the celestial buried in the earth. For our
being m the Virgin's womb incarnate, was born ILord was made man ; He was condemned that
perfect man to raise erect lost man, re-collect-!He might impart compassion; He was bound
ing His scattered members. For why else should i that He might set free ; He was apprehended
Christ have died? Was He capitally accused?lthat He might liberate; He suffered that He
And since He was God, why was He made man? might heal our sufferings ; He died to restore
Why did He who was rmgnmg in heaven come life to us ; He was buried to raise us up. For
down to earth? Who compelled God to come ]when our Lord suffered. Has humanity suffered,
down to earth, to take flesh of the holy Virgin, _that which He had like unto man ; and He dis-
to be wrapped in swaddhng clothes and laid in isolves the sufferings of him who is His like, and
a manger, to be nourished with milk, to be bap- iby dying He hath destroyed death. It was for
tlzed in the Jordan, to be mocked of the people,, this cause that He came down upon earth, that
to be nailed to the tree, to be buried in the _by pursuing death He m_ght kill the rebel that
bosom of the earth, and the third day to rise slew men. For one underwent the judgment,
again from the dead ; in the cause of redemp- and mynads were set free ; one was buried, and
tlon to give life for life, blood for blood, to lmynads rose again. He is the Mediator be-
undergo death for death? For Christ, by dy- tween God and man; He is the resurrectmn
ing, hath discharged the debt of death to which and the salvation of all ; He is the Guide of the
man was obnoxious. Oh, the new and ineffable erring, the Shepherd of men who have been set
mystery ! the Judge was judged. He who ab- free, the life of the dead, the charioteer of the
solves from sin was bound ; He was mocked cherubim, the standard-bearer of the angels,
who once framed the world ; He was stretched and the King of kings, to whom be glory for
upon the cross who stretched out the heavens ; ever and ever. Amen.
He was fed with gall who gave the manna to be
bread ; He died who gives life. He was given , Hea-c,*gain,wel_vc tl_ facti_ist_l on. Seep. _..... _ 4-
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ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(Some points, p. 289.)

THAT the theology of the great school of Alexandria had a character of its own, is most

apparent ; I should be the last to deny at. As its succession of teachers was like that of heredi-
tary descent in a family, a family likeness is naturally to be found m this school, from the great
Clement to the great Athanasius. It _s a school that hands on the traditions m wh:ch Apollos
had been reared ; it not less reflects the Greek influences always dominant m the cap:tal of the

Macedonian hero; but it :s a school in wh:ch the Gospel of Christ as the Light of the world

was always made predamznan/: and, wh:le a most hberal view of human knowledge was inculcated
m it, yet lhe fazth was always exalted as the mother and mistress of the true _zosis and of all
science. The wise men of this world were summoned with an imperial voxce, from thxs eldest

seat and centre of Clmst:an learning, to cast their crowns and their treasures at the feet of Jesus.

With a generous patronage Clement conceded all he could to the philosophy of the Greek_, and
vet subhmely rose above :t to a sphere it never discovered, and looked down upon all merely
human intellect and ats achtevements like Ur_el in the sun.

It was the special though unconscious m_ss_on of this school to prepare the way, and to shape

the thought of Christendom, for the great epoch of the (nominal) conversion of the empire, and
for the all-maportant synodical period, xts logical consequence. It was in thas school that the
techmcal formulas of the Church were naturally wrought out. The process was like that of the
artist who has first to make h_s own tools. He does many things, and resorts to many contriv-

ances, never afterwards necessary when once the tools are complete and hxs laboratory furmshed
with all he wants for his work. To my mind, therefore, :t _s but a pastmae of no practical worth

to contrast the idiosyncrasies of Clement wath those of Origen, and to set up d_stinct_ons between

the Logos of this doctor and that.' The differences to be descried belong to the personal pecul-
larit:es of great minds not yet guided to unity of diction by a scientific theology. The marvel is

their harmony of thought. Their ends and their antagonisms are the same. The outcome of
their mental efforts and their pious faxth is seen in the result. Alexander was their product, and

Athanasius (bringing all their sheaves to the Church's garner, winnowed and harvested) is the
perpetual gnomon of the Alexandnan school. Its testimony, its prescription, its harmony and

unity, are all summed up in him.
It is extraordinary that many truly evangehcal cnt:cs seem to see, in the subordination taught

by Origen, 2 something not reconcileable with the Nicene orthodoxy. Even Bishop Bull is a suh-
ordinaKomst, and so are all the great orthodox divines. When Origen maintains the/_ovapX/a (the
Father as the root and source of the Godhead, as do all the GreeksS), and also a subordination

of the Son in the divine o3¢[a, he is surely consistent with the Athanasian doctrine ; 4 and, if he is

led to affirm a diversity of essence in connection with this subordination, he does it with such
limitations as should convince us that he, too, would have subscribed the 6p.oov_u_, in which

Alexandrians no whit inferior to him finally formulated the convictions and testimonies of their
predecessors.s

x See, against Petavius and others, Dr. Holmes's learned note, voL iil. p. 628, Elucidation L
Vol. iv. p 343, this series, also Elucidauon II p 382.

3 On Tertullian's orthodoxy, see notes, vol m. p. 600, etc.
4 When we constder hts refinements about the words ._6.rtazsce, _.dta, _v.agt, etc., in the _rpute with C_.,elsus,wlfile yet these terms

were not reduced to precasion, we cannot but detect hit efort to convey aa orthodox notlmh Ob/erve Dr. Sl_moeds short but useful note,
vol av p 603, note 3.

s See vol. _ p. 38_, Elucldauons I., II _ and III.
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II.

(Since thebody of the CathohcChurch is one,etc.,p -_96.J

As so shortly preceding the meeting of the Great Council, this letter is most important as a
clear testimony to the meaning the first council attached to that article of the Creed which
affirms "one holy Catholic and Apostohc Church." We must compare the Treaases of Cyprian
for the West, with this and the Letter of Firmihan ' for the East, as clearly elucidating the con-
temporary mind of the Church, and hence the meaning of those words which reflect their mind in
the Creed. To make any reflections of my own would be out of place, save only, negatively, as
I compare it with the modem creed of the Council of Trent (Plus IV.), which defines the
Catholic Church to be the communion which acknowledges the Church of Rome as "the mother
and m_stress of churches."

The concluding section of this letter is decisive as to the absolute autonomy of the Alexan-
drian dioe:ese: To all the other churches Alexander merely communicates his sentence, which
they are all bound to respect. Whether the Christian Church at this period reflected the Apos.
tolic Institutions is not the question, but merely what its theory was in the fourth century, and
how far East and West accorded with the theory of Cyprian.

t Vol v, p 39o, tbas _ene_. a _ the force of thts _pellmg, p 24o , _u#ra.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE
TO

METHODIUS.

[A.D. 26o--312 ]. Considering the strong language in which Methodius is praised by ancient
writers, as well as by the moderns, I feel that our learned translator has too hastxly dismissed his
name and works m the biographical introduction below. Epiphanms makes great use of him m

his refutations of Origen; and Dupln's crmcal and historical notice of him is prolonged and

highly discriminating, furnishing an abridgment of all has writings and of those vulgarly at-
tributed to him heretofore. _ I have made into an elucidation some references which naay be of
use to the student. In like manner, I have thrown into the form of notes and elucldataons what

would be less pertinent and less useful in a preface. There are no facts to be added to what is
here given by the translator ; and remarks on the several works, which he has too spanngly an-

notated, will be more conveniently bestowed, perhaps, on the pages to which they immediately
refer. The following is the translator's brief but useful

INTRODUCTION.

METHODXUS,who Is also called Eubulaus, z was, fi_t of all bishop, simultaneously of Olympus

and Patara, in Lycxa, as is testified by several ancient writers.3 He was afterwards removed,

according to St. Jerome, to the episcopal See of Tyre m Phcemcia, and at the end of the latest
of the great persecutions of the Church, about the year 312, he suffered martyrdom at Chalcis

m Greece. Some consider that it was at Chalcls m Syria, and that St. Jerome's testlmon) ought
to be thns understood, as Syria was more likely to be the scene of his martyrdom than Greece,
as being nearer to his diocese. Others affirm that he suffered under Decius and Valerian, but

this is incorrect, since he wrote not only against Ongen long after the death of Adamantius, but

also against Porphyry, whilst he was alive, in the reign of Diocletian.
Methodius is known chiefly as the antagonist of Origen ; although, as has been pointed out,

he was himself influenced in no small degree by the method of Origen, as may be seen by his

tendency to allegorical interpretations of Holy Scripture. The only complete work of this writer

which has come down to us is his Banquet of the Ten Virgins, a dialogue of considerable power
and grace, in prmse of the virginal hfe. His antagonism to Ongen, however, comes out less in
this than in his works On the Resurrection, and On Things Created. The treatise On Free Will

xs. according to recent cnucs, of doubtful authorship, although the internal evidence must be said

to confirm the ancient testimonies which assign it to Methodius. His writings against Porphyry,
wath the exception of some slight fragments, are lost, as are also his exegetical writings. 4

s [In Dr SchatFs History (vol tz p 809) tsjust such a notme and outhne as would be appropriate here ]

2St Eptph , tIa_rex , 64, sec. 63. [But thts seems only hls nom de ¢lume. as_umed m ht_ fiCtlOn Of tbe Banquet ]

-_ St Hteronyrnu% De _tms zllu#t , c. 83

'_ For the larger fragmcnt_ we are indebted to Eplphaniml (t]aere* , 64) and Photms (Bzkliotheca, 234-_37)

3o7
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Combefis published an edition of hi_ works in I644 ; but only so much of the Banquet as
was contained in the thbhotheca of Photms. In _656 Leo Allatms pubhshed for the first time a

complete edmon of this work at Rome from the Vatman MS. Combefis m i672 published
an edmon founded chiefly upon this; and h_s work has become the basis of all subsequent
reprints.

The following translation ha, been made almost entirely from the text of Mlgne, which is

generally accurate, and the arrangement of whmh has been followed throughout. The edition of
Jahn m some places rearranges the more fragmentary works, especially that On the Resurrecaon ;

but, although his text was occasionally found u_eful m amending the old readings, and in improv-
ing the punctuation, it was thought better to adhere m general to the text which _s best known.

A wrlter who was pronounced by St. Epiphanius I to be "a learned man and a most valiant
defender of the truth," and by St. Jerome, dzserfzsszmus mar(yr, 2 who elsewhere speaks of him as
one who mtld_ com_ositique sermoms hb_vs confecit,_ cannot be altogether unworthy the attention

of the nineteenth century.

x ]_plph ./:Car , 64, sec 63, ctv_O AoTto_ _:_t_a_b669a _pt _1_ &A_lOe_a_ 67_waal_vo¢ _Peta_ms renders this " vtr appnme doetus

acernmusque -.erltatls patronus "]

2 Hxeron, Cam zn ]-)an, c x¢

3 Id , De vtr dt, c 83 Many more such testimonies wtU be found collected in the vanou, edmons of his works in Greek



THE BANQUET OF THE TEN VIRGINS;'

OR,

CONCERNING CHASTITY.

PERSONS OF THE DIALOGUE EUBOULIOS,: GREGORION, ARETE; MARCEIA,A, TI-IEOI'II-
ILA, THALEIA, THEOPATRA, THAIA.OUSA, AGATHE, PROCI1.LA, TItEKLA, TUSIANE,
I)OMNINA.

INTRODUCTION. 1 EUBOULIO_. Be comforted, my excellent friend,
PI.AN OF THE WORK, WA.Y D) P_.RADIe.F , DESCRIP- i for we have had no precise information respect-

I'ION AND PFR_ON1FIt.AFIt)N_1 VIRTUE; ln_ ' nag anything which happened, since the person
AGNOS A qVMBOI, OF LHASII["t , MARt.ELLA, IHF who brought us the mtelhgence had nothing to
ELDEST _tND FOREMO'.I._O.iONGI'HLVIRGIN%of tell u_, ex<ept that there had been (halogues,
CHRIST. but when he was abked what they were. and to

what purpose, he dM not know.
EUBOULIOq. You have arnved most _eason- (__-RFGORION. Well then, a., [ _ame here for

ably, Gregonon, for I ha_c ju.-,t been looking for this reason, tlo you want to hear all that wa_ saut
you, wanting to hear of the meeting of Marcella from the begmmng, or _hatl I pa_ by parts of
and Theopatra. and of the other virgm_ who were, it 'rod re( dl only tho,e t)omts which I t onsider
present at the ban, luet, and ot the nature of the r Iworth_'" " or-'mention.7 ' ' '
discourses on the _ubjeet of chastity' tor it _s ,, "

' " 15UIIOI'IAI)s. By no nleans the latter, but first,
_md that they argued with _uch ability and power _,, _,_.)......- _ , ,',_-s, ,u,,. relate to tt_ from the _crv beginning
that there wa_ nothing fackmg to the fifll con-] , .,• _nerc me meeting was, and about the setting
_ltteranon of the subject. If. therefore, you have, forth of the _land_, and about vnur_elf, how you

come here for any other purpose, put that off to ] poure d out the wine " "
another time, and do not dela) to _lve II._ a "They m golden cups
complete and connected 3.cc.ollnt of t le matter l.,tcl_ other plctlgcd, _llllt. toy, orals bro,td heaven they

of which we arc mtlumng. [ Iooked"_
(_'REG(IRION. 3 I seem to be d_bappomted of _ (_R1.GORI(IN. Yon are always skfltu] lll dlsclib-

m} hope. as bolne one else has g_cn yOtl mtelh- slons, and ex<es_lvely po_er{ul m argument_
genee beforehand on the subject re>petting _ h_(h thoroughly confimng all your ad_ ersane,.
you ask me For I thought that _ou had heard Eut;OUL_OS. It _s not _orth while, (;regorion,
nothing of what had happened, an_t I was flatter- to contend about these things at present, but
lng myself greatly with the idea that I _hould be 'do obhge us by simply telhng u,_what happened
the first to tell you of it. And for th_ reason I {from the beginning.
made all haste to come here to you, fearing the (;Rt.._,omoN. Well, I wdl try. But first answer
very thing which has happened, that _ome one lme tin-. You know, I presume, Arete,S the
might anticipate me. !daughter of Phdosophm _I

I Eur_ouI.tOS. Why do you ask 7
[The'dea'ands°me°fthetdeasb°rr°wedfr°mtheSymP°scumt (_'REC, ORION. "_,re went by mwtation to aof Plato, but designed to fi_rmsh a contrast a_ strong as possible I

between the swmtsh sensuahty of false " phdosophy" m its best estate, . garden of her_ with all eastern aspect, to enjoyand the heavenly chasuty of those "_holn the Gospel renders " pure
m heart," and whose hfe-on earth x_controUed by the promtse," they the fruits of the season, myself, and Procilla, and
shall see God "1

z In Mtgne's ed E,,bouLro,¢, but apparently w_th less authont 3 , ] Tuslane." I am repeating the words of Theo-
and probably because the name *s connected wtth that of Gregorton. J ............... _ ..........
Eu6oul_os ts a man, and Gregormn a woman I ,l Flom , [l , iv 3, 4 •

3 [Grtgamo_, answers to the Dtottma of qocrates m Plato's [Can. [ _ A persomficatmn of virtue, the daughter of phdo_oph3, tt,e,
uet, and talks hke a philosopher on these delicate subject_ ] [ of philosophy uo_' falsely so called ]
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patra, for it was of her I obtained the informa- GREC.ORION. YOU speak truly and wisely.
tion. "We went, Gregorion, by a very rough, "When there," she said, "we had all kinds of
steep, and arduous path when we drew near to food and a variety of festivities, so that no delight
the place," said Theopatra, "we were met by a was wanting. After this Arete, 4 entering, gave
tall and beautiful woman walking along quietly utterance to these words : --
and gracefully, clothed in a shining robe as white "' Young maidens, the glory of my greatness,
as snow. Her beauty was something altogether beautiful virgins, who tend the undefiled meadows
inconceivable and divine. Modesty, blended of Christ with unwedded hands, we have now had
with majesty, bloomed on her countenance. It enough of food and feasting, for all things are
was a face," she said, "such as I know not that abundant and plentiful with usa What is there,
I had ever seen, awe-inspiring, yet tempered w_th then, besides which I wish and expect? That
gentleness and mirth ; for it was wholly unadorned each of you shall pronounce a discourse in praise
by art, and had nothing counterfeit She came of virginity. Let Marcella begin, since she sits
up to u_, and, like a mother who see_ her daugh- in the highest place, and is at the same tnne the
ter,_ after a long separation, she embraced and eldest. I shall be ashamed of myself ff I do
kissed each one of us with great joy, _aylng, ' O, not make the successful disputant an object of
lny daughter_, you have come with toll and pain envy, binding her with the unfading flowers of
to me who am earnestly longing to conduct you wisdom.'
to the pasture of immortahty; toilsomely have[ "And then," I think she sald, " Marcella
you come by a way abounding with many frightful i immediately began to speak as follows."
reptiles ; for, as I looked, I saw you often step-
ping aside, and I was fearing lest you should turn DISCOURSE I --MARCELLA

back and shp over the prec_pmes. But thanks [ CHAP. I.--THE DIFFICULTYAND EXCELLENCE/)F
to the Bridegroom to whom I have espoused' VIRGINITY; THE STUDYOF DOCTRINENFCF_SSARY
yOU,my children, for having granted an effectual FOR VIRGINS.
answer to all our prayers.' And, while _he is
thus speaking," said Theopatra, "we arrive at Virginity is something supernaturally great,
the enclosure, the doors not being shut as yet, wonderful, and glorious ; and, to speak plainly
and as we enter we come upon Thekla and Agathe and in accordance with the Holy Scriptures, this
and Marcella preparing to sup. And Arete lm- best and noblest manner of hfe alone Js the root 6
mediately stud, ' Do you also come hither, and of immortahty, and also its flower and first-fruits ;
sit down here in your place along w_th these your and for this reason the Lord promises that those
fellows.' Now," said she to me, "we who were shall enter into the kingdom of heaven who have
there as guests were altogether, I think, ten in made themselves eunuchs, in that passage7 of
number, and the place was marvellously beauti- the Gospels in which He lays down the various
ful, and abounding in the means of recreation, reasons for which men have made themselves
The air was diffused m soft and regular currents, eunuchs. Chastity with men _s a very rare thing,
mingled with pure beams of light, and a stream and difficult of attainment, and m proportion to
flowing as gently as off through the very middle its supreme excellence and magnificence is the
of the garden, threw up a most delicious drmk, greatness of its dangers3
and the water flowing from at, transparent and For this reason, it reqmreb strong and gener-
tmre, formed _tself into fountains, and these, ous natures, such as, vaulting over the stream of
overflowing like rivers, watered all the garden pleasure, direct the chariot of the soul upward_
with their almndant streams ; and there were ifrom the earth, not turning aside from their aim,
different kinds of trees there, full of fresh fruits, until having, by swiftness of thought, lightly
and the fruits that hung joyfully from their bounded above the world, and taken their stand
branches were of equal beauty, and there were truly upon the vault of heaven, they purely con-
ever-blooming meadows strewn with variegated template immortahty itself as it springs forth
and sweet-scented flowers, from which came a from the undefiled bosom of the Almighty.
gentle breeze laden with sweetest odour. And Earth could not bring forth this draught;
the agnos, grew near, a lofty tree, under which heaven alone knew the fountain from _henee it
we reposed, from its being exceedingly wide- flows ; for we must think of virginity as walking
_preadmg and shady." indeed upon the earth, but as also reaching up

EUROULIOS. You seem to me, my good friend,
4 [Vmue presides, and " to the pure all things are pure, " but

to be making a revelation of a second paradise: the freedoms of the converse must offend unless we bear m mind that
.... these are allegorical beings, not women m flesh and blood ]

1 _ Cot xl u s [See the oration on Simeon and Anna, cap. lo, infra ]

" A tall tree hke the wdlow, the branches of which were strewn 6 L,t. the udder.
by matrons on the,r bed_ at the Thesmophorta, utter" ag'nuscasgus 7 Matt ix x2
It was associated with the notion of chastity, from the likeness of its 8 [I think evidence abounds, m the course of this allegoryp that tt
name to &¥v6_;."-- LIDDRLL and SCOTT. was designed to meet the painful d,scusstons excited in the Church

[Much of this work suggests a comparison with the Herraa$ by the fanatical conduct of Origen, vol iv pp. -,25-226 ]
of _ol u, and Mmuclus Fehx scem_ not mfrequentl) reflected ] 9 Lit. " leaps out.*'
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to heaven. And hence some who have longed[these; for it is not fitting to Impart divine in-
for it, and conmdermg only the end of it, have ! struction to a nature which is careful about trifles,
come, by reason of coarseness of mind, in-land low, and whmh counterfeits wisdom. For
effectually wath unwashed feet, and have gone lwould it not be laughable to go on talking to
aside out of the way, from having conceived no [those who direct all their energy towards things
worthy idea of the vzrg_nal naanner of hfe. For of little value, in order that they may complete
it is not enough to keep the body only undefiled, most accurately those things which they want to
just as we should not show that we thmk more ibring to perfection, but do not think that the
of the temple than of the unage of the god ; but greatest pains are to be taken with those neces-
we should care for the souls of men as being the I sary thmgs by which most of all the love of
dtvlnmes of their bodms, and adorn them wnh I chastity would be increased in them?
righteousness. And then do they most care for
them and tend them when, staving untmngly to CHAP• II•- VIRGINITY A PLANT FROM HEAVEN, IN-

hear divine discourse_, they do not desist until, TRODUCEDLATE; THE nDVANCEMENTOF MaN-
wearing the doors of the wise,' they attain to the hiND TO PERFECTION,HOWARRANGED.

knowledge of the truth For truly by a great stretch of power the plant
For as the putrid humour_ and matter of flesh, of vlrgimty was sent down to men from heaven,

and all those things which corrupt it, are dnven ian d for this reason it was not revealed to the
out by salt, in the same manner all the irrational ifirst generations. For the race of mankind was
appetites of a virgin are banished from the body still very small in number : and it was necessary
by davme teaching• For it must needs be that that tt should first be increased in number, and
the soul which is not sprinkled with the words ...................... . . then orougm to pertecnon, lnerelore me men
of Christ, as wJt_sait, should stmk and oree.o Iof old times thought tt nothing unseemly to take
worms as r_xng t)avta, openly comessmg _thl• . . . , .. " . their own sisters for wives until the law coming
tears m the mountams, cried out 'My wounds a " the n" " '_ -_' ........ . ,,, . ' . . . ,separ tea m, a a Dy lornlocung mat wmcn
stink and are corrupt, because he had not.' . ............. tat first had seemed to be right, declared at to be
_alteo nlnlseli with the exercises ot sell-control, ; • ,, .. _ _ . ,_ .

. • . • * • , • • • _ ] a stn_ caulnl_ mm cursed WhO snomtl uncover
an(1 So SUDOUeOhis carnal appetites, out sell-i .)... _.t._A_Z..,. ,, _¢ u ..... ,_. . 6 r. .A ,k .......
indulgently had yielded to them, and became_ fully brlngln_ to our race the needful help m due
corrupted in adultery And hence, in Lewtmus,3r _ ° - ..... . ........... ' ...... _season, as parents an to melt cnnoren, l_or mey
every gilt, unless it be seasoned wnta salt Is for- _ .................. ' .. ." . . on not at once set masters over mem, out allow
blCtclen to be ottered as an oblation to the LOre, them durin the eriod of childhood to amuse

• n ' g P 'God. Now the whole spmtual medttano of the th m elves hke bun ammals and first send
Scnptures is given to us as salt which stings m!•_ e s . . y . g . .. . . .. . _ . . . _ _ . .l• . mem to teacners stammerln liKe themselves,
order to oenent, and WhiCh OlSlmects, wtmout', ...... ,,.•. -L," g . .-. • •'_..... ' until mev cast on me Voutmm wool ot me mma,
which It ts lmposstble for a soul, by means oI - " .... - _. _ - -_........ I and go onwards to me pracnce oi greater mmgs,
reason, to be brought to the Almtghty; for "ye '. - "_ ......... --..... ,, 2 ..... Fanti irom mence again to mat oI greater S[lll.
are tide salt ot the earth, 4 sam the Lord to the _And thus we must consider that the God and
apostles • Father of all acted towards our forefathers For

It is fitting, then, that a vtrgm should alwavs l ....................
1 ....... _ ' the world, wnue still unlllle(l wltn men, was like
dye th,mgs whmh are honouraNe, and be dts_'a child, and it was necessary that it should first
tingmsl_ecl among the foremost tor wasdom, and, _" _ "'- "'--- _ -- --ow to ---a-hod

n. .... , .... • . I De Dtle(l Wild these, anu so gl- lU. d,
aflomted to notmng siothtm or luxurious, nut But when hereafter it was colonized from end to

;_ou!d excel, and set her. inmd upon th{ngS:end' the race of man spreading to a boundless
ormy .........ot the state o_ virginity, always putting , extent,..... _Joa no longer allowed man to remain in

awa , b the word the /dulness oI luxur , lest _ _- -
Y Y ,." ....... )_' ,. the same ways, consaderlng how they maght nowm an wa some sit nt maflen corrn uon snoum

Y Y g P nroceed from one noint to another, and advance
breed the worm of incontinence; for "the un- r . . ,- ...........
married woman careth _o_ r the tmngs.... ot the t nearer to heaven, unto, navmg atraanea to me.... . ..... ,, . . ,very greatest and most exalted lesson of virginity,
Lorfl, how she may please the Lord, that she hI they should reach to perfection; that first t ey
I ' " ' '_5 -- -- --nay be holy both m body and m spirit, says
the blessed-au" -u an of •' m ' ]should abandon the intermarriage of brotherst" I 15 tm v me wno con
_lder ti_e hearin " _ the w rd uite a seco _ - Iand sisters, and marry wives from other families ;

. . .g or. o q . . naarY[and then that they should no longer have many
matter, think they do great tmngs _t they give I .... e" "e '-east_ as thou-h born for the
their att " " r wives, IlK DrU_ D _, g "entmn to it fo a httle while. But dis- i

criminat_on must be exercised with respect to i_h; ref_°p_tgnat_t_°fa_thu_tspec_ s aandhtehnenghaant--__ Y

, __--- -- ]that they should go on to continence, and from
Ps. :(x_'. 6 (LXX), xxx'vfi, 5 (E V.). ] continence to vireinitv, when, having trained
x.ev, u. x3, Marktx ,to I ........ -" --

4 Matt v x3
s z Cot vii 34- i 6 Lev xvfii _9, xx. _7-
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themselves to despise the flesh, they sail fear- wise, "Better it is to have no children, and to
lessly into the peaceful haven of immortality., have virtue, for the memorial thereof is immor-

tal ; because it is known with God and with men.
CHAP. m. _ By a_E CmCt_CtSION OF ABRArt_, When it is present men take example at it ; and

MARRIAGEWITH SISTERS FORBIDDEN; IN THE when it is gone they desire it: it weareth a
TIMES OF THE PROPHETS POLYGAMY PUT h STOP crown and triumpheth for ever, having gotten
TO ; CONJUOXLr,uarrv rrsELr BY DEGREES_'q- the victory, striving for undefiled rewards." 8
FORCED.

If, however, any one should venture to find CHAP. Iv. _ CHRIST ALONE TAUGHT VIRGINITY,
fault with our argument as destitute of Scripture OPFe_LVPREACHINGTHE KINGDOMOr HF._Vm;;
proof, we will bring forward the writings of the THE LIKENESSOF COD TO BE ATTAINEDIN THE
prophets, and more fully demonstrate the truth LIGHTOF THE DIVINE VIRTUES.

of the statements already made. Now Abra- t We have already spoken of the penods of
ham, when he first recewed the covenant of, the human race, and how, beganning with the
circumcision, seems to signify, by receiving cir- ', ............_ _._._ L _ _. . . __ _intermamage ol Dromers and Slsters, lg went
t:umclsIon In a memner oi nls own body, nora- - -. - - ....
.......... on to conunence ; anti we nave now leit Ior usmg else than tills, that one should no longer .... • .................. [me suDJecg oi Virglmgy. Leg USmen endeavour
beget cmldren wath one born ot the same parent ;, to sneak of this as well as we can And first
showang that every one should abstain from in- k . i' ....... • *......... I let us lnCluire Ior wnat reason it was mat no one
tercourse Wlttl lals own sister, as his own tlesh . _. - - . . - . .

• "Iot tne many pamarens and prophets anti ngnt-
And thus, from the time of Abraham, the custom [eous men who tau ht and did man noble thin s

• . ' |gs
of marrymgwlth sisters has ceased ; and from !either p£1sed or gcrhose the stat7 of Virginity
the times ot the prophets the contracting of .................. t t_ecause _t was reserved mr me Lord alone to
marriage wath several wives has been done away .......... • _ - " si "*... . . _ _, . .. .. , . , . De me nrst to teacn mls tlocgrlne, • ace rle
wltn ; for we reafl, ""t,o not alger tnv lUSgS, oul 1 • - _ . . ._ _ _,...... _ _ alone, comlng down to us, taught man to draw
retrain th sel! Irom throe appetltes , /orY I near to God ; for it was fitting that He who was
"wane and women wa!} make men of under- [firs t and chief of pnests, of prophets, and of
standing to fall away ; 3 and in another place, [ ......... as _ " a _ chief.... angels, snouK1 also De salugefl " nrst no
"' Let tlay tountam be blessed ; and rejoice wlth _ " 9 '_ "-_ -' _ --
...... ,, ¢ ....... I Ot vlrglns, for in OlCt times man was not yetthe wage ot thy youtl L mamlesUy forbidding a ]..... nerfect, and for this reason was unable to receive

plurality of wives And Jeremiah clearly gives '- ............• ,, ". ,, . penecuon, WhiCh is vlrgmKy, vor. being madethe name of fed horses 5 to those who lust
• ' ' _ln the Image of God, he needed to receive that

after other women ; and we read, " The multi- whlch was according to His Likeness; '° whmh
plying brood of the ungodly shall not thrive, the Word being sent down into the world to
nor take deep rooting from bastard slips, nor [perfect, He first took upon Him our form. dis-
lay any fast foundation." *

Le " ver ....... i figured as it was by many sins, in order thatst, howe , we slmuld seem prolix m col-_.._ r_r wU^se s_ke He _'ore it mwht be able• . w_¢ iv llU _ |J ,
lectmg the testlmomes of the prophets, let us• . . • . • Iagain to recewe the divine form. For it is then
a am pomt out how chastit succeeded to mar- -g Y . lthat we are truly fashioned m the likeness of
nae with one wife, takm awa b degrees the ,• g . . g Y Y. . IGod, whenwe reoresentHls features in a human
lusts, ot the flesh, until it removed enUrely tbe / life, like- skflful- "painters, stamping them upon
lnehnatlon for sexual intercourse engendered by cmr,_lw-,, n,a tmr*n tnhlot,_ lonrnin_ th n th whmh..... s_._eo _s ... ......... s, ......... . _.e ra ..........
habit. For presently one _s introduced earnestly I .... - ..... _ .. -• . . . . . _ ] tae snowed us. __nu tor gills reason me, being
denrecatm_, from hencetorth, thlS seaucnon,. ........ ,_ ,- -_r . o ..... I t.oo was pleased to Out on numan nesn so mat
saying, '" 0 Lord, Father, and Governor ot my ' - - - - '...... ]we, beholdme as on a tablet the dwme Pattern
hfe, leave me not to their counsels ; rove me not * _ ,._ ,'_ ,_ , _ ,_ _,_,_ ._ : ...... u._.o or our ule, SnOUltt also De dole to llIlltitt_ 1"1.[1111
a proud look, let not the greediness of the• t who painted it. For He was not one who,
bell , nor .lust of the flesh, take hold of me " 7 .Y " , thmkm one thin did another • nor while He
And in the Book of Wisdom, a book full of all l ..... ,t_g_,_,to.,_ ,_g;e to h_ rhrht' tnnEt another
v,rtue, the Holy Spirit now openly drawing His i_3t(t°w'h_[tev:_r'thm77V,_;t_"g'_'sNr'2r,-d'-_-;,i"• . t_l at e g y g ,
hearers to continence and chasuty, sings on this these He both taught and didI "

t [Conten&ng with the worse than bestial sensuality of pagamsm, ]
and inu_d to the sorrows of martyr-ages, when Christian lanxthes [ ¢_tr_r_ xr t,u_tc._ t_xr _'ox, e_'_vlxw _ 1-I1_ FIITqM IN.
could not be reared mpeace, let us not wonder at the Ingh conceI>-I_ne_v. .. --,.._,_ox_ _* _--_,_ .. ......
t_ons of these heroic believers, based on the words of Christ Himself, I CORRUPT IN VIRGINITY_ DRAWS TO THE EXER-
and on the promise " Blessed are *he pure m heart for they shall see ......
God."] ' ' I CISE OF VIRGINITY; THE SMALL NUMBER or

Eeclus. xvtii. 30.

s Ecdus. xtx. _. _ Wtsd Iv. x, a• Prov. v. t8.
Jcr v. 8. [ _ [This seems to me admsrable. Our times are too httle willing

¢ Wisd iv. 3 I to see all that Scxapturc teaches in this matter, l
r Ecclus. xxtil. _, 4_ 6. I to A dtstmct_on common among the Fathers.
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vIRCdNS IN PROPORTION TO THE NUMBER OF DISCOURSE II.--THEOPHILA.

SAIN'rs. CHAP. I.--MARRtAGE NOT ABOLXSHEDUV THE

What then did the Lord, who is the Truth and COMMENDATXONOF VIRGr_n'Y.

the Light, take m hand when He came down And then, she said, Theophila spoke :-
from heaven ? He preserved the flesh which Since Marcella has excellently begun thl_ dis-
He had taken upon Him incorrupt m vlrgmity, cusslon without sufficiently completing it, it is
so that we also, if we would come to the likeness _necessary that I should endeavour to put a finish
of God and Christ, should endeavour to honour to it. Now, the fact that man has advanced by
virgamty. For the hkeness of God is the avoid- degrees to virginity, God urging him on from
ing of corruption. And that the Word, when time to time, seems to me to have been admlra-
He was incarnate, became chief Virgin, in the bly proved, but I cannot say the same as to the
same way as He was chief Shepherd and chief_ asseraon that from henceforth they should no
Prophet of the Church, the Christ-possessed longer beget children. For I think I have per-
John shows us, saying, in the Book of the Reve- '_cewed clearly from the Scriptures that, after He
lat_on, " And I looked, and, lo, a Lamb stood ihad brought m vlrgimty, the Word did not alto-
on the mount Sion, and with Him an hundred.gether abolish the generation of chddren ; for
forty and four thousand, having His name and '.although the moon may be greater than the stars,
His Father's name written m their foreheads, the hght of the other stars _s not destroyed by
And I heard a voice from heaven, as the voice, the moonlight.
of many waters, and as the voice of a great Let us begin with Genesis, that we may give

thunder, and I heard the votce of harpers harp- i_ts place of antiquity and supremacy to this
mg w_th their harps : And they sung as it were Iscripture. Now the sentence and ordinance of
a new song before the throne, and before the God respecting the begetting of chddren 5 Is con-
four beasts, and the elders' and no man could fessedly being fulfilled to this day, the Creator
learn that song but the hundred and forty and stdl fashioning man. For this is quite manifest,
four thousand, which were redeemed from the i that God, like a painter, is at this very time work-
earth. These are they which were not defiled ling at the world, a_ the Lord also taught, "My
with women ; for they are virgins. These are :Father worketh hitherto." 6 But when the rivers
they who follow the Lamb whithersoever He. shall cease to flow and fall into the reservoir of
goeth ; " ' showing that the Lord _s leader of the sea, and the hght shall be perfectly separated
the choir of virgins. And remark, in addition from the darkness, -- for the separation is still go-
to thin, how very great in the sight of God _ !ing on,-- and the dry land shall henceforth cease
the dignity of vxrgmity : "These were redeemed Ito bring forth its fruits with creeping things and
from among men, being the first-fruits unto God' four-footed beasts, and the predestined number
and to the Lamb. And m their mouth was,of men shall be fulfilled, then from henceforth
found no guile : for they are without fault," _ i shall men abstain from the generation of children.
he says, "and they follow the Lamb whlther_o- But at present man must co-operate in the form-
ever He goeth." And he clearly intends by th_s, mg of the mmge of God whde the world existsI

to teach us that the number of virgins was, from Iand is still being formed ; for it is said, "Increase
the beginning, restricted to so many, namely, a land multiply " s And we nmst not be offended
hundred and forty and four thousand, while the:at the ordinance of the Creator, from which,
multitude of the other saints is innumerable, imoreover, we ourselves have our being. For the
For let us consider what he means when dis- casting of seed into the furrows of the matrix is
cour_ing of the rest. " I beheld a great multi- i the beginning of the generation of men, so that
tude, which no man could number, of all nations, bone taken from bone, and flesh from flesh, by
and kindreds, and people, and tongues." _ It, an invisible power, are fashioned into another
is plato, therefore, as I said, that in the case of, man. And in this way we must consider that the
the other saints he introduces an unspeakable saying is fulfilled, "'Fhls is now bone of my bone,
multitude, while in the case of those who are in and flesh of my flesh." 7
a state of virginity he mentions only a very small
number, so as to make a strong contrast with CHAP. II.--GENF._RATIONSOMEq'HINGAKINTO THE
those who make up the innumerable number? FIRST FORMATION OF EVE FROM THE SIDE AND

Th_s, O Arete, is my discourse to you on the NATUREOF ADAM"_GOD THE CREATOROF MEN
subject of virganity. But, ff I have omitted any- IN ORDINARYr.F.NERATION.

thing, let Theophlla, who succeeds lne, supply And this perhaps is what was shadowed forththe omission.

by the sleep and trance of the first man, which
2 Rev. xlv. x-q.. / 5 Gem i _8

Rev. xtv. 4, 5. _ 6 _¢ ,_t_r_, even untd now. John v XT.Rev. vti. 9-
4 [Compare Cyprmn, vol. v p. 475, this series ] _ 7 Gen n _3
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prefigured the embraces of connubial love. which you have thrown around you ? For there
When thirsting for children a man falls into a comes that argument, which perhaps any one
kind of trance,' _oftened and subdued by the who addresses you as a very wise person wdl
pleasures of generation as by sleep, so that again ibnng forward. What do you say of those who
something drawn from his flesh and from his_are begotten unlawfully in adultery_ For you
bones is, as I said, fashioned into another man. l laid it down that it was inconcmvable and ml-
For the harmony of the bodms being disturbed possible for any one to enter into the world unles_
m the embraces of love, as those tell us who he was introduced by the will of the divine
have experience of the marriage state, all the ]Ruler, his frame being prepared for hxm by God.
marrow-hke and generative part of the blood, And that you may not take refuge behind a safe
like a kind of liqmd bone, coming together from iwall, bringing forward the Scripture which says,
all the members, worked into foam and curdled, i' As for the children of the adulterers, they shall
as projected through the organs of generation _not come to their perfectaon, '6 he will answer you
into the living body of the female. And proba- easily, that we often see those who are unlawfully
bly it is for this reason that a man is said to. begotten coming to perfection like ripe fruit.
leave his father and his mother, since he is then And if, again, you answer sophistically, ' O,
._uddenly unmindful of all things when united to my friend, by those who come not to perfection
his wife m the embraces of love, he is overcome I understand being perfected in Christ-taught
by the desire of generation, offering his side to ] righteousness ; ' he will say, ' But, indeed, my
the divine Creator to take away from it, so that ]worthy friend, very many who are begotten of
the father may agmn appear in the son. unrighteous seed are not only numbered among

Wherefore, if God still forms man, shall we ltho%e who are gathered into the flock of the
not be guilty of audacity if we think of the gen- Ibrethren, but are often called even to preside

b 7
eratmn of children as something offensive, whmh over them. Since, then, it L_clear, and all tes-
the Almighty Hn_self l_ not ashamed to make tlfy, that those who are born of adultery do
use of m working with His undefiled hand_, ]come to perfection, we must not imagine that
for He says to Jeremmh, " Before I formed thee !the Sprat was teaching respecting conceptmns
in the belly I knew thee," _ and to Job, " Didst !and births, but rather perhaps concermng those
thou take clay and form a living creature, and who adulterate the truth, who, corrupting the
make _t speak upon the earth?"3 and Job draws Scriptures by false doctrines, bring forth an
near to Ham m supplicaUon, saying, " Thine imperfect and immature wisdom, mixing their
hands have made me and fashioned me."4 error with piety.' And, therefore, this plea being
Would at not, then, be absurd to forbid marriage taken away from you, come now and tell us if
unions, seeing that we expect that after us there those who are born of adultery are begotten by
will be martyrs, and those who shall oppose the the will of God, for you said that it was impos-
evil one, for whose sake also the Word promised ruble that the offspring of a man should be
that He would shorten those days? s For if the [brought to perfection unless the Lord formed it
generation of children henceforth had seemed land gave it life."
ewl to God, as you said, for what reason will_l
those who have come into existence in opposi-]CHAP. IV.--HUMAN GENERATION,AND THE WORK
t_on to the divine decree and will be able to t or GOD THEREIN SET FORTH.

appear well-pleasing to God? And must not Theophila, asthough caught round the middle
that which is begotten be something spurious, by a strong antagonist, grew giddy, and with
and not a creature of God, if, like a counterfeit difficulty recovering herself, replied, "You ask a
coin, it is moulded apart from the intention and question, my worthy friend, whmh needs to be
ordinance of the lawful authority ? And so we solved by an example, that you may still better
concede to men the power of forming men. understa0d how the creative power of God, per-

vadmg all things, is more especially the real
CHAP. nL--AN AMBIGUOUSPASSAGEOF SCRIP- cause in the generation of men, making those

TURE ; NOT ONLY THE. FAITHFUL BUT EVEN things to grow which are planted in the produc-
PRELATESSOMETIMESILLEGITIMATE. tire earth. For that whmh is sown _s not to be

But MarceUa, interrupting, said, "0 Theoph- blamed, but he who sows in a strange soil by
lla, there appears here a great mistake, and unlawful embraces, as though purchasing a slight
something contrary to what you have said, and pleasure by shameflllly selling h_s own seed. For
do you think to escape under cover of the cloud imagine our birth into the world to be like some

such thing as a house having its entrance lying
close to lofty mountains ; and that the house ex-

I Remark the connection) _rr_l¢ and _,ga"ra'rg._.

Jer. L 5. Wtsd m t6

3 _ob xxx,au, t4 (LXX.). 6 [Bastardy seems to have been regarded a_ washed out by hap-* Jobx. 8
Matt, xmv. az, ttsm, thott_ands of pagan converts having been tx)rn under this stain t
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tends a great way down, far from the entrance, partakes of a divine creative power, is not to be
and that it has many holes behind, and that m [thought guilty of the incentives to incontinence ;
this part it is circular." "I imagine it," said [and art always works up the matter submitted to
Marcella. "Well, then, suppose that a modellerlit ; and nothing is to be considered as evil in
seated within is fashioning many statues ; im- ] itself, but becomes so by the act of those who
agine, again, that the substance of clay is in -' used it in such a way ; for when properly and
cessantly brought to him from without, through, purely made use of, it comes out pure, but if
the holes, by many men who do not any of disgracefully and improperly, then it becomes
them see the arnst hnnself. Now suppose the disgraceful. For how did Iron, which was dis-
house to be covered with mist and clouds, and covered for the benefit of agriculture and the
nothmg visible to those who are outsMe but only arts, injure those who sharpened _t for murderousI

the holes." " Let this also be supposed," she!battles _ Or how did gold, or silver, or brass,
said "And that each one of those who are!and, to take it collectwely, the whole of the
labouring together to provide the clay has one iworkable earth, injure those who, ungratefully
hole allotted to hnnself, into which he alone has towards their Creator, make a wrong use of them
to bring and deposit his own clay, not touching by turnmg parts of them into various kinds of
any other hole. And if, again, he shall offi- idols ? And ff any one should supply wool from
clously endeavour to open that whmh _s allotted that which had been stolen to the weaving art,
to another, let him be threatened with fire and that art, regarding this one thing only, manu-
scourges faetures the materml submitted to it, if It will

" Well, now, consMer further what comes after receive the preparation, rejecting nothing of that
this the modeller within going round to the which 1_serviceable to itself, since that which is
holes and taking privately for his modelling the stolen is here not to be blamed, being hfeless.
clay which he finds at each hole, and having m And. therefore, the material itself IS to be wrought
a certain number of months made his model, and adorned, but he who is discovered to have
gwmg it back through the same hole, having abstracted it unjustly should be punished. So,
th_s for has rule, that every lump of clay wlueh _s in like manner,'the violators of marriage, and
capable of being moulded shall be worked up those who break the strings of the harmony of
indifferently, even ff it be unlawfully thrown by life, as of a harp, raging with lust, and letting
any one through another's hole, for the clay has loose their desires in adultery, should themselves
done no wrong, and, therefore, as being blame- be tortured and punished, for they do a great
less, should be moulded and formed ; but that wrong steahng from the gardens of others the
he who, in oppositaon to the ordmance and law, embraces of generanon ; but the seed itself, zLs
deposited it In another's hole, should be pun- In the case of the wool, should be formed and
tshed as a criminal and transgressor. For the endowed with hfe.
clay should not be blamed, but he who did th_s
m v_olanon of what ts right, for. through mcon- CHAP. VI. -- GOD CARES EVEN FOR ADULTEROUS
tinence, having carried tt away, he secretly, by BIRTHS; ANGELSGIVENTO THEMASiGUARDIANS.
violence, deposited it in another's hole." "You But what need is there to protract the argu-
say most truly." ment by using such examples _ for nature could

not thus, m a httle time, accomplish so great a
CHAP. v. --THE HOLY _Aa'HER _OLLOWSUe THE work without divine help. For who gave to the

SAMEARGUMENT. bones their fixed nature? and who bound the

And now that these things are completed, it yielding members with neI_'es, to be extended
remains for you to apply this picture, my wisest and relaxed at the joints? or who prepared
of friends, to the things which have been a]ready channels for the blood, and a soft windpipe for
spoken of; comparing the house to the invisible the breath? or what god caused the humours to
nature of our generanon, and the entrance ad- ferment, mixing them with blood and forming
jacent to the mountains to the sendmg down the soft flesh out of the earth, but only the Su-
of our souls from heaven, and their descent into preme Artist making us to be man, the rational
the bodies ; the holes to the female sex, and the and living image of Himself, and forming it like
modeller to the creative power of God, which, wax, in the womb, from moist slight seed ? or by
under the cover of generation, making use of whose providence was it that the foetus was not
our nature, invisibly forms us men within, work- ]suffocated by damp when shut up within, in the
lng the garments for the souls. Those who carry ]connexion of the vessels ? or who, after it w_.s
the clay represent the male sex in the comparl- brought forth and had come into the light,
son ; whenthlr_tmg for children, they bring and changed it from weakness and smallness to size,
cast m seed into the natural channels of the and beauty, and strength, unless God Himself,
female, as those m the comparison cast clay mto [ the Supreme Artist, as I said, making by His
the holes. For the seed, whmh, so to speak, t creative power copies of Christ, and hying pic-
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tures? Whence, also, we have received from other things bitter whmh are mixed up m the
the respired wrmng._, that those who are begotten. Enatural sweetness of frmts. And, m support of
even though it be m adultery, are committed to, these statements, I will bring forward a trust-
guardian angels. But if they came into being worthy witness, namely, Paul, who says. "So then
in opposition to the will and the decree of the he that gweth her 6 in marriage doeth'well, but
blessed nature of God, how should the)" be de- Ilhe that giveth her not in mamage doeth bet-
livered over to angels, to be nourished with much ter." 7 Now the word, m setting forth that whmh
gentleness and indulgence? and how, ff they had i as better and sweeter, did not intend to take
to accuse their own parents, could the}- confi- i away the inferior, but arranges so as to assign to
dently, before the judgment seat of Christ, In-each _ts own proper use and advantage. For
yoke Hun and say, "Thou didst not, O Lord, there are some to whom it is not given to attam
grudge us thls common hght; butthese appointed virginity; and there are others whom He no
us to death, despising 'Fhy cornmand_ .... For," longer wills to be excited by procreations to lust,
He says, "children begotten of unlawflfl beds are iand to be defiled, but henceforth to meditate
w_tnesses of w|ckedness against their parents at iand to keep the mind upon the transformation
their trml." ' !of the bod_ to the likeness of angels, _hen the)"

" neither marry nor are gwen m marriage." s aC-
(.HAt' VII. --THE RAIIONAL SOUL FRO3I GOD HIM- ' cording to the infallible words of the Lord, since

SELF ; CHASFIT'_ NOI' IHE ONLY GOOD, ALFHOUGH It l_ not gwen tu all to attain that undefiled state

IHE BEqT AND MObI"HONOURED. [ of being a eunuch for the sake of the kingdom

And perhaps there will be room for some to of heaven." but manifestly to those only who are
argue plausflfly among tho_e who are wanting Ia able to lIreberve the ever-bloommg and unfading
discrimination and judgment, that th_ fleshly flower of xlrgmlty. For it is the custom of the
garment of the soul, being planted bv men, is prophetic _Vord to compare the Church to a
shaped spontaneously apart from the _cntence flower-covered and variegated meadow, adorned
ofliod, if, howe_cr, he should teach that the and crowned not only with the flower_ of _lr-
nnlnortal being of the soul also IS sown along gmity, but also with those of child-bearing and
with the mortal body, he will not be beheved, of continence ; for it is written, " Upon thy'°
for the Almighty alone breathe_ into man the right hand did stand the queen in a vesture of
undying and madecaymg part. as also it is He gokt, wrought about _ith divers colours." "
alone who l_ ( reatol of the invisible and rode- These word_. O Arete, I bring according to
structible For, He bays, He " breathed into h_ m? alnhtv to this chscu,sIon m behalf of the
nostrils the breath of hfe, and man became a truth.
h_mg soul. "'_" And those amficerb who, to the And when Theophtla had thus _poken. Theo-
de_truttlon of inen, make maage_ m hum'an form, patra brad that applause arose from all the virgins
not perceIwng and knowing their own Maker, approving of her dl_(ourse, and that when they
are blamed by the Word, x_hich say_, in the Book became _dent, after a long pause, Thalela arose,
of \Vlsdom, a'book full of all virtue2 " his heart for to her had been assigned the third place m
1_ ashe_, tn_ hope _b more vile than earth, and the contest, that whmh came after TheophIla.
his life of lest _alue than clay ; forasmuch a_ he And _he then, a- I think, followed, and spoke.
knew not his Maker, and Him that m_pIred maul
him an active soul, anti breathed m a hying
sp|rR; ''4 that l_, (;od, the Maker of all men, DIsLOUR'-E I11--rlIlAI.EIA
therefore, also. according to the apo,tle, He CHAP. I.--P&'¢qAGI_S {}I, HOLY %CRIP'IURI_ '_ COM-
"wfll have all men to be bayed, and to come r'aREl).
unto the knoMedge of the truth." _ .\nd now,
although this "subject be scarcely (.ompleted,)et You seem to me, () Theophfla, to excel all in
there are others which remain to be dx>ctissed, action and m speech, and to be second to none
For when one thoroughly examine, and under- m w_,dom. For there _s no one who _1lI find
stands those things whmhhappen to man accord- ihult with xour d_scourse, however contenuous
mg to his nature, he will know not to despl_e the and contradictory he may be. Yet, while every-
procreauon of children, although he applauds thing el_e _eems nghtl) spoken, one thing, my
chastity, and prefers it In honour. For although frmnd, distre_se, and troubles me, considering
honey be sweeter and more pleasant than other that that w_se and mo_t spmtual man-- I mean

things, we are not for that reason to consider [ s Hisvargm [St Paulwas married,and then a w,do,_e_,mthe
opinion of many of the ancxent_ See Euseb , !;t E , ill 3° ]

W_sd _v 6 I 7 _ Cur w_38
Gen n 7 , a Matt XXll 3°

3 [Th_s language sho'._s that _t t_ not c_ted as Holy Scripture h 9 Matt x_x _2
confirms St. Jerome's tesumon_v, Prolog tu Lt3ros Salomonzs ] _o The brldegroom's

Wtsd. xv to, _r _x p_ xlv _o txh_ xo, LXX /
5 I "]'lIn II. I 12 _el] II 2_' 24' anti _hPh "_' 28-32
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Paul--would not vainly refer to Christ and the glng to what is deep, he sometunes finishes with
Church the union of the first man and womanJ what is simple and ea,v. and somenme._ with
if the Scripture meant nothing higher than what what is more difficult an(:l delicate ; and vet in-
is conveyed by the mere words and the history, troduclng nothing which is foreign to the sub lect
for ff we are to take the Scripture as a bare rep- by these changes, but, bringing them all together
resentatlon wholly referring to the union of man according to a certain marvellous relationship,
and woman, for what reason should the apostle, he works into one the question which is ._t forth
calling the_e things to remembrance, and grading as hl_ sub.leer. It is needfill, then, that I shoukt
us, as I opine, Into the wa_ of the Sprat. alle- more accurately unfold the meaning of the apos-
gonze the history of Adam and Eve as haling a tle'_ arguinents, yet re lectmg nothmg of what
reference to ('hnst and the Church? For the has been stud before. For you seem to me, O
passage in Genesl_ read_ thus "And Adam said, Theophfia. to have dl_cusseti those words of the
"l'h}_ lb now bone of my bone_, and flesh of m_ Scrlptur_ ampl_ and clearly, and to have set
flesh, she shall be called Woman, because she them fi_lth aa they are _ithout mistake. For it
_as taken out of man. Therefore _hall a man is a dangerous thing wholb to despise the hteral
leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave meamng, t as has been _aM. and especially of
unto his wife . and they _hall be one flesh." -_ Genesis, where the un(hangeabte decrees of God
But the apostle con_ldering th_ passage, by no for the _onstmmon of the umverse are set forth,
means, a_ I sa}d, mtend_ to rake it a(cording to m _greement with wimh, e_en until now, the
It, mere natural _ense, as referring to the union _orld is perfectly ordered, most beautlfiilly m
of man and woman, as you do, for you, explain- accordance ,_]th a perfect rule, until the Law-
mg the passage m too natural a sense, lind down g_er Hunself having re-arranged it, w]sl_lng to
that the Sprat _ _peakmg onh' of conception order it anew, shall break up the first laws of
and blrth_, that the bone taken from the bone_ nature by a fresh /h_pos|tmn But, since It is
was made another man, and that hying ireature_ not fitting to leave the delnonstramm of the
coming together swell hke trees at the tune of argulnent unexamined- and, so to speak, half-
conception. 1;ut he, more spiritually referring lame--come let us, as it were completmg our
the passage to Christ, thu_ teaches. " He that pair, bring forth the analogmal sense, looking
lo_eth h_ wife loveth hnnself. For n/, man more deeply into the Scripture, for Paul is not
ever vet hated his own flesh, but nourlsheth and to l,e despised when he passes over the literal
chen,heth it, even as the Lord the Churih for meaning, and shows that the words extend to
we are members of His body. of H_ flesh, and Christ and the Church.
of H_s bones. For this cause qmll a man lca_e
his father and mother, and shall be joined unto CH_P. m -- (OMPARIbON 1NSTI'llYIFD BI_TIWEEN
h_, wife, and the}" two shall be one flesh. This : '1HI. FIRSI AND bEC/)ND ADAM.I
IS a great mystery' but i speak concerning And. first, we lnilst require if Adam can be
Christ and the Churt h."_ hkened to the Son of God, when he was found

in the transgresmon of the Fall, and heard theCHAP. 1I.--'/HE DIGRESSIONS OF 'IHE .aPOSTLE

sentence. " I)ust thou art, and unto dust shalt
PALL; IHE CHARACI'ER OF HI'_ DOC'FR[NE:

, thou return." s For how shall he be considered
N() 1H1N(, 1N IT CON] R_I)IC I ()RY ; CON I _F,M-

" the first-born of every creature, ''6 who, afteg
NAI'I(iN OF ORIGEN, WHO WRONGLY 1URNS ,

: the creation of the earth and the firmament, was
EVERYTH[NG INTO ALLEGORY.

formed out of clay? And how shall he be ad-
Let it not disturb you, If, in d_scus_mg one mitted to be " the tree of hfe " who was cast

class of subjects, he, i.e../_zzd, _hould pa% over out for h_s tran_gresslon,_ lest "he should again
Into another, so as to appear to mix them up, stretch forth his hand and eat of it, and live for
and to import matters foreign to the subject everY" '_ For it _ necessary that a thing which
under consMeranon, departing from the ques-_s hkened unto anything else, should m many
tlon, as now for instance. For w_shmg, as it;respects be similar and analogous to that of

seems, to strengthen most carefully the argmnent tIwhich it is the snnilitude, and not have its con-
on behalf of chastity, he prepares the mode of]stitution opposite and dissimilar. For one who

argument beforehand, beginning with the more ]should venture to compare the uneven to the
persuasive mode of speech For the character even, or harmony to discord, would not be con-
of h_s _peech being very various, and arranged ....
for the purpose bf progressive proof, begins gen- , Th_s [_ the obvmus Enghsh eqmvalent of the Greek text. -- Ta

[A singularly cautious testimony against Origen, whom our author
tly, but flows forward into a style which is lofner fonow,tooc|oselyin allegormngmterpretauonsof .Scripture.on-
and more magnificent. And then, again chan- gen, having hterahzed so sadly m one case, seems to have erred everafterward m the other e×treme Here is a prudent ¢_veal.]

-_ Genm 19
t Eph v 32 {A forcible argument ] 6 Col _ 15

Gen n _3, 24 7 Rev n 7
3 Eph v 28-?_ [Compare the next chapter, note 4 ] _ (ken ua ze
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sidered rational. But the even should be corn- out of clay, was still soft and moist, and not yet,
pared to that which in its nature is even, although like a tile, made hard and incorruptible, sin
it should be even only in a small measure ; and ruined him, flowing and dropping down upon
the white to that whmh in its nature as white, Ihim like water. And therefore God, moistening
even although it should be very small, and should' ham afresh and forming anew the same clay to
show but moderately the whiteness by reason of His honour, having first hardened and fixed it in
whmh it is called white. Now, it as beyond all the Vargin's womb, and umted and mixed it with
doubt clear to every one, that that whl(h as sin-ithe Word, brought it forth mto hfe no longer
less and incorrupt is even, and harmonious, and soft and broken ; lest, being overflowed again by
bnght as wisdom, hut that that which as mortal streams of corruptaon from without, tt should be-
and sinful is uneven and discordant, and cast come soft, and pet;xsh as the Lord in His teach-
out as gudty and subject to condemnation, mg shows m the parable of the finding of the

sheep, where my Lord says to those standing by.
"What man of you, having an hundred sheep, if

CHAP. IV.- SOME THINGS HERF HARD AND I'OO he lose one of them, doth not leave the mnetv
SLIGHTLY TREATED, AND APPAREN'ILYNOT SUF- and nine in the wilderness, and go after that
FICIENTLYBROUGHT OWl ACCORDINGTO THE which is to_t until he find it? and when hc hath
RULE O1_THEOLOGY. found it, he layeth it on his shoulders rejoicing ;
Such, then, I consider to be the objections and when he corneth home, he calleth together

urged by many who, despising, as it seems, the' his friends and neighbours, saying unto them,
wisdom of Paul, dtshke the comparmg of the Rejomc with me, for I have found nay sheep
first man to Christ. For come, let us consider which was lost."
how rightly Paul compared Adam to Christ, not
only consadermg lmn to be the type and image, CHAP. Vl.--THE WHC)LF NUMBFR OF "_I'IRI'IUAL
but also that Christ Himself became the very _,HEFP_ MAN A SL(tAND CHOIR, AFTFR IHE
same thing,' because the Eternal Word fell upon _NCEI_q,TO THE PP._aA',FOF GOD, THE PARABLE
Him. For it was fitting that the first-born of U1. THE LOSTSHEEP EXPLAINED.
God, the first shoot, the only-begotten, even the
wisdom of God, should be joined to the first- Now, since He truly was and IS. being m the
formed man, and first and first-born of mankind, _beginning w_th God, and being God, s He as the
and should become incarnate. And this was' chief Commander and Shepherd of the heavenly
Christ, a man filled with the pure and perfect one_, _hom all reasonable creatures obey and at-
Godhead, and God recewed into man. For it tend, who tends m order anti numbers the multi-
was most statable that the oldest of the _Eons tudcs of the blessed angels. For this is the equal
and the first of the Archangel_, when about to land I_erfectnumber°flmm°rtal creatures, divided
hold commumon with men, should dwell in the according to their races and tribes, man also be-
oldest and the first of men, even Adam. And mg here taken Into the flock. For he aNo _as
thus, when renovating those things whmh were _created without corruptmn, that he might honour
from the beginning, and forming them again of' the king anti maker of all things, responding to
the Vargm by the Spirit, He frames the same -_ the shouts of the mclodaous angels which crone
just as at the beginning. \Vhen the earth was i from heaven. But when at came to pas_ that, by

transgressing the commandment (of God), he
still virgin and untdled, God, taking moutd, I suffered a terrible and destructive fall, being thus
formed the reasonable creature from it without i reduced to a state of death, for tha_ reason the
seedA Lord says that He came from heaven into (a

human) hfe, lea_ing the ranks and the arm|es
CHAP. v.--A PASSAGE OF JEREMIAH EXAMINED. _of angels. For the mountains are to be ex-

And here I may adduce the prophet Jeremmh _,Plamed by the heavens, and the ninety and nine
as a trustworthy and lucid watness, who speaks sheep by the principahtles and powers '_ which
thus "Then I went down to the potter's house, the Captain and Shepherd left when He went
and, behold, he wrought a work on the wheels, down to seek the lost one. For it remmned that
And the vessel that he made of clay was marred _man should be included m this catalogue and
in the hand of the potter, so he made it again I number, the Lord hftlng him up and wrapping
another vessel, as seemed good to the potter to: ham round, that he might not again, as I saM, be

,,4 overflowed and s_allowed un b the wa_es ofmake it. For when Adam, having been formed [ " " i Y "
...... ' deceit. For with this. purpose the Wo.d. as-

....... sumed the nature of man, that, having overcome
x Namely the secondAdam . - _. _-- - _. _c "_estr thee Second._dam the serpent, ne mlont oy ralmsen u oy
3 The obscurity of thl_ chapter 1_ indicated m the heading placed ] - -- --

over tt by the old I.ann translator, The general meaning, however,
wdl be clear enough to the theological reader --Trt -_ St Johl_ i x

Jet xvm 3, 4 6 Eph i ,2i, m xo
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I

condemnation which had come into being along _shall not inherit mcorrupuon, nor death life," 6
with man's rum. For it was fitting that the Evil' rightly defimng corruption and death to be that
One should be overcome by no other, but by hun whmh corrupts and kills, and not that which is
whom he had deceived, and whom he was boast- _corrupted and daes ; and mcorrupUon and life
mg that he held m subjection, because no other- that which gwes life and _mmortahty, and not
w_se was it possible that sm and condemnation that which receives life and mamortalaty. And
should be destroyed, unless that same man on thus man is neither a discord and an inequality,
whose account it had been said, " Dust thou art, nor an equality and a harmony. But when he
and unto dust thou shalt return,"' should be received discord, which _s transgression and san.
created anew, and undo the sentence whmh for he became dascordant and unseenfly : but when
his sake had gone forth on all, that "as in he received harmony, that _s righteousness, he
Adam" at first "all d_e, even so " again " in became a harmomous and seemly organ, In order
Christ," who assumed the nature and posztwn that the Lord, the IncorrupUon wlnch conquered
q/ _dam, should " all be made alive." _ death, nught harmomze the resurrection with the

iflesh, not suffering It again to be inherited by
corrulmon. And on this point also let these

CH_.P. VII.--THE WORKS OF CHRIST, PROPER riO _statement_ suffice.
(,OD AND TO MAN, FHE WORKS OF HIM WHO

IS ONE.
_CHAP. VIII. _ IHE BONES AND FLESH OF WISDOM ;

And now we seem to have said almost enough THL '4IDE OUT OF WHICH "1HE SPIRITUAL EVE
on the fact that man ha_ become the organ and t_ FORMED, THF HOLY SP1RIF, THE WOMAN
clothlng of the Only-begotten, and what He was aUE ItELP-MEETt'}F ADAM; VIRGINSBETR(ITHFI)
who came to dwell in him. But the fact that a o CHRIST.
there _s no moral mequahty or discord3 may
again be considered bnefl) from the begmmng For it ha_ been already establashed by no con-
For he speaks welt who says that that is In lt_ temptlble arguments from Scripture, that the
own nature good and righteous and holy, by par- first man rnay be properly referred to Christ
t_clpauon of which other things become good. _Himself, and as no longer a type and represen-
and that wisdom is in connection with4 God, tatlou and mmge of the Only-begotten, but has
and that, on the other hand, sin 1s unholy and 'bee°me actuall) Wasdom and the Word.
unrighteous and evil. For life and death, cor- For man, hawng been composed, hke water,
ruptaon and mcorruptlon, are two things m the, of wisdom and life, has become ldentwal with
highest degree opposed to each other. For hfe the very same untainted hght whmh poured into
is a moralequahty, but corruptaon an mequahtv, lhim. Whence at was that the apostle directly
and righteousness and prudence a harmony, b'ut 'Ireferred to Christ the words Much had been
unrighteousness and foll', a discord. Now, man spoken of Adam. For thus wall it be mo_t cer-
being between these is neither nghteousness italnty agreed that the Church is formed out of

Ills bones and flesh, and it was for this cause

_tself, nor unrighteousness, but being placed that the Word, leaving His Father in heaven,midway between mcorrupnon and corruption, to
whichever of these he may mchne is said to par- came down to be "joined to His wife ; ' 7 and
take of the nature of that which has laid hold lslep t in the trance of His passion, and will-

of him. Now, when he mchnes to corruption, jingly suffered death for her, that He might
he becomes corrupt and mortal, and when to, present the Church to Himself glorious and

blameless, having cleansed her by the laver, s
mcorruption, he becomes incorrupt and im-lfor the receiving of the spmtual and blessedmortal. For, being placed madway between the_
tree of hfe and the tree of the knowledge of iseed, which is sown by ttlm who with whispers
good and ewl, of the fruit of _hich he tasted,S _mplants it in the depths of the mind, and is
he was changed into the nature of the latter, ic°ncelved and formed by the Church, as by a
himself being neither the tree of life nor that lw°man, so as to give birth and nourishment to
of corruption, but havmg been shown forth as virtue. For in this way, too, the command,
mortal, from hl_ partmipataon m and presence i" Increase and multiply," ' is duly fulfilled, the
with corruptaon, and, again, as incorrupt and :Church increasing daffy m greatness and beauty
Immortal by connection with and parttcipatmn ! and multitude, lay the union and commumon of

in life ; as Paul also taught, saying, "Corruption i the Word, who now still comes down to us andfalls into a trance by the memorial of Has pas-
I slon; for otherwise the Church could not con-

x Gen m. z9 I
2 x Cot. xv 22 1

3 In Hun t 6 i Cot. xv _2. The words are, " Neither doth corruptmn m-'* Here, as in the previous chapter, and tn many other passages, 1 hem mcorruptton "
have preferred the text of yahn to that of Mtgn¢, as being generally I _ Eph v 3L
the more accurate.--T_ * Eph v a6, _7-

C_,en.fi 9- _ Gen _ _8.
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ceive believers, and give them new birth by the iCHAF. IX. --THE DISPENSATIONOF GRACEIN PAUL
laver of regeneration, unless Chnst, emptying THE APOSTLE.
Himself for their sake, that He might be con- Now we should conmder the case of the re-
tamed by them, as I said, through the recapltu- nowned Paul, that when he was not vet perfect
lation of His passion, should die again, coming in Christ, he was first born and suckled, Anamas
down from heaven, and being "joined to His preaching to him, and renewing hun m baptism,
wife," the Church, should provide for a certain as the history in the Acts relates. But when he
power bemg taken from His own side, so that was grown to a man, and was built up, then
all who are bmlt up m Him should grow up, even being moulded to spmtual perfection, he was
those who are born again by the laver, recelvmg made the help-meet and brlde of the Word : and
of His bones and of His flesh, that is, of Hl_ receiving and conceiving the seeds of life, he
holiness and of His glory. For he who says who was before a child, become_ a church and
that the bones and flesh of W_sdom are under- a mother, himself labouring m birth of those
standing and virtue, says most rightly, and that who, through him, beheved m the I_or(t, until
the rode ' IS the Sprat of truth, the Paraclete, of IChrist wa_ formed and born m them al.o. For
whom the illuminated _ receiving are fitly born ihe says. " My little children, of whom I travail
again to mcorruptlon. For it _s Impossible for m birth again unt_I Christ be formed in you ," :
any one to be a partaker of the Holy Sp:rlt. and and again, " In Chn_t Jesus I have begotten )ou
to be chosen a member of Christ, unless the through the Gospel." _
Word first came down upon him and fell into a It is evident, then. that the statement respect-

trance, m order that he, being filled _with the :lug Eve and Adam is to be referred to_ theSpirit, and n_mg again from sleep with Him who ('hurch and Chn_t. For this la truly a great
was lad to sleep for his sake, should l)e able to mystery an(] a supernatural, of whld_ I_ from Im
receive renewal and restoration. For He may weakness and dulness, am unable to speak, ac-
fitly be called the side _ of the Word, even the cording to its worth and grcatnes_ Neverthe-
sevenfoht Sprat of truth, according to the proph- les,, let us attempt _t. It remam_ that I speak
et ; 4 of whom God taking, in the tranct' of to you on what follows, and of _ts slgnlficanon.
Christ, that is, after His incarnation and pas-
s|on, prepares a help-meet for Hires--I mean LH_.P. X --THE I)OCTRINF()I_ IHI' %AMEAPOSTLF
the souE which are betrothed and g_ven m mar- C()NCERNIN(,PURIIY

riage to Him. For it is frequently the ca_e that Now Paul, when _ummomng all persons to
the Scriptures thus call the assembly and mass ...... .. . _. . _, _. . _. sanctincat_on aria t)urltv, in tFI15 vcav reterre(1
oI Denevers oy me name ot tne Lnurcn, me . , , , , , ; . .

. .. - . . . that wlucFl no(1 been 5[)OKCD con( erning the hrst
more permct in me_r progress acing lea tip rol ........ .. . . . - - _. . man alia Lve in a seconaarv senqe to t_l_rlst aria
oe me one person anti-ooay ot toe church. ...... -,
For those who are the better, and who embrace i the t_nurcn, m order to snence the Ignorant,
t.............. now deprived of all excuse. For men who are
ne truth more clearly, being aenvereo Irom me .

., ........ incontinent in consequence of the uncontrolledevus ot the nesn, become, on account ot tnelr_ .......
rfect unficatlon and faith chu h and hel nnpmses oI sensuanty m tlaem, aarc to mrce the

pe . p ......... ,a , rc P-Scnl)tures beyond their true meaning, so as t(_meet ol Lnnst oetromea ana gl_,en in marriage -' 'twist into a defence of their incontinence the

to Him as a virgin, according to the apostle," bo _avmg, " Increase and mulnplv ; .... and the
that receiving the pure and genuine seed of His other, "Therefore shall a man leave his father
doctrine, the)" may co-operate w_th Him, help-
ing m preaching for the salvauon of others, and his mother, .... and they are not ashamedto run counter to the Sprat, but, as though born
And those who are still imperfect and beginning
their lessons, are born to salvation, and shaped, for th_s purpose, they kindle up the smouldering
as by mothers, by those who are more perfect, iand lurking passion, fanning and provoking it,
until the), are brought forth and regenerated land therefore he, cutting off very sharply these
unto the greatness and beauty of virtue ; and so _dishonest follies and invented excuses, and hav-
t ........ mg arrived at the subject of instructing them
nese, in melr turn making progres_ navmg De- _, . ,]. , .... .

""me a ohurch assist in lab_vun _ __- *_- _-'_*k_now men snOUlG uenave to me_r wives, snowing
_ --- - ..... _- s ,_-:'_ _-,"_ithat it should be as Christ did to the Churcharia nurture oI omer cnuoren, accompn_nlng in . . v., .e e - -- - '

the receptacle of the soul, as ins womb, the I woo gave n:m_e{_, _e_t_tsn_nHe m_gwnattS;ntc-
blameless will of the Word. , tlW ann cleans y t " g y

:the Word," '_ he referred back to Genesis, men-
t Rib ]

Commonly used bythe Greek Fathers for the Baptized. [Fol- [ r Gak xv x9
lowing Holy Scnpture, Heb. x.3a ,and Calvin's Commentary, adloc _ _ x Cor _v IS.

9 Gen n _8Also h_s comment on Tit m. 5 J 1 •
s ffah_'_ reading _va*rA_rO_. Jltg_e has &va*rA_Oe_, to Gen u u4.

moulded t_ [Laver (Gr hov'_pov) Compare Tit ht 5 and Calvm'_ corn-
( Isa. m _ I meat, O_ts , tom u p 506, ed _667 ]
5 even ii i8 I2 Eph _ 25,26 [Baptmmus =la_acrurn antmm--CALV1N, /3,

a Cor xt t*. p 350
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tionmg the thmgs spoken concerning the first to prayer ;o and come together again, that Satan
man, and explamlng these things as bearing on tempt ?ou not for )'our mcontmency. But I
the subject before hun. that he might take away speak thl, by permission, and not of command-
occasion for the abu>e of these passages from ment." 7 And fins is very careftllly consMered.
those _ho taught the sensual gratlflcanon of the " By permls>_on," he says, showing that he was
body, under the pretext of begetting children, gp'mg counsel, '" not of command ; " for he re-

:cewe_ command respectmg chastity and the not
CHAP. XI.- THE S4.MEARGUMENT. touching of a woman, but _ermtsswn respecting

For consider, O virgins, how he,' desmng with those who are unable, as I stud, to chasten thmr
all his might that behe_er_ in ('hri>t should be appetites. 'Fhe_e thmgs, then, he lays down con-
chaste, endeavours by" many arguments to show cernmg men and women who are married to one
them the d_gmty of chastity, as when he says: _pouse, or who shall hereafter be so ; but we
'" Now, concermng the things whereof ye wrote mu,t now examine careflllly the apostle's lan-
unto me : It is good for a man not to touch a guage respecting men who ha_e lost their wwes,
woman," thence _howtng already very clearly that and women who have lost their husbands, and
it _s good not to touch _ a woman, laying _t down what he declares on this subject.
and setting it forth uneondmonally. But after- "I say therefore," he goes on, s " to the un-
wards, being aware of the weakness of the less imarried and widows, ]t is good for them ff they
contment, and thmr passion for intercourse, he _abide even as I. But ff they cannot contain, let
penmtted tho._e who are unable to govern the them marry' for it _s better to marry than to
flesh to uqe their own wive% rather than, shame- burn." Here al_o he persisted in giving the pref-
fully transgres>mg, to gaxe thembel_e> up to forni-, erence to continence. For, taking himself as a
cation. Then, after having gwen the> permission, not:ble example, m order to stir them up to
he immediately added the_e word>, 4 " that Satan emulation, he challenged his hearers to th_s state
tempt you not for your meontmency," which of hfe, teaching that It was better that a man
means, " if you, such as you are, cannot, on who had been bound to one wife should hence-
account of the incontinence and softness of your _forth remain single, as he also did.9 But if, on
bodle._, be perfectly continent, I will rather per- i the other hand, this should be a matter of diffi-
mtt you to have intercourse with your own wives, cultv to any one, on account of the strength of
lest, professing perfect continence, ve be con- ammal passion, he allows that one who is m such
stantly tempted by the evil one. and be inflamed a condmon may, " by permissmn," contract a
with lust after other men's wwes." , second marnage, not as though he expressed

the opinion that a second marriage was in itself
CHA.P. XII --P_UL _N EXAMPLE T(_ WtDCSVTS, AND good/° but judging It better than burning. Just

TO THOSE WHO DO NOI' LIVE WITH TttEIR as though, m the fast whmh prepares for the
WIVES. Easter celebratlon, one should offer food to an-

Come, now, and let us examine more carefully I other who was dangerously 111,and say, " In truth,
the very words whmh are before us, and observe i my friend, it were fitting and good that you
that the apostle d_d not grant these things un-:should bravely hold out like us, and partake of
condmonally to all, but first la_d down the reason the same things," for it is forbidden even to
on account of whmh he was led to this. For, i think of food to-day; but since you are held
ha_ing set forth that "it is good for a man not down and weakened by disease, and cannot bear
to touch a woman. ''= he added nnmedlately, ;it, therefore, 'by permlss_on,' we adwse you to
"N :evertheless, to avoid fornlca0on, tet every eat food, lest, being quite unable, from sickness,
man have his own wife " s--that >. "' on account r to hold up against the desire for food, you per-
of the formcat]on whmh would anse from your ish." Thus also the apostle speaks here, first
being unable to restrain your voluptuousness"-- saying that he wished all were healthy and con-
and let e_cry woman have her own husband. Let I tment, as he also wa% but afterwards allowing a
the husband render unto the w_fe due benevo- second marriage to those who are burdened with
lenee : and hkewlse also the wife unto the hus- the disease of the passions, lest they should be
band. The wife hath not power of her own body, wholly defiled by fornication, goaded on by the
but the husband, and likewise also the husband itchmgs of the organs of generation to promis-
hath not power of his own body, but the wife. cuous intercourse, conmdering such a second
Defraud ye not one the other, except ]t be w_th mamage far preferable to burning and indecency.
consent for a time, that ye may gave yourselves 6 E v " Fasung and prayer " As m the best _s$., ,t_ mla'rei _

xe_t is wanting In the text,
Paul r x Cot vh _--6.

x Cot vd x. [All vulgar famdtanty mchtded 1 _ _ Cor vn 8, 9-
s In the onganal the two words are d_fferent. In the quotation _ 9 [qee p 3_6: ,u,_ra.(note), and also Eusebiua, there cited. .Ptr

trom St. Paul tt is a_rr¢aOa*; here it is rroo_rq_avetv. Nothing could I ¢ontra, see Lewm, vol. i 38z, 386 ]

be gamedby using twoword._ m thetrmaslatlon.--Tg. I xo Kah6v. It tsthe*-.ameword whtch is translated goadln ver. l_
4 I Cot vu 5. II It m good for a man."

I Cot vix. 2. It t,©., particapate in the same ordinances, and in their fruits.
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CHAP. xnI.--THE DOCTRINE OF PAUL CONCERN-!adding expressly the following words to those
ING VIRGINITYEXPLAINED. !which he had spoken before, he exclaimed,S " I

I have now brought to an end what I have to !w°uld have you without carefulness. He that
say respecting continence and marriage and chas- is unmarried careth for the things that belong to

tity, and intercourse with men, and m which of Ithe Lord: 6 but he that is married careth for
these there is help towards progress in righteous-I the things that are of the world, how he ma 5
ness ; but it stdl remains to speak concernmg!P lease his wife. There is a difference also be-
virginity- if, indeed, anything be prescnbed on _tween a wife and a virgin. The unmamed
this subject. Let us then treat this subject also ; woman careth for the things of the Lord, that

ishe may be holy both in body and m sprat' butfor it stands thus.' " Now concerning virgins,
ishe that is marned careth for the things of theI have no commandment of the Lord: yet I,

give my judgment, as one that hath obtained 'w°rld' how she may please her husband." Now
lit is clear to all, without any doubt, that to care

mercy of the Lord to be fmthful. I suppose i for the things of the Lord and to please God. istherefore that this is good for the present dis-'
tress ; I say, that it is good for a man so to be. ! much better than to care for the things of the
Art thou bound unto a wlfe_ seek not to be world and to please one's wife. For who is
loosed. Art thou loosed from a wde _ seek not there so foohsh and bhnd, as not to perceive in
a wife. But and ff thou marry, thou hast not l this statement the higher praEe which Paul ae-
sinned ; and if a wrgm marry, sloe has not sinned, cords to chastity? "And this." he savsd " I
Nevertheless such shall have trouble in the flesh : speak for your own profit, not that I n-_ay cast
b. , ,, ..... a snare upon you but for that which is comely"u_ i spare you having given ms oplmon ' "

with great cauuon respecting __rgmity, and being] v
about to adv_ae h_m who _lshed it to gwe hlb I CHAP. XIV.-- IRGINITV A GIFT OF GOD : THE PUR-

• • _ POSE OF VIRGINITY NOT RASHLY TO BE ADOYI'ED
vtr_:m m marriage, so that none of those thln_sl

_ _ BY ANW ONE

which conduce to sanctification should be of " "necessity and by comnulslon but accordin_ to Consider besides how, in addition to the words] d i-" , t_ '

the free purpose of the soul, for th_s IS accepta- !already quoted, he commends the state of vlr-
ble to God, he does not wish these things to l_gimty as a gift of God. Wherefore he rejects
be said as by authority, and as the mind of the !those of the more mcontinent, who, under the
Lord, with reference to the giving of a wrgin in influence of yam-glory, would advance to this
marnage ; for after he had said, _ " if a wrgin state, advising them to marry, lest m their time

" " Iof manly strength, the flesh surrmg up the de-marry, she hath not stoned, directly afterwards,
with the greatest caution, he modified his state- ' sires and passions, the}' should be goaded on to
ment, showing that he had advised these things / defile the soul. For let us consider what he lays
by human permission, and not by diwne. So, ' down :s ,, But if any man think that he behaveth
immediately after he had stud, " if a virgin mar- Ihimself uncomely towards his _lrgm," he says,
ry, she hath not sinned," he added, "such shall i ff she pass the flower of her age, and need so
have tro_uble m the flesh: but I spare you. ''_ require, let him do what he will, he sinneth not:
By which he means : " I spanng you, such as let him many ;" properly here preferring mar-
you are, consented to these things, because you nage to "uncomehness," m the case of those who

had chosen the state of virginity, but afterwardshave chosen to think thus of them, that I may
not seem to hurry you on by violence, and com- finding it intolerable and grievous, and in word
pel any one to this. 3 But yet if it shall please boasting of their perseverance before men, out
you who find chastity hard to bear, rather to of shame, but indeed no longer having the power
turn to marriage ; I conmder it to be profitable to persevere in the hfe of a eunuch. But for him
for you to restrain yourselves an the grauficauon who of his own free will and purpose decides to
of the flesh, not making your marriage an occa- preserve his flesh in virgin purity, "having no
sion for abusing your own vessels to unclean- necessity," 9 that is. passion calhng forth his loins
ness." Then he adds, 4 "But this I say, brethren, to intercourse, for there are, as it seems, differ-
the time is short : it remaineth, that both they ences in men's bodies, such a one contending
that have wives be as though they had none." and struggling, and zealously abiding by his pro-
And again, going on and challenging them to fession, and admirably fulfil'hng it, he exhorts to
the same things, he confirmed his statement, abide and to preserve it, according the highest
powerfully supporting the state of vlrgimty, and prize to virginity. For he that is able, he says,

and ambitious to preserve h_s flesh pure, does
t i Cor. vu 25-28.

t Cor. w_ 28
a Which I recommend _ x Cot yd. 32-34
4 x Cor. vu _9. [Nobody can feel more deeply than I do the 6 A clause ts omitted here in the text.

immeasurable evils of an e#forced cehbacy, nobody can feel more 7 t Cor. vtt 35.
deeply the deplorable state of-the Church which furnt_hes only rare and a x Cor. va. 36 [On _irg_nily, see Taylor_ i. 4a6, ed. Lot_lo_
excepuona] examples of volu_tar N celibacy for the sake of Christ. 1844 ]
On ekast_t.v, see Jer. Taylor's Holy Lift.K, Fe'orks, t. p, 4a4,] 9 z Cot. wi. 37,
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better ; but he that is unable, and enters into ! reconciliation to God, and such a means of sal-
marriage lawfully, and does not indulge m secret : _anon to men, by grading us to life, as chasnty.
corruption, does well. And now enough has' And I will now endeavour to show why I think
been said on these subjects, so concerning these thm_, that having heard

Let any one who will, take in his hand the idistinctly the po_er of the grace already spoken
Epistle to the Corinthians, and, examining all lof, you may know of how great blessings it has
its passages one by one, then consider whatbecome the glver to us. Anclentt), then, after
we have sad, comparing them together, as withe fall of man, when he was cast out by reason
whether there _s not a perfect harmony and of his tranagresslon, the stream of corrupUon
agreement between them. These things, accord- poured forth abundantly, and running along in
mg to my power, O Arete, I offer to thee as m) _olent current% not only fierceh" swept along
contribution on the subject of chasntv, twhatever touched it from without," but also rush-

EUBOULIOS. Through many things, O Grego- mg within it, overwhelmed the souls of men.
rion, she has scarcely come to the subject, ha_mg And they,: continuously exposed to this, were
measured and crossed a mighty sea of _ords. icarried along dumb and stupid, neglecting to

GREGORION. SO it _eems; but come. I must p_lot their vessels,3 from having nothing firm
mention the rest of what was said m order, going to tar hoht of. For the senses of the soul, as
through it and repeating it, while I seem to ha_e those have stud who are learned in these things,. I

the sound of it dwelhng in my ears, before lt'l_hen, being overcome by the excltement_ to
flies away and escapes ; for tt_e remembrance pas._lon _dnch fall upon them from without, they
of things lately heard is easily effaced from the ;receive the sudden bursts of the waves of folly
aged. iwhlc h ru_h into them, being darkened turn aside

Euf3O_JLiOS. Say on, then, for we have come from the dix me course its whole vessel, whmh is
to have the pleasure of hearing these discourses iby nature easily guided. Wherefore God. plty-

GREG()RION. And then after, as you observed, mg us uho were in such a condition, anti were
Thalma had descended from her smoc,th and tin- )able neither to stand nor to nae, sent down from
broken course to the earth, Theopatra, _he said, iheaven thu best and most glonous help, virginity,

followed her m order, and spoke as follows. [that by it x_e might tm our bodies fast, like ships,
iand have a cahn, coming to an anchorage with-

DISCOURSE IV--THEOt'ATRA. !OUt damage, as also the Holy Sprat witnesses.
CHAP. I.- THE NECESSITYOF t'RMbING VIRTUE,' For this l, saLd m the hundred and thirty-sixth4

FOR THOSE WHO HAVETHE POWER. ',psalm, where the souls send .)oyfnlly up to God
a h_mn of thanksglwng,S as many as have been

If the art of speaking, O vngln% always went taken hold of and raised up to walk with Christ
by the same ways, and pas_ed along the same
path, there would be no way to a_oM wearying in heaven, that they m_ght not be overwhelmed- bv the streams of the world and the flesh.
you for one who persisted m the ar:,mments
(vhich had already been urged. But since there V_hence, also, they say that Pharaoh was a typeof the de_ll in Egypt, since he mercilessly tom-
are of arguments" myriads of currents and ways, 0 6
God mspmng us "at sundry tunes and m _h- manded the males to be cast into the river,
vers manners, ''_ who can fmve the choice of but the females to be preserved ahve. For the
holdmg back or of being afrmd? For he would devil, ruhng7 from Adam to Moses over thisgreat Egypt, the world, took care to have the
not be free from blame to whom the gift has male and rational offspring of the soul earned
been given, if he failed to adorn that which 1_ away and destroyed by the streams of pass)ons,
honourable with words of praise. Come then, ;buthe longs for the carnal and irranonal off-
we also, accordmg to our gifts, wdl stag the spring to increase and multiply.
brightest and most glorious star of Christ. whmh
is chastity. For th_s way of the Sprat _s very _
wide and large. Beginning, therefore, at the CHAP. III. _ THATPASSAGEOF DAVIDEXPLAINED;$WHAT THE HARPS HUNG UPON THE WILLOWS

point from which we may say those things which SIGNIFY_ THE WILLOWA SYMBOLOF CHASTITY;
are suitaole and fitting to the subject before us, THE WILLOWSWATEREDBY STREAMS.
let us from thence consider xt.

But not to pass away from our subject, come,

CHAP. II. -- THE PROTECTIONOF CHASTITYANDIlet us take in our hands and examine th_s psalm,
VIRGINITY DIVINELY GIVEN TO MEN_ THAT THEY I a _ e, a_ Svx_*.

Ithe Hebrew here _ I lllust think big reference here is to thecx_cxvith

Now I at least seem to perceive that nothing I Psalm, as we have ,t It _ Euctmmuc, and verses xo-z6 seem to be

has been such a means of restoring men to para- )s_c_l)y _f_r._,dtol,
dise . . Or Eucnanstac hymn., and of the change to mcorruption, and of _ E_oa ,. _.

--_ ------ 5' Rom v. x4.

x troAv_.eW._, _c,ti _roAv*'oStr,av. Heb. I.I. 8 ,, By the waters of Babylon," etc. [He paslr_ to the next psalm, l
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which the pure and stainless souls sing to God, the commandment respecting it, for Z_on is in-
saying:' "By the rivers of Babylon .there we!terpreted "The commandment of the watch-
sat down ; yea, we wept, when we remembered tower." s Now, let us here enumerate the points
Zion. We hanged our harps upon the wlltow_ !which follow. For why do the souls declare that
in the midst thereof," clearly giving the name of they were asked by those _ho led them captive
harps to their bodies which they hung upon the to sing the Lord's song in a strange land _ Surely
branches of chastity, fastening them to the wood because the Gospel teaches a holy and secret
that they might not be snatched away and lsong, which sinners and adulterers sing to the
dragged along again by the stream of inconti-] Evil One. For they insult the commandments,
nence. For Babylon, which is interpreted "dl_- l accomplishing the will of the spirits of evil, and
turbance" or" confusion," signifies this life around cast holy things to dogs, and pearls before swine/'
which the water flows, while we sit m the mld_t_,m the same manner as those of whom the
of which the water flows round us, as long as prophet says with indignation, "They read the
we are in the world, the rivers of evil always law7 without;"s for the Jews were not to read
beating upon us. Wherefore. also, we are always i the law going forth out of the gates of Jerusalem
fearful, and we groan and cry with weeping to Ior out of their houses ; and for this reason the
God, that our harps may not be snatched off by_ prophet blames them _trongly, and cries that
the waves of pleasure, and slip down from the they were liable to condemnation, because, while
tree of chastity. For every'where the divine they were transgressing the commandments, and
writings take the willow as the type of chastity, lactmg impiously towards God, they were pre-
because, when Its flower is steeped in water, if it tentlously reading the law, as If, forsooth, they
be drunk, it extinguishes whatever kindles sen- were piously observing its precepts, but they
sual desires and passions w_thin us, until it d_d not receive it m their souls, holding _t firmly
entirely renders barren, and makes every lnchna- with faith, but rejected it. denying it by their
tlon to the begetting of children without effect, ! works. And hence they stag the Lord's song in
a_ also Homer intimated, for thl_ reason calhng a strange land, explaining the law by &_tortmg
the willows destructive of frult._ And in I_amh and degrading it. expecting a sensual kingdom,
the righteous are said to " spring up as wfllo_s and setting their hopes on this alien world, _hmh
by the water courses." 3 Sureh', then, the shoot the Word sa?s will pass away.9 where those who
of virginity is raised to a great and glormus carry them captive entice them with pleasures,
hmght, when the righteous, and he to whom _t is lying m wait to decmve them.
given to preserve it and to culuvate _t, bedewing
it w_th wisdom, is watered by the gentlest streams CHAP. V. -- THE GIFTq OF VIRGINS.ADORNFDWITH
of Christ. For as it is the nature of th_s tree to WHICH THEYARE PRESENTEDTO ONEHUSBAND_
bud and grow through water, so it is the nature CHRIST.
of virginity to blossom and grow to maturity when
enriched by words, so that one can hang his Now. those who qmg the Go_peI to senseless
body 4 upon It. people seem to stag the Lord's song _n a strange

land, of whmh Christ _s not the husbandman;
but those who have l_Ut on and shone in the

CHAP. IV._THE AUTHORGOES ON WITH THE IN- most pure and bright, and unmmgled and pious
TERPRETATIONOF THE SAI_IEPASSAGE. and becoming, ornament of virginity, and are

If, then, the rivers of Babylon are the streams found barren and unproducuve of unsettled and
of voluptuousness, as wise men say, which con-I grievous passions, do not sing the song in a
fuse and disturb the soul, then the willows must istrange land ; because they are not borne thither
be chastity, to which we may suspend and draw by their hopes, nor do the) stick fast m the lusts
up the organs of lust which overbalance i_of their mortal bodies, nor do they take a low

and Iview of the meaning of the commandments, butweigh down the mind, so that they may not be l

borne down by the torrents of incontinence, and _lwell and nobly, with a loRy d_sposition, they have
be drawn like worms to impurity and corruption., regard to the promises which are above, thirsting
For God has bestowed upon us virginity as a for heaven as a congemal abode, whence God,
most useful and a serviceable help towards in-!approving their dispositions, promises with an
corruption, sending it as an ally to those who oath to give them choice honours, appointing
are contending for and longing after Zion, as the and estabhshmg them '" above His chief joy ; "
psalm shows, whmh is resplendent charity and for He says thus : .... If I forget thee, O Jerusa-

x Ps. cxxxwi x, _. [Here l_ a transttmn to Psalm cxxx_u_ , whmh -_ In Hebrew the word means simply "a memorial "
has been the source of a confuston m the former chapter. Th_spsalm 6 Matt vu 6.
is not Et*chartsttc, but pcnttenUal.] _' t e, To those wtthout

Odyss. K'. 5_o s Amo_ tv 5 (LXX.). The E. V. ts, "Offer a sacrifice of thanks-
Isa xliv 4- g_vmg m the leaven."
6_,avov The word used for harp above, and here employed 9 x Pet n. _o

with a double meaning. [" Body" here = ma.u's physical system.] to Ps cxxxvu 5, 6.
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lem, let my right hand forget her cunning. If I Arete replied, "and bad Thallousa speak after
do not remember thee, let my tong_ae cleave to thee ; for I must have a discourse from each one
the roof of my mouth, if I prefer not Jerusalem of you." And she said that Thallousa, pausing
above my chmfjoy;" meaning by Jerusalem, as a l{ttle, as though considenng somewhat with
I said, these very undefiled and Incorrupt souls, herself, thus spoke.
which, having with self-denial drawn in the pure I
draught of vlrglnlty with unpolluted hps, are,
,,espoused to one husband," to be presented l DISCOURSE V.--THALLOUSA.
" as a chaste virgin to Christ" x in heaven, '" hay- CHAP. I._THE OFFERINGOF CHASTITYA GREAT
ing gotten the victory, striving for undefiled Gwr. s

rewards." 2 Hence also the prophet Isaiah pro- : I pray you. Arete, that you will give your as-
claims, saying,3 "Arise, shine.4 for thy light is sistance now too, that I'may seem to speak
come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon something worthy in the first place of yourself,
thee." Now these promlaes, st lb evident to and then of those who are present. For I am
every one, will be fulfilled after the resurrection s persuaded, ha_mg thoroughly learnt it from the
For the Holy Spirit does not speak of that well- sacred writings, that the greatest and most glon-
known town in Judea ; but truly of that heavenly ous offering and gift, to which there is nothing
city, the blessed Jerusalem, which He declares comparable, whkh men can offer to God, is the
to be the assembly of the souls which God plainly hfe 9 of virginity. For although many accom-
promises to place first, "above His chief joy," phshed many admirable things, according to
m the new dispensation, setthng those who are their vow% l_ the law, they alone were said to
clothed m the most white robe of virgmit 3 in fulfil a great vow who were willing to offer them-
the pure dwelling of unapproachable light, be- selves of their free-will. For the passage runs
cause they had it not in mind to put off thmr thu_ : "And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying,
wedding garment-- that is, to relax thmr minds Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto
by wandering thoughts, i them, when either man or woman shall separate

themselves . . . unto the Lord. '''° One _ows

CHAP. VI. _ VIRGINITY TO BE CULTIVATED AND to Offer gold and silver vessels for the sanctuary
COMMENDEDIN EVERYPLACEAND "IIME. _hen he comes, another to offer the tithe of his

Further, the expression m Jeremmh, 6 "That fruits, another of h:s property, another the best
a maid should not forget her ornaments, nor a of h:s flocks, another consecrates his being ; and
bride her attire," 7 shows that _he should not no one is able to _ow a great vow to the Lord,
give up or loosen the band of chastity through but he who has offered himself entirely to God.
wiles and distractions. For by the heart are
properly denoted our heart and mind. Now the CHAP. lI. -- ABRAHAM'SS.XCRIFICEOF A HEIFER
breastband, the girdle which gathers together THREF. '*'EARS _ILD, OF A GOAT, AND OF A R_M

and keeps firm the purpose of the soul to chas- ALSO THREE YEARSOLD: rIS MEANING; EVERY
tity, ls love to God, which our Captain and AGETO BE CONblSt_RATED"10 GOD; THE THREE-
Shepherd, Jesus, who is also our Ruler and Bride- r FOLDWATCHANDOUR AGE.
groom, O illustrious virgins, commands both you _ I must endeavour, O virgins, by a true expost-
and me to hold fast unbroken and sealed up tion, to explain to you the mind of the Scripture
even to the end ; for one _fll not easily find accordmg toits meaning, l' Now, he whowatches
anything else a greater help to men than this over and restrains himself in part, and in part is
possession, pleasing and grateflfl to God. There- distracted and wandering, is not wholly given up
fore, I say, that we should all exercise and hon- to God. Hence it is necessary that the perfect
our chastity, and always cultivate and commend man offer up all, both the things of the soul and
It. , those of the flesh, so that he may be complete

Let these first-fruits of my discourse suffice for and not lacking. Therefore also God commands
thee, O Arete, in proof of my educanon and my Abraham, '_ "Take Me an heifer of three years
zeal. "And I receive the gift," she said that old, and a she goat of three years old, and a ram

of three years old, and a turtM dove, and a
bly r"t_ Co.... young pigeon; which is admlra said ; fo

X,Vlsd 1", 2
s Isa lx : remark, that concerning those things, He also
40 Jerusalem
s Commentators have remarked the allusmn to Phil ill it Nee gives this command, Bring them Me and keep

I_hgne's note The thought of the marnage of the heavenly bride- t
groom, Christ to His virgin bride the Church, at the second Advent, s [Compare vol v p 587, thli series l
•_hen " the dead shall be raised," was ob_musly present to the mind 9 Lit game or toll, ttOAov.
of the writer. Io Lit shall greatly vow a vow to offer, with sacrifices of purifica.

6 Jer n 32. The author, in quoting from the LXX , shghtly alters tmn, chastity to the Lord Num yr. t. _.
the text, so as to make it almost a command, mstead of a question, ii There are two ix:admgs. The above _ndenng may fairly era--
The orlgmal has _tAO_,_ra6, m the text tt ks ETr_Aa.OeaOa*,. brace them both

z laterally, breastband. _a Gen. xv 9 [Our author has m mind (the mad) x Tbe_. v. _3.]
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them free from the yoke, even thy soul unin- down in the bosom of Abraham, of Isaac, and
jured, like a heifer, and your flesh, and your of Jacob. Now Jeremiah says, "It is good for
reason ; the last like a goat, since he traverses la man that he bear the yoke in his youth ; "*
lofty and precipitous places, and the other like and "that his soul should not depart from the
a ram, that he may in nowise skip away, and fall Lord." It is good, indeed, from boyhood, to
and slip off from the right way. For thus shalt submit the neck to the divine Hand, and not
thou be perfect and blameless, O Abraham, when to shake off, even to old age, the Rider who
thou hast offered to Me thy soul, and thy sense, guides with pure mind, when the Evil One is
and thy mind, which He mentioned under the ever dragging down the mind to that which is
symbol of the heifer, the goat, and the ram of worse. For who is there that does not receive
three years old, as though they represented the through the eyes, through the ears, through the
pure knowledge of the Trinity. taste and smell and touch, pleasures and delights,

And perhaps He also symbolizes the begin- :so as to become impatient of the control of con-
ning, the middle, and the end of our life and of_ tmence as a driver, who checks and vehemently
our age, wishing as far as possible that men rrestrains the horse from evil? Another who
should spend their boyhood, their manhood, and _turns his thoughts to other things will think
their more advanced hfe purely, and offer them!differently; but we say that he offers himself
up to Him. Just as our Lord Jesus Christ corn- perfectly to God who strives to keep the flesh
mands in the Gospels, thus directing : "Let not undefiled from childhood, practising wrgmity ;
your lights be extmgmshed, and let not your for it speedily brings great and much-desired
loins be loosed. Therefore also be ye like men Igifts of hopes to those who strive for it, drying
who walt for their lord, when he will return [up the corrupting lusts and passions of the soul.
from the wedding ; that, when he cometh and But come, let us explain how we give ourselves
knocketh, they may open unto him immedi- up to the Lord.
ately. Blessed are ye, when he shall make you
sit down, and shall come and serve you. And CHAP. IV.-- PERFECT CONSECRATIONAND DEVO-
if he come in the second, or m the third watch, TION nO GOD: WHAT IT IS.
ye are blessed."' For consider, O virgins, when
He mentions three watches of the mght, and That which is laid down m the Book of Num-
His three comings, He shadows forth in symbol bets,3 " greatly to vow a vow," serves to show,
our three periods of life, that of the boy, of the as, with a htle more explanation, I proceed to
full-grown man, and of the old man ; so that if Iprove, that chastity is the great vow above all
He should come and remove us from the world vows. For then am I plainly consecrated alto-
while spending our first period, that is, while we gether to the Lord, when I not only strive to
are boys, He may receive us ready and pure, keep the flesh untouched by intercourse, but also
having nothing amiss ; and the second and the unspotted by other kinds of unseemliness. For
third m hke manner. For the evening watch is 1"the unmarried woman," it is said,* " careth for
the time of the budding and youth of man, when ! the things of the Lord. how she may please the
the reason begins to be disturbed and to be I Lord :" not merely that she may bear away the
clouded by the changes of life, his flesh gaining glory in part of not being maimed in her virtue,
strength and urging him to lust. The second is but in both parts, according to the apostle, that
the time when, afterwards advancing to a full- she may be sanctified in body and spirit, offer-
grown man, he begins to acquire stability, and ing up her members to the Lord. For let us
to make a stand against the turbulence of pass,on say what it is to.offer up oneself perfectly !o the

1 c nce d Lora it ior Instance, I open my mourn onand se f- o it. An the third, when most of • '
the imaginations and desires fade away, the flesh some subjects, and close it upon .others ; thus,
now withering and declining to old age [if I open it for the explanation oi the _cnptures,

" "_ _ " [for the praise of God, according to my power,
CHAP Ill FAR BF_..S'TTO CULTIVATEVIRTUEFROM' in a true faith and with all due honour, and if I

• .m BOYHOOD [close it, putting a door and a watch upon it s

kin_ 1_against foolish discourse, my mouth is kept pure,Therefore, it is becoming that we should and is offered up to God. "My tongue is a
die the unquenchable light of faith in the heart,_ pen," 6 an organ of w_sdom ; for the Word of
and gird our loins with purity, and watch and ',the Spirit writes by it in clearest letters, from
ever wait for the Lord; so that, if He should
will to come and take any of us away in the first Ithe depth and power of the Scriptures, even the
period of life, or in the second, or in the third, [ Lord,_____theswift Writer of the ages, that He
and should find us most ready, and working *La_. ,i, _r.

what He appointed, He may make us to lie 3_ _i, (LXX).
• x Cot wl 34; quoted from memory.
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quickly and swiftly registers and fulfils the coun- ity and righteousness ; but the other of madness
sel of the Father, heanng the words, "quickly and Insanity. The sober and joy-producing vine,
spoil, swiftly plunder." ' To such a Scribe the from whose instructions, as from branches, there
words may be applied, "My tongue is a pen ; " joyfully hang down clusters of graces, distilling
for a beautiful pen is sanctified and offered to love, is our Lord Jesus, who says expressly to
Him, writing things more lovely than the poets the apostles. _ " I am the true vine, ye are the
and orators who confirm the doctrines of men. branches ; and my Father Is the husbandman."
If, too, I accustom my eyes not to lust after the But the wild and death-bearing vine is the devil,
charms of the body, nor to take delight in un- who drops down fury and poison and wrath, as
seemly sights, but to look up to the things which Moses relates, writing concerning him/ " For
are above, then my eyes are kept pure, and are their vine is of the vine of Sodom, and of the
offered to the Lord. If I shut my ears against fields of Gomorrah : their grapes are grapes of
detraction and slanders, and open them to the gall, their clusters are batter: their wine is the
word of God, having intercourse with wise men/ poison of dragons, and the cruel venom of asps."
then have I offered up my ears to the Lord. If The inhabitants of Sodom having gathered grapes
I keep my hands from dishonourable dealing, from this, were goaded on to an unnatural and
from acts of covetousness and of licentiousness, fruitless desire for males. Hence, also, in the
then are my hands kept pure to God. If I time of Noah, men having given themselves up
withhold my steps from going s an perverse ways, to drunkenness, sank down into unbelief, and,
then have I offered up my feet, not goang to the being overwhelmed by the deluge, were drowned.
places of pubhc resort and banquets, where And Cain, too, having drawn from this, stalneu
wtcked men are found, but into the right way, his fratricidal hands, and defiled the earth with
fulfilling something of the 4 commands. What, the blood of his own family. Hence, too, the
then, remains to me, if I also keep the heart pure, heathen, becoming Intoxicated, sharpen their
offering up all its thoughts to God ; if I think no passions for murderous battles ; for man is not

evil, if anger and wrath gain no rule over me, if lso much excited, nor goes so far astray through
I meditate in the law of the Lord day and night? [wine. as from anger and wrath. A man does
And thus is to preserve a great chastity, and to not become intoxicated and go astray through
vow a great vow. wine, in the same way as he does from sorrow,

or from love, or from incontinence. And there-
CHAP.v.--THE VOWOF CHASTITY, AND ITS RITES fore it IS ordered that a virgin shall not taste of

IN THE LAW_ VINES, CHRIST, AND THE DEVIL. thus vine, so that she may be sober and watchful
I will now endeavour to explain to you, 0 from the cares of life, and may kindle the shin-

virgin% the rest of that which is prescribed; ing torch of the light of righteousness for the
for this is attached to your duties, consisting of Word. "Take heed to yourselves," says the
laws concerning virginity, which are useful as Lord. s "lest at any time your hearts be over-
teaching how we should abstain, and how ad- charged with surfeiting, and drunkenness, and
vance to virginity. For it is written thus. s cares of thus life, and so that day come upon
"And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, Speak ] you unawares, as a snare."

unto the children of Israel, and say unto them, I
"0,hen either man or woman shall separate them- j CHAP. VI.-- SIKERA, A MANUFACI'UREDAND SPURI-
selves to vow a vow of a Nazarite, to separate] ous WINE, YET INTOXICATING; THINGS WHICH
themselves unto the Lord; he shall separate ARE AKIN" TO SINS ARE TO BE AVOIDED BY A

himself from wine and strong drink, and shall VIRGIN, THE ALTAROF INCENSE (A SYMBOL
drank no vinegar of wine, or vinegar of strong OF) VIRGINS.

dnnk, neither shall he drink any liquor of grapes, Moreover, it is not only forbidden to virgins
nor eat moist grapes, or dried, all the days of in any way to touch those things which are made
his separation." And this means, that he who from that vine, but even such things as resemble
has devoted and offered himself to the Lord them and are akin,to them. For Sikera, which
shall not take of the fruits of the plant of evil, is manufactured, is called a spurious kind of
because of its natural tendency to produce wine, whether made of palms or of other fruit-
intoxication and distraction of mind. For we trees. For in the same way that draughts of
perceive from the Scriptures two kinds of vines wine overthrow man's reason, so do these ex-
which were separate from each other, and were ceedmgly ; and to speak the plain truth, the wise

unlike. For the one is productive of immortal-....... are accustomed to call by the name of Sikera all
Isa vm. t. The LXX ,s quotedfrora memory. The meamng, ] that produces drunkenness and distraction of

however, is nearer the original than the E.V. C,¢.l(etl and Dclttz._h, [
B_3. Com., tn loc.

* c/E_l,, _i.s6. mind, besides wme. In order, therefore, that
I"oIrooetrrLx6v,the power of going. [ 6 St. John xv. t_ 5.

4 I)ivin¢ 1 7 ])CUt XXX|I 3_, 33-
s Num. vL z-¢. _ * Luke xxx. 34-
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the virgin may not, when guarding against those image of divine things. For the pattern which
sins which are in their own nature evil, be defiled was sho_a to Moses* in the mount, to which
by those which are like them and akin to them, he was to have regard in fashioning the Taberna-
conquering the one and being conquered by the cle, was a kind of accurate representation of the
other, that is, decorating herself with textures of heavenly dwelling, which we now perceive more
different cloths, or with stones and gold, and clearly than through types, yet more darkly than
other decorations of the body, things which in- if we saw the reality. For not yet, m our present
toxlcate the soul ; on this account it is ordered condition, has the truth come unmlngled to men,
that she do not give herself up to womanish weak- who are here unable to bear the s_ght of pure
nesses and laughter, exciting herself to wiles and immortality, just as we cannot bear to look upon
foolish talking, which whirl the mind around and the rays of the sun. And the Jews declared that
confuse it ; as it is Indicated in another place,' the shadow of the image (of the heavenly things
"Ye shall not eat the hyaena and animals like it ; whmh was afforded to them), was the third from
nor the weasel and creatures of that kind." For the reality ; but we clearly behold the xmage of
this is the straight and direct way to heaven, not the heavenly order ; for the truth will be accu-
merely not to avoid any stumbling-block whmh rately made manifest after the resurrection, when
would trip up and destroy men who are agitated we shall see the heavenly tabernacle (the city in
by a desire for luxuries and pleasures, but also heaven "whose builder and maker is God" 5)
from such things as resemble them. ] "face to face," and not "darkly" and "in part." 6

Moreover, it has been handed down that the I
unbloody altar of God signifies the assembly of! CHAP. VIII.m THE DOUBLE ALTAR, %VIDOWSAND
the chaste ; thus virginity appears to be some- VIRGINS; GOLDTHE SYMBOLOF VIRGINITY'.

thing great and glorious. Therefore it ought to Now the Jews prophesied our state, but we
be preserved undefiled and altogether pure, foretell the heavenly ; since the Tabernacle was
having no participation in the impurities of the _ s- m'-o 1 _r .__ ,._ur__ ........ _¢• j a y o , ul me _n on, ann me t_nurcn u,
flesh ; but it should be set up before the pres- I ........ _ - •neaven, lneretore, mese l;[lIne_s oelng so, aria
ence of the testimony, gilded with wisdom, for I-he "'a'ernacl "ex ......_ I'o e o ng taken Ior a tvpc oi me
the Holy of holies, sending forth a sweet sa_ourlchurch as I said it is fitnn_ that" the altars
of love to the Lord; for He says _''Thoushalt' _ t'-'" _ ' _ ..... _ ......", _sno uu s_gnny some o_ me mln_,s in me t_nurcn.
make an altar to burn incense upon • of sh_ttim- I• • iAnd we have already compared the brazen altar

th°:dtShv;lst th°uhn_krne "_oo2n:n_b_Uv:h:lt _hakmeI to the company and circuit of widows; for they
- , Y late a living altar of God, to which they bnng

with gold And thou shalt put it before the veil calves and tithes and _ w I1 o_• " . . . / , iree- 1 nerlngs, as a
that is by the ark of the testimony, before me Isacrifice to the Lord ; but the golden altar within
mercy-seat that is over the testimony, where I Ithe 7 Holy of hohes before tho nr_,a_,neo r_f thF.
will meet with thee. And Aaron shall burn there- I,o_,;_,_,,, s, ..... 1.;o1; ,, ;_"¢_,_,'i5,_](_._'_._" _2"_

on sweet incense every morning : when he dress-I rifice........... and:' libation,_..................................has reference to those in a"
eth the lamps, he shall burn incense upon it i • . •• . ",state of vlrglmtv, as those who have their bodies
And when Aaron hghtetta the lamps at even, he I -, " .................... preserveu pure, nKe unatloyea gottl, Irom carnal
snail ourn incense upon it ; a er emal incense i,_*,_ ,-_ kr ._ _ _A_A ¢_. *.,.P P • i ........ u ...... ow _.ld xs co ...... e............
before the Lord throughout your generations .......... •.......• • treasons : me IlrSL, mat It noes not rust, ann me
Ye shall offer no strange incense thereon, nor lsecond that in its colour it seems i,, a -,_-¢--_

Durnt-sacnnces. nor. meat-onermg,, ; neamer snan , to resemble the ra%s"of the sun ; and t'nus It'"Is'
ye pour drink offering thereon- • suitably a symbol of virginity, whmh does not

t admit any stain or spot, but ever shines forth
CHAP VII THE CHURCH INTERMEDIATE BE'In,VEEN

• '-- _ I w,th the "light of the Word. Therefore, also, it
THE SHADOWSOF THE LAWANDTHE REALrrlES stands nearer to God within the Holy of holies,
OF HEAVEN. and before the veil, with undefiled hands, like
If the law, according to the apostle, is spiritual, incense, offering up prayers to the Lord, accept-

containing the images "of fi_ture good things," 3 able as a sweet savour ; as also John indicated,come then, let us strip off the veil of the letter saying that the incense in the vials of the four-
which is spread over it, and consider its naked ] and-twenty elders were the prayers of the saints.
and true meaning. The Hebrews were coin- This, then, I offer to thee, O Arete, on the spur
manded to ornament the Tabernacle as a type of the moment, according to my ability, on the
of the Church, that they might be able, by means subject of chastity.
of sensible things, to announce beforehand the

4 Exod. xxv. 40.
s Hob. xl to.

x Lev. xi "9. not an exact quotation. 6 x Cor. xitl. *_.
i Exod. xxx. t-9. :' An apparent confusion between the altar of incense, to which the
3 *Heb x * The apostle says "a shadow " and ' not the very author refers, and which stood m the Holy Place, and the Mercy-

Image_ The dtfl'erence, however, m verbal only. -- TL Seat, whmh was wtthn the vale m the Holy of hohes -- TII.
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And when Thallousa had said this, Theopatra :reasonable and clear-sighted beaflty of mind by
said that Arete touched Agathe with her sceptre, intercourse with themselves, and desire to co-
and that she, perceiving it, immediately arose habit with every soul which is betrothed to the
and answered. Lord.

CHAP. II.--THE PARABLE OF THE TEN VIRGINS. 4
DISCOURSE VL-- AGATHE.

If,then,any one willkeep thisbeautyinvio-
CHAP. I. _THE EXCELLENCE OF THE ABIDING GLORY late and unharmed, and such as He who con-

OF VIRGINITY .; THE SOUL MADE IN THE IMAGE structed it formed and fashioned it, imitating the
OF THE IMAGE OF GOD, THAT IS OF HIS SON .; THE [eternal and intelligible nature of which man is
DEVILA SUITORFORTHE SOUL. the representation and likeness, and will become
With great confidence of being able to per- like a glorious and holy image, he will be trans-

suade, and to carry on this admlrable discourse, ferred thence to heaven, the city of the blessed,
O Arete, if thou go wlth me, will I also endeav- and will dwell there as in a sanctuary. Now our
our, according to my abihty, to contribute some- beautyis then best preserved undefiled and perfect
thing to the discussion of the subject before us ; when, protected by vlrgmity, it is not darkened
something commensurate to my own power, and by the heat of corruption from without ; but,
not to be compared wlth that which has already remaining in itself, It is adorned with righteous-
been spoken. For I should be unable to put ness, being brought as a bride to the Son of
forth in philosophizing anything that could corn- iGod ; as He also Himself suggests, exhorting
pete wlth those things which have already been that the light of chastity should be kindled in
so variously and brilliantly worked out. For I Itheir flesh, as in lamps ; since the number of the
shall seem to bear away the Tel:roach of silliness, ten virgins s signifies the souls that have believed
if I make an effort to match myself with nay in Jesus Christ, symbolizing by the ten the only
superiors in wisdom. If, however, you will bear right way to heaven. Now five of them were
even with those who speak as they can, I will prudent and wise ; and five were foolish and un-
endeavour to speak, not lacking at least in good wlse, for they had not the forethought to fill their
will. And here let me begin, vessels with oil, remaining destitute of righteous-

We have all come into this world, O virgins, ness. Now by these He signifies those who strive
endowed with singular beauty, which has a rela-',to come to the boundaries of virginity, and who
tionship and affinity to dzvine wisdom. For the strain every nerve to fulfil this love, acting vir-
souls of men do then most accurately resemble tuously and temperately, and who profess and
Him who begat and formed them, when, reflect- boast that this is their aim ; but who, making
ing the unsulhed representation of His hkeness, hght of it, and being subdued by the changes
and the features of that countenance, to which' of the world, come rather to be sketches of the
God looking formed them to have an immortal ishadowy image of virtue, than workers who rep-
and indestructible shape, they remain such. For resent the hying truth itself.
the unbegotten and incorporeal beauty, which
neither begins nor is corruptible, but is unchange- CHAP. ni.-- THE SAME EteDF_aVOURAND EFFORT
able, and grows not old and has need of nothing, AFTER VIRGINITY,WITH A DIFFERENTRESULT.

He resting in Himself, and in the very light which Now when it is said s that "the kingdom of
is in unspeakable and inapproachable places,' heaven is likened unto ten virgins, which took
embracing all things in the circumference of His their lamps and went forth to meet the bride-
power, creating and arranging, made the soul groom," this means that the same way towards
after the image of His image. Therefore, also, the goal had been entered upon, as is shown by
it is reasonable and immortal. For being made the mark X. 6 By profession they had equally
after the linage of the Only-begotten, as I stud, proposed the same end. and therefore they are
it has an unsurpassable beauty, and therefore :called ten, since, as I have stud, they chose the
evil spirits _ love _t, and p.lot and strive to defile, same profession ; but they dld not, for all that,
its godlike and lovely image, as the prophet igo forth in the same way to meet the bridegroom.

Jeremiah shows, p g J i For some provided abundant futu s ent
re roachm erusalem, "Thou • re nouri hm

hadst a whore's forehead, thou refusedst to be for their lamps which were fed with oil, but
ashamed ; "3 speaking of her who prostituted ]others were careless, thinking only of the pros-
herself to the powers which came against her to _ont. And, therefore, they are divided into two
pollute her. For her lovers are the devil and
his angels, who plan to defile and oollute our ] , [va,,chhassuggestodtheformof th_ _Uegomalworkl

-- -- $ Matt xxv. , -- --
f 6 InGreek,= ten. The word employed s,gmfie.sthemaex m •

t Cf Ttm v]. x6. t sun-tirol.- TR lTh© lamps found m the Roman catacombs have
•rvevu_t*t,cct'r_/_/tr0mI_i_t¢ /Evk vl. z2). Itt E. V. "sptrltua] ] thts mark (X), whtch m at once a monogram tOTChtast and a.rcFat-• -- ..... t twickedness." once to the ten wrgms. In the Greek me accented Iota mtgtJ yet

3 Jcr. m. 3. be assocmted wuh the tmual of Jesus..]
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equal numbers of five, inasmuch as the one class it until the morning," that is, until the coming of
preserved the five senses, which most people Christ. But the Sun of chastity and of righteous-
consider the gates of wisdom, pure and undefiled hess having arisen, there is no need of other light.
by sins; but the others, on the contrary, cor- So long, then, as this people treasured up
rupted them by multitudes of sins, defiling them- nourishment for the hght, supplying oll by their
selves with evil. For having restrained them, works, the light of continence was not extin-
and kept them free from righteousness, they bore guished among them, but was ever shining and
a more abundant crop of transgressions, in con- givmg light m the "lot of their inheritance."
sequence of which it came to pass that they But when the oil failed, by their turning away
were forbidden, and shut out from the dwine from the faith to incontinence, the light was en-
courts. For whether, on the one hand, we do tirely extinguished, so that the virgins have again
right, or, on the other, do wrong through these to kindle their lamps by light transmitted from
senses, our habits of good and evil are confirmed, one to another, bringing the light of incorrupuon
And as Thallousa said that there is a chastity of to the world from above. Let us then supply
the eyes, and of the ears, and of the tongue, now the oll of good works abundantly, and of

I u •

and so on of the other senses, so here she who Lprudence, being purged from all corruption
keeps inviolate the faith of the five pathways of which would weigh us down ; lest, while the
virtue--sight, taste, smell, touch, and hearing Bridegroom tarries, our lamps may also in hke

is called by the name of the five virgins, be- manner be exmlgmshed. For the delay is the
cause she has kept the five forms of the sense interval whmh precedes the appearing of Christ.
pure to Chnst, as a lamp, causing the light of Now the slumbering and sleeping of the virgins
hohness to shine forth clearly from each of them. slgmfies the departure from life, and the mid-
For the flesh is truly, as it were, our five-lighted mght is the kingdom of Antichrist, during which
lamp, which the soul will bear like a torch, when the destroying angel passes over the houses. 6
it stands before Christ the Bridegroom, on the But the cry whmh was made when _t was sald,r
day of the resurrection, showing her faith spring- "Behold the bridegroom cometh, go ye out to
ing out clear and bright through all the senses, i meet him," is the voice whmh shall be heard
as He Himself taught, saying,, "I am come to from heaven, and the trumpet, when the saints,
send fire on the earth ; and what will I if it be all their bodies being raised, shall be caught up,
already kindled ?" meaning by the earth our and shall go on the clouds to meet the Lord. s
bodies, in which He wished the swift-moving and For it is to be observed that the word of God
fiery operation of His doctrine to be kindled, says, that after the cry all the virgins arose, that
Now the oil represents wisdom and righteous- is, that the dead shall be raised after the vome
ness; for while the soul rains down unsparingly, which comes from heaven, as also Paul inti-
and pours forth these things upon the body, the mates, 9 that " the Lord H_mself shall descend
light of virtue is kindled unquenchably, making from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the
its good actions to shine before men, so that our archangel, and with the trump of God : and the
Father whmh is in heaven may be glorified. _ idead in Christ shall rise first ;" that _s the tab-

!ernacles, '° for they died, being put off by their
CHAP. IV. _ WHAT THE OIL IN THE LAMPS MEANS. souls. "Then we which are alive shall be caught

Now they offered, in Leviticus, 3 oil of this up together with them," meamng our souls."
kind, "pure oil ohve, beaten for the light, to For we truly who are alive are the souls which,
cause the lamps to burn continually, without the w_th the bodies, having put them on again, shall
veil . . . before the Lord." But they were go to meet Him in the clouds, bearing our lamps
commanded to have a feeble light from the even- trimmed, not with anything ahen and worldly,
ing to the morning. For their hght seemed to but hke stars radmtlng the hght of prudence and
resemble the prophetic word, which gives en- continence, full of ethereal splendour.
couragement to temperance, being nourished by
the acts and the faith of the people. But the CHAP. V.--THE REWARDOF VIRGINITY.
temple (in which the light was kept burning) These, O fair virgins, are the orgies of our
refers to "the lot of their inheritance,"4 inas- mysteries; these the mystic rites of those who
much as a light can shine in only one house, are initiated in wrginity; these the "undefiled
Therefore it was necessary that it should be rewards .... of the conflict ofvirgnmty. I am be-
lighted before day. For he says, 5 "they shallburn

6 Exod. xt, xfi.
t Luke xit 40. The Latin version ts certamly more accurate, 7 Matt. xxv. 6. ['flats parable greatly stimulated prnnitlve cell-

"Qutd volo msi ut aecendatur_" _ T_t [A vlstonary mt,erpretauon bae_ ]
follows. But has not this text been too much overlooked m tts literal x Thess. iv. x6, x7.
stgnificance_ "It ts the last ram." The planet Is now on firc.] 9 x Thess. tv z6.

a Matt. v. z6. zo Bodies.
$ Lev. xxtv. 2# 3- tt t Thess. tv x7: Commentators have remarked on the peculiar.
• Ps. cv tx lty of the interpretation. We gave simply the writer's me_amg.--Tit.
$ Lcv. xxtv. 3. la Wlr_l. tv. a.
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trothed to the Word, and receive as a reward the This, O virgins, is the one true and seemly
._ternal crown of immortahty and riches from the mode of praising, when he who praises brings
Father ; and I triumph in eternity, crowned with forward a witness better than all those who are
the bright and unfading flowers of wisdom. I praised. For thence one may learn with cer-
_m one in the choir with Christ dispensing His tainty that the commendation is gtven not from
rewards in heaven, around the unbegmning and favour, nor of necessity, nor from repute, but in
never-ending King. I have become the torch- accordance with truth and an unflattering judg-
bearer of the unapproachable lights,' and I join ment. And so the prophets and apostles, who
with their company in the new song of the spoke more fully concerning the Son of God,
archangels, showing forth the new grace of the and assigned to Him a divinity above other men,
Church ; for the Word says that the company of did not refer their praises of Him to the teaching
virgins always follow the Lord, and have fellow- of angels, but to Him upon whom all authority
ship with Him wherever He is. And this is what and power depend. For it was fitting that He
John slgmfies in the commemoration of the who was greater than all things after the Father,
hundred and forty-four thousand. * should have the Father, who alone is greater than

Go then, ye virgin band of the new ages. Go, Hlmself, s as His witness. And so I will not
fill your vessels with righteousness, for the hour bring forward the praises of virginity from mere
is coming when ye must rise and meet the bride- human report, but from Him who cares for us,
groom. Go, lightly leaving on one side the fas- and who has taken up the whole n_atter, showing
cinations and the pleasures of hfe, which confuse that He is the husbandman of this grace, and a
and bewitch the soul; and thus shall ye attain lover of its beauty, and a fitting witness. And
the promises, "This I swear by H_m who has this is quite clear, in the Song of Songs, 6 to any
shown me the way of hfe." This crown, woven one who is wflhng to see it, where Christ Him-
by the prophets, I have taken from the prophetic self, praising those who are firmly established in
meadows, and offer to thee, O Arete. virginity, says/" As the lily among thorns, so is

Agathe having thus admirably brought her my love among the daughters ;" comparing the
d_scourse to an end, she said, and hawng been grace of chasuty to the lily, on account of its
applauded for what she had uttered, Arete again purity and fragrance, and sweetness and joyous-
commanded Procilla to speak. And she, rising ness. For chastity is like a spring flower, always
and passing before the entrance, spoke thus. softly exhahng immortality from its white petals.

Therefore He is not ashamed to confess that He
loves the beauty of its prime, in the following

DISCOURSE VII. -- PROCILLA. _zords: s "Thou hast ravished my heart, my
CHAP, I.- WHAT THE TRUE AND SEEMLY MANNER sister, my spouse ; thou hast ravished my heart

OF PRAISING;THE FATHERGREATERTHAN THE with one of throe eyes, with one chain of thy
SON, NOT m SUm_TANCE,Bur m ORDER; neck. How fair is thy love, my sister, my
VIRGINITY THE LILY; FAITHFUL SOULS AND spouse ! how much better _s thy love than wine l
VIRGINS, THE ONE BRIDEOF THE ONE CHRIST. and the smell of thine ointments than all spices !

It is not lawful for me to delay, O Arete, after Thy hps, O my spouse, drop as the honeycomb ;
such discourses, seeing that I confide undoubt- honey and milk are under thy tongue ; and the
ingly in the manifold w_sdom of God, which gives smell of thy garments is like the smell of Leba-
richly and widely to whomsoever it wills. For non. A garden enclosed is my sister, my spouse ;
sailors who have experience of the sea declare a spring shut up, a fountain sealed."
that the same wind blows on all who sail ; and These praises does Christ proclaim to those
that different persons, managing their course who have come to the boundaries of virginity,
d_fferently, strive to reach different ports. Some describing them all under the one name of His
have a fair wind ; to others it blows across their spouse ; for the spouse must be betrothed to
course ; and yet both easily accomplish their the Bridegroom, and called by His name. And,
voyage. Now, m the same way, the "under- moreover, she must be undefiled and unpolluted,
standing Spirit,3 holy, one only," 4 gently breath- as a garden sealed, in which all the odours of

the fragrance of heaven are grown, that Christing down from the treasures of the Father above,
giving us all the clear fair wind of knowledge, alone may come and gather them, blooming with

i incorporeal seeds. For the Word loves none of
will suffice to guide the course of our words ]the things of the flesh, because He is not of such
without offence, a nature as to be contented with any of the

And now it is time for me to speak, things which are corruptible, as hands, or face,
t Although the Greek word is not the same as in x Tim. vi. x6, the

meaning t$ probably thts rather than unquenchable, as tt _ rendered s St. John xiv. aS. . .
m the Laun -- Ta. [See Discourse X_. cap. a, infra.] 6 [That the Canticles demand allegorical mte_rpretaUon_w¢ may

2 Rev. vu. 4, x_v 4- admit: nor can I object to our author's ideas here.]
s st,,e_p.¢ here, and for _i_rd above. 7 Cant. it. a.
• LiteraRy, only hegotten. Wuat. vn. _v*. I Cant. iv. 9-zz,
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I
or feet ; but He looks upon and delights in the, lses that they shall be numbered in the kingdom
beauty which is immaterial and spiritual, not of heaven, to others the inheritance of the earth.
touching the beauty of the body. and to others to see the Father.4 And here,

[also, He announces that the order and holy
CHAP. II.--THE INTERPRETATIONOF THAT PAS- choir of the virgins shall first enter m company

SAGE OF THE CANTICLES._ _with Him into the rest of the new dispensation,

Consider now, O virgins, that, in saying to the 'as into a bridal chamber. For they were mar-
tyrs, not as lieanng the pains of the body for a

bride, "Thou hast ravished my heart, my sister, little moment of tnne, but as enduring" themmy spouse," He shows the clear eye of the un-
derstanding, when the inner man has cleansed through all their life, not shrinking from truly
it and looks more clearly upon the truth. For lWresthng m an Olympian contest for the prize
it is clear to every one that there is a twofold of chastity ; but resisting the fierce.torments of
power of sight, the one of the soul, and the pleasures and fears and griefs, aud the other
othe_ of the body. But the Word does not pro- ievils of the iniquity of men, they first of all carry
less a love for that of the body, but only that of off the prize, taking their" place m the higher
the understanding, saying, lhou ha_t rawshed rank of tho_e who receive the promise. Un-

m)" heart with one of thine eyes, with one chain doubtedly these are the souls whom the Word
ot thy neck ; " which means, By the most lovely calls alone His chosen spouse and His sister,
sight of thy mind, thou hast urged my heart to but the rest concubines and virgins and daugh-
love, radiating forth from within the glorious ters, speaking thus:S "There are threescore
beauty of chastity. Now the chains of the neck queens and fourscore concubines, and virgins
are necklaces which are composed of various without number. My dove, my undefiled, l_ but

one; she is the only one of her mother, she isprecious stone_ ; and the souls which take care
of the body, place around the outward neck of the choice one of her that bare her : the daugh-
the flesh this visible ornament to deceive those ters saw her and blessed her yea, the queens

and the concubines, and they praised her." For
who behold; but those who hve chastely, on
the other hand, adorn themselves within with there being plainly many daughters of the
ornaments truly composed of various precious' Church, one alone is the chosen and most pre-
stones, namely; of freedom, of magnanumty, of clous an her eyes above all, namely, the order of
w_sdom, and of love, caring little for those tem-i vIrgIns"
poral decorations which, like leaves blossoming'
for an hour, dry tip with the changes of the body CHAP. IV. -- THE PASSAGE5 EXPLAINED; THE
For there is seen in man a twofold beauty, of QUEENS, THE HOLY SOULS BEFORE THE DEL-
whmh the Lord accepts that which is within and UGE, THE CONCUBINES,"].'HESOULS OF THE
is immortal, saying, " Thou hast ravished mv PROPHETS, THE DIVINE SEED FOR SPIRITUAL

OFFSPRING IN THE BOOKS OF 'IHE PROPHETS
heart with one chain of thy neck;" meaning to
show that He had been drawn to love by the THE NUPTI_.LSOF THE WORDIN THE PROPHE'IS
splendour of the inner man shining forth m its I AS 'IHOUGHCLANDESIINE.
glory, even as the Psalmist also testifies, saying, t Now if any one should have a doubt about
" The King's daughter is all glorious within." _ i these things, inasmuch as the points are nowhere

]fully wrought out, and should still wish more fully
CI-I2_.P nI. -- VIRGINS BEING MARTYRS FIRST AMONG to percewe their spiritual significance, namely,

THE COMPANIONSOF CHRIST. what the queens and the concubines and the
virgins are, we will say that these may have

Let no one suppose that all the remaining been spoken concerning those who have beencompany of those who have beheved are con-
demned, thinking that we who are virgins alone Iconspicuous for their righteousness from the
shall be led on to attain the proimses, not un-ibeglnnlng throughout the progress of time ; as
derstandmg that there shall be tribes and famI- of those before the flood, and those after the
lies and orders, according to the analogy of the 'fl°°d' and so on of those after Christ. The
faith of each. And this Paul, too, sets forth, IChurch, then, is the spouse. The queens are
saying? "There is one glory of the sun, and those royal souls before the deluge, who became
another glory of the moon, and another glory _well-pleasmg to God, that is, those about Abe!
of the stars : for one star dlffereth from another, and Seth and Enoch. The concubines6 those

star in glory. So also is the resurrection of the i after the flood, namely, those of the prophets,
im whom, before the Church was betrothed to

dead." And the Lord does not profess to give the Lord, being united to them after the manner
the same honours to all ; but to some He prom- _---

4 Matt v 3-16.

x Chap ..... 9-i_. s6 _nt r' P_ xlv 14 eVatlleSg9.... g ,s refuted and perish .... fanciful arm ¢_-,--
3 I Cor. xv 4zj 42 I strained analogies ]
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of concubines, He sowed true words in an in- CHAP. vI.--THE EIGHTYCONCUBINES, WHAT _ THE
corrupt and pure philosophy, so that, conceiving KNOWLEDGEOF THE INCARNATIONCOMMUNI-
faith, they might bring forth to Him the spirit CATEDTO THE PROPHETS.

of salvation. For such fruits do the souls bring' It still remains to speak concerning the con-
forth with whom Christ has had intercourse, cublnes. To those who lived after the deluge
fruits which bear an ever-memorable renown. ! the knowledge of God was henceforth more re-
For if you will look at tile books of Moses, or mote ' and they needed other Instruction to ward
David, or Solomon, or Isaiah, or of the prophets off the evil, and to be their helper, since idola-
who follow, O vlr_ns, you will see what offspring try was already creeping m Therefore God.
they have left, for the saving of life, from thelr,that the race of man might not be wholly de-
intercourse with the Son of God Hence the stroyed, through forgetfillnes, of the things which
Word has with deep perception called the soul_were good, commanded His own Son to reveal
o f the prophets concubines, because He did not, to the prophet_ His own future appearance m
espouse them openly, as He did the Church, the world by the flesh, in which the joy and
having killed for her the fatted calf _ knowledge or the spmtual eighth day s shall be

I

Iproclamled. ,xlnch would bring the remission of
CHAP. V.--THE SIXTY QUEENS WHY SIXTY, AND sin', add the l'e_tlrrect_on, and that thereby the

WHY QUEENS ; THE EXCELLENCE OF THE SAINTS i pas,,lonb and corrnpt_(m_ of men Would be clr-
OF THE FIRST AGE.

_cumcl_ed And, there%re, He called by the
In addition to these matters, there is this also name of tile e@_t} _lrgm_ the list of the proph-

to be considered, so that nothing may escape us lets from :\bralaam. on atcount of the dlglntv
of things which are necessary, why He said that rof circumcision, which embraces the number
the queens were sixty, and the concubines eighty. Ieight, in accordance with which also the law as
and the virgins so numerous as not to be counted iframed, becau_'." they first, before the Church
from their multitude, but the spouse one. And 'was espoused to the \Vord. recewed the dwine
first let us speak of the sixty. I imagine that lseed, ,and tbretold the c_rcumclbton of the ._pmt-
He named under the sixty queens, tho_e who nil c_ghth day.
had pleased God from the first-made man in i
succession to Noah, for this reason, since these ' CHAP. VII.--3 HE VIRGINq,6 TIlE RIGHTEOUSAN-
had no need of precepts and laws for their sal- clv,_l_, THE t HURtH, ll-]E ONE I)NL'f M'OUSE,
ration, the creation of the world in six da_ MORI. FXk.ELLb_N'IIHAN IHE OI'ttERS.

being atfll recent. For they remembered that Now he calls by the name of virgins, who be-
in six days God formed the creation, and those long to a tountlcss assembly, those who, being
things which were made in paradise, and how inferior to the better one_. have practised right-
man, receiving a command not to touch -" the _eousness, and have striven against sm with youth-
tree of knowledge, ran aground, the author °fful, and noble energy. But of these, neither the
evil hazing led him astray._ Thence he gave queen_, nor the concubines, nor the virgins, are
the svmbohcal name of sixty queens to thobe compared to the Church. For _hc is reckoned
souls'who, from the creation of the world, in I the peifcct and chosen one beyond all these, con-
succession chose God as the object of their love. slstmg and composed of all the apostles, the Bride
and were ahnost, so to speak, the offspring of who surpasses all m the beauty of youth and vir-
the first age, and ne@abours of the great six gmltv. Therefore, also, she is blessed and praised

days' work, from their having been born, as I ]byall, because she saw and heard freely whatsaid, immediately after the six days. For these tho_e desired to see, even for a little tlrne, and saw

had great honour, being associated with the ]not. and to hear, but heard not. For "blessed,''
angels, and often seeing God mamfested visi- sam our Lord to Hxs disciples,7 "are your eyes,
bly, and not in a dream. For consider what for they see, and your ears, for they hear. For

confidence Seth had towards God, and Abel, verily I say unto you, That man)" prophets haveand Enos, and Enoch, and Methuselah, and desired to see those things which ye see, and
Noah, the first lovers of righteousness, and the have not seen them ; and to hear those things
first of the first-born children who are written which ye hear, and have not heard them." For
in heaven,* being thought worthy of the king- this reason, then, the prophets count them
dora, as a kind of first-fruits of the plants for blessed, and admire them, because the Church
salvation, coming out as early fruit to God.

And so much may suffice concerning these. _ Here, and m many other ptaces, the prevalent millenanan be-
lief of the first centuries Is expressed by Methodtus.--Tl_ [See

Luke x'v _$ • Barnahas, vol t. p. x47, this series, also Irenmus (same vol ), p 562,
2 This was Eve_s testtmol, ry rio the scTper_t, not the ,o_tglrml corn- at note 11 ]

xnand.--TR '[But .I do not see the fm-_ oftbas note _*¢_ttahe.¢ bThlsword, as bemg that employed in the E T- of the Canttcles,
tmaOCency ts surely a oomlx:tcnt scltaacs_.] *s adopted throughout.lt must be remembered, that, m this ¢ormec.-

s O_.,L-_I.lgl 3- tlon, it _tands for v¢dvdS¢_ mad _o_ fox **a_evo*.-- "Ig.
a l_b. m_.a_. 7 Matt. xill.16, S_,
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was thought worthy to participate in those things Lord exalts, and presents in sinless glory to the
which they did not attain to hear or see. For Father, the choir and order of virgins bear her
"there are threescore queens, and fourscore con- company, assigned to a place second to that of
eubines, and virgins without number. My dove, the Bride. Let these efforts of mine to speak
my undefiled, is but one." ' to thee, O Arete, concerning chastity, be en-

graveD on a monument.
CHAP. VIU.b THE HUMAN"NATUREOF CHRIST HIS And Procilla having thus spoken, Thekla said,

ONE DOVE. It is my turn after her to continue the contest ;

Can any one now say otherwise than that and I rejoice, since I too have the favouring wis-
the Bride is the undefiled flesh of the Lord, for the dora of words, perceiving that I am, like a harp,
sake of which He left the Father and came down inwardly attuned, and prepared to speak with
here, and was joined to it, and, being incarnate, ]elegance and propriety.
dwelt in it ? Therefore He called it figuratively _ ARETE. I most willingly hail thy readiness,
a dove, because that creature is tame and do-O Thekla, in which I confide to give me fitting
mestic, and readily adapts itself to man's mode discourse, in accordance with thy powers ; since
of life. For she alone, so to speak, was found thou wilt yield to none in universal phdosophy
spotless and undefiled, and excelling all in the and instruction, instructed by Paul in what is
glory and beauty of righteousness, so that none fitting to say of evangelical and divine doctrine.
of those who had pleased God most perfectly
could stand near to her in a comparison of virtue. [ DISCOURSE VIII.--THEKLA.
And for this reason she was thought worthy to _CHAP.I. _ METHODIUS' DERIVATIONOF THE WORD
become a partaker of the kingdom of the Only- VlRClNITV: s WHOLLYDIVINE; VIRTUE,IN GREEK
begotten, being betrothed and united to Him. _otT_, WHENCESO CALLED.
And in the forty-fourth psalm, 2 the queen who,
chosen out of many, stands at the right hand of Well, then, let us first say, beginning from the
God, clothed in the golden ornament of virtue, origin of the name, for what cause this supreme
whose beauty the King desired,3 is, as I said, and blessed pursuit was called _'apSa,[n, what it
the undefiled and blessed flesh, which the Word aims at, what power it has, and afterwards,
Himself carried into the heavens, and presented what fruits it gives forth. For almost all have
at the right hand of God, "wrought about with been ignorant of this virtue as being superior
divers colours," that is, in the pursuits of ira- to ten thousand other advantages of virtue which
mortality, which he calls symbolically golden we cultivate for the purification and adornment
fringes. For since this garment is variegated of the soul. For virginity 5 is d_vine by the
and woven of various virtues, as chastity, pru- change of one letter, 6 as she alone makes hlm
dence, faith, love, patience, and other good who has her, and is initiated by her lncorrupti-
things, which, covering, as they do, the uiseem- ble rites like unto God, than which it is lmpos-
liness of the flesh, adorn man with a golden sible to find a greater good, removed, as it is,
ornament, from pleasure and grief; and the wing of the

soul sprinkled by it becomes stronger and lighter,
CHAP. IX. _ THE VIRGINS IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE accustomed daily to fly from human desires.

QUEEN AND SPOUSE. For since the children of the wise have said

Moreover, we must further consider what the that our life is a festival, and that we have come
Spirit delivers to us in the rest of the psalm, to exhibit in the theatre the drama of truth, that
after the enthronization of the manhood assumed is, righteousness, the devil and the demons plot-

ting and striving against us, it is necessary for
by the Word at the right hand of the Father.
"The virgins," He says,4 "that be her fellows us to look upwards and to take our flight aloft,and to flee from the blandishments of their

shall bear her company, and shall be brought tongues, and from their forms tinged with theunto thee. With joy and gladness shall they be
brought, and shall enter into the King's palace." outward appearance of temperance, more thani from the Sirens of Homer. For many, be-
Now, here the Spirit seems quite plainly to praise
virginity, next, as we have explained, to the Bride witched by the pleasures of error, take their
of the Lord, who promises that the virgins shall flight downwards, and are weighed down when
approach second to the Almighty with joy and they come into this life, their nerves being re-
gladness, guarded and escorted by angels. For laxed and unstrung, by means of which the
so lovely and desirable is in truth the glory of power of the wings of temperance is strength-
virginity, that, next to the Queen, whom the ened, lightening the downward tendency ofthe corruption of the body. Whence, O Arete,

t cant._. s, 9. whether thou hast thy name, signifying virtue,
s The forty-fiiih in our m'rmagcmcuk

4 Ps, xlv. xS, z6. _r_o0t_... n#ktta,
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because thou art worthy of being chosen' for things of beauty, and such as cannot be spoken
thyself, or because thou raisest • and liftest up to men. They see there righteousness itself and
to heaven, ever going m the purest minds, come, prudence, and love itself, and truth and temper-
give me thy help in my discourse, whmh thou ance, and other flowers and plants of wisdom,
hast thyself appointed me to speak, equally splendid, of which we here behold only

the shadows 4 and apparitions, as in dreams, and
CHAP. n. m TH_ LOm'V MIm_ AnD CONSTANCYOF think that they consist of the actions of men,

THE SACREDVIRGINS; THE INTRODUCTIONOF because there is no clear image of them here,
VIRGINSINTO THE BLESSED ABODES BEFOREbut only dim copies, which themselves we see
OTHERS. often when making dark copies of them. For
Those who take a downward flight, and fall never has any one seen with his eyes the great-

into pleasures, do not desist from grief and la- ness or the form or the beauty of righteousness
bours until, through their passionate desires, itself, or of understanding, or of peace ; but
they fulfil the want of their intemperance, and, there, in Him whose name is I AM,S they am
being degraded and shut out from the sanctu- seen perfect and clear, as they are. For there is
ary, they are removed from the scene of truth, a tree of temperance itself, and of love, and of
and, instead of procreating children with mod- understanding, as there are plants of the fruits
esty and temperance, they rave in the wild whichgrowhere--asofgrapes, the pomegranate,
pleasures of unlawful amours. But those who, and of apples ; and so, too, the fruits of those
on light wing. ascend into the supramundane trees are gathered and eaten, and do not perish
life, and see from afar what other men do not and wither, but those who gather them grow to
see, the very pastures of immortality, bearing in immortality and a hkeness to God. Just as he
abundance flowers of inconceivable beauty, are from whom all are descended, before the fall
ever turning themselves again to the spectacles and the blinding of his eyes, being in paradise,
there ; and, for this reason, those things are enjoyed its fruits, God appointing man to dress
thought small which are here considered noble and to keep the plants of wisdom. For it was

such as wealth, and glory, and birth, and entrusted to the first Adam to cultivate those
marriage ; and they think no more of those fruits. Now Jeremiah saw that these things ex-
things. 3 But yet if any of them should choose ist specially in a certain place, removed to a
to g_ve up their bodies to wild beasts or to fire, great distance from our world, where, compas-
and be punished, they are ready to have no care I sionating those who have fallen from that good
for pains, for the desire of them or the fear of ] state, he says : 6 ,, Learn where is wisdom, where
them; so that they seem, while in the world, l is strength, where is understanding; that thou
not to be in the world, but to have already I mayest know also where is length of days, and
reached, in thought and in the tendency of their I life, where is the light of the eyes, and peace.
desires, the assembly of those who are in heaven. IWho hath found out her place ? or who hath

Now it is not right that the wing of virgimty come into her treasures ?" The virgins having
should, by its own nature, be weighed down upon entered into the treasures of these things, gather
the earth, but that it should soar upwards to the reasonable fruits of the virtues, sprinkled
heaven, to a pure atmosphere, and to the hfe with manifold and well-ordered hghts, which,
which is akin to that of angels. Whence also like a fountain, God throws up over them, irrao
they, first of all, after their call and depart- diating that state with unquenchable lights. And
ure hence, who have rightly and faithfully con- they sing harmoniously, giving glory to God.
tended as virgins for Christ, bear away the prize For a pure atmosphere is shed over them, and
of victory, being crowned by H_m with the one which is not oppressed by the sun.
flowers of immortahty. For, as soon as their
souls have left the world, it is said that the an- CHAP. IV._EXHORTATION TO THE CULTIVATION'
gels meet them with much rejoicing, and con- OF VIRGINITY; A PASSAGEFROM THE APOCA-
duct them to the very pastures already spoken LYPSE7 IS PROPOSEDTO BE EXAMINED.
of, to which also they were longing to come, Now, then, O Virgins, daughters of undefiled
contemplating them in imagination from afar, temperance, let us strive for a life of blessedness
when, while they were yet dwelling in their and the kingdom of heaven. And do ye unite
bodies, they appeared to them divine, with those before you in an earnest desire for

the same glory of chastity, caring little for the
CHAP. HI.--THE LOT AND INHERITANCE OF

,t The influence of Plato is traceable, here and elsewhere, through-
VIRGINITY. out the works of Methodins. It has been futty examined m the able

Furthermore, when they have come hither, ,,_,rkofJ_hn,Mtt_odiusPlatonszamt.--Tit. [Elu¢idauonLI
$ Exod. m. x¢.

they see wonderful and glorious and blessed s BaruchuLr,, tS The apocryphalbookorB_mch,u t_.-
ing the name of the comp*mton of Jeremiah, was usually quoted._ in

t _!_. the second and third centuries, at the work of that great proplteL
a ett_tv. _TI_

_t Than of the most ordinary things of lde. 7 Rev. xiL x--6.
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things of this life. For immortality and chastity CHAP. V.-- THE WOMANWHO BRINGSFORTH, TO
do not contribute a little to happiness, raising up t WHO._ITHE DRAGONIS OPPOSED, THE CHURCH.;
the flesh aloft, and drying up its moisture and its I HER ADORNMENTAND GRACE.

clay-hke weight, by a greater force of attraction The woman who appeared in heaven clothed
And let not the. uncleanness which you hear _wlth_ the sun, and crowned with twelve stars, and
creep m and weigh you down to the earth;'
nor let sorrow transform your joy, melting away I having the moon for her footstool, and beingwith child, and travalhng in birth, is certainly,
your hopes in better things; but shake off in-
cessantly the calamities which come upon you, ]according to the accurate interpretation, ourmother, 40 virgins, being a power by herself dis-
not defiling your mad with lamentations. Let tinct from her children ; whom the prophets,
faith conquer wholly, and let its light drive I
away the visions of evil which crowd around the Iacc°rding to the aspect of their subjects, havecalled sometimes Jerusalem, sometimes a Bride,
heart. For, as when the moon brightly shining sometimes Mount Zion, and sometimes the
fills the heaven with Its hght, and all the air Temple and Tabernacle of God. For she is
becomes clear, but suddenly the clouds from the the power which is desired to give light in the
west, enviously rushing m, for a little while over- !prophet, the Spirit crymg to her. 5 ,, Arise, shine ;
shadow its light, but do not destroy it, since Ifor thy hght_ is come, and the glory of the Lord
they are immediately driven away by a blast ll s risen upon thee. For, behold, the darkness
of the wind ; so ye also, when causing the light of shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the
chastity to shme in the world, although pressed Ipeopl e : but the Lord shall arise upon thee, and
upon by afflictions and labours, do not grow
weary and abandon )'our hopes. For the clouds i His glory shall be seen upon thee. And theGentiles shall come to thy hght, and kings to
which come from the Evil One are driven away ithe brightness of thy rising. Lift up thine eyes
by the Spat, _ if ye, hke your Mother, who gives :round about, and see ; all they gather themselves
birth to the male Vlrgm m heaven, fear nothing together, they come to thee : thy sons shall come
the serpent that Iles in walt and plots against Ifrom far, and thy daughters shall be nursed at
you ; concermng whom I intend to discourse to, thy side." It is the Church whose children shall
you more pIalnlv ; for it is now time. I come to her with all speed after the resurrection,

John, in the course of the Apocalypse, says :" }running to her from all quarters. She rejoices
"And there appeared a great wonder in heaven ; ] receiving the light which never goes down, and
a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon. clothed with the brightness of the Word as with
under her feet, and upon her head a crown ofi
twelve stars' and she, being with child, cried, I a robe For with what other more precious orhonourable ornament was It becoming that the
travalhng n: birth, and pamed to be delivered, queen should be adorned, to be led as a Bride
And there appeared another wonder m heaven ; Ito the Lord, when she had received a garment
and behold a great red dragon, having seven of light, and therefore was called by the Father?
heads and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his Come, then, let us go forward in our discourse,
heads. And his tail drew the third part of the and look upon this marvellous woman as upon
stars of heaven, and did cast them to the earth : virgins prepared for a marriage, pure and unde-
and the dragon stood before the woman which filed, perfect and radiating a permanent beauty,
was ready to be delivered, for to devour her child wanting nothing of the brightness of light ; and
as soon as it was born. And she brought forth instead of a dress, clothed with light itself; and
a man-child, who was to rule all nations with a instead of precious stones, her head adorned
rod of iron' and her child was caught up unto with shining stars. For instead of the clothing
God, and to His throne. And the woman fled which we have, she had light, and for gold and
into the wilderness, where she hath a place pre- bnlhant stones, she had stars ; but stars not such
pared of God, that they should feed her there a as those which are set in the invisible heaven,
thousand two hundred and threescore days." but better and more resplendent, so that these
So far we have given, in brief, the history of the may rather be considered as their images and
woman and the dragon. But to search out and hkenesses.
explain the solution of them is beyond my
powers. Nevertheless, let me venture, trusting CHAP. VI.--THE WORKS OF THE CHURCH, THE

in Him who commanded to search the Scrip- BRING:NaFORTHOF CHILDRENIN BAFrISM; THE
tures._ If, then, you agree with this, it will not _OON IN BAVrISM,THE FULL mOON OF CHRIST'S
be difficult to undertake it ; for you will quite PASSION.
pardon me, if I am unable sufficiently to explain Now the statement that she stands upon the
the exact meaning of the Scripture. moon, as I consider, denotes the faith of those

It The same word m the te_t whmh is translated wad: _-v*_,_to.. who are cleansed from corruption in the laver
The play upon the word cannot be preserved m the translation. _ TR.

a Rev xtt. i-6 ,6 [i.e., the Church. See tx 337_ note 4, *t_ra.]

3 St. John v. 39- $ Isa. Ix. _°4.
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of regeneration, because the light of the moon As the spirit says somewhere in Isaiah: s "Be-
has more resemblance to tepid water, and all fore she travailed, she brought forth : before her
moist substance is dependent upon her. The pain came, she was delivered of a man-child.
Church, then, stands upon our faith and adop- Who hath heard such a thing? who hath seen
tion, under the figure of the moon, until the such things ? Shall the earth be made to bring
fulness of the nations come in, labouring and forth in one day ? or shall a nation be born at
bringing forth natural men as spiritual men ; for once ? for as soon as Zion travailed, she brought
which reason too she is a mother. For just as a forth her children." 6 From whom did he flee?
woman receiving the unformed seed of a man, Surely from the dragon, that the spmtual Zion
within a certain time brings forth a perfect man, might bear a mascuhne people, who should come
in the same way, one should say, does the Church back from the passions and weakness of women
conceive those who flee to the Word, and, form- to the unity of the Lord, and grow strong m
ing them according to the likeness and form of maIfly virtue.
Christ, after a certain tm_e produce them as citi-
zens of that blessed state. Whence it is ne- CHAP. Vln.--THE FAITHFULIN B_.PTISMMALES,
cessary that she should stand upon the laver, CONFIGUREDTO CHRIST; THE SAINTSTHEMSELVES
bringing forth those who are washed in it. And CHRISTS.
in this way the power which she has in con- Let us then go over the ground again from the
nectlon with the laver is called the moon.' be- beginning, until we come in course to the end,
cause the regenerate shine being renewed with a exptaimng what we have said. Consider if the
new ray,* that is, a new light. Whence, also, passage seems to you to be explained to your
they are by a descriptive term called newly-en- mind. For I think that the Church is here said
lightened ; s the moon ever showing forth anew to give birth to a male; since the enlightened7
to them the spiritual full moon, namely, the receive the features, and the image, and the man-
period and the memorial of the passion, until the I hness of Christ, the hkeness of the form of the

glory and the perfect light of the great day arise. Word being stamped upon them, and begottenin them by a true knowledge and faith, so that
CHAP. VU.--THE CmLD OF THE WOMANIN THE I in each one Christ is spiritually born. And,

aPOCALYPSENOTCHriST, BUTTHE FAI|'HFULWHO therefore, the Church swells and travails in birth
ARE BORNIN THE LAVER. until Christ is formed in us, s so that each of
.............. ! the saints, by partaking of Christ, has been born1I any one, for mere is no (llmcultg in speaK- ._.. . , , . , . .

in_ dlst-inctly, should be vexed, an_t reply toga tmnst. Accommg to wmcn meaning it is
what we have said:" But how, O virgins, call [said in a certain scripture,9." Touch .not mine

• anointed, ann ao my prophets no lmrm, asthis exnlanatlon seem to you to be according/ ............
- -" " ...... ".... I _ [ though those who were baptized into Christ l_aflto me mma ot _crlpture, wnen me Apoca ypse ....

................. Ibeen made Chnsts" by communication ot theplainly aennes mat me _nurcn DFID_Storm a I_ . _ _, . .. . . _ . .
" _ _ Ib lrlt tlae t_nurcn contlmutm here tt_elr clear
male, while you teach that her labour-pains have l P , g "
their fulfilment in those who are washed in the! ncss and transformatmn into the image of the
laver ?" We will answer, But, O faultfinder, not Word. And Paul confirms this, teaching it plain-

ly, where he says : '* "For this cause I bow my
even to you will it be possible to show that knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,Christ HHnself 4 is the one who is born. For
long before the Apocalypse, the mystery of the of whom the whole family in heaven and earth
Incarnation of the Word was fulfilled. And _s named, that He would grant you, according
John speaks concerning things present and things to the riches of His glory, to be strengthened
to come. But Christ, long ago conceived, was with might by H_s Spirit in the inner man ; that
not caught up to the throne of God when He Christ may dwell In your hearts by faith." For'
was brought forth, from fear of the serpent in- it is necessary that the word of truth should be
juring Him. But for this was He begotten, and imprinted and stamped upon the souls of the
Himself came down from the throne of the regenerate.
Father, that He should remain and subdue the CHAP. IX. _TI_E SON OF COD, WHO EVER IS, rS
dragon who made an assault upon the flesh. So TO-DAY BEGOTTENLN THE MINDS AND SENSE
that you also must confess that the Church or THE FArrHFUL.

labours and gives birth to those who are baptized. Now, in perfect agreement and correspond-
z _,_,/,._. ence with what hasL been said, seems to be this
s _r_.ka_,.

vto4_,_-r_-ot. • . • S Isa.lxvi7 8.
s It is hardly necessary to observe, that amid tony mterpretattons * In the Lax. "a male.'

of the passage, this which Methochus condemns tc, probably the true j 7 The baptized.
one, as.tt is certainly the most natural.-- TR. lit ts certainly worth ] s Oal Itv.x9.

_servnxg, that Methodtus has on Ins side a strong followm_gamong ] 9 Ps. cv. x$.ancmnts; the interptxtatton the translator favours having httle ] _p_r. g_v.
support save among modern defenderi of the late pontiff's bull In- tt Anointed.
e.ff'a_r, FAuctdatzonI1 ] 12 Eph, m. x4-1t7.
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which was spoken by the Father from above to the things which are there, so that it may not
Christ when He came to be baptized in the be deceived by the dragon weighing them down.
water of the Jordan, "Thou art my son : this For it is not allowed to him to destroy those
day have I begotten thee; ''x for it is to be whose thoughts and looks are upwards. And
remarked that He was declared to be His Son the stars, which the dragon touched with the
unconditionally, and without regard to time ; end of his tail, and drew them down to earth,
for He says "Thou art," and not "Thou hast are the bodies of heresies ; for we must say that
become," showing that He had neither recently the stars, which are dark, obscure, and falling,
attained to the relation of Son, nor again, having are the assemblies of the heterodox ; since they,
begun before, after this had an end, but having too, wish to be acquainted with the heavenly
been previously begotten,* that He was to be, ones, and to have believed in Christ, and to
and was the same. But the expression, "This have the seat of their soul in heaven, and to
day have I begotten thee," signifies that He come near to the stars as children of hght. But
willed that He who existed before the ages in they are dragged down, being shaken out by
heaven should be begotten on the earth J that the folds of the dragon, because they did not
is, that He who was before unknown should be remain within the triangular forms of godliness,
made known. Now, certainly, Christ has never falling away from it with respect to an orthodox
yet been born in those men who have never service. Whence also they are called the third
perceived the manifold wisdom of God -- that part of the stars, as having gone astray with re-
is, has never been known, has never been man- gard to one of the three Persons of the Tnmty.
ifested, has never appeared to them. But if As when they say, like ,Sabelhos, that the A1-
these also should perceive the mystery of grace, [mighty Person of the Father Himself suffered ;*
then in them too, when they were converted or as when they say, hke Artemas, that the
and beheved, He would be born in knowledge Person of the Son was born and manifested only
and understanding. Therefore from hence the in appearance ; 5 or when they contend, hke the
Church is fitly said to form and beget the male Ebionites, that the prophets spoke of the Person
Word in those who are cleansed.3 So fax I have of the Spirit, of their own motion. For of Mar-
spoken according to my ability concerning the cion and Valentinus, and those about Elkesaios
travail of the Church ; and here we must change and others, it is better not even to make mention.
to the subject of the dragon and the other mat-
ters. Let us endeavour, then, to explain it in CHAp. XL- THE WOMANWITH THE MALE CHILD
some measure, not deterred by the greatness of IN THE WILDERNESSTHE CHURCH; THE WIL-
the obscurity of the Scripture ; and if anything DERNESS_ELONGSTO WRGINSAND SAINTs; THE
difficult comes to be considered, I will again help PERFECTIONOF NUMBERSAND MYSTERIES; THE
yOU to cross it like a river. EQUALITYAND PERFECTION OF THE NUMBER

SIX ; THE NUMBER SIX RELATED TO CHRIST;

CHAP. X. _THE DRAGON, THE DEVIL _ THE STARS FROM THIS NUMBER, TOO, THE CREATION MND
STRUCK FROM HEAVEN BY THE TAIL OF THE HARMONY OF THE WORLD COMPLETED.

DRAGON, HERETICS; THE NUMBERS OF THE Now she who brings forth, and has brought
TRINITY, THAT IS, THE PERSONSNUMBERED; forth, the masculine Word in the hearts of the
ERRORS CONCERNING THEM. faithful, and who passed, undefiled and uninjured
The dragon, which is great, and red, and by the wrath of the beast, into the wilderness, is,

cunning, and manifold, and seven-headed, and as we have explained, our mother the Church.
horned, and draws down the third part of the And the wilderness into which she comes, and
stars, and stands ready to devour the child of is nourished for a thousand two hundred and
the woman who is travailing, is the devil, who sixty days, which m truly waste and unfruitful of
lies in wait to destroy the Christ-accepted mind evils, and barren of corruption, and difficult of
of the baptized, and the image and clear features access and of transit to the multitude ; but fruit-
of the Word which had been brought forth in ful and abounding in pasture, and blooming and
them. But he misses and fails of his prey, the easy of access to the holy, and full of wisdom,
regenerate being caught up on high to the and productive of life, is this most lovely, and
throne of God -- that is, the mind of those who beautifully wooded and well-watered abode of
are renovated is lifted up around the divine seat Arete. 6 Here the south wind awakes, and the
and the basis of truth against which there is no north wind blows, and the spices flow out, 7 and
stumbling, being taught to look upon and .regard all things are filled with refreshing dews, and

crowned with the unfading plants of immorta
s Ps. IL ?.
* Certam phra._-_l!ke this have led to the oplmon that Methc_'u_

was inclined to Anamun. There m no ground far the supposmon. 4 ParSiism: nearly the same MSabeUian_m. -- TL
_u_et, t, hence Daters.-- TR.

In the writer's mind, as ts clear from the prevtous statements, the pre- _ Virtue.vious generation was eternal. _ Tp..
3 _._,_e bapt_gm_dfont. Y Cant, iv. x6.
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life ; in which we now gather flowers, and weave Godhead into a human life. For having emptied
with sacred fingers the purple and glorious crown Himself/ and taken upon Him the form of a
of virginity for the queen. For the Bnde of the slave, He was restored again to His former per-
Word is adorned with the fruits of virtue. And fection and dignity. For He being humbled,
the thousand two hundred and sixty days that and apparently degraded, was restored again
we are staying here, O virgins, is the accurate:from His humiliation and degradation to His
and perfect understanding concerning the Father, former completeness and greatness, having never
and the Son, and the Spirit, in which our mother been diminished from His essential perfection.
increases, and rejoices, and-exults throughout Moreover, it is evident that the creation of
this time, until the restitution of the new dispen- the world was accomplished in harmony with
sation, when, coming into the assembly in the this number, God having made heaven and
heavens, she will no longer contemplate the I earth, and the things which are in them, m six
AM through the means of human knowledge, days; the word of creative power containing
but will clearly behold entering in together with the number six, in accordance with which the
Christ. For a thousand,' consisting of a hun- Trinity is the maker of bodies. For length,
dred multiplied by ten, embraces a full and per- and breadth, and depth make up a body. And
fect number, and is a symbol of the Father the number six is composed of triangles. On
Himself, who made the universe by Himself, and these subjects, however, there is not sufficient
rules all things for Himself. Two hundred em- time at present to enlarge with accuracy, for
braces two perfect numbers united together, and fear of letting the main subject slip, in consider-
is the symbol of the Holy Spirit, since He is ing that which is secondary.
the Author of our knowledge of the Son and the
Father. But sixty has the number six multiplied CHAe. xn.-- vmGrss ARE CALLEDTO THE_trrA-
by ten, and is a symbol of Christ, because the! TION Or THE CHURCH IN THE WXLDER_ESS
number six proceeding * from unity is composed OVERCOMINGTHE DRAGON.

of its proper parts, so that nothing in it is want- The Church, then, coming hither into this
ing or redundant, and is complete when resolved wilderness a lace un roductive o" vI's "• , p p I e t, IS
into its parts Thus it is necessary tl_at the ...........• . : ..... . . . nourlsne(l, nytng on tile heavenward wings oi
number SlX, when it is dlVl(lecl into even parts • • .. ...'_, ,,, _ ,, J _. ,, • - .

.... , . virginity, wmcn the wom cauea me wings ol
by even parts, should again make up the same_ ................. a _reat ealzle, _ navlmz conquered me serpent,
quantity trom its separated segments 3 For, first, "_ • _ , "¢ .................... ann driven away Irom ner mu moon me wintry
if divided, equany, it makes three; then, It hi- , ............. --

......... ClOUOS. It lS for me sake ot mese tnlngs, mean-
vlaed into three parts, it makes two ; and again, _ ., .. ..... .. . r, . .
.......... . . o . 'Willie, [nat all mese discourses are held, teacn-
it dlvtdeO by six, it makes one and is again COl.... • ..... _, - _. ........ : ...... Ing us, t) lair virgins, to imitate accorctlng to
lected mto ltselL For when dWlded into twice our stren-th our mother and not to be troubled
three, and three times two, and six times one, - -he _' n" " ' ........, ...... /oy t pallas a a changes and amlctlons Ol llle_

when the. three and the two and the one are I that you may enter in exulting with her into the
put together, they complete the six aeain But I...... . ........ . . . . I.d. " .. iorloe-cnamoer, mowln your lamps. 1_o no_,
everymm ts oi necessn ertect wnlcn neither _ g. g .... ' YP ...... therefore, lose courage on account of the schemes
neefls an loin else in oro.er to its corn legion,

Y g P and slanders of the beast, but bravely prepare
nor has anything over. Of the other numbers, for the battle, armed with the helmet of salva-
some are more than perfect, as twelve. For the tion,6 and the breastplate, and the greaves. For
half of it is six, and the third four, and the fourth you will bring upon him an immense consterna-
three, and the sixth two, and the twelfth one. tion when you attack him with great advantage
The numbers into which it can be divided, when and courage ; nor will he at all resist, seeing his
put together, exceed twelve, this number not adversaries set in array by One more powerful;
having preserved itself equal to its parts, like the but the many-headed and many-faced beast wdl
number six. And those which are imperfect, are immediately allow you to carry off the Spoils of
numbers like eight. For the half of it is four, the seven contests :
and the fourth two, and the eighth one. Now
the numbers into which it is divided, when put "Lion in front, but dragon all behind,And in the midst a she-goatbreathing forth
together, make seven, and one _s wanting to its' Profuse the violence of flaming fire.
completion, not being m all points harmonious ller slew Bellerophon in truth. And this
with itself, like _ix, which has reference to the Slew Christ the King; for many she destroyed,

Nor could they bear the fetid foam which burst
Son of God, who came from the fulness of the From out the fountain of her horrid jaws ;" z

t Methodmsisnotthefirstorthelastwhohas *oughttoexploreunless Christ had first weakened and overcome
the mystery of numbers. An interesting and profound examination

tbe Sublet, will be found m Blihr'_ qymbobk, also in Dehtz¢.ch's.t_.Psychology.--TR. [On the Sfx Days" Work, p.?x, transla. , " Make Him_lf of no t'cputatloa."-- g. T., Phil. iL 7.
uon, E.dmburgh, xS75.] s F_ek xvit 3.

2 I e., m a regular anthmetmal protrusion, b Eph vl. t7
Le., us &vtsors or davtdends 7 rtom, II. vi. zSt.
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her, making her powerless and contemptible cessities of fate, as those say who study the
before us. stars, with much insolence. For they, trusting

more in guessing than in prudence, that is, in
CHAP.XIII.- THE SEVEN CROWNSOF THE BE_r something between truth and falsehood, go far

TO BE TAKENAWAYBY VICTORIOUS CHASTITY;' astray from the sight of things as they are.
THE TEN CROWNSOF THE DRAGON, THE vICES, Whence, if you permit me, O Mete, now that I
OPPOSEDTO THE DECALOGUE.; THE OPINIONOF have completed the discourse which you, my
FATE THE GREATESTEVIL. mistress, appointed to be spoken, I will endeav-

Therefore, taking to you a masculine and sober our, with your assistance and favour, to examine
mind, oppose your armour to the swelling beast, carefully the position of those who are offended,
and do not at all give way, nor be troubled be- and deny that we speak the truth, when we say
cause of his fury. For you will have immense that man is possessed of free-will, and prove that
glory if you overcome him, and take away the "They perish self-destroyed,
seven crowns which are upon him, on account By their own fault, ''2

of which we have to struggle and wrestle, accord- choosing the pleasant in preference to the expe-
lng to our teacher Paul. For she who having dient.
first overcome the devil, and destroyed his seven ARETE• I do permit you and assist you ; for
heads, becomes possessed of the seven crowns your discourse will be perfectly adorned when
of virtue, having gone through the seven great you have added thas to it,
struggles of chastity. For incontinence and
luxury _s a head of the dragon, and whoever CHAP. XIV._THE DOCTRINEOF MATHEMATICIANS
bruises this is wreathed with the crown of tern- NOT WHOLLY"IO BE DESPISED,WHEN THEYARE
perance. Cowardice and weakness is also a CONCERNEDABOUT THE KNOWLEDGEOF THE
head ; and he who treads upon this carries off STARS; THE TWELVE SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC
the crown of martyrdom. Unbehef and folly, MYTHICALNAMES.
and other similar fruits of wickedness, is another .........
......... IHEKLA. Kesumlng men, let us nrst lay Dare,
neaa, anti ne wno has overcome tlaese anti he- • . .... .. ...... m speaking at those imngs accormng to our
strayed them carries off the honours connectefl [ .. . .... . . ...... . , , 'Dower, me imposture oi mose who boast as
with them, the power at the aragon being ln': ................ mougn mey alone naa comprenenflea Irom wnat
many ways rooted up. Nloreover, t _e ten horns ........ ......... . , iorms the neaven is arranged, in accordance wire
ancl stings which he was said to have upon nls th_ hxrnnthoai_ nr tho Ph'glao_._ and _., _,;n_o
heads are the ten opposites, to v_rglns, to me, _. & ..... _ ..__ _:_ _.r ....... e._2 ,-_ _ _Fu, _,cv say that tnc clfenllllt:l-_ll_SU oi tll_ wonfl
Decalogue, by which he was accustomed to gore ..... - ...........

..... . lib ltKeneo to me turnings at a wen-rounded
and cast down the souls at many imagining ana I ............

..... ,, .... g_ot_e, me earm navlng a centred point. For itscontriving things in oppo_mon to the law, .nou ...... , •......... ,,, _ • - .OUtline being spnencal, _t is necessary, they say,
_l_alt love the Lor0 thy Gaol, and to the other • .. r ............... , _ _ since mere a e me same alstances at the parts,

recepts winch 1allow Conslaer no_ the herP " " ' Y'that the earth should be the centre of the uni-
and bitter horn of fornication, by which he casts, ..........
. . , , . verse, around winch, as acing Older, me heavendown the incontinent, conslfler aflultery, con-, .., _ .t • . • . , .......... }lS wrurllnl_, tar n a clrcummrence is oescrlDea

sider lalsehood, covetousness, the/t, and the _ ., _ . , • . _ .....• , . , . ., . . . _ tIrom me central point, WhiCh seems to De a circle,other sister and relatefl vices WhiCh IlOllrlsn DV, _ . • ,, _ • • .....• . • • ', .... " I-- ior it is lmposslole mr a c_rcle to be described
nature arounct his mumerous neaas, WhiCh n you .., . .-. , .. ..... •• . , _ _, .,, . ]WithOUt a point, anti it is lmposslDle mr a circle
root out wltI1 the alct oi %nrlst, you wul receive,'. . -.. . . . , .. .

.... , ,, ,, .- - _to De wltnout a polnt,_surely me earth con-
a_ it were, Cilvlne neacls, ano Will DlO0m with the • . _ _ _ ,, .. • . . _ .. - . . . . ISlStea oelore all, mey say, in a state oi cnaos
crowns gamed lrom the aragon, tar it is our • - - - •........ ]and disorganization. Now certainly the wretched
duty to preler and to set lorward the t)est things, ]ones were overwhelmed in the chaos of error,
who have received, above the earth-born, a cam- _..............

, . , • .... i oecanse mat, when they Knew _oct, they glorl-
manolng and VOluntary mine, and one Iree irom I_ - -- - -- - • - - -_ • ,-- • - .... rnee him not as boa, neither were thanKml ; Dut
all necessity, so as to make ChOiCe like masters . . . . ...... . .- - - . t ..... _ I became vain in their imaginations, and their lO01-
at tide things wnlcn please us, not being in Dana- . .. . . . . ,,. .., •. . . _ ,. I isn neart was aarKenea ; a ana tnmr wise men
age to late or fortune And so no man WOUlO_ •........... ismd that nothln_ earth-born was more honour-
be master at iqtmselI an(1 gooct, unless selecting ., _ ............. _, • _ t • .- Iable or more ancient man me olympians,
the human example at tmrlst, anti onngmg nlm- . ....... _ , ,

....... .. .... ,_ .... _whence they are not mere Cnllaren who Knowsell to me likeness at t-tim, ne snouttl lmltate_, • . ,., - _ , , , • • •
........ ,-. _ .... . t%nrlst, like the t=,reeKs, wno, burying the truthl-llm in Ills manner oI llle tar oI all evils tne e., . _., .. ,, • . •

...... "; ...... Im laDleS and notions, ramer man in artistic
greatest which IS amptantea in many is that wnlcn . ,.. . ...... . _ - • - - I woras, ascriBing numan calamities to the heav-reters the causes ot sins to the motions ot the v ...... . .

- . ,. • . . . .. I ens, are not asnamea to aescnDe me clrcumler-
stars, and says that our me lS guided Dy me ne- I ---

-_ [ =Hom,,Od.,i. 7.
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ence of the world by geometrical theorems and physicians, taking its edge off, and quenching it
figures, and explain that the heaven is adorned with the healing medicine of words, here con-
vath the images of birds and of animals that sidering the truth.
live m water and on dry land, and that the

qualities of the stars were made from the CH_. XV.-- ARGUMENTSFROMTHE NOVELTYOF
calamities of the men of old, so that the move- FATE AND GE.NERATIONj THAT GOLDEN AGE,

ments of the planets, in their opinion, depended EARLY MEN_ SOLID ARGUMEN'rSAGAINSTTHE
upon the same kind of bodies. And they say _aATHF_ATICm-WS.
that the stars revolve around the nature of the If it were better, O wretched ones, that man
twelve signs of the Zodiac, being drawn along should be subject to the star of his birth, than
by the passage of the circle of the Zodiac, so that he should not, why was not his generation
that through their intermingling they see the and birth from the very time when the race of
things which happen to many, according to their man began to be ? And if it was, what is the
conjunctions and departures, their rising and need of those which had lately been placed
setting, among the stars, of the Lion, the Crab, the

For the whole heaven being spherical, and Twins, the Virgin, the Bull, the Balance, the
having the earth for its central point, as they Scorpion, the Ram, the Archer, the Fishes,
think, _ because all the straight lines from the the Goat, the Watercamer, Perseus, Cassiopeia,
circumference falling upon the earth are equal Cepheus, Pegasus, Hydra, the Raven, the Cup,
to one another, holds back from the circles the _Lyre, the Dragon, and others, from which
which surround it, of which the meridian is the you introduce, by your instructions, many to
greatest ; and the second, which divides it into the knowledge of mathematics, or, rather, to a
two equal parts, is the horizon; and the third, Iknowledge which is anathema? 3 Well, then,
which separates these, the equinoctial ; and on!either there was generation among those before,
each side of this the two tropics, the summer!and the removal of these creatures above was
and the winter-- the one on the north, and the !absurd, or else there was not, and God changed
other on the south. Beyond is that which is human life into a better state and government
called the axis, around which are the greater and than that of those who before that lived an
lesser Bears, and beyond them is the tropic. And inferior life. But the ancients were better than
the Bears, turning about themselves, and weigh- those of the present time ; whence theirs was
ing upon the axis, which passes through the called the golden age. There was then no natal
poles, produce the motion of the whole world, destroy.
having their heads against each other's loins, and If the sun, driving through the circles and
being untouched by our horizon, passing along the signs of the Zodiac in his

Then they say that the Zodiac touches all the annual periods, accomplishes the changes and
circles, making its movements diagonally, and turnings of the seasons, how did those who were
that there are m it a number of signs, which are born before the signs of the Zodiac were placed
called the twelve signs of the Zodiac, beginning among the stars, and the heaven was adorned
with the Ram, and going on to the Fishes, which, with them, continue to exist, when summer,
they say, were so determined from mythical autumn, winter, and spring, were not as yet
causes; saying that it was the Ram that con- separated from each other, by means of which
veyed Helle, the daughter of Athamas, and her the body is increased and strengthened? But
brother Phryxos into Scythia ; and that the head they did exist, and were longer lived and stronger
of the Ox is in honour of Zeus, who, in the form than those who live now, since God then dis-
of a Bull, carried over Europe into Crete ; and posed the seasons in the same manner. The
they say the circle called the Galaxy, or milky heaven was not then diversified by such shapes.
way, which reaches from the Fishes to the Ram, If the sun and the moon and the other stars
was poured forth for Herakles from the breasts were made for the division and protection of
of Hera, by the commands of Zeus. And thus, the members of the time, 4 and for the adorn-
according to them, there was no natal destiny ment of the heaven, and the changes of the
before Europe or Phryxos, and the Dioscuroi,' seasons, they are divine, and better than men ;
and the other signs of the Zodiac, which were for these must needs pass a better life, and a
placed among the constellations, from men and blessed and peaceful one, and one which far
beasts. But our ancestors lived without destiny, exceeds our own life in righteousness and virtue,
Let us endeavour now to crush falsehood, like observing a motion which is well-ordered and

.... Ihappy. But if they are the causes of the calami-
' [" As they think." Had Methochus any leaning to Yythago.ras [ ties and mischief of mortals, and busy themselves

and hts schooi_ To "science" the world owes its rejecuon of tim I_
trtfe theory of the umverse for two thousand years t tdl Copernicus, I ..... , ......... J_ _e.g_ ^._'_:._1
a L.hnstian priest, broke that _pen Could the Chnstmn Fathers know [ s We cannot preserve m¢ _my upup _,_,_, ..... _. There
more than science taught them ? Methodms hints tt.] J it is -- _a_cL_v aria _ac_xca_lr_v. _----

*CastoramtPolJu_. | , C,en.Lx4,etc.
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in working the lasciviousness, and the changes temperance be in its nature good, and licentious-
and vicissitudes of life, then they are more mis- ness be opposed to temperance, and that which
erable than men, looking upon the earth, and is opposed to good be evil, then licentiousness
their weak and lawless actions, and doing noth- is evil. And if licentiousness be in its nature
ing better than men, if at least our life depends evil, and out of licentiousness come adulteries,
upon their revolutions and movements, thefts, quarrels, and murders, then a licentious

life is in its nature evil. But the Divine Being
CHAP. xw. -- SEVERAL or_w_ _nan_cs wUmcv_ is not by nature implicated in evils. Therefore

xc,_ss'r _-IE s_E _TI_m_CU_TS. our birth is not the cause of these things.

If no action is performed without a previous If the temperate are better than the inconti-
desire, and there is no desire without a want, yet nent, and incontinence is abominable to them,
the Divine Being has no wants, and therefore and God rejoices in temperance, being free from
has no conception of evil. And if the nature the knowledge of passions, then incontinence is

hateful also to God. Moreover, that the action
of the stars be nearer in order to that of God, which is in accordance with temperance, being
being better than the virtue of the best men, a wrtue, is better than that which is in accord-then the stars also are neither productive of evil,
nor in want. ance with incontinence, which is a vice, we may

And besides, every one of those who are per- learn from kings and rulers, and commanders,
suaded that the sun and moon and stars are and women, and children, and citizens, and mas-
divine, will allow that they are far removed from ters, and servants, and pedagogues, and teach-
evil, and incapable of human actions which ers; for each of these is useful to himself and
spring from the sense of pleasure and pain ; for to the public when he is temperate ; but when
such abominable desires are unsuitable to heav- he is licentious he is injurious to himself and to
enly beings. But if they are by nature exempt the public. And if there be any difference be-
from these, and in no want of anything, how tween a filthy man and a noble man, a licentious
should they be the causes to men of those things and a temperate ; and if the character of the

noble and the temperate be the better, and that
which they do not will themselves, and from of the opposite the worse ; and if those of thewhich they are exempt ?

Now those who decide that man is not pos- better character be near to God and His friends,and those of the worse be far from Him and
sessed of free-will, and affirm that he is governed
by the unavoidable necessities of fate, and her His enemies, those who believe in fate make no
unwritten commands, are guilty of impiety distinction between righteousness and unright-
towards GOd Himself, making Him out to be eousness, between filthiness and nobility, between
the cause and author of human evils. For if licentiousness and temperance, which is a con-

He harmoniously orders the whole circular too- tmdiction. For if good be opposed to evil, and
tion of the stars, with a wisdom which man can unrighteousness be evil, and this be opposed to
neither express nor comprehend, directing the righteousness and righteousness be good, and
course of the universe ; and the stars produce good be hostile to evil, and evil be unlike to
the qualities of virtue and vice in human life, good, then righteousness is different from un-
dragging men to these things by the chains of righteousness. And therefore God is not the
necessity; then they declare God to be the cause of evils, nor does He rejoice in evils.
Cause and Giver of evils. But God is the cause Nor does reason commend them, being good.

of injury to no one ; therefore fate x is not the If, then, any are evil, they are evil in accordance
cause of all things, with the wants and desires of their minds, and

Whoever has the least intelligence will confess not by necessity.
that God is good, righteous, wise, true, helpful, "They perish self-destroyed,
not the cause of evils, free from passion, and By their own fault."a
everything of that kind. And if the righteous be If destiny 3 leads one on to kill a man, and to
better than the unrighteous, and unrighteousness stain his hands with murder, and the law forbids
be abominable to them, God, being righteous, this, punishing criminals, and by threats restrains
rejoices in righteousness, and unrighteousness is the decrees of destiny, such as committing in-
hateful to Him, being opposed and hostile to justice, adultery, theft, poisoning, then the law
righteousness. Therefore God is not the author is in opposition to destiny ; for those things
of unrighteousness, which destiny appointed the law prohibits, and

If that which profits is altogether good, and those things which the law prohibits destiny tom-
temperance is profitable to one's house and life !pels men to do. Hence law is hostile to des-
and friends, then temperance is good. And if tiny. But if it be hostile, then lawgivers do

z _/_,_e-t_"_ birth,i.e., ourlifeisnotcontrolledbythestard our a Kam, Od.tL7.
mti_.--1"L [Seeltippolyms,vol.v. p.87,thisseries.] s _b,w'_, birth,h. the,mrof man'snativity,h.de_i_r.
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not act in accordance with destiny ; for by pass- And, again, if the good, living according to
hag decrees in opposition to destiny they destroy their own proper nature, are praiseworthy,their
destiny. Either, then, there is destiny and there natal destiny being the cause of their goodness;
was no need of laws ; or there are laws and yet the wicked, living according to their own
they are not in accordance with destiny. But proper nature, are not blamable in the eye of a
it is impossible that anyone should be born or righteous judge. For, if we must speak plainly,
anything done apart from destiny ; for they say he who lives according to the nature which be-
it is not lawful for anyone even to move a finger longs to him, in no way sins. For he did not
apart from fate. And therefore it was in accord- make himself thus, but Fate ; and he lives ac-
ancc with destiny that Minos and Dracon, and cording to its motion, being urged on by un-
Lycurgus, and Solon, and Zaleukos were law- avoidable necessity. Then no one is bad. But
giversand appointed laws, prohibiting adulteries, some men are bad : and vice is blameworthy,
murders, violence, rape, thefts, as things which and hostile to God, as reason has shown. But
neither existed nor took place in accordance wrtuc is lovable and praiseworthy, God having
withdestiny. But if these things were in accord- appointed a law for the punishment of the
ance with destiny, then the laws were not in ac- wicked. Therefore there is no Fate.
cordance with destiny. For destiny itself would
not be destroyed by itself, cancelling itself, and CHAP.XVn.-- THELUSTOFTHEFLESHAm) sPmrr :
contending against itself; here appointing laws VICEA_DVmTUE.

forbidding adultery and murders, and taking But why do I draw out my discourse to such
vengeance upon and punishing the wicked, and length, spending the time with arguments, having
there producing murders and adulteries. But set forth the things which are most necessary for
this is impossible : for nothing is alien and ab- persuasion, and to gain approval for that which
horrent to itself, and self-destrucuve, and at is expedient ; and having made manifest to all,
variance with itself. And, therefore, there is no by a few words, the inconsistency of their trick,
destiny. so that it is now possible even for a child to see

If everything in the world falls out in accord- and perceive their error ; and that to do good or
ante with destiny, and nothing without it, then evil is in our own power, and not decided by the
the law must needs be produced by destiny. But stars. For there are two motions in us, the lust
the law destroys destiny, teaching that virtue of the flesh and that of the soul, differing from
should be learnt, and diligently performed ; and each other,' whence they have received two
that vice should be avoided, and that it is pro- names, that of virtue and that of vice. And we
duced by want of disciphne. Therefore there xs ought to obey the most noble and most useful
no destiny, leading of virtue, choosing the best in preference

If destiny makes men to injure one another, to the base. But enough on these points. I
and to be injured by one another, what need is must come to the end of my discourse ; for I
there of laws? But if laws are made that they fear, and am ashamed, after these discourses on
may check the sinful, God having a care for those chastity, that I should be obliged to introduce
who are injured, it were better that the evil the opmtons of men who study the heavens, or
should not act in accordance with Fate, than rather who study nonsense, who waste their life
that they should be set right, after having acted, with mere conceits, passing it in nothing but
But God is good and wise, and does what is fabulous figments. And now may these offerings
best. Therefore there is no fixed destiny, of ours, composed from the words which are

Either education and habit are the cause of spoken by God, be acceptable to thee, O Arete,
sins, or the passions of the soul, and those de- my mistress.
sires which arise through the body. But which- EvBouuos. How bravely and magnificently)
ever of these be the cause, God is not the 0 Gregofion, has Thekla debated I
cause. Gazc,oam_r. What, then, wouldyou have said,

If it is better to be righteous than to be un- if you had listened to herself, speaking fluently,
righteous, why is not man made so at once from and with easy expression, with much grace and
his birth? But if afterwards he is tempered by pleasure? So that she was admired by every
instruction and laws, that he may become better, one who attended, her language blossoming with
he is so tempered as possessing free-will,and not words, as she set forth intelligently, and in fact
by nature evil. picturesquely, the subjects on which she spoke,

If the evil are evil in accordance with destiny, her countonance suffusedwith the blush of rood-
by the decrees of Providence, they are not esty ; for she is altogether brilliant in body and
blameworthy and deserving of the punishment soul.
which is inflicted by the laws, since they live Eusoulaos. Rightly do you say this, Grego-
according to their own nature, and are not capa-
ble of being changed. , cat.v.,7.
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don, and none of these things is false ; for I year. It shall be a statute for ever in your gen.
knew her wisdom also from other noble actions, erations; ye shall celebrate it in the seventh
and what sort of things she succeeded in speak- month. Ye shall dwell in booths seven days;
ing, giving proof of supreme love to Christ ; and all that are Israelites born shall dwell in booths ;
how glorious she often appeared in meeting the that your generations may know that I made the
chief conflicts of the martyrs, procuring for her- children of Israel to dwell in booths, when I
self a zeal equal to her courage, and a strength brought them out of Egypt : I am the Lord
of body equal to the wisdom of her counsels, your God." •

GREOORION.Most truly do you also speak. Here the Jews, fluttering about the bare letter
But let us not waste time ; for we shall often be of Scripture, like drones about the leaves of
able to discuss these and other subjects. But I herbs, but not about flowers and fruits as the
must now firstrelate to you the discourses of the bee, fuRRybelieve that these words and ordinances
other virginswhich followed, as I promised; and were spoken concerning such a tabernacle as
chiefly those of Tumane and Domnina ; forthese they erect ; as ff God delighted in those trivial
still remain. When, then, Thekla ceased speak- adornments which they, preparing, fabricate from
ing these things, Theopatra said that Arete di- trees, not perceiving the wealth of good things
rected Tusiane to speak ; and that she, smiling, to come ; whereas these things, being like air
passed before her and said. and phantom shadows, foretell the resurrection

and the putting up of our tabernacle that had
ifallen upon the earth, which at len'gth, in the

DISCOURSEIX.--TUSIANE. seventh thousand of years, resuming again ira-
CHAP.I._ CH._rtr¢THECHmrOgNAMghrrO_THE mortal, we shall celebrate the great feast of true

TRUE TABERNACLE ,; SEVEN DAYS APPOINTED TO tabernacles in the new and indissoluble creation,
THEJEWSFORCELEBRATINGTHEFEASTOF TAB- the fruits of the earth having been gathered in,
Zm_ACLES: WHATWHEYSlom_r ; THE SUmOF and men no longer begetting and begotten, but
THIS SEPTENARY UNCERTAIN .; NOT CLEAR TO ANY God resting from the works of creation.S
ONEWHENTHECONSUMMATIONOFTHEWORLD For since in six days God made the heaven
WILLBE; EVF_NOWTH_FABmCOFTHWWORLDand the earth, and finished the whole world, and
COMPLETED. rested on the seventh day from all His works

which He had made, and blessed the seventh
O Arete, thou dearest boast to the lovers of day and sanctified it,4 so by a figure in the

virginity, I also implore thee to afford me thine seventh month, when the fruits of the earth have
aid, lest I should be wanting in words, the sub- been gathered in, we are commanded to keep
ject having been so largely and variouslyhandled, the feast to the Lord, which signifies that, when
Wherefore I ask to be excused exordium and in- this world shall be terminated at the seventh
troductions, lest, whilst I delay in embellishments thousand years, when God shall have completed
suitable to them, I depart from the subject : so the world, He shall rejoice in us.S For now to
glorious, and honourable, and renowned a thing this time all things are created by His all-suffi-
is virginity, cient will and inconceivable power; the earth

God, when He appointed to the true Israelites still yielding its fruits, and the waters being
the legal rite of the true feast of the tabernacles, gathered together in their receptacles ; and the
directed, in Leviticus, how they should keep and light still severed from darkness, and the allotted
do honour to the feast ; above all things, saying number of men not yet being complete ; and the
that each one should adorn his tabernacle with sun arising to rule the day, and the moon the
chastity. I will add the words themselves of night; and four-footed creatures, and beasts,
Scripture, from which, without any doubt, it will and creeping things arising from the earth, and
be shown how agreeable to God, and acceptable winged creatures, and creatures that swim, from
to Him, is this ordinance of virginity : "In the the water. Then, when the appointed times shall
fifteenth day of the seventh month, when ye have been accomplished, and God shall have
have gathered in the fruit of the land, ye shall ceased to form this creation, in the seventh
keep a feast unto the Lord seven days: on the month, the great resurrection-day, it is corn-
firstday shall be a Sabbath, and on the eighth day manded that the Feast of our Tabernacles shall
shall be a Sabbath. And ye shall take you on the be celebrated to the Lord, of which the things
first day the boughs of goodly trees, branches of said in Leviticus are symbols and figures, which
palm-trees,and the boughs of thick trees, and wil- things, carefully investigating, we should con-
lows' of the brook ; and )re shall rejoice before
the Lord your God seven days. And ye shall • L_. _ s •$ [Methodhu._ _-4attot adopt the ¢rro_ d the Chiliasts, but he kept

keep it a feast unto the Lord seven days in the l_ th/m d =tammtothispriffiiti__ _', ._mar_ ca Je_my TaFl_, touchin_ tins 9omh may t_ wov_ ¢ommit-

..... t ,, ..... [ i_g. Net_/a m_ Old E_g/.£tA .lHtrdM¢,,vt_k L p. stQ.]•ri_ LXX, addl Aud d the Aguot." S¢¢ laot¢ _ this tt_ ] 4 Oen. iL t.att_ _ oftlmtttati_p, 3m,mmi. l a a I_ _. 3t.
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sider the naked truth itself, for He saith, "A "that which is in part shall be done away."4
wise man will hear, and will increase learning ; For then will all our tabernacles be firmlyset up,
and a man of understanding shall attain unto when again the body shall rise, with bones again
wise counsels : to understand a proverb, and the joined and compacted with flesh. Then shall
interpretation ; the words of the wise, and their we celebrate truly to the Lord a glad festal-day,
darksayings."x when we shall receive eternal tabernacles, no

Wherefore let it shame the Jews that they do more to perish or be dissolved into the dust of
not perceive the deep things of the Scriptures, the tomb. Now, our tabernacle was at first fixed
thinking that nothing else than outward things in an immoveable state, but was moved by trans-
are contained in the law and the prophets ; for gression and bent to the earth, God putting an
they, intent upon things earthly, have in greater end to sin by means of death, lest man immortal,
esteem the riches of the world than the wealth living a sinner, and sin living in him, should be
which is of the soul. For since the Scriptures liable to eternal curse. Wherefore he died, al-
are in this way divided that some of them give though he had not been created liable to death
the likeness of past events, some of them a type or corruption, and the soul was separated from
of the future, the miserable men, going hack, the flesh, that sin might perish by death, not
deal with the figures of the future as if they were being able to live longer in one dead. Whence
already things of the past. As in the instance sin being dead and destroyed, again I shall rise
of the immolation of the Lamb, the mystery of immortal ; and I praise God who by means of
which they regard as solely in remembrance of death frees His sons from death, and I celebrate
the deliverance of their fathers from Egypt, when, lawfully to His honour a festal-day, adorning my
although the first-born of Egypt were smitten tabernacle, that is my flesh, with good works, as
they themselves were preserved by marking the there did the five virgins with the five-lighted
door-posts of their houses with blood. Nor do lamps.
they understand that by it also the death of
Christ is personified, by whose blood souls made cn_. m.- now _c_ ONXOUGHTTO PR_,_
safe and sealed shall be preserved from wrath in HL_SELFFORTHEFUTURERESURRECTION.
the burning of the world ; whilst the first-born,
the sons of Satan, shall be destroyed with an In the first day of the resurrection I am ex-
utter destruction by the avenging angels, who amined whether I bring these things which arecommanded, whether I am adorned with virtuous
shall reverence the seal of the Blood impressed works, whether I am overshadowed by the boughs
upon the former, of chastity. For account the resurrection to be

the erection of the tabernacle. Account that the
CHAP. II. _ FIGURE, IMAGE_ TRUTH: LAW, GRACE,

GLORY;MAN CREATEDIMMORTAL:DEATHthings which are taken for the putting togetherof the tabernacle are the works of righteousness.
BROUGHTIN BY DESTRUCTIVESIN. I take, therefore, on the first day the things which
And let these things be said for the sake of are set down, that is, on the day in which I stand

example, showing that the Jews have wonderfully to be judged, whether I have adorned my taber-
fallen from the hope of future good, because they nacle with the things commanded ; if those
consider things present to be only signs of things things are found on that day which here in time
already accomplished ; whilst they do not per- we are commanded to prepare, and there to
ceive that the figures represent images, and offer to God. But come, let us consider what
images are the representatives of truth. For the follows.
lawis indeed the figure and the shadow of an "And ye shall take you," He says, "on the
image, that is, of the Gospel ; but the image, first day the boughs of goodly trees, branches of
namely, the Gospel, is the representative of truth palm-trees, and the boughs of thick trees, and
itself. For the men of olden time and the law willows (and the tree of chastity) of the brook ;
foretold to us the characteristics of the Church, and ye shall rejoice before the Lord your God." s
and the Church represents those of the new dis- The Jews, uncircumcised in heart, think that the
peasation which is to come. Whence we, having most beautiful fruit of wood is the citron wood,
received Christ, saying, "I am the truth," _know on account of its size ; nor are they ashamed to
that shadows and figures have ceased ; and we say that God is worshipped with cedar, to whom
hasten on to the truth, proclaiming its glorious not all the quadrupeds of the earth would su_ce
images. For now we know "in part," and as it as a burnt-offering or as incense for burning.
were "through a glass," _ since that which is And moreover, O hard breasts, if the citron ap-
perfect has not yet come to us ; namely, the pear beautiful to you, why not the pomegranate,
kingdom of heaven and the resurrection, when and other fruits of trees, and amongst them

z Pray 1.5 6.
a St. John _iv z6. 4 s Col. _ii. m.azCec.zin.zs. J I._._ 40.
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apples, which much surpass the citron? In- the widow in the Gospels 7 found the piece of
deed, in the Song of Songs,' Solomon having money after she had swept the house and cast
made mention of all these fruits, passes over in out the dirt, that is, the passions which obscure
silence the citron only. But this deceives the and cloud the mind, which increase in us from
unwary, for they have not understood that the our luxuriousness and carelessness.
tree of life* which Paradise once bore, now again Whoso, therefore, desires to come to that
the Church has produced for all, even the ripe Feast of Tabernacles, to be numbered with the
and comely fruit of faith, saints, let him first procure the goodly fruit of

Such fruit it is necessary that we bring when faith, then palm branches, that is, attentive
we come to the judgment-seat of Christ, on the meditation upon and study of the Scriptures,
first day of the feast ; for if we are without it we afterwards the far-spreading and thickly-leaved
shall not be able to feast with God, nor to have branches of charity, which He commands us to
part, according to John,3 in the first resurrection, take after the palm branches ; most fitly calhng
For the tree of life is wisdom first begotten of charity dense boughs, because it is all thick and
all. "She is a tree of life to them that lay hol_ close and very frmtful, not having anything bare
upon her," says the prophet ; 4 - and happy is or empty, but all full, both branches and trunks.
every one that retaineth her." "A tree planted Such is charity, having no part void or unfruit-
by the waterside, that will bring forth his fruit in ful. For "though I sell all my goods and gave
due season ;" s that is, learning and charity and to the poor, and though I yield up my body to
discretion are imparted in due time to those the fire, and though I have so great faith that
who come to the waters of redemption. I can remove mountains, and have not charity, I

He that hath not believed in Christ, nor hath am nothing." s Charity, therefore, is a tree the
understood that He is the first principle and the thickest and most fruitful of all, full and abound-
tree of life, since he cannot show to God his ing, copiously abounding in graces.
tabernacle adorned with the most goodly of After this, what else does He will that we
fruits, how shall he celebrate the feast? How should take ? Willow branches ; by that figure
shall he rejoice? Desirest thou to know the indicating righteousness, because " the just,"
goodly fruit of the tree? Consider the words according to the prophet, shaft spnng up "as
of our Lord Jesus Christ, how pleasant they are grass in the midst of the waters, as willows by
beyond the children of men. Good fruit came the watercourses, ''9 flourishing in the word.
by Moses, that is the Law, but not so goodly as Lastly, to crown all, it is commanded that the
the Gospel. For the Law is a kind of figure and bough of the Agnos tree be brought to decorate
shadow of things to come, but the Gospel is the Tabernacle, because it is by its very name
truth and the grace of life. Pleasant was the the tree of chastity, by which those already
fruit of the prophets, but not so pleasant as the named are adorned. Let the wanton now be
fruit of immortality which is plucked from gone, who, through their love of pleasure, reject
the Gospel. chastity. How shall they enter into the feast with

Christ who have not adorned their tabernacle
CHAP. IV. _ THE MIND CLEARER WHEN CLEA2_-SED with boughs of chastity, that God-making and

FROMSIS ; THE ORNAME_rrsor THE MIYD AND blessed tree w_th which all who are hastening to
THE ORDER OF VmTUE; CHARn'V DEEP AS-Dlthat assembly and nuptial banquet ought to be
FULL I CHAsTrrY THE LAST ORNAMENT OF ALL ;:begirt, and to cover their loins? For come,
THE VERY USE OF MATmMO_ TO BE RE-fair virgins, consider the Scripture itself, and its
sr_ED, commands, how the Divine word has assumed

"And ye shall take you on the first day the chastity to be the crown of those virtues and
boughs of goodly trees, branches of palm-trees. ''6 duties that have been mentioned, showing how
This signifies the exercise of divine discipline, becoming and desirable it is for the resurrection,
by which the mind that subdues the passions is and that without it no one will obtain the prom-
cleansed and adorned by the sweeping out and! ises which we who profess viginity supremely
ejection from it of sins. For it is necessary to cultivate and offer to the Lord. They also pos-
come cleansed and adorned to the feast, arrayed, sess it who Iive chastely with their wives, and
as by a decorator, in the discipline and exercise do, as it were about the trunk, yield its lowly
of virtue. For the mind being cleansed by branches bearing chastity, not being able like us
laborious exercises from the distracting thoughts to reach its lofty and mighty boughs, or even to
which darken it, quickly perceives the truth ; as touch them ; yet they, too, offer no less truly,

although in a less degree, the branches of chas-
x Cant. iv. x3.
_ Gt_ ii. 9.Rev, xx. 6. _ Luke xv. 8.
,*]_ov. _ z8, i z Car. xm. s, 3. Quoted _ memo_ _ in _-_-g, not
s Ps. i.S. verbally. -- Tm

I_v. xxiii._. 9 Is_xliv. q. Tl_gof d_LX_
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tity.' But those who are goaded on by their keep holy day." _ I, 0 Arete, my mistress, offer
lusts, although they do not commit fornication, as a gift to thee this robe, adorned according to
Ywiet_vho, even in the things which are permitted my ability.

th a lawful wife, through the heat of unsub- EuBouuos. I am much moved, 0 Gregorion,
dued concupiscence are excessive in embraces, considering within myself in how great anxiety
how shall they celebrate the feast ? how shall of mind Domnina must be from the character of
they rejoice, who have not adorned their taber- the discourses, perplexed in heart as she is, and
nacle, that is their flesh, with the boughs of the with good cause, fearing lest she should be at a
Agnos, nor have listened to that which has been loss for words, and should speak more feebly
said, that "they that have wives be as though than the rest of the virgins, since they have
they had none? "_ spoken on the subject with such ability and

variety. If, therefore, she was evidently moved,
CHAP.V._THE MYSTERYOF THE TABERNACLF_.come and complete this too ; for I wonder if she

Wherefore, above all other things, I say to those had anything to say, being the last speaker.
who love contests, and who are strong-minded, GREGORIOS. Theopatra told me, Euboulios,
that without delay they should honour chastity, that she was greatly moved, but she was not
as a thing the most useful and glorious. For in perplexed from want of words. After, therefore,
the new and indissoluble creatmn, whoever shall Tusiane had ceased, Arete looked at her and said,
not be found decorated with the boughs of chas- Come, my daughter, do thou also deliver a dis-
tity, shall neither obtain rest, because he has not course, that our banquet may be quite complete.
fulfilled the command of God according to the At this Domnina, blushing, and after a long delay,
law, nor shall he enter into the land of promise, scarcely looking up, rose to pray, and turning
because he has not previously celebrated the round, invoked Wisdom to be her present helper.
Feast of Tabernacles. For they only who have And when she had prayed, Theopatra said that
celebrated the Feast of Tabernacles come to the suddenly courage came to her, and a certain
Holy Land, setting out from those dwellings divine confidence possessed her, and she said :
which are called tabernacles, until they come to

enter into the temple and city of God, advancing DISCOURSE X.--DOMNINA.
tOa greater and more glorious joy, as the Jewish
types indicate. For hke as the Israelites, hawng CHAP. I.--CHASTrrY ALONEAIDS AND EFFECTS
left the borders of Egypt, first came to the Taber- THE MOSTPRAISEWORTHYGOVEJ[_N'MENTOF THE
nacles, 3 and from hence, having again set forth, SOUL.

came into the land of promise, so also do we. O Arete, I also, omitting the long preludes
For I also, taking my journey, and going forth of exordiums, will endeavour according to my
from the Egypt of this life, came first to the ability to enter upon the subject, lest, by delay-
resurrection, which is the true Feast of the Taber- ing upon those matters which are outside the
nacles, and there having set up my tabernacle, subject in hand, I should speak of them at
adorned with the fruits of virtue, on the first day greater length than their importance would war-
of the resurrection, which is the day of judgment, rant. For I account it a very great part of
celebrate with Christ the millennium of rest,prudence not to make long speeches, which
which is called the seventh day, even the trUe imerely charm the ears, before coming to the
Sabbath. Then again from thence I, a follower main question, but to begin forthwith at the
of Jesus, "who hath entered into the heavens,"4 point in debate. So I will begin from thence,
as they also, after the rest of the Feast of Taber- for it is time.
nacles, came into the land of promise, come into Nothing can so much profit a man, O fair
the heavens, not continuing to remain in taber- virgins, with respect to moral excellence, as
nacles--that is, my body not remaining as it chastity; for chastity alone accomplishes and
was before, but, after the space of a thousand brings it about that the soul should be governed
years, changed from a human and corruptible in the noblest and best way, and should be set
form into angelic size and beauty, where at last free, pure from the stains and pollutions of the
.we virgins, when the festival of the resurrection world. For which reason, when Christ taught
xs consummated, shall pass from the wonderful us to cultivate it, and showed its unsurpassable
place of the tabernacle to greater and better beauty, the kingdom of the Evil One was de-
things, ascending into the very house of God stroyed, who aforetime led captive and emlaved
above the heavens, as, says the Psalmist, "in the the whole race of men, so that none of the more
voice of praise and thanksgiving, among such as ancient people pleased the Lord, but all were

t lSee Jer.Taylor.H_d$,L/vlnl, cap.ii. toc.aLi/,'¢r/r*,vol.L overcome by errors, since the law was not of
p *.7,_. _,h_, _a¢_. ash isa m_ or_th_ity.] itself sufficient to free the human race from- t t.:or,viL_9.

- cma.tv.t4. s Ps.z_. 4.
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corruption, until virginity, succeeding the law, increases when nourished by oil. So also the
governed men by the precepts of Christ. Nor mercies of God entirely dissolve, death, and assist
truly had the first men so often run headlong the human race, and nourish the light of the
into combats and slaughter, into lust and idola- heart? And consider whether the laws, from
try, ff the righteousness that is by the law had the first created man until Christ in succession,
been to them sufficient for salvation. Now truly were not set forth in these words by the Scrip.
they were then confused by great and frequent ture by figments, in opposition to which the
calamities ; but from the time when Christ was devil has deceived the human race. And it has
incarnate, and armed and adorned His flesh with likened the fig-tree to the command gwen to
virginity, the savage tyrant who was master of man in paradise, because, when he was deceived,
incontinence was taken away, and peace and he covered hm nakedness with the leaves of a
faith have dominion, men no longer turning so fig-tree ; s and the vine to the precept given to
much as before to idolatry. Noah at the time of the deluge, because, when

overpowered by wine, he was mocked.4 The
CHAP. II._THE ALLEGORYOF THE TREES DE-olive signifies the law given to Moses in the

MAI_IDINOA KING, I_ THE rOOK OF JtlDOES,' desert, because the prophetic grace, the holy
EXI'LAtNED. oil, had failed from their inheritance when they

But lest I should appear to some to be sophis- broke the law. Imstly, the bramble not inaptly
refers to the law which was given to the apostles

tical, and to conjecture these things from mere ifor the salvation of the world ; because by their
probabilities, and to babble, I will bring forward
to you, O virgins, from the Old Testament, writ- 'instruction we have been taught virgimty, ofwhich alone the devil has not been able to make
ten prophecy from the Book of Judges, to show
that I speak the truth, where the future reign of a deceptive image. For which cause, also, four
chastity was already clearly foretold. For we Gospels have been given, because God has four
read : "The trees went forth on a time to anoint times gwen the Gospel s to the human race, and
a king over them ; and they said unto the olive- has instructed them by four laws, the times of

which are clearly known by the diversity of the
tree, Reign thou over us. But the olive-tree,

frmts. For the fig-tree, on account of,ts sweet-said unto them, Should I leave my fatness, where-
with by me they honour God and man, and go ness and richness, represents the delights ofman, which he had in paradise before the fall.
to be promoted over the trees ? And the trees Indeed, not rarely, as we shall afterwards show,said to the fig-tree, Come thou, and reign over
us. But the fig-tree said unto them, Should I the Holy Spirit 6 takes the fruit of the fig-tree
forsake my sweetness, and my good fruit, and as an emblem of goodness. But the vine, on
go to be promoted over the trees? Then sa,d_ account of the gladness produced by wine, and
the trees unto the vine, Come thou, and reign me joy. ot ,mose w.no were sl_VecahZrom_a_u_
over us. And the vine said unto them, Should from tlae aemge, s.lgmn.es t.e 7 ang p ..
I leave my wine, which cheereth God and man, ] tr,om tear 70 anxJe_Yt_netO_lO_hic_Vlltreov_l_ct;eonve, on a co nt o o p ,and _o to be ,_romoted over the trees ? Then 1 ....

v mdmates the compassion of God, who again,said all the trees unto the bramble, Come thou, . .......
and rei_ over us And the bramble said unto tatter the aemge, Pore patiently wnen men turnea

_u . . • ] aside to ungodliness, so that He gave them thethe trees, If in truth ye anoint me tung over you, 1, . ...........
then come and _'ut .,our trust in m- shadow • t law ann manuestea tllmselz to some, anta nour-

....... v : ..... "_., " lished by oil the light of virtue, now almost ex-
an(l 1I not, let nre come out ot me Dramote, anct " h "
devour the cedars of Lebanon." ] tmgms ca.

Now, that these things are not said of trees i
"n " f the e h i cl r -o in i CBAP. tit. _ THE BRAMBLEAND THE AGNOSTHEgrowa g out o art , s ea. L' r an- • PELS

mate trees cannot be assembled in council to SYMBOL OF CHASTITY, THE FOUR GOS ,
THAT IS, TEACHINGS OR LAWS, INSTRUCTING

choose a king, inasmuch as they are firmly fixed
by deep roots to the earth. But altogether are TO SALVATION.
these things narrated concerning souls which, Now the bramble commends chastity, for the
,before the incarnation of Christ, too deeply lux- bramble and the agnos is the same tree : by
uriating in transgressions, approach to God as some it is called bramble, by others agnas, s

suppliants, and ask His mercy, and that they , For thisuseofheart, cf 2 Cot ,v 6--T_. [See Coiertdge on
may be governed by His pity and compassion, Ldghto,,old _#** D,,_,,,,, voLk v- ,37 l
which Scripture expresses under the figure of _ Gen._i 7-• Gen. ix. a2.
the olive, because oil is of great advantage to s Goodnews.

6 Jet viti. x3.
our bodies, and takes away our fatigues and 7 lociu. 2_.
ailments, and affords light. For all tamp-light * )_h.', ,_,h_gis h_ f_k_d. D'hi_is, ptwa.a_,_U_parable; the Seventy gi_e _e._, which Is not = _'l,.,ot. It spods

the force of Jotham's cau.stic saute to adopt _ conceptioa ot ous
t Judg. ix. 8-_$. author.]
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Perhaps it is because the plant is akin to virgin- again given themselves up to error, again God
ity that it is called bramble and agnos; bramble, sent forth, by Moses, a law to rule them and re-
because of its strength and firmness against pleas- call them to righteousness. But these, thinking
ures ; agnos, because it always continues chaste, fit to bid a long farewell to this law, turned to
Hence the Scripture relates that Elijah, fleeing idolatry. Hence God gave them up to mutual
from the face of the woman Jezebel,' at first slaughters, to exiles, and captivities, the law it-
came under a bramble, and there, having been self confessing, as it were, that _t could not save
heard, received strength and took food ; signify- them. Therefore, worn out with ills and air.
ing that to him who flies from the incitements flicted, they again promised that they would obey
of lust, and from a woman-- that is, from pleas- the commandments ; until God, pitying man the
ure--the tree of chastity is a refuge and a shade, fourth time, sent chastity to rule over them, which
ruling men from the coming of Christ, the chief* Scripture consequently called the bramble. And
of virgins. For when the first laws, which were she consuming pleasures threatens besides, that
published in the times of Adam and Noah and unless all undoubtmgly obey her, and truly come
Moses, were unable to give salvation to man, the to her, she will destroy all with fire, since there
evangelical law alone has saved all. will be hereafter no other law or doctrine but

And this is the cause why the fig-tree may be judgment and fire. For this reason, man hence-
said not to have obtained the kingdom over forth began to do righteousness, and firmly to
trees, which, in a spiritual sense, mean men ; believe m God, and to separate himself from the
and the fig-tree the command, because man de- devil. Thus chastity was sent down, as being
sired, even after the fall, again to be subject to most useful and helpful to men. For of her
the dominion of virtue, and not to be deprived alone was the devil unable to forge an imitation
of the immortality of the paradise of pleasure, to lead men astray, as is the case with the other
But, having transgressed, he was rejected and precepts.
cast far away, as one who could no longer be
governed by immortality, nor was capable of CHAP.v.--THE MALIGNITYOF THE DEVILAS AN
receiving it. And the first message to him after _rrAroR r_ ALLTmNGS; TWO KINDSor FIO-
the transgression was preached by Noah, 2 to TREES ANDVINES.

which, if he had apphed his mind, he might The fig-tree, as I said, from the sweetness and
have been saved from sin ; for in it he promLsed excellence of its fruit, being taken as a type of
both happiness and rest from evils, if he gave the dehghts of paradise, the devil, having be-
heed to it with all his might, just as the vine gulled the man by its imitations, led him captive,
promises to yield wine to those who culttvate it persuading him to conceal the nakedness of his
wltb care and labour. But neither did this law body by fig-leaves ; that is, by their friction he
rule mankind, for men did not obey it, although excited h_m to sexual pleasure. Again, those
zealously preached by Noah. But, after they that had been saved from the deluge, he intoxi-
began to be surrounded and drowning by the cated with a drink which was an imitation of the
waters, they began to repent, and to promise vine of spiritual joy ; and again he mocked them,
that they would obey the commandments, having stripped them of virtue. And what I say
Wherefore with scorn they are rejected as sub- will hereafter be more clear.

jects ; that is, they are contemptuously told that The enemy, by his power, always imitates 3 the
they cannot be helped by the law; the Sprat forms of virtue and righteousness, not for the
answering them back and reproaching them be- purpose of truly promoting its exercise, but for
cause they had deserted those men whom God deception and hypocrisy. For in order that those
had commanded to help them, and to save them, who fly from death he may entice to death, he
and make them glad ; such as Noah and those is outwardly dyed with the colours of immortality.
with him. "Even to you, O rebellious," said And hence he wishes to seem a fig-tree or vine,
he, ,, I come, to bring help to you who are des- and to produce sweetness and joy, and is "trans-
titute of prudence, and who differ in nothing formed into an angel of light," 4 ensnaring many
from dry trees, and who formerly did not believe by the appearance of piety.
me when I preached that you ought to flee from For we find in the Sacred Writings that there
present things." are two kinds of fig-trees and vines, "the good

CHAp. IV.--THE LAW USELESSFOR SALVATION; figs, very good ; and the evil, very evil ;" 5 ,, wine
that maketh glad the heart of man," e and wine

THE L,_T LAWOF CHASTITYUNDERTHE FIGUREwhich is the poison of dragons, and the incurable
OF THE BRAMBLE.

And so thos_ men, having been thus rejected s [D_'_ si,_*_D,t',an _ verycommonm tl= 1'_.
He is the malignant catlcatut_ or"the Mo_ Hitch, e_,,!ti_ ia the do.

from the divine care, and the human race having t,,_ffi_,,h_chh_g,_ to_ oot_. E=xLvu.ffi,d
4 _ Cot. xi. _4 .

I z Kings xlx. 4. _ J's. _v. z$.
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venom of asps.' But from the time when chas- "And the angel that talked with me came again,
fit), began to rule over men, the fraud was de- and waked me, as a man that is wakened out of
tectcd and overcome, Christ, the chief of virgins, his sleep, and said unto me, What seest thou?
overturning it. So both the true fig-tree and the And I said, I have looked, and behold a candle-
true vine yield fruit after that the power of chas- stick all of gold, with a bowl upon the top of it.
fity has laid hold upon all men, as Joel the . . . And two olive-trees by it, one upon the
prophet preaches, saying : "Fear not, O land ; right side of the bowl, and the other upon the
be glad and rejoice, for the Lord will do great l left side thereof." s And after a few words,
things. Be not afraid, ye beasts of the field ; for the prophet, asking what are the olives on the
the pastures of the wilderness do spring, for the[right and left of the candlestick, and what the
tree beareth her fruit, the fig-tree and the vine _two olive-boughs in the hands of the two pipes.
do yield their strength. Be glad then, ye chil-the angel answered and said: "These are the
dren of Zion, and rejoice in the Lord your God, two sons of fruitfulness 9which stand by the Lord
for He hath given you food unto righteousness ;" 2 of the whole earth," signifying the two first-born
calling the former laws the vine and the fig, trees virtues that are waiting upon God, which, in His
bearing fruit unto righteousness for the children dwelhng, supply around the wick, through the
of the spiritual Zion, which bore frmt after the ]boughs, the spiritual oil of God, that man may
incarnation of the Word, when chastity ruled over !have the light of divine knowledge. But the two
us, when formerly, on account of sin and much boughs of the two olives are the law and the
error, they had checked and destroyed their buds. prophets, around, as it were, the lot '° of the in-
For the true vine and the true fig-tree were not i heritance, of which Christ and the Holy Spirit
able to yield such nourishment to us as would be I are the authors, we ourselves meanwhile not
profitable for life, whilst as yet the false fig-tree, [being able to take the whole fruit and the great-
variously adorned for the purpose of fraud, flour- ] hess of these plants, before chastity began to rule
ished. But when the Lord dried up the false the world, but only their boughs--to wit, the
branches, the imitations of the true branches, law and the prophets--did we formerly cultl-
uttering the sentence against the bitter fig-tree, vate, and those moderately, often letting them
"Let no fruit grow on thee henceforward for slip. For who was ever able to receive Chnst

ever," 3 then those which were truly fruit-bear- [ or the Spirit, unless he first purified himself?
ing trees flourished and yielded food unto right-iFor the exercise which prepares the soul from
eousness, childhood for desirable and delectable glory, and

The vine, and that not in a few places, refers carries this grace safely th,her with ease, and
to the Lord Himself, 4 and the fig-tree to the from small toils raises up mighty hopes, is chas-
Holy Spirit, as the Lord '_maketh glad the hearts i tity, which gives immortality to our bodies ;
of men," and the Sptrit healeth them. And which it becomes all men wilhngly to prefer in
therefore Hezekiah is commanded s first to make i honour and to praise above all things ; some.
a plaster with a lump of figs- that is, the fruit that by its means they may be betrothed to the
of the Sprat-- that he may be healed J that is, Word, practising virginity ; and others, that by
according to the apostle J by love ; for he says,, it they may be freed from the curse," Dust thou
"The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long- art, and unto dust shalt thou return.""
suffering, gentleness, goodness, faath, meekness, This, O Arete, is the discourse on virginity
temperance ; "6 which, on account of their great which you required of me, accomplished accord'-
pleasantness, the prophet calls figs. Micah also ing to my ability ; which I pray, O mistress, al-
says, "They shall sit every man under his vine though it is medlocre and short, that thou writ
and under his fig-tree; and none shall make receive with kindness from me who was chosen
them afraid." z Now it is certain that those who to speak last.
have taken refuge and rested under the Spirit,
and underthe shadow oftheWord, shallnotbe DISCOURSE XI.--ARETE.
alarmed,nor Mghtencd byhim who troublesthei
hearts of men. CHAP. I. _ THE TRUE AND CHASTE VIRGINS FEW_

CHASTrrY A CONT_ .; THEKLA CHIEF OF VIR-

CHAP. VL _Tt-IE MYSTERY OF THE VISION OF GINS.

ZECHARIAH. I do accept it, Theopatm related that Arete
Moreover, Zechariah shows that the olive said, and approve of it all. For it is an excellent

shadows forth the law of Moses, speaking thus : thing, even although you had not spoken so
, _. _,_-il.33 clearly, to take up and go through with earnest-
* J_ _. ,,-,3 The I_ ,_d, d the quota_oa,_c from_c hess those things which have been said, not toLXX. veadou.--'I'L

, s MI_. xxL z9.
4 John xv. x. s Zech.iv *-_.
s = Kings xx.?: Isa._ sz. 9 E.V. '* .Knoin_l o_,,"vet.z4. ,,
oGal. v.s_,=3. *o_o/,,_,_t_:samc word as that tm_l_ted wicl_'--T_.

M_ah iv. 4.. x* _ hi. xg.
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vrepare a sweet entertainment for those who to pour itself into the mind. For great pursuits
li"sten, but for correction, recollection, and absti- are liable to great falls, and evil is more opposed
nence. For whoever teaches that chastity is to to that which is really good than to that which
be preferred and embraced first of all among my is not good. For many who thought that to
pursuits, rightly advises ; which many think that repress vehement lascivious desires constituted
they honour and cultivate, but which few, so to chastity, neglecting other duties connected with
speak, really honour. For it is not one who has it, failed also in this, and have brought blame'
studted to restrain his flesh from the pleasure of iupon those endeavouring after it by the right
carnal delight that cultivates chastity, if he do iway, as you have proved who are a model in
not keep in check the rest of the desires ; but everything, leading a virgin hfe in deed and
rather he dishonours it, and that in no small word. And now what that is which becomes a
degree, by base lusts, exchanging pleasures for virgin state has been described.
pleasures. Nor if he have strongly resisted the And you all in my hearing having sufficiently
deslres of the senses, but is lifted up with vain- icontended in speaking, I pronounce victors and
glory, and from this cause is able to repress the crown ; but Thekla with a larger and thicker
heats of burning lust, and reckon them all as chaplet, as the chief of you, and as having shone
nothing, can he be thought to honour chastity ; with greater lustre than the rest.
for he dishonours it in that he is lifted up with

pride, cleansing the outside of the cup and plat- CHAP.n.- THEKLASINGINGDEcoROUSLYA HYMIq,
ter, that is, the flesh and the body, but injuring THE REST 3F THE VIRGINSSING WITH HER,;
the heart by conceit and ambition. Nor when jorty Tn_ aa_rIs'r A MARTYRTO cg__crrrv ;
any one is conceited of riches is he desirous of THE CaURCrt TaE sPOUSe,or coD, Pugg _a_o
honouring chasuty ; he dishonours it more than VIRGIn.
all, preferring a little gain to that to which noth-
ing is comparable of those thin_ that are in this Theopatra said that Arete having said these
hfe esteemed. For all riches and gold "in re- things, commanded them all to rise, and, stand-
spect of it are as a little sand."' And neither ing under the Aguos, to send up to the Lord in
does he who loves himself above measure, and a becoming manner a hymn of thanksgiving ; and
eagerly considers that which is expedient for that Thekla should begin and should lead the
h_mself alone, regardless of the necessities of his rest. And when they had stood up, she said that
neighbour, honour chastity, but he also dishon- Thekla, standing in the midst of the virgins on
ours it. For he who has repelled from himself the right of Arete, decorously sang ; but the rest,
charity, mercy, and humanity, is much inferior standing together in a circle after the manner
to those who honourably exercise chastity• Nor of a chorus, responded to her : "I keep myself
is it right, on the one hand, by the use of chas- pure for Thee, 0 Bridegroom, and holding a
uty to keep virginity, and, on the other hand, to lighted torch I go to meet Thee." 3
pollute the soul by ewl deeds and lust ; nor here
to profess purity and continence, and there to TI-IEKLA. X. From above, O virgins, the sound
pollute it by indulgence in vices. Nor, again, of a noise that wakes the dead has come, bidding
here to declare that the things of this world bring us all to meet the Bridegroom in white robes, and
no care to himself; there to be eager in procur- with torches towards the east. Arise, before the
ing them, and in concern about them. But all King enters within the gates.
the members are to be preserved intact and free CrtORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O
from corruption ; not only those which are sex- Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I
ual, but those members also which minister to go to meet Thee.
the service of lusts. For it would be ridiculous TItZXLA. 2. Fleeing from the sorrowful hap-
to preserve the organs of generation pure, but piness of mortals, and having despised the luxu-
not the tongue ; or to preserve the tongue, but riant delights of life and its love, I desire to be
neither the eyesight, the ears, nor the hands ; or protected under Thy life-giving arms, and to
lastly, to preserve these pure, but not the mind, behold Thy beauty for ever, 0 blessed One.
defiling it with pride and anger. CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O
• It is altogether necessary for him who has re- Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I

solved that he will not err from the practice of go to meet Thee.
chastity, to keep all his members and senses TrmKLA. 3" Leaving marriage and the beds
clean and under restraint, as is customary with of mortals and my golden home for Thee, O
the planks of ships, whose fastenings the ship- King, I have come in undefiled robes, in order

masters diligently join together, lest by any , [co=p= ou, I.o_'s_,_ taxer_,M,_t._i_..".l .
means the way and access may he open for sin , Thetextof Jabaltbe_fzfllo'ty. ed.--TlL [l havet_-tt

to_ this hymn(m u to _ outther_tmiu_ mineo,l..me

t WistLm_i.9. Imrgh_tm. I iaTima_ml_iao_I
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thst I might enter with Thee within Thy happy Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I
bridal chamber, go to meet Thee.

CHORUS.I keep myself pure for Thee, O TnEKm. It. Abel, clearly prefiguring Thy
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I death,s O blessed One, with flowing blood, and
go to meet Thee. eyes lifted up to heaven, said, Cruelly slain by a

THEm.A. 4. Having escaped, O blessed One, brother'shand,OWord, I prayThee to receiveme.
from the innumerable enchanting wiles of the CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, 0
serpent, and, moreover, from the flame of fire, Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I
and from the mortaLdestroying assaults of wild go to meet Thee.
beasts, I await Thee fromheaven. THv_cm. z2. Thy valiant son Joseph,40

CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O Word, won the greatest prize of virgimty, when
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I a woman heated with desire forcibly drew him
go to meet Thee. to an unlawful bed ; but he giving no heed to

THe. 5" I forget my own country, O her fled stripped, and crying aloud : --
Lord, through desire of Thy grace,x I forget, CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O
also, the company of virgins, my fellows, the Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I
desire even of mother and of kindred, for Thou, go to meet Thee.
O Christ, art all things to me. TnEgm. 13. Jephthah offeredhis fresh slaugh-

CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O tered virgin daughter a sacrifice to God, like a
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I lamb; and she, nobly fulfilling the type of Thy
go to meet Thee. body, O blessed One, bravely erred:--

T_Kt_. 6. Giver of life art Thou, O Christ. CHORUS.I keep myself pure for Thee, O
Hail, hght that never sets, receive this praise. Bridegroom, and holding a hghted torch I
The company of virgins call upon Thee, Perfect go to meet Thee.
Flower, Love, Joy, Prudence, Wisdom, Word. THEXm. I4. Daring Judith,s by clever wiles

CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O having cut off the head of the leader of the for-
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I eign hosts, whom previously she had allured by
go to meet Thee. her beautiful form, without polluting the limbs

THEm._. 7" With open gates, O beauteously of her body, with a victor's shout sa_d:d
adorned Queen, admit us within thy chambers. CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O
O spotless, gloriously triumphant Bride, breath- Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I
ing beauty, we stand by Christ, robed as He go to meet Thee.
is, celebrating thy happy nuptials, O youthful T8mcm. s5- Seeing the great beauty of Su-
maiden, sanna, the two Judges, maddened with desire,

CHORUS.I keep myself pure for Thee, O said, O dear lady, we have come desmng secret
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I intercourse with thee _ but she with tremulous
go to meet Thee. cries said :

Tuv_xm. 8. The virgins standing without the CHORUS.I keep myself pure for Thee, O
chamber,_with bitter tears and deep moans, wail Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I
and mournfully lament that their lamps are gone go to meet Thee.
out, having failed to enter in due time the chum- Tnggm. z6. It is far better for me to die
her of joy. than to betray my nuptials to you, O mad for

CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O women, and so to suffer the eternal justice of
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I iGod in fieryvengeance. Save me now, O Christ,
go to meet Thee. from these evils.

THEKt_. 9. For turning from the sacred way CHORUS.I keep myself pure for Thee, O
of life, unhappy ones, they have neglected to Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I
prepare sufficiency of oil for the path of life; go to meet Thee.
bearing lamps whose bright light is dead, they THm_.A. 17. Thy Precursor, washing multi-
groan from the inward recesses of their mind. itudes of men in flowing lustful water, unjustly

CHORUS.I keep myself pure for Thee, O by a wicked man, on account of his chastity,
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I was led to slaughter ; but as he stained the dust
go to meet Thee, with his life-blood, he cried to Thee, O blessed

Tawx_ xo. Here are cups full of sweet One :_
nectar; let us drink, O virgins, for it is celestial CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O
drink, which the Bridegroom hath placed for Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I
those duly called to the wedding, go to meet Thee.

CHOnUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O
_ GGm.iv. to.

t _ xlv. _o. 4 C,¢m._xiz. zs.
• Matt. _tv. zz. s Jud. ,nil.
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THEKLA. I8. The parent of Thy life, that]CHAP. III._WHICH ARE THE Bin, THE CON-

unspotted Grace ' and undefiled Vtrgin, bearmg Tn_zrcr, OR THOSEWHO DELIGHTIN TRANQUIL-
in her womb without the ministry of man, by an Lrrv OFLIFE? COWlXSm THEPEtaL OF criAxrn'v :
immaculate conception,, and who thus became THE FELICITYOF TRANQUILLITY] PURIFIEDAND
suspected of having betrayed the marriage-bed, TRANQUIL MINDS GODS : THEY WHO SH&LL SEE

she, O blessed One, when pregnant, thus COD; VIRTUEDISCIPLINEDBY T_PTaTION_

spoke:-- EuBouuos. Deservedly, O Gregorion, has
CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O Thekla borne off the chief prize.

Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I GREGOmON. Deservedly indeed.
go to meet Thee. EuBo__aos. But what about the stranger Tel

TitEKIa. I9. Wishing to see Thy nuptial day, mislake ? 3 Tell me, was she not listening from
O blessed One, as many angels as Thou, O King, without ? I wonder if she could keep silence
calledst from above, bearing the best gifts to on hearing of this banquet, and would not forth-
Thee, came in unsuihed robes : -- with, as a bird flies to its food, listen to the things

CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O which were spoken.
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I GREooRION. The report is that she was pres-
go to meet Thee.

THEKLA. 2O. In hymn% O blessed spouse of ent with Methodios* when he inquired respect-. mg these things of Arete. But it is a good as
God, we attendants of the Bride honour Thee, well as a happy thing to have such a mistress
O undefiled wrgln Church of snow-white form, and guide as Arete, that is virtue.
dark haired, chaste, spotless, beloved. _ EUBOUUOS. But, Gregorion, which shall we

CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O say are the better, those who without lust govern
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I iconcupiscence ' or those who under the ___ults
go to meet Thee.

THEKLA. 2L Corruption has fled, and the of concupiscence continue pure ?GREGORION. For my part, I think those who
tearful pains of diseases ; death has been taken Iare free from lust, for they have their mind un-
away, all folly has perished, consuming mental defiled, and are altogether uncorrupted, sinning
grief is no more; for again the grace of the in no respect.

God-Christ has suddenly shone upon mortals. I EUBOULIOS. Well, I swear by chastity, and
CHoRus. I keep myself pure for Thee, O ;wisely, O Gregorion. But lest in any wise I hin-

Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I der you, if I gainsay your words, it is that I may
go to meet Thee. the better learn, and that no one hereafter may

THEKLA. 22. Paradise is no longer bereft of refute me.
mortals, for by divine decree he no longer dwells GREG<_RION. Gainsay me as you will, you
there as formerly, thrust out from thence when have my permission. For, Euboulios, I think
he was free from corruption, and from fear bY'that I know sufficient to teach you that he who
the various wiles of the serpents, O blessed is not concupiscent is better than he who is. If
One. I cannot, then there is no one who can convince

CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O you.
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I EuBouuos. Bless me ! I am glad that you
go to meet Thee. answer me so magnanimously, and show how

THEm.A. 23" Singmg the new song, now the wealthy you are as regards wisdom.
company of virgins attends thee towards the GREC.OmON. A mere chatterer, so you seem
heavens, O Queen, all manifestly crowned with to be, O Euboulios.
white hlies, and beanng in their hands bright EuBouuos. Why so?
lights. GREGORION. Because you ask rather for the

CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, O sake of amusement than of truth.
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I EUBOULIOS. Speak fair, I pray you, my good
go to meet Thee. friend ; for I greatly admire your wisdom and

THEKLA. 24. O blessed One, who inhabited renown. I say this because, with reference to
the undefiled seats of heaven without beginning, the things that many wise men often dispute
who govdrned all things by everlasting power, O among themselves, you say that you not only
Father, with Thy Son, we are here, receive us understand them, but also vaunt that you can
also within the gates of life. teach another.

CHORUS. I keep myself pure for Thee, 0 GREC,OmON. NOW tell me truly whether it is
Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I a difficulty with you to receive the opinio, u, that
go to meet Thee. they who are not concupiscent excel those who

t Matt. L .8. !, In Jahn, TelmeJlake. -- Tn. [Cxaml_. I_ 356, n: st, <.fra.]
tt lThe only one Seep 35_, Eluddathm lI., infra.] 4[_tthe_o_lPlgl_sojl_j_lllm/g.j
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are concupiscent, and yet restrain themselves? GRV.C,ORXON. It appears so.
or are you joking ? EUBOUUOS. And what saith the lx)rd ? Does

EuBoutaos. How so, when I tell you that I He not seem to show that he who retains conti-
do not know? But, come, tell me, O wisest nenee, though concupmcent, excels him who,
lady, in what do the non-concupiscent and chaste having no concupiscence, leads a virgin life ?
excel the concupiscent who live chastely ? G_p_oPao_. Where does He say so ?

GREC,OPaON. Because, in the first place, they Euuouuos. Where, comparing a wise man
have the soul itself pure, and the Holy Spirit to a house well founded, He declares him ira-
always dwells in it, seeing that it is not dis- moveable because he cannot be overthrown by
tracted and disturbed by fancies and unre-rains, and floods, and winds; likening, as it
strained thoughts, so as to pollute the mind. would seem, these storms to lusts, but the ira-
But they are in every way inaccessible to lust, moveable and unshaken firmness of the soul m
both as to their flesh and to their heart, enjoy- chastity to the rock.
ing tranquiliity from passions. But they who GREC,ORIO_. YOU appear to speak what is
are allured from without, through the sense of true.
sight, with fancies, and receiving lust flowing Etr_ouLIos. And what say you of the physx-
like a stream into the heart, are often not less elan ? Do you not call him the best who has
polluted, even when they think that they con- been proved in great diseases, and has healed
tend and fight against pleasures, being van- many patients?
quished in their mind. GrtEcortloN. I do.

EuBouuos. Shall we then say that they who EuBouuos. But the one who has neverat any
serenely live and are not disturbed by lusts are time practised, nor ever had the sick in hl_
pure ? hands, is he not still in all respects the inferior ?

Gr_ECOI_ON. Certainly. For these _are they GRF_GO_ION.Yes.
whom God makes gods in the beatitudes ; they EuBouLios. Then we may certainly say that
who believe in Him without doubt. And He a soul which is contained by a concupiscent
says that they shall look upon God with confi- body, and which appeases with the rfiedicament_
dence, because they bring in nothing that darkens of temperance the disorders arising from the
or confuses the eye of the soul for the behold- heat of lusts, carries off the palm for healing,
ing of God ; but all desire of things secular over one to whose lot it has fallen to govern
being eliminated, they not only, as I said, pre-aright a body which is free from lust. _
serve the flesh pure from carnal connection, but GREC,Ol_IO_. It must be allowed.
oven the heart, in which, especially, as in a EuBouuos. And how is it in wrestling?
temple, the Holy Spirit rests and dwells, is open Whether is the better wrestler he who has many
to no unclean thoughts, and strong antagonists, and continually is con-

EUBOUtaos. Stay now ; for I think that from tending without being worsted, or he who h_
hence we shall the better go on to the discovery no opponents ?
of what things are truly the best ; and, tell me, GRE<;ORIO_. Manifestly he who wrestles.
do you call anyone a good pilot ? EUBOULIOS. And, in wrestling, is not the

GR_ORtON. I certainly do. athlete who contends the more experienced ?
EUBOULmS. Whether is it he that saves his GRECORION. It must be granted.

vessel in great and perplexing storms, or is it he EuBouuos. Therefore it is clear that he whose
who does so in a breathless calm ? soul contends against the impulses of lust, and is

GREC.ORIOZ_.He that does so in a great and not borne down by it, but draws back and sets
perplexing storm, himself in array against it, appears stronger than

EuBOUtaOS. Shall we not then say that the he who does not lust)
soul, which is deluged with the surging waves of GREOOPaON. True.
the passions, and yet does not, on that account, EUBOULIOS. What then ? Does it not appear
weary or grow faint, but direct her vessel _ that to you, Gregorion, that there is more courage m
is, the flesh _ nobly into the port of chastity, is being valiant against the assaults of base desires ?
better and more estimable than he that navigates G_ORION. Yes, indeed.
in calm weather ? EUBOULmS. IS not this courage the strength

GREOOPaOZ_.We will say so. of virtue ?
EtrBOUtZos. For to be prepared against the GREC,O_ON. Plainly so.

entrance of the gales of the Evil Spirit, and not EuBoutaos. Therefore, if endurance be the
to be east away or overcome, but to refer all to strength of virtue, is not the soul, which is
Christ, and strongly to contend against pleasures, troubled by lusts, and yet perseveres against
brings greater praise than he wins who lives a them, stronger than that which is not so troubled?
virgin life calmly and with ease.

s [Recto- to _mtt i_ _ucl. o[ Origea and hil _-,lX_h_ p. _4h. voL tv.
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Gp.zo_PJoN.Yes. GREGORION. You speaktruly,and I shallde-
EUBOULmS. And ifstronger,thenbetter? sirestillmore fullyto discoursewithyou con-
GRSC_RION. Truly. cerningthesethings.If,therefore,itpleases
EusoULIOS. Thereforethesoulwhich iscon- you,to-morrowI willcome againtohearrespect-

cupiscent,and c:_crciscsself-control,as appearsingthem. Now, however,asyou see,itistime
fromwhat hasbeensaid,isbetterthanthatwhich tobetakeourselvesto the careof the outward
]snot concupiscent,and exercisesself-control.'man.

s lHcmisourauthor'sconclusivecondemaauonofOrigen,whom work. Possiblythe e_.h of Aathoar hadm_rivotlm_t
gt_tm_take,I havesupposedjgaveogcaslortto thasextraordmar3 whenthiswaswrtttenJ

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(We here behold only shadows,_etc.,p. 335.)

SCHLEIERMACHER,' in commenting on Plato's Symposium, remarks : "Even natural birth (i.e.,
m Plato's system) was nothing but a reproduction of the same eternal form and idea .... The

whole discussion displays the gradation, not only from that pleasure which arises from the contem-
plation of personal beauty through that which every larger object, whether single or manifold, may
occasmn, to that immediate pleasure of which the source is in the Eternal Beauty," etc. Our
author ennobles such theorizing by mounting up to the great I AM.

II.

(Christ Himself is the one who is born, p. 337.)

Wordsworth, and many others of the learned, sustain our authorls comment on this p_.S
So Aquinas, ad loc., Bede, and many others. Methodius is incorrectly represented as rq/'e¢/i_ s
the idea that "the woman" is the Blessed Virgin Mary, for no such idea existed for him to reject.

He rejects the idea that the man-child is Christ ; but that idea was connected with the supposition
that the woman was the Church of the Hebrews bringing forth the Messiah. Gregory the Great

regards the woman as the Christian Church. So Hippolytus :4 "By the woman . . . is meant

most manifestly the Church, endued with the Father's Word, whose brightness is above the sun,"
etc. Bossuet says candidly,S "C'est l'I_glise, tout dclatante de la lumidre de J. C.," etc.

Now, note the progress of corruption, one fable engendering another. The text of Gen. iii.

zS, contrary to the Hebrew, the Seventy, the Syriac, and the Vulgate itself, in the best MSS, is made
to read, "She shall bruise thy head," etc. The "woman," therefore, becomes the Mother of our
Lord, and the "great red dragon" (of verse 3), from which the woman "fled into the wilderness,"

is next represented as under her feet (where the moon appears in the sacred narrative) ; and then
the Immaculate Conception of her Holy Seed is transferred back to the mother of Mary, who is
indecently discussed, and affirmed to have been blest with an" Immaculate Conception" when, in

the ordinary process of nature, she was made the mother of the Virgin. So, then, the bull /'ntf-
fabilis comes forth, eighteen hundred years after the event, 6 with the announcement that what

thousands of saints and many bishops of Rome have denounced as a fable must be received by
all Christians on peril of eternal damnation.7 The worst of it all is the fact, that, as the mystery of
the Incarnation of the Son of God has heretofore been the only "Immaculate Conception" known

to the faith of Christendom, thousands now imagine that this is What was only so lately set forth,
and what we must therefore renounce as false.

s Ixgr_Tn to _# D_ogues, etc, Dobson'stranslating,Cambridge,z836. dtVoLv.p._zT_this
*Seeh_ w_rkORt/_ A21_calTp_,LectureIX.p. z98,ed.Philadelphia,zS$2. s /47er/u,voLi.p.447,ed.Pm'_
3Slmdt_sCom.,_d/ac • Dec.S,zS_,.

•SeeT,_egirt=i¢_ofDr.Pusc'y,¢d.NewYork,zS66.



CONCERNING FREE-WILL.'

ORTHODOXOS. The old man of Ithaca, ac- I also may join in these songs in my prayer. I_at
cording to the legend of the Greeks, when he us then also sing the like song, and raise the
wished to hear the song of the Sirens, on account hymn to the Holy Father, glorifying m the Spint
of the charm of their voluptuous voice, sailed to Jesus, who is in His bosomd
Sicily in bonds, and stopped up the ears of his Shun not, man, a spiritual hymn, nor be Ill-
companions ; not that he grudged them the hear- disposed to listen to It. Death belongs not to
rag, or desired to load himself with bonds, but it; a story of salvation is our song. Already I
because the consequence of those singers' music seem to taste better enjoyments, as I discourse
to those who heard it was death. For such, in on such subjects as these ; and especially when
the opinion of the Greeks, are the charms of the there is before me such a flowenng meadow, that
Sirens. Now I am not within hearing of any is to say, our assembly of those who unite m
such song as this ; nor have I any desire to hear singing and hearing the divine mysteries. _,Vhere-
the Sirens who chant men's dirges, and whose fore I dare to ask you to listen to me with ears

silence is more profitable to men than their voice ; i tree from all envy, without imitating the jealous)
but I pray to enjoy the pleasure of a divine, of Cam,3 or persecuting your brother, like Esau?
voice, which, though it be often heard, I long to or approving the brethren of Joseph,s because
hear again ; not that I am overcome w_th the they hated their brother on account of his words,
charm of a voluptuous voice, but I am being but diffenng far from all these, insomuch that
taught divine mysteries, and expect as the result, each of you is used to speak the mind of h_q
not death but eternal salvation. For the _mgers neighbour. And, on this account, there is no
axe not the deadly Sirens of the Greeks, but a ewl jealousy among you, as ye have undertaken
divine choir of prophets, with whom there is no to supply your brother's deficiencies. O noble
need to stop the ears of one's companions, nor audience, and venerable company, and spmtual
to load one's-self with bonds, in fear of the food T That I may ever have a right to share in
penalty of hearing. For, in the one case, the such pleasures, be this my prayer '
hearer, with the entrance of the voice, ceases to VALENTINIAN AS I was walking yesterday
live ; in the other, the more he hears, the better evening, my friend, along the shore of the sea,
hfe will he enjoy, being led onwards by a dMne and was gazing on it somewhat intently, I saw an
Splrit. Let every one come, then, and hear the extraordlnaxy instance of divine power, and a
divine song without any fear. There are not w_th work of art produced by wise science, if at least
us the Sirens from the shore of Sicily, nor the such a thing may be called a work of art. For
bonds of Ulysses, nor the wax poured melting as that verse of Homer 6 says,-

into men's ears ; but a loosening of all bonds, " As when two adverse winds blowing from Thrace,
and liberty to listen to every one that approaches. Boreas and Zeph_rus, the fishy deep
For it is worthy of us to hear such a song as Vex sudden, all around, the sable flood
th_s ; and to hear such singers as these, seems to H_gh curled, flings forth the salt weed on the shore ; "-

me to be a thing to be prayed for. But if one So it seemed to me to have happened yesterday.
wishes to hear the choir of the apostles as well, For I saw waves very like mountain-tops, and, so
he will find .the same harmony of song. For the to speak, reaching up to heaven itself. Whence
others sang beforehand the divine plan in a rays- I expected nothing else but that the whole land
tical manner ; but these sing an interpretation would be deluged, and I began to form in m_
of what has been mystically announced by the mind a place of escape, and a Noah's ark. But
former. Oh, concordant harmony, composed by it was not as I thought; for,just as the _ea rose
the Divine Spirit I Oh, the comeliness of those l

who stag of the mysteries of God.t Oh, that _aJohnic,en.lvxg"
4 Gen xx'vn ¢t.

t [This debate between OrtItadoxus and a Valentmian reminds s Gen xxxvu.t_
us of ihe Octat_i_.r of Mmuclus Felix, vo_ tv.] * ll*ad, Ix. 4, n. (Cowper's Tr.).
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to a crest, it broke up again into itself, without origin from Him, and I was persuaded of, this
overstepping its own limits, having, so to speak, also by the undeniable disposition of the ele-
a feeling of awe for a divine decree.' And as ments, and by the orderly arrangement of nature
oftentimes a servant, compelled by his master to about them.
do something against his will, obey_ the command So, with some such thoughts of the fair order
through fear, while he dares not say a word of of things, I returned home. But on the day fol-
what he suffers m his unwillingness to do it, but, lowing, that is to-day, as I came I saw two beings
full of rage, mutters to himself,-- somewhat so of the same race-- I mean men-- striking and
it appeared to me that the sea, as if enraged and Iabusing one another, and another, again, wish-
confining its awe within itself, kept itself under, Ing to strip his neighbour. And now some be-
as not willing to let its Master perceive its anger, gan to venture upon a more terrible deed ; for

On these occurrences I began to gaze in si- Lone stripped a corpse, and exposed again to the
lence, and wished to measure m nay mind the, light of day a body that had been once hidden
heaven and its sphere. I began to inqmre, in the earth, and treated a form like his own with
whence it rises and where it sets ; also what sort isuch result as to leave the corpse to be food for
of motion at had--whether a progressive one, dogs ; while another bared his sword, and at-
that is to say, one from place to place, or a re- tacked a man like himself. And he wanted to
volvmg one ; and, beslde_, how its movement is procure safety by flight, but the other ceased
continued. And, of a truth, it seemed worth not from tmrsuing, nor would control his anger.
while to require also about the sun,-- what is the And why _hould I say more ? It is enough that
manner of h_s being set in the heaven, also what he attacked him, and at once smote him with
_s the orbit he travers_, ; al_o wh_ther it _ that, his swoid. So the wounded man became a sup-
after a short time, he retires; and why Jt is that phant to hl_ fellow, and spread out his hands
even he does not go out of his proper course, in supphcatmn, and wa._ willing to give up his
but he, too, as one may say, is observing a corn- clothing, and only made a claim for life. But
mandment of a higher power, and appears with the other did not subdue his anger, nor pity his
us just when he is allowed to do so, and departs fellow-man, nor would he see his own image in
as ff he were called away. the being before him ; but, like a wild beast,

So, as I was investigating these things, I saw made preparatmns with his sword for feeding
that the sunshme was departing, and the daylight upon him. And now he was even putting his
failing, and that immediately darkness came on, mouth to the body _o hke his own, such was the
and the sun was succeeded by the moon, who, at extent of his rage. And there was to be seen
her first rising, was not of full size, but after ad- one man suffering injurious treatment, and an-
vancmg m her course presented a larger appear- other forthwith stripping him, and not even cov-
ance. And I did not cease inquiring about her erxng with earth the body whmh he denuded of
also, but exammed the cause of her waning and clothing. But, m addition to these, there was
waxing, and why it is that she, too, observes the another who, robbing others of their marriage
revolution of days, and it seemed to me from rights, wanted to insult his neighbour's wife, and
all this that there is a divine government and]urged her to turn to unlawful embraces, not wish-
power controlling the whole, which we may justly[ing her husband to be father to a child of his
call God. [own.

And thereupon I began to praise the Creator, After that I began to believe the tragedies,
as I saw the earth fast fixed, and hwng creatures and thought that the dinner of Thyestes had
m such variety, and the blossoms of plants wlth really taken place ; and believed in the unlawful
their many hues. But my mind did not rest upon lust of Oinomaos, nor doubted of the strife in
these things alone ; but thereupon I began to which brother drew the sword on brother.
mqulre whence they have their origin- whether So, after beholding such things as these, I be-
from some source eternally co-existent with God, gan to inquire whence they arise, and what is
or from Himself alone, none co-existing with their origin, and who is the author of such de-
Ham ; for that He has made nothing out of that :woes against men, whence came their discovery,
which has no existence appeared to me the right and who is the teacher of them. Now to dare
view to take, unless my reason were altogether to say that God was the author of these things
untrustworthy. For it is the nature of things was impossible ; for surely it could not even be
which come into being to derive their origin said that they have from Him their substance, or
from what is already existing. And it seemed to their existence. For how were it possible to
me that it might be said w_th equal truth, that entertain these thoughts of God ? For He is
nothing rs eternally co-existent with God distinct good, and the Creator of what is excellent, and
from Himself, but that whatever exists has its to Him belongs nothing bad. Nay. it is His

nature to take no pleasure in such things; but
xJob.... ill _, He forbids their production, and rejects those
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who delight in them, but admits into His pres- again represented God as the creator of these
ence those who avoid them. And how could it things, fearing to allow the existence of substance
be anything but absurd to call God the maker of as coeval wlth Him ; while the former, from fear
these things of which He disapproves? For He of saying that God was the author of evil.
would not wish them not to be, if He had first thought fit to represent matter as coeval w_th
been their creator; and He wishes those who Him. 2 And it was the fate of both of these
approach Him to be imitators of Him. to fail to speak rightly on the subject, in conse-

Wherefore it seemed to me unreasonable to quence of their fear of God not being in agree-
attribute these things to God, or to speak of ment with an accurate knowledge of the truth
them as having sprung from Him ; though it But others declined to inquire about such a
must certainly be granted that it is possible for question at all, on the ground that such an in-
something to come into exastence out of what quiry is endless. As for me, however, my con-
has no existence, in case He made what is evil. nection with you in friendship does not allow me
For He who brought them into existence out to decline the subject of inquiry, especially when
of non-existence would not reduce them to the you announce your own purpose, that you are no_
loss of it. And again, it must be said that there swayed by prejudice,- although you had your
was once a time when God took pleasure in evil I opinion about the condition of things derived
things, which now is not the case. Wherefore it ] from your conjectures,--but say that you are
seems to me impossible to say this of God. tconfirmed in a desire of knowing the truth.
For it is unsuitable to His nature to attach this Wherefore I will willingly turn to the discus-
to Him. Wherefore it seemed to me that there szon of the question. But I wish this compamon
is co-existent with Him somewhat which has the of mine here to hsten to our conversation.3

name of matter, from which He formed existing For, indeed, he seems to have much the same
things, distinguishing between them with wise opinions about these things as you have, where-
art, and arranging them in a fair order, from fore I wish that you should both have a share m
which also evil things seem to have come into the discussion. For whatever I should say to
being. For as this matter was without quality you, situated as you are, I shall say just as much
or form, and, besides this, was borne about with- to him. If, then, you are indulgent enough to
out order, and was untouched by divine art, God think I speak truly on this great subject, give an
bore no grudge against it, nor left it to be con- answer to each question I ask ; for the result of
tinually thus borne about, but began to work upon this will be that you will gain a knowledge of the
it, and wished to separate its best parts from zts truth, and I shall not carry on my discussion
worst, and thus made all that it was fitting for with you at random.
God to make out of it ; but so much of it as VALEmnmAS. I am ready to do as you say,
was like lees, so to speak, this being unfitted for and therefore be quite ready to ask those ques-
being made into anything, He left as it was, since tions from which you think I may be able to
it was of no use to Him ; and from this it seems gain an accurate knowledge of this important
to me that what is evil has now streamed down subject. For the object which I have set before
among men. This seemed to me the right view myself is not the base one of gaining a victory.
to take of these things. But, my friend, if you but that of becoming thoroughly acquainted with
think that anything I have said is wrong, men- the truth. Wherefore apply yourself to the rest
tion it, for I exceedingly desire to hear about of the d_scussion.
these things. ORTHODOXUS. Well, then, I do not suppose

ORTHODOXUS. I appreciate your readiness, you are ignorant that it is impossible for two un
my friend, and applaud your zeal about the sub- created things to exist together, although you
ject ; and as for the opinion which you have ex- seem to have expressed nearly as much as th_s
pressed respecting existing things, to the effect in an earlier part of the conversation. Assuredly
that God made them out of some underlying we must of necessity say one of two things'
substance, I do not altogether find fault with it. either that God is separate from matter, or, on
For, truly, the origin of evil is a subject that has the other hand, that He is inseparable from it
called out opinions from many men.' Before If, then, one would say that they are united, he
you and me, no doubt, there have been many will say that that which is uncreated is one only,
able men who have made the most searching for each of the things spoken of will be a part
inquiry into the matter. And some of them ex- of the other ; and as they are parts of each
pressed the same opinion as you did, but others other, there will not be two uncreated things,

but one composed of different elements. For
t [S¢c tl_ essay of Archbishop King On t/re Orlgi_* ef g_il, ed.

_imbridg_, xTaQ. IAw's alnBotatlotts in this editaon are vahlablc. It The reader will here naturally think or the gre_t and long-co_
See tdso-Dr. B[edsoe, T#,cedicy, and Elucidation VIII. p. 5_, voL tmued Mamchemn controversy. --TR.
ii,tl_teri¢_ Of I._'bnhz(refutmgBayle),noncedtospeakhere. s [SeeRouth, R.S,tom. n.p. 98, andnotep, tts, amiatlRoutb'_

no_es on Maximus, the original of Med_odius, of _hQm s¢_ Eusebi_
Cot_ Addison, S/N-fta_, Nos _37 and 5x9; also Parnell'sH,_,"- H. J_.,book v. cap. _7.J; also Jer. xll. x.]
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we do not, because a man has different mere- or else that He wrought in union with matter,
bets, break him up into many beings. But, as without having a place of withdrawal. But if
the demands of reason reqmre, we say that a any one say that matter is in God, there is equal
single being, man, of many parts, has been need of inquiry, namely, whether it is by His
created by God. So _t is necessary, if God be being separated from Himself, and as creatures
not separate from matter, to sav that that which exist in the air, by His being thvided and parted
_suncreated is one only ; but ff one shall say for the reception of the beings that are in Him ;
that He is separate, there must necessarily be or whether it is locally situated, that is to say,
something intermediate between the two, which las water m land ; for if we were to say, as in
makes their separation evident. For it is u_-ithe air, we must say that God is divisible; but
possible to estimate the distance of one. thing I if, as water in earth, -- since matter was without
from another, unless there be something else order and arrangement, and besides, contained

with which the distance between them may be Iwhat was evil,-- we must say that m God were
compared. And this holds good, not only as to be found the disorderly and the evil. Now
far as the mstance before us, but also to any this seems to me an unbecoming conclusion, nay,
number of others. For the argument which we_ more, a dangerous one. For you wish for the
advanced in the case of two uncreated things lexistence of matter, that you may avoid saying
would of necessity be of equal force, were the that God is the author of evil ; and, determining
uncreated things granted to be three in number, to avoid this, you say that He is the receptacle
For I should ask also respecting them, whether [of ewl.
they are separate from each other, or, on the[ If, then, under the supposition that matter is
other hand, are united each to _ts neighbour. '_separate from created substances, you had said
For if any one resolve to say that they are that _t is uncreated, I should have said much
umted, he will be told the same as before ; if, about it, to prove that it is impossible for it to
again, that they are separate, he will not escape be uncreated ; but since you say that the ques-
the necessary existence of that which separates /ion 0./the origin of evil is the cause of this sup-
them. posit_on, _t therefore.seems to me right to proceed

If, then, any one were to say that there _s a to inquire into this. For when it is clearly
third account which might fitly be given of stated how ewl exists, and that it is not possible
uncreated things, namely, that neither is God to say that God is the cause of evil, because of
separate from matter, nor, again, are they united matter being subject to Him, it seems to me to
as part of a whole; but that God is locally destroy such a supposition, to remark, that if
situate m matter, and matter m God, he must God created the qualities which did not exist,
be told as the consequence,' that ff we say that He equally created the substances:
God is placed in matter, we must of necessitysay Do you say, then, that there co-exists with
that He is contained within limits, and circum- God matter without qualities out of which He
scribed by matter. But then He must, equally formed the beginning of this world ?
with matter, be carried about without order. VAL_Tr_L_N. SO I think.
And that He rests not, nor remains by Himself, ORTHODOXUS. If, then, matter had no quali-
is a necessary result of that in which He is Ues, and the world were produced by God, and
being carried, now this way, and now that. And qualities exist in the world, then God is the
besides this, we must say that God was in worse maker of qualities?
case still. VALENTINIAN. It is so.

For if matter were once w_thout order, and ORTHODOXUS. NOW, as I heard you say some
He, determining to change it for the better, put time ago that it is impossible for anything to
it into order, there was a time when God was in come into being out of that which has no exist-
that which had no order. And I might fairly ence, answer my question: Do you think that
ask this question also, whether God filled matter the qualities of the world were not produced
completely, or existed in some part of it. For out of any existing qualities ?
if one resolve to say that God was in some part VALENTINL_I_.I do.
of matter, how far smaller than matter does he ORTHODOXOS. And that they are something
make Him ; that is, if a part of it contained distinct from substances?
God altogether. But if he were to say that He VALe. Yes.
is in all of it, and is extended through the whole ORTVtODOXUS.If, then, qualities were neither
of matter, he must tell us how He wrought upon made by God out of any ready at hand, nor
it. For we must say that there was a sort of derive their existence from substances, because
contraction of God, which being effected, He they are not substances, we must say that they
wrought upon that from which He was withdrawn, were produced by God out of what had no

Jahn'! reading is here followed 2 The _-xtiJhereinanuuceru6n_tate.C_. Mipe m_l Jahn.
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existence. Wherefore I thought you spoke ex- but by practising any evil, it can be called evil
travagantly m saying that it was impossible to Similarly consider, if you imagine anything else
suppose that anything was produced by God ito be the cause of evil to men, that _t too is evl_

out of what did not exist , by rea._on of its actmg bv them, and suggesting
But let our discussion of this matter stand the committal of evil. "For a man is evil m

thus. For truly we see among ourseh'es men;consequence of his actions. For he as said _o
makmg things out of what doe._ not exist,' be evxl, because he is the doer of evil. No_
although they seem for the most part to be mak- j what a man does, _snot the man himself, but hi-_
mg them with something. As, for instance, we !acmqty, and it is from his actaons that he receive_
may have an example m the case of architects, the title of evil, For ff we were t,_ say that he
for they truly do not make cities out of crees, _s that wluch he does, and he commits murders,
nor in hke manner temples out of temple._.' :adulteries, and such-like, he will be all these

Now ff he is the_e, then when they are produced
But if, because substances underhe these he has an existence, but when they are not, he

things, you think :hat the builder_ make them too ceases to be Now these things are produced
out of what does exist, you are ml_taken m your I by men. Men then will be the authors of them.
calculation, For tt Is not the substance which iand the causes of their existing or not existing.
makes the city or the temple_, but art apphed to _But if each man is evll m consequence of what

he practises, and what he l)ractl_es has an ongm
substance. And this art is not produced out of. he also made a beginning m evil, and enl to_',some art wlnch lies in the substan(es themselves,
but from that which Is not in them had a beginning. Now if this is the case, no

But you seem hkely to meet me with this one is w_thout a begmmng m evil, nor are e_l
argqament that the artificer make_ the art which ' thmgs wlthout an origin.
is connected with the sub_tance out of the art Val,_:XilXqAy. Well, my friend, you seem to

whmh he ha_ Now I think it _ a good reply _me to haze argued sufficiently against the other
to this to say, that in man it Js not lWOducecl side. For yc_u appeared to "draw right con( lu-
from any art lying beneath ; for _t is not to be slons from the preml_e_ whmh we granted to the
granted that ._ubstance by itself _ art. For art discussion, For truly ff matter 1%without quah-
is in the class of accldent_, and l_ one of the i ties, then (;od 1, the maker of qualmes, and ff
things that have an e,,stence only when they are ewls are quahtle,_. God w_ll be the author ot
employed about _ome _ubstanee. For man will evils But it seem_ to me false to say that matter
exist even w_thout the art of bmldlng, btlt _t w_ll _swithout qualities ; for it cannot be stud respect-
have no existence unless man be previously m 'rag any substance that _t l_ w_thout quahtle_
being. Whence wc nm_t say that it _s m the But mc]eed, m the very act of saying that _t _

• without qualities, you declare that it has a quahty,
nature of thmgs for arts to be prodn_ ed m men bv describing the character of matter, which l_out of what has no existence. If, then, we. -
ha_e shown that this is so in the case of men. a kind of quahty. Therefore, if you please,
why was it unproper to say that God _s able to, oegm the d_scussion from the begmmng ; for it

seem_ to me that matter never began to ha_emake not only qualities, but al_o substances, out
of that which has no existence? For a_ it ap- qualiues. For such being the case, I assert, m?
pears possible for something to be produced out. friend, that ewl arises from its emanation
of what exists not, _t _s evident that this is the ! ORrHODOXUS. If matter were possessed of
case with substances. To return to the question qualmes from eternity, of what will God be the
of evil. Do you think ewl comes under the l creat°r? For If we say substances, we speak
head of substances, or of qualities of substances_ of them as pre-existing ; if, again, we say quah-

VALENTIN1AN. Of quahties. ' ties, these too are declared to have an existence
ORTHODOXUS. But matter was found to be 'Since' then, both substances and quahties exist,

without quality or form ? it seems to me superfluous to call God a creator
VALENTINIAN. It was. i But answer me a question. In what way do you

Om'nopoxus. Well, then, the connection of: say that God was a creator? Was it by changing
these names with substance is owing to itq acci-, the exastence of those substances into non-exxst-

dents. For murder is not a substance, nor is ence, or by changing the qualmes while Heany other evil; but the substance receives a preserved the substances?
cognate name from putting it into practme. For i VA_Yriytay. I think that there was no
a man is not (spoken of as) murder, but by! change of the substances, but only of the quah-
committing _t he recmves the derived name of] ties; and in respect to these we call God a
murderer, w_thout being himself murder ; and, !creator. And just as ff one might chance to say
to speak concisely, no other ewl is a substance ; t that a house was made of stones, _t cannot besaid of them that the) do not still continue stones

t Imperfect The re_t from the Bibl_otaeca of Phot_us. , m substance, because they are called a house,
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for I affirm that the house is made by the quality weak, or from His being overcome by fear, and
of construction. So I think that God, whflem subjection to some more powerful being?
substance remained, produced a change of its See whmh of these you would like to atmbute
qaahties, by reason of which I say that this to the almighty an(t good God. But, again,
world was made by God. answer me about matter. Is matter simple or

ORTHOUOXUS. Do you think, too, that evil is con:pound? For ff matter be sImple and uni-
among the qualities o( substance_ _ :form, and the universe compound, and composed

VALENTINIAN. I do _of different substances, it :s impossible to say
ORTHODOX_'S. And were these qualme_ m, that :t ,s made of matter, because compound

matter from the first, or had they a begmnmg _ things cannot be composed of one pure and sim-
VALEYrL'q.aX. 1 say that the;e qualmes were ple ingredient. For composmon indicates the

_ternally co-existent with matter, mixture of several snnple things. But if, on the
ORrHODOXUS. But do you not say that God, other hand, you ,ay that matter is compound, it

has made a change m the quahttes } has been entncl_ composed of simple elements,
VALEbrHY:_N. I do say this. and the)" were once each separately simple, and
ORIHC)DOXU_,. For the better? by their composmon matter was produced ; for
VALEN'I'INIAN, I think so. icompound thmg_ derive their composmon from
ORTHODOXUS. If. then, ewl l_ among the stmple things. So there wa_ once a time when

quahtles of matter, and its qualities were changed i matter dM not ex_,t -- that _, to say, before the
by God for the better, the inquiry must be made Icombination of the simple elements. But if
_hence ewl arose. For either all of them, bemg'i there was once a rune when matter did not exist,
evil, underwent a change for the better, or some Iand there was never a tmle _hen what is uncre-
of them hemg evil, and _omc not, the evil ones Jated d_d not e\_t, then matter is not uncreated.
,here not changed for the better; but the rest, And from this it follows that there are many
a_ far as they were found superior, were dmnged th:ng_ which are uncreated. For if God were
bv God for the sake of order, uncreated, and the smaple elements of whmh

VAI,ENI'INIa, N. That _b the opmmn 1 held _matter wa,_ co:npc_sed were uncreated, the hum-
from the beginning, her of the uncreated would be more than two.

O_rHoDox_:s How, then. d_ _.ou say _t _a, Bul to omit mqumng what are the simple ele-
that He left the quahtles of e_:l ab they were? ments, matter or form--for tins would be fol-
Was _t that He was able to do away _tf: them, lt_wed by many absurdmes--let me ask, do you
or that, though He w_shed to do so, He was un- think that nothing that exists is contrary to
able? For if vou say that He was able, but (h_- itself?
:nohned to do _,o,He must be the author of these V _,_:y_.a_ I dc_.
things, because, wh_le He had power to 1)ring, ()RftlODOXUS, Vet water _s contrary to fire,
evil to an end, He allowed it to remain a_ _t wa_, and darkness to hght, and heat to cold, and
especially when He had begun to work upon lmo_smre to dryness.
matter. For if He had had nothing at all to do Vat_EY'_mAN. I think _t Is.
w,th matter, tie would not have been the author i ORaHoDOXUS If, then, nothing that exists _s
of what He allowed to remain. But since He contrary to _tself, and these are contrary to one
works upon a part of _t, and leaves a part of It, another, they will not be one and the same mat-
to _tself, while He has power to change :t for the i ter-- no, nor formed from one and the same
better, I thmk He :s the author of e_ll, since He matter But, again, I w_sh to ask, do you think
left part of matter in :t_ wleness. He wrought that the parts of a thing are not destructive of
then for the ruin of a part, and, m th_s respect, one another ?
_t seems to me that th_ part was chiefly injured. VALENTINIAN I do.
by H_s arranging it :n matter, so that it became Ii ORTtiOX._OXUS.And that fire and water, and
partaker of evil. For before matter was put m ',the rest hkew_se, are parts of matter ?
order, _t was w_thout the perception of evil, but. VA_.EYnNXAV;. I hold them to be so.
now each of its parts has the capacity of per-i OaT_ODOXUS. Why, then, do you not think
ce_vmg ewl. Now, take an example m the case _that water is destructwe of fire, and light of
of man. Previously to becoming a hying crea- darkness, and so on w_th the rest?
ture, he was insensible to evil; but from the] VALF_Y7_Y_AY.I do.
time when he :s fashioned by God into the form' Oa_oDoxtzs. Then, ff parts of a thing are

of man, he gains the percept:on of approaching ' not destructive of one another, and these are
evil. So this act of God, which you say was;found to be so, they will not be parts of the
done for the benefit of matter, _s found to have I same thing. But ff they are not parts of the
happened to it rather for the worse. But if you _same thing, they will not be parts of one o.nd
say that God was not able to stop evil, does the '_the same matter. And, indeed, they will not be
_mpossib_lity result from H_s being naturally I matter e_ther, because nothing that exists i, de-
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structive of itself. And this being the case with the capacity with which he was gifted depn_
the contraries, it is shown that they are not mat- I hnn of what was better for him ; for it was %
ter. This is enough on the subject of matter. I the sake of thls that I say he was endowed _lt_

Now we must come to the examination of it (but he received the power above mentioned l

evils, and must necessarily inquire into the evils [ In order that lie may obtain an addition to _,nat
among men. As to these, are they forms of the he already possesses, which accrues to him fron_
principle of evil, or parts of it? If forms, evil the Superior Being in consequence of his obed_-
will not have a separate existence distinct from ',ence, and is demanded as a debt from his Maker
them, because the species are to be sought for in For I say that man was made not for destruction
the forms, and underlie them. But if this is the but for better things. For if he were made a..
case, evil has an origin. For its forms are shown i any of the elements, or those things which render
to have an origin--such as murder, and adul-ia similar service to God, he would cease t_,
tery, and the like. But if you will have them to receive a reward befitting deliberate choice, _'_nfl
be parts of some principle of evil, and they have would be like an instrument of the maker, ant
an origin, it also must have an origin. For those it would be unreasonable for him to suffer blam_
things whose part_ have an origin, are of neces- for his wrong-doings, for the real author of th_i_
sity originated likewise. For the whole consists is the one by whom he is used. But man d]{.
of parts. And the whole will not exist if the not unde_tand better things, since he did not
parts do not, though there may be some parts, 'know the author (of his existence), but only th_
even if the whole be not there, object for which he was made. I say therefor,_

Now there is nothing existing of which one i that God, purposing thus to honour man, anti t,,
part is originated, and another part not. But lf igrant him an understanding of better thmg_
I were even to grant this, then there was a time l has given him the power of being able to d,,
when evil was not complete, namely, before!what he wishes, and commend_ the employment
matter was wrought by God. And it attains'of his power for better thlngq_ not that H_
completeness when man is produced by God;l deprives hun again of free-will, but wishes to
for man is the maker of the parts of evil. Andlpolnt out the better way. For the power ].
from this it follows that the cause of evil being present with him, and he receives the command-
complete, is God the Creator. whmh it is impious i melrt ; but God exhorts him to turn his power o*
to say. But If you say that evil is neither of the _,choice to better things For as a father exhort-
things supposed, but is the doing of something, his son, who has power to learn his lesson_, t_,
evil, you declare that it has an origin. For the lglve more attention to them, inasmuch as, wlafiL
doing of a thing makes the beginning of its he points out this as the better course, he does
existence. And besides this, you have nothing!not deprive his son of the power which h_
further to pronounce evil. For what other action, possessed, even if he be not inclined to learn
have you to point out as such, except what willingly ; so I do not think that God, while He
happens among men? Now, it has been already Iurges on man to obey His commands, depnve_
shown that he who acts is not evil according to ihim of the power of purposing and withholding
his being, but in accordance with his evil doing. [obedience. For He points out the cause o_

Because there is nothing evil by nature, but it] His giving thl_ advice, in that He does not
is by use that evil things become such. So I say, deprive him of the power. But He gives corn-
says he, that man was made with a free-will, not minds, in order that man may be able to enjo_
as if there were already evil in existence, which better things. For this is the consequence of
he had the power of choosing if he wished, but obeying the commands of God. So that He
on account of his capacity of obeying or dis- does not give commands in order to take awa_
obeying God. , the power which He has given, but in order that

For this was the meaning of the gift of Free a better gift may be bestowed, as to one worth)
Will. And man after his creation receives a com- of attaining greater things, in return for hl_
mandment from God ; and from this at once rises having rendered obedience to God, while he had
evil, for he does not obey the divine command ; power to withhold it. I say that man was made
and this alone is ewl, namely, disobedience, with free-will, not as if there were already exist-
which had a beginning, mg some evil, which he had the power of choosing

if he wished, . . . but that the power of obey-

For man' received power, and enslaved him- mg and disobeying God is the only cause.*
self, not because he was overpowered by the For this was the object to be obtained by frec
irresistible tendencies of his nature, nor because will. And man after his creation receives a

commandment from God, and from this at once
rises evil ; for he does not obey the divine coro-t The whole of this work, as preserved, is m avery fragmentary

state. We have followed Mzgnc In general_ as his edltloll _ most
widely know_, mad but httle xs gamed by tldoptiag J_hn'$, which m
r,omewhat more complete -- Ts. 2 Of the bestowal of f_e-wtlL
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mand, and this alone is evil, namely, dlsobe-IHoly Writ, that "man has learnt (evil)."' I
dience, which had a beginning. For no one has]say, then, that disobedience to God is taught.

tt in his power to say that it is without an omgm, IFor this alone is evil which is produced in oppo-when its author had an origin. But you will be, smon to the purpose of God, for ,.nan would not
sure to ask whence arose this disobedience. It i learn evil by itself. He, then, who teaches evil
_s clearly recorded m Holy Scripture, by which I ls the Serpent.
I am enabled to say that man was not made by t
God in this condition, but that he has come to For my part, I said that the beginning of evil
it bv some teaching. For man did not receive ] was envy, and that it arose from man's being dis-
such a nature as t-his. For if it were the case] tmgmshed by God with higher honour. Now

that his nature was such, this would not have/evflls disobedience to the commandment of God.
come upon him by teaching Now one says m t ; _ _,_



FROM THE DISCOURSE ON THE RESURRECTION.'

PAWl I m the kingdom of hght ma_ not be for ever con-

1. GoD did not make evil? nor is He at all in demned to be bondmen of corruption. For as
any way the author of evil ; but whatever failed the question has been sufficiently solved, and
to'keep the law, which He in all justice ordained, the statement refuted in which they defined the
after being made by Him with the faculty of free- flesh to be" the soul's chain, the argument also ts
will, for the purpose of guarding and keepmg it, destroyed, that the flesh will not rise again, lest,
is called evil. Now it is the gravest fault to dis- ' if we resume It, we be prisoners in the kingdom
obey God, by overstepping the bounds of that r°f light.
righteousness which is consistent with free-will. _ Jv. In order, then, that man might not be an

n. Now the question has already been raIbed,a _undying or ever-livlng evil. as would have been
and answered, 4 that the" coats of skins "5 are not the case if sin were dominant within him, as it
bodies. Nevertheless, let us speak of it again, had sprung up an an immortal body, and was
for it is not enough to have meImoned It once. provMed with ammortal sustenance, God for this
B ................ ' cause pronounced him mortal, and clothed himelore me preparauon or mese coat_ u_ SKins.
the first man himself acknowledges that he has with mortality. For this is what was meant by
both bones and flesh; for when he saw the the coats of skins, in order that, by the dissolu-
woman brought to him- "This is now," he cried," tion of the body, sin might be altogether de-
"bone of my bone, and flesh of my flesh." And stroyed from the very, roots, that there might not
again. " She shall be called Woman, because be left even the smallest particle of root from
she was taken out of man? For this cause shall which new shoots of sin m_ght again burst forth.
a man leave his father and mother, and shall be I v. For as a fig-tree, whmh has grown m the
joined unto his wife, and they two shall be one _splendid buildings 9 of a temple, and has reached
flesh." For I cannot endure the trifling of some :a great size, and is spread over all the joints of
who shamelessly do violence to Scripture. in the stones with thmkly-branchmg roots, ceases
order that their opinion, that the resurrection not to grow, till, by the loosening of the stones
_s without flesh, may find support ; supposing from the place m whmh _t sprung up, it is alto-
rational bones and flesh, and in different ways ;gether torn awa), for it is possible for the stone_
changing it backwards and forwards by allego- It° be fitted into their own places, when the fig-
nzmg And Christ confirms the taking of these Itree is taken away, so that the temple may be
thmgs as they are written, when, to the question preserved, having no longer to support what was
of the Pharisees about putting away a wife, He the cause of its own destruction ; while the fig-
answers : "Have ye not read that He which, tree, torn away by the roots, dies ; in the same
made them at the beginning made them male' way also, God, the builder, checked by the sea-
and female : and said, For this cause shall a man :sonable application of death, His own temple.
leave his father," s and so on. ' man, when he had fostered sin, like a wild fig-

in. But it is evidently absurd to think that the ' tree, "killing," ,o in the words of Scripture, "and
body will not co-exist with the soul m the eternal making alive," in order that the flesh, after sin
state, because it is a bond and fetters ; in order : is withered and dead, may, like a restored temple,

ibe raised up again with the same parts, uninjured
that, according to their wew, we who are to live ]and immortal, while sm is utterly and entirely

] destroyed. For while the body still lives, before
[Compare hthenagoras, vol u p. t49, and other Fathers Iit has passed through death, sin must also live_asst,_.l
[Seep. 363,.;,,p,-a.]

3 Cf Anastastus,in Doctrtnat'alr_ de l'trbt [_carnaHone,with it, as it has its roots concealed within us,

c.,s.-J_, even though it be externally checked by the4 ByEptphamus, H_r., lxtv n. _2 --MIGNg
5 _n. IU 2I.

Gem n 23, u4 I 9 [l.e, "m the courts of the Lord's house:" a._omg the braid-

:' [.See vo!. iv p 38, this _enes ] t rags.]
8 lvlatt xtx 4, 5- to I)eut X×XLi 39
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wounds inflicted by corrections and warumgs; whmh prevails among ourselves. For seeing
since, otherwise, it would not happen that we do man, His fairest work, corrupted by envious
wrong after baptism, as we should be entirely treachery, He could not endure, with His love
and absolutely free from sin. But now, even after for man, to leave hun in such a condition, lest
believing, and after the time of being touched he should be for ever faulty, and bear the blame
by the water of sanctification, we ,are oftentimes to eternity, but dissolved hun again into his
found m sin. For no one can boast of being so original matenaJs, m order that, by remodelling,
free from sin as not even to have an evil thought, all the blemishes in him might waste away m_d
So that it is come to pass that sin is now re- disappear. For the melting down of the statue
strained and lulled to sleep by faith, so that it m the former case corresponds to the death and
does not produce injurious fruits, but yet is not ',dissolution of the body m the latter, and the re-
torn up by the roots. For the present we re,tram' moulding of the material m the former, to the

_ts sprouts, such as evil lmaginatlons,,','le_t any resurrection after death m the latter, as al_o
root of bitterness springing up trouble ' us, not. satth the prophet Jeremmh, for he addresses t_c
suffering its leaves to unclose and open Into Jca,s m these word_, "' And I went down to the
shoots ; while the Word, like an axe. cuts at its' potter'_ house, and, behold, he wrought a work
roots which grow below. But hereafter the very !upon the _tone_. And the ve_el whmh he made
thought of evil will disappeai. Im hl._ hand_ wa_ broken, and again he made

vt. But come now, since there _sneed of many iauother vessel, as it pleased hun to make it.
examples m matters of th,s kmd, let us examine _And the word of the Lord came to the, saying,
them particularly from this point of view, w_th- iCannot I do to you as this potter, O house of
out desisting till our argument ends in tlearer israel> l{ehohl, a_ the clay of the potter are ye
explanation and proof. It appears, then, a_ _f in my' hands. ''=
an eminent craftsman were to cast over again a vii For I call your attention to tlu_, that, as
noble nnage, wrought by himself of goht or other I said, after man's transgressmu the Great Hand
material, and beautifully propomoned m all lt_ was not content to leave a._ a trophy of victor)
members, upon his suddenly l)ercmvlng that it!its own work, debased by the Evil One, who
had been mutilated by some infamous man, who, I_lckedly injured it from motwes of envy ; but
too envious to endure the image t)eing beautiful, Imoistened and redu(ed it to clay, as a potter
spoiled it, and thus enjoyed the empty pleasure lbreaks up a _essel, that by the remodelling of
of indulged jealousy. For take notice, most lit all the I_lemisheb and bruises in it may &sap-
wise Aglaophon, that, if the artificer wish that lpear , and _t may be made afresh faultless and
that upon which he has bestowed so much pam_ [pleasing.
and care and labour, shall be quite free from l _m. But it is not satisfactory to say that the
injury., he will be impelled to melt it down, and iuniverse will be utterly destroyed, and sea and
restore it to Its former condition. But if he ]mr and sky will be no longer. For the whole
should not cast it afresh, nor reconstruct it, but Iworld wdl be deluged with fire frora heaven, and
allow it to remain as it is, repairing and restoring burnt for the purpose of purification and re-
it, it must be that the image, being passed newal, it will not, however, come to complete
through the fire and forged, cannot any longer', ruin and corruption. For ff it were better for
be preserved unchanged, but will be altered and ithe world not to be than to be, why did God,
wasted. Wherefore, if he should wish it to be Iin making the world, take the worse course ?
perfectly beautiful and faultless, it must be broken iBut God did not work in _am, or do that which
up and recast, in order that all the disfigurements q_was worst. God therefore ordered the creation
and mutilations inflicted upon it by treachery and iwith a view to its existence and continuance, as

envy, may be got rid of by the breaking up and al_o the Book of IVtsdom confirms, saying, " For
recasting of it, while the image is restored again God created all things that they might have their
uninjured and unalloyed to the same form as being; and the generations of the world were
before, and made as like itself as possible. For jhealthful, and there is no poison of destruction
it is impossible for an image under the hands of}in them." 3 And Paul clearly testifies this, say-
the original artist to be lost, even if it be melted ling, "For the earnest expectation of the crea-
down again, for it may be restored ; but it _s ture 4 wmteth for the manifestation of the sons
possible for blemishes and injuries to be put off, of God. For the creature * was made subject
for they melt away and cannot be restored; be- to vanity, not wllhngly, but by reason of him
cause in every work of art the best craftsman lthat subjected the same m hope: because the

looks not for blemish or failure, but for symme- tcreature 4 itself also shall be delivered from the
try and correctness in his work. Now God s ...........
plan seems to me to have been the same as that _ j,, x,,,, 3-6

-- 3 W_sd t :t4 _ .
......... I a Greek, creatton, _T_acg. The Eagltsh version fauhy and con-

1 Heh xu 15 ! fu_mg {]
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bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty renewed, not however that it will be destroyed,
of the children of God." ' For the creation was that we who are renewed may dwell in a renewed
made subject to vanity, he says, and he expects world without taste of sorrow ; according as it
that it will be set free from such servitude, as is said, "When Thou lettest Thy breath go forth,
he intends to call this world by the name of they shall be made, and Thou shalt renew the
creatxon. For it is not what is unseen but what face of the earth ;" 9 God henceforth providing
is seen that is subject to corruption. The crea- for the due temperature of that which surrounds
tion, then. after being restored to a better and it. For as the earth is to exist after the present
more seemly state, remains, rejoicing and exult- age, t° there must be by all means inhabitants for
ing over the children of God at the resurrection; it, who shall no longer be liable to death, nor
for whose sake it now groans and travails, 2 wait- shall marry, nor beget children, but live in all
mg itself also for our redemption from the cor- happiness, like the angels, without change or
ruption of the body, that, when we have risen decay. Wherefore it is silly to discuss in what
and shaken off the mortality of the flesh, accord- way of life our bodtes will then exist, if there is
mg to that which is written, "Shake off the dust, no longer air, nor earth, nor anything else.
and arise, and sit down, O Jerusalem," 3 and x. But in addition to what has been said,
have been set free from sin, it also shall be freed there is this point worth consideration, since _t
from corruption and be subject no longer to misleads very much, if we may be outspoken
vanity, but to righteousness. Isaiah says, too, about matters of such importance, Aglaophon.
"For as the new heaven and the new earth which For you said that the Lord declared plainly ,,
I make, remaineth before me, saith the Lord, that those who shall obtain the resurrection shall
so shall your seed and your name be ; "4 and then be as the angels. '_ You brought this objec-
again, "Thus saith the Lord that created the tlon: The a;lgels, being without flesh, are on
heaven, it is He who prepared the earth and this account m the utmost happiness and glory.
created it, He determined it ; He created it not We must then, as we are to be made equal to
m vain, but formed it to be inhabited." s For the angels, be like them stopped of flesh, and
m reality God did not estabhsh the universe in be angels. But you overlooked this, my excel-
vain, or to no purpose but destruction, as those lent friend, that He who created and set in order
weak-minded men say, but to exist, and be in- the universe out of nothing, ordained the nature
habited, and continue. Wherefore the earth and of immortal beings to be d_stnbuted not only
the heaven must exist again after the conflagra- among angels and mimsters, but also among
t:on and shaking of all things, principalities, and thrones, and powers. For the

IX. But if our opponents say, How then is it, race of angels is one, and that of principalmes
if the umverse be not destroyed, that the Lord and powers another ; because immortal beings
says that "heaven and earth shall pass away ; "o are not all of one order, and constitution, and
and the prophet, that "the heaven shall perish tribe, and family, but there are differences of
as smoke, and the earth shall grow old as a gar- race and tribe. And neither do the cherubim,
ment;" 7 we answer, because _t is usual for the departing from their o_na nature, assume the
Scriptures to call the change of the world from form of angels ; nor, again, do angels assume
_ts present condition to a better and more glori- the form of the others. For they cannot be any-
ous one, destruction ; as its earlier form is lost thing but what they are and have been made
in the change of all things to a state of greater Moreover, man also having been appointed by
splendour ; for there _s no contradiction nor the original order of things to inhabit the world,
absurdity in the Holy Scriptures. For not "the and to rule over all that is in it, when he is ira-
world" but the " fashion of this world" passeth mortal, will never be changed from being a man
away, 8 it is said ; so _t is usual for the Scrip- into the form either of angels or any other ; for
tures to call the change from an earlier form to neither do angels undergo a change from their
a better and more comely state, destruction ; original form to another. For Christ at His
just as when one calls by the name of destruc- coming did not proclaim that the human nature
tion the change from a childish form into a should, when it is immortal, be remoulded or
perfect man, as the stature of the child is turned transformed into another nature, but into what
into manly size and beauty. We may expect it was before the fall. For each one among
that the creation will pass away, as if it were to created things must remain in its own proper
perish in the burning, in order that it may be place, that none may be wanting to any, but all

may be full : heaven of angels, thrones of powers,
, Rom.vlU._9-_,. luminaries of ministers; and the more divine

The reaclin_ and puncttmlaon of Jalm are _ adopted.
x_. _. _ spots, and the undefiled and untainted lumina-

4 I_ htvi. _2.
s Isa. xlv. zS. 9 Ps. civ. 3°
6 Matt. xxiv. 35- xoOr, "dragon."
:' Isa. h. 6. it Whma tempted by'the Sadduc¢_
s : Car. vit. 3t. [ x_ Matt x,xa. 30
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nes, with seraphim, who attend the Supreme no more in marriage-feasts or other festivities,
Council, and uphold the umverse ; and the world but in seeing God and cultivating life, under the
of men. For if we granted that men are changed direction of Christ. For He did not say "they
into angels, it would follow that we say that an- shall be angels," but like angels, in being, for
gels also are changed into powers, and these instance, crowned, as it is written, with glory and
into one thing and the other, until our argument honour ; differing a little from the angels,_ while
proceed too far for safety, near to being angels. Just as if He had said,

yd. Neither did God, as if He had made man while observing the fair order of the sky, and
badly, or committed a mistake in the formation the stillness of the night, and everything illu-
of him, determine afterwards to make an angel, mined by the heavenly light of the moon, "the
repenting of His work, as the worst of craftsmen moon shines hke the sun." We should not then
do; nor did He fashion man, after He had say that He asserted that the moon was abso-
wLshed originally to make an angel, and failed; lutely the sun, but like the sun. As also that
for this would be a sign of weakness, etc Why whmh is not gold, but approaching the nature
even then did He make man and not angels, of gold, is said not to be gold, but to be like
if He wished men to be angels and not men? gold. But if it were gold, it would be said to
Was it because He was unable ? It is blasphemy be, and not to be hke, gold. But since it is not
to suppose so. Or was He so busy m making gold, but approaching to the nature of it, and
the worse as to loiter about the better? This has the appearance of it, it is stud to be like
too is absurd. For He does not fail m making gold ; so also when He says that the saints shall,
what is good, nor defers it, nor is incapable of m the resurrection, be like the angels, we do
it, but He has the power to act how and when not understand Hm_ to assert that they will then
tte pleases, inasmuch as He is Himself power, be actually angels, but approaching to the con-
Wherefore it was because He intended man to dmon of angels. So that It is most unreasonable
be man, that He originally made him so. But to say, "Since Christ declared that the saints in
ff He so intended--since He intends what _s the resurrection appear as angels, therefore their
good--man is good. Now man is sa_d to be bodies do not rise," although the very words
composed of soul and body ; he cannot then ] employed give a clear proof of the real state of
exist without a body, but with a body, unless the case. For the term "resurrection" is not
there be produced another man besides man. apphed to that which has not fallen, but to that
For all the orders of mlmortal beings must he which has fallen and rises again ; as when the
preserved by God, and among these _s man. prophet says, "I will also raise up again the
""For," says tl, e Book of l,fzsdom, "God created tabernacle of David whmh has fallen down."
man to be immortal, and made him to be an Now the much-desired tabernacle of the soul is
_mage of His own eternity."' The body then fallen, and sunk dowrL into "the dust of the
perishes not ; for man _s composed of soul and : earth." 5 For it is not that which is not dead,
body. but that which is dead, that is laid down. But

xu. Wherefore observe that these are the very it is the flesh which dies ; the soul msimmortal.
things whmh the Lord wished to teach to the So, then, if the soul be immortal, and the body
Sadducees, who did not beheve in the resurrec- be the corpse, those who say that there is a
t_on of the flesh. For this was the opmmn of resurrection, but not of the flesh, deny any resur-
the Sadducees. Whence _t was that, hawng rect_on; because it is not that which remains
contrived the parable about the woman and the standing, but that which has fallen 6 and been
_even brethren, that they might cast doubt upon laid down, that is set up ; according to that
the resurrectmn of the flesh, "There came to whmh is written, "Does not he who fails rise
Him," * it is said, " the Sadducees also, who say again, and he who turns as|de return?" 7
that there _s no resurrection." Christ, then, if xm. Since flesh was made to border on incor-
there had been no resurrection of the flesh, but ruption and corruptmn, being itself neither the
the soul only were saved, would have agreed one nor the other, and was overcome by corrup-
w_th their opmmn as a right and excellent one. tion for the sake of pleasure, though it was the
But as it was, He answered and said, "In the work and property of incorruption ; therefore it
resurrection they neither marry, nor are given m became corruptible, and was laid in the dust of
marriage, but are as the angels in heaven, ''* not the earth. When, then, it was overcome by
on account of hawng no flesh, but of not marry- corruption, and delivered over to death through
mg nor being married, but being henceforth in- disobedience, God did not leave it to corruption,
corruptible. And He speaks of our being near to be triumphed over as an inheritance ; but,
the angels in this respect, that as the angels in
heaven, so we also in paradise, spend our time 3Ps.vi,,.s.4 ,ACP,C_ IX. ! X.
_. $ Dan xu. _l,

Wi_. ii. • 3. 6 _A play on the Greek _,vdo"racn,¢, but good ex_.]
2 Matt, xxu 23. 7 Jer viu 4-
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after conquering death by the resurrection, de- comes unbound and free from death and sin,
livered it again to incorrnption, m order that Ibut the slave and servant of immortality ; so that
corruption might not receive the property of in- ] the body may be the possession of incorruption,
corruption, but incorruption that of corruption, and not incorruption that of the body.
Therefore the apostle answers thus, " For thas ] xrv. If, then, out of such a drop, small, and
corrupUble must put on incorrupfion, and this previously without any existence, mats actual
mortal must put on unmortahty. Now the _state of moistness, contractedness, and inslgnifi.
corruptible and mortal putting on immortahty, [cance, in fact out of nothing, man is brought
what else is it but that which is "sown in cot- into being, how much rather shall man spring
ruptlon and raised in incorruption,"-"- for the again into being out of a previously existing
soul is not corruptible or mortal; but thas whach'man_ For it is not so difficult to make any-
is mortal and corrupting as of flesh,-- in order, thing anew after it has once existed and fallen
that, "as we have borne the image of the earthy, _into decay, as to produce out of nothing that
we shall also bear the image of the heavenly ?" _ : which has never existed. Now, m case we choose
For the tmage of the earthy which we have'to exhibit the seminal fluid discharged t¥0m a
borne is this, " Dust thou art, and unto dust lman , and place by It a corpse, each by itself,
shalt thou return." 4 But the amage of the heav- which of them, as they both lie exposed to view.
enly is the resurrection from the dead, and in- :will the spectators think most hkely to become
corruption, in order that "'as Christ was raised a man -- that drop, which is nothing at all, or
lip from the dead by the glory of the Father, so that which has already shape, and size, and sub-
we also should walk in newness of life." s But, stance? For ff the very thing which is nothing
ff any one were to thank that the earthy amage i at all, merely because God pleases, becomes a
Is the flesh itself, but the heavenly image some i man, how much rather shall that whach has ex-
other spmtual body besades the flesh; let him_istence, and as brought to perfection become
first constder that Chrast, the heavenly arian, ! again a man, ff God pleases ? For what was the
when He appeared, bore the same form of lambs purpose of the theologaan Moses, in introducing,

and the same miage of flesh as ours. through 1.ruder a mystical sense, the Feast ofTabernacle_
which also He, who was not man, became man,, m the Book of LevatlCUS? Was _t that we may
that " as m Adam all die, even so m Christ shall _keep a feast to God, as the Jews wath their low
all be made alive."6 For if He bore flesh for'view of the Scriptures interpret it? as ff God
any other reason than that of setting the flesh took pleasure in such tabernacles, decked 0_
free, and raising it up, why did He bear fleshwith fruits and boughs and leaves, which _m-
superfluously, as He purposed neither to save _t, mediately w_ther and lose their verdure. We
nor to raise it tap_ But the Son of God does icannot say so. "Fell me, then. what was the
nothing superfluously. He did not then take lobject of the Feast of Tabernacles? It was in-
the form of a servant uselessly, but to raise it: troduced to point to this real tabernacle of ours,
up and save it. For He truly was made man, :which, after it was fallen down to corruptton
and died, and not m mere appearance, but that!through the transgression of the law, and broken
He m_ght truly be shown to be the first begotten Iup by sin, God promised to put together again.
from the dead, changing the earthy into the and to raise up in incorruptlbdlty, m order that
heavenly, and the mortal into the unmortal, we may truly celebrate m Has honour the great
When, then, Paul says that "flesh and blood ' and renowned Feast of Tabernacles at the resur-
cannot inherit the kingdom of God," 7 he does _rection ; when our tabernacles are put together
not give a dasparaguag opamon of the regeneration I an the perfect order of immortahty and harmony.
of the flesh, but would teach that the kingdom ofl and raised up from the dust m incorruptlon.
God, whach is eternal hfe, is not possessed by lwhen the dry bones,9 according to the most true
the body, but the body by the hfe. For if the;prophecy, shall hear a voice, and be brought to
kingdom of God, which is life, were possessed their joints by God, the Creator and Perfect At-
by the body, It would happen that the hfe would tificer, who will then renew the flesh and bind Jt
be consumed by corruption. But now the life on, no more with such ties as those by which Jt
possesses what is dying, in order that "death was at first held together, but by such as shall
may be swallowed up in victory" s by life, and be for ever undecaymg and indissoluble. For I
the corruptible may be seen to be the possessmn, once saw ,o on Olympus, which _s a mountain of
of incorruption and immortality, while it be-Lvcia, fire bursting up from the ground spon-

taneously on the summit of the mountain ; and
, _co, _v. 53. by -t was standing an Agnos tree, so flourishing,2 z Cor v 42

_Co,._ _9 green, and shady, that one might suppose a
4 _n. IlL 19 __

1Rom. w 4.
6 x Cor xv, a2. 9 Ezek, xxxvti 4
_' x Cut. xv. 5° Io [._:e part it. cap "can. p 375 tnfra What hc te_ttfl_, may be
e x Cor xv. 54- accepted, at leasts as hts genuine conwction ]
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never-failing stream of water had nourished its xvi. God, who created all things, and provides
growth, rather than what was really the case. and cares for all things, took dust from the
For which cause, therefore, though the natures ground, and made our outer man.
of things are corruptible, and their bodies,con-
sumed by fire, and it is impossible for tbangs PART II.
which are once of an inflammable nature to re-
main unaffected by fire ; yet this tree, so far from THE SECONDDISCOURSEON THE RESURRECTION, 4

being burnt, is actually more vigorous and green For instance, then, the images of our kings
than usual, though it is naturally inflammable, here, even though they be not formed of the
and that too when the fire is glowing about its more precious materials--gold or silver D are
very roots. I certainly cast some boughs of honoured by all. For men do not, while they
trees from the adjoining wood on to the place treat with respect those of the far more precious
where the fire burst forth, and they immediately material, slight those of a tess valuable, but hon-
caught fire and were burnt to ashes. Now, then, _our every image in the world, even though it be
tell me why it is that that which cannot bear of chalk or bronze. And one who speaks against
even to feel the heat of the sun, but withers up either of them, is not acquitted as if he had only
under it unless it be sprinkled with water, is not, gnnken ngMn_t elntr nnr ecmclo,-nnorl Fn_-h., ;n_

_o_me_ 2 e hrbee etOwy s despised gold, but for having been disrespectfulDo • g i towards the King and Lord Himself. The
,s marvel _ God a orated this as an example I ' ' "th- . pP images of God s angels, which are fashioned of

and introduction to the day that is coming, in i _ol& the nrlnci,_ahtIes and ,_owers we make to
order that we may know more certainly that, _-li_ honnn_ andr'Morv v ,
when all things are deluged with iare Irom n
en, the bodies which are distmgmshed by chastity 1' PART IlL
and nghteousness will be taken up by Him as l
free from all injury from the fire as from cold /i I. FROM THE DISCOURSE ON THE RESURRECTION. s

water. For truly, O beneficent and bountiful
Lord, "the creature that serveth Thee, who art I. Read the Book on the Resurrection by
the Maker, increaseth his strength agmnst the St. Methodms, Bishop and Martyr, of which that
unrighteous for their punishment, and abateth which follows is a selection, that the body is
h_s strength for the benefit of such as put their not the fetter of the soul, as Origen thought,
trust in Thee ; "_ and at Thy pleasure fire cools, nor are souls called by the prophet Jeremiah
and injures nothing that Thou determmest to be " fettered " on account of their being within
preserved ; and again, water burns more fiercely bodies. For he lays down the principle that
than fire, and nothing opposes Thine unconquer- the body does not hinder the energies of the
able power and might. For Thou createdst all soul, but that rather the body is carried about
things out of nothing; wherefore also Thou with it, and co-operates in whatever the soul
changest and transformest all things as Thou commits to it. But how are we to understand
wilt, seeing they are Thine, and Thou alone art the opinion of Gregory _ the theologian, and
God. many others ?

xv. The apostle certainly, after assigning the n. That Origen stud that the body was given
planting and watering to art and earth and water, i to the soul as a fetter after the fall. and that pre-
conceded the growth to God alone, where he wously it lived without a body; but that this
says, " Neither is he that planteth anything, body whlcll we wear is the canse of our sins ;
neither he that watereth ; but God that giveth wherefore also he called it a fetter, as it can hin-
the increase." * For he knew that Wisdom, the der the soul from good works.
first-born of God, the parent and artificer of all In. That if the body was given to the soulafter the fall as a fetter, it must have been given
things, brings forth everything into the world ;
whom the ancients called Nature and Providence, as a fetter upon the evil or the good. Now it is
because she, with constant provision and care, impossible that it should be upon the good ; for
gives to all things birth and growth. "For," no physician or artificer gives to that which has
says the Wisdom of God, "my Father worketh gone wrong a remedy to cause further error,
hitherto, and I work." 3 Now it is on this ac- much less would God do so. It remains, then,
count that Solomon called Wisdom the artificer that it was a fetter upon evil. But surely we

of all things, since God is in no respect poor, see that, at the beginning, Cain, clad in this
but able richly to create, and make, and vary, body, committed murder ; and it is evident into

and increase all things. , Fromst. JohnDa_,x,,, O,=, =,D_z,.=#.., tom.i. v. 389,
ed. Pans, x7x2.

S From Photlus, Bil_lwtlteca, cod. 234.
t Wisd xvl. 24- 6 Gregory, surnamed Theologus, commonly known as Gregory=_Cor ill. 7,
3 John v. xT. Naztanzen.
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what wickedness those who succeeded him ran. those who knew how to observe the niceties of
The body is not, then, a fetter upon evil, nor language, when he says, "I know such a man
indeed a fetter at all ; nor was the soul clothed caught up to the third heaven ; and I know such
in it for the first time after the fall. a man, whether in the body or out of the body,

rv. That man, with respect to his nature, is God knoweth, that was caught up into para-
most tml3/said to be neither soul without body, dise."* Here he signifies that he has seen two
nor, on the other hand, body without soul ; but revelations, having been evidently taken up twice,
a being composed out of the union of soul and once to the third heaven, and once into paradise.
body into one form of the beautiful. But Off- For the words, "I know such'a man caught up,"
gen said that the soul alone is man, as did Plato. make it certain that he was personally shown a

v. That there is a difference between man and revelation respecting the third heaven. And the
other living creatures ; and to them are given words which follow, "And I know such a man,
varieties of natural form and shape, as many as whether m the body or out of the body, God
the tangible and visible forces of nature pro- knoweth, that he was caught up into paradise,"
duced at the command of God ; while to him show that another revelation was made to him re-
was given the form and image of God, with specting paradise. Now he was led to make this
every part accurately finished, after the very origi- statement by his opponent's having laid it down
nal hkeness of the Father and the only-begotten from the apostle's words that paradise is a mere
Son. Now we must consMer how the saint conception, as it is above the heaven, in order
states this. to draw the conclusion that life in paradme is

vl. He says that Phidias the statuary, after he incorporeal.s
had made the Pis_ean _mage of ivory, ordered oil x. He says that tt is in our power to do, or to
to be poured out before it, that, as far as he could avoid doing, evil ; since otherwise we should not
secure it, it might be preserved Imperishable. be punished for doing evil, nor be rewarded for

vu. He says, as was said also byAthenagoras,' doing well; but the presence or absence of
that the dewl is a spirit, made by God, in the ewl thoughts does not depend upon ourselves.
neighbourhood of matter, as of course the rest Wherefore even the sainted Paul says," For what
of the angels are, and that he was entrusted I would, that do I not, but what I would not,
with the oversight of matter, and the forms of that I do ; "4 that is to say, "My thoughts are
matter. For, according to the original constltu- not what I would, but what I would not." Now
tion of angels, they were made by God, in His he says that the habit of imagining evil is rooted
providence, for the care of the universe ; in out by the approach of physmal death,S--since
order that, while God exercises a perfect and _t was for thxs reason that death was appointed
general supervision over the whole, and keeps by God for the sinner, that evil might not re-
the supreme authority and power over all--for main for ever.
upon Him their existence depends-- the angels But what is the meaning of this statement_
appointed for this purpose take charge of par- It is to be noted that it has been made by others
ticulars. Now the rest of them remained in the of our Fathers as well. What is the meaning,
positions for which God made and appointed seeing that those who meet death find in it at
them ; but the devil was insolent, and having the time neither increase nor decrease of sins ?
conceived envy of us, behaved wickedly in the
charge committed to him ; as also did those ,. A SVNOPSlSOF SOM_ APOSTOUCWORDS_'ROM
who subsequently were enamoured of fleshly THE SAMEDISCOURSE. 6

charms, and had illicit intercourse with the I. Read a compendious interpretation of some
daughters of men.' For to them also, as was the apostolic words from the same discourse. Let
case with men, God granted the possession of us see, then, what it is that we have endeavoured
their own choice. And how is this to be taken ? to say respecting the apostle. For this saying

vrn. He says that by the coats of skins is sig- of his, "I was alive without the law once," 7 refers
nified death. For he says of Adam, that when to the life which was lived in paradise before the
the Almighty God saw that by treachery he, an law, not without a body, but with a body, by our
immortal being, had become evil, just as his de- first parents, as we have shown above ; for we
ceiver the devil was, He prepared the coats of lived without concupiscence, being altogether
skins on this account ; that when he was thus, as ignorant of its assaults. For not to have a law
it were, clothed in mortality, all that was evil in according to which we ought to live, nor a power
him might die in the dissolution of the body. of establishing what manner of life we ought toIx. He holds that St. Paul had two revelations.
For the apostle, he says, does not suppose para- •. cot..ii. _, s.

3 [Gregory's opponent, not _ Paul's.]
disc to be in the third heaven, in the opinion of , Rom _. *s

s [Gmgo_ says.]
6 From Photlus,BiM._f_r.n,cod."34.

I [Athenagoras, Pl#a, cap. xxlv. vol. ii. p. x4_, the series,] _ Ram. vik 9.
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adopt, so that we might justly be approved or manifested who, through that which is good,
blamed, is considered to exempt a person from wrought evil ; that the inventor of evil might be-
accusation. Because one cannot lust after those come and be proved the greatest of all sinners.
things from which he is not restrained, and even "For we know that the law is spiritual ; "7 and
if he lusted after them, he would not be blamed, therefore it can in no respect be injurious to any
For lust is not directed to things which are be- one ; for spiritual things are far removed from
fore us, and subject to our power, but to those irrational lust and sin. "But I am carnal, sold
which are before us, and not in our power. For under sm ;" 7 which means : But I being carnal,
how should one care for a thing which is neither and being placed between good and evil as a
forbidden nor necessary to him ? And for this voluntary agent, am so that I may have it in my
reason it is said, "I had not known lust, except power to choose what I will. For "behold I
the law had said, Thou shalt not covet.", For set before thee life and death ; "8 meaning that
when (our first parents) heard, "Of the tree of death would result from disobedience of the
the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not spiritual law, that is of the commandment ; and
eat of it; for in the day thou eatest thereof thou from obedience to the carnal law, that is the
shalt surely die," 2 then they conceived lust, and counsel of the serpent ; for by such a choice "I
gathered it. Therefore was it said, "I had not am sold" to the devil, fallen under sin. Hence
known lust, except the law had said, Thou shalt evil, as though besieging me, cleaves to me and
not covet ;" nor would they have desired to eat, dwells in me, justice giving me up to be sold to
except it had been said, "Thou shalt not eat of the Evil One, in consequence of having violated
_t." For it was thence that sin took occasion the law. Therefore also the expressions: "That
to deceive me. For when the law was given, which I do, I allow not," and "what I hate, that
the devil had it in his power to work lust in me ; do I," 9 are not to be understood of doing evil,
"for with'out the law, sin was dead ; "3 which but of only thinking it. For it is not in our
means, "when the law was not given, sin could power to think or not to think of improper
not be committed." But I was alive and blaine- things, but to act or not to act upon our thoughts.
less before the law, having no commandment in For we cannot hinder thoughts from coming into
accordance with which it was necessary to live ; our minds, since we receive them when they are
"but when the commandment came, sin revived, inspired into us from without ; but we are able
and I died. And the commandment, which was to abstain from obeying them and acting upon
ordained to life, I found to be unto death." 4 them. Therefore it is in our power to will not
For after God had given the law, and had corn- to think these things ; but not to bring it about
manded me what I ought to do, and what I that they shall pass away, so as not to come into
ought not to do, the devil wrought lust in me. the mind again ; for this does not lie in our
For the promise of God which was given to me, power, as I said ; which is the meaning of that
this was for life and incorrupt]on, so that obeying statement, "The good that I would, I do not ; ....
it I might have ever-blooming life and joy unto for I do not will to think the things which injure
mcormption; but to him who disobeyed it, it me; for this good is altogether innocent. But
would issue in death. But the devil, whom he " the good that I would, I do not ; but the evil
calls sin, because he is the author of sin, taking which I would not, that I do ;" not willing to
occasion by the commandment to deceive me think, and yet thinking what I do not will. And
to disobedience, deceived and slew me, thus consider whether it was not for these very things
rendering me subject to the condemnation, "In that David entreated God, grieving that he
the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely thought of those things which he did not will :
die. ''2 "Wherefore the law is holy, and the "0 cleanse Thou me from my secret faults.
commandment holy, and just and good ; "s be- Keep Thy servant also from presumptuous sins,
cause it was given, not for injury, but for safety lest they get the dominion over me ; so shall I
for let us not suppose that God makes anythint be undefiled, and innocent from the great of-
useless or hurtful. What then? "'Was then tha fence." ,_ And the apostle too, in another place :
which is good made death unto me ? "6 namely, "Casting down imaginations, and every high
that which was given as a law, that it might be thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge
the cause of the greatest good ? "God forbid." of God, and bringing into captivity every thought
For it was not the law of God that became the to the obedience of Christ." E,

cause of my being brought into subjection to IL But if any one should venture to oppose this
corruption, but the devil ; that he might be made statement, and reply, that the apostle teaches

t Rom. vii. 7- _xP,om. vii z4,Gen. ii. t 7 _er. _t'.L.8, ]_f.ltt_ x'v. 8, Deut. trot. ts.
3 Rom. vh, 8. 9 ttom. vn. IS.
* Rom vit. 9, to. to Rom. vii. t 9.

Rom. vfi. za. tz Is. xix. t2, t3.
6 Rom vii. x3. t2 2Cor. z. 5.
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that we hate not only the evil which is in thought, carnal desire, which the cunning serpent infused
but that we do that which we will not, and we into us. And, therefore, God invented death for
hate it even in the very act of doing it, for he our sakes, that He might destroy sin, lest rising
says," The good which I would, I do not ; but up in us immortals, as I said, it should be immor-
the evil which I would not, that I do ;", if he tal. When the apostle says, "for I know that
who says so speaks the truth, let us ask him to in me--that is, in my flesh -- dwelleth no good
explain what was the evil which the apostle hated thing," by which words he means to indicate that
and willed not to do, but did, and the good sin dwells in us, from the transgression, through
which he willed to do, but did not ; and con- lust ; out of which, like young shoots, the ima-
versely, whether as often as he willed to do good, ginations of pleasure rise around us. For there
so often he did not do the good which he walled, are two kinds of thoughts in us ; the one which
but did the evil which he willed not ? And how arises from the lust whxch lies in the body,
he can say, when exhorting us to shake off all which, as I said, came from the craft of the Evil
manner of sin, "Be ye followers of me, even as Spirit ; the other from the law, which is m ac-
I also am of Christ? ''_ Thus he meant the cordance with the commandment, whmh we had
thing_ already mentioned which he willed not to implanted in us as a natural law, stirring up our
do, not to be done, but only to be thought of. thoughts to good, when we dehght in the law of
For how otherwise could he be an exact imitation God according to our mind, for this is the in
of Christ ? It would be excellent then, and most Iman ; but in the law of the devil accordingt r
delightful, if we had not those who oppose us, I the lust which dwells in the flesh. For he who

and contend with us ; but since this is impossible, [wars against and opposes the taw of God, that is,
we cannot do what we will. For we will not to [against the tendency of the mind to good, is the
have those who lead us to passion, for then we I same who stxrs up the carnal and sensual impulses
could be saved without weariness and effort;f to lawlessness.
but that does not come to pass which we will, [ m. For the apostle here sets forth clearly, as I
but that whxch we will not. For it is necessary, think, three laws : One in accordance with the
as I said, that we should be tried. Let us not good which is implanted m us, which clearly he

then, O my soul, let us not give in to the Evil I calls the law of the mlnd. One the law which
One ; but putting on" the whole armour of God," Iarises from the assault of evil, and whmh often
which is our protection, let us have " the breast- _jdraws on the soul to lustful fancies, which, he
plate of righteousness, and your feet shod with I says, '" wars against the law of the mind." 7 And
the preparation of the Gospel (of peace). ! the third, which is in accordance with sin, settled

Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith i in the flesh from lust, which he calls the "law of
ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of sin which dwells in our members ; "z which the

the wicked. And take the helmet of salvation, Evil One, urging on, often stirs up against us,and the sword of the spint, whmh is the Word of driving us to unrighteousness and eval deeds.
God," 3 that ye may be able to stand against the IFor there seems to be in ourselves one thing
wiles of the dewl; " casting down imaginations, [which is better and another which is worse.
and every high thing that exalteth itself against [ And when that which is in its nature better is
the knowledge of Christ," 4 ,, for we wrestle not I about to become more powerful than that which
against flesh and blood ;" s for that which I do, is worse, the whole mind is canned on to that
I allow not; for what I would, that do I not: which is good ; but when that which is worse
but what I hate, that do I. If then I do that l increases and overbalances, man is on the con-
which I would not, I consent unto the law that trary urged on to ewl imaginations. On account
it is good. Now then it is no more I that do it, of which the apostle prays to be delivered from
but sin that dweUeth in me. For I know that in it, regarding it as death and destruction ; as also
me- that is, in my flesh _ dwelleth no good does the prophet when he says, "Cleanse Thou
thing. ''6 And this is rightly said. For re- me from my secret faults." 8 And the same is
member how it has been already shown that, denoted by the words, " For I delight in the law
from the time when man went astray and dis- of God after the inward man ; but I see another
obeyed the law, thence sin, receiving its birth law in my members, warring against the law of
from his disobedience, dwelt in him. For thus a my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the
commotion was stirred up, and we were filled law of sin which is in my members. O wretched
with agatations and foreign imaginations, being man that I am[ who shall deliver me from the
emptied of the divine inspiration and filled with body of this death ?" 9 By which he does not

mean that the body is death, but the law of sin
x Rom .... t9. which is in his members, lying hidden in us

i Cor. XL z.
3 Eph VL _3p x4"z7
4 2 Cor. x. 5. _ Rom. vn. _3
s Eph vi. z2 e Ps.x_x x2.
e Rom vu. x5-xS. 9 Rom, vn aa-a4.
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through the transgression, and ever deluding the Now there are large trees, such as the cedar,
soul to the death of unnghteousness. And he pines, firs, which annually bear much leaves and
immediately adds, clearly showing from what fruit ; and one may see that they consume none
kind of death he desired to be delivered, and of the surrounding earth into the bulk and sub-
who he was who delivered him, "I thank God, stance of the tree. For it would be necessary,
through Jesus Christ."' And it should be con- if it were true that the earth went up through
sldered, if he said that th_s body was death, 0 the roots, and was turned into wood, that the
Aglaophon, as you supposed, he would not after- whole place where the earth lay round about
wards mention Christ as dehvering him from so them should be hollowed out ; for it is not the
great an evxl. For in that case what a strange nature of a dry substance to flow in, like a moist
thing should we have had from the advent of substance, and fill up the place of that which
Christ ? And how could the apostle have said moves away. Moreover, there are fig-trees, and
this, as being able to be delivered from death other similar plants, which frequently grow in the

by the advent of Christ ; when it was the lot of buildings of monuments, and yet they never con-
all to die before Christ s coming into the world ? sume the entire building into themselves. But
And, therefore, 0 Aglaophon, he says not that if any one should choose to collect their fruit
thas body was death, but the sin which dwells in and leaves for many years, he would perceive
the body through lust, from which God has deliv- that their bulk had become much larger than the
ered him by the coming of Christ. "For the earth upon the monuments. Hence it mabsurd
law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made to suppose that the earth is consumed into the
me free from the law of sin and death ;" so that crop of fruits and leaves ; and even if they were
•: He that raised up Jesus from the dead shall all made by it, they would be so only as using it
also quicken your mortal bodies by His Spirit for thexr seat and place. For bread is not made
that dwelleth in you ;" having "condemned sin" without a mill, and a place, and time, and fire ;
which i_ m the body to its destruction ; "that the and yet bread is not made out of any of these
righteousness of the law" 2 of nature which draws things. And the same may be said of a thousand
us to good, and is in accordance with the com- other things.
mandment, might be kindled and manifested, v. Now the followers of Origen bring fonvard
For the good which "the law" of nature "could this passage, "For we know that if our earthly
not do, in that it was weak," being overcome by house of this tabernacle were dissolved," 4 and
the lust which lies in the body, God gave _trength so forth, to disprove the resurrection of the body,
to accomplish, "sending His own Son m the saying that the "tabernacle" is the body, and
likeness of sinful flesh;" so that sm being con- the "house not made with hands .... in the
demned, to its destruction, so that it should never heavens" is our spiritual clothing. Therefore,
bear fruit in the flesh, the righteousness of the says the holy Methodius, by this earthly house
law of nature might be fulfilled, abounding in must metaphorically s be understood our short-
the obedience of those who walk not according lived existence here, and not this tabernacle;
to the lust of the flesh, but according to the lust for if you decide to consider the body as being
and guidance of the Spirit ; "for the law of the the earthly house which is dissolved, tell us what
Spirit of life," which is the Gospel, being different is the tabernacle whose house is dissolved ? For
from earlier laws, leading by its preaching to obe- the tabernacle is one thing, and the house of the
dience and the remission of sins, delivered us tabernacle another, and still another we who have
from the law of sin and death, having conquered the tabernacle. "For," he says, "if our earthly
entirely sin which reigned over our flesh, house of this tabernacle be dissolved" -- by

Iv. He 3 says that plants are neither nourished which he points out that the souls are ourselves,
nor increased from the earth. For he says, let that the body is a tabernacle, and that the house
any one consider how the earth can be changed of the tabernacle figuratively represents the en-
"and taken up into the substance of trees. For joyment of the flesh in the present life. If,
then the place of the earth which lay around, then, this present life of the body be dissolved
and was drawn up through the roots into the like a house, we shall have that which is not
whole compass of the tree, wlaere the tree grew, made with hands in the heavens. "Not made
must needs be hollowed out ; so that such a with hands," he says, to point out the difference ;
thing as they hold respecting the flux of bodies because this life may be said to be made with
is absurd. For how could the earth first enter hands, seeing that all the employments and pur-
in through the roots into the trunks of the plants, suits of life are carried on by the hands of men.
and then, passing through their channels into all For the body, being the workmanship of God,
their branches, be turned into leaves and fruit ? is not said to be made with hands, inasmuch as

4 2_OL V. I.

' Rom. vii. _5- s The word means.literally, "by an abuse, or m'_llcatnm: "
2 Rom. wil. s, zx, 3, 4. but the author's mealung ts very nearly that expressed m the text,
-_ Methodtus. --Tg.
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it is not formed by the arts of men. But if they rupted. Therefore, since the flesh is the boun-
shall say that it is made with hands, because it dary between corruption and incorruption, not
was the workmanship of God, then our souls being either corruption or incorruption, it was
also, mad the angels, and the spiritual clothing in vanquished by corruption on account of pleasure,
the heavens, are made with hands ; for all these although it was the work and the possession of
things, also, are the workmanship of God. What, incorruption. Therefore it became subject to
then, is the house which is made with hands? corruption. When, then, it had been overcome
It is, as I have said, the short-lived existence by corruption, and was given over to death for
which is sustained by human hands. For God chastisement, He did not leave it to be van-
said, "In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat quished and given over as an inheritance to cot-
bread;"' and when that life is dissolved, we ruption; but again conquering death by the
have the life which is not made with hands. As resurrection, He restored it to incorruption, that
also the Lord showed, when He said : '"Make corruption might not inherit incorruption, but in-
to yourselves friends of the mammon of un- corruption that which is corruptible. And there-
righteousness ; that, when ye fail, they may re- fore the apostle answers, "This corruptible must
ceive you into everlasting habitations. ''_ For put on incorruption, and this mortal immortal-
what the Lord then called "habitations," 3 the ity." 9 But the corruptible and mortal putting
apostle here calls "clothing." 4 And what He on incorruption and immortality, what else is
there calls "friends .... of unrighteousness," the this, but that which is sown m corruption rising
apostle here calls "houses" "dissolved." As in incorruption? _° For, "as we have borne the
then, when the days of our present life shall fail, image of the earthly, we shall also bear the
those good deeds of beneficence to which we image of the heavenly." i_ For the "image of
have attained io this unrighteous life, and in this the earthly" which we have borne refers to the
"world " which "heth in wickedness," s will re- saying, "Dust thou art, and unto dust thou shalt
ceive our souls ; so when this perishable life shall return." 12 And the "image of the heavenly is
be dissolved, we shall have the habitation which the resurrection from the dead and incorruption."
is before the resurrection-- that is, our souls vi. Now Justin of Neapolis, 13a man not far re-
shall be with God, until we shall receive the new moved either from the times or from the virtues
house which is prepared for us, and which shall of the apostles, says that that which is mortal is
never fall. Whence also "we groan," "not for inherited, but that life inherits ; and that flesh dies,
that we would be unclothed," as to the body, but that the kingdom of heaven lives. When
"but clothed upon "6 by it in the other life. then, Paul says that "flesh and blood cannot

For the "house in heaven,' with which we de- i inherit the kingdom of heaven," ,4 he does not
sire to be "clothed," is immortahty ; with which, so speak as seeming to slight the regeneration
when we are clothed, every weakness and mor- of the flesh, but as teaching that the kingdom
tality will be entirely "swallowed up" m it, being of God, which is eternal hfe, is not inherited by
consumed by endless life. "For we walk by the body, but the body by life. For if the
faith, not by sight ; "7 that is, for we still go for- kingdom of God, which is hfe, were inherited
ward by faith, viewing the things which are be- by the body, it would happen that life was swal-
yond with a darkened understanding, and not lowed up by corruptmn. But now life inherits
clearly, so that we may see these things, and that which is mortal, that death may be swal-
enjoy them, and be in them. "Now this I say, lowed up of life unto victory, and that which is
brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the corruptible appear the possession of incorrup-
kingdom of God; neither doth corruption in- tion; being made free from death and sin, and
herit incorruption." s By flesh, he did not mean become the slave and subject of immortality,
flesh itself, but the irrational impulse towards the that the body may become the possession of in-
lascivious pleasures of the soul. And therefore corruption, and not incorruption of the body.
when he says, "Flesh and blood cannot inherit vn. Now the passage, "The dead in Christ
the kingdom of God," he adds the explanation, shall rise first: then we which are alive," St.
" Neither doth corruption inherit mcorruption." Methodius thus explains : Those are our bodies ;
Now corruption is not the thing which is cor- for the souls are we ourselves, who, rising, re-
rupted, but the thing which corrupts. For when sume that which is dead from the earth ; so that
death prevails the body sinks into corruption ; being caught up with them to meet the Lord, we
but when life still remains in it, it stands uncor- may gloriously celebrate the splendid festival of
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the resurrection, because we have received our cubical, or pyramidal? For there are very many
everlasting tabernacles, which shall no longer kinds of forms; but this is impossible2 Well
die nor be dissolved, then, what are we to think of the assertion, that

vm. I saw, he says, on Olympus' (Olympus the godlike shape is to be rejected as more igno-
is a mountain in Lycia), a fire spontaneously ble, for he himself allows that the soul is like
arising on the top of the mountain from the the body, and that man is to rise again without
earth, beside which is the plant Puragnos, so hands or feet?
flourishing, green, and shady, that it seemed XIL The transformation, he says, is the restora-
rather as though it grew from a fountain. For tion into an impassible and glorious state. For
what cause, although they axe by nature corrup- now the body is a body of desire and of humilia-
tible, and their bodies consumed by fire, was tion,7 and therefore Daniel was called "a man
this plant not only not burnt, but rather more of desires." s But then it will be transfigured
flourishing, although in its nature it is easily into an impassible body, not by the change of
burnt, and the fire was burning about its roots ? the arrangement of the members, but by its not
Then I cast branches of trees out of the sur- desiring carnal pleasures.
rounding wood into the place where the fire Then he says, refuting Origen, Origen there-
streamed forth, and, immediately bursting up fore thinks that the same flesh will not be re-
into flame, they were converted into cinders, stored to the soul, but that the form of each,
What then is the meaning of this contradiction ? according to the appearance by which the flesh
This God appointed as a sign and prelude of is now distinguished, shall arise stamped upon
the coming Day, that we may know that, when all another spiritual body ; so that every one will
things are overwhelmed by fire, the bodies which again appear the same in form ; and that this is
are endowed with chastity and righteousness the resurrection which is promised. For, he
shall pass through it as though it were cold water, says, the material body being fluid, and in no

ix. Consider, he says, whether too the blessed wise remaining in itself, but wearing out and
John, when he says, "And the sea gave up the being replaced around the appearance by which
dead which were in it: and death and hell de- its shape is distinguished, and by which the
hvered up the dead which were in them," 2 does figure is contained, it is necessary that the resur-
not mean the parts which are given up by the rection should be only that of the form.
elements for the reconstruction of each one ? xuI. Then, after a little, he says : If then, O
By the sea is meant the moist element; by hell,s Origen, you maintain that the resurrection of
the air, derived from a_tSd_, because it is invisi- the body changed into a spiritual body is to be
ble, as was said by Origen ; and by death, the expected only in appearance, and put forth the
earth, because those who dte are laid in it ; vision of Moses and Elias as a most convincing
whence also it is called in the Psalms the "dust proof of it ; saying that they appeared after
of death," 4 Christ saying that He is brought their departure from life, preserving no different
"into the dust of death." appearance from that which they had from the

x. For, he says, whatever is composed and beginning; in the same way will be the resur-
consists of pure air and pure fire, and is of like rection of all men. But Moses and Elias arose
substance with the angelic beings, cannot have and appeared with this form of which you speak,
the nature of earth and water; since it would before Christ suffered and rose. How then
then be earthy. And of such nature, and con- could Christ be celebrated by prophets and
sisting of such things, Origen has shown that apostles as "the first begotten of the dead?"9
the body of man shall be which shall rise, which For if the Christ is believed to be the first be-
he also said would be spiritual, gotten of the dead, He is the first begotten of

xi. And he asks what will be the appearance the dead as having risen before all others. But
of the risen body, when this human form, as Moses appeared to the apostles before Christ
according to him useless, shall wholly disappear ; suffered, having this form in which you say the
since it is the most lovely of all things which are resurrection is fulfilled. Hence, then, there is
combined in living creatures, as being the form no resurrection of the form without the flesh.
which the Deity Himself employs, as the most For either there is a resurrection of the form as
wise Paul explains: "For a man indeed ought you teach, and then Christ is no longer "the
not to cover his head, forasmuch as he is the first begotten of the dead," from the fact that
image and glory of God ; " 5 m accordance with souls appeared before Him, having this form
which the rational bodies of the angels are set after death ; or He is truly the first begotten,
in order? will it be circular, or polygonal, or and it is quite impossible that any should have
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been thought meet for a resurrection before when separated, they are said to be separated
Him, so as not to die again. But if no one[in subsistence. They are separated in thought
arose before Him, and Moses and Elias appeared[ when we separate matter from its qualifies, and
to the apostles not having flesh, but only it--ap- Iqualifies from matter ; in act, but not in subsist.
pearance,,the resurrection.. in the flesh is clearly Ience, when a thing separated from another no
mamfested. For it is most absurd that the ilonger exists, not having a substantive existence.
resurrection should be set forth only in form, And it may be observed that it is so also in
since the souls, after their departure from the mechanics, when one looks upon a statue or a
flesh, never appear to lay aside the form which, brazen horse melted. For, when he considers
he says, rises again. But if that remains with these things, he will see their natural form chan-
them, so that it cannot be taken away, as with ging ; and they alter into another figure from
the soul of Moses and Elias ; and neither per- which the original form disappears. For if any
ishes, as you think, nor is destroyed, but is one should melt down the works formed into
everywhere present with them ; then surely that the semblance of a man or a horse, he will find
form which never fell cannot be said to rise again, the appearance of the form disappearing, but the

xIv. But if any one, finding this inadmissible, material itself remaining. It is, therefore, un-
answers, But how then, if no one rose before tenable to say, that the form shall arise m nowise
Christ went down into Hades, are several re- corrupted, but that the body in which the form
corded as having risen before Him ? Among was stamped shall be destroyed.
whom is the son of the widow of Sarepta, and XvL But he says that it wall be so ; for it will
the son of the Shunammite, and Lazarus. We be changed in a spiritual body. Therefore, It
must say: These rose to die again ; but we are is necessary to confess that the very same form
speaking of those who shall never die after their as at first does not arise, from its being changed
rising. And if any one should speak doubtfully and corrupted with the flesh. For although it
concerning the soul of Elias, as that the Scrip- be changed into a spiritual body, that will not be
tures say that he was taken up in the flesh, and properly the original substance, but a certain
we say that he appeared to the apostles divested resemblance of it, fashioned m an ethereal body.
of the flesh, we must say, that to allow that he If, however, it is not the same form, nor yet the
appeared to the apostles in the flesh is more in body which ames, then it is another in the place
favour of our argument. For it is shown by this of the first. For that which is like, being differ-
case that the body ;.ssusceptible of immortality, ent from that which it resembles, cannot be that
as was also proved by the translation of Enoch. very first thing in accordance with which it wa._
For if he could not receive immortality, he made.
could not remain in a state of insensibility so XVli. Moreover, he says that that is the ap-
long a time. If, then, he appeared with the pearance or form which shows forth the idenmy
body, that was truly after he was dead, but cer- of the members in the distinctive character of
tainly not as having arisen from the dead. And the form.
this, we may say, if we agree with Origen when xwn. And, when Origen allegorises that which
he says that the same form is given to the soul is said by the prophet Ezekiel concerning the
after death ; when it is separated from the body, resurrection of the dead, and perverts it to the
which is of all things the most impossible, from return of the Israelites from their captivity in
the fact that the form of the flesh was destroyed Babylon, the saant in refuting him, after many
before by its changes, as also the form of the other remarks, says this also : For neither did
melted statue before its entire dissolution. Be- they' obtmn a perfect liberty, nor did they over-
cause the quality cannot be separated from the come their enemies by a greater power, and
material, so as to exist by itself; for the shape dwell again in Jerusalem; and when they fre-
which disappears around the brass is separated quently intended to build (the temple), they
from the melted statue, and has not longer a were prevented by other nations. Whence, also,
substantial existence, they were scarce able to build that in forty-six

xv. Since the form is said to be separated in years, which Solomon completed from the foun-
death from the flesh, come, let us consider in dations in seven years. But what need we say
how many ways that which is separated is said on this subject? For from the time of Nebu-
to be separated. Now a thing is said to be chadnezzar, and those who after him reigned
separated from another either in act and sub- over Babylon, until the time of the Persian ex-
sistence, or in thought ; or else in act, but not pedition against the Assyrians, and the empire
in subsistence. As if, for instance, one should of Alexander, and the war which was stirred up
separate from each otherwheat and barley which by the Romans against the Jews, Jerusalem was
had been mingled together ; in as far as they six times overthrown by its enemies. And this
are separated in motion, they are said to be .
separated in act; in as far as they stand apart z TheIsraelites.
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is recorded by Josephus, who says : "Jerusalem sensitive body ; does Origen represent the soul,
was taken in the second year of the reign of after Plato, as being incorporeal? And how
Vespasian. It had been taken before five times ; should that which, after removal from the world,
but now for the second time it was destroyed, is said to have need of a vehicle and a clothing,
For Asoch_eus, king of Egypt, and after him so that it might not be found naked, be in itself
Antiochus, next Pompey, and after these Sosius, other than incorporeal? But if it be incorporeal,
with Herod, took the city and burnt it; but must it not also be incapable of passion ? For
before these, the king of Babylon conquered and it follows, from its being incorporeal, that it is
destroyed it." also impassible and imperturbable. If, then, it

XlX. He says that Origen holds these opinions was not distracted by any irrational desire, neither
which he refutes. And there may be a doubt was it changed by a pained or suffering body.
concerning Lazarus and the rich man. The For neither can that which is incorporeal sym-
simpler persons think that these things were pathlze with a body, nor a body with that which
spoken as though both were receiving their due is incorporeal, if,4 indeed, the soul should seem
for the things which they had done m life in to be incorporeal, in accordance with what has
their bodies ; but the more accnrate think that, been said. But if it sympathize with the body,
since no one is left in life after the resurrection, as is proved by the testimony of those who ap-
these things do not happen at the resurrection, pear, it cannot be incorporeal. Therefore God
For the rich man says : "I have five brethren ; alone is celebrated, as the unbegotten, independ-
• . . lest they also come mto this place of tor- ent, and unwearied nature ; being incorporeal,

ment, "' send Lazarus, that he may tell them and therefore invisible ; for "no man hath seen
of those things which are here. And, therefore, God." s But souls, being rational bodies, are
if we ask respecting the "tongue," and the "fin- arranged by the Maker and Father of all things
get," and "Abraham's bosom," and the reclining into members which are visible to reason, hay-
there, it may perhaps be that the soul receives ing received this impression. Whence, also, in
m the change a form similar in appearance to Hades, as in the case of Lazarus and the rich
its gross and earthly body. If, then, any one man, they are spoken of as having a tongue, and
of those who have fallen asleep is recorded as a finger, and the other members ; not as though
having appeared, in the same way he has been they had with them another invisible body, but
seen in the form which he had when he was in that the souls themselves, naturally, when en-
the flesh. Besides, when Samuel appeared, it tirely stripped of their covering, are such accord-
is clear that, being seen, he was clothed in a ing to their essence.
body ; and this must especially be admitted, if xx. The saint says at the end: The words,
we are pressed by arguments which prove that "For to this end Christ both died, and rose, and
the essence of the soul is incorporeal, and is revived, that He might be Lord both of the
manifested by itself.3 But the rich man in tor- dead and living," 6 must be taken as referring
ment, and the poor man who was comforted in to souls and bodies ; the souls being the _'ving,
the bosom of Abraham, are said, the one to be as being immortal, and the bodies being dead.
punished in Hades, and the other to be corn-: xxI. Since the body of man is more honour-
forted in Abraham's bosom, before the appearing able than other living creatures, because it is
of the Saviour, and before the end of the world, said to have been formed by the hands of God,
and therefore before the resurrection ; teaching and because it has attained to be the vehicle of
that now already, at the change, the soul uses the reasonable soul ; how is it that it is so short-
a body. Wherefore, the saint says as follows : lived, shorter even than some of the irrational
Setting forth that the soul, after its removal creatures? Is it not clear that its longdived
hence, has a form similar in appearance to this existence will be after the resurrection?

x Luke xvL =8 ' Jabn's reading.
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FRAGMENTS.

ON THE HISTORY OF JONAH.

FROM THE BOOK ON THE RESURRECTION.t many nights in the whale's belly, and was de-

L THE history of Jonah * contains a great rays- livered up sound again, so shall we all, who have
tery. For it seems that the whale signifies Time, passed through the three stages of our present
which never stands still, but is always going on, life on earth--I mean the beginning, the middle,
and consumes the things which are made by and the end, of which all this present time con-
long and shorter intervals. But Jonah, who sists--rise again. For there are altogether three
fled from the presence of God, is himself the intervals of time, the past, the future, and the
first man who, having transgressed the law, fled present. And for this reason the Lord spent so
from being seen naked of immortality, having many days in the earth symbolically, thereby
lost through sin his confidence in the Deity. teaching clearly that when the fore-mentioned
And the shlp in which he embarked, and which intervals of time have been fulfilled, then shall
was tempest-tossed, is this brief and hard life in come our resurrection, which is the beginning of
the present time ; just as though we had turned the future age, and the end of this. For m that
and removed from that blessed and secure life, age* there is neither past nor future, but only the
to that which was most tempestuous and un- present. Moreover, Jonah having spent three
stable, as from solid land to a ship. For what days and three nights in the belly of the whale,
a ship is to the land, that our present life is to was not destroyed by his flesh being d_ssolved,
that which is immortal. And the storm and the as is the case with that natural decomposition

tempests which beat against us are the tempta- which takes place in the belly, in the case of
tions of thxs life, which in the world, as in a those meats which enter into it, on account of
tempestuous sea, do not permit us to have a fair the greater heat in the liqmds, that it might be
voyage free from pain, in a calm sea, and one shown that these bodies of ours may remain un-
which is free from evils. And the casting of destroyed. For consider that God had images
Jonah from the ship into the sea, signifies the of Himself made as of gold, that is of a purer
fall of the first man from life to death, who re- spiritual substance, as the angels ; and others of
ceived that sentence because, through having clay or brass, as ourselves. He united the soul
sinned, he fell from righteousness: "Dust thou which was made in the image of God to that
art, and unto dust shalt thou return." 3 And his which was earthy. As, then, we must here hon-
being swallowed by the whale signifies our in-our all the images of a king, on account of the
evitable removal by time. For the belly in which form which is in them, so also it is incredible
Jonah, when he was swallowed, was concealed, that we who are the images of God should be
is the all-receiving earth, which receives all altogether destroyed as being without honour.
things which are consumed by time. Whence also the Word descended into our world,

H. As, then, Jonah spent three days and as and was incarnate of our body, in order that,
having fashioned it to a more divine image, He

5x f,,s=*.t _ by Co_b,¢,, m L,_, in tb, B,'bZ;ot_c_ might raise it incorrupt, although it had been
C_o_, t. ii. p. 263, etc. Pu.bli_. m G_ek from the Vat- dissolved by time. And, indeed, when we trace
iam uS. (z6tz), by Simon de Magtsms, m Acta Ma_'Oo_m ad
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EXTRACTS FROM THE WORK ON THINGS CREATED.,

I. This selection is made, by way of compen- wise and independent God. For he says, since
dium or synopsis, from the work of the holy mar- there is no workman without some work, or
tyr and bishop Methodius, concerning things maker without something made, so neither is
created. The passage, "Give not that which is there an Almighty without an object of His
holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls power. For the workman must be so called
before swine, ''2 is explained by Origen as sigrli- from his work, and the maker from what he
lying that the pearls are the more mystical teach- makes, and the Almighty Ruler from that which
rags of our God-given religion, and the swine He rules over. And so it must be, that these
those who roll in impiety and in all kinds of things were made by God from the beginning,
pleasures, as swane do in mud j for he said that and that there was no time in which they did
it was taught by these words of Christ not to not exist. For if there was a time when the
cast about the divine teachings, inasmuch as they things that are made did not exist, then, as there
could not bear them who were held by impiety were no things which had been made_ so there
and brutal pleasures. The great Methodius says : was no maker ; which you see to be an impious
If we must understand by pearls the glorious and conclusion. And it will result that the unchange-
divine teachings, and by swine those who are able and unaltered God has altered and changed.
gwen up to impiety and pleasures, from whom For if He made the universe later, it is clear
are to be withheld and hidden the apostle's that He passed from not making to making.
teachings, which stir men up to piety and faith But this is absurd in connection with what has
m Christ, see how you say that no Christians can been said. It is impossible, therefore, to say
be converted from their impiety by the teachings that the universe is not unbeginning and co-eter-
of the apostles. For they would never cast the nal with God. To whom the saint replies, in
mysteries of Christ to those who, through want the person of another, asking, "Do you not con-
of faith, are hke swine. Either, therefore, these sider God the beginning and fountain of wisdom
things were cast before all the Greeks and other and glory, and in short of all virtue in substance
unbelievers, and were preached by the disciples and not by acquisition ?" "Certainly," he says.
of Christ, and converted them from impiety to "And what besides? Is He not by Himself per-
the faith of Christ, as we behevers certainly con- feet and independent ?" "True ; for it is im-
fess, and then the words, "Cast not your pearls possible that he who is independent should have
before swine," can no longer mean what has his independence from another. For we must
been said ; or meaning this, we must say that say, that all which is full by another is also im-
faath in Christ and dehverance from impiety have perfect. For it is the thing which has its corn-
been accorded to none of the unbelievers, whom pleteness of itself, and in itself alone, which can
we compare to swine, by the apostolic mstruc- alone be considered perfect." "You say most
tions enlightening their souls like pearls. But truly. For would you pronounce that which is
this is blasphemous. Therefore the pearls in this neither by itself complete, nor its own complete
place are not to be taken to mean the deepest ness, to be independent?" "By no means
doctrines, and the swine the impious ; nor are For that which is perfect through anything els_
we to understand the words, "Cast not your must needs be in itself imperfect." "Well, then
pearls before swine," as forbidding us to cast shall God be considered perfect by Himself, and
before the impious and unbehevmg the deep not by some other?" "Mostrightly." "Then
and sanctifying doctrines of faith m Christ ; but God is something different from the world, and
we must take the pearls to mean virtues, with the world from God?" "Quite so." "We must
which the soul is adorned as with precious pearls ; not then say that God is perfect, and Creator,
and not to cast them before swine, as meaning and Almighty, through the world?" "No ; for
that we are not to cast these virtues, such as He must surely by Himself, and not by the world,
chastity, temperance, righteousness, and truth, and that changeable, be found perfect by Him-
that we are not to cast these to impure pleasures, self." "Quite so." "But you will say that the
for these are like swine, lest they, fleeing from rich man is called rich on account of his fiches?
the virtues, cause the soul to live a swinish and And that the wise man is called wise not as being
a vicious life. wisdom itself, but as being a possessor of sub-

n. Origen says that what he calls the Centaur _tantial wisdom?" "Yes." "Well, then, since
]s the universe which is co-eternal with the only God is something different from the world, shall

He be called on account of the world rich,
x From Phtrdtm, Bibliotltcca, cod. 235.
*_t_ _i. 6. and beneficent, and Creator ?" "By no means.
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Away with such a thought ! .... Well, then, He the elements, or from matter, or the firmaments,
is His own riches, and is by Himself rich and or however you choose to name them, for it
powerful." "So it seems." "He was then be- makes no difference ; these things existing be-
fore the world altogether independent, being forehand uncreated and borne along in a state
Father, and Almighty, and Creator ; so that He of chaos ; did God separate them and reduce
by Himself, and not by another, was this." "It them all to order, as a good painter who forms
must be so." "Yes ; for if He were acknowl- one picture out of many colours ? .... No, nor
edged to be Almighty on account of the world, yet this." For they will quite avoid making a
and not of Himself, being distinct from the world, concession against themselves, lest agreeing that
m may God forgive the words, which the necessity there was a beginning of the separation and
of the argument requires, m He would by Him- transformation of matter, they should be forced
self be imperfect and have need of these things, in consistency to say, that in all things God began
through which He is maln_ellously Almighty and the ordering and adorning of matter which hith-
Creator. We must not then admit this pestilent erto had been w_thout form.
sin of those who say concerning God, that He is v. But come now, since by the favour of God
Almighty and CreatOr by the things which He we have amved at this point in our discourse ;
controls and creates, which are changeable, and let us suppose a beautiful statue standing upon
that He is not so by Himself. _ts base ; and that those who behold it, adminng

m. Now consider it thus : "If, you say, the its harmonious beauty, differ among themselves,
world was created later, not existing before, then some trying to make out that it had been made,
we must change the passionless and unchange- others that it had not. I should ask them : For
able God ; for it must needs be, that he who did what reason do you say that it was not made ?
nothing before, but afterwards, passes from not on account of the artist, because he must be
doing to doing, changes and is altered." Then considered as never resting from his work ? or
I said, "Did God rest from making the world, on account of the statue _tself? If it is on ac-
or not?" "He rested." "Because otherwise count of the artist, how could it, as not being
it would not have been completed." "True." made, be fashioned by the artist? But if, when
"If, then, the act of making, after not making, it is moulded of brass, it has all that is needed
makes an alteration in God, does not His ceas- in order that it may receive whatever impression
ing to make after making the same ?" "Of ne- the artist chooses, how can that be said not to
cess_ty." "But shouldyousaythat He is altered be made which submits to and receives his
as not doing to-day, from what He was, when He labour ? If, again, the statue is declared to be
was doing? .... By no means. There is no ne- by itself perfect and not made, and to have no
cessity for His being changed, when He makes need of art, then we must allow, in accordance
the world from what He was when He was not with that pernicious heresy, that it _s self-made.
making it ; and neither is there any necessity for If perhaps they are unwilhng to admit this argu-
saying that the universe must have co-existed ment, and reply more inconsistently, that they
with Him, on account of our not being forced to do not say that the figure was not made, but
say that He has changed, nor that the universe that it was always made, so that there was no
is co-eternal with Him." beginning of its being made, so that artist might

Iv. But speak to me thus: "Should you call be said to have th_s subject of his art without
that a thing created which had no beginning of any beginning. Well then, my friends, we will
its creation ?" "Not at all." "But if there is say to them, if no time, nor any age before can
no beginning of its creation, it is of necessity be found in the past, when the statue was not per-
uncreated. But if it was created, you will grant feet, will you tell us what the artist contributed
that it was created by some cause. For it is to it, or wrought upon it? For if this statue
altogether impossible that it should have a be- has need of nothing, and has no beginning of
ginning without a cause." "It is impossible." existence, for this reason, according to you, a
"Shall we say, then, that the world and the things maker never made it, nor will any maker be
which are in it, having come into existence and found. And so the argument seems to come
formerly not existing, are from any other cause again to the same conclusion, and we must allow
than God?" "It is plain that they are from that it is self-made. For if an artificer is said
God." "Yes ; for it is impossible that that which to have moved a statue ever so slightly, he will
is limited by an existence which has a beginning submit to a beginning, when he began to move
should be co-existent with the infinite." "It is and adorn that which was before unadorned and
im ssible" "But ain. O Centaur. let us lunmoved But the world neither was nor will

po . ag " " ' " e
consider it from the beginning. Do you say lbe for ever the same. Now we must compar
that the things which exist were created by Di- the artificer to God, and the statue to the world.
vine knowledge or not? .... Oh, begone, they But how then, O foolish men, can you imagine
will say ; not at all." "Well, but was it from l the creation to be co-eternal with its Artificer,
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and to have no need of an artificer? For it is words, "The same was in the beginning with
of necessity that the co-eternal should never God," seem to indicate the position of authority
have had a beginning of being, and should be of the Word, which He had with the Father be-
equally uncreated and powerful with Him. But fore the world came into existence ; "beginning"
the uncreated appears to be in itself perfect and signifying His power. And so, after the peculiar
unchangeable, and it will have need of nothing, unbeginning beginning, who is the Father, He
and be free from corruption. And if this be so, is the beginning of other things, by whom all
the world can no longer be, as you say it is, things are made.
capable of change. IX. He says that Origen, after having fabled

w. He says that the Church' is so called from many things concerning the eternity of the uni-
being called out 2 with respect to pleasures, verse, adds this also : Nor yet from Adam, as

vii. The saint says : We said there are two some say, did man, previously not existing, first
kinds of formative power in what we have now take h_s existence and come into the world.
acknowledged; the one which works by itself Nor again did the world begin to be made six
what it chooses, not out of things which already days before the creation of Adam. But if any
exist, by its bare will, without delay, as soon one should prefer to differ in these points, let
as it wills. This is the power of the Father. him first say, whether a period of time be not
The other which adorns and embellishes, by easily reckoned from the creation of the world,
imitation of the former, the things which already according to the Book of Moses, to those who
exist. This is the power of the Son, the al- so receive it, the voice of prophecy here pro-
mighty and powerful hand of the Father, by claiming: "Thou art God from everlasting, and
which, after creating matter not out of things world without end .... For a thousand years
which were already in existence, He adorns it. m Thy sight are but as yesterday : seeing that is

viii. The saint says that the Book of Job is past as a watch in the night." 6 For when a
by Moses. He says, concerning the words, "In thousand years are reckoned as one day in the
the beginning God created the heaven and the sight of God, and from the creation of the world
earth," 3 that one will not err who says that the to His rest is six days, so also to our time, six
"Beginning" is Wisdom. For Wisdom is said days are defined, as those say who are clever
by one of the Divine band to speak in this man- arithmeticians. Therefore, they say that an age
ner concerning herself: "The Lord created me of six thousand years extends from Adam to our
the beginning of His ways for His works: of time. For they say that the judgment will come
old He laid my foundation."* It was fitting and on the seventh day, that is in the seventh thou-
more seemly that all things which came into ex- sand years. Therefore, all the days from our
istence, should be more recent than Wisdom, time to that which was in the beginning, in which
since they existed through her. Now consider God created the heaven and the earth, are com-
whether the saying : "In the beginning was the puted to be thirteen days ; before which God,
Word, and the Word was with God, and the because he had as yet created nothing according
Word was God. The same was in the begin- to their folly, is stripped of His name of Father
ning with GOd ; "s__ whether these statements and Almighty. But if there are thirteen days in
be not in agreement with those. For we must the sight of God from the creation of the world,
say that the Beginning, out of which the most how can Wisdom say, in the Book of the Son of
upright Word came forth, is the Father and Sirach : "Who can number the sand of the sea,
Maker of all things, in whom it was. And the and the drops ofrain, andthedaysofetemity?"7

This is what Origen says seriously, and mark
' *z,,._,w;.. how he trifles.
3 (_n. L z.
4 PrOv. rill. _. 6Ps xc. 2t 4
_ Johui. t, 2. 7 Ecclus. _, 2.
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FROM THE WORKS OF METHODIUS AGAINST PORPHYRY.

I.' moment of itsbeingsetdown likea plantnew-

This,in truth,must be calledmost excellentlyplanted.
and praiseworthy,which God Himselfconsiders in:

excellent,even ifitbc despisedand scoffedat Intruth,our evilcomes out of ourwant of
by all. For thingsarenotwhat men thinkthem resemblancetoGod, and ourignoranceofHim ;
tobe. and,on theotherhand,our greatgood consists

n., in our resemblanceto Him. And, therefore,

Then repentanceeffaceseverysin,when there our conversionand faithinthe Beingwho ism-
isno delayafterthefallof thesoul,and the dis-corruptibleand divine,seems to be trulyour
ease.isnot sufferedtogo on througha longin- proper good, and ignoranceand disregardof
terval.For then evilwillnot have power to Him ourevil; if,atleast,thosethingswhichare
leaveitsmark inus,when itisdrawn up at the produced inus and of us,beingthe evileffects

of sin,arc tobe consideredours.
x From the Parallels of St.John Damascene, 02beraj tom. ii.p

778,_l L_uicn.
a rbid. ' p v84, B. a 7_zd, p 785, E

FROM HIS DISCOURSE CONCERNING MARTYRS.'

For martyrdom is so admirable and desirable, ouring it, testified, " He thought it not robbery
that the Lord, the Son of God Himself, hon- to be equal with God," * that He might honour

man to whom He descended with this gift.
t From Theodorettw, Dial., x, 'Avpmrr. 01#fl.,ed. Strmond, tom

iv.p. 37 _ Ph_l.h. 5-

GENERAL NOTE.

Tag Banquet appears to me a genuine work, although, hke other writings of this Father, it may

have been corrupted. Tokens of such corruptions are not wanting, and there can be little doubt
that Methodius the monkish artist and missionary of the ninth century has been often copied into
the works of his earlier namesake.'

In a fragment, for example, found on a preceding page, * there is a passage on God's image
in angels and men, which appears in its more probable form in another fragment,3 discovered

by Combefis. As quoted by St. John Damascene, it is enough to say of it, with the candid Dupin,

"I very much quesKon whelher the passage belongs to Methodius ; or, if it does, it must be taken
in another sense 4 than that in which Damascene understood it, . . . as the words which imme-

diately precede seem to intimate." That it is a positive anachronism in any other sense, is proved
by the history of Images, on which see Epiphanius, quoted by Faber, Difficulaes of Ramanism,
p. 488, ed. i83o. He gives St. Jerome, 02020, ii. p. i77. A learned friend suggests that the

Rev. J. Endell Tyler's popular work on Primilive ChrisKan Worship may supply an accessible
reference: It is a very good thought, for the whole book is worth reading, on other points also.

t Murdock'$ Mosheim, Eccles Hzst., h 5L

a p. 369, note 4, ss#,'a.

The _k F_.ag_ne_t, p. 378, Sul_ra.
• The ser_, that is, of the golden image of Cod m angels, and " in clay or brass, a.r ¢mrselves." See p 378, xx#ra.

s See pp. _3t, x32 , edmon of the London Socmty for the Prornotlon of Chrtstian Knowledge
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ON THE DAY THAT THEY MET IN THE TEMPLE.'

I. ALTHOUGHI have before, as briefly as possi- cession upon the earth. The publican, when he
ble, in my dialogue on chastity, sufficiently laid touches this ark, comes away just ; the harlot,
the foundations, as it were, for a discourse on when she approaches this, is remoulded, as it
virginity, yet to-day the season has brought for- were, and becomes chaste ; the leper, when he
ward the entire subject of the glory of vlrginity, touches this, is restored whole without pain. It
and its incorruptible crown, for the delightful repulses none ; it shrinks from none ; it imparts
consideration of the Church's foster-children the gifts of healing, without itself contzactiugany
For to-day the council chamber of the divine disease ; for the Lord, who loves and cares for
oracles is opened wide, and the signs prefiguring man, in it makes His resting-place. These are
this glorious day, with its effects and issues, are the gifts of this new grace. This is that new and
by the sacred preachers read over to the assem- strange thing that has happened under the sun s
bled Church. To-day the accomplishment of --a thing that never had place before, nor will
that ancient and true counsel is, in fact and have place again. That which God of His
deed, gloriously manifested to the word. To- compassion toward us foreordained has come to
day, without any covering,* and with unveiled pass, He hath given it fulfilment because of that
face, we see, as in a mirror, the glory of the love for man which is so becoming to Him.
Lord, and the majesty of the divine ark itself. With good right, therefore, has the sacred trum-
To-day, the most holy assembly, bearing upon pet sounded, "Old things are passed away, be-
lts shoulders the heavenly joy that was for gener- hold all things are become new." 3 And what
ations expected, imparts it to the race of man. shall I conceive, what shall I speak worthy of
"Old things are passed away "3__ things new this day? I am struggling to reach the inacces-
burst forth into flowers, and such as fade not sible, for the remembrance of this holy virgin
away. No longer does the stem decree of the far transcends all words of mine. Wherefore,
law bear sway, but the grace of the Lord reign- since the greatness of the panegyric required
eth, drawing all men to itself by saving long- completely puts to shame our limited powers,
suffering. No second time is an Uzziah4 invisibly let us betake ourselves to that hymn which is
punished, for daring to touch what may not be not beyond our faculties, and boasting in our
touched ; for God Himself invites, and who will own 9 unalterable defeat, let us join the rejoicing
stand hesitating with fear ? He says : "Come chorus of Christ's flock, who are keeping holy-
unto Me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden." s day. And do you, my divine and saintly audit-
Who, then, will not run to Him? Let no Jew ors, keep strict silence, in order that through
contradict the truth, looking at the type which the narrow channel of ears, as into the harbour
went before the house of Obededom. 6 The of the understanding, the vessel freighted with
Lord has "manifestly come to His own." 7 And truth may peacefully sail. We keep festival, not
sitting on a living and not inanimate ark, as upon according to the vain customs of the Greek
the mercy-seat, He comes forth in solemn pro- mythology; we keep a feast which bdugs with

it no ridiculous or frenzied banqueting ,o of the
T_. _.on Uk,_ _ of theHoly:r_,,Uw. [Pub_d gods, but which teaches us the wondrous conde-animus, z5_8, and obviously con_pt. Dup_ si_ttes that it is

_¢ ,_--fi_ed byth__,. _¢ _,_ by _,." The,_ sceusion to us men of the awful glory of Him
*_-mb_ th**of M_dms m_ vt_etJ who is God over alLx'* a*Cot. iii. xS.

s 2 Cot. v. 17.
'* •Smn. vi._. * Ece__!_ L_

_ • Sam.vL zo.
• John i. zl_; l_. L 3" _,_#_w--_. The text plainly re- le_happily"mr, ctohoccertammevL'toL"

q_ th_ celmecfion wuh evident allmian to Ps. L "Ore" God will I0 [See p. _09, note *, ,r,prq, and the r_ection upoa _eu the
_:._mest_ _fae" _tq_ ";_e%which pa.uage our author _ Ba_*t of PT_ilosop/_rr#, the S_.*_ti*m of Plmo.]
wv-n_ f_om John L__Tm z: Rom, co. 5"

_s
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n. Come, therefore, Isaiah, most solemn of coming unto thee in sinful flesh. Upon this vir-
preachers and greatest of prophets, wisely un- ginal throne, I say, worship Him who now comes
fold to the Church the mysteries of the congre- to thee by this new and ever-adorable way.
gation in glory, and incite our excellent guests Look around thee with the eye of faith, and
abundantly to satiate themselves with enduring thou wilt find around Him, as by the ordinance
dainties, in order that, placing the reality which of their courses,4 the royal and priestly company
we possess over against that mirror of thine, of the seraphim. These, as His body-guard, are
truthful prophet as thou art, thou mayest joyfully ever wont to attend the presence of their king.
clap thine hands at the issue of thy predictions. Whence also in this place they are not only said
It came to pass, he says, "in the year in which to hymn with their praises the &vine substance
king Uzziah died_ I saw the Lord sitting upon of the divine unity, but also the glory to be
a throne, high and lifted up ; and the house was adored by all of that one of the sacred Trimty,
full of His glory. And the seraphim stood round which now, by the appearance of God in the
about him : each one had six wings. And one flesh, hath even lighted upon earth. They say :
cried unto another, and said, Holy, holy, holy, "The whole earth is full of His glory." For we
is the Lord of hosts: the whole earth is full of believe that, together with the Son, who was
His glory. And the posts of the door were made man for our sakes, according to the good
moved at the voice of him that cried, and the pleasure of His will,S was also present the Father,
house was filled with smoke. And I said, Woe who is inseparable from Him as to His dwme
is me ! I am pricked to the heart, for I am a nature, and also the Spirit, who is of one and the
man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst same essence with Him. 6 For, as says Paul, the
of a people of unclean lips : for mine eyes have interpreter of the dwine oracle,7 "God was m
seen the King, the Lord of hosts. And one of Christ reconciling the world unto Himself, not
the seraphim was sent unto me, having a live imputing their trespasses unto them. ''s He thus
coal in his hand, which he had taken with the shows that the Father was in the Son, because
tongs from off the altar. And he touched my that one and the same will worked in them.
mouth, and said, Lo, this hath touched thy lips ; m. Do thou, therefore, O lover of this festival,
and thine iniquity is taken away, and thy sin is when thou hast considered well the glorious
purged. Also I heard the voice of the Lord, mysteries of Bethlehem, which were brought to
saying, Whom shall I send, and who will go unto pass for thy sake, gladly join thyself to the heav-
this people ? Then said I, Here am I ; send enly host, which is celebrating magnificently thy
me. And He said, Go, and tell this people, salvation.9 As once David did before the ark,
Hear ye indeed, but understand not ; and see ye so do thou, before this virginal throne, joyfully
indeed, but perceive not."' These are the lead the dance. Hymn with gladsome song the
proclamations made beforehand by the prophet Lord, who is always and everywhere present, and
through the Spirit. Do thou, dearly beloved, Him who from Teman, I° as says the prophet, hath
consider the force of these words. So shalt thought fit to appear, and that in the flesh, to
thou understand the issue of these sacramental _ the race of men. Say, with Moses, "He is my
symbols, and know both what and how great this God, and I _dll glorify Him ; my father's God,
assembling together of ourselves is. And since and I will exalt Him."" Then, after thine hymn
the prophet has before spoken of this miracle, of thanksgiving, we shall usefully inquire what
come thou, and with the greatest ardour and cause aroused the King of Glory to appear in
exultation, and alacrity of heart, together with Bethlehem. Hm compassion for us compelled
the keenest sagacity of thine intelligence, and Him, who cannot be compelled, to be born in a
therewith approach Bethlehem the renowned, human body at Bethlehem. But what necessity
and place before thy mind an image clear and was there that He, when a suckling infant, '2 that
distinct, comparing the prophecy with the actual
issue of events. Thou wilt not stand in need * le#d.¢_w_ Perhapslessdefimtelyprmsthood.Ace.Anst.ais _ ,rep_ _'o,_ eeob_ _,r_/_.e_,z. The cult and ordinances o( re-
of many words to come to a knowledge of the h_ontoheob_-_ es_ci_ty by thepriests,who_businessit ts to
matter ; only fix thine eyes on the things which o_lchratethe=ceUenceorGod.--T*s Ka¢&"r_veth_o_t_.v. Allusion is made to Eph. L 5, According to

are taking place there. "All things truly are th, goodpleasure of God, and HLs decree for the ......_vatlonof man.Less aptly Pantinus tenders, ob propensam secure m nos voluntatcm.
plain to them that understand, and right to then] --Tx.

G*'One and the same essence." This is the famm_ bvaovoJ_"
that find knowledge." s For, behold, as a throne of tho_,m= Coan_--T_.
high and lifted up by the glory of Him that fash- , iepot_v-r_, teacherof the divineoracles. This.whichis the
ioned it, the virgin-mother is there made ready, latmn of the Latin "l_ontifexM=_qmus, " _ by our author applied t

and that most evidently for the King, the Lord st. _l.-T_.s aCor. v z9,
of hosts. Upon this, consider the Lord now 9• s_. _. ,4.

xo Hab. ill. 3.
IIm. vl.x-9. The quotations are from LXX. version, tt Exod. xv. tt.

• _t_rO_ is, m tt_ Greek Fathom, equivak_t to the latin He not only willed to become an infant, and to take t_on Htm,
Ptov. _ 9- nec_mhy, the infirmities of infancy, but ¢vcn at that matter age to
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He who, though born in time,was not limitedforthin a manner quiteunspeakable.But to
by time,thatHe, who thoughwrapped inswad- returntooursubject.
dlingclothes,was not by them held fast,what IV.Thereforethe prophetbroughtthevirgin
necessitywas therethatHe shouldbe an exilefrom Nazareth,inorderthatshe mightgivebirth
and a strangerfrom His country? Shouldyou, at Bethlehem to her salvation-bestowingchild,
forsooth,wishtoknow this,ye congregationmost and broughther back againto Nazareth,in
holy,and upon whom the Spiritof God hath orderto make manifestto theworld the hope
breathed,listento Moses proclaimingplainlyto of life.Hence itwas thatthe ark of God re.
thepeople,stimulatingthem,as itwere,to the moved from the inn atBethlehem,forthereHe

knowledge of thisextraordinarynatlvlty,and _aidtothelawthatdebt of the fortydays,due
saying,"Every male thatopeneth the womb, not tojusticebut tograce,and restedupon the
shallbe calledholytotheLord."' O wondrous mountainsof Sion,and receivingintoHis pure
clrcumstance! "O thedepthofthe richesboth bosom as upon a loftythrone,and one tran.
ofthe wisdom and knowledge of God !"= It scendingthenatureofman,the Monarch ofal],s
became indeed the Lord of the law and the she presentedHim theretoGod theFather,as
prophetstodo allthingsm accordancewithHis thejoint-partnerof His throne,and inseparable
own law,and not to make voidthe law,butto from His nature,togetherwith that pure and
fulfilit,and rathertoconnectwiththefulfilmentundefiledfleshwhich he had of her substance

ofthelaw thebeginningof His grace. There- assumed. The holy mother goes up to the
foreitisthatthe mother,who was superiorto temple to exhibitto thelawa new and strange
thelaw,submitsto thelaw. And she,theholy wonder, even timt childlong expected,who
and undefiledone,observesthattime of fortyopened thevirgin'swomb, and yetdidnotburst
daysthatwas appointedforthe unclean. And thebarriersof virginity; thatchild,superiorto
He who makes us free from the law, became the law, who yet fulfilled the law; that child
subject to the law ; and there is offered for Him, that was at once before the law, and yet after it ;
who hath sanctified us, a pair of clean birds,3 m that child, in short, who was of her incarnate
testimony of those who approach clean and beyond the law of nature. 6 For in other eases
blameless. Now that that parturition was un- every womb being first opened by connection
polluted, and stood not in need of expiatory with a man, and, being impregnated by his seed,
victims, Isaiah is our witness, who proclaims dis- receives the beginning of conception, and by the
tmctly to the whole earth under the sun : "Be- pangs which make perfect parturition, doth at
fore she travailed," he says, "she brought forth ; length bring forth to light its offspring endowed
before her pains came, she escaped, and brought with reason, and with its nature consistent, in
forth a man-child." 4 Who hath heard such a accordance with the wise provision of God its
thing ? Who hath seen such things ? The most Creator. For God said, "Be fruitful, and multi-
holy virgin mother, therefore, escaped entirely ply, and replenish the earth." But the womb of
the manner of women even before she brought this virgin, without being opened before, or being
forth : doubtless, m order that the Holy Spirit, impregnated with seed, gave birth to an offspring
betrothing her unto Himself, and sanctifying her, that transcended nature, while at the same time
she might conceive without intercourse with man. it was cognate to it, and that without detriment
She hath brought forth her first-born Son, even to the indivisible unity, so that the miracle was
the only-begotten Son of God, H_m, I say, who the more stupendous, the prerogative of virginity
in the heavens above shone forth as the only- hkewise remaining intact. She goes up, there-
begotten, without mother, from out His Father's fore, to the temple, she who was more exalted
substance, and preserved the wrgimty of His than the temple, clothed with a double glory--.
natural unity undivided and inseparable ; and the glory, I say, of undefiled virginity, and that
who on earth, in the virgin's nuptial chamber, of ineffable fecundity, the benediction of the law,
joined to Himself the nature of Adam, hke a and the sanctification of grace. Wherefore he
bridegroom, by an inalienable union, and ]_re- says who saw it : "And the whole house was full
served His mother's purity tincorrupt and un of His glory, and the seraphim stood round
injured--Him, in short, who in heaven was about him; and one cried unto another, and
begotten without corruption, and on earth brought said, Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of hosts: the
- whole earth is full of His glory." 7 As also the
_._ _o= H_ co_, =_am =.k_ _ fo,=_l_d=g_ of _i-i blessed prophet Habakkuk has charmingly sung,
of "_:; _. _o_ _w_o_a_. _e_ou¢o, are those who, at the command • . v _. • _.. * -- .. • . ._
S tr_r IZ:mc:e_ =re tran_erred, by way of punishment, to mmther [ saying, m me mias_ ot two nw_ng creazur_
,_te. Theirlands_ conC_camt,aa=y arc _-ames caUeaIthou shaAt be knnwn • u, th. ,:0_,_ _,_ .;_
_¢aqr.o.¢rro,. Like to the co¢_tmn of these was that of J¢$u=,who I ...... a ........ "_
.r_, into Egypt soonafterHIs braE. For tl_ comhtionof d_/L_r=uce* [ __
at _s, =ee.Art. Sm_" a Did. ,/J_'g. --Tin I

= Exo_l. xxxi. x9. ] s Cf..Luke iL,,_.

; u_. :n._ I ¢==1to_.=ad=v===te=-J_l=p¢_]
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thou shalt be recognised--when the time is Blessed art thou among the generations of
come thou shalt be shown forth."' See, I pray women, O thou of God most blessed, for by
you, the exceeding accuracy of the Spirit. He thee the earth has been filled with that divine
speaks of knowledge, recognition, showing forth, glory of God; as in the Psalms it is sung:
As to the first of these : "In the midst of two "Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, and the
living creatures thou shalt be known, ''2 he refers whole earth shall be filled with His glory.
to that overshadowing of the divine glory which, Amen. Amen." *° And the posts of the door,
in the time of the law, rested in the Holy of says the prophet, moved at the voice of him
holies upon the covering of the ark, between the' that cried, by which is sigmfied the veil of the
typical cherubim, as He says to Moses, "There temple drawn before the ark of the covenant,
will I be known to thee." s But He refers like- which typified thee, that the truth might be laid
wise to that concourse of angels, which hath now open to me, and also that I might be taught, by
come to meet us, by the drone and ever adora- the types and figures which went before, to
ble manifestation of the Saviour Himself in the approach with reverence and trembling to do
flesh, although He in His very nature cannot be honour to the sacred mystery which is connected
beheld by us, as Isaiah has even before declared, with thee ; and that by means of this prior
But when He says, "As the years draw nigh, shadow-painting of the law I might be restrained
thou shalt be recognised," He means, as has from boldly and irreverently contemplating with
been said before, that glorious recognition of our fixed gaze Him who, in His incomprehensiblhty,
Saviour, God in the flesh, who is otherwise in- is seated farabove all." Forlf to the ark, which
vimble to mortal eye ; as somewhere Paul, that was the image and type of thy sanctity, such
great interpreter of sacred mysteries, says : "But honour was paid of God that to no one but to
when the fulness of the time was come, God sent the priestly order only was the access to it open,
forth His Son, made of a woman, made under or ingress allowed to behold it, the veil separat-
the law, to redeem them that were under the ing it off, and keeping the vestibule as that of a
law, that we might receive the adoption of sons." 4 queen, what, and what sort of veneration is due
And then, as to that which is subjoined, "When to thee from us who are of creation the least, to
the time is come, Thou shalt be shown forth," thee who art indeed a queen ; to thee, the living
what exposition doth this require, if a man dili- ark of God, the Lawgiver ; to thee, the heaven
gently direct the eye of his mind to the festival that contains Him who can be contained of
which we are now celebrating? "For then shalt none? For since thou, O holy virgin, '2 hast
Thou be shown forth," He says, "as upon a dawned as a bright day upon the world, and hast
kingly charger, by Thy pure and chaste mother, brought forth the Sun of Righteousness, that
in the temple, and that in the grace and beauty hateful horror of darkness has been chased
of the flesh assumed by Thee." All these things away ; the power of the tyrant has been broken,
Lhe prophet, summing up for the sake of greater death hath been destroyed, hell swallowed up,
clearness, exclaims in brief: "The Lord is in and all enmity dissolved before the face of
His holy temple ;" s ,, Fear before Him all the peace ; noxious diseases depart now that salva-
earth. ,,6 tion looks forth; and the whole universe has

v. Tremendous, verily, is the mystery con- been filled with the pure and clear light of truth.
nected_with thee, O virgin mother, thou spiritual To which things Solomon alludes in the Book
throne, glorified and made worthy of God.7 of Canticles, and begins thus : "My beloved is
Thou hast brought forth, before the eyes of mine, and I am his ; he feedeth among the lilies
those in heaven and earth, a pre-eminent won- until the day break, and the shadows flee away." 'a
def. And it is a proof of this, and an irref- Since then, the God of gods hath appeared in
ragabte argument, that at the novelty of thy Sion, and the splendour of His beauty hath
supernatural child-bearing, the angels sang on appeared in Jerusalem ; and "a light has sprung
earth, "Glory to God in the highest, and on up for the righteous, and joy for those who are" z4
earth peace, good-wiU towards men," s by their Jtrue of heart. According to the blessed
threefold song bringing in a threefold holiness.9 David, the Perfecter and Lord of the perfected ,s
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minister of the law to minister and testify of Thou art He who, for our salvation, was made
those things which were done. the head stone of the corner, precious and hon-

w. Hence the aged Simeon, putting off the ourable, declared before to Sion.S For all things
weakness of the flesh, and putting on the strength are placed under Thee as their Cause and
of hope, in the face of the law hastened to re- Author, as He who brought all things into being
ceive the Minister of the law, the Teacher' with out of nothing, and gave to what was unstable
authority, the God of Abraham, the Protector a firm coherence ; as the connecting Band and
of Isaac, the Holy One of Israel, the Instructor Preserver of that which has been brought into
of Moses ; Him, I say, who promised to show being ; as the Framer of things by nature differ-
h_mHis divine incarnation, as Itwere His hinder ent ; as He who, with wise and steady hand,
parts ; 2 Him who, in the midst of poverty, was holds the helm of the universe ; as the very
rich ; Him who in infancy was before the ages ; Principle of all good order ; as the irrefragable
Him who, though seen, was invisible ; Him who Bond of concord and peace. For in Thee we
in comprehens,on was incomprehensible; Him live, and move, and have our being.6 Where-
who, though in littleness, yet surpassed all mag- fore, O Lord my God, I willglorify Thee, I wiU
mtude--at one and the same time in the tern- praise Thy name ; for Thou hast done wonder-
ple and m the h_ghest heavens-- on a royal ful things ; Thy counsels of old are faithfulness
throne, and on the chariot of the cherubim; and truth ; Thou art clothed with majesty and
Him who is both above and below continuously ; honour.7 For what Is more splendid for a king
H_m who is in the form of a servant, and in the than a purple robe embroidered around with flow-
form of God the Father; a subject, and yet ers, and a shining diadem ? Or what for God,
King of all. He was entirely given up to de- who delights in man, is more magnificent than
sire, to hope, to joy ; he was no longer his own, this merciful assumption of the manhood, illumi-
but H,s who had been looked for. The Holy hating with its resplendent rays those who sit in
Spirit had announced to him the joyful tidings, darkness and the shadow of death? s Fitly did
and before he reached the temple, carried aloft that temporal king and Thy servant once stag of
by the eyes of his understanding, as if even now Thee as the King Eternal, saying, Thou art
he possessed what he had longed for, he exulted fairer than the children of men, who amongst
with joy. Being thus led on, and in h_s haste men art very God and man.9 For Thou hast
treading the air with his steps, he reaches the girt, by Thy incarnation, Thy loins with right-
shrine h_therto held sacred; but, not heeding eousness, and anointed Thy veins with faithful-
the temple, he stretches out his holy arms to hess, who Thyself art very righteousness and
the Ruler of the temple, chanting forth in song truth, the joy and exultation of all.`° Therefore
such stratus as become the joY9USoccasion: I rejoice w,th me this day, ye heavens, for the
long for Thee, O Lord God of my fathers, and Lord hath showed mercy to His people. Yea,
Lord of mercy, who hast deigned, of Thine own let the clouds drop the dew of righteousness
glory and goodness, which prowdes for all, of upon the world ; let the foundations of the earth
Thy gracious condescension, w_thwhich Thou in- sound a trumpet-blast to those in Hades, for the
chnest towards us, as a Medmtor bnngmg peace, resurrection of them that sleep is come." Let
to establish harmony between earth and heaven, the earth also cause compassion to spring up to
I seek Thee, the Great Author of all. Wah its inhabitants ; for I am filled with comfort ; I
longing I expect Thee who, with Thy word, em- am dxceedmg joyful since I have seen Thee, the
bracest all things. I wmt for Thee, the Lord Saviour of men.'*
of hfe and death. For Thee I look, the Giver of vii. While the old man was thus exultant, and
the law, and the Successor of the law. I hunger rejoicing with exceeding great and holy joy, that
for Thee, who quickenest the dead ; I thirst for which had before been spoken of in a figure by
Thee, who refreshest the weary ; I desire Thee, the prophet Isaiah, the holy mother of God now
the Creator and Redeemer of the world> Thou manifestly fulfilled. For taking, as from a pure
art our God, and Thee we adore ; Thou art our and undefiled altar, that coal living and ineffable,
holy Temple, and in Thee we pray ; Thou art with man's flesh invested, in the embrace of her
our Lawgiver, and Thee we obey ; Thou art God sacred hands, as it were with the tongs, she hem
of all things the First. Before Thee was no Him out to that just one, addressing and exhort-
other god begotten of God the Father ; neither ing him, as it seems to me, in words to this el-
after Thee shall there be any other son consub- fect : Receive, O reverend senior, thou of priests
stantial and of one glory with the Father. And
to know Thee is perfect righteousness, and to s p_.o_iiL,2: I_. _ ,6: _P¢t.n. 6.6 Acts xvifi. =8.
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the most excellent, receive the Lord, and reap fruits. Thou hast made good use of the law.
the full frmtion of that hope of thine which is Use grace henceforth. With the letter thou hast
not left widowed and desolate. Receive, thou grown weary ; in the spirit be renewed. Put off
of men the most illustrious, the unfaihng treasure, that whic his old, and clothe thyself with that
and those riches which can never be taken away. which is new. For of these matters I think not
Take to thine embrace, O thou of men most that thou art ignorant.
wise, that unspeakable might, that unsearchable viii. Upon all this that righteous man, waxing
power, which can alone support thee. Embrace, bold and yielding to the exhortation of the
thou minister of the temple, the Greatness in- mother of God, who is the handmaid of God m
finite, and the Strength incomparable. Fold thy- regard to the things which pertain to men, re-
self around Him who is the very life itself, and ceived into his aged arms Him who in infancy
live, O thou of men most venerable. Cling was yet the Ancient of days, and blessed God,
closely to incorruption and be renewed, O thou and said, " Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant
of men most righteous. Not too bold is the depart in peace, according to Thy word: for
attempt ; shrink not from it then, O thou of men mine eyes have seen Thy salvation, which Thou
most holy. Satiate thyself with Him thou hast hast prepared before the face of all people ; a
longed for, and take thy delight in Him who has light to lighten the Genules, and the glory of
been given, or rather who gives Himself to thee, Thy people Israel." s I have received from Thee
O thou of men most divine. Joyfully draw thy a joy unmixed with pain. Do thou, O Lord,
light, O thou of men most pious, from the receive me rejoicing, and singing of Thy mercy
Sun of Righteousness, that gleams around thee and compassion. Thou hast gnven unto me this
through the unsulhed mirror of the flesh. Fear joy of heart. I render unto Thee w_th gladness
not H_s gentleness, nor let His clemency terrify my tribute of thanksgiving. I have known the
thee, O thou of men most blessed. Be not power of the love of God. Since, for my sake,
afraid of His lenity, nor shrink from His kind- God of Thee begotten, in a manner ineffable,
ness, O thou of men most modest. Join thyself and without corruption, has become man. I
to Him with alacrity, and delay not to obey Him. have known the inexplicable greatness of Thy
That which is spoken to thee, and held out to love and care for us, for Thou hast sent forth
thee, savours not of over-boldness. Be not then Thine own bowels to come to our deliverance.
reluctant, O thou of men the most decorous. Now, at length, I understand what I had from
The flame of the grace of my Lord does not Solomon learned: " Strong as death is love:
consume, but illuminates thee, O thou of men for by it shall the sting of death be done away,
most just. 1 Let the bush which set forth me in by it shall the dead see life, by it shall even
type, with respect to the verity of that fire which death learn what death is, being made to cease
yet had no subsistence, teach thee this, O thou from that dominion which over us he exercised.
who art in the law the best instructed." Let By it, also, shall the serpent, the author of our
that furnace which was as it were a breeze dis- evils, be taken captive and overwhehned." 6
tilling dew persuade thee, O master, of the dis- Thou hast made known to us, O Lord, Thy sal-
pensation of this mystery. Then, beside all this, vation,7 causing to spring up for us the plant of
let my womb be a proof to thee, in whtch He peace, and we shall no longer wander in error.
was contained, who in nought else was ever con- Thou hast made known to us, O Lord, that Thou
mined, of the substance of which the incarnate hast not unto the end overlooked Thy servants ;
Word yet deigned to become incarnate. The neither hast Thou, O beneficent One, forgotten
blast _ of the trumpet does not now terrify those entirely the works of Thine hands. For out of
who approach, nor a second rime does the moun- Thy compassion for our low estate Thou hast
rain all on smoke cause terror to those who draw shed forth upon us abundantly that goodness of
nigh, nor indeed does the law punish relentlessly 4 Thine which is inexhaustible, and with Thy very
those who would boldly touch. What is here nature cognate, having redeemed us by Thine
present speaks of love to man; what is here]only begotten Son, who is unchangeably like to
apparent, of the Divine condescension. Thank- [Thee, and of one substance with Thee ; judging
fully, then, receive the God who comes to thee, [ it unworthy of Thy majesty and goodness to en-
for He shall take away thine iniquities, and thor- trust to a servant the work of saving and bene-
oughly purge thy sins. In thee, let the cleans- [ firing Thy servants, or to cause that those who
ing of the world first, as in type, have place. In I had offended should be reconciled by a minister.
thee, and by thee, let that justification which is [ But by means of that light, which is of one sub-
of grace become known beforehand to the Gen- [stance with Thee, Thou hast given light to those

tiles.Thou._ _ worthy of the quickening first- Ithat sat in darkness a and in the shadow_.__of
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death, in order that in Thy light they might see yoke of the curse, and of the letter that killeth ; 7
the light of knowledge ;, and it has seemed and enrol me in the blessed company of those
good to Thee, by means of our lord and Crea- who, by the grace of this Thy true Son, who is
tot, to fashion us again unto immortality ; and of equal glory and power with Thee, have been
Thou hast graciously given unto us a return to received into the adoption of sons.
paradise by means of Him who separated us m. Let then, says he, what I have thus far
from the joys of Paradise ; and by means of H]m said in brief, suffice for the present as my offer-
who hath power to forgive sins Thou hast 2 ing of thanks to God. But what shall I say to
blotted out the handwriting which was against thee, O mother-virgin and virgin-mother? For
us.3 Lastly, by means of Him who is a partaker the praise even of her who is not man's work
of Thy throne, and who cannot be separated exceeds the power of man. Wherefore the dim-
from Thy divine nature, Thou hast given unto ness of my poverty I will make bright with the
us the gift of reconciliation, and access unto splendour of the gifts of the spirits that around
Thee with confidence, in order that, by the Lord thee shine, and offering to thee of thine own,
who recognises the sovereign authority of none, from the immortal meadows I will pluck a gar-
by the true and omnipotent God, the subscribed land for thy sacred and divinely crowned head.
sanction, as it were, of so many and such great With thine ancestral hymns will'I greet thee, O
blessings might constitute the justifying gifts of daughter of David, and mother of the Lord and
grace to be certain and indubitable rights to God of David. For it were both base and in-
those who have obtained mercy. And this very auspicious to adorn thee, who in thine own glory
thing the prophet before had announced in the excellest with that which belongeth unto another.
words : No ambassador, nor angel, but the Lord Receive, therefore, O lady most benignant, gifts
H]msetf saved them ; because He loved them, precious, and such as are fitted to thee alone, O
and spared them, and He took them up, and thou who art exalted above all generations, and
exalted them.* And all this was, not of works who, amongst all created things, both visible
of righteousness s which we have done, nor be- and invisible, shinest forth as the most honour-
cause we loved Thee,- for our first earthly fore- able. Blessed is the root of Jesse, and thrice
father, who was honourably entertained in the blessed is the house of David, in which thou
delightful abode of Paradise, despised Thy di- hast sprung up. 8 God is in the midst of thee,
vine and saving commandment, and was judged and thou shalt not be moved, for the Most High
unworthy of that life-giving place, and mingling hath made holy the place of His tabernacle.
his seed with the bastard off-shoots of sin, he For in thee the covenants and oaths made of
rendered it very weak ;-- but Thou, O Lord, of God unto the fathers have received a most glori-
Thine own self, and of Thine ineffable love ous fulfilment, since by thee the Lord hath al>-
toward the creature of Thine hands, hast con- peared, the God of hosts with us. That bush
firmed Thy mercy toward us, and, pitying our which could not be touched,9 which beforehand
estrangement from Thee, hast moved Thyself shadowed forth thy figure endowed with divine
at the sight of our degradation 6 to take us into majesty, bare God without being consumed, who
compassion. Hence, for the future, a joyous manifested Himself to the prophet just so far as
festival is established for us of the race of Adam, He willed to be seen. Then, again, that hard
because the first Creator of Adam of His own and rugged rock, '° which imaged forth the grace
free-will has become the Second Adam. And and refreshment which has sprung out from thee
the brightness of the Lord our God hath come for all the world, brought forth abundantly in the
down to sojourn with us, so that we see God desert out of its thirsty sides a healing draught
face to face, and are saved. Therefore, O Lord, for the fainting people. Yea, moreover, the rod
I seek of Thee to be allowed to depart. I have of the priest which, without culture, blossomed
seen Thy salvation; let me be delivered from forth in fruit," the pledge and earnest of a
the bent yoke of the letter. I have seen the perpetual priesthood, furnished no contempt-
King Eternal, to whom no other succeeds ; let ible symbol of thy supernatural child-bearing. 's
me be set free from this servile and burdensome What, moreover ? Hath not the mighty Moses
chain. I| have seen Him who is by.nature my expressly declared, that on account of these
Lord and Deliverer ; may I obtain, then, His types of thee, hard to be understood, '3 he delayed
decree for my deliverance. Set me free from longer on the mountain, in order that he might
the yoke of condemnation, and place me under learn, O holy one, the mysteries that with thee
the yoke of justification. Deliver me from the
_" 7_Cot.;$i.6.
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are connected? For being commanded to build Blessed art thou, all-blessed, and to be de-
the ark as a sign and similitude of this thing, he sired of all. Blessed of the Lord is thy name,
was not negligent in obeying the command, al- full of divine grace, and grateful exceedingly to
though a tragic occurrence happened on his de- God, mother of God, thou that givest light to
scent from the mount ; but having made it in the faithful. Thou art the circumscription, so
size five cubits and a half, he appointed it to be to speak, of Him who cannot be circumscribed ;
the receptacle of the law, and covered it with the root 6 of the most beautiful flower; the
the wings of the cherubim, most evidently pre- mother of the Creator ; the nurse of the Nour-
signifying thee, the mother of God, who hast isher ; the circumference of Him who embraces
conceived Him without corruption, and in an all things ; the upholder of Him 7 who upholds
ineffable manner brought forth Him who is Him- all things by His word ; the gate through which
self, as it were, the very consistence of incorrup- God appears in the flesh ; 8 the tongs of that
tion, and that within the limits of the five and a cleansing coal ;9 the bosom in small of that
half circles of the world. On thy account, and bosom which is all-containing ; the fleece of
the undefiled Incarnation of God, the Word, wool/° the mystery of whmh cannot be solved;
which by thee had place for the sake of that] the well of Bethlehem/' that reservoir of life
flesh which immutably and indivasably remains which Davad longed for, out of which the draught
with Him for ever.' The golden pot also, as a of immortality gushed forth ; the mercy-seat ,2
most certain type, preserved the manna con- from which God m human form was made known
tained in at, whlch in other cases was changed unto men ; the spotless robe of Him who clothes
day by day, unchanged, and keeping fresh for]Himself wxth light as with a garment:s Thou
ages. The prophet Elijah 2likewise, as prescient hast lent to God, who stands in need of nothmg,
of thy chastaty, and being emulous of it through that flesh whach He had not, in order that the
the Spirit, bound around ham the crown of that Omnipotent might become that which at was h,s
fiery hfe, being by the divine decree adjudged good pleasure to be. What is more splendid
superior to death. Thee also, prefiguring has than this? What than thas is more sublime?
successor Elisha: having been instructed by a He who fills earth and heaven,'4 whose are all
wise master, and anticipating thy presence who things, has become in need of thee, for thou
wast not yet born, by certain sure indications of hast lent to God that flesh which He had not.
the things that would have place hereafter? min- Thou hast clad the Mighty One wlth that beau-
istered help and healing to those who were in teous panoply of the body by which it has be-
need of it, which was of a virtue beyond nature ; come possible for Him to be seen by mine eyes.
now with a new cruse, which contained healing And I, in order that I might freely approach to
salt, curing the deadly waters, to show that the behold Him, have received that by which all the
world was to be recreated by the mystery mani- fiery darts of the wxcked shall be quenched.'S
rested in thee ; now with unleavened meal, in Haft! hail! mother and handmaid of God.
type responding to thy child-beating, without Hail ! hail ! thou to whom the great Creditor of
being defiled by the seed of man, bamshmg from all is a debtor. We are all debtors to God, but
the food the bitterness of death ; and then again, ito thee He is Himself indebted.
by efforts which transcended nature, rising supe- For He who said, " Honour thy father and
riot to the natural elements in the Jordan, and thy mother, ' ,6 will have most assuredly, as Him-
thus exhibiting, in signs beforehand, the descent self wilhng to be proved by such proofs, kept
of our Lord into Hades, and His wonderful de- inviolate that grace, and His own decree towards
liverance of those who were held fast in corrup- her who ministered to Him that nativaty to
t-ion. For all things yielded and succumbed to which He voluntarily stooped, and will have
that divine image which prefigured thee. glorified with a divine honour her whom He, as

x. But why do I digress, and lengthen out my being without a father, even as she was without
discourse, giving it the rein with these varied a husband, Himself has written down as mother.
illustrations, and that when the truth of thy mat- Even so must these things be. For the hymns ,7
ter stands like a eohmn before the eye, in which
it were better and more profitable to luxuriate _cal_-,,ty. x_s1_, ho,_c*e,,likethatofotherpartsofths
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which we offer to thee, O thou most holy and every soul that will not hearken unto Him shall
admirable habitation of God, are no merely use- be cut off from His people,S should seek a
less and ornamental words. Nor, again, is thy peaceful discharge from the tutorship of the
spiritual laudation mere secular trifling, or the law ; for in truth it were insolence and presump.
shoutings of a false flattery, O thou who of God tion, when the king is present and addressing
art praised ; thou who to God gavest suck ; who the people, for one of his attendants to make a
by nativity givest unto mortals their beginning speech over against him, and that to this man
of being, but they are of clear and evident his subjects should incline their ears. It was
truth. But the time would fail us, ages and necessary, too, that the widow who had been
succeeding generations too, to render unto thee increased with gifts beyond measure, should in
thy fitting salutation as the mother of the King festal strains return her thanks to God ; and so
Eternal,' even as somewhere the illustrious the things which there took place were agreeable
prophet says, teaching us how incomprehenst- to the law. But, for what remains, it is neces-
ble thou art? How great is the house of God, sary to inquire how, since the prophetic types
and how large is the place of His possession I and figures bear, as has been shown, a certain
Great, and hath none end, high and unmeasur- analogy and relation to this prominent feast, it is
able. For verily, verily, this prophetic oracle, said that the house was filled with smoke. Nor
and most true saying, is concerning thy majesty ; does the prophet say this incidentally, but with
for thou alone hast been thought worthy to share significance, speaking of that cry of the Thrice-
with God the things of God; who hast alone Holy, 6 uttered by the heavenly seraphs. You
borne in the flesh Him, who of God the Father will discover the meaning of this, my attentive
was the Eternally and Only-Begotten. So do hearer, if you do but take up and examine what
they truly beheve who hold fast to the pure faith.3 follows upon this narration : For hearing, he

XL But for the time that remains, my most says, ye shall hear, and shall not understand ;
attentive hearers, let us take up the old man, the and seeing, ye shall see, and not perceived
receiver of God, and our pious teacher, who When, therefore, the foolish Jewish children had
hath put m here, as it were, in safety from that seen the glorious wonders which, as David sang,
vlrginat sea, and let us refresh him, both saris- the Lord had performed in the earth, and had
fled as to his divine longing, and conveying to us seen the sign from the depth s and from the
this most blessed theology ; and let us ourselves height meeting together, without division or con-
follow out the rest of our discourse, directing fusion; as also Isaiah had before declared,
our course unerringly with reference to our pre- namely, a mother beyond nature, and an off-
scribed end, and that under the guidance of' spring beyond reason ; an earthly mother and a
God the Almighty, so shall we not be found heavenly son ; a new taking of man's nature, I
altogether unfruitful and unprofitable as to what say, by God, and a child-bearing without mar-
is required of us. When, then, to these sacred riage ; what in creation's circuit could be more
rites, prophecy and the priesthood had been glorious and more to be spoken of than this l
jointly called, and that pair of just ones elected yet when they had seen this it was all one as if
of God-- Simeon, I mean, and Anna, bearing in they had not seen it ; they closed their eyes, and
themselves most evidently the images of both in respect of praise were supine. Therefore the
peoples-- had taken their station by the side of house in which they boasted was filled with
that glorious and virginal throne,--for by the old smoke.
man was represented the people of Israel, and xu. And in addition to this, when besides the
the law now waxing old ; whilst the widow rep- spectacle, and even beyond the spectacle, they
resents the Church of the Gentiles, which had heard an old man, very righteous, very worthy of
been up to this point a widow, m the old man, in- credit, worthy also of emulation, inspired by the
deed, as personating the law, seeks dismissal ; but Holy Spirit, a teacher of the law, honoured with
the widow, as personating the Church, brought the priesthood, illustrious in the gift of prophecy,
her joyous confession of faith, 4 and spake of by the hope which he had conceived of Christ,
Him to all that looked for redemption in ]eva- extending the limits of life, and putting off the
salem, even as the things that were spoken of debt of death-- when they saw him, I say, leap-
both have been appositely and excellently re- ing for joy, speaking words of good omen, quite
corded, and qmte in harmony with the sacred transformed with gladness of heart, entirely rapt
festival. For it was fitting and necessary that in a divine and holy ecstasy ; who from a man
the old man who knew so accurately that decree had been changed into an angel by a godly
of the law, in which it is said : Hear Him, and change, and, for the immensity of his joy, chant-

xzTim.i t7
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ed his hymn of thanksgiving, and openly pro- ten most held in honour there. Hail, thou city
claimed the "Light to lighten the Gentiles, and of the Great King, in which the mysteries of our
the glory of Thy people Israel. ''x Not even salvation are consummated. Hail, thou heaven
then were they willing to hear what was placed upon earth, Sion, the city that is for ever faithful
within their hearing, and held in veneration by unto the Lord. Hail, and shine thou Jerusalem,
the heavenly beings themselves ; wherefore the ifor thy light is come, the Light Eternal, the
house in which they boasted was filled with Light for ever enduring, the Light Supreme, the
smoke. Now smoke is a sign and sure evxdence iLight Immaterial, the Light of one substance
of wrath ; as it is written, "There went up a with God and the Father, the Light which is in
smoke in His anger, and fire from His court- the Spirit, and in which is the Father; the Light
tenance devoured ; "= and in another place, which illumines the ages ; the Light whxch gives
"Amongst the disobedient people shall the fire light to mundane and supramundane things,
burn," 3 which plainly, in the revered Gospels, Christ our very God. Hail, city sacred and
our Lord signified, when He said to the Jews, elect of the Lord. Joyfully keep thy festal days,
"Behold your house is left unto you desolate." 4 for they will not multiply so as to wax old and
Also, in another place, "The king sent forth his pass away. Hail, thou city most happy, for
armies, and destroyed those murderers, and burnt glorious things are spoken of thee ; thy priest
up their city." s Of such a nature was the ad- shall be clothed with righteousness, and thy
verse reward of the Jews for their unbelief, which saints shall shout for joy, and thy poor shall be
caused them to refuse to pay to the Trinity the satisfied with bread, s Hail ! rejoice, O Jerusa-
tribute of praise. For after that the ends of the lem, for the Lord reigneth in the m_dst of thee.9
earth were sanctified, and the mighty house of That Lord, I say, who in His simple and imma-
the Church was filled, by the proclamation of the terial Deity, entered our nature, and of the wr-
Thrice Holy, with the glory of the Lord, as the gin's womb became ineffably incarnate; that
great waters cover the seas,6 there happened to Lord, who was partaker of nothing else save the
them the things which before had been declared, lump of Adam, who was by the serpent tripped
and the beginning of prophecy was confirmed up. For the Lord laid not hold of the seed of
by its issue, the preacher of truth signifying, as angels *°-- those, I say, who fell not away from
has been said, by the Holy Spirit, as it were in that beauteous order and rank that was assigned
an example, the dreadful destruction which was to them from the beginning. To us He conde-
to come upon them, in the words : "In the year scended, that Word who was always with the
in which king Uzziah died, I saw the Lord "-- Father co-existent God. Nor, again, did He
Uzziah, doubtless, as an apostate, being taken come into the world to restore; nor will He
as the representative of the whole apostate body restore, as has been imagined by some impious

the head of which he certainly was m who also, advocates of the devil, those wicked demons
paying the penalty due to his presumptmn, car- who once fell from light ; but when the Creator
fled on his forehead, as upon a brazen statue, the and Framer of all things had, as the most divine
divine vengeance engraved, by the loathsomeness Panl says, laid hold of the seed of Abraham,
of leprosy, exhibiting to all the retribution of and through him of the whole human race, He
their loathsome impiety. Wherefore with divine was made man for ever, and without change, in
wisdom did he, who had foreknowledge of these order that by His fellowship with us, and our
events, oppose the bringing in of the thankful joining on to Hun, the ingress of sin into us
Anna to the casting out of the ungrateful syria- might be stopped, its strength being broken by
gogue. Her very name also presign_fies the degrees, and itself as wax being melted, by that
'Church, that by the grace of Christ and God is fire which the I__rd, when He came, sent upon
justified in baptism. For Anna is, by interpre- the earth, n Hail to thee, thou Catholic Church, '2
ration, grace, which hast been planted in all the earth, and do

ran. But here, as in port, putting in the vessel thou rejoice with us. Fear not, httle flock, the
that bears the ensign of the cross, let us reef the storms of the enemy,,3 for it is your Father's
sails of our oration, in order that it may be with !good pleasure to give you the kingdom, and that
itself commensurate. Only first, in as few words you should tread upon the necks of your ene-
as possible, let us salute the city of the Great mies.- Hail, and rejoice, thou that wast once
King,7 together with the whole body of the barren, andwithout seed unto godliness, butwh0
Church, as being present with them in spirit, and ......

I IsL 1_ x; Ps. _ 3; PL ca_xii, x6.
keeping holy-day with the Father, and the breth- 9 I_. _ _.
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hastnow many childrenof faith.Z Hail,thouiamong women, who boastestin the confidence

peopleof the Lord,thou chosen generation,of thymaternalhonours,thatthouwouldestun-
thou royalpriesthood,thou holy nation,thou ceasinglykeep us in remembrance. O holy

peculiarpeoplem show forthHis praiseswho motherof God, remember us,I say,who make
hathcalledyou out of darknessintoHis mar- our boastin thee,and who in hymns august
vellous light ; and for His mercies glorify Him." celebrate the memory, which will ever live, and

xr¢. Hail to thee for ever, thou virgin mother never fade away. And do thou also, O honoured
of God, our unceasing joy, for unto thee do I and venerable Simeon, thou earliest host of our
again return.3 Thou art the beginning of our holy religion, and teacher of the resurrection of
feast; thou art its middle and end ;4 the pearl the faithful, be our patron and advocate with
of great price that belongest unto the kingdom ; that Saviour God, whom thou wast deemed
the fat of every victim, the living altar of the worthy to receive into thine arms. We, together
bread of life. Hml, thou treasure of the love with thee, sing our praises to Christ, who has the

of God. Hail, thou fount of the Son's love[power of life and death, saying, Thou art the
for man. Hail, thou overshadowing mount 5 of l true Light, proceeding from the true Light;
the Holy Ghost. Thou gleamedst, sweet gift-the true God, begotten of the true God ; the
bestowing mother, of the light of the sun ; thou one Lord, before Thine assumption of the hu-
gleamedst with the insupportable fires of a most inanity ; that One nevertheless, after Thine aa-
fervent charity, bringing forth m the end that sumption of it, which is ever to be adored ; God
which was conceived of thee before the begin- of Throe own self and not by grace, but for our
nlng, making manifest the mystery hidden and sakes also perfect man; in Thine own nature
unspeakable, the invisible Son of the Father m the King absolute and sovereign, but for us and
the Prince of Peace, who in a marvellous man- for our salvation existing also in the form of a
ner showed Himself as less than all littleness, servant, yet immaculately and without defilemeat.
Wherefore, we pray thee, the most excellent For Thou who art incorruption hast come to set

corruption free, that Thou mightest render all
, i_. l.... things uncorrupt. For Thine is the glory, and
tPet.h.9"

. [He .g_n ._o.t_ph_z.. the BI_d :"_.ot_o..but i_ _- the power, and the greatness, and the majesty,
_ge hardlyappropriateto theperiodpl_:edms CyrilofAle_um-with the Father and the Holy Spirit, for ever.

4][Notso, forhee_/$ w_tha noblestrainof worshipto theSon Amen.
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L BL_x_'ED be God; let us proceed, brethren, cheerfully; let us all receive Him gladly, and
from wonders to the miracles of the Lord, and hold our feast with all honesty. Instead of our
as it were, from strength to strength.* For just garments, let us strew our hearts before Him,7
as in a golden chain the links are so intimately in psalms and hymns, let us raise to Him our
joined and connected together, as that the one shouts of thanksgaving; and, without ceasing,
holds the other, and is fitted on to it, and so let us exclaim, "Blessed is He that cometh in
carries on the chain m even so the miracles that the name of the Lord ;" s for blessed are they
have been handed down by the holy Gospels, one that bless Him, and cursed are they that curse
after the other, lead on the Church of God, which Him. 9 Again I will say it, nor will I cease ex-
delights in festivity, and refresh it, not'with the hortmg you to good, Come, beloved, let us bless
meat that perisheth, but with that which endur- Him who is blessed, that we may be ourselves
eth unto everlasting life.3 Come then, beloved, blessed of Him. Every age and condition does
and let us, too, with prepared hearts, and with this discourse summon to praise the Lord ; kings
ears intent, listen to what the Lord our God of the earth, and all people; princes, and all
shall say unto us out of the prophets and Gos- judges of the earth ; both young men and maid-
pels concerning this most sacred feast. Verily, ens ,ot and what is new in this miracle, the
He will speak peace unto His people, and to His tender and innocent age of babes and suck-
saints, and to those which turn their hearts unto lings hath obtained the first place in raising to
Him. To-day,4 the trumpet-blast of the proph- God with thankful confession the hymn which
ets have roused the world, and have made glad was of God taught them in the strains in which
and filled with joyfulness the churches of God Moses sang before to the people when they came
that are everywhere amongst th_ nations. And forth out of Egypt-- namely, "Blessed is He
summoning the faithful from the exercise of holy that cometh in the name of the Lord."
fasting, and from the pala_stra, wherein they n. To-day, holy David rejoices with great joy,
struggle against the lusts of the flesh, they have being by babes despoiled of his lyre, with whom
taught them to sing a new hymn of conquest also, in spirit, leading the dance, and rejoicing
and a new song of peace to Christ who giveth together, as of old, before the ark of God, '1 he
the victory. Come then, every one, and let us mingles musical harmony, and sweetly lisps out
rejoice in the Lord ; O come, all ye people, and in stammering voice, Blessed is He that cometh
let us clap our hands, and make a joyfifl noise in the name of the Lord. Of whom shall we
to God our Saviour, with the voice of melody.5 inquire? Tell us, O prophet, who is this that
Let no one be without portion in this grace ; cometh in the name of the Lord ? He will say
let no one come short of this calling ; for the it is not my part to-day to teach you, for He
seed of the disobedient is appointed to destruc- hath consecrated the school to infants, who hath
tion.- Let no one neglect to meet the King, out of the mouth of babes and sucklings per-
lest he be shut out from the Bridegroom's fected praise to destroy the enemy and the
chamber. -- Let no one amongst us be found to avenger,'* in order that by the miracle of these
receive Him with a sad countenance, lest he be the hearts of the fathers might be turned to the
condemned with those wicked citizens-- the children, and the disobedient unto the wisdom of
citizens, I mean, who refused to receive the Lord the just.'3 TeU us, then, O children, whence ts
as King over them. 6 Let us all come together this, your beautiful and graceful contest of song ?

x [Dupln hardly _redits this oration to Methoclius. See elucl- 7 Ps. Ixii. S.
dation_ p. 398- 8 Ps. ¢,xv_, a6; Matt. xxi. 9; Mark xL 9; Lake xtx. 38; John

s John vi. sT.
'* "_videntb, a hc___ly for Palm Sunday, the fa'et day ot the 1o Ps. t:_dvifi xx, z2.
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Who tanght it you ? Who instructed you ? Who saying, Who is this? '° stirring up its hardened
brought you together? What were your tablets ? and inveterate envy against the glory of the Lord.
Who were your teachers? Do but you, they say, But when thou hearest me say the city, under-
join us as our companxons in this song and fes- stand the ancient and disorderly multitude of the
tivity, and you will learn the things which were synagogue. They ungratefully and malignantly
by Moses and the prophet earnestly longed for.' ask, Who is this? as if they had never yet seen
Since then the children have invited us, and have their Benefactor, and Him whom divine miracles,
given unto us the right hand of fellowship/let beyond the power of man, had made famous
us come, beloved, and ourselves emulate that and renowned; for the darkness comprehended
holy chorus, and with the apostles, let us make not" that unsetting light which shone in upon it.
way for H_m who ascends over the heaven of Hence quite appositely with respect to them
heavens towards the East,3 and who, of His good hath the prophet Isaiah exclaimed, saying, Hear,
pleasure, is upon the earth mounted upon an ye deaf; and look, ye blind, that ye may see.
ass's colt. Let us, with the children, raise the And who is blind, but my children? and desf,
branches aloft, and with the olive branches make but they that have the dominion over them ?z,
glad applaud, that upon us also the Holy Spirit And the servants of the Lord have become blind ;
may breathe, and that in due order we may raise ye have often seen, but ye observed not ; your
the God-taught strain : "Blessed is He that ears are opened, yet ye hear not. See, beloved,
cometh in the name of the Lord ; Hosanna in how accurate are these words ; how the Divine
the highest." 4 To-day, also, the patriarch Jacob Spirit, who Himself sees beforehand into the
keeps feast in spirit, seeing his prophecy brought future, has by His saints foretold of things future
to a fulfilment, and with the faithful adores the as if they were present. For these thankless
Father, seeing H_m who bound his foal to the men saw, and by means of His miracles handled
wne,S mounted upon an ass's colt. To-day the foal the wonder-working God, and yet remained in
is made ready, the irrational exemplar of the unbehef, x3 They saw a man, blind from his birth,
Gentiles, who before were irrational, to signify proclaiming to them the God who had restored
the subjection of the people of the Gentiles ; his sight. They saw a paralytic, who had grown
and the babes declare their former state of up, as it were, and become one with his infirmity,
childhood, in respect of the knowledge of God, at His bidding loosed from his disease. 14 They
and their after perfecting, by the worship of God saw Lazarus, who was made an exile from the
and the exercise of the true religion. To-day, region of death.'5 They heard that He had
according to the prophet, 6 is the King of Glory walked on the sea. 16 They heard of the wine
glorified upon earth, and makes us, the inhabit- that, without previous culture, was ministered ; ,7
ants of earth, partakers of the heavenly feast, of the bread that was eaten at that spontaneous
that He may show Himself to be the Lord of banquet ; ,s they heard that the demons had been
both, even as He is hymned with the common put to flight ; the sick restored to health, x9 Their
praises of both. Therefore it was that the heav- very streets proclaimed His deeds of wonder ;
enly hosts sang, announcing salvation upon earth, their roads declared His healing power to those
"Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord God of hosts; who journeyed on them. All Judea was filled
the whole earth is full of His glory." 7 And with His benefit; yet now, when they hear the
those below, joining in harmony with the joyous divine praises, they inquire, Who is this? 0 the
hymns of heaven, cried : " Hosanna in the high- madness of these falsely-named teachers I O
est ; Hosanna to the Son of David." In heaven incredulous fathers I O foolish seniors ! O seed
the doxology was raised, "Blessed be the glory of the shameless Canaan, and not of Judah the
of the Lord from His 'place ; "s and on earth devout !_° The children acknowledge theirCrea-
was this caught up in the words, "Blessed is he tor, but their unbelieving parents said, Who is
that cometh in the name of the Lord." this? The age thatwas young and inexperienced

IlL But while these things were doing, and the sang praises to God, while they that had waxen old
disciples were rejoicing and praising God with a in wickedness inquired, Who is this? Sucklings
loud voice for all the mighty works that they had praise His Divinity, while seniors utter blasphe-
seen, saying, Blessed be the King that cometh mies ; children piously offer the sacrifice of praise,
in the name of the Lord ; peace in heaven, and whilst profane priests are impiously indignant.*'
glory in the highest ; 9 the city began to inquire, 1oM... _ _o.
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iv. O ye disobedient as regards the wisdom clared beforehand, saying, Out of the mouth of
of the just,' turn your hearts to your children, babes and sucklings hast Thou perfected praise.
learn the mysteries of God; the very thing it- Either then,--as is right,--claim the paety of
self which is being done bears witness that it is your children for your own, or devoutly give
God that is thus hymned by uninstructed tongues, your children unto us. We with them wall lead
Search the Scriptures, as ye have heard * from the dance, and to the new glory will sing in con-
the Lord ; for they are they which testify of Him, cert the divinely-inspired hymn.
and be not ignorant of this miracle. Hear ye v. Once, indeed, the aged Simeon met the
men without grace, and thankless, what good Saviour, 9 and received in his arms, as an infant,
tidings the prophet Zechariah brings to you. the Creator of the world, and proclaimed Him
He says, Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion ; to be Lord and God ; but now, in the place of
behold thy King cometh unto thee: just and foolish elders, children meet the Saviour, even
having salvation ; lowly, and riding upon the foal as Sameon dad, and instead of their arms, strew
of an ass.3 Why do ye repel the joy ? Why, under Him the branches of trees, and bless the
when the sun shineth, do ye love darkness? Lord God seated upon a colt, as upon the chem.
Why do ye against unconquerable peace medi- bim, Hosanna to the son of David : Blessed is
tate war? If, therefore, ye be the sons of Zion, He that cometh in the name of the Lord ; and
join in the dance together with your children, together with these let us also exclaim, Blessed
Let the religious service of your children be to is He that cometh, God the King of Glory, who,
you a pretext for joy. Learn from them who for our sakes, became poor, yet, in His own
was their Teacher ; who called them together ; proper estate, being ignorant of poverty, that wath
whence was the doctrine ; what means this new His bounty He might make us rich. Blessed is
theology and old prophecy. And if no man He who once came in humlhty, and who will
hath taught them this, but of their own accord hereafter come again in glory : at the first, lowly,
they raise the hymn of praise, then recogmse and seated upon an ass's colt, and by infants ex-
the work of God, even as it is written in the tolled, in order that it might be fulfilled which
law : "Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings was written : Thy goings have been seen, 0
hast Thou perfected praise." 4 Redouble, there- God ; even the goings of my God, my King, in
fore, your joy, that you have been made the the sanctuary ; but at the second time seated on
fathers of such children who, under the teaching the clouds, in tenable majesty, by angels and
of God, have celebrated with their praises things powers attended. O the melhfluous tongue of
unknown to their seniors. Turn your hearts to the children! O the sincere doctrine of those
your ehildren,S and close not your eyes against who are well pleasing to God I Davad in proph-
the truth. But if you remain the same, and ecy hid the spirit under the letter ; children,
hearing, hear not, and seeing, perceive not, 6 and opening their treasures, brought forth riches
to no purpose dissent from your children, then upon their tongues, and, in language full of
shall they be your judges, 7 according to the grace, invited clearly all men to enjoy them.
Saviour's word. Well, therefore, even this thing Therefore let us with them draw forth the un-
also, together with others, has the prophet Isaiah fading riches. In our bosoms insatiate, and in
spoken before of you, saying, Jacob shall not treasure-houses which cannot be filled, let us lay
now be ashamed, neither shall his face now wax up the divine gifts. Let us exclaim wzthout
pale. But when they see their children doing ceasing, Blessed is He that cometh in the name
my works, they shall for me sanctify My name, of the Lord ! Very God, in the name of the
and sanctify the Holy One of Jacob, and shall Very God, the Omnipotent from the Omnipotent,
fear the God of Israel. They also that err in the Son in the name of the Father. The true
spirit shall come to understanding, and they that King from the true King, whose kingdom, even
murmured shall learn obedience, and the stam- as His who begat Him, is with eternity, coeval
mering tongues shall learn to speak peace, s and pre-existent to it. For this is common to
Seest thou, O foolish Jew, how from the begin- both; nor does the Scripture attribute this
ning of his discourse, the prophet declares con- honour to the Son, as if it came from another
fusion to you because of your unbelief. Learn source, nor as if it had a beginning, or could be
even from him how he proclaims the God- added toordiminishedmawaywiththethought!
inspired hymn of praise that is raised by your m but as that which is His of right by nature,
children, even as the blessed David hath de- and by a true and proper possession. For the

kingdom of the Father, of the Son, and of the
z Lukei., 7. Holy Ghost, is one, even as their substance is
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Deity in three Persons, subsisting without begin- the Lord to save man who had wandered in
ning, uncreate, without end, and to which there error ; to put away error ; to give light to those
is no successor. For neither will the Father ever who are in darkness ; to abolish the imposture
cease to be the Father, nor again the Son to be of idols ; in its place to bring in the saving
the Son and King, nor the Holy Ghost to be knowledge of God; to sanctify the world; to
what in substance and personality He is. For drive away the abomination and misery of the
nothing of the Trinity will suffer diminution, worship of false gods. Blessed is He that corn-
either in respect of eternity, or of communion, eth in the name of the Lord: the one for the
or of sovereignty. For not on that account is many ; to deliver the poor s out of the hands of
the Son of God called king, because for our sakes them that are too strong for him, yea, the poor
He was made man, and m the flesh cast down and needy from him that spoileth him. Blessed
the tyrant that was against us, having, by taking is He that cometh in the name of the Lord, to
this upon Him, obtained the victory over its pour wine and oil upon him who hag fallen
cruel enemy, but because He is always Lord and amongst thieves, 6 and had been passed by.
God ; therefore it is that now, both after His Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the
assumption of the flesh and for ever, He remains Lord : to save us by Himself, as says the proph-
a king, even as He who begat Him. Speak not, et ; no ambassador, nor angel, but the Lord
0 heretic, against the kingdom of Christ, lest Himself saved ns.7 Therefore we also bless
thou dishonour Him who begat Him. If thou Thee, O Lord ; Thou with the Father and the
art faithful, in faith approach Christ, our very Holy Spirit art blessed before the worlds and
God, and not as using your liberty for a cloak for ever. Before the world, indeed, and until
of maliciousness. If thou art a servant, with now being devoid of body, but now and for ever
trembling be subject unto thy Master ; for he henceforth possessed of that divine humanity
who fights against the Word is not a well-disposed which cannot be changed, and from which Thou
servant, but a manifest enemy, as it is written : art never divided.
He that honoureth not the Son, honoureth not vii. Let us look also at what follows. What
the Father which hath sent Him. says the most divine evangelist? When the

vi. But let us, beloved, return in our discourse Lord had entered into the temple, the blind and
to that point whence we digressed, exclaiming, the lame came to Him ; and He healed them.
Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the And when the chief priests and Pharisees saw
Lord : that good and kind Shepherd, voluntarily the wonderful things that He did, and the chil-
to lay down His life for His sheep. That just dren crying, and saying, Hosanna to the SOn of
as hunters take by a sheep the wolves that de- David : Blessed is He that cometh in the name
your sheep, even so the Chief Shepherd/offer- of the Lord, s they brooked not this honour that
ing Himself as man to the spiritual wolves and was paid Him, and therefore they came to Him,
those who destroy the soul, may make His prey and thus spike, Hearest Thou not what these
of the destroyers by means of that Adam who say ? As if they said, Art Thou not grieved at
wa.s once preyed on by them. Blessed is He hearing from these innocents things which befit
that cometh m the name of the Lord: God God, and God alone? Has not God of old
against the devil ; not manifestly in His might, made it manifest by the prophet, "My glory will
which cannot be looked on, but in the weakness I not give unto another ; "9 and how dost Thou,
of the flesh, to bind the strong man 2 that is being a man, make Thyself God ? '° But what
against us. Blessed is He that cometh in the to this answers the long-suffering One, He who
name of the Lord : the King against the tyrant ; i is abundant in mercy," and slow to wrath ? E, He
not with omnipotent power and wisdom, but with ! bears with these frenzied ones ; with an apology
that which is accounted the foolishness 3 of the He keeps their _vrath in check ; in His turn He
cross, which hath reft his spoils from the serpent calls the Scriptures to their remembrance ; He
who is wise in wickedness. Blessed is He that brings forward testimony to what is done, and
cometh in the name of the Lord : the True One shrinks not from inquiry. Wherefore He says,
against the liar ; the Saviour against the de- Have ye never heard Me saying by the prophet,
stroyer ; the Prince of Peace 4 against him who Then shall ye know that I am He that doth
tir_ up wars ; the Lover of mankind against the speak? _ nor again, Out of the mouth of babes

ter of mankind. Blessed is He that cometh and sucklings hast Thou perfected praise ira-
in the name of the Lord: the Lord to have

mercy upon the creature of His hands. Blessed s 1,,._. ,o.
is He that cometh in the name of the Lord: 6Lu_ z. 34.

7It,. L_iiL9.
-----.-.___ *Matt.zxLtC..t6.9 I_. zlll 8.

I • Pet.v.4. to JohnL 33,
tt Mait. xiL l_ tl oel ii. x_-
•i Z Cot, L 2z" •
" Ira._. 6. :_l,m.liL6.



398 ELUCIDATION.

cause of Thine enemies, that Thou mightest still sins of the world, might, of His own will, and
the enemy and the avenger? Which without for us, come to His saving Passion, and might
doubt are ye, who give heed unto the law, and be recognised, as it were, in the market and
read the prophets, while yet ye despise Me who, place of selling ; and that those who bought
both by the law and the prophets, have been Him might for thirty pieces of silver covenant
beforehand proclaimed. Ye think, indeed, under for Him who, with His life-giving blood, was to
a pretence of piety, to avenge the glory of God, redeem the world ; and that Christ, our pass-
not understanding that he that despiseth Me over, might be sacrificed for us, in order that
despiseth My Father also.' I came forth from those who were sprinkled with His precious
God, and am come into the world? and My blood, and sealed on their lips, as the posts of
glory is the glory of My Father also. Even the door/ might escape from the darts of the
thus these foolish ones, being convinced by our destroyer ; and that Christ having thus suffered
Saviour-God, ceased to answer Him again, the in the flesh, and having risen again the thLrd
truth stopping their mouths ; but adopting a new day, might, with equal honour and glory vath
and foohsh device, they took counsel against the Father and the Holy Ghost, be by all created
Him. But let us sing, Great is our Lord, and things equally adored ; for to Him every knee
great is His power ; 3 and of His understanding shall bow, of things in heaven, and things m
there is no number. For all this was done that earth, and things under the earth,S sending up
the Lamb and Son of God, that taketh away the glory to Him, for ever and ever. Amen.

z John xv 23.
John _vL aS. ,*Exod. xi. 7.
Ps. clxva. 5. s Phil. it. xo.

ELUCIDATION.

Tim candid Dupin, says that we owe this to P6re Combefis,* on the authority of a MS. in the

Royal Library of Paris. It appeared in Sir Henry Savile's edition of Chrysostom ascribed to that
Father. Dupin doubts as to parts of this homily, if not as to the whole. He adds, "The style
of Methodius is Asiatic, diffuse, swelling, and abounding in epithet. His expressions are figurative,
and the turn of his sentences artificial. He is full of similitudes and far-fetched allegories. His

thoughts are mysterious, and he uses many words to say a few things." His doctrine, apart from
these faults, is sound, and free from some errors common to the ancients : such faults as I have

_reciuent_yapo'_o_'med,_o_inOrigen,_hom Methodiusso generallycondemns.

z Eccleatn_tical/4t_'teY#_ vol. L p. z6x. s Hc was a Domimcan, and learned in Greek. I_ed x679.



THREE FRAGMENTS FROM THE HOMILY ON THE

CROSS AND PASSION OF CHRIST.

I., the terror of His divinity, and the greatness of
METHODIUS,Bishop, tO those who say: What His invincible power, had reduced to weakness

doth it profit us that the Son of God was cruci- the adverse nature of the demons. But since
fled upon earth, and made man ? And wherefore this was to cause them greater grief and tot-
did He endure to suffer in the manner of th_ ment, for they would have prefe_ed to be over-
cross, and not by some other punishment? And come by one stronger than themselves, therefore
what was the advantage of the cross ? it was that by a man He procur'ed the safety of

Christ, the Son of God, by the command of the race ; in order that men, after that very Life
the Father, became conversant with the visible and Truth had entered into them in bodily form,
creature, in order that, by overturning the do- might be able to return to the form and light of
minion of the tyrants, the demons, that is, He the Word, overcoming the power of the entice-
might deliver our souls from their dreadful bond- ments of sin ; and that the demons, being con-
age, by reason of which our whole nature, in- !quered by one weaker than they, and thus brought
toxicated by the draughts ofinlquity, had become into contempt, might desist from their over-bold
full of tumult and disorder, and could by no confidence, their hellish wrath being repressed.
means return to the remembrance of good and It was for this mainly that the cross was brought
useful things. Wherefore, also, it was the more in, being erected as a trophy against iniquity,
easllycarried away to idols, inasmuch as evil had and a deterrent from it, that henceforth man
overwhelmed it entirely, and had spread over all might be no longer subject to wrath, after that
generations, on account of the change which had he had made up for the defeat which, by his
come over our fleshy tabernacles in consequence disobedience, he had received, and had lawfully
of disobedience ; until Christ, the Lord, by the conquered the infernal powers, and by the giR
flesh in which He lived and appeared, weakened of God had been set free from every debt.
the force of Pleasure's onslaughts, by means of Since, therefore, the first-born Word of God thus
which the infernal powers that were in arms fortified the manhood in which He tabernacled
against us reduced our minds to slavery, and with the armour of righteousness, He overcame,
freed mankind from all their evils. For with as has been said, the powers that enslaved us
thts end the Lord Jesus both wore our flesh, and by the figure of the cross, and showed forth
became man, and by the divine dispensation was man, who had been oppressed by dorrnption, as
nailed to the cross; in order that by the flesh by a tyrant power, to be free, with unfettered
in whmh the demons had proudly and falsely hands. For the cross, if you wish to define it,
feigned themselves gods, having carried our souls is the confirmation of the victory, the way by
captive unto death by deceitful wiles, even by which God to man descended, the trophy against
this they might be "overturned, and discovered material spirits, the repulsion of death, the foun-
to be no gods. For he prevented their arrogance dation of the ascent to the true day ; and the
from raising itself higher, by becoming man ; in ladder for those who are hastening to enjoy the
order that by the body in which the race pos- light that is there, the engine by which those
sessed of reason had become estranged from the who are fitted for the edifice of the Church are
.worship of the true God, and had suffered in- raised up from below, like a stone four _itmre,
jury, even by the same receiving into itself in to be compacted on to the divine Word. Hence
an ineffable manner the Word of Wisdom, the it is that our kings, perceiving that the figtm_
enemy might be discovered to be the destroyers of the cross is used for the dissipating of every
and not the benefactors of our souls, evil, have made _exi//a3, as they are called in

For it had not been wonderful if Christ, by the Latin language. Hence the sea, yielding to

_c_t_,_. D, s,,,a, c,.,c,, p. ,_, to=. u. Nov. this figure, makes itself tmvigable to men. For
_)- ,._,_b..tys,. [Co=_mi_ ,,_h I q_t, fromI_t,l*is _ every creature, so to speak, has, for the sake of
_n'7*'_:"1"he P_re Combefis has coll_:t_ some other f_t_ .# liberty, been marked with this t_; for the birds
. ,tat, M_t*_;,,, cited_St.Jo_ I_,_,,_n, =tdbyUi_t_ which fly aloft, form the figure of the cross by,_ra_ out of hm books at_mt Potl_byry. But, btthl_ that,

._-nd upont_ .ut_o_tyor_ t_,ut_,, wl*,ar**_t the expansion of their wings ; and man himseI_
it e.ttmt; these fragnmnt_ have nothing ¢otufick'mb_, and ,eft

worthm to..y ,_r,hi_ =o_ ,_,,_ ,hm:,] also, with his ban& outstretched, repro the ,
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same. Hence, when the Lord had fashioned and this middle state, and the heaven above
him in this form, in which He had from the be- contained, and attempering the mortal to the
ginning framed him, He joined on his body to immortal divinity. Death was vanquished en-
the Deity, in order that it might be henceforth firety; the flesh being crucified to draw forth
an instrument consecrated to God, freed from all its immortality.
discord and want of harmony. For man can- IIL*
not, after that he has been formed for the wor- THE SAMEMwrHoDms : HOW CmUST THE SONOF
ship of God, and hath sung, as it were, the coD, IN A BRmF ANDDErrmTE Tn_E, BEINGr_,_-
incorruptible song of truth, and by this hath CLOSEDBY THE BODY,ANDEXISTneO_ASSmLE,
been made capable of holding the Deity, being BEC_E OSNOXIOUSTO THEPASSION.

fitted to the lyre of hfe as the chords and For since this virtue was in Him, now it is
strings, he cannot, I say, return to discord and of the essence of power to be contracted in a
corruption, small space, and to be diminished, and again toI13

beexpandedina largespace,and tobe increased.
THE SaME Mm'HODrtYS TO THOSE WHO ARP But ifitispossibleforHim tobe wlththelarger

ASHAMEDOF THE CROSSOF CHRIST. extended, and to be made equal, and yet not with
Some think that God also, whom they meas- the smaller to be contracted and diminished,

ure with the measure of their o_m feelings, judges then power is not in Him. For if you say that
the same thing that wicked and foohsh men this is possible to power, and that impossible,
judge to be subjects of praise and blame, and you deny it to be power; as being infirm and
that He uses the opinions of men as His rule incapable with regard to the things which it can-
and measure, not taking into account the fact not do. Nor again, further, will it ever contain
that, by reason of the ignorance that is in them, any excellence of diwnity with respect to those
every creature falls short of the beauty of God. things which suffer change. For both man and
For He draws all things to hfe by His Word, the other ammals, with respect to those things
from their universal substance and nature. For which they can effect, energise ; but with respect
whether He would have good, He Himself is to those things which they cannot perform, are
the Very Good, and remains m Himself; or, weak, and fade away. Wherefore for tins cause
whether the beautiful is pleasing to Him, since the Son of God was in the manhood enclosed,
He Himself is the Only Beautiful, He beholds because" this was not impossible to Him. For
Himself, holding in no estimation the things with power He suffered, remaining impassible;
which move the admiration of men. That, and He died, bestowing the gift of immortahty
verily, is to be accounted as in reality the most upon mortals. Since the body, when struck or
beautiful and praiseworthy, which God Himself cut by a body, is just so far struck or cut as the
esteems to be beautiful, even though it be con- striker strikes it, or he that cuts it cut it. For
temned and despised by all else--not that which according to the rebound of the thing struck, the
men fancy to be beautiful. Whence it is, that blow reflects upon the striker, since it is neces-
although by this figure He hath willed to deliver sary that the two must suffer equally, both the
the soul from corrupt affections, to the signal agent and the sufferer. If, in truth, that which
putting to shame of the demons, we ought to is cut, from its small size, does not correspond to
receive it, and not to speak ev,1 of it, as being that which cuts it, it will not be able to cut it at
that which was given us to deliver us, and set all. For if the subject body does not resist
us free from the chains which for our disobedi- the blow of the sword, but rather yields to it, the
ence we incurred. For the Word suffered, being operation will be void of effect, even as one sees
in the flesh affixed to the cross, that He might in the thin and subtle bodies of fire and air;
bring man, who had been deceived by error, to for in such cases the impetus of the more solid
His supreme and godhke majesty, restoring him bodies is relaxed, and remains without effect.
to that divine life from which he had become But if fire, or air, or stone, or iron, or anything
alienated. By this figure, in truth, the passions which men use against themselves for the p_-
are blunted ; the passion of the passions having poses of mutual destruction-- if it is not possl-
taken place by the Passion, and the death of ble to pierce or divide these, because of the
death by the death of Christ, He not having subtle nature which they possess, why should
been subdued by death, nor overcome by the not rather Wisdom remain invulnerable and
pains of the Passion. For neither did the Pas- impassible, in nothing injured by anything, even
sion cast Him down from His equanimity, nor though it were conjoined to the body which was
did death hurt Him, but He was in the passible pierced and transfixed with nails, inasmuch as it
remaining impassible, and in the mortal remain- is purer and more excellent than any other nature,
ing immortal, comprehending all that the air, if you except only that of God who begat Him ?



SOME OTHER FRAGMENTS OF THE SAME

METHODIUS.

LZ isoul was prepared, and exercised in many ways,
Btrr, perhaps, since the friends of Job imagined and had ascended into the height by contempla-

that they understood the reason why he suffered tion, so far as it is possible for human nature to
such things, that just man, using a long speech to ascend, then is it His wont to speak, and to re.
them, confesses that the wisdom of the divine veal His Word unto those who have attained
judgment is incomprehensible, not only to him, unto this elevation. But since the whirlwind is
but also to every man, and declares that this the producer of the tempests, and Job, m the
earthly region is not the fitting place for under- tempest of his afflictions, had not made ship-
standing the knowledge of the divine counsels, wreck of his faith, but his constancy shone forth
One might say, that perfect and absolute pLety-- the rather ; therefore it was that He who gave
a thing plainly divine, and of God alone given hun an answer answered him by the whirlwind,
to man, is in this place called wisdom. But the to signify the tempest of calamity which had be-
sense of the words is as follows : God, he says, fallen him ; but, because He changed the stormy
hath given great things unto men, sowing, as it condition of his affairs into one of serene tran-
were, in their nature the power of discovery, to- quillity, He spoke to him not only by the whirl-
gether with wisdom, and the faculty of art. And wind, but m clouds also.
men having received this, dig metals out of the
earth, and cultivate it ; but that wisdom which is iii.,
conjoined with piety, it is not possible in any
place to discover. Man cannot obtain it from Many have descended into the deep, not so as
his own resources, nor can he give it unto others, to walk on it, but so as to be by its bonds re-
Hence it was that the wise men of the Greeks, strained. Jesus alone walked on the deep, where
who in their own strength sought to search out there are no traces of walkers, as a free man.
piety, and the worship of the Deity, did not For He chose death, to which He was not sub-
attain their end. For it is a thing, as we have ject, that He might deliver those who were the
sa_d, which exceeds human strength, the gift and bSndslaves of death ; saying to the prisoners,
the grace of God; and therefore from the be- "Go forth; and to them that are in darkness,
ginning, partly by visions, partly by the inter- show yourselves."s Withwhich, also, the things
vention of angels, partly by the discourses of the which follow are consistent.
divinely-inspired prophets, God instructed man
in the principles of true religion. Nay, moreover, IV.6

that contemplative wisdom by which we are Seest thou how, at the end of the contest, with
impelled to the arts, and to other pursuits, and a loud proclamation he declares the praises of
with which we are all in common, just and unjust, the combatant, and discovers that which was in
alike endued, is the gift of God : if we have been his afflictions hidden, in the words : "Thinkest
made rational creatures, we have received this. thou that I had else answered thee, but that
Wherefore, also, in a former place it was said thou shouldest appear just?" z This is the salve
as of a thing that is of God bestowed, "Is it not of his wounds, this the reward of his patience.
the Lord who teacheth understanding and For as to what followed, although he received
knowledge ?" * double his former possessions, these may seem to

ii.3 have been given him by divine providence as
Observe that the Lord was not wont from the small indeed, and for trifling causes, even though

begining to speak with man ; but after that the to some they may appear great.

t Ex N_e:_ Cate_ o_ yo_, cap. xix p 429, edit Londin • _ 4 Ex Nl¢_ Ca_¢_ ¢n y_, p. 547.All the r,hormr fragn_nt* coUected m the edition* of Migtm and
s I_t. xhx 9.

am here appended. 6 Ex Nicetm Ca_eJta m_ yob, cap. xxvi_ p. 57o.Job xxi.22,xxll2.
S F-atNk:et_ C_e_ ms y_, cap.xx,_Lp.$38. _'Job xl 3 (LXX.).
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FRAGMEtrr,tmCERTAn_, to reprove, inasmuch as it is more excellent to

Thou contendest with Me, and settest thyself ]free oneself from evil than to free another.
against Me, and opposest those who combat for [ . ..,
Me. But where wert thou when I made the[ vit.
world ? What weft thou then ? Hadst thou yet, ] THE SAMEMETHODIUS.
_ys He, fallen from thy mother? for there was / Human nature cannot clearly perceive pure
uarKness, in the beginning ottne wona s creation, iustice in the soul since as to man,, of ;*_
He says, upon the face of the deep. Now this thoughts, it is but dim-sighted J "_
darkness was no created darkness, but one which
of set purpose had place, by reason of the ab- viii.
sence of light. THE SAMEMETHODIUS.

V. t

Wickedness never could recognise virtue or its
But Methodius : The Holy Spirit, who of God own self.

is given to all men, and of whom Solomon said, IX.
"For Thine mcorruptible Spirit is in all things," 2
He receives for the conscience, which condemns THE SAMEMETHODIUS.
the offending soul. Justice, as it seems, is four square, on all sides

vi.3 equal and like.
The just judgment of God is accommodatedTHE SAME METHOBIUS.

to our affections ; and such as our estate is, pro-
I account it a greater good to be reproved than portionate and similar shall the retribution be

which is allotted us.
t Ex Ntcetm Catena an _ro3, cap xtx. p. 4z8 ex Olymptodoro.
tt Wtsd xu t [" The Spirit of Chrtst," glven to all; John i. 9.]
s Ex ParaUdts. Damasce.n., O_., tom. ii. p 33x, D. 4 Ibid., p. 488, B.

TWO FRAGMENTS, UNCERTAIN.

I. the innocent and unbegotten Adam being the
The beginning of every good action has its type and resemblance of God the Father A1-

foundation in our wills, but the conclusion is of mighty, who is uncaused, and the cause of all ;
God. his begotten son 2 shadowing forth the image of

II. the begotten Son and Word of God ; whilst Eve,

Perhaps these three persons of our ancestors, that proceedeth forth from Adam,3 signifies the
being in an image the consubstantial representa- person and procession of the Holy Spirit.4
tives of humanity, are, as also Methodius thinks, Godof Jacob" Isaac's sub...... to be sacrificeduponMount
types of the Holy and Consubstantial Trinity, t Monah, and Jacob's begetting and sending forth the twelve patriarchs,

singularly identify them as types of the Atoning Son and the regen-
....... eratmg Spirit, whose grits and mission were unpartcd to the twelve

t [Such is the fact, no doubt, as to the ancestors of the Jewish Apostles ]
race; the fatherly character of Abraham, the fihal character of Isaac, a ['Abel ]
and the missionary offices of Jacob-- whose wisdom and orgamzmg s [Note the single procession. Tim formula of the Hebrews, how-
facuhtes are so consplcuous-- mterpretlng, in some degree." the Holy ever, above noted, supphes a type of the Ftltofue and the al_ _trofxe
and Consubs -tantial Trmity." This seems to be hinted, indeed, m the m the true sense of those terms l
formula, " I am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the 4 [Recur to chap. v. of T_e Bancaet, p 333, su_ra.]

GENERAL NOTE.

( Vezilla.r, -- as they are called, p. 399.)

IT is very curious to note how certain ideas are inherited from the earliest Fathers, and travel
down, as here, to find a new expression in a distant age. Here our author reflects Justin

Martyr, t and the I..abarum" itself is the outcrop of what Justin wrote to Antoninus Pius.

i See voL i p. tSx, this series, s See p. =83, _,,tr_, under _ Em/_rors.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

ARNOBIUS.

[A.D. 297--303.] Arnobius appears before us, not as did the earlier apologists, but as a token
that the great struggle was nearing its triumphant close. He is a witness that Minucins Felix and

Tertullian had not preceded him m vain. He is a representative character, and stands forth boldly
to avow convictions which were, doubtless, now struggling into light from the hearts of every reflect-
ing pagan in the empire. In all probability it was the alarm occasioned by tokens that could not
be suppressed--of a spreading and deepening sense of the nothingness of PolytheismBthat
stimulated the (Ecumenical rage of Diocletian, and his frantic efforts to crush the Church, or,
rather, to overwhelm it in a deluge of flame and blood.

In our author rises before us another contributor to Latin Christianity, which was still North.
African in its literature, all but exclusively. He had learned of Tertullian and Cyprian what he
was to impart to his brilliant pupil Lactantius. Thus the way was prepared for Augustine, by
whom and in whom Latin Christianity was made distinctly Occidental, and prepared for the
influence it has exerted, to this day, under the mighty pres_'ges of his single name.

And yet Arnobius, like Boethius afterwards, is much discredited, and has even been grudged
the name of a Christian. Coleridge is one of the many who have disparaged Arnobius, but he
always talked like an inspired madman, and often contradicted himself. Enough to say, that,
emerging from gross heathenism in mature life, and forced to learn as he could what is now taught
to Christian children, our author is a witness to the diffusion of truth in his day. He shows
also such a faculty of assimilation, that, as a practical Christian, Coleridge himself does not shine
in comparison ; and if, as is probable, he closed his life in martyrdom, we may well be ashamed
to deny him our gratitude and the tribute of our praise. Our author is an interesting painter of
many features of paganism in conflict with the Church, which we gain from no one else. Econo-
mizing Clement of Alexandria, he advances to an assured position and form of assault. He per.
sistently impeaches Jove himself in a daring confidence that men will feel his terrible charges to
be true, and that the victory over heathenism is more than half gained already,x I doubt not that,
as a heathen, he was influenced by a dream to study Christianity. As a believer, he discarded
dreams as vain. Converted late in life, we need not wonder at some tokens of imperfect knowl-
edge ; but, on the whole, he seems a well-informed disciple, and shows how thoroughly the
catechumens were trained. But what does he prove ? In short, he gives us a most fascinating
insight into the mental processes by which he, and probably Constantine soon after him, came
to the conclusion that heathenism was outworn and must disappear. He proves that the Church
was salt that had not "lost its savour." It is true, that, reasoning with pagans, he does not freely
cite the Scriptures, which had no force with them ; yet his references to the facts of Scripture
show that he had studied them conscientiously, and could present the truths of the Gospel clearly
----...___

x I.._dn_'s Tcat_m_l._ of A_t._tr.$ H_ /42"#r,4_t, voL vii. I). x7.
4o$



406 INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

and with power. Lardner has demonstrated' this in a fair spirit and with conclusive evidence.
Referring the reader to his admirable criticisms, I am glad to say that a full and satisfactory outline
of his career is presented in the following :-

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

§ I. ARNOBnYShas been most unjustly neglected in modem times ; but some excuse for this

may be found in the fact that even less attention seems to have been paid to him in the ages
immediately succeeding his own. We find no mention of him in any author except Jerome _ and
even Jerome has left only a Few lines about him, which convey very litre information.

In his list of ecclesiastical writers he says, 2 " During the reign of Diocletian, Amobius taught

rhetoric with the greatest success, at Sicca, in Africa, and wrote against the heathen the books
extant ; " and again speaks of this work more particularly when he says,_ "Arnobius published

seven books against the heathen." In his Chronicon, however, he writes under the year 2342,4
"Arnobius is considered a distinguished rhetorician in Africa, who, while engaged at Sicca in

teaching young men rhetoric, was led by visions to the faith ; and not being received by the
bishop as hitherto a persistent enemy to Christ, composed very excellent books against his former
belief." It must at once be seen that there is here a mistake, for Arnobius is put some twenty-

three years later than in the former passage. Jerome himself shows us that the former date is the
one he meant, for elsewhere s he speaks of Lactantius as the disciple of Amobms. Lactantms, in
extreme old age, 6 was appointed tutor of Constantine's son Crispus ; and this, we are told in the

Chronican,r was in the year 317. No one will suppose that if the disciple was a very old man in
317, his master could have been in his prime in 326. It is certain, therefore, that this date is not

correct ; and it seems very probable that Oehler's conjecture is true, who supposes that Jerome
accidentally transposed his words from the year 303 to the place where we find them, misled by

noticing the vicenalia of Constantine when he was looking for those of Diocletian.
It is with some difficulty that we can believe that Arnobius was led to embrace Christianity

by dreams, as he speaks of these with little respect,S--which he could hardly have done if by
them the whole course of his life had been changed ; but in our utter ignorance we cannot say

that this may not have been to some extent the case. The further statement, that his apology for

Christianity was submitted as a proof of his sincerity to the bishop of Sicca, is even less credible,
for these two reasons, that it is evidently the fruit not of a few weeks' but of protracted labour,

and that it is hardly likely that any bishop would have allowed some parts of it to pass into circu-
lation. It is just possible that the first or third books may have been so presented ; but it is not

credible that any pledge would be required of a man seeking to cast in his lot with the persecuted
and terrified Church referred to in the fourth.

§ 2. If we lear but little from external sources as to the life of Arnobius, we are not more

fortunate when we turn to his own writings. One or two facts, however, are made clear ; and

these are of some importance. "But lately," he says, "0 blindness, I worshipped images just

brought from the furnaces, gods made on anvils and forged with hammers : now, led by so great
a teacher into the ways of truth, I know what all these things are."9 We have thus his own
assurance of his conversion from heathenism. He speaks of himself, however, as actually a Chris-

tian, B not as a waverer, not as one purposing to forsake the ancient superstitions and embrace

the new religion, but as a firm believer, whose faith is already established, and whose side has

t Cr_llb., _a. 463. s Cat. Scrfp_. Eccl., lxxx. f. xax, ep. lxxxilL
Cat. Scrfpg. Eccl., lxxJ.x.f, xax, ]]¢aled. ed. tom. iv. 6 Cat. Sc_'tpt. gccl._ lxxx.

s Ep. Ixxxiti. f. 656. r Anno 2333.
4 t.e, A.v. _. a As" vain." [But r,ee p 4o5, _pra.]

9 Book i. tee. 39, P. 03, infra.
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been taken and stedfastly maintained. In a word, he refers to himself as once lost in error, but
now a true Christian.

Again, in different passages he marks pretty accurately the time or times at which he wrote.

Thus, in the first book _ he speaks of about three hundred years as the time during which Chris-
tianity had existed ; and in the second, 2 of a thousand and fifty, or not many less, having elapsed
since the foundation of Rome. There has been much discussion as to what era is here referred

to ; and it has been pretty generally assumed that the Fabian must be intended, -- in which case

8o3 would be the y_ar meant. If it is observed, however, that Arnobius shows an intimate ac-
quaintance with Varro, and great admiration for him, it will probably be admitted that it is most
hkely that the Varronian, or common, era was adopted by him ; and in this case the year referred
to will be 297 A.D. This coincides sufficiently with the passage in the first book, and is in har-

mony with the idea which is there predominant,- the thought, that is, of the accusation so
frequently on the lips of the heathen, that Christianity was the cause of the many and terrible
afflictions with which the empire was visited. These accusations, ever becoming more bitter and
threatening, would naturally be observed with care and attention by thoughtful Christians towards

the close of the third century ; and accordingly we find that the words with which Arnobius

begins his apology, express the feeling of awakening anxiety with which he viewed the growth of
this fear and hatred in the minds of the heathen. He declares, in effect, that one great object a
indeed the main object- which he had proposed to himself, was to show that it was not because
of the Christians that fresh evils and terrible calamities were continually assailing the state. And

it must be remembered that we cannot refer such a proposal to a later period than that assigned.
It would certainly not have occurred to a Christian in the midst of persecution, with death over-

hanging him, and danger on every side, to come forward and attempt calmly to show the heathen
that there was no reason for their complaints against the Christians. In the later books there is
a change in tone, upon which we cannot now dwell, although it is marked. In one passage he

asks indignantly,3 "Why should our writings be given to the flames, our meetings be cruelly
broken up, in which prayer is offered to the supreme God, peace and pardon are asked for all in

authority, for soldiers, kings, friends, enemies ?" In the calm tranquillity of the last half of the
third century these words could hardly have been written, but they are a striking testimony to the
terms of the imperial edict issued in the year 303 A.D. So, too, the _#o_ular expression of anger

and disgust at the anti-pagan character of some of Cicero's works 4 belongs to the incipient
stages of persecution.

Nor must it be supposed that the whole work may be referred to the era which ensued after

the abdication of Diocletian, in 3o5. From this time an apology for Christianity with such a
design would have been an anachronism, for it was no longer necessary to disarm the fears of the
heathen by showing that the gods could not be enraged at the Christians. It has further to be

noticed, that although it is perfectly clear that Arnobms spent much time on his apology, it has

never been thoroughly revised, and does not seem to have been ever finished.S
We surely have in all this sufficient reason to assign the composition of these books adversus

Genres to the end of the third and beginning of the fourth centuries. Beyond this we cannot go,
for we have no data from which to derive further inferences.

§ 3. We have seen that the facts transmitted to us are very few and scanty indeed ; but, few

as they are, they suggest an interesting picture. Arnobius comes before us in Sicca ; we are
made spectators of two scenes of his life there, and the rest _ the beginning and the end _ are

: i _3, P. 417.
= fi 7z, P 46z.
$ iv. 36.
4 Noticed in ill. 7, i_fr,_.-
s Cf. note on hook vii. sec 36, in fra lit is not at all improbable that some sketch of his convlctions, written to assure t_aebishop

e4"his Conversion, was the foundauon of what afterwarth grew into a work.]
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shrouded in darkness. Sicca Venetia was an important town, lying on the Numidian border, to
the south-west of Carthage. As its name signifies, it was a seat of that vile worship of the goddess
of lust,which was dear to the Phoenician race. The same cnltus was found there which disgraced
Corinth ; and in the temple of the goddess the maidens of the town were wont to procure for
themselves, by the sacrifice of their chastity, the dowries which the poverty of their parents could
not provide.

In the midst of traditions of such bestial foulness Arnobius found himself,-- whether as a

native, or as one who had been led to settle there. He has told us himself how true an idolater
he was, how thoroughly he complied with the ceremonial demands of superstition ; but the fre-
quency and the vehemence of language with which his abhorrence of the sensuality of heathenism
is expressed, tell us as plainly that practices so horrible had much to do in preparing his mind to
receive another faith.

In strong contrast to the filthy indulgences with which paganism gratified its adherents, must
have appeared the strict purity of life which was enjoined by Christianity and aimed at by its
followers ; and perhaps it was in such a place as Sicca that considerations of this nature would
have most influence. There, too. the story of Cyprian's martyrdom must have been well known,

may indeed have been told in the nursery of the young Arnobius, -- and many traditions must
have been handed down about the persistency with which those of the new religion had held fast
their faith, in spite of exile, torture, and death. However distorted such tales might be, there
would always remain in them the evidence of so exalted nobility of spirit, that every disclosure of
the meanness and baseness of the old superstition must have induced an uneasy feeling as to
whether that could be impiety which ennobled men,--that piety which degraded them lower
than the brutes.

For some time all went well with Arnobius. He was not too pure for the world, and his learn-
ing and eloquence won him fame and success in his profession. But in some way, we know not
how, a higher learning was communicated to him, and the admired rhetorician became first a
suspected, then a persecuted Christian. He has left us in no doubt as to the reason of the
change. Upon his darkness, he says, there shone out a heavenly light,' a great teacher appeared
to him and pointed out the way of truth ; and he who had been an earnest worshipper of images,
of stones, of unknown gods, was now as earnest, as zealous in his service of the true God. Of
the trials which he must have endured we know nothing. A terrible persecution swept over the
word, and many a Christian perished in it. Such a man as Arnobius must have been among the
first to be assailed, but we hear of him no more. With his learning and talents he could not have
failed to make himself a name in the Church, or outside its pale, if he had lived. The conclusion

seems inevitable, that he was one of the victims of that last fiery trial to which Christians under
the Roman empire were exposed.

§ 4. The vast range of learning shown in this apology has been admitted on all sides. Even
Jerome says that it should at times be read on account of the learning displayed in it.2 In
another passage Jerome says,s ,' Arnobins is unequal and prolix, confused from want of arrange-
ment." This may be admitted to a certain extent ; but although such defects are to be found
in his work, they are certainly not characteristic of Arnobius. So, too, many passages may be
found strangely involved and mystical, and it is at times hard to understand what is really meant.
Solecisms and barbarisms are also met with, as Nourry has objected, so that it cannot be said

that Arnobius writes pure Latin. Still we must not be misled into supposing that by enumerating
these defects we have a fair idea of his style.

If we remember that no man can wholly escape the influences of his age, and that Arnobius
was so warm an admirer of Varro and Lucretius that he imitated their style and adopted their
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vocabulary, we shall be able to understand in what way he may be fairlyspoken of as a good
,a-iter, although not free from defects. His style is, in point of fact, clear and lucid, rising at
times into genuine eloquence ; and its obscurity and harshness are generallycaused by an attempt
to express a vague and indefinite idea. Indeed very considerable power of expression is mani-
fested in the philosophical reasonm_ of the second book, the keen satire of the fourth and fifth,
and the vigorous argument of the sixth and seventh.

Jerome's last stricture is scarcely applicable. Arnobius wrote adversus Genies; he addressed
himself to meet the taunts and accusations of the heathen, and in so doing he retorts upon them
thecharges which they preferred against the Christians. His work must therefore be criticised

from this standpoint, not as a systematic exposition or vindication of Christianity. Christianity is
indeed defended, but it is by attacking heathenism. We must consider, also, that evidently the
workwas not revised as a whole, and that the last book would have been considerably altered
had Amobius lived or found opportunity to correct it.' If we rememberthese things, we shall
findlittle to object to in the arrangement.

After making all deductions, it may be said fairly that in Arnobius the African Church found

no unfitting champion. Living amidst impurity and corruption, and seeing on every side the
effects of a superstitious and sensual faith, he stands forward to proclaim that man has a nobler
ideal set before him than the worship of the foul imaginations of his depraved fancy, to call his
fellows to a purer life, and to point out that the Leader who claims that men should follow Him
is both worthy and able to guide. This he does with enthusiasm, vigour, and effect ; and in
doing this he accomplishes his end.

§ 5- Various opinions have been entertained as to the position which Arnobiusoccupied with
regard to the Bible. We cannot here enter into a discussion of these, and shall merely present
a brief statement of facts.

It is evident that with regard to the Jews and the Old Testament Arnobius was in a state of
perfect ignorance ; for he confounds the Sadducees with the Pharisees,* makes no allusion to the
history of the Israelites, and shows that he was not acquainted with their forms of sacrifice.3

He was evidently well acquainted with the hfe of Christ and the history of the Church, and
alludes at times to well-known Christian sayings ; but how far in so doing he quotes the Gospels
and Epistles, is not easily determined. Thus it has been supposed, and with some probability,
that m referring to the miracles of Christ he must allude to the Gospels as recording them. But
it must be observed that he ascribes to Christ a miracle of which the New Testament makes no

raention,-- of being understood by men of dafferent nations, as though He spoke in several
languages at the same momenta So, too, his account s of the passion differs from that of the
New Testament. On the other hand, we find that he speaks of Christ as having taught men
"not to return evil for evil," 6 as "the way of salvation, the door of life, by whom alone there is
access to the light," 7 and as having been seen by "countless numbers of men" after His resur-
rection,s Still further, he makes frequent references to accounts of Christ written by the apostles
and handed down to their followers,9 and asks why their writings should be burned. '° In one
place,,, also, he asks, "Have the well-known words never rung in your ears, that the wisdom of
man is foolishness with God?" where the reference seems to be very distinct ; '* but he nowhere
says that he is quoting, or mentions any books.

This is, however, less remarkable when we take into account his mode of dealing with
Clemens Alexandrinus and Cicero. The fourth, fifth, and sixth books are based on these two

x Cf. book vii. cap 36, note, and/b, cap. 5x, no_,with theAppe.ndix. _ Bookil. cap. 0.%nc_.
* Book in. ¢.ap. x2, note. s Book i. cap, ,p$; ¢t_ x Cot. zy. 6,
s C(. book vh., on sacri6ces generally. [Prover nothing, l * i. _;S,56, 5S, 59.
* Book i. cap. 46, note. zo iv. 36.
s Book i. cap. 53, note. sz ft. 6, note.
6 Book L cap. 6. _ C£ z Cot. iiL*9.
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authors, and from Clement, in particular, whole sentences are taken unchanged.' Yet the only
reference made to either is the very general allusion in the third and fourth books?

On the other hand, he quotes frequently and refers distinctly to many authors, and is espe-

cially careful to show that he has good authority for his statements, as will be seen by observing
the number of books to which he refers on the mysteries and temples. If we bear this in mind,
the principle which guided him seems to have been, that when he has occasion to quote an author

once or twice, he does so by name, but that he takes it for granted that every one knows what
are the great sources of information, and that it is therefore unnecessa_, to specify in each case
what is the particular authority.

There are many interesting questions connected with his subject, but these we must for the
present leave untouched.

§ 6. No other works by Amobius have been preserved, and only two MSS.are known to exist.

Of these, the one in Brussels is merely a transcript of that preserved in the public library at Paris,
on which all editions have been based. This is a Ms. of the ninth or tenth century, and contains
the Octavms of ]_inucius Felix immediately after the seventh book adversus Genies, in conse.

quence of which that treatise was at first printed as the eighth book of Arnobius. Although it has
been collated several times, we are still in doubt as to its true readings,--Hildebrand, who last
examined it, having done so with too little care.

The firsts edition was printed at Rome in i542 , and was followed by that of Gelenius,* in
which much was done for the emendation of the text ; but arbitrary conjectures were too fre-

quently admitted. Next in order follow those of Canterus, S who did especial service by pointing
out what use Arnobius has made of Clement, Ursinus, 6 Elmenhorst,r Stewechius, 8 Heraldus,9

and the Leyden '° variorum edition, based on a recension of the text by Salmasius. x' The later
editions are those of Oberthtir, I* whose text is adopted by Orelli, x3Hildebrand, '4 and Oehler.'S

Oberthtir's edition is of little importance, and that of Orelli is valuable solely as a collection of
notes gathered from many sources into a crude and undigested mass. Hildebrand seems to have
taken too little pains with his work ; and Oehler, whose critical sagacity and industry might have

given us a most satisfactory edition, was unfortunately hampered by want of space.
No edition of Arnobius has been published in England ; and the one Englishman who has

taken any pains with this author seems to be John Jones, who, under the pseudonym of Leander
de St. Martino, prepared summaries, which were added to a reprint of Stewechius at Douay, i634.
As this edition has not come into our hands, we are unable to speak of it more particularly.

§ 7. It will be observed that adversus Genres is the title of this work in all editions except
those of Hildebrand and Oehler, in which it is adversus Ara_ones. The difference is very slight,

but it may be well to mention that neither can be said with certainty to be correct. The first is
the form used by Jerome in two passages of his writings ; _6 and as he must have seen earlier _LSS.

t [Compare the Exhortah'e= of Clement, voL il. p. z7x, #as_z'm ; and Tertulhan, voL ill. and #a.t$1m.]
t Book im cap 7, and book iv. cap. 13, note.
$ Arnohtt Di$#uMiontm detrsua Grates, h'brl oct.o,nun¢ prlmttm in lucern edlti Rom.q¢,apud Franc. P_um Florentlnum, ISa'.
4 Batil_, iS05.
$ Antverpim, tS_ta.
6 Ronue, t583. This is the second Roman edition, and restore_ the Octavi_ to Minucins Felix.
7 Hanovi_, x6o3; dedicated to Joseph Sca]igcr.
s Antverpi_e, x6o4.
'_Paris, t6o 5. This edition_ which is of grent value, and shows great learning and ability, w_ completed in two months, at Hcmldus

hinu_lf tells us.

to Lugduni Ba_corum t65t, ¢_ntaining the _ot_ of Canteru_ Eimanho_t, St_vochlul, and Hemldu_
tt Salmasius purposed writing commentaries for this _lltam, but died without doing mor_ than b_'n_in_u them.

Wir_burgi,t#i3,Svo,precededbyarmbli_ introde,=o=/
ts IApai=,tax_-*7,eve.
Lt Halis Saxofmla, tg¢4, 8VO.
tS LipsiB, t846, S_.
_' Cf.t t. uo_ • and3.
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than that now extant, he is supposed to give the title which he found in them. In the Paris

_s., however, at the end of the second book, the subscription is, "The second book of Arnobius

adversus 2Vat_'ones ends ;" and it has been argued that, as the copyist would hardly have gone
so far astray, while it is quite possible that Jerome did not attempt to do more than indicate
generally the purpose of the book without quoting its titlepage, this must be the true title. The
first page of the existing Ms. is torn away, and the question remains therefore undecided : fortu-
nately its decision is not of the slightest importance.

§ 8. This translation of Arnobius was begun in the hope that it would be possible to adhere
throughout to the text of Orelli, and that very little attention to the various readings would be

found necessary. This was, however, found to be impossible, not merely because Hildebrand's
collation of the Paris MS. showed how frequently liberties had been taken with the text, but on
account of the corrupt state of the text itself.

It has therefore been thought advisable to lay before the reader a close translation founded on

the Ms., so far as known. A conjectural reading has in no case been adopted without notice.

Throughout the Work use has been made of four editions,- Oehler's, Orelli's, Hildebrand's,
and that of Leyden ; other editions being consulted only for special reasons.

It is to be regretted that our knowledge of the single MS. of Arnobius is still incomplete ; but
it is hoped that this will soon be remedied, by the publication of a revised text, based upon a
fresh collation of the Ms., with a complete a_oioaratus and a carefully digested body of notes.*

* [This section (8) appears as st" Preface" to the Edinburgh edluon.]





THE SEVEN BOOKS OF ARNOBIUS AGAINST

THE HEATHEN.

(ADVERSUS G2_NTES.)

BOOK I.

x. SINCE I have found some who deem them- ture of the allegation ; and laying aside all de-
selves very wise in their opinions, acting as if sire for wrangling,S by which the calm view of
they were inspired,' and announcing with all the subjects is wont to be dimmed, and even inter-
authority of an oracle, 2 that from the time when cepted, let us test, by fairly balancing the con-
the Christian people began to exist in the world slderations on both sides, whether that which is
the universe has gone to ruin, that the human alleged be true. For it will assuredly be proved
race has been visited with ills of many kinds, by an array of convincing arguments, not that
that even the very gods, abandoning their ac- we are discovered to be more impious, but that
customed charge, in virtue of which they were they themselves are convicted of that charge
wont in former days to regard with interest our who profess to be worshippers of the deities,
affairs, have been driven from the regions of and devotees of an antiquated superstition. And,
earth, -- I have resolved, so far as my capacity in the first place, we ask this of them in friendly
and my humble power of language will allow, to and calm language : Since the name of the Chris-
oppose public prejudice, and to refute calumnious tian religion began to be used on the earth, what
accusations ; lest, on the one hand, those per- phenomenon, unseen before, 6 unheard of before,
sons should imagine that they are declaring some what event contrary to the laws established in
weighty matter, when they are merely retailing the beginning, has the so-c_led "Nature of
vulgar rumours ; 3 and on the other, lest, if we Things" felt or suffered? Have these first ele-
refrain from such a contest, they should suppose ments, from which it is agreed that all things
that they have gained a cause, lost by its own were compacted, been altered into elements of
inherent demerits, not abandoned by the silence an opposite character? Has the fabric of
of its advocates. For I should not deny that machine and mass of the universe, by which we
that charge is a most serious one, and that we are all covered, and in which we are held en-
fully deserve the hatred attaching to public ene- closed, relaxed in any part, or broken up ? Has
roles,* if it should appear that to us are attributa- the revolution of the globe, to which we are ac-
ble causes by reason of which the universe has customed, departing from the rate of its primal
deviated from its laws, the gods have been driven motion, begun either to move too slowly, or to
far away, and such swarms of miseries have been be hurried onward in headlong rotation ? Have
inflicted on the generations of men. the stars begun to rise in the west, and the

2. Let us therefore examine carefully the real setting of the constellations to take place in
significance of that opinion, and what is the ha- the east ? Has the sun himself, the chief of the

heavenly bodies, with whose light all things are
? The_,_._ _',_,;.e, _,_¢_,_', _ to the ,W_-_ of t_ clothed, and by whose heat all things are vivified,

_t _ when,_r th=hS,_.,_ a the_,tr. Sovi,s_ _r_, blazed forth with increased vehemence ? has he
,_,*,m_. _at_ ,_iczes (IE., iii 443), and, a=ccl_r _ate_
t-'_n.,vl 78). Themeaningis, thattheymaketheirasseveratmnsbecome less warm, and has he altered for the

_t,_e_ or thegod._ _ o_n= a* seer,,h_ _a, ashe p,_m,t_ _iththe. worse into opposite conditions that well-regulated
_. *_ ,_z,,t¢,,idd,,,,_,.o,,t_=, ,_ _,._,,_ dico.,, i._.. to d_- temperature by which he is wont to act upon the
_are a matter with boldne_ and majesty as if m_t certain and
_do_bt_ ' earth? Has the moon ceased to shape herself
•I._3 pojhxlar _ *er_a, Le.,romoursarising from the ignorance of
='_¢ommmtr,Fople s Or, " *ll i_tr *eal."
ca_T_e C_mm wene _.d as ,, publ_ enemles,- and were so e So Meuw,ms_ -- the us. madlag h i_.ita_, " mr_m_nary. _
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anew, and to change into former phases by the ages, that those ills which you speak of were not
constant recurrence of fresh ones? Has the cold unknown, were not sudden in their visitation;
of winter, has the heat of summer, has the mod- and that the plagues did not burst upon us, and
crate warmth of spring and autumn, been modi- the affairs of men begin to be attacked by a
fled by reason of the intermixture of ill-assorted variety of dangers, from the time that our sect2
seasons ? Has the winter begun to have long won the honour 3 of this appellation. For if we
days ? has the night begun to recall the very are to blame, and if these plagues have been de-
tardy twilights of summer? Have the winds at vised against our sin, whence did antiquity know
all exhausted their violence ? Is the sky not these names for misfortunes? Whence did she
collected' into clouds by reason of the blasts give a designation to wars ? By what concep.
having lost their force, and do the fields when tion could she indicate pestilence and hailstorms,
moistened by the showers not prosper? Does or how could she introduce these terms among
the earth refuse to receive the seed committed her words, by which speech was rendered plain?
to it, or will not the trees assume their foliage ? For if these ills are entirely new, and if they
Has the flavour of excellent fruits altered, or has derive their origin from recent transgressions,
the vine changed in its juice ? Is foul blood how could it be that the ancients coined terms
pressed forth from the olive berries, and is oil no for these things, which, on the one hand, they
longer supplied to the lamp, now extinguished? knew that they themselves had never experi-
Have animals of the land and of the sea no enced, and which, on the other, they had not
sexual desires, and do they not conceive young? heard of as occurring in the time of their an-
Do they not guard, according to their own habits cestors ? Scarcity of produce, say my oppo-
and their own instinct, the offspring generated nents, and short supplies of grain, press more
in theft wombs? In fine, do men themselves, heavily on us. For, lwouldask, were the former
whom an active energy with its first impulses has generations, even the most ancient, at any period
scattered over habitable lands, not form mar- wholly free from such an inevitable calamity?
tinges with due rites? Do they not beget dear Do not the very words by which these ills are
children? do they not attend to public, to in- characterized bear evidence and proclaim loudly
dividual, and to family concerns ? Do they not that no mortal ever escaped from them with
apply their talents, as each one pleases, to varied entire immunity? But if the matter were diffi-
occupations, to different kinds of learning ? and cult of behef, we might urge, on the testimony
do they not reap the fruit of diligent applica- of authors, how great nations, and what indi-
tion? Do those towhomit has beenso allotted, vldual nations, and how often such na_ans
not exercise kingly power or mihtary authority? experienced dreadful famine, and perished by
Are men not every day advanced in posts of accumulated devastation. Very many hailstorms
honour, in offices of power? Do they not pre- fall upon and assail all things. For do we not
side in the discussions of the law courts? Do find it contained and deliberately stated in
they not explain the code of law? do they not ancient literature, that even showers of stones _
expound the principles of equity? All other often ruined entire districts? Violent rains
things with which the hfe of man is surrounded, cause the crops to perish, and proclaim barren-
in which it consists, do not all men in their own ness to countries :--were the ancients, indeed,
tribes practise, according to the established order free from these ills, when we have known of 5
of their country's manners ? mighty rivers even being dried up, and the mud

3- Since this is so, and since no strange influ- of their channels parched ? The contagious in-
ence has suddenly manifested itself to break the fluences of pestilence consume the human race :
continuous course of events by interrupting their -- ransack the records of history written m
succession, what is the ground of the allegation, various languages, and you will find that all
that a plague was brought upon the earth after countries have often been desolated and de-
the Christian religion came into the world, and prived of their inhabitants. Every kind of crop
after it revealed the mysteries of hidden truth ? is consumed, and devoured by locusts and by
But pestilences, say my opponents, and droughts, mice : -- go through your own annals, and you
wars, famines, locusts, mice, and hailstones, and will be taught by these plagues how often former
other hurtful things, by which the property of ages were visited by them, and how often they
men is assailed, the gods bring upon us, incensed were brought to the wretchedness of poverty.

as they are by your wrong-doings and by your *O,,"=¢*,"_-e,_,i.e.,th*Ch_i_r¢ople..
transgressions. If it were not a mark of stu- s The verb mereri, used in thts imssage, has m l_man wnte_

pidity to linger on matters which are already t_ id_ of mereore_nono_ ofso_ kina,. _ r_o .... _irt._o_whmh he is deemed worthy of some favour or advantage; but in
clear, and which require no defence, I should eccl_asuc_]Laun,t means,ashe_e,tog_i_somctUmgby the_a*r*

favour of God, without any merxt of one's own.
certainly show, by unfolding the history of past , See Liw, t 3' etc" and Plmy Na_. H/sL ii. 38.
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Cities shaken by powerful earthquakes totter to into action the causes, by reason of which one
their destruction :m what ! did not bygone days youth, starting from Macedonia, subjected the
witness cities with their populations engulphed kingdoms and peoples ot' the East to captivity
by huge rents of the earth? z or did they enjoy and to bondage? Did we, forsooth, urge the
a condition exempt from such disasters ? deities into frenzy, so that the Romans lately,

4. When was the human race destroyed by a like some swollen torrent, overthrew all nations,
flood? was it not before us ? When was the and swept them beneath the flood? But if there
world set on fire,a and reduced to coals and is no man who would dare to attribute to our
ashes? was it not before us? When were the times those things which took l_lace long ago,
greatest cities engulphed in the billows of the how can we be the causes of the present ntis-
sea? was it not before us? When were wars fortunes, when nothing new is occurring, but all
waged with wild beasts, and battles fought with things are old, and were unknown to none of
lions?3 was it not before us? When was ruin the ancients?
brought on whole communities by poisonous 6. Although you allege that those warswhich
serpents?* was it not before us ? For, inasmuch you speak of were excited through hatred of our
as you are wont to lay to our blame the cause religion, it would not be difficult to prove, that
of frequent wars, the devastation of cities, the after the name of Christ was heard in the world,
irruptions of the Germans and the Scythians, not only were they not increased, but they were
allow me, with your leave, to say,--In your even in great measurediminished by the restrain-
eagerness to calumniate us, you do not perceive ing of furiouspassions. For since we, a numer-
the real nature of that which is alleged, ous band of men as we are, have learned from

5. Did we bring it about, that ten thousand His teaching and His laws that evil ought not to
yearsago a vast number of men burst forth from be requited with evil,6 that it is better to suffer
the island which is called the Atlantis of Nep- wrong than to inflict it, that we should rather
tune/as Plato tells us, and utterly mined and shed our own blood than stain our hands and our
blotted out countless tribes? Did this form a conscience with that of another, an ungrateful
prejudiceagainst us, that between the Assyrians world is now for a long period enjoying a bene-
and Bactrians, under the leadership of Ninusand fit from Christ, inasmuch as by His means the
Zoroasterof old, a struggle was maintained not rage of savage ferocity has been softened, and
only by the sword and by physical power, but has begun to withhold hostile hands from the
also by magicians, and by the mysterious learn- blood of a fellow-creature. But if all without
ing of the Chaldeans ? Is it to be laid to the exception, who feel that they are men not in
charge of our rehgion, that Helen was carried form of body but in power of reason,would lend
off under the guidance and at the instigation of an ear for a little to His salutaryand peaceful
the gods, and that she became a direful destiny rules, and would not, in the pride and arrogance
to herown and to after times ? Was it because of enlightenment, trust to their own senses rather
of our name, that that mad-cap Xerxes let the than to His admonitions, the whole world, hav.
ocean m upon the land, and that he marched ing turned the use of steel into more peaceful
over the sea on foot ? Did we produce and stir occupations, would now be living in the most

placid tranquillity, and would unite in blessed
harmony, maintaining inviolate the sanctity ofx So Tertullian, A/ologet, 4o, says,--" We have read that the

islands Hlera, Anaphe, Delos, Rhodes, and Cos were destroyed, to- treaties.gether wtth many human beings."
Arnobms, no doubt, speaks of the story of Plmethon, as told

by Ovid. on which, cf Plato, Tzm, st. p aa 7" But if, say my opponents, no damage is
3 Nourry thinks that reference is here made to the contests of done to human affairs by you, whence arise, those

gladiators and athletes w,th hons and other beasts m the circus. But evils by which wretched mortaLs are now op-It ts more likely that the author LSthinking of African tribes who were

harassedbyli..... Thus._Ehan(de_V.tA..... _vh._)telis of pressed and overwhelmed? You ask of me aa Libyan people the Noma:i who were entirely destroyed by hons.
, _rhedv oiAmyd_in_y ts referredto,w_h w_de,tro_ decided statement'_ which is by no means nece_

oy serpents.

, s In the Timctu_ of Plato, c vi. st. p. a4, an old priest of Sa_is,I sal'y to this cause. For no immediate -and pre-
Egypt, is rap.... ted as telhng Solon that m umes long gone by pared discussion regardingit has been undertakene A_henians were a very peace]rul and very brave _pe..ople,and that

9,o0o years before that Ume they had overcome a rmghty host whtch I by me, for the purpose of showing or proving
came rushing from the Atlantic Sea, and winch threatened to subju- I from what causes and for what reasons each
gate all Europe and Asta. The sea was then nawgable, and in front I

the pillars of Hercules (Strait of Gthndtar) lay an island larger I event took place ; but in order to demonstrate
man Africa and Asm together, from it travellers could pats to other Ithat the reproaches of so grave a charge are farislands, and from these again to the opposite continent In this I
_!a,dgreatkmg_,_,,, ,_homadet_l_._ mam_ofthewho_removed from our door. And if I prove this, ff
_n:, as weUa_of o_r .ands, andp_mof the co_ti_n_by examples and s by powerful arguments theto .vmg already possessions m Libya and Europe, which they wished

me_merease,Atheniansthey(_reatgatheredearthquakesantmmenseandhOSt;stormsbUtensued,ltwaSinrepelledwhichthebYtruth of the matter is made clear, I care not
_slaad of Atlantis was submerged, and the sea ever after rendered
tmpassable by shoals of mud moduced by the sunken island. For
toter forms of thts legend, an_ explanations of tt, see Smith's D/c- e O'. Matt. v. 3_. . _ _ .
t_aryoo_ Geogr_/Ity, tmder driP/:; [also .dtg'ita_t America, _ 3*heMs. here tman'_ a marg of intert'ogatlon.

P x75. l'J.arpen, x.S7.. This volume. _ known, segn_ to me S So the as., d facto ett _, howcy_r,by a _ _py_t,
st_r thanf_ioa," and far more mteresungj. _'f_cw _, "ff I t_-_- that,'

7
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whence theseevilscome, orfrom what sourcesthismass oftheuniverse,arenot tobe regarded

and firstbeginningstheyflow. assentforour pettyadvantages,but asconsist-
8.And yet,thatI may not seem to have no entwith theplansand arrangementsof Nature

opinionon subjectsof thiskind,thatI may not herself.
appear when asked to have nothingto offer,I io. And ifanythinghappenswhich does not
may say,What ifthe primalmatterwhich has fosterourselvesorouraffaLrswithjoyoussuccess,
been diffusedthroughthe fourelementsof the itisnot tobe setdown forthwlthasan evil,and
universe,containsthe causesof allmiseriesm- asa perniclousthing. The world rainsordoes
herentin Itsown constitution? What ifthe notrain: foritselfitrainsordoesnotrain;and,
movements oftheheavenlybodlesproducethese thoughyou perhapsare ignorantof i%iteither
evilsincertainsigns,regions,seasons,and tracts,diminishesexcesslvemoisture by a burning
and imposeupon thingsplacedunder them the drought,orby theoutpouringof rainmoderates
necessityofvariousdangers? What if,atstatedthe drynessextendingover a verylong period.
intervals,changestakeplaceintheuniverse,and, Itraisespestilences,dlseases,famines,and other
asinthetidesof thesea,prosperityatone tlme banefulforms of plagues: how can you tell
flows,atanothertimeebbs,evilsalternatingwith whetheritdoesnot thusremove thatwhich ism
it? What ifthoseimpuritiesofmatterwhichwe excess,and whether,throughlosstothemselves,it
treadunderour feethavethisconditionimposed doesnot fixalimittothingspronetoluxuriance}
upon them,thattheygiveforththemost noxious ix.Would you ventureto say that,in this
exhalations,by means ofwhich thisour atmos- universe,thisthingorthe otherthingisan evil,
phereiscorrupted,and bringspestilenceon ourIwhose originand causeyou arcunabletoexplain
bodies,and weakensthe human race? What ifIand toanalyze?2 And becauseitinterferes_]th

and thisseems nearestthe truthm whatever yourlawful,perhapsevenyourunlawfulpleasures,
appearstousadverse,isinrealitynot an evilto would you saythatitisperniciousand adverse
the world itself?And what if,measuringby What, then,becausecoldisdlsagreeableto)'our
ourown advantagesallthingswhich take place,!members, and iswont to chili3 thewarmth of
we blame theresultsofnaturethroughill-formedIyourblood,oughtnot winteron thataccountto
judgments? Plato,thatsubhme head and pillariexistintheworld? And becauseyou areunable*
of philosophers,hasdeclaredinhiswritings,that toendurethe hottestraysof thesun,issummer
thosecruelfloodsand thoseconflagrationsofthe to be removed from the year,and a dlfferent
world are a purificationof the earth; nor d,d courseof naturetobe institutedunderdifferent
thatwiseman dreadtocalltheoverthrowofthe laws? Helleboreispoisonto men ; should_t
human race,itsdestruction,ruin,and death,a thereforenot grow? The wolfhes inwaitby
renewalof things,and toaffirmthata youthful-thesheepfolds; isnatureatallm fault,because
ness,as itwere,was securedby thisrenewed she has produced a beast most dangerousto
strength.' sheep? The serpentby hlsbitetakesaway life;
9. Itrainsnotfromheaven,my opponentsays,a reproach,forsooth,tocreatlon,because]thas

and we are indistressfrom some extraordinaryadded toanimalsmonstersso cruel.

deficiencyof graincrops. What then,do you 12. Itisratherpresumptuous,when you are
demand that the elements should be the slaves not your own master, even when you are the
of your wants? and that you may be able to hve property of another, to dictate terms to tho_e
more softly and more dehcately, ought the corn- more powerful ; to wish that that should happen
phant seasons to minister to your convemence ? which you desire, not that which you have found
What if, in this way, one who is intent on roy- fixed m things by their ongmal constitutmn.
aging complains tha_ now for a long time there Wherefore, if you wish that your complaints
are no winds, and that the blasts of heaven have should have a basis, you must first inform us
for ever lulled ? Is it therefore to be said that whence you are, or who you are ; whether the
that peacefulness of the universe is pernicious, world was created and fashioned for you, or
because it interferes with the wishes of traders ? whether you came into it as sojourners from
What if one, accustomed to bask himself in the other regions. And since it is not in your power
sun, and thus to acquire dryness of body, simi- to say or to explain for what purpose you hve
larly complains that by the clouds the pleasure beneath this vault of heaven, cease to believe
of serene weather is taken away ? Should the that anything belongs to you ; since those things
clouds, therefore, be said to hang over with an which take place are not brought about in favour
injurious veil, because idle lust is not permitted of a part, but have regard to the interest of the
to scorch itself in the burning heat, and to devise whole.
excuses for drinking? All these events which --

"To analyze " -- dt.r_l_ere -- is in the MS marked as sputaOUS.
are brought to pass, and which happen under _ In the MS. we find "to chill and numb"--canKelare, corn

.tiring'ere; but the last word, too, is marked as spurtous
* MS *u,tinere (marked as a gloss), " to sustain; " #er/erwe,

* Plato, Tzm, st. p. tin. "to endure."
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_3.Because of the Christians,my opponents Alemanni6and thePersiansshouldbe overcome

say,thegods inflictupon us allcalamities,and [becauseChristiansdweltamong theirtribes,how
ruinisbroughton our cropsby the heavenlydidtheygrantvictorytotheRor_answhen Chris-
deifies.I ask,when you say thesethings,do tiansdweltamong theirpeoplesalso? Ifthey
you not seethatyou areaccusinguswith bare-willedthatmice and locustsshouldswarm forth
Facedeffrontery,withpalpableand clearlyproved inprodigiousnumbers inAsia and in Syriabe-
falsehoods? Itisalmostthreehundred years'icause Christiansdweltamong theirtribestoo,
--somethinglessormore--sincewe Christians2 why was thereatthe same time no such phe-
began to exist,and to be taken accountof in nomenon in Spain and inGaul,althoughinnu-
the world. During allthese years,have wars merableChristianslivedinthoseprovincesalso?7
been incessant,has therebeen a yearlyfailureIfamong the Gmtuliand the Tinguitanisthey
of thecrops,hastherebeen no peaceon earth,sentdrynessand aridityon thecropson account
has there been no season of cheapness and of thiscircumstance,why did theyin thatvery
abundanceof allthings? For thismust firstbe yeargivethemost bountifulharvesttotheMoors

provedby him who accusesu_,thatthesecalami-and totheNomads, when a similarreligionhad
tieshave been endlessand incessant,thatmen itsabode in theseregionsas well? Ifin any
haveneverhad a breathingtime atall,and that one statewhatevertheyhave causedmany todie
withoutany relaxation3 they have undergone with hunger,throughdisgustat our name, why
dangers of many forms, have they in the same state made wealthier, ay,

t4. And yet do we not see that, in these years very rich, by the high price of corn, not only
and seasons that have intervened, victories m- men not of our body, but even Christians them-
numerable have been gained from the conquered selves ? Accordingly, either all should have had
enemy, -- that the boundaries of the empire no blessing if we are the cause of the evils, for
have been extended, and that nations whose we are in all nations ; or when you see blessings
names we had not previously heard, have been I mixed with misfortunes, cease to attribute to us
brought under our power, -- that very often there that which damages your interests, when we in
have been the most plentiful yields of grain, I no respect interfere with your blessings and pros-
seasons of cheapness, and such abundance of / perity. For if I cause it to be ill with you, why
commodities, that all commerce was paralyzed, I do I not prevent it from being well with you?
being prostrated by the standard of prices ? For 'LIf my name is the cause of a great dearth, why
in what manner could affairs be carried on, and lain I powerless to prevent the greatest produc-
how could the human race have existed 4 even tiveness? If I am said to bring the ill luck
to this time, had not the productiveness of nature of a wound being received in war, why, when
continued to supply all things which use de- the enemy are slain, am I not an evil augury ;
manded ? and why am I not set forth against good hopes,

15. Sometimes, however, there were seasons through the ill luck of a bad omen?
of scarcity ; yet they were relieved by times of 17. And yet, O ye great worshippers and
plenty. Again, certain wars were carried on pr/ests of the deities, why, as you assert that
contrary to our wishes.S But they were after- those most holy gods are enraged at Chr/stian
wards compensated by victories and successes, communities, do you not likewise perceive, do
What shall we say, then ? m that the gods at one you not see what base feelings, what unseemly
time bore in mind our acts of wrong-doing, at frenzies, you attribute to your deities ? For, to
another time again forgot them ? If, when there be angry, what else is it than to be insane, to
is a famine, the gods are said to be enraged at rave, to be urged to the lust of vengeance, and
us, it follows that in time of plenty they are not to revel in the troubles of another's grief, through
_oth, and ill-to-be-appeased; and so the matter the madness of a savage disposition? Your
comes to this, that they both lay aside and resume great gods, then, know, are subject to and feel
anger with sportive whim, and always renew their that which wild beasts, which monstrous brutes
wrath afresh by the recollection of the causes of experience, which the deadly plant natrix con-
offence, tains in its poisoned roots. That nature which

16. Yet one cannot discover by any rational is super/or to others, and which is based on the
process of reasoning, what is the meaning of firm foundation of unwavering virtue, experi-
these statements. If the gods willed that the ences, as you allege, the instability which is in

man, the faults which are in the animals of

t _ i,t_d,_an. . earth. And what therefore follows of necessity,
d _ [Our author thus identifies himself with _s, and was,oubthtss, baplzzed when he wrote these words.]
a_ 3 St_e ultt'$/ertit, a proverbud exprculo_ "without any boll- 6 Altma.ng, i.e., the Germans; Imme the French A//-_vadr_.
uays, " t.e, without any/ntcrmgttttr_ of good. . The ms. has Alama_L

:r [" Ienumerable Christlatm: " let this he noted,]
,t For qul duraee Urslnus would read 9_ira durare; but tht_ s The Ga_t_lf and .Tin_tt_td .wentAfilam tribes.. For T_#

teems to have no MS. authorsty, though g_v_ag bcttcr sanas and an ta.as, anothe* r_ding ts tutw Afm'_w._¢ bat Tt_uit_w_ m mucueamr con_.
5That_, unsu_m_lly, tobe prcfattdoncvct__mmstd.
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but that from their eyes flashes dart, flames burst flocks let them bringluckless barrenness. From
forth, a panting breast emits a hurried breathing your olive-trees and vineyards let them bring
from their mouth, and by reason of their bum- the full harvest ; but let them see to it that from
ing words their parched lips become pale ? not one shoot of ours one drop be expressed.

x8. But if this that you say is true,-- if it has Finally, and as their worst, let them give orders
been tested and thoroughly ascertained both that in your mouth the products of the earth
that the gods boil with rage, and that an impulse retain their natural qualities ; but, on the con-
of this kind agitates the dMnities with excite- trary, that in ours the honey become bitter, the
merit, on the one hand they are not immortal, flowing oil grow rancid, and that the wine when
and on the other they are not to be reckoned as sipped, be in the very lips suddenly changed
at all partaking of divinity. For wherever, as into d_sappointing vinegar.
the philosophers hold, there is any agitation, z_. And since facts themselves testify thatthis
there of necessity passion must exist. Where result never occurs, and since it is plato that to
passion is situated, it is reasonable that mental us no less share of the bounties of life ac-
excitement follow. W_ere there ,s mental excite- crues, and to you no greater, what inordinate
merit, there grief and sorrow exist. Where grief desire is there to assert that the gods are unfa-
and sorrowexist, there isalreadyroomforweaken- vourable, nay, inimical to the Chnst,ans, who.
ing and decay ; and if these two harass them, ex- in the greatest adversity, just as in prosperity,
tinction isat hand, viz.death, which ends all things, differ from you in no respect? If you allow the
and takes away life from every sentient being, truth to be told you, and that, too, without re-

_9- Moreover, in this way you represent them serve, these allegations are but words,--words,
as not only unstable and excitable, but, what all I say ; nay, matters believed on calummous re-
agree is far removed from the character of deity, ports not proved by any certain evidence.
as unfair in their dealings, as wrong-doers, and, in 23. But the true _ gods, and those who are
fine, as possessing positively no amount of even worthy to have and to wear the dignity of this
moderate faimess. For what is a greater wrong name, neither conceive anger nor indulge a
than to be angry with some, and to injure others, grudge, nor do they contrive by insidious de-
to complain of human beings, and to ravage the vices what may be hurtful to another party.
harmless corn crops, to hate the Christian name, For verily it is profane, and surpasses all acts of
and to ruin the worshippers of Christ with every sacrilege, to believe that that wise and most
kind of loss? blessed nature is uplifted in mind if one pros-

so. ' Do they on this account wreak their trates himself before it in humble adoration;
wrath on you too, in order that, roused by your and if th,s adoration be not paid, that it deems
own private wounds, you may rise up for their itself desp,sed, and regards itself as fallen from
vengeance ? It seems, then, that the gods seek the pinnacle of its giory. It is childish, weak,
the help of mortals ; and were they not pro- and petty, and scarcely becoming for those whom
tected by your strenuous advocacy, they are not the experiencc of learned men has for a long
able of themselves to repel and to avenge" the time called demigods and heroes, 6 not to be
insults offered them. Nay rather, if it be true versed m heavenly things, and, divesting them-
that they burn with anger, give them an oppor- selves of their own proper state, to be busied
tunity of defending themselves, and let them with the coarser matter of earth.
put forth and make trial of their innate powers, 24. These are your ideas, these are your sen-
to take vengeance for their offended dignity, timents, impiously conceived, and more imp,ous-
By heat, by hurtful cold, by noxious winds, by ly believed. Nay, rather, to speak out more
the most occult diseases, they can slay us, they truly, the augurs, the dream interpreters, the
can consume s us, and they can drive us entirely soothsayers, the prophets, and the priesthngs,
from all intercourse with men ; or if it is impoli- ever vain, have devised these fables ; for they,
tic to assail us by violence, let them give forth fearing that their own arts be brought to nought,
some token of their indignation/ by which it and that they may extort but scanty contnbu-
may be clear to all that we live under heaven tions from the devotees, now few and infrequent,
subject to their strong displeasure, whenever they have found you to be willing7

2 I. To you let them give good health, to us s Thec_,_,._ of,,,mecopri,,mk_ th__s.md._-_t_',
bad, ay, the very worst. Let them water your ,,}tour,"correctedasaboveby.Ursan'-" us

farms with seasonable showers ; from our little 6 So Urslnus, followed bF Hcraklus LB and Orclh forthe_ss.
er_res, whach Stcw¢chius would cl_ange' into errones--" va.

fields let them drive away all those rains which 8_._.k,,_,_f¢.i.gto the ,p,.= ,_d_,mg overtheearth: t_
are gentle. Let them see to it that your sheep oth__., fo,k_.gC_l¢.i_ read,"_Zed d_,go_, _tindeed "-- d._mon,_t _,,t_ll_, tt Iws, etc ....
are multiplied by a numerous progeny ; on our , SotheMs.,whlch_correctzdinthefirsted."ustobe_lling

-- los v#l/t : Stcwe.chitm reads," uato be making good progress, art
t The as reads at, "but." ¢nwous,enraged, and cry aloud, etc. -- ao.¢ belle 2_,_r,_tre _
# J_tftmdere tt added in the Ms., but marked as • _ #r_r._._t, f_idest, i_d.i_, ar, decla_ita_tqwe, etc ; m_.o_
! Cmtsumere is in llke manner marked at a glow. of which tt tt •ttflicmnt objection that they do not •reprove t_ pt=_,_-
( So Orclh,far the as./•die•rio•it, "j_" by the_ departure ft_m_h¢aS,
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that their craft should come into disrepute, cry _by the name of man, though he seem so to him-
aloud, The gods are neglected, and in the tern- self_ or is he to be believed a god, although he
ples there is now a very than attendance. Former declare himself to be so by the mouth of a thou-
ceremonies are exposed to derision, and the ! sand 2prophets ? Does Trophonius,_ or Jupiter
time-honoured ntes of insntutions once sacred, of Dodona, pronounce us to be wicked? And
have sunk before the superstitions of new reli-will he himself be called god, and be reckoned
glons. Justly is the human race afflicted by so. among the number of the deities, who either
many pressing calammes, justly as it racked by _fixes the charge of impiety on those who serve
the hardships of so many toils. And men-- a, the King Supreme, or is racked with envy be-
senselesq race -- being unable, from their Inborn icause His majesty and His worship are preferred
bhndness, to see even that which is placed ln lto his own?
open light, dare to assert in their frenzy what, Is Apollo, whether called Delian or Clarion,
you m your sane mind do not blush to believe. ' Dldymean, Phitesaan, or Pythian, to be reckoned

25. And lest any one should suppose that we, divine, who either knows not the Supreme _Ruler,
through distrust in our rep!y, invest the gods or who is not aware that He is entreated by us
with the gifts of serenity, that we assign to them 'in daily prayers? And although he knew not
minds free from resentment, and far removed!the secrets of our hearts, and though he did not
from all excitement, let us allow, since _t is pleas- t d_seover what we hold m our inmost thoughts,
mg to you, that they put forth their passion upon i yet he might either know by his ear, or might
us, that they thirst for our blood, and that now ! perceive by the very tone of voice which we use
for a long time they are eager to remove us from ] in prayer, that we invoke God Supreme, and
the generanons of men. But ff it is not trouble- that we beg from Hun what we requ|re.
some to you, if it is not offensive, if at is a 27 . This as not the place to examine all our
matter of common duty to discuss the points ltraducers, who they are, or whence they are,
of this argument not on ground_ of partiality, [what is their power, what their knowledge, why
but on those of truth, we demand to hear from Ithey tremble at the mention of Christ, why they
you what is the explanation of this, what the[regard his disciples as enemies and as hateful

)ause, why, on the one hand, the gods exercise persons ; but with regard to ourselves to statecruelty on us alone, and why, on the other, men. expressly to those who will exercise common
burn against us with exasperatmn. You follow, i reason, an terms applicable to all of us alike,
our opponents say, profane rehgnous systems, iWe Christians are nothing else than worshippers
and you practl_e rites unheard of throughout of the Supreme King and Head, under our Mas-
the entire world. What do you, O men, en- ter, Christ. If you examine carefully, you will
dowed with reason, dare to assert ? What do find that nothing else is implied in that religion.
you dare to prate of? What do you try to bring This is the sum of all that we do ; this is the
i'orward in the recklessness of unguarded speech ? proposed end and limit of sacred duties. Be-
To adore God as the highest existence, as the fore Him we all prostrate ourselves, according
Lord of all things that be, as occupying the high- to our custom ; Him we adore in joint prayers ;
est place among all exalted ones, to pray to Him from Him we beg things just and honourable,
with respectful submission an our distresses, to and worthy of His ear. Not that He needs our
cling to Him with all our senses, so to speak, supplications, or loves to see the homage of so
to love Him, to look up to Him with faith, _ is many thousands laid at His feet. This is our
thxs an execrable and unhallowed religion,' full benefit, and has a regard to our advantage. For
of impiety and of sacrilege, polluting by the since we are prone to err, and to yield to various
superstitmn of its own novelty ceremonies insti- lusts and appetites through the fault of our innate
tuted of old ? weakness, He allows Himself at all times to be

26. Is this, I pray, that daring and heinous comprehended in our thoughts, that whilst we
iniquity on account of which the mighty powers entreat Him and strive to merit His bounties, we
of heaven whet against us the stings of passion- may receive a desire for purity, and may free
ate indignation, on account of which you your- ourselves from every stain by the removal of all
selves, whenever the savage desire has seized our shortcomings.4
you, spoil us of our goods, drive us from the 28. What say ye, O interpreters of sacred and
homes of our fathers, inflict upon us capital of divine law ? s Are they attached to a better
punishment, torture, mangle, burn us, and at the cause who adore the lares Grundules, the Aii
last expose us to wdd beasts, and give us to be _SoLB andOreUi;butthews. _,"him_-lftabehkeag_
torn by monsters? Whosoever condemns thatlbY_'*oPr°phets,"e,tc_.,ate_'t.d'_.ilt_PyOf.teat_ri_.
n us, or considers that at should be laid against 4 [Ewdences of ourauthor'sChristiaus/atuaaboundinthisftae

USas a charge, is he deservin_ either to be called ]_ l.. ..............
o I _O tJelenlus, IOllOwe_ oy Urent aria ottlet_j t0r tire M_t _

x r A _ J dlvinz #nter¢rtte* ez'rz" (instead offrl, ) --" 0 _, iatetlzrete¢#
I.. aeautiful appeal, and one sufficient to show that our author t of the sieged and dtvlm_," which _ _ by the xltt i_l., ]_[iidlt-

a_ no longer among catechumens, l | brand, and Oehler.
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Locutii,' and the Limentini/than we who wor- hand, that the deifies are created, 8 and on the
ship God the Father of all things, and demand other, that they derive the spring of their exist-
of Him protection in danger and distress ? They, ence from the great source of things. And if
too, seem to you wary, wise, most sagacious, and they are created and brought forth, they are also
not worthy of any blame, who revere Fauni and doubtless liable to annihilation and to dangers ;
Fatu_e, and the genii of states, 3 who worship but yet they are believed to be immortal, ever-
Pausi and Bellona_ :m we are pronounced dull, existent, and subject to no extinction. This is
doltish, fatuous, stupid, and senseless, who have also a gift from God their Author, that they have
given ourselves up to God, at whose nod and been privileged to remain the same through
pleasure everything which exists has its being, countless ages, though by nature they are fleet-
and remains immoveable by His eternal decree, ing, and liable to dissolution.
Do you put forth this opinion ? Have you or- _9- And would that it were allowed me to de-
dained this law ? Do you publish this decree, liver this argument with the whole world formed,
that he be crowned with the highest honours as it were, into one assembly, and to be placed
who shall worship your slaves? that he merit in the hearing of all the human race! Are we
the extreme penalty of the cross who shall offer therefore charged before you with an impious
prayers to you yourselves, his masters? In the religion? and because we approach the Head
greatest states, and in the most powerful nations, and Pillar 9 of the universe with worshipful ser-
sacred rites are performed in the public name to vice, are we to be considered _ to use the terms
harlots, who in old days earned the wages of employed by you in reproaching us--as persons
impurity, and prostituted themselves to the lust to be shunned, and as godless ones? And who
of all ; 4 and yet far Ibis there are no swellings would more properly bear the odmm of these
of indignation on the part of the deities. Tem- names than he who either knows, or inquires
pies have been erected with lofty roofs to cats, after, or believes any other god rather than this
to beetles, and to heifers : s _ th_ powers of the of ours ? To Him do we not owe this first, that
deities thus insulted are silent ; nor are they we exist, that we are said to be men, that, being
affected with any feeling of envy because they either sent forth from Him, or having fallen from
see the sacred attributes of vile animals put m Him, we are confined in the darkness of this
rivalry with them. Are the deities inimical to body?'° Does it not come from Him that we
us alone? To us are they most unrelenting, be- walk, that we breathe and live? and by the very
cause we worship their Author, by wkom, zf they power of living, does He not cause us to exist
do exist, they began to be, and to have the es- and to move with the activity of animated being?
sence of their power and their majesty, from I From this do not causes emanate, through which
whom, having obtained their very divinity, so to our health is sustained by the bountiful supply
speak, they feel that they exist, and realize that of various pleasures ? Whose is that world m
they are reckoned among things that be, at which you live? or who hath authorized you to
whose will and at whose behest they are able retain its produce and its possession? Who
both to perish and be dissolved, and not to be hath given that common light, enabling us to
dissolved and not to perish ?6 For if we all see distinctly all things lying beneath it, to handle
grant that there is only one great Being, whom them, and to examine them ? Who has ordained
in the long lapse of time nought else precedes, that the fires of she sun should exist for the
it necessarily follows that after Him all things growth of things, lest elements pregnant with
were generated and put forth, and that they lhfe should be numbed by settling down in the
burst into an existence each of its kind. But if torpor of inactivity? When you believe that the
this is unchallenged and sure, you 7 will be corn- sun is a deity, do you not ask who is his founder,
pelled as a consequence to confess, on the one who has fashioned him ? Since the moon is a

goddess in your estimation, do you in like man-
ner care to know who is her author and framer?x Au Locutti. Shortly before the Galhc invaslon, B.c. 39o, a voxce

was heard at the dead of night announmng the approach of the GauL% 3 O. Does it not occur to you to reflect and to
but the warning was unheeded After the departure of the Gauls, the
Romans dedicated _n altar and sacred enclosure to Ares Locufius, or examine in whose domain you live ? on whose
Loquons, Le, "The Announcing Speaker," at a _pot on the Vm property you are ? whose is that earth which you
Iqova, wbere the voice was heard. The _s. reads ....... boetio_, till?, _ whose is that air which you inhale, andwhich Gelemus emended Aios Locutios.

= So mended b_ Urslnns for the Ms libe_h'xo$, which is retained
in the xst ed., aria by Gelemus, Canterns, and others, el. iv. 9, s That is, not salf-ex_tent, but sprung from something prevxously
where Libentina is spoken of as preradm.gover lusts, in being.

s As a sou[ was assigned to each individual at his birth, so a gen- 9 Cdumen ie here regarded by tome as equal to cslme_; but
ius was attrtbuted to a state. The genius of the Roman people was the term "i_inar" makes a good sense h_.
often represented on ancient coins zo Thk ts according to the doctrine of Pythagoras, Plato, 0rig ._

and others, who taught that the souls 04"men first exzsted in heaven,y
4 Thus the Athe.nla_ pardhonours to Le_m, the Romans to Acca beings, and that on account of sins of long standing they were t_nsLaurentla and Flora.

ferred to earthly bodies to suffer punishment. Cf. Clem. AI_S The superstiuons of the EgTptlans are here specially referred to.
•Thetis, bywhosepleastureandatwhosecommandtheyarepre- Strom. _fi. P. 433.

served from annihilation, zz The Perlpatetics called God the loews rtrwm, vdTe¢ Td_v_v,
So Orelh,adoptinga conjectm,e of M_, for the us. ,_e,';k_'alO,_l _ areaofaUthings:"thatis,thebdngmw__,. a_emewasc_nuunem
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return again in breathing? whose fountains do vine power, that otherss inquire daily whether
you abundantly enjoy? whose water? who has there be or not ; that others4construct the whole
regulated the blasts of the wind? who has con- fabricof the universeby chance accidents and by
trived the wateryclouds ? who has discriminated random collision, and fashion it by the concourse
the productive powers of seeds by special char- of atoms of differentshapes ; with whom we by
acteristics? Does Apollo give you rain? Does no means intend to enter at this time on a dis-
Mercury send you water from heaven? Has cussion of such perve_e convictions.S Forthose
./Esculapius, Hercules, or Diana devised the plan who think wiselysay, that to argue against things
of showers and of storms? And how can this palpably foolish, is a markof greaterfolly.
be, when you give forth that they were born on 3_- Our discussion deals with those who, ac-
earth, and that at a fixed period they received knowledging that there is a divine race of beings,
vital perceptions? For if the world preceded doubt about those of greater rank and power,
them in the long lapse of time, and if before they whilst they admit that there are deities inferior
were born nature alreaAy experienced rains and and more humble. What then? Do we strive
storms, those who were born later have no right and toil to obtain such results by arguments?
of rain-giving, nor can they mix themselves up Far hence be such madness ; and, as the phrase
with those methods which they found to be in is, let the folly, say I, be averted from us. For
operation here, and to be derived from a greater it is as dangerous to attempt to prove by argu-
Author. ments that God is the highest being, as it is to

3t. O greatest, O Supreme Creator of things wish to discover by reasoning of this kind that
invisible ! O Thou who art Thyself unseen, and He exists. It is a matter of indifference whether
who art incomprehensible ! Thou art worthy, you deny that He exists, or affirm it and admit
Thou art verily worthy m if only mortal tongue it ; since equally culpable are both the assertion
may speak of Thee m that all breathing and in- of such a thing, and the denial of an unbelieving
telligent nature should never cease to feel and opponent.
to return thanks ; that it should throughout the [ 33. Is there any human being who has not
whole of life fall on bended knee, and offer sup- entered on the first day of his life with an idea
plication with never-ceasing prayers. For Thou of that Great Head ? In whom has it not been
art the first cause ; in Thee created things exist, implanted by nature, on whom has it not been
and Thou art the space in which rest the founda- impressed, aye, stamped almost in his mother's
tions of all things, whatever they be. Thou art womb even, zn whom is there not a native in-
illimitable, unbegotten, immortal, enduring for stinct, that He is King and Lord, the ruler of all
aye, God Thyself alone, whom no bodily shape things that be ? In fine, if the dumb animals
may represent, no outline delineate ; of virtues even could stammer forth their thoughts, if they
inexpressible, of greatness indefinable ; unre- were able to use our languages ; nay, if trees, if
stricter as to locality, movement, and condition, the clods of the earth, if stones animated by
concerning whom nothing can be clearly ex- vital perceptions were able to produce vocal
pressed by the significance of man's words, sounds, and to utter articulate speech, would
That Thou mayest be understood, we must be they not in that case, with nature as their guide
silent ; and that erring conjecture may track Thee and teacher, in the faith of uncorrupted inno-
through the shady cloud, no word must be ut- cence, both feel that there is a God, and pro-
tered. Grant pardon, O King Supreme, to those claim that He alone is Lord of all ?
who persecute Thy servants ; and in virtue of Thy 34- But in vain, says one, do you assail us
benign nature, forgive those who fly from the with a groundless and calumnious charge, as if
worship of Thy name and the observance of Thy we deny that there is a deity of a higher kind,
religion. It is not to be wondered at if Thou art since Jupiter is by us both called and esteemed
unknown ; it is a cause of greater astomshment the best and the greatest ; and since we have
if Thou art clearly comprehended.' dedicated to him the most sacred abodes, and

But perchance some one dares w for this re- have raised huge Capitols. You are endeavour-
mains for frantic madness to do m to be uncer- ing to connect together things which are dissimi-
rain, and to express doubt whether that God lar, and to force them into one class, tl_ereb.7
exists or not ; whether He is believed in on the introducing confusion. For by the unanimous
proved truth of reliable evidence, or on the ira- judgment of all, and by the common consent of
aginings of empty rumour. For of those who the human race, the omnipotent God is regarded
have given themselves to philosophizing, we have as having never been born, as having never been
heard that some 2 deny the existence of any di- brought forth to new light, and as not having

_ PromZor_d AI_'_ b. ".c. ¢1o,d- ,_zx... ,_

__ .Diagomso_Melasand_ot_y_c_tr_ & • ,,_e _r _ aboutmc.0o,the_er *_ Lc 3_.o._ _°bb,_'_ H_c*_y.sm_;" Walkeraa_mu_
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begun to exist at any time or century. For He panions of their mother's wanderings, and who
Himself is the source of all things, the Father were scarcely safe in floating islands? Is it
of ages and of seasons. For they do not exist of Venus, daughter of Dione, paramour of a man
themselves, but from His everlasting perpetuity of Trojan family, and the prostituter of her secret
they move on in unbroken and ever endless flow. charms ? Is it Ceres, born in Sicilian territory,
Yet Jupiter indeed, as you allege, has both father and Proserpine, surprised while gathering flowers ?
and mother, grandfathers, grandmothers, and iIs it the Theban or the Phmnician Hercules,
brothers: now lately conceived in the womb of the latter buried in Spanish territory, the other
his mother, being completely formed and per- burned by fire on Mount (Eta ? Is it the broth-
fected in ten months, he burst with vital sensa- ers Castor and Pollux, sons of Tyndareus, -- the
tions into light unknown to him before. If, then, one accustomed to tame horses, the other an
this is so, how can Jupiter be God supreme, when excellent boxer, and unconquerable with the
it is evident that He is everlasting, and the for- untanned gauntlet ? Is it the Titans and the
met is represented by you as having had a natal Bocchores of the Moors, and the Syrian 3 deities,
day, and as having uttered a mournful cry, the offspring of eggs? Is it Apis, born in the
through terror at the strange scene? Peloponnese, and in Egypt called Serapis? Is

35. But suppose they be one, as you wish, it Isis, tanned by Ethiopian suns, lamenting her
and not different in any power of deity and in lost son and husband torn limb from limb?
majesty, do you therefore persecute us with un- Passing on, we omit the royal offspring of Ops,
deserved hatred ? Why do you shudder at the which your writers have in their books set forth
mention of our name as of the worst omen, if we for your instruction, telling you both who they
too worship the deity whom you worship? or are, and of what character. Do these, then, hear
why do you contend that the gods are friendly with offended ears that Christ is worshipped, and
to you, but inimical, aye, most hostile to us, that He is accepted by us and regarded as a
though our relations to them are the same ? For divine person ? And being forgetful of the grade
if one religion is common to us and to you, the and state in which they recently were, are they
anger of the gods is stayed ; E but if they are unwilling to share with another that which has
hostile to us alone, it is plain that both you and been granted to themselves ? Is this the justice
they have no knowledge of God. And that that of the heavenly deities ? Is this the righteous
God is not Jove, is evident by the very wrath of judgment of the gods ? Is not this a kind of
the deities, malice and of greed ? is it not a species of base

36. But, says my opponent, the deities are not envy, to wish their own fortunes only to rise, --
inimical to you, because you worship the ore- those of others to be lowered, and to be trodden
nipotent God ; but because you both allege that down in despised lowliness ?
one born as men are, and put to death on the 37- We worship one who was born a man.
cross, which is a disgraceful punishment even for What then ? do you worship no one who was
worthless men, was God, and because you be- born a man? Do you not worship one and an-
lieve that He still lives, and because you worship other, aye, deities innumerable ? Nay, have you
Him in daily supplications. If it is agreeable to not taken from the number of mortals all those
you, my friends, state clearly what deities those whom you now have in your temples ; and have
are who believe that the worship of Christ by us you not set them in heaven, and among the con-
has a tendency to injure them ? Is it Janus, the stellations ? For if, perchance, it has escaped
founder of the Janiculum, and Saturn, the author you that they once partook of human destiny,
of the Saturnian state ? Is it Fauna Fatua, _ the and of the state common to all men, search the
wife of Faunus, who is called the Good Goddess, most ancient literature, and range through the
but who is better and more deserving of praise writings of those who, living nearest to the days
in the drinking of wine ? Is it those gods In- of antiquity, set forth all things with undisguised
&'Ke/es who swim in the river, and live in the truth and without flattery : you will learn in de-
channels of the Numicius, in company with frogs tail from what fathers, from what mothers they
and little fishes? Is it ._Esculapius and father were each sprung, in what district they were
Bacchus, the former born of Coronis, and the born, of what tribe ; what they made, what they
other dashed by lightning from his mother's did, what they endured, how they employed
womb? Is it Mercury, son of Maia, and what is themselves, what fortunes they experienced of
more divine, Maia the beautiful ? Is it the bow-

So restored by S._n_sius for Di_,'i, and understoodby h,m
bearing deities Diana and Apollo, who were corn- a, m..ing x_ Syria,i _.,V_u_,b_a_m.,t iss_ th*t. ]_

havres been found by the fish in the Euphrates, was pushedup
them m the dry land, when a dove came down, and sat utmn it tm_,

z So the its.; for whleh MeurMtmwould _ad, Ju,Mar _isf,_te, the goddmseame forth. Suehwas the formof the legend according

to.Nigldlus; but _enes spoke of both y_ _*d _W.
godsanmmJti'fwouldea_:tbe#_d(f°r¢emat)iBetmamma.'--"is to us and to you, the anger of the [ being produced m this manner. The Syrian deitaes were tne_* So Undm_ followed by most edd., for the reading of the ms. [ Venus, Cupid, and j_erha_. Adonis. It should be remembered,
Ft_v;'t"Fal"u_,cf. v. xS. A latetwrlter has co_ the I_.Fa,,sa_, ] ever, that the Syr_. imld _ to ldgecas and fish as go,,
which, Ragaluus rays, _aold glom t,_mdcrJ"mother." I (Xm., Al_m/;., _ 4, 9), and that tlz_e may _ be
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an adverseorof a favourablekind in dischar-him, orfromwhat kindofmaterialdid He com-

gingtheirfunctions.But if,whileyou know that pacttheverybuildof bodies; what thepercep-
theywere born inthewomb, and thattheylivedtionsarc; what the soul,and whetheritflewto

the produce of the earth,you neverthelessusofitsown accord,orwhetheritwas generated

°;braidus with the worshipof one born likeand broughtintoexistencewithourbodiesthem-
otn-selvcs,you actwithgreatinjustice,inregard-selves; whetheritsojournswithus,partakingof
ingthatasworthyof condemnationinuswhich death,or whetheritisgiftedwith an endless
you yourselveshabituallydo ; orwhat you allowimmortality; what conditionawaitsuswhen we
tobc lawfulforyou,you arc unwillingtobe in shallhave separatedfrom our bodiesrelaxedin
likemanner lawfulforothers, death;wh,.therwc shallretainour perceptions,6

38. But inthemeantime letus grant,insub-or haveno recollectionofour formersensations
missiontoyour ideas,thatChristwas one ofus orof pastmemories;7 who has restrainedsour
_similar in mind, soul,body, weakness,and arrogance,and has causedour necks,uplifted
condition; isHc notworthytobe calledand to withpride,toacknowledgethemeasure of their
be esteemedGod by us,inconsiderationofHis weakness; who hathshown thatwe arecrea.tures
bounties,so numerous astheyare? For ifyou imperfectlyformed,thatwe trustinvainexpecta-
l_vcplacedm theassembly'ofthegods Llber,dons,thatwc understandnothingthoroughly,that
becausehe discoveredthe use of wine ;Ceres, wc know nothing,and thatwe do not see those
becauseshe discoveredtheuseofbread; _Escu- thingswhich are placedbeforeour eyes;who

lapius,becausehe discoveredtheuse of herbs; hasguidedusfrom falsesuperstitionstothetrue
Minerva,becausesheproduced theolive;Trip- religion,_ a blessingwhich exceedsand tran-
tolcmus,becausehc inventedthe plough; Her- sccndsallHis othergifts; who has raisedour
cules,because he overpoweredand restrainedthoughtstoheavenfrom brutishstatuesformed
wildbeastsand robbers,and water-serpentsof ofthevilestclay,and has causedustoholdcon-

many heads,--wlthhow greatdistinctionsisHe verseinthanksgivingand prayerwith tb.cLord
tobc honouredby us,who, byinstilhngHis truth oftheuniverse.
intoour hcazts,has freedus from greaterrors; 39. But lately,O blindness,I worshippedira-
who, when we were strayingcvcrywhere,as if agesproducedfrom the furnace,gods made on
blindand wlthouta guide,withdrew us from anvilsand by hammers,the bonesof elephants,
precipitousand deviouspaths,and setour feet paintings,wreathson aged trees;9whenever I
on more smooth places; who has pointedout espiedan anointedstoneand one bedaubedwith
whatisespeciallyprofitableand salutaryforthe oliveoil,as ifsome power residedinitI wor-
human race; who has shown us what God is? shippedit,Iaddressedmyselfto itand begged
who Hc is,how greatand how good ; who has blessingsfrom a senselessstock.,° And these
permittedand taughtus to conceive and to verygods ofwhose existenceI had convinced
understand,as faxas our limitedcapacitycan, myself,I treatedwithgrossinsults,when I be-
His profoundand inexpressibledepths;who,in lievedthem to be wood, stone,and bones,or
inHis greatkindness,has causedittobe known imagined thatthey dweltin the substanceof
bywhat founder,by what Creator,thisworldwas such objects.Now, havingbeen led intothe
establishedand made; who has explainedthe paths of truthby so greata teacher,I know

natureof itsorigin_ and essentialsubstance,what allthesethingsaxe,I entertainhonourable
neverbefore imagined in the conceptionsof thoughtsconcerningthosewhich axe worthy,I
any; whence generativewarmth isadded tothe offerno insultto any divinename ; and what
raysofthesun; whythe moon,alwaysuninjured4 isdue to each,whetherinferior"or superior,
inhermotions,isbelievedtoalternateherlightI assignwith clearly-definedgradations,and on
and herobscurityfrom intelligentcauses;s what distinctauthority.Is Christ,then,not to be
isthe originof animals,what rulesregulateregardedbyusasGod ? and isHe, who inother

seeds ; who designed man himself, who fashioned respects may be deemed the very greatest, not
6 Lit. "shall _ee" -- _isuei, tim reading of the xl.; _ m

t So all ¢d&, ezcept those of Hildebrand and Ochler, for the _s. the first ed. and otharJ to _ictwri_" _dfli_."
Some have suggested a dd_rent _l_mcti_ of _ _

* That _, that God is a Spirit. [No_ our author's spirit of faith --, have no meraor_ _ our_lv_ and _ _ ramekin, ,m_taO_mt]
Orelh would refer these words to God" he thinks that with those that adopted above m sunple*, and do_ _ ioree the words u m_

i_,:ms to do.tmmediately following they may be understood of Ood'a i_rlt.n_
namre_-- an tdea wh,ch he therefore suppm_ Arnobius to araeet hact t The w& and xst and, ad ]_q_mm add. mad_ ¢Js" _
neverbeengraso_bvtheheathan . -- s'who m_ai_'"

IngmthaMS.,_emseq_,$; but _oulblyboth t_m mm me Vn:t_a_ _fan _lWt'on a tree, _vhlch w_ mml_ to_q.

a_ thatt_ey differ from tbe re_t of the _tence, both that _¢mcaPwhlchfollows. ' that the beathea mind-to e_llerto tta-:if-/-_ _ltect? _ -loa'l_r"_1 =
S.Th_ph_ _,i,_e_ c_az_ismr_n_dby.m_.. _,_ to th_mtve,: thus _t_ _ da _ past _ tr_were genendly tdected to haal[ the *j_. _ upm. ...... ,

eqt_. to a_f_is ¢a_st*,and valets to the doct .ripe m t_ ' to "[THe ifi_ pc_.r_m_l _ _ _ _Jthat m the mint moon, stars, etc., there was an intellq_nt name, or a
_rtam _ dmmd, which _ thetr movementa. 11 F¢ljhrr_m_ vsl c-a._t_.
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to be honoured with divine worship, from whom and deprived of his virility? Father Romulus
we have already received while alive so great himself, who was torn in pieces by the hands of
gifts, and from whom, when the day comes, we a hundred senators, do you not call Quirinus
expectgreaterones? Martins,and do you not honourhim withpriests
4o. But He died nailedtothecross. What and with gorgeous couches,6 and do you not

isthatto the argument? For neitherdoes the worshiphim in most spacioustemples; and m
kind and disgraceofthedeathchangeHis words additionto allthis,do you not affirmthathe
or deeds,nor willthe weightof His teachinghas ascended into heaven? Either,therefore,
appearless; becauseHe freedHimselffrom the!you too are to be laughed at,who regardas
shacklesofthebody,notby a naturalseparation,gods men slainby the most crueltortures;or
but departedby reasonof violenceofferedto ifthereisa sureground foryourthinkingthat
Him• PythagorasofSamos was burned todeath you shoulddo so,allowus too to feelassured
ina temple,underan unjustsuspicionof aiming forwhat causesand on what groundswe do thls.
at sovereign power. Did his doctrines lose their 4a. You worship, says my o_Oonen/, one who
pecuhar influence, because he breathed forth was born a mere human being. Even if that
his life not willingly, but in consequence of a were true, as has been already said in former pus-
savage assault? In like manner Socrates, con- sages, yet, in consideration of the many liberal
delrmed by the decision of his fellow-citizens, gifts which He has bestowed on us, He ought to
suffered capital punishment : have his discus- be called and be addressed as God. But since
sions on morals, on virtues, and on duties been He is God in reality and without any shadow of
rendered vain, because he was unjustly hurried doubt, do you think that we will deny that He
from life ? Others without number, conspicuous is worshipped by us with all the fervour we are
by their renown, their merit, and their public capable of, and assumed as the guardian of our
character, have experienced the most cruel forms body? Is that Christ of yours a god, then?
of death, as Aquilius, Trebonius, and Regulus : some raving, wrathful, and excited man will say.
were they on that account adjudged base after A god, we will reply, and the god of the inner
death, because they perished not by the com- powers ; _ and _ what may still further torture
mon law of the fates, but after being mangled unbelievers with the most bitter pains _ He was
and tortured in the most cruel kind of death ? sent to us by the King Supreme for a purpose
No innocent person foully slain is ever disgraced of the very highest moment. My opponent,
thereby ; nor is he stained by the mark of any becoming more mad and more frantic, will per-
baseness, who suffers severe punishment, not haps ask whether the matter can be proved, as
from his own deserts, but by reason of the say- we allege. There is no greater proof than the
age nature of his persecutor.' credibility of the acts done by Him, than the

4I. And yet, O ye who laugh because we unwonted excellence of the virtues He exMbited,
worship one who died an ignominious death, than the conquest and the abrogation of all
do not ye too, by consecrating shrines to him, those deadly ordinances which peoples and tribes
honour father Liber, who was torn limb from saw executed in the hght of day, s with no object-
limb by the Titans ? Have you not, after his [ing voice ; and even they whose ancient laws or
punishment and his death by lightning, named lwhose country's laws He shows to be full of
.,Esculapius, the discoverer of medicines, as the ] vanity and of the most senseless superstition.
guardian and protector of health, of strength, I (even they) dare not allege these things to be
and of safety? Do you not invoke the great]false.
Hercules himself by offerings, by victims, and I___
* " " _ _ kinc " o " es I Thls a_eersto the pract_e of placing the i_ of thegodsonBy Kmfllea iran ense, wnom youy ursetv ]pillows_ Inthemmplesthotewcrct_lvi_u*wia, orco_,

allege to have been burned alive after his pun- [ s_ _ purpe_. . .........• , -- _ -- _ -- I .Ln¢ prarase__arie_t_art_m t'ngertorum Is not easily urgterstoou,
mnment/ ana to nave been consumeo on tl_e ] o_.m is of opinion that it means theme powers whmh m the B*bleare

• • called the "powers of heaven," the "army _" heaven," ,e, the
fatal pyres ? Do you not, with the unanxmous ] _ts TheJewsandthe _ F*t_ of the Churchd_dea
approbation of the Ganls, invoke as a propitious 3 [ _..,_" i,to _ o__ ._.h i_. b,_.by ,t_p_._,_po_o_

• intelligent natures, _rmg m W aria m m_gm. _ne _...
and as a holy god, m the temples of the Great [_,,_ _ m GodH'_m_, _-_tto Ch,i_,whosato_H_
Mother.4 that P_ Atvs s who was man_led ] .,_t .t_., _d_ho is _ by ,_ F_.t_ of the _• - _ -- _ | " Anger _ t_ _ttugeA_," _1 the .Angel ot tt_e £qew L.ovenan_

| Next m coder came "Thnmes," "Mchangels," "Cher_bwa
I Seml)hlm,"and_*t _ _* God'stimme,the "(7_s

t So,11theht_. _ld.: butinthe_s.,,it and*dl_u?. _id:,i Amgds,"tl_tu_hr.g_.hof m_. T',_*y*tmof _avA _._
andm t_a_.lemusandGanten_tl_clam_ls,,-r_--_r_,| ._3_tohave__ _ _who mad* a . _,
l_rBt_t.r *w_*hlem --" but _uffem tlm caudty ot h_ _tor." divuatm of tl_ heavem_ Aeo_di_ to g_. "._eat ..P*mo_ _,, _ _

._qA.:ma_ma_m_W__ tom w aoc-m_m _ _. _t may_, _,_
The *n_ls d,_m _-_** am h_ed _ mthems.,but andtimphyslcal.univegm. . ....

C'_d_ wlmmwmsldpw.__oln_,li_ ttmx,_Ar_i. mmm',.,_dm_..dmse'm'din_iml.werecoev,d w,thrmmsor4_,
i SoOrdli, bmth,_/_.A_. mu_a_d,"um_suw _ th*_*-_" _ d_ir_-- _
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43. My opponent will perhaps meet me with mand, at whose voice, raised in the utt_,'ance of
many other slanderous and childish charges audible and intelligible words,e infirmities, di_
which are commonly urged. Jesus was a Ma- eases, fevers, and other ailments of the body
gian ;' He effected all these things by secret arts. fled away? Was He one of us, whose presence,
From the shrines of the Egyptians He stole the whose very sight, that race of demons which
names of angels of might," and the religious took possession of men was unable to bear, and
system of a remote country. Why, 0 witlings, terrified by the strange power, fled away? Wu
do you speak of things which you have not ex- He one of us, to whose order the foul leprosy,at
amined, and which are unknown to you, prating once checked, was obedient, and leR sameness
with the garrulityof a rash tongue ? Were, then, of colour to bodies formerlyspotted ? Was He
those things which were done, the freaks of one of us, at whose light touch the issues of
demons, and the tricks of magical arts? Can blood were stanched, and stopped their execs-
you specify and point out to me any one of all sire flow?7 Was He one of us, whose hands the
those magicians who have ever existed in past watersof the lethargic dropsy fled from, and that
ages, that did anything similar, in the thousandth searching s fluid avoided ; and did the swelling
degree, to Christ? Who has done this without body, assuming a healthy dryness, find relief?
any power of incantations, without the juice of Was He one of us, who bade the lame run? Was
herbs and of grasses, without any anxious watch- it His work, too, that the maimed stretched forth
ing of sacrifices, of libations, or of seasons ? their hands, and the joints relaxed the rigidity 9
For we do not press it, and inquire what they acquired even at birth ; that the paralyticrose
profess to do, nor in what kind of acts all their to their feet, and persons now carried home their
learning and experience are wont to be corn- beds who a little before were borne on the shoul-
prised. For who is not aware that these men ders of others ; the blind were restored to sight,
either study to know beforehand things impend- and men born without eyes now looked on the
ing, which, whether they will or not, come of heaven and the day?
necessity as they have been ordained ? or to in- [ 46. Was He one of us, I say, who by one act
flict a deadly and wasting disease on whom they of intervention at once healed a hundred or more
choose ; or to sever the affections of relatives; afflicted with various infirmities and diseases ;
or to open without keys places which are locked ; at whose word only the raging and maddened
or to seal the mouth in silence ; or in the chariot seas were still, the whirlwinds and tempests were
race to weaken, urge on, or retard horses ; or to lulled ; who walked over the deepest pools with
inspire in wives, and in the children of strangers, unwet foot ; who trod the ridges of the deep, the
whether they be males or females, the flames very waves being astonished, and nature coming
and mad desires of illicit love? 3 Or if they under bondage ; who with five loaves satisfied
seem to attempt anything useful, to be able to five thousand of His followers ; and who, lest it
do it not by their own power, but by the might might appear to the unbelieving and hard of
of those deities whom they invoke, heart to be an illusion, filled twelve capacious

44. And yet it is agreed on that Christ per- baskets with the fragments that remained? Was
formed all those miracles which He wrought He one of us, who ordered the breath that had
without any aid from external things, without departed to return to the body, persons buffed
the observance of any ceremonial, without any to come forth from the tomb, and after three
definite mode of procedure, bug solely by the days to be loosed from the swathings of the un-
inherent might of His authority ; and as was the dertaker? Was He one of us, who saw clearly in
properduty of l_ true God, as wasconsistent with the hearts of the silent what each was ponder-
His nature, as was worthy of Him, in the generos- ing, '°what each had in his secret thoughts? Was
ityof His bounteous power He bestowed nothing He one of us, who, when He uttered a single
hurtfulor injurious, but on/y thag_ohick is helpful, word, was thought by nations fax removed from
beneficial, and full of blessings good 4 for men. one another and of different speech to be using

45. What do you say again, oh you s ? well-known sounds, and the peculiar language of
Is He then a man,is He one of us, at whose corn- each?" Was He one of us, who, when He was

s Ma_,s_, almost equivalent to sorcerer .... 6 This is contrmm_ with the mutter_ and st_mp wos_ mad
Arnobius use_. xo_i_, "names," ruth spec/sd slgnific_, by the ""

names of angels and _ powers, by whose mflueace they thought according to Orelh, the MS.¢ea_ i_m_erati ('maSmd o[-_. ) aP-

stria and unusual things were brought.m pm_ . A/_hzlct ._res, wbich Meun_us roce_vm as eqmvasm_ to _ m-
All these different el$_ts the ma_c,a_ of .old auemv_ed to _ve flow stayed i.t_" . .......

.l-wlu_: to break fam_y ties by bmg_n8 phtL,ues into..h,_, or by s p,_tr_, _m_.h_ag," _.e., trading m way to _li _ _t

_.: _ _oor,,_d _d _, _...am_.." (o_...'_F: _'o,_, L_.__ont, ,adS_, _ ms_-Cd,., ft.); affect horses in the race--of which Htemnym_ m ms

pmlo_ to kladle exc,_dve and unlawful deslres. . . 1-- "Iomene_ "-- ..atmxl by • . ..
4 So Oxelfi and nmst edd., fclk,_ng a _ read_ of Unn- so "

s_t _d do_ notapplytohisoppon_ _, _w _
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teaching His followers the duties of a religion remedies to many who were sick, and healing
that could not be gainsaid, suddenly filled the the diseases and the infirmities of many men.
whole world, and showed how great He was and I do not inquire, I do not demand, what god did
who He was, by unveiling the boundlessness of so, or at what time ; whom he relieved, or what
His authority? Was He one of us, who, after His shattered frame he restored to sound health:
body had been laid in the tomb, manifested Him- this only I long to hear, whether, without the
self in open day to countless numbers of men ; addition of any substance n that is, of any medi-
who spoke to them, and listened to them ; who cal application-- he ordered diseases to fly away
taught them, reproved and admonished them ; from men at a touch ; whether he commanded
who, lest they should imagine that they were de- and compelled the cause of ill health to be
ceived by unsubstantial fancies, showed Himself eradicated, and the bodies of the weak to re-
once, a second time, aye frequently, in famdiar turn to their natural strength. For it as known
conversation ; who appears even now to right- that Christ, either by applying His hand to the
eous men of unpolluted mind who love Him, not parts affected, or by the command of His voice
in airy dreams, but in a form of pure simplicity ;, only, opened the ears of the deaf, drove away
whose name, when heard, puts to flight evil bhndness from the eyes, gave speech to the
spirits, imposes silence on soothsayers, _arevents dumb, loosened the rigidity of the joints, gave
men from consulting the augurs, causes the the power of walking to the shrivelled,- was
efforts of arrogant magicians to be frustrated, not wont to heal by a word and by an order, lepro-
by the dread of His name, as you allege, but by s]es, agues, dropsies, and all other kinds of all-
the free exercise of a greater power ? ments, which some fell power 4 has walled that

47- These facts set forth in summary we have the bodies of men should endure. What act
put forward, not on the supposition that the like these have all these gods done, by whom
greatness of the agent was to be seen in these you allege that help has been brought to the
virtues alone? For however great these things sick and the imperilled ? for if they have at any
be, how excessively petty and trifling will they time ordered, as is reported, either that medi-
be found to be, if it shall be revealed from what cine or a special diet be given to some,S or that
realms He has come, of what God He is the min- a draught be drunk off, or that the juices of
later ! But with regard to the acts which were plants and of blades be placed 6 on that whach
done by Him, they were performed, indeed, not causes uneasiness or have ordered that persons
that He might boast Himself into empty ostenta- should walk, remain at rest, or abstain from
tion, but that hardened and unbelieving men something hurtful, n and that thus is no great
might be assured that what was professed was matter, and deserves no great admiration, is evi-
not deceptive, and that they might now learn to dent, if you will attentively examine it _ a sial-
imagine, from the beneficence of His works, what lar mode of treatment is followed by physicians
a true god was. At the same time we wish this also, a creature earth-born and not relying on
also to be known, s when, as was said, an enu- true science, but founding on a system of con-
aeration of His acts has been given in summary, jecture, and wavering in estimating probabilities.
that Christ was able to do not only those things Now there is no specia: merit in removing by
which He did, but that He could even overcome remedies those ailments which affect men ; the
the decrees of fate. For if, as is evident, and healing qualifies belong to the drugs _ not vir-
us is agreed by all, infirmities and bodily suffer- cues inherent in him who applies them ; and
ings, if deafness, deformity, and dumbness, if though it is praiseworthy to know by what medi-
shrivelling of the sinews and the loss of sight cine or by what method it may be suitable for
happen to us, and are brought on us by the de- persons to be treated, there is room for this
crees of fate, and if Christ alone has corrected credit being assigned to man, but not to the
this, has restored and cured man, it is clearer deity. For it is, at least, no discredit that he 7
than the sun himself that He was more power- should have improved the health of man by
ful than the fates are when He has loosened and things taken from without : it is a disgrace to a
overpowered those things which were bound god that he is not able to effect it of himself, but
with everlasting knots, and fixed by unalterable that he gives soundness and safety only by the aid
necessity, of external objects.

48. But, says some one, you in vain claim so 49. And since you compare Christ and the
much for Christ, when we now know, and have other deities as to the blessings of health be-
in past times known, of other gods both giving stowed, how many thousands of infirm persons

t The I,a_a is, l_er pur_ _iem Kmpllcig_i¢, which is not 4 See book il chap. 36, i_fra.
e_dly understood, and Is, _ eamly expt_L .5 The gods in w_o_ temples the Jdck lay ov_red

a II have _ directed attention to Dominic Dmdafi's essay, the priers
D¢ C]sristo Grm'e ,/n,C_ea_, ed. London, x843 ] _ all edd except LB., which nmds with the _ .r_p..._v

--" that(one)placethejuices,"
5 S° alm°_alledtL;buttheas"andxttaad_ Ramaaed&t'eadi _Thath,,thephyd_,m
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do you wish to be shown to you by us; how word He assuagedtherackingpainsoftheaching
many personsaffectedwith wastingdiseases,members ; and by a word they checked the
whom no applianceswhateverrestored,althoughwrithingsofmaddening sufferings.By one com-
theywcnt assuppliantsthroughallthe temples,mand He drovedemons from thebody,and re-
althoughtheyprostratedthemselvesbeforethe storedtheirscnscsto the lifeless;they,too,by
gods,and swept the very thresholdswith theirno differentcommand, restoredtohealthand to
lips--though,as long as liferemained,they soundnessof mind thoselabouringunder the
weariedwithprayers,and importunedwithmost inflictionsof thesedemons: By the applica-
piteousvows 2Esculapiushimself,thc health-tionof His hand He removed themarksofIcp-
giver,as theycallhim ? Do we not know thatrosy; they,too,rcstorcdtothebody itsnatural
some died of theirailmcnts? thatothersgrew skinby a touchnot dissimilar.Hc orderedthe
oldby thc torturingpain of thcirdlscascs?thatdropsicaland swollenfleshtorecoveritsnatural
othersbegantolivea more abandoned lifeafterdryness; and His servantsin thesame manner
theyhad wasted theirdays' and nightsin In- stayedthewanderingwaters,and orderedthem
ccssantprayers,and in expectationof mercy?2 to glidethroughtheirown channels,avoiding
Of what availisit,then,topointto one oran- injuryto the frame. Sores of immense size,
otherwho may havebeen healed,when so many refusingtoadmitof healing,He restrainedfrom
thousandshavebeenleftunaided,and theshnncs furtherfeedingon the flesh,by the interposition
arefullof allthewretchedand theunfortunate? of one word; and they in likemanner,by re-
Unless,perchancc,you say thatthe gods hclpstrictingitsravages,compelledtheobstinateand
thegood,but thatthemiseriesofthewickedare mercilesscancertoconfineitselftoa scar. To
overlooked.And yet Christassistedthe good the lame He gave the power ofwalking,tothe
and thc bad alike; norwas thereany one re- darkeyessight,thedead Hc recalledtolife; and
jectcdby Him, who in adversitysoughthelp not lesssurelydid they,too,relaxthe tightened
againstviolenceand the illsof fortune.For nerves,fillthe cycswith lightalreadylost,and
thisisthe mark of a true god and of kinglyorderthedead toreturnfrom thetombs,revers-

power,to deny his bountyto none,and not to ingtheceremoniesofthe funeralrites.Nor wasconsiderwho meritsitorwho does not; sinceanythingcallingforththebewilderedadmiration
naturalinfirmityand notthechoiceofhisdesire,of alldone by Him, which He did not freely
orof hissoberjudgment,makes a sinner.To allowtobeperformedby thosehumble and rustic
say,moreover,thataid isgivenby thegods to men, and which He did notput intheirpower.
the deservingwhen in distress,isto leaveun- 5I.What sayye,O minds incredulous,stub-
decidedand renderdoubtfulwhat you assert:born,hardened? Did thatgreatJupiterCapi-
sothatboth hc who has bccn madc wholcmay tohnusofyoursgivetoany human beingpower
seem tohave becn preservedby chancc,and hc of thiskind? Did he endow withthisfightany
who isnot may appearto have been unableto priestof a curia,the PontifcxMaximus, nay,
banish infirmity, not because of his demerit, but even the Dialis, in whose name he is revealed as
by reason of a heaven-sent weakness: the god of life ? s I shall not say, did he impart

50. Moreover, by His own power He not only power to raise the dead, to give light to the blind,
performed those miraculous deeds which have restore the normal condition of their members
been detailed by us in summary, and not as the to the weakened and the paralyzed, but did he
importance of the matter demanded ; but, what even enable any one to cheek a pustule, a hang-
was more sublime, He has permitted many others nail, a pimple, either by the word of his mouth
to attempt them, and to perform them by the or the touch of his hand? Was this, then, a
use of His name. For when He foresaw that you power natural to man, or could such a fight be
were to be the detractors of His deeds and of His granted, could such a licence be given by the
d_vine work, in order that no lurking suspicion mouth of one reared on the vulgar produce of
might remain of His having lavished these gifts earth ; and was it not a divine and sacred siR?
and bounties by magic arts, from the immense or ff the matter admits of any hyperbole, was it
multitude of people, which with admiring wonder
strove to gain His favour, He chose fishermen, _ ,,_,_,o .... t_mmr_m,,_,thein_tiomof_;"to LB, with the wat'm _ of Orelll (who, however, w_h
artisans, rustics, and unskilled persons of a simi- w _., mmi_ the Ms.maing in _ rot) _a othem,__
lax kind, that they being sent through various _,b eo_, t-ertaNt_ (forMs.i_--)a i//a" u ¢e.a/_r; Hemldtmhaving maggeged rata=g##. Thls simple and elegaut emeu__t'_,,_

nations should perform all those miracles without =ak__toaod_th_ bar_aadforo_lmadin_of_rm
any deceit and without any material aids. By a odd;So_,mod byor_, whor_._.._ Di,,,,,a, _ sm
_ explamtloaor_ kl,umbyF_. the m_,_

"gr*,enzSottp,,,thewhichedd"readinglsre_,inedtr'i*'eru_'forinthe first ed.the us. tri-bwcr_wt-- mr/ in whlch _m, from the posltioa of tlie fsu,d, the meamag .mili_.
* Piaa_, "of mercy." in which sense the word i* often, reed in be,"which _ it hii," or pe_ibly, bemtme he (i.e., the LFI_.)

is hls,°' only that in the lattm-c_e a pronoun wottld be expel.'.:
writers. Thus it was from his clemency dmt Anmmma, the ommmenmton _ refer it to the m_ding jxrt, wua tamroman emperor, received the _ of Pf_*.
So most edd., following a _ reading or Uninmb which " rlght," .which h hi_ C_,,,_tm m_ls, ¢_ ,r,_jt_ tat, _.e., thaa the

l_tm_-cothems.flr_,#, p,y____a_Im_ [Cmapi_v_l. iv.p. _4, m_teT,l
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not more than divine" and sacred? For if you 53- Cease in your ignorance to receive such
do that which you are able to do, and what is great deeds with abusive language, which will in
compatible with your strength and your ability, no wise injure him who did them, but which will
there is no ground for the expression of astonish- bring danger to yourselves m danger, I say, by
ment; for you will have done that which you no means small, but one dealing with matters of
were able, and which your power was bound to great,S aye, even the greatest importance, since
accomplish, m order that there should be a per- beyond a doubt the soul is a precious thing, and
fect correspondence • between the deed and the nothing can be found dearer to a man than him-
doer. To be able to transfer to a man your own self. There was nothing magical, as you sup-
power, share with the frailest being the abihty to pose, nothing human, delusive, or crafty in Christ,
perform that which you alone are able to do, is no deceit lurked in Him, 6 although you smile in
a proof of power supreme over all, and holding derision, as your wont is, and though you split
in subjection the causes of all things, and the with roars of laughter. He was God on high,
natural laws of methods and of means. God in His inmost nature, God from unknown

52. Come, then, let some Magian Zoroaster 2 realms, and was sent by the Ruler of all as a
arrive from a remote part of the globe, crossing Saviour God ; whom neither the sun himself, nor
over the fiery zone,S if we believe Hermippus as any stars, if they have powers of perception, not
an authority. Let these join him too m that the rulers and princes of the world, nor, in fine,
Bactrian, whose deeds Ctesias sets forth in the the great gods, or those who, feigning themselves
first book of his History ; the Armenian, grand- so, terrify the whole human race, were able to
son of Hosthanes ; 4 and Pamphilus, the intimate know or to guess whence and who He was-- and
friend of Cyrus ; Apollonius, Damigero, and Dar- naturally so. But 7 when, freed from the body,
darius ; Velus, Julianus, and Ba_bulus ; and if which He carried about as but a very small part
there be any other one who is supposed to have of Himself, He allowed Himself to be seen, and
especial powers and reputation in such magic let it be knawn how great He was, all the ele-
arts. Let them grant to one of the people to ments of the universe bewildered by the strange
adapt the mouths of the dumb for the purposes events were thrown into confusion. An earth-
of speech, to unseal the ears of the deaf, to give quake shook the world, the sea was heaved up
the natural powers of the eye to those born from its depths, the heaven was shrouded in
without sight, and to restore feeling and life to darkness, the sun's fiery blaze was checked, and
bodies long cold in death. Or if that is to, diffi- his heat became moderate ; s for what else could
cult, and if they cannot impart to others the occur when He was discovered to be God who
power to do such acts, let themselves perform heretofore was reckoned one of us ?
them, and with their own rites. Whatever nox- 54- But you do not believe these things ; yet
ious herbs the earth brings forth from its bosom those who witnessed their occurrence, and who
whatever powers those muttered words and ac- saw them done before their eyes--the very best
companyiug spells contain _ these let them add, vouchers and the most trustworthy authorities--
we envy them not ; t/wse let them collect, we both believed them themselves, and transmitted
forbid them not. We wish to make trial and to them to us who follow them, to be believed wl_
discover whether they can effect, with the aid no scanty measure of confidence. Who are these?
of their gods, what has often been accomplished you perhaps ask. Tribes, peoples, nations, and
by unlearned Christians with a word only. that incredulous human race ; but 9 if the matter

x So the us. reading cfua/ttas, which is retained by Hdd. and were not plain, and, as the saying is, clearer than
O_h_: ,U othereaiao_ drop,,--" _t theq_,ty of d_ _d day itself, they would never grant their assent
doorm_ht heo_."

Thisp_ _ fu_,_t o_,,io, for_uch a_on as to with so ready belief to events of such a kind.
text _ m_pret_uon, z* t_ _t o.,_,_ _,net_t,o. has_T.," But shall we say that the men of that time were
f_lowed, who regards Arnobius as mentioning lout L,o ro_. ters -- the - " " h
,J_4,_ o_ Chairs,, the B_t,___ (a. _ s .o¢ thi_ book),_ Iuntrustworthy, false, stupid, and bruush to su.c
_. _, _i _Uy t_ v._.p_t_.., .orz,,,_p_, _he, _o_2_m_ Ia de_ree that they pretended to have seen what
toL.tem..qdex. (Strata Lyre n.p.409]),_, reterreatomrtatos_epNo - I -- o- - . _ _ . , e __t un"
/_, book x., under the name Er; Meurmu:_and Salm_us, however, [ they never naa seen, and tnat mey put mrm
regarding the whole as one sentence, con._xaermat onty mree persons t
are so referred to, the first hemg etther Lib_ran or Bactrtan, and the J ...... :s
others as with Orelh. To seek to determtne which v_ew m most S So the edd., reading :_ r#bu* #,,rz_zt,for the us. e:rz-[_.__L,
___u_e even, would he a fruatlass task, as will he evident on con- [ which would, of co_, give an oppo_te and wholly ttnstu_w_
iiderin_ what ts satd in dineindex under Zoroaster. [Jowett's Plato, I meaning. • ..... "re
iL z=_.] [ 6 So general_, Heraldus having restored deli't_-it :_.t.n_

So Ozelli zeadlng _¢_ ¢w_'_ x_-_ _g_m a_a_. LB. ] from the us., whtch had ormtted -:t, for the reading of Gelemas, _a_-

Iprw/yOu, thmugh, etc., fromthe us. _per; while Heraldus[ . SOenmnded b_ S_mamus, _m_*_eo _y mos, mee ._..; _d-
w_id change the last three words into Azonacor, the name of the I earlier edd. the re,rang _ et mer*_ ex._t_z a cm,-pore t,,_m _._
mppo_ te*r.herot _. By the "_ m_e" Salmon. Im.g*t in,cadof_,.and_mse.r_ga wlod _er m*,-.)-- m_a,_

u_r_and Libya; hizt.the leg_ch_ should ,t_.bome m.n_n, d ] nght_, freed fhem_a_n_bo_y, _et_. how the ..... narmli_ of the
which spo_e m/_master as n_vmg snewn nm_..u m a wonoenng I , it may _ zm,um_u _" _ .. _y_v_, ...__ esrtb
mnltitudefrtwaahillblneingwith.f_e, thathem_..t_..., tl_..m new,Gosh. Is _ .amp_; ..Mmu_y_. (.xxvu. 5z) _m_s ma_.mc_.t

of worship, or as being other_me atstmgmtam m cen- [ tremmeeh aria t_.._e txxm. 45) t_mtme m was am'_em_, vu _,

4 So Stew_us, O_PA, ondothe_ for the us. Zmnhrlanz--| _ Or, waw._ n... uriah woum never, etc. Lx_Otezn¢
a ___l,on of Ze_mamu_" returned ia tho x_t ed. amt LB. | dence of this appeal to genend a_r*t.J
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der false evidence, or alleged with childish assev- of the demons and of men like to them, whose
eration things which never took place, and that care and study it is to obstruct 6 the progress of
when they were able to live in harmony and to this truth : there would have been some changes
maintain friendly relations with you, they wan- and mutilations of words and of syllables, at once
toni)' incurred hatred, and were held in execra- to mar the faith of the cautious and to impair the
tion? moral effect of the deeds. But it will never

55. But if this record of events is false, as you avail them that it be gathered from written tes-
say, how comes it that in so short a time the timony only who and what Christ was ; for His
whole world has been filled with such a religion ? cause has been put on such a basis, that if what
or how could nations dwelling widely apart, and we say be admitted to be true, He is by the con-
separated by climate and by the convexities of fession of all proved to have been God.
heaven,' unite in one conclusion? They have[ 57. You do not believe our writings, and we
been prevailed upon, say my ozO_onents, by mere do not believe yours. We devise falsehoods
assertions, been led intovain hopes;and in their concerning Christ, you say; and you put forth
reckless madness have chosen to incur volunta- baseless and false statements concerning your
rily the risks of death, although they had hitherto gods : for no god has descended from heaven,
seen nothing of such a kind as could by its won- !or in his own person and life has sketched out
derful and strange character induce them to your system, or in a similar way thrown discredit
adopt this manner of worship. Nay, because on our system and our ceremonies. These were
they saw all these things to be done by Christ written by men ; those, too, were written by men
Htmself and by His apostles, who being sent m set forth in human speech ; and whatever you
throughout the whole world carried with them seek to say concerning our writers, remember
the blessings of the Father, which they dispensed that about yours, too, you will find these things
in benefiting 2 as well the minds as the bodies of said with equal force. What is contained in
men ; overcome by the force of the very truth _'our writings you wish to be treated as true ;
itself they both devoted themselves to God, and those things, also, which are attested in our
reckoned it as but a small sacnfice to surrender books, you must of necessity confess to be true.
their bodies to you and to give their flesh to You accuse our system of falsehood ; we, too,
be mangled, accuse yours of falsehood. But ours is more

56. But our writers, we skallbe toM, have put ancient, say you, therefore most credible and
forth these statements with false effrontery ; they trustworthy ; as if, indeed, antiquity were not the
have extolled3 small matters to an inordinate most fertile source of errors, and did not herself
degree, and have magnified trivial affairs with put forth those things which in discreditable
most pretentious boastfulness. And 4 would that fables have attached the utmost infamy to the
all things could have been reduced to writing, m gods. For could not falsehoods have been both
both those which were done by Himself, and spoken and believed ten thousand years ago, or
those which were accomplished by His apostles is it not most probable that that which is near
with equal authority and power. Such an as- to our own time should be more credible than
semblage of miracles, however, would make you that which is separated by a long term of years?
more incredulous; and perhaps you might be For these of ours are brought forward on the
able to discover a passage from whichS it would faith of witnesses, those of yours on the ground
seem very probable, both that additions were of opinions; and it is much more natural that
made to facts, and that falsehoods were inserted there should be less invention in matters of re-
in writings and commentaries. But in nations cent occurrence, than in those far removed in
which were unknown to the writers, and which the darkness of antiquity.
themselves'knew not the use of letters, all that 58. But they were written by unlearned and
was done could not have been embraced in the ignorant men, and should not therefore be
records or even have reached the ears of all readily believed. See that this be not rather a
men ; or, if any were committed to written and stronger reason for believing that they have not
connected narrative, some insertions and addi- been adulterated by any false statements, but
tions would have been made by the malevolence were put forth by men of simple mind, who

knew not how to trick out their tales with mere-

•rhstis,b_the ¢,mto _d the i_tlon of the .mh'_ ,ur- tricious ornaments. But the language is mean
.n_SO the tst ed., Urslnus, Elinenhonn, Or_li, and Hddebrand, and vulgar. For truth never seeks deceitful

mu_v_td_r, which Is found in the us. in a later bandvnit.._l;ok ._. ;._ *t,_,* ,_k;,-l_ ;a _11 .o_-a,rt_ille d a_.-I
mg,[_theod_nalreadingoftheus._u_tradi#. 1"vL_**, "'* _ "_* --"'._" _ .........
_._ ^_¢_d,_ to_q_._ .s. _ _ _o=,'_,T.t i. i-. certain does it allow itself to be led away into
."_m_ nave put tortn (i.e.,exagi_rated) tilde throbs to an • __ 1_.__:... o.Al_--: ..... ,I.__
unmcn_ _ falae_, small mane_ and trivial affai_ haw magni- excesslve proLLxlty, oyuugJm_, cnuJym©mc_
_, _ _,,_ by. h_ h_d _ _ _p_-_ed o,_ i./_ definitions, and all those ornaments by which
•,_urum, in iuk da diffexcm colour, e._sl**'¢--" have e:Etolled.- - -- , ,

'.Sod_Ms.,tsted.,aad_,whi_aUod:mmKI . .'._ . . . ._.
•'_-*--"b,t." I. 6Somo,t_ld.,z_d,_ ,,a__,_,_m,,s._,,.,-,_-- ,,_0 LB., _admg/m_ for .l-,. 1_. f-w_L Im th_ dm I_o_ms he _, _..
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men seek to establish their statements, aid those distinguished by male and female, nor can the
groping for the truth, but do not clearly mark most learned man tell me what hic and hcec are,
its great features. But he who really knows the or why one of them denotes the male sex while
subject under discussion, neither defines, nor the other is applied to the female. These con-
deduces, nor seeks the other tricks of words by ventionalities are man's, and certainly are not
which an audience is wont to be taken in, and indispensable to all persons for the use of fonu.
to be beguiled into a forced assent to a propo- ing their language ; for paries might perhaps
sition, have been called h_c, and sella hic, without any

59. Your narratives, my opponent says, are fault being found, if it had been agreed upon at
overrun with barbarisms and solecisms, and dis- first that they should be so called, and if this
figured by monstrous blunders. A censure, practice had been maintained by following gen-
truly, which shows a childish and petty spirit ; erations in their daily conversation. And yet,
for if we allow that it is reasonable, let us cease O you who charge our writings with disgraceful
to use certain kinds of fruit because they grow blemishes, have you not these solecisms in those
with prickles on them, and other growths useless most perfect and wonderful books of yours?
for food, which on the one hand cannot support Does not one of you make the plur. ofuter, utna
us, and yet do not on the other hinder us from another utres ? s Do you not also say c_lus and
enjoying that which specially excels, and which coelum,fllus andfllum, crocus and crocum,fretus
nature has designed to be most wholesome for andfretum ? Also hac pane and hic pants, hic
us. For how, I pray you, does it interfere with sanguis and hoc sanguen ? Are not candda-
or retard the comprehension of a statemen6 ibruin andjugulum in like manner written yugulus
whether anything be pronounced smoothly _ cr and candelaber ? For if each noun cannot have
with uncouth roughness? whether that have the more than one gender, and if the same word
grave accent which ought to have the acute, or cannot be of this gender and of that, ibr one
that have the acute which ought to have the gender cannot pass into the other, he commits
grave ? Or how is the truth of a statement as great a blunder who utters masculine genders
diminished, if an error is made in number or under the laws of feminines, as he who apphes
case, in preposition, participle, or conjunction?] mascuhne articles to feminine genders. And
Let that pomposity of style and strictly regulated yet we see you using masculines as feminines,
diction be reserved for public assemblies, for and feminmes as mascuhnes, and those which
lawsmts, for the forum and the courts of justice, lyou call neuter both in this way and in that,
and by all means be handed over to those who, without any distinction. Either, therefore, it is
striving after the soothing influences of pleasant no blunder to employ them indifferently, and in
sensations, bestow all their care upou splendour i thatcase it is vain for you to say that our works
of language. Hut when we are discussing mat-are disfigured wxth monstrous solecisms; or ff
ters far removed from mere display, we should the way in which each ought to be employe d is
consider what is said, not with what charm it is unalterably fixed, you also are involved m s_ma-
said nor how it tickles the ears, but what bene- lar errors, although you have on your side all the
fits it confers on the hearers, especially since we Epicadi, C_esellib Verrii, Scauri, and Nisi.
know that some even who devoted themselves 60. But, say my opponents, xf Christ was
to philosophy, not only disregarded refinement God, why did He appear in human shape, and
of style, but also purposely adopted a vulgar why was He _ut off by death after the manner
meanness when they might have spoken with of men ? Could that power which is invisible,
greater elegance and richness, lest forsooth they and which has no bodily substance, have come
might impair the stem gravity of speech and upon earth and adapted itself to the world and
revel rather in the pretentious show of the Soph- mixed in human society, otherwise than by tak-
ists. For indeed it evidences a worthless heart ing to itself some covering of a more solid
to seek enjoyment in matters of importance ; substance, which might bear the gaze of the
and when you have to deal with those who are eyes, and on which the look of the least obser-
sick and diseased, to pour into their ears dulcet rant might fix itself? For what mortal is there
sounds, not to apply a remedy to their wounds. !who could have seen Him, who could have dis-
Yet, if you consider the true state of the case, tinguished Him, if He had decreed to come upon
no language is naturally perfect, and in like the earth such as He is in His own primitive
manner none is faulty. For what natural reason nature, and such as He has chosen to be in H_s
is there, or what law written in the constitution own proper character and divinity? He took
of the world, that _aries should be called hie," upon Him, therefore, the form of man ; and
and sella hcet P _ since neither have they sex under the guise of our race He imprisoned His

power, so that He could be seen and carefully

t SO Ore]h and I-Iildebrand_ teading A,_*¢ from a con_tut_e of s i e.. does not one of you make the plural of _¢_" mastGrotlas, for the xs. g_'aT_.
a i.e., that the one shott_ be masculine t the other feminine, neut.T [Note the opponent's vntne_ to the text of the Ge6pe_ I
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regarded, might speak and teach, and without not of the bearer ; and not even this death would
encroaching on the sovereignty and government He 9 have stooped to suffer, were it not that
of the King Supreme, might carry out all those a matter of such importance was to be dealt
"objects for the accomphshment of whmh He with, and the inscrutable plan of fate to brought
had come into the world, to light in hidden mysteries.

6i. What, then, says my oil?orient, could not 63. What are these hidden and unseen mys-
the Supreme Ruler have brought about those teries, you will say, which neither men can
things which He had ordained to be done in the know, nor those even who are called gods of
world, without feigning Himself a man? If it the world can in any wise reach by fancy and_
were necessary to do as you say, He perhaps conjecture; which none can discover," except
would have done so ; because it was not neces- those whom Christ Himself has thought fit to
sary, He acted otherwise. The reasons why He bestow the blessing of so great knowledge upon,
chose to do it in this way, and did not choose to and to lead into the secret recesses of the inner
do it in that, are unknown, being involved in so treasury of wisdom ? Do you then see that if
great obscurity, and comprehensible by scarcely He had determined that none should do Him
any ; but these you might perhaps have under- violence, He should have striven to the utmost
stood if you were not already prepared not to to keep off from Him His enemies, even by
understand, and were not shaping your course directing His power against them? '2 Could not
to brave unbelief, before that was explained to He, then, who had restored their sight to the
you which you sought to know and to hear. bled, make His enemies blind if it were neces-

62. Bnt, you wall say, He was cut off by death sary ? Was it hard or troublesome for Him to
as men are. Not Chris Himself; for it is make them weak, who hadKiven strength to the
impossible either that death should befall what feeble ? Did He who bade u the lame walk, not
is divine, or that that should waste away and know how to take from them all power to move
disappear in death which Is one in its substance, their hmbs, '4 by making their sinews stiff? ,s
and not compounded, nor formed by bringing Would it have been difficult for Him who drew
together any parts• Who, then, you ask, was the dead from their tombs to inflict death on
seen hanging on the cross? Who dead? The whom He would? But because reason required
human form, I ] re_ly, which He had put on, z that those things which had been resolved on
and which He bore about with Him. It is a should be done here also in the world itself, and
tale passing belief, yau say, and wrapt in dark in no other fashion than was done, He, with
obscurity ; if you will, it is not dark, and ts gentleness passing understanding and belief, re-
established by a very close analogy} If the garding as but childish trifles the wrongs which
Sibyl, when she was uttering and pouring forth men did Him, submitted to the violence of say-
her prophecies and oracular responses, was age and most hardened robbers ; _6 nor did He
filled, as you say, with Apollo's power, had been think it worth while to take account of what
cut down and slain by impious robbers,¢ would their daring had aimed at, if He only showed to
Apollo be said to have been slain in her? If His disciples what they were in duty bound to
Bacis,s if Helenus, Marcius, 6 and other sooth- look for from Him. For when many things
sayers, had been in like manner robbed of life about the perils of souls, many evils about their
and light when raving as inspired, would any _... ; on the other hand, the Introducer/r the
one say that those who, speaking by their
mouths, declared to inquirers what should be 9 "rh.MS._,_S, _,_, _¢ e_S_--#_,t_ ,_ctu_,,t V_--"would his might," I.e., "would He with Hm great power have
done,7 had perished according to the conditions _toop.d."Orellisimplymmtsv_ as Canterus,_d seemlngl_theother later edd. do.
of human life ? The death of which you speak to The MS.and tilt _1. r_d #eli-s, which _ clem'ly at.lien from

was that of the human body which He had as- fhein_coofound_wlththeotdformof#.It _ construction is a little involved, f_er null? nec ln_mi_ut
sumed, s not His own _ of that which was borne, ,d_, ,,c O,i _t a##,u_,,, dii mundl tutunt--" whichno,m,

netther men can know, nor tho_ . . . of the world can ranch, etccpt
t So the Ms, followed by Hildebrand and Oehler, reads and pune- tho_e whom," etc.

_s ¢_i_ mor_uus ? komo, for whmh all edcLrend martuus est t t tz ln the Lada, _cl _otestalt ln_ersa, which accordia_ to Oehlcr
' Iio died _'" I is the bts. reading, while Orelli speaks of it as an emendnnon o( LB.
• a Here, as m the whole discussion in the second book on the ori- ] (where it is certainly found, but without any indi_._n of tit __s_m)

_n and nature of the soul, the ol_mons expressed are Gnostic, Cerin- ] and with most edd. re.ads umi'oersa--" by Hm umversal _.
t_us saymg more precisely that Christ having descended from heaven t z_ So tim MS.recording to Hildebrand, readmg#r_a'_t.
m tim form of a dove, dwelt in the body of Jesus during His fife, but I edd, however, following C_]_ius, re_dfa{.k_at-_" _ _.lgm_. _
,,moved from it before the crucdlxion. ] '_ Lit., "to bind f_t the motions ot tl_ w_mt_ra," _moptmg the
• a...So, the MS. by changing a rdngle letter, with LB. and other% ] tel,cling o_most _dd. t _e_$ alli_qre mf_ro_m (Ms_._J-i_f'_)

_Lr-tadine flroxim.a (ms. o) cef_titu_m ; while the fimt L-d., I ts The Me. t_a_ _r'um durlt_a-m, _or which .u_ I,,enms, Canterus, Urmnu_,Orelh. and otham, rend -di.i,_o.ria_. t most ecl.d, reach u above,merelydroppingm : .Hi_ ,mad
-- .Sttl_ very closely to analogy." t O_hler truer, in, end rmgl, from a .t32_.tum of Unumm aaopmu by
_ __,tn the ongmal la_oni_us; here, as m the next chapter, used [ Eamenhamt, e.ol-liKare--" to bind into Iltt_. ' • .
"o_a_._den_hwl_mman. I t_ Uminussump_dd/-,'mosttem_e, fortl_m, dmn:n_.

_o emended by M_me_.m for the ms. ruth'#. [ t7 So the ms. _.ad_, m_l_a mala ds illarum ¢_S t_at_tm,
_ read in the ms.--not 4iuz, as in LB. and OrollL { _ (male it I_ in the abl., ageing .with a lot, word), which
t_tt., ,, the waya of t'h_. "--_ie.* refuse. I hat been re41a_ by _ and Ste_him_ _ by OmRh

___"ztm ms. re_. un_. telligibly e.a_e_'-o _oml_f_n, which I ammutilate_, and it m__ m the first ed., and by Urmatm s_l l_.

tim ch_iRng of the o, which haa bmm dotm I_ all _ _l& I thce_o_ lm e_mmd _ tt_ nmamng ne,,_.
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I
Master and Teacher directed His laws and ordi- as it were, by the witness which immortal rifles
nances, that they might find their end in fitting bear to them. Christ alone you would tear in
duties;' did He not destroy the arrogance of pieces," you would rend asunder, if you could
the proud ? Did He not quench the fires of do sa to a god ; nay, Him alone you would, were
lust? Did He not check the craving of greed? it allowed, gnaw vath bloody mouths, and break
Did He not wrest the weapons from their hands, His bones in pieces, and devour Him like beasts
and rend from them all the sources * of every of the field. For what that He has done, tell,
farm of corruption ? To conclude, was He not I pray you, for what crime ? ra What has He done
Himself gentle, peaceful, easily approached, to turn aside the course of justice, and rouse you
friendly when addressed ? 3 Did He not, griev- to hatred made fierce by maddening torments ?
ing at men's miseries, pitying with His unexam-Is it because He declared that He was sent by
pled benevolence all in any wise afflicted with the only./rue King to _e your soul's guardian,
troubles and bodily ills/bring them back and and to bring to you the immortality which you
restore them to soundness ? believe that you already possess, relying on the

64. What, then, constrains you, what excites assertions of a few men ? But aJen if you were
you to revile, to rail at, to hate implacably Him assured that He spoke falsely, that He even held
whom no man s can accuse of any crime? 6 out hopes without the slightest foundation, not
Tyrants and your kings, who, putting away all even in this case do I see any reason that you
fear of the gods, plunder and pillage the treas- should hate and condemn Him with bitter re.
uries of temples ; who by proscription, banish- proaches. Nay, if you were kind and gentle in
mentfland slaughter, strip the state of its nobles? spirit, you ought to esteem Him even for this
who, with licentious violence, undermine and alone, that He promised to you things which you
wrest away the chastity of matrons and maidens, might well wish and hope for ; that He was the
m these men you name indigites and divi; and bearer of good news; that His message was such
you worship with couches, altars, temples, and as to trouble no one's mind, nay, rather to fill
other service, and by celebrating their games a//with less anxious expectation.'3
and birthdays, those whom it was fitting that 65. Oh ungrateful and impious age, prepared'*
you should assail with keenest s hatred. And all for its own destruction by its extraordinary obsti-
those, too, who by writing books assail in many nacy ! If there had come to you a physician
forms with biting reproaches public manners ; from lands far distant and unknown to you before,
who censure, brand, and tear in pieces your lux- offering some medicine to keep off from you
urious habits and lives ; who carry down to pos- altogether every kind of disease and sickness,
terity evil reports of their own rimes 9 in their would you not all eagerly hasten to him ? Would
enduring writings ; who seek to persuade men you not with every kind of flattery and honour
that the rights of marriage should be held in receive him into your houses, and treat him
common; z° who lie with boys, beautiful, lustful, kindly? Would you not wish that that kind
naked ; who declare that you are beasts, runa- of medicine should be quite sure, and should be
ways, exiles, and mad and frantic slaves of the genuine, which promised that even to the utmost
most worthless character, _ all these with won- limits of life you should be free from such count-
der and applause you exalt to the stars of heaven, less bodily distresses ? And though it were a
you place in the shrines of your libraries, you doubtful matter, you would yet entrust yourselves
present with chariots and statues, and as much te him ; nor would you hesitate to drink the
as in you lies, gift with a kind of immortality, unknown draught, incited by the hope of health

set before you and by the love of safety. 's Christ
t Lit., " to the ends of fitting duties."
It In the original, semzaarza al_sctdft, -- the former word used of shone out and appeared to tell us news of the

nursertes for plants, while the latter may he etther as above (from utmost importance, bringing an omen of pros-
_c_ttde), or may mean " cut off" (from ab,czdo) • but m both ca*,es
the general meamng ts the same, and the metaphor is m either shght- perity, and a message of safety to those who
ly confused.

Lit., " familiar to be aocoitted,"-- the supine, as in the preced-
tug clause, tt Sa Gelenius, LB, and O_lll, reading cen-_-ell-e-r¢ for the ms.

a So the edd. reading ¢erporal@us afftctas malt's, but the ms eel-p-ell-a-re, "to accost" or *' abuse," which ts out of place here.
iaserm after m_ the word marb,_ (" with evd bodily alL*eases") . Canterus suggestedcam_#-z?-are, "to plunder," which also occurs m
but according to Hildebrand thts word titmarked as spurious, the _euse " to _tdgel."

J So the edd., rcadlng _emo k-em-f-_._um, except Hildebrand R2Supply, '*do you pursue Him so _rcely ?" .....
tad Oehler, who retain the Ms. era-n-/.us* --" no one of all." t* There words are followed in the edmou ot tJeientus t_t c_ _'5

it John viii 46. " Which of you convmoeth me of rant" of the tmcond book, tmemmgty without any mark to denote tr,ms]_-
7 So Heratdus and LB., followed by later edd., .tT._" g ea_'* for tton; while Urelnut inserted the tame chapters-- tmgmm_., now-

ever,withthelast_,ntcmce of the first chapter (read as _m_ fro_
_istheMs.__,,ta"s_'andby forthearWhiChslaughters.,,GeAenius,Cantert_ and Ursmtm read et the note on it)_but preftxtd an asterisk, to mark a ¢_weeh_e r

ItHere, as frequently m .&mobius, the comparative is used instead the order of the ms. The later editors haw not maopt_

of _ .up_.ti,. .... _a_, u,,i_, .nw_.d int_ ma,_, _no,_d byLB..,d O,._'t "To posterity _ reports of their own time'--_r_: _em#rr_.
/_tt_'_'s _u_tax--to emended by Ursmu_, followed by Orelli and rea_ngfsprivataa_t_iclem#a-r-a_a_forthe_._r_
Hildebrand, for the MS. m _por:*#_ter#a, retained by LB., and whtch m clear_ derived from the precediugpr_ata_, bat is, trough
with the ottfi.'_ttonof _tm the zst ed.; but thts t_quu_ our looking o_ unintelligible also, _ m the.two R.oman..edd. The _me..Ittsto_
theWin*itasdefective. . of the_teme i_,literaU_,".ot?.*t'm_o{.q_n_" .

to The-referenceisclearly to the well-buowa lata_8,e m Plato' s ts In the m'tgimd, .t_ _/tagtj, r_u_ atin_ _m _w_s
R¢#_lk. [soethesiekem.ugdetads, boukv, p._8*,Jowettstraat.i tat/_,
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believe. What, I pray you, means ' this cruelty, His enemies what salvation was being brought
what such barbarity, nay rather, to speak more to them from God Supreme, what must be done
truly, scornful _ pride, not only to harass the that they might escape destruction and obtain
messenger and bearer of so great a gift with an immortality which they knew not of? And
taunting words ; but even to assail Him with fierce when the strange and unheard-of things which
hostility, and with all the weapons which can be were held out staggered the minds of those who
showered upon Him, and with all modes of de- heard Him, and made them hesitate to believe,
struction ? Are His words displeasing, and are tkaugh master of every power and destroyer of
you offended when you hear them ? Count them death itself He suffered His human form to be
as but a soothsayer's empty tales. Does He slain, that from the result s they might know that
speak very stupidly, and promise foolish gifts ? the hopes were safe which they had long enter-
Laugh with scorn as wise men, and leave Him tained about the soul's salvatioa, and that in no
in His folly3 to be tossed about among His errors, other way could they avoid the danger of
What means this fierceness, to repeat what has death.
been said more than once; what a passion, so
murderous ? to declare implacable hostihty to- _.s _o.,t,t$,..,_ic.,.e,whichh retainedbyOreal,sub.*lugancrop.i,

of fucrlt, i.e., "He _oas kind to say," which might be recotved; but
wardsone who has done nothing to deserve it at It is more natnral to suppose that d has dropped off, and read dic#_

your hands ; to wish, if it were allowed you, to as ,_ove.w,h thetwoRoman editions and'LB. Gelenms, followedby Uramus, *mended emma,s doc_erlt _" with umform kindnes_
tear Him limb from limb, who not only did no taught to all." It may be well to gwe here an insUm_ of the wr?

man any harm, but with uniform kindness 4 told maomc_ntgroundson which supposed references to Scripture aresom*tlm*s based. Orelll considers that Arnoblus here red'era(_,/ds-
fur respexzsse, he says) to Col L 2x, 2a, " You, that were mine.

t Lat., " i_ '"--esL urnes alienated and enemms in mind by wicked works, yet now hath
So all the edd., readmg fasfidl-os-um su;_erciltum, which He reconcded m the body of _ flesh through death," to which,

Crusms says the Ms. reads with as omitted, Le., "pride, scorn " though the words which follow rmght Indeed be thought to have a
So the edd., rending fatutga-tem, for the us fatutfa-n-tem, very distant resemblance, they can in no way be shown to refer.

which may, however, point to a verb not found elsewhere. S i.e., from H_ resutTeGttonj winch showed that death'a poweg
4 Le, to fnonds and foes ahke The its. reads osqua_¥er be,tg, was broken by Hun.

BOOK II. l

L Here, if any means could be found, I power as king, fill the whole world with bands
should wish to converse thus with all those who of the fiercest soldiers ; and of nations at peace

hate the name of Chnst, turning aside for a lit- Ifrom the beginning, did He destroy and put an
tie from the defence primarily set up : -- If you iend to some, andcompel others to submit to His
think it no dishonour to answer when asked a !yoke and serve Him ? Did He ever, excited by
question, explain to us and say what is the cause, i grasping 3 avarice, claim as His own by right all
what the reason, that you pursue Christ with so that wealth to have abundance of which men
bitter hostility ? or what offences you remember _strive eagerly ? Did He ever, transported with
which He did, that at the mention of His name ' lustful passions, break down by force the barriers
you are roused to bursts of mad and savage ' of purity, or stealthily lie in wait for other men's
fury?_ Did He ever, in claiming for Himself wives? Did He ever, puffed up with haughty

arrogance, inflict at random injuries and insults,
chat Tham has been much confusion in dealing with the first seven without any distinction of persons? (B) And

ptcr_ of this book, owing to the leaves of the _ts having been ar- ;¢ l-.l.... _c ,,,+ ,i,,,,,i,,, ,r,o+,,,,,, _h,mld listen to
rangedlnwrougnrder aswaspomtedoutatanearIvueriodbvsome : xx xA_. _,_o .*v_ --_.u* 3 _*_ 1_ _
one ' ° ---- "'_ " "
• whonotedontbemargmthattberewusm_aetrant_o$,?zon. To and beheve _ftm, yel He should not have been

t_ts _rcumstanee, however, Oehler alone seems to have called atten- , , " " " -'" ount that He
Uon: but the corruption was so manifest, that the vartons editors gave i oesplsea oy you even on into ace
therasalv_s full hherty to re-arrange and dtspo_. " the text more cot- I-hnwed to you thino_ concemino your salvation.
rectly. The firet leaf of the Ms.concludes vnth the worde szne _lh'ut _:'_ _. J _ _'_" h_4 " " --_
_r_ ducrdmdn_bu: i_rogm_it," without any dlstlnetton of per- I that lie preparea lor you a path to heaven, anct
ram," and m followedby onewhich begint with the words (A, end of ]*l.,_;_,.4-_1;_.,, ¢_,,.,m.h;,,.,h t,_,, l_¢v • altht_Uo" h $
c.$)et_omnium_ir_utum,"and(not) by an eager longing," ] u*_. _--.,u_,J_t_._t. 3 _,_._ --,_ $_ .... O_ --_ e_
a._d ends Santa e.t2_,rtatur exams'ha, "und_ such countlo_ ] ...............
ills" fmlddloofc 7). Tha thn'd and fouxthle_amhaglnwith tirol _ Lit.,"b_tbelma_. of." .......
w?rds (B, endofc t) utrum i_ c*_# . . . amo_er_¢g ful s_ a So M_. "tts,_ a. for the w_..o_.aret, w.ra_ _ re_m
dfgno*,"Now ff He v%_..... not worthy " (_eenote,),an_.J. mnontoe_d 1by LB.,Omlli_ando_. TI_.._s. reed_g_._exp_mea, at_l[m_a
m c.S , fftadam d_lcsdins, "'by some charm;" whtktha fifth (C, [ tl_e_ words r___a#mmortatita_'_ t Dy U trill U _ t_ugttt
_ckUeof¢._)he_a_ms _w(orutr_m_te)///_m, whetherth¢[b_Hmp_ ,m_hrek.rencotoJolmxvu. a40mwamnno_cararv_
earth," and tbere m no further diff_culty. Thh mder is retained in ini_aken.-Henddusc_ ._,_-t a-_tr4artt, opea_
t_ firtt ed., and aho by Hildebrand, who _zpp0a4m three L'tcumeat l Imtha- • • and tl_ ga.t_ _ i_." ....

_tB, .andC, to account for the abruptnem mid w_t of commcti_, t ' 'the..w_..w "._. fol.k__,"t..t_tm_._t_m_., _at$-- R matonceteenthat, on changing the orde, dtbeloavta, mltranspoe¢_im/nerai2_b, toUowedoylator ttont.; t.mA'toer_tnoy
mat t_thall run B A C, the mgaml_t and sense are perfectly re- _lnecoded the re_t o_the _, a_. a_o ._mg to Oed_rt .t_ I_.
atored. This arnmgement seem_ to have been firatadopted in LB., _ gives, u/r_tm, thin;: ".(You a_ w_r_ t_t _h_ .b_. m to a_t.
and m.fo___ _byt_la_reditot_,whhtheexcoj_" o_Hildebraad, t...tgmm_ who, if_ _ _ _[, l_Ol_k _tllt_pigeJ

- _tt., "boil up with the ardou_ of fmimm _m." , note 3, _pra.
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He neither extended the light of life to all, nor mistrust of them, or the way in which they were
delivered a//from the danger which threatens mentioned, ever touched you, so that you are
them through their ignorance.' justly indignant that their worship has been done

_. But indeed, some one will say, He deserved away with and deprived of all honour ?s But ff
our hatred because He has driven religion 2 from haughtiness of mind and arrogance,9 as it is
the world, because He has kept men back from called by the Greeks, did not stand in your way
seeking to honour the gods._ Is He then de- and hinder you, you might long ago have been
nounced as the destroyer of religion and pro- able to understand what He forbade to be done,
motet of impiety, who brought true religion into or wherefore ; within what limits He would have
the world, who opened the gates of piety to men true religion lie ; ,o what danger arose to you from
blind and verily living in impiety, and pointed that which you thought obedience ? or from what
out to whom they should bow themselves? Or evils you would escape if you broke away from
is there any truer religion _ one more service- your dangerous delusion.
able? powerful, and right _ than to have learned 4. But all these things willbe more clearly and
to know the supreme God, to know how to pray distinctly noticed when we have proceeded fur-
to God Supreme, who alone is the source and ther. For we shall show that Christ &d not
fountain of all good, the "creator,S founder, and teach the nations impiety, but delivered ignorant
framer of all that endures, by whom all things and wretched men from those who most wickedly
on earth and all in heaven are quickened, and wronged them." We do not believe, you say,
filled with the stir of life, and without whom that what He says is true. What, then ? Have
there would assuredly be nothing to bear any you no doubt as to the things which ,2 you say are
name, and have any substance ? But perhaps not true, while, as they are only at hand, and not
you doubt whether there is that ruler of whom eet disclosed,'3 they can by no means be d_s-
we speak, and rather incline to believe in the proved? But He, too, does not prove what He
existence of Apollo, Diana, Mercury, Mars. promises. It is so ; for, as I said, there can be
Give a true judgment ; 6 and, looking round on no proof of thzngs s_llin the future. Since, then,
all these things which we see, any one will rather the nature of the future is such that it cannot be
doubt whether all the other gods exist, than hes- grasped and comprehended by any anticipation,"
it_te with regard to the God whom we all know is it not more rational,'s of two things uncertain
by nature, whether when we cry out, O God, and hanging in doubtful suspense, rather to be.
or when we make God the witness of wicked lieve that which carries with it some hopes, than
deeds/and raise our face to heaven as though that which brings none at all? For in the one
He saw us. case there is no danger, if that which is said to

3. But He did not permit men to make sup- be at hand should prove vain and groundless;
plication to the lesser gods. Do you, then, in the other there is the greatest loss, even ,6 the
know who axe, or where are the lesser gods ? Has loss of salvation, if, when the time has come, it

be shown that there was nothing false in what
t So the us., reading perfculum i.l-n-ara-tio_fs, for which

Meursius suggests i_a4¢rf.Cioni#--" danger of destructton." wa$ dec/a fieF/, z7

• vl. 5- What say you, O ignorant ones, for whom3 This seems the true reti_male of the sentence, viewed ro rela-
6,ontothecontext.Immediatelybefore,Arnobtussuggeststhatthe we might well weep and be sad ? _s Are you so
hattedofChristbytheheathenis unjusUfiable,because they.had void of fear that these things may be true whichJlth'_erednothing at His hands; now an opponent ts supposed to rejom,
" But He has deserved our hatred by assmling our rehglon." The are despised by you and turned to ridicule ? and
introductory pamcles at enlm fullyhear this out, from thetr being
I_[ularly used to mtroduce a rejo4nder SulI, by Orelh and other do you not consider with yourselves at least, in
editors the sentence .is regarded as mterrogattve, and. m that case _our secret thoughts, lest that which to-day with
would be, " Has He indeed merited our hatred by driving out, etc.,
whtch, however, not merely breaks away from what preced_. , but also )erverse obstinacy you refuse to believe, time
makes the next sentence somewhat lame. The otoer editors, too,
I_d it without any mark of mterroliauon.

4 ie, ascordmg toOrelli, to tt_e wants of men" but pomfibly tt e It seems necessary for the sake of the argument to read th_
may here have the subjunctlve meaning of "more full of serwce," ntorrogafively, but in all the edd. the sentence ends without any
i.e., to God. _ark of interrogation.

s So the MS., re ad_.g, perpct.Nar_n¢ ._ter, f undator co_itor 9 Typhas--f_ov.
rtrum, but all the echtiens _-rt-tzr, "alike," which has helped to _chose. _ . . . tosta_.__. ."

"perpetual fountain,.., of all things ahke the founder and framer.
It has been also propmed by Oehler (to. get nd of the .d_mlty felt
here) to transferjter m,_tt]c,xil, the kiea of 'enduring," tou,_-" Ltt.,"Axetltet_'ng_dearwlthyou " ,_eto. Oeh-
but the reference Is _,,urelyquite c.le_tr,viewed as a distinctton between xs So the MS.,followed _ both Rennin.err., Hddebrand _ __
the results of God's workmg and [hat of another beings.... . h_r,rea¢fin_paa, a, whtchCfijacaus(roferrmgtt, to pa_wr,.as the.emt_

• So the MS.and almcet all edd, reading aa _erwmje,zt.c:_._, mr ors seem to have do.he generally) w._, .e_ypl_j as n_'_n,ns past,
which Heraldus sugg_ da w_r_, or z_rum as_imos/_dzct_m_ while in all other ediuons cacta, °'yam, _ read.
"_ve the judgment ol"nature," or" the true jud;gn_e,at otthe soul, x, Lit.," the touching of no anticipation."
as |f appeal were made to the inner sente; but m his lator ob_,_ x_ Lit., " purer _."
"t_.s .he proposed _j_.e_vmj_dic¢_, "ipve n .b?yes judge, _e Lit.,"thatis." Thisclatu_Meuralns_ects.asaglo_. lose
which ts adopted by Orelli. , Meursms, merely. ,u'_asposmg d_a, reads x7 Le., If yo_ helinve Christ's lno_s,-.._._ your _. mak_ youthen
much more naturany ad. -- _atruejudgment. . . . nothing should it prove _0_ndle_; but if you d_t_.m, ld

The )is. _eadmg is il_m tavern d-s-u_ cons_J_.m_# :'repro- the o_quences to you w_ be _ _ _ .are _. . "1_ w_
_se, ret_i_ h_edd._th the change of -arum mto.-orum _tcoc.lear tonaedremask, w_reit not torme_mw_-_
]Perhapsfor d_use should be read r_-r-um?.;" m_ke him witaem of in particular as to the me_mmg of the _ . -
ww_edthing_." Withthutpasas_Pecomparem. 3_-33. IS L_t. ,,mo_tworthyev_nofwcelang_ptty.-
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may too late show to be true,*and ceaseless re- with that readiness of belief at which you mock.9
morse pmfishyou? Do not even these proofs at What then? Do you alone, imbued ,uwith the
least give you faith to believe? viz., that already, true power of wisdom and understanding, see
in so short and brief a time, the oaths of this vast something whollydifferent,t and profound? Do
armyhave spread abroad over all the earth ? that you alone perceive that all these things are
alreadythere is no nation so rude and fierce that trifles? you alone, that those things are mere
it has not, changed by His love, subdued its words and childish absurdities whichwe declare
fierceness, and withtranquillityhitherto unknown, are about to come to us from the supreme
become mild m disposition?3 that men endowed Ruler? Whence, pray, has so much wisdom
with so great abilities, orators,critics, rhetoricians, been given to you? whence so much subtlety
lawyers, and physicians, those, too, who pry into and wit? Or from what scientific training have
the mysteries of philosophy, seek to learn these you been able to gain so much wisdom,to derive
things, despising those in which but now they so much foresight? Because you are skilled in
trusted? that slaves choose to be tortured by their declining verbs and nouns by cases and tenses,
masters as they please, wives to be divorced, chil- and 's in avoiding barbarous words and expres.
dren to be disinherited by their parents, rather sions ; because you have learnedeither to express
than be unfaithful to Christ and cast off the oaths yourselves in'3 harmonious,and orderly,and fitly-
of the warfare of salvation ? that although so ter- disposed language, or to know when it is rude
rible punishments have been denounced by you and unpolished ; ,4 becauseyou have stamped on
againstthose who follow the precepts of this re- your memory the Fornix of Lucilius,'S and Mar-
hg_on,it 4 increases even more, and a great host syas of Pomponius ; because you kn_ what the
stoves moreboldly against all threats and the ter- issues to be proposed in lawsuits are, how many
rotswhich would keep it back, and is roused to kinds of cases there are, how many ways of
zealous faith by the very attempt to hinder it ? pleading, what the genus is, what the species,
Do you indeed believe that these things happen by what methods an opposite is distinguished
idlyand at random ?that these feelings are adopt- from a contrary, _ do you therefore think that
ed on being met with by chance ?s Is not this, you know what is false, what true, what can or
then, sacred and divine ? Or doyou beliaJethat, cannot be done, what is the nature of the lowest
without God's grate, their minds are so changed, and highest ? Have the well-known words never
that although murderous hooks and other tor- rung in ,6 your ears, that the wisdom of man is
tures without number threaten, as we said, those foohshness with God ?
who shall believe, they receive the grounds of 7- In the first place, you yourselves, too,'7 see
faith with which they have become acquainted, 6 clearly that, if you ever discuss obscure subjects,
as if carried away (A) by some charm, and by an and seek to lay bare the mysteries of nature, on
eager longing for all the virtues/and prefer the the one hand you do not know the very things
friendship of Christ to all that is in the world ?s

6. But perhaps those seem to you weak- , Lit.." totheassentofthatcredulity."

minded and silly, who even now are uniting all to So the us., readang coudtgl _i mera, for which Oreili wouldread with Oudendorp, ¢ond_t_--" by the pure force of receald_e
over the world, and joining together to assent w,_dom."TheMS..hewe*er,,Ssupportedbythe$unilarphrasein

thetlhegmnmg of chap 8, where tdnctt"ts treed.So the ms, reading aliud, for which Stowechius, adopting a
suggest,on of Canteras, conjectures, Mtlua et #r_f=_diua-- " tome.

I Redarg_aL This sense is notrecognised by Rtddle and White, tinog deeper and more profound." Others propotm readings further
and would therefore seem to he, ff not untque, at least extremely rare removed from the mxt; whd¢ Obbertus, retain_ the get, reading_
The dertvatixe redargutzo, however is m late Latin used for "dem- explains Itas" not common."
onatratton," and tins Is evtdently the meaning here. tJ Lit, "becaase_ are," dr.

a Ftdem _e6ls/act,tnt arguments credendt. Heraldus, joining t, Ltt.," ettheryouraelves to utter," eto.
the two lastwords, naturally regards them as agless from the margin: t4 Incamj_t_s, for whtch Heraldtm would read ineam/itt¢&, u m

but read as above, joining the first and last, t_ere ts notinng out of clause ts evidently oplmsed to the ¢e/wle of the prece_ngone.place opp._sitlon to "harmonious." Thin is, howevcr_ tmn_es_tT, as the
t5 No trace or either of these works him come down to us, and3 Lit, "tranquinit X being assumed, passed to placid feelings."

Res, "the thing. " therefore+ though there has been abundance of conjecture, we can
s Lit. "on chance encountcr_." reach no satisfactory conclusion about them. It teem morn natural
6 Rat,ones catullus. There is some difficulty as to the meaning to suppose the former to he probably part of the lost ,retiree of Lucilv

of these words, but it seems best to refer them to the arg_,ne_ta ere- us, which had dealt with obscene matters, and the author of the latter
dendi (heginmng of chapter, "do not even these proofs_'), and tmtder to he the Ateila.e poet of Bonoula. At to this there hal been mute
asabove. Hddebrand, however readstartiasw,,"theyac.¢eptthe discasmon but, in our uttor ignorauce of the work itseif, ithtasweil
tortures which they know will I_all them." to allow that we must remain lgnorsut of ire author _1_o. ']'he _ope

7 The sis. reads et two a_m_tixm, "and by a love Hot of all the of both works is suggested clearly enough by their titles--the _tatne
'nrtues," changed in mo,t edd. as above into atque omntum, while of Marsyas m the forum overlooking nightly Ikamtio_ orgies; and
Oehler proposes et nova omni_m," and by fresh love of all," etc. their mention teems intended to _ a covert argument agamm
It wdl he remerahered that the transposition of leaves in the us. the heatheu, in the implied indecency of the lmowledge on whte.h they
(note ou ii. ,)occurs here. and this seems to account for the arbitrary prided themselves. For far_icem L_wilia_um (MS,L_z_2i_)

Meur_ins t_eachtC_c_7:'am=_v.reading of Gelenius, which has no MS. authority whatever but was
addedfiy himseff when transposing these chapters to the first book (d. tb Lit,"Has that t_in_pu_m._ ne_'r_.rt_k,_e_. Therels
P {3a, n. t4), a#que hectare ebr_dcu_cta cantemnant--" As if m- clearly a reference to t Cot'. 'dl xgt *'the wladom 0_"thts wo_Y. The
toxmated wttha certalo sweetness and nectar, tlb-'ydespise all things." argument breaks off.here, audta taken up from Itdiffer,ms potut In .the
The ram ctrcurastance has made the restoration of the pmmage by mxt sentence, which il include, howe_r, in this chapter by Orel]i.

t7 So C.eienim, followed by Cautertm and Oreil_ t_dingprfm__
as3_Uments.Canterusa connecting _f fragments of wuiely sopmated sontences and el r/*i, by r_ectmg one word of the MS.(et f_). Cantm_ Idausb

s Lit., "all the thing* of the world " Here the argument breaks bly combines botfi word_ into ila_--" therefore" LB. tea&
off,nod passes into a new phase, but Oreili indtuies the neat sotueace ece=id--" do you at all," etc., with which _ m far agtea, that
a_o m the fifth chat_, he makes the whole _entoa_e _ve.
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which you speak of, which you affirm, which the palate? from what causes hairs lay aside
you uphold very often with especial zeal, and their natural darkness, and do not become gray
that each one defends with obstinate resistance all at once, but by adding little by little? why
hts own suppositions as though they were proved it is that all fluids, on mingling, form one whole;
and ascertained tru#_. For how can we of tidal oil, on 1h¢ confluX, does not suffer the
ourselves know whether we r perceive the truth, others to be poured into it,9 but is ever brought
even if all ages be employed in seeking out together dearly into its own impenetrableru sub-
knowledge --we whom some envious power = stance ? finally, why the soul also, which is said
brought forth, and formed so ignorant and by you to be immortal and divine, z' is sick in
proud, that, although we know nothing at all, we men who are sick, senseless in children, worn
yet deceive ourselves, and are uplifted by pride out in doting, silly, .2 and crazy old age ? Now
and arrogance so as to suppose ourselves pos- the weakness and wretched ignorance of these
sessed of knowledge ? For, to pass by divine theories is greater on this account, that while it
things, and those plunged in natural obscurity, may happen that we at times say something
can any man explain that which in the Phmdms3 which is true/3 we cannot be sure even of this
the well-known Socrates cannot comprehend _ very thing, whether we have spoken the truth at
what man is, or whence he is, uncertain, change- all.
able, deceitful, manifold, of many kinds ? for 8. And since you have been wont to laugh at
what purposes he was produced ? by whose in- our faith, and with droll jests to pull to pieces
genuity he was devised ? what he does in the our readiness of belief too, say, O wits, soaked
world? (C) why he undergoes such countless and filled with wisdom's pure draught, is there
ills? whether the earth gave life to him as to in life any kind of business demanding diligence
worms and mice, being affected with decay and activity, which the doers ,4 undertake, engage
through the action of some moisture ; _ or in, and essay, without believing _a¢ it can be
whether he received s these outlines of body, done _ Do you travel about, do you sail on the
and tats cast of face, from the hand of some sea without believing that you will return home
maker and framer ? Can he, I say, know these when your business is done ? Do you break up
things, which lie open to all, and are recognlsa- the earth with the plough, and fill it with differ-
ble by 6 the senses common ¢0 a/J, _ by what ent kinds of seeds without believing that you
causes we are plunged into sleep, by what we Iwill gather in the fruit with the changes of the

awake ? in what ways dreams are produced, in lseasons? Do you unite with partners in mar-
what they are seen? nay rather--as to which riage/S without believing that it will be pure, and
Plato in the _e_te_s 7 is in doubt _ whether a union serviceable to the husband? Do you
we are ever awake, or whether that very state beget children without believing that they will
which is called waking is part of an unbroken pass ,6 safely through the different stages of life
slumber ? and what we seem to do when we say to the goal of age ? Do you commit your sick
that we see a dream ? whether we see by means bodies to the hands of physicians, without be-
of rays of light proceeding towards the object, s lieving that diseases can be relieved by their
or images of the objects fly to and alight on the severity being lessened? Do you wage wars
pupils of our eyes? whether the flavour is in]with your enemies, without believing that you
the things tasted, or arises from their touching will carry off the victory by success in battles? ,7
___ Do you worship and serve the gods without

t So_tored h-,Ste_eeh,u_inthe_t ed "-r_ " "in_t-- 1believing that they are, and that they listenI ; . JY_ 1" Cta_ _ eaxl {
of am-us) "tf I percezve the truth," etc I graciously to your prayerse

2 So the us. very intelligibly and forcibly, res . . . i_wda, but _" " "'" nd
the common rea&ng is tn_td.t.a--" whom something . . . w_th 9" VYl'tat, nave you seen Wl_n your eyes, a
envy" The train of thought which is merely started here is pursued handled ,s with your hands, those things whichat some length a httle later

a The Ms. gwesfedro, but all edttlons, except the first, Hilde- yOU write yourselves, which you read from time
brand, and Oehler, read PAwdone, referring, however, to a paasa_e

ta the first Alclbiades (st. p za9) , which ts manifestly absurd, as m flu_LLit., "oll refuses to suffer immersion into itself," Le., of other
R, while Alctbiades "cannot tell what man is," Socrates at once pro-

ceeds to lead him to the required knowledge by the usual dmlecuc, to So LB, foUowed by Orelli, reading tm#otctra_il.-e_t forlqout ry thinks that there zs a general reference to PA_dr, st. p. 230 ,
--a passage ra whtch Socrates says that he disregards mythological Ms. impe_tra6il-i:, which is corrected m both Roman _ by
quesuons that he may study himself [P. 447, note a, infra.] lenius, Canterus, and glmenhorst -¢, to agree with the subject oltum

a I.at., *'changed with the rottenness of scano mmsture ' The --" being impenetrable is ever," etc.

reference is probably to the statement by Socrates (PA_do, sL p. lz Lit. "a god." . . hich96) of the quesnans wlth regard to theortgin of life, its progress and t2 So'_edd.,ge?era_reaf_agfatuaforthe.¥s.fwt_ra, w
development, which interested him as a young man. is clearly coroapt. Hilde_. _ toms the .th.ree adjectives m_ corr_

$ So the Ms., LB., and Oehler, bat the other edd. make the verb spading verbs, and Heanszus emends d_//rtt (lds. -ra) e_jatue er
t,_a_--"de4_ both sdFdy and crazu_." Angus here robotsplural, and thus break the vonnoction.

6 Lit., "e..sm_m._l ra the common senses " Lucr.,iiL 445 sqq. .
7 Arnobius overstates the fact here. In the _ re_t_ to t3 Lit., "_ e( truth"

( T,L, st. p. zSB), Socrates is reprc_uted as developing the Protago- a_ The as. has a t-to_. _ __co_. by a later .._itea' _"_"_,
reaa theory from its author's smmtpomt, not as stating h_ own which is _¢celved in LB. and by Memmus and OndlL

s L_t., "by the stretching out of rays and of light." This, the tat._ .be sale mm come. . .
doctrine of the Stores, is aaturally coutrasted in the ae._t clause with _ Or, to succemave baules."--pr_k_ _m_,_n_au_.
t._at of Eplcuru_ ta Lit., "w.h ocular inspection, amJ held _s,__
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to time on subjects placed beyond human knowl- osition which they lay down is a declaration of
edge ? Does not each one trust this authoror truth?'a Since, then, you have discovered and
that? That which any one has persuaded him- learned nothing, and axe led by credulity to
self is said with truth by another, does he not assert all those things which you write,and corn-
defend with a kind of assent, as it were, like/hat prise in thousands of books ; what kind of judg-
of faith? Does not he who says that fire' or ment, pray, is this, so unjust that you mock at
water is the origin of all things, pin his faith to faith in us, while you see that you have it in
Thales or Heraclitus? he who places the cause common withour readiness of belief? " Butyou
of a# in numbers, to Pythagoras of Samos, and say you believe wise men, well versed in all
to Archytas? he who divides the soul, and sets kinds of learning !o those, forsooth, who know
up bodiless forms, to Plato, the disciple of Soc- nothing, and agree in nothing which they say ;
rates? he who adds a fifth element = to the who join battle with their opponents on behalf
primary causes, to Aristotle, the father of the of their own opinions, and are always contending
peripatetics? he who threatens the world vath fiercely with obstinate hostility ; who, overthrow-
destr_ca'on by fire, and says that when the time ing, refuting,and bringing to nought the one the
comes it will be st/ on fire, to Pana:tius,Chry- other's doctrines, have made alkthings doubtful,
sippus, Zeno ? he who is always fashioningworlds and have shown from their very want of agree-
from atoms,s and destroying /hem, to Epicurus, merit that nothing can be known.
Democritus, Metrodorus? he who says that noth- xi. But, sup_Oosingthat these things do not
ing is comprehended by man,and that all things at all hinder or prevent your being bound to
are wrapt in dark obscurity/ to Archesilas,s to believe and hearkento them in great measure; ,3
Carneades?--to some teacher, in fine, of the and what reason is there either that you should
old and later Academy? have more liberty in this respect, or that we

io. Finally, do not even the leaders and should/_veless? You believePlato,'4Cronius,'S
foundersof the schools 6 already mentioned, say Numenius, or any one you please ; we believe
those very things7 which they do say through and confide in Christ.'6 How unreasonable it is,
belief in their own ideas ? For, did Heraclitus that when we both abide ,7 by teachers, and have
see things produced by the changes of fires? one and the same thing, belief, in conanon, you
Thales, by the condensing of water?s Did should wish it to be granted to you to receive
Pythagorassee them spring fromnumber?9 Did what is so _ssaid by them, hut should be unwill-
Plato see the bodiless forms? Democritus, the ing to hear and see what is brought forwardby
meeting together of the atoms? Or do those Christ ! And yet, if we chose to compare cause
who assert that nothing at all can be compre- with cause, we are better able to point out what
hended by man, know whether what they say we have followed in Christ, than )wu to point
is true, so as to ,ounderstand that the very prop- out what you ha_efollowed in the philosophers.

And we, indeed, have followed in him these
x - Fire" _ wantingm the MS.
s Araobius here al[ow_ himself to be nfiJdedby Cicero (T.*c., i. things _ those glorious works and most potent

,o),who_pla_ _X ..... kindofp_p_mouo_, _d_ay virtues which he manifested and displayed in
confusing it with ;t,_Aig_ta (of. Doaaldson, Artw Crat., § 339 sc_),
and represents Aristotle as makln_ it a filth prtmary cause, the diverse miracles, by which any one might be led

wordhasno suchmeaning,andArtstotle.... rtablyenomerat._onlytoffee/ the necessity of believing, and might de-four primary causes: the material from wluch, the form m which, the
pOWerby which, and the end for whtch anything extsts {?&y*_ca, ti. cide with confidence that they were not such as

3, M_.,k., iv.,,_tc.). might be regarded as man's, but such as showeds Let., "with indivmble bodies."

"_- some divine and unknown power. What virtuess So the as., LB., and Hildebrand, rending A.rc_nT, e, while

. by=126'Sen_xliar, m is read m the first eel by Gelenlu_ Cant_ras, and So the MS. reading noetra *n.credul_ate, for which Url_nu_,
Urslnmt, and seeras from Crasius to be the MS.reading. The other followed by Stewecinui, reads notfra cure. Heraldus ooujectured

vestra, i.e., "m you.r teadine_ of belie," you are just u much ez-
edd., however, have tegelvnd from the margin e[ Ursmus the eendmg _ to inchof the text, =e_rum.

7 In the first ed., and that eft"Un_ns, the reading is, _onmt a_d '3HeraldushasweHmqggestedthat_lar_mamhaglo_aziling
*a,"in those things which they asy, do they not say," etc., which outof its heing met wlth in the next damte.
GeJeniuseraended as in the text, nonnei/..sae.a. . t4 SO the as. and eck[., madlng Piato_tl; butUtlffatmJ_Med.

e CL Dtog. Lnort. ix. 9, where Heraclittm m said to have taut. Ploti_o, which Heral&m thinks ino_t probaldy correct. Ttte_ m,
thatftre--thefirstptlndp_--oondenslngheeomeswater, watereart_, indeed, an evident sulmblene_ in intsndudag _ _ later ratl_ r
and conversely; and on Thales, Arls_, Met., A, 3, where, however, as than the earlier philo_topher,which ha_ gleat.weight m _ _gh
m other.place_. Thales is merely hid m have referred the _ the nex_ nm_, andshou_ there£o_, peflmp_, Im_'e _ mta_caN
and mam_c,e of all things to mo_mre, alt_ by others _ a also.
tepeeeentndas teac3rdngthe doctrinoas_ffbedto himabove. CJ'.C.ic., aSThe _tS.and both Roman eckLg_e CroOm_, _e_g:t_db]r the
deNat Dtor., i. xo.and Heradgl_, ,4_eg. Hem., c aa.waerewaeez othersbecausenoCroto_h_ _ known (it hu been _eef_d, he.ever,
evaporatingh ,aid to becomeair, and _etdh_, to becomemud. , to Pythagoras. on the g_o_nd d his having taughtm Croton). In
. _Thet_i_mmedifftcuhyastotheteading: theas.,fint_.,.mm themar_uo_Ur'_Creai_:w_sun_d_,ri_elvedbyLB..m_..
urr,lnm K,ve _=,m,,m, *-_4r*, _ by Canna as mca_ Ore,i, who is _ by Eu_bin_-(Hitt. _¢d., vi. i9. 3) with
" that.nwrabenthave ua&numding," t.e., m as to be the eatt_ of aa. Numem_ and othen u an -emin_ l_'that_ and by po_yry

=uml_r=uni=."wl_.hramsveryE_._.'t.k=.T_.m=ttoam,s,a u.[Thu,everywlm.ehewrlte,as=_ 1
_ d Gm.m,i.sndopt_dbyO,_i_-#*z-ar*. . t_,Stoz=, the_dr...bleco_ectionotGded_ forfl__, _-
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did you followin the philosophers,thatitwas manifesttoyou,and thatunheard-ofpower over
more reasonableforyou to_dievethem thanfor things,whetherthatwhich was openlyexercised
ustobelieveChrist? Was any one ofthem ever by Him, orthatwhichwas used'°overthewhole
ableby one word, or by a singlecommand, I worldby thosewho proclaimedHim :ithas sub-
willnot sayto restrain,to check' the madness ducd the firesofpassion,and causedraces,and
of the sea or the furyof the storm; torestorepeoples,and nationsmost diversein character
theirsighttothe blind,orgiveitto men blind to hastenwith one accord to acceptthe same
from theirbirth; to callthe dead back tolife;ifaith.For the deedscan be reckonedup and

toput an end tothe sufferingsof years; but--numbered which have bccn done in India,,,
and thisismuch easier2_ tohealbyone rebuke among theSeres,Persians,and Mcdes; in Ara-
a boil,a scab,ora thornfixedintheskin? Not bia,Egypt,inAsia,Syria; among the Galatians,
thatwe denyeitherthattheyarcworthyofpraiseParthians,Phrygians; in Achaia, Macedonia,
forthe soundnessof theirmorals,or thatthey Epirus; in allislandsand provinceson which
areskdledinallkinds of studiesand learning; the risingand settingsun shines; inRome her-
forwe know thattheyboth speak inthe most self,finally,the mistressoftheworM, inwhich,
elegant language, and that their words flow in although men are ,2 busied with the practices in-
pohshed periods ; that they reason in syllogisms troduced by king ,3 Numa, and the superstitious
with the utmost acuteness ; that they arrange observances of antiquity, they have nevertheless
their inferences in due order ; s that they expless, hastened to give tip their fathers' mode of life,"
divide, distinguish principles by definitions ; that and attach themselves to Christian truth. For
they say many things about the different kinds they had seen the chariot ,s of Simon Magus, and
of numbers, many things about music ; that by his fiery car, blown into pieces by the mouth of
their maxims and precepts 4 they settle the prob- Peter, and vanish when Christ was named. They
lems of geometry also. But what has that to had seen him, I say, trusting in false gods, and
do with the case ? Do enthymemes, syllogisms, abandoned by them in their terror, borne down
and other such things, assure us that these men headlong by his own weight, lie prostrate with
know what is true ? or are they therefore such his legs broken ; and then, when he had been
that credence should necessarily be given to carried to Brunda, '6 worn out with anguish and
them with regard to very obscure subjects? A shame, again cast himself down from the roof
comparison of persons must be decided, not by of a very lofty house. But all these deeds you
vigour of eloquence, but by the excellence of neither know nor have wished to know, nor did
the works which they have done. He must not s you ever consider that they were of the utmost
be called a good teacher who has expressed importance to you ; and while you trust your own
himself clearly, 6 but he who accompanies his judgments, and term that wisdom which is over-
promises with the guarantee of divine works, weening conceit, you have gtven to deceivers--

x2. You bring forward arguments against us, to those guilty ones, I say, whose interest it is
and speculative quibblings,7 which-- may I say that the Christian name be degraded _ an op-
this without displeasing Him _ if Christ Himself portumty of raising clouds of darkness, and con-
were to use in the gatherings of the nations, who cealing truths of so much importance ; of robbing
would assent? who would listen? who would you of faith, and putting scorn in its place, in
say that He decided s anything clearly ? or who, order that, as they already feel that an end such
though he were rash and utterly9 credulous, as they deserve threatens them, they might excite
would follow Him when pouring forth vain and in you also a feeling thx:ough which you should
baseless statements ? His virtues have been made

to So all the edd. except Oehler; but as the first verb it plural ia
x Hildebrand thinks ca_e$cere here a gloss, but it must he ra- the MS., while the second is singular, tt is at least as probable fluu

memberedthat rodundancy tsacheracteristlcofArnobms.. . the second was plural origlnall_ also, and tlmttheroforotherelanre
* The superlative is hero, as elsewhere, used by Amobms insteadshouldhemade to refer both to ' virtues" an¢l '"power., ittt Orelli notes that by Imha is hem meant Ethtotmt. If _,

of the comparative. " • maybe well to remember that Lucan (x. a9 ral.) makes the _e_h¢s t.e., so as to show the relations exmung between them.
4 Perha!m '*axioms and postulates." netghbour_ of the Ethiopmns, and dwellers at the sommas o_
s Ac_:ording to Cru_ms, _en is not found in the MS. .. . Nil*.
6 Wlfito and Riddle trans_te ca_lldule, "' smce roly,, out give xz Instead of at'tr2,Ste_hius would read e_eaff --" _ra." .

ao other instance of its _, and hero the roference ts I_a!nly to the xJ Instead of the ms. reading, zVuma_ reals art:'b_ el anti_
previous statement of the literary excellence .o{ the pmtosopners. :wperattIio_ibex, Stewechius, followed by Heraldmb would
Heraldus suggests calh'duk," cunningly," of which Orelil approves; riO&us _" with the rites of ]Sum," etc.
but by referring the adv. to this well-known meaning of its primitive, :* So the MS., reading res #atr'l_a, for which Heraldus, ritla
all necessary for emendatlo_ is obviated. . . • #a2r_* --" rites." . .

7 Lit., " subtleties of suspkaova." This passage m certmmy ts So the itS., although the _ five edd_t by changing r mtOs2
d_btfuL The reading ,translated, a mt_icio***m ara_., profew- read ¢ur_-=es --" _." TM$ story m of f_quent oetmmma_
t_r, mthatofLB,Orolli_and the later edd. generaily; whtlethems thelater Fatlmrs, lmtmneverrofe.rrodtobytheenrher, orbyanY
reads -ati$--" Bring fonmrd arguments to us, m2d,, (for which cept Chtlstlan writer=, and m denved solely from the Ap_t_c
]-Ieraldus con_mterus very _lausib]y, _ec, " and not °') _ subdeties, IsttUauo_ts. In the Greek verston of the Apust: toast _ stxm ooo=
etc,, which, by c_ a amF._ let ._rt _ m the _ esmkpra- Iopenswitha di_ertatton on schisms and heroines,m which the story
/,._,_ .... .w-at._, or,."yonw,n_ng _d,,,_. . Iof _ _d o_ it tad: b_ _ _ .-- ,_te_d _

s Menruus. con_e_tur_m.(fm_ms.ju-) d:car¢_ immmaout, t compderscemsclenrfromtheargtmmn_bmught .fonrord by. _-a
of whmh Ordli appt'ov_. . ...... ] ( H:l#l_l_ a_d.h£t A_, mOro lmmonmrty vm. a. pc. a, $ _b_
. _ So the _s: *._ horn Roman e_l&, sulr_orteo t_f.nerma_., rt_._; t the second append*x). ,a" "
tug _lid_ild_a_,, changed by the _ into atd*_ -- S_L_L I _ Branda or Brenda, Le., By, ,=urn.
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run into danger, and be deprived of the divine Do you dare to Laugh at us because we see to
mercy, the salvation of our souls ?-- that is, ourselves

x3. Meantime, however, 0 you who wonder care for ourselves : for what are we men, but souls
and are astonished at the doctrines of the learned, shut up in bodies ?_ You, indeed, do not take
and of philosophy, do you not then think it most every pains for their safety,9 in that you do not
unjust to scoff, to jeer at us as though we say refrain from all vice and passion ; about this you
foolish and senseless things, when you too are are anxious, that you may cleave to ye_r bodies
found to say either these or just such things as though inseparably bound to them)o_Wlmt
which you laugh at when said and uttered by mean those mystic rites,*' in which you beseech
us? Nor do I address those who, scattered some unknown powers to be favourable to you,
through various bypaths of the schools, have and not put any hindrance in your way to
formed this and that insignificant party through impede you when returning to your native
diversity of opinion. You, you I address, who seats?
zealously follow Mercury,' Plato, and Pythagoras, x4. Do you dare to laugh at us when we speak
and the rest of you who are of one mind, and of hell,is and fires '_ which camqot be quenched,
walk m unity in the same paths of doctrine. Do into which we have learned that souls are cast by
you dare to laugh at us because we • revere and their foes and enemies ? What, does not your
worship the Creator and Lord s of the universe, Plato also, in the book which he wrote on the
and because we commit and entrust our hopes to immortality of the soul, name the rivers Acheron,
Him ? What does your Plato say in the Thee/e- Styx,'* Cocytus, and Pyriphlegethon, and assert
tus, to mention him especially? Does he not that in them souls are rolled along, engutphed,
exhort the soul to flee from the earth, and, as and burned up ? But /_ough a man of no little
much as in it lies, to be continually engaged in wisdom/S and of accurate judgment and discern-
thought and meditation about Him ?¢ Do you ment, he essays a problem which cannot be
dare to laugh at us, because we say that there solved; so that, while he says that the soul is
will be a resurrection of the dead? And this immortal, everlasting, and without bodily sub-
indeed we confess that we say, but maintain that stance, he yet says that they are punished, and
it is understood by you otherwise than we hold makes them suffer pain. '6 But what man does
it. What says the same Plato in the Poh/icus ? not see that that which is immortal, which k
Does he not say that, when the world has begun simple/7 cannot be subject to any pain ; that that,
to rise out of the west and tend towards the on the contrary, cannot be immortal which does
east,s men will again burst forth from the bosom suffer pain? And yet his opinion is not very far
of the earth, aged, grey-haired, bowed down with from the truth. For although the gentle and
years ; and that when the remoter 6 years begin kindly disposed man thought it inhuman cruelty
to draw near, they will gradually sink down 7 to to condemn souls to death, he yet not unreason.
the cradles of their infancy, through the same ably'S supposed that they are cast into rivers
steps by which they now grow to manhood? 8 blazing with masses of flame, and loathsome from

........ their foul abysses. For they are cast in, andrrermes xrtsmegtstus. _ee ttmex, t. ._._ _ • • • •
a So the Ms., Elmenh, LB., Hildebrand, and Oehler, r_adlng oemg annlnltateo, pass away vmmy m :9 everlast-

cued, for which the other edd read qul--" who." " ..... ;to
3 This seems to be the reading intended by the MS which accord- [mg destruction. For theirs IS an intermediate

_ to .m_ _ do.... ,., _,ob_b_ ao'_.,'_.._'w_.h o_a_. Istate, as has been learned from Christ's teaclv
anopts, but all other add. read deum --' gad "

• _o_us ,.t_ _,_to, tbefo,_ of thet_* _ to Img ; and they are such that they may on the
(st. p. I73), which occurs In the beautiful digression on philosophers. [ OttO, hand nerish if they huwo .nt 1_._,_,. C:,wIPla ................ r - 7 ............... _,to mere says mat only the pnuosopners vooy ts here on *arm, [ _ ._ ._ __ _., _ . _ . .. _
while ins mind, holchng pohtics and the ordinary business and ,mime- ] an(] on me omer De oettverea trom aeath it tlxey
meaRs of life unworthy of attention, m o¢.¢upted with what is above ]
and beneath the earth, just as Thales, when he fell into a ditch, wag [
looking at the stass, andnot at his steps. [ 9 LB. makes these wor&t interrogative, but the above arrma_y

S..ln cardlnem ,mr[ere fgf orfenti# t#t sons seems to be the / men, is clearly vindicated by the tenor of the argumeat: You _
reading ofell edd. but according to Crusms the as. reads:mr:ere [ at our care forour souht' aslva_.; and truly you do not use to thwr
--"to turn." Hildebrand, on the _ntra_, affn'ma that umead of[ rafetv by tuch t_ecautionsas avtttuous Iffe,but do you not reek:hat
t, :heMs gives c [ whichyon think selvatinn by mystic _ t

6 Le., originally eadier. . . . _ 1o Lit, "fast_med with beam" (,.e., la_ itt_. stroQg) _ na_k "
- 7 So most edd,readmgde*t?uros, forwhich S._te_c,hitttsuggests _ tl CL on thelnte_prnye_of tbeMagt,¢..6*,z_/rg,at*ulturo,_" leap down;" LB. exit,rex--" go out. ' I ta PL eL Milman's note on GIblam, voL a, e.. art.p. ?.

s Reference is here made to one of the mostextraordinary of the I x3 Lit., *' certain tim."
Platonlcmyths(PoL,_69-_74),inwhlchtbeworld,srepresentedas I u Plato, in ,be pasasge referredto (P/,ado, It. p. at3, t 6t ), tpeldm
n_ merely material, but as being further possessed of mtelSgenca. [ o¢ the SWx not as a river, but as the lake into wha;h the Cg_-ytus
it ts ever in mouont but ant aiways in the asme waT. Foratotmlfel_ Tliefuurthnverwhichlmmeatinminaddttimtodm,f_
tame it* ntotton ts directed by a d/'vme governor (¢"e_ trm_rb_b/t4M [ ,*_iit_tLmn, umi Cocyttm_ whmh he _ Stygian, at ttm Ocaa8
_uB_p_-_) ; but tins does nat connnue, for be vnthdrew_ from hit [ stream. . •
task, and thereupon the world lorea, or rather gives up its prevlmas I aSSo the us., aceordtng to Had., _ #a_; but ace. m
mas, and begins to revolve In the oi_pomto direcuon, caumng among I Rigeltitm and Crntatm, it glv_jb-at_--" of no mean."

_ rorul_ a reverse development of the phenomena whi_ occurred I 16 So LB., Hild., atui O_hler, _hag _ aa_edaL _, hFto_., such as Amobtm deeoib_ Arnobins, however, givas too merely dmpplng m from the its. _*t.m( wh_ all the
_mJt. weaght to the myth, as inthe introduction tt ts more thu edd. /ead dmbrt2b_ _m'_se--"affel_ with the Ipmm d _ae

rated that tt may be addressed to tl-_ young Socrat.ea_as boys film ._oJl__." • .
suchstonas, and he is uot mtw.h more tl_m a boy. Wtulltl_houldbe :7 be.,,l__ o0_lpou_lglolso_lMtdb_.
_the"greatyearJ'oftheStotca, mw_tchtbeonlvexseful- 'e Or., _.agtummtt_F, _. . ,
•mud:ts course, and then began afresh to pus through the same eat. t9 Lit., "in the failure (or dimtppomtmmt ) of. err,.
ptmmm as bdm= (N_m, d_ Aria. Ha_., _. #). se i.e., mkha m_ _or _ mott_
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have given heed to His threats i and proffered by the prostitution of our bodies for hire. And
favours. And to make manifest • what is un- how can the material unite with the immaterial?
known,this is man's realdeath, this which leaves or how can that which God has made, be led
nothing behind. For that which is seen by the by weaker causes to degrade itself through the
eyes is only a separation of soul from body, not practice of vice? Wilbyou lay aside your habit-
the last end-- annihilation :_ this, I say, is uM arrogance,z_0 men, who claim God as your
man's real death, when souls which know not Father, and maintain that you are immortal, just
God shall 4 be consumed in long-protracted tor- as He is ? Willyou inquire, examine, search what
ment with raging fire, into which certain fiercely you are yourselves, whose you are, of what par-
cruel beings shall 4cast them, who were unknowns entage you are supposed /o be, what you do in
before Christ, and brought to light only by His the world, in what way you are born, how you
wisdom, leap to life? Will you, laying aside a// partiality,

x5. Wherefore there is no reason that that 6 consider in the silence of your thoughts that we
should mislead us, should hold out vain hopes to are creatures either quite like the rest, or sepa-
us, which is said by some men till now unheard rated by no great difference? For what is there
of,7and carried away by an extravagant opinmn to show that we do not resemble them ? or what
of themselves, that souls are immortal, next in excellence is in us, such that we scom to be
point of rank to the God and ruler of the world, ranked as creatures? Their bodies are built up
descended from that parent and sire, divine, on bones, and bound closely together by sinews;
wise, learned, and not within reach of the body and our bodies are in like manner built up on
by contact, s Now, because this is true and cer- bones, and bound closely together by sinews.
rain, and because we have been produced by Him They inspire the air through nostrils, and in
who is perfect without flaw, we live unblame- breathing expire it again; and we in like man-
ably, I ,uprose, and therefore without blame; her drew in the air, and breathed it out with
are good, just, and upright, in nothing depraved ; frequent respirations. They have been arranged
no passion overpowers, no lust degrades us ; we in classes, female and roMe; we, too, have been
maintain vigorously the unremitting practice of fashioned by our Creator into the same sexes.'3
all the virtues. And because all our souls have Their young are born from the womb, and are
one origin, we therefore think exactly Mike ;we do begotten through union of the sexes ; and we
not differin manners, we do not differin beliefs ; are born from sexual embraces, and are brought
we all know God ; and there are not as many forth and sent into life fromour mothers' wombs.
opinions as there are men in the world, nor are They are supported by eating and drinking, and
tttese divided in infinite variety.9 get rid of the filth which remains by the lower

x6. But, tkey say, while we are moving swiftly parts ; and we are supported by eating and drink-
down towards our mortal bodies, z°causes pursue ing, and that which nature refuses we deM with
us from the world's circles," through the working in the same way. Their care is to ward off
of which we become had, ay, most wicked ; death-bringing famine, and of necessity to be on
burnwith lust and anger, spend our life in shame- the watch for food. What else is our aim in the
ful deeds, and are given over to the lust of all business of life, which presses so much upon us,'*

t So Gelemus emended the unintelhgible Ms. reading se-mfna _. but to seek the means by which the danger of
merely adding z, followed by all add., although U ra .... _ m_cn starvation may be avoided, and carking anxiety
,ng_ens_, ,._., i_., .i-,,n,_ra,.,.-"p, ty;" a_ _=m_m put away? They are exposed to disease andoonjectures mtmla --" gifts." . . .

• So_o_t anadd,f_ • co_j_tn,_off.ethic,_,ng wt, hunger, and at ]ast lose their strength by reason
which is wantlng in the us, first ed., and Oehlcr.

s It is worth while to contrast Augustine's words : "The death of age. What, then ? are we not exposed to
which men fear us the separation of the soul from the body. The these evils, and are we not in like manner weak-
true death, which men do not fear, is the scparaUon of the soul from
God" (Aug. m Ps. xlviii., quoted by Elmenhorst). ened by noxious diseases, destroyed by wasting

,t In the first ad., Gelenius, Canterus, Ursinus, and Orelli, both
,_ m_a_pr--_t,bet_t otheredd._b_ the=s._ .abo,'_. age ? But if that, too, which is said in the more

s Lit., "mad unknown." Here Amoblus shows iuumelf xguorant hidden mysteries is true, that the souls of wicked
OfJewish teaching, as in hi. tit.

• Sotheas. tad LB.,fonowedby0.h_; _utheearl._/ us men, on leaving their human bodies, pass into
om,ttea. . . •cattle and other creatures,'Sit is even more clearly

7 The ms. reading it a _ fwil_:dam l tot wnlch LB. reach I ......... _ . __
_gt a Ca _"to us," and Hild. a _mti:--' by certain known: " IShOWn that we are amen to mem, ana nor sepa-
bet all others, as above, from a conjecture of G¢I_. ins, a _._-i#, ab [ _*_A K...... ¢r_e'r ;,,t_,'_i since it is on the
thoughOre.l|iabewa.hitcritlcoltmipu_._tybypreferrini[ an en___,.t_a [ ..... 2' "_'! .6"'-_" .'_'_''--' .....
mthem_xmof.Uranus,._--" by,x-tramtq_a=eu, mwhichisame ground that bo_ we an(x they are smo m
mNesanappyg_oa I " " SUCh., Liu,"notto_e by,,_ m._.aofbody,"_ w_ _ be hwng creatures, and to act as

9 Amobimcoeaidem.ther,.d*_-t__ _rmraw_so_ 1ram,t ............. tw_
dmt he does not t_mlble himaclf to. Ita_ his argum_t mo_ di/_. I z_ _.the MS., t_ I_, Ln_an aria _¢o_ _mn_am_w_,_ h

There_ _ mucheonf-*_masto thememo.of ..m_i"asI._"_:'_. ¢"-'\namt_a_,,..a?_._,__ _,_._y_,___, _a
been nnnemlm_redthat hit mare l_.rpme m R us to saow now uasalmt"[ zff__m ". t'a..Y,mmm ]Lmue',.x" .Y=."........ ;¢,_--
factory and unstable ate. the._of theplfilo_, aad tha.t he [ ,,.t_ 3o the e_1,.I_. __g m r_n_smu _ me u_ a_. _r_
,s aot therefo_ to be identified ruth the v_uws laud, hi _onrara, _t I _to _ _ rams m sex. . -- .o.
rather wtth th* obJectinm rained to them. I * I2it._:-m co_-t_t taXUlmttom o_ me,.

11 C_. ¢. aS, p. 44o_not¢ _ t U U.'LYlato_ 4"Ad_.ltt. p. Ox.
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I
x7. But we have reason, one _ say, and ex-wrought out some slight acquaintance with the

eel the whole race of dumb animals in under- arts, and brought to one issue the advances of
standing. I might believe that this was quite ninny ages.
true, if all men lived rationally and wisely, never I9. But ff men either knew themselves tho_
swerved aside from their duty, abstained from oughly, or had the slightest knowledge of God,s
what is forbidden, and withheld themselves from they would never claim as their own a divine
baseness, and tf no one through folly and the and immortal nature ; nor would they tMnk
blindness of ignorance demanded what is inju- themselves something great because they lmve
rious and dangerous to himself. I should wish, made for themselves gridirons, basins, and bowls, 6
however, to know what this reason is, through because _ey/_a_se made under-shirts, outer-shir_
which we are more excellent than all the tribes cloaks, plaids, robes of state, knives, cuirasses
of animals. Is it because we have made for and swords, mattocks, hatchets, ploughs. Never,
ourselves houses, by which we can avoid the I say, carried away by pride and arrogance,
cold of winter and heat of summer? What ! do would they believe themselves to be deities of
not the other animals show forethought in this the" first rank, and fellows of the highest in his
respect ? Do we not see some build nests as exaltation,7 because they s had devised the arts
dwellings for themselves in the most convenient of grammar, music, oratory, and geometry. For
situations ; others shelter and secure themselves wc do not see what is so wonderful in these arts,
in rocks and lofty crags ; others burrow in the that because of their discovery the soul should
ground, and prepare for themselves strongholds be believed to be above the sun as well as all
and lairs in the pits which they have dug out ? the stars, to surpass both in grandeur and essence
But if nature, which gave them life, had chosen the whole universe, of which these are parts.
to give to them also hands to help them, they For what else do these assert that they can
too would, without doubt, raise lofty buildings either declare or teach, than that we may learn
and strike out new works of art.' Yet, even in to know the rules and differences of nouns, the
those things which they make with beaks and intervals in the sounds of different tones, that we
claws, we sec that there are many appearances may speak persuasively in lawsuits, that we may
of reason and wisdom which we men are unable measure the confines of the earth ? Now, if the
to copy, however much we ponder them, al- soul had brought these arts with it from the
though we have hands to serve us dexterously in celestial regions, and it were impossible not to
every kind of work. know them, all men would long before this be

I8. They have not learned, I will be told, to busied with them over all the earth, nor would
make clothing, seats, ships, and ploughs, nor, in any race of men be found which would not be
fine, the other furniture which family life requires, equally and similarly instructed in them all. But
These are not the gifts of science, but the sug- now how few musicians, logicians, and geometri-
gestions of most pressing necessity ; nor did the cians are there in the world I how few oraton_,
arts descend with men's souls from the inmost poets, critics! From which it is clear, as lure
heavens, but here on earth have they all been been said pretty frequently, that these things
painfully sought out and brought to light, • and were discovered under the pressure of time and
gradually acquired in process of time by careful circumstances, and that the soul did not fly
thought. But if the soul3 had in itself the hither divinely9 taught, because neither are all
knowledge which it is fitting that a race should learned, nor can all learn ; and*° there are very
have indeed w/d¢/_ /s divine and immortal, all many among them somewhat deficient in shrewd-
men would from the first know everything; nor ness, and stupid, and they are constrained to
would there be an age unacquainted with any apply themselves to learning only by fear of
art, or not furnished with practical knowledge, stripes. But if it were a fact that the things
But now a life of want and in need of many which we learn axe but reminiscences-mas has
things, noticing some things happen accidentally been maintained in the systems of the ancients_
to its advantage, while it imitates, experiments, as we start from the same truth, we should all have
and tries, while it fails, remoulds, changes, from learned alike, and remember alike--not have di-
continual failure has procured for itself4 and verse, very numerous, and inconsistent opinions.

• t SO,by a later writer in the margin of the MS., who g{ves a r't_- [ J..L_t.,,p"of r_d u/_mtm_g oi"God _ _ ]_h o( asy
-o._a .,_#ate_, adopted hy St_.w&hi_ and Oehler, the a being I
oml_ed m the text of the us_ itself, as in th_ edd., which dgop the l s_6 _Ms. glm ¢.4tcfa-_, "and the gesg," which _. t_

_e.*m the next word also--"wouid m trod wlth tmknown art] in both Rotmm edd., and by_ tnd C_tl't_ thOtl_ mthSt
oat lofty buildings." out ¢_¢plago,as tl_ enu_, t/on goes _a.
La.,., born.- _ Lit, ,,_a to .._ _h_ (_,t_.,_g_ oCt__7 "

8 So LB..fflad _ reading ¢._d-a; ttm Nst, 9=i-- u .who..-
._ Soc._m, m_...d_,.._., _ _ ,_._._. _,_". ,_.

a d/vi_ meah-_ sm_ c,_qb,m_" wn__n m _ in me lrs_sa, auQ_4So Elmenbon_ ObenhUr, and Otttli, _ _,--a,_ _i
,* .tot_ _s. _,-_a, _t,"t'rt_ _ f_l_ l_ .wro_3aout ortni.
kmleedsllght smau_ o( th_ arts," etc., wluch is _._ined m both to The ms..both ]_mum edd., H_d., _ Oebler, g_td _ u fJo
.,_.t_.m_edd., LB.,and Hdd.; whdeGelenmsand C.antea_ meve.ly that tbegeare."
"u_-uut_ _'&"for d, "wrought out fo_ it.ll dight," _tc. " C£ oa tlds Pktm_ dmari_, oh. a4, p. _ _a.
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Now, however, seeing that we each assert differ- means of different flavours ; but let it be either
ent things, it is clear and manifest that we have ]pottage of millet, or bread of spelt, or, in imita-
brought nothing from heaven, but become ac- tion of the ancients, chestnuts roasted in the hot
quaintecl with what has arisen here, and main- ashes, or berries plucked from forest trees. Let
rain what has taken firm root in our thoughts. !him, moreover, never learn to drink wine, and

_0. And, that we may show you more clearly i let nothing else be used to quench his thirst than
and distinctly what is the worth of man, whom pure cold water from the spring, and/hat if pos-
you believe to be very like the higher power, con- sible raised to his lips in the hollow of his hands.
ceive this idea ; and because it can be done if For habit, growing into second nature, will be-
we come into direct contact with it, let us con- come familiar from custom ; nor will his desire
ceive it just as if we came into contact. Let extend 7 further, not knowing that there is any-
us then imagine a place dug out in the earth, /king more to be sought after.
fit for dwelling in, formed into a chamber, en- 22. To what, then, you ask, do these things
closed by a roof and walls, not cold in winter, tend? We kave brougktCkemforzeJard in order
not too warm in summer, but so regulated and that --as it has been believed that the souls of
equable that we suffer neither cold i nor the vio- men are divine, and therefore immortal, and that
lent heat of summer. To this let there not they come to their human bodies with all knowl-
come any sound or cry whateverfl of bird, of edge- we may make trial from this ckiZt, whom
beast, of storm, of man--of any noise, in fine, we have supposed to be brought up in this way,
or of the thunder's a terrible crash. Let us next whether this is credible, or has been rashly be-
devise a way in which it may be lighted not by lieved and taken for granted, in consequence of
the introduction of fire, nor by the sight of the deceitful anticipation. Let us suppose, then,
sun, but let there be some counterfeit 4 to imitate that he grows up, reared in a secluded, lonely
sunlight, darkness being interposed.S Let there ispot , spending as many years as you choose,
not be one door, nor a direct entrance, bu/let it twenty or thirty, -- nay, let him be brought into
be approached by tortuous windings, and let it the assemblies of men when he has lived through
never be thrown open unless when it is abso- forty years ; and if it is true that he is a part of
lutely necessary, the divine essence, and s lives here sprung from

2x. Now, as we have prepared a place for our the fountains of hfe, before he makes acquaint-
idea, let us next receive some one born to dwell ance with anything, or is made familiar with hu-
there, where there is nothing but an empty man speech, let him be questioned and answer
void, 6 -- one of the race of Plato, namely, or who he is, or from what father j in what regions
Pythagoras, or some one of those who are re- he was born, how or in what way brought up ;
garcled as of superhuman wit, or have been with what work or business he has been engaged
declared most wise by the oracles of the gods. during the former part of his life. Will he not,
And when this has been done, he must then be then, stand s_eeckless, with less wit and sense
nourished and brought up on suitable food. Let than any beast, block, stone ? Will he not, when
us therefore provide a nurse also, who shall come brought into contact with 9 strange and previ-
to him always naked, ever silent, uttering not a ously unknown things, be above all ignorant of
word, and shall not open her mouth and lips to himself? If you ask, will he be able to say what
speak at all, but after suckling him, and doing the sun is, the earth, seas, stars, clouds, mist,
what else is necessary, shall leave him fast asleep, showers, thunder, snow, hail ? Will he be able
and remain day and night before the closed to know what trees are, herbs, or grasses, a
doors ; for it is usually necessary that the nurse's bull, a horse, or ram, a camel, elephant, or
care should be near at hand, and that sthr should kite ? za
watch his varying motions. But when the child 23. If you give a grape to him when hungry,
begins to need to be supported by more substan- a must-cake, an onion, a thistle, H a cucumber, a
tial food, let it be borne in by the same nurse, still fig, will he know that his hunger can be appeased
undressed, and maintaining the same unbroken by all these, or of what kind each should be /o
silence. Let the food, too, which is carried in befltforeating? _2 If you made a very great fire,
be always precisely the same, with no difference or surrounded him with venomous creatures, will
in the material, and without being re-cooked by he not go through the midst of flames, vipers.___,

t Lit., " a feeling of cold." 7 So mc_t edd., reading parr:'g_r for the MS.rotator 7 :'_
• Lit,, "sound of voice at all." _ted," i.e._ need to be corrected, which is retained m tim nrst ..
S Lit.,"of heaven terrlb_ crah_ag." s So Gelcmus, followed by Cameras, Eimcnh., and O_hur,
4 So the later edd., adoptmg the emendatlou ot Scalloper, _um reading/_'tione-m et_ whde the wo_ds tam l_tarA.," that tie

--" spntious_" which here seems to approach in meaning to its use joyous a part," are "__m._t_.. before et by Stewechms and the.
by _ius fv. 574 _1-), of the moon's light as borrowed from the except both Roman edd., which retain the xs. _t_t#oxcjam _ta.
Jttm. The Ms. amt first four edd. read _wttum_"known." 9 Lxt., "merit to." __

S Aceo_ to Huet (quoted by Oehler)," between that spurious xo So the Ms., readlng mt'l_, for which aR odd- (except tTP_"
mindthetrue l_ght;" bat perha_ the idea m that of darkneuinter- thuer) shoe Stewechius read mwtt_t,"a mule." . . ..
pmgd" 8t _ to reJemble the recurlenee of night. :1 Cardu_, uo doubt the escadent thistle, a kind of ar_g_ h

6 Lit., " bOga, Itad that t too (et wa_tm s in a]n_tostall edd.), into xa SO,according to an emendation in LB.., ta'ui, adopted by
the _ efthatStatewhichhasnothtn_andisiaaaeandempty," andothe_ insteadc_the_ts._admgtt _a.
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tamntu_,' without knowing that they are dan- of men are immortal and endowed with knowl-
gerons, and ignorant even of fear? But again, edge when they fly hither, cease to question th_
if you set before him garments and furniture, youth whom you see to be ignorant,s and accus-
both for city and country life, will he indeed be tomed to the ways of men : ,6 call to you that
able to distinguish _ for what each is fired ? to man of forty years, and ask of him, not an_dng
discharge what service they are adapted ? Will out of the way or obscure about triangles, about
he declare forwhat purposes of dress the stragula 3 squares, not what a cube is, or a second power,';
was made, the coil,+ zone,SfiUet, cushion, hand- the ratio of nine to eight, or finally, of four to
kerchief, cloak, veil, napkin, furs,6 shoe, sandal, three ; but ask him that with which all are ac-
boot? What, if you go on to ask what a wheel quainted -- what twice two are, or twice three.
is, or a sledge/a winnowing-fan, jar, tub, an oil- We wish to see, we wish to know, what answer
mill, ploughshare, or sieve, a mill-stone, plough- he gives when questioned--whether h'e solves
tail, or light hoe ; a curved seat, a needle, a _e desired problem. In such a case wit1he per-
strigil,a laver, an open seat, a ladle, a platter, a ceive, although his ears are open, whether you
candlestick, a goblet, a broom, a cup, a bag; are saying anything, or asking anything, or te-
a lyre, pipe, silver, brass, gold,s a book, a rod, a quiring some answer from him ? and will he not
1"o11,9and the rest of the equipment by which stand like a stock, or the Marpesian rock,'sas the
the life of man is surrounded and maintained ? saying is, dumb and speechless, not understand-
Will he not in such circumstances, as we said, ins or knowing even this--whether you are talk-
like an ox ,o or an ass, a pig, or any beast more ing with him or with another, conversing with
senseless, look" at these indeed, observing their another or with him ; ,9 whether that is intelligi-
various shapes, but ,2 not knowing what they all ble speech which you utter, or mere@ a cry hay-
are, and ignorant of the purpose for which they ing no meaning, but drawn out and protracted
are kept ? If he were in any way compelled to to no purpose ?
utter a sound, would he not with gaping mouth z5. What say you, 0 men, who assign to your-
shout something indistinctly, as the dumb usually selves too much of an excellence not your own?
do ? Is this the learned soul which you describe, im-

24. Why, O Plato, do you in the 2Ifeno ,3 put mortal, perfect, divine, holding, the fourth place
to a young slave certain questions relating to the under God the Lord of the umverse, and under
doctrines of number, arM strive to prove by his ithe kindred spirits/° and proceeding from the
answers that what we learn we do not learn, but fountains of life? '* This is that precious b_'_
that we merely call back to memory those things man, endowed " with the loftiest powers of rea-
whmh we knew in former times ? Now, if he son, who is said to be a microcosm, and A0be
answers you correctly, _ for it would not be be- made and formed after the fashion of the whole
coming that we should refuse credit to what you universe, superior, as has been seen, to no brute,
say,_ he is led to do so not by his real knowl- more senseless than stock or stone ; for he is
edge, '+ but by his intelligence ; and it results unacquainted with men, and always lives, loiters
from his having some acquaintance with hum- idly in the still deserts although he were rich,*3
bets, through using them every day, that when lived years without number, and never escaped
questioned he followsyour meaning, and that the from the bonds of the body. But when he goes
very process of multiplication always prompts to school,you say, and is instructed by the teach-
him. But if you are really assured that the souls ing of masters, he is made wise, learned, and

lays aside the ignorance which till now clung to
' There has been much discussion as to whether the _10eu&'a or him. And an ass, and an ox as well, if com-

*oll/xga here spoken of m an ant or spider.

e The MS.reads dfacrt'_t'm*r#, dis"c#_, with the latter wind, tS So the as. and .e_L, _ .i._rwm _rrwm, except _..B.,however, marked as spurious.
3 A kind of rug. which by merely onutung the _ glv_ the more natural
4 Mitra. "acquainted with the _._" _: . ,_
S StroaAiwm _--i_ round the breast hv some i_Iarded as it t6 Lit., "established m the bruitsof humgnt_.

kindof _t. ,l---- a ,-* t_ie asquanenumerlcallyorall__ IIY Theas.,tmthlgo-
..... . .e " w

amha_ ,hee_. bdaga_.uoea_ meanm_ateqtavmm_oo_ff, -:aaoaL_a_(__
; Tri_ula. (or .,kh. .... t the _ a mmse howcwr, m which tt does not oecm_. _u trmom_r zao.,_, ......._,_- w.-. ' • " " -- _ ' ¢_"'rsimag*Aswt*mi_omittedifialledd ex-.-_thoseofLB,HikL, and autd._mamuhasbe_re_v_lromtm_mmgm

Othler. "' .... z* A_oM, vi. _$,_. .. .
9Li_er aroll of _archment or va1_rrus as oplxxmd to th® la_" ,_Th_clau_iswithreasmt_bym_trsmsasagtt_....

¢,am_/__,. took;_pa_. "'" ' _ _und_aoa :P_._'_wom_tr_*r_, ,t._. _T?,.-s+___t___

'x So.Ordli and modern e_l.d.: but Cnmm, gt_e_ as the _s. rtadin_ prcv_t .that u_ .c_rthe _ t_oo ,w_e _,_._ 6_,_._- -_ _a_
_ci+aur (not -_), as _van by Umnm, aml mmmoaly rearm aerie....,th whom mpua y_ _ _ _
--"Wdl he am he **ran_,'" [ Oeelli eai,pme, t_t ,,,nmm_ ae_..re_m-... ....

a_'a;_a_,,_a-"_a:'_ _. _1 ,, _,_,_,,_ich:,_.._,__ to___&.._,,_.,,_._,
_d. I she Salmmm m:mg emxeo u_ vewa _ m _ _*m_.

'_ h _d_ diabgu¢ (_ p. $,) Socrat_ bria_ forwa.l d_ do_ria_ l _Lit."aad_ ..................

,.,,._led_e,_d damproceedsto_ a praed_mustraumm _tl_moomS_-"J+ner,ma,q __._._++,._'L'TL"__.'_.'__.__."---_
IPYhad_+ an nnedmmted slave _o_ a _l'*_m_fi°_l i_ b_ l +re __s_s, has oem _mm_smuas.mm=* _,, W. _T_ my,*a_T_
means of qmmion and _. ] whidi, m:co_." g to 0_. _r, _ _ mmmag_ *ax_m _ i

I,,.,.,"1_,kaow_.¢d thi_" I t._ as. rmau_as_e-_
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pelled by constant practice, learn to plough and ever, either lay aside their knowledge while they
grind ; a horse, to submit to the yoke, and obey maintain their natural state, or without change
the reins in running ; z a camel, to kneel down in themselves pass into a different state. Nay,
when being either loaded or unloaded ; a dove, we rather think that what is one, immortal, sire-
when" set free, to fly back to its master's house ; pie, in whatever it may be, must always retain its
a dog, on finding game, to check and repress its own nature, and that it neither should nor could
barking ; a parrot, too, to articulate words ; and be subject to anything, if indeed it purposes to
a crow to utter names, endure and abide within the limits of true immor.

26. But when I hear the soul spoken of as tality. For all suffering is a passage for death
something extraordinary, as akin and very nigh and destruction, a way leading to the grave, and
to God, and as coming hither knowing all about bringing an end of life which may not be escaped
past times, I would have it teach, not learn ; and from ; and if souls are liable to it, and yield to
not go back to the rudiments, as the saying is, its influence and assaults, they indeed have life
after being advanced in knowledge, but hold given to them only for present use, not as a
fast the truths it has learned when it enters its secured possession,9 although some come to
earthly body.= For unless it were so, how could other conclusions, and put faith in their own
it be discerned whether the soul recalls to mem- arguments with regard to so important a matter.
ory or learns for O_eflrs/tt'me that which it hears ; 28. And yet, that we may not be as ignorant
seeing that it is much easier to believe that it when we leave you as before, let us hear from
learns what it is unacquainted with, than that it you xohow you say that the soul, on being en-
has forgot what it knew bu/a little before, and wrapt in an earthly body, has no recollection of
that its power of recalling former things is lost the past ; while, after being actually placed in
through the interposition of the body ? And the body itself, and rendered almost senseless by
what becomes of the doctrine that souls, _eing union with it, it holds tenaciously and faithfully
bodiless, do not have substance ? For that which the things which many years before, eighty if
is not connected with_ any bodily form is not you choose to say so, or even more, it either
hampered by the opposition of another, nor can did, or suffered, or said, or heard. For if,
anything be led 4 to destroy that which cannot through being hampered by the body, it does
be touched by what is set against it. For as a not remember those things which it knew long
proportion established in bodies remains un- ago, and before it came into this world," there is
affected and secure, though it be lost to sight in I more reason that it should forget those things
a thousand cases ; so must souls, if they are not which it has done from time to time since being
material, as is asserted, retain their knowledge s shut up in the body, than those which i¢ did be-
of the past, however thoroughly they may have fore entering it, x=while not yet connected with
been enclosed in bodies. 6 Moreover, the same men. For the same body which _3deprives of
reasoning not only shows that they are not incor- memory the soul which enters it/4 should cause
poreal, but deprives them of all 7 immortality what is done within itself also to be wholly for-
even, and refers them to the limits within which gotten ; for one cause cannot bring about two
life is usually closed. For whatever is led by results, and these opposed to each other, so as to
some inducement to change and alter itself, so make some things to be forgotten, and allow
that it cannot retain its natural state, must of othersoto be remembered by him who did them.
necessity be considered essentially pasture. But But if souls, as you call them, are prevented and
that which is liable and exposed to suffering, is hindered by theirflesh/y members from recalhng
declared to be corruptible by that very capacity their former knowledge,'S how do they remember
of suffering, what has been arranged _6in tkese very bodies,

u7. So then, if souls lose all their knowledge
on being fettered with the body, they must expe- 9 cf. L._t_,,, m._s0,,_,_ hr_isth. ,pok_. of.to The _s. reads meg_deamu_, changed in both Roman edd. mm
rience something of such a nature that it makes ..,_.,._,, thatw_my notbe seen byyou(astgnorant),.h?w say

you," etc. Gelenius proposed the reading of the text, Ludlam_them become blindly forgetful, s For they can- ,_h_ hasbee. ,_..v_ byCa.tm. andOml_ It ,s clearfrom
not, without becoming subject to anything what- _.t wo_-¢ .... d,,,od., d,.ti.--,bet i. th. _ ,he _

must be treated as a kind of interjection, "How say you,, let us hear.
LB. reads, to much the same pu_, _'gre a_us, ' we dense to
knowf** Lit., "acknow_ge turnln¢* ha the coune."

= Lit., "but retaining its own things, bind it_ff m earthly ,x Lit., " before man."
lxxllea." v, Lit., "placed outside."

Lit. " Of._ x3 _Fm.
4 So t_ae us. and edd., reeding.-_._*,-_ for whlch Ochler reads ', _;,s_,'re¢_'_. . ...

very neatly sun de zri--" can anything of its own power deatroy," tS So read by Orelli, arle= _tas ar.2Fq_¢_,omitting a=fwe, w_sCn,
etC..- -- - - -- ] he says,follows m the Ms. It is read after z_r, however, in tbc nr_t

S Lit., "not suffer forsetf_" Icd, and those of Gelenius, Cantem?, Hildebrand; and acco_dmg _r
* Lit, "however the most sotidunloasogbndleamay havebound OeAder, it is m given m the Ms.,"tts own. and an_t. ObermU

them mead." I would supply re=--".m owu am and ancaentthings. , .

,,hid,, ,,:oo_i_ _om_h-..d, _ .,_ ,.d. _ _ o.,,_-- o_U....,, mk_,_..nd..rod..0_: _ _ :.,, -:_ _-g
*' all these ot"_tty." remember _ eatablisnm m tl_ Ixxne_ wnw.a m o_mmlr too,*

8 Lit., "put on tbe bllndm_ ot"obhviv_" ac_,dam_ wkh tbe coatat.
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and know that they are spirits, and have no the one immortal being cannot be troubled by
bodily substance, being exalted by their condi- the other, which is on/y its equal?"
tion as immortal beings?' _aw do tkey _naw 3o. But will lw nat _ _fled _y ,mthe punish.
what rank they hold in the universe, in what ments in Hades, of which we have heard, assure-
order they have been set apart from o_er _eings ? !iug also, as awy do, many forms of torture ? And
how they have come to these, the lowest parts who ,3 will be so senseless and ignorant of come-
of the universe ? what properties they acquired, quences,'* as to believe that to imperishable spirits
and from what circles/in gliding along towards either the darkness of Tartarus, or rivers of fire,
these regions ? How, I say, do they know that or marshes with miry abysses, or wheels sent
they were very learned, and have lost their knowl- whirling through the air,'s can in any wise do
edge by the hindrance which their bodies afford harm ? For that which is beyond reach, and not
them ? For of this very thing also they should subject to the laws of destruction, though it be
have been ignorant, whether their union with the surrounded by all the flames of the raging streams,
body had brought any stain upon them ; for to be roiled in the mire, overwhelmed by the fail
know what you were, and what to-day you are of overhanging rocks and by the overthrow of
not, is no sign that you have lost your mem- huge mountains, must remain safe and untouched
ory,S but a proof and evidence that it is quite without suffering any deadly harm.
sound.* Moreover, that conviction not only leads on

29. Now, since it is so, cease, I pray you, cease to wickedness, from the very freedom to sin
to rate trifling and unimportant things at immense wMch it suggests, but even takes away the ground
values. Cease to place man in the upper ranks, of philosophy itself, and asserts that it is vain to
since he is of the lowest ; and in the highest undertake its study, because of the difficulty of
orders, seeing that his person only is taken ac- the work, which leads to no result. For if it is
count of, s that he is needy, poverty-stricken in true that souls know no end, and are ever'6 ad.
his house and dwelling, ° and was never entitled vancing with all generations, what danger is there
to be declared of illustrious descent. For while, in giving themselves up to the pleasures of sense
as just men and upholders of righteousness, you _ despising and neglecting the virtues by re_rd
should have subdued pride and arrogance, by to which life is more stinted in ilspkasures, and
the evils 7 of which we are all uplifted and puffed t_ecomes less attractive-- and in letting loose
up with empty vanity; you not only hold that their boundless lust to range eagerly and un-
these evils arise naturally, but w and this is much checked through ,7 all kinds of debauchery? _r:
worse _ you have also added causes by which it tile danger of being worn out by such plea_
vice should increase, and wickedness remain in- urea, and corrupted by vicious effeminacy? And
corrigible. For what man is there, although of how can that be corrupted which is immortal,
a disposition which ever shuns what is of bad which always exists, and is subject to no suffer-
repute and shameful, who, when he hears it said ing ? Is it t/_e danger of being polluted by foul
by very wise men that the soul is immortal, and and base deeds? And how can that be defiled
not subject to the decrees of the fates, s would which has no corporeal substance ; or where cart
not throw himself headlong into all kinds of vice, corruption seat itself, where there is no place on
and fearlessly 9 engage in and set about unlawful which the mark of this very corruption should
things? who would not, in short, gratify his de- fasten?
sires in all things demanded by his unbridled But again, if souls draw near to the gates of
lust, strengthened even further by its security death/s as is laid down in the doctrine of Epicu-
and freedom from punishment ? ,o For what will

It Lit., "the one (immortality) , . . in respect of the _uality iff
hinder him from doing so? The fear of a power _diaou of theoth_"--,k.ct,_u,n'=,(i,,,_,-eaaaaOatU,_
above and divine judgment ? And how shall he (i,n,nu_t_taaa*)#_¢t._fu._.'a_. _d*ti_i* vta,r_/ eat ._..

ence being c_arly to the lm_ prtvt_.g clatt_, _ whte_ tt
be overcome by any fear or dread who has been _-_od_t_co_cc_d_r _djp=.=_=_-_ly. O,_,,ho,_r,
Persuaded that he is immortal, just as the su- would Sul_y a_ff_a, ,;trb _ zo_m_G,as Ireputs tt, d whtc_ zmthing

need be kdd. Meursiut, with ctmummry bokimms, emends _me t_
preme God Himself, and that no sentence can _t¢_;_,,_t_.a_' _or_t_m_-rof_c, mt_ot_r,"_

t, So the ealime is tonally supplied, but it _ tmp_ m_l b
be pronounced upon him by God, seeing that =or, naturalthus:"But_t_{haveb_m) t_aot-.,_d'{tm# •

there is the same immortality in both, and that ,_a_at=),et_.

I_t. ,-ofimmoctaliw. _ t( Ut.,-theeou_qmmomo(thlnll_.',,
t.;Lck t6, p. 440. _zsIat., ,-"the moving of wheels _,_"

) Ia.t.,',of alost mmory." i lat., mth*un_r_kmoatm_ofngt_ '--#__'t_.
_it._L, of (a nmmory ) _- t, Lit;_" and to _attm" tl_ tmbtldled atllm'mm_ of _ king

6 _ cwm Ct_Se_r. through)' c_,
_Lit-0"poorinhtmrt_m_l ofItl_oorhut." te Lticretltm (_L 4_7 tqq.) temcimsst iPmtt.lenlpthflint the _mmllmd,, _ot_s. tt_di_m_/.'.,fo_wh_chUttln_=tm_dat_mi_tarttmm_t,_the_dtt_tthgY_td_.t_s.._Htm

_ amith*_od_mttStrdt_di_ _ _t_.;_t ttmr_

_f_e_ rword_hm_t.v_,lming_asa_. It_MtnaU gl_mdof " _,

¢
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ms, in this case, too, there is no sufficient reason leaven" and cement to bind together that which
why philosophy should be sought out, even if it would otherwise fly apart, D let them,'s then,
is true that by it xsouls are cleansed and made hying aside their savage and barbarous nature,
pure from all uncleanness. • For if they all 3 die, return to gentler ways, that they may be able to
and even in the body 4 the feeling characteristic be ready for that which shall be given,x, What
of life perishes, and is lost ; s it is not only a very reason is there that we should be considered by
great mistake, but skows stupid blindness, to you brutish, as it were, and stupid, if we have
curb innate desires, to restrict your mode of life yielded and given ourselves up to God our de-
within narrow limits, not yield to your indina- liverer, because of these fears? We often seek
tions, and do what our passions have demanded out remedies for wounds and the poisoned bites
and urged, since no rewards await you for so of serpents, and defend ourselves by means of
great toil when the day of death comes, and thin plates ,s sold by Psylli x6or Marsi, and other
you shall be freed from the bonds of the hucksters '_and impostors ; and that we may not
body. be inconvenienced by cold or intense heat, 's we

3t. A certain neutral character, then, and provide with anxious and careful diligence coy-
undecided and doubtful nature of the soul, has erings in ,9 houses and clothing.
made room for philosophy, and found out a rea- 33. Seeing that the fear of death, that is, the
son for its being sought after : while, that is, that ruin of our souls, menaces sous, in what are we
tellow6 is full of dread because of evil deeds not acting, as we all are wont, from a sense of
of which he is guilty ; another conceives great what will be to our advantage, s' in that we hold
hopes if he shall do no evil, and pass his life in Him fast who assures us that He will be our
obedience to 7 duty and justice. Thence it is deliverer from such danger, embrace f-Iim, and
that among learned men, and men endowed with entrust oursouls to His care,_*if only that 23inter-
exceUent abilities, there is strife as to the nature change is right? You rest the salvation of your
of the soul, and some say that it is subject to souls on yourselves, and are assured that by your
death, and cannot take upon itself the divine own exertions aloneS4you become gods ; butwe,
substance ; while others maintain that it is im- on the contrary, hold out no hope to ourselves
mortal, and cannot sink under the power of from our own weakness, for we see that our ha-
death, s But this is brought about by the law ture has no strength, and is overcome by its own
of t_e soul's neutral character : 9 because, on the _assions in every strife for anything._S You think
one hand, arguments present themselves to the that, as soon as you pass away, freed from the
one party by which it is found that the soul ,o is bonds of your fleshly members, you will find
capable of suffering, and perishable ; and, on the wings _6with which you may rise to heaven and
other hand, are not wanting to their opponents, soar to the stars. We shun such presumption,
by which it is shown that the soul is divine and and do not think s7that it is in our power to reach
immortal, the abodes s8above, since we have no certainty

32. Since these things are so, and we have as to this even, whether we deserve to receive
been taught by the greatest teacher that souls
are set not far from the gaping" jaws of death ; ,s Theremayhaheresemeechoofthewords(Johnxvii.3},,This

• • hi eternal hfe, that they ma know Thee, the only true God," etc.,
that they can, nevertheless, have their hves pro- but there is certainly not su_caent stmdarny to found a direct refer-

longed by the favourand kindness of the Supreme _ o..ash_ he_ do,ebyOremandother.

__ , , g my ry,
been explained by Heraldus at some length as a reded or confused

t The Ms. and first four edd. read/*.as, "that thcoe souls," etc.; reference to the Lord's Supper, as following upon bapusm and bap-
in the other edd., _c m received as above from the margin of Una- ttsmal regeneration, which, he sup_., are referred to m the preced-
nu$. ing words, " laying astde/' etc_ Lit m not, hoover, the language of

a 0". Plato, P_ab (st. p. 64 sq.)t where death hi spoken of as ] a mere ea_w.humen.] . .
Onlya ca .trying further of that separation of the soul from the. pleas- ] Is These "thin plates,"/amzN_', Orelli has tuggested, were ainu-
urea and tmperfecuons of the body whtch the phdosopher _nvea to [ lets worn as a charm agmnst serpents.
effect in this hfe. [ 1OMS.P_ylllx.

$ * 17Lit., ' m com." ] So the edd., reading :'_..f_¥-crz_x* for the Ms. in.tt:_-t,t-_'_,a,
4 1_. "makers."
s Thin refers to the second a.rgumeat of Lucretius noticed above. [ ts L/t., "that colds and violent suns may not," etc.
6 i.e., the abandoned and diaa_ute immortal spoken of m last [ xs Ln., "of."

e.h_r. I _ Lit., "hi set before."
Lit., "with." . I :x So the MS., first ed., .G.e..lenius,Canteens, Hikleb_, readmg

t LR., "degenerate into mortal nature." [ ,ae ¢ommodi #,_r._u,for which all the other edd., following U runus
t Arnobins seems in this chapter m refer_ the doctrine of the Iand Meurstut, read ex ¢omm_ai--"from common sense, t.e.,

Stoics, that the soul must be matetlal_ becmtme, unless body and soul Iwi_.
were of one substance, there could be no common feeling or mutual I _ Perhalah as Orelll evidently _ it, "prefer Him to our
_[_tion (so Cl¢_mth_ in N_t. d¢ _at. Horn., it. p 33): and to [ own I_uls "--a_imt'_/kr¢_m_Fmgt.
ghat held by some of _ that Oldy the I_tlla O_the _ t_aiuod I a_ So Oehler, reading ea for tha MS._, omigtcd in an edd.
Itftm"death_atui these omly till the contamgratinn(Stob., Eel. PAyt., [ tt Lit., "by _yourown mulinternale.xertlon."
p. _a) which awaits the world, and cnd_ the Stme great treat or | ts Lit., "of trange."
q_ Otbe_ ho_, held that the _h of the wi_ huat_ i _ LiL, "_nngs will _ at hand."
dmnm_s and demi_ (Diog.,_a_'_.,vii.aS7m_d xSx). [ UThe_s. readsdi-¢iraus,"awZ;'_d_,asa.bo_e.._

SoLit," th_';--_., i .a| The first four edd. read r_,lr_'sdx;ngsa_._" inr wJ3d_'.,,h
n IAt.,,,f_ the_tl_aS_lind,"a_ Ichina geada, aa above, _at_&
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life and be freed from the law of death. You it not follow" of necessit7 that what He has
suppose that without the aid of others' you will willed mt_st be done ? Are we to infer from our
return to the master's palace as ff to your own distinctions what either can or cannot be done;
home, no one hindering you; but we, on the and are we not to consider that our reason is as
contrary, neither have any expectation that this mortal as we ourselves are, and is of no im-
can be unless by _ _vz//af the Lord of all, nor portance with the Supreme? And yet, O ye
think that so much power and licence are given who do not believe that the soul is of a neutral
to any man. character, and that it is held on the line midway

34- Since this is the case, what, pray, is so between life and death, are not all whatever
unfair as that we should be looked on by you as whom fancy supposes to exist, gods, angels,
silly in that readiness of belief at wMck you scoff, dmmons, or whatever else is their name, them-
while we see that you both have like beliefs, and selves too of a neutral character, and liable to
entertain the same hopes ? If we are thought change '* in the uncertainty of their future? q
deserving of ridicule because we hold out to our- For ff we all agree that there is one Father of
selves such a hope, the same ridicule awaits you all, who alone s_ immortal and _unbegotten, and
too, who claim for yourselves the hope of im- _ nothing at all is found before Him which
mortality. If you hold and follow a rational could be named,'4 it follows as a consequence
course, grant to us also a share in it. If Plato that all these whom the imagination of men
in the Ph_edr#s,2 or another of this band of"/_hi- ibelieves to be gods, have been either begotten
lasoibhers,had promised these joys to us -- that by Him or produced at His bidding. Are they'S
is, a way to escape death, or were able to provide 'produced and begotten ? they are also later in
it and bring us to the end which he had prom- order and time • if later in order and time, they
ised,S it would have been fitting that we should must have an origin, and beginning of birth and
seek to honour him from whom we took for so life ; but that which has an entrance into and
greata giR and favour. Now, since Christ has beginning of life in its first stages, it of neces-
not only promised it, but also shown by His vir- sity follows, should have an end also.
rues, which were so great, that it can be made 36. But the gods are said to be immortal
good, what strange thing do we do, and on what Not by nature, then, but by the good-will and
grounds are we charged with folly, if we bow favour of God their Father, In the same way,
down and worship His name 4 and majesty from then, in which the boon ,6 of immortality is God's
whom we expect toreceive both these MessinKs, gift to _ese who were assuredly produced,z_will
that we may at once escape a death of suffering, He deign to confer eternal life upon souls also,
and be enriched with eternal life ?s although fell death seems able to cut them off

35- But, say my o2#zoonents,if souls are mortal znd blot them out of existence in utter anni-
and 6 of neutral character, how can they from hilation. 's The divine Plato, many of whose
their neutral properties become immortal? If thoughts are worthy of God, and not such as
we should say that we do not know this, and the vulgar hold, in that discussion and treatise
only believe it because said by _ One mightier entitled the Timaus, says that the gods and the
_an we, when will our readiness of belief seem world are corruptible by nature, and in no wise
mistaken if we believe s that to the almighty beyond the reach of death, but that their being
King nothing is hard, nothing difficult, and is ever maintained'9 by the will of God, _"
that 9 what is impossible to us is possible to King and Prince : 2ofor that that ecmnwhich has
Him and at His command? ,o For is there been duly clasped and bound together by the
anyt/u'ng which may withstand His will, or does surest bands is preserved only by God's good-

s_,t_. [ - sotheas.,_ toc_Zus,but,tl.t,ld._ ,,¢#_
s Iffere, as in c. 7, P" 436, n.3, the odd. read P_dor.e, with the I (for/) --" Is themeawythfitg whw..hH© has v_llltmWh/C,hIt _ mot

tt_tcep_n of the _t ¢d., LB., l:Iiidebrand, and Oehl¢r, who follow follow," etc. .........
_eu-_ aaahnve_ I :* SoalledcL _nl[m_tac//e# ¢_el_Umtwo _aeJl.mla

s Lit., " to thc end of promising." . [ Oehler,.who gnms. aa the madinl[ of the m._, . s%--- tottcxtM.

to remark once for all, that awing, and _¢_ are m mnumm_bl¢ I z, I._t.. _which m_,y_l_a,v_,t_t m.a _ t_, ........
plac_.interchang_l m one or other of the edd. The chenge,.how- . Is _.B., _t_. tnt.m_,.,u.,_,_h_,_a_. _ -_
ev©r, m usually/_ so little mo_eat, that uo further nou_ will be ! n .c_ta_ml,/mo_e.c2_nai_m.t w_n me _ __ _ ....... ,--_tab,.&,,_';+ to "Y.l_lra. t,esutlmar_a_ttetly cornlpt amo,umaman¢.g'w__m_v_-

eter_i_ate whileCrusi1_use,-_that the IdS.glves _'i_* a-- wlth I_t._ttel_B, U lmt_ttttt,al_. Ut'm_/_mcam_a_'r_" " " "-_-_-L
I/f©ande_nitv " alma,e. The two lgaman _ lreatt, -ta_t_ _f'$t.ny* • .. _r_

ttm,I .o ._ o==h.-,,,,. ." I_t," _ to _ wlt_ _,

_ Lit.. "lmard from.'* . ttma_ _ ........ ,_ _l,L2_ -

Lit, ,,if ,_._Z_.,_,_that." ammttm_lmert_tl_ttl_cam_ antra._n_.p.tt_.jt_LtoSotheus .,-a;,_ta,_d_,,k_imk_.m_t_--"pt_ iectto_]_iawm mama_r.IPmw._ oa.wmga.tg_.mT_r
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ness; and that by no other than' by Him who tenants of an earthly body for no purpose?
bound tkeir elements together can they both be They have a share, my opponent says, in per-
dissolved if necessary, and have the command fecting the completeness of this immense mass,
given which preserves their being.* If this is and without their addition this whole universe
the case, then, and it is not fitting to think or is incomplete and imperfect. What then? If
believe otherwise, why do you wonder that we there were not men, would the world cease to
speak of the soul as neutral in its character, discharge its functions ? would the stars not go
when Plato says that it is so even with the dei- through their changes ? would there not be sum-
ties,_ but that their life is kept up by God's 4 mers and winters ? would the blasts of the wands
grace, without break or end ? For if by chance be lulled ? and from the clouds gathered and
you knew it not, and because of its novelty it hanging overhead would not the showers come
was unknown to you before, now, though late, down upon the earth to temper droughts? But
receive and learn from Him who knows and has now ,o all things must go on in their own courses,
made it known, Christ, that souls are not the and not give up following the arrangement es-
children of the Supreme Ruler, and did not tablished by nature, even if there should be no
begin to be self-conscious, and to be spoken of name of man heard in the world, and this earth
in their own special character after being ere- should be still with the silence of an unpeo-
ated by Him ;s but that some other is their pled desert. How then is it alleged that it was
parent, fax enough removed from the chief m necessary that an inhabitant should be given
rank and power, of His court, however, and dis- to these regions, since it is clear that by man
tinguished by His high and exalted birthright, comes nothing to aid in perfecting the world,

37. But if souls were, as is aid, the Lord's and that all his exertions regard his private con-
children, and begotten by 6 the Supreme Power, venience always, and never cease to aim at his
nothing would have been wanting to make them own advantage ?
perfect, as they would have been born with the $8. For, to begin with what is important, what
most perfect excellence: they would all have advantage i_ it to the world that the mightiest
had one mind, and been of one accord ; they kings are here ? What, that there are tyrants,
would always dwell in the royal palace ; and lords, and other innumerable and very illustrious
would not, passing by the seats of bliss in which powers ? What, that there are generals of the
they had learned and kept in mind the noblest greatest experience in war, skilled in taking
teachings, rashly seek these regions of earth, cities ; soldiers steady and utterly invinc,ble in
that _they might live enclosed in gloomy bodies battles of cavalry, or m fighting hand to hand
amid phlegm and blood, among these bags of on foot ? What, that there are orators, gram-
filth and most disgusting s vessels of urine. But, marians, poets, writers, logicians, musicians, bal-
Jn o_onent will say, it was necessary that these let-dancers, mimics, actors, singers, trumpeters,
parts too should be peopled, and therefore A1- flute and reed players? What, that there are
mighty God sent souls hither to form some colo- runners, boxers, charioteers, vaulters," walkers on
tries, as it were. And of what use are men to stilts, rope-dancers, jugglers? What, that there
the world, and on account of what are they are dealers in salt fish, salters, fishmongers, per-
necessary,9 so that they may not be believed to fumers, goldsmiths, bird-catchers, weavers of
lmve been destined to live here and be the winnowing fans and baskets of rushes? What,

that there are fullers, workers in wool, embroid-
t The MS.madboth Roman edd. read _t¢*t _llo a_-olitta_n_* unin- erers, cooks, confectioners, dealers in mules,

telllgibly, forwMch Gehnms l_,_posed _ea:usgue al_litt'one _" and bytlmc_mtrucUonofthebond;buttlmmuchmotmsuttab.le.readmgm pimps, butchers, harlots? What, that there are
the=*nO_of U_,, t_mi_t.a_bo._,.no _ _l,o.u-z, Im_ other kinds of dealers ? What do t/w other kinds
adolxcd by later edd.

it Lit., "be gifted with a savingorder." So the us., readinl_ of professors and arts, for the enumeration of
_lutmriiwss_ome, followed by bothRora, edd ; LB. and Orelli _ which all life would be too short, contribute to_tAwtio*¢_" bond; " G_enius, Cantetus, FAn_nh., and Oberthur,
,,4.ate.,-" dim_t.'" the plan and constitution _ of the world, that we

uL, -t_t to t_ godsth_, t_ mua_,art int_- should believe u that it could not have beenmediate."
LiL t "supreme" --/_t'xxOJa/t.s Ct.,. 4s. on th_pa_ge o._mq_m I_-n_-_i.s,, wh_e founded without men, and would not attain its

are_u_rm_t _ g_o,tu:t_o_ oft_ _atiouoft_ wortdcompleteness without the addition of,4 a wretched
**=by=n_..,w.bo_ t_a_ em.t#,byte."oneunkno_ and useless being's exertion ?_sFather." _'noblus m thought, both by OrelIi and other, to sha_ m

lestthaeblgOl_ai°ns'_smololD'andshouldhathis dlscuuiOnbeoonftmnd_lt°hintbyatthe_,Gentilesbuto_.eelY,wtmtnetr seems not to have been otamrved that the qua. "on asked by Arno_
ow_ imlythalstics_tem. It mmmanm_mo_, tmturaltosup_ that ig a_mrydtfftmmtone: What idacehas man m tbo to_-/d, that
wehi_ here thelml_mlto start of ol_tlo_m not tttoroug_y ely shot_ddbosupposed tohavesent himto ffllit?

to Le., so_u" from thig being the case.
It i e,, from ol_ horse to attother--de.rulto_"e#.
t_ R_n@tur ¢t c_._ E_nenbom, OborthUr, and Orelli omit _, which is

mt._md as a_x_veby tha r_t. ts IAt.," it _d_mldbo b_ie,,td."
it Lit.,"obseen__" i t, Lit.,*'_therewerejolned.". , _
* EImettbtmtt tmd,mmmts to show that _ t_ncides in thin ts So the Ms., trading cornering/e,which Or_tllwould uttdetm.an,d as

_twlththe.F_Oicurmns, byquo.dn.gLucr, v.z6$_:smlL_, mcu'mg. "cont_ts,'w_clt _ bo c_=t. LB. reads .c_/-/_ad_
S.wlmtt the Epicm,t*n mlFaraeat m brougl_t ttutwam, what .p.roqt I"_" im_y; and Uramtm m tim margta, com_hq._--

I_sP_dinwan, dmH¢,hou_ha_c_.atod_t I_ d_ig,i_ 6111ngup."
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39. But perhaps, some one wig urge, the Ruler mortal forms, should be divided by differences
of the world sent hither souls sprung from Him- of opinion ; should have different views as to
self for this purpose--a very rash thing for a what is just, useful, and right; should contend
man to say '--that they which had been divine * about the objects of desire and aversion ; should
with Him, not coming into contact with the!define the highest good and greatest evil differ-
body and earthly limits,S should be buried in ently ; that, in seeking to know the truth of
the germs of men, spring from the womb, burst things, they should be hindered by their obscu_r-
into and keep up the silliest wailings, draw the ity; and, as if bereft of eyesight, should see
breasts in sucking, besmear and bedaub them- nothing clearly,,4and, wandering from the truth,is
selves with their own filth, then be hushed by should be led through uncertain bypaths of
the swaying 4 of the frightened nurse and by the fancy ?
sound of rattles.5 Did He send souls hither for 40. Was it for this He sent souls hitger, that
this reason, that they which had been but now while the other creatures are fed by what springs
sincere and of blameless virtue should learn as 6 up spontaneously, and is produced without being
men to feign, to dissemble, to lie, to cheat,7 to] sown, and do not seek for themselves the pro-
deceive, to entrap with a flatterer's abjectness ; tection or covering of houses or garments, they
to conceal one thing in the heart, s express an- should be under the sad necessity 26of building
other in the countenance ; to ensnare, to be- houses for themselves at very great expense and
guile9 the _gnorant with crafty devices, to seek with never-ending toils, preparing coverings for
out poisons by means of numberless arts sug- their limbs, making different kinds af furniture
gestedby bad feehngs, and to be fash|oned ,o with for the wants ,7 of daily life,borrowing help for'S
deceitful changeableness to suit circumstances? their weakness from the dumb creatures ; using
Was it for this He sent souls, that, living all then violence to the earth that it might not give forth
m calm and undisturbed tranquillity, they might its own herbs, but might send up the fruits re-
find in ix their bodies causes bywhich to become quired; and when they had put forth all their
fierce and savage, cherish hatred and enmity, strength ,9 in subduing the earth, should be corn-
make war upon each other, subdue and over- pelled to lose the hope with which they had
throw states ; load themselves with, and give laboured *° through blight, hail, drought ; and at
themselves up to the yoke of slavery ; and finally, last forced by _' hunger to throw themselves on
be put the one in the other's power, having human bodies ; and when set free, to be parted
changed the condition ,2 m which they were from their human forms by a wasting sickness?
born ? Was it for this He sent souls, that, being Was it for this that they which, while they abode
made unmindful of the truth, and forgetful of with Him, had never had any longing for property,
what God was, they should make supplication to should have become exceedingly covetous, and
images which cannot move ; address as super- with insatiable craving be inflamed to aa eager
human deities pieces of wood, brass, and stones ; desire of possessing ; that they should dig up
ask aid of them'_ with the blood of slain animals ; lofty mountains, and turn the unknown bowels
make no mention of Himself: nay more, that of the earth into materials, and to purposes of a
some of them should doubt their own existence, different kind ; should force their way to remote
or deny altogether that anything exists ? Was it nations at the risk of life, and, in exchanging
for this He sent souls, that they which m their goods, alwayscatch at a high pficefor*vhat they
own abodes had been of one mind, equals in sell, and a low one *2for what they huy, take in-
iutellect and knowledge, after that they put on terest at greedy and excessive rates, and add to

the number of their sleepless nights stoent in
' So the later edd, from the margin of Ursmus, readang cuod reckoning up thousands,3 wrung from the life-

tenrerCtat_ est maxtma for the Ms guem--"vdaom it shows the blood of wretched men; should be ever extend-
gnmtest rashness to speak of"

• Lit.."godd_." ing the limits of their possessions, and, though
a So C_lemus (ace to Orelh), reading as in the margin of Ursinus,

te_'roue csrcumscri_tzo#zs, for the unmtclhgible reading oftlm MS.,
temerariar, retained m both Roman t:dd., Canterus, and (aCe. to X4Iat._ "Certain. '_

" 15 Lit et'ror
Ochl¢r)Gelemus LB. readsmetar_a_--"ainnitmgbybotmdan_, x6 ".,"by ." . .• Lit."moUons." . . . _L, "thesadnec_tys.h_. _ lalduponthe, thit,"e_

sCf. Lucr..v. 229sq. The same idea comes up agam m tv. _x. 27 Lit., " for the want of daily thmg_" diu_ ¢_t#_ati, for
6 Lit., "'in " which Stewechias wotfld read d:urua tgruta4¢--* from _m_yTue_$.
7 According to Hildebrand, the us. reads dl, dmular-eut ¢ir- [ slty."

cubers, so that, by merely dropping _g, he reads, ".to _ [ x8 I-_'t., ' of." ,,
hie and ch_;" but acw.ording to Cr_fis, iri is fmmd m the Ms. { t9 I_.t., "lx_ur_t forth all, thor I_
betwt_n these twowords, so that byprefixtngm Sab_m_ mthefirst [ _o L_t.,"ofthcirlabour.' ,
ed. read_-ent-,rlas_bove, followed by alI other cdd. } ** Lit.,"atlastbyforc_o£

'Lit., "to roll ..... the trend." ' *_ SO the:MS.aud _Jd.,_ff.t_._., fo_rwlhldt_ pro.
9 l_galtius and Hildebrand regard decipere as a gloss, posed very needlessly utili_att_ -- and at an a_tat_

2°Sotb_,s,rcadmgfarmari, foL_wedbyHtht&randandOeh, us So, _lhe*it_ W c-JasdYtOthe _s., w h_h _ _v_a_' .
mr' but all the othex _ gl_ the active form, -art. a_ta_a_ at_ret z_mm _tl_ the g of _t _ tm_d_

It LiLt" fro_" arm # m_erted._/all. The _m _IkAL x,emd,-t_du_
_ Th* condiuon, i.e., of freedom, i_aa_a: _t_ib*,*-- " _ th_lves wu_ t_ m_Imms _mm_-
2_ LB.,seemmglyreceim:d byOrtlli, though not. _ into hi$ onm_g; b_.m'd_%uldextend,'¢tc_,---the0mlydma_iaHemidm

te_..rm_ l#otcere_t tea Cogthe Ms. -¢_t_r, wtach mmo_mmno and _ b¢in_ a r_mm to m4a_mm_" Immm 7tt_,th
nmOlh_ -ent ea as above _," eta,
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thq were to make whole provinces one estate, !drive away, not act uprightly, and betray _'r
should weary the forum with suits for one tree, /rust perfidiously ; that they should strike out
for one furrow ; should hate rancorously their delicate dainties for the palate ; that in cooking
friends and brethren? fowls they should know how to catch the fat as it

4t. Was it for this He sent souls, that they drips ; that they should make crackuels and
which shortly before had been gentle and Juno- sausages," force-meats, fit-bits, Lucanian sau-
rant of what it is to be moved by fierce passions, sages, with these ,s a sow's udder and iced ,3 pud-
should build for themselves markets and amphi- dings ? Was it for this He sent souls, that beings'4
theatres, places of blood and open wickedness, in of a sacred and august race should here prac-
the one of which they should see men devoured tise singing and pipmg; that they should swell
and torn in pieces by wild beasts, and themselves out their cheeks in blowing the flute ; that they
slay others for no demerit but to please and should take the lead in singing impure songs,
gratify the spectators,' and should spend those and raising the loud din of the castanets,'S by
very days on which such wicked deeds were which another crowd of souls should be led in
done in general enjoyment, and keep holiday their wantonness to abandon themselves to
with festive gaiety ; while in the other, again, clumsy motions, to dance and sing, form rings
they should tear asunder the flesh of wretched of dancers, and finally, raising their haunches
animals, some snatch one part, others another, and hips, float along with a tremulous motion
as dogs and vultures do, should grind them of the loins?
with their teeth, and give to their utterly insa- Was it for this He sent souls, that in men they
tiable 2 maw, and that, surrounded by 3 faces so should become impure, in women harlots, players
fierce and savage, those should bewail their lot on the triangle ,6 and psaltery ; that they should
whom the straits of poverty withheld from such prostitute their bodies for hire, should abandon
repasts ; 4 that their life should be s happy and themselves to the lust of all,,7 ready in the
prosperous while such barbarous doings defiled brothels, to be met with in the stews/s ready to
their mouths and face ? Was it for this He sent submit to anything, prepared to do violence to
souls, that, forgetting their importance and dig- their mouth even? x9
nity as divine, they should acquire gems, pre- 43. What say you, O offspring and descendants
cious stones, pearls, at the expense of their puri- of the Supreme Deity ? Did these souls, then,
ty ; should entwine their necks with these, pierce wise, and sprung from the first causes, become
the tips of their ears, bind 6 their foreheads with acquainted with such forms of baseness, crime,
fillets, seek for cosmetics 7 to deck their bodies, s and bad feeling ? and were they ordered to dwell
darken their eyes with henna ; nor, though in here/° and be clothed with the garment of the
the forms of men, blush to curl their hair with human body, in order that they might engage in,
crisping-pins, to make the skin of the body might practise these evil deeds, and that very
smooth, to walk with bare knees, and with every frequently ? And is there a man with any sense
other kind of wantonness, both to lay aside the of reason who thinks that the world was estab-
strength of their manhood, and to grow in effem- lished because of them, and not rather that it
inacy to a woman's habits and luxury ?

tt So the later edd., reading botulo$; the MS. and early edd. gtvc
4_- Was it for this He sent souls, that some bol,to.... m_hroo_."

should infest the highways and roads, 9 others *_ For _:a, Hemsms proposes ,/tis_' --" .wRh the [ntesfinas." .
. _ 1^ _ • .,_ I t3 I.at., "m a frozen condition." .AS to the me.mug ot tins there

ensnare the unwary r lorge _ xalse WillS, prepare is dtffereuee of opinion: some suplmsmg that it means, as above,

_,,;_,_n,*A ,_vau_hts • that the,, _hould break ,w_n Ipreservedbymeansof tee,orat leastfrozen;whileothersinterpret
t" ....... _ _ "" I o _ _t "_ I fit_urattvelv "as hard as ice " [Our Scottish translators have fised
houses by night, tamper with slaves, steal and I£dr k,_%ord, "t_d +_,,,:" t haveput #uddtngsinstead,

which gtves us, at least, an idea of something edible. To an Amen-
can, what is teed conveys the tdea of a dnnk. The budisar_us,

t So restored by Cujae.ius, followed by LB and Orelfi, reading heretofore noted, *prohab[y made these teed ._aud_¢s.]
dnl_a/.-i-am (MS wants =_ ¢/olu_emfue, whtle theSrst fiveadd, t¢ Iit, " thmgs"--res.
merely drop *f_¢--" to the grateful pleasure," ete. Is Scabflla were a kind of raRles or castanets moved by the feet.

a Ltu, " mo_t cruel." x6 Sa_uca, not corresponding to the modern trtangle, but a

• Lit., "among," zn orfs, the Ms. reading, and that of the first strlnged instrument of that shape. Its notes were shrill and dmagtee-
four edd, for whmh the others have receaved from the margin of Ur- able, and those who played on u of mdd_rent character.

amus _m_ri&*.*-" (indulging) in so fierce and savage customs." z7 So the ms. and first four edd., readmg _trilt_tem sui _#_th_e
,t Lat, " tablet." lbu_lzcare_L Meursius emended utdltate_ -- "made common
J Lit., "they should live." use," etc ; and Orelli, from the _ of Ursmtm, _diM_--
e LiL_" lesaela." "thetr vdenass"
? ,s

In the ms. this clause fonows the words io-_ of their purlty," ZSThems. readada:fl_r_fcf6u$_/-_-at,_vhich, dmpIfingt, hthe
where it is very much m the way. Orelh has followed Heruldus m reading translated, and was neoeived by Ehnenhorst, LB., and Hdde-
dlsp_ of it as above, while LB. inserts it after " tips o_ ,herr brand, from the margin of Urstoas. The other edd. insert _¢ before
ears." The rast adhere to,ha arrangement of the Ms., Urslnus sug- t--"bound."
le_ing instead of Az*--"with these," catenk--'" wath chains; "
Henddus,/tlt:a--"wath ma-ht_ (of pearls), " Stewechitm, t_mii*--
"with fillets, n

x9 The translation does not attempt to bring out the force fit be
words ad_rf$ a_a,_par_ which are read by OMit after or-
IfiOUSand Gelel3itts. The text _ tO corrnpt, add t_Je s.ubject so oh-

So LB. _ Orelli, reading con:_w.louik corpori6u: for the _ene, that a bare refere_ee to the practice mw 3' he sufflcu_t. All
_S. _ab_i_U_, for which the others read ._pzc-, " to wm utter- ao The MS. reads, karl, are a_q_e k_itare jus.t-_-r.4_aL

tiOa. _ _ COnjecture by Oudendorp, brought forward by Orolli, Is edd. omit the first two words, the first ed. without further change; bat

madfi_r*_ _n*_, as above. Oehler, however, from/ta&_r_m m

m_Lit, *' passages cd'way_" b_ the others, would emend ad_ar_," to Ipp_'--a _jecttt_Lit., '_ sal_tlttlto, u with very E..tt._ to recommend ih
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was set up as a seat and home, in which every that some might limp in walking, others lose their
kind of wickedness should be committed daily, sight, others be stiff with cramped" joints; in
all evil deeds be done, plots, impostures, frauds, fine, that they should be exposed to all the
covetousness, robberies, violence, impiety, a// diseases which the wretched and pitiable human
that is presumptuous, indecent, base, disgrace-race endures with agony caused by ,3 different
ful,' and all the other evil deeds which men sufferings; then that, forgetting that they have
devise over all the earth with guilty purpose, and one origin, one father and head, they should
contrive for each other's ruin ? shake to their foundations and violate the rights

44- But, you say, they came of their own ac- of kinship, should overthrow their cities, lay
cord, not sent 2 by their lord. And 3 where was waste their lands as enemies, enslave the free, do
the Almighty Creator, where the authonty of His ]violence to maidens and to other men's wives,
royal and exalted place? to prevent their depart- !hate each other, envy the joys and good fortune
u_re,and not suffer them to fall into dangerous of others ; and further, all malign, carp at, and
pleasures ? For if He knew that by change of tear each other to pieces with fiercely biting
place they would become base--and, as the teeth.
arranger of all things,s He must have known-- 46. But, to say the same things again and
or that anything would reach them from without again, '* let this belief, so monstrous and impious,
which would make them forget their greatness be put farfrom us, that God, who preserves 'S all
and moral dignity, -- a thousand times would I Ithings, the origin of the virtues and chief in ,6
beg of Him to pardon my wards,-- the cause !benevolence, and, to exalt Him with human
of all is no other than Himself, since He allowed praise, most wise, just, making all things perfect,
them to have freedom to wander 6 who He fore- and that permanently, '7 either made anything
saw would not abide by their state of innocence ; which was imperfect and not quite correct, '_ or
and thus it is brought about that it does not was the cause of misery or danger to any being,
matter whether they came of their own accord, or arranged, commanded, and enjoined the very
or obeyed His command, since in not preventing acts in which man's life is passed and employed
what should have been prevented, by His inaction to flow from His arrangement. These things are
He made the guilt His own, and permitted it be- unworthy of _9Him, and weaken the force of His
fore tt wax done by neglecting to withhold them greatness ; and so far from His being believed to
from aca'an, be their author, whoever imagines that man is

45- But let this monstrous and impious fancy sprung from Him is guilty of blasphemous ira-
be put z far from us, that Almighty God, the piety, man, a being miserable and wretched, who
creator and framer, the author s of things great is sorry that he exists, hates and laments his
and invisible, should be believed to have begotten state, and understands that he was produced for
souls so fickle, with no seriousness, firmness, and no other reason than lest evils should not have
steadiness, prone to vice, inclining to all kinds something ,o through which to spread themselves,
of sins ; and while He knew that they were such and that there might always be wretched ones
and of this character, to have bid 9 them enter by whose agonies some unseen and cruel power,a'
into bodies, imprisoned in which/° they should adverse to men, should be gratified.
live exposed to the storms and tempests of for- 47- But, you say, if God is not the parent
tune every day, and now do mean things, now and father of souls, by what sire have they been
submit to lewd treatment ; that they might per- !begotten, and how have they been produced ?
ish by shipwreck, accidents, destructive conflagra- If you wish to hear unvarnished statements not
Uons ; that poverty might oppress some, beggary, spun out with vain ostentation of words, we,
others; that some might be torn in pieces by too, 22admit that we are ignorant of this, do not
wild beasts, others perish by the venom of flies ;"

improved by Galenin$ changing_tt into _r, as no one knmys what
s These are all substantives in the original. '"infernal rites"are. LB. and Oralli, adopting a reachng m the
2 So the Ms., reading non mtssione-- "' not by the _ndmg." but, _ of Urmnas, change _Jte_. into ftrarwm, and join ml_t¢.

tmaeeounta_y enough, all edd. except Hildebrard and Oehi_ read the words which tollow as above. Anotl_r r_ding, also Imgigl_l
Jusslont- ' not by the command."3 by Ursmu_, _eems preferable, however, t_(er_, rum . . . ms,erda-So the us i rum--" auffer rencfinp (i.e., spasms) of the umer mtmchL"

4 Lit., "royal sublimity." la Lit "bound."
s Lit., "causes." t3 Lit., *' dihu:e_tio_ of."
6 _ tis. and both Roman edd. read absconders--" to hlde_" I 14 L!t., "again and more fi_queat_."

for which the other edd read, as above, abzctd_rs, from the margin Is Lit., "the aalvatt_ of.
of Ur_m_. I te Lot., "height of.,,

7Lit.,"_o." I x7Li_,"thi_per_et,_adlm_rvi_gtl_rn_am_ottl_
| By Hildebrand and Oehler,#rocrea/.or k with reason regalMed t 1z:fl_8_z$_;" £e., conUn_ng so:. ........

ama glo_ [ s So the Ms., LB., uoc_.nur, mgl oealer, _S. c_.am_m a

th 9 Thems., both Rammt ed&, and Hildebrand read ju:*i*set : but I _ minv.r t*:¢_ a r*¢_. .All other edd. lead tmmm -- at •. tSwould throw the K_tonco into confuston, and the other edd. there- t distant_, from the rtgh_

• _o LB., Ht'l_, and Oehler read ¢uorum indu-c._ earcer_- I ao Lit., " material . -- --.
ous _ ,*led into the _ of whw.h," all other edd. omitting ¢ as I at Lit, "rome _ latent a_l ct_ei_.:

a.¢_ /a_st_.t _tu_u_ar_m, which has no meamng, am:t at ttt_ _ nut oppo_entg tot"the _ trttt_
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know it;,and we holdthat,to know sogreata veryintegritywhich isspokenof was innothing
matter, is not only beyond the reach of our imperfect. Even if they are very honourable
weakness and frailty, but beyond that also of men, and have been worthy of praise, have
all the powers which are in the world, and which reached the utmost height of perfection, and
have usurped the place of deities in men's belief, their life has never wavered and sunk into sin,
But are we bound to show whose they are, be- yet we would have you tell us how many there
cause we deny that they are God's ? That by no are, or have been, that we may judge from their
means 2 follows necessarily ; for if we were to deny number whether a comparison _ohas been made
that flies, beetles, and bugs, dormice, weevils, which is just and evenly balanced. _, One, two,
and moths,3 are made by the Almighty King, we three, four, ten, twenty, a hundred, yet are lhey
should not be required in consequence to say at least limited in number, and it may be within
who made and formed them ; for without incur- the reach of names. '_ But it is fitting that the
ring any censure, we may not know who, indeed, human race should be rated and weighed, not
gave them being, and yet assert that not by the by a very few good men, but by all the rest as
Supreme 4 Deity were creatures produced so use- well. For the part is in the whole, not the whole
less, so needless, so purposeless,S nay more, in a part ; and that which is the whole should
at times even hurtful, and causing unavoidable draw to it its parts, not the whole be brought to
injuries, its parts. For what if you were to say that a

48. Here, too, in like manner, when we deny man, robbed of the use of all his limbs, and
that souls are the offspring of God Supreme, xt shrieking in bitter agony,'3 was quite well, be-
does not necessarily follow that we are bound to cause in ,4 one little nail he suffered no pare ? or
declare from what parent they have sprung, and that the earth is made of gold, because in one
by what causes they have been produced. For hillock there are a few small grains from which,
who prevents us from being either ignorant of when dissolved, gold is produced, and wonder
the source from which they issued and came, or excited at it when formed into a lump ? ,s The
aware that they are not God's descendants ? By whole mass shows the nature of an element, not
what method, you say, in what way? Because particles fine as air ; nor does the sea become
it is most true and certain 6 that, as has been forthwith sweet, if you cast or throw into it a
pretty frequently said, nothing is effected, made, few drops of less bitter water, for that small
determined by the Supreme, except that which quantity is swallowed up in ats m_mense mass;
it is right and fitting should be done ; except and it must be esteemed, not merely of little
that which is complete and entire, and wholly importance, but even of none, because, being
15erfect in its 7 integrity. But further, we see that scattered throughout all, it is lost and cut off an
men, that is, these very souls _ for what are men the immensity of the vast body of water.
but souls bound to bodies ?-- themselves show 5o. You say that there are good men in the
by perversely falling into 8 vice, times without human race ; and perhaps, if we compare them
number, that they belong to no patrician race, with the very wicked, we may be led ,6 to believe
but have sprung from insagmficant families. For that there are. Who are they, pray? Tell us.
we see some harsh, vicious, presumptuous, rash, The philosophers, I suppose, who ,7 assert that
reckless, blinded, false, dissemblers, liars, proud, they alone are most wise, and who have been
overbearing, covetous, greedy, lustful, fickle, weak, uplifted with pride from the meaning attached to
and unable to observe their own precepts ; but this name, '8 _ those, forsooth, who are striving
they would assuredly not" be so, if their onginal with their passions every day, and struggling to
goodness defended 9 them, and they traced their drive out, to expel deeply-rooted passions from
honourable descent from the head of the universe, their minds by the persistent ,9 opposition of

49. But, you will say, there are good men also their better qualities ; who, that it may be ira-
in the world, _ wise, upright, of faultless and possible for them to be led into wickedness at
purest morals. We raise no question as to the suggestion of some opportunity, shun riches
whether there ever were any such, in whom this

xoLit."opposi_on," ie.," theset_g ofone partya_nnstthe
other.

x Nescgr# Hildebrand, w_th good mason, considers a gloss, xx Lit., "we/ghed w_th balancing of equality."
lgxkil for the Ms. mzki. whtch makes nonsense of the sentence, z2 Lit., "bounded by the comprehensmns of name: " i e., possJ-

3 This somewhat wide-spread opinion found an amu_ng counter- bly, "the good am ce_amly few enough to be numbered, perhaps
part m the doctrines of Roranus (mentioned by Bayle, Dict. P_il.), even to be named "
wboaflirmed that tha lower animals ax_ gffted with reason and speech, 13 So LB., reading ex c_-uciatikus for the xs $¢_tc.
L5We _1_, 14 IAL, " Of.,,

4 fat., "superior." xs Lit, "admirauon is sought for by the putting together" _c0n-
s Lit., "tending to no l_ns." _eKag/_ge.
60mni_e_is, i_umegtc_gece_h'gsimu_--theauper- f6 Lit.,"acotaparison of theworst mayel_fect thatw¢, _ etc..__

latlve for the comparative, x_'Soall odd. except I-Iildebr;md,who gives as the nmding of tl_
Lit., "fimshed with the perfection of." MS., ¢_i-d--" what' do they assert."

s Lit.,"by perversity'--,-c_-vitate,,the ,eaffmgofthe Ms., " tat.,"by the forceof,",,i,--an emendationd Heraldusbr
LB.,Orelli, I-rdd.,aadOehler, allothemomi,'t_,_g¢--" oythe rage;" the _s./_.
except Stewechius, who reads_er_._--' slavery." _9 So most edd., mading_h.,_'amc*" for the Ms. -£_a__"by th

Opp_on of pcYslgt_ntvi_," which is _ ;n _ Rot]_q_
9 Or, perhaps,"thegoed___ ofthe8ulaeme 1_am_"--O'a,- e&i.,Geleai_,Omtems, Hik_bra_1,and Oehler._gt_ _ _er_t _'_2hah's.
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and inheritances, that they may remove _ from ble ? He, then, who conjectures, does not corn-
themselves occasions of stumbling; but in doing prehend,S nor does he walk in the 6 light of
this, and being solicitous about it, they show knowledge. But if this is true and certain in
very clearly that their souls are, through their the opinion of proper and very wise judges,
weakness, ready and prone to fall into vice. In your conjectures, too, in which you trust, must
our opinion, however, that which is good natu- be regarded as showmgyour ignorance.
rally, does not require to be either corrected or 52. And yet, lest you should suppose that
reproved ; 2 nay more, it should not know what none but yourselves can make use of conjectures
evil is, if the nature of each kind would abide and surmises, we too are able to bring them for-
in its own integrity, for neither can two contra- ward as well,z as your question is appropriate to
nes be implanted in each other, nor can equahty either side. s Whence, you say, are men ; and
be contained in inequahty, nor sweetness m what or whence are the souls of these men ?
bitterness. He, then, who struggles to amend Whence, we will ask, are elephants, bulls, stags,
the inborn depravity of his inclinations, shows mules,9 asses? Whence lions, horses, dogs,
most clearly that he is _mperfect, s blameable, wolves, panthers ; and what or whence are the
although he may strive with all zeal and stedfast- souls of these creatures ? For it is not credible
ness. that from that Platonic cup, '° which Timaeus pre-

5 x. But you laugh at our reply, because, while pares and mixes, either their souls came, or that
we deny that souls are of royal descent, we do the locust, H mouse, shrew, cockroach, frog, centi-
not, on the other hand, say in turn from what pede, should be believed to have been quickened
causes and beginnings they have sprung. But and to live, because ,2 they have a cause and
what kind of crime is it either to be ignorant of origin of birth in ,3 the elements themselves, if
anything, or to confess quite openly that you do there are in _ese secret and very little known
not know that of whmh you are ignorant ? or means ,4 for producing the creatures which live
whether does he rather seem to you most deserv- in each of them. For we see that some of the
ing of ndmule who assumes to himself no knowl- wise say that the earth is mother of men, that
edge of some dark subject ; or he who thinks others join with it water,'S that others add to
that he 4 knows most clearly that which tran- these breath of air, but that some say that the
scends human knowledge, and which has been sun is their framer, and that, having been quick-
revolved in dark obscurity? If the nature of ened by hls rays, they are filled with the stir of
everything were thoroughly considered, you too life? 6 What if It is not these, and is something
are m a posmon hke that which you censure in else, another cause, another method, another
our case. For you do not say anything which power, in fine, unheard of and unknown to us
has been ascertained and set most clearly in the by name, which may have fashioned the human
hght of truth, because you say that souls descend race, and connected itwiththings as established ; t7
from the Supreme Ruler Himself, and enter into may it not be that men sprang up in this way,
the forms of men. For you conjecture, do not and that the cause of their birth does not go
perceive s lhis ; surmise, do not actually know back to the Supreme God ? For what reason do
st; for if to know is to retain in the mind that we suppose that the great Plato hades man
which you have yourself seen or known, not one reverent and scrupulous in has wisdom _ when
of those things whmh you affirm can you say he withdrew the fashioning of man from the
that you have ever seen_that is, that souls highest God, and transferred it to some lesser
descend from the abodes and regions above, deities, and when he would not have the souls of
You are therefore making use of conjecture, not men formed ,8 of that pure mixture of which he
.trusting clear information. But what is con-
jecture, except a doubtful imagining of things, _ Lit.. "set m the."7 Lt, "utter the same (eaujecmres)," ea_dem, the nuafiag Of LB.

and directing of the mind upon nothing accessi- _.d Hddebrand, who says that tt ta so in th* bia., while (_rumus as-
serts that the us. has sdtm, wh_, with.Orolh's pnncmatloa, give*
_" we have the same power; s.._e tt IS common. (t_,, a g'_

t SoStewechiusandlateredd.,readingug . , a_feran._,except nght) to bnng forth what you ask," he.j to put stmflar qmmtmms.
Hddebrand, who glvesas the Ms reading, el_ . . . .unl--"shun . . . s t.e, may be retorted upon you.
and t_move," etc The first four edd. read ne . . . after'ant-- 9 Here, as elsewhere, instead of m=gt', the Its. reads avdlt_t_

"kites.""' that they may not bring upon themselves," etc
a So the Me. and first four edd.,Orelli (who, however, seems t4 so el. Plato, Tfma.u._, st p 4t, alreadyrefettedto.

have meant to give the other reading), and Oehler, reading corrz-lgz tt Or, perhaps, , tray-fish,"/a,'_aa.
for which the others read -zg'i-" corrected," exceOt Hddebrand tz The mS. reads ¢uzdem --" indeed," retained by the ftlmt f_ur
who without due reason gives -rum#,--" corrupted." edd., but changed into ffula --'" becau_.," b_ _ hB.,

s IntheMs. im_er./ectumtsmarkedasagloss, butisrotmnedu Orelh, whde OchlerrmggestsveryhaplfilyaIfte/defm-- ifht_l_
all edd., while zmprol_abzlem Is omRted, except in LB., when im is i.e. because.
omRted, and #r_a_flem joined to the next clause -- "however he t'3 Lit., "from."
may strive to be acceptab e," m order to provide an object for is Ra/2one$.
"strive;" and wtthaslmdar purpo_,e Orelh thrusts m cenlrarzum, x5 Cf chs. 9and so[p 4tf,.ruPf'a],

t60relh, retaining t[_m as a distinct lumte_tce, would y_. et_ it
althoughstrugglesitistoquiteamend.,,clearthat the verb refers to the preceding clause, in brackets, for what putlao_ does uot a .Pl_; more es_elaliy as tim

4 The Ms. reads *e esxe, without meaning, from which LB., fob next s_mm,-_ follows _ from.tlas m _ S_lUeaee.

lowed b_ Hildebrand, and Oehler denved se ea_ .re--" htmsolf of zst7Lit., "the,. constltutaons of things."
hmmol_ The rest simply omlt es:e as above. Lit., did _ot chaote the tot_ Of the htmma ta_ to be miming,

s Lit.,"hold." of thesamepurity,"_/_, _ fromthe marginof Unmusby
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had made thesoulof the universe,exceptthat afflicted.Then theywillaskofus,Why, ifthere
he thoughttheformingofman unworthyofGod, are no evils,do you refrainfrom certaindeeds

and thefashioningofa feeblebeingnotbeseem- and actions? Why do you not do allthateager
ingHis greatnessand excellence? lusthasrequiredordemanded ? Why, finally,do
53. Sincethis,then,isthe case,we do noth- you establishpunishmentsbyterriblelawsforthe

ing out of placeor foolishinbelievingthatthe guilty? For what more monstroussact of folly
soulsofmen areofaneutralcharacter,inasmuch can be found than to assertthatthereare no
astheyhavebeen producedbysecondarybeings,,evils,and a//hesame _me to killand condemn
made subjectto the law of death,and are of the erringasthoughtheywere evil?9
littlestrength,and thatperishable; and that 55. But when, overcome,we agreethatthere
they are giftedwith immortality,if*they restare thesethings,'°and expresslyallowthatall
theirhope of so greata gifton God Supreme,_human affairsarefullofthem,theywillnextask,

who alonehaspower tograntsuch blessings,by Why, then,theAlmightyGod doesnot takeaway
puttingaway corruption.But this,you say,we theseevils,but suffersthem toexastand togo on
are stupidin believing.What is /hattoyou? withoutceasingthroughalltheages>"Ifwehave
]n sobali#ring,we act most absurdly,sillily.In ]earnedofGod theSupreme l_uler,and havere-
what do we injureyou,orwhat wrong do we do solvednot towander ina maze of impiousand
or inflictupon you, ifwe trustthatAlmighty mad conjectures,we must answerthatwe do not
God willtake careof us when we leave3 our know thesethings,and have never soughtand
bodies,and from the jaws of hell,as issaid,strlventoknow thingswhich couldbegraspedby
deliver us ? no powers which we have, and that we, even think-

54- Can, then, anything be made, some one ing it'* preferable, rather remain in Ignorance and
wilt say, without God's will ? We * must con- want of knowledge than say that without God
sider carefully, and examine with no little pains, nothing is made, so that it should be understood
lest, while we think that we are honouring God s that by His will ,3 He is at once both the source
by such a question, we fall into the opposite sin, of evil 1, and the occasion of countless miseries.
doing despite to His supreme majesty. In what Whence then, you will say, are all these evils?
way, you ask, on what ground > Because, af all From the elements, say the wise, and from their
things are brought about by His will, and noth- dissimilarity ; but how it is possible that things
ing in the world can either succeed or fail con- which have not feeling and judgment should be
trary to His pleasure, it follows of necessity that held to be wicked or criminal ; or that he should
it shotfld be understood that 0 all evils, too, arise not rather be wicked and criminal, who, to bnng
by His will. But if, on the contrary, we chose to about some result, took what was afterwards to
say that He is privy to and produces no evil, not become very bad and hurtful,'S -- is for them to
refemng to Him the causes of very wicked deeds, consider, who make the assertion. What, then,
the worst things will begin to seem to be done do we say ? whence ? There is no necessity that
either against His will, or, a monstrous thing to we should answer, for whether we are able to say
say, while He knows it not, but is ignorant and whence ez,tl springs, or our power fails us, and we
unaware of them. But, again, if we choose to say are unable, in either case it is a small matter in
that there are no evils, as we find some have be- our opinion ; nor do we hold it of much impor-
lieved and held, all races will cry out against us tance either to know or to be ignorant of it, being
and all nations together, showing us their suffer- content to have laid down but one thing,--that

ings, and the various kinds of dangers with which ] s So th ..... Hdd .... d Oehl ..... drag ......... ; LB, from

the human race is every moment 7 distressed and the margin of Ursmus, major--" greater, " the rest, **antor--
"' more fooh_h."

9 The thfficuhyfeltby Aroobius as to the ongm of ewl perplexed
all except the firstfour edd, which _tam the Ms. voluil--" did others also; and, as Elmenhorst has observed, some of the Fathers
choose," which isabsurd Arnobms here refersagain to the pa_age attempted to get rid of itby a dlstmcuon between the cwl of guiltand
in the Tima'u$ p. 4x sq , but to a differentpart, with a different of punishment,-- God bcm_ author of the latter,the dewl of the
purpose. He now refersto the conclusion of the speech of the Su- [ former (']ertulhan,adv. Marczonem, u t4)- It would have bccn
p_m© God, tIm firstpart of whmh is nouced m ch. 36 (cf p 447,n. *implerand truerto have dtstmgmshcd deeds, which can bc done only
2o). There the Creator assures the gods He has made of tmmortahty ifGod will,from wickedness which m m the sinfulpurpose of man's
through His grace, now Hm further mwtation that they m turn should heart.
form men is alluded to. That they might accomphsh thin task, the 1o i.e, ills
dregs still left m the cup_ in whmh had been mtxed the elements of tt Lit, "with all the ages, in steady continuance "
the world's soul, am dduted and given to form the souls of men, to L, The Its., followed by Oehler alone, reads ducetis _" and yon
which they attach mortal bodies will lhmk ;" whde all the other edd read, as above, ducenles.

x Lit., "things not principal. _ Orelh her_ quotes from Tertulhan, ts Here, too, there has been much unnecessary labour. These

de A mm, xatifi , a brief summary of Gnostm doctrmea on these points, words--26er'z, oluntatem--astheytmmedmtelyfollow.¢znedeodlcerewhich he considers Arnol:uus to have followed throughout this discus- nzkil fie :--" to say that without God nothing is made"-- were
ston. connected with the preceding clause To get rid of thenonsense thus

a S/was first inserted in LB, not being found m the Ms, though created, LB emended de2 . . . _aluntate--" without God's wdl,"
denmnded by the context. _hile Heraldus regards them as an explanation of sine deo, and

s Lit., "have begun to leave " therefore interprets the sentence much as LB. Orolli gets rid of the
4 The Its. and first three edd. read _,#bf$--" you,"cormcted no6ts, dtfliculty by calling them a gloss, and bracketing them. They are,

as almve, by Ursinus. however, perfectly m place, as will be seen above,
s SotheIts ; but mc_t edd., followmg the Brussels transcript, read t_ PI.

domfuum--" Lord " ts It would not be easy to understand why Orelli omitted these
6 fit tS Omitted in the ms., first four edd., and Hdd. words, if we thd not know that they had been actadentalty omitted by

So LB., nmdmgl_t*atcta for the Its c-_ta. Oberthfir also.
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nothing proceeds from God Supreme which is uphold their own doctrines, and undermine and
hurtful and pernicious. This we are assured of overthrow the dogmas of others. Some teach
this we know, on this one truth of knowledge and and declare that this same world is composed
science we take our stand, _ that nothing is made of four elements, others of two,*°a third party of
by Him except that which is for the well-being one ; some say that it is composed of none of
of all, which is agreeable, which is very full of these, and that atoms are that from which it is
love and joy and gladness, which has unbounded formed,', and its primary origin. And since of
and imperishable pleasures, which every one may these opinions only one is true, but t, not one
ask in all his prayers to befall him, and think of them certain, here too, in like manner, argu-
that otherwise, hfe is pernicious and fatal, ments present themselves to all with which they

56. As for all the other things which are usu- may both establish the truth of what they _y,ally dwelt upon in inquiries and discussions-- and show that there are some things false s in
from what parents they have sprung, or by whom the others' opinions. So, too, some utterly deny
they are produced-- we neither strive to know,2 the existence of the gods ; others say that they
nor care to inquire or examine : we leave all are lost in doubt as to whether.they exist any-
things to their own causes, and do not consider where ; others, however, say that they do exist,
that they have been connected and associated but do not trouble themselves about human
with that which we desire should befall us.3 For things ; nay, others maintain that they both take
what is there which men of ability do not dare part in the affairs of men, and guide the course
to overthrow, to destroy? from love of contra- of earthly events.'4
diction, although that which they attempt to 5 7. While, then, this is the case, and it can-
invalidate is unobjectionable s and manifest, and not but be that only one of MI these opinions
evidently bears the stamp of truth ? Or what, is true, they all nevertheless make use of argu-
again, can they not maintain with plausible argu- ments in striving with each other, _ and not one
ments, although it may be very manifestly untrue, of them is without something plausible to say,
although it may be a plain and evident falsehood ? whether in affirming his own views, or objecting
For when a man has persuaded himself that to the opinions of others. In exactly the same
there is or is not something, he likes to affirm way is the condition of souls discussed. For
what he thinks, and to show greater subtlety this one thinks that they both are immortal, and
than others, especially if the subject discussed survive the end of our earthly life ; that one be.
is out of the ordinary track, and by nature heves that they do not survive, but perish with
abstruse and obscure.6 Some of the w_sethink the bodies themselves : the opinion of another,
that the world was not created, and will never however, is that they suffernothing immediately,
perish ; 7 some that it is immortal, although but that, after the form of man has been laid
they say that it was created and made ; s aside, they are allowed to live a litre longer,'S
while a third party have chosen to say that and then come under the power of death. And
it both was created and made, and will perish while M1 these opinions cannot be Mike true,
as other things must.9 And while of these yet all who hold them so support" their case by
three opinions one only must be true, they nev- strong and very weighty arguments, that you can-
ertheless all find arguments by which at once to not find out anything which seems false to you,

i although on every side you see that things arex I.at., "that apart from these It IS pertnclous.'"
2 It must be observed that thts sentence is very closely connected being said altogether at variance with each other,

wtth the last words of the preceding chapter, or tl_e meaning may be and inconsistent from their opposition to eachobscured The connection may be shown thus: Thin one thing--

that God m author of no ewl -- we are assured of; but as for all other other ; ,6 which assuredly would not happen, if
quesnons, we ne/ther know nor care to know about them _^_ ^...._;_-.. _..1A _-^1_ --*- ^,at,*_t_tr '

a This seems the most natural arrangem_t; but the edd punc- xtia,t_ S t-utlvatty _ut.t.tv. lt;_t&Att O.uy _.,....... y, or If
tUate thus: " have been connected and assocmted with us foithat that which seemed Ca one to have been really
_luch we desire " The last part of the sentence ts dectdedly ob-
Scure: but the meaning may perhaps he, that the orcumstancus of

man's hfe which absorb so much attention and cause such strife, have xo Orelh thinks that there ts here a confusion of tim parts of tim
no _anng, after all, upon his salvatmn, world wtth its elements, hecause he can nowhere find that any phi-
how So the us., reathng labefactare di_sober_, the latter word, losopher has fixed the number of the elements either above or below

eVer, being marked as spurious, four. The Stoics. however (Diog. Lae_, vh. _3_), _ "that the
L_t., " pure." . elements (_.pyC_s) of the worm are two--the active and _;"

e '-7 _tt : ' hidden and enwrapt m darkness of nature," a_dtta ef while, of course, the cosmic theories of the early g/ailmm¢_ at_rm
c_ne tnvoluta na¢uree, -- the reading of all edd except Hdd. and that the world sprang from one, and it seems cleat" enough that Ar-
_.zamr, who follow the ]as. a_dt_ caL --" enwrapt m darkness of nobius here usas the word "element " m this sense

nature." xx L*t., "its material."

C_¢_h_ _ea su_ed to reCertoHeraclitus,as_uoteeby t2AconjeC,,,ur¢_ _r.u_ *_.._ byO_hlcr,nm'_ly
God " a_-x., Atromata, v. p. 469 B., where hm words are, N¢tther * from a*t -- or, whteh m read m the ms. and e_ld.
be nor man made the world; but there was always, and S, and will ts L|t. t - refute fa_ititm placed."

, an undying flame la_ng hold of _ts hmtts, and d_tro_g them;" { I_ el. Ct_ro, de _aL Dt, a_., L l, In. t92 _t_, __
_awhvzh_..P. 437. n. 8, su#ra. Hore, ofcourse, firedo_notmman[ ts Lit.,"som.ethingiggiveatottmmtolif¢." So_St01_a_t.

_ I_cei[ved by the senses, but a subtle, all-penetmaug energy. ] although. Chrysappus (of. n. _, oh: 3t:p. 446) held that only the la_lS
9 --" _a. $2 p ._53. _ot the wee re_mn_l at all aster oeatl_.

t- , tats, "by ordinary necesstty." The Stoics (,Diog. Laert., vii. I te The _s, first ,fi_r edd., and O_..ler read _ r,_7,w_

_t_ thattheworld.... debyGodworking.... ted/_a._,_sd,ssq_..... _ thattheydisagree_ the_ ..of
th.. _j a_d that It was perishable (§ x4x), because made through tthmga. Hild. readsdduo_a, awordnotmetwlthe]sewhg.Te,_
_'_ _ which percep_on could take cognizance. C£ ch. _, n. 9, | the other edd. _ drop. the la_ two letters, -_, as above; n remd-
_. _te. _mg suggesmd m the margin of Ursmus.
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discovered,was attestedby the approvalof all 59- If thatwhichithas pleasedustoknow Is
the others. It isthereforewholly,vain,a usc- withinreach,and ifsuch knowledge isopen to
lesstask,tobringforwardsomethingas though all,declareto us,9and say how and by what
you knew it,ortowish to assertthatyou know means showersof rainare produced,so that
thatwhich,althoughitshouldbe true,you see watcrisheldsuspendedintheregionsabovcand
can bc refuted; or toreceivethatastrucwhich inmid-air,althoughby naturcitisapt to glide
itmay be is not,and is broughtforwardas away,and soreadytoflowand run downwards.
ifby men raving. And itisrightlyso,forwc Explain,I say,and tellwhat itiswhich sends
do not weigh and guess at2 divinethingsby the hailwhirlingthroughthe air,which makes
divine,but by human methods; and justaswe thcrainfalldrop by drop,which hasspreadout
thinkthatanythingshouldhave been made, so rainand featheryflakcsof snow and sheetsof
we assertthatitmust be. lightning;,owhence thewind rises,and whatit

58. What, then,arcwc aloneignorant?dowe is; why the changesof the seasonswcrc cstab.
alonenotknow who isthecreator,who theform- fished,whcn itmight have been ordainedthat
er of souls,what cause fashionedman, whence thereshouldbe onlyone,and one kind ofch-
illshave brokenforth,orwhy the Suprcmc Ruler mate,so thatthereshouldbc nothingwanting
allowsthem both to existand bc perpetrated,totheworld'scompleteness.What isthccause,
and does not drivethem from theworld? have what the reason,thatthc watersof the sea are
you, indeed,ascertainedand learnedany of salt;" orthat,ofthoseon land,some aresweet,
these thingswlth certainty? If you chose to othersbitterorcold? From what kind ofmate-
layasideaudacious3conjectures,can you unfoldrialhave the innerpartsof men's bodiesbeen
and disclosewhether thisworld in which we formcd and builtup intofirmness? From what
dwell4 was createdor founded at some time? have theirboncs been made solid? what made

ifitwas founded and made, by what kind of the intestinesand veinsshaped likcpipcs,and
work,pray,orforwhat purpose? Can you bring easilypassedthrough? Why, when itwould be
forwardand disclosethe reasonwhy itdoes not bettertogivcus lightby severalcycs,toguard
rcmainfixedand immovcablc,but iseverbeing againstthe riskof blindness,arc we restricted
carriedround in a circularmotion? whcthcrittotwo? For what purposehave so infiniteand
revolvesof itsown willand choice,oristurned innumerablekindsofmonstersand serpentsbeen

by theinfluenceofsome power? what theplace,eitherformedorbroughtforth? what purposedo
too,and spaccisinwhich itissetand revolves,owlsserveintheworld,- falcons,hawks? what
boundless,boundcd, hollow,ors solid? whether otherbirds'2and wingedcreatures? whatthed(-
itissupportedby an axisrcstingon socketsat ferentkindsof antsand worms springingup to
itsextremities,orratheritselfsustainsby itsown bc a bane and pest invariousways? what fleas,
power,and by thespiritwithinitupholdsitself?obtrusiveflies,spiders,shrcw,and othermice,
Can you,ifasked,make itclear,and show most ileeches,water-spinners? whatthorns,briers,w11d-
skilfully,6what opens out the snow intofeatheryoats,tares? what thc seeds of herbsorshrubs,
flakes? what was thereasonand causethatday eithersweet to the nostrils,or disagreeablein
did not,in dawning,arisein the west,and vcflsmell? Nay more, ifyou thinkthatanything
itslightin the east? how the sun,too,by one can be known or comprehended,saywhat wheat
and thcsame influence,7producesresultssodif-is,--spelt,barley,millet,thc chick-pea,bean,
ferent,nay,evenso opposite? what the moon is,lentil,melon,cumin,scallion,Icck,onion? For
what the stars? why, on the one hand,itdoes even ifthey arc usefulto you,and are ranked
not remain of the same shape,or why itwas among thc differentkindsof food,itisnot a
rightand necessarythattheseparticlesof firelightoreasythingtoknow what cach is,--why
shouldbe setallovertheworld? why some 8 of theyhavebeenformedwithsuchshapes;whe/her
thcrnaresmall,otherslargeand greater,-- thesetherewasany necessitythattheyshouldnothave
havc a dim light,thosea more vividand shininghad othertastes,smells,and coloursthan those
brightness? whicheachhas,orwhethertheycouldhavctaken

othersalso; further,what theseverythingsare,
x Lit, "a most yam thing," etc.

So tim sis., LB., E|m©nh., ttdd., and Oehler readln_ ¢@njttga- -- taste, I mean,'3 and the rest ; and from what,.._, theo*b*r_d. _-.di_g _o_at .... o*-i,*.... m_*.*_, relations they derive their differences of quality,.
_c._. C_le.niu__d C._t_u_,who r-__d_o.,,*_._.._--" ,_ From the elements, you say, and from the firstUpOnflp

s Li_,,,s_d.cltyof.,, beginnings of things. Are the elements, then,
4 Lit,, "world which holds us "
s The first five edd. insert the mark of intm'rogatiou after" hol-

low:" "Whether does a sohd axis," etc. 9 So the _s. ; but all edd. except Hfld and Oehler omit
6 So the edd. except Hdd, who retains the MS. _g in ac_eJ, xo So the Ms., readlngfolgora dz/_tarzt, followed by LB.

h'_ri_e--" m_t unskdful|y" (theothers omitting zn-)s and Oehl_, xl Sa_a_correctedfromthcMq. sola.
who chang_ s into i--" and being most wttles_ show," etc. 12 A lile$ et _alucrea ; i e, according to Orel_, the l_rds fro_

Lit., "touch." whose fl_ghtauguries were drawn, as opposed to the others.
s So the later edd., reading from the margin of Ursinusflg/? t3 SoHeraldu_ whose lmnctuataon also is here followed, onat_id eat sa#or_" that ts, taste," which McursluS_md LB., fMlo

--" tmform_."_ar_) for tho MS. ft_uralza, except LB,, whtch nmds fl.g.urard by Orell_ ame,_d, ut eat _" as taste Is" tz_ each/-hdn_.
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bitteror sweet ? have they any odour or' stench, 6t. What business of yours is it, He s says, to
that we should believe that, from their uniting, examine, to inquire who made man ; what is the
qualities were implanted in their products by origin of souls; who devised the causes of ills ;
which sweetness is produced, or something pre- whether the sun is larger than the earth, or raeas.
pared offensive to the senses ? ures only a foot in breadth : 9 whether the moon

6o. Seeing, then, that the origin, the cause, shines with borrowed light, or from her own
the reason of so many and so important things, brightness, _ things which there is neither profit
escapes you yourselves also, and that you can in knowing, nor loss in not knowing? Leave
neither say nor explain what has been made, nor these things to God, and allow Him to know
why and wherefore it should not have been o/her- what is, wherefore, or whence ; whether it must
wise, do you assail and attack our timidity, who have been or not ; whether something always
confess that we do not know that which cannot existed,'° or whether it was produced at the first;
be known, and who do not care to seek out and whether it should be annihilated or preserved,
inquire into those things which it is quite clear consumed, destroyed, or restored in fresh rig-
cannot be understood, although human conjec- our. Your reason is not per_nitted to involve
ture should extend and spread itself through a you in such questions, and to be busied to no
thousand hearts? And therefore Christ the di- purpose about things so much out of reach.
vine, -- although you are unwilling to allow it, _ Your interests are in jeopardy, _ the salvation, I
Christ the divine, I repeat, for this must be said mean," of your souls ; and unless you give your-
often, that the ears of unbelievers may burst and selves to seek to know the Supreme God, a cruel
be rent asunder, speaking in the form of man death awaits you when freed from the bonds of
by command of the Supreme God, because He body, not bringing sudden annihilation, but de-
knew that men are naturally 2 blind, and cannot stroying by the bitterness of its grievous and
grasp the truth at all, or regard as sure and cer- long-protracted punishment.
tain what they might have persuaded themselves 62. And be not deceived or deluded with vain
as to things set before their eyes, and do not hopes by that which is said by some ignorant
hesitate, for the sake of their 3 conjectures, to and most presumptuous pretenders," that they
raise and bring up questions that cause much are born of GOd, and are not subject to the de-
strife,_ bade us abandon and disregardall these crees of fate ; that His palace lies open to them
things of which you speak, and not waste our if they lead a life of temperance, and that after
thoughts upon things which have been removed death as men, they are restored without bin-
far from our knowledge, but, as much as possi- drance, as if to their father's abode ; nor by t/tat
ble, seek the Lord of the universe with the which the Magi ,3 assert, that they have interces-
whole mind and spirit; be raised above these sory prayers, won over by which some powers
subjects, and give over to Him our hearts, as make the way easy to those who are striving to
yet hesitating whither to turn ;4 be ever mind- mount to heaven ; nor by that which Etruria
fulof Him ; and although no imagination can set holds out in the Acherontic books,'4 that souls
Him forth as He is,Syet form some faint con- become divine, and are freed from the law ,s of
ception of Him. For Chest said that, of all death, if the blood of certain animals is offered
who are comprehended in the vague notion of lto certain deines. These are empty delusions,
what is sacred and divine,6 He alone is beyond and excite vain desires. None but the Almighty
the reach of doubt, alone true, and one about God can preserve souls ; nor is there any one
whom only a raving and reckless madman can besides who can give them length of days, and
be in doubt ; to know whom is enough, although grant to them also a spirit which shall never
you have learned nothing besides ; and if by die, '6 except He who alone is immortal arm ever-
knowledge you have indeed been related to 7
God, the head of the world, you have gained . Le.,c_a.

9 As Heraclitus is reported to have said.the true and most important knowledge. ,o The=s.,ti,_taveedd.,_dOda_md,,_,-_,_, _ .,,hid,
the other edd. read,.as above, sem_r tw_um, from the _ ot
Uninus. The soul _ r_ed m.

zz So the later edcL, foltowLngElmenhorat_ who _ dfct fog
t Vtlisherelnserted in all edd., most of which read, as abov.e., the Ms. dicf, omitted by .the fi_t fouredd.

o/or£x, winch is found m theMS., m later wntlng, for the original, t, So most edd., reading zcio_.,fzom the emmldatlon o_x_t.O_tltt,eJt_"
co/or_--" colour," retained by Ursmus, LB., and OeMer. but the Ms., first five edd., Had.., and nebr. t_. tc]_./t_ Dy

2 I_t., " that the nature of man ts." some schools, and (these) arrogating _ much to mems_v_,
3 So the Ms., accordmg to Cmsius, readingnec/_ro_@,w_e :3 C£ ch. x3,. p. 4_9; Pla_, Re_., u. u. P. 364_ where Glut.u_a,

to t'ldd., the reading zs jb'or_cus --" and are utterly with- [ _K_tks of ce_ fortune4eU.'_ v_t _ wlao _
o_,_,- adoptedmtheedd,_.m_ ,,_b_.t,_. of,.tfo,,,_ I ,i_h._t they_,,, p,,,e,_,a ,_. zo_tby_ o, _
-- and that they altogether hesttat¢, which, besides departing from sacrifices, to c.legate from guut_ amz aim v_,..c_ra t_aatth_e_
the MS., rtlD_tcounter to the f,ezll_, . . ] where the Magz are apoken m .a_.be.my on _.texmt witlt . ,

4 Lit., "transfer to Him the unde.c_ded conversions of the I powers, and thus able to armmaptam wrauever _ wttam mu¢
bassi.'." . . pow_. . ....

Ltt., " which the obscumy of _ divinity _xmtmns; wmcn ] ca.p.o9 LP.4°_, supraj, aria asemmgiy Cealtammgdh-ectimm _ to eg-

interprets," the most exalted being holds concealed flora mot- I pzazst_Pl_cnfic_.te"7 Lit., "and being fixed on." I Lit, "a sprat of perpetmty.
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lasting, and restricted by no limit of time. For the Saviour of men, as ,syou say, why x4does He
since all the gods, whether those who are real, not, with uniform benevolence, free all without
or those who are merely said to be from hearsay exception ? I reply, does not He free all alike
and conjecture, are immortal and everlasting by who invites all alike ? or does He thrust back or
His good-will and free gift, how can it be that repel any one from the kindness of the Supreme
others ' are able to give that which they them- who gives to all alike the power of coming to
selves have, s while they have it as the gift of Him,--to men of high rank, to the meanest
another, bestowed by a greater power? Let slaves, to women, to boys? To all, He says, the
Etruria sacrifice what victims it may, let the wise fountain of life is open,'5 and no one is hindered
deny themselves all the pleasures of life,3 let the or kept back from drinking? 6 If you are so los-
Magi soften and soothe M1 lesser powers, yet, tidious as to spurn the kindly ,7offered gift, nay,
unless souls have received from the Lord of all more, if your wisdom is so great that you term
things that which reason demands, and does so those things which are offered by Christ ridicu-
by His command, it 4 will hereafter deeply re- lous and absurd, why should He keep on inviting,S
pent having made itself a laughing-stock,5 when you, while His only duty is to make the enjoy-
it begins to feel the approach 6 of death, merit of His bounty depend upon your own free

63. But if, my opponents say, Christ was sent choice ?_9 God, Plato says, does not cause any
by God for this end, that He might deliver un- one to choose his lot in life ; 2o nor can another's
happy souls from ruin and destruction, of what choice be rightly attributed to any one, since
crime were former ages guilty which were cut freedom of choice was put in His power who
off in their mortal state before He came ? Can made it. Must you be even implored to deign
you, then, know what has become of these souls 7 to accept the gift of salvation from God, and
of men who lived long ago ?s whether they, too, must God's gracious mercy be poured into your
have not been aided, provided, and cared for in bosom while you reject it with disdain, and flee
some way ? Can you, I say, know that which very far from it _ Do you choose to take what is
could have been learned through Christ's teach- offered, and turn it to your own advantage ? You
ing ; whether the ages are unlimited in number will in that case have consulted your own inter-
or not since the human race began to be on the ests. Do you reject with disdain, lightly esteem,
earth ; when souls were first bound to bodies ; and despise it ? You will in this case have robbed
who contrived that binding, 9 nay, rather, who yourself' of the benefit of the gift. 2' God corn-
formed man himself; whither the souls of men pels no one, terrifies no one with overpowenng
who lived before us have gone ; in what parts or ifear. For our salvation is not necessary to Him,
regions of the world they were; whether they so that He would gain anything or suffer any
were corruptible or not ; whether they could i loss, if He either made us divine, 22 or allowed
have encountered the danger of death, if Christ [us to be annihilated and destroyed by corrup-
had not come forward as their preserver at their tion.
time of need ? Lay aside these cares, and aban- 65. Nay, my opponent says, if God is powerful,
don questions to which you can find no answer. `° merciful, willing to save us, let Him change our
The Lord's compassion has been shown to them, dispositions, and compel us to trust in His prom-
too, and the divine kindness _' has been extended ises. This, then, is violence, not kindness nor
to ,2 all ahke; they have been preserved, have the bounty of the Supreme GOd, but a childish
been delivered, and have laid aside the lot and
condition of mortality. Of what kind, my apl_o- ,3So the MS.and Oehl ..... thug ut, which is omitted m all other
nents ash, what, when? If you were free from _d.: mtinscase, thewordsmttahc._areunuccessary.

_4 So Orelh, reading cur (quur m most odd.) for the MS. quas.
presumption, arrogance, and conceit, you might Instead of ,aon --" not," winch follows, the ms, according to Oehter,

have learned long ago from this teacher, reads has, and he therefore changes enos into qua, so-- "I ask, doesHe free all of us altogether *"
64. But, my opponents ask, if Christ came as ,s There is clearly no reference here to a particular passage of

Scripture, hut to the general tone: of Chrtst's teacinng: "Him that
cometh unto me, I will m nowise cast out " Orelh,3nowcver, wuh
ins usual infehcaty, wishes to see a dtrect reference, either to Christ s

i i.e., than the Supreme God. words to the woman of Samarta (John tv. x3-tS), or, which m rather
a Iat., " are." extraordmary, to John vi 35-37: " I am the bread of life," etc. Cf.
3 Lit, "all human things." n. , 459. . .
4 i e., reason. _e _it, "the right of drinking."
3 The Ms readsfuf$se me rfs_f, which has no meaning: ._q.r- tz Let, "the kindness of."

rected,fuisse irrtsut m most odd , and derzstt, by Meurmus, Hdd., ts Lit., "what waits He for, inviting," fuid inoitar.s expectat;
and Oehler, -- the serumbeing m etther case as above, the reading of the ms, both Roman odd., and Oehler. Cmlenius, fol-

6 Lit, "when ,t be, ms to approach to the feehng," cure ad *on- lowed by Canteru_s and Elm_ahorst, changed the last word into 2#tccat
a_; so read by Ge.l_mus for the unintellig_bl¢ _s. cure aAse_r --"mwhat does He sin," adopted bytheotheredd.,w,ththeaddmozt

of in /e_"agamst you."
¢u_'SO the edd.,reading fwid aft c#tm tf* animi:; ac_m for the x9 " Let., "exposes under decisam of your own right." _

turn dos _imzs. *o Cf Plato, Re.#., el. st. p. 379" "of a few things God would
s LiLy"of anoentand very old men." thecause, butof many Hewouklnot;" andx. st p 6x]fin.. _..
9 So the 1_$., LB., Hild._ and Oehier, ttm__dingwl'sctK_:.t ; the 2t .So LB., Orelli, Oeh|er, adopting the emandatio_ e:tUrsmus, ,_

other edd. jum-_'on_- " union." te gau_r_a cawgmadd_ale _rivaver_$, for the anmtelhgthle reading
to Lit, "unknown questions." of the _ts.t t_i m. ¢. #ra6a_eri*.
'1 PI. _ Le., mamortal, does, _ o_rrected by Geaeuins for the ms. de_t

Iat., "has run over." l--" if either Cod made us."
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and vain, strife in seeking to get the mastery. 66. So, then, even if you are pure, and have
For what is so unjust as to force men who are been cleansed from every stain of vice, have
reluctant and unwalling, to reverse their inclina- won over and charmed 'o those powers not to
fions ; to impress forcibly on their minds what shut the ways against you and bar your passage
they are unwilling to recezve, and shrink from ; to when returning to heaven, by no efforts will you
injure before benefiting, and to bring to another be able to reach the prize of Immortality, unless
way of thinking and feeling, by taking away the by Christ's gift you have perceived what consti-
former? You who wish yourself to be changed,* tutes this very immortality, and have been al-
and to suffer violence, that you may do and may lowed to enter on the true life. For as to that
be compelle.d to take to yourself that which you with which you have been in the habit of taunt-
do not wish, why do you refuse of your own ing us, that our religion is new," and arose a few
accord to select that which you wish to do, when days ago, almost, and that you could not aban-
changed and transformed ? I am unwilling, He don the ancient faith which you had inherited
says, and have no wish. What, then, do you from your fathers, and pass over to barbarous
blame God as though He failed you ? do you wish and foreign rites, this is urged, wholly without
Him to bring you help,3 whose gifts and bounties :reason. For what if in this way we chose to
you not only reject and shun, but term empty 4 blame the preceding, even the most ancient
words, and assail with jocose witticisms ? Unless, ages, because when they discovered how to raise
then, my opponent says, I shall be a Christian, I crops,'* they despised acorns, and rejected with
cannot hope for salvation. It is just as you scorn the wild strawberry; because they ceased
yourself say. For, to bring salvation and impart to be covered with the bark of trees and clad
to souls what should be bestowed and must be in the hides of wild beasts, after that garments
added, Christ alone has had given into His charge of cloth were devised, more useful and con-
and entrusted s to Him by God the Father, the venient in wearing ; or because, when houses
remote and more secret causes being so disposed, were built, and more comfortable dwellings
For, as with you, certain gods have fixed offices, erected, they did not cling to their ancient
privileges, powers, and you do not ask from any huts, and did not prefer to remain under rocks
of them what is not in his power and permitted and caves like the beasts of the field ? It is a
to him, so it is the right of 6 Christ alone to give dlspomtion possessed by all, and impressed on
salvation to souls, and assign them everlasting us almost from our cradles even, to prefer good
hie. For if you believe that father Bacchus can thing_ to bad, useful to useless things, and to
give a good vintage, but cannot give rehef from pursue and seek that with more pleasure which
sickness ; if you believe that Ceres can give good has been generally regarded ,3as more than usu-
crops, A_sculapius health, Neptune one thing, !ally precious, and to set on that our hopes for
Juno r another, that Fortune, Mercury, Vulcan, prosperity and favourable circumstances.
are each the giver of a fixed and particular thing, 6 7- Therefore, when you urge against us that
--this, too, you nmst needs receive from us,8 we turn away from the religion ,4 of past ages, it
that souls can receive from no one life and sal- is fitting that you should examine why it is done,
vation, except from Him to whom the Supreme not what is done, and not set before you what
Ruler gave this charge and duty. The Almighty we have left, but observe especially what we
Master of the world has determined that this have followed. For if it is a fault or crime to

should be the way of salvation,- this the door, change an opinion, and pass from ancient cus-
so to say, of life ; by Him 9 alone xs there access toms to new con&tions and desires, this accusa-
to the light: nor may men either creep in or tion holds against you too, who have so often
enter elsewhere, all other ways being shut up changed your habits and mode of life, who have
and secured by an impenetrable barrier, gone over to other customs and ceremonies, so

that you are condemned by ,s past ages as well
• So most edd, reading inanzs for the Ms ammz ; retained, though

not very mt_lhloble m LB. whale Hild. reads and ..... foohsh" as we. Do you indeed have the people dis-

Sothe us-now reads ;erti; but thin word, according to Ptthce- tributed into five ,6 classes, as your ancestors once
us, ts m a later handwriting and some letters have been erased.

So the edd. reading 'tibt de$it_ o#era destderas tzbz, except had? Do you ever elect magistrates by vote of

Hfld. and Oehlcr'who retain the Ms. _caamg, t d o desiderant,-- the people ? Do you know what military, urban,
"as though He fadedyou deslrlng Hzm to bring help"

4 So Ursinus, reading zn area cagnomzne$ for the Ms ztz alta, ]

whmh Orelh would interpret, " call the reverse of the truth " ]
Iat., " For the parts of bringing . . . has enjoined and given ro Lit "bent."

Over," 2htrte, . . . t_unctum kabet et tradrtxm, where It w_U be tt Cf.'_. xS and 58.

rtartt to nottce that Arnobms, wriung rapidly, had earned with xz Lit, "crops being invented."only the general idea, and forgotten the mode m which this was t3 So the Later edd., reading eanati_rig from the margin of Urab
expressed nus; but in the Igq. and first four edd the reading ts caxa_uE'r_--

Pontiflczum. "has established," for which there is no subject.
7 Here, too, according to Pithreus, there are signs of erasure, x4 So the later edd., reathng a_erstontm ex (LB., mad p_
8 t e, adratt. . . . edd. a) relz'gtonefortheMs, etrel/_am--'*agamgtusthehamvJ
9 This pas_gre at once sugg_ts John x. 9 and xtv. 6, and It Is and rehglon of past ages."

therefore the more necessary to notice the way in whtch Amobms ts Lu._ "with the condemnation of." .
Speaks (" so to say'), whmh is certainly not the tone of one quoting x6 Thin shows that the divtaion of the lmopl¢ into dama wi _
a Pamage with which he m well acquarated. [Elucidation L] [ fete in the Ume of Aronbms.
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and common' comitia are? Do you watch the mon sense and the discretion all men have, if
sky, or put an end to public business because we have chosen what is greater and more cer-
evil omens are announced ? When you are pre- rain, and have not suffered ourselves to be held
paring for war,*do you hang out a flag from the back by unreasoning respect for impostures ?
citadel, or practise the forms of the Fetiales, 69. But our name is new, we are taM, and
solemnly3 demanding the return of what has the religion which we follow arose but a few
been carried off? or, when encountering the days ago. Granting for the present that what
dangers of war, do you begin to hope also, you urge against us is not untrue, what is there,
because of favourableomens from the points of I would ask, among the afffirs of men that _s
the spears? 4 In entering on office, do you still either done by bodily exertion and manual
observe the laws fixing the proper times ? with labour, or attained by the mind's learning and
regard to gifts and presents to advocates, do you knowledge, which did not begin at some time,
observe the Cincian and the sumptuary laws in re- and pass into general use and practice since
stricting your expenses ? Do you maintain fires, then ? Medicine, s philosophy, music, and all
ever burning, in gloomy sanctuaries ?s Do you the other arts by which social life has been built
consecrate tables by putting on them salt-cellars up and refined, -- were these born with men,
and images of the gods ? When you marry, do and did they not rather begin to be pursued,
you spread the couch with a toga, and invoke understood, and practised tately, nay, rather, but
the genii of husbands ? do you arrange the hair a short time since ? Before the Etruscan Tages
of brides with the hasta ccehbaris_ do you bear saw the 9 light, did any one know or trouble
the maidens' garments to the temple of Fortuna himself to know and learn what meaning there
Virginalis? Do your matrons work in the halls of was in the fall of thunderbolts, or in the veins
your houses, showing their industry openly ? do of the vmtims sacrificed ?'° When did the rot-
they refrainfrom drinking wine ? are their friends tion of the stars or the art of calculating nativities
and relations allowed to kiss them, in order to begin to be known ? Was it not after Theutis"
show that they are sober and temperate ? the Egyptian ; or after Atlas, as some say, the

68. On the Alban hill, it was not allowed in bearer, supporter, stay, and prop of the skies?
ancient times to sacrifice any but snow-white 70. But why do I speak of these trivial things
bulls: have you not changed that custom and The xmmortal gods themselves, whose temples
religious observance, and has it not been enacted you now enter with reverence, whose deity you
by decree of the senate, that reddish ones may suppliantly adore, did they not at certain times,
be offered ? While during the reigns of Romu- as is handed down by your writings and tradmons,
lus and Pompilius the inner parts, having been begin to be, to be known and to be invoked by
quite thoroughly cooked and softened, were names and titles whxchwere given to them? For
burnt up in sacrificing to the gods, did you not ff it is true that Jupiter with his brothers was
begin, under king Tullius, 6 to hold them out born of Saturn and his wife,before Ops was mar-
half-raw and slightly warm, paying no regard to tied and bore children Jupiter had not existed
the former usage ? While before the arrwal of both the Supreme and the Stygian, '2 no, nor the
Hercules in Italy supplication was made to lord of the sea, nor Juno, nay more, no one
father Dis and Saturn with the heads of men inhabited the heavenly seats except the two par-
by Apollo's advice ; have you not, in like man- ents ; but from their union the other gods were
net, changed this custom too, by means of concewed and born, and breathed the breath of
cunning deceit and ambiguous names ?7 Since, life. So, then, at a certain time the god Jupiter
then, yourselves also have followed at one time began to be, at a certain time to merit worship
these customs, at another different laws, and and sacrifices, at a certain time to be set above
have repudiated and rejected many things on his brothers in power. _3 But, again, if Liber.
either perceiving your mistakes or seeing some- Venus, Diana, Mercury, Apollo, Hercules, the
thing better, what have we done contrary to com- Muses, the Tyndarian brothers, .4and Vulcan the

lord of fire, were begotten by father Jupiter, and
t Turnehus has explained this as merely another way of saying the born of a parent sprung from Saturn, before that¢O_t_a Ce_lurta_a_ CgrLa_a arid lYrfb_ta

So the edd.. reading ¢um_arati* bdla (Oehler reads repaean- Memory, Alcmena, Maia, Juno, Latona, Leda,_S} for the Ms. rc2_zratis
t.e.._#srclarigatz_em,thesotemndedaraaonofwar,ffrestitu-Dione, and Semele also bore children to Dies-

tion was not reade wsthin thirty-three days .......
4 This seems the most natural way to deal with the clause ef ex ] 8 The us. reads ¢di in fllas_/tta ; the first four edd., p_t_.os.,

acum:nzbtcg aus2#icati$, looking on the last word as an adjective, not t F.amenh. and Orelli, 2_tenzm iMzil. -- "' For were phd ; " LB., Ede an

a verbs as most edd. seem to hold it. There is great diverstty of opin- _#kfl. --" say whether phil.," which is, however, faulty mion as to what thts omen was. [ tion, as the indlcadve follows, lhgalfius, followed by Oehler,
S The MS,readsin peaetra2_t_ et _l:'_gr. LB. followed by [ as above, Medlclnapkd.

O_elli, merely omits a, as above, while the first five edd read in I 9 LtL, "reached the coasts of."
2#en. Vest_igwia--"doyou mamtaln the hearths of Vesta's fire." [ to Lit.,"ofthemtestmes"--ex/arum.
_Many other readings and many explanatmus of the passage are also [ st InhothRomanedd.,T_eutatem, te.,Theutas. Cf.plato, Yk#
proposed. I dr':_r, st. _. a74

6 I.e., Servius Tulfitm. The first four edd. read Tullo, s.e., Tul- ] x* i.e.,Pluto.
lus Hostiin_. _ t _ Pl .

7 eL v. c.x. 1 t4 Ltt , "C.astors," t.e., Castorand Ponux.
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p_ter, these deta'es, too, were nowhere in the in downs from |upiter ' Latin,,_7• " . g _ _ and Pmus to ......
world, nor m any part of the universe, but by lThree , as the line of succession shows. Will you
Jupiter's embraces they were begotten and born, I suppose Faunus, Latinus, and Picus to have each

and began to have some sense of their own ex- 1lived a hundred and twen_ years, for beyond
_stence. So then, these, too, began to be at a this it is affirmed that man s life cannot be pro-
certain time, and to be summoned among the i longed? Theestimationiswellgroundedandclear
gods to the sacred rites. This we say, in like iThere are, then, three hundred and sixty years
manner, of Minerva. For if, as you assert, she after these ?6 It is just as the calculation shows.
burst forth from Jupiter's head ungenerated,' be- Whose father-in-law was Latinus ? 2Eneas'.
fore Jupiter was begotten, and received in his Whose father was he ? 7 He was father of the
mother's womb the shape and outhne of his founder of the town Alba. How many years
body, 2 it is quite certain that Minerva did not did kings reign in Alba? Four hundred and
exist, and was not reckoned among things or as twenty almost. Of what age is the city Rome
existing at all ; but from Jove's head she was shown to be m the annals ? It reckons ten s hun-
born, and began to have a real existence. She dred and fifty years, or not much less. So, then,
therefore has an origin at the first, and began to from Jupiter, who is the brother of Picus and
be called a goddess at a certain time, to be set father of the other and lesser gods, down to the
up in temples, and to be consecrated by the in- present time, there are nearly, or to add a little
violable obligations of religion. Now as this is to the time, altogether, two thousand years. Now
the case, when you talk of the novelty of our re- since this cannot be contradicted, not only is the
ligion, does your ownnotcomeintoyourthoughts, religion to which you adhere shown to have
and do you not take care to examine when your sprung up lately ; but it is also shown that the
gods sprung up, --what origins, what causes they gods themselves, to whom you heap up bulls and
have, or from what stocks they have burst forth other victims at the risk of bringing on disease,
and sprung? But how shameful, how shameless are young and little children, who should still be
it is to censure that in another which you see fed with their mothers' milk.9
that you do yourself,--to take occasion to re-] 72. But your rehg_on precedes ours by many
vde and accuse others for things which can be Iyears, and is therefore, you say, truer, because it
retorted upon you in turn ! I has been supported by the authority of antiqmty.

7i. But our rites are 3 new ; yours are ancient, IAnd of what avail is it that it should precede
and of excessive antiquity, we are told. And Iouts as many years as you please, since it began
what help does that give you, or how does it I at a certain time? or what '° are two thousand
damage our cause and argument? The belief 4 i years, compared with so many thousands of ages?
which we hold is new ; some day even it, too, ! And yet, lest we should seem to betray our cause
will become old : yours is old ; but when it i by so long neglect, say, if it does not annoy you,
arose, it was new and unheard of. The credi- [ does the Almighty and Supreme God seem to you
bihty of a religion, however, must not be deter- I to be something new ; and do those who adore
mined by its age, but by its divinity; and you and worship Him seem to you to support and
should consider not when, but what you began introduce an unheard-of, unknown, and upstart
to worship. Four hundred years ago, my op- religion? Is there anything older than Him? or
ponent says, your religion did not exist. And can anything be found preceding Him in being d,
two thousand years ago, I re2oly, your gods did time, name? Is not He alone uncreated, im-
not exist. By what reckoning, you ask, or by mortal, and everlasting ? Who is the head '* and
what calculations, can that be inferred ? They fountain of things ? is not He ? To whom does
are not difficult, not intricate, but can be seen eternity owe its name ? is it not to Him ? Is
by any one who will take them in hand even, as it not because He is everlasting, that the ages
the saying is. Who begot Jupiter and his broth- go on without end ? This is beyond doubt, and
ers? Saturn with Ops, as you relate, sprung from true : the religion which we follow is not new,

Ccelus and Hecate. Who begot Picus, the father then, but we have been late in learning what weof Faunus and grandfather of Latinus ? Saturn, should follow and revere, or where we should

as you again hand down byyour books and teach- s Iat.,"hewmanys_-War*_ofrae*.'_
ers? Therefore, if this is the case, Picus and I 6 i.e.,JupiterandPwm.
Jupiter are in consequence umted by the bond 7 "r_ =s._ _,uar... zat',_, ,,y,a, .0_ _ln_-ing been erased. The reading followed above--_*mL_r u _/ttt---
of kinship, inasmuch as they are sprung from one _ _ted tocant_s bym friend Gffanlt_,alldis found inme

ma_n of Urslntm and Orelli.stock and race. It is clear, then, that what we cf. above," four hundred years agot" etc. t and L eh. z3. It is

say is true. How many steps are there in com- of i=pom._ to notet_t Amobiu,,, mcotmtstm_tm thae ra,mm-meats. [Inthe F.amburghedlt_nwe havehere"_tem
years," but it was changed, m the Errata, to ten hunm_ aim taty.l

9 Ltt., "he nurtted wtth the b_ and dropt milk."
tl Le., Mu wlli_::_,ralnkjact_ ] to Ltt., "of what ttpace."

_.," _ ofb,xuo _ ' " ,, i.,., ,-,.
3 Lit., ,, what we do is." ptao_ u So the Ms., according to Crtuti_ and Livimi_, .t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t_at ¢ Ill
4 Iat., " thing." I edd. except Oehler read a_t--" head (Le., somme) or f_mmm. '°
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both fixour hope of salvation, and employ the aid have dropped on them while yet uninjured, and
given to save us. For He had not yet shone forth made provision for the wants of the time ? Nay,
whowas to point out the way to those wandering this we rather'ask, why, if it were fitting that
from it, and give the light of knowledge to those Hercules should be born, _tEsculapius, Mercury,
who were lying in the deepest darkness, and dis- Liber, and some others, that they might be both
pel the blindness of their ignorance, added to the assembhes of the gods, and might

73. But are we alone in this position? _ What ! do men some service, -- why they were produced
have you not introduced into the number of so late by Jupiter, that only later ages should
your gods the Egyptian deities named Serapis know them, while the past ages 6 of those who
and Isis, since the consulship of Piso and Gabi- went before knew them not ? You will say that
nius ?2 What ! did you not begin both to know there was some reason. There was then some
and be acquainted with, and to worship with re- reason here also that the Saviour of our race
markable honours, the Phrygian mother--who, came not lately, but to-day. What, then, you
it is said, was first set up as a goddess by Midas ask, is the reason ? We do not deny that we do
or Dardanus- when Hannibal, the Carthagin- not know. For it is not within the power of
ian, was plundering Italy and aiming at the em- any one to see the mind of God, or the way in
pire of the world?s Are not the sacred rites of which He has arranged His plansY Man, a
mother Ceres, which were adopted but a little blind creature, and not knowing himself even,
while ago, called Grmca because they were un- can s in no way learn what should happen, when,
known to you, their name bearing witness to or what its nature is: the Father Himself, the
their novelty? Is it not said ¢ in the writings of Governor and Lord of all, alone knows. Nor,
the learned, that the rituals of Numa Pompilius if I have been unable to disclose to you the
do not contain the name of Apollo ? Now it is causes why something is done in this way or
clear and manifest from this, that he, too, was un- that, does it straightway follow, that what has
known to you, but that at some time afterwards been done becomes not done, and that a thing
he began to be known also. If any one, there- becomes incredible, which has been shown to be
fore, should ask you why you have so lately be- beyond doubt by such 9 virtues and _opowers.
gun to worship those deities whom we mentioned 75- You may object and rejoin, Why was the
just now, it is certain that you will reply, either Savmur sent forth so late ? In unbounded, eter-
because we were t_Tl lately not aware that they nal ages, we reply, nothing whatever should be
were gods, or because we have now been warned spoken of as late. For where there is no end
by the seers, or because, in very trying circum- and no beginning, nothing is too soon," nothing
stances, we have been preserved by their favour too late. For time is perceived from its begin-
and help. But if you think that this is well'said nings and endings, which an unbroken line and
by you, you must consider that, on our part, a endless i_ succession of ages cannot have. For
similar reply has been made. Our religion has iwhat if the things themselves to which it was
sprung up just now ; for now He has arrivedwho ! necessary to bring help, required that as a fitting
was sent to declare it to us, to bring us to its time ? For what if the condition of antiquity
truth ; to show what God is ; to summon us from was different from that of later times ? What if
mere conjectures, to His worship, it was necessary to give help to the men of old

74. And why, my opponent says, did God, the in one way, to provide for their descendants in
Ruler and Lord of the universe, determine that a another? Do ye not hear your own writings
Saviour, Christ, should be sent to you from the read, telling that there were once men who
heights of heaven a few hours ago, as it is said ? were demi-gods, heroes with immense and huge
We ask you too, on the other hand, what cause, bodies ? Do you not read that infants on their
what reason is there that the seasons sometimes mothers' breasts shrieked like Stentors, '3 whose
do not recur at their own months, but that win- bones, when dug up in different parts of the
ter, summer, and autumn come too late ? why,
after the crops have been dried up and the corn s 6Lit., "_n_q_iry."

7 Lit. "things."
has perished, showers sometimes fall which should s So _elemns emended the Ms., reading _tt.n_--" being able,"

which he changed into #otez_', as above, foUowed by later edck
9 Lit., "by such kinds of."

t The Ms. reads unintelligibly _ertitur aolar; for whtch LB., fol- so The MS. and first edd. read etflotssta/_us_textatum--" and
lowed by the. later edd., reads, as above vertt'mur :old. by powers of powers; " the other edd. merely omit pottsta_us_ as

s Dr. Schmite (Sratth's .Odor., *. rA _sls)speaks of these cmtsuis as above, except Oehler, who, retaining it, changes 2#olfstatum into
heading the revolt against the decree of the senate, that the statues of #rotestata _" being wi_ to by," etc.; but there is no inst_ce
Isls and Setapis should he removal from the Capitol The words of adduced in which the partactple nf thin verb ts used pass,rely. --
Tertulhan {quoting Varro as his authority) are very distinct: "The xx These words having.been omitted by Oberthfir, are omitted by
omuml C,ahimus . . . gave more weight to the dectslon of the senate Orelli also, as in p_vlous instances
than the popukvtr impulse, and forbade then" altars (i.e.. thnse of Sofa- XaTheMs. and first ed. readst_amf_ode_'ata¢on_walfo;cor"
pls, Isis, Arpocrat_ and Anttl_) to be set up " (adzV'afllmea, Lto rected _:'m_tod. co_.byGelenms.
el. Ape/., 6). ' x_ _ the edd., reading infante$ stentortos, except Oeh_ t who

S Cf. vii. 49. retams the its. reading cent_nario*, which he explains as" having t
4 Lit., "contained." htmdred" heads or hands, as the case might be, e.g., TyphoQ, Brta-
S PL sens, etc.
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earth, have made the discoverers almost doubt easily released from the bonds of the body, and
that they were the remains of human limbs ? escape from our darkness and s blindness.
So, then, it may be that Almighty God, the only 77. Therefore that bitterness of persecution of
God, sent forth Christ then indeed, after that the which you speak is our deliverance and not per-
human race, btcammg feebler, weaker, began to secution, and our ill-treatment will not bring evil
be such as we are. If that which has been done upon us, but will lead us to the light of liberty.
now could have been done thousands of years As if some senseless and stupid fellow were to
ago, the Supreme Ruler would have done it ; or think that he never punished a man who had
if it had been proper, that what has been done been put into prison 9 with severity and cruelty,
now should be accomplished as many thousands unless he were to rage against the very prison,
after this, nothing compelled God to anticipate break its stones in pieces, and burn its roof, its
the necessary lapse' of time. His plans = are wall, its doors ; and strip, overthrow, and dash
executed in fixed ways ; and that which has to the ground its other parts, not knowing that
been once decided on, can in no wise be changed thus he was giving light to him whom he seemed
again.3 to be injuring, and was taking from him the ac-

76. Inasmuch then, you say, as you serve the cursed darkness : in like manner, you too, by the
Almighty God, and trust that He cares for your flames, banishments, tortures, and monsters with
safety and salvation, why does He suffer you to which you tear in pieces and rend asunder our
be exposed to such storms of persecution, and bodies, do not rob us of life, but relieve us of
to undergo all kinds of punishments and tot- ourskins, notknowingthat, as farasyouassaultand
tures ? Let us, too, ask in reply, why, seeing seek to rage against these our shadows and forms,
that you worship so great and so innumerable so far you free us from pressing and heavy chains,
gods, and build temples to them, fashion images and cutting our bonds, make us fly up to the light.
of gold, sacrifice herds of animals, and all heap 78. Wherefore, O men, refrain from obsmact-
up 4 boxfuls of incense on the already loaded ing what you hope for by vain questions; nor
altars, why you live subject to so many dangers should you, if anything is otherwise than you
and storms of calamtO, , with which many fatal think, trust your own opinions rather than that
nfisfortunes vex you every day? Why, I say, do which should be reverenced.'* The times, full of
your gods neglect to avert from you so many dangers, urge us, and fatal penalties threaten us ;
kinds of disease and sickness, shipwrecks, down- let us flee for safety to God our Saviour, without
falls, conflagrations, pestilences, barrenness, loss demanding the reason of the offered gift. When
of children, and confiscation of goods, discords, that at stake is our souls' salvation and our own
wars, enmities, captures of cities, and the slavery interests, something must be done even without
of those who are robbed of their rights of free reason, as Arrhianus approves of Epictetus having
birth?s But, my op_oonent says, in such mis- !said." We doubt, we hesitate, and suspect the
chances we, too, are in no wise helped by God. credibility of what is said; let us commit our-
The cause is plain and manifest. For no hope selves to God, and let not our incredulity prevail
has been held out to us with respect to this life, more with us than the greatness of His, name
nor has any help been promised or 6 aid decreed and power, lest, while we are seeking out argu-
us for what belongs to the husk of this flesh,- ments for ourselves, through which that may
nay, more, we have been taught to esteem and seem false which we do not wish and deny to be
value lightly all the threats of fortune, whatever true, the last day steal upon us, and we be found
they be ; and if ever any very grievous calamity in the jaws of our enemy, death.
has assailed us, to count as pleasant in that ntis-

s Lit., "our dm'k."
fortune 7 the end which must follow, and not to 9 a_ =s.andbothRor_ _ red i_ ¢*_,r,m _ _.
fear or flee from it, that we may be the more _,-*=; T.B,and_t_ cda. ha_ _-i,_d ¢._mt_. =_

g_mus the re_lmg U'm_t_l above, _t#_, omttu_ tl,_ Io_
........... altogether, which Oehler, however, would re.rainas equivalent to

t Lit,"mezsure." [ " not to bepasmt from." . ,
= Lit., "things." xo I_L, "than an august thing. ' . •
3 Ltt.," can be changed w_th no novdty." [ u Orelli triers toArrh., i. x=; ]_t the dog..tfinethe_ .hmi_. on .t
• Iflt, 1 *' provide," conj_iat_, which, however, rome would un- [ t.be nec_uty Of submission, to what m u_votdable,. Oehl_. m atld_-

derstand ' consume." ] Uon,re_s to Eplct., xxxn. S,.where, however,tt m nw_y ar_8_srl
s l._t., "davenes, th¢_ free births being takenaw=3"." to showthat when anTthmg m _a_hbckt from us, it ,s just I
6 Lit., "and." . [ are unless paul for, and that we have _ noreason to c_mplam.
;' So the _s., first five edd, Hild, and Oehler, readinE ad- _ Neither. paMaEe can be referred to hen=, and at seem? _

=crlbtre i_fo_u_o _ol_pt_tm z which is omttted m the othe_ eckt. Aaron. i_tshas made a _ _ re/erma_ which t'*r,t_tt De
as a _ which may have crept m from the margin, tdantified.
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BOOK III.

I. All these charges, then, which might truly to those who form the royal family as welt as
be better termed abuse, have been long answered to the sovereigns, but whatever honoLrr belongs to
with sufficient fulness and accuracy by men of them is found to be tacitly 6 implied in the horn-
distinction in this respect, and worthy to have age offered to the kings themselves ; in just the
learned the truth ; and not one point of any same way, these gods, whoever they be, for whose
inquiry has been passed over, without being existence you vouch, if they are a royal race, and
determined m a thousand ways, and on the spring from the Supreme Ruler, even though we
strongest grounds. We need not, therefore, lin- do not expressly do them reverence, yet feel that
ger fur/her on this part of the case. For neither they are honoured in common with their Lord,
is the Christian religion unable to stand though and share in the reverence shown to Him. Now
it found no advocates, nor will it be therefore it must be remembered that we have made this
proved true if it found many to agree with it, statement, on the hypothesis only that it is clear
and gained weight through its adherents: Its and undeniable, that besides the Ruler and Lord
own strength is sufficient for it, and it rests on Himself, there are still other beings: who, when
the foundations of its own truth, without losing arranged and disposed in order, form, as it were,
its power, though there were none to defend it, a kind of plebeian mass. But do not seek to
nay, though all voices assailed and opposed it, point out to us pictures instead of gods in your
and united with common rancour to destroy all temples, and the images which you set up, for
faith • in it. you too know, but are unwilling and refuse to

2. Let us now return to the order from which admit, that these are formed of most worthless
we were a little ago compelled to diverge, that clay, and are childish figures made by mechanics.
our defence may not, through its bemg too long And when we converse with you on religion, we
broken off, be said to have given our detractors ask you to prove this, that there are other god_
cause to triumph in the establishing of their than the one Supreme Z)aty in nature, power,
charge. For they propose these questions : If name, not as we see them manifested in images,
you are in earnest about religion, why do you but in such a substance as it might fittingly be
not serve and worship the other gods with us, or supposed that perfection of so great dignity
share your sacred rites with your fellows, and should reside.
put the ceremonies of the dzfferen/ religions on 4. But we do not purpose delaying further on
an equality? We may say for the present : In this part of the subject, lest we seem desirous to
essaying to approach the divine, the Supreme stir up most violent strife, and engage in agltat-
Deity3 suffices us,--the Deity, I say, who is ing contests.
supreme, the Creator and Lord of the universe, Let there be, as you affirm, that crowd of
who orders and rules all things : in Him we serve ' deities, let there be numberless families of gods ;
all that requires our service ; tn ]/,m we worship we assent, agree, and do not examine too closely,
all that should be adored,-- venerate 4 that which nor in any part of the subject do we assail
demands the homage of our reverence. For as i the doubtful and uncertain positions you hold.
we lay hold of the source of the divine itself, This, however, we demand, and ask you to tell
from which the very divinity of all gods whatever us, whence you have discovered, or how you
is derived, s we think it an idle task to approach have learned, whether there are these gods, _
each personally, since we neither know who they _whom you believe to be in heaven and serve, or
are, nor the names by which they are called; some others unknown by reputation and name _
and are further unable to learn, and discover, For it may be that beings exist whom you do
and establish their number, not believe to do so ; and that those of whose

3- And as in the kingdoms of earth we are in existence you feel assured, are found nowhere in
no wise constrained expressly to do reverence the universe. For you have at no time been

borne aloft to the stars of heaven, a/no lime
1 rThe MS., followed by Oehler, reads neque enim _s a._re .
l_teat, C_rf*tiana reli_o, auto"for neather can a thing not

stand,., nor will the Chmtian religion," ere., while L.B merely o Lit, '" whatever belongs to them feels itself to be comprehended
changesautintoet--"forneithereanathing, ie the Chrtstmn re-t with a tacat rendering also of honour In" etc ta¢ita et se ,tnt;t
ligion .... nor wall It,'" etc. All other odd. read _ above omittmg hanorfflcentia read by later edd for thews _se *tnHt--" but as
et. ' whatever," re_ by Hild. and Oehler: while the first four edd

g According to Crusius and others, the Ms. reads .,,fnem ; but, f read _z--" feels itself with a silent force comprehended m the honour
acoording to Hild., )_dem, as above ] in," etc.

a D_u.tprT"mu,t according to Nourry, in reladon to Christ; butl 7 So LB. and Orelll, reading a/:_* etlam_t_m tat_¥a for the Ms.
manifestly from the scope of the chapter, God as the fountain and ] alltuum cafl¢'ga, read In the first five odd, alia _ ¢a_t_a--" are

source of all things. [others not chiefs; '" Hdd., followed by Oehler, _ alia aye"_
4 Int., "proptuate with venerations." ] ¢ap(t-a--" other gods." --
S So the Ms., reading duc_tur; for which Oberthiir, followed by [ e According to OreUi'$ pmtetuation, "wheth_ there are these

Orelll, reads dicitsr--" is said." | gods In heaven whom," etc.
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have seen the face and countenance of each; and do not refuse to drawnear whithersoever you
and t/ten established here the worship of the may have summoned us; if only we learn who
same gods, whom you remembered to be there, those divine beings are whom you press upon
as having been known and seen by you. But us, and with whom it may be right to share the
this, too, we again would learn from you, whether reverence which we show to the king and prince
they have received these names by which you call who is over all. It is Saturn, my opponent says,
them, or assumed them themselves on the days and Janus, Minerva, Juno, Apollo, Venus, Trip-
of purification.' If these are divine and celestial tolemus, Hercules, 2Esculapius, and all the others,
names, who reported them to you? But if, on to whom the reverence of antiquity dedicated
the other hand, these names have been applied magnificent temples in almost every city. You
to them by you, how could you give names to might, perhaps, have been able to attract us to
those whom you never saw, and whose character the worship of these deities you mention, had
or circumstances you in no wise 2 knew ? you not been yourselves the first, with font and

5. But let it be assumed that there are these unseemly fancies, to devise such tales about
gods, as you wish and believe, and are persuaded; them as not merely to stain their honour, but.
let them be called also by those names by which by the natures assigned to them, to prove that
the common people suppose that those meaner they did not exist at all. For, in the first place,
gods3 are known? Whence, however, have you we cannot be led to believe this, othat that
learnedwho make up the list of gods under these immortal and supreme nature has been divided
names?S have any ever become familiar and by sexes, and that there are some male, others
known to others with whose names you were not female. But this point, indeed, has been long
acquainted? 6 For it cannot be easily known ago fuUy treated of by men of ardent genius,
whether their numerous body is settled and fixed both in Latin and Greek ; and Tullius, the most
tn number; orwhethez their multitude cannot be eloquent among the Romans, without dreading
_ummed up and limited by the numbers of any the vexatiousness of a clmrge of impiety, has
computatmn. For let us suppose that you do above all, with greater piety," declared- boldly,
reverence to a thousand, or rather five thousand firmly, and frankly--what he thought of such
gods; but in the universe it may perhaps be a fancy; and if you would proceed to receive
that there are a hundred mousand ; there may from him opimons written with true discernment,
be even more than this, -- nay, as we said a little instead of merely brilliant sentences, this case
before, it may not be possible to compute the would have been concluded ; nor would it re-
number of the gods, or limit them by a definite quire at our weak hands ,* a second pleading,,3
number. Either, then, you are yourselves ira- as it is termed.
pious who serve a few gods, but disregard the 7. But why should I say that men seek from
duties which you owe to the rest ;7 or ff you him subtleties of expression and splendour of
claim that your ignorance of the rest should be diction, when I know that there are many who
pardoned, you will procure for us also a similar avoid and flee from his books on thts subject,
pardon, ff m just the same way_ we refuse to and will not hear his opimong read/4 overthrow-
worship those of whose existence we are wholly ing their prejudices ; and when I hear others
ignorant, muttering angrily, and saying that the senate

6. And yet let no one think that we are per- should decree the destruction ,s of these writings
versely determined not to submit to 9 the other by which the Christmn religion _s maintained,
deities, whoever they are ! For we hyt up pious and the weight of antiquity overborne? But,
minds, and stretch forth our hands in prayer/° indeed, if you are convinced that anything you

So LB and later edd from a conj of Meursms re.admg dfe6u_ say regarding your gods is beyond doubt, point
lu_triH_r for the _ts. lu'd_'_rli,¢; read by some, and understood by I out Cicero's error, refute, rebut his rash andT6o_, as z.ai_, i _.,f_uad_y_ Iimpious words, and show that they are so. For

* The Ms, followed by Hdd and Oehler, reads _,_¢ue . . . fn ] when you would carry off writings, and suppressulla cog'u.allone-- ".in no relauonshtp," for whtch the ot[aer edd. give ]
_og,,iti_._.bo._ l a book given forth to the public, you are not

3 So all edd, reading 1M/_ularas, except Htld and Oehler, who ]
receive the conj. of Rlgaldus, _ulatfm--" among all nations, " ]
the _s. readm_ l&#ularem

* Censerf, ] e., "written m the hst of gods. ' of soldiers holding out their hands as they swore to be true to thear
s Otherwise, "how many make up the lint of this ]_hO.IDtC." Counutyand leaders, but there is no want of simphoity and ootlgruity

f, 6 So O_lh, receavmg the emendatmn of Barth, fneagnttg nomtne, in the sentence as tt stands, to warrant us in rejecting the word.
the as. in ¢a_ttione, -one being an abbrewauon for _wmine. tl i.e. than the inventors of such fables had shown.amples of anc[i deities are the l_oveusdes, Consentes, etc, cc. t2 Lat., "from us infants:' i.e., as comparod with such a man as

38--4x. Cu:ero.

of 7 LiL, _ who, except a few gods, do not engage m the services t_Secundasa_twnea. 'I'ae referen_ is evidsnfly to a second
t_. speaks, who makes good his predecessor's defects.wouldexphinproparfe ¢o._,ffmilias eqmvalent topre t,t Lit., "'are unwiUing to/._L,ai_ into their esr th©resdlag or"o#n-

*,no */ere g)eo --" for the one true God." ions," etc.
9 Lit.,"toke theoaths of alleginnce," or military oaths_ tufing a ts Both Christians and heathen, iris in_oabte, w_e concerned in

very common metaphor applied to Christxans in the precodmg book, the mutilatam of aye.Ara&Dlarxm.
So Gelenkub reading dfc_a for the _$. dtetil_ra. The last verb

c._ Lit., "suppliant hands." It has been thought that the word iscampr_a_e, readetpr_6ate--"condemn,"byalledd, eaceptH_.
*u_#/:_e._ is a gloss, and that the idea originally was thatofa band and Oehle._.
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defending the gods, but dreading the evidence or that nature had wished in them to make sport
of the truth, of its own improvidence, Ic in providing them with

8. And yet, that no thoughtless person may members for which there would be no use. For
raise a false accusation against us, as though we as the hands, feet, eyes, and other members
believed God whom we worship to be male,- which form our body," have been arranged for
for this reason, that is, that when we speak of certain uses, each for its own end, so we may
Him we use a masculine word, -- let him under- well _2believe that these members have been pro-
stand that it is not sex which is expressed, but vided to discharge their office ; or it must be
His name, and its meaning according to custom, confessed that there is something without a pur-
and the way in which we are in the habit of pose in the bodies of the gods, which has been
using words.' For the Deity is not male, but made uselessly and in vain.
His name is of the masculine gender: but in xo. What say you, ye holy and pure guardians
your ceremonies you cannot say the same ; for of religi6n ? Have the gods, then, sexes ; and
in your prayers you have been wont to say are they disfigured by those parts, the very men-
whether thou art god or goddess, _ and this uncer- ,tion of whose names by modest hps is disgrace-
tain description shows, even by their opposition, ful? What, then, now remains, but to believe
that you attribute sex to the gods. We cannot, that they, as unclean beasts, are transported with
then, be prevailed on to believe that the divine violent passions, rush with maddened desires
is embodied ; for bodies must needs be distin- into mutual embraces, and at last, with shattered
guished by difference of sex, if they are male and mined bodies, are enfeebled by their sensu-
and female. For who, however mean his capa- ality ? And since some things are peculiar to
city,S does not know that the sexes of different the female sex, we must believe that the god-
gender have been ordained and formed by the idesses, too, submit to these conditions at the
Creator of the creatures of earth, only that, by proper time, conceive and become pregnant with
intercourse and union of bodies, that which is loathing, miscarry, carry the full time, and some-
fleeting and transient may endure being ever times are prematurely delivered. O divimty,
renewed and maintained ? 4 pure, holy, free from and unstained by any dxs-

9. What, then, shall we say ? That gods be- honourable blot ! The mind longs xsand bums
get and are begotten?s and that therefore they to see, in the great halls and palaces of heaven.
have received organs of generation, that they gods and goddesses, with bodies uncovered and
might be able to raise up offspring, and that, as bare, the full-breasted Ceres nursing Iacchus/4 as
each new race springs up, a substitution, regn- the muse of Lucretius sings, the Hellespontian
lady occurring, 6 should make up for all which Priapus bearing about among the goddesses.
had been swept away by the preceding age? If, virgin and matron, those parts is ever prepared
then, it is so,--that is, if the gods above beget for encounter. It longs, I say, to see goddesses
other gods, and are subject to these conditions pregnant, goddesses with child, and, as they daily
of sex, 7 and are immortal, and are not worn out increase in size, faltering in their steps, through
by the chills of age,--it follows, as a conse- the irksomeness of the burden they bear about
quence, that the world 8 should be full of gods, with them ; others, after long delay, bringing to
and that countless heavens could not contain birth, and seeking the midwife's aid; others,
their multitude, inasmuch as they are both them- shrieking as they are attacked by keen pangs
selves ever begetting, and the countless multi- and grievous pains, tormented, .6 and, under all
tude of their descendants, always being increased, these influences, imploring the aid of Juno Lu-
is augmented by means of their offspring ; or if, cina. Is it not much better to abuse, revile, and
as is fitting, the gods are not degraded by being otherwise insult the gods, than, with pious pre-
subjected to sexual impulses,0 what cause or tence, unworthily to entertain such monstrous
reason will be pointed out for their being distin- beliefs about them?
guished by those members by which the sexes! x i. And you dare to charge us with offending
are wont to recognise each other at the sugges- the gods, although, on examination, it is found
tion of their own desires ? For it is not likely that the ground of offence is most clearly m
that they have these members without a purpose, yourselves, and that it is not occasioned by the

xo So the first five _ld.
! Lit., ""*_th familiariW of speech" x; Lit., "the other arrangementof meml_t_"

A formula used wheh they sought to propitiate the author of t= Lit., "it is fimng to believe."
_ome _¢nt which could not bc traced to a p_tieular deiw; referred x3 The Ms., followed by Hild., reads _abet _t auz'm_ --" has _t
also to the cases ill which there w_ different oplniolas as to the sex a mind to, and does it," etc.; for which Ge.lenlus, followed by later
of a dell. edd., reads, as above, a_et animus. ,

3 L_., "_a of mean madcamtandlnlg." u CGr_'t.m ab l_ho, either as above, or "loyal by .I.a_.hUSab4 Lit., "by tile r_aewing ofpcrpetuld succession." Cf. Luc_t. iv. xxro: Al tffimula el _mo_.a Ccr## tM i2kga
I_..,"thatggdsa,_bom.." - . _ Iatt_.
_t., ': r_.rm_,"" m,*g .pro." - s,,,_ or_,,o.
lot.." make trial of thcmsei,ms by _ laws of set." ts Tlae fn,_t five edd. read Acrtari_" exhorted," for which LB_

9 L_L, (¢ _" t_3(_ _.punt]f Of _oxua] ttt_'t is Wltntlng to Ltle gl)dS."
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insult which you think' we offer them. For if able ; nor do we believe that that can endure for
the gods are, as you say, moved by anger, and ever which an inevitable end shuts in, though the
bum with rage in their minds, why should we boundaries enclosing it be the remotest.
not suppose that they take it amiss, even in the x3. But it is not enough that you limit the
highest degree, that you attribute to them sexes, gods by forms : m you even confine them to the
as dogs and swine have been created, and that, human figure, and with even less decency enclose
since this is your belief, they are so represented, them in earthly bodies. What shall we say then ?
and openly exposed in a disgraceful manner ? that the gods have a head modelled with perfect
This, then, being the case, you are the cause symmetry, 6 bound fast by sinews to the back
of all troubles -- you lead the gods, you rouse and breast, and that, to allow the necessary bend-
them to harass the earth with every ill, and ing of the neck, it is supported by combinations
ever)' day to devise all kinds of fresh misfor- of vertebrce, and by an osseous foundation ? But
tunes, that so they may avenge themselves, being if we believe this to be true, it follows that they
irritated at suffenng so many wrongs and results have ears also, pierced by crooked windings ;
from you. By your insults and affronts, I say, rolling eyeballs, overshadowed "by the edges of
partly in the vile stories, partly in the shameful the eyebrows: a nose, placed as a channel,7
beliefs which your theologians, your poets, you through which waste fluids and a current of air
yourselves too, celebrate in disgraceful ceremo- might easily pass ; teeth to masticate food, of
nies, you will find that the affairs of men have three kinds, and adapted to three services ;
been ruined, and that the gods have thrown hands to do their work, moving easily by means
away the helm, if indeed it is by their care t_at of joints, fingers, and flexible elbows ; feet to
the fortunes of men are guided and arranged, support their bodies, regulate their steps, and
For with us, indeed, they have no reason to be prompt the first motions in walking. But if
angry, whom they see and perceive neither to the gods bear these things which are seen, it is
mock, as it is said, nor worship them, and to fitting that they should bear those also which
think, 2 to believe much more worthily than you the skin conceals under the framework of the
with regard to the dignity of their name. ribs, and the membranes enclosing the viscera ;

i2. Thus far of sex. Now let us come to windpipes, stomachs, spleens, lungs, bladders,
the appearance and shapes by which you believe livers, the long-entwined intestines, and the
that the gods above have been represented, with Iveins of purple blood, joined with the air-pas-
which, indeed, you fashion, and set them up in Isages,8coursing through the whole viscera.
their most splendid abodes, your temples. And t4. Are, then, the divine bodies free from
let no one here bring up against us Jewish fables these deformities ? and since they do not eat the
and those of the sect of the Sadducees, 3as though food of men, are we to believe that, like chil-
we, too, attribute to the Deity forms ; 4 for this dren, they are toothless, and, having no internal
is supposed to be taught in their writings, and parts, as if they were inflated bladders, are with-
asserted as if with assurance and authority. For out strength, owing to the hollowness of their
these stories either do not concern us, and have swollen bodies ? Further, if this is the ease,
nothing at all in common with us, or if they are you must see whether the gods are all alike, or
shared in by us, as you believe, you must seek are marked by a difference in the contour of
out teachers of greater wisdom, through whom their forms. For if each and all have one and
you may be able to learn how best to overcome the same likeness of shape, there is nothing
the dark and recondite sayings of those writings, ridiculous in believing that they err, and are de-
Our opinion on the subject is as follows : -- that ceived in recognising each other.9 But if, on
the whole divine nature, since it neither came the other hand, they are distinguished by their
into existence at any time, nor will ever come to countenances, we should, consequently, under-
an end of life, is devoid of bodily features, and stand that these differences have been implanted
does not have anything like the forms with which for no other reason than that they might indi-
the termination of the several members usually vidually be able to recognise themselves by the
completes the union of parts.s For whatever is peculiarites of the different marks. We should
of this character, we think mortal and perish- therefore say that some have big heads, promi-

nent brows, broad brows, thick lips ; that others
f_ t So Orelli, reading nec in contumella quam o_inaminl Mareor the MS.it, which ts retained by all other edd.; Oehler, howe,mr, of them have long chins, moles, and high noses;
inserts _ before ¢uam--" and that it is found in an insult other that these have dilated nostrils, those are snub-
than you think."

2 So later edd., omattlng fuam, which is read m the MS., both
_omun edd Hild and Oehler "to think much more than you 6 Lit.,"with smooth _." [O'.Xenol_,M'mw., i._P.4,]

r Lit., "the rair,ed gutter of the nose, rosily passedltW," ee.c.
3 It is etrldent that Arao_us here co_fu_ the sc:eptieal Saddu- s The veins weamsuPl_ted to be for the most part Ktled with

cem with their otm_ents the Pharisees, and the Talmudh_ blood, mixed with a little mr; while in the arterlm air was _mplxmed
.... 4 Tbe MS. rdv_ tribuant et _wa uniamllil_bl, forwhlch LB. and to be in _ Cf. Cicero, de ff at. LMor. iL $_: "¢l'htou_ tbe

read et as--" as though they attribute form and raze;" tbe veins blood is poured forth to the whole body, and air through theedd , as above, trz_uamus et was. tt_'riP_ "
s Lit., " thejomings 04"the members." 9 Lit., "in th_ _ of mlltllal Iralowledlge."
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nosed ; some chubby from a swelling of their very truth. If asses, dogs, pigs/had any human
jaws or growth of their cheeks, dwarfed, tall, of wisdom and skill in contrivance, and wished to
middle size, lean, sleek, fat ; some with crisped do us honour also by some kind of worship, and
and curled hair, others shaven, with bald and to show respect by dedicating statues to us, with
smooth heads. Now your workshops show and what rage would they inflame us, what a tempest
point out that our opinions are not false, inas- of pasmon would they excite, if they determined
much as, when you form and fashion gods, you that our images should bear and assume the
represent some with long hair, others smooth and fashion of their own bodies ? How would they,
bare, as old, as youths, as boys, swarthy, grey- I repeat, fill us with rage, and rouse our pas-
eyed, yellow, half-naked, bare ; or, that cold may sions, if the founder of Rome, Romulus, were to
not annoy them, covered with flowing garments be set up wath an ass's face, the revered Pom-
thrown over them. pihus with that of a dog, if under the image of

15. Does any man at all possessed of judg- a pig were written Cato's or Marcus Cmero's
ment, beheve that hairs and down grow on the name? So, then, do you think that your stu-
bodies of the gods? that among them age is pidity is not laughed at by your deities, if they
distinguished? and that they go about clad in laugh at allg or, since you believe that they may
dresses and garments of various shapes, and be enraged, do you think that they are not roused,
shield themselves from heat and cold ? But if maddened to fury, and that they do not wtsh to
any one believes that, he must receive this also be revenged for so great wrongs and insults, and
as true, that same gods are fullers, some barbers ; to hurl on you the punishments usually dictated
the former to cleanse the sacred garments, the by'chagrin, and devised by bitter hatred ? How
latter to thin their locks when matted with a thick much better it had been to give to them the
growth of hair. Is not this really degrading, forms of elephants, panthers, or tigers, bulls, and
most impious, and insulting, to attribute to the horses t For what is there beautiful in man,
gods the features of a frail and perishing animal? what, I pray you, worthy of admiration, or come-
to furnish them with those members which holy,--unless that which, some poet 3 has main-
modest person would dare to recount, and de- tamed, he possesses in common with the ape ?
scribe, or represent in his own imagination, with- i _7- But, they say, if you are not satisfied with
out shuddering at the excessive indecency? Is our opimon, do you point out, tell us yourselves,
this the contempt you entertain, -- this the proud i what is the Deity's form. If you wish to hear
wisdom with which you spurn us as ignorant, and the truth, either the Deity has no form ; or if He
think that all knowledge of religion is yours ? is embodied in one, we indeed know not what it
You mock the mysteries of the Egyptians, be- [is. Moreover, we think it no disgrace to be ig-
cause they ingrafted the forms of dumb annnals norant of that which we never saw ; nor are we
upon their divine causes, and because they wor- therefore prevented from disproving the opinions
ship these very images with much incense, and of others, because on this we have no opinion
whatever else is used in such rites: you your-of our own to bring forward. For as, ff the
selves adore images of men, as though they were earth be said to be of glass, sdver, iron, or gath-
powerful gods, and are not ashamed to give to ered together and made from brittle clay, we
these the countenance of an earthly creature, to cannot hesitate to naaintaln that this is untrue,
blame others for their mistaken folly, and to be although we do not know of what it is made ; so,
detected m a similarly vicious error, when the form of God is discussed, we show

16. But you will, perhaps, say that the gods that it is not what you maintain, even if we are
have indeed other forms, and that you have stall less able to explain what it is.
given the appearance of men to them merel)' by 18. What, then, some one will say, does the
way of honour, and for form's sake; _ which is Deity not hear? does He not speak? does He
much more insulting than to have fallen into any not see what is put before Him? has He not
error through ignorance. For if you confessed sight ? He may in His own, but not in our
that you had ascribed to the divine forms that way. But in so great a matter we cannot know
which you had supposed and believed, your er- the truth at all, or reach it by speculations ; for
ror, originating in prejudice, would not be so these are, it is clear, in our case, baseless, de-
blameable. But now, when you believe one ceitful, and like vain dreams. For if we said
thing and fashion another, you both dishonour that He sees in the same way as ourselves, _t
those to whom you ascribe that which you con- follows that it should be understood that He has
fess does not belong to them, and show your

impiety in adoring that which you fashion, not * Th,s argument seems to have been suggested b_" the saying of
that which you think really is, and which is in Xeuophanes, that the ox or hon, tf possessed of man s vow .... ould

have represented, after the fasl_on of thetr own bodies, the gods they
would worship. [" The fair _uraatzztzes of old rehgton "-- COLEW

eDGE (Schtner) _ s
t The Mg and first four odd. read doris causa --" for the sake 3 Ennms (Ctc , de Mad. Dear., i. 3S) : Simia quam stmtl_ ,

of a dowry. " corrected as above, dtczs causa m the later edd tur/tsshna bestia, nabls.
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eyelids placed as coverings on the pupils of the up in the science of medicine. Is each, then,
eyes, that He closes them, winks, sees by rays or t powerful in his own department ; and can they
amages, or, as is the case in all eyes, can see [ give no assistance, if their aid is asked, in what
nothing at all without the presence of other belongs to another? This one is eloquent in
hght. So we must in like moaaner say of hear- I speech, and ready in linking words together ;
rag, and form of speech, and utterance of words. I for the others are stupid, and can say nothing
If He hears by means of ears, these, too, we [ skilfully, if they must speak.

must say, He has, penetrated by winding paths, 2 i. And, I ask, what reason is there, what
through which the sound may steM, bearing the I unavoidable necessity, what occasion for the gods
meaning of the discourse ; or if His words are r knowing and being acquainted with these handi-
poured forth from a mouth, that He has hps and crafts as though they were worthless mechanics?
teeth, by the contact and various movement of For, are songs sung and music played in heaven,
which His tongue utters sounds distinctly, and that the nine sisters may gracefully combine and
forms His voice to words, harmonize pauses and rhythms of tones ? Are

19. If you are willing to hear our conclusions, there on the mountains 4 of the stars, forests,
then learn that we are so far from attributing woods, groves, that s Diana may be esteemed
bodily shape to the Deity, that we fear to ascribe very mighty in hunting expedihons? Are the
to so great a being even mental graces, and the gods agnorant of the immediate future ; and do
very excellences by which a few have been they hve and pass the time according to the lots
allowed with dafficulty to distinguish themselves, asmgned them by fate, that the inspired son of
For who will say that God as brave, firm, good, Latona may explain and declare what the mar-
wise? who will say that He has antegrity, is tem- row or the next hour bears to each? Is he
perate, even that He has knowledge, understand- hamself inspired by another god, and is he
rag. forethought? that He directs towards fixed urged and roused by the power of a greater
moral ends the actions on which He determines ? dwmity, so that he may be rightly said and es-
These things are good in man; and being op- teemed to be davinely inspired ? Are the gods
po_ed to wces, have deserved the great reputa- hable to be seized by diseases ; and is there
non which they have gained. But who is so anything by which they may be wounded and
foolish, so senseless, as to say that God is great hurt, so that, when there _s occasion, he 6 of
by merely human excellences? or that He is Epldaurus may come to their assistance? Do
above all in the greatness of His name, because they labour, do they bring forth, that Juno may
He is not disgraced by vice ? Whatever you isoothe, and Lucina abridge the terrible pangs
say, whatever in unspoken thought you imagine of childbirth ? Do they engage in agriculture,
concerning God, passes and is corrupted into a or are they concerned with the duties of war,
human sense, and does not carry its own mean- that Vulcan, the lord of fire, may form for them
rag, because it is spoken in the words which we swords, or forge their rustic implements? Do
use, and which are suited only to human affairs, they need to be covered with garments, that the
There is but one thing man can be assured of Tritonian 7 maid may, with nice skill, 8 spin,
regarding God's nature, to know and perceive weave cloth for them, and make 9 them tunics
that nothing can be revealed in human language to smt the season, either triple-twilled, or of
concerning God. silken fabric? Do they make accusations and

2o. This, then, this matter of forms and sexes, refute them, that the descendant ,o of Atlas may
is the first affront which you, noble advocates in carry off the prize for eloquence, attained by
_ooth, and pious writers, offer to your deities, assiduous practice?
But what is the next, that you represent to us' 22. You err, my opponent says, and are de-
the gods, some as artificers, some physicians, ceived ; for the gods are not themselves artificers,
others working in wool, as sailors, _ players on but suggest these arts to ingenious men, and
the harp and flute, hunters, shepherds, and, as teach mortals what they should know, that their
there was nothing more, rustics ? And that god, mode of life may be more civilized. But he who
he says, is a musician, and this other can divine ; gives any instruction to the ignorant and unwil-
for the other gods cannot,3 and do not know ling, and strives to make him intelligently expert
how to foretell what will come to pass, owing to
thetrwant of skill and ignorance of the future. 4 TheMs,followedbyLBandHdd.,reads_idereismot_._--4,m the motions of the stars; " 1.e., can these be in the stars, owing

One is instructed in obstetric arts, another trained to tbetrraotaOn?Oohlerconjectures_ttoli6us--"mthema$_ of
the stars." the other edd. read man_'_us, as above.

5 The MS., both Roman edd., and Oehler read habetur Diana

t So the MS followed by Oehler reading nobis, for whmh all -- "ts Dtana esteemed;" the other edd., ut _abtatur, as above.
Other edd. give _zs--" to ]_ou." ' 6 i e., 2_sculaptus.

* Meurmus would read naccas--"fullers,"for nautas; but the 7 ie. Minerva.[Elucidation II. Conf. n 4, P. 467, sut _'a.]
latter term may, properly enough, be apphed to the gods who watch s - With nice skdl . . . for them," curiose zzs ; for which the

Over seamen. "" be ods as the MS and first five edd readcurlasius--"ratherskifftdly."3 Or, "for the others are not gods, t e., cannot g , y 9 The Ms reads unlntelhgthly et imponere, for which bleursttts
do not possess the power ofdtvmatton Cf. Lact _1 xt. Stn autem t emended com_anat, as above
az_znUsnottsz/,nedeusfuidemstt _ to Me.rcury, grandson of Atlas by Mata
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in some kind of work, must himself first know mothers ; and why are a thousand mothers every
that which he sets the other to practise. For no day cut off in murderous throes ? Fire is under
one can be capable of teaching a science without Vulcan's care, and its source is placed under
knowing the rules of that which he teaches, and his control ; and why does he, very often, suffer
having grasped its method most thoroughly. The temples and parts of cities to fall into ashes de-
gods are, then, the first artificers ; whether be- voured by flames ? The soothsayers receive the
cause they reform the minds of men with knowl- knowledge of their art from the Pythian god ;
edge, as you say yourselves, or because, being and why does he so often give and afford answers
immortal and unbegotten, they surpass the whole equivocal, doubtful, steeped in darkness and ob-
race of earth by their length of hfe.' This, then, scurxty ? A_sculapius presides over the duties
is the question ; there being no occasion for these and arts of medicine ; and why cannot men zn
arts among the gods, neither their necessities nor more kinds of disease and mckness be restored
nature requiring in them any ingenuity or me- to health and soundness of body? while, on the
chanical skill, why you should say that they are contrary, they become worse under the hands
skilled, 2 one in one craft, another in another, of the physician. Mercury is occupied with _
and that individuals are pre-eminently expert 3 in Icombats, and presides over boxing and wrestling
particular departments in which they are distm- I matches ; and why does he not make all mvincl-
guished by acquaintance with the several branches t ble who are in his charge ? why, when appointed
of science? I to one office, does he enable some to win the

23. But you will, perhaps, say that the gods [ victory, whlle he suffers others to be ridiculed for

are not artificers, but that they preside over these their disgraceful weakness ?
arts, and have their oversight ; nay, that under 24. No one, says nay opponent, makes supph-
their care all things have been placed, which we cation to the tutelar deities, and they therefore
manage and conduct, and that their providence withhold their usual favours and help. Cannot
sees to the happy and fortunate issue of these, the gods, then, do good, except they receive in-
Now this would certaufly appear to be said justly, cense and consecrated offerings ? 9 and do the)"
and with some probability, if all we engage in, quit and renounce their posts, unless they see
all we do, or all we attempt m human affairs, '.their altars anointed with the blood of cattle >
sped as we wished and purposed. But since [ And yet I thought but now that the kindness of
every day the reverse is the case, and the results [the gods was of their own free will, and that the
of actions do not correspond to the purpose of unlooked-for gifts of benevolence flowed unsought
the will, it is trifling to say that we have, set as from them. Is, then, the King of the universe

guardians over us, gods invented by our super- 1solicited by any libation or sacrifice to grant to
stmous fancy, not grasped with assured certainty, the races of men all the comforts of life? Does
Portunus 4 gives to the sailor perfect safety in Ithe Deity not iinpart the sun's fertilizing warmth,
traversing the seas ; but why has the raging sea and the season of night, the winds, the rains,
cast up so many cruelly-shattered wrecks ? Con- the fruits, to all alike, -- the good and the bad,
sus suggests to our minds courses safe and ser- the unjust and the just/° the free-born and the
vlceable ; and why does an unexpected change slave, the poor and the rich ? For this belongs
perpetually issue in results other than were looked to the true and mighty God, to show kindness,
for? Pales and Inuus s are set as guardians over unasked, to that which is weary and feeble, and
the flocks and herds ; why do they, with hurtful always encompassed by misery of many kinds.
laziness, 6 not take care to avert from the herds For to grant your prayers on the offering of
in their summer pastures, cruel, infectious, and sacrifices, is not to bring help to those who ask
destructive diseases? The harlot Flora,z vener- it, but to sell the riches of their beneficence.
ated in lewd sports, sees well to it that the fields We men trifle, and are foolish in so great a
blossom; and why are buds and tender plants matter; and, forgetting what" God is, and the
daily nipt and destroyed by most hurtful frost? majesty of H_s name, associate with the tutelar
Juno presides over childbirth, and aids travailing deities whatever meanness or baseness our mor-

]bid credulity can invent.
25. Unxia, my opponent says, premdes overl

t Lit , "by the long duration of ttrne "
2 Lit, "skilled m nouons" --_ercepttombus ; for which prae- the anointing of door-posts ; Cinxia over the

_,ttio,i_,,,,, e ," th_p_cept_of the dlfr_,e.t.rt_,"h_ b_*__g- Iloosening of the zone ; the most venerable Victa '_
gested In the margin of Ursmus

3 Lit, "and have skill (sollertlas) m which ,nd,vtduals excel " ] and Potua attend to eating and dnnking. 0

( According to Oehler, Portunus (Portumnus or Palmmon--" the ]
god who protect_ harbours") does not occur ltt the Ms , whmh. he I

says, reads _er maria #rwstant--" through the seas they afford. _ g So LB reading cura*t the MS. omlttang the last letter.

proposesemended#er_nar_ntasabove by__Orstnus),,the ._a/_rmstatgodsaffordP°rtunus" Oehler htmseh [ victim9 Lat , "salted fruits," th'e grits mixed w_th salt, strewed on th¢

$6 PaleSothe_l_j)i e. the.fromfeedmgthcabsence°he'lnuus,of rain."°therwi_ Faunus and Pan ] to Supphed by Ursmus
So the margin of Ursmu% reading Intrttrlx. but in the first tt So the edd. reading qutd, except Hdd and Oehler, who retain

four edd., LB, and Oberthlir, genttrt2 --" mother," ts retmned from the MS ¢ui--" who "
ghe MS. 12 The MS reads _igO.
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rare and admirable interpretation of the divine are ascended ; 3 and that in different places
powers ! would gods not have names' if brides men, leaping voluntarily, cast themselves head-
did not besmear their husbands' door-posts with. long over very high and huge precipmes ? 4
greasy omtment ; were it not that husbands, : 28. Can any man, who has accepted the first
when now eagerly drawing near, unbind the principles even of reason, be found to mar or
maiden-girdle ; if men did not eat and drmk? dishonour the unchangmg nature of Deity with

Moreover, not satisfied to have subjected and morals so vile? to credit the gods with natures
revolved the gods m cares so unseemly, you also _such as human kindness has often charmed away
ascribe to them dispositions fierce, cruel, savage, _and moderated in the beasts of the field ? How,S
ever rejoicing in the Ills and destruction I I ask, can it be said that the gods are far re-

°fi moved from any feeling of passion? that theymankind.
26. We shall not here mention Laverna, god-iare gentle, lovers of peace, mild? that in the

dess of thieves, the Bellon_e, Dlscordl_e, Furi_e ; ' completeness of their excellence they reach 6 the
and we pass by in utter silence the unpropitious height of perfection, and the highest wisdom
demes whom you have set up. We shall bring also_ or, why should we pray them to avert from
forward Mars himself, and the fair mother of Ius misfortunes and calamities, if we find that
the Desires ; to one of whom you commit wars, '.they are themselves the authors of all the ills by
to the other love and pas_lonate desire. M_' which we are dally harassed? Call us impious
opponent says that Mars has power over wars, ab much as you please, contemners of religion,
whether to quell those which are raging, or to or atheists, you wall never make us believe m
rewve them when interrupted, and kindle them gods of love and war, that there are gods to sow
m tune of peace? For if he cahns the madnes_ strafe, and to disturb the mind by the stings of
of war, why do wars rage e_ery day? but if he the furies. For either they are gods in very
i_ their author, we shall then say that the god, to : truth, and do not do what you have related ; or
satisfy his own lnchnatlon, mvol_es the whole af7 they do the things which you say, they are
world in strife, sow_ the seeds of d_scord and doubtless no gods at all.
variance between far-distant peoples, gathers so 29. We might, however, even yet be able to
many thousand men fiom different quarters, and receive from you these thoughts, most full of
speedily heaps up the field with dead bodies ; winked falsehoods, If It were not that you your-
makes the streams flow with blood, sweeps away sel_es, in bringing foruard many things about
the most firmly-founded empires, lays cities in the the gods so inconsistent and mutually destruc-
dust, robs the free of their liberty, and makes tlve, conIIIel u_ to withhold our minds from as-
them slaves ; rejoices in civil strafe, m the bloody senting. For when you strive individually to
death of brothers who die in conflict, and, m excel each other an reputation for more recondite
fine, m the dire, murderou_ contest of children knowledge, you both overthrow the very gods in
w_th their fathers, whom you believe, and replace them by others

27. Now we may apply this very argument to !who have clearly no existence ; and different
Venus m exactly the same way. For if, as you lmen gave different opinions on the same sub-
maintain and believe, she fills men's minds with jects, s and you write that those whom general
lustful thoughts, it must be held m consequence consent has ever received as single persons are
that any disgrace and m_sdeed arising from such infinite in number• Let us, too, begin duly, then,
madness should be ascribed to the instigation with father Janus, whom certain of you have de-
of Venus. Is it, then, under compulsion of the clared to be the world, others the year, some the
goddess that even the noble too often betray their sun. But if we are to believe that this is true,
own reputation Into the hands of worthless har- it follows as a consequence, that It should be
lots ; that the firm bonds of marriage are broken ; understood that there never was any Janus, who,
that near relations burn with incestuous lust ; they say, being sprung from Ccelus and Hecate,
that mothers have their passions madly kindled reigned first m Italy, founded the town Janicu-
towards their children ; that fathers turn to them- lure, was the father of Fons, 9 the son-in-law of
selves their daughters' desires; that old men, Vulturnus, the husband of Juturna; and thus
bringing shame upon their grey hairs, sigh with _ou erase the name of the god to whom in all
the ardour of youth for the gratification of filthy prayers you give the first place, and whom you
desires; that wise and bra_e • men, losing in el- believe to procure for you a hearing from the
feminacy the strength of their manhood, disre-
gard the biddings of constancy ; that the noose 3 R,r_,_-_gtoD_ao.
is twisted about their necks ; that blazing pyres 4 A_d_p_,_g lo_ersare_ia to have ,oughtrelia in ,l,ath,leapmg from the Leocachan rock into the sea.

s Lit "where r I ask, is the (assertion) that," etc.
6 Lit, "hold

x [Le., these n_ are detaved from their offices to men Have 7 In the MS these words, a_,f sz, are wanting.
they no names apart from these services ?] 8 Stewechius and Orelli would omR rebus, and interpret "about

• _ Le., those who subdue the*r own sprats " Constancy" ts the the _ame gods " Instead of de--" about," the l_s has deo_,
•v_,_Oe,¢ of the Stoics. I 9 The _s readsfontt, corrected by Meunnu_ F_, as abo¢_
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gods. But, again, if Janus be the year, neither coverer of the Olive, born from the head of
thus can he be a god. For who does not know Jupiter, no goddess skilled in the knowledge of
that the year is a fixed space ' of time, and that the arts, and in different branches of learning.
there is nothing divine in that which is formed • Neptune, they say, has received has name and
by the duration of months and lapse of days ? title because he covers the earth wath water. If,
Now this very argument may, in like manner, be then, by the use of this name is meant the out-
applied to Saturn. For if time is meant under spread water, there is no god Neptune at all,
this title, as the expounders of Grecian ideas and thus as put away, and removed from us, the
think, so that that is regarded as Kronos,3 which full brother of Pluto and Jupiter, armed w_th the
is chronos? there is no such deity as Saturn. For i _ron trident, lord of the fish, great and small,
who is so senseless as to say that tame is a god, king of the depths of the sea, and shaker of the
when it is but a certain space measured offS in trembhng earth. '2
the unending succession of eternity? And thus 32. Mercury, also, has been named as though
wall be removed from the rank of the immortals he were a kind of go-between; and because
that deity too, whom the men of old declared, !conversation passes between two speakers, and
and handed down to thear posteraty, to be born r is exchanged by them, that which is expressed
of father Ccelus, the progenitor of the du magni, i by this name has been produced.'s If this, then,
"the planter of the vine, the bearer of the prun- ._is the case, Mercury is not the name of a god,
ing-knife. 6 'but of speech and words exchanged by two

3o. But what shall we say of Jove himself, _ersons; and in thas way is blotted out and
whom the wise have repeatedly asserted to be annihilated the noted Cylleman bearer of the
the sun, driving a winged chariot, followed by a caduceus, born on the cold mountain top, _4con-
crowd of dearies ; z some, the ether, blazing trivet of words and names, the god who presades
with mighty flames, and wasting fire which can- over markets, and over the exchange of goods
not be extmgmshed? Now ff this is clear and and commercial intercourse. Some of you have
certain, there is, then, according to you, no stud that the earth as the Great Mother, Is because
Jupater at all; who, born of Saturn his father it provides all things hvmg with food ; others
and Ops his mot'her, is reported to have been declare that the same earth as Ceres, because _t
concealed in the Cretan territory, that he maght brings forth crops of useful fruits ; x6 while some
escape his father's rage. But now, does not a maintain that _t is Vesta, because at alone in the
mmilar mode of thought remove Juno from the umverse as at rest, its other members being, by
hst of gods? For ff she is the air, as you have their constitutaon, ever m motaon. Now if this
been wont to jest and say, repeating an reversed is propounded and maintained on sure grounds,
order the syllables of the Greek name, s there in like manner, on your interpretation, three
will be found no sister and spouse of almighty deities have no exastence : neither Ceres nor
Jupiter, no Fluonia,9 no Pomona, no Ossipagina, Vesta are to be reckoned m the number ,7of the
no Februtis, Populonia, Cinxia, Caprotina ; and gods ; nor, m fine, can the mother of the gods
thus the invention of that name, spread abroad herself, whom N_gidius thanks to have been mar-
with a frequent but vain '° belief, will be found to tied to Saturn, be rightly declared a goddess, xf
be wholly" useless, indeed these are all names of the one earth, and

3_. Aristotle, a man of most powerful intel- it alone is signafied by these titles.
leer, and distinguished for learning, as Granius 33- We here leave Vulcan unnoticed, to avoid
tells, shows by plausible arguments that Minerva prolixity ; whom you all declare to be fire, w_th
is the moon, and proves it by the authority of one consenting voace. We pass by Venus, named
learned men. Others have said that this very because lust assails all, and Proserpina, named
goddess is the depth of ether, and utmost height ; because plants steal gradually forth into the light,
some have maintained that she is memory, -- where, again, you do away with three deities,
whence her name even, Minerva, has arisen, as if indeed the first is the name of an element,
if she were some goddess of memory. But if and does not signify a living power ; the second,
this is credited, it follows that there is no dough- of a desire common to all living creatures ; whale
ter of Mens, no daughter of Victory, no dis- the third refers to seeds rising above ground,

and the upward movements ,s of growing crops.
, ut.," circuit" What ! when you maintain that Bacchus, Apollo,

lot.,"fmi.a_." the Sun, are one deity, increased in number by
3 t.e., the go_
• Le., time.

s hr., "the measuring of a certain space included in," etc. x= So Meursms emended the tas sali--" sea."
6 Cf. vi. x_. 13 Lit., " the quahty of thin name has been adjusted."
7 Cf. Plato, Pk_dr., st.p. a46. ,4 So Orelh, reading matte vertdce; the last word_ acoordmg to
s
Lit., ' the reversed o_er of the Greek name being ttlmated," Oehler, not beang found m the Ms.

i.e., instead of _.pa, _-_p. xs i.e., Cybele Cf. Lucr., ii. 99x sqq.
_, The xs. _ves Fluvioma. xe fat, "seeds "

so L_t., "wath the frequency (or fame) of vain," etc. x7 Faxti_" hst," " register."
.It L_._ _l_'ery." '_ Llt._ "lnotlons."
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the use of three names, is not the number of the i certainly not themselves 8 living creatures ; for
gods lessened, and their vaunted reputation over- in no thing can parts be the very thing which
thrown, by your opinions? For if it is true that the whole is, or think and feel for themselves,
the sun is also Bacchus and Apollo, there can lfor this cannot be effected by their own actions,
consequently be in the universe no Apollo or Iwithout the whole creature's joining in ; and this
Bacchus; and thus, by yourselves, the son ofl being established and settled, the whole matter
Semele and the Pythian god are blotted out and tcomes back to this, that neither Sol, nor Luna,
set aside,-- one the glver of drunken merriment, tnor A_ther, Tellus, and the rest, are gods. For
the other the destroyer of Smmthian mice. they are parts of the world, not the proper names

34- Some of your learned _nen ' -- men, too, of deities ; and thus it as brought about that, by
who do not chatter merely because their humour, your disturbing and confilsing all divine things,
leads them- maintain that Diana, Ceres, Luna,. the world is set up as the sole god in the urn-
are but one deity in triple umon; _ and that ' verse, while all the rest are cast aside, and that

there are not three distinct persons, as there are Ias having been set up vainly, uselessly, and with-
three different names ; that m all these Luna is jout any reality.
revoked, and that the others are a series of sur-! 36. If we sought to subvert the belief in your
names added to her name. But if this is sure, igods in so many ways, by so many arguments,
ff this is certain, and the factb of the case show ino one would doubt that, mad with rage and
_t to be so, again is Ceres but an empty 1,ame, 'fury, you would demand for us the stake, the
and Diana : and thus the discussion is brought ] beasts, and swords, with the other kinds of tar-
to this issue, that you lead and advise us to ] ture by which you usually appease your thirst in
beheve that she whom you maintain to be the its intense craving for our blood. But while you
discoverer of the earth's frmts ha_ no existence, ] yourselves put away almost the whole race of
and Apollo is robbed of his sister, whom once i deities with a pretence of cleverness and was-
the homed hunter3 gazed upon as she washed dam, you do not hesitate to assert that, because
her lambs from _mpurity in a pool, and paid the of us, men suffer ill at the hands of the gods ; 9
penalty of has curiosity, although, indeed, if it is true that they anywhere

35. Men worthy to be remembered in the exist, and burn with anger ands° rage, there can
study of philosophy, who have been raised by be no better reason for their showing anger
your pralbeb to its highest place, declare, with against you," than that you deny their existence,
commendable earnestness, as their conclusion, and say that they are not fot4nd m any part of
that the whole mass of the world, by whose folds the umverse.
we all are encompassed, covered, and upheld, 37. We are told by Mnaseas that the Muses
is one animal4 possessed of w_sdom and reason ; are the daughters of Tellus and Coelus ; others
yet ff this is a true, sure, and certain opmlon,s declare/hat/l_e), are Jove's by his wife Memory,
they also will forthwith cease to be gods whom l or Mens ; some relate that they were virgins,
you set up a little ago in its parts without change [ others that they were matrons. For now _ve
of name. 6 For as one man cannot, while has wish to touch briefly on the points where you
body remains entire, be divided rata many men ; [are shown, from the difference of your opinions,
nor can many men, while they continue to be to make different statements about the same
distract and separate from each other,7 be fused thing. Ephorus, then, says that they are three '_
into one sentient individual : so, if the world is in number ; Mnaseas, whom we mentioned, that

a single animal, and moves from the impulse of they are four ; _3 Mymlus'4 brings forward seven ;one mind, neither can it be dispersed m several Crates asserts that there are eight ; finally Hesiod,
demes, nor, if the gods are parts of it, can they enriching heaven and the stars with gods, comes
be brought together and changed into one living i forward with nine names.'S

creature, with unity of feeling throughout all its I If we are not mistaken, such want of agree-
parts. The moon, the sun, the earth, the ether rment marks those who are wholly ignorant of
the stars, are members and parts of the world, the truth, and does not spring from the real
but if they are parts and members, they are

a Iat , " of their own name."
z Cf ServmsadVlrg,Gear_. i 5: "The Stoics say that Luna, 9 Lit," for thesakeof our name men's affairs are made hares-

Diana, Ceres. Juno and Proserpine are one following whom, Virgil stag."
revoked Ltber and _eres for Sot and Luna "' to Lit., " wRh flames of," etc.

2 ii M
trMltcTrzvzali--" common," " vulgar," seems to be here used for The s., accordmg to Cl'uslu$, i"_d$ _A95-- '_ US "

12 Three was the most ancient number; and the names preserved
a Actaeon by Pausanms, are Mtgt'r-¢, "Aodh_, Mv'_/z_.
4 Plato, Tiraeu,, st. p 3° t3 Cicero (de Arag. Dear., fit. 2t, a passage where, there is some
* Lit , "of which things, however, if the opimon," etc. doubt as to the reading) enumerat_ as the four MuseJ, Tbelxtope,

t_6 i e., deify'rag parts of the umvcrse, and giwng them, as demes, Acede, Arche, Melete.
ae Same names as before z4 The sis. reads M t_rtylus. Seven are said to have been men-

7 Lit., " the difference of their dusjuncttou being preserved" -- ttoned by Epmharmus,-- Neilous, Trltone, Asopott% Heqatapohs,
m_ltl di*juncHant, dfJfferentza canservata, suggested m the mar- Achelots, Tlooplous, and Rhodia.
gm of Ursmus for the Ms. mulHtudin**junctzams d. c, retained m Is The nme are Cho, Euterpe, Thalm, Melpommm_ Terpsichore,
the first five edd Erato, Polymma, Ouranm, and Calhope ( Theag, 77°79).
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state of the ease. For if their number were with all his skill, '2 is mistaken, who substitutes
-clearly known, the voice of all would be the things most frivolous and yam for those which
same, and the agreement of all would tend to really exist. If they are named Novensiles be-
and find issue in the same conclusion., cause their number is nine,13 Cormficius is shown

38 . How, then, can you give to religion its'to stumble, who, giving them might and power
whole power, when you fall mto error about the not their own, makes them the divine overseers
gods themselves ? or summon us to their sol- I of renovation.x4 But if Cornificius is right in his
eran worship, while you give us no defimte mfor- belief, Cincms is found to be not wise, who con-
marion how to conceive of the deities themselves ? nects w_th the power of the dii Novensiles the
For, to take no notice of the other 2 authors, ! gods of conquerdd cities. But if they are those
either the first3 makes away with and destroys lwhom Clnclus asserts them to be, Manilius will
six divine Muses, if they are certainly rune ; or be found to speak false!y, who comprehends
the last * adds six who have no existence to the those who wield another s thunder under th_s
three who alone really are ; so that tt cannot be ' name.'s But if that whmh Manilius holds is true
known or understood what should be added, and certain, they are utterly mistaken who sup-
what taken away ; and in the performance of lpose that those raised to divine honours, and
religious rites we are in danger s of e]ther wor- _deified mortals, are thus named because of the
shipping that which does not exist, or passing that tnovelty of their rank. But if the Novensfles are
by which, it may be, does exist. P]so believes i those who have deserved to be raised to the
that the Novensdes are nine gods, set up among '.stars after passing through the life of men, '_ there
the Sablnes at Trebia. 6 Granius thinks that _are no dii Novensdes at all. For as slaves, sol-
they are the Muses, agreeing w_th _/Elms ; Varro d_ers, masters, are not names of persons compre-
teaches that they are nine,7 because, in doing !hended under them, '7 but of officers, ranks, and
anything, that number is always reputed most duties, so, when we say that Novensdes is the
powerful and greatest; Cornificius, 8 that they name'S of gods who by their virtues have be-
watch over the renewing of thlngs,9 because, by come ,9 gods from being men, it is clear and evl-
their care, all things are afresh renewed in dent that no individual persons are marked out
strength, and endure ; Mamhus, that they are particularly, but that newness itself _s named by
the nine gods to whom alone Jupiter gave power the title Novensiles.
to wield his thunder. '° Cincms declares them to 4o. Nlgldlus taught that the dit Penates were
be deities brought from abroad, named from Neptune and Apollo, who once, on fixed terms,
their very newness, because the Romans were in girt Ilium _° with walls. He himself again, m
the habit of sometimes mdwidually introducing his sixteenth book, following Etruscan teaching.
into their families the rxtes" of conquered cities, shows that there are four kinds of Penates ; and
while some they pubhcly consecrated ; and lest, that one of these pertains to Jupiter, another to
from their great number, or in ignorance, any Neptune, the third to the shades below, the fourth
god should be passed by, all ahke were briefly to mortal men, making some unmtelhgible asset-
and compendiously invoked under one name-- tlon. C_esxu_ himself, also, following this teach-
Novensiles. zng, thinks that they are Fortune, and Ceres, the

39- There are some, besides, who assert that gemus Joviahs? _ and Pales, but not the female
those who from being men became gods, are deity commonly recewed, _ but some male attend-
denoted by this name,--as Hercules, Romulus, ant and steward of Jupiter. Varro thinks that
A_sculapius, Liber, 2Eneas. These are all, as is}they are the gods of whom we speak who are
clear, different opinions ; and it cannot be, in the t wathm, and in the inmost recesses of heaven,
nature of things, that those who differ in opinion I and that neither their number nor names are
can be regarded as teachers of one truth. For t known. The Etruscans say that these are the
if Piso's opimon is true, A_hus and Granius say I Consentes and Comphces, _s and name them be-
what is false ; if what they say is certain, Varro,/_
___ _ t2 Lit,, "the very skilful."

| ts Lit., " If the number nine bnng on the name of," etc.
x Lit., "into the end of the same opinion." [ i4 Lit., " gives another's might and power to gods presiding "
s Lit., "in the middle," "intermediate. '° I Is Lit, " the title of this name "

i.e., Epherus. ] , i6 Lit , "after they have fimshed the mortahty of llfe," t e, either
4 i •, Hesu3d. } as above, or " having endured its perishableness."
-_ Lit , "the undertaking of religion _Lself ts brought into the dan. x7 Lit " lying under."

ger," etc. ] x8 So most edd, following Gelenias, who reads e*$e namen for
S Art Ombrian village ] the ms. $iomnes istud.
7 Lit., "that the number is nine." [i.e., a triad of triads, the 1 19 Lit," who have deserved to," etc.

]:mseatnad, regarded, even bv heathen, os of mysttcal power "[ 1 2o The ms reads immartaltum, corrected In the edd. urben_
S /k grammarian who byes{ m the time of Augustus, not to _e con- { Ilium.

founded with Ctcer0's correspondent 2x _tlpposed to he either the genius attending Jupiter; the famt]_

9 Arolwtatum. __od as sent by him; or the chief among the gemi, someUmes reel
_o The F_aruscans held (Phny, H. _V'., ti. S_) that nme gods could ! tloned simply as Genius

thunder, the bolts Being of different kinds: the Romans so far rrmm- t ,2 Lit., " whom the commonalty receives "
mined this distmcuon as to regard thunder dunng the day as sent by [ 2_ Consenges (those who are together, or agree together, i e., couxl
Jtt terj at night by Summanu_. [ eallors) and Camplices (confederate, or agreeing) are said by some to

_t So LB _ readmg relt_- for the Ms. reg.i_e#. ! be the twelve gods who compo_d the great council ofheaveit; and, t_
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1 ,cause they rise and fall together, six of them tgather together many things into one mass, since
being male, and as many female, with unknown'it is made manifest and evident in different ways
names and pitiless disposatlons,' but they are_that you waver, and say nothing with certainty
consadered the counsellors and princes of Jove of these things which you assert. But you will
supreme. There were some, too, who saad that !perhaps say, Even if we have no personal knowi-
Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva were the du Penates, edge of the Lares, Novensiles, Penates, still the
without whom we cannot live and be wise, and very agreement of our authors proves their exist-
by whom we are ruled within in reason, passmn, ence, and that such a race s takes rank among
and thought. As you see, even here, too, noth- the celestial gods. And how can it be known
mg is said harmoniously, nothing as settled wxth. whether there ts any god, if what he is shall be
the consent of all, nor is there anything rehable !wholly unknown ? 0 or how can it avail even to
on which the mind can take its stand, drawing, ask for benefits, if it is not settled and determined
by conjecture very near to the truth. For their Iwho _hould be invoked at each inquiry ? ,o For
opinions are so doubtful, and one supposation so [every one who seeks to obtain an answer from
&scredited = by another, that there is either no [any deity, should of necessity know to whom he
truth m them all, or if it is uttered by any, xt is _makes supplication, on whom he calls, from whom
not recognised amid so many different statements. _he asks help for the affaars and occasions of hu-

4L We can, if it as thought proper, speak, man life ; especially as you yourselves declare
briefly of the Lares also, whom the mass think that all the gods do not have all power, and"
to be the gods of streets and ways, because the I that the wrath and anger of each are apl)ea_ed
Greeks name streets laurce. In different parts i by &fferent rites.
of his writings, Nlgidius speaks" a/them now as _ 43. For if this deity '_ reqmres a black, that '*
the guardians of houses and dwellings ; now as 'a white skin ; tf sacrifice must be made to this
the Curetes, who are said to have once con- '.one with veiled, to that with uncovered head ; ,4
cealed, by the clashing of cymbals, 3 the infantile this one is consulted about marriages,'s the other

cries of Jupiter ; now the five Dlgm Samothracii, iIreheves distresses, -- may it not be of some ira-
who, the Greeks tell us, were named ld¢, Dac- Iportance whether the one or the other is Noven-
O,h. Vitro, with like hesitation, says at one isihs, since ignorance of the facts and confusion

time that they are the Manes, 4 and therefore the [of persons displeases the gods, and leads neces-
mother of the Lares was named Mania; at. sanly to the contraction of guilt? For suppose
another time, again, he maintams that they are t that I myself, to avoid some inconvenience and

gods of the mr, and are termed heroes, at an-!peril, make supphcation to any one of these
other, followmg the opinion of the ancients, he !deities, saying, Be present, be near, divine Pc-
says that the Lares are ghosts, as _t were a kind, nares, thou Apollo, and thou, O Neptune, and in
of tutelary demon, spirits of dead s men. your divine clemency turn away all these evils,

42. It is a vast and endless task to examine by which I am annoyed, I6 troubled, and tot-
each kind separately, and make it evident even!mented will there be any hope that I shall
from your religious books that you neither hold Ireceive help from them, if Ceres, Pales, Fortune,
nor believe that there is any god concerning Ior the gemus _om'alis,'7 not Neptune and Apol-
whom you have not 6 brought forward doubtful. 1% shall be the dit Penates ? Or if I invoked
and inconsistent statements, expressing a thou- ;the Curetes instead ot the Lares, whom some of
sand different beliefs. But, to be brief, andS, your writers maintain to be the Digili Samo-
avmd prolixity7 it is enough to have said what. lhracd, how shall I enjoy their help and favour,
has been said ; it is, further, too troublesome to i when I have not given them their own names,

land have given to the others names not their
accordance_lthth_,thewordsunaorlanturetocc,danluna might I °wn-_ Thus does our interest demand that we
he translated " r_e and sxt down together," i e, at the council table

Butthe=.th..... ant numberoftheseareknow., whileAmob,.s! should rightly know the gods, and not hesitate
says, xmmedtat_ly after, that the names of the dtl Consentes are not or doubt about the power, the name of each ;known, and hab already quoted Varro, to the effect that neither names
nor number arc known Schelhng (_6er dle Gotth _ Saraolkr ,
quoted by Orelh) adopts the reading (see following note), "of whom
very little mention is made," Le, m prayers or rites, because they s Lit., '" the form of their race "
are merely Jove's councillors, and exercise no power over men, and 9 , e, zg_orabitur et nescietur.
identifies them with the Samothracaan Cabin-- K6.BetpoL and Con- to The MS. reads ca*golattone*n--" for each con_o_f_n," i ¢., _o
_,_nt_ being merely Greek and Latin rendenng_ of the name comfort an every dmtrass.

t So the Its and all edd reading mzserataon_$ #rcxsxzr_e_ ex- lI The MS omits ##

¢ept Gclenms, who readg natwm* aaraartsstme --" of a most bar- tz The dti tnfert
baroas nation. '" while Urs nus _uggested memarattonts _arc.- x3 The dii_uflcrL
"of whom very hide mentmn ts made,"-- tim reathng approved by 14 Saturn and Hercules were so worsh_#
Schellmg " Is Apollo.

* Lit, " shaken to _ts foundations." t6 The Its, first five edd., and Oehler read _¢rreer _ *_ttr_,"
a /EraSes Cf. Lucrctsus, u. 633--636 the others tot, as above, from the conjecture of Gtfanlus.

.. _ The ms reads manas, corrected as above by all edd except i I7 el. ch 40, note 2t, It may further be observed that the Etrtm-
rttld, who reads Manta_ cans held that the superior and inferior gods and men were linked

s The us, reads effunctorum" LB. etfunct, from the correction [ together by a kind of intermediate beings through whowt the god_

of Stewechms; Gelemus, wxth most of the other edd, diff. I took co_mzance of human affairs, without themselves de.icenthng to
e The Its and first ed omit non earth l'hese were divided into four clas_e% a_lgnod to Tina (Jupt-
7 Lit. because of aversion °" ter) _Neptune, the gods of th_ nether world, and men re_pextt_]y.
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lest,' ff they be invoked with rites and titles not !Janus be ; if a Bacchus, let Bacchus be ; if a
their own, they have at once thear ears stopped ESummanus,S let Summanus be : for this is to
against our prayers, and hold us involved xn tconfide, this to hold, to be settled in the knowl-
guilt whmh may not be forgwen. Iedge of something ascertained, not to say after

44. Wherefore, if you are assured that m the I the manner of the blind and erring, The Noven-lofty palaces of heaven there dwells, there is, siles are the Muses, m truth they are the Trebian
that multitude of deities whom you specify, you [gods, nay, their number is nine, or rather, they

should make your stand on one proposition," iare the protectors of cities whmh have beenand not, divided by different and inconsastent overthrown; and bring so _mportant matters into
opinions, destroy belief in the very things whmhlthis danger, that while you remove some, and
you seek to establish. If there as a Janus, let put others in their place, _t may well be doubted
.......... of them all if they anywhere exist.

t So LB., Hdd., and Oehler, reading nomtne he, all others ut,
the MS. having no conjunctmn I

2 Lit, "it ts fitting that you stand m the limits of," etc. [ 3 t e, Summus Mamum, Pluto

BOOK IV.

I. We would ask you, and you above all, O we speak most reasonably when we observe 7 the
Romans, lords and princes of the world, whether contrary qualities opposed /o them, misfortune,
you think that Piety, Concord, Safety, Honour, discord, forgetfillness, injustice, impiety, baseness
Virtue, Happiness, and other such names, to of spirit, and unfortunates weakness of body'
which we see you rear' altars and splendad For as these things happen accidentally, and 9
temples, have dwme power, and lave m heaven?2 depend on human acts and chance moods, so
or, as is usual, have you classed them with the their contraraes, named io after more agreeable
dmties merely for form's sake, because we desire qualatles, must be found in others ; and from
and wzsh these blessings to fall to our lot ? For these, originating in this wase, have arisen those
if, while you think them empty names wlthout invented names.
any substance, you yet deify them with dlwne 3- With regard, indeed, to your bringing for-
honours,S you will have to consider whether that ward to us other bands of unknown ix gods, we
is a childish frolic, or tends to bring your deities cannot determine whether you do that seriously,
into contempt,4 when you make equal, and add and from a belief in its certmnty ; or, merely
to their number vain and feigned names. But if playing with empty fictions, abandon yoursels es
you have loaded them with temples and couches, to an unbridled imagination. The goddess Lu-
holding with more assurance that these, too, are perca, you tell us on the authority of Varro, was
deities, we pray you to teach us tn our ignorance, named because the fierce wolf spared the exposed
by what course, m what way, Victory, Peace, children. Was that goddess, then, disclosed, not
Equity, and the others mentioned among the by her own power, but by the course of events _
gods, can be understood to be gods, to belong and was it an/v after the wild beast restrained lt_
to the assembly of the immortals ? cruel teeth, treat she t_oth began to be herself

2. For we-- but, perhaps, you would rob and and was marked by i_ her name ? or if she was
deprive us of common-sense -- feel and perceive already a goddess long before the birth of Romu-
that none of these has divine power, or possesses lus and his brother, show us what was her name
a form of its own ; s but that, on the contrary, and title. Pr_estana was named, according to
they are the excellence of manhood, 6 the safety you, because, in throwing the javelin, Qulnnus
of the safe, the honour of the respected, the vic- excelled all in strength ; ,3 and the goddess Pan-
tory of the conqueror, the harmony of the allied, da, or Pantica, was named because Titus Tatm_
the piety of the pious, the recollection of the was allowed to open up and make passable a
observant, the good fortune, indeed, of him who

7 Lit, "whmh R is easy to perceive to be said by us with the
lives happily and without exciting any ill-feeling, greatest truth from," etc,--so most edd. reading nobis, but the

Now it is easy to perceive that, in speaking thus, _s, accordingto C....... _ _obi,--" rou," as m O_lh _:Oberthlir
s Lit., " less ausplclous "

t Lit., "see altars built." Q The Ms., first four edd, and Elmenhorst, read qua_ --" which,"
LR, "in the regions of heaven " .1 the rest, as above, que. .

s The MS. reads tam (corrected b_/the first four edd. tamen) Lit. what ts opposed to them named," nomznaDtm ; a cot

LweKfanfbus--" in the divine seats,' corrected, relt'giantbus, rectmn by Oehler for the Ms. nomtnatur--" ts named."
above, by Urslnus. n The MS.and both Roman edd. read szgnatar_m--" sealed "

4 Lm,#' to the deluding of your deitaes." the others, except Hdd, zKnotorum, as above.
s I.at, " is contained in a form of its own kind." x2 Lu " drew the meaning of her name.'"
6 a e , manhness. 13 Lit , exee ed the might of all."
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road, that he might take the Capitoline. Before afterpar_. For whatever is round, and bounded
these events, then, had the deities never existed ? on every side by the circumference 1oof a solid
and if Romulus had not held the first place in sphere, has no beginning, no end ; where there
casting the javelin, and if the Sabine king had is no end and beginning, no part can have 11 its
been unable to take the Tarpeian rock, would own name and form the beginning. Therefore,
there be no Pantica, no Prmstana ? And if you when we say, This is the right, and that the left
say that they i existed before that which gave side, we do not refer to anything ,2 m the world,
rise to their name, a question which has been whmh is everywhere very much the same, but to
discussed in a preceding section, 2 tell us also our own place and position, we being 13so formed
what they were called, that we speak of some things as on our right

4. Pellonia is a goddess mighty to drive back hand, of others as on our left ; and yet these
enemies. Whose enemms, say, if it is conven- very things which we name left, and the others
rant? Opposing armies meet, and fighting to- zohtch _ve name right, have in us no continuance,
gether, hand to hand, decide the battle, and to no fixedness, but take their forms from our sides,
one this side, to another that, is hosule. Whom, just as chance, and the accident of the moment,
then, will Pellonia turn to flight, since on both may have placed us. If I look towards the ns-
sides there will be fighting ? or m favour of whom ing sun, the north pole and the north are on my
will she inchne, seeing that she should afford to !left hand ; and if I turn nay face thither, the
both sides the nnght and services of her name ? t west will be on my left, for it will be regarded
But if she indeed 3 did so, that is, if she gave as behind the sun's back. But, a,_ain if I turn
her good-will and favour to both sides, she would / mv eves to the region of the west"the ' wind and

destroy the meaning of her name, which was count_ry of the sou"th are now stud 'to be on '* my
formed with regard to the beating back of one left. And if I am turned to this side by the
side. But you will perhaps say, She is goddess _necessary business of the moment, the result is,
of the Romans only, and, being on the side of i that the east is said to be on the left, owing to a
the Qulrites alone, is ever ready graciously to further change of posmon,'5 -- from which it call
help them. 4 We wish, indeed, that it were so, be very easily seen that nothing is either on our
for we like the name, but it is a very doubtful right or on our left by nature, but from position,
matter. What ! do the Romans have gods to tune, '6 and according as our bodily position with
themselves, who do not helps other nations? regard to surrounding objects has been taken up.
and how can they be gods, if they do not exer- But in this case, by what means, in what way,
cise their divine power impartially towards all will there be gods of the regions of the left, when
nations everywhere ? and where, I pray you, was it is clear that the same regions are at one time
this goddess Pelloma long ago, when the national on the right, at another on the left? or what
honour was brought under the yoke at the Cau- have the regions of the right done to the immor-
dine Forks ? when at the Traslmene lake the[ tal gods, to deserve that they should be without

• _ I . .

streams ran with blood, when the plains of I any to care for them, while they have ordained
I)iomede 6 were heaped up with dead Romans ? t that these should be fortunate, and ever accom-
when a thousand other blows were sustained in ipamedby lucky omens?
countless disastrous battles ? Was she snoring t 6. I.ateranus, 7 as you say, is the god and ge-
and _leeping ; 7 or, as the base often do, had she nms of hearths, and received this name because
deserted to the enemms' camp? men build that kind of fireplace of unbaked

5. The simsterdemes pre_de over the ieglons bricks. What then? if hearths were made of
on the left hand only, and are opposed to those s baked clay, or any other material whatever, will
on the right. But with what reason this is said, they have no genii _ and will Lateranus, whoever
or with what meaning, we do not understand he is, abandon Ins duty as guardian, because the
ourselves ; and we are sure that you cannot in kingdom which he possesses has not been formed
any degree cause it to be clearly and generally of bricks of clay ? And for what purpose, 1_ I
understood.9 For in the first place, indeed, the _ask, has that god received the charge of hearths ?
world itself has in itself neither right nor left, iHe runs about the kitchens of men, examin-
neither upper nor under regions, neither fore nor

to Lit, 4_convexity "
11 Lit , "be of"

t MS., " that these, too," i e , as well as Luperca. _2 ,Lit, ' to the state of the world "
2 No such discussion occurs m the preceding part of the work, but a 3 Lit , "who have been so formed, that some things are said by

thesubject lsbrought forward m the end of chap. 8, p 478, infra, us," _tabts, the readmg of Oberthllr and Oralh for the I_l,i tnno$--
s In the first sentence the MS reads utrique, and m the second "with regard to us," which ts retained by the first four edd, Elm.,

Hdd, and Oehler_ttique, which ts reversed in most edd , as above.
,l Lit., " ever at hand with gracious assistances." l, t e, transit in voca_ulum *;tmslri; z_ being omitted in the
s ]-at., "are not of" MS and both Roman edd.
0 i e._the field of Carmm xs Lit., "the turnmg round of the body being changed."
7 [i Kings xvltt. 2_.] 16 So Oehler, reading tbosztiane, $ed tem2_ore sed, for the Ms _#ast'-
a Lit., " the parts ' tionzs el temt_rt$ **
9 l.at, "it cannot be brought into any light of general under- 17 1_o mention _ madeofthlsdelty by anyother author

Standing by you '" xs Lit , "that he may do what "
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ing and discovering with what kinds of wood to death, under that of Nmnia. Again, '20ssi-
the heat in their fires is produced ; he gives logo herself is mentioned as she who gives firm-
strength ' to earthen vessels, that they may not ness and solidity to the bones of young children.
fly in pieces, overcome by the violence of the Mellonia is a goddess, strong and powerful in
flames ; he sees that the flavour of unspoilt regard to bees, caring for and guarding the sweet-
dainties reaches the taste of the palate with their ness of their honey.
own pleasantness, and acts the part of a taster, 8. Say, I pray you,- that Peta, Puta, Patella
and tnes whether the sauces have been rightly may graciously favour you,-- if there were no ,s
prepared. Is not this unseemly, nay-- to speak bees at all on the earth then, or if we men were
with more truth--disgraceful, impious, to intro- born without bones, like some worms, would
duce some pretended deities for this only, not there be no goddess Mellonia ; ,4 or would Ossi-
to do them reverence with fitting honours, but to lago, who gwes bones their solidity, be without
appoint them over base things, and disreputable a name of her own ? I ask truly, and eagerly
actions? 2 require whether you think that gods, or men, or

7. Does Venus Militaris, also, preside over the bees, fruits, twigs, and the rest, are the more
evil-doing 3 of camps, and the debaucheries of iancient in nature, time, long duration ? No man
young men? Is there one Perfica, 4 also, of the will doubt that you say that the gods precede all
crowd of deities, who causes those base and things whatever by countless ages and genera-
filthy delights to reach their end with uninter- t_ons. But if it is so, how, in the nature of
rupted pleasure? Is there also Pertunda, who things, can it be that, from things produced
presides over the marriage s couch ? Is there afterwards, they received those names which are
also Tutunus, on whose huge members 6 and earher in point of time ? or that the gods were
horrent fascinum you think it auspicious, and charged with the care _s of those things which
desire, that your matrons should be borne ? But _ere not yet produced, and assigned to be of
if facts themselves have very little effect in sug- use to mere? Or were the gods long without
gesting to you a right understanding of the truth, names ; and was it only after things began to
are you not able, even from the very names, to spring up, and be on the earth, that you thought
understand that these are the inventions of a it right that they should be called by these
most meaningless superstition, and the false gods names ,6 and titles ? And whence could you
of fancy? 7 Puta, you say, presides over the have known what name to give to each, since
pruning of trees, Peta over prayers ; Nemes- you were wholly ignorant of their existence;
trinus s is the god of groves ; Patellana is a deity, or that they possessed an), fixed powers, seeing
and Patella, of whom the one has been set over that you were equally unaware which of them
things brought to light, the other over those yet had any power, and over what he should be
to be disclosed. Nodutis is spoken of as a god, placed to smt his divine might ?
because he 9 brings that which has been sown to 9. What then ? you say ; do you declare that
the knots ; and she who presides over the tread- these gods exist nowhere m the world, and have
ing out of grain, Noduterensis ; ,o the goddess been created by unreal fancies ? Not we alone.
Upibilia" delivers from straying from the rtgh/ but truth itself, and reason, say so, and that
paths ; parents bereaved of their children are common-sense in which all men share. For who
under the care of Orbona, -- those very near is there who believes that there are gods of gain,

and that they preside over the getting of it, see-
Lit.,"goodcondtfion,"_a_itudinem. ing that it springs very often from the basestLet., " a ¢hsreputable act."

3 So the Ms., readmgflagitizs, followed by all edd. except LB. employments, and is always at the expense of
and Ordli, who read#lagTis--" kidnapping."

,LOf thts goddess, also, no other author makes mentton hut the others ? Who believes that Libentina, who that
germ may be-perhaps found in Lucretius (n. xxx6..7), where nature Burnus,t7 is set over those lusts which wisdom
ts termod_rflca, i.e., "perfecting," or rnakmg all things complete
[The learned translator torgets "lertullian, who introduces us to this bids us avoid, and which, in a thousand ways,
name in the work Arnobins Imitates throughout. See vol. lfi. p. x4o.] vile and filthy wretches _s attempt and practise

$ i.e., in cubiculgr 2_resta est virKtnalem scrobem effad:entz- Who that Limentinus and Lima have the care

The first five edd. read Mutunus. Cf. cb xr. lI think it a of thresholds, and do the duties of their keepers,mistake to make Muumus = Prtapus. Thetr horrible deformmes are

diverse, as I have noted m European colleeuons of anuqmties when every day we see/he thresholds of templesThe specialty of Mutunus is noted byour author, and is unspeak-
ably abominable. All this dlustrates, therefore, the Chrtstmn seru-
pith5about marriage-feasts, of which see vol. v note z, p. 435.] . ta The Ms. reads ham--" for," followed by all edd excel,._,.Orelh,

Lit., the" fanctes" or" imaginations" of false gods. Meursms who readsyam as above, and Oehlex, who reads etiam--" also."
proposed to transpose the whole of this sentence to the end of the t30relh omits non, following Oherthtir.
chapter_ whie.h would _gavea moty. strmtly Iobr_calarrangement, but t4 Both in this and the pt_:eding chapter the _ts. reads _felanta
it must I_ romamal_roct that Arnobms allows himself much hherty m ts Let., "obtained by lot the wardslups."
this respect, t6 Liu, "signs."

I Or'these three deities no other mention is made. t_, So the Ms., both Roman edd., Hild., aud Oehler; the others
reading Lib_rnum, except Elm, who reads -am, while M©urstus

9 The _ts., LB., Hold., and Oehler read ¢w:'--" who brings;" conjectured/.ite_a_--" Bacchus."the other odd., as above, fuia.
m So the MS. (of. ch. st), first five edd., Oberth., Hild, and x8 L_t., "shameful impurity seeks after; " _xpe_st read by Gel_

O_h|er, the other edd. read _radt*tfm Ter. nius, Canterus, and Ol:mrthllr, for the unlntelhgtble MS.reading expe-
rt SO the Ms,, both Roman edd., and Oehler; the other edd. read- ditur, retained in both Roman edd. ; the others rt:adangear_eritur

ing P':bdia, except Held., Viabilfa. --" trees."
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and private houses destroyed and overthrown, I humblyin supplication to Muturms s and Tutunus ?
and that the infamous approaches to stews are lBut now look and see, lest while you imagine
not without them ? Who beheves that the Limi ' [ such monstrous things, and form such eoncep-
watch over obliquities ? who that Saturnus pre- :tions, you may have offended the gods who most

sides over the sown crops ? who that Montinus' assuredly exist, if only there are any who are
is the guardian of mountains ; Murcia, 2 of the worthy to bear and hold that most exalted title ;
slothful ? Who, finally, would believe that Money _and it be for no other reason that those evils, of
is a goddess, whom your writings declare, as!which you speal_ rage, and increase by accessions
though she were the greatest deity, to give golden, every day. 9 Vvqly, then, some one of you will
rings? the front seats at games and shows, hon- perhaps say, do you maintain ,o that it is not true
ours in the greatest number, the dignity of the that these gods exist ? And, when invoked by
magistracy, and that which the indolent love the diviners, do they obey the call, and come
most of all,- an undisturbed ease, by means of when summoned by their own names, and give
fiches, answers which may be relied on, to those who

io. But if you urge that bones, different kinds consult them? We can show that what is said is
of honey, thresholds, and all the other things false, either because in the whole matter there
which we have either run over rapidly, or, to is the greatest room for distrust, or because we,
avoid prolixity, passed by altogether, have* their every day, see many of their predictions either
own peculiar guardians, we may m like manner prove untrue, or wrested with baffled expectation
introduce a thousand other gods, who should to suet the opposite issues.
care for and guard innumerable things. For why 12. But let them" be true, as you maintain,
should a god have charge of honey only, and yet will you have us also believe ,2 that Mellonia,
not of gourds, rape, cunila, cress, figs, beets, for example, introduces herself into the entrails,
cabbages ? Why should the bones alone have or Limentinus, and that they set themselve, to
found protection, and not the nails, hair, and all mske known ,3 what you seek to learn? Did you
the other things which are placed in the hidden ever see their face, their deportment, their coun-
parts and members of which we feel ashamed, tenance ? or can even these be seen in lungs or
and are exposed to very many accidents, and livers ? May it not happen, may it not come to
stand more in need of the care and attention of pass, although you craftily conceal it, that the one
the gods ? Or if you say that these parts, too, should take the other's place, deluding, mock-
act under the care of their own tutelar deities, ing, deceiving, and presenting the appearance of
there will begin to be as many gods as there are the dei(v invoked? If the magi, who are so much
things ; nor will the cause be stated why the akin to ,4 soothsayers, relate that, in their incanta-
divine care does not protect all things, if you tions, pretended godstS steal in frequently instead
say that there are certain things over which the of those invoked ; that some of these, moreover,
deities preside, and tbr which they care. are spirits of grosset substance, x6 who pretend

i i. What say you, O fathers of new religions, that they are gods, and delude the ignorant by
and powers ? s Do you cry out, and complain their hes and deceit,_why v should we not simi-
that these gods are dishonoured by us, and neg- larly believe that here, too, others substitute
lected with profane contempt, viz., Lateranus, themselves for those who are not, that they may
the genius of hearths ; Limentinus, who presides both strengthen your superstitious beliefs, and
over thresholds ; Pertunda, 6 Perfica, Noduteren- rejoice that victims are slain in sacrifice to them
sis : 7 and do you say that things have sunk into under names not their own ?
rain, and that the world itself has changed its 13. Or, if you refuse to believe this on account
laws and constitution, because we do not bow of its novelty, 's how can you know whether there

is not some one, who comes in place of all whom
, The .s. reads .Le,wn.t; Hdd. and OeMer, Ltmones; the VOU invoke, and substituting himself in all parts

others, Limos, as above.
The _s, LB., Hdd, and Oehler read Mur¢idam ; the others, ......

Murciam, as above. I s The his. istthere very corrupt mid lmperfe_, .'7"#st_l_lr
3 i.e., equestrian rank. I ¢#t una _rocutxbzmu* atque eat utuna (Ordh omtts t_t-), ¢tmmded
4 Tim MS. reading h quid $i kabertt in *dlbus suo$, retained ] by _.lemus, with most edd., a_._2#. Mut_una _roc. a$#ue TstHm___as

by the first five _ld., with the change of-tel into-rent--" what if I above; Elm. and LB. metzly Insert _umt--' on tile gl_ou_l, rater

m then- seats the bones had their own peculiar guardtaus; ".Ursmus [ s=#. [Seep. #78, note.6, _-a.]
mthemargm, followcdbyHtkt, andOelder, readsin*ed:vos#uo:J 9 Miurtaus ts of olamon that iome words have "tJipP_ ot_. of the
_"fffor themseives tha bones had gods as their own pecultar," etc.-" |text here, and that some arguments had beret m_ about
the other _ld. reading, as above, si habere fzmist,tt's #ua#. I augury and divumtlon.

s t.e., dcltaes. So LB. and Ordh, reading quid _,.testatwm P-- [ to Cota_*dgt, not found in tim its.
what, Ofather$ of powers.'" Thetts.#vesqui-- 'whatsayyou, J tt ie.,tl_pl_ctlons.
O fathers of new rehgions, who cry out, and compfain that _gods. of [ t2 Lit., "wdl you make the lame .b_.. °' . .
powers are indecently dashonoured by us, and neglected with tmpious| z.3 Lit=) "adapt themselves to the #ignilteattoas of the thmgt

contempt," etc. I-leraldus enmm_ thus: " . fathers of great re- | wh_ch, n. ,,
hgtons and.powers? Doyou, then, cry out," etc. "Fathers," t.e.,| (, Lit.,"brothet#of.
tho_e who dit_vere_ and introcluced, unlmown deltitm mid forltm of ] _S i._, demm_.
worship. [ s6 Perhaps "abiliti_ "-- _.

6 The tis. reads pzrtw_r q_u_- (marked as iq_ttrioas) dam ; and, [ z7 The its. reads cure--" with similar reasou we mw_ beheve,"
ac_" g m H_, naexiam ts writtea over the latter word. I _ of cur, as above.

So the ms. Cf. ch. 7 [note _o, p. ¢78, _wpra]. I t_ Lot., "novelty of the thing."
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of the world,' shows to you what appear to be _ Vulcan, not Vulcan of Lemnos, but the son of
many gods and powers ? Who is that one ? some the Nile ; the fourth, whom Acantho bore at
one will ask. We may perhaps, being instructed Rhodes in the heroic age, was the father of
by truthful authors, be able to say ; but, lest you Ialysus ; while the fifth is regarded as the son
should be unwilling to believe us, let my op- of a Scythian king and subtle Circe. Agaan,
ponent ask the Egyptians, Persians, Indians, the first Mercury, who is said to have lusted
Chaldeans, Armenians, and all the others who after Proserpina, 9 is son of Coelus, who zs above
have seen and become acquaimed vath these all. Under the earth is the second, who boasts
things in the more recondite arts. Then, indeed, that he is Trophonius. The third was born of
you will learn who is the oneGod, or who the very Mala, his mother, and the third Jove ; io the fourth
many under Him are, who pretend to be gods, is the offspring of the Nile, whose name the
and make sport of men's ignorance, people of Egypt dread and fear to utter. The

Even now we are ashamed to come to the fifth is the slayer of Argus, a fugitive and ex-
point at which not only boys, young and pert, fie, and the inventor of letters in Egypt. But
but grave men also, cannot restrain their laugh- there are five Minervas also, they say, just as
ter, and men who have been hardened into a there are five Suns and Mercuries ; the first of
strict and stern humour.3 For while we have all whom is no virgin, but the mother of Apollo by
heard it inculcated and taught by our teaghers , Vulcan ; the second, the offspring of the Nile,
that in declining the names of the gods there who is asserted to be the Egypuan Sals ; the
was no plural number, because the gods were third is descended from Saturn, and _s the one
individuals, and the ownership of each name iwho devised the use of arms; the fourth _s
could not be common to a great many ; 4 you isprung from Jove, and the Messenians name her
in forgetfulness, and putting away the memory! Coryphasia; and the fifth is she who slew her
of your early lessons, both give to several gods !lustful i, father, Pallas.
the same names, and, although you are else- 15. And lest it should seem tedious and pro-
where more moderate as to their number, have ilix to wish to consider each person singly, the
multiplied them, again, by community of names ; !same theologians say that there are four Vulcans
which subject, indeed, men of keen discernment and three Dlanas, as many _/Esculapli and five
and acute intellect have before now treated both Dionysl, six Hercules and four Venuses, three
in Latin atxd Greek.S And that might have les- sets of Castors and the same number of Muses,
sened our labotlr, 6 if it were not that at the same three winged Cupids, and four named Apollo ; i2
time we see that some know nothing of these iwhose fathers they mention in like manner, in
books ; and, also, that the discussion which we like manner their mothers, and the places where
have begun, compels us to bring forward some- they were born, and point out the origin and
thing on these subjects, although t/ has been family of each. But if it is true and certain,
already laid hold of, and related by those and is told m earnest as a well-known matter,
writers, either they are not all gods, inasmuch as there

i4. Your theologians, then, and authors on cannot be several under the same name. as we
unknown antiquity, say that in the universe there Ihave been taught ; or ff there is one of them, he
are three Joves, one of whom has ./Ether for his will not be known and recognised, because he is
father ; another, Coelus ; the third, Saturn, born iobscured by the confusion of very similar names.
and buried 7 in the island of Crete. They speak And thus it results from your own action, how-
of five Suns and five Mercuries, -- of whom, as ever unwilling you may be that it should be so,
they relate, the first Sun is called the son of Ju- that religion is brought into difficulty and con-
piter, and is regarded as grandson of _/Ether ; fusion, and has no fixed end to which it can turn
the second is also Jupiter's son, and the mother itself, without being made the sport of equivocal
who bore him Hypenona ; '_ the third the son of i illusions.

16. For suppose that it had occurred to us.
I Lit., " of places and divisions,'" 1 e , places separated from each

°ther'Lst., " affords to you the appearance of." It would appear, therefore, to be very probable that Arnobms, in wnt-
_ Lit.," a seventy of stern manner "-- moris for the his mares lng from memory or otherwise, has been here in some confusion as to
40rent here mtroduces the sentence, " For it cannot be," etc., what Cicero did say, and thus wrote the name as we have tt It bas

wzthwhtch thts book is concluded m the MS. Cf. ch 37, u 4, D_fra. dso been propose& to read "born of Regma" (or, with Gelemus,
$ Them can be no doubt that Arnobius here refers to Clemens _.he.a)_ "' and his father Hyperion,'* because Cybele is termed

Alexandrmus (Adyo_ npol-petor¢_bq_rpo, EAA_va_)_d Cicero (de |a_rtAe,t,for _hmh reading theresccn_ no good reason --Imme-
._Val.I)ea_'.),from whom he borrows most freelym the following hatelybelow, lalysus is made the son, irmteadof,as m Cicero,the

chapters,quoting them at tlmes very closely. We shallnot mdmate [randsonof the fourth;and again, Circe ts said to be mother, while
particularreferenceswlthout some specialreason, as tt must be un- _tcerospeaks of her as the daughter of the fifthSun. These varm-
derstood tbe_e referenceswould be required wlth every statement, zons,vmwed along wlth the general adherence toCtcero'sstatement*

[Corn rc Clement. _ol. i_. pp. SoS-X3 andTertulhan. , vol. m. P. 34]. (de2V" L) m 2x sqq ), seem to gave good grounds for adopung the
t_ _._ ,* gavin to us an abmdgmg, i e , an opportumtyof a_bndg - explanation given above.

9 i.e zupro_tr_t_afngenftalibusadkzuni_i$$esabrectts

mg_, Lit., "commxtted to sepulture and born in," etc. :to Lit., "of Jupiter, but the third."
s Arnobius repeats this statement m ch. _2, or the name would 1i l e., dncesto_um ajb#etdtare_

haw been regarded as corrupt, no other author making mcnUon of x2 So Cicero (m 23), but Clemens [vo]. iL p. x79] speaks of five,
such a godd_s, while Cicero speaks of one Sun as bern of Hyperion. and notes that a sixth had been menuoncd.
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moved either by suitable influence or violent who is named Coryphasia, either to mark her
fear of you, * to worship Minerva, for example, mother, or because she sprung forth from the
with the rights you deem sacred, and the usual top of Jove's head, bearing a shield, and girt
ceremony: if, when we prepare sacrifices, and with the terror of arms? Or are we to su20-
approach to make the offerings appointed for her £_asethat she who is third will quietly surrender
on the flaming altars, all the Minervas shall fly the name ? and not argue ,o and resist the as-
thither, and striving for the right to that name, sumption of the first two with such words as
each demand that the offerings prepared be given these : "Do you thus dare to assume the honour
to herself; what drawn-out animal shall we place of my name, O Sais," sprung from the mud and
among them, or to whom shall we direct the eddies of a stream, and formed in miry places ?
sacred offices which are our duty ? 2 For the first Or do you usurp ,2 another's rank, who falsely
one of whom we spoke will perhaps say : "The say that you were born a goddess from the head
name Minerva is mine, mine s the divine majesty, of Jupiter, and persuade very silly men that you
who bore Apollo and Diana, and by the fruit of my are reasori ? Does he conceive and bring forth
womb enriched heaven with deities, and multi- children from his head? That the arms you
plied the number of the gods." "Nay, Minerva," I bear might be forged and formed, was there even
the fifth will say, :'are you speaking,4 who, being in the hollow of his head a smith's workshop?
a wife, and so often a mother, have lost the sane- were there anvils, hammers, furnaces, bellows,
tity of spotless purity ? Do you not see that in coals, and pincers _ Or if, as you maintain, it is

all temples 5 the images of Minervas are those Itrue that you are reason, cease to claim for your-
of virgins, and that all artists refrain from giving self the name which is mine ; for reason, of which
to them the figures of matrons ? 0 Cease, there- you speak, is not a certain form of deity, but
fore, to appropriate to yourself a name not right- the understandmg of difficult questions." If,
fully 7 yours. For that I am Minerva, begotten then, as we have said, five Minervas should meet
of father Pallas, the whole band of poets bear us when we essay to sacrifice, z3and contending
wimess, who call me Pallas, the surname being as to whose this name is, each demand that
denved from my father." The second will cry either fumigations of incense be offered to her,
on hearing this : "What say you ? Do you, then, or sacrificial wines poured out from golden cups ;
bear the name of Minerva, an impudent parri- by what arbiter, by what judge, shall we dispose
tide, and one defiled by the pollution of lewd of so great a dispute ? or what examiner will
lust, who, decking yourself with rouge and a there be, what umpire of so great boldness as to
harlot's arts. roused upon yourself even your lattempt, with such personages, either to give a
father's passions, full of maddening desires? Go just decision, or to declare their causes not
further, then, seek for yourself another name ; founded on right ? Will he not rather go home,
for this belongs to me, whom the Nile, greatest and, keeping himself apart from such matters,

of rivers, begot from among his flowing waters, i think it safer to have nothing to do with them,
and brought to a maiden's estate from the con- Ilest he should either make enemies of the rest,
densmg of moisture. 8 But if you inquire into by giving to one what belongs to all, or be
the credibility of the matter, I too will bring as charged with folly for yielding'4 to all what should
witnesses the Egyptians, in whose language I be the property of one?
am called Nelth, as Plato's .Tim_us9 attests." 17. We may say the very same things of the
What, then, do we suppose will be the result? Mercuries, the Suns,--indeed of all the others
Will she indeed cease to say that she is Minerva, whose numbers you increase and multiply. But

it is sufficient to know from one case that the
i IaL,"bytheviolenceofyourterror." Theprecedlngwordsaresame principle applies to the rest ; and, lest our

read m the MS. zdeo motos--"so moved by anthonty," and were

emended zdonea as in the text by Gelenius. prolixity should chance to weary our audience,
2 Ltt, " to what parts shatl we transfer the dutaes of pious we shall cease to deal with individuals, lest, whileservice "

3 The MS reads cure humeri; R_galtms, followed by Oehler, we accuse you of excess, we also should ourselves
emending, as above, meum; the first four edd. with Oberthilr, turn

-" themthe d_,ty.... _,;" whaethe r_t read_.,_ .*,_,'_-- be exposed to the charge of excessive loquacity.
"vnth the deity."

• So LB, Or_m,and O_m_, re_d_g t_ t,._i, fo, th_ _s. What do you say, you who, by the fear afbodily
t_t_,i_, tortures, urge us to worship the gods, and con-

s Ca#italiis. In the Capitol were three shnnes,--to Jove, Juno,
andMinerva,andRomancoloniesfollowedthemother-state'sexam- strain us to undertake the service of your deities ?
l_le. Hence the present genera] apphcatwn of the term, which ts We can be easily won, if only something befitting
|ound elsewhere m ecclestastlea] Latm

6 lat., "Nor are the forms of mar_ed persons gaven to these _ the conception of so great a race be shown to

all arUsts;" re: read m all mid for the MS eta" and of roamed," US. Show us Mercury, but anly one ; give us
etc., wluch is opposed to the context. I

;' I.at., "not of your own r;ght." I

, s Co_'reh'o_ rori.x--_a strange phrase. Cf Her., iv. *8o: [ ....
say that Mmerva is the daughter of Poseidon and the Tn- I ]o Llt._ .take account of.hel.self. . -- •

rod]an lake." I x So Ursmus suggested m the margtn for me Ms. _ _tru_.

. 9St. p. 2L TheMs readsquor_mNik'li_gualatani$;thetwo _ Thethtrd Mm_rvanow_a_._tl2e, .fo_ ' •

roman edd. merely insert _., PlaL ; Ge]enius _ C.ante_.,._dmg l t3 Lit., "a_reacnmg the duty,, of relic'.. -- ..... ,,

a:cer-__'_ in whose language I am called the Nile's," zvu2 ocing [ u Accommg to me Ms *:¢-- tot" so tLe., as yOU oo) _g,cmanged mt_ .Arena by Elmemhorst and late_ edd. etc.
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Bacchus, but only one ; one Venus, and in like true which seems so to you, but that that which
manner one Diana. For you will never make us offends your feelings manifests wantonness and
believe that there are four Apollos, or three falsehood. By the laws of the human race, and
Jupiters, not even if you were to call Jove him- the associations of mortality itself, when you
self as witness, or make the Pythian god your read and hear, That god was burn of this fa//_er
authority, and of that mother, do you not feel in your mind 7

I8. But some one on the opposite side says, that something is said which belongs to man, and
How do we know whether the theologians have relates to the meanness of our earthly race ? Or,
written what is certain and well known, or set while you think that it is so,s do you conceive no
forth a wanton fiction,, as they thought and anxiety lest you should in something offend the
judged ? That has nothing to do with the mat- gods themselves, whoever they are, because you
ter ; nor does the reasonableness of your argu- believe that it is owing to filthy intercourse...
ment depend upon this,--whether the facts are that they have reached the light they knew not
as the writings of the theologians state, or are of, thanks to lewdness ? For we, lest any one
otherwise and markedly different. For to us it should chance to think that we are ignorant of,
is enough to speak of things which come before do not know, what befits the majesty of that
the public ; and we need not inquire what is true, name, assuredly'° think that the gods should not
but only confute and disprove that which lies know birth ; or if they are born at all, we hold
open to all, and wkich men's thoughts have gen- and esteem that the Lord and Prince of the uni-
erally received. But if they are liars, declare verse, by ways which He knew Himself, sent
yourselves what is the truth, and disclose the them forth spotless, most pure, undefiled, igno-
unassailable mystery. And how can it be done rant of sexual pollution," and brought to the filll
when the services of men of letters are set aside ? perfection of their natures as soon as they were
For what is there which can be said about begotten? ,2
the immortal gods that has not reached men's 2o. But you, on the contrary, forgetting how
thoughts from what has been written by men great ,3 their dignity and grandeur are, associate
on these subjects? 2 Or canyon relate anything withthemabirth,,4and impute to them a descent,'*
yourselves about their rights and ceremonies, which men of at all refined feelings regard as
which has not been recorded in books, and made at once execrable and terrible. From Ops, you
known by what authors have written ? Or if you say, his mother, and from his father Saturn, Dies-
think these of no importance, let all the books piter was born with his brothers. Do the gods,
be destroyed which have been composed about then, have wives ; and, the matches having been
the gods for you by theologians, pontiffs, and previously planned, do they become subject to
even some devoted to the study of philosophy ; :he bonds of marriage ? Do they take upon
nay, let us rather suppose that from the foun- themselves 's the engagements of the bridal couch
dation of the world no man ever wrote 3 anything by prescription, by the cake of spelt, and by a
about the gods': we wish to find out, and desire pretended sale ? ,6 Have they their mistresses, '7
to know, whether you can mutter or murmur their promised wives, their betrothed brides,
in mentioning the gods,4 or conceive those in on settled conditions? And what do we say
thought to whom no idea s from any book gave about their marriages, too, when indeed you say
shape in your minds. But when it is clear that that some celebrated their nuptials, and enter-
you have been informed of their names and tained joyous throngs, and that the goddesse_
powers by the suggestions of books, 6 it is unjust sported at these ; and that some threw all things
to deny the reliableness of these books by whose into utter confusion with dissensions because
testimony and authority you establish what you they had no share in singing the Fescennine
say. verses, and occasioned danger and destruction _s

19 . But perhaps these things will turn out to to the next generation of men? ,9

be false, and what you say to be true. By what _ Lit._ "does Rnottouch the feehngof yourmind."
proof, by what evidence, will i/ _e slwwn ? For s Ursmuswouldsupply...... thattheyare so '"

9 _4tque ex semmisj actu_ or jactu, as the edd. except Hdd
since'both parties are men, both those who have _ it.

e n ho w d t Theas rods t_ as_bo,_a ,,.t ,o1o . _ ItatZ-$ aut , corrected, t . ,said th one thi g and t se ho have sai he " " "
• . . the first five edd., Oberthlir, and OreUL [John x. 35 ]

other, and on both sades the discussion was of n O,,,*of,_,_ z_t,_.=,d,.
doubtful matters it is arro_,_t to sav that that is _ Lit., "as h_, toth_m_, th_ _m gt_mio_ bdog_o_-

, ts_" ,, pleted."

t So all thn eckl.,though Ot_Jli a_p_mmsof_h'etu (tdd..cm), ] tSThe MS.. first four _ld., and Olmrth_r read eamd_cust_
which m, hetmyl, thelas. ," sot forth with mmton fictlon." '*unite;" for whmh the rest read co_hc-ur.t, as above.

a Thcms. ar_lemUe_arLtta_._m_gwt_Hdd,andOehlcr, ttmd,x lwm£-I t6L ..... farr,,coem, g,eate.
aumdescrfl_tt',; LB. and Orellllnaertmg/ds afi_dat as above . ] xt Thewordhete t.ran_tedmlstress_,s_.rat_,is usedofmaidc_s

aThe _s. and _ Roman edd, rcm¢le._¢, yhicl? alclearlycof- [ knecdj but not yet asked m marr_g_:_.
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2I. But perhaps this foul pollution may be second time from his father's thigh ; of him,
less apparent in the rest. Did, then, the ruler again, and Main, Mercury, eloquent in speech,
of the heavens, the father of gods and men, who, and bearer of the harmless snakes. Can any
by the motion of his eyebrow, and by his nod, greater insult be put upon your Jupiter, or is
shakes the whole heavens and makes them trem- there anything else which will destroy and ruin
ble,-- did he find his origin in man and woman ? the reputation of the chief of the gods, further
And unless both sexes abandoned themselves to than that you believe him to have been at times
degrading pleasures m sensual embraces,' would overcome by vicious pleasures, and to have
there be no Jupiter, greatest of all ; and even glowed with the passion of a heart roused to
to this time would the divinities have no king, lust after women ? And what had the Saturnian
and heaven stand without its lord? And why king to do with strange nuptials? Did Juno
do we marvel that you say Jove sprang from a not suffice him ; and could he not stay the
woman's womb, seeing that your authors relate force of his desires on the queen of the deities,
that he both had a nurse, and in the next place although so great excellence graced her, such
maintained the life gwen to him by nourishment beauty, majesty of countenance, and snowy and
drawn from a foreign 2 breast ? What say you, marble whiteness of arms ? Or did he, not con-
0 men ? Did, then, shall I repeat, the gad who tent with one wife, taking pleasure in concubines,
makes the thunder crash, lightens and hurls the mistresses, and courtezans, a lustful god, show ,o
thunderbolt, and draws together terrible clouds, his incontinence in all directions, as is the cus-
drink m the streams of the breast, wail as an tom with dissolute " youths; and in old age,
infant, creep about, and, that he might be after intercourse with numberless persons, did
_ersuaded ta cease his crying most foolishly he renew his eagerness for pleasures now losing
protracted, was he made silent by the noise of their zest? What say you, profane ones ; or
rattles,3 and put to sleep lying m a very soft what vile thoughts do you fashion about your
cradle, and lulled with broken words ? O devout Jove ? Do you not, then, observe, do you not
assertion of the exls/ence of gods, pointing out see with what disgrace you brand him? of what
and declaring the venerable majesty of their wrong-doing you make him the author? or what
awful grandeur ! Is it thus in your opinion, I stares of vice, how great infamy you heap upon
ask, that the exalted powers 4 of heaven are pro- him ?
duced? do your gods come forth to the light 23. Men, though prone to lust, and inclined,
by modes of birth such as these, by which asses, through weakness of character, to yield ta the
pigs, dogs, by which the whole of this unclean allurements of sensual pleasures, still punish adul-
herd s of earthly beasts is conceived and be- tery by the laws, and visit with the penalty of
gotten? death those whom they find to have possessed

_2. And, not content to have ascribed these themselves of others' rights by forcing the mar-
carnal unions to the venerable Saturn, 6you affirm riage-bed. The greatest of kings, hawaptr, you
that the king of the world himself begot children us, did not know how vile, how infamous the
even more shamefully than he was himself born person of the seducer and adulterer was ; and
and begotten. Of Hyperiona,7 as his mother, he who, as is said, examines our merits and
you say, and Jupiter, who wields the thunder- demerits, did not, owing to the reasonings of his
bolt, was born the golden and blazing Sun ; of abandoned heart, see what was the fitting course
Latona and the same, the Delian archer, and for him to resolve on. But this misconduct
Dmna, 8 who rouses the woods ; of Leda and the might perhaps be endured, if you were to con-
same,9 those named in Greek Dioscori ; of Ale- join him with persons at least his equals, and zf
mena and the same, the Theban Hercules, whom he were made by you the paramour of the ira-
his club and hide defended ; of him and Semele, mortal goddesses. But what beauty, what grace
Liber, who is named Bromius, and was born a was there, I ask you, in human bodies, which

could move, which could turn to it 1_ the eyes of
_co_a_o_t_,_,. Jupiter? Skin, entrails, phlegm, and all that
2 i.e., not his mother's, but the dug of the goat Amalthea, filthy mass placed under the coverings of the in-s Lit., " rattles heard."
, he.," t_ _,_e_ oft_ power." testines, which not Lyncens only with his search-
s Lit.." inundation " ing gaze can shudder at, but any other also can6 Lit., "Saturman gravity."
r cf. ek _4,not_8, ,_._r_. . . be made to turn from even b meret think"
s It is worth while to compare this pastagm with ch. 16. raerc . y . y = 11_.

Arnobms makes Latona the mother of Apollo and Diana, in accord- O wonderful reward of gmlt, O fitting alia pre-

_,X__2L_L_:n_e he.,_ _e_, M_ciou_joy,forwhichJupiter, the greatest, should
, In t_ m_t_,_ is he,_ an evident blunder on thepartof the[ become a swan. and a bull, and be_et white earns ]

col_ist, who has _ the pr_c_:llng line (" the archer Apollo, and [ " _
of t.he.woods ") afwr "the _ " Ountting these words! the Hs. I
,t*adingislitorally,"thetmmeinOreekis to the I)kncori.' Before I to Lit. :' scattor._ . . .
, the name °' some .word is pretty _eaa__rallysuppose_ to have.heeu I. st Omlli _ t_,_ the MS.,LB., m_l Hild.,bd_a_ll, wlfie.h he
mst, someconjecturmg"towhom: othe_{amongthemOrelfi, fol-lmtesprets_',Le-., handmme. . . .
iowmgSalmm_us)"C_tores." Butitts evideatlytmt really_[ x2 Iis. and first five edd. re_l_lt--utber_;"t_otbetst_u,
mat to su-lq_ the text. | as above. [F2,,_lj,_at Ill.]
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s4. If you wUA open your minds' eyes, and reported that the palladium was formed from
see the real' truth without gratifying any private the remains of Pelops? Was it not you? Who
end, you will find that the causes of all the that Mars was Spartanus? was it not your writer
miseries by which, as you say, the human race Epicharmus ? Who that he was born within the
has long been afflicted, flow from such beliefs confines of Thrace? was it not Sophocles the
which you held in former times about your gods ; Athenian, with the assent of all his spectators ?
and which you have refused to amend, although Who that he was barn in Arcadia? was it not
the truth was placed before your eyes. For you? Who that he was kept a prisoner for thir-
what about them, pray, have we indeed ever teen months?" was it not the son of the river
either imagined which was unbecoming, or put Meles? Who said that dogs were sacrificed to
forth in shameful writings that the troubles which him by the Caftans, asses by the Scythians ? was
assail men and the loss of the blessings of life = it not Apollodorus especially, along with the
should be used to excite a prejudice against us? rest? Who that in wronging another's marriage
Do we say that certain gods were produced from couch, he was caught entangled in snares ? was
eggs,3 like storks and pigeons ? Do we say that it not your writings, your tragedies ? Did we
the radiant Cytherean Venus grew up, having ever write that the gods for hire endured slavery,
taken form from the sea's foam and the severed as Hercules at Sardis TM for lust and wantonness ;
genitals of Ccelus ? that Saturn was thrown into as the Delian Apollo, who served Admetus, as
chains for parricide, and relieved from their Iove's brother, who served the Trojan Laomedon,
weight only on his own days ?4 that Jupiter was ] whom the Pythian also served, but with his uncle ;
saved from death s by the services of the Curetes ? as Minerva, who gives light, and trims the lamps
that he drove his father from the seat of power, to secret lovers ? Is not he one of your poets,
and by force and fraud possessed a sovereignty who represented Mars and Venus as wounded
not his own ? Do we say that his aged sire, when by men's hands ? Is not Panyassis one of you,
driven out, concealed himself in the territories who relates that father Dis and queenly Juno
of the Itali, and gave his name as a gift to La-were wounded by Hercules ? Do not the writ-
tium, 6 because he had been there protected from ings of your Polemo say that Pallas _3was slain/4
his son? Do we say that Jupiter himselfincestu- covered with her own blood, overwhelmed by
ousty married his sister? or, instead of pork, Ornytus? Does not Sosibius declare that Her-
breakfasted in ignorance upon the son of Lycaon, cules hnnself was affhcted by the wound and
when invited to his table ? that Vulcan, limping pain he suffered at the hands of Hipocoon's chil-
on one foot, wrought as a smith in the island of! dreW? Is it related at our instance that Jupiter
Lemnos? that __Esculapius was transfixed by a was committed to the grave in the island of
thunderbolt because of his greed and avarice, as I Crete ? Do we say that the brothers, _swho were
the Boeotian Pindar 7 sings ? that Apollo, having united in their cradle, were buried in the tern-
become rich, by his ambiguous responses, de- tories of Sparta and Lacedmmon? Is the author
eeived the very kings by whose treasures and of our number, who is termed Patrocles the
gifts he had been enriched ? Did we declare Thurian in the titles of his writings, who relates
that Mercury was a thief? that Laverna is so also, that the tomb and remains of Saturn are found _6
and along with him presides over secret frauds ? in Sicily ? Is Plutarch of Chmronea ,7 esteemed
Is the writer Myrtilus one of us, who declares one of us, who said that Hercules was reduced
that the Muses were the handmaids of Megaicon, s to ashes on the top of Mount (Eta, after his loss
daughter of Macarus?9 of strength through epilepsy?

25. Did we say ,o that Venus was a courtezan, 26. But what shall I say of the desires with
deified by a Cyprian king named Cinyras ? Who which it is written in your books, and contained

t Orenl, without recewmg into the text., approves of the reading in your writers, that the holy immortals lusted
of Steweehttm,#tam, tam, "evtdent," for the ms.,)6ro_iam, after women ? For is it by us that the king of

= Lit., "the benefits diminished by which it is hved."
s The ms. reads ex y_vis; the first five edd.._ave --" from Jove," it The MS. reads qui, men*ibus i_ A rcMda IrOns et dEee_

which is altog_her out of #ace; the others, as above, ex o_k. Cf. _inet=_¢--" Who that he was bound thtrteen months in Arcadia?
i. 36. was tt not the son," etc. To which there are these two objecuov.s,

4 The ms. readset _z_ludddt_s _n_... e_oa_; LB., Hild., -- that Homer never saysso; and that ClemensA]exandnnus [vo[
and OeMer, _.s or $_a_utis... et levar_--" and was looted and u. p t79,thts series], from whom Amobms here seemsto draw,
released on fixed days;" Elm., Oherthtlr, and Orelli receive the con- speaks of Homer as saying only that Mars was so bound, without

of Ursintts_ a awls ddebN$ tam_.., tel., as above, i referring to Arcadia. The MS. reading may have arisen from care-

C£ ih'. [_p. 4x, p. 47_, and cap. 3oa p. 472]. lessness on the part of Arnobius m qu_ (cf. ch. x4, n. _), or maybe a corruption of the cop_sts The tea&rig translated ts an emco-
i.e., hiding-#aco. Virg., ,tEn., viii. 3a=: _-',.m ?ah, z_sa dation by Jo_o, adopted by OrellL

¢u/w.vim otis. s= Sard@us,--a conjecture of Ut*inus, adopted by LB., Hil&,
and Oehler for the ms. _ordtrus; for which the others read aordidi

7 _., iil. tom sq,
= MS"M,,#,u.
g The MS"and mint edd. glve.fd_, making the Muses daughters --" for the sake ofba_ lust."

of Mac=_s; but Ordli, Hihi., mad Ochler adopto as above, the :,rod- t3 Lit., "the masculine eme."
i_ ¢_ C_)_Y='_, in ao¢ordano= with C_ A[e.x. t4 As this seemsrather extravagant when said of one ¢_ the i_-

to So the us. reading =,=mO==_dictate, which would refer this mortals, l_sam, "hurt," hasbeen proposedby Meursins
sente_co to the end of the _ ehaptor. C-mlenit=, with Cattth., u Castor and Pollux.
Obe_d_, =rid O_el_, reads fv._ dlta_w, =nd jou v_th the following u, Lit., "' contained."
seMe_ce thus: '*_ho I_._I that Venus, a courtezan _ by x7 The Ms. reads H_ Ply"is Hier., is PI.," while
C, was delfted . . . _ who that the Imlh_um," etc. Cf. v, _9. Clem. Alex. numfiom only "Hismnymua the philosopher."
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the sea is asserted in the heat of maddened [ Roman power, to marry Anchises ? While, there-
passion to have robbed of their virgin purity j fore, you accuse, without making any exception,
Amphitrite,' Hippothoe, Amymone, Menalippe, not one only by name, but the whole of the gods
Alope ? 2 that the spotless Apollo, Latona's son, alike, in whose existence you believe, of such
most chaste and pure, with the passions of a I acts of extraordinary shamefulness and baseness,
breast not governed by reason, desired Arsinoe, do you dare, without violation of modesty, to
ASthusa, Hypsipyle, Marpessa, Zeuxippe, and say either that we are impious, or that you are
Prothoe, Daphne, and Sterope ?* Is it shown pious, although they receive from you much
in our poems that the aged S_turn, already long greater occasion for offence on account of all
covered with grey hair, and now cooled by the shameful acts which you heap up to their
weight of years, being taken by his wife m adul- reproach, than in connection with the service
tery, put on the form of one of the lower animals, ]and duties required by their majesty, honour,
and neighing loudly, escaped in the shape of a and worsbap? For either all these things are
beast ? Do you not accuse Jupiter himself of false which you bring forward about them indi-
having assumed countless forms, and concealed vidually, lessening their credit and reputation ;
by mean deceptions the ardour of his wanton iand it is in tkat case a matter quite deserving,
lust ? Have we ever written that he obtained his that the gods should utterly destroy the race ot"
desires by deceit, at one time changing into gold, men ; or if they are true and certain, and per-
at another into a sportive satyr ; into a serpent, ceived without any reasons for doubt, it comes to
a bird, a bull ; and, to pass beyond all limits of this issue, that, however unwilling you may be,
disgrace, into a little ant, that he might, forsooth, we believe them to be not of heavenly, but of
make Clitor's daughter the mother of Myrmidon, earthly birth.
in Thessaly? Who represented him as having 28. For where there are weddings, marriages,
watched over Alcmena for nine nights without births, nurses, arts,7 and weaknesses ; where there
ceasing? was it not you?--that he indolently are liberty and slavery ; where there are wounds,
abandoned himself to his lusts, forsaking his post slaughter, and sAedding of blood ; where there
in heaven ? was it not you ? And, indeed, you are lusts, desires, sensual pleasures ; where there
ascribe _ ta Arm no mean favours ; since, in your is every mental passion arising from disgusting
opinion, the god Hercules was born to exceed emotions,- there must of necessity be nothing
and surpass in such matters his father's powers, godlike there ; nor can that cleave to a superior
He in nine nights begot 4 with difficulty one son ; nature which belongs to a fleeting race, and to
but Hercules, a holy god, in one night taught the the frailty of earth. For who, if only he recog-
fifty daughters of Thestius at once to lay aside nises and perceives what the nature of that power
their virginal title, and to bear a mother's bur- is, can believe either that a deity had the genera-
den. Moreover, not content to have ascribed tire members, and was deprived of them by a
to the gods love of women, do you also say that very base operation ; or that he at one time cut
they lusted after men? Some one loves Hylas; off the children sprung from himself, and was
another is engaged with Hyacinthus ; that one punished by suffering imprisonment ; or that he.
burns with desire for Pelops ; this one sighs in a way, made civil war upon his father, and
more ardently for Chrysippus ; Catamitus is, deprived him of the right of governing ; or that
carried off to be a favourite and cup-bearer; he, filled with fear of one younger when over-
and Fabius, that he may be called Jove's darling, come, turned to flight, and hid in remote soil-
is branded on the soft parts, and marked in the tudes, like a fugitive and exile ? Who, I say, can
hinder, believe that the deity reclined at men's tables,

27. But among you, is it only the males who was troubled on account of his avarice, deceived
lust; and has the female sex preserved its puri- his suppliants by an ambiguous reply, excelled
ty?s Is it not proved in your books that Titho- in the tricks of thieves, committed adultery,
nus was loved by Aurora ; that Luna lusted after acted as a slave, was wounded, and in love, and
Endymion ; the Nereid after 2Eacus ; Thetis submitted to the seduction of impure desires in
after Achilles' father ; Proserpina after Adonis ; all the forms of lust ? But yet you declare all
her mother, Ceres, after some rustic Jasion, and these things both were, and are, in your gods ;
afterwards Vulcan, Phaeton, 6 Mars; Venus her- and you pass by no form of vice, wickedness,
self, the mother of 2Eneas, and founder of the error, without bringing it forward, in the wanton-

hess of your fancies, to the reproach of the gods.
These_ -I*an inthe_ intheo_a. You must, therefore, either seek out other gods,2 So LB. and Orell/, remimg Alot_, from Clem. Alex., for the

ks ,_t_._. to whom all these re, roaches shall not apply, for
Lit.,,, you add."

* In the ori_aal, somewhat at large-- u_am fJotult prole, ex- they are a human and earthly race to whom they
5. All edd read this witl_u_ mark of interrogation. 7 ke., either the ares which _ to each god_(c_: _ tt'e_ds in

]P 6 The aes. reads P_,z, to_em: for which, _ here and in Clem., iL xS: "these (arts) are not the gifts of science, but theotter proposed P/faonem because no such amour is m_ticm_ else- of necef_ty°'), ors refening to the wm-ds immed_teJy
where. ' _orm.
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apply ; or if there are only these whose names no victims, because you think that bo great a
and character you have declared, by your be- being neither wishes nor desires these ; or, with
liefs you do away with them : for all the things foul beliefs, to hold opinions about them so de-
of which you speak relate to men. grading, that they might rouse any one's spirit

29. And here, indeed, we can show that all to a mad desire for revenge? If the relative
those whom you represent to us as and call gods, importance of the matters be weighed, you will
were but men, by quoting either Euhemerns of find no judge so prejudiced as not to believe it
Acragas,' whose books were translated by Ennius a greater crime to defame by manifest insults
into Latin that all might be thoroughly acquaint- any one's reputation, than to treat it with silent
ed zuith them ; or Nicanor* the Cyprian ; or the neglect. For this, perhaps, may be held and
Pellaean Leon ; or Tbeodorus of Cyrene ; or believed from deference to reason ; but the other
Hippo and Diagoras of Melos ; or a thousand course manifests an impious spirit, and a blind-
other writers, who have minutely, industriously, ness despaired of in fiction. If in },our cere-
and carefully s brought secret things to light with monies and rites neglected sacrifices and expia-
noble candour. We may, I repeat, at pleasure, tory offerings may be demanded, guilt is said to
declare both the acts of Jupiter, and the wars of have been contracted ; if by a momentary for-
Minerva and the virgin 4 Diana ; by what strata- getfulness s any one has erred either in speaking
gems Liber strove to make himself master of the or in pouring wine ; 9 or again/° if at the solemn
Indian empire ; what was the condition, the duty, games and sacred races the dancer has halted,
the gains of Venus ; to whom the great mother or the musicmn suddenly become silent,--you
was bound in marriage ; what hope, what joy all cry out immediately that something has
was aroused in her by the comely Attis ; whence been done contrary to the sacredness of the cere-
carat the Egyptian Serapis and Isis, or for what monies ; or if the boy termed patnmus let go
reasons their very names 6 were formed, the thong in ignorance," or could not hold to the

3o. But in the discussion which we at present earth : ,2 and yet do you dare to deny that the
maintain, we do not undertake this trouble or gods are ever being wronged by you m sins so
service, to show and declare who all these were. grievous, while you confess yourselves that, in
But this is what we proposed to ourselves, that less matters, they are often angry, to the national
as you call us impious and irreligious, and, on ruin?
the other hand, maintain that you are pious mad 32 . But all these things, they say, are the tic-
serve the gods, we should prove and make mare- tions of poets, and games arranged for pleasure.
lest that by no men are they treated with less It is not credible, indeed, that men by no means
respect than by you. But if it is proved by the thoughtless, who sought to trace out the char-
very insults that it is so, it must, as a conse- acter of the remotest antiquity, either did not ,3
quence, be understood that it is you who rouse insert in their poems the fables which survived
the gods to fierce and terrible rage, because you in men's minds ,4 and common conversation ; '_
either listen to or believe, or yourselves invent or that they would have assumed to themselves
about them, stories so degrading. For it is not so great licence as to foolishly feign what was
he who is anxiously thinking of religious rites,7 almost sheer madness, and might give them
and slays spotless victims, who gives piles of in- reason to be afraid of the gods, and bring them
cense to be burned with fire, not he must be into danger with men. But let us grant that
thought to worshipthe deities, or alone discharge the poets are, as you say, the inventors and
the duties of religion. True worship is in the authors of tales so disgraceful; you are not,
hearta and a belief worthy of the gods ; nor does however, even thus free from the guilt of dis-
it at all avail to bring blood and gore, if you honouring the gods, who either are remiss in
believe about them things which axe not only far punishing such offences, or have not, by passing
remote from and unlike their nature, but even to laws, and by severity of punishments, opposed
some extent stain _nd disgrace both their dignity ..........
and virtue, s Lit., "an error of inadvertence "

3L We wish, then, to question you, and in- 9 L,u. ,,w,thth_ac,_a_bowl."
vite you to answer a short question, Whether _'_es_s;'°S°theMs"b°th R°manedd:'Elm"Hild"andOehler'readmgtheothers1. ¢.rsu--"m thecourse."
yOUthink it a greater offence to sacrifice to them ,, pat_.us, i.e, one whose father ,s alive, is p_ly used

parers were ahw, who was tiaen_ore eligmi¢ lot certmn reugmu
* Lit.. "Euh_Nm_ _ opened." .. *ervae_.rs So the _s. reading te,'ram teF.ere, for which Hdd would read
a So i_lm and Orelll, reading Nicaaa_'e for the _S. -'ottaWa, t_ram, denoting the car on which were borne the unages of theretahed by all otheredd. . .....
s " . • " gods, the tho2a_gsor reins of which were held by the lbatrznt_s., e,

* Mczu.,_i_ would join cleft*is to Minerva, thinking it an allu- of the text has been explained as meamng to toucla t_ _ ¢ntica m her _t_ rrao_vo_.
s Thl_ tl_asmtmapioln_t .ot"heta_a_. . one'sb_tt_.ds;but the gc_ral., mcanmg ._ clear enou_! -- that tt wa_
i_Ll_e ,, the title itsell, o/. thl_ name_ was" . . unlucky if the boy made .a slip, _tther with hands or _.

_ tl_mot o¢_,///_, Jnd !_ t.$,ndo_ _my. such m_n.ins _ that t, Lit., "notinns."
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such indiscretion, and determined' that no man 34- But why do I complain that you have
should henceforth say that which tended to the disregarded the insults r offered to the other
dishonour, 2 or was unworthy of the glory of the deities ? That very Jupiter, whose name you
gods.3 For whoever allows the wrongdoer to should not have spoken without fear and trem-
sin, strengthens his audacity ; and it is more in- bling over your whole body, is described as con-
sulting to brand and mark any one with false fessing his faults when overcome by lust s of his
accusations, than to bring forward and upbraid wife, and, hardened in shamelessness, making
their real offences. For to be called what you known, as if he were mad and ignorant,9 the mis-
are, and what you feel yourself to be, is less tresses he preferred to his spouse, the concu-
offensive, becanseyaur resentment is checked by bines he preferred to his wife; you say that
the evidence supplied against you on privately those who have uttered so marvellous things are
reviewing your hfe ; 4 but that wounds very chmfs and kings among poets endowed with god-
keenly which brands the innocent, and defames like genius, that they are persons most holy ;
a man's honourable name and reputation, and so utterly have you lost sight of your duty

33- Your gods, it is recorded, dine on celes- in the matters of religion which you bring for-
tml couches, and in golden chambers, dnnk, ward, that words are of more importance, in
and are at last soothed by the music of the your opinion, than the profaned majesty of tke
lyre, and staging. You fit them with ears not nnmortals. So then, if only you felt any fear of
easdy wearied ; 5 and do not think it unseemly the gods, or believed with confident and unhesi-
to assign to the gods the pleasures by which taring assurance that they existed at all, should
earthly bodies are supported, and which are you not, by bdls, by popular votes, by fear of
sought after by ears enervated by the frivolity of the senate's decrees, have hindered, prevented,
an unmanly sprat. Some of them are brought and forbidden any one to speak at random of
forward in the character of lovers, destroyers of the gods otherwise than m a pious manner ? '°
purity, to commit shameful and degrading deeds Nor have they obtained thin honour even at your
not only with women, but wxth men also. You hands, that you should repel insults offered to
take no care as to what is said about matters of them by the same laws by which you ward them
so much importance, nor do you check, by any off from yourselves. They are accused of trea-
fear of chastisement at least, the recklessnes_ son among you who have whispered any evil
of your wanton literature ; others, through mad- about your kings. To degrade a magistrate, or
hess and frenzy, bereave themselves, and by the use insulting language to a senator, you have
slaughter of their own relattves cover themselves made by decree a crime, followed by the severest
wtth blood, just as though it were that of an punishment. To write a satirical poem, by which
enemy. You wonder at these loftily expressed a slur is cast upon the reputation and character
impieties ; and that which it was fitting should of another, you determined, by the decrees of
be subjected to all pumshments, you extol with the decemvirs, should not go unpunished ; and
praise that spurs them on, so as to rouse their that no one might assail your ears with too wan-
recklessness to greater vehemence. They mourn ton abuse, you established formulm" for severe
over the wounds of their bereavement, and with affronts. With you only the gods are tmhon-
unseemly wailings accuse the cruel fates ; you oured, contemptible, vile; against whom you
are astonished at the force of their eloquence, allow any one liberty to say wa_at he wilt, to ac-
carefully study and commit to memory that cuse them of the deeds of baseness which his
which should have been wholly put away from lust has invented and devised. And yet you do
human society, 6 and are solicitous that it should not blush to raise against us the charge of want
not perish, through any forgetfulness. They are of regard for deities so infamous, although it is
spoken of as being wounded, maltreated, rrmk- much better to disbelieve the existence of the gods
ing war upon each other with hot and furious than to think they are such, and of such repute.
contests ; you enjoy the description ; and, to 35. But is it only poets whom you have thought
enable you to defend so great daring in the proper,2 to allow to invent unseemly tales abont
writers, pretend that these things are allegories, the gods, and to turn them shamefully into
and contain the principles of natural science, sport ? What do your pantomimists, the actors,

that crowd of mimics and adulterers ? '$ Do

z Iat., "and it has not been established by you,"-- a very abrupt they _4 not abuse your gods to make to themselves
transitmn in the structure of the sentence.

2 Lit, "which was very near to disgrace."

3 _ the margin of Ursinus, follo_ I_lam edd., profaxmgd srLit., _complaln ofthe neglect_linsulaoftheothcrgods. "before the Ms. _or_m LiL, ' as a lover by " Cf. Homer, [l., z4, 3xs.
3 LiL, " has knm bite, lining weakened by tlm testimony of throat 9 Le., of himself.

re___- rt_t_itlaxit" to Iat., "emcept that which was full of ttliglott."
s Lit., " m_t e_lunng." :z i,e. according to which such offences should be pmdshed.
e C_. The Ms. and most edd. read ¢oa/.,:t_,- a word not u Lit., "have waled."

oCeurr_ dllel_a_; whida Gcs_cr would _tplaiu, "lCmt s_,ay that xs Lit., '*ful].ID'own race," Lr_h, a wold flequeatly ulled, as
:t may not be established amollg men," the _ being the same in here, semr_ a/_acat,n_..
etthe/caae, t4 i.e, the actors, etc.
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gain, and do not gke others' find enticing pleas- ills come with which the human race is deluged
ures in* the wrongs and insults offered to the and overwhelmed without any interval, while
gods ? At the public games, too, the colleges of lyou daily both repeat and learn by heart all

all the priests and magistrates take their places, these things, with which are mixed up fibel_
the chief Pontiffs, and the chief priests of the Iupon the gods and slanderous sayings ; and
curim ; the Quindecemviri take their places, lwhen 9 you wish your inactive minds to be oc-
crowned with wreaths of laurel, and the flamines Icupied with useless dreamings, demand that
diales with their mitres ; the augurs take their days be given to you, and exhibition made with-
places, who disclose the divine mind and will ; out any interval? But if you felt any real m-
and the chaste maidens also, who cherish and dig-nation on behalf of your religious beliefs,
guard the ever-burning fire ; the whole people you should rather long ago have burned these
and the senate take their places ; the father., wntangs, destroyed those books of yours, and
who have done service as _onsuls, princes next overthrown these theatres, in which evil reports
to the gods, and most worthy of reverence ; and, of your deities are daily made public in shame-
shameful to say, Venus, the mother of the race ful tales. For why, indeed, have our writings
of Mars, and parent of the imperial people, is deserved to be given to the flames ? our meet-
represented by gestures as in love,3 and is de- ings to be cruelly broken up, '° in which prayer ]s
lineated with shameless mimicry as raving like a made to the Supreme God, peace and pardon
Bacchanal, with all the passions of a vile harlot.* are asked for all in authority, for soldiers, kings,
The Great Mother, too, adorned with her sacred Mends, enemies, for those still in life, and those
fillets, is represented by dancing ; and that Pess- freed from the bondage of the flesh ; 1, in which
inunfic Dindymene s is, to the dishonour of her all that is said is such as to make men humane, '_
age, represented as with shameful desire using genre, modest, virtuous, chaste, generous m
passionate gestures in the embrace of a herds- dealing with their substance, and inseparably
man ; and also in the Trachini2e of' Sophocles, 6 united to all embraced in our brotherhood ? ,3
that son of Jupiter, Hercules, entangled in the 37. But this is the state of the case, that as
toils of a death-fraught garment, is exhibited you are exceedingly strong in war and in military
uttering piteous cries, overcome by his violent power, you thank you excel in knowledge of the
suffenng, and at last wasting away and being truth also, and are pious before the gods,*4whose
consumed, as his intestines soften and are dis- might you have been the first to besmirch with
solved. 7 But in these tales even the Supreme foul imaginings. Here, if your fierceness allows,
Ruler of the heavens Himself is brought forward, and madness suffers, we ask you to answer us
without any reverence for His name and majesty, this : Whether you think that anger finds a place
as acting the part of an adulterer, and changing in the divine nature, or that the divine blessed-
His countenance for purposes of seduction, in ness is far removed from such passions ? For if
order that He might by guile rob of their chas- they are subject to passions so furions,,s and are
tity matrons, who were the wives of others, and ]excited by feelings of rage as your imaginings
putting on the appearance of their husbands, by suggest, _ for you say that they have often
assuming the form of another, shaken the earth with their roaring, '6 and bringing

36. But this crime is not enough: the per- woful misery on men, corrupted with pestilential
sons of the most sacred gods are mixed up with
farces also, and scurrilous plays. And that the

9 SO OreUi, reading a fua_wlo; MS. and other edd. et sf_" and
idle onlookers may be excited to laughter and if _,et"
jollity, the deities are hit at in jocular quips, the _oArnobiusis generallythoughtto referhereto thepersecotto.under Diocletian me_t_ned by Eusebius, H_t. reeL, yah."*.
spectators shout and rise up, the whole pit re- - The servicein whichtheseprayerswere offered was prestded
sounds with the clapping of hands and applause, o,_ by the bishop,to whomthe deadbodywas brought:hymmwere then sung of thanksgiving to God. the giver of vmtory, by
And to the debauched scoffers s at the gods gifts wboeehelpa_ gracetbodepartedbrotherhadbeenvictorious.The

priest next gave thanks to God, and some chapters of the Scrtptures
and presents are ordained, ease, freedom from ,vereread.afterwardsthecatechumensweredtsmissed;thcnamesof
public burdens, exemption and relief, together tbo_ at_t w.rethe._d m*ci_ _o_.to ._i_a the sum.o_of the success wtth which others had combated the temptations of
with triumphal garlands, -- a crime for which no thewo_d. Th. prmstagainprayedforthedeparted,at theclosebe-
amends can he made by any apologies. And seec.hing God to grant him pardon, and admission among the ,ndy-ing. Thereafter the body was kissed, unomted, and buried. -- Dt0-
after this do you dare to wonder whence these _s, vs, Eccl.H,',,-, _t chapterquotedby Heraldtm.Cf.Co_t

Apo_., vlit. ¢x. Wath the Church's advance in power there was an
acces_on of pomp to these rates [I_ucidanonIV.]

x_ Cf. the younger Pllny, _p:'$_., x _7: "They_rmed that they
bound themselves by oath not for any w_cked Imp, but to pledge
themselves not to commit theft, robbery, or adultery, nor break fattY,

t Le., the crowd ofadulteren, as Orelll suggests.
a Lit., '*draw enticements of pleasures from."

Or, "Vtmus, the mother . . . and l_ving parent," etc.
¢ Lit., "of nmretricious vileness." or prove false to a trust." .
S i.e., OybeJe, to whom Mount Dindymus i, Mysin was sacred, t3 Lit., "whom cur secletyjoitm _gether," _ aolddet gt.r_a_"

rites, however, were celebrated at Pessinus also, a very ancient tat. [Lardner justly argues that thts passage proves our author,s

clt_6ofGulatia" Credlbdl., vol. iil. p. 4S8.]us. Sofxk*, corrected in LB. $e_&k'k*. Cf. Trach. x_ sqq. familiarity with rites to which catechumens were .ot aammeo-
_ IAt.,"towarda (din) the last o)rt,/_ wastlng ctmmmmd by the x4 i.e.,inthelrs_ghtor_,-,t_.

0fhis _ _o_ag apart" _s Lit., "commlve these toreh_."
| Lk., "debauched mad scoffers." t6 Lit., *'have roared with tremblinga of the earth."
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contagion the character of the times,' both be- and do not know at all what it is to be enraged,
cause their games had been celebrated with too then indeed there is no ground for saying that
little care, and because their priests were not re- they who know not what anger is are angry with
ceived with favour, and because some small lus, * and they are free from its presence,* and
spaces were desecrated, and because their rites the disorder 3 it causes. For it cannot be, in the
were not duly performed, -- it must consequently nature of things, that what is one should become
be understood that they feel no little wrath on two ; and that unity, which is naturally uncom-
account of the opinions which have been men- pounded, should divide and go apart into sepa-
tloned. But if, as follows of necessity, it is ad- _rate things.*
mitted that all these miseries with which men i

SO the MS. r_lug _'0_ -- tle according 'co Hild._ followed
have long been overwhelmed flow from such tic- byLB andOre_lt
trams, if the anger of the deities is excited by l _E!t.,"m!xt_." . ..........• p '_1 , J.lle woro,s fOllOWing the asterisk: _.) are m_ttea m _rt. as spa-
these causes, you are toe occasion oI so teIT1Dle nous or corrupt, or at least as here out of place Orelli transposes

-_.c_,,._ _ _,_ _,,_ ,'-,_,_o_ #.--,. ;_ _r,,-_ i them to ch. z3, as was nouced there, although he regards them as aa
mlstv_utt_o, L'_L.aUO'. jt_u _,_.v_* _o_ _ .t_t ._-wt_ mterpolatmn. The clause is certamb) a very strange one and has a. . , _ t
the feelings of the ffods, and excite them to a i kind of affected abstractness, whmh makes It secra out of place; bat
_. _ _ _ o . _ . -r .t .t / tt must be remember_l that similarly confused and perplexin$ se_-
llerce oeslre ior vengeance. J3ui: li, on tile otner teaces arc by no means rare m Amobtus. If the clause is to be re-
hontt th,_ _od= =r,_ nat suh;,_,- t fa =,,ch mansions I tamed, as good sense can be made from it berc as anywhere else.
_._, ..._ _, ........... j ...... t'_ ' The general meaning would be: "].'he gods, tf angry, are angry with
_-- I the pagans" but ff they are not subject to passtoa, it wo_d-_'_ to

The MS reads conru-lx_e auras tem_m, all except the first : speak of them as angry with the Christmas, seeing that they cannot

four edd. inserting ff as above Meursms would also change tern#. I posstbly at onCe be incapable of fee|rag anger, and yet at tbe same
into ventorum -- ' the breezes of the wind.." l time be angry with them. [See cap. x3, note 4, P, 48o, _.]

BOOK V.

i. Admitting that all these things which do the rush on them, seize and bind them. But, that
immortal gods dishonour, have been put forth this might be done more speedily, the king filled
by poets merely in sport, what of those found in manyS cups with wine and with mead, 6and placed
grave, serious, and careful histories, and handed them about the approaches to the fountain, where
down by you in hidden mysteries ? have they they would be seen _ a crafty snare for those
been invented by the licentious fancy of the who should come. They, as was their usual eus-
poets ? Now if they seemed ' to you stories of tom, when overcome by thirst, came to their well-
such absurdity, some of them you would neither known haunts. But when they had perceived
retain in their constant use, nor celebrate as cups with sweetly smelling liquors, they preferred
solemn festivals from year to year, nor would the new to the old ; rushed eagerly upon them ;
you maintain them among your sacred rites as charmed with the sweetness of the draught, drank
shadows of real events. With strict modem- too much ; and becoming drunk, fell fast asleep.
tion, I shall adduce only one of these stories Then the twelve you/k.r threw themselves upon
which are so numerous ; that in which Jupiter the sleepers, and cast chains round them, lying
himself is brought on the stage as stupid and soaked with wine ; and theyfl when roused, ira-
inconsiderate, being tricked by the ambiguity of mediately taught the king by what methods and
words. In the second book of Antias_lest any sacrifices Jupiter could be called down to earth.
one should think, perchance, that we are fabricat- With this knowledge the king performed the sa-
ing charges calumniously _ the following story cred ceremony on the Aventine, drew down Jupi-
is written:_ ter to the earth, and asked from him the due

The famous king Numa, not knowing how to form of expiation. Jupiter having long heal-
avert evil portended by thunder,.and being eager tared, said, "Thou shalt avert what is portended
to learn, by advice of Egeria concealed beside by thunder with a head." s The king answered,
a fountain twelve chaste youths provided with "With an onion."9 Jupiter again, "With a
chains ; so that when Faunus and Martius *Picus man's." The king returned, "But with hair." ,o

came to this place s to drink, _ for hither they s So the ms. and mast edd., readin__$#octt/a _ _rv?" ,_me_',
were wont to come_ to draw water, --they might _wh_h m_h. andOrclhhavefeces:tedfromme .margm.tnotto*

nwi_e._ ,u_ ,_,-w m*,_- ',cup. of g_ me, w_ purat So most odd., inserting er¢ in ms. and Oebler, vid-_t_r.
a .So named either because he was said to have made use of the 6 Le., _l,t_m.

lard of Mars, i.e., a w_ker f_. _), m augury, or because ac- _ i.e., Fannus and Picas.
co_s" to the legend he was cnangea into oneoy _.trce. s C_**.

Lo., the Aveutme. The s t_. ts told by Plutarch in his Life of 9 C_:_'_ . . --
Num_ c. _S, and by Ovid, F_i. _i. agt sqq. to JuPiter ts supposed _ my lt_sm.estt, _mg ¢_, _ be un.

demdcd, i_.," _dth a auto's Ira&" while tha _ _li#im ¢_--
4 The Ms. reads, s_ll*mtslttr/ttec, _oircctt_as above, sdem_e _"w_th a train's halt."i-_- A*w by _ edd. exc_ Hild.
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The deity in turn, "With the life., With a kind of knowledge should avert impending dan-
fish,", rejoined Pompilins. Then Jupiter, being gers? Or, while he himself hurls these fiery
ensnared by the ambiguous terms used, uttered bolts, is it the business of others to know m
these words : "Thou hast overreached me, what way it is fitting to allay his wrath and m-
Numa; for I had determined that evils pot- dignation? For truly it would be most absurd
tended by thunder should be averted with sacri- to suppose that he himself appoints 6 the means
rices of human heads, not 3 with hair and an by which may be averted that which he has de-
onion. Since, however, your craft has outwitted termined should befall men through the hurhng
me, have the mode which you wished ; and al- of his thunderbolts. For this is to say, By such
ways undertake the expiation of thunder-portents ceremonies you will turn aside my wrath ; and
with those things which you have bargained if I shall at any time have foreshown by flashes
for." of lightning that some evil is close at hand, do

2. What the mind should take up first, what this and that, so that 7 what I have determined
last, or what it should pass by silently, it is should be done may be done altogether in vain,
not easy to say, nor is it made dear by any and may pass away idly through the forces of
amount of reflection ; for all have been so de- these rites.
vised and fitted to be laughed at, that you should 3. But let us admit that, as is said, Jupiter
strive that they may be believed to be false-- has himself appointed against himself ways and
even if they are true-- rather than pass current means by which his own declared purposes might
as true, and suggest as it were something extraor- fittingly be opposed : are we also to believe that
dinary, and bring contempt upon deity itself, a deity of so great majesty was dragged down
What, then, do you say, O you--? Are we to to earth, and, standing on a petty hillock with
believe 4 that that Faunus and Martius Picus-- Ia mannikin, entered into a wrangling dispute ?
if they are of the number of the gods, and of And what, I ask, was the charm which forced
that everlasting and immortal substance--were Jupiter to leave the all-important 9 direction of
once parched with thirst, and sought the gush- the universe, and appear at the bidding of root-
ing fountains, that they might be abte to cool tals? the sacrificial meal, incense, blood, the
with water their heated veins ? Are we to be- scent of burning laurel-boughs, '° and muttering
lieve that, ensnared by wine, and beguiled by of spells? And were all these more powerful
the sweetness of mead, they dipped so long into than Jupiter, so that they compelled him to do
the treacherous cups, that they even got mto!unwilhngly what was enjoined, or to give him.
danger of becoming drunk ? Are we to believe self up of his own accord to their crafty tricks
that, being fast asleep, and plunged in the for- What T will what follows be believed, that the
getfuiness of most profound slumbers, they gave son of Saturn had so little foresight, that he either
to creatures of earth an opportunity to bind proposed terms by the ambiguity of which he
them ? On what parts, then, were those bonds was himself ensnared, or did not know what was
and chains flung? Did they have anysolid sub- going to happen, how the craft and cunning of a
stance, or had their hands been formed of hard mortal would overreach him ? You shall make
bones, so that it might be possible to bind them expiation, he says, with a head when thunderbolts
with halters and hold them fast by tightly drawn have fallen. The phrase is still incomplete, and
knots? For I do not ask, I do not inquire the meaning is not fully expressed and defined,
whether they could have said anything when for it was necessarily right to know whether Dies-
swaying to and fro in their drunken maunder- piter ordains that this expiation be effected with
ings ; or whether, while Jupiter was unwilling, or the head of a wether, a sow, an ox, or any other
rather unwitting, any one could have made known animal. Now, as he had not yet fixed this
the way to bring him down to earth. This only specifically, and his decision was still uncertain
do I wish to hear, why, ff Faunus and Picus and not yet determined, how could Numa know
are of divine origin and power, they did not that Jupiter would say the head of a man, so as
rather themselves declare to Numa, as he clues- to 7 anticipate and prevent him, and turn his an-
tioned them, that which he desired to learn from certain and ambiguous wordsx' into "an onion's
Jove himself at a greater risk? OrS did Jupiter head?"
alone have knowledge of this--for from him 4- But you will perhaps say that the king was
the thunderbolts fall- how training in some a diviner. Could he be more so than Jupiter

z dlaima (Ms. l_). 6 The w_ reads .Hr¢, but "knows" would _ suit the con-
a Ma,_a. The_ is here a lacuna in the text; but there can be no text. _ of adopting any o_nj_'ure, however, it is su_ictent to

di_ficu.lt_in. filling it up as above, with Heraldus from Plutazv.h,or .ol_erve, with Oe.hler, that scire h elsewhere used as a c_mtracaon _r
wtth Geleams from Ovid,/,gtci_--" tin'/&t_ h_ of a fish." sct.w_,-r.

a The m. and both Roman edd. read 2Vfma, corrected by Gale- f The M_ omfits ,a.
nius, as above, m_. e So Cujacius, inserting vz, omitted by the us.

4"rheMs. amt_xid, ttaderrd.d-m_--"do_be_e,'for _ Lit., "s) great."which _ tui[lpt_ -o- as above. Lit., "the fmmgation of t_,'Kn_," Le., of troughs of the laurel,
. $ I,it.&"orwhether." lk,knvtheMs, readscm-ruptlyadd_m-- olive, ormyrtle.
"' tOh_t.- tt LiL, t, the unotrtain tkdng's of that ambiguity."
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himself? But for a mortal's antacipating' what less might, and a fierceness of disposition beyond
Jupiter P whom 2 he overreached _ was going to t control, a lust made furious, and derived from
say, could the god not know m what ways a man 1both sexes, s He violently plundered and laid
was preparing to overreach him ? Is it not, then, waste ; he scattered destruction wherever the
clear and manifest that these are puerile and ferocity of his disposition had led him ; he re-
fanciful inventions, by which, while a lively wit garded not gods nor men, nor did he think any-
is assigned s to Numa, the greatest want of fore- thing more powerful than himself; he contenmed
sight is imputed to Jupiter? For what shows so earth, heaven, and the stars.
httle foresight as to confess that you have been 6. Now, when it had been often considered
ensnared by the subtlety of a man's intellect, m the councils of the gods, by what means it
and while you are vexed at being deceived, to might be possible either to weaken or to curb
gtve way to the wishes of him who has overcome his audacity, Liber, the rest hanging back, takes
you, and to lay aside the means which you had upon himself this task. With the strongest wine
proposed ? For if there was reason and some he drugs a spring much resorted to by Acdestis 9
natural fitness that 4 expiatory sacrifice for that where he had been wont to assuage the heat and
whmh was struck with hghtning should have been burning thirst '° roused in him by sport and hunt-
made with a man's head, I do not see why the ing. Hither runs Acdestis to drink when he felt
proposal of an omon's was made by the king; the need; _' he gulps down the draught too
but ff it could be performed with an onion also, greedily into his gaping veins. Overcome by
there was a greedy lust for human blood. And what he is quite unaccustomed to, he is ifi con-
both parts are made to contradict themselves: sequence sent fast asleep. Liber is near the
_o that, on the one hand, Numa is shown not to snare wMch he had set; over his foot he throws
have wished to know what he did wish ; and, on one end of a halter ,2 formed of hairs, woven to-
the other, Jupiter is shown to have been merci- gether very skilfully ; with the other end he lays
less, because he said that he wished expiation to hold of his privy members. When the fumes of
be made with the heads of men, which could the wine passed off, Acdestis starts up furiously,
have been done by Numa with ml onion's head. and his foot dragging the noose, by his own

5- In Tlmotheus, who was no mean mytholo- strength he robs himself of his '_ sex ; with the
g_st,and also in others equally well informed, the tearing asunder of these parts there is an im-
birth of the Great Mother of the gods, and the mense flow of blood ; both ,4 are carried off and
ongm of her rites, are thus detaded, being de- swallowed up by the earth ; from them there
rwed _as he h_mself writes and suggests -- from suddenly springs up, covered with fruit, a pome-
learned books of antiquities, and from his ac- granate tree, seeing the beauty of which, with
quaintance wtlh the most secret mysteries :_ admiration, Nana,'S daughter of the king or river
Within the confines of Phrygia, he says, there is Sangarius, gathers and places in her bosom same
a rock of unheard-of wildness m every respect, af the frutt. By this she becomes pregnant ;
the name of which is Agdus, so named by the her father shuts her up, supposing that she had
natives of that district. Stones taken from it, as been ,6debauched, and seeks to have her starved
Themis by her oracle s had enjoined, Deucalion to death ; she is kept ahve by the mother of the
and Pyrrha threw upon the earth, at that time gods with apples_ and other food,,v and brings
emptied of men ; from which this Great Mother, forth a child, but Sangarius ,s orders it to be ex-
too, as she is called, was fashioned along with posed. One Phorbas having found the child,
the others, and animated by the de,ty. Her, takes it home, .9 brings it up on goats' milk ; and
given over to rest and sleep on the very summit ...............
of the rock, Jupiter assailed with lewdest 6 de- * So Ursmus sul_ge_ted, followedI_ lateredd.,t._ _t_'a_'us (MS.utra.) sexu : for which Meursms would read t_r _gmque stxt_s--
sxres. But when, after long strife, he could not "_a a_._of both,"_e.,thath_w_ a h_Vr, ro_t,,wh_ha _.

9 Llt._ _' hirer'accomplish what he had proposed to himself, he, _t_abyot_r,,t_
baffled, spent his lust on the stone. T?h_'sthe *oI it.."of thintlng."II LIt._ _ in tllTlc of l'll_d. Fw

rock received, and with many groanings Acdestls r *_So the reading of the Ms. and edd., u_u_ /a_utum, my be

is born in the tenth month, being named from rendered,forwhichCanter_conjecturedi,n_m--'_the lowestpartof the noo_ "

his mother rock. In him there had been resist- _3 So the odd., readittg eO qua (_S. Cuad) fm_ra_ _a_ _._ -
for which Hild. and Oehler read fu.tu-erat _" of the sex w*thwhich
he had been a formeator."

Lit., "unle_ a mortal anttctpated"--2_rw#umer¢_, the MS. x4 Lit.,"the*,e (ie., theparta and the blood) are,"ete.
reading, ts The Ms. here reads 2Vata, but in c. z3 the _lmlling is N_tt, _a

So Oehler, supplybagquem. in other writers.
Lit., "livehnese of heart m procured " :_ Lit., "as d"

4 Iat., "what." , r The us. reads ,,'-ab_h'_, oarteet*d _ above # by J_. _ lot-
s SoOvldalso (Melam.,i. 3_x),and others, trpeakof Themisas lowed by Hild. and Oehler. The other edd. ltagl_eckulgt-- rmrrlelk"

the first to gave oracular responses. _8 So all the edd., _ Hild. aad Oehler, who retain the _s.
e SOtim mS. and edd., reading quam ince$ti$, except Orelh, who rtaadil_g*artggi_ardus-- *bloodth_ty."

_k_d _tmj_tur¢ of Barth,tlts, m'_i_..... luatful Jtlptt .... th 19 SO SalIW| Orelll, _ Hikl., _ r¢2_" _e_r_ f,l,• _mit pker_a_ acts; but tm memi_ o] any Phod_ m made
7 So the Its. and edd. except Hildebrand.and Oeb.ler, who elr,ewherelnmwithth_tory, and_ha_ thet_.{orepro-

lmaed f_a a_clact.s --" _ame or_ takes tli# cktTd found, naurida_
th.a_.ghout spell .4£'dt_tu, following the Greek writers, and the den- it witll sweet pottage of millet Orarma) and m_lk," etc,vatmmof the word from Agdu.t.
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as handsome fellows are so named in Lydia, or them in the garment of the dead. From the
because the Phrygians in their own way of speak- blood which had flowed springs a flower, the
ing call their goats a//agi, it happened in conse- violet, and with 9 rials the tree ,o is girt. Thence
quence that the boy obtained the name Attis., the custom began and arose, whereby you even
Him the mother of the gods loved exceedingly, now veil and wreath with flowers the sacred
because he was of most surpassing beauty ; and pine. The virgin who had been the bride, whose
Acdestls, zolw was his companion, as he grew name, as Valerius x, the pontifex relates, was Ia,
up fondling him, and bound to him by wicked veils the breast of the lifeless youtk with soft
compliance with his lust in the only way now wool, sheds tears with Acdestis, and slays her-
possible, leading him through the wooded glades, sel£ After her death her blood is changed into
and presenting ham with the spoils of many wild purple violets. The mother of the gods sheds
beasts, which the boy Attis at first, said boastfully tears also, '2 from which spnngs an almond tree,
were won by his own toil and labour. After- sagmfying the bitterness of death.'3 Then she
wards, under the influence of wine, he admits bears away to her cave the pine tree, beneath
that he is both loved by Acdestis, and honoured which Attls had unmanned himself; and Acdestls
by him with the gifts brought from the forest ; joining m her wailings, she beats and wounds her
whence it is unlawful for those polluted by dnnk- breast, ;_acing round the trunk of the tree now
ing wine to enter into h_s sanctuary, because it at rest.'4 Jupiter is begged by Acdestis that Atus
discovered his secret? may be restored to hfe : he does not permit it.

7. Then Midas, king of Pessinus, wishing to What, however, fate allowed, _s he readily grants,
withdraw the youth from so disgraceful an lnti- that his body should not decay, that his hairs
macy, resolves to give him his own daughter in should always grow, that the least of his fingers
marriage, and caused the gates of the town to be should live, and should be kept ever in motmn ;
closed, that no one of evil omen might disturb content with which favours, iris saidthat Acdestis
their marriage joys. But the mother of the gods, consecrated the body in Pessinus, and honoured
knowing the fate of the youth, and that he would it with yearly rites and priestly services. _6
liveamongmenin safetyon/ysolongashewas free 8. If some one, despising the deities, and fu-
from the ties of marriage, that no disaster might rious wath a savagely sacrilegious spirit, had set
occur, enters the closed city, raising its wails w, th himself to blaspheme your gods, would he dare
her head, which began to be crowned with towers to say against them anything more severe than
in consequence. Acdestis, bursting with rage be- this tale relates, which you have reduced to form,
cause of the boy's being torn from himself, and as though itwere some wonderful narrative, and
brought to seek a wife, fills all the guests wxth have honoured without ceasing,'7 lest the power
frenzied madness : 3 the Phrygians shriek aloud, of time and the remoteness ,s of antiquity should
panic-stricken at the appearance of the gods ; 4 cause it to be forgotten ? For what is there
a daughter of adulterous s Gallus cuts off her asserted in it, or what written about the gods,
breasts ; Attis snatches the pipe borne by him which, if said with regard to a man brought up
who was goading them to frenzy ; and he, too, with bad habits and a pretty rough training,
now filled with furious passion, raving frantically would not make you liable to be accused of
and tossed about, throws himself down at last, wronging and insulting him, and expose you to
and under a pine tree mutilates himself, say- hatred and dishke, accompanied by implacable
ing, "Take these, 6 Acdestis, for which you have resentment ? From the stones, you say, which
stirred up so great and terribly perilous commo- Deucalion and Pyrrha threw, was produced the
fions." 7 With the streaming blood his life flies ; [
but the Great Mother of the gods gathers the I 9 Lit '" from "

parts which had been cut off, and throws earth l ,o i.e.;'thepln'-. .
• 8 [ tx Nourry supposes that this may refer to M. Valerius Messala,on them, having firstcovered them, and wrapped a fra..gmcnt from. whom on ansptet* has been. preserved by Ge.lhus

[ (xm. xS), while Hdd. thmka that Anlass ts meant, whols umnttoned

[See vol. ft. p. '7S ] [ m tel_o Orelh punctuates and expImns: but it is doubtful whether,
8 I_t,, "' his _lent_.'" [evem if thin reathng be retained, it should not be mmslatcd "be.
s Lit., " furff' and madness." [ dewed tht_e (violets)." The Ms. reads, *uffadit et a* (probably
4 The sts., tersefive edd., and Oberthlir, read exterrit_ adoran- I Aas) _" digs under these," emended as above m LB., _.#'udlt tt

_m Pkrygr* ; forwhtch Ursmus suggested ad o'a deorum. -- _leas. .
at the factor goyle,, adopted by Oe.hler: the other edd. reading [ t3 Lit.., "*burial."

aa aoram-- at the l_ur, Le., tlmmupon," [ x4 So at has been attempted to render the Ms., rea_n.__gpaac,'_m
$ It seems p.x_ble t.l_.t _ of this chapter has been lost, as we / cfrcum arborfs rob,r, which _ perplexed the diff-e_nt edd.

have no explana.tmn of thin epithet, and, moreover (as Oehler has [ Heraldus proposed pausate-" at mtervais ro .lind the trtmk of the
well rem_ked), mc. 33 this Callus is spoken of..as though it had/tree;" LB. reads -ata--"ro.un.d . . . tree having testecL_ Read-

pre?mtsly mentmned that he too had mutilated himself, of | mg as above, the reference maght be rather to the rest from motaon
w'mcn we nave not the slightest hint. [ after being set up in the cave, or m the ahsance of wind there.

6 i.e., _, _ita/z'a. [ x5 Lit. "could be done through (t.e., as far as conoerns) fate.*'
_ Lit., ' so great morons of furious hazards." [ xrSoOe2aler, reading ,acerdotum antfstitiu for the Ms. afdL

• Son_te_L, readmgr_steF,_stsctgsatowin_,olwtisfor|_,_m_h_._H__--"m_
me,,Ms., reading,.retained by Hild." and Oehler, _¢ta a_fue zntn_ [ priests (or oversee_) of priests." Sahnasttm _ i_
-- his vest being first drawn over and wrapt about them:" the | " with castrated priests."
_fmmmrverb being T?und wtth this meaning in no oth_ _e, and | t 7 i.e., in the ever-recurring festival of Cybele.
tm**mmtve_tate.ly. I t* La.,"kngth."
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mother of the gods. What do you say, O theo- and could he neither reconsider nor perceive
loglans ? what, ye priests of the heavenly powers ? how wicked was his desire, his mind being madly
Did the mother of the gods, then, not exist at agitated ? But, as it is, forgetting his majesty
all for the sake of the deluge ? and would there and dignity, he crept forward to steal those vile
be no cause or beginning of her birth, had not pleasures, trembling and quaking with fear, hold-
violent storms of rain swept away the whole race Lug his breath, walking in terror on tiptoe, and,
of men ? It is through man, then, that she feels between hope and fear, touched her secret parts,
herself to exist, and she owes it to Pyrrha's kind- trying how soundly his mother slept, and what
ncss that she sees herself addressed as a real she would suffer.6 Oh, shameful representation :
being ;' but if that is indeed true, this too will oh, disgraceful plight of Jupiter, prepared to at-
of necessity not be false, that she was human, not tempt a filthy contest ! Did the ruler of the
divine. For if it is certain that men are sprung world, then, turn to force, when, in his heedless-
originally from the casting of stones, it must be ness and haste, he was prevented from stealing
believed that she too was one of us, since she on by surprise ; 7 and when he was unable to
was produced by means of the same causes, snatch his pleasure by cunning craft, did he
For it cannot be, for nature would not suffer it,* assail his mother with violence, and begin with-
that from one kind of stones, and from the same out any concealment to destroy the chastil0r
mode of throwing t/_em, some should be formed which he should have revered ? Then, having
to rank among the immortals, others with the striven for a very long time when she is unwill-
condition of men. Van-o, that famous Roman, ing, did he go off conquered, vanquished, and
distinguished by the diversity of his learning, overcome ? and did his spent lust part him whom
and unwearied in his researches into ancient piety was unable to hold back from execrable
times, in the first of four books which he has lust after his mother ?
left in writing on the race of the Roman people, xo. But you will perhaps say the human race
shows by careful calculations, that from the time shuns and execrates such unions ; s among the
of the deluge, which we mentioned before, down gods there is no incest. And why, then, did his
to the consulship of Hirtius and Pansa,3 there mother resist with the greatest vehemence her
are not quite two thousand years ; and if he is son when he offered her violence ? Why did
to be believed, the Great Mother, too, must be she flee from his embraces, as if she were avoid-
said to have her whole life bounded by the limits ing unlawful approaches? For.if there was noth-
of this number. And thus the matter is brought LUgwrong in so doing, she should have gratified
to this issue, that she who is said to be parent him without any reluctance, just as he eagerly
of all the deities is not their mother, but their wished to satisfy the cravings of his lust. And
daughter ; nay, rather a mere child, a little g_rl, here, indeed, very thrifty men, and frugal even
since we admit that in the never-ending series about shameful works, that that sacred seed may
of ages neither beginning nor end has been as- not seem to have been poured forth in vain m
cnbed to the gods. the rock, one says, drank up Jupiter's foul in-

9. But why do we speak of your having continence. What followed next, I ask? Tell.
bemired the Great Mother of the gods with the In the very heart of the rock, and in that flinty
filth of earth, when you have not been able for hardness, a child was formed and quickened to
but a little time even to keep from speaking evil be the offspring of great Jupiter. It is not easy
of Jupiter himself? While the mother of the to object to conceptions so unnatural and so
gods was then sleeping on the highest peak wonderful. For as the human race is said by
of Agdus, her son, you say, tried stealthily you to have sprung and proceeded from stones, it
to surprise her chastity while she slept. After must be believed that the stones both had geni-
robbing of their chastity virgins and matrons tal parts, and drank in the seed cast on them, and
without number, did Jupiter hope to gratify his when their time was furl were pregnant,9 and at
detestable passion upon his mother ? and could last brought forth, travailing in distress as women
he not be turned from his fierce desire by the do. That impels our curiosity to inquire, since
horror which nature itself has excited not only you say that the birth occurred after ten months,
in men, but in some other animals also, and by in what womb of the rock was he enclosed at
common* feeling? Was he then regardless of that time? with what food, with what juices,
piety s and honour, who is chief in the temples ? was he supplied ? or what could he have drawn

to support him from the hard stone, as unborn
xSotheedd.,readingora_"in a/z'c_'_s_#bsta_._'i,t¢uahtae

_ them__4_ restoredby Oehler,_-tra_--"numbered m!equalityof somesubsumce,"fromthe readingof ml old copy s I_,"thedepthmldpa_"u_oth_h_l_mother." .
whichtheMs.,fast fouredd.,Ob,_h.,It,d., _d Oehlern_l,_'tcl.

3 '_.c.43. . . --"oCwhathe_"

(accord_ tooreni) forthe_s. dek_t.
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infants usually receive from their mothers! He tion of men, why did he cause the deities so
had not yet reached the light, my informant much terror ? But if he was a god, how could
says ; and already bellowing and imitating his he be deceived, or how could anything be cut
father's thtmderings, he reproduced that sound." off from a divine body? 6 But we raise no issue
And after it was given him to see the sky and on this point: he may have been of divine
the light of day, attacking all things which lay in birth, or one of us, if you think it more correct
his way, he made havoc of them, and assured to say so. Did a pomegranate tree, also, spring
himself that he was able to thrust down from from the blood which flowed and from the parts
heaven the gods themselves. O cautious and which were cut off? or at the time when 7 that
foreseeing mother of the gods, who, that she member was concealed in the bosom of the
might not undergo the ill-will of so 2 arrogant a earth, did it lay hold of the ground with a root,
son, or that his bellowing while still unborn and spring up into a mighty tree, put forth
might not disturb her slumbers or break her re- branches loaded with blossoms, s and in a too-
pose, withdrew herself, and sent far from her ment bare mellow fruit perfectly and completely
that most hurtful seed, and gave it to the rough ripe ? And because these sprang from red blood,
rock. is their colour therefore bright purple, with a dash

i i. There was doubt m the councils of the of yellow ? Say further that they are juicy also.
gods how that unyielding and fierce violence that they have the taste of wine, because they
was to be subdued ; and when there was no spring from the blood of one filled withit, and you
other way, they had recourse to one means, that have finished your story consistently. O Abdera,
he should be soaked with much wine, and bereft Abdera, what occasions for mocking you would
of his members, by their being cut off. As if, _zJe 9 to men, if such a tale had been devised
indeed, those who have suffered the loss of these by you ! All fathers relate it, and haughty state._
parts become less arrogant, and as _f we do not peruse it ; and you are considered foolish, and
daily see those who have cut them away from ufterly dull and stupid. `°
themselves become more wanton, and, neglect- 13. Through her bosom, we are told,*' Nana

ing all the restraints of chastity and modesty, conceived a son by an apple. The opinion is
throw themselves headlong into filthy vileness, self-consistent ; for where rocks and hard stones
making known abroad their shamefid deeds, bring forth, there apples must have their time
I should like, however, to see _ were it granted of generating. '2 The Berecynuan goddess fed
me to be born at those times _ father Llber, the imprisoned maiden with nuts ,3 and figs, fitly
who overcame the fierceness of Acdestis, having and rightly ; for it was right that she should live

glided down from the peaks of heaven after the on apples who had been made a mother by an
very venerable meetings of the gods, cropping apple. After her offspring was born, it wa_
the tails of horses,s plaiting pliant halters, drug- ordered by Sangarius to be cast far away : that
ging the waters harmless while pure with much which he believed to be divinely conceived long
strong wine, and after that drunkenness sprung before, he would not have ,4 called the offspring
from drinking, to have carefully introduced his of his child. The infant was brought up on
hands, handled the members of the sleeper, and he-goats' milk. O story ever opposed and most
directed his care skilfully* to the parts which inimical to the male sex, in which not only do
were to perish, so that the hold of the nooses men lay aside their wrile powers, but beasts even
placed round them might surround them all. which were males become mothers ! ,s He was

x2. Would any one say this about the gods famous for his beauty, and distinguished by hl_
who had even a very low opinion of them ? or, remarkable ,6comeliness. It is wonderful enough
if they were taken up with such affairs, consid- that the noisome stench of goats did not cause
erations, cares, would any man of wisdom either him to be avoided and fled from. The Great
believe that they are gods, or reckon them Mother loved him_ if as a grandmother her
among men even? Was that Acdestis, pray, grandson, there is nothing wrong; but if as the
the lopping off of whose lewd members was to
give a sense of security to the immortals, was 6 The _s. here mscrm de--" from the body from a _wne
/ze one of the creatures of earth, or one of the (heir7_'_he _dd.(_x_-ptOctal), _ t.... forthe as t_'
gods, and possessed ofs immortality? For if he ¢,_¢,,od.! Balaustlis, the flowers of the wdd pom_grmmt¢.
was thought to be of our lot and in the condi- s D==,, _h_d by S_. . . --..

to l'The Ab_'ritans were proverbLally such. Hmc ,a_,aera, nott
ta,cente me."-- Czcl_k-o, E#. adAttfc., iv, z6.]

t Most edd. read as an _terrugatiom . . . 11 Lit., "he says."tz Lit, "must rut " --_r_nt, as deer. The m., _t_ four odd," _ "that she might not he subject to ill-wiL for having
mad Elm.tread _rg'ant--" rm¢," eorrt_ted as above in the margna

S L¢-. to form tmosas with. The _ tnmslated is an c_men-] of U_r'_gus;.........
datloaofloLgcahli_,adoptecllw/Otdh,#eHzL.-m/amewtadec'wrta_z- I rs Lit., acorns --£tasaur_: --
u= r.,,d/urra,r_g,. for t_ as. #-,,/,_a,a,._ duarUm _amI_.t_ _ as..m_dt,;.___ a_o_d_d-_u.-',u_ St_*-
.*.*/,**-.h. _ M. mmh _d. _mhe _ thmitthgIiL I CIItUIhIOIIOWCaI_/l-/.crluous auo vr_n.................... ld milk.4 L;_ 1, tr.,_-o_f art" ( _ _c., he-goatsa.remametole, e

s Lit.. " c.dowed with thc honour of." I Lit,, praiscwor_.
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theatres tell, her love is infamous and disgrace- hours, or old women .seeking diversions for
ful. Acdestis, too, loved him above all, enrich-' credulous children, 8and to be declaring mani-
ing him with a hunter's gifts. There could be fold fictions under the guise of truth ? Acdestis
no danger to his purity from one emasculated, appealed too Jupiter to restore life to his para-
yau say; but it is not easy to guess what Midas mour : Jupiter would not consent, because he
dreaded ? The Mother entered bearing' the was hindered by the fates more powerful than
very walls. Here we wondered, indeed, at the himself; and that he might not be in every re-
might and strength of the deity ; but again, we spect very hard-hearted, he granted one favour m
blame her carelessness, because when she re- that the body should not decay through any cor-
membered the decree of fate,3 she heedlessly ruption ; that the hair should always grow ; that
laid open the city to its enemies. _cdestis ex- the least of his fingers alone in his body should
cites to fury and madness those celebrating the live, alone keep always in motion. Would any
nuptial vows. If Kmg Midas had dtspleased him one grant this, or support it with an unhesitating
who wa.s binding the youth to a wife, of what assent, that hair grows on a dead body, m that
had Gallus been guilty, and his concubine's part _°perished, and that the rest of his mortal
daughter, that he should rob himself of his body, free from the law of corruption, remains
manhood, she herself of her breasts ? "Take]even still?
and keep these," says he, 4 "because of which l *5- We might long ago have urged you-to
you have excited such commotions to the over- ponder this, were it not foolish to ask proofs of
whelming of our minds with fear." We should such things, as well as to say :l them. But this
none of us yet know what the frenzied Acdestis story is false, and is wholly untrue. It is no mat-
had desired in his paramour's body, had not the ter to us, indeed, because of whom you maintain
boy thrown to him, to appease his wrath,s the that the gods have been driven from the earth,
parts cut off. whether it is consistent and rests on a sure

x4. What say you, O races and nations, given foundation, *, or is, on the con_ary, framed and
up to such beliefs? When these things are devised in utter falsehood. For to us it is
brought forward, are you not ashamed and con- enough _ who have proposed this day to make
founded to say things so indecent ? We wish to it plain -- that those deities whom you bring for-
hear or learn from you something befitting the ward, if they are anywhere on earth, and glow
gods ; but you, on the contrary, bring forward with the fires of anger, are not more excited to
to us the cutting off of breasts, the lopping off furious hatred by us than by you ; and that that
of men's members, ragings, blood, frenzies, the story has been classed as an event and corn-
self-destruction of maidens, and flowers and mitted to writing by you, and is willingly read
trees begotten from the blood of the dead. Say, over by you every day, and handed do_aa in
again, did the mother of the gods, then, with iorder for the edifying of later times. Now, if
careful diligence herself gather in her grief the i this story is indeed true, we see that there is no
scattered genitals with the shed blood? 6 With reason in it why the celestial gods should be as-
her own sacred, her own dwine 7 hands, did she serted to be angry with us, since we have neither
touch and lift up the instruments of a disgrace- declared things so much to their disgrace, nor
ful and indecent office ? Did she also commit l committed them to writing at all, nor brought
them to the earth to be hid from sight ; and lest them publicly to light *s by the celebration of
in this case they should, being uncovered, be sacred rites ; but if, as you think, it is untrue,
dispersed in the bosom of the earth, did she in- and made up of delusive falsehoods, no man
deed wash and anoint them with fragrant gums can doubt that you are the cause of offence, who
before wrapping and covering them with his have either allowed certain persons to write such
dress? F.or whence could the violet's sweet stories, or have suffered them, when written, to
scent have come had not the addition of those abide in the memory of ages.
ointments modified the putrefying smell of the ,6. And yet how can you assert the falsehood
member ? Pray, when you read such tales, do of this story, when the very rites which you cele-
you not seem to yourselves to hear either girls 3rate throughout the year testify that you believe
at the loom wiling away their tedious working these thinks to be true, and consider them per-

fectly trustworthy? For what ;_ the meaning of
x Lit.j "with."
2Sotheits.t bothRomanedd.,LB.,Hild.,and{)elder,reading s [-_pa,b&e,__tx_o_,t. Tim.iv.7- Comparelgnatltm,voLLp.6s,

rxr._, forwhichthe othersreceivethe emendationof Gelemus,note3- Butevemtheoldwives'talesamongHeb_ewaweredeanin
regz,--" theking'scarelessness." contrastwiththehorribleamusementshereun__tedevmtothe

3 Lit., "the law and fate." at the loom, and c_ildrts, among the Gentil_ l
4 Le.,AttiL 9 Lit.,"apokewith."

-- S The ms. reads ¢_$.:_a_t _ec_sd o.f*gtz', corrected at almam zo i.e., the part cut off and buried _azratedy.
t_y Had. (omitting s) followed by OehleT. The conjectures of pre- tz So the Mat., according to Crtmltm, the edd. insertislg *, di_'.4-cer#
_musedd.areveryi_ andfoned. --" to lear_"

Lit. "IL_nt;" z=In., "oa firmne_of faith."
Lit.," _ withmczed,herselfwithdivine." n LiL,"_tolmbhct_dyi_"
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that pine 'which on fixed days you always bring less Galli begin, effeminate debauchees corn-
into the sanctuary of the mother of the gods ? plete ?
Is it not in imitation of that tree, beneath which x8. The greatness of the subject, and our duty
the raging and ill-fated youth laid hands upon to those on their defence also,7 demand that we
himself, and which the parent of the gods con- should in like manner hunt up the other forms
secrated to relieve her sorrow? 2 What mean of baseness, whether those which the histories of
the fleeces of wool with which you bind and sur- antiquity record, or those contained in the sacred
round the trunk of the tree ? Is it not to recall mysteries named iniKa, s and not divulged 9
the wools with which Ia3 covered the dying openly to all, but to the silence of a few; but
youth, and thought that she could procure some your innumerable sacred rites, and the loath-
warmth for his limbs fast stiffening with cold ? someness of them all, '° will not allow us to go
What mean the branches of the tree girt round through them all bodily : nay, more, to tell the
and decked with wreaths of violets ? Do they truth, we turn aside ourselves from some put-
not mark this, how the Mother adorned with posely and intentionally, lest, in striving to unfold
early flowers the pine which indicates and bears ] all things, we should be defiled by contamination
witness to the sad mishap? What mean the!in the very exposition. Let us pass by Fauna,_
Galli 4 with dishevelled hair beating their breasts Fatua, therefore, who is called Bona Dea,'whom
with their palms ? Do they not recall to mem- Sextus Clodms, in his sixth book in Greek on
ory those lamentations with which the tower- the gods, declares to have been scourged to
beating Mother, along with the weeping Acdestis, death with rods of myrtle, because she drank a
wailing aloud,s followed the boy? What means whole jar of wine without her husband's knowl-
the abstinence from eating bread which you edge ; and this is a proof, that when women show
have named castus _ Is it not in imitation of her divine honour a jar of wine is placed there,
the time when the goddess abstained from Ceres' but covered from sight, and that it is not lawful
fruit in her vehement sorrow ? to bring in twigs of myrtle, as Butas ,2 mentaons

17. Or if the things which we say are not so, m hxs Causalia. But let us pass by with similar
declare, say yourselves w those effeminate and neglect ,3 the dit conserentes, whom Flaccus and
delicate men whom we see among you in the others relate to have buried themselves, changed
sacred rites of this deity-- what business, what in humani penzs simthludznem in the cinderq
care, what concern have they there ; and why [ under a pot of exta. '4 And when Tanaqml,
do they like mourners wound their arms and 6 skilled in the arts of Etruria, *s disturbed these,
breasts, and act as those dolefully circumstanced ? the gods erected themselves, and became rigid.
What mean the wreaths, what the violets, what She then commanded a captive woman from
the swathings, the coverings of soft wools ? Why, Corniculum to learn and understand what was
finally, is the very pine, but a httle before sway- the meaning of this : Ocrisia, a woman of the
ing to and fro among the shrubs, an utterly inert greatest wisdom dtvos inseruisse genitah, expli-
log, set up in the temple of the Mother of the cuisse motus certos. Then the holy and burning
gods next, like some propitious and very vener- deities poured forth the power of Lucilius, '6 and
able deity? For either this is the cause which thus Servius king of Rome was born.
we have found in your writings and treatises, 19. We shall pass by the wild Bacchanalia
and in that case it is clear that you do not cele- also, which are named m Greek Omophagia, in
brate divine rites, but give a representation of which with seeming frenzy and the loss of your
sad events ; or if there is any other reason which senses you twine snakes about you ; and, to show
the darkness of the mystery has withheld from yourselves full of the divinity and majesty of the
us, even it also must be involved in the infamy god, tear in pieces with gory mouths the flesh of
of some shameful deed. For who would believe loudly-bleating goats. Those hidden mysteries
that there is any honour in that which the worth- of Cyprian Venus we pass by also, whose founder

is said to have been King Cinyras,'7 in winch
being initiated, they bring stated fees as to a

a The festival of Cybele began on the 2ad of March, when a pine
t_w_ m_a,_-a i_toth__y_t,.... dco_ _ut th. ,7th, harlot, and carry away phalli, given as signs of
which was marked by a general punficatlon (lava'), as Salmasius
obeerved from a calendar of Constantine the Great. [An equinoctial
feut, which the Church deposed by the Paschal observances. March 7 Lxt, "and the duty of defence itself."

is the prima sedes Pa_c_.] s Le., secret rites, to whtch only the iniuated were admitted and
Lit.," for _laceofso great a wound." 9 Lit., "which you clellvex"--t_rad/t_; so Elmen_, LB,, ths So Stewechius, followed by Orelh and Oehler, reading _,u_us later edd, for the unintelhglble us. tradidi_e, _t_a__nedin bo

la for the as..?am, which would refer the aetm_ to Cybele, w_ Roman edd.
_tt$ _tVresSly ratys (c. 7) that it was the newly wedded wife who xo Lxt., "deformlty aff_ed to all."
covered the breast cff Attis with wools, _a_ ts, however, recetved tx Ms. fetam/. Cf. x. 36, n. _, p, 4_, _-_pr'a.

x2 So Heraldus, from Plutarch, Ro,n., 2x, where Burls is said to

readsfr°mthelam,MS.andbYElme_ah.,theother whoedd"readse'xeeptI_.Hild"who asserts that the MS. havexswrltten,,.°n thts suh_c.t (a_t) in e.leg_..," for the _s. Putas.,t i.e.,_ofCybele)thelrnamesbelngderivedfn3mthePh_j- Lit., mhkemann_andwathchssimulafiaa."
ll_ flyer Gall_, whose watem were u_d to bfiag on fren_ end- x4 i.e., h_'t. _ hmgs, and liver, probably of a _crifice.
m8 in _lf-mutilatlon. xs i.e., "divmat_ augury, _ etc.

s_ Vi_ L_:lii, Le., *tmt'_t. [He retails Plmy xxx'vt. _/.]ut., ",_ ,,_a_."Lit., "with," _ Cf. iv. 24.
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the propitious deity. Let the rites of the Cory- whelmed with fear, and cannot find means to
bantes also be consigned to oblivion, in which is soothe the rage of his violated motor. He
revealed that sacred mystery, a brother slain by pours forth prayers, and makes supplication ; her
his brothers, parsley sprung from the blood of ears are closed by grief. The whole order of the
the murdered one, that vegetable forbidden to gods is sent ta seek /tis l_ardon; no one has
be placed on tables, lest the manes of the dead weight enough to win a hearing. At last, the
should be unappeasably offended. But those son seeking how to make satisfaction, devises
other Bacchanalia also we refuse to proclaim, in :this mea[ls : dr_etem nobikm benegrandibus cure
which there is revealed and taught to the initi- tes_'eu_'s deligit, exsecat hos ipse a lanato exult
ated a secret not to be spoken ; how Liber, when ex follicuh" tegmine. Approaching his mother
taken up with boyish sports, was tom asunder by sadly and with downcast looks, and as if by his
the Titans ; how he was cut up limb by limb by own decision he had condemned himself, he casts
them also, and thrown into pots that he might and throws these 7 into her bosom. When she saw
be cooked ; how Jupiter, allured by the sweet what his pledge was,a she is somewhat softened,
savour, rushed unbidden to the meal, and dis- and allows herself to be recalled to the care of
covering what had been done, overwhelmed the the offspring which she had conceived.9 After the
revellers with his terrible thunder, and hurled tenth month she bears a daughter, of beautiful
them to the lowest part of Tartarus. As evi- form, whom later ages have called now Libera,
dence and proof of which, the Thracian bard now Proserpine ; whom when Jupiter Verveceus*°
handed down in his poems the dice, mirror, tops, saw to be strong, plump, and blooming, forget-
hoops, and smooth balls, and golden apples ting what evils and what wickedness, and how
taken from the virgin Hesperides. great recklessness, he had a little before fallen

20. It was our purpose to leave unnoticed into, H he returns to his former practices; and
those mysteries also into which Phrygia is initi- because it seemed too ,2 wicked that a father
ated, and all that' race, were it not that the openly be joined as in marriage with his daugh-
name of Jupiter, wAick kas been introduced by ter, he passes into the terrible form of a dragon :
them, would not suffer us to pass cursorily by the he winds his huge coils round the terrified maid-
wrongs and insults offered to him ; not that we en, and under a fierce appearance sports and
feel any pleasure in discussing* mysteries so caresses ker in softest embraces. She, too, is in
filthy, but that it may be made clear to you again consequence filled with the seed of the most
and again what wrong you heap upon those powerful Jupiter, but not as her mother was, for
whose guardians, champions, worshippers, you she ,3 bore a daughter like herself; but from the
profess to be. Once upon a time, they say, maiden was born something like a bull, to testify
Diespiter, burning after his mother Ceres with to her seduction by Jupiter. If any one asks i¢
evil passions and forbidden desires, for she is who narrates this, then we shall quote the well-
said by the natives of that district to be Jupiter's known senarian verse of a Tarentine poet which
mother, and yet not daring to seek by open a antiquity sings,'S saying : "The bull begot a drag-
force that for which he had conceived a shame- on, and the dragon a bull." Lastly, the sacred rites
less longing, hits upon a clever trick by which to themselves, and the ceremony of initiation even,
rob of her chastity his mother, who feared noth- named Sebadia, '6 might attest the truth ; for in
ing of the sort. Instead of a god, he becomes them a golden snake is let down into the bosom
a bull ; and concealing his purpose and daring of the initiated, and taken away again from the
under the appearance of a beast lying in wait, 4 lower parts.
he rushes madly with sudden violence upon her, 22. I do not think it necessary here also with
thoughtless and unwitting, obtains his incestuous many words to go through each part, and show
desires; and the fraud being disclosed by his how many base and unseemly things there are
lust, flies off known and discovered. His mother
bums, foams, gasps, boils with fury and indigna- _ i.e.,test,c,mVtrdlttate _ig'n_is _i_a.
fion ; and being unable to repress the storm s 9 SoUrsmtmsuggested,followedby$tewechiusandlateredd.,

¢onceptt"fatt_$ _'tvyacatur ad curare; the MS. reada ¢a_tel#a-- '*ti
and tempest of her wrath, received the name ,often_andcochlea,' etc.
Brimo 6 thereafter from her ever-raging passion : xoJupitermaybeherecalledVervtceut,eitheras anepithetof

Jupiter Ammon--" llke a wether," or (and this seems most probable
nor has she any other wish than to punish as she i_ t_ _onmo, "dealingwithwethers,"toferringtothemodein
may her son's audacity. ,,h_:h be had extricated hmmelf from his form_ dil]iculty, or "st-t*-pld." The as. readi virwiriceus.

2x. Jupiter is troubled enough, being over- ,, t_t.,"=_o_,-_d"--,t._,_,,,,.
t_ Lit., "_ffiei_tly."
xj Le., Ceres.

t So the Ns. and edd., reading gt,_ur :7_a, fog which Hemmitm t$ i.e, handed down by antiquity. _ol. iL p. z_, this fetlu,]Pro_T:. Ilia -- *' and all the Trojan race." _ Lit., "wdl any one want."
Lit., "riding upon "--ixqmt2are. t6 Thae toma to _ lama odebra/ed in hommr of Diony_. _ u

s LiL, "most opca." well as Zqms, theurh, m to far m tbey at* dttcn'hed .byAmo_tab
4 Sm;r_r_-::t. they rder to the intrlv#te of the latter ¢mhr. M_mt, homm=r
s Lit.,"gt,_tli_'--f,',m,,_a_. (Sat,,r_..,i.xS)_==uo_ that;,I T_._. t Lib=am .Sotm idea-

takebutmeram=meptoexpiamtheeweeCthefidemJupiteraim.
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in each particular. For what mortal is there, _'nos, snatching these away with that severe 9 and
with but little sense even of what becomes a man, divine hand with which he was wont to hunch
who does not himself see clearly the character the gleaming lightnings and to hurl in his rage
of all these things, how wicked _ are, how the thunderbolt. _° Then, indeed, ] should hke
vile, and what disgrace is brought upon the to see him ran_cking their inmost parts with
gods by the very ceremonies of their mysteries, glowing knife ; '* and all witnesses being removed,
and by the unseemly origin of their rites? Ju- tearing away the membranes c:rcumjectas pro-
_er, it is said, lusted after Ceres. Why, I ask, h'_us, and bringing them to his mother, still hot

Jupiter deserved so fll of you, that there is Iwith rage, as a kind of fillet ,2 to draw forth her
no kind of disgrace, no infamous adultery, which{pity, with downcast countenance, pale, wounded,,_
you oo not heap upon his head, as ff on some pretending to be in agony ; and to make this
vile and worthless person ? Leda was unfaithful believed, defiled with the blood of the ram, and
to her nuptial vow; Jupiter is said to be the covering his pretended wound with bands of
cause of the fault. Danae could not keep her wool and linen. Is i _Oossible that this can be
virginity ; the theft is said to hwoe been Jupiter's. heard and read in this world,'¢ and that those
Europa hastened to the name of woman ; he is who discuss these things wish themselves to be
again declared/o have been the assailant of her thought pious, holy, and defenders of religion ?
chastity. Alcmena, Electra, Latona, Laodamia, Is there any greater sacrilege than this, or can
a thousand other virgins, and a thousand matrons, any mind ,s be found so imbued with impious
and with them the boy Catamitus, were robbed ideas as to believe such stories, or receive them,
of their honour and, chastity. It is the same or hand them down in the most secret mysteries
story everywhere--Jupiter. Nor is there any of the sacred rites? If that Jupiter of whom
kind of baseness in which you do not join and you speak, whoever he is, really ,6 existed, or was
associate his name with passionate lusts ; so that affected by any sense of wrong, would it not be
the wretched being seems to have been born fitting that,*7 roused to anger, he should remove
for no other reason at all except that he might the earth from under our feet, extinguish the
be a field fertile in • crimes, an occasion of evil- light of the sun and moon ; nay more, that he
speaking, a kind of open place into which should should throw all things into one mass, as of old ?'8
gather all filthiness from the impurities of the 24. But, my opf_nen/says, these are not the
stage.3 And yet if you were to say that he had rites of our state. Who, pray, says thi_, or who
intercourse with strange women, it would indeed repeats it ? Is he Roman, Gaul, Spamard, Afri-
be impious, but the wrong done in slandering can, German, or Sicilian? And what does it
him might be bearable. Did he lust _ after his avail your cause if these stories are not yours,
mother also, after his daughter too, with furious while those who compose them are on your
desires ; and could no sacredness in his parent, side ? Or of what importance is it whether you
no reverence for her, no shrinking even from approve of them or not, since what you your-
the child which had sprung from himself, selves say*9 are found to be either just as foul,
withhold him from conceiving so detestable a or of even greater baseness? For do you wish
plan ? that we should consider the mysteries and those

_3. I should wish, therefore, to see Jupiter, ceremonies which ,are named by the Greeks
the father of the gods, who ever controls the Thesmophoria, 2° in which those holy vigils and
world and men,S adorned with the horns of an
ox, shaking his hairy ears, with his feet contracted 9 Lit.."_-.on_a."to Lit." rage with thunttent _
into hoofs, chewing green grass, and having be- - so c_a_,_, f_o,_ _ st_,,_ ando_i, ,_s ..iu.

for the corrupt and unlntelhg_ble _s. x_//a.r.
hind him 6 a tail, hams,7 and ankles smeared over *_z_/=t,, b_d_ berg wornby t_ wilt. *dor_dthe_,
with soft excrement, s and bedaubed with the filth _ndw¢_bornebythe,,p#_m_ P_ *comb_u_ d _ two

lau klea, as meant to be sugge_ed here.
cast forth. I should wish, I say, -- for it must ,_, e. _-m,.Oy
be said over and over again,_to see him who t, iAt -underthi_uisol'theworld._tS so the MS., followed by Hild. and OehleT; the other edd. r_ad-

turns the stars in /]wt'r courses, and who terrifies _, fo_,e,,.- • • Lit. "felt himself to be."
and overthrows natmns ....pale with fear, pursuing _, h_:. "wo._ ,he_mg _t be.,,*,_ t_t. _ _... "
the flocks of wethers, tr,.r_aenlem tesa'culos are- - Le., reduce to chaos, m which one thing w_/d not be distm-

• _ - u_thed from another, but all be taiffiedup conftutedly.
t_ Lit "what are oar _ things"

| L_'., "of." . _ Every one _inee_._ma_. (ad _;'_.., p. 7So) hes _u_
• .lat._ "that he m_,ht be • crop Ofn_2e._$, a correction ia the anobiu_ to have here fitllen into a gross erm0r,by confounding the

autrjgm o_ Umnm for me _s. _--" • Nat." I Elemlnian my_erles with the Tlmm_horla; an erm,r the less ac-
_.So all edd.treadmg zeomrwm {ms. scr-, but • marked a_lootmtable, because they ave carefully distinguished by Clemens

_), _LB, fol|ow_d by Orelh, wh? knves _h'_a•#_-- I Alw.xam_rmtrs,whom Amo_m _ ]md before him, as usual
d the ..d_.gs. Oehler suppi_ms e, which the sense seems to[Taemse,m_sto heno sul;;dat _mm,_,however, for cl_31ng Arno-

mqmm. k_o_otrr.watbuFs_t_omofJov¢Opt. Me_.] [ him ruth such a bluad_r, althgugh ia the *rod of ch. _6 he t/_'ers .to
- _t:.,-'Migh mm appeUte_m_m _mr•gedbeast," ! the smr;rju_ related, m thewi_ the line cburacterof the Eletmma

.T_ d_ _ to theA[_, =. ,& I (.$/,.*_._,_',,., wa,-or,*_ ,m_O; .s he he_ spa,ks of w_,ao'*a
• /.at., "oa the rear 1tort." [ (i.e., Eiemlnia, el'.Nelme, Ale., 3, z6) a il14 diolna f_ue T_tc:_o-
I $_l_'a_'m_. 1_k nominator• a Gr_. It _muld be _bemd also that

O_ma_n ?f Uraln_, Elmenh, LB., Oher_, Orelt_ mad/there was much in cmamm hetweea these mysteries: the _tory d, madinlg mo/_._mo fi_ tim _ _mo. l (.kl_' wamlehnp was the subje_ o( both; m both tiara: m a _t"
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solemn watchingswere consecrated to _goddess services,t, and rejects _; nor does hermis-
by the Athenians? Do you wish us, I say, to see fortune suffer her to remember what the bod
whatbeginnings they have, what causes, that we always requires.,* Baubo, on the other han_,
may prove that Athens itself also, distinguished begs and exhorts her-- as is usual in such ca-
in the arts and pursuits of civilization, says lamities -- not to despise her humanity; Ceres
things as insulting to the gods as others, and remains utterly immoveable, and tenaciously
that stories are there publicly related under the maintains an invincible austerity. But when
mask of religion just as disgraceful as are thrown this was done several times, and her fixed put-
in our way by the rest of you? Once, they say, pose could not be worn out by any attentions,
when Proserpine, not yet a woman and still a Baubo changes her plans, and determines to
maiden, was gathering purple flowers in the make merry by strange jests herwhom she could
meadows of Sicily, and when her eagerness to not win by earnestness. That part of the body
gather them was leading her hither and thither by which women both bear children and obtain
in all directions, the king of the shades, spring- the name of mothers,'s this she frees from longer
iag forth through an opening of unknown depth, neglect: she makes it assume a purer appear-
seizes and bears away with him the maiden, and ance, and become smooth like a child, not yet
conceals himself again in the bowels ' of the hard and rough with hair. In this wise she re-
earth. Now when Ceres did not knowwhat had turns '* to the sorrowing goddess ; and while
happened, and had no idea where in the world trying the common expedients by which it is
her daughter was, she set herself to seek the usual to break the force of grief, and moderate
lost one all over the" world. She snatches up it, she uncovers herself, and baring her groins,
two torches lit at the fires of _Etna; 3 and giv- displaysall the partswhich decency hides;'s and
ing herself light by means of these, goes on her then the goddess fixes her eyes upon these/6
quest in all partsof the earth, and is pleased with the strange form of consola-

25. In her wandelings on that quest, she tion. Then becoming more cheerful afterlaugh-
reaches the confines 0f Eleusis as well as other ing, she takes and drinks off the draught spumed
countries 4_ that is the name of a canton in _efore, and the indecency of a shameless action
Attica. At that time these parts were inhabited forced that which Baubo's modest conduct was
by aborigines s named Baubo, Triptolemus, Eu- long unable to win.
buleus, Eumolpus, 6 Dysaules : Tfiptolemus, who 26. If any one perchance thinks that we are
yoked oxen ; Dysaules, a keeper of goats ; Eu- speaking wicked calumnies, let him take the
buleus, of swine; Eumolpus, of sheep/ from books of the Thracian soothsayer,t7 which you
whom also flows the race of Eumolpidm, and speak of as of divine antiquity; and he will find
from whom is derived that name famous among that we are neither cunningly inventing any-
the Athenians,s and those who afterwards flour- thing, nor seeking means to bring the holiness
ished as caduceatores,9hierophants, and criers, of the gods into ridicule, and doing so: for we
So, then, that Baubo who, we have said, dwelt shall bring forward the veryverses which the son
in the canton of Eleusis, receives hospitably of Calliope uttered in Greek,'s and published
Ceres, worn out with ills of many kinds, hangs abroad in his songs to the human race through-
about her with pleasing attentions, beseeches out all ages:-
her not to neglect to refresh her body, brings to ,, .......... Withthesewordsshe at thesame tune drewup herquench her thirst wine thickened w_tlas eit,'° ,P . _armentsfromthe lowesth_...
which the Greeks term cycean. The goddess in And-exposed to view formatas inAi_ibut rtt,
her sorrow turns away from the kindly offered WhichBaubograsping tgwithhollowhand, for

[Theirappearancewasinfantile,strokes,touchesgently.
ton of fasting to recall her sadness, both haa tnoecent allustons to I Then th_ ¢,,wldess fixin,, her orbs of a-_,ust light
the way in which that sadr,¢ss was dispelled and both celebrated ., . _ e, _-_ • , .q • . ...... ;-e, . b "_ . .
wtth some freedom tie recover,," of cheerfulness by the god&ms, the [ xz,etrlg sottenea, lays _,1o_ for _. lithe tile saola_ ot her

great dmtmguishing featu_ of the Thesmophoria being that only [ mind;
women could take part m its rttes Now, as tt is to the points in t Thereafter she takes the cup in her hand, and laughing,
which the two sets of mystcnea were at one that allusion is made in _ Drl.t._ .# +ho _h_l_ A_,._h* _ _,_._. =|+h ..toA_. "_
the passage which follows, it was only natural that Arnobtus should ........... "_ ......... I_...... .7........ t, .......
trot be very careful to distmgmsh the one from the other, sedng that he

was conce._rt2ed not with their diffe_aces, but with their coincidence tt Lit, "offices of humamty °'
It seems difficult, tberefore, to mamtain that Arnobms has here con- t2 Lit ,"common health." Aroobitm is here utterly forgetful of
vw.ted himself of so utter tgnorance and so gro_ ¢atele_amu as his Ceres' divinity, and subjects her to the izrrarlab_ _u_ofl_l-
crams have imagined. [VoL It. p. s76.] tore, from whmh the dnfine m_ht be supposed to be exempt.

t Lit., "caverns" t3 So the conjecture of Livinmus, adopted by Oehler, _-_t-rf*
a Lat., "in the whole." c_m for the _s, a'eneric_m.

s The ms. ts utmrl_ o_rrt_--flamsvia ore, re l&,'essas etnda, I, %SmweeMtts, f_low_dbyOeM_r,r._dfi"._rtditit4fortbe).k
IXmreeted as above by Gel¢_aiml from ¢. 35., f. ¢om#r,eh.esr.¢a*. _ ,dgk redfta; tha othar txld. merely drop a.

4 Lit "also" ts Om_iaillatbulm.klaca.
S Ltt'_ " (_ were) carth-bom who inMblted." t6 P=bl.
b The ms. wants this name; but it halt evidently _ emitted by t7Orpheus,underwhosenamethemwascarreatin thetimeof

sa:a:ident, all tt Occurs in the next lille. ArnoMtts an immense mare of hterattllm _ ttm_, att_l it ia pmb_7 Lit.," c&woollyflock." hie_meume_supplemented,byChristianvmter..Cf.c.sg.
C'*,_-r_#w_ et 9wl. t - Lit,, ""put forth with Grt_.k mouth. _

9 i.e, mdT-boatm.s, to I it, "tos_ng."

tirol C/nn_,thechiefingredients, accordingtoHesychitm(qnotedb_ -o It may he weU toob_etve that Amobitm _ frmn tl_ Oreekler),beingwm%honey, watex, and spehor bar|ey. [P._33,i_/] versions of these Ime_ fimnd m C_ama. Alex. O_L h. p. x77 ) and
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What say you, O wise sons of Erectheus ? ffiwhat, eyes ,2 and sight, it should at the same time en-
you citizens of Minerva? a The mind is eager able her to forget her miseries, and bring her
to know with what words you will defend what with sudden cheerfulness to a happier state of
it is so dangerous to maintain, or what arts you mind ? Oh, what have we had it in our power
have by which to give safety to personages and to bring forward with scoffing and jeering, were
causes wounded so mortally. This 3 is no false it not for respect for the reader,'3 and the dignity
mistrust, nor are you assailed with lying accusa- of literature I
tions : 4 the infamy of your Eleusinia is declared 28. I confess that I have long been hesitating,
both by their base beginnings and by the records looking on every side, shuffling, doubling Tellene
of ancient literature, by the very signs, in fine, perplexities ; ,4 while I am ashamed to mention
which you use when questioned in receiving the those Alimontian ,s mysteries in which Greece
sacred things, _" I have fasted, and drunk the erects ._ka//i in honour of father Bacchus, and
draught ; s I have taken out of the mysKc cist, 6 the whole district is covered with images of men's
and put into the wicker-basket ; I have received fascina. The meaning of this is obscure per-
again, and transferred to the little chest." 7 haps, and it is asked why it is done. Whoever

s 7. Are then your deities carried off by force, is ignorant of this, let him learn, and, wondering
and do they seize by violence, as their holy at what is so important, ever keep it with rever-
and hidden mysteries relate ? do they enter into ent care in a pure heart. '6 While Lib,r, born at
marriages sought stealthily and by fraud ?s is Nysa,'7 and son of Semele, was still among men,
their honour snatched from virgins 9resisting and the story goes, he wished to become acquainted
unwilling ? have they no knowledge of impending with the shades below, and to inquire into what
injury, no acquaintance with what has happened went on in Tartarus ; but this wish was hindered
to those carried off by force ? Axe they, when by some difficulties, because, from ignorance of
lost, sought for as men are ? and do they traverse the route, he did not know by what way to go
the earth's vast extent with lamps and torches and proceed. One Prosumnus starts up, a base
when the sun is shining most brightly ? Are they lover of the god, and a fellow too prone to
afflicted ? are they troubled ? do they assume wicked lusts, who promises to point out the gate
the squalid garments of mourners, and the signs of Dis, and the approaches to Acheron, if the
of misery? and that they may be able to turn god will gratify him, and suffer uxorias voluptates
their mind to victuals and the taking of food, is ex se carpL The god, without reluctance, swears
use made not of reason, not of the right time, to put himself'S in his power and at his disposal,
not of some weighty words or pressing courtesy, but only immediately on his return from the
but is a display made of the shameful and in- lower regions, having obtained his wish and de-
decent parts of the body? and are those mem- sire.'9 Prosumnus pohtely tells him the way, and
bers exposed which the shame felt by all, and sets him on the very threshold of the lower re-
the natural law of modesty, bid us conceal, gions. In the meantime, while Liber is inspect-
which it is not permissible to name among pure ing'° and examining carefully Styx, Cerberus, the
ears without permission, and saying, "by your Furies, and all other things, the informer passed
leave ?" ,o What, I ask you, was there in such a from the number of the living, and was buried
sight," what in the privy parts of Banbo, to move according to the manner of men. Evius '' comes
to wonder and laughter a goddess of the same up from the lower regions, and learns that
sex, and formed with similar parts? what was his guide is dead. But that he might fulfil his
there such that, when presented to the divine promise, and free himself from the obligation of

-- t his oath, he goes to the place of the funeral, and
Eusebms (Pr4_ar. E_*g., ii. 3), omitting all mention of lacchus, l
who is made very promme_t by them; and that he does not adhere [ . ,
strictly to metric:usrules, probably, as Heraldus pointed out, because, I ,, L_t.t" light _. [Note Cl_.'n_n.t_ vol ti. p. x75, col. 2, hne x*.j
hke the poets of that age,he prod htt]e heed to quesUons of quanuW. t3 So tile M_, l'lila, and _,emer, reaomg _oscextzs.
Whether Arnobius has mere|y paraphrased the original as found m [ x4 This allusion m somewhat obscure. H.eraldus rega.r.dsL_cas
Clement and Eusebius, or hada dtffe_nt version of them before hun, ] Tell, sos as akin m sense to L Atel/as_, t.e:, -c°mtc tortes; m
ts a quesunn which can only be discussed by means of a careful com- Iwhich case the sense would be, .t_atArnomus na.o_ neal_nq up
panson between the Greek and Lotto forms of the verses with the any miles which would anep hun nac_ 1ram the m.sagreeante sunjecL
context m both ,..c_)N*. . . . [ Ausoums Popma(quoted by Ore.lit) expl_ns me pnra_, wlt,n rerer_ce

I So LB., Hdd., and Oehlor, reading ErecAtAid_ O (inserted by to thecapture of Tl_l!en_ by Anc_ Maruus as meaning sometmng
H_d.) for the as. eri_idto, hard to get thmug. ....... ___ r___ .___ _ c:al

s i.e., Ash,roans. [ ts The MS. reana.a/imo_zt, _ _ ._m: _w.A. L,j._ "
S The MS., z_ ed., Hdd., and Oehlor read _a --" It is thus not," I maslus, Ah'mo_t:a, t e., eel, hr,)ted at Haltmusm Attica.

s Cy¢_o_. [P. 499,*_pra, and $o$, i#f_'a.] . . Iof.thefifthbein_gNi.a_._ Arnobms.had.thi_l._mm,agebe._re. t_m_
' ¢*The Ms. reads card-/a, corrected as above, e._ c/_a, m thel writing the[_)t_th tmo_ _._.c. x$,anan-a),soutat aemay_e_meaa

martin of Un_nus. I to speak of Liber stmunny.
- f--lIt h a l_ity sluts all tl_ mm_the retailed anow af_'r CAement_] sS Lit'z "that ho will "-be"" ..... s

s Lit.,"5_ si_tthyfra_Is." ItheMs,sives-d_io_u--" _ha,v_gs_. _al_) hisexp_uo_
9 Lit. _ is the honour of v,_,i_iW_atchedft_om them?" / _o Lit.,"is anrveymgwltn ms _a,en_eanm_._....tram." _
so S;:R_ w_g& _¢ ,i_¢ _-_ l_fatit" • • [ S,,s.,i,,. [Retailedfrom_Svol. n p._8o: __k_stoa_

us i_m_ t onto_ samevomme,p. .J
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,' ficorum ex arbore ramum validissimumpr_e- himself up to his desires without distinction, be-
secansdolat, runcinat, levigat et humani speciem ing both borne on headlong by his innate frailty,
fabricaturin penis, figit superaggerem tumuli, et and aided by the teaching of the holy deities? s
postic_ ex parte nudatusaccedit, subsidit, insidit. 3o. I confess that, in reflecting on such mon-
i,ascivia deinde surientis assumpt_, huc atque strous stories in my own mind, I have long been
illuc clunes torquer et meditatur ab ligno pati accustomed to wonder that you dare to speak
quod jamdudum in veritate promiserat." of those as atheists,6 impious, sacrilegious, who

_9. Now, to prevent any one from thinking either deny that there are any gods at all, or
that we have devised what is so impious, we do doubt their existence, or assert that they were
not call upon him to believe Heraclitus as a wit- men, and have been numbered among the gods
ness, nor to receive from his account what he for the sake of some power and good desert ;
felt about such mysteries. Let him x ask the since, if a true examination be made, it is fitting
whole of Greece what is the meaning of these that none should be called by such names, more

ka#i which ancient custom erects and worships than yourselves, who, under the pretence of
throughout the country, throughout the towns : showing them reverence, heap up in so doing r
he will find that the causes are those which we more abuse and accusation, than if you had
say; or if they are ashamed to declare the truth conceived the idea of doing this openly with
honestly, of what avail will it be to obscure, to avowed abuse. He who doubts the existence
conceal the cause and origin of the rite, while _ of the gods, or denies it altogether, although he
the accusation holds good against the very act may seem to adopt monstrous opinions fromthe
of worship? What say you, O peoples ? what, audacity of his conjectures, yet refuses to credit
ye nations busied with the services of the tern- what is obscure without insulting any one ; and
pies, and given up to lhem ? Is it to these rites he who asserts that they were mortals, although
you drive us by flames, banishment, slaughter, he brings them down from the exalted place
and any other kind of punishments, and by fear of inhabitants of heaven, yet heaps upon them
of cruel torture? Are these the gods whom you other s honours, since he suppo_s that they
bringto us, whom you thrust and impose upon have been raised to the rank of the gods 9 for
us, like whom you would neither wish yourselves their services, and from admiration of their
to be, nor any one related to you by blood and virtues.
friendship?s Can you declare to your beardless 3 t. But you who assert that you are the de-
sons, still wearing the dress of boys, the agree- fenders and propagators of their immortality,
ments which Liber formed with his lovers? Can have you passed by, have you left untouched,
you urge your daughters-in-law, nay, even your any one of them, without assailing him '° with
ownwives, to sh_ the modesty of Baubo, and your abuse? or is there any kind of insult so
enjoy the chaste pleasures of Ceres? Do you damnable in the eyes of all, that you have been
wish your young men to know, hear, and learn afraid to use it upon them, even though hin-
what even Jupiter showed himself to more ma- dered" by the dignity of their name? Who
trons than one? Would you wish your grown- declared that the gods loved frail and mortal
up maidens and still lusty fathers to learn how bodies ? was it not you? Who that they per-
the same deity sported with his daughter? Do petrated those most charming thefts on the
youwish full brothers,already hot with passion, couches of others? _uas it not you? Who that
and sisters sprung from the same parents, to hear children had intercourse with their mothers ;
that he again did not spurn the embraces, the and on the other band, fathers with their virgin
couch of his sister? Should we not then flee daughters? was it not you? Who that pretty
far from such gods ; and should not our ears be boys, and even grown-up men of very fine ap-
stopped altogether, that the filthiness of so im- pearance, were wrongfully lusted after? was it
pure a religion may not creep into the mind? not you? Who declared thai lJtey" wtrt mu-
For what man is there who has been reared,with tilated, debauched,'3 skilled in dissimulation,
morals so pure, that the example of the gods thieves, held in bonds and chains, finaUyas.sailed
does not excite him to similarmadness ? or who with thunderbolts, and wounded, that they died,

can keep back his desires from his kinsfolk, and s Lit., ",otr holy divmay" Orelli thmi_, and with reason, that
those of whom he should stand in awe, when he Amo_,__m to ,_ _ whichTerenceputsintothemouthof
sees that among the gods above nothing is held Ch_,a (E,_., i,;.5,v,. s6-4s),whoan=ouraU_himselftog_v*wayto lust bit asking, "Shal/l, a man, not do thwT" wl_m Jow I_1
sacred in the confusion caused by 4 their lusts ? _,_,.,=h. [w,=id,uo,m.l

(, Lit.. "to speak o¢ any one as ath_t . . . of those who," etc.
For when it is certain that the first and perfect _ sotl_us.oud_m.,,=mmS i,,ao,_orwhich,v©,bourn;xthe_
nature has not been able to restrain its passion readi. eo,-" _ =vo.,_,_.s S_icim'_/a_ddn*t.
within right limits, why should not man give 9ut.,"_ thereward(*,_,'t*,_)ofa;,ini_."

to Lit ," unwotmd_:L_
zt so the ¢dd , _ t_rd_i for tho _. tr_a_, m_"pt Hildq

C'_r4 wwaUng in the _s. who _ tardati_.
Ia., "by d,_ _" _=Le, the god_.
Lit.," a/." " .£._o/_a.,. Cf- iv.¢. _,no_ ,3. P- 48'/, ¢*,_'_
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and even found graves on earth ? _oas it not us whether other senses and other meanings an-
you? While, then, so many and grievous charges derlie these vain stories? For we who assert that
have been raised by you to the injury of the the gods are treated by you wickedly and ira.
gods, do you dare to assert that the gods have piously, need only s receive what is written, what
been displeased because of us, while it has long is said,9 and need not care as to what is kept
been clear that you are the guilty causes of such secret, since the insult to the deities consists not
anger, and the occasion of the divine wrath ? in the idea hidden in its meanings, '° but in what

32. But you err, says my op/_onent, and are is signified by the words as they stand out. And
mistaken, and show, even in criticising /hese yet, that we may not seem unwilling to examine
things, that you are rather ignorant, unlearned, what you say, we ask this first of you, if only you
and boorish. For all those stories which seem will bear with us, from whom have you learned,
to you disgraceful, and tending to the discredit or by whom has it been made known, either that
of the gods, contain in them holy mysteries, these things were written allegorically, or that
theories wonderful and profound, and not such they should be understood in the same way?
as any one can easily become acquainted with Did the writers summon you to take counsel _vith
by force of understanding. For that is not them ? or did you lie hid in their bosoms at the
meant and said which has been written and time:: when they putonethingforanother, with-
placed on the surface of the story ; but all these out regard to truth ? Then, if they chose, from
things are understood in allegoricaJ senses, and religious awe'2 and fear on any account, to wrap
by means of secret explanations privately sup- those mysteries in dark obscurity, what audacity
plied.: Therefore he who says 2 Jupiter lay with it shows in you to wish to understand what they
his mother, does not mean the incestuous or did not wish, to know yourselves and make all
shameful embraces of Venus, but names Jupiter acquainted with that which they vainly attempted
instead of rain, and Ceres instead of the earth, to conceal by words which did not suggest the
And he, again, who says that he 3 dealt lascivi- truth!
ouslywith his daughter, speaks of no filthy pleas- 34. But, agreeing with you that in all these
ures, but puts Jupiter for the name of a shower, stories stags are spoken of instead of Iphige-
and by his daughter means4 the crop sown. So, nias, yet, how are you sure, when you either
too, he who says that Proserpina was carried off explain or unfold these allegories, that you give
by father Dis, does not say, as you suppose/the same explanations or have the same ideas
that the maiden was carried off to gra_)_v the which were entertained by the writers them-
basest desires ; but because we cover the seed selves in the silence of their thoughts, but ex-
with clods, he signifies that the goddess has sunk pressed by words not adapted ,3 to what was
under the earth, and unites with Orcus to bring meant, but to something else ? You say that the
forth fruit. In like manner in the other stories failing of rain into the bosom of the earth was
also one thing indeed is said, but something else spoken of as the union of Jupiter and Ceres;
is understood ; and under a commonplace open- another may both devise with greater subtlety,
ness of expression there lurks a secret doctrine, and conjecture with some probability, something
and a dark profundity of mystery, else ; a third, a fourth may do the same; and as

33. These are all quirks, as is evident, and the characteristics of the minds of the thinkers
quibbles with which they are wont to bolster up show themselves, so each thing may be exphined
weak cases before a jury ; nay, rather, to speak in an infinite number of ways. For since all
more truly, they are pretences, such as are used that allegory, as it is called, is taken from narra-
in 6 sophistical reasonings, by which not the truth tires expressly made obscure, :4 and has no cer-
is sought after, but always the image, and al>- rain limit within which the meaning of the story,,s
pearance, and shadow of the truth. For because as it is called, should be firmly fixed and un-
it is shameful and unbecoming to receive as true changeable, it is open to every one to put the
the correct accounts, you have had recourse 7 to meaning into it which he pleases, and to assert
this expedient, that one thing should be substi- that that has been adopted :6to which his thoughts
tuted for another, and that what was in itself and surmisesx7led him. But this being the case,
shameful should, in being explained, be forced how can you obtain certainty fromwhat is doubt-
into the semblance of decency. But what is it to

a "We needonly;" lit.. "it ;- ¢no,_ fo_,a to."
: Sz&litivis sser,.L/r. 9 Lit., "heard."
s Both Rou,m edd. and j/s. read d_-et -- '%hall saF;" all (xh¢_ :o Lit., "m the obscuxe mlnd d senses."

as abo_ -- d_/_. z, ,, Or at _ t_e, _"aart ix.,,, the correct_m of LB. for d_
i.e., Jupiter. tst, us,.

s. Lit ," m the silimificati_mof his daughter." :a Lit., "fear of any rcm_ and of religion."
I So the marginoi'Ur_aus--wt rcr_ fo¢ th¢_. _¢t-r'o_. a3 Lit. " .", _... _ _- ,, _: "_.g_-_ _=l,."

The Ms.ud bo*,hRmna edd.read _ *s.*,which leav_ xsKti.
the sentence incomplete. LB.,followed b_later edd.,wola:sed de- 16 Iat.,"plaoed."
¢wr_mea,_at)ow(O_hler, s_d.:-- from the_ _,_ursc has :¢ LIL, "his _ and c_j_mral {Pm'haPsu Pmb/d]le ") in°
Ix:s= had "), the otla= =.a]_:tum_ umdiag to the .aa_ mtmmag, f_,ca_."
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ful, and attach one sense only to an expression scure,'* by means of fair-seeming allegories, which
which you see to be explained in innumerable has been spoken plahdy, aad disclosed to the
different ways ?_ understanding of all ?

35. Finally, if 5'ou think it right, returnin_ to 36. But you will perhaps say that these alle-
our inquiry, we ask this of you, whether you think gories are not found in the whole body of the
that all stories about the gods, _ that is, without story, but that some parts are written so as to
any exception, s have been written throughout be understood by all, while others have a double
with a double meaning and sense, and in a way4 meaning, and are veiled in ambiguity. That is
admitting of several interpretations ; or that some refined subtlety, and can be seen through by the
parts of them are not ambiguous at all, w/uTe, on dullest. For because it is very difficult for you
the contrary, others have many meanings, and to transpose, reverse, and divert :o oZ_er mean.
are enveloped in the veil of allegory which has ings all that has been said, you choose out some
been thrown round them? For if the whole things which suit your purpose, and by means
structure and arrangement of the narrative have of these you strive to maintain that false and
been surrounded wRh a veil of allegory from spurious versions were thrown about the truth
beginning to end, explain/a us, tell us, what we which is under them.,S But yet, supposing that
should put and substitute for each thing which we should grant to you that it is just as you say,
every story says, and to what other things and how do you know, or whence do you learn, which
meanings we should refer s each. For as, to part of the story is written without any double
take an example, you wish Jupiter to be said in- meaning, x4 which, on the other hand, has been
stead of the rain, Ceres for the earth, and for covered with jarring and alien senses? For it
Libera 6 and father Dis the sinking and casting may be thatwhat you believe to be sols'is other-
of seed into//te ear/h, so you ought to say what wise, that what you believe to be otherwise z6 has
we should understand for the bull, what for the been produced with different, and men opposite
wrath and anger of Ceres ; what the word Brimo7 modes of expression. For where, in a consist-
means ; what the anxious prayer of Jupiter ; ent whole, one part is said to be written nile-
what the gods sent to make intercession for him, gurically, the other in plain and trustworthy
but not listened to ; what the castrated ram ; language, while there is no sign in the thing
what the parts s of the castrated ram ; what the itself to point out the difference between what
satisfaction made with these; what the further is said ambiguously and what is said simply,
dealings with his daughter, still more unseemly that which is simple may as well be thought
in their lustfulness ; so, in the other story also, to have a double meaning, as what has been
what the grove and flowers of Henna are ; what written ambiguously be believed to be wrapt in
the fire taken from .,Etna, and the torches lit obscurity. _7 But, indeed, we confess that we do
with it; what the travelling through the world not understand at all by whom this ,s is either
with' these ; what the Attic country, the canton done, or can be believed to be possible.
of Eleusin, the hut of Banbo, and her rustic hos- 37. Let us examine, then, what is said in this
pitahty ; what the draught of cyceon 9 means, the way. In the grove of Henna, my opponent
refusal of it, the shaving and disclosure of the says, the maiden Proserpine was once gathering
privy parts, the shameful charm of the sight, and flowers : this is as yet uncorrupted, and has been
the forgetfulness of her bereavement produced told in a straightforward manner, for all know
by such means. Now, if you point out what without any doubt what a grove and flowers axe,
should be put in the place of all these, changing what Proserpine is, and a maiden. Summanus
the one for the other, '° we shall admit your asser- sprung forth from the earth, borne along in a
tion; but if you can neither present another four-horse chariot: this, too, is just as simple,
supposition in each case, nor appeal to" the for a team of four horses, a chariot, and Sum-
context as a whole, why do you make that oh- manns need no interpreter. Suddenly he carried

off Proserpine, and bore her with himself under

Imless ways"t Lit., " ¢o be deduced with variety of expositions through num- i the earth : the burying of the seed, my opponent
" Thcus.,firstfouredd..andHild. nmddc_gc--"aboutth¢_," says, is meant by the rape of Proserpine. What

corrected in the others _'n or dib, as above, has happened, pray, that the story should be sud-3 LiL "each,"

' _.' denly turned to something else ? that Proserpine$ Lit., "calL"

fo 6L_..e,_aa_ There,_am, with,,_h Aroobi,_b,----__ should be called the seed ? that she who was for_rmof the sentence should be neaed. At fwst the gods _t

t_eYS*calObenomena, hut immedia_ly after natund events are put _ _ So all edd., ezcept HJld. and Oehier, rmd_g/@_-ur.a/_ fdx.d-.• gods. [ntheas two copyis_ have been at work, theearhergiv. MS.-z?_ua.
mg Libero, which is rather out of place, and is accordinglT corrected t3 Lit., '* were placed above the ia_a=iog;auth.n

14 I._t., "_ IJmp_ senses."
iater,/.._era, folinwed b/LB., Obe_hQr,Ordli, H_., and :sLe.,invokedm ob_urhF.

7 TI_Ms. reads_,-_'mo. Cl'.r.so. 16 Le.,free from smbiguit'y.
a Pro/es. " L_, "of shin.offo]_'ies."

_ _a'_,_,, n draught rosembling ¢m_dh. Se_ p. 4_9, no_ so.] |s The reCe:w._ceis _otbe words_nfl_emiddleof _e chapO.,T,'_how
-- tat.," by change of things " doyou know which part is slmple?" etc.; Amo_ns now iayiq _u_t
u The _s. om_ _', supp_i by U_: h-. doea not Ne how thia ,ran be Imown.
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a long time held to be a maiden gathering flow- beginnings. That pine which is regularly borne
ers, after that she was taken away and carried into the sanctuary of the Great Mother, 6 is it not
off by violence, should begin to signify the seed in imitation of that tree beneath which Attis
sown ? Jupiter, my opponent says, having turned mutilated and unmanned himself, which also,
himself into a bull, longed to have intercourse they relate, the goddess consecrated to relieve
with his mother Ceres : as was explained before, her grief? That erecting of 2#halli and fascina,
under these names the earth and falling rain axe which Greece worships and celebrates in rites
spoken of. I see the law of allegory expressed every year, does it not recall the deed by which
in the dark and ambiguous terms. Ceres was Liber 7 paid his debt? Of what do those Eleu-
enraged and angry, and received the parts ' of a sinian mysteries and secret rites contain a narra-
ram as the penalty demanded by, vengeance : tire ? Is it not of that wandering in which Ceres,
this again I see to be expressed in common lan-worn out in seeking for her daughter, when she
guage, for both anger and (/esles and) satisfac- came to the confines of Attica, brought wheat
tion are spoken of in their usual circumstances.S with her, graced with a hind's skin the family of
What, then, happened here, -- that from Jupiter, the Nebridm, s and laughed at that most wonder-
who was named for the rain, and Ceres, who was ful sight in Banbo's groins? Or if there is an-
named for the earth, the story passed to the true other cause, that is nothing to us, so long as they
Jove, and to a most straightforward account of are all produced by some cause. For it is not
events ? credible that these things were set on foot with-

38. Either, then, they must all have been writ- out being preceded by any causes, or the inhab-
ten and put forward allegorically, and the whole itants of Attica must be considered mad to have
should be pointed out to us ; or nothing has been received 9 a religious ceremony got up without
so written, since what is supposed to be allegon- any reason. But if this is clear and certain, that
cal does not seem as if it were part of the narra- is, if the causes and origins of the mysteries are
tive. 4 These are all written allegorically, yau traceable to past events, by no change can they
say. This seems by no means certain. Do you be turned into the figures of allegory ; for that
ask for what reason, for what cause? Because, which has been done, which has taken place,
]answer, all that has taken place and has been cannot, in the nature of things, be undone. '°
set down distinctly in any book cannot be turned 4° . And yet, even if we grant you that this is
into an allegory, for neither can that be undone the case, that is, even if the narratives give utter-
which has been done, nor can the character of ance to one thing in words, but mean'1 something
an event change into one which is utterly differ- else, after the manner of raving seers, do you not
ent. Can the Trojan war be turned into the observe in this case, do you not see how dis-
condemnation of Socrates? or the battle of honouring, how insulting to the gods, this is
Cannm become the cruel proscription of Sulla ? which is said to be done ? '* or can any greater
A proscription may indeed, as Tullius says s in wrong be devised than to term and call the earth
jest, be spoken of as a battle_ and be called that and rain, or anything else,-- for it does not mat-
of Cannm ; but wlmt has already taken place, ter what change is made in the interpretation,
cannot be at the same time a battle and a pro- the intercourse of Jupiter and Ceres ? and to
scription ; for neither, as I have said, can that signify the descent of rain from the sky, and the
which has taken place be anything else than moistening of the earth, by charges against the
what has taken place ; nor can that pass over gods? Can anything be either thought or be-
into a substance foreign to it which has been tiered more impious than that the rape of Pro-
fixed down firmly in its own nature and pecul- serpine speaks of seeds buried in the earth, or
iax condition, anything else, _ for in like manner it is of no

39. Whence, then, do we prove that all these importance, _ and that it speaks of the pursuit
narratives are records of events ? From the sol- of agriculture to ,3 the dishonour of father Dis ?
emn rites and mysteries of initiation, it is clear,
whether those which are celebrated at fixed s'rheMs andedd,readt_atr/sde,e--" ofthemothergoddess;"

for which Meursius proposed deam--"mother of the gods," the
times and on set days, or those which are us_ _ormoftheuae. Cf._.7_d x6. [See Faudd_tmV.._ho
taught .secretly by the heathen without allowing notetherefemo_toSt.X_w_.l7 The name is wanUng in the its C£ c. _8.
the observance of their usages to be interrupted, s NoAtucfamilyof thtsnameIs mentmnedanywhere;butm

Co_ she Nebndm wt_ famous as descendants of.tgscolapius through
For it is not to be believed that these have no Neb_ Inktucahcat the otherhand,themmatedwere robed m

origin, are practised without reason or meaning, _.,,_ius (._a.O, ..d _re oa t_ accountspokenof as _0"got-r_. Sa|masius has therefore suggested (ad Sol/num. p. 864, E)
and have no causes connected with their first th,t Amobius, or the author on whom he rehed, transferred the faanly

to Attica on account of she similarity of sound.
9 Lit., "who have attached to themselves."

t Profit. to Arnobms would seem to have beta partial to this _ whtch
• Lit., "for lmaalty lind." occurs in the middle of c. 38.
3 /.at., "in then ca/smaa, and conditimu." tx Lit., "say."
4L.¢., ffhistorical, the whole must b©re, as hlm ofallegory would ta Lit.,"wtth what shame amt imuhof the gods thlsis saidto_

laOtht m done."
s C3m_,,_¢ R_..,lm., ¢. 3a. ts L..., "with."
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Isitnot a thousand times more desirableto ward by you, thatthe gods do not wish their
become mute and speechless,and to losethat mysteriesto be known by men, and thatthe
liowofwordsand noisyand_unseemlyloquacity,narrativeswere thereforewrittenwithallegorical
thantocallthcbasestthingsbythenames ofthe ambiguity.And whence haveyou learned,sthat
dS; nay,more,tosignifycommonplace thingsthe gods above do notwish theirmysteriesto
thebascactionsof thegods? be made public? whence have you become ac-
t.Itwas once usual,in speakingallegori-quaintedwiththese? orwhy areyou anxiousto

caUy,to concealunder perfectlydecent ideas,unravelthem by explainingthem as allegories?
and clothe2with the respectabilityof decency,Lastly,and finally,what do the gods mean,that
whatwas baseand horribletospeak of openly; whiletheydo not wish honourable,they allow
but now venerablethingsare at your instanceunseemly,even the basestthings,to be said
vilelyspoken of,and what isquitepure3 isre- aboutthem ? When we name Attis,saysmy o_.
fated4infilthylanguage,so thatthatwhich vicesibonent,we mean and speakof the sun; but if
formerlyconcealedfrom shame,isnow meanly Attisisthesun,asyou reckonhim and say,who
and hasclyspokenof,themode ofspeechwhich willthatAttisbe whom yourbooks recordand
wasfitting6beingchanged. InspeakingofMatrsdeclareto have been born in Phrygia,to have
and Venus ashavingbeen taken in adulteryby sufferedcertainthings,to have done certaia
Vulcan'sart,we speakoflust,saysmy o1_onent, thingsalso,whom allthe theatresknow in the
and anger,as restrainedby the forceand put- scenicshows,towhom everyycarwe see divine
pose of rcason. What, then,hindered,what honours paid expresslyby name amongst the
prcvcntedyou from expressingcach thingby otherreligiousceremonies? Whether was this
thewords and terms properto it? nay,more, name made to passfrom the sun to a man, or
whatnecessitywas there,whcn you had resolved7from a man to the sun? For ifthatname is
todeclaresomethingorother,by means oftrea-derivedinthefirstinstancefrom thc sun,what,
tisesand writings,toresolvethatthatshou]dnot pray,has thegoldensun done to you,thatyou
bethe meaning towhich you point,and inone shouldmake thatname tobelongtohim incorn-
narrativeto take up at the same tlmcoppositemon withan emasculatedperson? But ifitis
positions--theeagernessofoncwishingtoteach,derivedfrom a goat,and is Phrygian,of what
thcniggardhnessof one reluctanttomake pub- hasthe sireof Phaethon,thefatherof thislight
hc?s Was thereno riskinspeakingofthegods and brightness,bccnguilty,thathe shouldseem
asunchaste? The mention of lustand angcr,worthytobc named from a mutilatedman, and
my ol_onentsays,was likelytodefilethetongue shouldbecome more venerablewhen designated
and mouth withfoulcontagion.9 But,assuredly,by thename ofan emasculatedbody?
ffthiswere done,roand the veilof allegorical43. But what themeaningofthisis,isalready
obscuritywere removed, the matterwould be clearto all.For becauseyou are ashamed of
easilyunderstood,and by the same the dignitysuchwritersand histories,and do not see that
ofthe gods would be maintainedunimpmrcd, thesethingscan be got rid ofwhlch have once
But now, indeed,when the restrainingofvicesbeen committed to writingin filthylanguage,
issaidto be signifiedby the bindingof Mars you strivetomake base thingshonourable,and
and Venus, two most inconsistent,'thingsarc by everykind of subtletyyou pervertand cor-
doneattheverysamc timc;sothat,on theone ruptthe realsenses,4of words forthe sake of
hand,a descriptionof somcthingvilesuggestsspuriousinterpretations;,sand,asofttimeshap-
an honourablemeaning,and on the other,the penstothesick,whose sensesand understand-
basenessoccupiesthe mind beforeany regard inghavebeen put to flightby the distempered
forreligioncan do so. forceof disease,you tossabout confusedand

42. But you will perhaps say, for this only is uncertain conjectures, and rave in empty tic-
left which you may think ,a can be brought for- itions.

Let it be granted that the irrigation of the
t LiL, "din of."
, e_,,,_, earth was meant by the union of Jupiter and
3 IAL, "'strong m chasttty."
4 The MS, first three edd., Elm., and Oehler read comm_'antur Ceres, the burying of the seed ,6 by the ravishing

-" _,gen,'",.e.,"co.tmu_ to be_pokenof;" the othercad.re-;afPrastr2_ine by father Dis, wines scattered over

eet ...... _emer,_tTtr, as above, from the erraa in the tst ed. earth by the limbs of Libcr torn asunder bY$ The MS., first four edd., and OeMr.x read _ravltat--setiou$- the
hess. omrrectedpr, as above, m all _ after Stewechms. t_ Titans, that the restraining 7 of lust and rash-

6 So, perhaps, the unintelhgtble MS. diem should be ew_tcied
,li#,,a,'_r,,,,,. ness has been spoken of as the binding of the

7 So all edd. since Stewechius, adding : to the ms. val#it#t, adulterous Venus and Mars.
8 i e., the mere fact that the storias were published, showed a w[_dl

teach: but their being allegories, showed a reluctance to allow
mere to be understood.

_.The edd. read this sentence intemagatively. . t3 Lit., "k it clear to you."
|.e._ **If yOU said _xac_ Wlmt _ _ _ _ refel_nce Is 14 Ltt., "natures."

not tO the immedlately preceding worJ% but to the question on wh|ch t$ Lit., "thmgs." .

pIAt_._ p_,rr_ ,7 SO all edd., r_Idiog .... , ©x_ Hdd _ O_]er, who mmmthe its. rc_u_, i_v-/rt_-- " the assmdt of," t_.., "on."
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44. But if you come to the conclusion that But if you believed without any doubt 6 that they
these fables have been written allegorically, what were here close at hand, or anywhere at all, fear
is to be done with the rest, which we see cannot would check you in making mention of them,
be forced into such changes ofst_e! Forwhat and your beliefs and unchanged thoughts should
axe we to substitute for the wrigglings t into which have been exactly 7 as if they were listening to
the lustful heat 2 of Semele's offspring forced him you and heard your words. For among men
upon the sepulchral mound ? and what for those devoted to the services of religion, not only the
Ganymedes who were carried off3 and set to gods themselves, but even the names of the gods,
preside over lustful practices ? what for that con- should be reverenced, and there should be quite
version of an ant into which Jupiter, the greatest as much grandeur in their names as there is in
of _ gods, contracted the outlines of his huge those even who are thought of under these names.
body?4 what for swans and satyrs? what for 45. Judge fairly, and you are deserving of
golden showers, which the same seductive god censure in this, s that in your common conversa-
put on with perfidious guile, amusing himself by tion you name Mars when you mean 9 fighting,
changes of form ? And, that we may not seem Neptune when you mean the seas, Ceres when
to speak of Jupiter only, what allegories can you mean bread, Minerva when you mean wear-
there be in the loves of the other deities? what ing, '° Venus when you mean filthy lusts. For
in their circumstances as hired servants and what reason is there, that, when things can be
slaves? what in their bonds, bereavements, lain- classed under their own names, they should be
entations ? what in their agonies, wounds, sepul- called by the names of the gods, and that such
chres? Now, while in this you might be held an insult should be offered to the deities as not
guilty in one respect for writing in such wise even we men endure, if any one applies and
about the gods, you have added to your guilt turns our names to trifling objects? But Inn-
beyond measure s in calling base things by the guage, you say, is contemptible, if defiled with
names of deities, and again in defaming the gods such words." O modesty," worthy of praise !
by giving to lkem the names of infamous things, you blush to name bread and wine, and are not

afraid to speak of Venus instead of carnal inter-
x Lit., "waves"--flwctlbus, the reading of the u_. LB., Hdd.,

lind Ochler; the other edd. readingfus_z6us--" stakes." course !
• So Meur_us, changing the MS.0- into s.rtgo
$ The first four edd. retain the us., reaahng j_zs-_t'J_'brought

forth; " the others adoapta suggestion of Canterus, raptia, as above, b Lit., "with undubltable knowledge."
4 I_t., "Yastrtss_." 7 Lit., "tt ought to have been to he|_, and to he held fixed
$ AddtrtKaro _'rrcm, a proverb ridiculing a worthless addi- [ in thought just," etc.

tion, which nulhfies something in ttself precmus, prsm being a [ s Lit.,,,arem thtspart of censure _
highly esteemed sauce (or perhaps soup), wiuch would he thrown [ 9 Lit., "for."
away upon £errea, a worthless land of salt fish. Arnobius merely [ zo Lit., "the warp," stamlne.
means, however, that while such stones axe wrong, what follows is I zx t.e, Jf things are spoken of under their proper names.
ullspeaka_y worse, [ z2 The us. reads a¢ Immtclligtbly.

BOOK VI.

L Having shown briefly how impious and infa- which, indeed, we neglect to build and do, not
mous are tke opinions w/lic_t you have formed as though we cherish impious and yacked dis-
about your gods, we have now to' speak of their positions, or have conceived any madly desper-
temples, their images also, and sacrifices, and ate feeling of contempt for the gods, but because
of the other things which axe _ united and closely we think and believe that they 6__ if only they
related to them. For you are here in the habit are true gods, and are called by this exalted
of fastening upon us a very serious charge of name 7 __ either scorn such honours, if they give
impiety because we do not rear temples for the way to scorn, or endure them with anger, if they
ceremonies of worship, do not set up statues and are roused by feelings of rage.
images s of any god, do not build altars,4 do not 2. For-- that you may learn what are our
offer the blood of creatures slain in sacrifices, sentiments and opinions about that race--we
incense/nor sacrificial meal, and finally, do not think that they _if only they are true gods,
bring wine flowing in libations from sacred bowls ; that the same things may be said again till you

are wearied hearing them s_ should have all the
* La.," _ n,,_ ,hat,_." virtues in perfection, should be wise, upright,
• ut.. - _,,_ch w,"_. venerable, _ if only our heaping upon themS Siagulm: [But costly churches were built abmlt tim time.J
4 _-'V'o_a_fa_, sum ara. L t.e, heatherto _ su_'ior nor _f_

M deifi_. Of. Vh_d, Eel., v. 66 6 Theeariier _dd. prefix _' to the us. ¢¢s --" that the gods, _ e_
$ lit is not with any a_._ to incen_, that I note its ab•ence, 7 I.at., '"e_ndowedwith the eminence of th_ nora,-."

so _ _, from lmmmvu rtt_ of the Ch_ch.] • I.a., " and to satiety."
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human honours is not a crime, _ strong in ex-I ta Him ;' Do we give Him the other things, to
cellences within themselves, and should not give take which and pour them forth in libation shows
themselves' up to external props, because the not a careful regard to reason, but heed to a
completeness of their unbroken bliss is made practice maintained 9 mere/v by usage? For it
perfect ; stwuM be free from all agitating and is perfect folly to measure greater powers by your
_listurbmg passions ; should not burn with anger, necessities, and to give the things useful to your-
should not be excited by any desires ; should self to the gods who give all _ings, and to think
send misfortune to none, should not find a cruel this an honour, not an insult. We ask, therefore,
pleasure in the ills of men ; should not terrify to do what service to the gods, or to meet what
by portents, should not show prodigies to cause want, do you say that temples have been reared, '°
fear; should not hold men responsible and liable and think that they should be again built ? Do
to be punished for the vows which they owe, they feel the cold of" winter, or are they scorched
nor demand expiatory sacrifices by threatening by summer suns ? Do storms of rain flow over
omens ; should not bring on pestilences and them, or whirlwinds shake them ? Are they in
diseases by corrupting the air, should not bum danger of being exposed to the onset of enemies,
up the fruits with droughts ; should take no part or the furious attacks of wild beasts, so that it is
in the slaughter of war and devastation of cities ; right and becoming to shut them up in places
should not wish ill to one party, and be favour- of security,'* or guard them by throwing up a
able to the success of another ; but, as becomes rampart of stones ? For what arc these temples ?
great minds, should weigh all in a just balance, If you ask human weakness ,s _ something vast
aad show kindness impaxtially to all. For it and spacious ; if you consider the power of the
belongs to a mortal race and human weakness gods _ small caves, as it were,'_ and even, to
to act otherwise ; * and the maxims and declara- speak more truly, the narrowest kind of caverns
tions of wise men state distinctly, that those who formed and contrived with sorry jodgment.'s
are touched by passion live a life of suffering,3 Now, if you ask to be told who was their first
and are weakened by grief/and that it cannot founder '6 and builder, either Phoroneus or the
be but that those who have been given over to Egyptian Merops _7will be mentioned to you, or,
disquieting feelings, have been bound by the as Varro relates in his _ea_'se "de Admiran_'s,"
laws of mortality. Now, since this is the case, ._Eacus the offspring of Jupiter. Though these,
how can we be supposed to hold the gods in then, should be built of heaps of marble, or shine
contempt, who we say are not gods, and cannot resplendent with ceilings fretted with gold, thoug_
be connected with the powel_ of heaven, unless precious stones sparkle here, and gleam like stars
they are just and worthy of the admiration which set at varying intervals, all these things are made
great minds excite ? up of earth, and of the lowest dregs of even baser

3. But, we are taM, we rear no temples to matter. For not even, if you value these more
them, and do not worship their images ; we do highly, is it to be believed that the gods take
not slay victims in sacrifice, we do not offer in- pleasure in them, or that they do not refuse and
cense s and libations of wine. And what greater scorn to shut themselves up, and be confined
honour or dignity can we ascribe to them, than within these barriers. This, my ot_onen/says,
that we put them in the same positron as the is the temple of Mars, this tAat of Juno and of
Head and Lord of the universe, to whom the Venus, this/ha/of Hercules, of Apollo, of DIS.
gods owe it in common with us,6 that they are What is this but to say this is the house of Mars,
conscious that they exist, and have a living be- this of Juno and Venus, '8 Apollo dwells here, in
ing?7 For do we honour Him with shrines, and this abides Hercules, in that Summanus? Is it
by building temples ?s Do we even slay victims not, then, the very ,9 greatest affront to hold the

t The,us wants st, which was supplH:d by Stew_hius. and thor service no _lcmiour of ritual. []_odet.z_'s todd
2 Le, not act impartially and benevolently, which may pmm'blybe rang suffered Christmn* m build cmtly temples in many l_-'-'_---

the meamng of co_rarlis a_re, o.r_as Oehler *uggests, " to _ Tbeas be f_ubaeqtw.nflydeatroTzd with great aeventy,]
_et, with contrary, i.e., injurious things." All edc!,[read e_e, ex- 9 Lit., "drawn ouL"
cept Oehler, who can see no meanmg in it: but ff tramdated, "to to So the edd., reading ¢omffr_wta for the corrupt Ms.
wmh for contrary things," it milts the next clam very well. --" written."

s Lit., "whom passioe touches, troffer." tl Le., to suppo_ that temples are _ to the god_ it to
4 So the Ms., Stewechitm, Hild., and Oehler, while the aim four make them sub_t to human weakne_.

z* I.at.," w,th fomf_atlmm of mofL"
odd and OherthiJr merely add m to dolort, and_o_nw_ghth©pr¢, z$ Lt, if You have gegasd me_t_ to the w_tk/l'e_ 0/"_, a g_g-cedmg/_t_'_" trofferpare, are weaketled. _

s .[_Seenotes, book.,i.p. so_.] pte_yl bemmethi__el." tim Ms. and most edd. read di.viua _gteum--" the divine Lit., "some."
things ahmg with us; " Heraldut re]ectt dft/. as a glmm, while Meur- 1$ L_, "formed by cmttrlvanoe of a poor heart."

lmtltugor+ wa_mg in all edd., except Hil& and Oehlet.
z7 Amollm here a_ with C3emem _, bet Jot.

7 Lit,"atecontainedinvimltubetonce." Scaligerlma pointed out that the name t_0uld be Cecttq_ ItiSlm_
A_-noblmhere exine _ dem_ that the Christians had any tern- rublethat Arnol_uatmay have been migled by what was merely a slip

_i_.'rl_,ehasbeea.ome¢onum, e_,/o_the sut_ct (Mo_ma, of Cimem'sp_. [Segtbel:manSe_nffeantdto, voLii/p.*84,-- t. ct_tt, t, ch. 4, sec. S, Soames' ed.), surely as needleu as mu- this seti_ ]
_ ctmld be; for u the Chrmlam must at all .tim_ have had t s The l_¢ccding wo_s, _om "thls o¢ Hel_ules," at_ om_l_d _

_tted_l_e_ of meetmg.(al.though in _ of ..p33ae_uon these m_ht the first foat edd. and Elmenh., mul w¢*'efm,t ttmmed ftmn the mlt,
ee e_ttSed frequently), ttm dear that, m tpeal#."g thus, t_ mea.nmg by Ste_tchius.
matt _ o_y, that u_ar _ had no _ lU_,,m_m_, _ lit., "_,t rod."
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gods kept fast' in habitations, to give to them wants compel each one to think about, '° what
little huts, to build lockfast places and cells, and hope, pray, will there be to all of obtaining the
to think that the things are • necessary to them benefit, if the god does not hear the cry sent up
which are needed by men, cats, emmets, and to him everywhere, and _ there shall be any
lizards, by quaking, timorous, and little mice ? distance to which the words of the suppliant for

4. But, says my o//mnent, it is not for this tea- help cannot penetrate ? For either he will be
son that we assign temples to the gods as though nowhere present, if he may at times not be any-
we misked to ward off from them drenching where," or he will be at one place only, since he
storms of rain, winds, showers, or the rays of the cannot gave his attention generally, and without
sun ; but in order that we may be able to see making any distinction• And thus it is brought
them in person and close at hand, to come near about, that either the god helps none at all, if
and address them, and impart to them, when in being busy with something he has been unable
a measure present, the expressions of our rev- to hasten to give ear to their cries, or one only
erent feelings. For if they are invoked under goes away with his prayers heard, wMk the rest
the open heaven, and the canopy of ether, they have effected nothing.
hear nothing, I suibtOose; and unless prayers are 6• What can you say as to this, that it is at-
addressed to them near at hand, they will stand tested by the writings of authors, that many of
deaf and immoveable as if nothing were said. these temples which have been raised with golden
And yet we think that every god whatever--if domes and lofty roofs cover bones and ashes,
only he has the power of this name _ should and are sepulchres of the dead ? Is it not plato
hear what every one said from every part of the and manifest, either that you worship dead men
world, just as if he were present ; nay, more, for immortal gods, or that an inexpiable affront
should foresee, without waiting to be told,3 what is cast upon the deities, whose shrines and tern-
every one conceived in his secret and silent 4 ples lmve been built over the tombs of the dead?
thoughts. And as the stars, the sun, the moon, Antiochus# in the ninth _ook of his Iftstories,
while they wander above the earth, are steadily relates that Cecrops was buried in the temple of
and everywhere in sight of all those who gaze at Minerva,'3 at Athens ; again, in the temple of the
them without any exception ; so, too: it is fitting same goddess, which is in the citadel of Larissa,'_
that the ears of the gods should be closed against it is related and declared that Acrisius was laid,
no tongue, and should be ever within reach, al- and in the sanctuary of Polias,'s Erichthonms ;
though voices should flow together to them from while the brothers Dairas and Immamachus were
widely separated regions. For this zt is that be- buried in the enclosure of Eleusin, which ties near
longs specially to the gods, _ to fill all things the city. What say you as to the virgin daugh-
with their power, to be not partly at any place, ters of Celeus ? are they not said to be buried'6
but all everywhere, not to go to dine with the in the temple of Ceres at Eleusin ? and in the
/Ethiopians, and return after twelve days to their shrine of Diana, which was set up in the temple
own dwellings. 6 of the Delian Apollo, are not Hyperoche and

5. Now, if this be not the case, all hope of help Laodice buried, who are said to have been
is taken away, and it will be doubtful whether brought thither from the country of the Hyper-
you are heard 7 by the gods or not, if ever you boreans? In the Milesian Didyrr_on,'7 Lean-
perform the sacred rites with due ceremonies, drius says that Cleochus had the last honours of
For, to make it clear, 8 let us suppose that there burial paad to him. Zeno of Myndus openly
is a temple of some deity in the Canary Islands, relates that the monument of Leucophryne is in
another of the same deity in remotest Thyte, also the sanctuary of Diana at Magnesia. Under the
among the Seres, among the tawny Garamantes, altar of Apollo, whmh is seen in the city of Tel-
and any others 9who are debarred from knowing
each other by seas, mountains, forests, and the ,0 So the MS., nmdmg ¢-o_¥ar¢. corrected _----" to beg," in the

four quarters of the world. If they all at one marginofUrsmusand_.|mForthcpre_dmgwordsttmmsreads,_cautgut de numtnt. _ _ld. omit trN¢ as above, exoept Ochler_

time beg of the deity with sacrifices what their _ho reads¢,,_--" whathope*,mtherehe,what,pray,to_l," *to.
11 So tim MS., reading az wa#fnm 1_te_t _dzqua_do _#R t$$t,

which may be undurstood in two _, etthm" not hmRed by space,
or not in space, Lt., not ©xlstlng; bttt the _ and m_nmg must

I So the edd.+ reading _a_e_'t d_t_te* for tim ms. de*_¢tas, be regarded as alike doubtful
it Lit., "that the things he thought to be." tit .A Syracusan historian. The xest of the chapter is almost hter-
s Lit., "knowledge being antlcalmted." all}, translated from Clement, who ts followed by Eusebms also (/'r_
4 _ words, et taea_'*, omatt_at by OberLhitr, are similarly 2h_ng., h. 6). lSce vol. ti. p. ag4, th_s series ]

o_amm b,/Ordh without remark.
, .... :3, heha

therefore tlttmg, whw.h m al_urd, as making the connectmzt hetwr._:n avoid the fulfilment of the oracl* that he should be killed by his d .ugh-
the member_ of the setlteltot otto not o_ =_t_gy, but of Iog_ _,- ter's son.
q_co. t$ i.e., Atheam Polms, or guardian of citrus lmmedtate|y below,

_ C_ _ _ptm_h of_m, I_, L 03-4= 5. the m_ reads ImmaruacAus, correet_l In LB. and Orelh Immures
• • _o _ Imugin of Urmtms, Elm., L_., mad Orelli, with Meur- from Clem., who streaks of" Immarus, son of Eumolpus and Damra."
"sl_. l_mg a=diami_ for t_r_ Ms. a_mr-- "we m hcard, n Ib So the umntethg,blc rea&ug of th¢ _s., _umatfoa-_us a_ia,

m does not harmonize with the neat dam. was mended by Heraldus, followed by LB. and Oreih, is/u_giss_.
it Lit., _' for the _ ofenmmg to know the thing." 17 t.e.t the temple near Didyma, _ac.-_ to Alm_ , who was wov
9 Lit.., "if there are az_yothcrg" ah.'pped tLmuunder the name Dtdymus.
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messus, is it not invariablydeclared by writings composition of the name published it, and, by a
that the prophet Telmessus lies buried ? Ptole- testimony which could not be got rid of, caused
m_us, the son of Agesarchus, in the first book it to remain in men's minds, together with its
ofthetIistoryofPMloiOator' which he published, causes, so long as it endured itself; ,s and the
affwms,on the authority of literature, that Ciny- state wMch is greatest of a//, and worships all
ras, king of Paphos, was interred in the temple deities, did not blush in giving a name to the
of Venus with all his family, nay, more, with all temple, to name it from the head of Olus'4 Capi-
his stock. It would be 2 an endless and bound- tolium rather than from the name of Jupiter.
less task to describe in what sanctuaries they all 8. We have therefore _ as I suppose-- shown
are throughout the world ; nor is anxious care sufficiently, that to the immortal gods temples
required, although 3 the Egyptians fixed a penalty have been either reared in vain, or built in con-
for any one who should have revealed the places sequence of insulting opinions held to their dis-
in which Apis lay hid, as to those Polyandria4 honour and to the belittling *s of the power
of Varro/by what temples they are covered, and believed/o be in their hands. We have next to
what heavy masses they have lzud upon them. say something about statues and images, which

7- But why do I speak of these trifles? What you form with much skill, and tend with religious
man is there who is ignorant that in the Capitol care, _ wherein if there is any credibility, we
of the imperial people is the sepulchre of Tolus 6 can by no amount of consideration settle in our
Yulcentanus? Who is there, I say, who does not own minds whether you do this in earnest and
know that from beneath 7 its foundations there with a serious purpose, or amuse yourselves in
wasrolled a man's head, buried for no very long childish dreams by mocking at these very things.'6
time before, either by itself w_thout the other For if you are assured that the gods exist whom
parts of the body, _ for some relate this, _ or you suppose, and that they live in the highest
with all its members? Now, if you requn-e this regions of heaven, what cause, what reason, is
to be made clear by the testimonies of authors, there that those images should be fashioned by
Sammonicus, Granius, Valerianus, s and Fabius you, when you have true beings to whom you
will declare to you whose son Aulus 9 was, of i may pour forth prayers, and from whom you may
what race and nation, how '° he was bereft of life ask help in trying circumstances ? But if, on the
and light by the slave of his brother, of what contrary, you do not believe, or, to speak with
crime he was guilty against his fellow-citizens, moderation, are in doubt, in this case, also, what
that he was denied burial in his father " land. reason is there, pray, to fashion and set up ira-
You will learn also _ although they pretend t_ ages of doubtful beings, and to form ,7 with vain
be unwilling to make this public _ what was imitation what you do not believe to exist ? Do
done with his head when cut off, or in what place you perchance say, that under these images of
it was shut up, and the whole affaircarefully con- deities there is displayed to you their presence,
cealed, in order that the omen which the gods as it were, and that, because it has not been
had attested might stand without interruption, '_ given you to see the gods, they are worshipped
unalterable, and sure. Now, while _twas proper in this fashion/s and the duties owed to them
that this story should be suppressed, and con- paid ? He who says and asserts this, does not
cealed, and forgotten in the lapse of time, the beheve that the gods exist ; and he is proved

not to put faith in his own religion, to whom it is
P * *.e., "lover of his father," the name gtven tronieally to the fourth necessary to see what he mayhold, lest that which
_O|eYiq_._lLlt.,_C"_llSe°¢15 " hemurderedhisfather, being obscure is not seen, may happen to be vain.

3 So the ms, both Rom. edd., Hild, and Oehler, reading fuam. : 9" We worship the gods, you say, by means_is p_nam; Gelemus, Canterus, Elm, and Oherthdr omit ¢2is and
theotheredd, v, le.,"astowhatpumshmenttheEgyptmu,'etc. Thts of images._9 What then? Without these, do
must refer to the cases in which the sacred bull, having outlived the the gods not know that they are worshipped,andterm of twenty-five years, was secretly kdled by the priests, whde the
peoplewere taughtthatithadthrownitselfintothewater, will they not think that any honour is shown to

4 I e., "burinl-places." By this OehM has attempted to show is

_t z.__,,sdo,,_.... zd, z,_,_'_zh,,ofw_. a mm of them by you ? Through by-paths, as it were,
_gra.phtcal sketches dlustrated with portrait, executed in some way then, and by assignments to a third party,_ aswaw.h cannot be clearly ascertained.
s as. s,,.,.o,,_, they are called, they receive and accept your

0 6 So the us., first four edd., and Oherthllr t reading 7"ol/,corrected
Oj/_m theothers, from Servms (ad./En.,vtii. 345). Arnobms hun- r_ l.at,"threugh the times giveu to lteelf."
_a_lleS the form .4ulus, i.e. Olss, immedmudy below, so that it is _ t4 The us. reads s t,//, -- changed into To_" by the first fmtredd.tp bly correct. _am, and Oberthlir. The other* omit s.

7 Lit., "the seats of." ts [', Belltd¢." This word here is noteworthy. Presutant _or.
, e Ur*inas suggested k'_r-t'us An_'us, mentioned in L.hefirst son is said to have coined it, and I have never before gem it in s

caapter of the fifth book; a conjecture adopted by Hild. transatlantic book.]
.. 9 TbeMS., LB., Hfld., and Oehler read Aulus, and, ace. toOehler, ze Le., "whir.h you pretead to worsl_1_."

a, _her edd. Tolls. Orelli, however, reads O/us, as above. :7 So the edd., i_adlng/ormar.¢, except Htld. and Oel_, who
The us. and both Roman edd. readgrrmui servul:" vlta with. retain me Ms. rea_ i--"that images be formed."

out meaning, corrected as above by Gdeniu_, Cantena, Elm., and _s The as. and both Roman edd. read corruptly/n_o/_r_ ",
Ub_'thfir, ut a g. :¢_v_lo, and ut a g. st'r_*slis--" by the 21av_t," /ga or #/c cM_',as abo_ m all a¢_ the last two edd.
m tl_eother*, except Oehler who reads as above, K. so"v_/o ut. _ ['It is ntamt'_t that nothing of the kind wu said by Chrlstiag_
_ The us. and both Roman edd. read unintelhgtbly _.'_8, See . $o6, note _, supra,J

_,'_ue in Hild. and Oehlet, pa#ri_ in the _st _OPLe.,you do _ _ek _ to the gods directly, and sack m do
_t., "_ l_rpmulty _ O_ _ _mJ_l mlg_ _O,az_L" tlx_n honour by _vm_ _at ]_zom' to t_ _inl_ msl:*_d.
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services; and before those to whom that service trumpets bybhsts from outtheir breasts.,2 Among
is owed experience it, you first sacrifice to ira- tat re/resentah'ans of your gods we see that there
ages, and transmit, as it were, some remnants is the very stem face of a lion ,3 smeared with
to them at the pleasure of others, s And what pure vermilion, and that it is named Frugifer. If
greater wrong, disgrace, hardship, can be in- all these images are likenesses of the gods above,
tiered than to acknowledge one god, and yet there must then be said to dwell in heaven also
make supplication to something else--to hopes god such as the image which has been made
for help from a deity, and pray to an image with- to represent his form and appearance ; '* and, of
out feeling? Is not this, I pray you, that which course, as here thatflgure of yours, so there the
is said in the common proverbs : "to cut down deity himself'S is a mere mask and facet without
the smith when you strike at the fuller ; "a ,, and the rest of the body, growling with fiercely gaping
when you seek a man's advice, to require of asses jaws, terrible, red as blood, '° holding an apple
and pigs their opinions as to what should be fast with his teeth, and at times, as dogs do when
done?" wearied, putting his tongue out of his gaping

xo. And whence, finally, do you know whether mouth. Iz But if, _s indeed, this is not the case, as
all these images which you form and put in the we all think that it is not, what, pray, is the
place of 3 the immortal gods reproduce and bear meaning of so great audacity to fashion to your-
a resembhnce to the gods ? For it may happen self whatever form you please, and to say ,9 that
that in heaven one has a beard who by you is it is an image of a god whom you cannot prove
represented 4 with smooth cheeks ; that anotAer to exist at all?
is rather advanced in years to whom you give x i. You hugh because in ancient times the
the appearance of a youth ; s that here he is fair, Persians worshipped rivers, as is told in the writ-
witk Mue eyes,6 who really has grey ones ; that ings which hand down these tMngs to memory ;
he has distended nostrils whom you make and the Arabians an unshapen stone ; 2o the Scythian
form with a high nose. For it is not right to nations a sabre ; the Thespians a branch instead
call or name that an image which does not derive of Cinxia ; 2, the Icarians 2, an unhewn log in-
from the face of the original features like it; stead of Diana ; the people of Pessinus a flint
which 7 can be recognised to be clear and cer- instead of the mother of the gods ; the Romans
tain from things which are manifest. For while a spear instead of Mars, as the muses of Varro
all we men see that the sun is perfectly round by point out ; and, before they were acquainted
our eyesight, which cannot be doubted, you have with the statuary's art, the Samians a phnk 2_in.
given 8 to him the features of a man, and of
mortal bodies. The moon is always in motion, ts Lit.,"int_ti,e *nOdomestic."
and in its restoration every month puts on thirty x_The_,s.r_d,/,o .... t,,,._,**_,,_,,,/,_,.,,,,_-_d*a,, _a,o,_,

leones t. f., m LB., Orelh) Hs|d, and Oehler, and 1 torvtastma
faces : 9 with you, as leaders and designers, that # ...... uo_ of very,ternface,"m the others. Nourry supposes
is re, resented as a woman, and has one counte- that the reference m to the use of hens, or |ton-headed figures, as

architectural ornaments on temples (of. the twn lions rampant sur-
nance, which passes through a thousand different mou,u_gI_ gate of _lycen_), but partiallycomcid_ in the
states, changing each day. t° We understand that viewor Elm, thatmixedfiguresare meant,such.... describedbyTertullmn and Mlnucius Felix (ch. 28: "You deify gods made up of

all the winds are only a flow of air driven and a _o_t anda ]..... ,d with the faces of ]tons and of dogs "). The
eplthetf_ug_fer, however, which was applied to the F..gypttan Osxr,.s,

impelled in mundane ways : in your hands they the P_rsmnMlthras, and Bac.c.hus, who were also repr¢"aented as

take" the forms of men filling with breath twisted no_, makesit pro_a_ thatt_ rofer_ce_, msrmbol_statuesofthe sun.
t4 Lit., "such a god to whose form _ud appearance the likeness of

t i.e., the transmission of the met]rice to the gods is made depend- this image has _ directed."
eat on idols. ,5 Lit.) "that . .

s This correstmnds exactly to the English "m shoot at the I_'enn t6 The ms. and both Roman edd. read unmtelhgibly _ra_gu:_e
and hit the crow." - " "- detotero, for which s. de colore, as above, has been suggested by

Lit., "w_th v,carious substitution for. n [A very pertinent quen- Canterua) with the approval of Heraldus. o ... ...
tlon at to the tmalzes worshipped in Rome to thus day. There is one 17 The MS. here inserts _etKitate, ,or wnmn no eausmctory
_ldradm*na of Afrlcin hue and faarmres" See also Murray* lta_- emendatxon has been proposed.. The early edd. read pttxttatf, a
dtook,/*t,q_j, p. 7a.] word for whtc.h the_m no authon't'X., wlme _B. g*ve_, potu* _zr_re

4 The Ms. reads e2_'tur , corrected as abo_, e_., in all edd. _'drunk with avidity --both _ squally nopeums.
except Hild., who reads t._r --" is made," and Stewechtus, e_'- is MS. *k, corrected by Geleams at.
_*'_" _ '* is formed _ 19 So Meurstus _tc d_¢ere, for MS. -eddere.
-- ,( " so ' " " " _ else-

$ Lit., ' boy's nge." It is worthy of nouce that although m this passage, as ou_m
Flat, us. so in;,'ariably aasodated with blue eyes, that though where, Arnobtus adheres pretty .closely to the argument proposed by

these are the feature brought into o_ntrast, they are only suggested Clemens Alexandrmus, he evco ,.,.mstich passages sometimes differs

in this way, and not ._ meauoned--u mode of speech very f_n_._ it, and not at rm{dom; "l_as .t:mumm" s]_aKs merely m a
dmractermttc of Arnoblus. . :stone, anq Arno.mtm m an unx.tm_, amine.. _ _ mrm_r exp .t_.s-

_' Le., a fact which can be sean to be true by nmte_dluz to analot, y. men harmonu_ea w_th the words of m .ax)mus Tyrius (Serm, xxxvuu
S So the uS., LB. HiM. and Oeh]mr, t'ead_ng aro_/#) t_e p 225) Steph.),"The Arabiansworahip I _.notw.]_...m, but

others _at_r--" yon'give ')' image which I saw was a square stone; "while Suidas (Kiister's e_.,
9 As the appearnnce of tho moonmthesamem .some oftt_ .phsace s.v._tt/_ AO_7 a_.withAr_'_ m .¢altmg tt a stone, blac )

as iu oth+ re, it xs clear that Amobim _not me*n that. tt has tht.rty [ square, anfasl?.'.mned 0t_=w, ro*/. •nm i* the more no_,ny, as
dimmer forms We must therefore suplpoae that he IS either .apes.king at umea Arnobius w'_. M _ m to .be t_.towmg utememt utmuty.
very looselyof change upon change ¢layat_rdaF, m" that bets re- [See C_:n_ent;eap tv.vol, np. t84, th_ sertes:l o.
fert_g to someof the hmar theori_ of the ancients, such as Umta[ at So Arnonms .r.enders ulemeats.c.:ta,ero_mn _r,era. .......
_iaw mo_m is _mated each da_, and that its form is thtm eve* new ] as SO corrected m the notea ot t,antems mma _tem mr t_ _,

(L_ • *_-8) -' [ readlng Cartu remmed by the fwst f_ar _J.. mmt Ehnenh. Im ]carm
to Lit., .t changed thrm_ a thottund stat_ wlth daily m- [ the__, was a temp_. ,of ,Dlafia .c_l.led Y.at_P_'_- (........
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stead of Juno, as.A_thhus" " relates..• and you do ]figure of .any deity be. .f°und,o 9 which does. notnot laugh when,, ms.tead of the immortal gods,[have certmn charactenstms bestowed on _t by
you make supphcataon to little images of men Ithe generosity of its makers. Lo, if some witty
and human forms_ nay, you even suppose that _and cunning king were to remove the Sun from
these very little images are gods, and besides Ibis 1Macebofom the gate" and transferhim to
these you do not believe that anything hasdivine that of Mercury, and again were to carry off
power. What say you, O ye 1 Do the gods Mercury and make him migrate to the shrine of
of heaven have ears, then, and temples, an occi- the Sun,--for both are made beardless by you,
put, spine, loins, sides, hams, buttocks, houghs,2 and with smooth faces,--and to give to this onel
ankles, and the rest of the other members with rays of _t'ght,to place a little cap" on the Sun's
which we have been formed, which were also head, how will you be able to distinguish be-
mentioned in the first part of this book 3 a little tween them, whether this is the Sun, or that
more fully, and cited with greater copiousness Mercury, since dress, not the peculiar appear-
of language ? Would that it were possible 4 to ance of the face, usually points out the gods to
look into the sentiments and very recesses of you ? Again, if, having transportedthem in like
yourmind,in which yourevolve variousand enter manner,he were to take awayhis horns from the
into the most obscure considerations : we should unclad Jupiter, and fix them upon the temples
find that you yourselves even feel as we do, and of Mars, and to strip Mars of his arms, and, cl
have no other opinions as to the form of the the other hand, invest Hammon with them, what
deities. But what can we do with obstinate distinction can there be between them, since he
prejudices? what with those who are menacing who had been Jupiter can be also supposed to
us with swords, and devising new punishments be Mars, and he who had been Mayors can as-
against us? In your rages you maintain a bad sume the appearance of Jupiter Hammon? To
cause, and that although you are perfectly aware such an extent is there wantonness in fashioning
of it; and that which you have once done with- those images and consecrating names, as if _ey
out reason, you defend lest you should seem to were peculiar to them ; since, if you take away
have ever been in ignorance ; and you think it their dress, the means of recognising each is put
better not to be conquered, than to yield and an end to, god may be believed to be god, one
bow to acknowledged truth, may seem to be the other, nay, more, both may

z2. From such causes as these this also has be considered both l
followed, with your connivance, that the wanton x3. But why do I laugh at the sickles and
fancyof artists has found full scope in ref_estnt- tridentswhich have been #oven to the gods? why
ing the bodies of the gods, and giving forms to at the horns, hammers, and caps, when I know
them, at which even the sternest might laugh, that certain images have ,3 the forms of certain
And so Hammon is even now formed and rep- men, and the features of notorious courtesans?
resented with a ram's horns; Saturn with his For who is there that does not know that the
crooked sickle, like some guardianof the fields, Athenians formed the Herm_ in the likeness of
antt pruner of too luxuriant branches; the son Alcibiades? Who does not know--if he read
of Maiawith a broad-brimmed travellingcap, as Posidippus over again-- that Praxiteles,putting
if he were preparing to take the road, and avoid- forth his utmost skill," fashioned the face of the
ing the sun's rays and the dust ; Liber with Cnidian Venus on the model of the courtesan
t_nder limbs, and with a woman's perfectly free Gratina, whom the unhappy man loved desper-
and easily flowinglines of body ;6 Venus, naked ately? But is this the only Venus to whom there
and unclothed, just as if you said that she ex- has been #ovenbeauty taken from a harlot'sface?
posed publicly, and sold to all comers/ the Phryne,'S the well-known native of Thespia_as
beauty of her prostituted body; Vulcan with his those who havewritten on Thespian affairs relate
cap and hammer, but with his right hand free, _ when she was at the height of-her beauty,
and with his dress girt up as a workman pre- comeliness, and youthful vigour, is said to have
paress for his work; the Delian god with a been the model of all the Venuses which are
plectrum and lyre, gesticulating like a player on hem in esteem, whether throughout the cities of
the cithern and an actor about to sing ; the king Greece or here,'6 whitherhas flowed the longing
of the sea with his trident, just as if he had to and eager desire for such fighres. All the artists,
fight in the gladiatorial contest: nor can any

t The _s. readset_edi_r, corrected in the notes of C_mter_, ] Io Ha_,e#,
• t so all edd., except both Roman c_Id.,which reta/n tl_ Ms. i_l. [ ttE.rfln,vTms. (_.TertuIL_drIdol.,ch._S: "lnGme_k..wtjB

in the singular, auffmgi_t_. ] we aim _1 ¢a_ Apollo _1_.*_ ua me _# ,4._uu
s i.e., iii. t3, p. 467. | over doors._
4 Lit, "it was sllbwed." I u So the edd.mmYmg_..e_v/_v _ the Ms. do-.

. s SoMeurslussuggestedam_zt_torUz_s.m_dlug_,l s_ Li_.,"are."
Ioew_chHeraldus [fiolx)u_arK___-by.m1_._mmm...v . [ s4 L_,UwithJer_o_lkiils. _

6 Lit.,-_l mo_ d_mivcdwlchthe hudt7 o/'JbmbimeUquJd/_.n [ t$ _u_,p_.._,-_, but bek_PA_,whJchismad Jnboch_
2_t_M¢re. • I I_i Hiid. m_I Oebla.
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therefore, who lived at that time, and to whom pel the darknessnow, and, returning to the light
truth gave the greatest ability to portray like- of the mind, look more closely and see what
nesses, vied in transferring with all painstaking that is which is going on, if only you retain your
and zeal the outline of a prostitute to the images right,'_ and are not beyond the reach ,4 of the
of the Cytherean. The beautiful _ough/s' of reason and prudence given to you.,S Those
the artists were fuUof fire ; and they strove each images which fill you with terror, and which you
to excel the other with emulous rivalry,not that adore prostrate upon the ground ,6 in all the tern-
Venus might become more august, but that ples, are bones, stones, brass, silver, gold, day,
Phryne 2 might stand for Venus. And so it was wood taken from a tree, or glue mixed with
brought to this, that sacred honours were offered gypsum. Having been heaped together, it may
to courtesans instead of the immortal gods, and be, from a harlot's gauds or from a woman's ,7
an unhappy system of worship was led astray by ornaments, fromcamels' bones or from the tooth
the making of statues.3 That well-known and 4 of the Indian beast, 's from cooking-pots and
most distinguished statuary, Phidias, when he little jars, from candlesticks and lamps, or from
had raised the form of Olympian Jupiter with other less cleanly vessels, andhaving been melted
immense labour and exertion,S inscribed on the down, they were cast into these shapes and
finger of the god PASTARC_6 iS BzALrrinm,_ came out into the forms which you see, baked
this, moreover, was the name of a boy loved by in potters' furnaces, produced by anvils and
him, and that with lewd desire, _ and was not hammers, scraped with the silversmith's, and
moved by any fear or religious dread to call the filed down with ordznary files, cleft and hewn
god by the name of a prostitute ; nay, rather, to _th saws, with augers,'9 with axes, dug and hol-
consecrate the divinity and image of Jupiter to lowed out by the turning of borers, and smoothed
a debauchee. To such an extent is there wan- with planes. Is not this, then, an error? Is it
tonness and childish feeling in forming those not, to speak accurately, folly to believe �hat a
little images, adoring them as gods, heaping upon god which you yourself made with care, to kneel
them the divine virtues, when we see that the down trembling m supplication to that which has
artists themselves find amusement in fashioning been formed by you, and while you know, and
them, and set them up as monuments of their are assured that it is the product 2oof the labour
own lusts I For what reason is there, if you of your hands, 2z-- to cast yaurse/f down upon
should inquire, why Phidias should hesitate to your face, beg aid suppliantly, and, in adversity
amuse himself, and be wanton when he knew and time of distress, ask it to succour :2you with
that, but a little before, the very Jupiter which gracious and divine favour?
he had made was gold, stones, and ivory,7 form- 15. Lo, if some one were to place before you
less, separated, confused, and that it was he him- copper in the lump, and not formed _3into any
self who brought all these together and bound works 03'art, masses of unwrought silver, and
them fast, that their appearance s had been given gold not fashioned into shape, wood, stones,
to them by himself in the imitation9 of limbs and bones, with all the other materials of which
which he had carved ; and, which is more than *° statues and images of deities usually consist,
all, that it was his own free gift, that fu2M/er had nay, more, if some one were to place before you
been produced and was adored among men? ** the faces of battered gods, images melted down _,

x4. We would here, as if all nations on the and broken, and were also to bid you slay vic-
earth were present, make one speech, and pour rims to the bits and fragments, and give sacred
into the ears of them all, words which should and divine honours to masses without form,
be heard in common : ,2 Why, pray, is this, O we ask you to say to us, whether you would do
men I that of your own accord you cheat and this, or refuse to obey. Perhaps you will say,
deceive yourselvesbyvoluntaryblindness? Dis- why? Because there is no maa so stupidly

- blind that he will class among the gods silver,
t i,e., either the conceptmas m their minds, or realized in their

works. Orelh, followed by the German translator Besnard_adoptmg
the former view, translates "the ideas of the axtists (die Ideale der zs i e., the faculw of discernmanh which is properly man°s-
Kiiastler _were full of fire and life." xt Lat., "are in the limtts of." . ._

• [See note iS, p. 5tx.] ts The Ms. reads At'*--" these," emended, u above, _' m mc
s [Trae alas! to this day; notorious courtesans furnishing[ the marginof Ursmug Elm., and LB.

azo¢_ for t_ _ictures andzstatuea worshtpped as saints, angelsj etc.] t6 Lit., "aad humble."
4. So Geiantus and Canterus, reading et' for l_s. ¢*t. z_' i.e., a respectable woman.

xs i.e., the elephant's tusk.
:9 So Solmasms, followed by OreS, Hild., and Oehle% reading

_rfwracu/:_', and LB., re.adingj_,yrcn_cN/z_ for the us.jirjurt
acul_.

S Lit._ "with exertion of immense strength."
e its. Pantarehes. This was a very common mode of expreuln8

love among the ancients, the nan_ of the loved m_e being carved on
the hark of treee (as if the Loves or the mountain nym.phe had done
it), e_awall,, doors, or, as in this case on statues, with the addmon, ao So the margin of Untlntub Memllus (according to Orelh)_
"beautiful" (studas, s. v. KeAol and 'Pa_t_otTetit NQteo't$, with Hild., and Oeh[er, readlzlg _6a/qf-u-m for the Ms. -e-_" m a part ot
]g.Sater't note_). [VoL il. p. z87, note s, tl_ sorles.] your labours" etc..

7 Lk.,'* bones?' _t Lk.,'*of thywork and fi.ngerL" . .
t Lit., "oaaditians," Aah'/ua. _ So the Ms., both Roman edd., Elm., a_l Orelli, reading
9 Lit., '*ttmihtude." miaff_ fa_re, for which LB. rea__..__a_arem--" the favour of
Zo Lit., "first ame_g." l_OlXtious delt3r to suo_ur. °" _Isaiah s argument ,eptoduced.]
tt Lit., c, human things, n " _ Lit.., "thrown together."
t* [l_. xa ze--_, ally. 9-.m, xlvi. S-8.] *4 lti_l_ ,uUc.zc,t m..,,_--" _ed," fo_ us. -fl_.
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copper, gold, gypsum, ivory, potter's clay, and of flexible" plates, particles without shape joined
say that these very things have, and possess in together ; that they are kept from failing into
themselves, divine power. What reason is there, ruin and fear of destruction, by dove-tails and
then, that all these bodies should want the power clamps and brace-irons ; and that lead is run
of deity and the rank of celestials if they remain into the midst of all the hollows and where the
untouched and unwrought, but should forthwith joints meet, and causes delay 12useful in preserv-
become gods, and be classed and numbered ing them. You would see, I say, at once that

among the inhabitants of heaven if they receive they ha_,e faces only without the rest of the
the forms of men, ears, noses, cheeks, hps, eyes, head, 3 imperfect hands without arms, bellies and
and eyebrows? Does the fashioning add any sides in halves, incomplete feet,'* and, which i_
newness to these bodies, so that from this addi- most ridiculous, that they have been put together
tion you are compelled' to believe that some- without uniformity in the construction of their
thing divine and majestic has been united to bodies, being in one part made of wood, but in
them? Does it change copper into gold, or the other of stone. Now, indeed, if these things
compel worthless earthenware to become silver ? could not be seen through the skill with which
Does it cause things which but a httle before they were kept out of sight,'s even those at least
were without feehng, to live and breathe ? 2 If which lie open to all should have taught and in-
they had any natural properties previously,3 all !structed you that you are effecting nothing, and
these they retain_ when built up in the bodily giving your services in vain to dead things. For,
forms of statues. What stupidity it is--for I in thxs case, '6 do you not see that these images,
refuse to call it blindness--to suppose that the which seem to breathe, 'r whose feet and knees
natures of things are changed by the kind of you touch and handle when praying, at times
form into which they are forced, and that that fall into ruins from the constant dropping of
receives divinity from the appearance given to rain, at other times lose the firm union of their
it, which in its original body has been inert, and ! parts from their decaying and becoming rotten, 's
unreasoning, and unmoved by feeling !s -- how they grow black, being fumigated and

i6. And so unmindful and forgetful of what discoloured by the steam of sacYiflcts, and by
the substance and origin of the images are, you, smoke,--how with continued neglect they lose
men, rational beings o and endowed with the their position ,9 and appearance, and are eaten
gift of wisdom and discretion, sink down before away with rust ? In this case, I say, do you not
pieces of baked earthenware, adore plates of see that newts, shrews, mice, and cockroaches,
copper, beg from the teeth of elephants good which shun the hght, build their nests and live
health, magistracies, sovereignties, power, vic- under the hollow parts of these statues? that
tories, acquisitions, gains, very good harvests, they gather carefully into these all kinds of filth,
and very rich vintages ; and whde it is plain and and other things suited to their wants, hard and
clear that you are speaking to senseless things, half-gnawed bread, bones dragged thither in view
you think that you are heard, and bring your- of probable scarcity, _° rags, down, and pieces of
selves into disgrace of your own accord, by paper to make their nests soft, and keep their
vainly and credulously deceiving yourselves.r young warm ? Do you not see sometimes over
Oh, would that you might enter into some the face of an image cobwebs and treacherous
statue I rather, would that you might separate s nets spun by spiders, that they may be abl6 to
and break up into parts 9 those Olympian and entangle in them buzzing and imprudent flies
Capitohne Jupiters, and behold all those parts while on the wing?. Do you not see, finally,
alone and by themselves which make up the that swallows full of filth, flying within the very
whole of their bodies l You would at once see domes of the temples, toss themselves about, and
that these gods of yours, to whom the smooth- bedaub now the very faces, now the mouths of
ness of their exterior gives a majestic appearance

xo xt The Ms. reads .flsz,-Dz'um, for whleh ]-Iild. _ugKests .flex-, all
by its alluring brightness, are only a framework a_*_, prev_o,se_ ,_ndmgfla.... of castplates;"whichcannot,

however, be correct, as Arnobias has just _ that the nnag_ were
in part made of ,v0ry.

x So the edd, rending cog- for the Ms. cogft-amlnL z2 Let, "delays salutary for lastmgne_,e_." The _nse is, that the
2 Lot., ,the moved wtth agttaUon of breathing." lead prevents the joints from giving way, and so glves peraumea_ Io
s Lit., °' ootsute," i e., be£ore being m boddy forms, the statue.
4 So Ursmus and LB_ readmg retln.c-#t for the Ms. -ca-, which 13 Occi#rtit'_. ...

_n hardly he correct, There may posstbty be an elhpsm of *i be- 14 P_nta_'u_ y_esttg_a.
fore this clause, so that the sentence would run: "If they had I$ Lit," from the art of ob_-'urlty "
any natural properues, (if) they retain all these, what stuptdlty," z6 i.e., if the nature of the images is really coucealed by th_
etc displayed m thew const_.

s Lit., "deprtved of moveableme_ of feeling." _t7Let.," brenthmg." [Ps. cxv. 4--&]
¢' Lit., "a rational ammal." xs Let., "are relaxed from decay of rottenneB."

. r Lit., "with deceit of vain credulity " The edd. read thts as an x9 i.e, fall from thetr pedestals. For the Ms. reading a_Cws (ez-
rotation " Do you, therefore, sink down, adore, and bnng your- talned in LB, as above), the margin of Ur_ntts_ followed by the other
selves into _._. ce ?" edd. except the first four, and Oherthiir, read ainu- -- "_ their ap-
.. e So Orelh, Hild., and Oehler, adopting a conjecture of Gr'_evius_ p¢_o ce from mould."a_-, tor the l_s. de.d_cere-- " to lead down." _ So LB. and Oehlgr, rendlng fa_t i_ ,_e_ for the las. #a_#,

9 Lit., " resolved into membtm_" omitted ia other odd. All prefix .#, u above, to the _ word,
to Lit., "by the charm of.'* au_w*.
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the deities, the beard, eyes, noses, and all the in such substances, and do they not go away to
other parts on which their excrements z fall ? may place, even though summoned by the most
Blush, then, even though it is late, and accept momentous affairs ? or do they have free passage,
true methods and views from dumb creatures, when they please to go any whither, and to leave
and let these teach you that there is nothing di- their own seats and images ? If they are under
vine in images, into which they do not fear or the necessity of remaining, what can be more
scruple to cast unclean things in obedience to wretched than they, what more unfortunate than
the laws of their being, and led by their unerring if hooks and leaden bonds hold them fast in
instincts. • this wise on their pedestals? but tf we allow

x7- But you err, says my appanent, and are that they prefer these images to heaven and the
mistaken, for we do not consider either copper, starry seats, they have lost their divine power.9
or gold and silver, or those other materials of But if, on the contrary, when they choose, they
which statues are made, to be in themselves gods fly forth, and are perfectly free to leave the stat-
and sacred deities ; but in them we worship and ues empty, the images will then at some time
venerate those whom their 3 dedication as sacred cease to be gods, and it will be doubtful when
introduces and causes to dwell in statues made sacrifices should be offered,--when it is right
by workmen. The reasoning is not vicious nor and fitting to withhold them. Oftentimes we see
despicable by which any one -- the dull, and also that by artists these images are at one time made
the most intelligent _ can believe that the gods, small, and reduced to the size of the hand, at an-
forsaking their proper seats--that is, heaven-- other raised to an immense height, and built up
do not shrink back and avoid entering earthly to a wonderful size. In this way, then, it follows
habitations ; nay, more, that impelled by the that we should understand that the gods contract
rite of dedication, they are joined to images! themselves ill ,o little statuettes, and are corn-
Do your gods, then, dwell in gypsum and in pressed till they become hke x'a strange body;
figures of earthenware ? Nay, rather, are the or, again, that they stretch themselves out to a
gods the minds, spirits, and souls of figures of great length, and extend to immensity in images
earthenware and of gypsum ? and, that the mean- of vast bulk. So, then, if this is the case, in
est things may be able to become of greater im- sitting statues also the gods should be said to be
portance, do they suffer themselves to be shut seated, and in standing ones to stand, to be run-
up and concealed and confined in 4 an obscure ning in those stretching forward to run, to be
abode? Here, then, in the first place, we wash hurling javelins in those re_resented as casting
and ask to be told this by you : do they do this them, to fit and fashion themselves to their
against their will_ that is, do they enter the countenances, and to make themselves like x_the
inaages as dwellings, dragged to them by the rite other characteristics ot the body formed by the
of dedication--or are they ready and willing? ar_'sL
and do you not summon them by any considera- x9. The gods dwell in images _ each wholly
tions of necessity? Do theydo this unwillingly? s in one, or divided into parts, and into members?
and how can it be possible that they should be For neither is it possible that there can be at
compelled to submit to any necessity without one time one god in several images, nor, again.
their dignity being impaired? With ready as- divided into parts by his being cut up. _3 For
sent ?6 And what do the gods seek for i9 figures let us suppose that there are ten thousand images
of earthenware that they should prefer these of Vulcan in the whole world : is it possible at
prisons 7 to their starry seats, _ that, having been all, as I said, that at one time one deity can be
all but fastened to them, they should ennoble _ in all the ten thousand ? I do not think so. Do
earthenware and the other substances of which you ask wherefore ? Because things which are
images are made? naturally single and unique, cannot become

z8. What then? Do the gods remain always many while the integrity of their simplicity *_is
maintained. And this they are fttrther unable

x lh_mtrati__lu_ie_t_lici_. [So Clcmem, vol. il p. x86, at
mote z, this Jeri¢_ ]

8 Lit., "recited by the truth of nature." The Ms. and both _,It will beseen that these w°rds fit lnt° the indirect argtunentd
]Roman edd. read d-, all others :'_h_cta, as above. Arnoblus very well, although transposed in LB. to the end of last

_t Lit.," the sac_l deditatmn." chapter, and eonsldered a gloat by Orelh and Hildebrand. "See me
4 Lit,, "concealed in the restraint of." consequences," Arnobius says, "of mtpposmg that the gods do not
$ The as. read_ dBreg_h" (the next letter being eralled, having quit these images: not merely are _ m a wretched ease, but they.

In_bahly been * redundant) #i :m_@:',co_ect_ in the margin of Urea- must further lose their power as diviniues." Meursius, with mo_mat and Oelder, u above, -t_ _. reason, _ the dause to the end of the next sentence, whlc
6 Lit.,"with the as_mt of vohmtary compliance." "Doyou wouldbejusufiableffnec, m._xy. . . _

say{' or some such _ must he ueders.to_., as Arnobi_ is _o Perhaps "into," as Arn_us mm_a-,,._ trees the a_ after _immmd of the ace.
aslc__ hls_t to eheme on which horn vf the dilemma he wishes zz Lit., "compressed to the slmilitude of."

IAI, '* _" ra Lit., "to adapt _ similitude to."
t SoGeleniua, Canten_, Elm.,Oberth.,madOrelli, readmg _w_zTfi _ z3 Lit., "a cutting takmg place."

&*m_.NO satidactory emendation has been proposed, and contntd,_ 14 Le., of their character as indepeadeat and Dot
_u_ m gi_mx,s xothereadlng.of_heMS. lmm_t_ 'r_is isprecmdv,uchau_ as that_.l_h closes_ fou_book_andi_ o_urr=x_is u_mre Q _ Ip,oumdfor

afterthis oeateace, LB., followed byOrelh, ms_nsar_usenumme garding the ¢*rher passage as genuiae.ae.xt chapter. CK the following note.
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to become if the gods have the forms of men, as gold. If the gods are present, and dwell in
your belief declares ; for either a hand sepa- their own images, with what business, with what
rated from the head, or a foot divided from the cares, had Jupiter been entangled that he could
body, cannot manifest the perfection of the. not punish the wrong done to himself,and avenge
whole, or it must be said that parts can be his being substituted in baser metal? When the
the same as the whole, while the whole cannot famous Dionysius--but itwas the youngerSm
exist unless it has been made by gathering despoiled Jupiter of his golden vesunent, and
together its parts. Moreover, if the same de;/y put instead of it one of wool, and, when mocking
shall be said to be in all the statues, all reason- him with pleasantriesalso, he said that that zvMcA
ableness and soundness is lost to the truth, if he was taktng away was cold in the frosts of
this is assumed that at one time one can remain winter, this warm, that that one was cumbrous
in them all ; or each of the gods must be said m summer, that this, again, was airy in hot
to divide himself from himself, so that he is weather,_ where was the king of the world that
both himself and another, not separated by any he did not show his presence by some terrible
distinction, but himself the same as another, deed, and recall the jocose buffoon to soberness
But as nature rejects and spurns and scorns by bitter torments? For why should I mention
this, it must either be said and confessed that that the dignity of ¢Esculapiuswas mocked by
there are Vulcans without number, if we decide him ? Forwhen Dionysius was spoilinghim of_s
that he exists and is m all the images ; or he will very aniple beard, which was of great weight and
be in none, because he is prevented by nature philosophic thickness,6 he said that it was not
from being divided among several, right that a son sprung from Apollo, a father

2o. And yet, O you _ if it is plain and clear smooth and beardless, and very like a mere boy:
to you that the gods five, and that the inhabitants should be formed with such a beard that it was
of heaven dwell in the inner parts of the images, left uncertain which of them was father, which
why do you guard, protect, and keep them shut son, or rather whether they were of the same s
up under the strongest keys, and under fasten- race and family. Now, when all these things
rags of immense size, under iron bars, bo]ts, ' were being done, and the robber was speaking
and other such things, and defend them with a with impiotts mockery, if the deity was con-
thousand men and a thousand women to keep cealed in the statue consecrated to h_sname and
guard, lest bychance some thiefor nocturnal rob- majesty, why did he not punish with just and
ber should creep in ? Why do you feed dogs in merited vengeance the" affront of stripping his
the capitols ?2 Why do you gxvefood and nour- face of its beard and disfiguring his countenance,
lshment to geese ? Rather, if you are assured and show by this, both that he was himself pres-
that the gods are there, and that they do not de- ient, and that he kept watch over his temples and
part to any place from their figures and images, images without ceasing ?
leave to them the care of themselves, let their 22. But you will perhaps say that the gods do
shrines be always unlocked and open ; and if not trouble themselves about these losses, and
anything is secretly carried off by any one with do not think that there is sufficient cause for
reckless fraud, let them showthe might of divinity, them to come forth and inflict punishment
and subject the sacrilegious robbers to fitting upon the offenders for their impious sacrilege.9
punishments at the moment 3 of their theft and Neither, then, if this is the case, do they wish
wicked deed. For it is unseemly, and sub- to have these images, which they allow to be
versive of their power and majesty, to entrust plucked up and torn away with impumty ; nay,
the guardianship of the highest deities to the on the contrary, they tell us plainly that they
care of dogs, and when you are seeking for despise these statues, in which they do not care
some means of frightening thieves so as to keep to show that they were contemned, by taking
them away, not to beg it from the gods them- any revenge. Philostephanus relates in his Cy-
selves, but to set and place it in the cackling of priaca, that Pygmalion, king ,o of Cyprus, loved
geese, as a woman an image of Venus, which was held

2x. They say that Antiochus of Cyzicum took
from its shrine a statue of Jupiter made of gold _ st_h.ius a_ .Heralau,_._ardtSese_ as.,p_._._,as having originated m a gloss on the margan, scz..,_nz_r_' to
ten 4 cubits Mgh, and set up in its place one ,.t, theyo._,." Heraldus,however,changedhisopmmn,beeauae

Clement, too, says, "Dionysius the younger." The words ..meonmade of copper covered with thin plates of =o_ thanthts,however,tcfer'_i.ng.prohablyto_ factthatCioero
........ (de N_t. l)¢ar., ui. 33, 34,35) t_JJstheseand otaer tootlesof the

= Claus.*rir rt/_g'.lis pessul_, elder Dionysi_. To this Arnobius calls attention as an error, by
, 2 Cf. p. 48x, n. 5. Geese as well as dogs guarded the Capitol, eddingtoClement'sphruse"but."
nawng been once, &s the well-known legend tells, its _aly guards 6 Only rustics, old-fashioned pcop_ and philosophers wore the
against the Gauls. beard unirimmed;thelast class weanng it as a kind d distinctive

The _. first four edd., and Elm. read _m_i_¢--" under the mark, just as Juvenal OiL xS) spc_ks of a thick _ cloak as
name of," corrected g4omis_ by Meursius and the rest. marking a philosopher. [Compare vol. L p. z6o; also iL p. 31tx,n. 9.]

4 So the Ms, reading decca; but as Clement says _rerreKo2&_z¢t 7 Imp_¢rz'.
T_0OT_,we must either suplxme that Arnobius mistook the Greek, or s LIL, "one."

9 Lit., "punishment of vldated _._."
t_m*_.scn,bed it cardessly, or, with the margin of Ur_at_, m:ad tmi_- zo Cl,-_ _s nx_r_"_h_ Cyp_m l_ga_io_."
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by the Cyprians holy and venerable from ancient when his fell at Dodona? Where, finally, the
times, xhis mind, spirit, the light of his reason, prophetic Apollo, when by pirates and sea rob-
and his judgment being darkened ; and that he bets he was both plundered and set on fire, x° so
was wont in his madness, just as if he were deal- that out of so many pounds of gold, which ages
ing with his wife, having raised the deity to his without number had heaped up, he did not have
couch, to be joined with it in embraces and one scruple even to show to the swallows which
face to face, and to do other vain things, carded built under his eaves, H as Varro says in his Sa-
away by a foolishly lustful imagination? Simi- turee Men_pe_ _ ,2 It would be an endless task
larly, Posidippus,3 in the book which he mentions to write down what shrines have been destroyed
ta have been written about Gnidus and about its throughout the whole world by earth quakesand
affairs/relates that a young man, of noble birth,-- tempestsmwhat have been set on fire by ene-
but he conceals his name, -- carried away with mies, and by kings and tyrants n what have been
love of the Venus because of which Gnidus is fa- stript bare by the overseers and priests them-
mous, joined himself atso in amorous lewdness to selves, even though they have turned suspicion
the image of the same deity, stretched on the away from them x3__ finally, what have been robbed
genial couch, and enjoying s the pleasures which by thieves and Canacheni, x4`opening them up,
ensue. To ask, again, in like manner : If the though barred by unknown means ; ,s which, in-
powers of the gods above lurk in copper and the deed, would remain safe and exposed to no
other substances of which images have been mischances, if the gods were present to defend
formed, where in the world was the one Venus them, or had any care for their temples, as is
and the other to drive far away from them the said. But now because they are empty, and
lewd wantonness of the youths, and punish their protected by no indwellers, Fortune has power
impious touch with terrible suffering ?6 Or, as over them, and they are exposed to all accidents
the goddesses are gentle and of calmer disposi- just as much as are all other things which have
tions, what would it have been for them to as- not life26
suage the furious joys oft the wretched men, and 24. Here also the advocates of images are
to bring back their insane minds agmn to their wont to say thzs also, that the ancients knew
senses? well that images have no divine nature, and

23 . But perhaps, as you say, "the goddesses that there is no sense in them, but that they
took the greatest pleasure in these lewd and formed them profitably and wisely, for the sake
lustful insults, and did not think that an action of the unmanageable and ignorant mob, which
requiring vengeance to be taken, which soothed is the majority in nations and in states, in order
their minds, and which they knew was suggested that a kind of appearance, as it were, of deities
to human desires by themselves. But if the being presented to them, from fear they might
goddesses, the Venuses, being endowed with shake off their rude natures, and, supposing that
rather calm dispositions, considered that favour they were acting in the presence of the gods,
should be shown to the misfortunes of the bhnded put ,7 away their impious deeds, and, changing
yauths; when the greedy flames so often con- their manners, learn to act as men ; ,8 and that
sumed the Capitol, and had destroyed the Cap- august forms of gold and silver were sought for
itoline Jupiter himself with his wife and his them, for no other reason than that some power
daughter, s where was the Thunderer at that time was believed to reside in their splendour, such
to avert that calamitous fire, and preserve from as not only to dazzle the eyes, but even to strike
destruction his property, and himself, and all his terror into the mind itself at the majestic beam-
family? Where was the queenly Juno when a ing lustre. Now this might perhaps seem to be
violent fire destroyed her famous shrine, and
her priestess 9 Chrysis in Argos ? Where the xoFromVarro'sbeingmentioned,OehferthinksthatArnobiu_

retest refer to various raaraudmg expeditions agamst the temples o_Egyptian Serapis, when by a similar disaster his Apollo on the coasts and Islands of the A_gean, made at the me o

temple fell, burned to ashes, with all the mys- meptratlcalwar.Clemens,however,speaksd,sunctlyofthedestrue-tion of the temple at I)clph b and xt is therefore probable that this t_
teries, and Isis? Where Liber Eleutherius, when rere_d to,,f notsolely,at leastalangwith thosewhmhVarronlen-

ttons. Clement, voL u. _. x87.
his temple fell at Athens ? Where Diana, when ix L,t " hisvisitors" *ospitls. B

Vitro Menz#peu$, an emendation of Carrlo, adopted mhers fell at Ephesus ? Where Jupiter of Dodona, x, "' ' " L
• and Orelh for the MS. *e tker.ii#eus.

XS Lit., "suspicion being averted."

t Lit-, "of ancient sanctity and religion.'* t4 It has been generally supposed that reference is thus made
s Lit., "imaginauon of empty last.-- some kmd of thieves, which is probable enough, as Arnobms (end o

Cf. ch. x3. next chapter) classes all these plunderers as" tyrants, kmgs, robbers,
4. SO Gelenins, reading re, us for the Ms. and first cO, re a (uS. and nocturnal thieves;" but ix is impossible to say precasaly what t_

meant. Heraldns would read Saracenf-- '" Saracens."_) ,e.
S Lit., "in the limits of." ts Lit., "with obscurity of means." The phrase may refer elth_"
6 Lit., ¢'agonimng restraint." to the defence or to the assault of temples by means of magic arts.
*' Iat," to." x6 Lit., "interior motlon." .
S Cf. p. 3t5, n. S, ¢u2$_'a. 17 LtL, "lop away," de/_are_, the reading of the Ms., Hdd,
9 So Clenums narrates; but Thucydtdes (iv. x33) says that and Oehler; the rest reading depexerest--" lay aside." [The same

"straightway Chrysis flees by n},ght for refuge to Phlious, fsarmg p|auslble defences are used to flus day by professed Christians
the Argtvas; " while Pausanius _i,. _3 rays that she fled to Tegea, 7esuits at _ame, by Hobart Seymour, p. 38, ed. New York, t849 J
taking refuge tbe_ at the altar ot minerva _aen. zs Lit., "pass to human offices."
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said with some reason, if, after the temples of the genitals : were these ext_ecttd to make men
godswere founded, and their images set up, there afraidP
were no wicked man in the world, no vlllany at 26. O dreadful forms of terror and '° frightful
all, t/justice, peace, good faith, possessed the bugbears x, on account of which the human race
hearts of men, and no one on earth were called was to be benumbed for ever, to attempt noth-
guilty and gmltless, all being ignorant of wicked ing in its utter amazement, and to restrain itself
deeds. But now when, on the contrary, all from every wicked and shameful act-- little sic-
things are full of wicked men, the name of inno- kles, keys, caps, pieces of wood, winged sandals,
cence has almost perished, and every moment, staves, little timbrels, pipes, psalteries, breasts
every second, evil deeds, till now unheard of, protruding and of great size, little drinking cups,
spring to light in myriads from the wickedness pincers, and horns filled with fruit, the naked
of wrongdoers, how is it right to say that images bodies of women, and huge veretra openly ex-
have been set up for the purpose of striking ter- posed ! Would it not have been better to dance
rot into the mob, while, besides innumerable and to sing, than calling it gravity and pretend-
forms of crime and wickedness/ we see that ing to be serious, to relate what is so insipid and
even the temples themselves are attacked by so silly, that images*2were formed by the ancients
tyrants, by kings, by robbers, and by nocturnal to check wrongdoing, and to arouse the fears of
thieves, and that these very gods whom antlqmty the wicked and impious? Were the men of that
fashioned and consecrated to cause terror, are age and time, in understanding, so void of reason
carried away 2 into the caves of robbers, in spite iand good sense, that they were kept back from
even of the terrible splendour of the gold ?3 wicked actions, just as if they were little boys,

25. For what grandeur--if you look at the by. the preternatural ,3 savageness of masks, by
truth without any prejudice 4__ is there in these grimaces also, and bugbears? '_ And how has
images s of which they speak, that the men of this been so entirely changed, that though there
old should have had reason to hope and think are so many temples in your states filled with
that, by beholding them, the vices of men could images of all the gods, the multitude of criminals
he subdued, and their morals and wicked ways i cannot be resisted even with so many laws and
brought under restraint? 6 The reaping-hook, for so terrible punishments, and their audacity can-
example, which was assigned to Saturn/was it to not be overcome *s by any means, and wicked
inspire mortals wlthfear, that they should be wilhng deeds, repeated again and again, multiply the
to hve peacefully, and to abandon their malicious more it is striven by laws and severe judgments
mchnatlons _ Janus, with double face, or that to lessen the number of cruel deeds, and to quell
spiked key by which he has been distinguished ; them by the check given ky means of punish-
Jupiter, cloaked and bearded, and holding in his merits ? But if images caused any fear to men,
right hand a piece of wood shaped hke a thun- the passing of laws would cease, nor would so
derbolt ; the cestus of Juno, s or the maiden lurk- many kinds of tortures be established against the
mg under a soldier's helmet ; the mother of the daring of the guilty : now, however, because it
gods, with her timbrel; the Muses, with their has been proved and established that the sup-
pipes and psalteries ; Mercury, the winged slayer posed ,6 terror which is said to flowout from the
of Argus; A_sculapius, with his staff; Ceres, with images is in reality vain, recourse has been had
huge breasts, or the dnnking cup swinging in to the ordinances of laws, by which there might
Llber's right hand ; Mulciber, with his work- be a dread o/_unishment which should be most
man's dress ; or Fortune, with her horn full of certain fixed in men's minds also, and a con-
apples, figs, or autumnal fruits ; Diana, with half- detonation settled ; to which these very images
covered thighs, or Venus naked, exciting to also owe it that they yet stand safe, and secured
lustful desire ; Anubis, with his dog's face ; or by some respect being yielded to them.
Priapus, of less importance 9 than his own

to For_mldfu*,m.

I Lit _ *¢ crltlTleS arid Wlck_n_f_S, '_ I1 T_7"O_'I.

u I.at , " go," vadere. :2 Or, perhaps, *' relate that images so frigid and so awkward."
t3 The Ms. and both Roman edd read menagruo_edma-e tO.to

3 Ltt., "' wxth their golden and to-he-feared splendours them- tate-$ a_nk; correcm_by Geleniut and later edd _tr_ws:'*sim4
Selves" torsi*ate a:_i_,, and by $aimasini, Orelli, Hild., and Oeh_, as4 Lit., "and without any favour," Krat_@ai[one.

$ Lit., "what great t_tnghave these images in them." above, _n. t. ,anm_.
6 Sothe ms,first four edd.,Elm., Htld,and Oehler, reading t4 The Ms., first fouredd,Elm.,andOberthltrread_na_=a, wb.ieh,

more, etmale_, corrected in the others a tna/efw:_--" morals with a_imo* read m mo_t (el. precochng *tote), would run, **that
withheld from wickedness." they were even kept hack, as to (i.e., in) m and hands, _rom

_ Cf. ch x2, p. sxt . wickedaetionsbythepreteruaturalasvagenelmoflnatktt." ']_eotltet
s The reference ts probably to some statue or picture ot Juno edd, read with Salmamus, as above, m_ii#.

teptesented as girt with the _rdle of Venus (ll., xlv. aI4). t_ Ltt., *' CUt away."
9 I.at., "hffenor." s_ Iac, "opinion of."
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BOOK VII.

L Since it has _een sufficiently shown, as far are whom we have never seen? We have been
as there has been opportumty, how vain it is to accustomed to hear from you that an infinite
form images, the course of our argument requires number 9 are gods, and are reckoned among '°
that we should next speak as briefly as possible, the deities ; but if these exist z' anywhere, and
and without any periphrasis, about sacrifices, are true gods, as Terenfius ,2 believes, it follows
about the slaughter and immolation of victims, as a consequence, that they correspond to their
about pure wine, about incense, and about all name ; that is, that they are such as we all see
the other things which are provided on such that they should be, and/hat they are worthy to
occasions.' For with respect to this you have be called by this name ; nay, more, -- to make
been in the habit of exciting against us the most an end without many words, m that they are such
violent ill-will, of calling us atheists, and inflict- as is the Lord of the universe, and the King
ing upon us the punishment of death, even by omnipotent Himself, whom we have knowledge
savagely tearing us to pieces with wild beasts, on and understanding enough to speak of as the true
the ground that we pay very little respect * to the God when we are led to mention His name.
gods ; which, indeed, we admit that we do, not For one god differs from another in nothing as
from contempt or scorn of the divine,3 but be- respects his divinity ; ,3 nor can that which is one
cause we think that such powers require nothing in kind be less or more in its parts while its own
of the kind, and are not possessed by desires for qualities remain unchanged. '4 Now, as this is
such things.4 certain, it follows that they should never have

What, then,S some one will say, do you think been begotten, but should be immortal, seeking
that no sacrifices at all should be offered? To nothing from without, and not drawing any
answer you not with our own, but with your earthly pleasures from the resources of matter.
Varro's opinion _ none. Why so? Because, 3. So, then, if these things are so, we desire
he says, the true gods neither wish nor demand to learn this, first, from you--what is the cause,
these ; while those 0 which are made of copper, what the reason, that you offer them sacrifices;
earthenware, gypsum, or marble, care much less and then, what gain comes to the gods them-
for these things, for they have no feeling ; and selves from this, and remains to their advantage.
you are not blamed 7 if you do not offer them, For whatever is done should have a cause, and
nor do you win favour if you do. No sounder should not be disjoined from reason, so as to be
opinion can be found, none truer, and one which lost _s among useless works, and tossed about
any one may adopt, although he may be stupid among vain and idle uncertainties. '6 Do the
and very hard to can_ince. For who is so ob- gods of heaven ,7 live on these sacrifices, and
tuse as either to slay victims in sacrifice to those must materials be supplied to maintain the union
who have no sense, or to think that they should of their parts ? And what man is there so igno-
be given to those who are removed far from them rant of what a god is, certainly, as to think that
in their nature and blessed state ? they are maintained by any kind of nourishment,

2. Who are the true gods? you say. To and that it is the food given to them *_which
answer you in common and simple language, we causes them to live and endure throughout their
do not know ; s for how can we know who those endless immortality ? For whatever is upheld

by causes and things external to itself, must be
t Lit, "m that part of_ears." mortal and on the way to destruction, when any-
2 Lit., "attribute least. '

ut,"th,,,_p_,_mg." thing on which it lives begins to be wanting.
4 [When good old Dutch Boyens came to the pontificate as Again, it ts :m2_ossible to suppose /hat any oneI'Ladnan Vl.,he was accounted a *' barbarian" because he so htfle

applied the art-treasur_ m the Vatican, on which Leo X had bell_cS this, because we see that of these things
tavashed so much money and so much devotion. His pious sprat
teemed oppr--,_ted to see !o many heathen 'an a_es m the Vatican:
_t ideta et/tsicarwt* was all he could say of them,-- a mc6t cred- verse (ii. 2), and ff there are any lesser powers called gods, what their
liable anecdoteofsuch aman msuch times. Seep. 5o4,n. 6,s_)ra.] relataonto Ham must he(in z, 3); but he dce.s not knowany such

s tin the Edm. edition this Is the opening sentence, but the editor gods himself, and is continually reminding the heathen that they know
remarks]: **By some accident the introducuon to the se.veuth book these godsjust as httle. (CA" the verynext sentence.)
has been tacked on o.sa last chapter to the sixth, where tt Is just as 9 Lit., "as many as posslble."
ont_]3laceashexelttsmkeepmg. [I have restored lt to its place zo Lit.,"mthesermsof."
te_ "l_y.] x, Lit.," are." . .Lit., "those, moreover." x2 i e., M. Terentlus Varro, mentioned m the last chapter.

7 Lit., '* nor is any blame contracted " . x3 Lit., "in that in which he is a god."
t On this Heraldus [most ignorantly] remarks, that tt shows con- I4 Lit. "uniformity of quality hemgpresorved "

dus-tvely how slight was the acquamtanoe with Chrlsttanity possessed x5 The'ms. and edd. read ut :K __e_bu$_eratwr ¢assis --" so as
byArnoblua, when he could not say who were the true gods. [The to he borne amo_g," emended by Hild. andOeh]ertera/_r_"w°r_t
Edin. editor clears up the cases as follows:] This, however, ts to awa amon ,"
forget that Aroobtus is not declaring h_s own opinions here, but meet- x_ Lit., _m vain errors of inanity " •
lag his adversari_ on their own ground. He knows who the true t7 The ]as. and edd. have here for/_ --" pexr.hance.."
Godis--theamtr_eandfoautama"allbelnS,and fnunerofthe urn- xe Lit., "gift of food."
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which are brought to their altars, nothing is of those bodies through which there is a way to
added to and reaches the substance of the the senses, and a door 8ywhick to receive pie.as-
deities ; for either incense is given, and is lost ures. Lastly, what pleasure is it to take delight
melting on the coals,' or the life only of the in the slaughter of harmless creatures, to have
victim is offered to the gods,s and its blood is the ears ringing often with their piteous bellow-
hcked up by dogs ; or if any flesh is placed upon ings, to see rivers of blood, the life fleeing away
the altars, it is set on fire in like manner, and is with the blood, and the secret parts having been
destroyed, and falls into ashes,-- unless per- laid open, not only the intestines to protrude with
chance the god seizes upon the souls of the vic- the excrements, but also the heart still bounding
rims, or snuffs up eagerly the fumes and smoke with the life left in It, and the trembling, palpi-
which rise from the blazing altars, and feeds upon tating veins in the viscera? We half-savage men,
the odours which the burning flesh gives forth, nay rather, m to say with more candour what it
still wet with blood, and damp with its former is truer and more candid to say, _ we savages,
juices.3 But if a god, as is said, has no body, whom unhappy necessity and bad habit have
and cannot be touched at all, how is it possible trained to take these as food, are sometimes
that that which has no body should be nourished moved w_thpity for them ; we ourselves accuse
by things pertaining to the body,- that what is and condemn ourselves when the thing is seen
mortal should support what is immortal, and ]and looked into thoroughly, because, neglecting
assist and give vitahty to that which it cannot the law which is bindihg on men, we have broken
touch? This reason for sacrifices is not valid, through the bonds which naturally united us at
therefore, as it seems ; nor can it be said by any the beginning.9 Will '° any one believe that the
one that sacrifices are kept up for this reason, gods, who are kind, beneficent, genre, are de-
that the deities are nourished by them, and sup- hghted and filled with joy by the slaughter of
ported by feeding on them. cattle, if ever they fail and expire pitiably before

4. If perchance _t is not this,4 are victims not their altars ?" And there is no cause, then, for
slain in sacrifice to the gods, and cast upon their pleasure in sacrifices, as we see, nor is there a
flaming altars to give them 5 some pleasure and reason why they should be offered, since there
dehght? And can any man persuade himself is no pleasure afforded by them ; and if perchance
that the gods become mild as they are exhila- there is some, 's it has been shown that it cannot
rated by pleasures, that they long for sensual in any way belong to the gods.
enjoyment, and, like some base creatures, are 5" We have next to examine the argument
affected by agreeable sensations, and charmed which we hear continually coming from the lips
and tickled for the moment by 6 a pleasantness of the common people, and find embedded in
which soon passes away ? For that whmh is popular conviction, that sacrifices are offered to
overcome by pleasure must be harassed by its the gods of heaven for this purpose, that they
opposite, sorrow ; nor can that be free from the may lay aside their anger and passions, and may
anxiety of gnef, which trembles with joy, and is be restored to a calm and placid tranquillity, the
elated capriciously with gladness.7 But the gods indignation of their fiery spirits being assuaged.
should be free from both passions, if we would And if we remember the definition which we
have them to be everlasting, and freed from the should always bear steadily in mind, that all agi-
weakness of mortals. Moreover, every pleasure tating feelings are unknown to the gods, the
is, as it were, a kind of flattery of the body, and consequence is, a belief's that the gods are
isaddressed to the five well-known senses ; but never angry ; nay, rather, that no passion is
if the gods above feel it,s they must partake also further from them than that which, approaching

most nearly to the spirit of wild beasts and sav-
x tit must have taken touch time to overcome this distaste for the age creatures, agitates those who suffer it withuse of tocense in Chnsuan minds. Let us watt for the tesmnony

ofL_t_t_us.l . tempestuous feelings, and brings them into dan-
i Or perhaps, sltoply, " the sacrifice is a ltving one," anlmdis

est kestta. Maerobius, however (Sat, lit. 5), quotes Trebauus as ger of destruction. For whatever is harassed
_rmgthatt_re weretwo_ndsof*_c._ces,,noneofwhichthe by any kind of disturbance, x4is, it is clear, capa-entrails were examined that they mtght dmclose the divine wfl|, while
m the other the life only was consecrated to the deity. Tins Is more ble of suffering, and frail ; that which has been

prec,selystatedbySerwus(/En .... 23i),who=_ thattheao*t_*subjected to suffering and frailtymust be mortal ;anzmald$ was only siren, that m other cases the blood was poured on
att_, t_t _ oth_,_r_rtoft_ ,_ct,m_d inothe_th.who_ebut anger harasses and destroys ,5 those who are

matmal,was burned. It ts probable, therefore, that Amobius tmcs the
words here in their technical meaning, as the next clause shows that 9 _Vaturalls inili_ consortia.

_me of the flesh was offered, whtle the blood was alloy,mr to fall to to So the tts. and first ¢&, acmording to Oelder_ radlng err,d-e-t,ground. [I am convinced that classical antiq_ must be the others -i--- " does."

more largely stndted m the Fathers of the first five centuries._ " " ." . .

_ _ supposed g_e . ,!the mcriftees pro,nded food for the gods, and to advance this new /
suggestion, that they were intended for the_ _tmn merely. [

5 Lit., '*for the sake of.. ]
6 Lit., "with the fleeting tickling o£" ]
7 Lit., s'vath the levities of gledne_es." ! ** Litt"_ofenythiag."
s i.e., pleasure. I ts C_ L xS.
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subject to it: therefore that should be called they have neither deigned at any time to show
mortal which has been made subject to the that they extsted, nor given nor imposed any
emotions of anger. But yet we know that the laws which they wished to be honoured by them
gods should be never-dying, and should possess and perfectly observed ? s
an immortal nature ; and if this is clear and cer- 8. But this, as I said, I do not mention, but
tain, anger has been separated far from them allow it to pass away in silence. This one thing
and from their state. On no ground, then, is it I ask, above all, What reason is there if I kill a
fitting to wish to appease that in the gods above pig, that a god changes his state of mind, and
which you see cannot suit their blessed state, lays aside his angry feelings and frenzy ; that if

6. But let us allow, as you wish, that the gods I consume a pullet, a calf under h_s eyes and on
are accustomed to such disturbance, and that his altars, he forgets the wrong which I did to
sacrifices are offered and sacred solemnities per- him, and abandons completely all sense of dis-
formed to calm it, when, then, is it fitt,ng that pleasure ? What passes from this act 6 to moa'i_.
these offices should be made use of, or at what his resentment ? Or of what service 7 is a goose,
time should they be given ?--before they are a goat, or a peacock, that from its blood relief
angry and roused, or when they have been is brought to the angrygod_ Do thegods, then,
moved and displeased even ?' If we must meet make insulting them a matter of payment ? and
them wi_ sacrifices before their anger zs roused, as little boys, to tnduce them to give up their fits
lest they become enraged, you are bringing for- of passion 8 and desist from their wailings, get
ward wild beasts to us, not gods, to which it i_ little sparrows, dolls, ponies, puppets, s with
customary to toss food, upon which they may which they may be able to dwert'themselves, do
rage madly, and turn their desire to do harm, the immortal gods in such wise recewe these
lest, having been roused, they should rage and gifts from you, that for them they may lay aside
burst the barriers of their dens. But if these their resentment, and be reconciled to those
sacrifices are offered to satisfy 2 the gods when who offended them? And yet I thought that
already fired and burning with rage, I do not in- the gods--if only it is right to believe that the)'
quire, I do not consider, whether that happy s are really moved by anger--lay aside their
and subhme greatness of spirit which belongs to anger and resentment, and forgwe the sins of
the deities is d,sturbed by the offences of httle the guilty, without any price or reward. For
men, and wounded if a creature, blind and ever thls belongs specially to deities, to be generous
treading among clouds of ignorance, has corn- in forgiving, and to seek no return for their gifts. 9

mitted any blunder,- said anythtng by which But if this cannot be, it would be much wiser
their dignity is impaired, that they should continue obstinately offended,

7. But neither do I demand that this should than that they should be softened by being cor-
be said, or that I should be told what causes the rupted with bribes. For the multitude increases
gods have for their anger against men, that hay- of those who sin, when there is hope given of
ing taken offence they must be soothed. 1 do paying for their sin ; and there is little hesi-
ask, however, Did they ever ordain any laws tation to do wrong, when the favour of those
for mortals ? and was it ever settled by them who pardon offences may be bought.
what it was fitting for them to do, or what it was 9- So, if some ox, or any animal you please,
not? what they should pursue, what avoid ; or which is slain to mitigate and appease the fury
even by what means they wished themselves to of the deities, were to take a man's voice and
be worshipped, so that they might pursue with speak these ,o words: "Is this, then, O Jupiter,
the vengeance of their wrath what was done or whatever god thou art, humane or right, or
otherwise than they had commanded, and might should it be considered at all just, that when
be disposed, if treated contemptuously, to avenge another has sinned I should be killed, and that
themselves on the presumptuous and transgress- you should allow satisfaction to be made to you
ors ? As I think, nothing was ever either settled with my blood, although I never did you wrong,
or ordained by them, since neither have they never wittingly or unwittingly did violence to
been seen, oaor has it been possible for it to be your divinity and majesty, being, as thou know-
discerned very clearly whether there are any: est, a dumb creature, not departing from" the
What justice is there, then, in the gods of heaven simplicity of my nature, nor inclined to be fickle
being angry for any reason with those to whom in my '2 manners ? Did I ever celebra*ce your

Lit, "kept with inviolable observance."
I Lit., "set in indignations " b Lit, "work "

Lit., " ff this sausfacuon of sacrifices is offered to " 7 Lit., "remedy."
3 So the !_. and moat edd., readm_ la_a, for which Ur_mtm [ $ So Par.es seems m be generally understood, i e., images of Pan

' " as thesuggested/a_/a--' splendid," and HeraIdus clara-- exalted "' I treed as playthings by boys, and veL,y much the same thing
4 It IS I_:rlaal_ ]_or_'ble so to translate the MS. _eq_e at"sum4_ u//J" [ puppets --/_/_li-- already mentioned.

ajk_t.$$i_,l _ig col'nt.tt.oJte dt.g_asct", retained by Orelh, Hild., [ 9 Lit., " to have hberal pardons and free eon_sm_."
and Oehler, in which ease si _nt ,,lid must be taken as the subject [ to Lit., "in these."
of the clause. The other edd., from regard to the consmletmn a read [ n Lit., "followm ."
f/t"._t"--" not) if t_ ]la_.'e beeda _) h.aS It been po_ble." I tat Lit.) ,c to varte_e..s of manifold."
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games with too little reverence and care ? did I ]they may give us prosperity and avert from us
drag forward a dancer so that thy deity was evil, cause us to live always happily, drive away
offended ? did I swear falsely by thee ? did I grief truly, and any evils which threaten us from
sacrilegiously steal your property and plunder accidental circumstances. This point demands
your temples? did I uproot the most sacred great care ; nor is it usual either to hear or to
groves, or pollute and profane some hallowed believe what is so easily said. For the whole
places by founding private houses ? What, then, company of the learned will straightway swoop
is the reason that the crime of another is atoned upon us, who, asserting and proving that what-
for with my blood, and that my life and innocence ever happens, happens according to the decrees
are made to pay for wickedness with which I of fate, snatch out of our s hands that opinion,
have nothing to do ? Is it because I am a base and assert that we are putting our trust in vain
creature, and am not possessed of reason and beliefs. Whatever, they will say, has been done
wisdom, as these declare who call themselves in the world, is being done, and shall be done,
m_-n, and by their ferocity make themselve_ has been settled and fixed in time past, and has
beasts?' Did not the same nature both beget causes which cannot be moved, by means of
and form me from the same beginmngs? Is it which events have been linked together, and
not one breath of life whmh sways both them form an unassailable chain of unalterable neces-
and me? Do I not respire and see, and am I sity between the past and the future. If it has
not affected by the other senses just as they are? been determined and fixed what evil or good
They have livers, lungs, hearts, intestines, bellies ; should befall each person, it, is already certain ;
and do not I have as many members ? They but if this is certain and fixed, there is no room
love their young, and come together to beget for all the help given by the gods, their hatred,
children ; and do not I both take care to pro- and favours. For they are just as unable to do
cure offspring, and dehght m it when it has been for you that which cannot be done, as to prevent
begotten ? But they have reason, and utter that from being done which must happen, ex-
articulate sounds; and how do they know cept that they will be able, if they choose, to
whether I do what I do for my own reasons depreciate somewhat powerfully that belief
and whether that sound which I give forth is my which you entertain, so that they 4 say that even
kind of words, and is understood by us alone ? the gods themselves are worshipped by you in
Ask piety whether it is more just that I should vain, and that the supplications with which you
be slain, that I should be killed, or that man address them are superfluous. For as they are
should be pardoned and be safe from punish- unable to turn aside the course of events, and
ment for what he has done ? Who formed iron change what has been appointed by fate, what
into a sword ? was it not man ? Who braught reason, what cause, is there to wish to weary and
disaster upon races ; who imposed slavery upon deafen the ears of those in whose help you can-
nations ? was it not man ? Who mixed deadly not trust at your utmost need ?
draughts, and gave them to his parents, broth- 1i. Lastly, if the gods drive away sorrow and
ers, wives, friends ? was it not man ? Who found grief, ff they bestow joy and pleasure, how s are
out or devised so many forms of w_ckedness, there in the world so many 6and so wretched men,
that they can hardly be related in ten thousand whence come so many unhappy ones, who lead a
chronicles of years, or even of days ? was it not hfe of tears m the meanest condition ? Why are
man ? Is not this, then, cruel, "monstrous, and not those free from calamity who every moment,
savage ? Does it not seem to you, O Jupiter, every instant, load and heap up the altars with sac-
unjust and barbarous that I should be killed, that rifices ? Do we not see that some of them, say
I should be slain, that you may be soothed, and the learned, are the seats of diseases, the light of
the gmtty find impunity?" their eyes quenched, and their ears stopped,

It has been estabhshed that sacrifices are of- that they cannot move with their feet, that they
fered in vain for this purpose then, viz., that the live mere trunks w_thout the use of their hands,
angry deities may be soothed ; since reason has that they are swallowed up, overwhelmed, and
taught us that the gods are not angry at any destroyed by conflagrations, shipwrecks, and dis-
time, and that they do not wish one thing to be asters ; z that, having been stripped of immense
destroyed, to be slain for another, or offences fortunes, they support themselves by labouring
against themselves to be annulled by the blood for hire, and beg for alms at last ; that they are
of an innocent creature. • exiled, proscribed, always in the midst of sorrow,

xo. But perhaps some one will say, We give overcome by the loss of children, and harasaed

to the gods sacrifices and other gifts, that, being 3 Lit.,"fromtheha,a, tous,"_/,, thereadingoftheMs.,both
made willing in a measure to grant our prayers, l_o_ _., c_,_us, LB., ,,_ Och_; _, which t_ ,_t

vObls--" OUt Of yottt ]latlds "
4 i.e., the learned men _ to ahoy.

I Lit., "leap into." 5 Lit , *' whence."
_- a [This very strtking passage should lead us to compare the widely 6 /tat, °' so innumerable."
,atumrent p_ of Judaic .sacrifices. See Elucidation gI., infra.] 7 Lttq "rulmL"
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by other misfortunes, the kinds and forms of that favour is granted according to the greatness
which no enumeration can comprehend ? But of the gift by which tt is purchased, and that a
assuredly this would not occur if the gods, who favourable decision is given to him from whom r
land been laid under obligation, were able to far the greater reward and bribe, though this be
ward off, to turn aside, those evils from those shameful, flows to him who gives it. s What if
who merited this favour. But now, because in two nations, on the other hand, arrayed against
these mishaps there is no _ for the inferrer- each other in war, enriched the altars of the
ente af the gods, but all things are brought gods with equal sacrifices, and were to demand
about' by inevitable necessity, the appointed that their power and help should be given to
course of events goes on and accomplishes that them, the one against the other : must it not,
which has been once determined, again, be believed that, if they are persuaded to

x2. Or the gods of heaven should be said to be of service by rewards, they are at a loss be-
be ungrateful if, while they have power to pre- tween both sides, are struck motionless, and do
vent it, they suffer an unhappy race to be in- not perceive what to do, since they understand
volved in so many hardships and disasters. But that their favour has been pledged by the ac-
perhaps they may say something of importance ceptance of the sacrifices ? For either they wtll
in answer to this, and not such as should be give assistance to this side and to that, which Is
received by deceitful, fickle, and scornful ears. impossible, for in that case they will fight them-
This point, however, because it would require selves against themselves, strive against their own
too tedious and prolix discussion," we hurry past favour and wishes ; or they will do nothing to
unexplained and untouched, content to have aid either nation 9 after the price af their aid
stated this alone, that you give to your gods dis- has been paid and received, which is very
honourable reputations if you assert that on no wicked. All this infamy, therefore, should be
other condition do they bestow blessings and removed far from the gods ; nor should it be
turn away what is injurious, except they have said at all that they are won over by rewards
been first bought over with the blood of she-i and payments to confer blessings, and remove
goats and sheep, and with the other things which what is disagreeable, if only they are true gods,
are put upon their altars. For it is not fitting, and worthy to be ranked under this name. For
in the first place, that the power of the deities either whatever happens, happens inevitably, and
and the surpassing eminence of the celestials there is no place in the gods for ambition and
should be believed to keep their favours on sale, i favour ; or if fate is excluded and got rid of, it does
first to receive a price, and then to bestow ! not belong to the celestial dignity to sell the boon
them; and then, which is much more unseemly, of its services, i° and the conferring of its bounties.
that they aid no one unless they recewe their 13. We have shown sufficiently, as I suppose,
demands, and that they suffer the most wretched that victims, mad the things which go along with
to undergo whatever perils may befall them,3 them, are offered in vain to the immortal gods,
while they could ward these off, and come to because they are neither nourished by them, nor
their aid. If of two who are sacrificing, one is feel any pleasure, nor lay aside their anger and
a scoundrel,* and rich, the other of small for- resentment, so as either to give good fortune, or
tune, but worthy of praise for his integrity and to drive away and avert the opposite. We have
goodness, m if the former should slay a hundred now to examine that point also which has been
oxen, and as many ewes with their lambkins, the usually asserted by some, and applied to forms
poor man burn a little incense, and a small piece ! of ceremony. For they say that these sacred
of some odorous substance,--will it not follow rites were instituted to do honour to the gods
that it should be believed that, if only the deities of heaven, and that these things which they do,
bestow nothing except when rewards are first they do to show them honour, and to magnify
offered, they will give their favour s to the rich the powers of the deities by them. What if
man, turn their eyes away from the poor, whose they were to say, in like manner, that they keep
gifts were restricted not by his spirit, but by the awake and sleep, walk about, stand still, write
scantiness of his means ?6 For where the giver something, and read, to give honour to the gods,
is venal and mercenary, there it must needs be and make them more glorious in majesty ? For

what substance is there added to them from the
*So Caa_r_ su_m co,f-i**a_ the -s. c_Uac.... br_ blood of cattle, and from the other things whichabout."

* Li_. ",t _,, thl,gd ton__d much_,_." are prepared in sacrificing ? what power is given
3 I.at., "the fortunes of perils."
* TheMS._ad,_ is _ e*t w_,,s,corr_t_ _,_a,,s--" hon- and added to them ? For all honour, which is

out;able" (whtch ma_._ the coml_rison pointless, because there is no
remon why a ridt man, if good, should notbe succoured as well as a
poor), in all edcL, except Oehler, who reads secleatx,, whxch departs _ LIL, "inclines thither whenc*."
too far from the ms. l_rhaps we should lead, as above, dnAome_tus. 8 t.e., tl_ decision.

s fiothe Ms.1 LB., Hfld., and Oehler, amt the other edd., adding 9 Lit., "both nations."
aalfxil_m-- ' mad hell?." zo Lit., "the favours of good work," ba_i.e_,_.[a_ar.esa, the

l_achng of Hild. and Oehler (otheredd. -e_-- the favour of as
6 Lit., "whom not his mind, but tim m_euity of his property, .service" )for ms_ fabere _¢d.reltrlemd."
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said to be offered by any one, and to be yielded to pay honour to all men even, of whatever rank,
to reverence for a greater being, is of a kind hav- of whatever condition they may be ? What,
ing reference to the other ; and consmts of two pray, you ask, is this very great honour? One
parts, of the concession of the giver, and the much more in accordance with duty than is paid
increase of honour of the receiver. As, if any by you, and directed to _' a more powerful race,
one, on seeing a man famed for his very great me rtply. Tell, us, you say, in the first place,
power' and authority, were to make way for him, what is an opinion worthy of the gods, right and
to stand up, to uncover his head, and leap down honourable, and not blameworthy from its being
from his carriage, then, bending forward to salute made unseemly by something infamous ? We
him with slawsh servility and 2 trembling agita- reply, one such that you believe that they neither
tion, I see what is aimed at in showing such re-have any likeness to man, nor took for any-
spect : by the bowing down of the one, very great ]thing whzch is outside of them and comes from
honaur is given to the other, and he is made to without ; then-- and this has been said pretty
appear great whom the respect of an inferior frequentlyw that they do not burn with the fires
exalts and places above his own rank. 3 of anger, that they do not give themselves up

14. But all this conceding and ascribing of passionately to sensual pleasure, that they are
honour about which we are speaking are met with not bribed to be of service, that they are not
among men alone, whom their natural weakness tempted to injure our enemtes, that they do not
and love of standing above their fellows 4 teach sell their kindness and favour, that they do
to delight in arrogance, and m being preferred not rejoice in having honour heaped on them,
above others. But, I ask, where is there room that they are not indignant and vexed if it is
for honour among the gods, or what greater ex- not given ; but-- and this belongs to the divine
altatmn as found to be given s to them by pihng -- that by their own power they know them-
up 6 sacrifices? Do they become more vener- selves, and that they do not rate themselves by
able, more powerful, when cattle are sacrificed to the obsequiousness of others. And yet, that we
them P is there anything added to them from may see the nature of what is said, what kind
this ? or do they begin to be more tru/y gods, of honour is this, to bind a wether, a ram, a bull
their diwmty being increased ? And yet I con- before the face of a god, and slay them in his
sider it almost an result, nay, an insult altogether, sight ? What kind of honour is it to invite a god
when it is said that a god as honoured by a man, to a banquet of blood, which you see him rake
and exalted by the offering of some gift. For and share in with dogs ? What kind of honour
ff honour increases and augments the grandeur is it, having set on fire piles of wood, to "hide
of him to whom it is given, at follows that a deity the heavens with smoke, and darken with gloomy
becomes greater by means of the man from whom blackness the images of the gods ? But if it
he has received the gift, and the honour con- seems good to you that these actions should be
ferred on him; and thus the matter is brought considered m themselves, '_ not judged of accord-
to this issue, that the god who is exalted by hu- ing to your prejudices, you willflnd /hat those
man honours is the inferior, while, on the other altars of which you speak, and even those beau-
hand, the man who increases the power of a tfful ones which you dedicate to the superior
deity is his superior.7 gods, '3 are places for burning the unhappy race

15. What then ! some one will say, do you of animals, funeral pyres, and mounds built for
think that no honour should be given to the a most unseemly office, and formed to be filled
gods at all ? If you propose to us gods such as with corruption.
they should be if they do exist, and such as s we z6. What say you, 0 you - ! is that foul
feel that we all mean when we mention 9 that smell, then, which is given forth'and emitted by
name, how can we but give them even the great- burning hides, by bones, by bristles, by the
est honour, since we have been taught by the fleeces of lambs, and the feathers of fowls,
commands which have espeoal power over us, '° is that a favour and an honour to the deity ? and

are the deities honoured by this, to whose tem-
t Lit, "of mo_t powerful name"
u Llt,,zrmtatingaslave.sservthty,,__anc_l_atum, theemenda, pies, when you arrange to go, you come '4

Uon of Hemsterh .... dopted by Orelli, Hild, and Oehler for the cleansed from all pollution, washed, and per-
anmtelhgible ms. amTlaru_.

L,_, "things." fectly ,s pure? And what can be more polluted
s. IAL, "m hlgher#lac¢_."
$Lat., "what eminences is it found to be added," addier. So here any reference to Chrtst's command to Hm disciptes not to em_r_fise

Hdd. and Oehler for the re_hng of Ms, first four edd., and Ober- |ordshtp over each other, yet Orelii thmks that there m .pet'ha_a
thdr adgert --" to add," emended in rest from margm of Llrsmus reference to Mark x. 4_, 43- If a part_ular reference were m_
4ccedert, much as above, ve might with more reason find it m t Pet. ix. iT, "Honour all num.

6 Sothems,readmgconjectlo_i_r, whichlsretahu_dinnoedd, xt lat.,"astablishedin."
although tts primary meaning ts exactly wl'_t the sense here requires, z_ Ltt," weighed by their own force," vL

The last clause was omttted in first four ¢dd. and l_lmh , and t3 i e, altar_acue _c )_ulckra.
wu inserted from the ms. by Mearshm. z4 LaL , • you s[_ow yountelves," jb_._._tYe. _ .

It Lit., "' whom." t$ Lit," most." So Tibulltm (Eleg[., ft..t, zS) : "Pure thiBgs
9 IAt`, "sny in the proclamation of" . . he gods. Come (i.e., to the sacrffw_) with clean garmen.._, aad w.ith

xo Lit., "more powerful c._mnands,_ i e., by Christ's injuncttons. 'Jean hands take water f_m the fotmtat_ -- perfect cAe_ltme_ oemg
It Jeems hardly possible that any one should lmppc_ that there ts scrupulously instated on.
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than these, more unhappy,' more debased, than their frightful hog-pools and filthy maws ? Would
if their senses are naturally such that they are you not in this case, then, be inflamed with rage
fond of what is so cruel, and take delight in l that your greatness was treated with contumely,
foul smells which, when inhaled with the breath, and account it an atrocious wrong that you were
even those who sacrifice cannot bear, and cer-greeted with filth? But, you re_ly, you honour
tainly not a delicate _ nose ? But if you think the gods with the carcasses of bulls, and by slay-
that the gods of heaven are honoured by the ing 5 other living creatures. And in what respect
blood of hying creatures beth g offered ta them, does this differ from that, since these sacrifices,
why do you not 3 sacrifice to them both mules, also, if they are not yet, will nevertheless soon
and elephants, and asses? why not dogs also, be, dung, and will become rotten after a very
bears, and foxes, camels, and hymnas, and hons ? short time has passed ? Finally, cease to place
And as birds also are counted victims by you, fire upon 6 your altars, then indeed you will z see
why do you not sacrifice vultures, eagles, storks, that consecrated flesh of bulls, with which you
falcons, hawks, ravens, sparrow-hawks, owls, and, magnify the honour of the gods, swelling and
along with them, salamanders, water-snakes, vi- heaving with worms, tainting and corrupting the
pers, tarantulm ? For indeed there is both blood atmosphere, and infecting the neighbouring dis-
in these, and they are in like manner moved by tricts with unwholesome smells. Now, if the gods
the breath of life. What is there more artistic were to enjoin you to turn these things s to your
in the former kind aT"sacmflces, or less ingemous own account, to make your meals from them 9 in
in the latter, that these do not add to and in- the usual way, you would flee to a distance, and,
crease the grandeur of the gods ? Because, says execrating the smell, would beg pardon from the
my opponent, it is right to honour the gods of gods, and bind yourselves by oath never again
heaven with those things by which we are our- to offer such sacrifices to them. Is not this con-
selves nourished and sustained, and live ; which duct of yours mockery, then ? is it not to confess,
also they have, in their divine benevolence, to make known that you do not know what a
deigned to give to us for food. But the same deity is, nor to what power the meaning and title
gods have given to you both cumin, cress, turnips, of this name should be given and applied ? Do
onions, parsley, esculent thistles, radishes, gourds, you give new dignity to the gods by new kinds
rue, mint, basil, flea-bane, and chives, and corn- of food ? do you honour them with savours and
manded them to be used by you as part of your juices, and because those things which nourish
food ; why, then, do you not put these too upon _,ou are pleasing and grateful to you ? do you
the altars, and scatter wild-marjoram, with which believe that the gods also flock up to enjoy their
oxen are fed, over them all, and mix amongst pleasant taste, and, just as barking dogs, lay
them onions with their pungent flavour ? aside their fierceness for mouthfuls, and pretty

x7. Lo, if dogs -- for a case must be imagined, often fawn upon those who hold these out?
in order that things may be seen more clearly-- xS. And as we are now speaking of the ani-
tf dogs, I say, and asses, and along with them reals sacrificed, what cause, what reason is there,
water-wagtails, if the twittering swallows, and that while the immortal gods m for, so far as we
pigs also, having _ acquired some of the feelings are concerned, they may all be gods who are be-
of men, were to think and suppose that you heved to be so--are of one mind, or should be
were gods, and to propose to offer sacrffices in of one nature, kind, and character, all are not
your honour, not of other things and substances, appeased with all the victims, but certain deiaes
but of those with which they are wont to be with certain animals, according to the sacrificial
nourished and supported, according to their laws ? For what cause is there, to repeat the
natural inclination,- we ask you to say whether same question, that that deity should be hon-
you would consider this an honour, or rather a outed with bulls, another with kids or sheep, this
most outrageous affront, when the swallows slew one with sucking pigs, the other with unshorn
and consecrated flies to you, the water-wagtails lambs, this one with virgin heifers, that one with
ants ; when the asses put hay upon your altars, horned goats, this with barren cows, but that with
and poured out libations of chaff; when the teeming '° swine, this withwhite, thatwathdusky"
dogs placed bones, and burned human excre- s L,t.,"by _la,ght_rsof,"c,,a_'_.

6 Lit "under," I e,, under the sacrifices on your altars.
ments* atyour shrines,, when, lastly, the pigs _ So_lledd,readmgc .... ,exceptbothRomanedd,Hild.,and

poured out before you a horrid mess, taken from Oehle_,whoretainthe*s cer_i-_--'" yousee."
s In translating thus, it has been attempted to adhere as closely

t This Heraldus explains as "of worse omen," and Oehler as as possible to the Ms. reading (according to Crusius) fua ,i.--cor-
_*more uudean." retted, as above, qune in LB. ; but it m by no means _rtam that

further ch_g_es should not be made.9 Lit., prepare luncboons and dinners thence," i.e., from the
I_g_nuan, i.e., such as any respectable person has
To flats the commentators have rephed, that mules, asses, and

dogs were saerifice.d to certain deaties. We must either admit that putrefying carcasses
Amobins. has _ fallen into error, or suppose that he refers merely to The ms. mad first four edd. read inKentibss ,or#-" wtth
to the animals which were usually slam, or find a reason for h_ neg- huge breeding swine," changed by restj as above, incunt-, from the
letting it in the circum.stances of each sacrtfice. . . . margin of Orslnus.

4 ['I_newit of Arnobms must he acknowledged, m this scorching tt Or"gloomy"_etrds, thercadingofus,andalledd__, . . , ,, mnce LB.,
satire. Compare the divxne orchnanees, Exod. xxtx. x3, x4. j for whmh enrher edd. gave atrzs--' black.
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vicgtns, one with female, the other, on the con- gions axe an utterly vain and empty name, 6 and
wary, with male animals ? For if victims are that underneath the earth there are no Plutonian
slain in sacrifice to the gods, to do them honour realms and abodes, this, too, must nullify your
and show reverence for them, what does it mat- ideas about black cattle and gods under the
ter, or what difference is there with the life of ground. Because, if there are no infernal re-
what animal this debt is paid, their anger and gions, of necessity there are no dd Manium also.
resentment put away ? Or is the blood of one For how is it possible that, while there are no
victim less grateful and pleasing to one god, regions, there should be said to be any who
while the other's fills him with pleasure and joy ? inhabit them ?
or, as is usually done, does that de:(y abstain 20. But let us agree, as you wish, that there
from the flesh of goats because of some reveren- are both infernal regions and Manes, and that
tial and religious scruple, another turn with dis- some gods or other dwell in these by no means
gust from pork, while to this mutton stinks ? and favourable to men, and presiding over misfor-
does this one avoid tough ox-beef that he may tunes ; and what cause, what reason is there,
not overtax his weak stomach, and choose ten- that black victims, even z of the darkest hue,
der' sucklings that he may digest them more should be brought to their altars ? Because dark
speedily ? 2 things suit dark, m_d gloomy things are pleasing

19. But you err, says ray o_onent, and fall to similar beings. What then? Do you not see
into mistakes ; for in sacrificing female victims -- that we, too, may joke with you stupidly, and
to the female deities, males to the male de:tzes, just as you do yourselves s n that the flesh of
there is a hidden and very 3 secret reason, and: the victims is not black,9 nor their bones, teeth,
one beyond the reach of the mass. I do not fat, the bowels, with '° the brains, and the soft
mqmre, I do not demand, what the sacrificial marrow in the bones ? But the fleeces are jet-
laws teach or contain ; but if reason has demon- black, and the bristles of the creatures are jet-
strated,4 and truth declared, that among the gods iblack. Do you, then, sacrifice to the gods only
there is no difference of species, and that they wool and little bristles torn from the victims?
are not distinguished by any sexes, must not all Do you leave the wretched creatures, despoiled
these reasonings be set at nought, and be proved, it may be, and shorn, to draw the breath of
be found to have been believed under the most heaven, and rest in perfect innocence upon their
foolish hallucinations ? I will not bring forward feeding-grounds ? But if you think that those
the opinions of wise men, who cannot restrain things axe pleasing to the infernal gods which are
their laughter when they hear distinctions of sex black and of a gloomy colour, why do you not
attributed to the immortal gods : I ask of each take care that all the other things which it is cus-
man whether he himself believes in his own mind, tomary to place upon their sacrifices should be
and persuades himself that the race of the gods black, and smoked, and horrible in colour ? Dye
is so distinguished that they are male and female, the incense if it is offered, the salted grits, and
and have been formed with members arranged all the libations without exception. Into the
suitably for the begetting of young? milk, oil, blood, pour soot and ashes, that this

But if the laws of the sacrifices enjoin that like may lose its purple hue, that the others may be-
sexes should be sacrificed to like, that is, female come ghastly. But if you have no scruple in
vice'ms to the female gods, male wctims, on the introducing some things which are white and
contrary, to the male gods, what relation is there retain their brightness, you yourselves do away
in the colours, so that it is nght and fitting that with your own religious scruples and reasonings,
to these white, to those dark, even the blackest while you do not maintain any single and uni-
victims are slain ? Because, says my o_onenl, versal rule in performing the sacred rites.
to the gods above, and tkose who have power to 2x. But this, too, it is fitting that we should
give favourable omens,S the cheerful colour is here learn from you : If a goat be slain to Jupi-
acceptable and propitious from the pleasant ap- ter, which is usually sacrificed to father Liber and
pearance of pure white ; while, on the contrary, Mercury," or if the barren heifer be sacrificed to
to the sinister deities, and those who inhabit the Unxia, which you give to Proserpine, by what
infernal seats, a dusky colour is more pleasing, usage and rule is it determined what crime there
and one tinged with gloomy hues. But if, again, is in this, what wickedness or guilt has been con-
the reasoning holds good, that the infernal re- 6 ThatArnobms had goodre.stuntoappealm th_ _ m_

a fact, mevident from the lines of Juvenal (ii. x4.9"-zS_)"" Not-"_ even
x Lit., "the te_ndernessof." chdclren believe that there are any Manes and sulcfi_'/'smean._u_2'
2 [The law of clean and unclean reflects the insuncts of man, as 7 L_t., "and." Imme_audy after, the Ms. is co_ m later

appealed to; but comtmre and l_aliently study these teats: I_v. writing color-es (for -is) --" _ the d_t tmkm_.."

_t. :to and F_ek, XXII._6, ]._V. xl. andA_L_x. IS; ROIILxlv. x4 and indulges oce.a_ott_ly in $1m;la*vagtte exI_-Sal_on_Luke xl. 4 t ] 8 Sim_l*¥er, This i$ o_rt_y a _tts r_g,l_t Jktt_aitm
s Lit.," more." 9 l_at., " is white." .

. 4 SotheMs..Elm.,LB.,Orelli, Hild.,sndOehler, reading_,kerlt, zo Or, very probably,"tlm membranes with (Le.,endoeial0 the
lot which the others rea_tjus:erit--" has bidden." brai_," ome_a ¢w_ c_rabr_.

,iS Lit., " prevailmg wath favourableness of omens," 0_¢'_, for C,oQts we_ sacrifi_d to Bacch_, b_t mot, Io fax as is known,
which the _s. and first four ecki. readk-_"ofmen." toMercu_. Cf.c. x6, p._4_n. 3.
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tracted, since it makes no difference to the wor- which the goddess is especially esteemed ; nor
ship offered/a _e da'!y what animal it is with shouM gravid and pregnant vie:ires have been
whose head the honour is paid which you owe ? sacrificed to the Earth from respect for its fruit-
It is not lawful, says my o/_onent, that these fuiness, which 6 we all desire and wish to go on
things should be confounded, and it is no small always in irrepressible fertility.7 For if because
crime to throw the ceremonies of the rites and the Tritonian goddess is a virgin it is therefore
the mode of expiation into confusion. Explain fitting that virgin victims be sacrificed to her,
the reason, I beg. Because it is right to conse- and if because the Earth is a mother she is in
crate victims of a certain kind to certain deities, like manner to be entertained with gravid swine,
and that certain forms of supplication should be then also Apollo s/wuld be honoured by the sac-
also adopted. And what, again, is the reason nfice of mumcians because he is a musician;
that it is right to consecrate victims of a certain 2Esculapius, because he is a physician, by the
kind to certain deities, and that certain forms of sacrifice of physicians ; and because he is an
supplication should be also adopted, for this very artificer, Vulcan by the sacrifice of artificers ; and
rightfulness should have its own cause, and spring, because Mercury is eloquent, sacrifice should be
be derived from certain reasons ? Are you going made to him with the eloquent and most fluent.
to speak about antiquity and custom ? ff so, But if it is madness to say this, or, to speak with
you relate to me merely the opinions of men, moderation, nonsense, that shows much greater
and the inventions of a blind creature: but I, madness to slaughter pregnant swine to the
when I request a reason to be brought forward Earth because she is even more prolific ; pure
to me, wish to hear either that something has land virgin heifers to Minerva because she is
fallen from heaven, or, which the subject rather pure, of unvlolated virginity.
requires, what relation Jupiter has to a bull's 23. For as to that which we hear saidby you,
blood that it should be offered in sacrifice to that some of the gods are good, that others,
him, not to Mercury or Liber. Or what are the on the contrary, are bad, and rather inclined to
natural properties of a goat, that they again should indulge in wanton mischief, s and that the usual
be suited to these gods, should not be adapted rites are paid to the one party that they may
to the sacrifices of Jupiter? Has a partition of show favour, but to the others that they may not
the animals been made amongst the gods ? Has do you harm,- with what reason this is said,
some contract been made and agreed to, so that _ we confess that we cannot understand. For to
it is fitting that this one should hold himself back say that the gods are most benevolent, and have
from the victim which belongs to that, that the gentle dispositions, is not only pious and reh-
other should cease * to claim as his own the blood gious, but also true ; but that they are evil and
which belongs to another ? Or, as envious boys, sinister, should by no means be hstened to, in-
are they unwilling to allow others to have a share asmuch as that divine power has been far re-
in enjoying the cattle presented to them ? or, as moved and separated from the disposition which
is reported to be done by races which differ does harm.9 But whatever can occamon calam-
greatly in manners, are the same things which ity, it must first be seen what it is, and then it
by one party are considered fit for eating, rejected should be removed very far from the name of
as food by others ? deity.

22. If, then, these things are vain, and are Then, supposing that we should agree with you
not supported by any reason, the very offering 3 that the gods promote good fortune and calam-
of sacrifices also is idle. For how can that ity, not even in this case is there any reason why
which follows have a suitable cause, when that you should allure some of them to grant you
very first statement from which the second flows prosperity, and, on the other hand, coax others
is found to be utterly idle and vain, and estab- with sacrifices and rewards not to do you harm.
lished on no solid basis ? To mother Earth, First, because the good gods cannot act badly,
they say, is sacrificed a teeming ¢ and pregnant even if they have been worshipped with no hon-
sow ; but to the virgin Minerva is slain a virgin our,-- for whatever is mild and placid by nature,
calf, never forced s by the .goad to attempt any is separated widely from the practice and devising
labour. But yet we think that neither should a of mischief; while the bad Knows not to restrain
virgin have been sacrificed to a virgin, that the his ferocity, although he should be enticed to do
virginity might not be violated in the brute, for so with a thousand flocks and a thousand altars.

For neither can bitterness change itself into

LiL,"by theW=ionof tometransaction_ it,"etc. .. sweetness, dryness into moisture, the heat of
t So all except both Roman edd., wluch retain the us. reaomg

d_d-d-trd (corrected.n- by Gelenius) --"wish." J OfL 60_am, i.e., the emrth.3 So the Ns., HIM., and Oehler, reading d-atz_, al_px'pv_.., oy 7 Singularly enough, forftcu_ddgMt.Oberth_r reads _irg,z_itatt

4 l_tcd-e_t;',Socorrected m the margin of Ursmus for MS. zng- desired m the earth. Orcth, as tts_, copieswtthout remark
--"huge." Cf. ch zS, p S_4, n. so. . . take of his predecessor .

S The Ms. rtmds ,xc#ata c_ (according to Hild.): cot- s I.,L ._more ptx_mpt tolustof hurting.t"
tected, u above,by thc insertion of at. 9 Lit., '*natureofhurUng."
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fire into cold, or what is contrary to anything _ of which the first 6 is fat cut into very small
take and change into its own nature that which [pieces, as dainties 7 am ; that which has been
is its opposite. So that, if you should stroke a placed second is the extension of the gut by which
viper wlth your hand, or caress a poisonous scor- the excrements are given off after being drained
pion, the former will attack you with its fangs, of all their nourishing juices; while the offa
the latter, drawing itself together, will fix its sting penita is a beast's tail cut off with a morsel of
in you; and your caressing will be of no avail, flesh. What is tit meaning of_limina, omenta,
since both creatures are excited to do mischief, pal_ea, or, as some call it, plasea ?_ of which
not by the stings of rage, but by a certain pecul- that named amentum is a certain part enclosed
iarity of their nature. It isthusofnoavailtowish by the reservoirs of the belly are kept within
to deserve well of the sinister deities by means bounds ; the plasea is an ox's tail s besmeared
of sacrifices, since, whether you do this, or on with flour and blood ; the l_limina, again, are
the contrary do not, they follow their own nature, those parts which we with more decency call
and by inborn laws and a kind of necessity are proles, -- by the vulgar, however, they are usu-
led to those things, ta da which' they were made. ally termed testes. What is t]_ meaning offla'lla,
Moreover, in this way 2 both kinds of gods cease /tureen, afncia, gran'lla, catumeum, cumspolium,
to possess their own powers, and to retain their cubula ? _ of which the first two are names of
own characters. For if the good are worshipped species of pottage, but differing in kind and qtlal-
that they may be favourable, and supplication is ity ; while the series of names which follows de-
made in the same way to the others, on the con- notes consecrated cakes, for they are not shaped
trary, that they may not be injurious, it follows :in one and the same way. For we do not choose
that it should he understood that the propitious !to mention the taro strebula which is taken from
deta'es will show no favour if they receive no the haunches of bulls, the roasted pieces of meat
gifts, and become bad instead of good ; 3 while, which are spitted, the intestines first heated, and
on the contrary, the bad, if they receive offerings, baked on glowing coals, nor, finally, the pickles,9
will lay aside their mischievous disposition, and which are made by mixing four kinds of fruit.
become thereafter good : and thus it is brought In like manner, we do not choose ta mena'an the
to this issue, that neither are these propitious, fendic_, which also are the hir_fl ° which the lan-
nor are those sinister ; or, which is impossible, guage of the mob, when it speaks, usually terms
both are propitious, and both again sinister, alia; _' nor, in the same way, the ¢erumn_, 's which

24. Be it so; let it be conceded that these are the first part of the gullet,u where ruminating
most unfortunate cattle are not sacrificed m the animals are accustomed to send down their food
temples of the gods without some religious obli- and bring it back again ; nor the magmenta, _4
gation, and that what has been done in accord- augmina, and thousand other kinds of sausages
ance with usage and custom possesses some or pottages which you have given unintelligible
rattonal ground: but if it seems a great and names to, and have caused to be more revered
grand thing to slay bulls to the gods, and to burn by common people.
an sacrifice the flesh of animals whole and entire, 25. For if whatever is done by men, and us-
what is the meaning of these relics connected pecially in religion, should have its causes,
with the arts of the AfagT' which the pontifical and nothing should be done without a reason in
mysteries have restored to a place among the all that men do and perform,--tell us and say
secret laws of the sacred rites, and have mixed what is the cause, what the reason, that these
up with religious affairs? What, I say, is the things also are given to the gods and burned
meaning of these things, apexaones, hircim, sili- upon their sacred altars ? For here we delay,
cernia, langavi, which are names and kinds of constrained most urgently ta wait for this cause,
sausages, 4 some stuffed with goats' blood, Sothers we pause, we stand fast, desiring to learn what
with minced liver ? What is the meaning of t,z- a god has to do with pottage, with cakes, with
a_, ucenim, offce, not those used by the common different kinds of stuffing prepared in manifold
people, but those named and called off_penit_? ways, and with different ingredients? Are the

s i.e., g_eda
t The Ms. reads ad ta quat factl sunt, understood seemingly as 7 So Salmasins and Mcursius eonected the ms. ca/.zT/at_'m_a-m

above by the edd, by supplying ad before qua_ Oehler, however, by ormtting a.
proposes futa--"beeause they were made for them." The read- s ie. /.ail.p_.
tug must be regarded as doubtful 9 Sa_amma, b_. which ig l_ha_ meant the grits _ mdt

a t.e, if sacrdicns avad to counteract the malevolent dispositions on the victim, hut if so, Arnolfftm is at varmnce witlt Servius (V'trgil.
of the gods. . . Ecl, vtil. 8x), who expressly states that these were of ape.lt mixed

SLtt., "these. _ This clause, omitted by Oberth_r, Is also omit- only with salt; while there iJino trace eh_,where o4"a _ tillage.
ted without remark by Orelh. to The first four edd. retain the unintelligible _S. dira*.

4 So the edd., reac_g farclm/n=m for the Ms. fadnorum, cor- It Le., the ontlmls. "Jibe m_, first four edd._ and ]_..lm.gouldt'//a.
rected by Hdd. farlerum--" of stuffings." Throughout thts pas- t* So tim ms., LB., Oherthtlr, Ordli, I-l_ikL,and O¢l_r; but
sage hardly one of the names of these sacrtficial datuttes m generally aerumne is found in no otherimslmg¢ with this nmanlng.
___ upon; as many are raetwith nowhere eise, the MS has been 13 Lit., " first headsin gtdlets."
adhered to strictly . t4 By this, and the word which fonowll, we ktlow from Ihe

$ i.e.,probablythe_irciae: ofthe'others, silictrnia tmemtonave ogy that" ofl_angs" to the godsmmg he meat_but we lmow nothiag
been put oa the tal_ at ftmerals, more.
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deitiesaffectedby splendiddinnersorluncheons,nor was itused by any one in offeringsacrifice
so thatitisfittingtodeviseforthem feastswith- duringthe fourhundred yearsin which Alba
out number? Are they troubledby the loath-flourished; nordidevenRomulus orNuma, w],o
ingsof theirstomachs,and isvarietyof flavourswas skilfulin devisingnew ceremonies,know
soughtfor to get ridof theiraversion,so that eitherof itsexistenceor growth,as thesacred
thereissetbeforethem meat atone timeroasted,grits9show withwhich itwas customarythatthe
atanotherraw,and at anotherhalfcooked and usualsacrificesshouldbe performed. Whence,
halfraw? But ifthe gods liketo receivealltherefore,did itsuse begin to be adopted?
thesepartswhich you term pr_sici_,'and iforwhat desireof noveltyassailedthe old and
thesegratifythem withany senseof pleasureor ancientcustom, so that that which was not
delight,what prevents,what hindersyou from needed forso many ages took thefirstplacein
layingalltheseupon theiraltarsat once with the ceremonies? For if withoutincensethe
the whole'animals? What cause,what reason performanceof a religiousserviceisimperfect,
is therethat the haunch-piece2 by itself,the and ifa quantityof itisnecessarytomake the
gullet,the tail,and the taft-piece3 separately,celestia]sgentleand propitioustomen, thean-
the entrailsonly,and the membrane 4 alone,cientsfellintosin,nay rather,theirwhole life
shouldbe broughttodo them honour? Are the was fullof guilt,fortheycarelesslyneglectedto
gods of heaven moved by variouscondiments? offerthatwhichwas most fittedto givepleasure
Afterstuffingthemselveswith sumptuous and tothegods. But ifinancienttimesneithermen
ample dinners,do they,as isusuallydone,take nor gods soughtforthisincense,itisproved
theselittlebitsassweetdainties,not to appease thatto-dayalsothatisoffereduselesslyand in
their hunger, but to rouse their wearied palates, S vain which antiqmty did not believe necessary,
and excite in themselves a perfectly voracious but modern times desired without any reason. '°
appetite ? O wonderful greatness of the gods, 27. Finally, that we may always abide by the
comprehended by no men, understood by no rule and definition by which it has been shown
creatures I if indeed their favours are bought and determined that whatever is done by man
with the testicles and gullets of beasts, and if must have its causes, we will hold it fast here
they do not lay aside their anger and resentment, also, so as to demand of you what is the cause,
unless they see the entrails 6 prepared and off_ what the reason, that incense is put on the altars
bought and burned upon their altars, before the very images of the deities, and that,

26. We have now to say a few words about from its being burned, they are supposed to be-
incense and wine, for these, too, are connected come friendly and gentle. What do they acqmre
and mixed up with your ceremonles,7 and are from this being done, or what reaches their
used largely in your religious acts. And, first, minds, so that we should be right in judging that
with respect to that very incense which you use, these things are well expended, and are not con-
we ask this of you particularly, whence or at sumed uselessly and in vain ? For as you should
what time you have been able to become ac- show why you give incense to the gods, so, too,
quainted with it, and to know it, so that you it follows that you should manifest that the gods
have just reason to think that it is either worthy have some reason for not rejecting it with dis-
to be given to the gods, or most agreeable to dain, nay more, for desiring it so fondly. We
their desires. For it xs almost a novelty ; and honour the gods wlth this, some one will perhaps
there is no endless succession of years since it say. But we are not inquiring what your £eeling
began to be known in these parts, and won its is, but the gods' ; nor do we ask what is done by
way into the shrines of the gods. For neither you, but how much they value what is done to
in the heroic ages, as it is beheved and declared, purchase their favour. But yet, O piety, what or
was it known what incense was, as is proved by how great is this honour which is caused by the
the ancient writers, in whose books is found no odour of a fire, and produced from the gum of
mention s of it ; nor was Etruria, the parent and a tree ? For, lest you should happen not to
mother-of superstition, acquainted with its fame know what this incense is, or what is its origin,
and renown, as the rites of the chapels prove ; it is a gum flowing from the bark of trees, just

as from the almond-tree, the cherry-tree, solidi-
, i.e. cut _fur _. lying as it exudes in drops. Does this, then,
* ca_,str_,,z_, honour and magnify the celestial dignities? or,s Pl_ea.
4 The Ms. reads unintelligibly _ _*, corrected by C_lealius if their displeasure has been at any time excited,

_,m, _,_ove. • is it melted away before the smoke of incense,s Lit., "admonish the ease of the palate;" a curmcUon of Salma-
siw__mlttlug _ fromthe_s. _t,_ ad_,u_.t, and lulled to sleep, their anger being moderated ?

, Li_,"t_m _ of_t=m_i_, too,werecouPled*halmh_," Why, then, do you not burn indiscriminately the
etms On this Oehler remarka, that the books of Mo_s show that it juice of any tree whatever, without making any
_ms_rtalnJytm_lintheEastintlmmostancmnt times. But Arno-
h4tmhtm e_l_,_ly ntsta4M his _,atement to tl_ tmc of inoe..mm"m 9Pi=mfar.

l_tt,t_}, i.o [Seep. Sxg,uote z, .t.uj_'at.]
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distinction ? For if the deities arc honoured by tion is not caused by the influences of the things,
this, and are not displeased that Pancl_.an gums but springs from the nature of his own senses,
are burned to them, what does it matter from and connection with the external. But all this
what the smoke proceeds on your sacred altars, is set far from the gods, and is separated from
or from what kind of gum the clouds of fumiga- them by no small interval. For if it is true, as
tion arise ? is believed by the wise, that they are incorpo-

28. Will any one say that incense is given to real, and not supported by any excellence of
the celestials, for this reason, that it has a sweet ibod_ strength, an odour is of no effect upon
smell, and imparts a pleasant sensation to the them, nor can reeking fumes move them by
nose, while the rest are disagreeable, and have their senses, not even if you were to set on fire
been set aside because of their offensiveness ? a thousand pounds of the finest incense, and the
Do the gods, then, have nostrils with which to iwhole sky were clouded with the darkness of
breathe ? do they inhale and respire currents of the abundant vapours. For that which does not
air so that the qualities of different smells can have bodily strength and corporeal substance,
penetrate them ? But if we allow that this is cannot be touched by corporeal substance ; but
the case, we make them subject to the condi-l an odour is corporeal, as is shown by the nose
tions of humanity, and shut them out from the iwhen touched by one : therefore it cannot, ac-
limits of deity ; for whatever breathes and draws !cording to reason, be felt by a deity, who has no
in draughts of air, to be sent back in the same body, and is without any feeling and thought. 6
way, must be mortal, because it is sustained by ! 29. Wine is used along with incense ; and of
feeding on the atmosphere. But whatever is this, in like manner, we ask an explanation why
sustained by feeding on the atmosphere, if you it is poured upon it when burning. For if a
take away the means by which communication reason is not 7 shown for doing this, and its
is kept up,/its life must be crushed out, and its cause _s not s set forth, this action of yours must
vital principle must be destroyed and lost. So not now be attributed to a ridiculous error, but,
then, if.the gods also breathe and inhale odours to speak more plainly, to madness, foolishness,
enwrapt in the air that accompanies them, it is blindness. For, as has been already said pretty
not untrue to say that they live upon what is re- frequently, everything which is done should have
ceived from others,2 and that they might perish its cause manifest, and not involved in any dark
if their air-holes were blocked up. And whence, obscurity. If, therefore, you have confidence in
lastly, do you know whether, if they are charmed what is done, disclose, point out why that liquor
by the sweetness of smells, the same things are is offered ; that is, zohy wine is poured on the
pleasant to them which are pleasant to you, and altars. For do the bodies of the deities feel
charm and affect your dzfferent natures with a parching thirst, and is it necessary that their dry-
similar feeling? May it not be possible that the ness be tempered by some moisture? Are they
things which give pleasure to you, seem, on the accustomed, as men are, to combine eating and
contrary, harsh and disagreeable to them? For drinking? In like manner, also, after the solid9
since the opinions of the gods are not the same, food of cakes and pottages, and victims slain in
and their substance not one, by what methods twnour of them, do they drench themselves, and
can it be brought about that that which is unlike make themselves merry with very frequent cu/_s
in quality should have the same feeling and per-i of wine, that their food may be more easily
ception as to that which touches it.3 Do we not softened, and thoroughly digested ? Give, I beg,
every day see that, even among the creatures to the immortal gods to drink ; bring forth gob-
sprung from the earth, the same things are either lets, bowls, '° ladles, and cups ; and as they stuff
bitter or sweet to different species, that to some themselves with bulls, and luxurious feasts, and
things are fatal which are not pernicious to rich food,--lest some piece of flesh hastily,,
others, so that the same things which charm gulped down should stick in passing through the
some with their delightful odours, give forth stomach, run up, hasten, give pure wine to Jupi-
exhalations deadly to the bodies of others ? But ter, the most excellent, the supreme, lest he be
the cause of this is not in the things which can- choked. He desires to break wind, and is un-
not be at one and the same time deadly and
wholesome, sweet and bitter ; but just as each 6 so _u _d, wit_.t ,_u_,, _ c,,z.¢e.¢_'_,,_.ough

.... ' meditation" has nothin to do with the _n_ of smell, and has not
one has been formed to receive lmpresstons from been_,_-,io_lv_m_. W__hotad_o_r _d ¢og-,,.,U_e--
what is external,4 so he is affected : s his condi- " =a't_," ie.',tosucho_. . .......

:r so LB. andOehler._adu_g _,.-_z._Ms._), allmomereo, a _mmrt.
x Lit.,*' the returns by whtch the vttal alternamm is restored and Img .u_.,.the negative being absolutely n-_---_--W to the mmm, and

So the Ms., Hild., andOehler, reading_re¢-_'_al_nu,_ Lit, nor win.it have.i_cat_e.. .........
for which the test read ,u_- -- '' the fumtffations of othem. ] 9 _ mm m cJe.arl_,tn_ m_..m_, _"_mus e_[mlm_ ,_ft-

3 Lit., "feel and receive one contact.'r | du by referring to the ar_ent belief that mw.h _ mm_ta De
4 Lit.,"aseachhasbeenmadeforthemuchlngofathingcominglwl_oUycommu_d,.mulno_t_ .. .

from witho_" . . . I _r_.., drinking-_tp_, but o_ mmr peuamr _ or pmlTmewe

blc r,_;._ of us. and Rom_ edd , ejffcit--" effects." 1 t I.ic, "ba_y.
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able; and unlessthat hindrancepassesaway thiswinewhich we bring."s The words "which
and isdissolved,thereisverygreatdangerthat we bring,"saysTrebatius,areadded forthispur-
hisbreathingwillbe stoppedand : interrupted,pose,and put forthforthisreason,thatallthe
and heavenbe leftdesolatewithoutitsrulers, wine whateverwhichhas been laidup inclosets

3o. But, saysmy o1_onent,you are insultingand storerooms,fromwhichwas takenthatwhich
uswithoutreason,forwe do not pour forthwine is pouredout,may not begin to be sacred,and
tothegods of heavenforthesereasons,asifwe be rcR from theuse of men. Thisword,then,
supposed thatthey eitherthirsted,or drank,or beingadded,thatalonewillbe sacredwhich is
were made glad by tastingitssweetness.Itis broughttoth_place,and therestwillnotbe con.-
given to them to do them honour; thattheirsccrated.6 What kindofhonour,then,isthis,in
eminence may become more exalted,more iUus-which thereisimposedon thedeitya condition,7
trious,we pour libationson theiraltars,and asitwere,not toask more thanhasbeen given?
withtheha/flextinguishedemberswe raisesweet orwhat isthegreedof thegod,who, ifhe were
smells,2 which show our reverence.And what notverballyinterdicted,would extendhisdcsires
greaterinsultcan be inflictedupon the gods too far,and rob his suppliantof his stores?
than if you believe that they become propitious "Let the deity be worshipped with this wine
on receiving wine, or, if you suppose that great which we bring :" this is a wrong, not an honour.
honour is done to them, if you only throw and For what if the deity shall wish for more, and
drop on the live coals a few drops of wine ? shall not be content with what is brought.t
We are not speaking to men void of reason, or Must he not be said to be signally wronged who
not possessed of common understanding : in you, is compelled to receive honour conditionally?
too, there is wisdom, there is perception, and in For if all wine in cellars whatever must become
your hearts you know, by your own 3 judgment, consecrated were a limitation not added, it is
that we are speaking truly. But what can we do manifest both that the god is insulted to whom
with those who are utterly unwilling to consider a limit is prescribed against his wishes, and that
things as they are, to converse themselves with in sacrificing you yourselves violate the obhga-
themselves? For you do what you see to be tions of the sacred rites, who do not give as
done, not that which you are assured should be much wine as you see the god wishes to be given
done, inasmuch* as with you a custom without to himself. "Let the dqi_y be worshipped with
reason prevails, more than a perception of the this wine which we bring : " what is this but say-
nature of circumstances based on a careful ex- ing, "Be worshipped as much as I choose ; re-
amination of the truth. For what has a god to ceive as much dignity as I prescribe, as much
do with wine ? or what or how great is the power honour as I decide and determine by a strict
in it, that, on its being poured out, his eminence engagement s that you should have ?" O sub-
becomes greater, and his dignity is supposed to limity of the gods, excelling in power, which
_e honoured? What, I say, has a god to do thou shouldst venerate and worship with all cere-
with wine, which is most closely connected with monial observances, but on which the worshipper
the pursuits of Venus, which weakens the strength imposes conditions, which he adores with stipu-
of all virtues, and is hostile to the decency of lations and contracts, which, through fear of one
modesty and chastity, --which has often excited word, is kept from excessive desire of wine l
men's minds, and urged them to madness and 32 . But let there be, as you wish, honour in
frenzy, and compelled the gods to destroy their wine and in incense, let the anger and displeas-
own authority by raving and foul language ? Is ure of the deities be appeased by the immola-
not this, then, impious, and perfectly sacrilegious, tion and slaughter of victims : are the gods
to give that as an honour which, if you take too moved by garlands also, wreaths and flowers, by
eagerly, you know not what you are doing, you the jingling of brass also, and the shaking of
are ignorant of what you are saying, and at last cymbals, by timbrels also, and also by sympho-
are reviled, and become infafimus as a drunkard, nious t_'_es? 9 What effect has the clattering of
a luxurious and abandoned fellow ? castanets, that when the deities have heard them,

3I. It is worth while to bring forward the ithey think that honour has been shown to them,
words themselves also, which, when wine is of- and lay aside their fiery spirit of resentment in
fered, it is customary to use and make supplica- forgetfulness ? Or, as little boys are frightened
tion with: "Let the dd_ be worshipped with into giving over their silly wailings by hearing

5 k'i_ i_fMo.
x Lit., "belag smmgled, may hey _ Lit., "hotrod by rtligntm."
z So LB., O/e.lli, and {)elder, nmd_. with Salmamtts m-t_-4w_ ? This is admirab_ illustrated in an inscription quot_ by Herd-

(ms. -4-). Geaeaius propmmdcsis, a.t, whiehwotfld rtfer to thestmm dus: "Julater most excellent, supreme, when this day I give and
of the muaifi_m, dedicme to thee this altar, I g_ve and d_htmt* st with these eomfltioas

5 IAt.,"mmlar." * CircB,,,cri_ie,_ v_rb_r_,,*.4 So mostedd., remeYta£si_ni_m _ #l_ tJalet, for which the and bruits which I say opeMy to-day."
ms.,folfo_bybothl_mtL_kL, HiltL,_md Oehler, t_utjb_'_um 9 S._/u_ia_. Evldentlymtmlcallnstrmnents; but while lsidore
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aw sound of rattles, are the almighty deities also it aside, get rid of it, and show themselves gra.
soothed in the same way by the whistling of cious to us again, their friendship being renewed.
pipes ? and do they become mild, is their indig- And what is the cause, again, that they are made
nation softened, at the musical sound of cym- quite calm and gentle, if absurd things are done,
bals? What is the meaning of those calls _which and idle fellows sport before the eyes of the
you sing in the morning, joining your voices to multitude? Does Jupiter lay aside his resent-
the music of the pipe ? Do the gods of heaven ment if the AmpMtryon of Plautus is acted and
fall a_leep, so that they should return to their declaimed ? or if Europa, Leda, Ganymede, or
posts ? What is the meaning of those slumbers I Dana_ is represented by dancing, does he restrain
to which you commend them with auspicious sal- his passionate impulses? Is the Great Mother
utations that they may be in good health ? Are rendered more calm, more gentle, if she beholds
they awakened from sleep ; and that they may the old story of Attis furbished up by the play-
be able to be overcome by it, must soothing lul- ers? Will Venus forget her displeasure if she
labies be heard ? The purification, says my op- sees mimics act the part of Adonis also in a bal-
ponent, of the mother of the gods is to-day. 2 Do let? ,2 Does the anger of Alcides die away if the
the gods, then, become dirty ; and to get rid of tragedy of Sophocles named TracMni_, or the
the filth, do those who wash them need water, Itercuks of Euripides, is acted ? or does Flora
and even some cinders to rub them with?3 The think ,3 that honour is shown to her if at her
feast of Jupiter is to-morrow. Jupiter, I sup- games she sees that shameful actions are done,
pose, dines, and must be satiated with great and the stews abandoned for the theatres? Is
banquets, and long filled with eager cravings far not this, then, to lessen the dignity of the gods,
food by fasting, and hungry after the usual 4 in- to dedicate and consecrate to them the bases,
terval. The vintage festival of _/Esculapius is!things which a rigidly virtuous mind will turn
being celebrated. The gods, then, cultivate vine- from with disgust, the performers of which your
yards, and, having collected gatherers, press the law has decided to be dishonoured and to be
wine for their own uses.S The lecasternium of considered infamous ? The gods, forsooth, de-
Ceres 6 will be on the next Ides, for the gods light in mimics; and that surpassing excellence
have couches ; and that they may be able to lie which has not been comprehended by any human
on softer cushions, the pillows are shaken up faculty, opens it its ears most willingly to hear
when they have been pressed downy It is the these plays, with most of which they know they
birthday of Tellus ; s for the gods are born, and are mixed up to be turned to derision ; they are
have festal days on which it has been settled delighted, as it is, with the shaved heads of the
that they began to breathe, fools, by the sound of flaps, and by the noise of

33. But the games which you celebrate, called applause, by shameful actions and words, by huge
Floraha and _¢[egalensia,9 and all the rest which redfascina. But further, if they see men weak-
you wish to be sacred, and to be considered re- ening themselves to the effeminacy of women,
hgious duties, what reason have they, what cause, some vociferating uselessly, others running about
that it was necessary that they should be insti- without canse/S others, while their friendship is
tuted and founded and designated by the names xo unbroken, bruising and maiming each with the
of deities? The gods are honoured by these, bloody cestus, these contending in speaking with-
says my opponent; and if they have any recol- out drawing breath, _6swelling out their cheeks
lection of offences committed" by men, they lay with wind, and shouting out noisily empty vows,

t At da break on openin and at night on closing the temple the do they lift up their hands to heaven in lt_irY. g, , • .

pnestsof Istssangh.,_msmpmtseof thegoddess(cf.Jos;.Scah_r, admtra_on, start up moved by sueh wonders,
Lasti&ationzs am _al., etc., p x32); and to mese _rnomtm relers _. _- ;_+_ _l_-;_c _cra;_ l'_r._r_ crratqr_U_
sarcastmally, as though they had been ca]Is to awake, and lunablas to LIUt_ tut_ t.A_*u,t_,v*lo, ,_,, _*_ _ .... _ o

_mg_ _l_p ........ to men ? If these things cause the gods to tor-
2 i.e., Marco *Ttla, marged Lavatio m a camnoar px,elmrea cturmg - -" " - - "" "' - a--'--- "_- '-:arh--tthe reignofConstantius, get melr resentment, 1t mey uenve me mg e_
3 Lit. "and some ruhbmg of cinders added," allquafrictz_e _la, aem_-_ t'rr_r_t _,,m,.H;_ At_ll_n_ farces and

¢t_zerts ; an emendaUon of U_mas for the posstbly co.rr_t MS. *_/- Y . . . ] 1 , /

fuaf. c.--" the anetent rubbing," Le, that psacusad m early ttmes, pantomimes, why ao you aetay, why oo you
4 Ltt. 'Lanmversary."
s so ;_ L_te_odd _to-._g th_eme.d_t_onof oa ._, _i,,_, hesxtate, to say that the gods themselves also

for the corrupt Ms. _ (or _) ,ua_z'anzbu*. nL_v act lasciviously dance, comnose obscene
o Le., feast at whlch the image.of Ceres was placed on a couch, t" 3, _ , __, .... ...r-q- n h ?

probably the Cereah'a, celebra._d In April. _ _e.flafl]r cow.. songs, ana unaulate warn tremonng nau c es
tradw._ prof. Ram_y's a._ertxon t._nt , p. 345) ttaat lefttstermum m
not applied to a banquet offered to a goddess; while _ corroborates . .
ht_statementthatsuchfeastswereordinaryevents,notexm_rdim_ t_ Lit.,"in ._ucmgmo_", ..........
udemmties, asMr.Yates says(Smith's:4n&,s.y..). Seep 5x9, n._,: .is SoM�umms, Orelli, and LmnFr, t_tdi__ #._timat-_e, m_ tn_,,

7 LiL,"thctmpresalonofthe cushions ts lifted upmtdraisad, ]otl_ters Ict_ammgule MS. "_r--- IS rmra mougntto_ treaum,

" " " t_ Lit ado ts
t.e, smoothed. I etc. . .,

s Thus the asth of January is marked as the birth da_ of the ] t" *" ' -- 'l_s" " ...........
Gsao_l_ tl_ xst o( February as that of H ert.-nies, the xst ot Marcll u I , rlere a.tto um_ is aoul_t as t? wtmt t _1_____oI tlle__l__ ._
that of Mm, ill t]_ l_tdar _dy m_.ion_L [ Th_ .Is, _ .n_ atl_ cfalJ_t --'" Wlto_Jt bl_U_. ,'" WlIiI_ I1_.

to Singular. . I. "_.._.OrdliCXl;mUuc_r* _ *p_ _ rnmm_gm a contest
tt So the marl_ of Ursmus, Elm., LB., Ot_.lti, Hild., and] mwhicbeachstrove'_q_eakorsmgwitho_ebt'eathioniW, xthantl_Oehler;theMS._ rotbeingknown. _e*t.
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For what difference is there, or what does it mat- above are the better, or our thoughts preferable,
ter, whether they do these things themselves, or are and much more honourable and just, and such as
pleased and delighted to see them done byothers ? to give and assign its own dignity to the divine

34- Whence, therefore, have these vicious nature. And, first, you declare that the gods,
opinions flowed, or from what causes have they whom you either think or believe to exist, of
sp_._ ? From this it is clear, in great measure, whom you have set up images and statues in all
that men are unable to know what God is, the temples, were born and produced from the
what is HIS essence, nature, substance, quality ; germs of males and females, under the necessary
whether He has a form, or is limited by no bodily condition of sexual embraces. But we, on the
outline, does anything or not, is ever watchful, contraxy, if they axe indeed true gods. and have
or is at times sunk in slumbers, runs, sits, walks, the authority, power, dignity of this name, con-
or is free from such motions and inactivity. Be- sider that they must either be unbegotten, for it
ing, as I have said, unable to know all these is pious to believe this, or, if they have a be-
things, or to discern them by any power of rea- ginning in 7 birth, it belongs to the supreme God
son, they fell into these fanciful beliefs, so that to know by what methods He made them, or
they fashioned gods after themselves, and gave how many ages there are since He granted to
to these such a nature as they have themselves, them to enter upon the eternal being of His own
in actions, circumstances, and desires. But if divine nature. You consider that the deities have
they were to perceive that they axe worthless sexes, and that some of them are male, others
creatures, _ and that there is no great difference female ; we utterly deny that the powers of
between themselves and a little ant, they would heaven have been distinguished by sexes, since
cease, indeed, to think that they have anything this distinction has been given to the creatures
in common with the gods of heaven, and would of earth which the Author of the universe willed
confine their unassuming insignificance 2 within : should embrace and generate, to provide, by
its proper limits. But now, because they see their carnal desires, one generation of offspring
that they themselves have faces, eyes, heads, after another. You think that they are like men,
cheeks, ears, noses, and all the other parts of our! and have been fashioned with the countenances
limbs and muscles, they think that the gods also of mortals ; we think that the images of them
have been formed in the same way, that the are wide of the mark, s as form belongs to a
divine nature is embodied in a human frame ; 3 mortal body; and if they have any, we swear
and because they perceive that they themselves with the utmost earnestness and confidence that
rejoice and are glad, and again are made sad by no man can comprehend it. By you they are
what is too disagreeable, they think that the said to have each his trade, like artisans; we
deities also on joyous occasions axe glad, and on laugh when we hear you say such things, as we
less pleasant ones become dejected. They see hold and think that professions are not necessary
that they are affected by the games, and think to gods, and it is certain and evident that these
that the minds of the celestials axe soothed by have been provided to assist poverty.
enjoying games ; and because they have pleasure 36. 9 You say that some of them cause dissen-
in refreshing themselves with warm baths, they sions, that there are others who inflict pesti-
think that the cleanness produced by 4 bathing is lences, others who excite love and madness,
pleasing to the gods above. We men gather our others, even, who preside over wars, and axe
vintages, and they think and believe that the delighted by the shedding of blood; but we,
gods gather and bring in their grapes ; we have indeed, on the contrary, judge that these things
birthdays, and they affirm that the powers of are remote'° from the dispositions of the deities ;
heaven have birthdays.S But if they could
ascribe to the gods ill-health, sickness, and bodily .... y..... n_c,and transposedco.35.36.37tothe _d. Thi,does not, however, meet the dfliiculty, for the same objection stdl
disease, they would not hesitate to say that they holdsgood.thattherelS a wantof connectionandharmonyin these
were splenetic, blear-eyed, and ruptured, because co_d_din_cha_. andthat,_-,cn,h_ tha__g_d, tbeydo_otform a fitting conclusion to the whole work.
they are themselves both splenetic, and often _L_,.,"o_.-

s ht., "that effigies have been far removed from them" Thi_
blear-eyed, and weighed down by huge herniae, m_y be understood, either as meaning that the gods had not vtstble

35" Come now: as the discussion has been f°orma_m_._ above,t_ th_ tlk_._, _de bym_ sho*©d
prolonged and led to these points, let us, bring- s somO_h.
in,, forward ,_ho+ ao,-h 1._o +_ oo_,6 ._;Ao _... o ,oIt is important to nobcethe evidencein thisonesentenceof

7 Y haste and want of revtstou. In the first hne we fred g 'u ( ' -
brief comvarison whether your ideas of the _ods _o,-di_m-,, di_,_,"), b_tnottheno_ o_,,_h, depends.

-- " _ and m the apodosm a verb (dz_snct_ esse-" have been removed,"
i.e., "are remote") has no subject, although its gender imperatively

x I_.t., "an animal of no .value._ I requires that k_ r¢_, or some such words.,,be supplied. One omts-
Lg.',".,_ moa_ of..t_ h,_hty." I .,ou.mighthave.b_.__ay.,_', .b_ to• ,Up_ _ p_ qthe _y:_ *'_ _tam _ nature m a corporeal forlL n II_t. I_tt two om_lol_ such as these OCCUn-mgso ClOSety,must, ,t

4 Lit,, "o_" I would seem, be assigned to the impetuous disregard of mzauti_ voth

s Cf. p. $3z, n. 8. | which Amchins I_ocked out a coacl_ whic_ was never carefully
6 Lit+,_byopp0dti_mofthepartsofeach._ Condderabledi_-]revised.(C£ Appendix,notet,and _.539,n 8.) The impommcv

cult_has becmre|instotheabrtlptway inwh_'.,hthe book¢_dsasit]o_"suchindicationsismanLfestinformingan opmi_m on the contro=
is arranged in the _s. Orelli h_ ther,2.foreadopted the suggestam of | v_rs_ as to tins part of the work.
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or if there are any who inflict and bring these them from us than opinions worthy of the gods,
dis on miserable mortals, we maintain that they and most appropriate to their name ? These
are far from the nature of the gods, and should are the surest gifts, these true sacrifices ; for
not be spoken of under this name. You judge gruel, incense, and flesh feed the devouring
that the deities are angry and perturbed, and flames, and agree very well with the paren/a/ia z
given over and subject to the other mental affec- of the dead.
uons ; we think that such emotions are alien 383 If the immortal gods cannot be angry,
from them, for these suit savage beings, and those says my opponent, and their nature is not agi-
who die as mortals.' You think that they re- rated or troubled by any passions, what do the
joice, are made glad, and are reconciled to men, histories, the annals mean, in which we find it
their offended feelings being soothed by the written9 that the gods, moved by some annoy-
blood of beasts and the slaughter of victims ;ances, occasioned pestilences, sterility,'* failure
we hold that there is in the celestials no love of crops, and other dangers, to states and na-
of blood, and that they are not so stern as to tions ; and that they again, being appeased and
lay aside their resentment only when glutted satisfied by means of" sacrifices, laid aside their
with the slaughter of animals. You think that, buralng anger, and changed the state of the
by wine and incense, honour is given to the atmosphere and tames into a happier one?
gods, and their dignity increased ; we judge it What is the meaning of the earth's roarings, the
marvellous and monstrous that any man thinks earthquakes, which we have been told occurred
that the deity either becomes more venerable by because the games had been celebrated careless-
reason of smoke, 2 or thinks himself supplicated ly, and their nature and circumstances had not
by men with sufficient awe and respect when been attended to, and yet, on their being cele-
they offer 3 a few drops of wine. You are per- brated afresh, and repeated with assiduous care,
suaded that, by the crash of cymbals and the the terrors of the gods were stilled, and they were
sound of pipes, by horse-races and theatrical recalled to care and friendship for men? How
plays, the gods are both delighted and affected, often, after that nin obedience to the commands
and that their resentful feelings conceived before ¢ of the seers and the responses of the diviners
are mollified by the satisfaction which these --sacrifice has been offered, and certain gods
things give ; we hold it to be out of place, nay have been summoned from nations dwelling be-
more, we judge it mcredible, that those who have yond the sea, and shrines erected to them, and
surpassed by a thousand degrees every kind of certain images and statues set on loftier pillars,
excellence jn the height of their perfection, have fears of impending dangers been diverted,
should be pleased and delighted with those and the most troublesome enemies beaten, and
things which a wise man laughs at, and which the republic extended both by repeated joyous
do not seem to have any charm except to little victories, and by gaining possession of several
children, coarsely and vulgarly educated, provinces I Now, certainly this would not hap-

37. Since these things are so, and since there pen if the gods despised sacrifices, games, and
is so great difference between 3 our opm_ons and other acts of worship, and did not consider them-
yours, where are we, on the one hand, impious, selves honoured by expiatory offerings. If, then,
or you pious, since the decision as to 3 piety and all the rage and indignation of the deities are
impiety must be founded on the opinions of the cooled when these things are offered, and
two parties ? For he who makes himself an those things become favourable which seemed
image which he may worship for a god, or fraught with terrors, it is clear that all these
slaughters an innocent beast, and burns it on things are not done without the gods wishing
consecrated altars, must not be held to be de- them, and that it is vain, and shows utter igno-
voted to religion.S Opinion constitutes religion, rance, to blame us for giving them.
and a right way of thinking about the gods, so 3922 We have come, then, in speaking, to
that you do not think that they desire anything the very point of the case, to that on which the
contrary to what becomes their exalted position, question hinges, to the real and most intimate
which is manifest. 6 For since we see all the part af the discussion, which it is fitting that,
things which are offered to them consumed here laying aside superstitious dread, and putting away
under our eyes, what else can be said to reach partiality, we should examine whether these are

gods whom you assert to be furious when of-
, ut, ",_ of.. thosem_t,.g the f,,_ _ m_ty," fended, and to be rendered mild by sacrifices ;

obeun_-um, corrected by Oelenius (accorchng to Orelli) for the MS

._ retamed, though umntelhgible, by Camerus, Oberth, and

2 [Seep 5t_, note x, andp. 52S, caP 26, supra] 7 i.e., offerln_ to parenm, as the name imldM, and other rel_
a Lit., "of., _Cap. 29, p. 529, s_t _ra ] uveq who were dead.
•1 Lit, "rome lame." s 35 in Orelh.

s Lit., "divine things." hler readin 9 Lit., "m the writings ofwhlch we read."6So the Ks.,both Roman edd. Hild, and Oe ,. .g xopl.
#ro_#tae; corrected _r_s_mpt_--"taken for granted, m the ,t Ltt.,"bysatisfactlonof."
rest. n 36inOrelh. [Seenotet, Appendix, p $39, t_fra.]
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or whether they are something far different, and tain gods 9 were summoned from among nations
should be separated from the notion of this dwelling beyond the sea, and honoured with mag-
n_me and power. For we do not deny that all nificent temples ; and that the violence of the
these things are to be found in the writings of plague abated, and very frequent triumphs were
the annalists which have been brought forward gained, the power of the enemy being broken,
by you in opposition ; for we ourselves also, ac- and the territory of the empire was increased,
cording to the measure and capacity of our and provinces without number fell under your
abilities, have read, and know, that it has been sway. But neither does this escape our knowl-
recorded that once at the ludi circenses, cele- edge, that we have seen it asserted that, when
brated in honour of Jupiter the supreme, amas- the Capitol was struck by a thunderbolt, and
ter dragged across the middle of the arena, and many other things in it, the image of Jupiter
afterwards, according to custom, punished with also, which stood on a lofty pillar, was hurled
the cross, a very worthless slave wham he had from its place. Thereafter a response was given
beaten with rods. Then, when the games were by the soothsayers, that cruel and very sad mis-
ended, and the races not long finished, a pesti- chances were portended from fire and slaughter,
lence began to distress the state ; and when each from the destruction of the laws, and the over-
day brought fresh ill worse than what was be- throw of justice, especially, however, from ene-
fore, 1and the people were perishing in crowds, mies themselves belonging to the nation, and
in a dream Jupiter said to a certain rustic, ob- from an impious band of conspirators ; but that
scure from the lowliness of his lot, that he should these things could not be averted, nay, that the
go 2 to the consuls, point out that the dancer s accursed designs could not be revealed, unless
had displeased him, that it might be better for Jupiter were again set up firmly on a higher pfl-
the state if the respect due to the games were far, turned towards the east, and facing the rays
paid to them, and they were again celebrated of the rising sun. Their words were trustworthy,
afresh with assiduous care. And when he had for, when the pillar was raised, and the statue
utterly neglected to do this, either because he turned towards the sun, the secrets were revealed,
supposed it was an empty dream, and would find and the offences made known were punished.
no credence with those to whom he should tell 4i. '° All these things which have been men-
it, or because, remembering his natural insxgnifi- tioned, have indeed a miraculous appearance,--
cance, he avoided and dreaded approaching rather, they are believed to have it,--if they
those who were so powerful,4 Jupiter was ren- come to men's ears just as they have been brought
dered hostile to the lingerer, and imposed as forward ; and we do not deny that there is in
punishment an him the death of his sons. After- them something which, being placed in the fore
wards, when he 5 threatened the man himself front, as the saying is, may stun the ears, and
with death unless he went to announce his dis- decewe by its resemblance to truth. But if you
approval of the dancer,- overcome by fear of will look closely at what was done, the person-
dying, since he was already himself also burning ages and their pleasures," you will find that there
wath the fever of the plague, having been in- is nothing worthy of the gods, and, as has already
fected, he was carried to the senate-house, as been said often, nothing worthy to be referred
his neighbours wished, and, when his vision had to the splendour and majesty of this race. For,
been declared, the contagious fever passed away. first, who is there who will believe that he was
The repetition of the games being then decreed, a god who was pleased with horses running to
great care was, on the one hand, given to the no purpose, _2and considered it most delightful
shows, and its former good health was restored that he should be summoned x3by such sports ?
to the people. Rather, who is there who will agree that that was

40.6 But neither shall we deny that we know Jupiter--whom you call the supreme god, and
this as well, that once on a time, when the state the creator of all things which are-- who set out
and republic were in difficulties, caused either from heaven to behold geldings vieing with each
by 7 a terrible plague continually infecting the other in speed, and running z4the seven rounds
people and carrying them off, or by enemies of the course ; and that, although he had him-
powerful, and at that time almost threatening to gelf determined that they should not be equally
rob it of its liberty s because of their success in nimble, he nevertheless rejoiced to see them pass
battle,-- by order and advice of the seers, cer-

9 Cf ii 73.
,o 38h o,enL

: Lit., "added ewl heavier than evil." , zz So the MS, LB., Hild., and 0ehler, reading z,o/w-p-4ate*, t.e,
a So iat_ edd.,t_..admgvadtret from the margln of Urt_nus, ] the games and feasts spoken of p_viously; the other edd. read -,-

while the first three retain the Ms. reading *_aa_,¢-- persuade." [ --" wishes."

s i.e., the dave writhing under the scourge. I xa Oehler explains ._a by oCw*e--" who was leisurely dei4 Lit., "of so great power." I hghted;" but the_ is no _.ason why it should not have its usua
S Le.tJnpiter. Imeaaing, asabove. [Seenotex, Appendix, p. 539.]
6 37 m Oreifi. [ x_ i e., from heaven. Instead of e..z,ccari, however, Heraldus h_s
7 Lit., " which either a... made," etc. proposed a- --" be chverted."
II Iat., "verynear to danger of carrying off liberty." " i4 Lzt.," unfoldang."
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each other, and be passed, some in their haste and pestilence ? If the magistrate who presided
fMling forward upon their heads, and overturned over the games was too careless in learning who
upon their backs along with their chariots, others on that day had been led across the circus, and
dragged along and lamed, their legs being broken ; blame was therefore contr'_ted, what had the
and that he considered as the highest pleasures unhappy people done that they should in their
fooleries mixed with trifles and crnelties, which own persons suffer the penalty of another's of.
any man, even thauKh fond of pleasure, and not fences, and should be forced to hurry out of life
trained to strive after seriousness and dignity, by contagious pestilences ? Nay, what had the
would consider childish, and spurn as ridiculous? women, whose weakness did not allow them to
Who is there, I say, who vail believe-- to repeat take part in public business, the grown-up s
this word assiduously m that he was divine who, maidens, the little boys, finally the young chil-
being irritated because a slave was led across the dren, yet dependent for food on their nurses,
circus, about to suffer and be punished as he de- what had these done that they should be assailed
served, was inflamed with anger, and prepared with equal, with the same severity, and that
himself to take vengeance ? For if the slave was before they tasted the joy of life 6 they should
guilty, and deserved to be punished with that ."eelthe bitterness of death?
chastisement, why should Jupiter have been 43 .r If Jupiter sought to have his games cele-
moved with any indignation when nothing was brated, and that afresh, s with greater care ; if
being done unjustly, nay, when a guilty fellow he honestly saught to restore 9 the people to
was being punished, as was right? But if he health, and that the evil which he had caused
was free from guilt, and not worthy of punish- should go no further and not be increased, would
ment at all, _u?iter himself was the cause of it not have been better that he should come to
the dancer's vitiating the games, _ for when he the consul himself, to some one of the public
might have helped him, he did him no service m priests, the pana)_ex maximus, or to his own
nay, sought both to allow what he dmapproved, flamen 19ialis, and in a vision reveal to him the
and to exact from others the penalty for what he defect in the Kames occasioned by the dancer,
had permitted. And why, then, did he complain and the cause of the sadness of the times?
and declare that he was wronged in the case of What reason had there been that he should
that dancer because he was led through the midst choose, to announce his wishes and procure the
of the circus to suffer the cross, with his back satisfaction desired, a man accustomed to /ire
torn by rods and scourges ? in the country, unknown from the obscurity of

42. 2 And what pollution or abomination could his name, not acquainted with city matters, and
have flowed from this, either to make the circus perhaps not knowing what a dancer is? And
less pure, or to defile Jupiter, seeing that in a if he indeed knew, as he must have knawn if
few moments, in a few seconds, he beheld so he was a diviner, '° that this fellow would refuse
many thousands throughout the world perish by to obey, would it not have been more natural
different kinds of death, and with various forms and befitting a god, to change the man's mind,
of torture ? He was led across, says my opponent, and constrain him to be willing to obey, than
before the games began to be celebrated. If to try more cruel methods, and vent his rage
from a sacrilegious spirit and contempt s for re- indiscriminately, without any reason, as robbers
ligion, we have reason to excuse Jupiter for being do ? For if the old rustic, not being quick in
indignant that he was contemned, and that more entering upon anything, delayed in daing what
anxious care was not given to his games. But was commanded, being kept back by stronger
if from mistake or accident that secret fault was motives, of what had his unhappy children been
not observed and known, would it not have been guilty, thatfupiter's anger and indignation should
right and befitting Jupiter to pardon human fail- be turned upon them, and that they should pay
ings, and grant forgiveness to the blindness of for another's offences by being robbed of their
ignorance ? But it was necessary that it should lives ? And can any man believe that he /: a
be punished. And after this, will any one god wha is so unjust, so impious, and who does
believe that he was a god who avenged and not observe even the laws of men, among whom
punished neglect of a childish show by the de- it would be held a great crime to punish one
struction of a state? that he had any seriousness for another, and to avenge one man's offences
and dignity, or any steady constancy, who, that upon others? H But, 1am laid, he caused the
he might speedily enjoy pleasure afresh, turned s so, _ _ twok_te,,, an _ _ t_ ..a unl.,,,
the air men breathed _ into a baneful poison, and __.,_,at.,_._--"_d_m,_m."
ordered the destruction of mortals by plague 6 L,_,"t_h_"7 _ m Ordll. The is., xst edd., and Ursim_ vnmt _.

s Lit., "and ttsttm_L" [Conf. Paine. Max. here tanned, _,th

v°l;i_ _]and Ortin_ read .¢ddo_.: --" if he w_, to testott; "
t Lit.,"was m the causeof the vleiousdancer." cot-t.ected, asabcr_, byonahttlonofl. . ,

aoinOrdll, tOi.e.,ifhc_altod. Ct_ili._; [_,llo_t3tp. 4ogJ,3 _b all edd, rejecting s from tds. cantem_st-s.
4 I.it.," dr'at_htsof art." ,x Lit.,"the neckarof."
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nma himself to be seized by the cruel pestilence, which, as is related in your books, a thunderbolt
Would it not then have been better, nay rather, drove him at once from life and light. But we
_mter, if it seemed that this should be done, that leave this question : let the son of Coronis be,
dread of punishment should be first excited by as you wish, one of the immortals, and possessed
the father, who ' had been the cause of such of the everlasting blessedness z of heaven. From
passion by" his disobedient delay, than to do Epidaurus, however, what was brought except
violence to the children, and to consume and an enormous serpent? If we trust the annals,
destroy innocent persons to make him sorrow- iand ascribe to them well-ascertained truth, noth-
ful?3 What, pray, was t/w meaning of this fierce- ing else, as it has been recorded. What shall
ne_, this cruelty, which was so great that, his we say then? That _Esculapius, whom you
offspring being dead, it afterwards terrified the extol, an excellent, a venerable god, the giver of
father by his own danger ! But if he had chosen health, the averter, preventer, destroyer of sick-
to do this long before, that is, in the first place, ness, is contained within the form and outline
not only would not the innocent brothers have of a serpent, crawling along the earth as worms
been cut off, but the indignant purpose of the are wont to do, which spring from mud; he
deity also would have been known. But cer- rubs the ground with his chin and breast, drag-
tainly, it will be said, when he had done his ging himself in sinuous coils ; and that he may
duty by announcing the vision, the disease im- be able to go forward, he draws on the last part
mediately left him, and the man was forthwith of his body by the efforts of the first.
restored to health. And what is there to admire 45-s And as we read that he used food also,
in this if he removed 4 the evil which he had by which bodily existence is kept up, he has a
himself breathed into the man, and vaunted large gullet, that he may gulp down the food
himself with false pretence ? But if you weigh sought for with gaping mouth ; he has a belly to
the circumstances thoroughly, there was greater receive it, and9 a place where he may digest
cruelty than kindness in his deliverance, for fu/_i- the flesh whmh he has eaten and devoured, that
ter did not preserve him to the joys of life who blood may be given to his body, and his strength
was miserable and wishing to perish after his recruited ; _° he has also a draught, by which the
children, but to learn his solitariness and the filth is got rid of, freeing his body from a dis-
agonies of bereavement, agreeable burden. Whenever he changes his

44. 5 In like manner we might go through the place, and prepares to pass from one region to
other narratives, and show that in these also, and another, he does not as a god fly secretly through
in expositions of these, something far different the stars of heaven, and stand in a moment where
from what the gods should be is said and de- something requires his presence, but, just as a
dared about them, as in this very story which I dull animal of earth, he seeks a conveyance
shall next relate, one or two only being added on which he may be borne ; he avoids the waves
to it, that disgust may not be produced by of the sea ; and that he may be safe and sound,
excess. 6 After certain gods were brought from he goes on board ship along with men ; and
among nations dwelling beyond the sea, you say, that god of the common safety trusts himself
and after temples were built to them, after their to weak planks and to sheets of wood joined to-
altars were heaped with sacrifices, the plague- gether. We do not think that you can prove
stricken people grew strong and recovered, and and show that that serpent was 2Esculapius,
the pestilence fled before the soundness of health unless you choose to bring forward this pretext,
which arose. What gods, say, I beseech ? that you should say that the god changed him-
_Esculapius, you say, the god of health, from self into a snake, in order that he might be able"
Epidaurus, and now settled in the island in to deceive men as to himself, who he was, or to
the middle of the Tiber. If we were disposed see what men were. But if you say this, the
to be very scrupulous in dealing with your asser- inconsistency of your own statements will show
tions, we might prove by your own authority that how weak and feeble such a defence is. '_ For if
he was by no means divine who had been con- the god shunned being seen by men, he should
ceived and born "from a woman's womb, who not have chosen to be seen in the form of a
had by yearly stages reached that term of life at serpent, since in any form whatever he was not

to be other than himself, but always himself. But
wh_L{,_t., *' theterror o1"coercion should begin from the father with if, on the other hand, he had been intent on al-

, Lit.,"_." a. lowing himself to be seen m he shbuld not have
3 Lit., "to his grief."
4 The Ms. reads rat-ulit, emended ret- -- "gave back," i.e., got

rid o_ by tltt ed. a.tad Uminus; and re#, as above, by Ge.letlius and
others. 7 Lit., "sublimity."

s 4x in O_II_ [See Appendix, note x, p. 5_.] 0 ,_ in OreIIL
6 In the Ms. and both Roman edd. the section translated on p. 9 So the edd., reading cg for Ms. =t (according to Crosins).

sao is inserted here. Ur,Amts, however (pp. 2to--_tt), followed by to Lit., "t_toration be s t_plied to his strtmgth."
Hmmldus (3ta"3t3), enclosed tt in bro_kets, and marked it wtth aster- tt So Gelenlus, merely adding t to the _s. 2hos_e. The passage _,

lu Idl other edd, it is either gtven as an appendix, or wholly however, very doubtful.
rt0ected, xa Lit., "how weakly and feeble it m said."
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refused to allow men's eyes to look on him ' m was, or what was its origin, its name, and nature.
why did he not show himself such as he knew For how could it have been a god, seeing
that he was in his own divine power? 2 For this that it had those things which we have men-
was preferable, and much better, and more be- tioned, which gods should not have if they intend
fitting his august majesty, than to become a to be gods, and to possess this exalted rifle?
beast, and be changed into the likeness of a ter- After it crawled to the island in the Tiber, forth-
nbte animal, and afford room for objections, with it was nowhere to be seen, by which it is
which cannot be decided, 3 as to whether he was shown that it was a deity. Can we, then, know
a true god, or something different and far re- whether there was there anythingin the wayunder
moved from the exalted nature of deity, cover of which it hid itself,'* or some opening in

46. * But, says my opponent, if he was not air he earth, or some caverns and vaults, caused by
god, why, after he left the ship, and crawled to huge masses being heaped up irregularly, into
the island in the Tiber, did he immediately be- which it hurried, evading the gaze of the be-
come invisible, and cease to be seen as before? holders? For what if it leaped across the river?
Can we indeed know whether there was anythint what if it swam across it ? what if it hid itself in
m the way under cover of which he hid himselt the dense forests? It is weak reasoning from
or any opening in the earth ? Do you declare this,'_ to suppose that that serpent was a god
say yourselves, what that was, or to what rac, because with all speed it withdrew itself from
of beings it should be referred, if your service of the eyes of the beholders, since, by the same tea-
certain personages is in itself certain.S Since somng, it can be proved, on the other hand, that
the case is thus, and the discussion deals with it was not a god.
your deity, and your religion also, it is your part 47 -'4 But if that snake was not a present deity,
to teach, and yours to show what that was, rather says my opponent, why, after its arrival, was the
than to wish to hear our opinions and to await violence of the plague overcome, and health re-
our decisions. For we, indeed, what else can stored to the Roman people? We, too, on the
we say than that which took place and was seen, other hand, bring forward the ques_'on, If, ac-
which has been handed down in all the narra-cording to the books of the fates and the re-
tires, and has been observed by means of the sponses of the seers, the god .__aculapius was
eyes ? This, however, undoubtedly we say was ordered to be invited to the city, that he might
a colubra 6 of very powerful frame and immense cause it to be safe and sound from the contagion
length, or, if the name is despicable, we say tt i of the plague .and of pestilential diseases, and
was a snake,7 we call zt a serpent, s or any other I came without spurning the proposal contemptu-
name which usage has afforded to us, or the lously, as you say, changed into the form of ser-
development of language devised. For if it pents, m why has the Roman state been so often
crawled as a serpent, not supporting itself and afflicted with such disasters, so often at one time
walking on feet,9 but resting upon its belly and and another torn, harassed, and diminished by
breast ; if, being made of fleshly substance, it thousands, through the destruction of its citizens
lay stretched out in io slippery length ; if it had a times without number ? For since the god is
head and tail, a back covered with scales, di- said to have been summoned for this purpose,
versified by spots of various colours ; if it had that he might drive away utterly all the causes
a mouth bristling with fangs, and ready to bite, by which pestilence was excited, it followed that
what else can we say than that it was of earthly the state should be safe, and should be always
origin, although of immense and excessive size, maintained free from pestilential blasts, and un-
although it exceeded in length of body and harmed. But yet we see, as was said before,
greatness of might that which was slain by Peg- that it has over and over again had seasons made
ulus by the assault of his army? But _ we mournful by these diseases, and that the manly
think otherwise, we subvert" and overthrow the vigour of its people has been shattered and
truth. It is yours, then, to explain what that weakened by no slight losses. Where, then, was

zEscutapius ? where that deh'verer promised by
• Th_ words,.o_ a.b_t o_zo_m _r, _on._tu,', shout, venerable oracles ? Why, after temples were

o_ui thinks,he _tted, _d o,_ly t_,r _oan_uo_,,,th the built, and shrines reared to him, did he allowrest of the sentence is not very apparent
a Lit., "he was, and such as he had learned that he was, con- a state deserving his favour to be any longer

mth_pow*_ofmsd_,_,ty." plague-stricken, when he had been summoned3 Ltt., " to ambiguous contradletmns."
• ,a in O_ ...... for this purpose, that he should cure the diseases
S Lit., "if your services of certain persons are certain, ,.e., ff

these facts on which your worshtp ts budt are well ascertmned, which were raging, and not allow anything of the
6 What _ of snake thLSwas, ts not known; the Latin is

therefore retained, as the sentence inststs on the dastmctlon

• _&.,_.,_t,se. w=.,neverca,_l.'_t_d bytheiran..t_, ,, othen_ *o_g
.s Lit., "bearing himself on fee*, nor unfokhng below his own repetitions woukl certainly haveheen avoided.

gomgs." x.; Here the lt/s. and both Roman edd. insert the last cinm_ "what

zo Lit. " to a."Oehler readin labe ac g-ainu: for the _$ -f- . . . forests."tx So _-Iild. and , g _ - • . '* 44 in Orelli.
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sort which might be dreaded to steal on _em imposed on them, and many other things ac-
aflepwards _ complished at home and abroad established the

48) But some one will perhaps say that the renown and dignity of the race with irresistible
care of such a god has been denied 2 to later and power. If the histories tell the truth, and do
following ages, because the ways in which men not insert what is false in their accounts of events,
now live are impious and objectionable ; that it nothing else truly ,o is said to have been brought
brought help to our ancestors, on the contrary, from Phrygia, sent by King Attalus, than a stone,
because they were blameless and guiltless. Now not large, which could be carried in a man's
this might perhaps have been listened to, and hand without any pressure m of a dusky and
said with some reasonableness, either if in an- black colour--not smooth, but having little cor-
cient times all were good without exception, or hers standing out, and which to-day we all see
if later times produced 3 only wicked people, and put in that image instead of a face, rough and
no others. 4 But since this is the case that in unhewn, giving to the figure a countenance by
great peoples, in nations, nay, in all cities even, no means lifelike. _'
men have been of mixed s natures, wishes, man- 5o. '2 What shall we say then ? Was Hannibal,
nets, and the good and bad have been able to that famous Carthaginian, an enemy strong and
exist at the same time in former ages, as well as powerful, before whom the fortunes of Rome
in modern times, it is rather stupid to say that trembled in doubt and uncertainty, and its great-
mortals of a later day have not obtained the aid ness shook--was he driven from Italy by a
of the deities on account of their wickedness, stone?'3 was he subdued by a stone? was he
For if on account of the wicked of later gen- made fearful, and timid, and unlike himself by a
erations the good men of modern times have Jstone ? And with regard to Rome's again spring-
not been protected, on account of the ancient ing to the height of power and royal supremacy,
evil-doers also the good of former times should was nothing done by wisdom, nothing by the
in like manner not have gained the favour of the strength of men ; and, in returning to its former
deities. But if on account of the good of an- eminence, was no assistance given by so many
cient times the wicked of ancient times were and so great leaders by their military skill, or by
preserved also, the following age, too, shonld their acquaintance with affairs ? Did the stone
have been protected, although it was faulty, on give strength to some, feebleness to others ? Did
account of the good of later times. So, then, it hurl these down from success, raise the for-
either that snake gained the reputation of being tunes of others which seemed hopelessly over-
a deliverer while he had been of no service at thrown ? And what man will believe that a stone
all, through his being brought to the city when taken from the earth, having'4 no feeling, of sooty
the violence of the disease 6was already weakened colour and dark ,5 body, was the mother of the
and impaired, or the hymns of the fates must be gods ? or who, again, would listen to thas, m for
said to have been far from giving 7 true indica- this is the only alternative, _ that the power '6
tions, since the remedy given by them is found of any deity dwelt m pieces of flint, within ,7
to have been useful, not to all in succession, but its mass, 's and hidden in its veins? And how
to one age only. was the victory procured if there was no deity

49 ? But the Great Mother, also, says my az_- in the Pessinuntine stone ? We may say, by the
z_onent, being summoned from PhrygianPessinus [zeal and valour of the soldiers, by practice,
in precisely the same way by command of the time, wisdom, reason ; we may say, by fate also,
seers, was a cause of safety and great joy to the and the alternating fickleness of fortune. But
people. For, on the one hand, a long-powerful if the state of affairs was improved, and success
enemy was thrust out from the position he had and victory were regained, by the stone's assist-
gained in 9 Italy ; and, on the other, its ancient ance, where was the Phrygian mother at the time
glory was restored to the city by glorious and when the commonwealth was bowed down by
illustrious victories, and the boundaries of the the slaughter of so many and so great armies,
empire were extended far and wide, and their and was in danger of utter ruin ? Why did she
rights as freemen were torn from races, states, not thrust herself before the threatening, the
peoples without number, and the yoke of slavery strong enemy? Why did she not crush and re-

t 4_ in Orelli. to So all edd. to Orelll, adding -era to the Ms. ¢u_. [See, con"
t Ltt.," wanting." cernlng Pessinus, p. 49=, supra.]
s The us, xste¢]., Hild., and Oehler readgener-em_, corrected in n Lit, "a face too little expressed wtth imitation."

the test,asabovet -ar_t. ta 47m Otelh.
,t Lit.," all wtcked and distinguished by no diveraity." x3 Lit., "dtd a stone drive," etc.
s Lit.," the human race has been mixed m," etc. u Lit., "moved by."
6 SoaHedd.,rea(Ungvimorbi, except Hild., who retalns the Ms. t._ So theMs, andedd.; but, on a_ount of the _ _PeU-
wr&', in which case the ttalics shoulddcno_ "of the dmease," _on, Urslnus proposed to delete ate. Unger (A .hal pr_ert., p

in_d of " to the city." The c_n_mctlon, howev_, s_ns to make 87) has suggested very hapl_y artt-- ' of _._ x.e., sm[dl bndy.
it impmsible to adhere to the MS. t6 Vim suggested by Otelli, and adopted by Hild. and Oebler.

Lit., "to have erred much from." t:r Lit., "subjected to."
s 46 in OrellL xe So Hild. and Oelder, reading moll for the unintelligible MS.
9 Lit., "from the possession of Italy." more.
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pel assaults' so terrible before these awful blows loves warfare, and wishes to be in the midst of
fell, by which all the blood was shed, and the battles, slaughter, death, and blood? If it is
life even failed, the vitals being almost exhausted ? characteristic of the gods _ if only they are true
She had not been brought yet, says my ol_ponent , gods, and those who it is fitting should be named
nor asked to show favour. Be it so ; 2 but a kind according to the meaning of this word and the
helper never requires to be asked, always offering power of divinity _ to do 7 nothing wickedly,
assistance of his own accord. She was not able, nothing unjustly, to show 7 themselves equally
you say, to expel the enemy and put him to flight, gracious to all men without any partiality, wo_ld
while still separated from Italy 3 by much sea any man beheve that she was of divine origin, or
and land. But to a deity, if really one,4 noth- showed s kindness worthy of the gods, who, mix-
mg whatever is remote, to whom the earth is a Lug herself up with the dissensions of men, de-
point, and by whose nod all things have been es- stroyed the power of some, gave and showed
tablished, favour to others, bereft some of their liberty,

5 i.s But suppose that the deity was present raised others to the height of power,--who, that
in that very stone, as you demand should be one state might be pre-eminent, having been
believed : and what mortal is there, although he born to be the bane of the human race, subju-
may be credulous and very ready to listen to gated the guiltless world?
any fictions you please, who would consider that
she either was a goddess at that time, or should 7 ,, To do . . to show," so the edd., dropping .m_ from the Ms.

facereo_ . . . _raBbert-nL
be now so spoken of and named, who at one s Lit., "showed." UrsinasandHeraldussupposed that some
time desires these things, at another requires paragraphs are now wanting which were originally found here. It

should be noticed that in the MS. the usual subscription is found de-
those, abandons and despises her worshippers, noting the endofa book "The seventh book of Arnovlus (*it) ends,

leaves the humbler provinces, and allies herself the eighth (i e., Octavzu* of Mmucms Fehx) begins," so that the
present arrangement ts not due to the binder, nor clearly to the copy-

with more powerful and richer peoples, truly 6 ,st whowrotethesewords.Nothingcan he morecertainthanthat
we do not have these chapters as Arnobias intended to leave them;

but there m not the shghest reason to suppose that he actually left
a Lit., "so great assaults of war " them otherwise than they have come down to us Remembering this,
2 So Oehier, adchng -o to the Ms est. The word immediately we may well suppose that we have only the first draught of them.

preceding is in the Ms._a_arem--" panic," which is of course utterly If so, the difficulties vanish, for notbangwould he more natural than
out Of place) and is thereforo corrected, as above))'2 m all edd., except that, when Arnobms was drawing near the close of hls work, the ideas
ist, Urslnus, and Hfld. of the conclusion m winch the dtscusslon was to be fairly summed up

s So--ab [laha--Oehler has admirably emended the MS ,_abz- should force themselves upon his attennon, and that he should there-
ta3dlda, fore turn aside at once to give them expressmn roughly, wzthout seek-

* Lit., "if he is." rag completeness and elaboration, and should then hastil_ resume his
$ 48 m Orelh.
6 All edd., except Hdd. and Oehler, begin a new sentence here, argument, of course with the intention of afterwards revising and re-arranging the whole. We may refer that the re-m-rangement was

and change the constrncttoo, seemingly following the mistake of the never effected, as there are sufficient proofs that the revision was
xst ed. never accomplished, whatever may have been the reason.

APPENDIX.'

WE do not deny thatallthesethingswhieh[ent,and shouldbe separatedfrom the notion
havebeen broughtforwardby you in oppositionIeven of this,and from itspower.
are containedin the writingsof the annalists.[ For who,inthefirstplace,thinksor believes
For we have ourselvesalso,accordingto the]thatthosearegodswho arelostinjoyfiflpleasure
measureand capacityof our powers,read these[attheatricalshows*and ballets,athorsesrunning
same things,and know that they have been Itono purpose; who setout fromheaven to be-
alleged; but the whole discussionhingesupon Ihold sillyand insipidacting,and grievethatthey
this: whetherthesearegodswho you assertareIareinjured,and thatthe honoursdue to them
furiouswhen displeased,and are soothedby Iarewithheldifthepantomimisthaltsfora little,
games and sacrifices, or are something far differ- or the player, being wearied, rests a little ; who

!declare that the dancer has displeased them if
' Tlus section, which is found in the MS. after the first sentence ]some guilty_//aw passes through the middle of

of Ch. 44 was retained m the text of both Roman editions, marked ] •
off, _ by asterisks in that of Ursinus but was rejected by Ge-_ the circus to suffer the penalty and pumshment
k-_ andt._'_tora as the_etess _d_ofsom*copyisL Oemer of his deeds? All which thln_, if they be sifted
alone has ,seen that it is not "a collection of words gathered care- i ....... ---o-, -- -_-:_J .,"
lesa/yandthoughtlessly" (Hildebrand),andmamtainedthatwehave_morougmy aria wRaout any paruanV, wm oe
ra it the corrections of Arnobius himself. If the three paragraphs are ! ¢,-_,,_A _,n !-_ ali_n nat t_lw _r_ tha _t_cl_ h,,t to
read cardulty it _11 be obs¢rvcd that the first is a tmnsam_tmn and i .................. .," ..... 0_, _-

._mastr__cgo-n'of the first two sentences of ch. 39; the second a re- any man of refinement, even if he has not been
V_on of the interrogatimm in ch 4x, but with the semtemce which _. ._ _^ _k^ ...--^_* _...:d....--,4 _-I." _^--4_13
there vrecedes vlaced after them here, whilst the third is made up of uameu L_, mc uuuu_t _t,_vxty ,,a_u acu-uuuuuh
the u_ne semefices in a sevi_ and enlarged form. Now tht$ must _ _ --
be regarded as conclusive evidence agmnst the hypothesis tlm.t these a ._tt.," mottons._" . , ,.
s_tences were on '.g_.ly scribbled carelessly on the margin, and _ Lit., _ to the.he{f_..(apace#) of l[r.a,vtty _and weight_ i.e.,of that
atterwazds ac_dentaUy incorporated m the text. Cf. p. 53_, n. to, constancy m tmwa wmem ts not moved by trifles.
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For, in the first place, who is there who would pled, and limp with broken legs ; who declare
suppose that those had been, or believe that they that the dancer has displeased them if some
are, gods, who have a nature which tends to x wicked fellow passes through the middle of the
mischief and fury, and lay these 2 aside again, Icircus to suffer the punishment and penalty of
being moved by a cup of blood and fumigation his deeds ; who grieve that they are injured, and
with incense ; who spend days of festivity, and that the honours due to them are withheld if the
find the liveliest pleasure in theatrical shows 3 pantomimist halts for a little, the player, being
and ballets ; who set out from heaven to see l wearied, rests a little, that/_uer matn'mus happens
geldings running in vain, and without any rea- to fall, stumbling through some s unsteadiness?
son, and rejoice that some of them pass t]ge Now, if all these things are considered thor-
rest, that others are passed? rush on, leaning for- oughly and without any partiality, they are found
ward, and, with their heads towards the ground, to be perfectly 6 alien not only to the ckaracter
are overturned on their backs with the chariots of tke gods, but to that of any man of common
#owMck they art yoked, are dragged along crip- sense, even although he has not been trained to

zealous pursuit of truth by becoming acquainted
Lit.,.,ofhu_ and_g.r with what is rational,z

* i.e, evil dutpomt_.
a Lit., "morons."
,t So the xs., _ to Cruslus, inserting tran*iri, which is s l.at., "of mmed_g."

omitted by Hdd. t either because it is not m the MS., or because he 6 Ln., "far and far."
neglected to notice that Orelli's text was deficient. If omitted, we 7 [Forpuerma_rimu$(onewhoeemotherisyetlivmg),seep.486 '
should translate, " that some ]_, leaning forward, and rush with not_ zxg _uj_ra. And for the argument, here n_st, turn to cap. 4x,
their herds towat_ the ground." P. 5S4.J

ELUCIDATIONS.

I°

(Note 9, P- 4590

Tnts is a most extraordinary note. The author uses "so to say" (---- "as it were ") merely
to qualify the figure, which a pagan might think extravagant. "This is, as it "were,the door of
life :" the expression qualifies the rhetoric, not the Scripture, as such. On the contrary, I should
adduce this very passage as an instance of our author's familiarity alike with the spirit and the
letter of two most important texts of the Gospel, which he expounds and enforces with an earnest
intelligence, and with a spirit truly evangelical.

II.

(Coveredwithgarments,note7, P. 469.)

A heathen might have retorted, had he known the Scriptures, by a_king about the "white
robes" of angels, and the raiment of the risen Redeemer; e.g., Rev. i. i3. "Curious and
unlearned questions" concerning these matters have been stirred by a certain class of Christians.
(See Stier * and Olshausen._) But let us not reason from things terrestrial as regards things
celes_'al: our coarse material fabrics are "shadows of the true." The robes of light are realities,
and are conformed to spiritual bodies, as even here a mist may envelop a tree. Because of
men's stupid and carnally gross ideas, let it be said of "harps" and "phials," and all like phrase-
ology as to things heavenly, once for all, "it doth not yet appear" what it means ; but they inti-
mate reah'6es unknown to sense, and "full of glory."

x /_ords of _tsus, vol. viii. p. 63, trans., eel Edinburgh, x8SS.
a 2Arew.Te_ament Ccmmestarjv, Kendr[ck's tran&, vol. iii. p. xao, ed. x_8.
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III.

(The eyes of Jupiter, p. 483.)

Amobius with remorseless rigour smites Jove himself, m the Optimns Maximus of polytheism,
J and, as I have said, with the assurance of one who feels that the Church's triumph over "lords
many and gods many" is not far distant. The scholar will recall the lang_ge of Terence, z where
the youth, gazing on the obscene picture of Jupiter and Dan_e, exclaims,

"What I he who shakes high heaven with his thunder
Act thus, and I, a mannikin, not do the _me ?
Yes, do I. and right merrily, forsooth I"

On which the great African Father 2 remarks pithily, "Omnes enim cultures taiium deorum, mox
ut eos libido perpulerit, magis intuentur quid ff:upiter fece¥it, quam quid docuerit Plato, vel

censuerit Cato." And here is not only the secret of the impotence of heathen ethics, butthe
vindication of the Divine Wisdom in sending the God-Man. Men will resemble that which they
worship : law itself is incapable of supplying a sufficient motive. Hence, 3 "what the law could
not do, in that it was weak, . . . God sendtng His own San," etc. Thus "the foolishness of God
_s wiser than men," and "the love of Christ constraineth us."

"Talk they of morals ? O Thou bleeding LambI
The grand morahty is love of Thee."

The world may sneer at faith, but only they who beh'eve can love; and who ever loved Christ
without copying into his life the Sermon on the Mount, and, in some blest degree, the holy

example of his Master ?

IV.

(For those heed from the bondage of the flesh, p. 488 and note II.}

The early Christians prayed for the departed, that they might have their consummation in
body and spirit at the last day. Thus, these prayers for the faithful dead supply the strongest

argument against the purgatorial system, which supposes the dead in Christ (x) not to be in re-
pose at first, but (2) capable of being delivered out of "purgatory" into heaven, sooner or later,

by masses, etc. Thus, their situation in the intermediate state is not that of Scripture (Rev. xiv.
i3) , nor do they wait for glory, according to Scripture, until that day (_ Tim. iv. 8). Archbishop
Usher, therefore, bases a powerful argument against the Romish dogma, on these primitive prayers

for the departed. Compare vol. iii. p. 706, and vol. v. p. aea, this series.
He divides it into five heads, as follows : 4

" (x) Of the persons for whom, after death, prayers were offered;

" (2) Of the primary intention of these prayers;
" (3) Of the place and condition of souls departed ;
" (4) Of the opinion of Aerius, the heretic, touching these prayers ; and

" (5) Of the profit, to the persons prayed for, of these prayers."
And his conclusion is, after a rich collation of testimonies, that " the commemoration and

prayers for the dead used by the ancient Church had not any relation with purga/oot , and there,,

fore, whatsoever they were, Popish prayers we are sure they were not."

x Es_.ck., iii. 5.
a _,ugust., De C'r_a_e, book h. cap. 7.
a Rmn. vlh'. 3-39.

4 Qm_ed in Tr'aclefar the Ti_¢# (p. Jo), to! ill., ed. Nell, York, zl14o.
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V.

(The pine . . . sanctuary of the Great Mother, p. 5o4 .)

I am with interest the pine-cone of Dante's comparison (Inferno, canto xxxi. 59) as

I saw it in the gardens of the Vatican. Valuable notes may be found in Longfellow's translation,
vol. i. p. 328. It is eleven feet high, and once adorned the summit of Hadrian's mausoleum, so

they say ; but that was open, and had no apex on which it could be placed. It is made of bronze,

and, I think, belonged to the mysteries satirized by our author. It is less.pardonable to find the
vilest relics of mythology on the very doors of St. Peter's, where I have seen them with astonish-

ment. They were put there, according to M. Valery, ' under Paul V. ; "and among the small
mythological groups," he adds, "may be distinguished _upiler and Leda, the Rape of Ganymede,

some nymphs and satyr., with other very singular devices for the entrance of the most imposing
of Christian temples." It is painful to think of it ; but the heathenism to which the age of Leo
X. had reduced the court of Rome must be contrasted with the ideas of a Clement, an Athenag-

oras, and even of an Arnobius, in order to give us a due sense of the crisls which, after so many

appeals for a reformation "in the head and the members" of the Latin communion, brought on
the irrepressible revolt of Northern Europe against the papacy.

VI.

(Sacrifices, p. 519.)

It must be felt that Arnobius here lays himself open to a severe retort. The God of Chris-
tians is the author of sacrifice, and accepts the unspeakable sufferings of the innocent Lamb for
the sins of the whole world.

The answer, indeed, suggests itself, that the sacrifices of the heathen had no apparent relation

whatever to faith in this Atoning Lamb ; none in the mysterious will of God that this faith
should be nurtured before the Advent by an institution in which He had no pleasure, but which

was prafoundly harmoniaus wtth human thaught and the self-consciousness of human guilt.
Arnobius would have written better had he been a better-instructed Christian. He demol-

ishes pagan rites, but he should have called up the Gentile mind to the truths covered under its
corruptions and superstitions. On this subject the reader will do well to consult the work of a
modern Arnobius, the eccentric Soame Jenyns, who called out such a controversy in the last cen-

tury about the truths and errors of his l,_ew of the lnternal Evidence of the ChHsiian Rehgion, _
to which he had become a convert from previous scepticism. This essay attracted the attention

of the Count (Joseph) de Malstre, who read it in the French translations of MM. le Tour-
neur and de Feller both, reflected it in his Consid/raa'ans sur la 1;rance,3 and reproduced some

of its admirable thoughts in the Soir/es de St. P/tersbourg.4 From these two striking writers, the

one an Anglican and the other a rabid Ultramontane, I must permit myself to condense an out-
line of their views of sacrifice.

So long as we know nothing of the origin of evil, we are not competent judges of what is or
is not a suitable remedy. Nobody can assure us that the sufferings of one may not be in some
way necessary to the good of the many. A tax may thus be laid upon innocence in behalf of the

guilty, and a voluntary sacrifice may be accepted from the Innocent (the Holy One) for the

payment of the debts of others. In spite of something illogical which seems to cling to this
idea, the fact of its universal adaptian in all ages among men must be accounted for,- the fact

s He was ro3ml h'brm'ianat Versailles under ClxttrlesX. See _ Trands in Italy (C_fton'$ tram.), p. $ox, ed. M, s841.
s It tq_ared in Pans x764. Amon_llteralmtmdatiou (bytlmAbl_dleFdlez) wsspuhlidt"d, Liegt, xT/9.
_1]Pubhldtcd m x794.
4 Works, vol. vL p. x4o, ed. Paris, x85o.
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that all nations have always accepted this principle of expiatory sacrifice, innocent men and inno-

cent beasts suffering for the unjust. Never could this principle have been thus universalized by
human wisdom, for it seems to contradict reason ; nor by human stupidity, for ignorance never
could have proposed such a paradox ; nor could priestcraft and kingcraft have obtained for it,

among divers races and forms of society, with barbarians and philosophers, freemen and slaves,
Mike, a common acceptance. It must therefore proceed (i) from a natural instinct of humanity,
or (2) from a davine revelation : both alike must be recognised as the work of our Creator. Now,

Christianity unveils the secret, presenting the Son of God, made man, a voluntary sacrifice for
the sins of the whole world. If it be a mystery, still we do not wonder at the idea when we see

one man paying the debts of another, and so ransoming the debtor.' Christianity states this as
God's plan for the ransom of sinners. Such is the fact : as to the why, it says nothing. 2. As to
the philosophy of these mysteries, we reason in yam ; and, happily, the Gospel does not require
us to reason. The Nicene Creed formulates the truth : " For us men and for our salvation He came

down," etc. But we are called to profess no more than "I believe ; help Thou mine unbelief."
De Maistre responds as follows : This dogma is universal, and as old as creation ; viz., the re-

verstbility af the sufferings of innocence for the benefit of the guilty. As to the fall of man, "earth

felt the wound ; "3 ,, the whole creation groaneth and travaileth 4 in pain together." In this con-

dition of things the human heart and mind have universally acquiesced in the idea of expiation.s
• . . And as well the Gentile sacrifices (corrupted from Noah's pure original) as those which were
perpetuated in their purity by the Hebrews on one s_ot, and looking to their only explanation in
the coming of one Redeemer, bear witness to the Wisdom which framed the human mind and

adapted its ordinances thereto with profound and divine comprehension of all human wants and all

human capabilities. When the infinite Victim exclaimed upon the cross, " IT IS FIniSHED," the

veil was rent, the grand secret was unfolded. For this event, God had prepared all mankind by
the system of sacrifice which, even in its corruption, had made preparation for the true elucidation.

In a word, then, Amobius should have said this, as the Church was always saying it in the per-
petual commemoration of Calvary, in her Holy Eucharist, and in her annual Paschal celebration.

It was all summed up by the prophet a thousand years before "the Lamb of God" was slain. By
the prophet, the Lamb Himself expounds it all : 6

"Sacrifice and meat-offering Thou wouldest not, but mine ears hast Thou opened : burnt-offer-
ings and sacrifice for sin hast Thou not reguired. Then said I, Ix), I COME: in the volume of

the Book it is written of ME, that I should fulfil Thy will, O my God. I am content to do it;
yea, Thy law is within my heart."

The expiatory sacrifice, the voluntary Victim, the profound design of God the Father, are all
here. But the infinite value of the sacrifice was unfolded when the Son of man was identified by
the poor Gentile centurion : "Truly this was the Son of God."

t De Maixtre quotes, "Potest unus ira pro aho poenam comlmmsare vel debitum solvere ut tile ,aHsfacere w_nto cYwaposdt." Be.liar.
ram, Op#., tom. iii col. x493, ed Ingolstadt, z6ox.

2 See Jeayns, p. 6r (ed. eighth), Phdadelphla, x78o.
3 Milton, Pardiss Lost, ix. 785.
4 Rom. viti. x9.
5 Plato, Re_., O#., tom. vl. pp. _z25--.226, ed. Btpont.

e De Maistre cttes the example of I_us ft_omLevy, vol. i. p. 477, Pda¢_lum deemm ire, etc.; and I commend the inqlfiring
reader to his very curious and entertaining Eclaircitsem_l su_"ks Sacrd)_cts, pp. 3sx-425, =be"suttra, appended to the same work. Let
me also add a _ference to the other Deeius, vol. i. p. 607. See lib. viii. cap. 9, and llb. x. cap. 28. My edition is the valuable (Patiti_)
Frou_eim & Crevier, A.V. z735.
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METHODIUS.

INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Adam, type of Christ, 318; of the God, His government in nature, 357; at the Transfiguration, 375, by
Father, 4o2. not the author of evil, 358. Enoch, 376, by the parable of

Agnos-tree, emblem of the resurrec- Dives and Lazarus, 377, and byHeresies foretold in the Apocalypse, the history of Jonah, 378.t.lon, 36_ 375- . ....
Angels, creation and tall or, 37c_ 338.
Anna, type of the Gentiles, 39 I. Hymn of the virgins, 351-35_. Sadducees, Christ's answer to, 367.Sikera, a spurious wine, 327.

Ba tlsm, a birth into Christ, typified Images of kings, why honoured, 369; Simeon, his song interpreted, 3227,
Pin the Apocalypse, 337 ; sin a_- of angels, in honour of God, ' 388; a type of ancient Israel.

ter, why possible, 365. 369; otherwise explained, 378, 391 ; apostrophe to, 393.
Birth of Christ, nature, prophecies, 382 (note). Sin, why possible zher baptism, 365;

and types of, 386, 389. law of, in man, 372.
Body, essential to the perfect man, Job, Book of, by Moses, 381; faith Soul of man, the image of Christ,

of, 4ot. 329; not properly incorporea_{7o; not destroyed by death, 373,
ut real as well as spiritual in the _onah, history of, interpreted, 378. 377.

resurrection, 375 ; essentially ira- Justin Martyr, on the resurrection
mortal, 377. of the body, 374- Tabernacle, the, type of the Churchand of heaven, 328.

Canticles, the, interpreted of virgin- Man, consists of both soul and body, Tabernacles, Feast of, spiritually in-
ity, 321-324. 37o; made in God's image, 370. terpreted, .3_t; type of the tea-

Chastity, the government of the soul, Marriage, how honourable, 324, 3t6 urrection, 3c_.
347 ; spiritual keeping oL 352. type of Christ and the Church [ Tree__ the, parable of, interpreted,

Christ, His union with the Church, 327 ; second, how far allowec I 34o,
3x9 ; why subject to the law of by St. Paul, 32 t. I
Moses, 385. Martyrdom honoured by Christ, 382.1 Virgin, the Blessed, panegyric of, 39o,

Church, the bride of Christ, 319; Mathematicians, astronomical theo-] _93- . ..
typified by the woman of the ties of, considered, 34o. |Vlrgmity, why difficult anti excellent,
Apocalypse, 336, 355 (note); Matter not uncreated'358-361, 380. | 32o; by what steps attained,
meaning of the word, 38 t ; apos- Methodius, bishop of Tyre, blographl- | 3 t i ; an imitation of Christ,.31 _t;
trophe to, 392. cal notice of, 307. does not dishonour mallard.

Coats of skins, to Adam, signify 314--310; an espousa, oz _nnB_,
mortality, 37o. Numbers of the Apocalypse, sym- 32o; St. Paul's teaching thereon,

Continence, how taught by St. Paul, bolism of, 339. 322; a gift of God, 322; how
perfected, 326; taug[ht in the

3_z ; pleasing to God, 342. Palm Sunday, events and lessons of, .Canticles, 331-334; Its ._.Wa.mr_Cross of Christ,_blessing and glory
of, 399, 400; figure of, in the 395-398". - • m "heave_'33_t'35r{_nn°tt_ w_l-
vexi/la, 399, 402 {note). Paradise dmunct trom heaven,37 o, tauon ot me t.n.u ....Passion of Christ, n_ture and- pur- derness, 339; other types m me

pose of, 399, 4oo. ApocalTpse, 340; of the mother
Days of the creation, errors in inter- Patriarchs, the, types of the Holy ...of Christ, 385. .....

preting, 382. Trinity, 4o3 and note. virgins, the ten, para_m or, tater-
Dragon of the Apocalypse inter-

preted, 338. Pearls before 2_ine interpreted, 379. preted" 3_

Repentance, timely 2 effaam sin,382. Watches of the night, spiritually in-
Evil, orion of, not from God, 358, Resurrection, typtfied by the Feast terpreted, 3_6.

but m free-will, 36_ ; a power Of Tabernacles, 345; of the flesh Willow, the, why a type of chastity,

over man, 372; consists in igno- as well as of the soul, 364; a Wi3_tn34I_oly Scripture, truerance of God, 38_. restoration of the perfect man,
365, and of creation, 366; not a
transformation into the nature of

spurious, 327, 349.
Fate, not the cause of all things, nor Wisdom, the artificer of all thtnglb

controllin_ man, 342. angels, 367 ; Christ's answer to _ _lSt ; why not found by theFree-will, God s gi_t to man, _ 362 ; the Sad_lucees concerning, 367 ; ureelcs, 4Ol.
necessary to obedience, 362. its mystery naralleled by the Woman of the Apocalypl_ a type o_

genendon of- man, 368; not a the Churcb,_336; herchitdt_es

Generation of man, in what sense i_r_°_ _astahespib_Y'_o_yt, not Christ, 10ut Ch_ 337-God's work, 322; proof of the
resurrection'o/the body, _ 375; shown by Hoses and _ Zechariah, vlsion of, ittterpt'tte_ 3_.
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ARNOBIUS.

ANALYSIS OF CONTENTS.

BOOK I. pp. 413-432 deities--arecalledreliglous(28-3o); and then turns
to God Himself, beseeching pardon for these ignO-

ARGUMENT.-- The enemies of Christianity were rant worshippers of His creatures, who had neg-
wont to say that, since its appearance on earth, the lected Himself (3I). He merely notices but refuses
gods had shown their hatred of it by sending upon to discuss the position of those who deny that God
men all manner of calamities, and that, owing to the exists, holding it impious even to reason about this,
neglect of sacred rites, the dlvme care no longer as though it were questionable, while there is an
guarded the world. Arnobms begins by showlng instinctive belief and reverence implanted in our
how baseless this opinion is (i), for the laws and breasts (_t-33). But, his opponents said, we wor-
course of nature remain unchanged (2) ; and though ship Jupiter as the supreme God. Jupiter, how-
the heathen said that since Christianity came into ever, Arnobius points out, cannot claim this rank,
the world there had been wars, famines, pestilences, for he is admittedly not self-existent (34) ; or if, as
and many other similar calamities, these were not some said, Jupiter is only another name for the Su-
new evils, for history tells of terrible mmery and preme Being, then, as all alike worship Him, all
destruction resulting from such causes in past must be regarded by Him alike (35). But, his op-
ages (3-5) ; while it should also be noticed, that portents urged, you are guilty not in worshipping
through the gentle and peaceful spirit of Christi- God, but in worshipping a mere man who died on
anity, the world is already relieved in part, and that the cross ; to which Arnobms replies, in the first
war would be unknown, and men live peacefully to- place, by retorting the charge as bearing much more
gether, if it prevailed universally (6). If asked, forcibly on the heathen themselves (36, 37); and
What art, then, the causes of human misery ? Ar- then argues that Christ has sufficiently" vindicatgd
nobius answers that this is no part of his subject His claims to divinity by leading the blind and err-
(7), but suggests that all evil results necessarily ing and lost into the ways of truth and salvation,
from the very nature of things, -- is, indeed, per- and by His revelation of things previously unknown
haps not evil at all, but, however opposed to the (38, 39) ; while, again, His death on the cross does
pleasures or even interests of individuals, tends to not affect His teaching and miracles, any more than
general good (8-I I) ; and that it is therefore some- the loss of life deprived of fame Pyth agoras, Socrates,
what presumptuous in man, a creature so ignorant Aquilius, Trebonms, or Regulus (4o), and contrasts
of himself, to seek to impose conditions on the su- favourably with the stories told about Bacchus, 2Es-

culapius, Hercules, Attls, and Romulus (40 ; and,perior powers (t2). He further shows the futility
of blaming the Christians for all these ills, by re- finally, asserts Christ's divinity as proved by His

miracles (42), which are compared with those of theminding his opponents that there had been no un-
varyingseries of calamities since Christianity came Magi both as to their end and the manner m which
to earth, but that success had counterbalanced de- they were wrought (43, 44) ; and the chief features

of the miracles of His hfe on earth and His resur-feat, and abundance scarcity; so that arguments
such as these would prove that the gods were angry rection, of the power of His name, and the spread
at times, at times forgot their anger (I3-i6). But, of His Church are summarily noticed (45-47)- Ar-
Arnobius asks, if the gods can be enraged, does not nobius next remarks that the heathen did not even
this argue mortality and imperfection in them ( I7, pretend that their gods had healed the sick without
I8), and even injustice (19), or weakness, if they using medicines, merely by a word or touch, as
need the aid of men in punishin G their enemies (2o) ? Christ did (48); and, recalling the thousands who
As, however, all alike suffer, it is absurd to say that had in vain sought divine aid at temple or shrine,
Christians are specially aimed at ; and, indeed, this says that Christ sent none away unhelped (49), and
is a cry raised by those interested in upholding the that He gave this same power to His followers also
superstitious rites of antiquity (2t-24). But assure- (5o), which neither priest nor magician is found to
ing that the gods could be enraged, why should they possess (5 I, ,_2). His divinity was shown also by the
be angry at Christians more than others ? Because, wonders which attended His death (53)- Eye-wit-
the heathen said, Christianity introduced new and nesses -- and these most trustavorthy --testified to
impious forms of religion. In reply to this, Arno- Christ's miracles (54) ; and the acceptance by the
bius points out that Christians are nothing but whole world, in so short a time, of His religion, at-
worshippers of the Supreme God, under Christ's tests its truth (5_)" It might be said, however, that
teachin_ and guidance (25-27) ; and shows how ab- the Christian writers were not trustworthy, and ex-
surd it ts to accuse those of impiety who worship aggerated the number and importance of.Christ's
the Creator and Supreme Ruler, while those who miracles (56) : in reply to which, Aruobius shows
serve the lesser gods _ even foul and loathsome that their writings rest on as good authority as those
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of the heathen (57), and that their greater novelty the belief that the end will correspond to our aims
and literary rudeness are in their favour rather than and actions (8) ? Again, most men put faith in one
otherwise, and are certainly of no weight against or other of the leading philosophers (9) ; and these,
them (57-59). But, said the heathen, if Christ was in turn, trust their own fancies, and put faith in their
God, why did He hve and die as a man ? Because, own theories, so that faith is common to all men
it is replied, God's own nature could not be made alike (Io). And if the heathen put faith in the
manifest to men (6o), and His reasons for choosing philosophers, the Christians have no less reason to
so to manifest Himself, and not otherwise, though put faith in Christ ; while, if a comparison be en-
they may be within oar reach, are certainly con- tered into, no other can point to such wonderful
cealed in much obscurity (6x); while as to Christ's powers and such marvellous deeds as are recorded
death, that was but the dissolution of His human of Him (H). Not bv such subtle quibbling as men
frame (6z). Hurrying, it would seem, to conclude brought against it did the new religion make its
this part of the discussion, Arnobms hastily points way, but by the marvellous and unheard-of mira-
out the great powers which Christ might have des which attested its truth, so that it won followers
wielded in His own defence, if He had refused to among all tribes on the face of the earth ; and if
submit to the violence offered Him, which however any man was ignorant of these facts, it was because
were unused, because He rather chose to do for His he had not chosen to know them, and had suffered
disciples all that He had led them to look for (63). the truth to be obscured by those interested m up-
If, then, kings and tyrants and others who lived holding error (tz). Arnobius goes on to show that
most wickedly, are honoured and deified, why should many Christian doctrines which were ridiculed as
Christ, even if He asserted falsely that He was a such by the heathen, were held by the philosophers
heaven-sent Saviour, be so hated and assailed (64) ? also ; referring more particularly to the worship of
If one came from distant and unknown regions, one God, the resurrection of the dead (r3), and the

quenchless fires of punishment, from which he takespromising to deliver all from bochly sickness, how
gladly would men flock to do him honour, and occasion to point out that man's true death comes
strive for his favour l How extraordinary, then, is not at, but after the soul's separation from the body,
the conduct of those who revile and abuse, and and to discuss the nature of the soul (I4). The
would destroy, d they could, Him who has come soul is not, he maintains, immortal in itself, or of
to deliver us from spiritual evils, and work out our divine origin-- if it were born of God, men would
salvation (65) 1 be pure and holy, and of one opinion 05)--but

has been made vicious and sinful by causes to be
found in the world; while, if it had been made

BOOK II. pp. 433-463 by the Supreme God, how could His work have
been marred by that which was less powerful (x6! ?

ARGUMENT. _ The question is again asked, Why Arnobms next endeavours to show that we are m
is Christ so bitterly hated, while it cannot be saia nothing distinguished from the brutes: so far as
that He ever injured any one (1) ? Because, an op- body, the maintenance of life, and the reproduction
ponent is supposed to reply, He drove religion from of the race are concerned, we are found to be alike,
the earth by w_thholding men from worshipping the while the heathen are reminded of the doctrine of
gods. In this, however, it is shown that He did not the transmigration of souls (r6) ; and if stress is
assail, but built up religion, as He "taught men to laid on man's reason and intelligence as a distinc-
worship the creator and source of all things, God tive characteristic, it is first suggested that all men
Supreme, the worship of whom is surely the truest do not act rationally, and the question is then
rehgion (2, 3)- It. is .declared. to be mere folly in asked, What is the reason which man possesses,
the heathen to dlsbeheve Christ's message, for the and not the beasts (I7) ? Man's practical skill
future alone can prove or disprove the truth of what is no proof of superior reason, for its exercise is
is foretold ; but when there are the two prospects, necessitated by his excessive poverty ; and it is,
that if Christ's words are false, His followers lose moreover, not a faculty native in the soul, but one
nothing more than others, but that, on the other acquired only after long years under the pressure of
hand, if He spoke truly, those who refuse to believe necessRy (18). The arts, grammar, music, oratory,
in HJm suffer an infinite loss, it is more rational to and geometry are similarly noticed, and the doctrine
choose the course which tends to no evil and may of reminiscence rejected 09). Arnobius next sup-
lead to blessing, rather than that which it is cer- poses a boy to be brought up wholly apart from
tain leads to no good, and may bring us to terrible human society, and seeks to establish his posRion
woe (4, 5). Is the truth of Christianity not mani- by the supposed results of imaginary questions put
fested, he goes on to ask, in the readiness with to this hypothetical being (zo--_3); and then goes
which it has been received by men of every class in [ on to attack the contrary opinions which Plato had
all parts of the world, and by the noble constancy Isought to establish in a somewhat similar way, by
with which so many have endured suffering even to challenging him to question the boy just imagined,
death, rather than abandon or dishonour it (5) ? who is, of course, found to be exactly what was in-
And if, as was often the case, any one should say tended (=4) ; and thus gives his creator a triumph,
that there were indeed many who received Christ's by showing conclusiz,ely that man untaught is igno-
Gospel, but that these were silly and stupid people, rant as a stock or stone, while on being taught
Arnobius reminds him that learning and grammati- other creatures can learn also -- the ox and ass to
cal knowledge alone do not fit a man to decide be- grind and plough, the horse to run in harness, and
tween truth and falsehood, to say what may and the like (z_). Pursuing the same subject, it is
what cannot take place (6) ; and this is shown by argued that d the soul loses its _ormer knowledge
the uncertainty and confusion which surround even on uniting with the body, it cannot be incorporeal,
those matters which force themselves on our notice and cannot therefore be immortal (26, 27) ; and
every day, such as the nature and origin of man, further, that if the soul's former knowledge were
the bud of his being, the mode in which he was lost through the influence of the bgdy, the knowl-
c{uickened into life, and many other similar ques- edge acqmred in this life should in like manner
tlons (7). Moreover, the heathen laughed at the be lost (28). Those who assert the soul's immor-
faith of the Christians ; but in doing so, Arnobius tality are accused of teaching that which will add
asks, did they not expose themselves to ridicule ? to the wickedness of men : for how shall any one
For does not the whole conduct of life depend on be restrained even by the fear of a higher power,
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who is persuaded that his life cannot be cut short knowledge and wisdom (66-68). All things, more-
bJ any power (29)i _ while if he is threatened with over, have had a begL-ming--philosophy, medicine,
the punishments of the infernal regions, he will music, and the rest (69), even the gods themselves
laugh them to scorn, knowing that what is incor- (7o) ; but all this is wholly beside the mark, for the
rnptible cannot be affected by mere bodily ills. If truth of a religion depends not on its age, but on
the soul is Immortal, Arnobins affirms there is no its divine origin. And if, a few hundred years be-
need or _ronnd for philosophy, that is, ethics, whose fore, there was no Christianity, the gods were in
purpose Js to raise man above the brutish pleasures like manner unknown at a still earlier period (7x).
of sense to a virtuous life: for why should not a But Christianity worships that which was before all,

the eternal God, although late in its worship, because
there was not the needed revelation sooner (72).

soul which cannot perish give itself up to any pleas-
ures ? while if the soul is mortal, philosophy is in
precisely the same position, aiming to do for man Arnobius again asserts that Christianity does not
what will not profit him if done (3o). The soul, he stand alone, for it was at a comparatively late time
concludes, is neither mortal nor immortal (3t) ; and that the worship of Serapis and Isis, and of others,
there is therefore good reason that those who have was introduced; and so Christianity too had sprung
no confidence in their power to help themselves, up but lately, because it was only then that its
should welcome a saviour in one more powerful teacher had appeared (73) : arid having considered
(_, 33). Christians and heathen alike, then, look why Christ was so late in appearing among men
for the deliverance of their souls from death; and (74, 75), and why Christians are allowed to un-
neither par_, therefore, has any reason to mock the dergo such suffering and trial on earth (76, 77),
other in this (33, 34). Such, too, is the condition he earnestly exhorts all to see to the safety of their
of all spirits which are supposed to exist (35) ; and souls, and flee for salvation to God, seeing that such
it is onlev through God s goodness that any spirit be- terrible dangers threaten us, lest the last day come
comes Immortal (36). It is next argued at great upon us, and we be found in the jaws of death (78).
length, and with some prolixity, that the soul is not
sprung from God, on the ground of its vicious and
imperfect nature (37-46) ; and it is then shown that, BOOK III. • PP. 464-475
in denying the soul's divine origin on this ground,
we are acting most reasonably, although we cannot ARGUMENT._ In the two preceding books, At-
say what its real origin is (47, 48) ; while if any one nobius endeavoured to repel the objections raised
attempts to show that the soul is not imperfect and against Christianity ; but already, be says, it had
polluted by sin by pointing to good and upright found able defenders, though strong enough in its
men, he m reminded that the whole race cannot take own might to need none (1) ; and therefore, having
/is character from a few individual members, and replied to the charge of ne_lectlng the worshlp of
that these men were not so naturally (49, 50) • the gods, by asserting that m worshipping the Su-
There is nothing ridiculous, Arnobius goes on to preme God, the Creator of the universe, any other
say, in confessing ignorance of such matters ; and gods, if there are such, receive honour, inasmuch as
the preceding statements are to a certain extent they are sprung from Him (2, 3), he goes on to attack
Impported by Plato's authority, in so far as he sepa- heathenism itself, pointing out that the other gods
rates the formation of man's soul from the divine cannot be proved to exist, their names and number
acts (51, 5z). But if this behef be mistaken, what being alike unknown (4, 5). These gods, moreover,
harm does it do to others (53) ? From this there are spoken of as male and female, but the divine
naturally follows a discussion of the origin of evil, cannot be liable to such distinctions, as Cicero
the existence of which cannot be denied, though its i showed (6) ; whom it would be well, therefore, for
cause is beyond our knowledge ; it is enough to ! the heathen to refute, instead of merely raisingan
know that all GOd does is good (54. 55). How idle unreasoning clamour against his writings (7). The
a task it would be to attempt the solution of such use by Christians of a masculine term to denote
problems, is seen when we consider how diverse are the Deity, is merely a necessity of speech ; but
the results already arrived at, and that each is sup- [ the heathen expressly attributed sex to thesr deities
ported on plausible grounds (56, 57) ; which clearly i (8), who would therefore, being immortal, be innu-
shows that man's curiosity cannot be certainly satis- merable, or if the gods did not beget children, why
fled, and that one man cannot hope to win general had they sex (9) ? Arnobius then inveighs against
assenttohlsopinious(57). Arnobius now proposes this opinion as degrading and dishonouring the
to his opponents a series of questions as to men [ gods (to), and says that _t is far more likely that
and things, after answering which they may with [ they would ai_ict men to punish such insults, than
more reason taunt him with his ignorance of the [ to take vengeance on Christians, who did them no
soul's origin (58, 59) ; and says that, because of the [ dishonour (I !). IIe then goes on to speak of bed.
vanity of all these inquiries, Christ had commanded [ily form, denying that it is attributed to the Deity
them to be laid aside, and men to strive after the [ by Christians (12), while the heathen boldly asserted
knowledge of God (6o), and the deliverance of their [ that their gods had/_m_ bodies, which, Arnobius
souls from the evils which otherwise await them [ shows, makes it necessary to ascribe to some gods
(6I),- a task to be accomplished only through the [ the basest ofl_ces (t3--15). It might, however, be
aid of Him who is all-powerful (62). The condl- [ said that the gods were not really supposed to have
tion of those who lived before Christ came to earth [ such bodies, but were so spoken of out of respect.
is to be learned from HIS teaching (63) ; and His | This, Arnobius shows, is not honouring, but insult-
bounty extends to all, though all do not accept it ing, them as much as possible (tO). If the Deity
(64); for to compel those to turnto Him who_/ has anymortal shape, we do not knowit (t7); He
not come, would be to use violence, not to show may hear, see, and speak in His own, but not in our
mercy (65). No purity therefore, or holiness, can way (I8) ; and it is unbecoming to ascribe even our
save the man who refuses to accept Christ as his virtues to God,--we can only say that His nature
Saviour (66). Arnobius next deals with the objec- cannot be declared by man (tg).
tion that Christianity is a thing of yesterday, for The oIRces ascribed to the gods are next derisive-
which it would be absurd to give up the more an- Iv commented on (2o, zr) ; and as to the suggestion
cient religions, by asking if it is thus that we look _at the gods impart a knowledge of the arts over
upon the various improvements which have been which they preside, without being practically so.
suggested from time to time by the increa_ of _tudnted with them, it is asked why the gods should
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seek this knowledge, when they had no opportunity the worshipper would be one of danger and per.
of turning it to account (z2). It might, however, plexity (I6)..The others might be similarly referred
be said that it belonged to the gods to secure a pros- to, and this suone would make it impossible to be-
perous issue to human undertakings. Why, then, lieve in these deifies (17). And if it should be said
fitilure, ruin, and destruction (23) ? Because, it that these writings are false., it might be answered
would be answered, of neglected rites, and sacri- that It is only of such published statements that
rices withheld. Is, then, Aruobius asks, the favour notice could be taken; and that, if they were di_
of the gods to be purchased ? is it not theirs to give crectited, this fact should be made evident; and,
to those utterly destitute (24) ? Urt_s, Cinxia, Vita, finally, that from them all the religious ideas of the
and Potua are held up as foul parodies on Deity heathen were drawn(tS). In saying that a god was
(aS). Mars and Venus being taken as fair exam- sprung from such a father and mother, the thought
pies (26, aT), the conclusion is reached, that such might have suggested itself, that in this there wu
gods, presiding over lust, discord, and war, cannot something human, something not befitting deity
be believed in (28). The inconsistent and mutu- (t9) ; but, so far from this, they had added every__
ally destructive opinions entertained with regard to thing degrading and horrible (zo). Jupiter hid
Janus, Saturn (29), Jupiter, Juno (30), and other such an origin, they said, and the Thunderer wu
gods, render belief m them impossible (31-34); once a helpless infant tended by his nurse (at); .
while if, as some believe, the world is a living being, and-- which was even more degrading and uuseem-
the deities cannot exist which are said to be parts ly-- in turn he, too, was subject to lust and passion,
of it, as the sun, moon, etc., for the whole willhave even descending to intercourse with mortals (2_, z3).
life, not its members (35)- Thus the heathen plain- Here, Arnobius says, would be found the cause Of
ly subvert all faith in their religion, however zeal- all the miseries of which they complained, and thes_
ous against Christian innovations (36). They do therefore, were to he laid to the account, not of the
so still further, by the ri&culous inconsistency of !Christians, but of the heathen, for it was they who
their opinions as to the origin and numbers of devised such hideous, absurd, and blaspbemous tales
their gods, in particular of the Muses (37, 38); the about the deities, which are either utterly false, or
Noveusiles (38, 39); the Penates (4o); and the conclusively disprove the existence of such gods
Lares (40. (24-28). Here it might have been shown that all

Arnobius, having thus shown that the heathen are the gods were originally men, by referring to vari-
in doubt and ignorance as to all their gods, a cir- ous historians (29) ; but this is not done, because
cumstance giving rise to confusion in seeking to the purpose of Arnobius was merely to show that it
celebrate their Ntes (42, 43), calls upon them to de- was the heathen, not the Christians, who did the
cide on their creed, and abide by it (44). gods dishonour. True worship is not ritual ob-

servance, but right thoughts ; and therefore the re-
sentment of the gods would be excited rather by

BOOK IV. . pp. 476-488 the infamous tales of the heathen, than by the neg-
lect of the Christians (3o, 3I) ; and whoever might

AgGuMENT.--Arnobius now attacks the heathen hXve invented them, the great body of the people
mythology, pointing out that such deities as Piety, were to blame, in that they allowedit to be done,
Concord, Safety, and the like, could only be mere and even took pleasure in reading or hearing such
abstractions (I, 2) ; while, as to many others, it stories, although they had secured not merely the
would be difficult to suppose --especially when great, but even private persons from libels and cal-
facts are compared with theories--that they were umnies by the strictest laws (3a-34). But not
seriously spoken of as deities, e.g., Luperca, Pries- merely didthey suffer things to be written with ira-
tuna, Pantica (3), and Pellonia (4t; the sinister punity which dishonoured the gods, similar plays
deities (5) ; Lateranus, a god degraded to the were also acted on the stage (35) ; and in these the
kitchen (6) ; and others to whom were assigned oh- gods were even made a laughing-stock, to the great
scene and trifling offices (7) ; and asking whether delight of crowded audiences (35, 36)• And yet,
the existence of these deities depended on the though they were so open and unblushing in the
things for which they cared, or the performance of insults which they offered the gods, they did not
the offices over which they were set, and how, if hesitate to accuse the Christians of impiety, who
they were first in the order of existence, they could [were not guilty in this respect at all (37). Ift
be nanled from things which did not then exist, and therefore, the gods are angry, it is not because
how their names were known (8). Common-sense of the Christians, but because of their own worship.
will not allow us to believe in gods of Gain, Lust, pets (38).
Money, and the rest (9) ; and besides, we could not
stop here, for if there were gods to preside over
bones, honey, thresholds, we should find it impossi- BOOK V. • pp. 489-50 $
hie to deny that everywhere and for everything there
are special gods (to). What proof, it is asked, do AItOUMZNT._It mlghtbe said that these charges
the gods give of their existence ? do they appear were founded by Arnoblus on the writings of poets
when invoked ? do they give true oracles (x t) ? how and actions of stage-players, and that the heathen
were thevmade known to men, and how could it be generally could not therefore be held guilty. Such
certain that some one did not take the place of all a defence, however, would not avail those who in
those supposed to be present at different rites {12}? their histories and religious rites were not less
Arnobius next goes on to polnt out that several impious and insulting to the deities. Arnoblus
deities were spoken of under one name, while, on proceeds, therefore, to narrate the story, told by
the contrary, several names were sometimes applied Antias, of Jupiter's being tricked by Numa (I),
to one deity (x3); e.g., there were three JupRers, and criticises it minutely, showing the manifest
five Suns and /dercuries, five Minervas (x4), four absurdity and impiety of representing man as over-
Vulcans, three Dianas and ._Esculapii, six cal!ed coming and deluding the gods (z-4). He next re-
Hercules, and four called Venus, and others, m like latus from Timotheus the origin of Acdestis ($);
manner, from which would arise much confusion the base and degrading expedients which the gods
(I 5) ; for if Minerva were invoked, the five might were compelled to adopt in order that they might rid
be supposed to appear, each claiming the honour themselves of his audacity; and the extraordinary
of deity as her own, in which case the position of birth (6) and de_h of Atti_ and _ of the
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rites of the Great Mother in memory of him (7)- perfection, and therefore self-sufficient, not depend-
story also is crzticised at great length, its ab- ent on aid from without, nor afflicted with the desires

surdity, indecency., and silliness being brought prom- and passions of mortals. To think thus, he adds,

inently forward (8-I4) ; while it is pointed out that is not to hold the gods in contempt (z). But if theythe truth or falsehood of the story is of no conse- are such, of what use would temples be to them.
quence to the argument, as all that Arnobins wishes Is it not sheer madness to think that you honour
to prove is, that any deities which exist are more your superiors when you judge of them by your own
grossly insutted by their own worshippers than by necessities ? Do the gods need shelter from cold
Christians (15). But, he says, how can you main- and heat, from rain or storm ? And although to
W.in that this story is false, when the ceremomes men temples may seem magnificent, to the gods of
you are ever observing always refer to the events heaven they can be only mean cells (3)- But, it
of which it speaks (i6, I7) ? maght be said, temples are built not to shelter the

Neglecting many similar stories as too numerous gods, but that we may address them face to face, as
to be related, he merely mentions Fenta Fauna, the it were. Then, d prayers were offered to the gods
birth of Servins Tullins (I8), the Omophagia, rites under the open heaven, they would not be heard.
of Venus, Corybantia, and the Bacchanalia which re- But the true God must hear prayers wherever of-
late the dismembering of Bacchus (xp). The story fered, nay, must be present even in the silent recesses
is next related of Jupiter's amours with Ceres as a of the heart, to know what is thought, what is de-
bull, and with Proserpine as a serpent (zo, zl), in sired, even though it be not expressed, for it is His
which, Arnobins says, it might be thought that it was to fill all things with His power, and not to be pres,
wished to make Jupiter an embodiment of all the ent in one place only (4). Otherwise there could be

no hope of help ; for if prayers were made to onewces (zz) ; and then notes, with bitter irony, how the
Supreme Ruler is belittled by their trivial and de- deity from different parts of the earth, while he
grading tales (23). Passing now to the other deities, could be present only in one, then ezther all would
Arnobins narrates the wanderings of Ceres, and the be alike neglected, or one only would be heard and
origin, in consequence, of the Thesmophoria and answered {5).
Elensinia (24-27). So, too, the obscene Alimontia These temples, however, which were said to have
are shown to have an origin as shameful (z8); and been built in honour of the gods, were in reality
Arnobius indignantly asks, whether such a tale does places of sepulture. Thus Cecrops was buried in
not strike at the foundation of all morality ? and the temple of Minerva at Athens, and others, both
whether Christians are to be forced, by fear of tot- men and women, in various well-known shrines (6),
merit and death, to worship such deities (29), for even the Capitol being only the sepulchre of Olus;
disbelief in whom he cannot but wonder that men are and thus the heathens are shown to have been

called atheists (3o) ? Since, then, it is the heathen guilty either of _orshapping the dead as gods, or of
who so insult their own deities, the wrath of the dishonouring the gods by making tombs their rem-

ds must be against their worshippers, not against ples (7).
ristlans (3t). As to images, if there are really gods in heaven

The suggestion that these stories are allegories to whom supplication can be made, why, Arnobius
asks, should figures of them be made on earth ? and(32) he scouts as utterly absurd, pointing out the

impossibilty of finding any meaning in some parts if they are not believed to be in heaven, it as still
of the fables, insisting that as every detail is not more difficult to say of what use these images are
allegorical, no part can be, and supposing that he (8). We worship the gods, the heathen said, by
thus shows that these must be accounts of actual means of their images. Can the gods, therefore,
events (33-39). If, however, these tales are a11e- Arnobius asks, receive homage only when offered
gories" do they not, Arnobius asks, do the gods to statues ? What can be more insulting than to
wrong by imputing to them as crimes what are believe in a god, and pray to a statue, to hope for
merely natural phenomena (4o) ? that is, do they aid from a deity, but to ask it from his image (9) ?
not turn into obscenity that which is pure and hon- Moreover, how could it be known that those figures
ourable in itself, while allegory is rather used to hide were indeed images of the gods ? The moon is ever
under a cloak of decency what is indecent (4I) ? in motion; how could the figure of a woman which
There is but one other pretext, that the gods them- never starred be her bkeness ? But if the gods were
selves would have their mysteries made anegories, not such as their statues--which no one supposed
not choosing that they should be generally under- --what audacity was shown in g_ving to them what-
stood. But how was this ascertained ? and why ever figures men pleased 0o) I Little occasion had
would they not allow the truth to be told, against they to laugh at the superstitious worship of rivers,
which no objection could be taken, preferring inde- stones, sabres, and pieces of wood by ancient and
cent and shameful allegory (4z) ? These explana- barbarous peoples, while they themselves prayed to
fions, then, are merely attempts to get rid of little figures of men. Did they, then, believe that
difficulties (43) ; attempts, too, which could not be the gods were llke men ? No, Arnobius says ; only
very successful, for many shameful tales do not [ they found themselves committed to a false position,
admit of explanation as allegories (44). What re- / andwould rather maintain it with violence and cru-
markable modesty is this, to blush at the mention 1 elty than admit that they were in error (x I). Hence
of bread and wine, and fearlessly to say "Venus" / it was that such extraordinary forms and equipments
for a shameful act l (45.) ] were given to the gods. But if the images were

secretly removed from their proper places, and the
insignia of one given to another, it would be impns-

BOOK VI. . pp. 5o6..517 sible to say which was Jupiter, which Mars. How
absurd to form images of the gods, which depend

AItOUMENT._ Having shown how impious were for their individuality on the dresses put upon them
the opinions entertained by the heathen about their (12) I It was a small thing, however, to distinguish

the gods by means of reaping-hooks" tridents, horns,own gods, Arnobius next meets the charge of im-
piety made against Chrlsthms because they neither or hammers ; but it was no light matter that the gods
built temples, nor set up statues, nor offered sacrb should be fashioned like lewd men and women, and
rices. This, however, he asserts was not the fruit that thus divine honours should be paid to harlots
of impiety, but of nobler beliefs (I). For, admitting (I3). Ar_obius next insists that images are but dead
that they are gods, they must be free from all ira- matter, moulded, cut, flied, and hewn into form by
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men; and that it is therefore absurd for a man to of the usual divine honours to God. The fact he
worship what he has himself made 04). No one admits, but asserts that in so doing Christians really
would worship, he says, a mass of metal or a heap comply with God's will. To vindicate the Christians
of stones, or even fragments of images; but why, from any charge of impiety because the_, offered no
while the parts are thus regarded as merely dead sacrifices, Arnobius quotes Varro's opimon, that the
matter, should they, when formed into an image, true gods could not wish for these, whilst the images
become dlvine (tSI. Still men asked blessings from could care for nothing (t). The true gods, though
earthenware, copper, and ivory, and supposed that unknown because unseen, must be, so far as their
their prayers were heard by senseless figures, for- diwmty is concerned, exactly alike, so as never to
getting how and from what they were formed; that have been begotten, or be dependent on anything
it was man's skill which gave them all their gran- external to themselves (z). But if this-is the case,
deur, for within them there was only hideous empti- on what ground ought sacrifices to be offered -- as
hess ; and that they were destroyed by time, used food for the gods _ but whatever needs help from
as coverts by mean and loathsome creatures, and without, must be liable to perish if this is withheld.
bemired by birds, the dumb ammals thus teaching Moreover, unless the gods feed on the steam and
their master, man, that the images which he _or- vapour of the sacrifices, it is plain that they receive
shipped were beneath h_s notice {I6). But, was the nothing, as the fire on the altar destroys what is
reply of the heathen, we worship not the images, but placed on it ; whilst, finally, if the gods are incorpo-
the delt_es, which are brought into them by their real, it is difficult to see how they can be supported
consecration. Do the gods, then, qmt heaven to by corporeal substances (3)" It might indeed be
give dignity to what is base ? And if so, do they supposed that the gods took some pleasure in hay.
enter these images wdhngly or unwillingly ? If un- ing victims slain to them ; but this is exposed to two
willingly, is their majesty not lessened ? If wilhngly, objections, -- that to feel pleasure necessitates the
what can they find there to entice them from their capacity of feeling pain, whilst these two states are
starry seats (i7) ? It is further asked, Do the gods becoming only in the weakness of mortals, and re-
always remain in these nnages, or come and go at quire the possession of the senses, which can only
will? If the former, how wretched is their case l accompany a bodily form, from which the gods are
If the latter, how is it to be known when the god is supposed to be free ; and that, secondly, to feel
in the image so that he should be worshipped, and pleasure in the sufferings of animals, is hardly con-

sistent with the divine character (4). It was corn-when he has quitted it so that it may be safely
neglected ? Moreover, m small figures, do the gods monly held that sacrifices propitiated the deities,
become small ? in those represented as sitting, do and appeased their wrath. Against this Arnobius
they sit? and do they thus conform in all respects protests as utterly inconsistent with the view of the
to their images (I8) ? But there are either as many divine nature, which he conceives it necessary to
gods as statues, or no statue can be tenanted by a maintain so persistently (5). But conceding this
god, because one god cannot occupy different images point, for the sake of argument, two alternatives
(79). But if the gods dwell in their own images, why are proposed : such s/tcrifices should be offered
do they not themselves defend these, instead of leav- etther before or after the divine wrath is excited.
ing it to dogs and geese and watchers to protect If the former is chosen, this is to represent the gods
their effigies from fire or thieves (zo) ? Nay, more, as wild beasts to be won from their savageness by
why do they allow themselves to be robbed and in- throwing to them sops, or that on which to vent
suited by the stripping from their images of what their rage ; if the latter, without waiting to discuss
_s valuable (2x),_ It might be said that the gods whether the divine greatness would be offended by
despised such trifles; but if so, that showed that a creature so ignorant and unimportant as man (6),
they despised the images as well Arnobms then or what laws the gods have established on earth b_
relates the stones of men falling in love with statues the violation of which they might be enraged (7), R
of Venus, and asks, where was the goddess, that she is asked why the death of a pig, a chicken, or an ox
did not repel and pumsh such insulting wantonness, should change the disposltion of a god, and whether
or at least recall the frenzied youths to their senses the gods can be bribed into a _aclous mood, More-
(22) ? If any explanatmn could be found for this, over, if the divine par_lon Is not given .freely, it
there was none, however, for the fact that so many would be better to withhold it, as men mn more
temples had been destroyed by fire and spoiled by readily when they believe that they can purchase
robbers, without tbe interference of their presiding pardon for themselves (8). A protest is put into
deities (23). Finally, if it were said that images had the mouth of an ox against the injustice of compel-
been devised in ancient t_mes to terrify men from ling cattle to pay the penalty of men's offences (9)-
their wickedness by the belief that gods were at Arnobius then points out that the doctrine of fate,
hand to .see and punish their crimes, Arnobius ad- that all things proceed from causes, and that there-
mitS that there would be some reason in this, if fore the course of events cannot be changed, does
temples and images caused peace, justice, and purity away with all need to appeal to the gods to render
to prevail on the earth ; but points out that this had services which are not in their power (to). Finally,
not been the result, for crime and wickcdness abound the miseries of men are a conclusive proof that the
everywhere ; and temples, and even the images which gods cannot avert evil (t I ), otherwise they are un-
were to force men to be just, are plundered without grateful in allowing misfortunes to overwhelm their
fear (z4). He then asks what power Saturn's sickle, worshippers. A brief r/n,m/is given of the pre-
the winged shoes of Mercury, or any of the other ceding arguments, illustrated by the cases of two
insignia of the gods possess, to move men's minds men, of whom one has but little to give, whilst the
to fear (zS) ; and whether it had ever been thought other loads the altars with his offerings; and of two
that men could be frightened by a hideous face, as nations at war with each other whose gifts are equal,
children by some bugbear. The enactment of laws, -- which show how untenable the hypothesis is, that
however, shows clearly that images or temples have sacrifices purchase the favour of the go/Is (l_).
no such power (26). Another pretext urged was, that thegods were

honoured _bythe offering of sacrifices. How Could
BOOK VII. pp. 518..54 o this be? Honour consists in something yielded and

something received (13}. But what could the go_ts
AXOUMENT._ He proceeds to meet the charge, receive from men ? how could their greatness 13¢

that Christians are atbeists because they offer none increased by men's actions (x4) ? The true deities
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should indeed be honoured bv entertaining thoughts that they should be immaterial, and that therefore
worthy of them; bat what _nd of honour is it to they should not be affected by odours (28). Arno-
slay aidmuls before them, to offer them blood, and bins next shows that the use of wine in ceremonies
send up wreaths of smoke into the air (! 5) ? Still, was as little based on reason as that of incense, for
if such horrid sights and smells were thought pleas- deities cannot be affected by thirst (29) ; and how
ing to the gods, why were certain animals and eer- could they be honoured with that which excites to
rain things chosen to be sacrificed, and not others vice and impairs man's reason (30) ? The formula
(16) ? The absurdity of offering to the gods the with which libations were made is ridiculed as nig-
food used by us, is shown by supposing that pigs, gardly and stingy (3 l) ; and the wreaths and gar-
dogs, asses, swallows, and other birds and beasts, lands worn by the celebrants, and the nmse and
were to sacrifice to men, in like manner, ants, hay, clangour of their musical instruments, are also
hones, and the filth even which some of them eat turned into mockery (32) ; whilst it is shown that,
{17). It is then asked why to one god bulls were to speak of the gods being honoured by the games
sacrificed, to another kids, to a third sheep; to dedicated to them, is to say that the), were honoured
some white, to others black, to some male, to others by being publicly insulted in the ribald plays which
female ammals {I8). The usual answer was, that were acted at these times, and by hcentmus and
to the gods male victims, to the goddesses females, lustful conduct (33)- All these detestable opinions
were sacrificed, which brings up again the question originated in man's inability to understand what the
as to sex amongst the deities But passing this by, deity really is, and in his therefore attributing to
what is there in difference of colour to make the the divine nature what belongs to hnnself alone (34).
gods pleased or displeased as the victim might be In the three chapters which follow, he contrasts the
white or black? The gods of heaven, it might be opinions of heathen and Christians as to the divine
said, delight in cheerful colours, those of Hades in nature, showing that to the former nothing seemed

lOOmy ones. In the time of Arnobins, however, too bad to be attributed to their gods; while the
w believed that there was any such place as latter, not professing to worship the gods, insulted

Hades ; and if this were so, there could be no gods them less bX not holding such opinions (35-37)-
there (19). But conceding this point also, and ad- The pestilences and other calamities are next dis-
mitring that to their savage dispositions gloomy cussed, which were supposed to have been sent by
colours might be pleasing, Arnobius suggests that the gods as punishments for sacrifices or other how
only the skins of animals are black, and that there- ours withheld from them (38). Thus it was related
fore the flesh, bones, etc., should not be offered, nor that, the/udt Ctrcenses having been violated, a pes-
the wine, milk, oil, and other things used in sacri- tilence ensued until they were once more celebrated
rices which are not black (2o). It is next asked why in due form (39)- Other pestilences also were got
certain animals were sacrificed to certain gods, and rid of, and enemies overcome, when gods had been
not to others; to which the only answer is, that it brought across the seas and established at Rome ;
had been so determined by the men of former times while, on the Capitol's being struck by lightning,
(_t). Or if it be suggested that a reason is seen evil was averted only by rearing towards the east
in the sacrificing of fruitful and barren victims to an image of Jupiter in a higher place (4o). But
mother earth and the virgin Minerva, such reason- how can the story of the ludt Ctrcenses be believed,
ing requires that musicians should be sacrificed to which represents Jupiter as delighting in childish
Apollo, physicians to ._sculapius, and orators to amusements, angry without cause, and punishing
Mercury (22). Returning to the argument, that those who had done no wrong (4x, 4z), and going
sacrifices should be offered to the gods to win so far astray in making choice of a man to declare
favours from the good, to avert the malice of the the cause of his anger (43) ? In hke manner Arno-
bad, Arnobius points out, first, that it is impossible bins discusses the transportation of _Esculapius, in
that there should be evil deities ; and, secondly, that the form of a serpent, from Epldaurus to the island
to suppose that the sacrifices were effectual, is to in the Tiber, after whtch it was said the people
suppose that by them an evil deity could be changed were restored to health (44-46). In reply to the
into a good, and that, through their being withheld, question how it was that the plague ceased if the
a beneficent deity might beconte malevolent; which god did not really come to Rome, Arnobms asks
is as absurd as if one were to expect, on caressing how it was that, if the god did come to Rome, he
a viper or scorpion, that he would escape being did not preserve the city from all disease and pesti-
stung (23). He proceeds to call attention to various lence thereafter (47) ; and as to the argument, that
kinds of puddings, cakes, pottages, and other dell- this did not happen because in later ages wicked-
cacies used in ceremonies, asking with scorn for ness and impiety prevailed, reminds hls opponent
what end they were employed (24, 25). It is next that at no epoch was Rome a city of the good and
pointed out, that no reason can be offered for the pious (48). So, too, the Great Mother was said
use of incense, which was certainly unknown in the to have been brought from Phrygia to enable the
heroic ages, and unused even in Etruria, the mother Romans to overcome Hannibal. But all that was
of superstition, and could not have been burned on brought was a stone (49) ; and are we to suppose
the altar until after the time of Numa. If, there- that Hannibal was overcome by a stone, and not by
fore, the ancients were not guilty in neglecting to the energy, resolution, and courage of the Romans ?
born incense, it could not be necessarytodoso(26). But if the Great Mother really, drove Hannibal
Moreover, of what service was incense to the gods ? from Italy, why did she delay doing so until carried
If they were honoured by its being burned, why over the seas to Rome (5o) ? But without insisting
should not any gum be so used (27) ? If incense is on these objections, who will call her a gooness WhO
preferred because of its sweet smell, the gods mu_t is perfectly capricious, abandons her worshippers
have noses, and share man's nature. Further, they to settle amongst those who are more powerful, and
may not be affected as we are by odours, and what loves to be in the midst of slaughter and bloodshed,
is p!e_nt to us may be disagreeable to them ; and whilst the true gods must be perfectly just and
v_ m,ra_. But such cousiderationa are inadmissi- equally well disposed to all men (5t)?
ble with regard to the gods, for reason demands
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Abdera, proverbial for stupidity, 494- Alba, founded by Ascanius, 46t ; nerva and Vulcan, 48o, 48t ; ao.
Abusive language, punished by law, flourished for 4oo years, 528; in. companied his mother in her

487. cense unknown in, 5z8. wanderings, 4:zz; found refuge
Acantho, mother of the fourth Sun, Alban Hall, white bulls sacrificed on, on a float,rig island, 4zz; called

480. 460. Clarian, Delian, Didymean, Phi-
Acdestis, birth of, 49_ ; a hermaphro- Alcibiades, the Herm_ modelled lesian, Pythian, 419; bow-bear-

dite, 49I; self-mutilated by the after, 5It. _ ing, 4zz, 483; Sminthian, 47_];
craft of Bacchus, 49I; love of Alcmena" seduced by Jupiter, 460, deceived those who enriched hm
Attls, 492; fatal consequences 498; mother of the Theban Her- temples, 484; served Admetua

and Laomedon, 484; piratesof his fury, 492. cules, 483.
Achaia, Christianity attested by mir- Alcyone, 485 (note). plundered and burned temples

acles in, 438. Alemanni, said to have been over- of, 516 (note); identified with
come because Christians Bacchus and the sun, 473; Rit-Acheron, 439, 5°0. . were

Achilles, 485- to be found amongst them, 4x7. uais of Numa did not contain
Acorns and chestnuts, the food of Alimontian mysteries, 5oo. name of, 462; four gods named,

primitive men, 442, 459- Allegorical explanation of myths, 48o; human heads offered to Dis
Acrisius, buried in temple of Minerva 464, 475; rejected by Arnobins, and Saturn by advice of, 46o,

at Larissa" 508. 475, 476. and Neptune, the Penates, 475;
Actaeon, the horned hunter, 473. ]Alope, loved by Neptune, 48_ Hyperoche and Laodice buried
Actors, freed from taxes, 488. Ambiguity of words, Juptter en- in temple of Delian, 5o8; Tel-
Admetus, served by Apollo, 484. , snared by, 489. messus buried under the altar
Adonis, loved by Proserpine, 485. [ Amphitheatres, places of bloodshed of, 5o8, 5o9; god of music, 526;
Adulterers, punished with death, ] and wickedness, 488. _ mistresses of, 485 ; represented

483. [ Amphitrite, loved by Neptune, 4zLq. with lyre and plectrum, St I.
.4]_acus, son of Jupiter, first builder [ Am_,mone, loved by Neptune, 485. Apollonius, the Magian, 428.

of temples, 507 ; loved by the [ Anchises, loved by Venus, 4zz, 485. Aquilius, 424-
Nereid, 485. ] Ancient customs, not adhered to by Arabia, Christianity tested by mira.

.J]/_lius,held that the Noveusiles were d heathens as well as by Chris- cles in, 438.
Arabians, worshipped an muthapedthe Muses, 474. tians, 459, 46°.

_neas, son-in-law of Latinus, 46t ; Angels' names, used as incantations, stone, 5[0.
son of Venus, 485 ; detfied, 474. 425 (note). Arcadia, Mars born in, 484.

_gsculapius, son of Coronis, 422 ; Animals, man c!nsely allied to the Archesilas, affirms that man knows
killed by lightning, 424, 484; other, 44o, 44t, 443, 444; man nothing, 437.

deified because he discovered not morallysuperior to the other, Archl_ta_ assigns all things to num-use of herbs, 423, 424, 474; gtver I 520, 521 ;deified and worshipped, .s,437- . _ _ .
of health, 459, 47°; distinguished [ _ , . . . Argo_. destr_tlon by fire of temple
by his staff, 517; golden beard[Ant, Jupiter s conversmn into an, . oz juno at, _lo. --
torn from a statue of, 515; three ] 485. ar_ns, siam oy mercury, 4_, 517.
gods named, 480; vintage festi-[ Antiochus of Cyzlcum, sacrilege of, Armtot.le, adds a fifth element_m the
val of, 531; brought to Rome[ $1_. ..... prima.fir causes, 437; amrmea
in form oie a serpent, 536. [ Antiqmty, the most fertile source of . tl_t M_nerva was me nu_on, 47a.

.'Ether, father of Jupiter, 4go; shown [ e.rror_ 4z9. AttaCh.san, z.o.to.aster a_ .4z6 Inom)%
not to be a god, 473. [ Anums, 0o_-t_.51.7. [ .Armemans, nel_vea tpat oue _oa

Agthasa, loved by Apollo, 485- [ Apis, born m the veioponnese, 42:; [ was cause ol au atwne mamt_.
_Etna" torches of Ceres llt at, 499, [ called Serapla by the Egyptians, I tationst,4ea3. . .

5o_. [ 4zz; those punished who re- [ Arnobins, dfe, character, aria w_t-
Agdmh_Moun t, 49I. | vealed the abode of, 5o9" [ in_qtorb 403"4I! ; edmons et
At,esarchns, cgx). [ Apollo, son of Jupiter and Latona, I worlrah 41o; nm own account of
A_ Locutii, 4_o. [ 46o, 483 (note), 485; son of Hi-I his conversion, 42&

563
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Arsinoe, loved by Apollo, 48 5. Bromius, name of Bacchus, 48_. Charms, used to appease unknown
Art of man, no proof of participation Brunda, Simon Magus threw himself powers, 4.39.

in the dlvme nature, 44t. from hoase-top at, 438. Christ, His worship no just cause
Asia, afflicted with mice and locusts Burnas, god of last, 478. of offence, to heathemsm, 4az;

because of the Christians, 4t 7 ; effects of His teaching, 423,438;
Christianity attested by miracles Cwltbaris kasta, used in arranging His crucifixion and human na-
in, 438. hair of brides, 46o. ture no reproach, 424 ; no Ma-

Asses, sacrificed to Mars bythe Scyth- C_esehl, 43 o. gian, 425 ; lhs miracles works
inns, 484 . Caesius' enumeration of the Penates, of blessing, 425, 426; gift of

Assyrians, war of Bactrians with, 474. tongues attributed toHim, 425;
415. Calamities, common to aU ages, not proofs of His divinity, 425; not

Atellane farces, 53 I. caused by Christians, 4t4. paralleled in heathen mythology,
Athemans, made their Hermm like Calliope's son, Orpheus, 499. 428 ; evidenced by the multitude

Alcibiades, 5t t. Canaehenl, 5!6. of believers, 429 ; why incarnate,
Athens, fall of temple of Bacchus at, Canary Islands, 508. 43o, and enduring death, 43h

5t6; Cecrops buried in temple Cannm, proscrzption of Sulla corn- 432; His words and works in
of Minerva at, ._O8. pared to the battle of, 504. contrast w_th heathen philoso-

Atlantis, the fabled island, 4t5. Capitol, Tolus Vulcentanus buried phy, 438; true knowledge only
Atlas, prop of the skies, 460; grand- in the, 509; named from Olus, m Him, 4_7-

father of Mercury, 469 (note). 509 {note); destroyed by fire, Christlamty, objection of its late ori-
Attagh Phrygian name of. goats, 49_.- 5t6; struck by lightning, 534- gin answered, 46[ ; other cavils
Attatus, sent from Phrygm to Rome Capitoline Jupiter, burned along with against, apply equally to heathen

a stone as the Great Mother the temple, 516. mythology, 462, 463.
538. Capitohne Hill, taken by Titus Ta- Christmns, excellence of their wor.

Attica, visited by Ceres, 5o4. tins, 476, 477. ship. 419, contrasted with hea-
Attis, worshipped in the temples o Caprotma, name of Juno, 472. then, 4.o0; increase of, a proof

Cybele,424(notes);sonofNana Carians, the, sacrificed dogs to Mars, of Christiamty, 429; do not
492 ; loved by Cybele, 486, 49 z 484. teach phdosophical theories of
self-mutilation and death of, 492 Carneades, affirmed man's ignorance the soul, nor of good and evil,
rites estabhshed in honour of of all things, 437. 454, 455.
490 (note) ; explained asthe sun Castor and Pollux, called Tyndarian Chrysippus, object of Jupiter's lust,
505. brothers, 46o (note); Dioscori, 485.

Aulus, Capitol named from, 5O9. 483; sons of Jupiter and Leda, Chrysippus, asserted that the world
Aurora's love of Tithonus, 485. 460, 483; sons of Tyndareus, would be destroyed by fire, 437.
Aventme, Jupiter drawn down to the 422; buried in Lacediemonia, Chrysls, Juno's priestess, burned at

489• 484 (note); three sets of gods Argos, 5_6 (note).
named, 48o. Cicero, De Natura 2_eorum, mutila-

Bacchanalia, two kinds of, 496, 497- Castor, famed for his skill in mann- tions of, 465.
Bacchus, son of Semele, 473, 483; ging horses, 422. Cincian law against gifts to advo-

dashed by lightning from hm Castus, a fasting, 496. cates, 46o.
mother's womb, 422; born again Catamitas, carried off to be a cup- Cincins, regards the Novensiles as
from his father's thigh, 483; bearer, 485; object of Jupiter's the gods of conquered states,
giver of a good vintage, 459; lust, 498. deities brought from abroad, 474.
represented as effeminate, 5H, Cato, 468. Cinxia, a name of Juno, 472; pre-
and as bearing a drinking-cup, Cats, temples built to, 42o. sides over the loosening of the
5r7 ; t_ha//_ displayed at rites of, Caudme Forks, Romans sent under zone, 470; the Thespians wor-

5oo; identified with the sun, 473; the yoke at, 477. I ship a branch as, 5xo.
goats sacrificed to, 525.(note)', Cecrops, buried in the temple of _Cinyras, king of Cvprns, 484; king
called Ewus, 5oo, Nysms, _oo, I Minerva at Athens, 508. [ of Paphos, 5o9_; deified Venus,
Bromius, 483; torn in'pmces- by Celeus, daughters of, bunedintemple [ a courtesan, 484; was buried in
Titans, 424, 497 ; destruction of at Eleusis, 5o8. temple of Venus, 5o9; founder
temple of, at Athens, 5t6. Cerberus, 5oo. of the mysteries of Cyprian

Bacls, the soothsayer, 43 I, Ceres, born in Sicily, 422 ; deified [ Venus, 496. -
Baetrian, Zoroaster a, 428 (note). because she discovered use of I Circe, mother of the fifth Sun, 480.
Bactrians, war of Assyrians with, bread, 423; gives good crops, Ctrcu% story of re-celebration of the

4t 5- 459; lusted after Jasion, 485; games of the, 425.
B*ebulas, the Magian, 428. mother of Jupiter, according to Cleochus (or Clearchas), buried in
Banquets of the gods, _3 t. Phrygians, 497 ; violated by him, the Didymmon at Miletus, 5o8
Bark, used in ancient times for cloth- 497; wanderings of, 499; her (note).
B ing, 459. sacred rites called Greets, 462 ; Clitor, daughter of, seduced by Jupi-

auoo, entertainer of Ceres at Eleu- identified with Diana and Luna, ter, 485.
sis, 499. 473; said by Cmsius to be one Cnidmn Venus, copied from a cour-

Beetles, temples erected to, 42o. of the Penates, 474; represented tesan, 511.
Bellonae, 420, 47T- with protruding breasts, 466, Cocytas, river in Hades, 439.
Berecyntiau, goddess, 494- 517 ; her temple at Eleusis, 5o8; Co_lus, father of Saturn and Ops by
Binding 0f Mars and Venus, ex- falling of rain upon the earth Hecate, 461,472; of the second

plained allegorically, 5o5. denoted by union of Jupiter and, Jupiter, 48o ; of the first Mer-
Birthdays of the gods, 53L ,_o2, 5O5; bread denoted by, 5o6; cury, 48o; of the Muses, 473; of
Bocchores, 422. teast in honour of, 53 L Janus by Hecate, 47I ; Venus
Bona Den, story of, 496; original Cestas, Juno's, 5x7 (note). produced from the genitals of,

name, 422. Ch_eronea, Plutarch of, 484. 484..
Branch, a, worshipped by the Thes- Chaldeans, mysterious learning of, Com_Oltces and Consentes. said to be

plans, 5to. 415; believed that one God up- the Penates, 474 (note).
Brides, hair of, arranged with Anita peared in all divine mamfesta- Concord, temples built to, 476-

c_libaris, 46o. tions, 48o. Comerentes dis, parents of Servius
Brimo, Ceres named, 497. Childbirth, Juno set over, 47o. Tullius, 496.
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Consus, god of devices, 470. Digiti Samothracii, said to be the Erechthid_e, i.e., Athenians, 500
Corniculum, Ocrmla brought to Rome Lares, 475- (notes).

from, 496. Dindymene, Pessinuntic, i.e., Cybele Erichthonins, buried in shrine of Mi-
Cornificius, maintains that Noven- worshipped at Pessinus, 488 nerva, 5o8.

sties preside over renovation, (note). Ethiopian sun, Isis tanned by, 422.

474 (note). Diomede, plains of, i.e., Cannz, 477 Etruria, mother of superstition, 528.Coroms, mother of/Esculapius, 422. (note}. Ethiopians, visited by the gods, 5o8.
Corybantes, rites of the, 497- Dione, bore Venus to Jupiter, 4±a, arts of, i.e., charms and sacred
Coryphasia, epithet of the fourth 46o. rites, 496.

Minerva, 480, 481. Dionysius, robbed Jupiter and .-__.scu- Etruscans, the, identified Penates,
Crates, affirms that there are eight lapius of their beards, 515. and Consentes, and Complices,

Muses. 473. Dionysus (see Bacchus), five gods 474-
Crete, Jupiter born and buried m, named, 48o. Eubuleus, a swineherd in Attica,

48o, 484. Dioscori, sons of Leda and Jupiter, 499. " " oCronius, 437 (note). 483 (note). Eumolpid*e, ongan f, 499.
Cupids, three sets of winged, 48o. Dis, identified with Summanus, 5o7 ; Eumolpus, keeper of sheep in Attica,
Curetes, drowned the cries of Jupiter, human heads offered to, 46o ; 499.

475 ; saved him from death, 484. wounded by Hercules, 484 ; al- Europa, seduced by Jupiter, 498;
Cycean, the draught offered to Ceres legorical explanation of rape of represented on the stage, 53t.

by Baubo, 499. Proserpine by, 5o5; gate of, Evil, origin of, not a Christian doe-
Cyllenian, bearer of the caduceus, 472. i.e, Hades, 5oo. trine, 454.
Cyprian Venus, statue of, loved by Discordim, 47 x. Evius, performance of his shamtCml

Pygmalion, 5t5, 516. Dodona, Jupiter of, 516; fall of Ju- promise by, 5oo.
Cyrus, 428. plter's temple at, 5t6.
Cytherean, the, i.e., Venus, 511, 512. Dogs, employed to guard the capi- Fabius, a favourite of Jupiter, 485.
Cyzicum, sacrilege of Antiochus of, tots, 5t5. Fate, all things happen according to,

515. Dysaules, a goatherd m Attica, 499. 52t.
Fatua Fauna, i.e., Bona Dea, wife of

Dact._li Idmi, identified with the Earth, the, identified with the Great Faunus, 422 (note), 496; unlaw-
Dlgiti Samothracu, 475. Mother, Ceres, and Vesta, 47z ; ful to bring in myrtle twigs to the

Dairas, buried in the enclosure at a pregnant sow sacrificed to, rites of, 496 ; account of her
Eleusis, 5o8. _26 ; birthday of, 53 L death and rites, 496.

Damigero, a Magian, 428. Egena, Numa advised by, 489- Fatuae, 420.
Danae, loved by Jupiter, 498. Egypt, Christmmty attested by [Fauni, 420.
Dancer stops, expiation required if mighty works in, 438; AplslFaunus, son of Pious, ana father

the, 486. called Serapis in, 422; letters] of Latinus, 46r; ensmared and
Daphne, loved bv Apollo, 485. invented by the fifth Mercury in, I bound by Numa's craft, 489 ;
Dardanus, the Magian, 428; first 48o. made the Aventine his haunt,

celebrated rates of the Phrygian Egyptians, dumb animals worshipped 489 (note).
Mother, 462. by, 468 ; Christ said to have Fawn's skin, worn by the initiated,

Dead, prayers for the, 488 (note). stolen the secrets of His power 504 (note).
Death, the second, nature of, 440- and teaching from the, 425, pun- Febrntis. a name of Juno, 472.
Decemvirs, decrees of the, 487. ished those who revealed the ! Fescennine verses, sung at marriages,
Deluge, Varro's computation of the dwelling-place of Apis, 509; 482.

time of the, 493; human race called the second Minerva Neith, Fetiales, the forms of the, neglected,
destroyed by, 4i 5. 48i; were afraid to utter the 460 (note).

Democr_tus'atomlctheory, 437. fourth Mercury's name, 480; Fillets, worn by suppliants, 498
Desires, Venus the mother of the, believed that one deity was man- (note).

47I. ifested under the various divine Fire, the origin of all things, 437.
Deucalion and Pyrrha, re-peopled manifestations, 479, 48o. Flint, people of Pessinus worship a,

the earth, 49 L Electra, seduced by ]upiter, 498- 51o.
Diagoras of Melos, denies that there Elements, number of the primary, Flora, watches over the blossoming

are-gods, 4zi (note), 486. 455; mistake as to Aristotle's of plants, 47o; a harlot, 47o;
Dlalis, flamen, mitred, 427, 488. conception of the elements, 437. shameful actions done openly at
Diana, daughter of Jupiter and La- Eleusinia, origin of the, 499; signs games of, 53 z.

tona, 46O, 483 ; daughter c [ the used in, 5oo. Floralia, th6, 53I.
first Minerva, 48I ; bow-bearing, Eleusis, Ceres' visit to, 499; Dairas Fluonia (or Fluvionia), a name of
found refuge on floating islands, and Immarnachus buried in the Juno, 472 Inote).
422; might) in hunting, 469, enclosure of, 5o8; temple of Fons, son of Janus, 47I.
483; wars of the virgin, 486; Ceres at, 5o8. Forks, Caudine, overthrow of Ro.

mans at, 477.
represented withthighshalfcov- Eleutherius, temple at Athens of Fortuna Virginalis, maidens' gar-ered, 517; an unhewn log wor- Liber, 516.
shipped by the Icarians for, 51o; Endymion, loved by Luna, 485. ments offered to, 46o.
fall of temple at Ephesus of, Ennius, translated works of Euhem-]Fortune, a deity, 4,59; one of the
516; Leucophryne buried in erus, 486. Penates, according to C_esins,
temple of, 5o8 ; shrine in Delian Ephesus, fall of Diana's temple at, 474, 475; represented with a

horn filled with fruit, 5t7.Apollo's temple of, 5o8; theolo- 5t6.
gians mention three goddesses Epicurus, atomic theory of, 437; Free-will, necessary to man's nature,
named, 48o; identified with teaches that the soul is mortal, 458.
Ceres and Luna, 473. 445. ] Frugifer, a god with lion's face

Didymgeon, Cleochus buried in the Epidaurus, ,,Esculapius brought [ called, 5to (note).
Mileslan, 5o8 (note). from, ._36; he of, i.e., ,_-.scula- [ Furies, the, 47I, 5oo.

Diespiter, son of Saturn and Ops, pius, 4o9. t
482 ; lusted after his mother Epirns, Christianity attested by [ Gablnius, the consul, 46_ (note}.
Ceres, 497 ; names of some who mighty works in, 438. [ Gmtuli, afflicted with droughts
bore children to, 460. Equity deifio:l, 476. I cause of the Christians, 4t 7,
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GC,aia_.rb.godso_,.4.78.. punishment in, "5; exist-[ Hyperoche, the shrine of
Hades, buried in

ns, Ch-u nsUamty attested b'. ence of, denied, 522. I Diana, 508.
mtgllty works an_ng the, 43_.- I-Iammon, represented with a ram's JHypsipyle, loved by Apollo, 485.

Umli, priests of the ureat Mother norris, 51I. [
424; beat their breasts, wailin t Hannibal's invasion of Italy, Phry-lIa, bride of Attis" 492; her blood
for Attis, 496. gian mother's worship intro-n turnedinto violets, 492.

Gallus, mutilation of a daughter of, duced at the time of, 462, 538; [ Iachns, nursed. (or loved) by Ceres,
492,495- . . driven out of Italy by the god- [ 456 (note).

ttanyme.ae,, c_n'led off to satis_ dess, 538.. . [ Ialy.sus, son of the .fourth Sun, 480.
jupRer s Just, _; represented Happmeas, deified and worshtpped, I Icanans, the, worshtp an unhewn log,
on thestage moatnets, 53 [. 470. I `sto.

Garnmantes, the tawny, 5o8. _rasta c_Jtbaris, hair of brides at. [ Idacn Dactyll, Greek name of Digiti
Gaul, innumerable Christians in, 4x7 ] ranged with, 460. ] Samothracfi, 475.

(note). I Hearths, presided over by the god t Ignorance the lot of man, 437.
Geese, the guardians of the Capitol, Lateranus, 477 (note). [ Ilium, girt with walls by Apollo and

525. I Heathen, the, hatred of the Chris-[ Neptune, 474.
Geni| of husbands, invoked at mar-[ tians by, 427, 463, 488; reviled/Images, Christ raised men's thoughts
_ rinses, 460. ] (_hristians as illiterate, 43° ; dis- ] from senseless, 423; formed of
Goni.'i of st_._., 420.(note). . [ hcmoured their own gods, 465, ] clay, 423, 464, 5t4; bones, stones,
,Jemus j ovnalm, sa_d to _ one Orl 4t_, 5or; dishonoured their godsJ brass, silver, gold, wood, and

rne renates, 474 (note), 475. in sacrittcing to them, 524, 530. I other materials, 5TZ; made like
Germans, irruptions of the, regarded Hecate, mother of Saturn and Ops, [ infamous men and women, 5xt,

as special calamities caused by 46x; mother of Janus, 47x. [ 5x2; the gods said to be wor-
the Christians, 415. Helenus, the soothsayer, 43 t. [ shipped through, 509; fanciful

Ghosts, the Lares saidto be, 475 Hellespontian Prlapus, 466. [ shape of some, 5Io ; dnsregarded
Gnidns, statue of Venus at, loved by Henna, grove of, whence Proser. [ by birds and beasts, 5x3, 514 ;

a young man, 5x6. pine was carried off, 503. [ tl_e gods caused to dwell in, _x4.
Goats, sacrificed to Bacchus and Heraclitus, referred the orig'in of all ] must be defended by men,no't_

Mercury, 5._5 (note) ; torn in things to fire, 437. [ withstanding the indwelhng all-
pieces by bacchanals, 496. Hercules, burned alive after punish- [ vinity, 515; despoiled by Antio-

God, the Creator of all, 420; belief ment, 422, 424; son of Jupiter[ chus and Dionysius, 5x5; used
in Him intuitive, 421; why and Alcmena, 460, 485; this] lewdly, 515, 5J6, and even ut-
alone worshipped, 464; incor- the Theban defended b_" his [ terly consumed by fire, 516; set
poreal, 467-469; His unity ac- club and hide, 483; worshnpped [ up to strike evll_oers with ter-
xnowledged by the heathen, as divine, 462, 465; a mortal, [ ror, 516.
48_ deified, 474; wounded by Hip-[ Immarnachus, buried in the enclos-

Gods, heathen, human passions at- pocoon's children, 484 ; entan- [ ure at Eleusis, 5o8.
tributed to, 4s7 ; have no power gled in robe of Nessus, 488; [ Immortality of the soul, philosophi-
ove_ Christians, 418 ; not uncre- violated the fifty daughters of ca[ theories discordant and un-
ated, 42o, 4an ; worshipped for Thestius, 485 ; wounded Dis and tenable, 446; a gift of God, 447.
their crimes, 432; why not ac- Juno, 484: put an end to human Incense, unknown in the heroic age,
knowledl_ed by Christians, 464, sacrifices in Italy, 46o; was a ,528; not used by the Etrt_scans
507 t their existence not proved, slave at Sardis, 484; burned on m their rites, 528, nor at Alba,
465; vilely represented in hea- I Mount (Eta after an attack of 528, nor by Romulus and Numa,
then mythology, _56, 469, 47 °-- I epilepsy, 484 ; the Theban, _28; termed Panch;ean gum, 529.
47 a, 482-488; proved false by[ burned on Mount (Eta, 422; Indi_i, Christlanity attested by mighty
its contradictory fables, 473- [ the Phceniclan, buried in Spain, works in, 438 ; Liber sought to
482 ; tutelary, belief in, absurd, [ 422; six gods named, 480; dei- make himself master of, 486.
477"48a ; crimes and vices at- [ fled because he subdued robbers. Indians, the, believed that one god
tributed to, 482-499, 539, 540; [ wild beasts, and serpents, 423. showed himself in all the mare-
such fables not justified by alle-! Herm_e at Athens like Alcibiades, festatmus of the divine, 480.
_orical interpretation, 502-5o6; 5r I. Indigetes, deified mortals, 437"
deifies not honoured by temples Heroes of immense and huge bod- Indigetes, living m the Numicms,
and images, 508-51o, nor by sac- ies, 467" 422-
rifices_, 5x8, nor by incense and IIeroic ages, incense unknown in Inferium vinum, phrase used in liba-
wine, 528, nor by other heathen the,528, tions, 53° (note).
rites, 53o; anthropomorphic Hesperides, golden apples of the, Inuus, guardian of flocks and herds,
ideas of, false, 537. 497- 47°,

Gospel, the objections to. apply yet Hippo of Me]os, 486. Iphigenia, stags spoken of instead
more to heathen mythology, 429 ;
its language defended, 43o; its _
effects shown in the lives of

Hippocoon's children, Hercules of, 502.
wounded by, 484. Isis, Ethiopian, 422 ; Egyptian, 486 ;

Hippothoe. seduced by Neptune, lamenting her lost child and hus-
Christians, 4_5- 484, 485. i band torn in pieces, 422; wor-

Grzca, rites of Ceres, 462. [ Hirtius and Pansa, deluge not quite I ship of, introduced after consul-
Gratina, loved by Praxiteles, and two thousand years before the I ship of Piso and Gabinius, 462

consulship of, 493 (note). 1 (note) ; statue of, burned, 5x6.
takenuns,5_Lasmodel of Cnidian Ve- Honour, deified and worshipped, 476. Itali, Saturn concealed in the terri-

Grits mi£ed with salt, or sacrificial Hosthanes, grandfather of the Ar- tories of the, 484-
meal offered to the gods, 470 meuian Zoroaster. 428 Italy, visit of Hercules to, 460.
(note), 49° . Human sacrifices, offered to Dis

Grnndules Lares, 4t9- and Saturn, 460. Janiculum, founded by Janus, 427,
Hyacinthus, 485. 47L

Guardian47°. deities, favoorof, withheld, Hyla5%485. _ _ Janus, 465 ; son of Cmlus and Hec-
Guilt, contracted if the dancer Hypernoreans, 5c_ ate, 47x; husband of Juturna

baited or musician was silent, Hyperiona, mother by _upiter of the and father of Fons, 471 : first
486, second Sun, 480, 483- king in Italy, 471 ; represented
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as doubled-faced, and carrying a chariot, 47 z ; gave power to the called Eleutherius, _26, Nysius.
spiked key, 517; said to be the Noveusdes to wield his thunder, i 500 (note) ;vmit to l'artarus of,
world, the year, the sun, 471 ; 474 ; Pales the steward of, 474 ; 5o0 ; filthy practices of, _ 5oi ;
supposed to procure a hearin_ the counsellors of, 474, 475 ; one alle[Iorical explanatmn of the
for suppliants, 47 l, 472, ann of the Penates, 475 ; represented teanng in pieces of, 505,
therefore menUoned first in all as an adulterer, 488, and as eas- Libera, i.e., Proserpine, daughter of
prayers, 47 I. ily overreached, 489, 49o; forced Jupiter and Ceres, 497.

Jasion, loved by Ceres, 485. to leave heaven by Numa, 489; Lima, goddess of thresholds, 478.
Jovialis, genius, one of the Penates, statues of, dishonoured, 5t5; i Llmentmus, god of thresholds, 478,

474 (note), 475 (note). descent of rain signified by the 479; gives omens in entrails of
Julian, a magian, 4*8. embraces of Ceres, 5o2, 505 ; the victims, 479.
Juno, 459, 465, 483 ; daughter of the feast of, 53r; ludi circenses Limi, preside over obliquities, 479.

Saturn and Ops, 46o ; queen of celebrated in honour of, 534. Lion, images with face of, 5to.
the gods, 483; wounded by Her- Jaturna, wife of Janus, 471. Locusts, destructton of crol[m by,
cules, 484 ; named Lucina, and said to be caused by Chrtstialk%
aiding women in childbirth, 466, Kings, speaking against, considered 414, 4t6, 417.
469 ; said to be the air, 47z treason, 487. Locutil, Aib 4t9, 420 (note).
(note) ; destruction of the tern- Knees of images touched by suppli- Log, worshipped by the Icariana for
ple and priestess of, 5t6, and ants, 513. Diana, glo.
m the Capitol, of the statue of, Kronos, explained as chronos, i.e., Lucina, aidit'lg women in childbirth,

t6; named Caprotma, Cinxia, tnne, 472; son of Ccelus and 469.
ebruhs, Fluoma, 472 ; Ossipa- progenttor of the dd rang'm, 472. Lucretms on the immortality of the

gina, ,Pomona, Populonia, 472 ; soul, 445.
the cestus of, 517 (note) ; as Lacedaemon, Castor and Pollux bur- Lullabies, sung to the gods, 53I.
Cinxm, a branch worshipped ted in, 484 (note). Luna, lusted after Endymion, 485;
for, 5to ; Sammns worship a Laodamia, seduced by Jupiter, 498. identified with Dmnit and Ceres,

Laodice, buried in the shrine of Di-plank mstead of, 51o (note) ; 473; cannot be a deity if a part
one of the Penates, 475- arts, 508. of the world, 473.

Jupiter, the greatest and best, 42t ; Laomedon, served by Neptune, 484. Luperca, a goddess named, because
is not God, 42I, 422 ; had father Lares, commonly said to be gods of the she-wolf did not rend Romu-
and mother, 422 ; the Saturnian streets and ways, from the sup- lus and Remus, 476.
king, 483; son of /Ether, 48o; posed etymology, 475; guard- Lust, unnatural, attributed to the
son o_ Coelus, 48o; son of Sat- lans of houses, 475; identified gods, 485.
urn, 48o, of Saturn and Ops, sometimes with the Curetes, Lycaon, Jupiter ate part of the son
46o, 46I, 472, 482 ; born in Crete, sometimes with the Digiti Samo- of, 484.
48o; concealed in Crete, 472; thracn, 475; identified with the Lydia, 492.
buried m Crete, 48o, 484 ; his Manes, 475; said to be gods of Lynceus, piercing gaze of, 483.

the air, and also to be ghosts,cries concealed, 475, and his
hfe saved by the Curetes, 484 ; 475. Macarns, father of Megalcon, 484-
overthrew his father, 484; the Lares Grundules, 419. Macedonia, Christianity attested by
acts of, 485, made a meal unwit- Larissa, Acrisius buried in Minerva's mighty works in, 438 ; starting-
tingly on Lycaon's son, 484; temple at, 508 (note). point of Alexander the Great,
married hm sister, 484; at- Lateranus, the genius of hearths, 415 .
tempted to violate the mother 477 (note), 479. Magi, m heathen ceremonials, relies
of the gods, 491; lusted after Latinus, grandson of Picus, and son of the arts of the, 527; arts of
Alcmena, Danae, Electra, Eu- of Faunns, 46t ; father-in-law of the, had no good purpose, 42 S;
ropa, and matrons and maidens z_El_eas,46I. demons won over by the charms
without number, 46o, 46t, 498; Latium, Saturn concealed in, 484. of the, 457; said to raise bytheir
even after the boys Catamltus, Latona, seduced by Jupiter, 498; incantattons other gods than
485, 498, and Fabms, 485; ray- mother of Apollo and Dmna, those invoked, 479; enumeration
ished his daughter Proserpine, 422, 46o, 469, 483 ; wanderings of famous, 428; used herbs and
498 ; for lustful purposes be- of, 422. muttered spells in their incanta-
came an ant, a golden shower, a Laurm, Lares said to be derived tions, 428.
satyr, 5o6, a swan, 483, 5o6, from, 475. Magian, used as equivalent to lint-
and a bull, 4S3, 497 ; spoken of Laverna, goddess of thieves, 484. cerer, 425 (note).
as recounting his amours to his Lectisternmm of Ceres, 53t (note). Magistrate, insults to a, severely pun-
wife, 487 ; said to be the sun, Leda, seduced by Jupiter, 460, 498 ; ished, 487.
472, and by others to be the mother of Dioscori, 483 ; repre- Magnesia, Diana's sanctuary at, 508.
ether, 472 ; three gods named, sented on the stage, 53 t. Magus, Simon, overthrown'by Peter,
48o; father of Apollo, Dmna, Left andrtght, merely relative terms, 438.
Castor and Pollux, Hercules, 477 ; lucky, 477. Main, the beautiful, 422 ; mother of
Liber, Mercury, 46o, 483, of the Lemnos, Vulcan wrought as a smith the third Mercury, 422, 46o, 48o,
Muses, 473, of the Sun, 48o, of at, 48o, 484- 48,3, 5tt.
Hercules, 485. 488; Diespiter, Leucophryne, buried in Diana's sanc- Man, tgnorant of his own nature,
460, 46i, 482 ; fall at Dodona of tnary, ._o8. 435, 436 ; such as the lower ores-
the temple of, 5t6; destruction Libations, m honour of the gods, tures, 440; possessed of reason,
of the statue of Capitoline, 5t6, 529, 53° ; formula used in, 53o. 44I ; not immortal, 445, 446;
534; termed Capitohne, 427, 5t6, Libels, severely punished, 487. wretchedness of the life of, 449,
the Thunderer, 5t6, the Olym- Libentina, goddess of lust, 478. 45o, 45 t, 5zt ; a microcosm, 443;
plan, 512, 513, the Supreme, Libentini (?),42o (note}. laot necessary in the universe,
46o, the Stygian, i.e., Pluto, Liber, a deified mortal, 462, 474; 448; utmost extent of life of,
46o, Verveceus, 497 [note); of deified because he taught men 46I ; depraved _in coming into
Dodona, 4t 9, 516 ; bulls sacri- to use wine, 423 ; sort of Jupiter life, 44o.
riced to, 526; represented with and Semele, 46o, 483, 5oo; In- Manes, the Lares said to be the,.475;
a thunderbolt in his right hand, dian campaign .of, 486 ; torn in inhabitants of infernal re_onlh

527, and as driving in a winged pieces by the Titans, 424, 497 ; 525. i
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Mania, mother of the Lares, 475. termed Cyllenian, 47 = ; the sec- 493; brought from Pessinus to
Mamium, dii, 525. ond, named Trophonins, under repel Hannibal, 538; a black
Marcius, a soothsayer, 43t. the earth, 480; the first, son of stone worshipped instead of, 5_;
Marcus Cicero, 468. Ccelus, and the fourth, of the why represented as crowned with
Marpesian rock, proverbial compari- Nile, 480; the fifth, slayer of towers, 492, 496.

son, 443. Argus, and inventor of letters, Mother, the Phrygian, first set up as
Marpemut, loved by Apollo, 48 5. 480; goats sacrificed to, 525, 526. a goddess, 462.
Marriage, forms observed in, 46o; Mercury, i.e., Hermes Trismegistus, Mulciber, dressed as a workman, 5t7.

three medea of contracting, 48z; i 439 (note). Murcia, guardian of the slothful, 479.
advocacy of promiscuous, 432. i Merops, the first builder of temples, Muses, the, daughters of Jupiter and

Marriages, Fescennine verses sung i 507 (note). Memory, 460, 473; of Ccelus and
at, 48=. [Metrodorus, held the atomic theory, Tellus, 475; thr_e sets of Muses,

Mars, born in Arcadia (?), 484; born 437. 480; nine m number, 473 (note},
in Thrace, 484; said to be Spar- Midas, first to establish worship.of 474; number of, stated differ-
tanus, 484; set over war, 47I; the Phrygian mother, 462; king ently as three, four, seven, 473

of Pessinns, 49 z ; wished to give (notes), and eight, 473; said b),
hisdaoghterinmarringetoAttis, some to be virgins, by others

matrons, 473; identified with the

held prisoner for thirteen months,
484 (note); loved by Ceres, 485;
ensnared by Vulcan, 484;! 4_9z.
wounded by men, 484; a spear Milestan Didymaeon, Cleochusburied Novensiles, 474; represented

with pipes and psalteries, 517 ;worshippedby the Romans as, i in the, 508 (note).
5xo; dogs and asses sacrificed i Militaris Venus, presiding over the handmaids of Megalcon, 484.
to, 484; otherwise Mayors, 511 ; debauchery of camps, 478. Musician, guilt contracted at the
fighting signified by, 506; alle- Mind, the, affected by ailments of games by the silence of the,
_orical explanation of the bind- the body, 436. 486.
mg of Venus and, 5o5; the Minerva, 465; sprung from Jupiter's Mutunus, a deity, 479.

Myndus, Zeno of, 5o8.
Romans spoken of as the race head, 46I, 47z;daughter of Mens, Myrmidon, son of Clltor'sof, 488. 47= ; daughter of Victory, 472; daughter,

Marsi, sold charms against serpent five goddesses named, 480; the 48_.
bites, 446. first, mother of Apollo by Vul- Mysteries, the pontifical, 527 ; named

Martius Picus, entrapped by Numa's can, 480; the second, identified init:'a, 496 (note) ; of Venus, 496;
Phrygian, 496, 497 (note); of
Ceres, 498 (note); Alimontian,

craft, 489 (note). with Saisj daughter of the Nile,
Mayors, i.e., Mars, 5II. 48o; the fourth, named Corypha-
Medes, Christianity attested by ] sia by the Messenians, 48o; the 5co, 5o4•

mighty works amongst, 438. [ fifth, daughter and slayer of Pal-
Megalcon, daul_hter of Macarus, and I las, 480; said by some to be Namia, goddess of those near death,

mistress ot the Muses, 484. [ one of the Penates, 475 ; the wars 478.
Megalensia, mode of celebration of, [ of, 486; worshipped because she Nana, daughter of king Sangarius,

53 I. I discovered the olive, 423; gives 491 ; debauched by an apple, 49 I,

Meles, son of the river, i.e., Homer, [ light to secret lovers, 484; tern- 494; kept alive by the mother484. pies of, used as places of burial, of the gods, 491 ;mother of Attis,
Melioma, goddess presiding over 508 ; image of, burned, 516 (see 492, 494.

bees and honey, 478 ; supposed p. 48o) ; a heifer sacrificed to, Nativities, art of calculating, 46o.
to introduce herself into the 526; termed Tritonian, 469, 5z6; Natrix, the deadly, 417.
entrails of the victim to give represented with a helmet, 517 ; Nebrid_e, familv of the, 504 (note).
omens, 479. said byAristotle to be the moon, Neith, name of'the second Minerva

Memory, wife of Jupiter,46o; mother 472 ; said to be depth of ether, m Egypt, 483.
of the Muses, 473. and memory, 472; spins and Nemestrinus, god of groves, 478

Men, sprung from the stones cast by weaves, 46c) (note); used to de- (note).
Deucalion and Pyrrha, 491 , in note weaving, 506; citizens of, Neptune, believed to be serviceable
earlytimea of immense sise, 462, i.e.,Athenians,5oo(note);cailed to men, 459; king of the sea,
463 ; deified because of benefits Polias, 508. 472, 485, 511 ; brother of Pluto
conferred on the race, 42z, 423; Miracles of Christ and HIS Apostles, and Jupiter, 472 ; mistresses of,
souls shut up in bodies, 439. their power and benefits proofs 485 ; girt Ilium with walls, 474 ;

Menallppe, seduced by Neptune, 485. of the Gospel, 427. served the Trojan Laomedon,
Mens, wife of Jupiter, and mother Money, a goddess, 479" 484; lord of the fish and shaker

of the Muses, 473; mother of Montinus, guardian of mountains, of the earth, 47 z ; one kind of
Minerva, 472. 479. ...... Penates said by the Etruscuns to

Mercury, of service to men, 459, 46= ; Moors, 4I 7 ; worsnlpped the llrans belong to, 474; the Atlantis of,
eonof]upiter,46o, 48o, 483; son and Bocchores, 422. 415 (note)'; armed with the tn.
of Mala,42=,46o, 48o, 483. 5If; Morning, hymns sung to the deities dent, 472, 511; said to have
grandson of Arias, 469 (note); in the, 531 (note). been one of the Penates, 474,
five gods named, 480; lusted Mother of the gods, married .to 475; means the outsprcadwater,
after Prc, erpina, 480; eloquent [ Saturn, 472; fed Nana wTth 47 _, 506.
in speech, 469 (note), 483; bearer I apples, 491 ; a pine brought into Nereid, loved _Eacus, 485.
o_ the caduceus, 47 z, of the the sanctuar}_of,496(note), 504; Nile, father of the second Minerva,
harmless snakes, 483; born on [ a flint worshipped by the people 480, 481 ; father of the fourth
the cold mountain top, 47=; pre- [ of Pessinus for, 5Io; represented Mercury and of Vulcan., 480.
sides over boxing and wrestling, [ as bearing a timbrel, 517. Ninus, leader of the Assyrians
470. and commet;ciai intercourse ] Mother, Great, said to be the earth, against the Bactrians, 41 5.
and markets, 472 ; contriver of [ 472 ; Attis worshipped in the Nisl, 43 o.
words, and named from the in-[ temples of, _ (notes); repre- Noduterensis, a goddess presiding
t.._'change of speech, 47=; reP-[ sented with fillets, 488; termed over the treading out of grain,
resented with wings, 517, and [ Pessinunt!c Dmd .ym.ene, .488 478 (note), 479,
wearing a broad-brimmed cap, [ (note) ; birth and ongm of n.tes Noduti_ a god presiding over the
Stl; beardless, 5xt; slayer of[ of, 4_1; didnot ex!_stmore t.han shooting corn, 478.
Argus, 480, $17; a thief, 484;! two_otasanclyeant_exore_,nrtst, Nomad_4t7.
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lqovensiles, nine Sabine gods, or the Pantarces, a name inscribed on the I Phryglans, the, oyer_e w_h flear
Muses, 474, 476; presiding over finger of the statue of Olympian ] at the slght.o[ the Great Mother
renovation, 474; the nine gods _[upiter, 5zz (note). [ and AcdesUs, 49_; Christianity
who can thundex, 474 (note); Panttca, i.e., Panda, 476. [ attested by mighty works among,
foreign deities received by the Paphos, Cinyras kin_ of, 509. J 438 ; c._ll theirgoats a_ag_ .49a.
Romans, 474; deified mortals, Parthians, Christianmty attested by[Pbryne, nat lye of Thespxa, u_a as
474- mighty works amongst the, 438. [ model zor the statues oz venu_

N,,ml;established formsof worship Patella, goddess of things to be[ 511 (note).
and sacrifice, 438, 528; unac- brought to light, 478. [ Picus, son of Saturn, and father of
quainted wkh incense, 528; Patellana, goddess of things already I Faunus, 461 ; drugged and made
advised by Egeria how to learn, brought to light, 478. ] prisoner by. Num_ 4z9; sur-
the way to draw Juplter to earth, ] Patri_u.¢, place in the ceremonies of [ nameo marn.us, _ . _
489 ; overreached Jupiter by his the boy called, 486 (note). [ Piety, altars anti temples Imflt to,
readiness, 489; 49o, 49 I. ] Pausl, 4_o. ] 476. .

Numa Pompilius, name of Apollo [ Peace deified, 476. [ Pinaar, the Butut;an, 4_s4.. .
not found in the rituals of,462. Peleus, father of Achilles, loved by | Pine, Attis selz-mutilatea unaer a,

Numenius, 437. [ Thetis, 48_. [ 4_2 ; borne to her cave bythe
Numicins, frequented by the i_dig'etts, [ Pellonia, a goddess who repels ene- [ Great Mother, 49z ; .carried into

42Z. [ mies, 477. | the sanctuary o_ the Great
1_'ysius, Liher, 5oo, JPe}opormese, Apis born in the, 422. [ Mother on certal'n days, 496,

l Pelops, 485; the Palladium formed [ 5o4; wreatueo w!tu flowers, 492.,
Ocrisla, brought as a captive from I from the remains of, 484- .| 496;.bound wlth woo], 49o

Corniculum, 496; mother of|Prorates, said to he Neptune a.m1{_ tnote).. .......
Servius, 496. [ Apollo, 474, 475; gods of thel _ipe, a (ti_a), borne oy Acuesus

(:Eta, the Phoenician Hercules burned | recesses of heaven, 474; said to | when he burst in upon the Phry-
on mount, 422, 484- ] be of four kinds, 474; said to l gians, 49_

Olive, Minerva the discoverer of the, [ be Fortune, Ceres, the genius[ Piso, consulship of, 462 (note).
472. [ Jovial;s, and Pales, 474, 475;| Plank, a, worshipped by the Sam;-

Olus, Capitol named from, 5o9. [ and by the Etruscans to he the[ ans. fur Juno, 51o, . .
Olympian _uptter, 512, 513. | Consentes and Compllces, 474- / Plato, head ot philosophers, 410;
Omens derived from points of spears, | Puff|ca, goddess of filthy pleasures,| the disciple of Socrates, 437 ;

46o (note) ; from the entrails of [ 478 (note). ] acknowledges the resurrectmn
victims, 46o, 479; no longer ob-[ Peripatetics, Ariatotle the father of| of the body, 439; contradictions
served in public business, 46o. / the, 437. | in his theory of future punish-

Omophagia, i.e., Bacchanalia, 496. J Persians, the, overcome because of| taunt, 439; his doctrine of trams-
Onion, thunder-portents averted with | the Christians, 417 ; Christianity[ migration, 440; his theory of

an, 489, 490- [ attested by mighty works among,| reminiscences untenable, 443.
Ups, sprnng from C_lus and Hecate, [ 438 ; worshipped rivers, 51o;| Plutarch of Chzronea, 484.

46I ; mother of Jupiter and his | skilled in secret arts, 48o. [ Pluto, brother of Jupiter and Nep-
brothers, 42z, 46o, 46I, 472, 48z./Pertunda, a goddess presiding over| tune, 472; king of the shades,

Orbona, guardian deity of bereaved| the marriage couch, 478. | 49c).
parents, 478. | Pessinuntic Dindymene, 488. [ Piutoman realms, i.e., infernal re-

Or union of Proserpine with, Pessinus, people of, worshipped a[ gions, 525.cus, ...... th
_o2. [ tint for the mother of the gods,| Pohas, Erlchthomus buried m •

Origm of things, Christ commanded/ 5Io; Great Mother brought| sanctuary of, 508.
men not to inquire into, 457. | from, 538 ; Midas king of, 492. Pollux, son of Tyndareus, distin-

Ornytus, Pallus slain by, 484 (notes).[ Pestilence, sent to punish pollution _uished as a boxer, 42z ; buried
Orpheus, the Thracian hard, 497 ;[ of the circus, 534 ; abated when m Sparta, 484-

the Thracian soothsayer, 499[ deities were brought from Pomegranate tree, a, springs from
(note). / abroad, ,534; put to flight by the severed members of Acdes-

Osiris, husband of Isis, torn limb| zEsculapms, 536. _ _ tis, 49 x. - " 2
from limb, 422. / Peta, presiumg over prayers, 475. _-omona, a name given to juno, 47 •

Oesilago, a deity giving firmness to] Peter s victory over Simon Magus, Pompilius, the revered, _ ; sacrb
the bones of children, 478. | 438 (note). /ices thoroughly cooked and

Ossipagina, a name given to Juno,[ Phaethon, the sun the father of, 505 ; - aumedin.time of, 46o.
472. | loved by Ceres, 485. rontlfex mammus, 4z_, 400. .

" | Phalli displayed in honour of Bae- Populonia, a name gaven to juno,
Pales, guardian of the flocks and| chus,5oo; given in the myste- 472.

herds, 47 ° (note) ; not a female,[ ries of Venus, 496. Portents, thunder, how averted, 489.
but a male steward of Jupiter,| Phidias, sculptor of the image of Portunus, gives safety to sailors, 47o.
474; one of the Penates, 474,| Olympian Jupiter, 512 ; carved Potua, presiding over drinking, 47o.
47 _- I on it the name of a boy loved Pr_tana, namea Decaa_ Kommus

Palla_h_um, the, formed "from the re- I by him, _z2 (note). _ e r_elled all withthe, javelin, 476.
m_in,t of Pelops, 484- i Philopator, I.e., Ptolemy IV., 5o9 rraxiteies, in me t_mman venus, :

Palla_hther of the fifth Minerva, (note). copied the courtesan Gratina, i
and slain by her, 48o, 48L Philosophers,. pride of,.45_ 453;.by 5II.

Pallas, surname of Minerva, 48| ; [ their disagreement snow mat Praye_rs for the depart_ in the early
overcome and slain by Ornytus, nothing can be known, 437- Church, 54J (note).
474. Phoenician Hercules, 422. Priapus, the Helle_pontlan.._l of :

Pamphilus, a may;an and friend of Phorbas, Attis found and brought lust, 4Oh; representea w_ta nn-
_]nms, 428. up by, 49 L mense_ $I7: - __

Panzflus, a Stoic philosopher, 437; Phoronemb the first builder of tern- Proserpine_ danghte_ ot ueres mm

Panchaean gums burned to the goos, p pl.es,urygaa,th5_e"rock Agdus in, 49z ; Jupiter, 497; violated by herfather, 4_. ; _rried off by PIu_
Pan'origin of the name, 476.. m_eries celebrated in, 497. from Sicily, 4z_ 499 ;. ea_led
pmum, consulship of, 493(note_. Pbrygianmother, the, i.e_Cybele_46_. IAbera, 497; _med because -_
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plants rise slowly, 472 ; lusted their custonm .and ceremonies, Saturnian king, the,_., Jupiter,483.
after bythe first Mercury, 48o; 459,4uo; relloma goddess only ] Satyr, Jupiter assumed the form of,
loved Adonis, 485; allegorica_ of, 477 ; worshipped a spear for ] 48_ 506.
explanation of the rape of,5oz Mars, 5Io. I Scauri, 43o.
503; barren heifers sacrificed to Rome, age in time of Arnobins of ] Scythian king and Circe, the fifth
525. the city, 46z ; Christianity at- Sun the son of a, 480.

Prosumnus, a vile lover of Bacchus, tested by miracles in, 438. Scythians, irruptions of the, lald to
._o; the god's compliance with Romulus, founder of Rome, 468 ; the charge of the Christians,
hm request, 5oo, 5ox. sacrifices consumed in time 4t5; sacrificed asses to Mars,

Protagoras, doubts as to existence of of, 46o; and his brother, 476; 484.
a deity, 4zx (note). a deified mortal, 474 ; torn in Sebadia, 497 (note).

Prothce, loved by Apollo, 485. pieces by the senators, 4z4; un- Semele, mother of Liber by Jupiter,
Psylli, sellers of charms against sex- acquainted with incense, 528 ; - 46o, 47:?, 5oo, 5°6.

pents, 446. called Quirinus Martius, 4z4- _enators, Romulus torn in pieces by,
Punishment, future, nature of, 439- 424; abuse of, punished by law,
Purification of the mother of the Sabine gods, the Novensiles, nine, 487.

gods, 53 L 474. Serapis, Apis in Egypt called, 422;
Puts, a goddess presiding over the Sabre, worshipped by the Scythians, the Egyptian, 486; introduction

pruning of trees, 478. _xo. of the worship of, 46z ; temple
Pygmalion, king of Cyprus, 5z5; an Sacrifice, origin and meaning of, 54z, of, burned to ashes, 5s6.

Seres, the, 5o8 ; Christlamt_ attestedimage of Venus loved by, 51 _, [Sacr_3!n_!istlans...___,_....Pyriphlegethon, a river in Hades, 439- offered no, 507; by miracles among, 43 _.
Pyrrha, women formed from stones Varro's denial of any occasion Serpent, Jupiter assumed the form

cast by, 49 L for, 518 ; cannot feed gods, 5x8 ; of a, 485, 497.
Pythagoras of Samos, 437; placer ! cannot give pleasure to the gods, Serpent-bites, charms against, 446

the cause of things in numbers 5t9; can neither prevent their (note).
437 ; burned to death in a tem anger, 5zo, nor satisfy their rage, Servius Tnllius, birth of, 496.
pie, 424. 52o; no reason can be found Shrine of Juno at Argos, 516.

Pythian god, the, identified with the for, $26; purity and cleanliness Shrines, the Christians built no,
sun and Bacchus, 47z; served reqmred at, 523 (note). 5'07-
Laomedon,484 ; soothsayers are Sadducees, attributing form to God, Sibyl, the, 43 L
taught by, 470. 467 (note). Sicily, tomb and remains of Saturn

Safety, temples and altars erected to, in, 484 ; Proserpine carried off
Quindecemviri, the, wore wreaths of 476. from, 499.

laurel, 488. Sais, the Egyptian, offspring of the Sickle, borne by Saturn, 5H.
Quirinus, excelled all in throwing Nile, 48o, 481; identified with Simon Magus, fierycar of,438; over-

the javelin, 476. the second Minerva, 48o. throw and death of, 438 {note).
Quirinus Martius, Romulus torn in Salt-cellars, tables consecrated by Sinister deities, presiding over the

pieces by the senators, called, placing, 46o. left, 477-
424. Salvation, why conditional, 4_8. Sleep, what produces, 436.

Quirites, 477. Samians, the, worshipped dplank Slumber, is life anything but, 436.
for Juno, 5to. Sminthian mice, Apollo the destroy-

Races, guilt contracted if the music Samothracii Digit;, named Idmi Dac- er of, 473.
stopped at the, 486; m the tyli, 475; said to be the Lares, Socrates, condemnation of, spoken

sevengamesrounds°fJupiter,ofthe 534,course53,5,m,San 475"s,gariua king or river, father of of as the Trojan war, 5o4 ; notmade infamous by his condemns-
534- Nuns, 491 ; attempted to starve tion, 424; Plato the disciple of,

Regulus, cruel death of, 4z4; a huge his daughter to death, 49 z ; ex- 437.
serpent killed by the army of, posed her child, 49 L Solecisms and barbarisms objected
5_7. Sardis, Hercules a slave at, 484. to Chrzstianity, 430.

Religion, credibility o_ not depend- Satirical poems punished by law, Sophists, pretentious show of the,
ent on antiqeity, 46K; opinion 487. 43° -
constitutes,., not ceremon. Y, 533" Saturn, son of Cvelus and Hecate, Soul, the animal, does not partake

Reminiscences, Piatomc theory of, 46x ; overthrew his father, 485 ; of the divine nature, 444 ; philo-
untenable, 443. attempted to destroy his children, sophical theories of its immor-

Renovation, the Novensiles gods of, 485 ; was driven from power by tality uncertain and contradic-
474 (note). Jupiter, 484, 485; hid himself in tory, 446; made immortal only

Resurrection, the, symbolized in Pin- Latium, 484; was thrown into by _od's gift, 447, 454, 457.
Souls said to pass into cattle, 44c_to's myth, 439- chains for parricide, 484 ; father

Rhodes, the fourth Sun born ah 480. by Ops of Jupiter, 460, 46I, 47z, Spain, 4x 7 ; Hercules buried in, 422.
Right and left merely relative terms, 482, of the third Jupiter, 48o ; Sparta and Lacedaemon, Castor and

477. mother of the gods married to, Pollux buried in, 485.
Rites of the mother of the gods, 472 ; founder of the Saturnian Spartanus, Mars identified with, 484.

496; of BonaDea, 496; of Bac_ state, 422; father of the third Spear, a, worshlpped by the Romans
chus, Cyprian Venus, and the Minerva. 48o ; when aged, taken for Mars, 5Io.
Corybantes, 496, 497 ; of Ceres in adultery by his wife, 485; Stage, gods brought on, 487, 488.
in Phrygia, 497- tomb and remains of, in Sicily, States, genii of, 42o {note).

Rituals of Numa, Apollo's name not 484 ; identified with Kronos, and Stentors, 462 (note).
found In, 462. explained as chronos, 47z ; pro- [ Sterope, loved by Apollo, 485.

Rivers, worshipped in ancient times genitor of the dii mug_i, 47z;1Stoictheory, of the world, 455; that
by the Perstans,5_o. planter of the vine, 47z ; bearer ] souls survived death for a little,

Roman matrons, not ailowed to drink of the pruning-knife, 4Tz, 5z1,] 455-
wine, 46o ; kissed to test their 517 ; presides over sown crops, ] Stone, the Arabians worshipped an
sobriety, 46cx 479; before Hercules' visit to ] unhewn, 51c_

Romans, the race of Mars, the ira- Italy, human sacrifices offered I Stone, a, sent from Phrygia as theperiai people, 488; had ch_n_ed to, 460. Great Mother, 538.
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Stones, after the deluge men sprung Thrasimene lake, Roman defeat at j one, 51! ; Pygmalion's love for
from, 49 x; anointed with oil, and the, 477. [ the Cyprian, _I 5; ayouth's love
worshipped, 423. Thunder, evil portended by, how [ for the Cnldlan, 516; mysteries

Stygian Jupiter, Le, Pluto, 460. averted, 489, 490. [ of Cyprian, 496.
Styx, a river in the ixzfernal regions, Thunderer, the, i.e., Jupiter, 5z6. [ Venus Militaris, presiding over the

439 (note}, 500. Thyle, remotest, 508. ] debauchery of camps, 478.
Sulla, the proscription of, spoken of Tiber, _Esculaplns brought to the [ Vermilion, the images of the gods

as the battle of Canna-, 5o4. island in the, 536. smeared with, 5io.
Snmmanus, i.e., Pluto, 476, 503• Tinguitani, the, a/_icted with [Verrii, 430.
Sumptuary laws, not observed in droughts because of the Chris-Vesta, the earth said to be, 472 ;

time of Arnobius, 460. tians, 417 (note). ever-burning fire of, 460 (note}.
Sun, the, all things vivified by the Titans, the, worshipped by. the Vestals, guarding the sacred fire,

heat of, 413 ; said to be only a Moors, 4_2 ; Liber torn in pieces 4_.
foot in breadth, 457; identified by, 424, 497. Vices, presiding over eating, 47°
with Bacchus and Apollo, 473, Tithonus, loved by Aurora, 485- (note).
and with Attis, 505; five gods Titus Tatms, the Capitoline taken Victims, Christians slew no, 5o7.
said to be, 48o; represented with by, 476, 477. Victory, Minerva the daughter of,

Tolus Vuicentanns, Capitol namedrays of light, 5H; father of 47a.
Phaethon, 505- from, 509 (note). Vigils in the Thesmophoria, 498

Supreme Jupiter, the, in opposition Transmigration of souls, 440. (note).
to the Stygian, 46o. Treason to speak evil of kings, 487. Vintage festival of _Esculapins, $3 I.

Swan, Jupiter changed into a, 483, Trebia, Novensiles worshipped at, Violets, sprung from blood of Attis,
So6. 474 (note). 492.

Syria, piagued with locusts because Trebian gods, i.e., the Novensiles, Virginalis, Fortuna, 46o.
-- of the Christians, 417. 476. Virtue, altars and temples reared to,

Trebonius, cruell_r put to death, a24. 476.
Tree wreathed with flowers in mem-Tages, the Etruscan, 46o. Vulcan, explained as fire, 47_; lame,

Tanaquil and the dd consemntes, 496. ory of Attis, 492 (note). 484 ; wrought as a smith in Lem-
Tarpeian rock, the, taken by Titus Triptolemus deified because he in- nos, 48o, 484; son of the Nile,

Tatius, 477. vented the plough, 423; native 48o ; loved by Ceres, 485; father
Tartarus, the darkness of, has no of Attica, first to yoke oxen,499, of the third Sun, 48o, and of

terrors to the immortal, 445; Tritonian maid, the, 469 (note}, 526. Apollo by the first Minerva,
visited by Liber, 5oo. Trojan wars, the condemnation of 48o; four gods named, 48o;

Tellene perplexities, proverbial Socrates spoken of as the, 5o4. lord of fire, 46o, 469, 47o; repre-
phrase, 5oo. Trophonius, the second Mercury,48o. sented in workman's dress, 5II,

Tellus, mother of the Muses, 473. Tullius (M. Cicero), 5o4; the most with cap and hammer, 51L
(See also under Earth.} eloquent of the Romans, 465. Vulturnus, the father-in-law of Jamuh

Telmessns, city in Asia Minor, 508. Tullius (Servius), king, half-raw sac- 47 x.
Telmessus, the prophet buried under rifices offered under, 46o.

Apollo's altar, 5o8, 5o9• Tutelary demons, the Lares, 475. Wheat, introduced into Attica by
Temples, in many cases tombs, 5o8, Tutunus, 478, 479. Ceres, 5o4.

5o9 ; destroyed with thezr im- Tyndareus, father of Castor and Pol- Wicked, souls of, pass into beasts,
ages, and plundered, sI6; built[ lux, 4zz. 440.
to cats, beetles, and heifers, I Tyadarian brothers, the, 46o (note). Will, free, in salvation, 458.

Winds, the, represented as blowing
42o (note) ; built that men might Unxia, presiding over anointing, 470.¢a3me near and invoke the gods, trumpets, 51o.

5o8; not raised by the Chris- Upibilia, keeps from wandering, 478. Wine, in the rites of Bona Den,tians, 507- 496 ; sanctuary of Attis not
Thales, attributed all things to water, ]Varro, distinguished by the diver- entered by those who had drunk,

437- slty of his learning, 493 ; denies 49 z ; Roman matrons not ab
Theatres, the gods exposed to insult that sacrifices are acceptable to 1owed to drink, 46o.

and mockery in the, 487, 488. the gods, 518. Within, the Penates said to be those,
Theban Hercules, the, 422, 483. V¢Ius, a magian, 428. 474-
Themis, the oracle of, 491 (note}. Venus, the Cytherean, sprung from World, the, uncreated and everlast.
Theodorus of Cyrene, 4zx (note),486. the sea-foam and the genitals of ing,. 455 (note) ; created, but
Thesmophoria, origin of the, 498 Ccelus, 484; daughter of Dione, evenastmg, 455 ; created and

422 ; lusted after Anchises, 4_2,(note). perishable, 455; theories of,
Thespia, Phryne a native of, 511. 485; a courtesan, 484, 486; dei- 421, 437, 455 ; destruction by fire

Thespians, the, worshipped a branch fled by Cinyras, 484 ; mother of Pf, 437- cart
for Juno, 51o. the Desires, 47 t, of the imperial Worship, true, in the h ,486.

Thessaly, home of the Myrmidons, people, 488; wounded by a mor-

Th48_''esii6sfifty daughters, and Her- tal,484;represented on the stage Xerxes, the bridge and ea-ffi! madeby lustful _estures, 488; in stat- by, 415" ',
cules, 485. ues and paintings nude, 5x x, 5t7; ;

Thetis, loved Peleus, 485. used to denote lust, 5o6; alle- Zeno, the Stoic, 437; of Myndmt, :
Theutis, the Egyptian, founder of _orical explanation of the bind- ._

astrology, 46o. mg of, 505; named because love geumppe, loved by Apollo, 485. <
Thieves, Laverna the goddeas of, 49 x. comes toall,472; four goddesses Zoroaster, Bactrians led against the
Thrace, Mars born in, 484. named, 48o; Cinyras buried in Aas_'ans by, 415; assigned by
Thracian, the, bard, Le, Of-pheus, tbetemple of, 5_O9;the courtesan tradition to different countri_

497; soothsayer, son of Calliope, Gratina the mbdel of the Cnidi- and ages, 4_8 (note).
499. an, 5H; Phryne of more than

i
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